Endnotes Introduction
1

Gaskin_1846_34: [Question] 141. For what was Syria so remarkable? The lustre of its early glories, the
vicissitudes of its fortunes, and the blood that has drenched its soil. It was also noted for its admirable fertility,
the variety of its climate, and the advantageous position which it occupied in the very heart of the ancient world,
which rendered it the chosen abode of early commerce and civilization.
2
Gaskin_1846_35: [Question] 144. What is the general character of the Arabs who inhabit Syria and Palestine?
ŖThe Arab, on the whole, has little firmness and stability of character; his imagination is too vivid ŕ his
excitability too great. Self-reliance he has none; but evidently feels his need of being governed and guided.
When he is thrown upon his own resources his timidity is extreme; whereas, when under the influence of a
strong hand, he is capable of rushing to the extreme of temerity: the least breath of honour puffs him up beyond
measure; his vanity knows no bounds; and, when dressed in a little authority, he makes its abuses cruelly felt by
his subordinates. To these defects in his character he adds other vices, which he carries to excess ŕ
covetousness, ingratitude, jealousy, faithlessness, and indolence.ŗ
3
Casola_1907_257 travelling 1494, Moslem in Jerusalem: It is great madness to talk to them about our faith,
because they have no rational sentiment in them. They are very impetuous and easily excited to anger, and they
have no gracious or courteous impulses or actions. And I declare that they may be as great and as learned as you
like, but in their ways they are like dogs.
4
Farley_1862_203: When Greece was in her infancy, and long before Rome had even been founded, the coast
of Syria was covered with magnificent and wealthy cities. On the north stood Aradus (the Modern Eouad);
eighteen miles to the south, Tripolis; at a similar distance Byblos (Djebail), with the temple of Adonis; again,
farther south, Berytus (Beyrout); at a like distance Sidon; and, finally, about fifteen miles farther, stood the
"Queen of the Waters," the stately Tyre. From the latter city arose commerce, civilization, the arts and sciences,
and, above all, that great instrument of social progress, the gift of letters. To its inhabitants, the Phoenicians, we
are indebted for the knowledge of astronomy and arithmetic, as well as for the discovery of weights and
measures, of money, of the art of keeping accounts or book-keeping; for the invention, or at least for the
improvement, of ship-building and navigation, and likewise for the discovery of glass. They were also famous
for the manufacture of fine linen and tapestry; for the art of working in metals and ivory; for their skill in
architecture, and especially for the manufacture of that rare and costly article of luxury, the Tyrian purple.
5
Beaujour_1829_371: La Syrie a une grande importance militaire, parce qu'elle est sur la route d'Asie en
Afrique; et si l'isthme de Suez était coupé, elle en acquerrait une plus grande, parce qu'elle deviendrait, comme
lřEgypte, le centre de l'ancien monde. Ce pays est maintenant ouvert, et l'art ne lřa défendu d'aucun côté; mais la
nature l'a protégé à l'est et au sud par des déserts, à l'ouest par la mer, et au nord par une chaîne de montagnes
dont il est environné, comme d'un rempart.
6
Roederer_1917_XXVII-XXVIII for a description of Syria: Placée à la limite orientale de la Méditerranée,
entre le cap ventru de l'Asie Mineure au nord et l'Egypte au sud, bordée vers l'est par la Mésopotamie et l'Arabie
septentrionale, la Syrie est une contrée géographiquement très complexe. / a) Une étroite bande de terrain plat
forme sa frontière du côté des flots. Cette zone représente l'ancienne Phénicie. C'est là que s'asseyaient les
capitales phéniciennes: Tyr, Sidon, Bérite; les modernes; Sour (15.000 habitants), Saïda (18.000 habitants),
Beyrouth (180.000 habitants), tandis que plus au nord se sont développées les cités latines de Tripoli (35.000
habitants), Alexandrette et, au sud, Caïffa, Saint-Jean-d'Acre et Jaffa. / Cette zone côtière, commerçante, très
européanisée, est, bien entendu, la plus peuplée. Ce n'est pas la plus riche au point de vue agricole. Pourtant, des
plantations considérables d'orangers, de citronniers, de bananiers, donnent une grande valeur à la banlieue des
ports du sud: Caïffa, Jaffa et Saint-Jean-d'Acre. De denses forêts d'oliviers couvrent d'immenses étendues,
particulièrement dans le sandjak de Naplouse, et, en d'autres points, d'énormes plantations de mûriers
remplacent les oliviers. / b) Derrière cette mince bande littorale se dresse, comme une énorme vague fauve, la
chaîne du Liban au relief tourmenté, creusée de vallées profondes dont les moutonnements se pressent jusqu'au
djebel Sanin (3.060 mètres). / Cette région montagneuse était autrefois couverte de magnifiques forêts de cèdres,
chantées par les poètes arabes et les chroniqueurs de la croisade. Méhémet-Ali en aurait encore fait abattre près
de deux mille pour la construction de ses flottes. A l'heure actuelle, une dizaine d'arbres fixent ces souvenirs et
nos regrets. / Sur ce sol aride, l'incroyable ténacité du paysan libanais réussit à faire pousser quelques céréales,
des mûriers et des plans de vigne qui donnent un vin renommé. D'innombrables troupeaux de moutons et de
chèvres trouvent à paître sur ces terrains ingrats. / c) Au delà du Liban, parallèle comme lui à la mer, une coulée
de verdure court du nord au sud, entre le Liban et l'Anti-Liban. Dans cette large vallée, la Bekaa ou Cœlésyrie,
la terre de Chanaan. C'est une succession ininterrompue de vergers, de vignobles, de champs de céréales, coupés
de bouquets de rosiers en fleurs. Un fleuve, l'Oronte, ombragé d'aulnes et de peupliers, serpente dans cette
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plaine qu'il arrose sur plusieurs dizaines de kilomètres. Sur ses rives, de vieilles villes, Homs (80.000 habitants),
Hama (40.000 habitants), Antioche, qui sont des centres industriels importants. / Au nord, plus haut que le
bassin de l'Oronte, Alep, au carrefour de l'Anatolie, de la Mésopotamie et de la Syrie, dans une situation
géographique admirable, la future très grande ville de la Syrie (200.000 habitants). / Plus bas, Baalbeck, la ville
de Baal, la ville prestigieuse où chaque période de l'histoire est représentée par un monument: le Mur cyclopéen,
le temple du Soleil, la citadelle arabe du temps des croisades. Également, la charmante Zaaleh (18.000
habitants). / Plus au sud, la plaine s'étrangle (contreforts du djebel el Seleik) entre ses deux chaînes rapprochées.
/ Puis elle s'étale de nouveau, parcourue par un petit fleuve aux longs méandres, le Jourdain. / Plaine
essentiellement différente de la Bekaa que celle du Jourdain. La Bekaa, c'est l'Europe; ici, c'est la végétation
tropicale, l'olivier, l'indigotier, les épiées, la canne à sucre. Ce terrain d'alluvions est un des plus riches du
monde. / La Mer Morte enfin (890 mètres au-dessous du niveau de la mer); les campagnes de Judée si désolées.
/ d) Par delà le second rempart montagneux que forme lřAnti-Liban (2.670 mètres), c'est le désert profond et
muet, le désert de Syrie, qui s'étend jusqu'à l'Euphrate, avec, à ses portes, la riante oasis de Damas (300,000
habitants). Les minarets aigus de la ville émergent d'un immense verger. ŖSi le paradis est sur la terre, ce ne peut
être qu'à Damas,ŗ certifie le dicton.
7
Sandys_1673_travelling 1610ff. Preface, the Turkish Empire: Those rich lands at this present remain waste
and overgrown with bushes, receptacles of wild beasts, of thieves and murderers, large Territories dispeopled, or
thinly inhabited, good Cities made desolate, sumptuous buildings become ruines, glorious Temples either
subverted, or prostituted to impiety; true Religion discountenanced and oppressed, all Nobility extinguished, no
light of learning permitted, nor virtue cherished; violence and rapine insulting over all, and leaving no security
save to an abject mind, and unlooked on poverty.
8
Newman_1864_16: But, whatever may have been the appearance of Southern Palestine in those distant ages, it
appears at present, especially its mountain regions, to be little better than a vast limestone quarry, covered with
small gray stones, offensive to the eye, painful to the foot of man and beast, and seemingly incapable of a
harvest. An aspect so sterile and forbidding induced the author of "The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire"
to institute the comparison that ŖPalestine is a territory scarcely superior to Wales either in fertility or extent.ŗ
Conceding this apparent barrenness, the causes of the change which has taken place in the lapse of so many
centuries are at once natural and miraculous. The frequent changes of government, the rapacity of officials, the
insecurity of property, the religious animosity of rival sects, the barbarian ignorance of the peasantry as to the
enlightened principles of agriculture, together with a moral degradation universally prevalent, are adequate
causes, when operating during a long series of years, to change the face of any country, and doom it to almost
irreclaimable barrenness. It is also true that the destruction of the woods of any section on the earth's surface,
and particularly the trees on the mountain-tops, which invite and arrest the passing clouds, tends to the
diminution of rain and to the consequent evils of the drought.
9
Farren_1838_243: The languages of antiquity are the living tongues of Syria, and in their compounds is still
familiar the name of Britain, derived from Phoenician origin. On the eastern side of the hills of Jordan, and over
the plains of Manasseh and Gad, monuments, like those of the Druid age of England, still illustrate the rural
superstitions of the dim ages, which, denounced in Holy Writ, were probably imparted to us from them. The
Syrian church still dates from the age of Alexander. The Anzary mountains still shelter in their fastnesses the
rites and descendants of ancient paganism. Traces of the Crusaders still exist in the traditions of family descent.
10
Thomson_1886_V: We shall meet in our travels the courteous and warlike Druse, the industrious but
superstitious Maronite, the orthodox Greek and the energetic Greek Catholic, the fanatical Muhammedan, the
heretical Mutawaly, the heathen Nusaireh, the crafty Israelite, and the roving son of Ishmael; and the enervated
and indolent Osmanli Turk is the lord of the land, dreaded but not respected by all his subjects, whose united
prayer is, "O Lord, how long!"
11
Volney_1796_24: I will dwell in solitude amidst the ruins of cities: I will enquire of the monuments of
antiquity what was the wisdom of former ages: in the very bosom of sepulchres I will invoke the spirit that
formerly in Asia gave splendour to states and glory to their people: I will enquire of the ashes of legislators what
causes have erected and overthrown empires; what are the principles of national prosperity and misfortune; what
the maxims upon which the peace of society and the happiness of man ought to be founded.
12
Volney_1796_1-2: I journeyed in the empire of the Ottomans, and traversed the provinces which formerly
were kingdoms of Egypt and of Syria. / Directing all my attention to what concerns the happiness of mankind in
a state of society. I entered cities, and studied the manners of their inhabitants; I gained admission into palaces,
and observed the condition of those who govern; I wandered over the country, and examined the condition of
the peasants: and no where perceiving aught but robbery and devastation, tyranny and wretchedness, my heart
was oppressed with sorrow and indignation. / Every day I found in my route fields abandoned by the plough,
villages deserted, and cities in ruins. Frequently I met with antique monuments; wrecks of temples, palaces, and
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fortifications; pillars, aqueducts, sepulchres. By these objects my thoughts were directed to past ages, and my
mind absorbed in serious and profound meditation.
13
Volney_1796_7-9: The history of past times strongly presented itself to my thoughts. I called to mind those
distant ages when twenty celebrated nations inhabited the country around me. I pictured to myself the Assyrian
on the banks of the Tygris, the Chaldean on those of the Euphrates, the Persian whose power extended from the
Indus to the Mediterranean. I enumerated the kingdoms of Damascus and Idumea, of Jerusalem and Samaria;
and the warlike states of the Philistines; and the commercial republics of Phenicia. This Syria, said I to myself,
now almost depopulated, then contained a hundred flourishing cities, and abounded with towns, villages, and
hamlets. Every where one might have seen cultivated fields, frequented roads, and crowded habitations. Ah!
what are become of those ages of abundance and of life? What are become of so many productions of the hand
of man? Where are those ramparts of Nineveh, those walls of Babylon, those palaces of Persepolis, those
temples of Balbec and of Jerusalem? Where are those fleets of Tyre, those dockyards of Arad, those work-shops
of Sidon, and that multitude of mariners, pilots, merchants, and soldiers? Where those husbandmen, those
harvests, that picture of animated nature of which the earth seemed proud? Alas! I have traversed this desolate
country, I have visited the places that were the theatre of so much splendour, and I have nothing beheld but
solitude and desertion!
14
Hachicho_1964_163 retailing Aaron Hillřs 1699 exclamation about Egypt: "Oh! blind, willfull, vain,
mistaken men! unthinking, weak, and shadow-like mortality! Why do we still grasp eagerly at riches? Why
esteem the transitory blessings of a wealthy splendour? Why delight in worldly grandeur, or the noisy pomp of
momentary majesty, when not the story scenes of ancient pride, and countenanc'd vainglory, can preserve the
memory of their forgotten founders, but the strongest and most stately cities of the universe submit their marble
to the teeth of time, and prove in ruins, the undoubted truth of Ovid's elegant reflections on the world's
uncertainty."
15
Isidore_1911_Book_XV_14-15, one of many references: Seleucus, unus ex posteris Alexandri, post mortem
eiusdem Alexandri occupato regno orientis urbem in Syria condidit, eamque ex Antiochi patris sui nomine
Antiochiam nuncupavit, et Syriae caput instituit. Ipse quoque Laudiciam et Seleuciam, ipse Apamiam et
Edessam urbem construxit. Damascum Syriae conditam et nuncupatam a Damasco dispensatoris Abrahae filio.
Haec antea in omni Syria tenuit principatum; necdum enim florebant ibi Antiochia, Laudicia et Apamia, quas
urbes post Alexandrum constructas esse cognoscimus. Hic est Damascus quem Abraham futurum sibi heredem
dixerat, antequam esset illi promissus Isaac. Gazam oppidum Palaestinae condiderunt Evei, in qua habitaverunt
Cappadoces pristinis cultoribus interfectis.
16
Vitri_1896_XCVI writing 1219ff, of the divisions of Syria: The first part of Syria, which lies between the
Tigris and the Euphrates, is called Syria Mesopotamia. The second part is called Coele Syria ; in this stands the
city of Antioch, with its subject cities, and it reaches as far as the river Valania,^ below the Castle of Margat.
The third part of Syria is called Syria by the Sea, or Syria Phoenice. In it are Tripoli, Tyre and Acre ; it begins at
the aforesaid river, and ends at Lapis Incisa, which is called Districtum, and at this day is called Pilgrims' Castle.
The fourth part is called Syria of Lebanon, wherein stands Mount Lebanon. It is also called Syria of Damascus,
for Damascus is its capital city. Sometimes it is simply called Syria, a part taking the name of the whole, as in
the text, ŖThe head of Syria is Damascus.ŗ And there are three Palestines, which are parts of Greater Syria. The
first is that whose capital is Jerusalem, and this part is specially named Judaea. The second is that whose capital
is Caesarea Philippi, which includes all the country of the Philistines. The third is that whose capital is
Scythopolis, which at this day is called Bethshan. Moreover, both the Arabias are parts of Syria: the first is that
whose capital is Bostrum; the second is that whose capital is Petra in the Wilderness. But Syria Sobal also,
whose capital is Sobal, is part of this Greater Syria. The last part of Syria is Idumaea, looking toward Egypt.
17
Affagart_1902_149-150 travelling 1533-1534: for description of the five parts making up la Grande Syrie,
namely (1) Tigris to Euphrates; (2) Euphrates to mountains of Lebanon; (3) Phoenicia (Antioch plus the coast);
(4) Sirie Damasque, the plain, incl Trachonitis; (5) Palestine, i.e. the Holy Land.
18
Bliss_1907_x: Used in a broad sense the term Syria means the narrow strip of land at the east end of the
Mediterranean, about 400 miles long and ranging in breadth from 70 to 100 miles. It is bounded on the north by
the Taurus Mountains; on the west by the Sea, and on the east and south by the Desert. Though thus isolated by
nature, Syria has been the high-road throughout all the ages between Asia and Africa.
19
Haussmann_de_Wandelburg_1883_6: Il faut toutefois observer que, dans un sens plus large et moins précis,
on désigne souvent sous le nom de Palestine toutes les régions comprises depuis l'Egypte jusqu'aux confins de
l'Asie-Mineure et de la Mésopotamie, avec la Phénicie, la Coelé-Syrie, l'Idumée, l'Arabie Pétrée et une partie de
l'Arabie Déserte, c'est-à-dire toute la Syrie, qui présente environ 160 lieues de long sur 80 de large: la juridiction
de Mgr Valerga [Patriarch of Jerusalem] s'étendait à divers titres sur toutes ces contrées. Telle était aussi à peu
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près l'étendue du royaume de David et de Salomon, sauf le littoral phénicien qui garda toujours son
indépendance sous les rois de Tyr et de Sidon.
20
Beauvau_1608_120: La Sirye est divisée en plusieurs parties sçavoir en Capadoce, Mesopotamie, le pays de
Damas & dřAntioche, la Phenitie & la Palestine, ou terre saincte.
21
Sanson_1683_11-12: La Sourie, autresfois Syrie la grande, & aujourd'huy Soristan aux Orientaux, est à peu
prés ce que les Romains appellent leur Diocese d'Orient; & semble que nous l'appelions encore le Levant. Elle
s'étend depuis la Mer Méditerranée, qui luy est à l'Occident; jusques a l'Eufrate, qui la separe du Diarbeck vers
l'Orient: & depuis le Mont Aman, ou Monte Negro, qui la borne vers le Septentrion, & la separe de la Cilicie,
jusques à l'Arabie, & l'Egypte, qui la ferment vers le Midy. / Les Anciens l'ont divisé en trois parties principales:
Syrie, particulière, & qui comme la plus grande, & la meilleure retenoit le nom du tout; Phoenice, ou Phoenicie:
Judée, ou Palestine: celle-cy est la plus avancée vers le Midy, la Sourie vers le Septentrion, la Phoenicie reste au
milieu; & toutes sont le long de la Mer Méditerranée, dépuis l'Anatolie jusques à lřEgypte. La Sourie
particulière & seule touche à l'Eufrate, le reste à l'Arabie.
22
Besson_1862_4: La Syrie est une si grande province que les anciens écrivains lřont partagée comme en
diverses Syries, à savoir la Cœle-Syrie, qui comprend la contrée nommée Décapolis, à lřentour du Jourdain; le
pays de Damas; les montagnes du Liban; les plaines d'Antioche; la Syro-phénicie; et la Palestine divisée en deux
provinces, qui sont la Judée et lřIdumée: ou selon l'étendue que le vulgaire lui donne, divisée en quatre:
l'Idumée, la Judée, la Samarie et la Galilée. J'ajoute à ces six contrées la pays de Palmyre. / La Cœle-Syrie
comprend nommément la Décapolis, soit Césarée de Philippe, Asor, Nephtalie, Saphet ou Béthulie, Corosaïm,
Capharnaüm, Bethsaïda, Iotapata, Thibériade, Scythopolis, appelée autrefois Betsan. Outre ces dix villes dont la
plupart ont servi d'objet à la mission du Fils de Dieu, cette partie de la Syrie en renferme plusieurs autres moins
considérables, suivant la description qu'en fait Adrichomius.
23
Saint-Aignan_1864_25: Les limites de la Terre-Sainte ont varié à différentes époques. On peut les fixer ainsi
approximativement: Au couchant, la mer Méditerranée; au nord, une ligne qui irait de Sidon au Grand-Hermon
(Djebel-el-Cheik), en coupant les sources du Jourdain; à l'orient, le cours du Jourdain et la mer Morte; au midi,
une autre ligne qui partirait du fort El-Arisch, sur la Méditerranée, pour aller rejoindre la pointe méridionale de
la mer Morte. C'est la Terre-Sainte proprement dite. Voici ses dimensions: 60 lieues de longueur sur 20 de
largeur. Mais pour être exact, il faut y ajouter les tribus de Ruben, de Gad et de Manassé-Oriental qui se
trouvaient au-delà du Jourdain, et composaient un territoire assez étendu. Il n'en est pas moins vrai que la TerreSainte est un des plus petits pays du monde. Cependant cette contrée si exiguë remplit l'univers de son nom
depuis dix-huit siècles; car elle est grande par les faits miraculeux dont elle a été le théâtre, et par les souvenirs
illustres qu'elle rappelle. / A l'époque de sa plus grande prospérité, elle renfermait 6,500,000 habitants;
aujourd'hui on n'en compte plus que 300,000.
24
Dacier_1802_23-24 M. d'Anville se livra donc à des recherches profondes sur les mesures itinéraires en usage
chez les anciens et chez les modernes; mesures qui varient sans cesse, suivant les différens siècles et les
différens pays, et qu'il est d'autant plus difficile d'évaluer, qu'elles sont quelquefois différentes sous la même
dénomination, et les mêmes sous une dénomination différente.
25
Dacier_1802_13 Ripault commenting on DřAnvilleřs map of Egypt: Ce savant distingué a été l'objet continuel
de notre étonnement. Par la seule force de sa critique, il a assigné, avec une justesse qui nous confondoit de
surprise, la position des villes anciennes, celles des villages et le cours des canaux d'un pays qu'il n'avoit jamais
visité.
26
Dacier_1802_38: M. d'Anville avoit formé une Collection de Cartes, tant gravées que manuscrites, la plus
complète et la plus précieuse qui ait peut-être jamais existé. Les Savans, les Voyageurs, les personnes éclairées
de tout rang et de tout pays, des Princes même, s'étoient empressés de l'accroître, par le désir de contribuer au
progrès de la Géographie dont il étoit l'oracle, et par le plaisir si doux de donner des témoignages de
considération à un homme justement célèbre: c'étoit, en quelque sorte, un tribut honorable payé au mérite utile,
par l'estime et par la reconnoissance. M. d'Anville avoit toujours eu le projet de ne se dessaisir de cette
collection rare qu'en faveur de la Nation; le Gouvernement, qui en connoissoit le prix, entra dans ses vues, et le
Roi l'acquit vers la fin de l'année 1779, laissant jouir M. d'Anville, le reste de sa vie, d'un trésor si glorieusement
amassé.
27
Dacier_1802_41-42: Un de nos confrères, que l'amour éclairé des arts a conduit à ces heureux climats où il
s'étoit perfectionné, lui ayant apporté sur le golfe de Macri en Carie, sur Milet et sur le canton de rionie où cette
ville étoit située, des détails qui le frappèrent, il s'empressa de rectifier sa Carte d'Asie, et se fit un plaisir de
publier ce qu'il devoit à son bienfaiteur; car c'est le nom qu'il donnoit à ceux qui l'éclairoient de leurs lumières.
Si on comparoit les premières épreuves de quelques-unes de ses Cartes avec les dernières, on verroit qu'il a plus
d'une fois fait usage d'observations pareilles; on verroit même qu'il a profité de la critique, quand il la trouvoit
juste: tant il est vrai que sa passion pour les progrès de la Géographie faisoit taire chez lui toutes les autres.
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Callier_1835_17: J'ai placé dans la plaine de Balbek, un grand nombre de villages, dont les géographes ne
supposaient pas lřexistence.
29
Newbold_1850_348: The mountainous country lying between the coasts of Tyre and Sidon and the valley of
the Jordan presents almost a complete blank, even in our latest maps of Palestine.
30
Newbold_1850_357 Beaufort (Qalaat ash Shaqif): Kalaat esh Shukif has been erroneously placed in Robinson
and Smith's map several miles to the N.E. of its true position. M. Kiepert, who constructed the map, appears
fully sensible of the difficulties he had to encounter in laying down this part of Palestine from these travellers'
observations, as will appear from his memoir on the map. The want of exactness in the notation of the course
has caused a deviation which would place Safed four or five minutes farther east than is possible according to
Jacotin's map, or according to the more southern routes of these travellers themselves. Unfortunately, this
uncertainty, M. Kiepert goes on to say, affects also the important position of Kalaat esh Shukif; in this, however,
the American travellers are not to blame, for I have every reason to believe that their bearing taken from
Haddata is correct, but am ignorant of the authority on which M. Kiepert has placed Esh Shukif at so great a
distance in the line of this bearing.
31
Joanne_&_Isambert_1861_xxi: La carte de Syrie et Palestine a été l'objet de soins particuliers. Elle a été
tracée d'après la carte du colonel Callier (Dépôt de la guerre), excellente pour le tracé des côtes, d'après celle
que Kiepert a donnée pour la dernière édition des Biblical Researches de Robinson et dřaprés celle de M. Van
de Velde.
32
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_4: De ces trois zones, qui se partagent la Syrie, la plus connue et la mieux étudiée est
celle qui occupe le bord de la Méditerranée; le littoral, depuis Alexandrette jusqu'à Ascalon, les montagnes du
Liban, de la Galilée et de la Judée, la plaine de la Célésyrie et la vallée du Jourdain ont été parcourus et décrits
par de nombreux voyageurs. La zone centrale, au contraire, est très-peu visitée; certains points, certaines
grandes villes, comme Damas ou Palmyre, sont connus, mais au nord et au sud, le champ est pour ainsi dire
inexploré; les voyageurs qui l'ont traversé se comptent. Au sud, ce sont Burkhardt, Seetzen, MM. de Laborde,
Welzstein et Guillaume Rey; leurs travaux, excellents sous beaucoup de rapports, sont loin d'avoir épuisé la
matière. Au nord, excepté quelques pages de Pococke et de Burkhardt reproduites par M. Porter, il n'a rien été
écrit sur une des contrées les plus riches qui existent en monuments antiques de toute nature. / Cet abandon
s'explique par la situation même du pays; le courant des voyageurs européens n'était pas attiré vers des régions
réputées dangereuses ou inaccessibles et qui sont comme abandonnées par leurs propres habitants.
33
Seetzen_1809_139: J'ai consulté inutilement les ouvrages géographiques des Arabes pour trouver quelques
renseignements sur l'état moderne de ce pays. Busching même, dans sa géographie de la Syrie et de la Palestine,
nřen donne que des notices vagues: il faut donc en conclure que les voyageurs modernes nřont pus jugé ces pays
assez dignes de leur attention pour y faire des recherches. / Le désir de remplir ce lacune mřengagea
d'entreprendre ce voyage, malgré l'opposition de mes amis à Damas, qui mřen représentèrent l'exécution à la
fois comme dangereuse et même comme impossible.
34
Burckhardt_1822_1812_23081812: In comparing the testimonies of the authors cited in Relandřs Palæstina, it
appears very probable that the ruins in Wady Mousa are those of the ancient Petra, and it is remarkable that
Eusebius says the tomb of Aaron was shewn near Petra. Of this at least I am persuaded, from all the information
I procured, that there is no other ruin between the extremities of the Dead sea and Red sea, of sufficient
importance to answer to that city. Whether or not I have discovered the remains of the capital of Arabia Petræa,
I leave to the decision of Greek scholars, and shall only subjoin a few notes on these ruins.
35
Burckhardt_1822_02051811: The present ruins prove the magnitude and importance of the ancient city; and
the modern name leads to the belief that it was the ancient Gerasa, one of the principal towns of the Decapolis,
although this position does not at all agree with that given to Gerasa from the ancient authorities by DřAnville,
who places it to the north-east of the lake of Tiberias, forty miles to the north-westward of this place. The ruins
are nearly an hour and a quarter in circumference, following insulated fragments of the walls, which were
upwards of eight feet in thickness, and built of square hewn stones of middling size; I could not judge of their
original height, as the upper parts were every where demolished.
36
Butler_1920_92-93, in ŖDesert Syria, the land of a lost civilization.ŗ Ruins of the steppe region: Their
Architecture Contrasted with that of the North. The ancient architecture, aside from the Nabataean and Roman
temples which are objects of rare beauty of design, is less beautiful and less interesting than the architecture of
the north, yet it shows great skill in the art of building. The types of architecture differ considerably from those
of the north. The temples of the pagan period are more numerous and larger and were richly ornamented; there
are occasional theaters and large public baths. The churches are much plainer than those of the north but present
a far greater variety of plans. There are a few private houses, villas of more than ordinary magnificence, which
outshine the more numerous villas of Northern Syria; but the dwellings of the moderately well-to-do are less
attractive. Nevertheless they are no less interesting.
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Salverte_1861_113: ruines mystérieuses du Haûran, où les caravanes elles-mêmes craignent de s'aventurer.
Beaujour_1829_373-374: Mais une attaque contre la Syrie par le littoral de la Palestine et de la Phénicie ne
peut réussir qu'autant qu'on serait maître de la mer. Il vaut donc mieux attaquer directement la Syrie par mer que
du côté de l'Egypte; mais pour l'attaquer par mer, il faut commencer par s'établir dans l'île de Chypre. Chypre est
à la Syrie ce que Zante est à la Morée: elle doit servir de dépôt à l'armée et de refuge à la flotte. La rade de
Larnaca et celle de Famagouste sont les points les plus favorables à un établissement maritime.
39
EB_1911_XXVI_305.
38

Endnotes Chapter 1. The state of Syria in recent centuries
1

Stanley_1856_117: The countless ruins of Palestine, of whatever date they may be, tell us at a glance that we
must not judge the resources of the ancient land by its present depressed and desolate state.
2
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_249-360: Überblick über die Geschichte der Provinz Arabia; ibid., 308360 Chronologische Tabellen. Richly referenced, and with inscriptions as well as source texts.
3
Flinders_Petrie_1918_6: Further south a fine record of the rock tombs of Petra, the Roman camps and roads in
Moab, the stone cities of Bosra and those of the Hauran, has been made in Brunnow and Domaszewski's three
volumes of Provincia Arabia, 1904. The fulness of plans and photographs in this survey is final as to the general
subject. They included a set of photographs of the marvellous carvings of the Palace of Meshetta in Moab ŕ of
the seventh or ninth century A.D. ŕ which have since been removed to Berlin.
4
Luynes_I_1874_111, travelling in 1864, near Rabbat-Moab (Areopolis), in the Jordanian plateau: Nous
observions avec surprise comment cette plaine si fertile, bordée de grandes villes dès le temps de l'Exode, et
dont les Livres saints nous ont conservé les noms jusqu'à la captivité d'Israël et de Juda, comment ce pays si
essentiellement agricole et d'une incomparable fécondité, conservant ses villes antiques sous les Séleucides
comme sous les Romains, défendu par des garnisons suffisantes jusqu'au Bas-Empire, vit tout à coup ses villes
écroulées et désertes, sa population dispersée et son organisation civile anéantie et remplacée par le régime
anarchique qui tient les pasteurs et les laboureurs sous la griffe rapace des tribus oisives du désert. Ce ne put être
que l'invasion formidable et inattendue de l'islamisme, désorganisateur et destructeur fanatique, qui culbuta
ainsi, là comme dans le Hauran, un état de choses où l'ordre et la sécurité obtenaient des garanties. Tout en
faisant la part aux immenses et irrémédiables catastrophes des tremblements de terre dont la trace est partout sur
le sol comme dans l'histoire, celle qui renversa l'œuvre d'une si antique civilisation fut bien plus destructive
encore. Affranchies désormais de toute crainte, sans scrupule religieux et ne connaissant que la force, les tribus
de Bédouins accoururent du fond du désert, et, s'emparant d'une proie si longtemps convoitée, achevèrent
l'œuvre impitoyable de la nature et des lieutenants de Mahomet.
5
Elliott_1838_II_216 on sighting the Holy Land: There is something in the present condition of the country,
groaning under the tyranny of a rebel pasha, which contrasts painfully with the glory that invested it in the days
of David and Solomon; and something in the moral degradation of the people, sunk in the darkest errors of the
Greek and Romish heresies, which contrasts yet more sorrowfully with that divine light once enjoyed by its
favored inhabitants.
6
Campbell_1758_179, the Bedouin: In short, they never inure themselves to any labour; their constant
employment is riding, feeding their flocks, and robbing on the highway. They very rarely make any alliance
with the Turks or Moors, whom they look upon as bastards and usurpers, not willing to derogate in the least
from the grandeur of their family.
7
Farren_1838_245-246: all [the tribes and sects of Syria] seem to vie in perpetuating the respective virulence
and antipathies of their ancestral schisms, and each class lives in distinct and recognized habits of separation
from all others. Many of them occupy whole provinces which their forefathers were driven into, or acquired,
amidst the encroachments of political strife; and as the Turkish administration virtually regarded its territories as
fiefs which, on paying tenure of tribute and service, were left to their own habits of local jurisdiction.
8
Rey_1867_329: Depuis la fin tragique du colonel Boutin [whose throat was cut by the Ansari in the Lebanon
mountains], qui, en 1812, vint anéantir les résultats des recherches de cet officier, peu de voyageurs s'étaient
aventurés dans les mystérieuses vallées que lřéminent géographe Karl Ritter désignait comme but aux
recherches des savants et des voyageurs appelés à s'occuper de l'étude du nord de la Syrie.
9
Reid_1840_67: To whom is Turkey indebted for her existence for the last few generations? Certainly not to the
Turks, but to the Christians; who, not being Mussulmans, were not considered their equals in the scale of human
nature, and who, consequently, were obliged to labour for the lords of the soil. Who have been the architects of
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the palace and the hovel? The Christians: they alone have been busy, while the Turks sat and smoked their
pipes. The Christians alone have built the bridges, and constructed the aqueducts and wells; have attended to the
supply of necessaries of life; have been the merchants, the shopkeepers, the mechanics, and the very existence,
of the kingdom. They have forged muskets, cast cannon, built ships, made gun-powder, and even coined the
money at the mint, for the Turks. But, while thus busy in the affairs of the nation, it must not be supposed that
they were ever treated even as equals, in any department of the service of the state. It signified nothing: how
able the Christian was, or however much in reality he alone possessed any knowledge in his department; his
claim was not admitted by the Mussulman law.
10
Wortabet_1856_I_166-167: I turned to think of Syria in her present illiterate and degraded condition. How
changed will be the scene when civilization and art will unfold the true powers and glory of the Syrian mind,
displaying to its astonished vision the lights of science; when the Cross will be elevated above images and
superstitions, and the people point from their windows to the Star in the East, and offer, instead of human
sacrifices to unknown gods, the incense of grateful hearts to the supreme Ruler of the universe for His goodness
and mercies. How changed the scene when cultivated plains and noble cities, with their proud spires and
columns, are substituted for wild woods and clusters of mud houses; when delicious fruits blush in fragrant
beauty in cultivated orchards and gardens; when golden harvests wave in fields, "Where pathless woods no
grateful opening knew;" when the government affords security for life and property, and treats the Christian, the
Mahomedan, the Jew, and the Druze on an equal footing; when ports are whitened with the sails of commerce,
and plunder, confiscation fills the land with plenty; when justice substitutes despotic will, and order arises from
a heap of confusion, securing to each man the blessing of wise laws, good government, social protection, and
happiness!
11
Millard_1843_343-344: Should the time ever arrive when, the Jews shall again possess the land of their
fathers, a very important overturn must first take place with the nations and tribes that surround it. The land is at
present inhabited by native Arabs, who till the soil and mainly people the towns and villages. The question
arises, How are these inhabitants to be dispossessed of the land? Is a purchase contemplated? Who, or what
power is to enforce such a purchase, and where would the present inhabitants emigrate to? Or is it contemplated
that they are to be driven out by the sword? This, I am convinced, is the only means by which the land can be
cleared of its present population. But in this case, the native inhabitants would, of course, be driven back upon
Arabia, which bends like a crescent round the south and east of the Holy Land. The present inhabitants would
not thus be driven out without obstinacy and bloodshed, carrying with them, at the same time, the most
malignant inveteracy. From Arabia, aided by other tribes, they would sally from time to time, to ravage and lay
waste the whole land.
12
Curtis_1903_204: Carmel separates this famous plain on the north from the equally celebrated plain of
Sharon on the south, and at the eastern end sinks gradually into the wooded hills of Samaria. There are ten or
twelve villages upon its slopes, occupied by Moslems and Druses, most of them shepherds. One of these
villages was the retreat of Lawrence Oliphant, an eccentric Englishman, who endeavored to benefit his fellow
man without much success. He once started a colony in California, but it was a failure, owing to the
unwillingness of the beneficiaries to work for their board, or some similar reason, and, attracted by the success
of the Temple Society, he went to Palestine, hoping to revive the languishing fortunes of the Jews. Oliphant's
experience is told in his story, entitled "The Land of Gilead." He failed to obtain a concession from the Turkish
government, hoping against hope from 1882 to 1888, while he resided in the German colony of Haifa and wrote
novels.
13
Conder_III.II_1830_87: "It is surprising," says a recent Traveller, [Major Mackworth] "to hear the universal
desire expressed by all classes of people in this country, that a European Christian power should be induced to
come and take possession of it." Four thousand British troops, this writer thinks, (himself a military man,) "with
the indubitable assistance of the native inhabitants," would easily take possession of all Syria, while 10,000
would suffice to conquer Egypt; without which, indeed, it might prove a precarious possession. Acre and El
Arish secured, Palestine could oppose little resistance. A few thousand men garrisoned in the strong posts of the
Haouran, Burckhardt says, would effectually keep the peace and put an end to the exactions of the Arabs.
14
Porter_1855_I_113-114: But the genius of Islam was never fitted for upholding national prosperity in ages of
peace. The reckless profligacy and licentiousness which it sanctions and encourages must ever be productive of
both moral and physical degeneracy, when the human passions have no other channel through which to flow till
they are exhausted. Wliile the Arab soldiers and their leaders had to endure the hardships of exhausting
campaigns, and when the fiery passions peculiar to their race found ample outlet in the excitement of the battlefield and the horrors of the sack of fallen cities, the early martial spirit and energy were retained. But when wars
raged only on the outskirts of the vast empire, those who dwelt peacefully in the metropolis soon exhibited the
degenerating influences of the luxuries, and delicacies, and vices of this city; and the men who were still
stimulated by active duties, and who still remembered the simplicity and valour of the early khalifs, learned to
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scorn the effeminate monarchs that lounged listlessly in the seraglio halls of Damascus. In A.H. 132 (A.D. 750)
the sceptre was wrested from the feeble grasp of Mirwan, the last of the Omeiyades, and the fresher zeal of the
children of Abbas revived for a time the old spirit.
15
Olivier_IV_1803_118: La Syrie offre tant de sites charmans, tant de productions différentes, tant de peuples
divers, tant de villes anciennes, tant de lieux célèbres dans l'Histoire, que le voyageur est arrêté à chaque pas, et
qu'il éprouve à chaque instant une sensation délicieuse ou pénible, un souvenir agréable ou affligeant. Ici, c'est
un regret à exprimer; là, un souhait à faire: ce sont des peuples opprimés à côté d'hommes independans; ce sont
d'indolens et stupides Musulmans sur le sol des Aradiens, des Sidoniens et des Tyriens; ce sont des Arabes
indomptés sur le lien qu'occupaient ces Israélites que l'Histoire sainte nous peint si remuans, si tracassiers; ce
sont de chétives bourgades ou des tas de ruines à la place des villes les plus fameuses de l'antiquité; ce sont îles
plaines fertiles, des valions arrosés, des coteaux verdoyans, des montagnes couvertes d'arbres qui se perdent
dans les nues, ce sont des rochers presque inaccessibles, d'où coulent de légers ruisseaux ou des torrens
impétueux, qui tantôt déracinent les arbres, tantôt répandent sur les terres un limon très-fertile.
16
Addison_II_1838_248 state of Syria: When these ruthless conquerors [of previous centuries] had devoured
the substance of the vanquished, their cupidity reacted against themselves; they fell out, they pillaged one
another, and, from the highest potentate to the meanest governor, the land presented one scene of robbery,
plunder, confiscation, and massacre; disorder was introduced among all classes of society; there were no settled
laws or fixed principles of justice; year after year person and property became more and more insecure; the
natural incitements to industry were destroyed; the annual production from employed capital gradually
diminished; the wealth of the country gradually decreased, and the population with the means of subsistence.
17
Napier_I_1843_vii-viii: In the year 1799, the British Government sent out to Syria a military mission under
General Koehler, composed of about a dozen Staff officers, with a few artillery-men and sappers, to co-operate
with the Turks against our, ŕ then,ŕ- common enemy the French, / In 1840, a mission very similarly
constituted went to that country, under Brigadier Sir Charles Felix Smith, C.B., of the Royal Engineers; who
was shortly afterwards succeeded in command by Brigadier-General Michell; to act likewise in conjunction with
the Turks, though, in this case, against the Egyptians. / These two undertakings were attended with nearly
similar results; ŕ each ended in the death of the English General commanding, and of many of our officers and
men; and both, served only to prove, how utterly useless and unavailing was any attempt at co-operation with a
set of ignorant and prejudiced barbarians, without an adequate British military force to follow up whatever
active measures might have been considered advisable.
18
Brocchi_1842_169, in Syria 1823-24, Balbec: Non solamente Balbec é cosi rovinata, ma eziandio tutti gli altri
villaggi della provincia, la quale si estende fìno ad Hermil. Ne deriva quindi l'abbandono della agricoltura, ed un
territorio, che in parecchie sue parti potrebbe essere coltivato a frumento, rimane infruttuoso. Ma havvi eziandio
un'altra ragione per cui una troppo estesa coltivazione è impedita dal Governo medesimo, ed è che non si vuole
dare a divedere che la provincia sia fruttifera, acciocché non venga la tentazione al Bascià di Damasco
d'impadronirsene. Dallřaltro canto gli abitanti hanno cura di comparire poveri, e di nascondere quel po' di
danaro che posseggono, acciocché non gli sia loro rubato dal Principe. Oh che governi! Oh che popoli!
19
Wood_1757_4 Balbec: Avarice is no doubt as much an Eastern vice as hospitality is an Eastern virtue; but we
must observe that we found the most sordid instances of the former in men of power and publick employment,
while we experienced much generosity in retired private life: we are therefore cautious of charging to the
character of a people what the nature of their government seems to require.
20
Wright_1925_294: Occidental Population of the Levant. We can merely hint at these general results of the
extension of geographical contact with the Levantine world and turn to the more specific problem of the limits
to which Western penetration was actually pushed. The Occidental population of the states established after the
First Crusade along the eastern border of the Mediterranean was composed primarily of the Frankish nobility
and soldiery and of Italian traders. The former had established themselves in castles and garrisons, from which
they ruled over widespread manorial estates tilled by native Syrians. The traders occupied large foreign quarters
in such commercial centers as Acre, Jaffa, Ascalon, Tyre, and Tripoli on the coasts, and in the interior at
Jerusalem. Trading privileges and the right to build up commercial colonies in the towns were granted to
Genoese, Pisans, Venetians, and others in return for services rendered the Crusading armies by the Italian navies
in the conquest of the coast towns and in the transportation of military forces. Through the reports brought back
to Europe by returning soldiers, adventurers, and merchants, Syria and Palestine became more widely and
accurately known in the West than most parts of Europe itself.
21
Farren_1838_250-251: from the total want of public spirit in the Government; the neutralization of public
influences in the people; the religious dogmas and disunion of the national classes; the want of fixed laws; the
neglect of literature and science; the non-use of printing; the restrictions on general intercourse; and the laxity
and supineness of mental and moral vigour in the religious systems and domestic institutions of the country ŕ
there arose a spirit of bigotry, a want of self-reliance and of general security; ŕ and pride, cunning, tyranny,
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falsehood, sensuality, and an apathy to stern virtue, pervaded the whole country, amidst many elements of
higher principles and sentiments, over which they were too ascendant. Religious prejudices were exposed to
insult where they did not predominate, and public tranquillity and individual rights were often violated by
official tyranny or local ambition. Bribery subverted justice, and force reigned over law. The public revenue was
ill collected.
22
Reid_1840_66-67: The Turks, after they conquered a rich and fertile country, abandoned in a great measure
their predatory habits; preferring ease and idleness in the enjoyment of their conquests, they sat quietly down
and smoked their pipes; and, after their arms began to experience reverses, the abandonment to habits of ease
and idleness became more general, until it had seized upon every one, of whatever rank, professing the creed of
Mahomet. This idle feeling of quietly sitting down, and allowing the events of the world to pass along,
believing,that all that takes place was predestinated, and could not have been changed by any act of the believer,
is in exact consonance with the faith of the prophet; and with sloth, consequently, the Turks increased in apathy
and indolence every generation, until, at the present day, they are farther sunk in the scale of humanity than the
Hottentots of Africa, or the aborigines of New Zealand.
23
Walpole_I_1851_78-79: The natives frequently call the northern portions also Bekaa. Its principal inhabitants
are Mussulmans, with some few Greek Christians. It is, however, scarcely half in cultivation. This arises from
the indolence of the Mussulmans, who are sedentary Arabs; the oppression to the Christians; the enormous rents
levied by the holders of the property which, belonging principally to the Sultan, is farmed out to inhabitants of
Damascus; and, worse than all, particularly in the northern districts, the incursions of the Metualis, who are a
restless, lawless people.
24
Lindsay_I_1839_viii Syria: If I have myself refrained from adding to the few general observations which
forced themselves upon me, while resident in that unhappy country, it has been only in consequence of the
strong conviction that, while the casual visitor has the right, and, at certain periods, almost incurs the obligation,
of recording what he sees, the springs of evil, the sources from which the tides of misery flow, are remote and
inaccessible to him without the assistance of a guide, conversant with all the tortuous and gloomy avenues that
lead to them.
25
Buckingham_1825_191-192 Village of El-Mejeamer, between Gherbee and Bosra: This village was inhabited
principally by Druses; and in the short space between it and the town we had quitted, the industry of these
people was apparent, in the superior order and neatness every where conspicuous, as well as in the more
cultivated state of the land. In this instance, as in a thousand others I had witnessed, it was easy to be perceived
how much the whole country might be benefited by a change of government. Wherever the despotism of the
Turk extends, every motive to improvement is taken away, and every exertion paralysed; but where the
influence of his tyranny is not felt, human industry makes the gifts of nature subservient to the happiness of
man.
26
Perrier 1842 for Syria under Mehmet Ali.
27
Lindsay_I_1839_40: One word more, however, about Mohammed Ali: ŕFew in England seem to be aware
how vast his dominions really are; nominally the Pasha of Egypt, he is supreme in Nubia, Dongola, Sennaar, to
the borders of Abyssinia; the Hedjaz, the Peninsula of Mount Sinai, Palestine and Syria, and Asia Minor south
of Mount Taurus, pay him tribute and obey him; and even the desert-dwellers as far as Palmyra stand in awe and
respect him. But it is not mere extent of dominion that gives an abiding niche in the temple of history; he sits on
the throne of Zenobia, but who will remember his name a hundred years hence?
28
Caraman_1841_5-4 results of Egyptian domination: Le premier, et le plus saillant, est lřétablissement dřun
pouvoir unique, dont la conséquence immédiate a été une sureté complète sur les routes, tant pour les transports
du commerce que pour les voyageurs; car il est devenu impossible aux voleurs et aux malfaiteurs de se
soustraire au châtiment, en fuyant d'un pachalik dans un pachalik voisin, le plus souvent rival, et même ennemi.
/ Des lors, les Francs et leur costume ont été respectés, les pèlerins affranchis de tout tribut, et les religieux de
Terre-Sainte ont pu, sans crainte d'avanie, réparer leurs édifices.
29
Millard_1843_335: Here I may venture to remark, that whatever reasons the powers of Europe had to
interpose in behalf of the sultan, and to strip Mehemet Ali of his Asiatic possessions, the result has been a very
unfortunate one for the Holy Land. Mehemet Ali maintained some kind of government, kept the peasantry
unarmed and in fear of him. Under his government Frank travellers were protected; and it was as safe travelling
in Palestine as in Italy. But now affairs have essentially changed. The Arabs in the Holy Land go armed with
pistol and sabre, while robberies and bloodshed are frequent. Frank travellers not only need to go armed
themselves, but to hire armed escorts for their personal protection, in passing certain dangerous sections. The
Mohammedan part of the population, it is true, are well pleased with the recent change of government. As soon
as the allied powers struck for the Turks, the native troops deserted Ibrahim Pacha to the amount of 20,000. But
the Christian portion of the inhabitants everywhere deplore the result that has followed. Their cry is, "Give us
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some kind of government;" for they feel that they have now comparatively none. Truly the present state of the
land is wretched. And who have been the agents in bringing about this disastrous change of affairs. I blush when
I say it ŕ the Christian powers of Europe! And what have they accomplished by it? Why, they have only put a
curb on one tyrant, for the purpose of strengthening the hands of another.
30
Tischendorff_1847_126: The insecurity to travellers coming out of Egypt, which, in fact, commences at the
Syriac-Turkish frontiers, is one of the unfortunate results of surrendering Syria to the Sultan. Under Ibrahim
Pasha I was assured, at every place in Syria, that a child laden with money might have been sent forth with
safety to travel. I should have thought that it would have been but a just and meritorious act on the part of the
great powers, in their friendly and victorious progress in Syria, to have obtained from the Porte the requisite
guarantees, or at least a constant military escort for travellers in that country, who are always under their
combined protection.
31
Farley_1878_204, in a chapter entitled ŖThe future of the Ottoman Empireŗ: The deep, abiding, and
irrepressible corruption of his satellites renders it impossible; and the abuses, cruelties, and extortions of Turkish
administration will only die with the hated race of Turkish administrators. In the preceding pages I have
attempted by unimpeachable evidence to establish this painful and humiliating fact. But there is a fact even still
more discouraging: Turkish rulers do not want reform, and they would not introduce anything worthy of the
name even if they could. Men nurtured in the enervating atmosphere of harems, of intrigue and corruption have
no appreciation for just laws and wise administration, nor have they any desire to rule over a contented and
prosperous people. They have no interest in government except so far as they can make it minister to their
cupidity and lust. All the higher aspirations after beneficent rule they consider to be chimerical notions for the
amusement of the ghiaours, whom it would be profanity to imitate and whom it is religious to deceive.
32
Olivier_IV_1803_119: Aucune grande contrée, sur le continent, n'est plus circonscrite, plus facile à défendre,
plus productive, plus capable de contenir une grande population, plus susceptible de renfermer un seul et même
peuple, régi par les mêmes lois, dirigé par les mêmes mœurs, les mêmes usages, et aucune n'a été plus
subdivisée, n'a contenu plus de nations diverses, n'a été plus troublée, plus bouleversée; n'a été la proie de plus
de conquérans étrangers.
33
Addison_II_1838_246 state of Syria: Syria, the country so renowned for its wealth and commerce in ancient
history, and which, in the time of Josephus and of Strabo, was supposed to possess a population of ten millions
of inhabitants, is now reduced to a sad state of desertion and solitude. At the present time, it is poorer, less
peopled, less cultivated, and possesses fewer natural resources than at any period in its history since the time of
Solomon. How is it we are tempted to exclaim, that cities formerly so celebrated for their magnificence and
populousness now lie deserted and in ruins ŕ that plains, possessing a fine cultivable soil are now desolate and
neglected, that the country generally is deprived of inhabitants, and that the small population at present existing,
is collected in thinly scattered villages and towns, while the intermediate district is left uncultivated?
34
Porter_1868_I_xxxvi: As long as the Turk is poor, and removed from temptation, he is honest; but no sooner
is he appointed to office, or obtains the management of public money, than his uneducated mind is unable to
withstand the charm, and he becomes a peculator and a thief. He appropriates to himself whatever he can lay
hands on, and oppresses those below him; while, for the sake of securing his ill-gotten plunder, he propitiates his
superiors by bribery and adulation. This has undoubtedly led to the demoralising practice of the Turkish
government of selling all places to the highest bidder, allowing him, in return, to make the most he can out of
the unprotected subjects by extortion and taxation. The Turkish rulers of Syria are here drawn to the life. Every
pasha, in coming to the country, knows that his term of office must be short, and therefore his gains must be
large. The country has thus been robbed of its wealth, and a tax imposed on industry. The influence of British
consuls has of late put some check on this system of spoliation; and it is to be hoped that the recent reforms may
save Syria from ruin.
35
Griffiths_1805_314: Syria is one of the most fertile countries that Nature has produced; but, under the
government of its present masters, may be said to be of little advantage to the world in general. Cultivation is
carried on no farther than necessity compels the inhabitants to attend to it. Hordes of Kurds, Turcomauns, and
Bedouins, render it dangerous to travel there; and the whole is exposed to equal inconvenience and
wretchedness by the tyranny and despotism of the Pashahs.
36
Layard_I_1903_226 in 1839: The conscription had more than decimated the population; the able-bodied men
had been carried away to perish from disease, home-sickness and battle, in distant countries, into which the
ambitious Osmanlu [Ibrahim Pasha, son of Mehmet Ali Pasha] had carried his wars. The fields had been left
uncultivated, and famine was added to the calamities from which his unhappy subjects had to suffer. A vast
number, to escape the conscription, had deprived themselves of an eye, or had cut off a forefinger. But this did
not avail them. Regiments were formed of these poor mutilated wretches, one of which I saw at Adana and
another at Antioch. / In Syria, whilst the conscription was rapidly diminishing the Mussulman population, the
heavy taxation, and the extortions of Ibrahim Pasha and his officials were impoverishing the Christians, and
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driving trade and commerce from the country. Whilst admitting, therefore, that life and property were much
more secure, and order and tranquillity better maintained throughout Syria than they had ever been under
Turkish rule, he thought the Egyptian domination was fast ruining the province, and that the sooner it was rid of
the Egyptians the better. His views appear to have been those of the British Government of the day, for shortly
afterwards, through the help of England, Ibrahim Pasha and his troops were expelled from Syria.
37
PEFQS_1891_99-125 George E. Post on land tenure and agriculture in Palestine.
38
Guys_1855_352: Les habitants de la campagne ont eu, jusqu'ici, deux espèces d'ennemis à redouter: les
autorités des villes et les Arabes du désert. S'il est vrai que l'autorité ait sérieusement l'intention de faire cesser
enfin les exactions qui ruinent la contrée, au profit de quelques administrateurs, il est grandement temps qu'elle
s'en occupe, qu'elle s'organise d'une façon plus régulière, et qu'elle songe aussi à réprimer vigoureusement les
excursions des bédouins qui ont toujours été le fléau de la Syrie.
39
Ibn Khaldun_I_1863_312: Voyez tous les pays que les Arabes ont conquis depuis les siècles les plus recidés:
la civilisation en a disparu, ainsi que la population; le sol même paraît avoir changé de nature. Dans le Yémen,
tous les centres de la population sont abandonnés, à l'exception de quelques grandes villes; dans lřIrac arabe, il
en est de même; toutes les belles cultures dont les Perses l'avaient couvert ont cessé d'exister. De nos jours, la
Syrie est ruinée; l'Ifrîkiya et le Maghreb souffrent encore des dévastations commises par les Arabes. Au
cinquième siècle de l'hégire, les Beni-Hilal et les Soleïm y firent irruption, et, pendant trois siècles et demi, ils
ont continué à s'acharner sur ces pays; aussi la dévastation et la solitude y régnent encore. Avant cette invasion,
toute la région qui s'étend depuis le pays des Noirs jusqu'à la Méditerranée était bien habitée: les traces d'une
ancienne civilisation, les débris de monuments et d'édifices, les ruines de villes et de villages sont là pour
l'attester.
40
Plaisted_1929_98 travelling 1750: As for the Arabs of the desert, I cannot see how they can be trusted; for
they make a trade of robbery, and are brought up to it from their infancy. They are continually wandring from
place to place seeking whom they may devour, and make no scruple of pillaging their own countrymen when
they have a superior force. How then can others expect to escape scot-free? Nay, it will be very well if they can
save their lives.
41
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_3-4: Les limites de cette [central] zone ne sont donc pas rigoureusement déterminées;
elles dépendent de la politique plus que de la géographie, surtout du côté de l'orient, car le désert, que nous
avons indiqué comme étant sa frontière orientale, est une expression plus économique que géographique. Le
désert de Syrie n'est pas nécessairement une plaine aride et sablonneuse dépourvue de végétation et impropre à
la culture; c'est, à proprement parler, l'espace parcouru par le nomade et dévasté par ses troupeaux. Quand, par
suite de la faiblesse du gouvernement turc, les tribus envahissent le territoire cultivé, la population et la culture
disparaissent, les villages abandonnés tombent en ruine, les champs se couvrent d'une végétation parasite, le
désert gagne: le jour où un pouvoir plus fort et plus soucieux de ses véritables intérêts aura succédé à
l'administration actuelle, le désert reculera devant la civilisation.
42
Lindsay_I_1839_44-45 Mohammed Ali: In one respect, however, a great and a happy change has taken place;
the insults Christians were formerly subject to are now unknown. Whatever be one's opinion of the Pasha's
domestic policy, travellers owe him muchŕ for throughout his dominions (in Egypt and Syria at least) they may
travel in the Frank dress with perfect safety … / The Turks are perfect gentlemen, and never stare ŕ a marvel
and a mystery to me, for we must cut uncouth figures in our tight European garments. But we have made up our
minds in no case and nowhere to discard our national dress as if we were ashamed of it, though I think we well
may be.
43
Edwards_1862_177 1860 massacres of Christians in Damascus: Les pillards procédaient partout de la même
manière: on forçait la porte d'une maison, on enlevait tout ce qui en valait la peine, on commettait les plus
odieux excès sur les jeunes femmes et on leur arrachait leurs bijoux, puis on allumait lřincendie. / Quelques-uns
ne mettaient la main que sur des objets de grande valeur et laissaient le reste du butin à la bande qui emportait
les meubles et jusqu'aux marbres. Neale_II_1851_117ff Revolt and massacres of Christians at Aleppo in 1850.
44
Spoll_1861_16: Les Druses, qui se glorifiaient autrefois de descendre des croisés, oubliant cette
chevaleresque origine, en sont venus à s'allier, contre les Maronites, aux hordes de brigands qui s'appellent
Mutualis, Kurdes et Bédouins. Quels changements dans les lieux que nous venons de décrire! Les lettres de nos
hôtes de Beyrouth et de Tripoli nous ont ému jusqu'aux larmes. Des gens de grande famille, de célèbres
négociants, des hommes opulents autrefois, n'ont plus d'autre moyen d'existence que l'aumône. Les Druses osent
avouer que le nombre des chrétiens qu'ils ont massacrés dans les montagnes du Liban s'élève à vingt-deux mille.
A l'est de Beyrouth, sur une superficie de trois jours de marche en longueur et de deux jours en largeur, territoire
où les chrétiens étaient très-nombreux et fort prospères, il n'y a plus un village chrétien ni même une maison.
Les mûriers et les arbres fruitiers ont été coupés dans un grand nombre de propriétés chrétiennes. Combien
d'années de paix et de travail ne faudra-t-il point pour réparer tant de maux! Mais surtout que ne peut-on pas
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redouter, pour l'avenir, des méfiances et des ressentiments qui vont se transmettre de génération en génération.
Si furieuses que soient les tempêtes de la nature, quelques mois suffisent le plus ordinairement pour en faire
oublier les désastres; les abimes que creuse le fanatisme religieux ne se comblent qu'avec les siècles.
45
Tobler_1859_V: Ist mein Buch auch ein Spiegel der jüngsten Tage? Leider habe ich die schwere Klage
vorzubringen, dass seit einiger Zeit dem religiösen und politischen Fanatismus der Mohammedaner der Kamm
immer mehr wächst. Wenn der Prinz Albert von England und der Grossfürst Konstantin von Russland im
Frühling 1859 das Haram esch-Scherif auf dem Moriah besuchten, so hatten so hoch gestellte Personen auch vor
dem krimischen Kriege Zutritt. Mit der Sicherheit der Person und des Eigenthums ist es seit ein paar Jahren
unläugbar viel schlimmer geworden. Wo ausser den Städten die Franken ohne klösterlichen Zusammenhalt
wohnen, sind sie feindseligen Angriffen ausgesetzt. Bei Jäfa wurden zwei fränkische Bauern ermordet; bei
Jerusalem ward Schneller wiederholt überfallen und beraubt, und endlich genöthigt, sich in die Stadt zu
flüchten; Meschullam in Artas wird in neuerer Zeit nicht wenig beunruhigt; bei Jerusalem wurde der. Gang der
Windmühle Moses Montefiores mit gewaltsamer Hand gehemmt.
46
Marquise_de_L_1866_79 Damascus: Le quartier chrétien ruiné, pillé, brûlé, gisant dans les cendres, offre un
spectacle navrant.
47
Roederer_1917_19: L'expédition en Syrie. Les garanties promises aux chrétiens par le traité de Paris en 1856
avaient réveillé dans tout l'Empire le fanatisme musulman. La Syrie qui, dans les années précédentes, avait
connu la pire anarchie, était le meilleur terrain de culture pour les manifestations violentes. Les éléments druses,
depuis toujours opposés aux Maronites, se livrèrent d'avril à mai 1860, avec la complicité des autorités turques,
à d'odieux attentats contre ceux-ci. Des massacres en masse de chrétiens désarmés ayant eu lieu en différents
villages, les flottes européennes vinrent croiser sur les côtes de Syrie. Six mille chrétiens n'en étaient pas moins
mis à mort à Damas, et le massacre eût été plus horrible encore si Abd-el-Kader, notre ancien adversaire, qui
résidait en cette ville, n'avait pas sauvé tous les chrétiens qui se réfugiaient chez lui.
48
Tiffany_1896_341-341: Yet here [Damascus], as in every region of Syria, the blight of Mohammedanism and
the slime of the Turk is over all. Every element of the sensuous paradise is at hand, ŕ pools of water, the
constant murmur of rivulets, gardens of pomegranates, figs, plums, apricots, marble-lined courts, shady and
perfumed with fruit-laden orange-trees and cool with the spray of jetting fountains. Still, all wears a look of
neglect and decay, of suspicion and fear. In the vast bazaars, shut in from the sun by overhead nettings, is
displayed a bewildering variety of Oriental manufactures, ŕ silks, weapons, saddles, embroideries, ŕ and
through them streams the strangest medley of tribes and garbs. But a scent of fanaticism, lust, and
bloodthirstiness is on the very air. Uncaged tigers would not quicker leap to carnage than, dared they, would
these tigers of Allah.
49
Walpole_III_1851_77-78 Moslems: We blame their fanaticism. Is there none among ourselves? High
Churchman and Evangelical; Roman and Protestant; Greek and Armenian; Nestorian and Maronite; ŕ have
they toleration? Each, but lend them the match, would fire a pile to consume the rest. To hear the Moslem's cry
to God: his burning prayers ŕ to listen to those continued calls "to God! to God!" yes, there is much of good,
much, much, to be admired in their faith, and in their zeal. We vend our bibles as we vend waste paper. Is the
Koran treated thus? No instance can be shown us, where a good Moslem, whatever his distress, will sell his
heaven-sent book. They generally give it as a present or exchange it.
50
Paul_1865_157: Le commandant de la frégate française lřImpétueuse nous envoie son propre canot pour nous
conduire à bord. Notre gouvernement maintient, sur les côtes de Syrie, 56 canons très-respectés des Turcs et des
Druses, et près de 600 hommes d'équipage d'un excellent effet moral, destinés à prévenir le retour de nouveaux
massacres.
51
Vitri_1896_LXXXIII writing 1219ff: Dangerous, dreadful, and terrible earthquakes often take place, not only
in the kingdom of Jerusalem, but also in the countries round about, especially by the seaside, because of the
violence of the winds, which being formed by the breath and impulse of the waves in underground places and
caves in the earth, as the enclosed and rushing air has no free vent, shake the earth with strong trembling and
blows. If the earth cannot resist this force, it bursts open, and there is a great gulf, so that thereby cities are
sometimes swallowed up in the abyss. When the earth is not burst open, it is shaken with such violent blows by
the blowing of the winds that cities, with their walls and towers and other buildings, suddenly fall down, and,
taking the people unawares, smother and overwhelm them.
52
Hitti_1959_13-14: The history of Syria is more punctuated with earthquakes than its geography with
volcanoes. At the northern extremity Antioch was scourged by earthquakes through the ages. In the first six
centuries after Christ, they damaged it no less than ten times. The walls of the world-renowned temple of the sun
at Baalbek bear scars of seismic disturbances, as do the extant Crusader castles. The sudden collapse of Jericho's
walls on the occasion of the Israelite invasion as well as the spectacular destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, at
the south-western extremity of the Dead Sea, point to earthquakes, coupled in the latter instance Syria with fire
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from burning oil exudations and asphalt springs. The tidal waves which often accompany such disturbances
have been especially destructive along the Phoenician coast, with Tyre and Sidon the principal victims. The last
severe earthquake in northern Syria occurred in 1822 and converted Aleppo, among other cities, into a heap of
ruins, destroying tens of thousands of human lives. The last in Palestine took place in 1837, utterly demolishing
Safad.
53
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_426B Banias, fortress: What a mind it must have been that conceived such works!
But still, how much more powerful that hand which, in a single moment, destroys the most colossal of human
productions! Only one earthquakeŕ and behold how those immense buildings lie thrown one upon another, as
if the giant-works had been mere chaff blown upon by the wind!
54
Saulcy_1853_I_46: Aréopolis [Moab, Rabbat-Moab, er-Rabbah] fut une ville épiscopale, et nous connaissons
les noms suivants des prélats qui y ont siège … / La dernière mention d' Aréopolis que je trouve dans les
écrivains anciens est due à saint Jérome … D'apres les écrits d'Ammien Marcellin, on a trouvé que cet
événement [earthquake] avait eu lieu dans 1'année 315, sous le consulat de Valentinien et de Valens. Cette date
est extrèmement importante, puisqu'elle fixe 1'époque de la destruction des monuments d'Aréopolis, et entre
autres de la porte Romaine dont 1'état actuel dénote encore aujourd'hui, d'une manière évidente, l'intensité du
tremblement de terre qui la renversa en partie.
55
Hall_2004_69 earthquake of 551: The magnitude of the disaster which overwhelmed Berytus and the relief
sent by the emperor are consistent themes in all the other accounts given of the earthquake. John Malalas (490Ŕ
570s AD) whose name is Syriac for Řscholastikos, lawyerř wrote thus in his Chronographia for the year 551 AD:
ŖIn the 14th indiction a severe and tremendous earthquake occurred throughout the land of Palestine, in Arabia
and in the land of Mesopotamia, Antiochia, Phoenice Maritima and Phoenice Libanensis. In this terror the
following cities suffered: Tyre, Sidon, Beirut, Tripolis, Byblos, Botrys and parts of other cities. Large numbers
of people were trapped in them. In the city of Botrys part of the mountain called Lithoprosopon, which is close
to the sea, was broken off and fell into the sea. It made a harbour, so that very large ships were able to anchor in
the harbour formed by the ruptured mountain. This city had not had a harbour in the past. The emperor sent
money to all the provinces and restored parts of these cities. At the time of the earthquake the sea retreated out
to the deep for a mile and many ships were destroyed. At Godřs command the sea was restored again to its
original bed.ŗ
56
Hall_2004_70, John of Ephesus (c. 507Ŕ586/588) account of the earthquake of 551: The sea also along the
whole Phoenician coast retreated and went back nearly two miles. But we have decided to report for posterity a
terrible disaster and a great and remarkable portent which happened in the city of Beirut in Phoenicia during the
earthquake which destroyed the cities. For in the terrible confusion, when the sea at Godřs will had retreated and
withdrawn from Beirut and the other coastal cities of Phoenicia for a distance of nearly two miles, the dreadful
depths of the sea became visible. Suddenly, wonderful, varied and amazing sights could be seenŕsunken ships
full of different cargoes, and other things too when the waters had retreated from the land.
57
Dimashki_1874_100-101 (born 1256): L'an 723, comme il était tombé très peu de pluie en Syrie, et que les
sources étaient tariés, Dieu envoya un tremblement de terre pendant les jours d'été, ainsi que les sources et les
fleuves augmentèrent de 3 ou 4 fois leur volume ordinaire; quelquefois des vents violents sévissent sur une
partie de la terre, creusant et emportant la poussière et formant un ravin. Lřan 719, il y avait sur la montagne
d'Aqra 300 oliviers, que le vent déracina et transplanta à un lieu éloigne, de telle façon qu'on eût dit, qu ils
n'eussent jamais poussé ailleurs. La même année, le vent emporta un couvent, nommé couvent de St. Siméon,
situé tout près du même lieu, les édifices et tout ce qu'ils contenaient: moines, récolte, trésors, bestiaux,
ustensiles, ainsi qu'on n'en trouva jamais plus de trace. Le rapport officiel de cet événement fut présenté au
sultan Mohammed b. Qélawoun (que Dieu prolonge son règne, et qu'il soit propice à tous les rois Musulmans!).
58
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VII_1835_119B: Le chroniqueur Gauthier, chancelier de Roger, prince d'Antioche, a
longuement décrit un horrible tremblement de terre qui, en 1115, bouleversa la cité et les lieux d'alentour.
Toutes les habitations qu'on voit maintenant sont de construction récente.
59
Guillaume_de_Tyr_1880_336 earthquake, in 1170: En lřesté qui vint après de cet an meismes, eu mois de
juing, uns si granz crolles avint en ces parties de la terre de Surie que lřen nřavoit onques mes à ce tens oï parler
de si grant; car il abati par tout le pais grant partie des anciennes citez et les fortereces de mainz chastiaus; les
abiteeurs escachoit des ruines, si que moût fu li nombres apeticiez en la terre de toutes manières de genz. En la
contrée que l'en apele Celessurie fut fondue, jusquřenz enz terre, la graindre partie des murs et des meisons de la
noble cité d'Antioche; des églises meismes cheirent pluseurs qui à peine porent puis astre remises en tel point
com avoient esté devant. En ces parties meismes cheirent deus bones citez sur la marine, Gibel et Lalische. Des
autres, qui sont enmi la terre là endroit, fondirent Halape, Cesaire et Haman. Des chastiaus qui einsi perillerent
estoit li nombres trop granz en la terre de Fenice. Le jorde la feste aus deus glorieus apostres saint Père et saint
Pol, entor eurc de prime, crolla sodeinnement la terre dedenz la cité de Triple si durement que petit en remest
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quřele ne fondist toute. Si doulereusement fu la ville depeciée quřele ne sembloit que .1. murgier de pierre, et
estoit uns granz sepuchres de genz qui desouz gisoient escachiées. En la cité de Sur qui si est renomée fu li
crolles: là nřot mie moût grant plenté de genz perilliées; mes des greigneurs tors qui en la ville fussent cheirent à
terre sur meisons et sur mostiers. L'en trovoit lors par la terre assez fortereces descloses et desconfites.
60
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VII_1835_179, citadel of Aleppo: Les Turcs qui n'ont pas l'habitude d'entretenir et
encore moins de réparer, n'ont jamais pris soin de ce chàteau, sa dégradation, qui date de loin, augmentait
progressivement, lorsqu'est survenu le désastre de 1822, qui l'a ruiné de fond en comble, ainsi que les maisons
qui étaient habitées par les troupes de la garnison avec leurs familles. Les remparts ont été renversés en partie; il
ne reste plus que des portions de murailles qui s'écroulent journellement; les bastions sont à peu près détruits; les
portions encore debout ne tiennent plus à rien et tombent également.
61
Poujoulat_1841_II_13: On rencontre à chaque pas, dans Alep, des traces du violent tremblement de terre du
13 août 1822 qui renversa quarante mille maisons, sous les débris desquelles vingt mille personnes furent
ensevelies. Je ne dirai rien de la citadelle d'Alep; elle tombe en ruine de toutes parts.
62
Hanssen_2005_32, Beirut, during the Governate of Mahmud Namı Bey, 1833-40: the new advisory council of
Beirut was probably still busy clearing up the rubble from the 1822 earthquake. The port basin was exposed to
violent storms and clogged up by what a contemporary traveller believed to be Roman columns. Lacking
sufﬁcient funding for any large-scale port construction, the council was limited to building a single jetty from
the debris in the basin to improve at least landing and loading facilities. Moreover, trafﬁc connections between
the city centre and the port were non-existent and urgently needed development if Beirut was to attract the new
steam-line trade in the Eastern Mediterranean.
63
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VII_1835_119: Les maisons d'Antaki sont petites et d'une très légère construction; les
habitans ne veulent point se bâtir de hautes et d'épaisses demeures, de peur que, dans un tremblement de terre,
ils ne soient écrasés sous les débris. Les secousses de 1822 avaient fait d'Antaki un vaste monceau de ruines. De
telles calamités se sont renouvelées plus d'une fois dans les annales d'Antioche. Au temps de Justin l'ancien,
cette ville perdit deux cent cinquante mille habitans dans un tremblement de terre.
64
Wortabet_II_1856_63, earthquake of 1837: The first question put to us everywhere was, ŖIf the day of
judgment had not already begun?" Mr. Caiman tells us, that the well-built village of Gish, situated near Safed,
was totally destroyed; and out of two hundred and fifty inhabitants only fifteen escaped. Of them about fifty
were assembled in a church for evening prayers, but none of them escaped, save the priest, who was protected
by the arch of the altar. In Safed, five thousand and twenty-five, out of a population of nearly eleven thousand,
got buried under the ruins. In Tiberias no less than seven hundred and seventy-five were killed besides the
wounded. No wonder the people thought the judgment day had begun. The motion of the earthquake was said to
have been felt perpendicular and not horizontal, "so that it shook every stone from the foundation out of its
place."
65
Knox_1879_340: Tiberias once had a wall; the remains of it are there yet, and it was in tolerable condition
until about forty years ago, when an earthquake played the mischief with it and left it full of great gaps and
cracks that are anything but pleasing. Your earthquake, a real, first-class one, is a consummation not devoutly to
be wished. / The ancient city is scattered promiscuously along the shore of the lake, but there isn't enough of it
to make more than half-a-dozen hog-yards. The modern town has absorbed nearly all that was worth absorbing.
66
Layard_I_1903_223B, Seleucia in 1839: On all sides we could trace the remains and foundations of temples,
public edifices, and the city walls, beyond which were innumerable tombs cut in the rocks and richly sculptured
sarcophagi. The amphitheatre, with a portion of its stone benches, was still preserved, but the columns which
had been seen still erect by former travellers, had been thrown down by the great earthquake which occurred
two years before our visit. It had destroyed many other remains of ancient buildings which had existed not many
years before. These ruins have been so fully described that I only refer generally to them here.
67
Layard_I_1903_231-232 1839, Antioch: With the exception of the walls, I could find no remains of the Greek
city. But Mr Barker conducted me to some rock-cut sculptures high up on Mount Silpius of the highest interest.
They consisted of a colossal head about fifteen feet in height, on each side of which was the figure of a man;
near them were numerous excavated tombs or chambers. They have been so much defaced by time and weather,
that they can scarcely be seen, except when the rays of the sun fall transversely upon them. They were first
detected by M. Vincent Germain, a French gentleman of Aleppo, who informed me that he had at the same time
discovered near these an entire recumbent Sphinx of enormous proportions, cut out of the solid rock. But, since
the great earthquake of 1837, he had not been able to find the latter monument again, notwithstanding repeated
search. He conjectured, consequently, that it must have been overthrown by that catastrophe, and that even its
fragments had been buried, and had disappeared. Judging from the form and costume of the figures which still
remain, I was at that time led to the conclusion that they were of Egyptian origin, but monuments of similar
style, subsequently discovered in Northern Syria and Asia Minor, have been proved to belong to the Hittites,
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and they may have been the work of that people, whose very existence as a once ancient and powerful nation
was a few years ago almost unknown.
68
Blondel_1840_281 Aleppo: Après le tremblement de terre de 1822, les Européens, dans la crainte d'une
nouyelle catastrophe de ce genre, abandonnèrent la ville et vinrent fonder dans la campagne un petit village
nommé le Kettab, où ils se firent construire des maisons de bois qu'ils habitent en toutes saisons.
69
Robinson_1838_338-339, Aleppo, the walls: Les murs, qui sont en pierres de taille, ont à peu près trente pieds
de haut sur vingt de large. Ils ne portent nulle part de marque d'une haute antiquité, mais d'après le style massif
de leur architecture, on les croit de construction sarrazine. Il y avait autrefois un fossé large et profond, qui est
aujourd'hui, en plusieurs endroits, rempli de décombres ou converti en jardins. Les décombres dont il est ici
question paraissent provenir particulièrement des matériaux des maisons renversées par le tremblement de terre;
après cet événement, on les aura portés à une petite distance, hors de la ville, ou jetés par dessus les murs,
comme le moyen le plus expéditif de s'en débarrasser. En quelques endroits, et particulièrement du côté du midi,
ces monceaux de ruines s'élèvent jusqu'à la hauteur des murs mêmes, et forment un passage par lequel on peut
entrer dans la ville sans passer par les portes. L'aspect d'Alep, vu du dehors, est fort enlaidi par cette
agglomération de gravois, qui compromet d'ailleurs sa sûreté en cas d'attaque inopinée; mais, dans ces contrées,
l'apathie et l'inaction sont les traits caractéristiques de ceux qui gouvernent et de ceux qui sont gouvernés.
70
Blondel_1840_278-279 Aleppo: Les rues pavées et spacieuses de cette ville m'ont paru généralement propres;
on y voit néanmoins trop souvent encore des cadavres d'animaux qu'on oublie d'enlever. Par bonheur, les chiens
suppléent à cette négligence, et leur troupe affamée décore ces chairs assez promptement pour prévenir
l'infection qu'elles répandraient bientôt dans les airs. A chaque instant, on trouve la voie publique encombrée par
des ruines de mosquées et d'autres édifices renversés par l'épouvantable tremblement de terre de 1822, et qu'on
ne se soucie pas de relever.
71
Robinson_1838_336-337, Aleppo: Par suite de ces avantages commerciaux dont elle jouit sans interruption
pendant plusieurs siècles, elle devint par degrés une des villes les plus importantes de l'empire ottoman. Elle
avait des prétentions à être considérée comme la capitale de la Syrie, et ne le cédait qu'à Constantinople et au
Caire pour la grandeur, la population et l'opulence: mais la découverte d'un passage par mer conduisant aux
pays, sources de sa richesse, fut le premier coup porté à sa prospérité, qui depuis a été toujours en déclinant. Elle
est tombée aujourd'hui dans un état tout-à-fait insignifiant, tant sous le rapport de la localité que sous celui de la
politique, en la comparant à son ancienne splendeur. On ne peut rien voir de plus triste que les ravages dont la
vue est frappée de tous côtés, ravages causés par le tremblement de terre de 1822, qui détruisit la plus grande
partie de la ville. On voit d'énormes crevasses dans les murs; et de larges pierres suspendues comme par un fil
aux voûtes des arcades paraissent menacer les passans d'une mort inévitable.
72
Layard_I_1903_233 1839, Aleppo: I thought it almost imposing, and began to think that, for the first time
since leaving Constantinople, I had alighted upon a Turkish town which was not in ruins, and had a large and
prosperous population. But on passing through the western gate, I was soon undeceived. Although Aleppo then
contained some fine houses and some wealthy merchants and still powerful chiefs, it did not form an exception
to other places that I had seen in Asiatic Turkey. The streets were narrow, and deep in mud and filth. Some
portions of the city were entirely deserted the houses for the most part falling to ruins, the bazaars, although
extensive, poorly provided, the inhabitants in general with a hungry, impoverished look.
73
Ellis_1881_I_39 Aleppo: The great earthquake of 1822 did immense damage; besides destroying nearly half
the houses of the town, it rendered many of the mosques unsafe for use. They were too well built to fall, so they
still stand empty, or filled with rubbish. They are chiefly grouped round the castle, where the earthquake cleared
a very large space of ground. Fields of grain flourish on the low mounds that mark the sites of the former
houses; the ruined mosques are scattered in the midst. In any western town a space so near the middle of the city
would have been long ago built over, but in Aleppo the number of inhabitants is decreasing, and there are
already more houses than can be tenanted. Before the earthquake there were 300,000 citizens, now there are less
than 100,000 inhabitants, consisting of 66,500 Turks, 2,000 Armenians, 19,000 Greeks, 4,500 Jews, and 500
Maronites.
74
Robinson_1838_411, Lattakia: La ville a surtout souffert du tremblement de 1822. C'est à ce motif et à la
décadence de son commerce qu'il faut attribuer la diminution graduelle de sa population; car, de vingt mille
âmes qu'elle avait, elle est réduite à environ six ou sept mille, dont une grande partie sont des musulmans,
fameux pour leur bigoterie et leur intolérance.
75
Ibn Khaldun_I_1863_66-67: Ajoutons à cela que, vers le milieu de ce viiie siècle, une peste terrible vint
fondre sur les peuples de l'Orient et de l'Occident; elle maltraita cruellement les nations, emporta une grande
partie de cette génération, entraîna et détruisit les plus beaux résultats de la civilisation. Elle se montra lorsque
les empires étaient dans une époque de décadence et approchaient du terme de leur existence; elle brisa leurs
forces, amortit leur vigueur, affaiblit leur puissance, au point qu'ils étaient menacés d'une destruction complète.
La culture des terres s'arrêta, faute d'hommes; les villes furent dépeuplées, les édifices tombèrent en ruine, les
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chemins s'effacèrent, les monuments disparurent; les maisons, les villages, restèrent sans habitants; les nations et
les tribus perdirent leurs forces, et tout le pays cultivé changea d'aspect.
76
Volney_II_1792_92 for Alexandretta (Iskenderun) and disease: On peut assurer quřelle moissonne chaque
année le tiers des équipages qui y estivent: lřon y a vu quelquefois des vaisseaux complètement démontés en
deux mois de sejour. La saison de lřépidémie est sur-tout depuis mai jusqu'a la fin de septembre; sa nature est
une fièvre intermittente du plus fâcheux caractère, elle est accompagnée d'obstructions au foie, qui se terminent
par lřhydropisie. Les villes de Tripoli, d'Acre, & de Larneca en Chypre, y sont aussi sujettes, quoiqu'à un
moindre degré.
77
Layard_I_1903_215-216 in 1839: Alexandretta was then little better than a heap of ruins. In the flourishing
days of Aleppo it had been a place of considerable importance, as it was the port of that once great emporium of
the commerce of the Eastern world. But when trade took new routes, and deserted Aleppo, Iskanderoon fell to
decay with it. The few inhabitants who remained were decimated by a pestilential fever, caused by a marsh
formed in recent times, which adjoins the town. Under any other Government this swamp, which is of no great
extent, might have been drained with little trouble and at little expense. But it had been left to render
Alexandretta notoriously the most unhealthy place on the Syrian coast, and notwithstanding its magnificent bay,
which furnished the only safe anchorage for shipping on the Syrian coast, and its position at the head of the
main road leading into northern Syria, the centre of Asia Minor, and the Mesopotamian Valley, it had gradually
dwindled down to a mere collection of native huts, mingled with the more pretentious houses belonging to the
few Europeans who were compelled, by their official positions, or from their business as merchants, to reside
there.
78
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_336-337 Alexandretta: Il ne reste ou du moins on n'a encore mis à découvert
aucun vestige de cette époque ancienne. Ce qui ne peut passer, c'est la beauté de la rade, la seule de toute la
Syrie dont le fond tienne solidement l'ancre des navires. Mais, quoique on ait souvent rêvé de faire
d'Alexandrette un port important, ce que justifierait sa belle situation maritime, on a été obligé d'y renoncer à
cause de l'insalubrité particulière de l'air, due aux grands marais qui entourent la ville.
79
Bunel_1854_300 Iskenderun: Je débarquai dès que l'ancre fut jetée pour avoir une idée du pays; mais celle
qu'il vous laisse est peu satisfaisante. Je m'engageai dans un épais fourré de lauriers roses, me dirigeant vers un
groupe de maisons perchées sur quatre piquets comme lés habitants des Landes sur leurs échasses. J'aperçus à
une faible distance quelques hôtes de ces étranges demeures, chaussés avec de longues bottes, qui sortaient du
fourré où je m'étais aventuré. C'étaient des pécheurs revenant du rivage. Leur singulier domicile excita ma
curiosité; aussi, arrivé dans la ville, je m'empressai de demander la cause de leur bizarre fondement. Les
marécages qui s'étendent sur le bord de la mer sont constamment couverts d'exhalaisons fiévreuses et de
serpents; aussi les pécheurs, qui sont obligés d'habiter la plage, ont imaginé d'élever leurs maisons à une hauteur
de 8 ou 10 pieds, pour éviter les miasmes pestilentiels et les morsures des reptiles. C'est aussi pour cela qu'ils
portent de longues bottes. Je me repentis, en apprenant ces détails, de mřêtre hazardé à travers ces endroits
malsains.
80
Guys_1855_322-323 Near Alexandretta: Je remarque un village bâti sur de hauts pilotis, au milieu d'une
plaine marécageuse couverte de lauriers roses, dont les fleurs trempent dans la mer: les pauvres fellahs qui
l'habitent ont dû se percher ainsi pour se préserver des chacals qui infestent le pays et qui dévorent leurs maigres
provisions.
81
Ellis_1881_I_14 Iskenderun: It consists of a wretched line of buildings on the shore, with huts built of reeds
and branches behind. All round is the swamp that makes Iscanderoon the most unhealthy spot in Syria, or
perhaps in the world. In evidence given before the Committee in the House of Lords on the Euphrates Valley
Railway Scheme, witnesses were found who declared that it was impossible for Europeans to live there, and that
if they only slept one night in the town certain death would follow after fifteen days.
82
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_329 Lattakia: It is strange that a town should be erected in so unhealthy a
situation, amidst morasses and standing waters, the effluvia of which must naturally corrupt the air.
83
AMS_VIII_1859_60-66: Guérinřs report on a mission to Egypt, originally intended to include Arabia Petraea,
Palestine and Syria. But his companion fell ill, 66: La mission scientifique que Votre Excellence m'avait confiée
avait en effet spécialement pour but lřétude des regions les moins connues de la Palestine, de la Syrie et de
l'Arabie Pétrée, et c'était vers ces contrées que m'attiraient principaiement mes recherches et mes travaux
anteriéurs. Mais cette malencontreuse maladie de mon jeune compagnon entrave ses plans et les miens, et
suspend la suite de nos projets. J'espère les reprendre et les poursuivre de nouveau un jour si les circonstances
me le permettent. Pour le moment, ma seule et unique préoccupation est de mettre un terme à cette fièvre
opiniâtre qui menace de se tourner en fièvre cérébrale et à laquelle la chaleur du climat donne une intensité qui
m'effraie.
84
Mislin_1876_I_450-451: La peur de nos gens avait troublé la tète à mes compagnons, l'effroi de ceux-ci avait
réagi sur notre escorte; tous ces muletiers demeuraient là comme des statues de pierre, me prenant pour un fou
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qui voulait donner sa vie pour aller voir quelques vieilles colonnes. / Qu'on se figure mon chagrin. J'étais là, à
quelques lieues de Balbek, à trois journées de Damas, sur le chemin de Palmyre, et j'étais contraint de revenir
sur mes pas! Comment aurais-je pu avancer sans guide, sans chevaux, sans interprète? Et la panique était si
grande, que dans tout le Liban je n'aurais trouvé personne pour m'accompagner. / J'appris, deux jours après, par
un voyageur français, qu'il n'y avait pas un seul cas de choléra à Balbek.
85
R.B_1759_93 travelling 1669: Arrived at Aleppo, where there died at that time seventy or eighty in a day of
the plague, and thus ended our journey.
86
Mariti_1791_I_271-2 on landing on the coast of Syria, at Caïpha/Haifa: Mon premier soin fut de m'informer
si la peste régnoit dans ces contrées. J'appris, avec effroi, qu'à ce fléau dans sa plus grande activité, se joignoient
des tremblemens de terre qui jettoient la désolation non-seulement dans la ville & le territoire d'Acre, mais dans
toute l'étendue de la Syrie, jusqu'à Antioche; que cette dernière ville venoit de voir tomber ces mêmes
constructions qui ayoient résisté au mémorable tremblement de terre qu'elle essuya dans la cent quinzième
année de l'ère chrétienne, sous l'empire de Trajan. [See 267-283 for the complete chapter on the plague,
including earlier outbreaks of sickness and plague, including disastrous outbreak in 1760.]
87
Wittman_1803_193 Gaza: To the eastward of the town I perceived also the ruins of several works which had
been blown up by the French at the time they took possession of Gaza. During their stay there I was informed
that the plague swept off five hundred of their men. Their inroad into Syria was indeed marked by disasters of
almost every description, not less than twelve thousand of their best troops having, according to authentic
accounts, perished either by the sword, by disease, by hunger, or by fatigue.
88
Finati_1830_II_153, travelling 1816, to Tiberias, where, sleeping in the church, we were almost devoured by
fleas ; and the next night we encountered the small-pox in the reed huts of some Arabs, within the ruins of
Caesarea.
89
Laidlaw_2010_26, Levant Company: Competition from the French remained the companyřs biggest problem
at this period. Their fabrics had gained and retained favour in the Levant over English cloths, and were cheaper
because of French government subsidies. The port of Marseilles offered easier, faster and thus safer and cheaper
access to the Levant ports, and they benefited also from continuing diplomatic advantage in their relations with
the Porte. By 1744, they had 200 large vessels and twice as many smaller ships engaged in the Levant trade,
while the English were sending no more than ten ships a year. The English trade fell victim to yet another
disadvantage when in 1753 parliament passed the Quarantine Act, obliging any ship carrying cargo or
passengers from an area suspected of harbouring the plague to spend time in quarantine in a Mediterranean
lazaretto (quarantine station) before it could be permitted to dock at an English port. This period often lasted
many months, giving advantage to less meticulous rivals such as the Dutch, who were subject to only 40 daysř
quarantine, loosely enforced and in a Dutch port.
90
MacMichael_1819_265, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, at Al Qaryatein: We performed the distance to
Karietein in eighteen hours, and were again lodged in the house of the Maronite priest. The Christian had known
Sheikh Ibrahim, and shewed me a paper drawn up by him in Arabic, containing directions as to the mode of
vaccination. It appeared that, during the stay of Mr. Burckhardt in this country, many of the natives of Karietein
were dying of the small-pox, and he supplied the priest with a lancet, and was lucky enough to procure some
variolous matter immediately from the cow. The experiment had been tried, in the first instance, on five boys,
who were bribed to submit to it by a present of ten piastres to each ; the operation had perfectly succeeded, and
been repeated on many other of the inhabitants.
91
Farley_1858_21-26 Ancient commerce of Syria.
92
Wright_1895_104-105: Pliny tells us that the city of Rome alone took annually one million sestertii of Indian
merchandise. It is interesting to trace the routes across the desert along which, as by a magnet, Rome drew the
riches of the East, One line passed through Gaza and Petra to Forath. A second, starting from Akka on the
Mediterranean, ran across Galilee, north of Nazareth, crossed the Jordan below the lake of Gennesaret, and
struck direct for the head of the Persian Gulf, past Bosra and Sulkhad. The Roman road is still in many places
uninjured, awaiting the European engineers to lay down the rails on the shortest, safest, and cheapest overland
route to India. / The northern routes from Antioch through Aleppo and Karrhae, or more northern still through
Carchemish, Edessa, and Nisbis, were closed to commerce by centuries of turbulence. It was at Palmyra that the
East and West joined hands in the mutual benefits of commerce. The Tadmorenes, like the English in our day,
were the chief carriers and retailers of Indian merchandise, and Appian, the Roman historian, speaks of them
with the same contempt as the first Napoleon spoke of the "nation of shopkeepers.'" "They are merchants," said
he, disdainfully, "who seek among the Persians the products of India and Arabia, and carry them to the
Romans."
93
Green_1736_1: Aleppo does not abound like Damascus in ancient and beautiful Monuments; but surpasses it
in bigness, Trade, and consequently in Wealth.
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94

Coote_1780_211B Aleppo: What indignities will not men suffer for the advantages of trade with these
barbarians! This is one of the inconveniences that attend trade, to make a people great at home, despised abroad,
and subject to every kind of imposition and insult. The merchants of Aleppo, before our arrival, had been
confined to their houses, on account of the outrages committed by the green heads or descendants of Mahomed,
who alone are permitted to wear turbans of that colour. We hear they are again obliged to shut themselves up.
95
Coote_1780_211 Aleppo: The walls of this city have been pretty good, but they have been suffered to go to
decay, like everything else in the Turkish empire … The Europeans are but indifferently treated in this country;
to threaten a Mahomedan is to run the risk of life, and when they go out they are liable to be insulted by the
children and populace, who spit at them, throw stones at them, and call them names.
96
Osborn_1858_192 Tyre: As we were leaving, a little native threw a stone, striking my friend in the face,
knocking his spectacles off, which formed the only protection to his eye from the stroke. The child did not seem
to be conscious of doing any thing wrong; and our guide appeared to think the boy deserved praise for the
adroitness with which he aimed the missile.
97
Drummond_1754_129-130 at Tripoli: The ministry have been blamed for being neglectful of the Levant
trade; with what justice I shall not pretend to determine: possibly the company, and their officers abroad, may
not be altogether free from censure; but, certainly, the trade merits attention, if for no other reason, at least for
this, that it maintains above one hundred thousand people … His majesty's royal indignation would be kindled
against the authors of the insult; and he would soon make those barbarous powers sensible of the danger to
which they are exposed, in provoking his resentment by such bare-faced partiality to his enemies: they would
see how easy it is for the British navy to destroy their trade with other nations, to cut off the intercourse between
their own ports, and even lay their towns in ashes; By such a spirited exertion of our power, a new tarif might be
struck, of more advantage to our commerce than that which now subsists, and this inestimable branch put upon a
better footing than it is at present. Novice as I am in the trade of these countries, I know enough to affirm, that,
if some effectual step is not speedily taken in its behalf, the disease will, in a little time, be past all remedy. In a
word, the French are intent upon undermining us; and, I am afraid, their efforts will be too successful: they are
much superior to us in the arts of insinuation, they spare no cost in advancing their interest, and stick at nothing
to attain their end.
98
Houry_1842_12: Toutes les fois, au contraire, que la Syrie passa sous la domination d'un peuple ou d'un
prince étranger à toute civilisation, à tous les principes du droit des gens, ennemi du commerce et de l'industrie,
habitué à vivre de rapines, de pillages et de crimes; toutes les fois qu'elle fut envahie et habitée par des hordes
vagabondes qui rendaient ses côtes inhospitalières et faisaient de ce passage du commerce un véritable coupegorge; quand, enfin, pour comble de malheur, on vit la peste et la barbarie s'unir pour dominer en souveraines
d'un bout de la Syrie à l'autre, transformer en ruines les ports et les cités, et changer une contrée que foulait une
population compacte et heureuse en un désert; alors le commerce disparut devant tant de fléaux et chercha
d'autres directions pour continuer ses relations productives avec l'intérieur de l'Asie et particulièrement avec
l'Inde
99
Boullaye-Le-Gouz_1653_335-336 Aleppo: Alep, ou plustost Halep, ou Halap, capitale de Syrie est de la
grandeur de Lyon, c'estoit autrefois l'abord de toutes les marchandises qui se transportoient de Perse & Indes
Orientales en Europe, comme soye, rubarbe, semancine, espiceries, & autres drogues, mais depuis que les
Danois, Portugais, Hollandois & Anglois ont trouué moyen de conduire ces marchandises par le Cap de bonne
Esperance, cette place est anéantie comme tous les autres ports de Mer du Sultan, où les douannes luy rendoient
de grosses sommes: & dans ces dernières guerres de Candie il a assez fait voir son foible contre l'estime que l'on
auoit conceuë de sa puissance & grandeur.
100
Lammens_1921_II_44: Le commerce. La découverte du Cap de Bonne Espérance (1486) l'avait bouleversé,
en détournant vers le Midi la route des Indes. L'impéritie des Mamlouks menaçait de lui porter le coup de grâce.
Dès la fin du 15e siècle, on ne trouve plus à Venise de candidats pour le consulat de Damas, lequel primait alors
celui de Beyrouth. La Sèrênissime République dut désigner d'office les titulaires du poste, stipuler, en cas de
refus ou de retard non justifié, des amendes qui s'élevaient à 500 ducats d'or contre les fonctionnaires
récalcitrants.
101
Poujoulat_1841_II_15 Aleppo: Il y a une quarantaine d'années que la ville d'Alep était encore y après
Stamboul et le Caire, la place la plus importante de Tempire ottoman. Par sa position géographique, Alep était
devenue comme l'entrepôt général de toutes les marchandises de la Perse, de l'Inde et de la Turquie. Les
marchandises de l'Europe et celles du Nouveau-Monde lui arrivaient par les ports d'Alexandrette et de Lataquié.
Quatre caravanes partaient chaque année d'Alep pour les principales villes de l'Asie, et des caravanes de
l'intérieur de la Perse venaient lui apporter deux fois par an les trésors de ces riches contrées. Alep échangeait
les productions de la Palestine, de la Syrie, de l'Asie Mineure, de l'Europe et de l'Afrique. [but now almost like
Palmyra]
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Stewart_1857_454-455 at Acre: I am convinced that respectable merchants stationed at Akka, Tyre, Sidon,
etc., as vice-consuls, with a small salary and with permission to trade, would contribute greatly to develop the
industry of the inhabitants of Syria, by opening up channels for the disposal of their produce. At present Beyrout
is the only port between Scanderun and Akka by which there is an outlet for the surplus produce of Syria, and
the expense of transport, and other difficulties in the way of bringing it to market, acts as a discouragement to
industry on those who live at a distance. If, through a British merchant's connections at home, vessels were sent
to load grain, oil, and other produce at Akka, Tyre, and Sidon during the summer, when there is no danger to be
apprehended from gales on the coast, the knowledge of a market within reach where they could dispose of their
goods, without incurring great expense in carriage, would afford strong incentives to greater industry on the part
of the natives in the interior. As an instance in point, it has lately come to my knowledge that a house in Bristol
largely engaged in the grocery business, was led a few years ago, at the suggestion of a clergyman, to send out
an order to Palestine for raisins. The first year there was great difficulty in getting a sufficient supply to
complete the order; but the exportation of raisins has since then become a regular branch of trade, and the
demand is now so great that there is a considerable advance on the prices originally paid.
103
Browne_1799_386 Aleppo: The manufactures are in a flourishing state, being carried on with great spirit
both by Christians and Mohammedans: silk and cotton form the chief articles. Large caravans frequently arrive
from Bagdad and Bassora, charged with coffee, which is carried round to the Persian gulf from Moccha, with
the tobacco and cherry-tree pipes from Persia, and muslins, shawls, and other products of India.
104
Robinson_1838_374-375, Iskenderun: le port naturel d'Alep, dont elle est éloignée d'environ quatre-vingts
milles. La ville n'est plus qu'un monceau de ruines; elle est réduite à quelques rares magasins appartenant aux
marchands d'Alep, qui y font décharger leurs cargaisons ou qui les y emmagasinent en attendant l'arrivée d'un
vaisseau. M. Fornetti est le seul facteur européen qui y réside. Le bazar se réduit à une demi-douzaine de
boutiques où le voyageur peut, en passant, se faire servir une tasse de café, ou remplir son sac à tabac, mais
voilà tout. Les autres habitans, qui se composent d'une douzaine de familles grecques, tirent leurs moyens
d'existence du salaire qu'ils reçoivent en aidant à embarquer les marchandises qui arrivent d'Alep. Celles qui
viennent de l'étranger sont transportées à Alep et à Bagdad, à dos de chameau. La caravane met cinq jours à
atteindre la première de ces deux places, chemin qu'un voyageur peut faire facilement en trente-six heures
environ. Il y a, dans ce moment, quatre bricks mouillés sur la rade; trois français de Marseille et un anglais de
Liverpool. Tel est l'état pitoyable du commerce dans ce pays, qu'aucun bâtiment, à moins d'être particulièrement
nolisé, ne peut espérer obtenir un chargement entier dans un seul port de la côte. Ils sont obligés de les visiter
tous, les uns après les autres, en remontant depuis Saint-Jean-d'Acre jusqu'à Iskenderoun, et souvent ils poussent
jusqu'en Chypre pour compléter leur cargaison.
105
Masson_1896_371: Alep était, au début du xviie siècle, la plus grande place de commerce du Levant. ŖC'est
une ville célèbre pour le grand trafic qui s'y fait, écrit en 1616 Pietro della Valle, où, d'un côté, se rendent tous
les Orientaux avec leurs pierreries, leurs soies, leurs épiceries et leurs toiles, et de l'autre côté tout l'Occident,
savoir la France, Venise, Hollande et l'Angleterre avec leurs vaisseaux chargés de piastres, dont il y a ici une si
grande quantité, comme de toute autre sorte de monnaie, que dans le négoce et trafic qui s'y fait on ne les
compte point, on se contente seulement d'en emplir les caisses et de les peser, et je puis dire qu'il ne s'y fait point
de marché, soit que l'on vende ou que l'on achète, qui ne soit de 40, 50, 80 ou 100.000 ècus et ce leur serait une
chose honteuse de traiter avec eux autrement. Leur plus grand commerce est de soie qui vient de Perse et de
quelques autres endroits nonobstant la guerre.ŗ Alep recevait en effet par Bassora les marchandises de l'Inde et
de l'Extrême-Orient.
106
Masson_1896_130: Malgré les progrès rapides des étrangers à partir de 1620, les Français firent encore un
grand commerce jusqu'en 1635: les Anglais et les Hollandais étaient déjà les maîtres du marché de Smyrne qui
tendait à devenir le plus important de l'Orient, mais nos marchands l'emportaient encore dans les échelles de
Syrie et d'Egypte; à Alep ils faisaient presque le double des affaires des Anglais et des Vénitiens; dans d'autres
échelles, comme à Seïde, ils étaient encore les seuls à trafiquer. Ibid. 396: En somme, les Français gardaient
encore en Syrie une place prépondérante à la fin du xviie siècle. Sans doute, les Anglais et Hollandais s'étaient
établis à côté d'eux à Alep, à Tripoli, à Acre, à Chypre, et les Anglais faisaient un commerce plus important
qu'eux dans la première de ces échelles. Mais ils conservaient le monopole du commerce à Seïde, à Barut, à
Rame, et faisaient plus d'affaires que leurs rivaux à Acre et à Chypre.
107
Masson_1896_378-379: La nation française d'Alep, qui comptait encore en 1630 quarante marchands
environ, avait diminué peu à peu et souvent n'atteignit plus le chiffre de vingt membres: en 1653 une lettre de la
nation porte quinze signatures, en 1693, le consul écrit quřil y a seize marchands, mais que cinq sont sur le point
de partir.
108
Laorty-Hadji_1854_39: Aujourd'hui Beyrout est véritablement dans la voie du progrès. Cette heureuse
disposition doit être attribuée sans contredit à l'influence des pèlerins et des commerçants d'Europe dont elle est
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incessamment visitée. Beyrout est devenue la place la plus importante de tout le littoral, l'entrepôt de tout le
commerce de la Syrie.
109
Houry_1842_12-13: L'Europe commerçante dut renoncer à diriger ses navires vers des parages devenus
d'ailleurs dangereux par les pirates qui les parcouraient en grand nombre; enfin la Syrie fut abandonnée au génie
destructeur de ses nouveaux hôtes et de ses nouveaux maîtres, qui en eurent bientôt fait un lieu de désolation. /
Néanmoins, tel est l'empire de l'intérêt sur l'homme, que la Syrie, malgré ses vieilles cités en ruines et ses ports
presque détruits, ne cessa jamais d'être visitée par des commerçants européens qui ne craignaient pas de
s'engager dans des lieux infestés de brigands, pour y acheter les produits de l'Inde, apportés par de rares
caravanes qui ne s'avançaient qu'en tremblant vers les côtes de la Méditerranée, quand elles n'avaient pas été
pillées et massacrées dans le désert de la Mésopotamie ou derrière les ruines de Palmyre.
110
Skene_1864_182, in 1859: The British goods they now purchase so freely are, moreover, cheap and
substantial, and the Arabs feel the benefit to them of this new trade, while those who have settled do not fail to
vaunt their gain by cultivation. It was full time that some defence should be raised against the nomads, who have
pushed their predatory incursions as far west as the banks of the Orontes, and the tide of whose devastation has
even reached the sea in two places, near Acre, and between Tripoli and Lattakia; while the villagers have
gradually receded before it, and more rapidly of late years on account of the great increase of the flocks and
herds of the Arabs, who impede cultivation for the purpose of securing pasture. The agricultural class of the
population has thus been driven into the towns, and the Turks have boasted of the increase of their inhabitants.
But political economists regard the migration of the rural population to towns as one of the worst symptoms of
the state of a country. The Turks do not like statistics, and they are right. They have less to gain by that science
in the conviction it would give them of their decline, than they would lose in that conviction being imparted to
others. It is notorious that they do not allow even a common statement of imports and exports to be made from
the registers of their custom-houses. Those who would know the real state of Turkey, must wear out their lives
in the country, laboriously adding fact to fact until sufficient data are amassed.
111
Gallois_1907_177 Damascus, markets: II n'est pas besoin, ce nous semble, de souligner l'horrible aspect de
ces rues couvertes où grouillent gens et bêtes dans une désagréable promiscuité, d'où s'exhalent des odeurs plus
ou moins nauséabondes car nul souci de voirie n'existe, et où l'on s'emplit les souliers de poussière et de boue,
sans compensation pittoresque artistique, d'autant plus que l'on ne voit guère aux étalages que des marchandises
européennes fabriquées en Angleterre, Autriche, Italie, Allemagne trop souvent, et en France trop rarement,
hélas!
112
Conder_1891_21: In 1873 it was possible to visit villages where the face of a Frank had never been seen, but
now even the Arabs beyond Jordan are often brought in contact with Europeans. Such a chance of studying the
archaic manners of the peasantry and the natural condition of the nomadic Arabs as we enjoyed cannot now
recur. For six years I lived entirely among the peasantry, but since then war, cruel taxation, and the rapacity of
usurers has broken up and ruined the peasant society as it existed fifteen years ago. In 1882 I saw only too
plainly the change that had come over the land. The Palestine of the early years of the Survey hardly now exists.
The country is a Levantine land, where Western fabrics, Western ideas, and even Western languages, meet the
traveller at every point. In the present pages I have attempted to give some idea of the country as it was in the
last years of its truly Oriental condition, with a peasantry as yet hardly quite tamed by the Turk, and regions as
yet hardly traversed by the European explorer.
113
Pierotti_1866_60: Chiuderemo questo articolo, osservando che la Palestina potrebbe fornire ai mercati di
Europa, una quantità di molti e svariati prodotti. E in certo modo può destar meraviglia come mai in tempi sì
mercanteschi come sono i presenti, non si mettano a profitto i prodotti di questo suolo ferace. Ma principal
causa della quasi inesplorazione di questo paese, è la inerzia eccessiva deřcoltivatori suoi, che non aiutando la
natura collřarte, non allettano i commercianti colla facilità di trovare immensa quantità di oggetti da esportare. E
a tutto ciò è pure da aggiungere la fiacchezza del governo ottomano il quale manca della necessaria forza ed
autorità, per proteggere chiunque voglia darsi ad esercitare una industria qualunque.
114
Paris_1861_52 after discussing the effects of Ottoman rule: Le mal chronique qui l'affaiblissait est aggravé,
sa décadence morale, politique et matérielle est consommée. Toute prospérité a disparu. Le dépérissement de
l'agriculture amène la diminution de la population. La ruine du commerce et de l'industrie rend la Syrie
dépendante de l'Europe; et l'Occident, qui, après avoir été attiré vers l'Orient par l'éclat de ses richesses, avait
longtemps commercé avec lui sur un pied d'égalité, se trouve aujourd'hui chargé de l'approvisionner.
115
Lucas_I_1714_180 Balbec: Parmy toutes ces ruines la Ville ne laisse pas d'estre habitée, & il y a environ
trente familles Chrétiennes, quelques Juifs, & bien environ sept à huit mille habitans Turcs.
116
Addison_II_1838_49 Balbec: The little village of Baalbec is situated to the eastward of the ruins, and is in a
sad state of wretchedness and decay. It is little more than a heap of rubbish; the houses are built of mud or sunburnt brick, and they are covered in with flat roofs composed of poles, over which are laid the branches of trees,
and then a composition of dry grass and mud. / The population of 5000, which the town contained in 1751, has
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now dwindled down to barely 200 persons, and the two handsome mosques and fine serai of the Emir mentioned
by Burckhardt are now no longer distinguishable. Résumé, Balbec 1714, 7000; 1751, 5000; 1825, 500; 1838,
200.
117
Buckingham_1825_483 Balbec: The town of Balbeck is, at present, so ruined, that there are not counted
more than fifty habitable dwellings in it; though the whole number within the walls may be estimated at 500. /
The inhabitants are Moslems, Metowalis, and Greek Christians, in about equal numbers. The former have a
large ruined mosque, in which are three rows of columns, some having noble shafts of fine red granite, and
others of white marble, with Corinthian capitals, all from the ruins of the great temple near. In the outer court,
around the central reservoir and fountain used for ablutions, are four pieces of beautiful porphyry, the fragments
of two plain columns of about two feet in diameter, each of the pieces about five feet in length.
118
Butler_1920_77, in ŖDesert Syria, the land of a lost civilizationŗ: It has been found that practically all of the
wide area lying between the coast range of the eastern Mediterranean and the Euphrates, appearing upon the
maps as the Syrian Desert, an area embracing somewhat more than 20,000 square miles, was more thickly
populated than any area of similar dimensions in England or in the United States is today if one excludes the
immediate vicinity of the large modern cities. It has also been discovered that an enormous desert tract lying to
the east of Palestine, stretching eastward and southward into the country which we know as Arabia, was also a
densely populated country. How far these settled regions extended in antiquity is still unknown, but the most
distant explorations in these directions have failed to reach the end of ruins and other signs of former
occupation.
119
Lammens_1921_II_118-119, late 18th century: Décadence de la Syrie. Trois siècles de régime turc avaient
hâté la ruine de la Syrie. La dépopulation du pays prenait des proportions inquiétantes. Sur les 3.200 villages du
pachalik d'Alep, inscrits jadis au rôle des impôts, on n'en comptait plus que 400. Les paysans avaient fui dans les
villes ou dans les montagnes. A cet égard, rien d'instructif comme les chiffres statistiques réunis à cette époque
par Volney. L'àpre Kasrawân y compte le double des habitants de la Palestine proprement dite. La même densité
de population se retrouvait dans les autres districts du Liban, dans ceux du Wàdittaim, de Naplouse, de
ŘAdjloùn, dans tous ceux que Volney appelle les «pays abonnés», à savoir les provinces semi-autonomes,
soustraites à l'administration directe de la Porte.
120
Smith_1918_24-25: The ancient prosperity of Antioch, to which vast ruins still testify, was due only in part
to this fertility; the rest came from through-traffic to the Levant, most of which was long ago lost. From Antioch
the valley of the Orontes ascends very slowly between the Western Range and the edge of the high plateau of N.
Syria; the ruins of ancient townships ŕ averaging, it is said, one to the mile ŕ are proofs of its natural
resources and melancholy protests against the incompetence of the Turkish Government.
121
Griffiths_1805_332: From Martavaun our route lay across the same plain upon which we had travelled from
Antioch. We passed the ruins of several villages and fountains, that established additional proofs of the
depopulation we had frequent occasion to notice.
122
Kelly_1844_4: Syria is estimated to contain about 50,000 square miles. It is a country whose population
bears no proportion to its superficies; and the inhabitants may be considered, on the most moderate calculation,
as reduced to a tithe of what the soil could abundantly maintain under a wiser system of administration. Their
numbers are probably much below two millions; and they form an assemblage of tribes rather than a people; for
they are not only destitute of every principle of national association, but denaturalised from such a relation by
the reciprocal antipathies of their respective castes. The Jew loathes the Samaritan, though of his own lineage,
and has no sympathy in common with any other class. The Greeks and Maronites, and the Syrian, Latin, and
schismatic churches, though of one origin in Christianity, and equally oppressed, hate their rulers less than they
do each other. The Metowali and the Sonnite alike acknowledge the mission of Mohammed, but are reciprocally
regarded as heretics and infidels; and they, the Druse and Anzary, the Arab, Turk, and European, all seem to vie
in perpetuating the virulence of their ancestral schisms, and each class lives in distinct and recognised habits of
separation from all others. This is the fatal weakness of the land; this it is that renders it the ready dupe and
victim of the conqueror's policy, ŕ Ŗdivide and govern" ŕ and that keeps down within such narrow limits the
suffering population of one of the regions of the earth the most favoured by nature.
123
Laurie_1866_5: If we view the population territorially, Lebanon has a population of about 400,000
distributed in more than six hundred towns and villages. Of these, Zahleh is the largest, containing, previous to
its destruction in 1860, 11,000. Deir el Komr, the seat of government before the massacre, had about 7000.
Beirut, the sea-port of Damascus, is the largest city on the coast, with a population, in and around the walls, of
50,000. This is the head-quarters of the mission, as it is the commercial center of the country. Tripoli has 15,000
inhabitants, or including the port, (El Mina,) 20,000, Sidon about 10,000, Tyre, only 3500, and Acre perhaps
5000. / Of cities in the interior, Damascus, up to 1860, has taken the lead, with its. 120,000. Aleppo comes next,
with 70,000; Hamah has 33,000, Homs 25,000, Antioch 20,000, Jerusalem 18,000, Gaza 16,000, Safet and
Ramleh 4000 each, Bethlehem 3500, and Nazareth about 3000.
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Munk_1845_16 population of Palestine: dřaprès le tableau de la Judée au temps de Titus, tableau que Volney
trouve assez bien constaté, le pays devait contenir encore à cette époque quatre millions d'âmes. Si nous en
croyons Joseph, le moindre bourg de la Galilée avait à cette époque plus de 15,000 habitants. Strabon dit que les
seuls territoires de Jamnia et de Jopée (Yafa) pouvaient armer 40,000 hommes. Au reste, les ruines
innombrables semées dans ces contrées attestent combien étaient nombreuses les populations qui jadis y avaient
fixé leurs demeures.
125
Smith_1918_31: In Byzantine times Moab appears to have been thickly peopled. You can stand hardly
anywhere on the plateau, but eight or ten ruined villages, with Byzantine traces on them, are in sight; and once
there were also several largish towns with public works, including huge reservoirs for the winter rains, and not a
few other marks of a high level of culture. The Arab geographers praise the grapes and almonds of Moab, and
the English survey of the northern part of the plateau discovered many wine-presses. But except for a very few
about Kerak the vineyards have vanished and there are almost no other fruit-trees.
126
Hamilton_1875_84: The ruins of Moab impress the observer with a sense of the solidity and grandeur of the
structures. The stones are very massive, and the masonry evidently was of a high order. Out of such an extent of
desolation it is of course impossible to arrive at any definite conclusion as to the past architecture, though the
scientific world is always ready to proclaim its judgments with the aid of some fanciful theory; but I feel
confident that we shall be enabled by systematic excavations to arrive at sound conclusions respecting it. There
are evidences here of a higher antiquity than that of Petra; and we must live in hope of the revelation in due time
of remarkable antiquities, though I should decline (with thanks) to go digging among these Bedouins.
127
Bunel_1854_72 Jerusalem: Lřon est frappé de la désolation qui règne tout autour de la ville: ce ne sont que
plaines désertes et incultes, montagnes désolées et arides. On croit que dans ses murs doivent régner le
mouvement et la vie; mais, triste déception! à peine en a-t-on franchi le seuil, que l'on n'y retrouve qu'un désert
au milieu d'un désert.
128
Febvre_1682_521B: Leur Maxime est, d'abord qu'ils se sont rendus les maistres de quelque Ville sur leurs
frontières, de transporter une partie de ses habitans ailleurs, d'en oster toutes les bouches inutiles, & de n'y
laisser que de la soldatesque qui acheve de la ruiner.
129
Curtis_1903_334 Caesarea: About twenty years ago a colony of Bosnians settled among the ruins, and, being
men of energy and enterprise, have used them as a quarry, and have cut out immense quantities of building
material, which they have shipped on little steamers to the towns up and down the coast.
130
Skene_1864_295-296, 1861: On the western confines of the plains of Antioch, where the Amanian range
shuts them off from the sea, a large number of Circassians and Tartars, refugees from the south of Russia, have
been sent by the Porte to colonise. They are landing also at Mersyne, whence they will be distributed over the
plains of Marash, as well as those of this pashalik. Robbery seems to be their present pursuit, while preparing to
form agricultural settlements. It would surely have been wise to reflect whether or not the authorities, under
whose rule they are intended to establish themselves, are in a position to preserve order before thus adding to the
number of a disorderly population. The plains of Antioch, for instance, towards the north where the Russian
refugees are located, are in the district of Beylan, the greater part of whose inhabitants rose a few days ago
against their Turkish governor, and blockaded him in his residence. Irregular troops arrived from Antioch in
time to protect him from further violence. But the insurgents appointed another governor of their own choice,
and have kept the Turkish authorities prisoners in spite of the presence of troops. The motive of the outbreak
seems to have been flagrant corruption on the part of the governor. However that may be, it is hardly under a
similar regime that the wild Circassians and Nogai Tartars can be kept quiet.
131
Jessup_1910_II_452: Fifteen hundred Circassians have arrived in Beirut from Constantinople. They fled
from the Caucasus to Bulgaria, and were engaged in the murderous assaults on the poor Bulgarian Christians.
They are here en route for Hauran and other places in the interior. They are like walking arsenals, armed with
knives, swords, pistols, and guns. [1877-1878 ŕ Great Circassian deportation from Bulgaria to Syria.]
132
Goodrich-Freer_1905_105-106 Circassians in Amman area: The Turkish Government has permitted them to
repopulate various ruinous towns ŕ Nawa, Amman, Jerash, and various villages ŕ for a given period, without
paying any taxes, and, in spite of certain incidents of attack and reprisal between themselves and the Bedu,
fierce enough for the time, they have succeeded in inspiring their neighbours with respect or, perhaps, awe.
They themselves, it is said, are perfectly fearless in attack or defence, and extremely severe in exaction of
vengeance. Whereas the fellahin fear to attract attention by successful crops of fruit or grain, lest they should be
called upon to feed the Bedu and the tax-gatherer, the Circassians fear no one, and at present pay no taxes.
Hence, as well as from superior capacity and industry, they effect, as no fellah may venture to do, improvements
of a kind which are permanent; they make walls and roads, they devise systems of irrigation, they plant hedges
and trees.
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Le_Strange_1889_316 travelling 1884, in the lands of the Beni 'Abbad: as usual, our hosts took up the best
part of the night detailing their grievances to us, and requested our advice on the important point of how 100
pounds might be obtained on loan to rid them of their enemies. It appeared that certain lands belonging from
time immemorial to their tribe, for which, moreover, they held title-deeds, had been (by Government) granted
to, and were occupied by, the immigrant Circassians. We suggested that a petition forwarded with the title-deeds
to the Government would doubtless set matters right; but in reply we were assured that so doing, unless much
bakhshish went with the papers, would only lead to the loss of the deeds without there being the smallest chance
of the tribe obtaining any re-establishment in their rights. Cheaper than this, they said, it would be to bribe the
Circassians to decamp and take up their quarters on somebody else's land, and for this purpose a hundred
pounds were needed, which we, however, deeply regretted being, perforce, unable to put them in the way of
obtaining.
134
Schumacher_1888_17: The Circassians are also beginning to cultivate trees, although they greatly prefer the
cultivation of pasture-land; but still every now and again in el-Kuneitrah [Kuneitra] one finds trees bearing fruit.
On the other hand, these same Circassians are rapidly lessening the oak woods, as they cut down the fine trunks
and carry them on their horrible squeaking two-wheeled carts, drawn by oxen, to sell as timber. One such I
recently met in South Haurän, where for centuries no cart can possibly have traversed the stoneless ground.
135
Busch_1870_37: Die Strassen des Landes sind im Gebirge allenthalben schlecht, mit Steinen besäet, steil
und holpricht. Die Strasse zwischen Jaffa und Jerusalem ist zwar fahrbar, doch existiren keine Wagen. Lasten
werden auf Maulthieren, schwereres Gepäck auf dem Rücken von Kameelen von Ort zu Ort befördert. Damen,
welche nicht reiten können, müssen sich der Tragsessel (Tachteruan) bedienen, welche von Maulthieren oder
Kameelen getragen werden, und von denen sich in Jafta wie in Jerusalem eine Anzahl findet, die aber sehr
theuer sind.
136
Schumacher_1888_57: The Circassians are entirely different from the inhabitants we have considered till
now. As a consequence of the Russo-Turkish War, they wandered out of Bulgaria, and in spring, 1878, in a
starving and pitiful condition, reached ŘAkka, where the Turkish Government assigned them land in Western
Palestine, and in Jerash and the Jaulän. By indomitable industry and solid perseverance they soon attained a
certain amount of prosperity, built villages, cultivated the fields, bred cattle, dried grass for the winter, and
drove the Bedawin out of their neighbourhood. So that to-day they possess the twelve large flourishing villages
in the district of el-Kuneitrah [Kuneitra], which are favourably distinguished from the other villages by their
cleanliness, size, and solid masonry.
137
Schumacher_1889_167-168 at Nawa: According to my own estimate, which was compared with information
obtained from the sheikhs, Nawa contains about 300 houses and huts. These are generally built of stone without
mortar, and many of them are now unoccupied. One villager holds two, three, or more of them, and will occupy
one house till it gets ruined and becomes dangerous to live in, when he builds a new one at a suitable place
alongside. Ancient building-stones, of which there is an abundance, are used for the side-walls, the roofs being
formed of tree-trunks brought from the forests of Northern Jaulan. These are supplied by the Circassians, who
are in the habit of driving all over Hauran, in their heavy two-wheeled carts drawn by a team of oxen. They
manage to make their way, across-country over the rubbish-heaps and the stones, with a heavy load of timber,
which they bring from the forests of their adopted country in Jaulan, and sell in the villages. The approach of
these vehicles may be heard half a mile off, for they use no grease on their wheels, and the noise they make is
deafening.
138
Schumacher_1889_170ff on Nawa, in the Bashan: The Medany, one of the peculiar towers … Although now
a ruin, it still stands about 50 feet high … On the south of the Medany stands a Corinthian column of basalt,
unfluted, 13 feet high, and i foot 5 inches in diameter. It supports the fragment of a Corinthian entablature,
surmounting a wall which is connected with the masonry of the tower. Several stones bearing egg-mouldings,
and vitruvian scrolls, of Roman origin, are built into the walls of the Medany ... On the lintel over the door of a
modern building, close to the 'Ain er Rumashtah, is the ornamentation representing apparently the Jewish sevenbranched candlestick … a doorway … where three curiously shaped stones are placed over the plain lintel-stone
… In the sheikh's house, or Menzul, is a block which evidently formed the key-stone of an arch, on which is
represented not only the seven-branched candlestick, but also the Jewish jubilee trumpet and olive-leaf.
139
Finati_1830_II_170, travelling 1816, Jebel Riha (e.g. Bara): there occur large ancient towns in ruin, but they
differ from those of the Hauran in being roofless.
140
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_xi: My friend and fellow-traveller [Tyrwhitt-Drake], during a journey of
thirty-five days, averaging seven hours of riding per diem, sketched and fixed the positions of some fifty ruins,
which, in presence of the Circassian immigration, now a fait accompli, are fated soon to disappear from the face
of earth.
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Meistermann_1909_320, Jerash: l'arc de triomphe d'où s'étendent les imposantes ruines de Djérasch. Le
village circassien se voit un peu plus bas vers la droite (6 min.). / Place de campement. Le sol couvert par les
ruines est réduit en champs cultivés.
142
Le_Strange_1889_290-291: The Sheikh of Suf has so evil a reputation among travellers both for cupidity and
insolence that, it being yet an hour to luncheon, we decided on hurrying on without paying him a visit; but that
we did not make some acquaintance with the people of this village was subsequently a cause of regret to me,
when I heard that they held in their hands many coins and antiquities, these being brought to them for sale by
the Circassians who are colonizing Jerash. There were, in particular, rumours of a pot, said to have been dug up
in this neighbourhood, and reported to have contained countless gold coins of large size, which same had not all,
as yet, been delivered over into the hands of the officials of the Ottoman Government, to whom all treasuretrove is lawfully due. The finding of hoards is by no means a rare occurrence in Palestine, where the people
have at all times been their own bankers, and have ever preferred confiding their hard-earned gains back to the
bosom of Mother Earth, rather than entrust them, for safe keeping, to friends in whom they could place no trust,
knowing well that they themselves, in the like position, would, without a question, deem it imbecile to be
fettered by any shackles of honesty or honour.
143
Butler_1930_6 Amman: 'Amman is a town of about five hundred mud-brick houses, extending about a mile
down the narrow valley through which flows the river of the same name. This river, in ancient times, was led
underneath the city by a very long arched conduit, of which only one section remains. The people are mostly
Circassians, prosperous and thrifty. Their houses are well built, and the gardens and flocks are excellent. It
distressed us to see how rapidly the ruin of the ancient buildings was being made complete. We saw in a rough
wall, enclosing a garden, a well preserved stone sarcophagus, and the few stone houses are built largely of
dressed and sculptured blocks. The standing ruins in the valley are used as sheds for goats and cattle, and are
filthy.
144
Bell_1908_56: Fellah ul 'Isa and Namrud fell into an interesting discussion over the coffee, one that threw
much light on the position of the tribes of the Belka. They are hard pressed by encroaching civilisation. Their
summer quarters are gradually being filled up with fellahin, and still worse, their summer watering places are
now occupied by Circassian colonists settled by the Sultan in eastern Syria when the Russians turned them out
of house and home in the Caucasus. The Circassians are a disagreeable people, morose and quarrelsome, but
industrious and enterprising beyond measure, and in their daily contests with the Arabs they invariably come off
victors. Recently they have made the drawing of water from the Zerka, on which the Bedouin are dependent
during the summer, a casus belli, and it is becoming more and more impossible to go down to 'Amman, the
Circassian headquarters, for the few necessities of Arab life, such as coffee and sugar and tobacco.
145
Lammens_1921_II_194: La lutte sans merci de l'émir Bachìr II contre la féodalité druse, l'établissement par
les Egyptiens de la conscription, enfin la nécessité de se dérober à la répression, après les massacres de 1860,
augmentèrent notablement l'afflux des immigrants druses libanais dans le massif montagneux du Hauràn. / Ces
nouveaux-venus y apportèrent leurs farouches instincts d'indépendance, qui leur avaient fait déserter le Liban où
ils n'acceptaient pas de n'être plus les maîtres incontestés. Leurs prédécesseurs druses au Hauràn avaient expulsé
vers la plaine et vers Damas les anciens occupants de la montagne haurànite, puis s'étaient organisés sous le
régime de leurs cheikhs, sans s'inquiéter du gouvernement turc, auquel ils refusèrent de payer les impôts.
L'extraordinaire fertilité de la région, grenier de la Syrie, leur avait permis de prospérer, de s'enrichir. Cependant
que les luttes avec les nomades du Ladjà, du Safà et du désert de Syrie entretinrent leurs qualités combattives.
Damas les ménageait pour conserver l'accès au riche marché de céréales, qu'ils dominaient du haut de leurs
montagnes. On y fermait les yeux sur leurs moins pardonnables empiétements, leurs déprédations dans la plaine
haurànite.
146
Oliphant_1881_64 Circassian immigration: Burckhardt describes Kuneitra in his day as being surrounded by
a strong wall, containing within its circuit a good khan and a fine mosque, with several short columns of gray
granite. Within the last sixty years the wall, the khan, and the mosque have all disappeared, and the place has
been abandoned until a few months before our arrival, when three thousand Circassians arrived to people it. On
the north side of the village are the remains of an ancient city ŕ perhaps Canatha ŕ but the ruins consist of
little more than foundations.
147
Le_Strange_1885_174: In these notes, however, the ruins being fully described in all the guide books, it
would be waste of time attempting to recall the wonders of Greek architecture that have hitherto lain peacefully
entombed beyond the Jordan, but which are now given over by the Ottoman Government to be a habitation for
Circassian colonists.
148
Cuinet_1896_490-491 Jerash: L'antique ville de Gérasa dans les restes de laquelle ces 600 Tcherkess se sont
installés, est au pied du versant est du Djèbèl Adjloûn, dans une vallée fertile, autrefois très riche. Un ruisseau
limpide, aux rives bordées de lauriers roses, court à travers la ville. Les murailles, dont le circuit tout entier se
reconnaît encore, n'ont pas moins de 5 kil. d'étendue. Elles sont construites, de même que les édifices de la ville,
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en beau calcaire marmoréen, pierre commune en cette contrée. Plusieurs monuments sont encore debout presque
entièrement; on cite, parmi ceux-ci, le temple dit « du Sud »; le temple du Soleil, le grand théâtre avec vingt-huit
rangs de gradins, le petit théâtre, les thermes; mais ce qui frappe le plus, c'est une longue rue droite, bordée de
chaque côté d'une rangée de colonnes à peu près toutes corinthiennes, mais de dimensions différentes. Cette rue
aboutit au sud à une place semi-circulaire, entourée d'une colonnade d'ordre ionique dont 49 colonnes subsistent
encore en place: 11 autres renversées gisent sur le pavé, formé de dalles carrées. On a compté le long de cette
rue 120 colonnes debout; un beaucoup plus grand nombre sont tombées.
149
Cook_1907_328-329: The modern inhabitants of the lands east of the Jordan have undergone much change
during the last few years. Thirty years ago the vast majority were Bedouins of various tribes, Semitic peoples
speaking Arabic, and by religion nominally Moslem. In some centres Christian fellahin were to be found, but,
ethnologically, the peoples were much more homogeneous than was the case in Western Palestine. Since that
time, however, a most interesting and, for the future of the land, important immigration of new blood has
occurred in the arrival of many thousands of Circassians. ŖIn 1864, when Russia conquered the Caucasus, rather
than remain in subjection to that Power, the Circassians chose to migrate to Turkey, and nearly the whole nation
of fifteen tribes, four or five hundred thousand people, came into Turkey. The greater part of them found homes
in Asia Minor … About Kuneitereh as a centre are twelve or thirteen villages; Jerash and Amman have many
outlying villages connected by rude carriage roads. Wady Seir, in a rugged wooded valley leading down from
the Madeba plain to the Dead Sea, was occupied twenty-five years ago, and Amman about the same time. But
Russia has just contributed a new colony. They landed in Beirut about November, 1901, and journeyed via
Damascus to a new location called Zaur, on the road leading from Salt to Madeba, three hours beyond Wady
Seirŗ (The Jordan Valley and Petra, Libbey and Hoskins, vol. i. pp. 210 ff., 1905).
150
Oliphant_1881_63 Circassians near Mount Hermon: They had chosen a site which had evidently been that of
a town at some former time, for large square blocks of stone were abundant. Those who had not succeeded in
getting a roof over their heads were temporarily sheltered by roughly improvised tents, and all were hard at
work making a new home for themselves. They were a fraction of a large importation from Bulgaria, now at
Kuneitereh … The men were either hauling stone in creaking arahas drawn by bullocks ŕ a sight which must
have been altogether new to the neighboring Bedouins, who had never seen a wheeled vehicle in their lives ŕ
or were building the walls of the houses.
151
PEFQS_1887_194 Amman: The new Circassian village built among, and in part over, the ruins greatly mars
their picturesque appearance, and as it has also been built at the expense of the materials furnished by the
ancient buildings, it has largely contributed to their degradation. A generation or two of Circassian occupation
will probably complete the destruction of Rabbath Ammon.
152
Oliphant_1881_218-219 Circassians at Amman: they had discovered a still more striking and interesting
method of temporarily housing themselves, and one which illustrated in a very remarkable manner the irony of
history. The grand theatre, which was constructed to accommodate six thousand spectators, and is nearly one
hundred yards in breadth, contains forty-three rows of seats, divided into three tiers by broad passages
(praecinctiones), and the adita leading behind the seats, and going completely round the horse-shoe theatre,
opened upon them. These adita, which had become choked by the accumulated rubbish and debris of some
fourteen or fifteen centuries, the Circassians had cleared out, and turned into lodgings for their wives and little
ones.
153
PEF_1889_7-8: The objects and intentions of the founders were the prosecution of systematic and scientific
research in all the branches of inquiry connected with the Holy Land, and the principal reason alleged for
conducting this inquiry was the illustration of the Bible which might be expected to follow such an
investigation.
154
Bliss_1907_255-287 for the PEF.
155
Mislin_1876_II_535-536: L'année 1865, il s'est fondé en Angleterre, sous le patronage de la reine, une
société sous le nom de Palestine Exploration Fund, dans le but de faire des fouilles régulières à Jérusalem et
dans toute la Palestine pour l'étude des questions topographiques et archéologiques. Jusqu'ici ses travaux ont été
dirigés vers la Samarie, la Galilée et les rives du Jourdain; à Jérusalem, elle a fait des excavations profondes
autour des murs du Haram, et notamment à la base du pilier de ce pont, où elle a retrouvé le niveau primitif du
terrain, un dallage, un canal antique taillé dans le roc et des blocs des dernières assises des murailles. / On peut
s'attendre à de très-importantes découvertes. Le capitaine Warren, attaché à cette entreprise, a retrouvé sous
terre, au sud du Haram, un passage creusé dans le roc, qui permettait aux habitants, en temps de guerre, d'aller
puiser de l'eau hors des murs, aux fontaines qui sont dans la vallée.
156
PEF_1889_8 for Archbishop of Yorkřs opening address, and principles: That whatever was undertaken
should be carried out on scientific principles. 2. That the Society should, as a body, abstain from controversy. 3.
That it should not be started, nor should it be conducted, as a religious society. The object of the first law was to
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ensure that the results of inquiry and exploration, whatever they might prove, should command from the world
the same acceptance as a new fact reported from a physical laboratory, and that the work should be faced in the
same spirit of fearless investigation into the truth as obtains in scientific research. The conduct of the principal
part of the work by officers of the Royal Engineers has effectually ensured this object.
157
PEF_1889_9 As regards the second point [That the Society should, as a body, abstain from controversy], it
was at first intended that the Committee should place on record nothing but the bare facts discovered. Wilson's
Report of 1866, and Warren's Letters of 1867-70, contain, in fact, very little indeed beyond the barest facts. But
it was presently found impossible, and, indeed, undesirable, to keep out of the Society's publications the element
of personal opinion. Warren recorded, for instance, after his return, in addition to the official report of his
excavations, the conclusions which he had come to and their bearing upon the problems. Conder, in his reports
written in the field during the Survey, set down from the very first, and unreservedly, his own conclusions as to
identifications and topography. The subscribers to the Socicty, it was then discovered, desired nothing more
than the publication of such arguments and such conclusions.
158
Pickthall_1918_69 location not identified: ŖThere is a village on the headland over there ŕ a village of
Circassian settlersŗ cried my servant, breathless. ŖIt has a bad name, and I had not thought to spend the night
there. But any roof is good in such a storm. Ride fast! We may arrive before the downpour.ŗ / My horse had
broken to a canter of his own accord. I urged him to a gallop. We flew round the bay. The village on the
headland took shape rapidly ŕ a few cube-shaped, whitewashed houses perched amid what seemed at first to be
great rocks, but on a close approach revealed themselves as blocks of masonry, the ruins of some city of
antiquity. From time to time a jet of spray shot up above them, white as lilies in the gloom. The sea was rising. I
discerned an ancient gateway opening on the beach, and set my horse towards it, while the rain came down in
sheets. I saw no more until the ruins loomed up close before me, a blind wall.
159
Flinders_Petrie_1918_4, in a town Ŗsouth of Hebronŗ: It will be said, if these things thus remain, they will
continue without our help. They will not. The beautiful churches of North Syria discovered and published by de
Vogüé half a century ago have been largely wiped out of existence by Circassian colonists, who quarried them
to pieces. And are we less barbarous, when an Englishman boasts that in exploiting the Mareotis district he only
needs to pull to pieces a Roman settlement to get enough material to build his new house? Are all these splendid
remains of the early Christian period to be left as quarries for every squatter that takes to exploiting a free and
civilized Syria?
160
Breves_1628_83-84 Caesarea: elle est à present demolie, & dans ses masures se retirent trois ou quatre cents
voleurs Arabes, qui font de grand maux aux passans, detroussant indifferemment toutes sortes de gens, Mores,
Turcs, Juifs, ou Chrestiens, & la nuit vont à nage assaillir les barques qui passent le long de la coste.
161
Flinders_Petrie_1918_86-87: Now these are only little samples of what is constantly going on throughout
Egypt, in spite of a supposed protection by officials. Unless a very different kind of conservation is provided,
the same state of wreckage will go on throughout Syria and Mesopotamia. The state of those countries will not
remain as hitherto under Turkish apathy and obstruction. Fresh activities, new interests, rapid exploitation, will
happily ensue, on security of life and property being gained. But all this spells destruction to history if proper
and efficient steps are not taken in time. We cannot shut our eyes; the examples are abundantly before us; a sin
of omission is as deadly as a sin of commission; … / The towns of Roman Age in North Syria and the Hauran
are still in marvellous preservation. In South Syria I have walked through a Roman town still in full use, and
seen a great hall with the stone roofing still perfect. All this must not be left to be destroyed, as the Circassian
settlers have destroyed Turmanin and the other Roman churches. Perhaps the most practical course would be to
encourage the re-roofing and occupation of buildings when possible, with prohibition of alteration by the
tenants. Whatever policy is adopted, it is useless to issue it in an official journal, which no one reads except
officials. A travelling Inspector should visit each such place, summon the headmen, proclaim that digging or
damage will be punished, and leave a rough large-scale plan in bold writing, defining the Government
reservation. In many cases it would be better to pay a subsidy to the local authority, rather, than spend the
money on an ineffective guard.
162
PEFQS_1889_166 Caesarea: A colony of immigrants from Bosnia have settled there, pulled down the old
ruins, built houses and cleared and laid out the ground inside the walls in lots of one-third of an acre. Several
other instances could be named where grand old ruins are being torn down for building material since the
Survey was completed.
163
PEFQS_1887_83-84 villages now building in the plain around Caesarea are listed: Not only this ruin has
been settled since the Palestine Map was edited, but also the following old sites situate in its neighbourhood …
The theatre [at Miyamas] has been partly broken down and the building stones used elsewhere; the interior
vaults are prepared to serve as barns and stores; the " arena" forms the courtyard of the place, where its master
receives the tenths, and judges over his fellahln. Near the gardens large white marble columns were excavated,
and several ancient tombs opened … But the more the village [of Tantura] grows, the more the ancient remains
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disappear from near the isolated old tower to the north of Tantura. The large blocks formerly built into the city
wall near the shore are taken one by one away to Jaffa and other places.
164
Baedeker_1898_273: Little is now left of the ruins of Caesarea, parts of which were used by Ibrahim Pasha
in constructing the new fortifications of Acre. Since 1884 a colony of Bosnians has settled among the ruins. The
work of destruction progresses rapidly; the Bosnians still do a brisk trade in the stones.
165
Michaelis_1908_281: But the splendid remains of such flourishing cities as Bostra, Gerasa, Philadelphia,
have not yet been satisfactorily examined; for that purpose it will be necessary to excavate. But it is high time;
for with the railway in the neighbourhood, and in view of the new Circassian settlers, who like to build, the
value of the old ruins for building material is increasing, and the reports of the disappearance of old buildings
are most alarming. Government protection, even when ordered, does not signify in such remote districts.
Science should, therefore, rescue all it can before it is too late.
166
Porter_1868_I_li Eastern exploring tour, from Damascus: through the Haurân and Jaulân, where there is still
much to be done. / From 40 to 50 days thus spent would materially advance our knowledge of the borders of
Arabia and Syria; it would also enable the traveller to illustrate still more than Burckhardt has done the manners
and customs of the Bedawin. To explore the [Djebel-]Safâh and the Harran would repay a 40 days journey. Here
is a district encompassed by an uninhabited waste, inaccessible except to the Bedawin and those who journey
under their protection, The Safâh is a great natural fortress, covered with huge shattered masses of basalt, the
paths through which are tortuous fissures, known only to the wild race who inhabit it. In the interior is a range of
volcanic tells, on the E. side of which are several ruined towns and villages. By whom were they built, and when
were they inhabited? The desert tribes who have had undisputed possession for at least 1200 years are not given
to architecture, and never were.
167
AMS_IV_1867_332-333: Les plus redoutables ennemis de la monarchie byzantine étaient les Arabes, que le
fanatisme national et religieux avait poussés, en moins d'un siècle, de la Mecque aux bords de l'Indus, de la
Mecque aux Pyrénées. Elle avait perdu, avec une rapidité surprenante, l'Egypte, la Syrie, une partie de l'Asie
Mineure. Au commencement du viiie siècle, les flottes musulmanes parurent en vue de Constantinople, et
plusieurs fois la menacèrent d'une ruine qui semblait certaine. Aux ixe et xe siècles, l'élan de la conquête s'était
ralenti, ou plutôt l'activité merveilleuse de la race arabe avait pris une direction différence. Tandis que les
envahisseurs de la Syrie et de l'Espagne s'adonnaient aux arts de la paix; ceux de l'Afrique tournaient vers la
mer, qui leur restait seule ouverte, leur courage et leur esprit d'aventures: ils devinrent des marins ou des pirates.
Ils infestèrent les côtes de la Provence et de l'Italie; ils conquirent les îles de la Méditerranée occidentale. Sur ce
champ nouveau ils rencontraient non-seulement les Grecs, mais les républiques maritimes de l'Italie, contre
lesquelles ils ne purent jamais prévaloir.
168
Ibn_Khaldoun_II_1865_277, finally: Alors on reprend lřusage de construire à la manière bédouine; on
emploie des briques cuites au soleil au lieu de pierres, et lřon abandonne tout à fait lřusage de lřornementation.
Les édifices redeviennent comme ceux des villages et des hameaux, et montrent partout les marques de la
civilisation grossière qui est propre aux nomades. La décadence continue jusqu'à ce qu'elle arrive à son dernier
terme, qui est la ruine complète, si toutefois Dieu a réservé ce sort à la ville.
169
Henniker_1823_307: The Arabs are a set of thieves as cunning but as fearful as foxes; a race of gascons,
whose valour consists in words; they start suddenly, draw their dirks, but, the game of brag soon over, they are
as suddenly composed. I saw many instances of cowardice amongst them, and but few of bravery: their
conversation rests upon gunpowder, firearms, sheep, corn, water, feuds, murder, and tobacco. The ignorance of
the Arab is the greatest impediment to the researches of the traveler; his blindness is thickened by his avarice,
and judging by himself and his oppressor, he imagines that every one else seeks only for gold; that the botanist
culls no herbs but such as impart the golden dye; and that the mineralogist searches for none other than the
philosopher's stone.
170
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_22-23: For more than a generation the Porte has deliberated about
establishing a cordon militaire, extending from Damascus, via Jayrud, Karyatayn, Palmyra, and Sokhnah, to
Dayr on the Euphrates. The wells were to be commanded by block houses, and the road to be cleared by
movable columns; and thus the plundering Bedawin, who refuse allegiance to the Sultan, would be kept perforce
in the Dau or Desert between the off-sets of Anti-Libanus and the fertile plains of Nejd. This project ŕ for
which M. Denouville hopes and fears in his charming little work on the Palmyrene ŕ has at length been rescued
from the fate of good intentions. Omar Bey, a Hungarian officer, with some 1600 men, is now at Karyatayn, a
three days' infantry march from Palmyra, and waits but carriage and rations to make the next move.
171
Oliphant_1881_32 Damascus, trying to go to Nazareth: The Turkish soldiers have, moreover, such fear of the
Bedouins that in the event of any hostile attack they would not make a stand; hence whenever parties need
protection, it is invariably found expedient to seek that of the Bedouins themselves, through their Sheikh, or, in
plain English, to purchase it.
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Lithgow_1632_231 the company attacked on way to Lydd: But the nature of the Arabs is not unlike to the
jackals: For when any of them heare the shot of a Harquebuse, they presently turne backe with such speed, as if
the fiendes of the infernall Court were broken loose at their heeles. During this encounter, 14 killed and about
thirty Ŗdeadly wounded.ŗ
173
Seetzen_1810_9: The desire of supplying this defect [lack of knowledge of the region around Tiberias and
the Jordan] induced me to undertake this journey, notwithstanding the opposition of my friends at Damascus,
who represented to me the execution of it as at once dangerous and impracticable. / I was told, among other
things, that I should find deserts impossible to traverse, for want of communication with the inhabitants of the
frontiers; that the Arabs would not suffer me to continue my route, and that even my life would be in danger
among these savage hordes, &c. &c. But no one had visited the country in person, and most of the information
given me was founded only on report, perhaps false, or at least exaggerated. Besides, I had too good an opinion
of the nomade Arabs to permit myself to be deterred by such reports; and I thought it would be rendering service
to science, if I became competent to give the public certain intelligence of the present state of Decapolis, its
antiquities, plants, minerals, &c.
174
Robinson_1838_317: Suivant Burckhardt, les Aenezes forment la tribu arabe la plus puissante de tout le pays
avoisinant la Syrie, et si l'on y ajoute leurs frères en Nedjd, on peut les considérer comme l'un des corps de
Bédouins les plus considérables des déserts de l'Arabie. Ils sont nomades dans toute l'acception du mot, car ils
sont presque continuellement en mouvement pendant tout le cours de l'année. Au printemps, ils s'approcbent des
sources de la Syrie et forment une ligne de camps qui s'étend depuis le voisinage d'Alep jusqu'à une distance de
huit jours de marche au sud de Damas. Cependant leur principale résidence pendant cette saison est le Haouran
et ses environs, où ils établissent leurs camps près des villages, tandis que, dans les contrées qui se trouvent plus
au nord, vers Homs et Hamah, ils se tiennent la plupart du temps à une certaine distance des endroits habités.
Dans ces pays, ils passent tout leur été à chercher des pâturages et de l'eau; en automne, ils achètent du froment
et de l'orge pour leurs provisions d'hiver et reviennent après les premières pluies dans l'intérieur du désert. Ce
sont les seuls véritables Bédouins de la Syrie.
175
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_343 Hama region: Every guide-book will tell how, under the name
Epiphaneia, it became famous in the days of the Seleucidae, and how Seleucus Nicator, founder of Apamea
(Kala'at el Muzik), kept his stud of 500 elephants and 30,000 brood-mares in the rich lands which the twin
curses of Syria, the Bedawin and Misrule, have converted into the Great Syrian Desert.
176
Volney_I_1792_224: En général, lorsqu'on parle des Arabes, on doit distinguer s'ils sont cultivateurs ou s'ils
sont pasteurs, car cette différence dans le genre de vie en établit une si grande dans les mœurs & le génie, qu'ils
le deviennent presqu'étrangers les uns aux autres. Dans le premier cas, vivant sedentaires, attachés à un même
sol, & fournis à des gouvernemens réguliers, ils ont un état social qui les rapproche beaucoup de nous. Tels sont
les habitans de lřYémen; & tels encore les descendans des anciens conquérans, qui forment, en tout ou en partie,
la population de la Syrie, de l'Egypte & des Etats Barbaresques. Dans le second cas, ne tenant à la terre que par
un intérêt passager, transportant sans cesse leurs tentes d'un lieu à l'autre, n'étant contraints par aucunes lois, ils
ont une manière d'être qui n'est ni celle des peuples policés, ni celle des sauvages; & qui par cela même mérite
d'être étudiée. Tels sont les Bédouins ou habitans des vastes déserts qui s'étendent; depuis les confins de la Perse
jusqu'aux rivages de Maroc.
177
Ibn_Khaldoun_II_1865_276: Comment les villes tombent en ruine. Les villes qui viennent d'être fondées ne
renferment qu'une faible population; les matériaux de construction, tels que pierres et chaux, ne s'y trouvent
qu'en petite quantité, et il en est de même pour les carreaux de terre cuite, les plaques de marbre, les mosaïques,
les écailles et les coquillages dont on se sert pour orner les murs des édifices. / Dans la première époque, les
bâtiments sont d'une construction grossière, telle qu'on doit lřattendre d'un peuple nomade, et les matériaux dont
ils se composent sont de mauvaise qualité. Quand la ville devient prospère et populeuse, la quantité de
matériaux à bâtir augmente par suite des grands travaux auxquels on se livre, et du parfait développement d'un
grand nombre d'arts; (développement) dont nous avons déjà indiqué les causes. Quand la prospérité de la ville
commence à décliner et sa population à diminuer, un grand ralentissement se manifeste dans lřexercice des arts;
lřhabitude de construire avec élégance et solidité se perd, ainsi que l'usage d'orner les murs des édifices. Les
travaux diminuent en même temps que la population; les pierres, les marbres et les autres matériaux de
construction n'arrivent plus à la ville qu'en petite quantité, et au bout de quelque temps ils manquent tout à fait.
178
Raguse_III_1839_4-5, leaving Damascus: Nous avions tous ces riants pays à notre droite, et nous laissions
sur notre gauche les belles et vastes campagnes du pays de Horan, où Job possédait de si grandes richesses:
aujourd'hui, elles ne seraient pas moins fertiles, si la culture venait les mettre en valeur.
179
Volney_II_1792_287-288: Mais il est tems de terminer ces réflexions; je n'en ajoute plus qu'une qui m'est
personnelle. Après avoir vécu pendant près de trois ans dans l'Egypte & la Syrie, après m'être habitué au
spectacle de la devastation & de la barbarie, lorsque je suis rentré en France, la vue de mon pays a presque
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produit sur moi lřeffet d'une terre étrangère; je n'ai pu me défendre d'un sentiment de surprise, quand, traversant
nos provinces de la Méditerranée à lOcéan, au lieu de ces campagnes ravagées & des vastes déserts auxquels
j'étois accoutumé, je me suis vu transporté comme dans un immense jardin, où les champs cultivés, les villes
peuplées, les maisons de plaisance ne cessent de se succéder pendant une route de vingt journées. En comparant
nos constructions riches & solides aux masures de briques & de terre que je quittois; l'aspect opulent & soigné
de nos villes, à lřaspect de ruine & d'abandon des villes turkes; lřétat d'abondance, de paix, & tout 1řappareil de
puissance de notre Empire, à lřétat de trouble, de misère & de foiblesse de lřEmpire Turk, je me suis senti
conduit de lřadmiration à lřattendrissement, & de lřattendrissement à la meditation.
180
Skene_1864_173 in 1859: unusually dry season has told sadly on the crops, and wheat is up to famine prices.
Much distress will, it is feared, ensue. The settled Arabs may not suffer; because, if there is a diminution of
quantity, it may be made up to them by the increased price. But those who are disposed to settle may be deterred
by the expense of buying seed. The difficulties were already too great to bear any addition. The want of
protection on the part of the government forces agriculture to decline. The tiller of the soil has to take his chance
of reaping his crop, or of seeing it carried off or destroyed. When unfavourable weather comes to swell the
obstacles, there can be but little hope. The existing resources of the art of husbandry in this country are
altogether incompetent to meet such a contingency.
181
Merrill_1881_1: I hardly know which has surprised me most, the exceeding fertility of the country east of
the Jordan, or the wonderful ruins which dot its surface. These plains burn up in summer, and in one sense the
phrase ''Hauran desert" is appropriate; at the same time, as generally used, it would mislead almost any one who
has not visited the region itself. The finest wheat in Syria is said to come from the Hauran, while in the northern
portions, where there are villages, the productions are varied and abundant.
182
Ritter_1866_265-266: Isaiah praises the glory of the Lebanon, and the beauty of Carmel and Sharon. The
Song of Solomon extols the rose of Sharon and the lily of the valleys. The old beauty of the place has continued
down to the present day ; but the plain has become a solitude, and a soil rich enough to supply all Palestine with
food is in great part untilled. On this account an effort has been made of late to colonize the district with
Germans, there being not only the best of land and an abandance of water, but also many walls and arches which
would afford a temporary shelter.
183
Butler_1920_103, in ŖDesert Syria, the land of a lost civilizationŗ: Whatever plausibility may attach to the
theory that the loss of forests means a reduction of rainfall, it is perfectly apparent that large parts of Syria once
had soil and forests and springs and rivers, while it has none of these now, and that it had a much larger and
better distributed rainfall in ancient times than it has now. It would appear that the inhabitants used up a large
part of their forests for building purposes and for charcoal; if they allowed sheep and goats to pasture where the
forests had been, the hills could not reforest themselves. The olive groves and the terraces would do much to
hold the soil on the hillside; but when these were destroyed there was nothing to prevent the utter denudation of
the mountains.
184
Ibn_Khaldoun_I_1863_310: Tout pays conquis par les Arabes est bientôt ruiné. Les habitudes et les usages
de la vie nomade ont fait des Arabes un peuple rude et farouche. La grossièreté des mœurs est devenue pour eux
une seconde nature, un état dans lequel ils se complaisent, parce qu'il leur assure la liberté et l'indépendance.
Une telle disposition s'oppose au progrès de la civilisation. Se transporter de lieu en lieu, parcourir les déserts,
voilà, depuis les temps les plus reculés, leur principale occupation. Autant la vie sédentaire est favorable au
progrès de la civilisation, autant la vie nomade lui est contraire. Si les Arabes ont besoin de pierres pour servir
d'appuis à leurs marmites, ils dégradent les bâtiments afin de se les procurer; s'il leur faut du bois pour en faire
des piquets ou des soutiens de tente, ils détruisent les toits des maisons pour en avoir. Par la nature même de leur
vie, ils sont hostiles à tout ce qui est édifice; or, construire des édifices, c'est faire le premier pas dans la
civilisation. Tels sont les Arabes nomades en général; ajoutons que, par leur disposition naturelle, ils sont
toujours prêts à enlever de force le bien d'autrui, à chercher les richesses les armes à la main, et à piller sans
mesure et sans retenue. Toutes les fois qu'ils jettent leurs regards sur un beau troupeau, sur un objet
d'ameublement, sur un ustensile quelconque, ils l'enlèvent de force.
185
Ibn_Khaldoun_II_1865_272: La population de l'ifrîkiya et du Maghreb se compose presque en entier de
nomades, gens qui vivent sous la tente et qui voyagent à dos de chameau, ou bien qui s'installent sur le haut des
montagnes. Dans les autres pays étrangers, toute la population, ou au moins la plus grande partie, habite des
villes, des villages et des hameaux. Cela se voit en Espagne, en Syrie, en Egypte, dans l'Irac persan et autres
contrées.
186
Buckingham_1825_ By the River Zerkah, and on way to Jerash: 124: Jebel Asswete was pointed out to the
eastward, that being the name given to a district like those of Belkah and Adjeloon. In this district of Jebel
Asswete were said to be 366 ruined towns and villages, now entirely deserted, and not even occasionally visited
by Bedouin Arabs in the course of their wanderings. This form of expression is, I believe, often used merely to
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signify a great number; but even supposing the towns to have been only as numerous in the district of Asswete
as we have evidence of their having been in Belkah and Adjeloon, there is scarcely any portion of the country
that could have been more peopled than these three provinces in the time of their greatest prosperity. #his book
has 225 occurences of the term Ŗruined,ŗ and 49 of Ŗdestroyed.ŗ
187
Addison_II_1838_49B Balbec: Land formerly in good cultivation, and watered by manual labor from the
river, is now a portion of the desert plain; its decline has been rapid and constant, and the day may not be far
distant when, like other places, man may cease to exist, and the jackal and the hyena be the only tenants of the
deserted ruins. Strange it is, one is tempted to exclaim, that human industry does not avail itself of a fine soil
and plentiful supply of water, and that the population should thus decay; but it is only necessary to recollect the
nature of the government and the state of parties for many years past to comprehend all.
188
Porter_1882_80, writing in 1865, Suweida: No less than eleven of the old cities which I saw from Salcah,
lying between Bozrah and Beth-gamul, were visited by Mr. Graham. Their ramparts, their houses, their streets,
their gates and doors, are nearly all perfect; and yet they are "desolate, without man.'" This enterprising and
daring traveller also made a long journey into the hitherto unexplored country east of the mountains of Bashan.
There he found ancient cities, and roads, and vast numbers of inscriptions in unknown characters, but not a
single inhabitant. The towns and villages east of the mountain range are all, without exception, deserted; the soil
is uncultivated, and "the highways lie waste." In the whole of those vast plains, north and south, east and west,
Desolation reigns supreme. The cities, the highways, the vineyards, the fields, are all alike silent as the grave,
except during the periodical migrations of the Bedawin, whose flocks, herds, and people eat, trample down, and
waste all before them.
189
Teixera_1902_105, travelling Tayba (al-Taybe?) to Aleppo: we marched northwards over very flat and good
land, leaving afar on the left hand a range of high mountains. On one of these stand yet the ruins of a great and
once Christian city, which I saw from afar, though not distinctly. But all the Moors and some Armenian
Christians testified to it as a certain fact, and assured me that there are there altars, stone crosses, and remains of
buildings wonderfully wrought.
190
Dandolo_1854_414: L'interno della Palestina rassomiglia più ad una steppa incolta che ad una provincia altre
volte floridissima; l'ubertoso terreno, per mancanza di coltivatori, giacevi quasi dovunque abbandonato; erbe
selvagge, folti macchioni e cespugli ingombrano di frequente il suolo; solo a tratto a tratto, dove un qualche
villaggio asconde fra le piante o in una gola i suoi meschini casolari, appajono tracce d'agricoltura ed un qualche
elemento di vita. Del resto, al viaggiatore che traversa solitario la desolata pianura o si arrampica fra le ignude
montagne non si presenta innanzi che una landa, da cui sparve ogni orma di popolazione e di coltura. I deserti
dell'Africa rattristano bensì lo sguardo ed affaticali la mente; ma furon essi creati tali dalla mano di Dio. E
l'uomo che li valica frettoloso, come nocchiero in mare, rispelta in quelle interminate pianure di sabbia
l'impronta di quella mano che ha distribuito a suo talento i monti, i mari, gli alberi e le arene. In Siria invece
quest'altra maniera di deserto è tutta opera dell'uomo; son fertili terreni irrigali da fiumi, intersecati da monti e
da selve, i quali non domandano se non braccia che li coltivino per vestirsi dei più copiosi prodotti; nello
scorgere neglette e mutate in rovina siffatte larghe profferte della natura l'osservatore si sente più sconfortato
che contemplando le imponenti solitudini del deserto.
191
Porter_1882_52-53, writing in 1865: I observed around Kenath [Kunawat], and especially in the thickest
parts of the forest on the way to Suweideh, that many of the largest and finest oak trees were burned almost
through near the ground, and that a vast number of huge trunks were lying black and charred among the stones
and brushwood. I wondered at what appeared to be a piece of wanton and toilsome destruction, and I asked
Mahmood if he could explain it. / "The Bedawin do it," he replied. "They make large quantities of charcoal for
the Damascus market, as well as for home use: and that they may get more easily at the branches, which are the
only parts of the tree used, they kindle a fire round the roots of the largest oaks, burn them deeply, and then the
first blast of wind blows them over, and the boughs are chopped off with little axes." / "But," I said, Ŗin this way
they destroy vast quantities of splendid timber.ŗ / ŖTrue; but they do not care. All they want is a present supply,
and they try to get it in the easiest way possible.ŗ / ŖThey will soon make your mountains as bare as Jebel eshSheikh, and where will you go for firewood and charcoal then! You are fools to permit such needless waste and
destruction.ŗ / ŖO my lord?ŗ said Mahmood ŕ and there was a degree of solemnity and pathos both in his tone
and in his words ŕ ŖO my lord! it is you Franks alone who have wisdom to look to the future, and power to
provide for it. We! what can we do in this unhappy country? We are all wanderers ŕ here to-day, away tomorrow. Should we attempt to preserve these oaks, or to plant vineyards and olives, or to spend labour and
money on fields or houses, we would only be working out our own ruin. The Bedawin would be attracted in
clouds round the tempting fruit; and the Turks would come, drive us out with their cannon, and seize our whole
property. No, no! We can have no permanent interest in the ground. We can only hold it as we have got it, by
the sword; and the poorer it looks, the less will our enemies covet it.ŗ
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192

Meistermann_1909_318, travelling from Salt to Jerash: Le chemin remonte au nord, entre la belle petite
plaine parsemée de lentes bédouines à droite, et les hauteurs boisées à gauche. Les chênes y sont nombreux mais
chétifs et rabougris. Les plus robustes sont tombés sous la cognée des Tcherkesses, qui déboisent ces montagnes
sans pitié.
193
Thomson_1886_471-472: The Lejah appears to have had more trees at the time of Burckhardt's visit than at
present ŕ different varieties of oak, hawthorn, and other trees. He mentions the Butm, which, he says, ''is the
bitter-almond, from the fruit of which an oil is extracted used bv the people of the country to anoint their
temples and forehead as a cure for colds; its branches are in great demand for pipe-stems." The Butm is the
terebinth, and near Harran there are many of those trees, but of a stunted growth. I examined an ancient rock-cut
oil-press below the village, where the berries were ground to a pulp in a stone trough or basin, and the oil
expressed by a beam-press.
194
PEFQS_1881_78B Remtha: Two hours' smart riding from Wady Warran brought us to Remtha, a populous
village built on a little isolated hill in the midst of a cultivated plain of unsurpassed fertility. Here also were
large numbers of caves, some used as dwellings, others as granaries. We now ascended a low bleak ridge, a spur
from the Gilead range, and had from the top a magnificent view of the plain of Hauran, bounded on the east by
the mountain range of Bashan, and on the north by Hermon. I was greatly struck with the change which had
passed over that whole region since my previous visit in 1854; then most of it was desolate, now it was almost
entirely under cultivation. Signs of industry and growing prosperity were everywhere visible. In a few minutes
more we entered Dera, having been just seven hours and a-half in riding from Gerasa.
195
Butler_1920_90 Northern Syria: Mile after mile of this barren gray country may be traversed without
encountering a single human being. Day after day may be spent in traveling from one ruined town to another
without seeing any green thing save a terebinth tree or two standing among the ruins, which have sent their roots
down into earth still preserved in the foundations of some ancient building. No soil is visible anywhere except in
a few pockets in the rock from which it could not be washed by the torrential rains.
196
Butler_1920_101-102, in ŖDesert Syria, the land of a lost civilization.ŗ Desiccation as a Cause: We may
draw certain very definite conclusions as to the former conditions of the country itself. There was soil upon the
northern hills where none now exists, for the buildings now show unfinished foundation courses which were not
intended to be seen; the soil in depressions without outlets is deeper than it formerly was; there are hundreds of
olive and wine presses in localities where no tree or vine could now find footing, and there are hillsides with
ruined terrace walls rising one above the other with no sign of earth near them. There was also a large natural
water supply. In the north as well as in the south we find the dry beds of rivers, streams, and brooks with sand
and pebbles and well-worn rocks but no water in them from one year 's end to the next. We find bridges over
these dry streams and crudely made washing boards along their banks directly below deserted towns. There are
well heads and well houses, spring houses, and inscriptions referring to springs; but neither wells nor springs
exist today except in the rarest instances. Many of the houses had their rock-hewn cisterns, never large enough
to have supplied water for more than a brief period, and corresponding to the cisterns which most of our recent
forefathers had which were for convenience rather than for dependence. Some of the towns in Southern Syria
and one or two in Northern Syria were provided with large public reservoirs; but these are not large enough to
have supplied water to their original populations. The high plateaus were of course without irrigation; but there
are no signs, even in the lower flatter country, that irrigation was ever practiced; and canals for this purpose
could not have completely disappeared. There were forests in the immediate vicinity, forests producing timbers
of great length and thickness; for in the north and northeast practically all the buildings had wooden roofs,
wooden intermediate floors, and other features of wood. Costly buildings, such as temples and churches,
employed large wooden beams; but wood was used in much larger quantities in private dwellings, shops,
stables, and barns. If wood had not been plentiful and cheap ŕ which means grown near by ŕ the builders
would have adopted the building methods of their neighbors in the south, who used very little wood and
developed the most perfect type of lithic architecture the world has ever seen.
197
Flinders_Petrie_1918_3: The Christian period in Syria has left many beautiful buildings, in an astonishing
state of preservation. The insecurity of the nomad raids on the empire of Justinian, culminating in the Arab
conquest, drove out the population which bordered on the desert, and their houses and churches were left almost
complete.
198
Thomson_1886_249 nomads: The top of Lebanon is certainly the last place where one would expect to find
those roving sons of the desert. / There is a tribe of sedentary or resident Arabs who pass the winter on the seacoast, and pasture their insignificant flocks and herds on these heights in the spring and summer. In October
they strike their tents, and with their cattle and flocks descend to the milder regions below. Before the
transportation of sheep by steamers from this country to Egypt became general the high and level districts on
Lebanon were the pasture-lands of the Kurds. They came from the north of Syria in the spring with thousands of
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sheep, which they sold as they proceeded through the country ŕ in the summer to the villagers on the
mountains, and in winter to the residents of the cities on the plains.
199
Houry_1842_22 cites G.A. Olivierřs assessment of 1800: La Syrie offre tant de sites charmants, tant de
productions différentes, tant de peuples divers, tant de villes anciennes, tant de lieux célèbres dans l'histoire: ici
ce sont des peuples opprimés à côté d'hommes indépendants; là ce sont d'indolents et stupides musulmans sur le
sol des Aradiens, des Sidoniens et des Tyriens; ce sont des Arabes indomptés sur le lieu qu'occupaient ces
Israélites que l'histoire sainte nous peint si remuants, si fracassiers; ce sont de chétives bourgades ou des tas de
ruines à la place des villes les plus fameuses de l'antiquité; ce sont des plaines fertiles, des vallons arrosés, des
coteaux verdoyants, des montagnes couvertes d'arbres qui se perdent dans les nues; ce sont des rochers presque
inaccessibles, d'où coulent de légers ruisseaux ou des torrents impétueux, qui tantôt déracinent les arbres, tantôt
répandent sur les terres un limon très-fertile.
200
Seetzen_1810_Notes_2: Hauran in its fertility, the depth of its soil, completely devoid of stones, and in the
heat of its atmosphere, bears a greatest resemblance to Egypt than to other parts of Syria. The fertility of course
depends on the quantity of rain which annually falls there;, and various fables are propagated regarding the
multiplication of grain when sown. There is some authority, however, for believing that the wheat yields 25 for
1, and usually attains the height of 5 and one half or 6 feet. The district produces wheat, barley, cotton and other
articles.
201
Buckingham_1825_228-229: On the mountains and plains of these districts of Belkah, Adjeloon, and
Hauran, extending from the Dead Sea to the sources of the Jordan north, and from the banks of that river to the
extreme limits of the cultivable land on the east, there would be room for a million of human beings to form a
new colony; and so far from doing injury to their surrounding neighbours, they would enrich every country that
was on their borders, and form a centre from which industry, arts, science, and morals might extend their
influence, and irradiate regions now the prey of ignorance, rapine, and devastation. If the ruler of Turkey knew
his interest well, he would imitate the conduct of Shah Abbas the Great, of Persia, who brought a colony of
Armenians from Julfa, and planted them near Ispahan, where they enriched themselves, and did incalculable
benefit to the Persians also, until they were persecuted by a succeeding government, who pursued a different
policy. No part of the Turkish dominions could probably be selected with less risk of interfering with the
property and rights of others, or with more certainty of success, than these districts which I have enumerated;
where the colonists would find a fertile soil and springs of water capable of being led in any direction for
irrigation; towns and houses built ready for their occupation; a delicious climate, and a wide extent of country
on all sides, for the consumption of their cattle, grain, and even manufactures. These impressions were forcibly
obtruded on my mind at different periods of our journey, but never more strongly than here, upon the border of
the Great Eastern and Western Plains; but however ardently I might indulge the desire to see a step so
favourable to progressive improvement suggested, I had seen too much of Turkish apathy and ignorance to hope
for the period in which such a dream of happiness would ever be realized, in my day, at least.
202
Raguse_III_1839_4, leaving Damascus: Le 9, nous traversâmes, dans la matinée, un pays qui serait d'une
extrême fertilité sřil était cultivé; les terres sont d'une bonne qualité, et il est arrosé par une jolie rivière. Le
même massif de montagnes donne naissance au Jourdain et à cette rivière, dont les sources, voisines de celles de
ce fleuve célèbre, se trouvent placées près de Nasbeia. Elle coule d'abord dans la délicieuse contrée de ce nom;
plus tard, elle va porter le tribut de ses eaux à lřarrosement des jardins qui environnent Damas.
203
Olin_1843_429: It is quite certain, I think, that some portions of Palestine, once fertile, are now
irreclaimable. The entire destruction of the wood that formerly covered the mountains, and the utter neglect of
the terraces which supported the soil upon steep declivities, have given full scope to the rains, which hav left
many tracts of bare rock where formerly were vineyards and cornfields. It is likely, too, that the disappearance
of trees from the higher grounds, where they invited and arrested the passing clouds, may have diminished the
quanties of rain, and so have exposed the whole country, in a greater degree, to the evils of drought, and.
doomed some particular tracts to absolute sterility. Besides these, I do not recognise any permanent and
invincible cause of barrenness, or any physical obstacles in the way of restoring this fine country to its pristine
fertility. These causes are not peculiar to Palestine. They exist, perhaps, to a still greater extent, in Greece and
the islands of the Archipelago, and in the mountainous regions of Asia Minor. The soil of the whole country has
certainly deteriorated, under bad husbandry and the entire neglect of the means of improvement. But a small
degree of skill and industry would generally be sufficient to reclaim it.
204
Richardson_1822_II_424: On the morning of the 12th, instead of crossing the Jordan for Jerash, we left this
abominable sink of dirt and iniquity (Bisan), and pursued our route up the delightful plain of the Jordan for
Tiberias. As we passed out from the village we found the people engaged in reaping an over-ripe crop of barley.
To those who have seen the despatch of a Scotch or an English harvest, the sight of one or two reapers in a large
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field of ripe grain, is like poverty grinning in the face of abundance, with permission to help herself without the
ability of doing it.
205
Lindsay_1838_II_100 El Hussn: Our host's coffee was very good; he had some difficulty, at first, in
procuring water, and, to our surprise, we learnt that, except a spring which produced only two skins a-day, there
was none drinkable in the village, and they were obliged to bring the surplus from a considerable distance. On
our return to El Hussn, the Sheikh's son visited us, and inquired whether our English books mentioned the
existence of any spring there; ŕ such an opinion have these orientals of Frank learning.
206
Issawi_1988_303 Potential for Agricultural Development in Syria, 1855: The districts of Gebel Hauran
[Jabal al-Duruz] and the Hauran. The fertility of these two Districts is well known. The Hauran, on account of
its greater exposure to the incursions of the Arabs, is subjected to large losses, as the Arabs levy contributions in
kind from the cultivators. Were it to be efficiently protected against such causes of impoverishment, sufficient
grain could be raised in the Hauran alone to supply the whole of Syria, and such are its resources that were the
agricultural population to be increased ten fold they would still find land enough to cultivate. It would be an
easy matter to render these Districts prosperous and to add very considerably to their revenues. The most
effectual method of repelling the Arabs would be to appoint some of the Druse Chiefs, and Hauranese Sheikhs
to the command of a mounted irregular force in the pay of the Government. These Chieftains would cheerfully
enter into engagements to keep the country clear of Arabs with even a smaller number of horsemen than is now
employed for that purpose. In this manner these Districts would flourish, a larger amount of revenue would
accrue to the Treasury, the inhabitants would enjoy greater tranquillity, and the expense now incurred for the
rural Police force would be considerably reduced.
207
PEFQS_1879_10: Native trade is killed by taxes on raw material, the peasantry are ground down by unjust
taxation and shameless spoliation, agriculture is ruined by the conscription. The hills of Palestine might be
covered with vines and the valleys run with oil, the plains might be yellow with corn and the harbours full of
ships, but for the greedy pacha and the unjust judge.
208
Issawi_1988_304, 1855 report on Potential for Agricultural Development in Syria, 1855: Districts of Hama,
Homs and Muarrah. These three districts have extensive and exceedingly fertile lands, but they have been turned
to wastes by the Bedouins who overrun them and rule paramount over the land and its inhabitants. Up to the
present moment the Tanzimat has not been introduced in those districts; and the Governors conspire with the
notables against the people. There has long existed enmity between the Denatshee and Ansayris and the people
to the prejudice of the latter. By protecting the peasants against the incursions of the Bedouins, by summoning
the Chiefs of the Denatshee and of the Ansayris to the seat of local Government with the view of effecting a
better understanding between them and those whom they now oppress, and employing them in certain places in
the service of the Government for the protection of the country, by introducing the Tanzimat and the Imperial
ordinances; by organizing the local Medjlisses on a more equitable footing so as to ensure due attention to
affairs brought under their notice; and by causing registers to be kept of all public acts and every proceeding
relating to the Revenue Department, the same to be submitted once a month to the scrutiny of the central
Medjlis at Damascus, a better state of things would be necessarily ensue [sic] from the adoption of such
preliminary measures.
209
Pierotti_1866_51: Non può farsi un passo tal suolo della Palestina senzřincontrare deglřindigeni armati di
pistole, di scimitarre, di coltelli, di varie forme e longhezze, di lancio, d'accette, di archibusi, di bastoni ferrati;
di modo che a prima giunta, si potrebbero prendere per gente di male affare, contro cui la prudenza insegna di
mettersi in guardia. Ma niente di tutto ciò: la maggior parte non sono che coltivatoli pacifici, forzati a tenersi
sulle difese contro gli attacchi ai quali, essi ed i loro terreni, sono sempre esposti.
210
Le_Strange_1889_307-308 travelling 1884, toward Amman: The land here, after the early rains, was undergoing the process of being ploughed and sown by the Fellahin of the Beni 'Adwan. At one moment we could
count about thirty yoke of oxen, and the wonted stillness was agreeably enlivened by the shouts of the
ploughmen, who, in more than one case, were engaged in directing the capricious evolutions of camels which
had been compelled to take the place of the more docile steers. Considering the ungainly size of the camels and
the diminutive wooden ploughs to which they were so clumsily harnessed, it was assuredly a marvel of skill that
the furrows ran in passably straight and parallel lines. The camels evidently loathed the business, and to judge
by the objurgations of their drivers ŕ who were continually calling heaven to witness that their (the camelsř)
clumsiness was the natural consequence of a dissolute life and a disreputable ancestry ŕ the camel-men
themselves were not enamoured of their job. For a considerable time we passed patch after patch being
ploughed in this fashion, and riding over a treeless plateau at length struck back into the high-road running
south-east from Yajuz to 'Amman, which we had left to our right in turning off to visit the ruins and the Hemel
Belka. After this, very shortly came a rather steep wady in a cross direction, running due east, down which the
path led; and in a few minutes more we found ourselves for the second time in the Valley of the Zerka, and the
ruins of 'Amman were before us.
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211

Laorty-Hadji_1854_177 Apamea: Le sol y est tout meublé, offrant une terre pure sans pierres, presque sans
cailloux. Les pèlerins qui traversent cette plaine féconde pour se rendre à la Mecque parlent tous de la fertilité
de ce sol, qui attend et sollicite la culture.
212
Porter_1855_I_33-34, the Ledja: The whole country around was at one time densely populated; every
available spot along the sides of the wady, as well as the great plain eastward and the mountain-sides above us,
bears the marks of former careful cultivation. The surface of the soil is in some places very strong, but the
stones have been collected into heaps, and many of them used in the erection of fences; the intervening soil is
rich and loamy. On the east bank of the Liwa, the ground, from this place southward, rises up with an easy and
uniform slope to the heights at Shuka; and likewise on the southern side of the wady that comes in from the
eastward there is a gentle ascent to the same place from the broad plain; this is the commencement of the Jebel
Hauran.
213
Smith_1918_29: Behind the Roman Limes Hauran was one of the granaries of the Empire. The ruins of
public works ŕ roads, aqueducts, reservoirs and fortifications ŕ are still visible across it. A wealth of official
and domestic buildings, with numerous inscriptions, testifies to the continued prosperity of Hauran through the
Byzantine period; but the inscriptions almost cease from the time of the Moslem invasion, and the number of
abandoned or half-occupied towns evinces the insecurity which has cursed the country ever since. Recent
Turkish administration has somewhat improved matters, but this opulent province awaits a stronger government
in order to become again one of the food-producing centres of Western Asia.
214
Farley_1862_59: Vast tracts of fertile land are lying waste in Syria where cotton could be advantageously
grown. The waste lands on both sides of the Euphrates, the valleys of the Bekaa and Baalbek, the plains watered
by the Orontes and the Jordan, as well as those beyond Damascus, and in the neighbourhood of Tarsus and
Alexandretta, are capable of producing cotton to an almost unlimited extent.
215
Till_1851_400 Lebanon: A large portion has originally been covered by great stones, which have been
carefully removed and built up into massive walls, dividing it into small fields; but not an available spot is
neglected, and Lebanon now supports a larger population than any rural part of England of the same extent. In
the Bekaah, on the contrary, vast tracts of excellent land lie fallow, which, if brought into cultivation, would
provide for at least twenty times the number of its present inhabitants. Why should there be so great a
difference? The answer is easily given. In the mountains, the husbandman is comparatively secure from
oppression; each man can sit under his own vine and fig-tree, without dreading that he will be robbed of their
produce; while in Syria, generally, there has been, till of late years, a great insecurity of property, and one of the
finest and most fruitful countries in the world has languished under its weak and short-sighted rulers.
216
Farley_1858_18: lands fertile even under complete abandonment.
217
Butler_1930_61 the Limestone Massif: The general effect, as one gazed across the hills, was one of unending
grayness; yet everywhere there were signs of former fertility. From a point about halfway up the Kubbit
Babutta, one could count at least fifteen ruined and deserted towns lying to the north. Each of these towns had
ancient wine and olive presses in large numbers. The country was thickly populated, fourteen centuries ago, by a
people who lived in comparative luxury. They did not glean a scanty subsistence from the rocks, but owned
fields and planted vineyards and orchards. Of course this means that there was soil covering these bare hillsides
in those days. It is evident also that there were forests somewhere near by, for wood was used freely in the
construction of the buildings. Now the region is a gray desert, and the only green things to be seen for miles are
stunted trees, bushes and weeds that grow among the ruins where the walls of buildings served to prevent the
washing away of the soil. There is no sign that the country was ever irrigated; but there is evidence that there
was once running water in some of the dry stream-beds. Well-houses and spring-houses are found where there is
now no water. On the other hand, there are many ancient cisterns, and some of these are very large.
218
Allen_1869_38 writing from Jerusalem: a wheelbarrow of a rather primitive description … brought from
Germany … When ploughs of an improved character will be introduced is yet a problem.
219
Farley_1872_180-181: In Turkey, from the operation of various causes, the principal cities, such as
Constantinople, Smyrna, Salonica, Trebizond, and Beyrout, are filled with a busy crowd unceasingly engaged in
the pursuits of commerce, while, in the country, agriculture languishes from the want of hands necessary to till
the soil. In Macedonia, for example, which possesses a delightful climate, only one-fourth part of the land is
under cultivation, and even that does not yield one-third of what it is capable.
220
Farley_1862_254 Alexandretta: The plain around Alexandretta is of the most fertile description, and well
suited for the production of cotton, wheat, maize, barley, sesame, indigo, rice, &c; in fact, for any produce
which the East is capable of yielding. It could be irrigated to any extent, as there are several mountain streams
running through it; notwithstanding which, and the advantages that are held out by the situation of the port for
exportation, the cultivation of the soil is confined to the bare wants of the native population; thus a plain capable
of supplying many of the largest cities of the United Kingdom with corn, does not at present produce sufficient
to feed 2,000 people.
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221

Oliphant_1881_15 the Bekaa: If the Turkish government could be depended upon, I mean if it could
command order in its own dominion, how much good might be effected if two or three thousand skilful and
industrious Germans were sent to this favoured land, instead of being exiled to America with precarious
prospects. Unhappily, however, there is no security here.
222
Haussmann_de_Wandelburg_1883_68-69: En résumé, si l'empire ottoman décline, c'est moins par ses
propres vices que par la faiblesse et l'imprévoyance de l'Europe qui avait un intérêt vital à le consolider. La
guerre de 1877 et le traité de Berlin ont assurément porté à la Turquie un coup désastreux, dont les
conséquences, aggravées par l'aveugle hostilité des républicains français, peuvent être irréparables; mais on se
repentira un jour d'avoir laissé affaiblir et démembrer cet empire qui, malgré ses imperfections très supportables
et sa faiblesse apparente, restait la seule défense effective des intérêts politiques et religieux de l'Europe contre
les ambitions russes; et, telle qu'elle est mainte- nant, même après cette terrible atteinte, la Turquie, avec son
gouvernement équitable, inoffensif et débonnaire, est bien moins en décadence que certaines grandes puissances
européennes qui, d'autant plus malades qu'elles ne croient pas l'être, agonisent sous l'étreinte de la révolution
nihiliste, socialiste ou athée.
223
Barrault_1835_8: Que lřon songe à la décomposition du vieil empire d'Orient, qui mourut long-temps sans
pouvoir se sauver ni par son énergie propre, ni par un ralliement forcé à la communion occidentale, la conquête
ottomane ne semblera plus que le remplacement de la mort par la vie; et elle contint cette région dans son unité,
au moment où son éparpillement inévitable entre les mains de l'Europe allait en faire un monde colonial, livré à
l'orgueil, à la religieuse intolérance, à la rivalité des diverses métropoles. Cette confiscation ôta aux nations de
l'Occident des occasions de guerre et un champ de bataille à proximité, en même temps qu'elle préserva les
populations chrétiennes orientales des désastres de toutes ces luttes et du fanatisme latin.
224
Robinson_1838_381-2, travelling Beylan-Antioch: En voyageant dans ces belles contrées, on est frappé de la
magnificence de quelques uns des khans, des aqueducs et autres ouvrages d'utilité publique qui se présentent à
chaque pas, et qui dénotent un état de grande prospérité et de haute civilisation; mais quoique ces monumens
offrent aujourd'hui les marques d'une négligence qui date de loin, on n'y fait cependant aucune des réparations
nécessaires, et on souffre leur destruction comme s'ils n'appartenaient à personne, et que le sol fût privé de ses
véritables propriétaires.
225
Porter_1855_I_40-41 Damascus, east gate: Without the gate is a huge mound of rubbish, which for centuries
has formed the deposit for the refuse of new buildings, and the debris of old ruins, within this quarter of the city.
Recent excavations have shown that at one time this was the site of furnaces for the manufacture of those finely
glazed and richly coloured tiles and figured vessels for which Damascus was once celebrated. An extensive
view of the city and surrounding plain is obtained from the summit of the mound. / About eighty paces from the
gate, at the south-eastern angle of the wall, are the remains of a very ancient tower, with bevelled stones,
evidently of Roman origin. Until the time of Ibrahim Pasha's dominion in Syria it was almost perfect, but was
then destroyed, and the materials used in the erection of barracks.
226
Sykes_1904_119-120 Arga, 15 miles from Malatia, and on the site of a cavalry barracks: While workmen
were digging in the vicinity last summer they struck upon some carved fragments of stone: the masonry was
followed up with the result that a portion of a Byzantine basilica was laid bare. The discovery is one of great
importance, as the pavement is beautifully tiled with marble, and a portion is worked in extraordinarily fine
mosaic. I procured photographs of the excavated portion. The capitals of the columns are gilt, though owing to
the weather there will soon be few signs of the gold. The basilica was evidently an important one, and
considerable pains must have been devoted to its ornamentation; though the walls have fallen there are signs of
a gold mosaic cornice running round the building; the central columns were encased in marble, and the iron
clamps and rivets by which it was attached are still visible. The columns were frescoed, but next winter will
undoubtedly efface all traces of painting. There are two sepulchral monuments also, both bearing inscriptions,
but the only one legible is of no importance. The find is the most valuable one of late years in Asia Minor, and
much more is undoubtedly to be discovered and learnt from what is hidden beneath the rubbish. It should be
investigated by practical archaeologists at once, as it is to be feared that unskilled excavation might damage the
beautiful monuments which are doubtless hidden beneath the untouched soil. / The mosaic pavement is unique
in point of size and preservation. It is to be hoped that the authorities at Constantinople will take the requisite
steps to preserve to the world one of the most beautiful monuments of Byzantine art. / The Colonel in command
gave me every facility to draw and take inscriptions, and is eager for some archaeologist to make further
research. He intends excavating the whole building next summer, and is intensely interested in the discovery.
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Endnotes Chapter 2. Travel throughout Syria
1

Vogüé_1865-1877_I_4C: En effet, tandis que sur le littoral et dans les grands centres de l'intérieur les
monuments antiques, utilisés comme carrières, ont été livrés à une destruction d'autant plus active que la
prospérité était plus grande, dans la région centrale, au contraire, les édifices ont été sauvés de la ruine par
l'abandon et la misère. Restés debout quand tout disparaissait dans les autres parties de la Syrie, ils nous font
connaître l'état de cette province pendant les premiers siècles de notre ère, comme ces témoins géologiques qui
nous indiquent l'état du globe terrestre avant les révolutions qui en ont modifié la surface. Sur certains points,
leur état de conservation est vraiment remarquable; la main du temps, moins destructive que celle de l'homme
dans ces beaux climats, les effleurant à peine, a, par des accidents de détail, ajouté le charme du pittoresque à
l'intérêt scientifique; sans les secousses des tremblements de terre qui ont ébranlé les murs, il ne manquerait
souvent aux édifices que les toits et les charpentes, et nous aurions pu contempler souvent le spectacle presque
inaltéré d'une ville syrienne du septième siècle.
2
Sepp_1863_IX-XXXI for earlier 19th-century pilgrimage, with figures.
3
Guylforde_1506_16: At this Jaffe begynneth the Holy Lande; and to euery pylgryme at the firste fote that he
setteth on londe there is graunted plenary remyssion, de pana, and a culpa; and at this hauen Jonas ye prophete
toke the see whan he Sedde from the syght of our Lorde in Tharsia.
4
Bement_1858_9: From Egypt, Palestine may be visited by three different routes. The first, and by far the most
fatiguing and most dangerous, with some interesting advantage, is the one traversed by the Israelites under
Moses, by the Red Sea, Mount Sinai, and Petra. By this route we can enter Canaan, by way of Hebron, or, going
further east, come in by the Dead Sea and the Jordan. / The second route is by the short Desert of Suez, called in
Scripture Shur. This is the route traveled unnumbered times by hostile armies, invading or retreating from
Egypt. / This leads us past the ruins of Raphia, famous for the great battle between Ptolemy and Antiochus the
great, which occurred about 217 B.C. From the ruins of Raphia we enter Palestine, at Gaza, in the south-west.
The third is the quickest, and by far the least fatiguing route. / We can take a steamer at Alexandria, cross the
great sea diagonally, and land at Beyroot, in Syria, and thus enter Palestine from the north. / This being the route
of our travel, the scenery and history will be described somewhat in the order of succession from this point.
5
Chateaubriand_1812_II_135 Jerusalem: That the Latin pilgrims have never been numerous, may be proved
from a thousand circumstances. Thevenot relates, that in 1656 he was the twenty-second person who had visited
the Holy Sepulchre. Very often the number of pilgrims did not amount to twelve, since it was found necessary to
take some of the religious to make up that number at the ceremony of foot-washing on Maundy Thursday.In
fact, in 1589, sixty-seven years before Thevenot, Villamont found only six European pilgrims at Jerusalem. If in
1589, when religion was so flourishing, no more than seven Latin pilgrims were to be found in Palestine, I leave
the reader to judge how many there might have been in 1806. My arrival at the convent of St. Saviour was
considered as an extraordinary event. M. Seetzen, who was there at Easter, the same year, that is, seven months
before me, says that he was the only Catholic. / As the riches swallowed up by the Holy Sepulchre are not
brought to Jerusalem by Catholics, they must consequently be derived from Jewish, Greek, and Armenian
pilgrims. In this case even I think the calculations much over-rated.
6
Napier_I_1843_51: Omnipotent steam has now so completely destroyed the glorious uncertainty of navigation,
with all its concomitant delays, occasioned by contrary winds, storms, currents, and calms, that what ŕ some
few years since, was considered a long and perilous voyage, ŕ is now rendered a mere trip of pleasure,
enhanced by the knowledge, almost to the hour, of its probable termination.
7
Wortabet_1856_I_8: The steamer leaving Smyrna touches at Rhodes, Mersina, Alexandretta, Lattakia, Tripoli,
Bayroot, Jafta, and, after eleven days, arrives at Alexandria, and the next day returns as above to Smyrna.
English and Austrian steamers run weekly between Smyrna and Alexandria. Two English lines of
screwsteamers ply monthly between Liverpool and Bayroot; sometimes they run oftener.
8
Farley_1862_209 Beirut: Within the last few years, a new town seems to have sprung up from the ruins of the
old. The means and appliances of European civilization have been introduced; streets have been paved, and
spacious warehouses erected. No longer than fifteen years ago, there was scarcely any steam communication
between Beyrout and Europe. Now, the mails leave London for Syria every Friday, via Marseilles, and every
Monday, via Trieste; while English steamers run regularly between Beyrout and Liverpool. In the year 1853,
only thirty-nine British vessels entered the port of Beyrout, tonnage 8,546; while in 1855 there were 113,
tonnage 39,132.
9
Busch_1870_32: Eine Reise durch Palästina schliesst sich am besten einer Tour durch Egypten an. Man bricht
am besten Ende Februar oder Anfang März von Kairo auf und begibt sich entweder zu Lande auf Kameelen
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über El-Arisch nach Gaza oder ŕ will man den Besuch des Suezkanals dabei verbinden ŕ von Kairo per Bahn
nach Ismailia, von da nach Besichtigung der wichtigsten Kanalbauten, per Postdampfschiff nach Port-Said und
von hier mittelst eines Dampfers des österr. Lloyd oder der Messageries Imperiales nach Jaffa, dem Haupthafen
Palästinas. Der Abgang der Schiffe von Port-Said wird in Kairo sowie in Ismailia in den betreffenden Agentien
zu erfragen sein. Die erste Reise erfordert 10 bis 12 Tage, die letztere 18 Stunden.
10
Wilson_IV_1881_2: Still for the traveller who has rushed across Europe, the Mediterranean, and Lower
Egypt in eight or nine days, or for him who slowly for two days past has been steaming down the "long ditch"
called "The Canal," there is this interest in Suez: Here two worlds meet! Neither the Railway, nor the Canal, nor
the Port, nor the Post Office, nor the Steamship Offices, nor the first-rate Hotel, nor the workshops full of all
manner of mechanical contrivances suited for the repair of the sea-monsters in which modern civilisation
delights, have altered the real town or changed its people. Suez is sunny, whitewashed, flat-roofed, narrow,
inconvenient, and stocked with evil smells, although you may have to get out of the way of a locomotive every
now and then, and though its harbour and roadstead be gay with the shipping of all nations.
11
Gédoyn_1909_148 at Ephesus in 1624: nous passâmes la plage près de laquelle était anciennement assise la
ville d'Ephèze, renommée par ce somptueux Temple de Diane qui fut consommé par le feu, dont les ruines
servent jusqu'aujourd'hui pour lřembellissement de ce qui se bâtit en ces quartiers-là, et vraisemblablement la
somptueuse église qui se voit encore en pied, dédiée à saint Jehan-Baptiste, comme le château, que les Turcs
appellent Jaselou, du nom de la ville prochaine (lesquels ont leurs fondemens et la plus grandřpart de leurs corps
revêtus de marbre blanc et poli), doivent avoir été ménagés de ces démolitions.
12
Ariosto_1878_86 travelling 1475-8 Memphis: Memphis delubra quae suo vocabulo Moschetas nuncupant
Saraceni, numero quindena millia, multorum solemnia esse feruntur. Quorum ego permulta et peringentia vidi,
secto ex collibus lapide, prorsus aedificata, egregio opere, tum parietum, tum marmorei tabulatus, tum multarum
trecentarumque ex candido marmore columnarum.
13
Boullaye-Le-Gouz_1653_371 Alexandria: l'on devroit plutost l'appeller le lieu où Alexandrie estoit, parce
qu'il n'y reste de tous ses magnifiques Palais que quelque ruines, de vieilles colomnes à demy consommées par
le temps, auec l'enclos de ses murailles, qui peuuent auoir une lieuë & demie de tour, lesquels se sont conseruées
en leur entier auec les tours, & les bastilles qui estoient faittes à l'espreuue du bélier, où i'ay remarquay qu'aux
diuers estages lřon a mis des colomnes de marbre renuersées au lieu de poutres, lesquelles desbordent dřun pied
hors la meuraille, afin que l'on ne la put sapper ny bruller.
14
Prime_1855_II_399-400 Alexandria: At the head of the square, some three or four hundred workmen were
digging up the ruins of a mighty edifice which for centuries had been buried. Old Egypt was rising from its
grave. It is said to be the site of the Alexandrian Library … Workmen were now busy among these ruins. Walls
of brick and mortar, the mortar thicker and harder than the bricks themselves, and the walls twenty feet wide;
mighty arches to support the building and the marble floor still here; and in the midst of the superincumbent
earth, great masses of molten glass and stone, showing the work of ruin to have been done by fire. Mingled in
the mighty ruin, I saw them disclosing beautiful Corinthian capitals and handsome white marble columns, in
wild disorder strewn over each other and through the pile, melancholy remains of grandeur, on which successive
generations have walked, unconscious of what was hid below. The laborers, men, women, and children, were at
work; some of them with barrows, and others with baskets, even little children who could carry but a few
handfuls being as busy as the rest.
15
Guérin_1868_359: le père Eugène Roger, religieux franciscain français, qui séjourna cinq ans en Palestine [as
a missionary d.1638] et qui a composé un ouvrage intitulé: La Terre sainte ou Description topographique trèsparticulière des Saints Lieux, [Paris 1664] n'oublie pas non plus, dans le xviie chapitre de son livre, de nous
parler d'Emmaûs, de son sanctuaire et du pèlerinage que l'on continuait à y accomplir le lundi de Pâques.
16
Lusignan_1783_203 writing of Gaza: But the European traveller, who wishes to visit these countries in
safety, and see things to advantage, must dress himself in the fashion of the country, let his whiskers grow, and
endeavour to learn a little of their language, or else they will impose upon him.
17
Richter_1824_331 at Hama: J'appris ici, à mon grand chagrin, la mort de M. Bautin, voyageur français; il
avoit fait plusieurs excursions dans le voisinage, toujours seul avec un domestique européen. Il prenoit
lřhabillement des gens du pays, dont il ne savoit pas assez la langue. Il paroît qu'il avoit voulu suivre le cours de
l'Oronte. Parvenu entre les ruines de Ralat-el-Basa et Schogr, sur la route de Latikiéh, il étoit disparu depuis
deux mois avec son domestique; plusieurs personnes ont déjà été assassinées dans ce lieu.
18
Breuvery_1848_136: Les Arabes nous dirent qu'il existe sur la route de Tadmour à Hamah, et à douze heures
environ de cette dernière ville, des ruines parmi lesquelles se trouvent beaucoup de colonnes. Ils nous
signalèrent également, à quelques heures de Kariatein [Al-Qaryatein], vers le nord, des restes considérables
presque enfouis dans le sable.
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19

Parsons_1808_37, travelling 1772ff: There are few Greeks of any consequence on the continent who do not
speak the Turkish language, and most Turkish gentlemen understand Arabic, but very few, if any, speak or
understand Greek, as they despise both the language and the people; yet, if you only cross the bridge at Antioch
[only merchants and gentleman speak Turkish, and everyone else speaks Arabic, including the Greeks].
20
Arvieux_II_1735_55 1659 at Gaza: je recónnus combien il m'étoit avantageux de m'être renduës familieres
les Langues Orientales. J'entendois & je parlois parfaitement bien les trois Langues que lřon y parloit, cřest àdire, la Turque, lřArabe & la Grecque vulgaire. Je n'étois point embarrassé, jřentendois & je répondois à tout le
monde dans la Langue qu'on mřavoit parlé.
21
Burckhardt_1822_22081812: I was particularly desirous of visiting Wady Mousa, of the antiquities of which I
had heard the country people speak in terms of great admiration; and from thence I had hoped to cross the desert
in a straight line to Cairo; but my guide was afraid of the hazards of a journey through the desert, and insisted
upon my taking the road by Akaba, the ancient Eziongeber, at the extremity of the eastern branch of the Red sea,
where he said that we might join some caravans, and continue our route towards Egypt. I wished, on the
contrary, to avoid Akaba, as I knew that the Pasha of Egypt kept there a numerous garrison to watch the
movements of the Wahabi and of his rival the Pasha of Damascus; a person therefore like myself, coming from
the latter place, without any papers to shew who I was, or why I had taken that circuitous route, would certainly
have roused the suspicions of the officer commanding at Akaba, and the consequences might have been
dangerous to me among the savage soldiery of that garrison.
22
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_153 Beit Jebrin: I shall merely add, that while we do all homage to the acute and
learned American traveller, we must not forget that a moiety of the honour belongs to his countryman, the Rev.
Dr Eli Smith, whose knowledge of the Arabic was a beacon to [Edward] Robinson [1794-1863], without which
he would have groped about in much darkness. The difficulty that I myself have experienced from ignorance of
the language, leads me to consider the combination of two such men as Eli Smith and Robinson as the most
auspicious circumstance that could have happened for Biblical geography. We may well thank God for its
occurrence.
23
PEF_Committee_1873_7-8, on Robinson: He went, therefore, knowing what to look for and what had been
already found. His first journey was in 1838, his second in 1852. On each occasion he had the good fortune to
be accompanied by his fellow-countryman, Dr. Eli Smith, a master of the Arabic language, and a keen and
careful observer.
24
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_150 Beit Jebrin [Beersheba, Eleutheropolis]: The kindness of Shech Mosleh had
provided us, too, with the needful refreshment of good food, and after I had for some hours, while enjoying
pipes and coffee, had my tent full of visitors, there remained a pleasant afternoon for walking round the place
and examining the important antiquities which Robinson has so copiously described. With his book of travels in
my hand, I walked along the wall, 600 feet in length, ŕ a wall built of heavy hewn stones, and forming the
north side of the ancient and renowned Roman fortress, Eleutheropolis. I stood long at the beautiful large gate,
gazing in silent admiration at the architect's work.
25
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_150-151 Beit Jebrin [Beersheba, Eleutheropolis]: After that, I visited the castle, now
presenting truly no more than a heap of rubbish, a medley of dilapidated walls, arched vaults still standings and
among them the huts of some poor villagers. The American travellers heard something said here of a church
with paintings in the southern wing of the castle, but which was enclosed and buried among the ruins. With the
help of some of the villagers, I succeeded in creeping in by a hole in the wall, and getting a sight of the so-called
church. It is a small passage extending the full length of the south wall of the castle, with six pillars adorned
with beautifully carved marble capitals. I saw no paintings, or even hewn ornamented work. That this gallery
ever served for a Christian church I doubt, on account of its form; but that the Mohammedans have used it as an
oratory is very likely, and agrees with the testimony of the inhabitants. Hence what was originally probably a
hall of state, or a gallery of the Roman general who commanded the castle, now passes among the villagers as
the church (el-Keneiseh).
26
Baedeker_1898_xii, take a companion: The traveller who is at home in every country in Europe, who at every
inn, in town or village, finds opportunity for adding to his stock of information or for engaging in friendly chat,
will speedily be wearied in the East, however familiar he may be with the language, by the stereotyped
questions and artificial phraseology of the people with whom he comes in contact. Moreover, if he be
unaccustomed to fatiguing and often uninteresting rides, he will stand doubly in need of the refreshment and
variety afforded by intercourse with friends. Those who start for their tour without companions will in spring
have no difficulty in meeting with other travellers in the same position, and parties may thus easily be formed.
27
DNB sv Edward Henry Palmer (1840-1882): his main energies were given as an undergraduate to oriental
studies. During this period he catalogued the Persian, Arabic, and Turkish manuscripts of King's and Trinity
College (1870), and also of the university library; and the university librarian, Henry Bradshaw, bore weighty
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testimony to the value of Palmer's work (Letter prefixed to Cat. King's Coll. MSS. published by Royal Asiatic
Society, 1876). Palmer also cultivated the habit of writing in Persian and Urdu by contributing frequently in
those languages to the ' Oudh Akhbar ' and other Indian newspapers, and attracted an admiring clientele among
the pundits of Hindustan … [Cambridge Fellowship] in 1869, when he was selected to accompany Captain (now
Sir) Charles Wilson, R.E., Captain Henry Spencer Palmer, the Rev. F. Holland, and others, in their survey of
Sinai, under the auspices of the Palestine Exploration Fund. His principal duty was to collect from the Bedouin
the correct names of places, and thus establish the accurate nomenclature of the Sinai peninsula. He thus came
for the first time into personal relations with Arabs, learnt to speak their dialects, and obtained an insight into
their modes of thought and life. Moreover, the air of the desert greatly invigorated his health, which had suffered
by excessive application and confinement at Cambridge etc etc.
28
DNB sv Tyrwhitt Drake: In the winter of 1868 Drake made a trip to Egypt and the Nile, and in the following
spring proceeded to Sinai. Here he met the officers of the ordnance survey of the Sinai expedition, and as they
were just returning home, visited for himself all the places of interest which they had discovered, together with
those which lie in the ordinary route of Sinaitic travel. Returning to England for a few months in order to make
his preparations, in the autumn of 1869 he returned to the East in company with Professor Palmer. They
dispensed with the usual equipment of Eastern travel and explored on foot, starting from Suez, the whole of the
desert of the Tih for the first time, the Negeb, or south country of Scripture, the mountains on the west side of
the Arabah, and the previously unknown parts of Edom and Moab. Many new sites were thus discovered and
much good geographical work performed. After visiting Palestine, Syria, Greece, and Turkey, Drake returned to
England, but again set out to the East in the winter of 1870, in order to investigate for the Palestine Exploration
Fund Society the inscribed stones at Hainan, the ancient Hamath. After accomplishing this task he accompanied
Captain R. Burton, then consul at Damascus, in a most adventurous expedition to the volcanic regions to the east
of that city, which was followed by the exploration of the Highlands of Syria. These journeys are described by
the pair in ŖUnexplored Syria.ŗ For the next two years and a half Drake was continually engaged in the work of
the Palestine Exploration Fund Society, with the exception of a short visit to England and Egypt in 1873.
Overwork, enthusiastic devotion to his task, the baneful climate, and neglect of preliminary warnings at length
struck Drake down with the fever common to the low-lying plains of the Holy Land, and he died 23 June 1874
at Jerusalem, aged only 28.
29
PEF_Committee_1873_221C: These little forays into a dangerous district are like dashes into an enemy's
country. They result in a small amount of plunder, and each one makes the next more difficult and costly; ŕ
unless, indeed, like Professor [Edwin] Palmer [Professor of Arabic, Cambridge] and Mr. [Colonel] Tyrwhitt
Drake [1846-1874], travellers are prepared to travel without escort, or servants, or baggage, to "mess" with the
people, to do everything for themselves, and to talk their language as the Bedawin talk it.
30
Finati_1830_II_131-132 Jaffa, travelling 1816: At Jaffa, the consul Damiani received us into his house, the
first person whom I had ever seen wearing powdered hair, and a gold-laced cocked hat, with the flowing oriental
habit, a grotesque combination that afterwards became more familiar to me in the consular houses at Aleppo.
31
Hilprecht_1903_26: The first methodical explorer and surveyor of Babylonian and Assyrian ruins and rivers
was Claudius James Rich [1787-1821, consul in Baghdad]. Born in 1787 near Dijon, in France, educated in
Bristol, England, he developed, when a mere child, such a decided gift for the study of Oriental languages that at
the age of sixteen years he was appointed to a cadetship in the East India Company's military service. Seriously
affected by circumstances in the carrying out of his plans, he spent more than three years in the different parts of
the Levant, perfecting himself in Italian, Turkish, and Arabic [he also had Persian]. His knowledge of the
Turkish language and manners was so thorough that while in Damascus not only did he enter the grand mosque
"in the disguise of a Mameluke," but his host, "an honest Turk, who was captivated with his address, eagerly
entreated him to settle at that place, offering him his interest and his daughter in marriage."
32
Richardson_1822_II_211 Jerusalem, in Arab dress: in company with four well dressed, long bearded Turks
repaired to the Haram Schereeff, which we entered by the same gate as I had done the evening before.
Richardson_1822_II_211-225, Jerusalem: for a description of the Haram, and going up the wooden stairs in the
Dome and viewing the wooden beams from up close.
33
Buckingham_1822_II_50: We were now all dressed in the costume of the country; Mr. Bankes as a Turkish
soldier, Mohammed in his own garb as an Arnaout, and I as a Syrian Arab. Our guides wore their own dresses,
as Bedouins of the desert. We were each mounted on a horse of our own, there being no animals for baggage, as
each person carried beneath and behind him whatever belonged to himself.
34
Seetzen_1854_I_iii-xlii Seetzenřs biography.
35
Seetzen_1810_14: We left Damascus the 19th January, 1806. The whole of my baggage consisted only of a
few clothes; some books that were indispensible; a small provision of medicines, to give credit to my supposed
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character of physician; a parcel of paper without gum, to preserve plants; some provisions, &c. I wore the habit
of an Arab Shech of the second rank, and armed myself with a gun, and a brace of pistols.
36
Le_Strange_1889_304 travelling 1884, in Bedouin tents near Yajuz: The night was bitterly cold, and ŕ what
between the wind and the fleas, and the extremely confiding nature of the ewes, who, for warmth's sake, were
always trying to insinuate themselves beneath our blankets ŕ sleep was fitful. Further, and as usual, till far into
the night, our Arab friends discussed in strident tones politics and finance, for, as every traveller knows to his
cost, these worthies have such a habit of sleeping at odd hours during the day, that at night, being wakeful, they
are sadly addicted to interminable discoursings.
37
Le_Strange_1889_322 travelling 1884: I may be permitted to bring to the notice of my readers that our
journey had been accomplished without paying a piastre to Goblan, the famous (or rather infamous) chief of the
'Adwan, or even in any way gratifying the cupidity of the Sheikh of Suf ŕ both personages generally but too
well known to those who have left Jerusalem for a trip into the Land of Gilead. And yet we had been able, in the
course of six days, to visit the sites of Tabakat Fahl (Pella), Jerash, 'Amman, and 'Arak el Emir, taking the direct
route across country from one site to another, and along roads seldom seen by the ordinary tourist. The secret of
our successful raid ŕ for so only can I venture to call it ŕ lay in the fact that, taking neither tents nor servants,
we were but three horsemen mounted on inelegant hacks, more useful as roadsters than in any way remarkable
for breed, and that one of us was a native of the country, personally acquainted with the Arab sheikhs of the
district which it was intended to visit. Lastly, as we took no more baggage than our horses could carry, we, in
accordance with that ancient and convenient custom of the Arabs, imposed ourselves nightly as guests in some
nomad camp, coming down at the hair-tent of the sheikh, whose honour, forthwith, was engaged for our
personal well-being and safety. By this proceeding we avoided the necessity of carrying with us provisions for
the road, and dispensed with a baggage animal: and hence our appearance was in no way calculated to excite the
cupidity of those whom we met in our journey. / The presence of tents and baggage mules, with the attendant
dragoman and zaptieh, are plentiful reasons to explain the costliness of which travellers complain who cross the
Jordan and go eastward from the Dead Sea. Any one who is lucky enough to get a native friend for companion,
who can keep his own counsel, and wants no escort of zaptiehs, can almost always visit any part of the country
beyond the Jordan at very little risk. Only his stay must be so little protracted that the authorities get no news of
it, and fur this short time the traveller must be content with the nourishment of Arab fare, and such repose as is
to be obtained on the hard earth under an Arab tent, where hospitality is alike provided for vermin and for men.
38
Le_Strange_1889_164: For, during a late trip across the Hauran, sundry insects pervading the guest chambers
of my Arab hosts, having kept me for three successive nights without closing an eye, and further observing
myself to be rendered incapable of archa?ological research through the physical exhaustion brought on by
ceaseless scratching, I had, this journey, brought in my wallet a small string-hammock. Now the den in which
we were quartered had, like most Arab cabins, square ventilation-holes, left under the rafters on either side
below the ceiling. Through two of these holes, from without, I found I could manage to push the straight stems
of a couple of long logs of firewood, in such a manner that the ends protruded very appropriately inside, like
pegs standing out from the opposite wall of the room ; while tbe logs were jammed and prevented from being
drawn completely through the holes by the gnarled and branched portion that remained without. Having thus got
my pegs inside the room I proceeded to sling the hammock from them about a yard and a half above my friends
and the fleas, and enjoyed thereby undisturbed repose during the night, having first been duly admired by the
whole population of the village, who, during a couple of hours, were admitted in rotation to rejoice their eyes at
the unaccustomed sight of a Frank in bed in a hammock.
39
Wetzstein_1860_4-5: So begann ich eine Reise, die trotz der kurzen Dauer von 44 Tagen reich ist an
interessanten Specialitäten und deren Gesammtergebniss ein aufserordentlich günstiges genannt werden muss.
Ich habe dasselbe in einem Tagebuche niedergelegt, das in 4 Heften zu je 110 Octavblättern 880 Seiten zählt,
einige dreissig Beduinengesänge, die ich besonders geschrieben habe, ungerechnet. Bedenkt man, dass ein
grosser Theil meiner Zeit auf die Untersuchung von fast hundert Ruinenorten und die namentlich in
weitläuftigen Städten zeitraubende Aufsuchung von Baudenkmälern und Inschriften verwendet werden musste,
und rechnet man die Störungen dazu, welche auf dergleichen Reisen unaushörlich vorkommen, so wird man die
Menge meiner Aufzeichnungen kaum für möglich halten; aber ich schrieb während des Reitens und des Nachts.
Auch trug die glückliche Stimmung, in welche mich die fortwährend guten Erfolge versetzten, dazu bei, dafs
mein Bleistift immer im besten Zuge blieb. Die Ergebnisse dieser Reise umfassen mehrere Zweige der
Wissenschaft, wie Geognosie, Geographie und Archäologie (Baugeschichte und Inschriftenkunde). Meine
ethnologischen Notizen über zeither unbekannte Stämme, oder solche, deren Bedürfnisslosigkeit an die
Urzustände des Menschengeschlechts erinnert, halte ich für werthvoll, und meine Poesien der Wüste bieten ein
Arabisch, das man in Damaskus nicht versteht und von dem noch wenige Proben nach Europa gekommen sein
dürften. Ich musste mir die meisten Lieder Vers für Vers commentiren lassen.
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Wetzstein_1860_60 temples in the Hauran: Man erwartet, dass ich hier einige Worte über antike Tempel
spreche, aber zweierlei hindert mich daran. Einmal habe ich auf dieser Reise diejenigen Städte, in denen sich die
grossartigsten Bauten finden, wie Kanawät, Suwedä, Hebran u. A. nicht gesehen, und durch das königliche
Sřuhbe bin ich flüchtig und ohne vom Pferde zu steigen geritten. Eine treue Berichterstattung über hauränische
Tempel darf aber die Denkmäler der genannnten Städte nicht ignoriren. Vielleicht ist auch mein gesammeltes
Material nicht werthlos, aber ohne genügende Kenntniss der architektonischen Terminologie würde ich die
nöthige Deutlichkeit nur durch eine Menge Zeichnungen erzielen können. Ich verspare mir daher die weitere
Behandlung dieses Gegenstandes für den Druck meines Tagebuchs.
41
Kennard_1855_334-335: Every one who wanders to any distance from England, whether a proficient in the
art of drawing or a perfect ignoramus as to its very rudiments, seems to consider it his duty to carry with him a
great box full of black lead pencils, a twelve month's supply of india rubber, and such reams of drawing paper as
would enable him to make a panorama of his whole tour. Being thus amply stocked with all the necessary
implements, if he does not actually produce anything worthy the great dome of the Colosseum in Regent's Park,
or capable of super-seding Albert Smith's series of pictures at the Egyptian Hall ŕ still he generally manages,
by dint of severe labour and utter disregard of noon-day suns, to present his friends, on his return to England,
with an innumerable quantity of odds and ends, and half- finished sketches of nearly all the people, places, and
buildings it has been his lot to set eyes on. However poor a draughtsman he may be, no object presents a
sufficient amount of difficulties to deter him from attempting to place its likeness on his drawing-board. If he
has been up the Nile and remained for some time in Cairo, the chances are that, by the time he reaches Palestine,
he will have become disgusted with his multitudinous abortive efforts, and will have consigned his paper,
pencils, and india rubber to the lowest depths of his portmanteau, refraining from scattering the result of all his
labours to the winds only in the hope that they will eventually become the property and pride of some kind and
considerate sister.
42
Walpole_III_1851_27B Byblos/Gabala: As I sauntered about the town, I said aloud, in Arabic [he spoke
Turkish as well], "Curse these people; why do they use these columns in such a way?" (They are built into the
wall.) Well," said a Turk, "I curse them, too, for making them so large; had they been smaller, we might have
put them to a hundred uses."
43
DřEstourmel_I_1844_263-264 en route to Tripoli, at Byblos: Nous passâmes par la petite ville de Gebaïl
environnée de remparts comme Beyrouth. Nous remarquâmes, le long du chemin, de belles colonnes de granit
rouge et gris; un plus grand nombre est encastré dans la maçonnerie des tours. En Grèce et dans l'Asie Mineure,
nous avions vu souvent de riches débris employés péle-méle comme matériaux; en Syrie, il semblerait que c'est
à titre d'ornement qu'on a placé, en travers et symétriquement.
44
Rendel_Harris_1891_1: One of the charms of Eastern travel consists in the constant appeal which is made to
the historical conscience and archaeological instinct of the pilgrim. However carefully the countries visited may
have been surveyed, their principal sites identified and their monuments copied and commented on, there is
always something new to be seen amongst the remains of so long a sequence of centuries, and where so many
and various populations have passed and repassed over the historical field of view.
45
Merrill_1881_358: Note. ŕ In his "Land of Gilead," 1880, Mr. Lawrence Oliphant has made extensive use of
my reports and letters without, in many cases, giving proper credit. To mention a single instance, my account of
Dra'a has been almost entirely borrowed by him, without acknowledgment. As to the illustrations in his volume,
the only good one, the frontispiece, was taken from a photograph by the American Society, for which no
acknowledgment is made.
46
Noroff_1862 I_53-61 Ascalon ; II_243-251 Tyre; II_252-262 Sidon; II_226-242 Acre, and route to Tyre.
47
Arvieux (Laurent dř 1635-1702) spent twelve years in the Orient. His father was Consul at Sidon, and Laurent
arrived there in 1653, learning Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Hebrew and Syriac. He was himself Consul variously at
Constantinople, Algiers and Aleppo. His Mémoires were published in 1735, in six volumes.
48
Taylor (Baron Isidore-Justin-Severin, 1789-1879) was a soldier and polytechnician, with links to archaeology
(he had the Luksor Obelisk brought to Paris in 1833) and the fine arts, being Inspecteur des Musées and (in
1869) senator. He travelled and published widely, including La Syrie, l‟Égypte, la Palestine et la Judée… in
1839, travelling and writing here as Laorty-Hadji.
49
Volney (Constantin-François Chassebœuf, comte de, 1757-1820), politician and enlightenment philosopher,
spent 1782-7 in the East, and published his Voyage en Syrie et en Égypte pendant les années 1783, 1784, et
1785 in two volumes in 1787. His often lugubrious The ruins: or a survey of the revolutions of empires of 1790
drew inspiration not only from his own experiences in France and America (he was solidly anti-Napoleon), but
also from his travels in Syria.
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Burckhardt (John Lewis, 1784-1817), a Swiss orientalist. He studied at Leipzig and Göttingen, London and
Cambridge, and arrived in Aleppo in 1810, travelling throughout Syria and parts of Egypt, in Arab dress and
disguised as a Moslem (as Sheikh Ibrahim Ibn Abdallah) and soon with fluent Arabic. He wrote journals and
notes and, for our purpose, his Travels in Syria and the Holy Land were published in 1822 after his death.
51
Irby (Charles Leonard, 1789-1845), a naval officer, accompanied his friend Captain James Mangles, roamed
across Syria, the Holy Land and Egypt, and together published Travels in Egypt and Nubia, Syria and Asia
Minor, during the years 1817-18 in 1823. This, together with Burckhardtsř account published the previous year,
and the first thorough 19th-century accounts of the region.
52
Scholz_1822_77 for ecclesiastical antiquities in Palestine, followed (77-94) by the Christians in Syria.
53
Pococke (Richard, 1704-65) had degrees from Oxford, and received ecclesiastical preferment, eventually as a
bishop. Having already travelled through France and Italy, he arrived in Alexandria in 1837, and eventually
reached Jerusalem and Balbec, returning to England in 1742, publishing vol I of his Description of the East
(Egypt) the next year, and vol II (Palestine, Syria, etc) in 1745. Gibbon liked the book, but thought that its
author too often confounded what he had seen with what he had heard. Like his other books, this one was very
popular, and translated into French, German and Dutch.
54
Robinson (Edward, 1794-1863) was an American biblical scholar, with Hebrew, Greek and German, and a
pioneer of biblical geography, studying from 1837 for three years in Palestine and Germany. He travelled in the
Holy Land with Eli Smith (1801-) who graduated from Yale in 1821, arrived in Beirut in 1827, and was put in
charge of the missionary press, with its Greek, Italian and Armenian fonts, to which he added Arabic. In 1847 he
headed the project translating the Bible into Arabic, and four years later founded the first Arabic newspaper in
Beirut. In 1856 he collaborated with Robinson on his Biblical researches in Palestine. Cf
Rosenmüller_1841_307: Dr. Edward Robinson, of the Union Theological Seminary, New York, well known to
biblical students as the author of several works of high reputation, has recently visited some of the countries
described in the present volume, in company with the Rev. E. Smith, American Missionary at Beirout. The
result of their investigations has been published under the title of Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai,
and Arabia Petraea, from which we shall give a few of the more important passages that have a reference to
topics discussed in the preceding pages. / Messrs. Robinson and Smith left Cairo on the 12th March 1838, and,
taking the usual wilderness route to Mount Sinai, travelled thence to Akaba. They then struck across the western
desert to Hebron, and from that to Jerusalem. After making excursions to various parts of Palestine, as also to
Wady Musa, &c. they ended their journey at Beirout, by way of Tyre and Sidon.
55
PEF_Committee_1873_7, on Robinson: But the first real impulse, because the first successful impulse,
towards scientific examination of the Holy Land is due to the American traveller, Dr. Robinson. He it was who
first conceived the idea of making a work on Biblical Geography, to be based, not on the accounts of others, but
on his own observations and discoveries. He fitted himself for his ambitious undertaking by the special studies
of fifteen years, mastering the whole literature of the subject, and, above all, clearing the way for his own
researches by noticing the deficiencies and weak points of his predecessors.
56
Porter (Josias Leslie, 1823-89), ordained in 1846 after studies in theology in at Edinburgh, he was sent to
Damascus in 1849 as a missionary to the Jews. He travelled widely in Palestine, publishing Five Years in
Damascus in 1855, and in 1858 the Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine for John Murray. He
returned to Ireland in 1859, and to a chair, writing his The Giant Cities of Bashan and Syria's Holy Places in
1865, and numerous encyclopaedia entries.
57
Larènaudière_1835_106, NB Arabia NOT Syria. 106: Il ne se borne pas même à étudier dans les universités
de Leipsig et de Gœttingen l'arabe, cet idiome du monde musulman qui va remplacer, pour lui, les langues du
monde chrétien. C'est dans l'Orient qu'il va se familiariser avec sa phraséologie et sa prononciation; c'est en
Syrie qu'il va se métamorphoser complètement en sectateur du prophète y qu'il va s'exercer à toutes les
privations du désert; là qu'il se fait à la sobriété des Bédouins, aux longues courses à pied, aux longues courses à
cheval, plus fatigantes encore; là qu'il se promène tête nue au soleil de midi; là qu'il se couche à terre à l'ombre
seule de son cheval; là qu'il dort dans le sable brûlant ou sous la bise froide des nuits; là qu'il vit de plantes
sauvages et d'eau saumâtre; là qu'il s'habitue à tous les ennuis des solitudes, à ce rôle de Musulman si délicat au
milieu de populations si défiantes; à ce rôle qu'un mot peut trahir et dans lequel sa tête était l'enjeu de tous les
jours.
58
Saint-Martin_II_1845_85-86: La classe des voyages au Levant nous offre, pendant la méme période, une suite
de noms extrêmement recommandables. Pour nous en tenir aux plus notables, les Anglais Sandys, Smith,
Wheler, Maundrell, et nos compatriotes Deshayes, Du-Loir y dřArvieux, Des Mousseaux, Petis de la Croix et
Spon, ont donné, dans le cours du dix-septième siècle, d'excellentes observations et de savantes recherches de
géographie et d'antiquités sur quelques parties dé lřAsie Mineure, sur les îles de la Méditerranée orientale et sur
la Syrie. / Une autre classe de voyageurs que lřon pourrait nommer les touristes de lřAsie, comme ces derniers
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sont les touristes du Levant, nous reste encore à mentionner. Ceux-là, en effet, se mettent en route pour les
contrées de l'Orient, généralement sans autre but que de visiter des peuples nouveaux pour eux, d'en observer les
mœurs et les usages, et de voir en passant ce qu'il y a de curieux dans chaque pays. Ces odyssées ont
habituellement pour théâtre lřAsie-Mineure, la Syrie, la Perse, quelquefois l'Inde; et bien que les résultats n'en
soient pas d'une bien grande importance pour l'avancement des connais- sances géographiques, ils ne sont
pourtant pas toujours dénués d'intérêt. L'Antiquité ne connut pas ces courses de pure fantaisie, que des rapports
faciles et devenus habituels de pays à pays peuvent seuls provoquer et rendre fréquentes. L'époque
immédiatement antérieure au dix-septième siècle en compte déjà quelques-unes, parmi lesquelles nous en avons
cité une remarquable, celle de Lodovico Barthema; mais c'est dans la période où nous sommes qu'elles se sont
multipliées. Les noms du Romain Pietro della Valle, des Anglais Herbert et Fryer, de nos compatriotes
Tavernier, la Boullaye le Gouz et Jean Thévenot, qu'il ne faut pas confondre, ainsi qu'on lřa fait souvent, avec
son oncle Melchisedech, auteur d'une curieuse Collection de Voyages; enfin, ceux du Néerlandais Struys, de son
compatriote Bruyn et du Napolitain Gemelli Carreri, lequel n'a peut-être pas visité tous les pays qu'il décrit,
mais qui en a certainement parcouru un grand nombre, tous ces noms, dont nous aurions pu étendre la liste, ont
eu et conservent encore une certaine célébrité. Nul d'entre eux n'occupe une place marquante dans l'histoire
géographique de l'Asie au dix-septième siècle; et cependant on ne pourrait les en effacer sans y laisser une
lacune.
59
Saint-Martin_II_1845_133: Depuis l'époque des voyages de Seetzen, de Burckhardt et de Buckingham, l'un
des principaux que nous ayons à citer pour la Syrie est celui d'un Anglais, M. George Robinson. De 1829 à
1832, M. Robinson parcourut en observateur inâtrnit les rives de la mer Morte, le bassin supérieur du Jourdain,
les plaines de Damas, les gorges du Liban et les environs de Haleb. Ses descriptions attachent et ses remarques
instruisent: Un voyageur américain du même nom, le Dr E. Robinson, a visité plus tard (1838), ainsi que le
révérend Éli Smith, son compatriote, le pourtour de la mer Morte et le pays qui s'étend de là au sud vers la tête
du golfe Arabique. Les recherches du Dr Robinson, quoique principalement dirigées vers lřéciaircissement de la
géographie biblique, n'ont pas été inuliles à l'avancement de la géographie naturelle, étoiles ont été jugées dignes
par la Société Géographique de Londres d'une des médailles qu'elle accorde aux auteurs des découvertes ou des
travaux géographiquesles plus notables. On doit aussi à différents missionnaires de la communion romaine,
répandus parmi les peuples des druzes et maronites du Liban, plus d'une intéressante notice sur le pays et les
peuples au milieu desquels ils vivent. La même contrée, ainsi que les.ruines célèbres de Tadmor, ont été l'objet
dřune bonne relation de M. le comte de Caraman; et dřun jeune savant, M. Émile Botta, qui a parcouru
récemment tout le sud- ouest de l'Asie depuis le fond do l'Arabie jusqu'aux rives du Tigre, où déjà nous avons
cité ses belles découvertes archéologiques, a donné une remarquable étude sur la géologie du Liban. Il faut
encore mentionner, parmi les intéressants travaux de géographie, d'archéologie et d'ethnologie dont la haute
Syrie a été l'objet, les communications faites en 1841 à une société savante de Berlin par M. Wildenbruch,
consul prussien à Baïrout.
60
Saint-Martin_III_1845_202: De même qu'au seizième siècle avec Postel, Gyllius et Belon, de même qu'au
dix-septième avec Des Monceaux, et au dix-huitième avec Tournefort et Paul Lucas, c'est à la France encore
qu'appartient l'inauguration de cette brillante période scientifique des explorations de lřAsie-Mineure au dixneuvième siècle. Un écrivain français, lřauteur de lřHistoire des Croisades, a droit d'en revendiquer l'initiative,
sinon pour lřexécution, au moins pour la pensée première. M. Michaud, lorsqu'il travaillait à cette grande
composition historique, avait plus d'une fois reconnu combien ce défaut de connaissances positives sur la
géographie actuelle des pays parcourus par les armées croisées, laisse souvent d'obscurités dans certaines parties
de nos vieilles chroniques de guerres saintes. Le projet d'une expédition scientifique destinée à explorer l'Asie
Mineure et la Syrie fut élarboré à ce point de vue vers 1829, et favorablement accueilli par le ministre qui
dirigeait alors le département des Affaires Étrangères. L'expédition proposée par M. Michaud fut décidée. Deux
jeunes officiers du corps des ingénieurs-géographes, tout deux élèves de l'École Polytechnique, MM. Callier et
Stamaty furent chargés de toute la partie scientifique et géographique. M. Michaud se réserva la partie
descriptive, et s'adjoignit pour ce voyage un jeune homme plein d'instruction, M. Poujoulat. La petite caravane
partit de Toulon dans les derniers jours de mai 1830. Devant eux se déployait le ciel pur de la Grèce et de
l'Orient; mais derrière eux lřhorizon restait chargé de sombres nuages, précurseurs de la tempête politique qui ne
tarda pas à éclater. La catastrophe de 1830, et la longue agitation qui en fut la suite, en détournant du voyage de
M. Michaud et de ses compagnons l'attention du pouvoir, durent nuire au développement ultérieur des
recherches projetées, et plus encore à leur élaboration et à leur publication. Telle est sans nul doute la cause de
peu de fruit que la géographie de l'Asie-Mineure a retiré d'une expédition qui nřavait pas laissé d'être riche en
observations et en découvertes.
61
Saint-Martin_III_1845_210: M. Callier eut alors à suivre seul ces explorations pénibles qui devaient encore
l'occuper trois années entières. Sou dessein était de parcourir la Syrie supérieure, la Cilicie orientale et le sud de
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la Cappadoce. Il se dirigea vers Antioche, visita la plaine où Zénobie, la reine de Palmyre, fut vaincue par
Aurélien, et vint étudier les ruines de Séleucie, non loin de lřembouchure de lřOronte. Se dirigeant de là vers le
Nord, il franchit plusieurs contre-forts du mont Rhosus, vit les ruines de Pagrae, au débouché oriental d'une des
passes de la montagne, et celles à Alexandria ad Issum sur les bords de la mer; puis contournant le fond du golfe
auquel la moderne Skanderaun a donné son nom, étudiant la topographie des montagnes qui serrent ici la côte.
62
Saint-Martin_II_1845_96-97: le célèbre Volney, en qui les regrettables écarts de ce qu'on nommait alors
l'esprit philosophique ne doivent faire oublier ni les rares qualités du profond érudit, ni celles du voyageur
savant, a parcouru, de 1780 à 1785, l'Egypte et la Syrie, et laissé dans sa précieuse relation non-seulement un
excellent tableau de ces deux pays, mais encore un modèle que ne sauraient trop méditer ceux qui se proposent
de visiter les contrées étrangères.
63
PEF_Committee_1873_14, from the original prospectus of 1865: Even to a casual traveller in the Holy Land
the Bible becomes, in its form, and therefore to some extent in its substance, a new book. Many an allusion
which hitherto had no meaning, or had lain unnoticed, starts into prominence and throws a light over a whole
passage. It is not to be expected that the modes of life and manners of the ancient Israelites will be revealed by
any discovery of monuments in the same fulness that those of the Egyptians and Assyrians have been. But, still,
information of value cannot fail to be obtained in the process.
64
Thomson_1886_1: Palestine, both east and west of the Jordan, may be fairly regarded as the divinely prepared
tablet whereon God's messages to men have been graven in ever-living characters. This fact invests even the
geography and topography of the Holy Land with special importance.
65
Bliss_1907_ix: To those acquainted with Röhricht's Bibliotheca Geographica Palaestina, with its 3,515 names
of writers on the Holy Land, from a.d. 333 to 1878 ŕ writers who were for the most part actual travellers ŕ we
need not say that we have attempted no comprehensive bibliography.
66
Laborde_1836_x-xvi for table by translator, showing prophecy, and then its fulfillment by citing some
travellerřs account.
67
Laborde_1836_x: The coincidence found to exist between what the prophets foretold, and travellers and
historians have witnessed or recorded, as to the condition of Edom, is still more decisive as to the origin of those
terrible denunciations. Let the words of the prediction be compared with the reports of those who have borne
testimony to its fulfilment.
68
G.H_1852_64: It is not my intention here to describe more minutely the ruins of Amman, but I cannot avoid
recalling to the mind of my reader how perfectly the fate of Rabbah and of the Ammonites is in accordance with
the prophecies of the sacred historians. Indeed every step which a traveller advances in that devoted land is
confirmative of the truth of the Bible history. / The ruins of its ancient cities attest its recorded power and
population; its hills clothed with forests, and its valleys with the richest pasture, prove the productiveness of its
soil, and that it would still abound in corn, and flow with milk, and oil, and wine, was not the curse of God still
upon it.
69
Tristram_1865_viii: In the hope that this humble contribution to our knowledge of sacred scenes may conduce
in some degree, however slight, to the elucidation or illustration of Holy Writ, and in the firm conviction that
every investigation of even the minor details of the topography and the natural character and features of the land
has tended to corroborate the minute accuracy of the Inspired Record, and to confirm our faith in its divine
origin, these pages are committed to the press; not without a deep sense of gratitude to the Divine Providence
which enabled us to complete our journey in health and safety; and an earnest prayer that God may prosper this
and every attempt to illustrate His Holy Word.
70
Tristram_1865_613 Damascus: Under the guidance of the Consular cavasse we visited the great cathedral, in
"the street that is called Straight," and several of the mosques. The great mosque, once the Christian cathedral,
and in yet earlier ages a heathen temple, is a noble structure, though, of course, without the interest or the
splendour of the Mosque of Omar. We looked in at one magnificent portal, over which still remains engraven
the inscription in Greek, "Thy kingdom, Christ, is an everlasting kingdom, and Thy dominion endureth
throughout all generations." There stand the words, unread by the Moslem. We will take them as a silent
prophecy that the day is coming when this dark land shall be Christřs once more, and He shall reign for ever and
ever. Even so, come, Lord Jesus!
71
Beke_1862_76: The excursion into Syria, from which I have recently returned, was undertaken for the
purpose of verifying the position of Harran (Haran, or Charran), in Padan-Aram, mentioned in the Book of
Genesis and in the Acts of the Apostles.
72
Stanley_1856_xviii-xix: The continuous existence of Damascus and Sidon, the existing ruins of Ascalon,
Petra, and Tyre, showing the revival of those cities long after the extinction of the powers which they once
represented, are standing monuments of a most important truth, namely that the warnings delivered by Ŗholy
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men of oldŗ were aimed not against stocks and stones, but then, as always, against living souls and sins, whether
of men or of nations.
73
Porter_1882_iv, writing in 1865: During all my journeys the BIBLE was my constant companion. I read its
prophecies, as well as its history, amid the scenes to which they refer. I could not shut my eyes to the graphic
details of the Record, nor to the ruin and desolations of the land; and I could not resist the conclusions which a
careful comparison forced upon me … I have in all cases attempted to exhibit two pictures, ŕ one of the
country, as seen by myself; another as sketched by the Hebrew prophets.
74
Bouchier_1916_137 Tyre: The piratical attacks of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries at length fulfilled
the words of the Hebrew prophet. The inhabitants were carried away into slavery, and the buildings became
quarries for other coast towns.
75
Gallois_1907_6: Nous nous croyons quelque peu autorisés à faire cette étude d'ensemble par suite de divers
voyages accomplis en cette contrée, que nous avons parcourue pendant de longs mois, En assumant cette tâche,
sans la moindre prétention, cela va sans dire, nous ne faisons que poursuivre l'oeuvre de vulgarisation à laquelle
nous nous sommes voués depuis des années; et nous ne cherchons d'autre satisfaction que celle pouvant
consister en l'accomplissement d'un devoir social.
76
Osborn_1877_5-6: No better method of improving arid interesting a class in college, school, seminary, or in
private, can be adopted than that which conveys Scriptural truths in a series of instructions, beginning with the
first geographical name, and continuing through all, with the historical, local, and religious interests associated
with the main cities, mountains, waters, etc., of the Bible; and the author has attempted to aid the parent,
teacher, and preacher by suggesting Lessons and Illustrations, which may be derived from the histories of towns,
etc., whose list we have in this work. Where Lessons, or Illustrations, are not plain, always turnto the passages
referred to, and the desired explanation will be found. [and he often adds lessons, e.g. cf. Tyre, below. If this is
descriptive geography…]
77
Buckingham_1855_I_50: One of the earliest recollections of my youth, is that of the intense admiration with
which I used to dwell on a series of engravings of the ruins of Baalbeck and Palmyra, which adorned the folding
screen of a neighbouring lady, Mrs. Lang, at whose house we were frequent visitors; and the equal enthusiasm
with which I would pore for hours at a time over the plates of Calmetřs Dictionary of the Bible, giving views of
Jerusalem and the Holy Places of Palestine, longing to visit such scenes, and see them with my own eyes, but
not venturing so far as to hope that this could ever be my happy lot; and this, coupled with my desire to follow
the ships that left the harbour through all the length of their voyages, only strengthened this early passion for
travel into distant and foreign lands.
78
Allen_1855_II_5: In the East the natives are very forbearing to the overbearing manner of Englishmen;
especially of those on their first essay in travelling, hot with an overweening conviction of the superiority of
everything English in general, and of their own importance in particular.
79
G.H._1852_28-29: The truth is, that Mahomet, like all the leading charlatans of the European, as well as of
the Oriental world, political as well as religious, has had the cunning to discern that the Christian revelation
contains a system of morality and of order infinitely superior to all the boasted ethics of the heathen or of infidel
philosophy. Thus, the Koran, by combining religion and civil law in the same code, ŕ its borrowed precepts of
Christian morality are enforced by the authority of Oriental despotism.
80
Turner_1820_II_129 at Nazareth: I have made a rule to write nothing at present of the scriptural history of the
places I shall see in the Holy Land; but to leave it to be described at some future opportunity, when I shall have
more time than travelling affords me. There is no fear of my losing the interest which it excites on the spot; for,
if I had read the Bible from piety as often and as attentively as I have within the last two months for information,
I should be no unfit candidate for a bishoprick. Indeed, I genially carry the Bible in my hand, and read the
history of the places as I visit them.
81
Potter_1877_248: the question may very naturally be asked, ŖIs it, after all, worth while to visit the Holy
Land?ŗ In other words, is not very much of what one sees in Palestine so painful and disillusionizing (if I may
coin such a word) as to make it at least doubtful whether it is not wiser to stay away? It is something
undoubtedly to have a more exact and minute knowledge of the land hallowed by the footsteps of patriarchs and
prophets, and most of all, by those of the Master and His Apostles; but is it not something more to be able to
preserve our ideal Holy Land unspoiled by any rude disclosures of a degenerate age and people?
82
Potter_1877_251: I find that everything in Palestine that at all shocked me, or jarred upon my sense of
reverence, has, somehow, faded out of my memory, while Olivet, and Bethany, and the hill-sides of Bethlehem
are to-day a living vision of luminous and beautiful reality.
83
Harman_1873_vii: I had for years cherished an intense desire to visit Europe, and especially Palestine,
consecrated by the presence and labors of the Prophets, of Christ, and of his Apostles. Without visiting Europe
and the Orient, I felt that my education was incomplete, that there was a vacuum that must be filled up.
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Harman_1873_213: The people of Palestine live in towns and villages only, like ants in heaps. You never see
any isolated houses. The inhabitants cultivate the country around. This was doubtless the usage in the time of
Christ: hence the expression in the parable of the sower, ŖA sower went forth to sow.ŗ
85
Jahn_1823_iv: One of the greatest difficulties in interpreting the Scriptures, will be found, it is apprehended,
in the want of facility in throwing one's self back into the age, in which the writers lived, and into the situation
of those, for whom they wrote. To remove this difficulty in some degree, as the reader will observe by
consulting the second section, is one of the prominent objects of the present Work. It is thought, that the object
will be found to be, in a good measure, secured, and that the person, who has carefully studied it, will no longer
find himself at a loss in forming a conception of the once splendid scenery of Judea, nor in understanding and
estimating the nature and the worth of the domestick, religious, and civil practices and institutions of its
inhabitants.
86
Jahn_1823_2 the sources of biblical archaeology: I. The Scriptures; which are very weighty, because they are
in fact the testimony of the people themselves in regard to events and customs, in which they were the agents. /
II. Ancient Monuments. These are in a manner living testimonies. Ŕ then coins, inscriptions, authors.
87
Conder_1891_252-262, and 262-263 for OT and NT sites identified.
88
DřEstourmel_I_1844_339 approaching Nazareth: A dater de ce jour, je commençai à voyager la Bible à la
main: elle devint mon guide.
89
Macbrair_1839_94B Beirut environs, complaining about the roads: several passages of scripture came to my
mind, as being here finely illustrated.
90
Herschell_1845_1: There are already so many journals of travels in Palestine, as well as more elaborate and
valuable works illustrative of scripture history and customs, that I at first determined to confine myself to a few
observations on the state of my brethren, the Jews, unconnected with any personal narrative, or notice of the
country of my fathers. But when I consider that all these works are beyond the reach of the poor of Christ's
flock, and that many of the middle class, also, have not leisure to peruse them, I feel it right, for their sakes, to
mention something about those places that are interesting to every one who loves the word of God.
91
Kelly_1844_161: I have heard, says Lord Francis Egerton, of an instance, in which a traveller was
commenting on the passage of Scripture, where the healed paralytic takes up his bed, and explaining that the bed
was, probably, nothing more than the carpet or light mattress still in use in Eastern countries. The explanation
was unfortunately addressed to a worthy person whose ideas of a bed were inseparably connected with the fourpost appliance and its appendages used in England, and who considered that the force of the miracle lay not in
the cure of the invalid, but in the exertion of his recovered strength. The traveller was considered as an infidel,
or at least a rationalist, and was answered triumphantly, ŖWe believe our Bible.ŗ
92
PEF_1889_16-17 for the Fundřs original prospectus: No country should be of so much interest to us as that in
which the documents of our Faith were written, and the momentous events they describe enacted. At the same
time no country more urgently requires illustration. The face of the landscape, the climate, the productions, the
manners, dress, and modes of life of its inhabitants, differ in so many material respects from those of the
western world, that without an accurate knowledge of them it is not too much to say that the outward form and
complexion of the events and much of the significance of the records must remain more or less obscure. Even to
a casual traveller in the Holy Land the Bible becomes, in its form, and therefore to some extent in its substance,
a new book. Many an allusion which hitherto had no meaning, or had lain unnoticed, starts into prominence and
throws a light over a whole passage. It is not to be expected that the modes of life and manners of the ancient
Israelites will be revealed by any discovery of monuments in the same fulness that those of the Egyptians and
Assyrians have been. But still, information of value cannot fail to be obtained in the process. Much would be
gained by obtaining an accurate map of the country; by settling disputed points of topography; by identifying
ancient towns of Holy Writ with the modern villages which are their successors; by bringing to light the remains
of so many races and generations which must lie concealed under the accumulation of rubbish and ruins on
which those villages stand; by ascertaining the course of the ancient roads; by the discovery of coins,
inscriptions, and other relics ŕ in short, by doing at leisure and systematically that which has hitherto been
entirely neglected, or done only in a fragmentary manner by the occasional unassisted efforts of hurried and
inexperienced travellers. Who can doubt that if the same intelligence, zeal, knowledge, and outlay were applied
to the exploration of Palestine that have recently been brought to bear on Halicarnassus, Carthage, Cyrene ŕ
places without a single sacred association and with little bearing on the Bible ŕ the result would be a great
accession to our knowledge of the successive inhabitants of Syria ŕ Canaanite, Israelite, Roman? [Then details
of areas to be covered: archaeology, manners and customs, topography, geology, natural sciences.]
93
Graham_1858_262: I am now more than ever convinced that among the evidences of the truth of Scripture,
there are few stronger than those ŕ undesigned ŕ coincidences which arise out of the examination of the
topography. Before the present century little was known of these countries; but now each few years some
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researches bring to light more and more facts connected with the early history of the places with which we are
so much concerned in Holy Writ. And we may be quite sure that every certain extension of our knowledge in
this respect will afford us additional conviction of the scrupulous accuracy of the Holy Scriptures. At the same
time such knowledge is not to be attained without some difficulty and risk, but I think that one may well be
justified in incurring these, where there is a hope of such important and valuable results being attained.
94
Laborde_1836_331: One remark especially, which occurs to the reader, and which is the more striking as it
results from all our researches in the East, is the slightness of the difference, or rather the resemblance, the
perfect conformity, that exists between all the details of that period, and those of our own time. The visits to the
chiefs of the country, the preparations for departure, the inconveniences of the journey, and a thousand other
points of similarity, demonstrate the stationary nature of the usages and habits which form the general character
of the East. It is to this period that the Arabian authors belong, and the diversified notions to be found in their
descriptions, which in point of extent surpass the narratives of the most enterprising travellers. Such were the
sources from which we derived our knowledge of Arabia Petraea, until it was visited by Seetzen, Niebuhr,
Burckhardt, Volney, and Messrs. Banks, Irby and Mangles, to whose works I have already referred.
95
AMS_III_1867_368-369: J'avais été souvent frappé, durant les travaux auxquels je me suis déjà livré sur
l'histoire du moyen âge chrétien en Syrie, de la pauvreté des renseignements recueillis jusqu'à ce jour sur la
géographie intérieure des principautés chrétiennes en Orient; et cependant plusieurs ouvrages d'un grand intérêt
historique, tels que le Code diplomatique de Sébastien Paoli, le Cartulaire du Saint-Sépulcre, publié par M. de
Rozières, de nombreuses chartes ou diplômes du temps, nous offrent des sources du plus grand intérêt,
auxquelles je me suis efforcé de puiser les éléments d'une identification avec les localités modernes, des villes,
forteresses et casaux mentionnés dans ces divers traités.
96
Conder_1887_280: I protest against the immorality of corrupting the native traditions, by relating to the
peasantry the theories of modern writers as authentic facts, for it destroys the last undoubted source of
information as to ancient topography. The confusion caused by Crusading and early Christian traditions which
have been engrafted in a precisely similar manner, forms already a most serious difficulty; and if in addition we
are to have modem foreign theories disseminated among the peasantry, identification will be impossible.
Throughout the course of the Survey, we never allowed the peasantry to suppose that we attached more value to
one name which they gave, than to another, and we never asked leading questions or gave them any information
as to ancient sites.
97
Williams_1849_4: It is our duty to guard as far as possible against the opposite extremes of credulity and
scepticism.
98
Thomas_1900_329: However unsuccessful the Crusaders may have been in attaining their chief object, they
have left numerous monuments of themselves in Palestine; the mind, tortured and wearied with perpetual
contradictions as to the traditional sites of Biblical places, gladly takes refuge in the contemplation of the more
trustworthy relics of their exploits.
99
Rogers_2011_146: The nagging uncertainties created by Modernism seemed soothed by the historical Ŗproofŗ
provided by pilgrimage narratives written by contemporaries. Protestants believed that one could not argue with
the stones and the hills of Palestine. They simply stood there as silent testimonialsŕirrefutable monuments to
Christian history. Protestant readers were also able to make a vicarious pilgrimage through narratives provided
by their ministers, who each created a somewhat personal Holy Land based upon subjective experience,
denominational emphases, and shared views.
100
Baedeker_1898_xiiB: Caution in the selection of companions is very necessary in a country where
arrangements once concluded are not easily altered, and where mutual confidence, congeniality, and forbearance
are qualities of the utmost importance. In conversation religious topics had better, as a rule, be avoided, as
expressions of opinion on these subjects too often lead to serious misunderstandings and even quarrels.
101
Guérin_1868_VI: Après avoir, depuis une quinzaine d'années, étudié, en Italie, en Grèce, en Asie Mineure,
en Egypte, en Tunisie et en Algérie, les principaux monuments et les vestiges les plus célèbres de l'antiquité
profane, j'ai été attiré comme invinciblement vers l'antiquité biblique, dont la Palestine possède les restes les
plus précieux.
102
Thomson_1886_239, in the higher regions of Lebanon: The manners and customs of the peasants and
farmers appear to have changed but little from very ancient times. The allusions to such matters in the Bible are
few and incidental; but we may infer from them, and from other circumstances, that the ordinary habitations of
the villagers, even at the beginning of our era, were no better than they are now, and the stall of the ox and the
manger were then, as now, in the house. There are no houses of that period standing at the present day in any of
the places frequented by our Lord in Galilee and the adjacent regions; but at the sites of some of those "cities"
mentioned by Josephus there are foundations which indicate very inferior habitations. As they must be those of
the largest and most substantial houses, the greater part, it would seem, were so small and ephemeral as to leave
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no trace behind. "Cities" of ten thousand inhabitants, according to his accounts, occupied sites where a modern
village of as many hundreds would scarcely find sufficient room.
103
Warburton_1848_xi: Immutability is the most striking characteristic of the East: from the ancient strife of
Cain and Abel, to the present struggle between the Crescent and the Cross, its people remain in their habits of
thought and action less changed than the countries they inhabit. The fertile Vale of Siddim has become the
coffin of the Dead Sea, and the barriers of the Nile have rolled down from Ethiopia to the Delta; but the
patriarch still Ŗsits at the door of his tent on the Plain of Mamréŗ and the Egyptian still cultivates his river-given
soil in the manner practised by the subjects of the Pharaohs. / Elsewhere we can but dimly discern the actors and
the scenery of the Elder World through the curtain of obscurity drawn over it by Time; but here, the Past is so
faithfully reflected in the Present, that the drama of ancient life seems never interrupted. While we look upon the
very scenes wherein Paradise was Lost and was Regained ŕ where the Pyramids and Karnac rose, and still
vindicate their early fame ŕ we find that scenery still peopled by the Ishmaelite: and the stranger still received
by Sheikhs of Abraham's fashion, who feast him on the fare that was set before the Angels.
104
Haussmann_de_Wandelburg_1883_1-2: Des ouvrages innombrables et de tout genre, bons ou mauvais,
pieux ou irréligieux, savants ou superficiels, véridiques ou mensongers, se succèdent d'âge en âge sans épuiser
la source qui semble intarissable; notre siècle surtout a recueilli et recueille chaque jour encore les intéressants
résultats des missions scientifiques accomplies en Syrie par les explorateurs anglais, français, allemands et
américains. C'est qu'en effet ces contrées, berceau de l'humanité, antique rendez-vous de tous les peuples, et
théâtre des plus augustes mystères, recèlent pour l'observateur, tant par la richesse de leur passé historique que
par l'immobilité séculaire de leurs moeurs et de leur physionomie, une mine inépuisable de trésors
archéologiques aussi précieux pour l'historien que pour le théologien; elles s'imposent en outre à l'attention
constante et croissante de l'Europe politique et religieuse par la trop célèbre ŖQuestion d'Orient,ŗ qui touche à
tous les intérêts vitaux de la société moderne, et qui renferme dans ses flancs tant d'espérances ou de menaces.
Voilà pourquoi le sujet semble inépuisable lui-même, et pourquoi les auteurs qui l'ont traité n'ont fait que frayer
la voie à leurs successeurs, chacun venant ajouter au fonds commun quelques nouvelles observations selon
l'époque ou le point de vue où il s'est placé. Si donc nous avons écrit ce livre, sur la demande de plusieurs
prêtres et religieux de nos amis, c'est, que nous étions à même d'apporter sur l'Orient ancien et moderne de
nouveaux aperçus, des notions nouvelles et utiles.
105
Addison_1838_ix-x: While in Europe every thing is changing, and old manners and customs are swept away
by the tide of innovation, the curious traveller will observe among these people the most wonderful and intact
preservation of ancient manners. He will see the Bedouin constant in all things - in habits and mode of living; as
in ages long since passed; so that on a close and attentive consideration of the characterics of this peculiar
people, and of their mode of life, he finds himself, as it were, carried back to the earliest ages of which we have
any record ŕto this time of the patriarchs ŕ and observes a faithful transcript of many customs described in the
Old Testament, and many copies of pastoral scenes there vividly depicted.
106
Graham_1858_242: But although no European element can be detected amongst the Muslems of Damascus,
yet amongst the higher classes you can perceive that a certain Turkish or Tartar element has crept in which takes
off a little from the perfect similarity which would otherwise subsist between the old Semites and the present
Semitic population of Syria. / Among the Druzes such is not the case, nor amongst the Arabs of the Desert.
These are totally unchanged. They have the same black tents, the same curtains to fence off the woman's portion
of the tent, the same period for crossing the great Desert, the same order of march, the same feuds, and even the
same arms and utensils that they had in their father Ishmael's day.
107
Conder_1889_273: From the day when the Church was first recognised by the empire, she seems, indeed, to
have made no progress in the East. The explorer who, with a knowledge of her history, visits the cathedrals and
monasteries of modern Syria, may imagine himself suddenly transported to the days of Chrysostom or of Saba.
The rites, the vestments, the church decorations, and the structure of the building itself, the dress, the beliefs, the
manners of the congregation, remain almost entirely unchanged.
108
Hamilton_1875_18: I was impressed by a remark made by our (Russian) Captain in the course of a
miscellaneous conversation, that people who go to the Holy Land are seldom very holy after accomplishing their
journey. This he explained by saying that one such trip did away with all the grandeur one was wont to associate
with the Holy Land, and that religious fervour soon subsided after witnessing the dirt and misery accumulated
there; ŕ a striking illustration of the poet's observation that it is distance which lends enchantment to the view.
109
Baedeker_1898_21 Jerusalem: Jerusalem, to most travellers, is a place of overwhelming interest, but, at first
sight, many will be sadly disappointed in the dirty modern town, with its crooked and badly paved lanes. It
would seem, at first, as though little were left of the ancient city of Zion and Moriah, the far-famed capital of the
Jewish empire. It is only by patiently penetrating beneath the modern crust of rubbish and decay, which shrouds
the sacred places from view, that the traveller will at length realise to himself a picture of the Jerusalem of
antiquity, and this will be the more vivid in proportion to the amount of previously acquired historical and
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topographical information at his command. The longer and the oftener he sojourns in Jerusalem, the greater will
be the interest with which its ruins will inspire him, though he will be obliged to confess that the degraded
aspect of the modern city, and its material and moral decline, form but a melancholy termination to the
stupendous scenes once enacted here. The combination of wild superstition with the merest formalism which
everywhere forces itself on our notice, and the fanaticism and jealous exclusiveness of the numerous religious
communities of Jerusalem form the chief modern characteristics of the city ŕ the Holy City, once the fountainhead from which the knowledge of the true God was wont to be vouchsafed to mankind, and which has
exercised the supremest influence on religious thought throughout the world. Jerusalem is, therefore, not at all a
town for amusement, for everything in it has a religious tinge, and from a religious point of view, the
impressions the traveller receives in Jerusalem are anything but pleasant. The native Christians of all sects are
by no means equal to their task, the bitter war which rages among them is carried on with very foul weapons,
and the contempt with which the orthodox Jews and Mohammedans look down on the Christians is only too
well deserved.
110
Pigeory_1854_327 Jerusalem, walking from the Scala Sancta: Oh! me disais-je, si la foi contemporaine,
appuyée sur la diplomatie, parvenait à affranchir la Judée comme tant de fois lřont délivrée jadis les armes
chrétiennes de l'Occident, quelle noble tâche ce serait pour les nations qui s'intitulent les filles de l'Église et pour
les artistes que celle de déblayer, de remettre dans son état primitif cette voie tracée par les sueurs et par le sang
du divin martyr! Quelles inspirations énergiques et sublimes ne puiseraient pas dans le spectacle de ces ruines,
les sculpteurs, les architectes, les peintres, s'il leur était donné de glorifier par leurs œuvres et sur les lieux
mêmes où elles ont été accomplies, les lamentables scènes du Chemin de la Croix!
111
Hoole_1975_637-638, Midshipman Anderson travelling 1837, Jerusalem: You see pedling Jews, beggars,
and Turks as in every other place and the sanctity of ones feelings is marred very much by the fatigue
necessarily incurred in getting there.
112
Poujade_1860_214-215: De Zebdani nous allâmes à Baalbek, visitant sur notre route un monument appelé la
Tombe de Noé, et gardé par un chérif ou descendant du prophète, en turban vert et couvert de haillons. C'est un
morceau de maçonnerie qui n'a aucun caractère d'antiquité, de dix mètres de long sur un de large, et recouvert
d'un drap vert, le tout surmonté d'une voûte ou coupole sous laquelle les voyageurs laissent passer la grande
chaleur du jour en prenant une tasse de café; mais la pipe ne peut se fumer qu'en dehors de la coupole. Ces
monuments sont fréquents en Syrie, et leur dimension indique, d'après lřexplication donnée par le gardien, la
taille gigantesque du Prophète. On en rencontre des deux côtés de la Bekaa; entre Beyrouth et Seyda se trouve
un monument semblable, sur le lieu où la baleine déposa Jonas; mais là, il n'y a que la coupole et point de
tombe, Jonas n'ayant pas été enterré sur les lieux comme Nebi-Nouah ou le prophète Noé. Ce sont partout des
musulmans, des descendants du Prophète qui ont la garde de ces marabouts et qui en marchandent rentrée aux
chrétiens ou aux Israélites. Ces traditions locales ne sont-elles pas de véritables commentaires de la Bible, ce
livre d'où sont sortis le judaïsme, le christianisme, lřislamisme, si profondément dissemblables dans leurs
conséquences, malgré leur point de départ commun?
113
Nugent_1846_II_189 on the way to Balbec: At the further end of Malekeh, and hardly separated from it, is
the Moslem village of Kerak, in which is what the inhabitants still venerate as the tomb of Noah. A large wely
covers the oblong space occupied by a stone trunk or sarcophagus, upwards of twenty feet long, which they hold
to have been the dimensions necessary for containing the body of the restorer of the human race.
114
Spencer_1857_258 on way to Jerusalem: The villages are also, in general, a collection of huts of recent
origin, and seldom connected with any interesting point in ancient or modern history. When, however, it may
chance that they relate in any wise to the facts of the Scriptures, I have endeavored to make accurate mention of
everything of a kind which I supposed would be worth your attention.
115
G.H._1852_vi: What a fresh and fertile field is here presented for the operations of our Christian
missionaries, as well as for the investigations of erudite travellers! How often has the author observed and
lamented the ardent aspirations, and the feeble performances of the former, lingering on Ŗthis side Jordan!ŗ
116
Saulcy_1853_I_53: A cette époque de 1'année [May 1818], Irby et Mangles eurent beaucoup à souffrir dans
le Rhor, de très-grosses mouches de cheval (sans doute des cestres ou taons), dont la venue, leur dit-on, fut une
plaie qui contribua puissamment à la destruction de Sodome et de Gomorrhe.
117
Butler_1930_23 at Tarba: Conditions here are still similar to those described in the Book of Job. Watchmen
are always on the housetops, ready to warn of any attempt by the desert Arabs to descend on the flocks. We
passed many times in the fertile valleys oxen ploughing, with the asses which had brought their yokes from the
village grazing in the grassy level which was fast being turned under by the plow.
118
Porter_1868_I_205 near Jerusalem: Descending from Scopus, our path winds through rocky glens and ovor
rocky ridges ŕ all bare, aud barren, and white. A few black goats here and there dot the slopes, and the barrel of
the shepherd's musket glitters amid the cliffs, as he runs down upon the strangers, calculating his chances of
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bakhshish. Troops of donkeys, too, are sometimes met, pattering along the tortuous path, their bells awakening
the echoes of the desert. Now the western traveller will see the primitive mode of transporting building-stones to
Jerusalem, where the limestone of the 'Anata quarries is greatly prized. Each donkey carries, slung over its back,
a couple of hewn stones; blocks of a larger size, when needed, are poised on the pack-saddles of camels. What a
change from those days of prosperity and power, when Solomon laid the foundations of his palace and temple
with Ŗcostly stones, even great stones; stones of 10 cubits, and stones of 8 cubitsŗ! (1 Kings vii. 10.)
119
Beke_1862_80-81: As the object of our journey was to visit the place where the Patriarch Jacob had for
twenty years kept the flocks of his father-in-law Laban, we could not but be struck by the sight of some large
flocks of sheep, with their lambs only a few days old … As Abraham's servant must have approached from
Damascus, which lies west of Harran, he would have met the women as they went out to draw water. We,
entering from the south, crossed their line of march.
120
Egerton_1841_Notice: The profits arising from the sale of this work are for the benefit of the "Ladiesř
Hibernian Female School Societyŗ which was formed in 1823, having, as its sole object, the temporal and
eternal interests of the female population of Ireland, by uniting a Scriptural education with those necessary arts
of domestic and humble life of which they were, at that time, almost universally ignorant. The Society's labours
have been much blessed. Many thousands of girls have, through its instrumentality, been fitted to fill the stations
allotted to them by Providence, with respectability; and have evidenced, by their consistent conduct, the value of
the Scriptural instruction received in the schools. The Society has 232 schools, containing 13,696 scholars; a
great proportion of whom are the children of Roman Catholics, who thankfully avail themselves of the
instruction afforded them in these Protestant schools.
121
G.H._1852_vii: The emissaries of the Papal Power in Syria are ever on the watch to purchase the Bibles
[from the Bible Society] which the missionaries distribute, or to beg them as a boon from their unsuspecting
hands, for the purpose of consigning them to the flames.
122
Hahn-Hahn_II_1845_127-128: The Protestant clergy do not approve that Protestants should place any faith
in the ancient tradition handed down by Roman Catholics; and they accordingly come with their theodolite, their
chronometer, barometer, and thermometer, and the whole learned apparatus of criticism ŕ always begin their
researches with the preconceived notion that they must meet with what is false, and they of course do meet with
much that is false, and more that is questionable; but whether they themselves arrive at the true and correct
decision, remains to be proved; and unless they can do so, and make all unquestionable and clear as the day, I do
not see what is to be gained by all this labour and disputation. / In this spirit Robinsonřs work on Palestine
seems to me to be written; it appeared about the same time as that of the missionary Eli Smith, on Palestine, and
caused a great sensation in Germany; but as yet I am acquainted only with that portion which relates to
Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre. Their way of treating the subject met with much approbation in speculative
Germany; and I have undertaken to give to the American missionaries at Jerusalem the pamphlet of a Protestant
clergyman who disputes the locality of the Holy Sepulchre without ever having been at the place! This I call true
German closet scholarship.
123
Guérin_1872_382: Un autre problème bien plus important encore, à mon sens, que les précédents, puisqu'il
intéresse non-seulement les archéologues, mais encore le monde chrétien tout entier, est celui qui touche à
l'authenticité du Saint-Sépulcre et du Calvaire. Cette authenticité, très-combattue par plusieurs savants au moyen
d'arguments qui pouvaient paraître plausibles autrefois, lorsque l'on ignorait le tracé véritable du troisième mur
d'enceinte, est, je crois, prouvée scientifiquement aujourd'hui, indépendamment de la continuité de la tradition
religieuse à ce sujet, par la découverte d'un nouveau tronçon du second mur d'enceinte, dont un premier
fragment avait déjà été trouvé, lors de mon voyage de 1863.
124
Andrews_1872_4: I had previously visited England, Ireland, Scotland, and France, being a delegate and
visitor to the World's Temperance Convention, to the Evangelical Alliance, and to other religious bodies. But I
could not be satisfied short of seeing the hallowed places, and of treading in the very footsteps of Christ and the
Bible worthies. So I went, saw, felt, spoke, wrote, preached, and prayed, and have ever thanked God for this
unspeakable privilege. I have returned, I trust, a wiser, richer, better, and happier man, and a more efficient
Evangelist. To God be all and endless praise.
125
Spencer_1857_v-vi: The interest of Christian people in the land of the Bible is, and must continue to be,
unabated; for wherever the Holy Scriptures are read and freely circulated, as in our highly favored land, there
will there be found to exist an ever present desire to know all that can be known of these sacred localities where
our Lord and Saviour, in the days of his flesh, tabernacled among men. And hence, in a work such as the present
claims to be, there is to the reader not only the interest which every book of travels offers, but also the further
and more sacred interest in everything which can help to illustrate and make more plain the language, customs,
allusions, and history of the Bible.
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Fuller_1829_279 Damascus: Of Greek and Roman antiquity there is not a vestige at Damascus, unless it be
the great mosque, which was probably built under the Lower Empire. Of the Christian history several memorials
remain: in the garden of a small house belonging to a Turk is a grotto which passes for the house of Ananias; at
a little distance from the eastern gate of the city is a spot which is pointed out as the scene of St. Paul's
conversion; and a window in a tower in the eastern wall is said to be that from which he was let down in a
basket and made his escape; although a lion and fleur-de-lis, which surmount the arch, may seem to refer its
construction to the romantic rather than the apostolic age.
127
Sayce_1865_3: The same spirit of scepticism which had rejected the early legends of Greece and Rome had
laid its hands also on the Old Testament, and had determined that the sacred histories themselves were but a
collection of myths and fables. But suddenly, as with the wand of a magician, the ancient eastern world has been
reawakened to life by the spade of the explorer and the patient skill of the decipherer, and we now find ourselves
in the presence of monuments which bear the names or recount the deeds of the heroes of Scripture.
128
Guérin_1872_384: Que si, en effet, les sanctuaires de Jérusalem peuvent être partagés en trois catégories
différentes, les uns étant vrais, les autres douteux et les troisièmes apocryphes, et si cette distinction doit être
faite avec une respectueuse indépendance d'esprit qui ne se laisse aveugler ni par un scepticisme superbe, ni par
une foi naïve et peu éclairée, il y a néanmoins dans cette ville deux sanctuaires principaux qui me semblent
maintenant plus que jamais, en vertu des découvertes récentes de l'archéologie et de l'étude plus complète et plus
scrupuleuse des trois enceintes, s'élever triomphalement au-dessus de toute critique, ce sont le Saint-Sépulcre et
le Calvaire. Là tous les esprits de bonne foi qui ne cherchent que la vérité doivent se réunir dans une même
affirmation; là doivent se donner fraternellement la main la science et la religion.
129
John_of_Würzburg_1890_63, travelling 1160-70: Outside of Tyre is the large marble stone upon which Jesus
sat, which remained uninjured from the time of Christ to that of the driving out of the heathen from the city, but
was afterwards broken by the Franks and Venetians.
130
Fabri_1896_II.2_1893_435 (c.1480-1483), Gaza: So we went down a long street, and within the city came to
a wide space, on one side of which we saw the ruins of a great house or palace, a vast heap of broken walls.
These are believed to be the ruins of an exceeding ancient temple of Dagon, which Samson threw down by
breaking the middle pillars on which it stood, and killed himself, together with the lords of the Philistines, and
with much people, as may be read at length in Judg. xvi. Among the ruins of the walls we saw two marble
pillars, exceeding great, of a gray colour, which once supported the whole building; it was by breaking these that
Samson overthrew the temple and laid low his enemies.
131
Goujon_1670_296 Gaza: Lřon void encore quelque ruine du Chasteau que Sanson ebranla en secouant ces
deux colomnes qui le soustenaient.
132
Thevenot_1689_569 Gaza: On voit à Gaza, proche du Château, derrière le cimetière où nous étions campez,
le lieu où étoit le Palais des Philistins, que Samson fit crouler, écrasant avec lui tous ceux qui étaient dedans. Ce
n'est plus qu'un monceau de terre.
133
Conder_1889_255-256: In the third century also the Ghassan monarchs founded the Monastery of Job in the
Hauran, where an ancient menhir was shown as the stone against which Job rubbed himself. This became a
famous place of pilgrimage a century later, and the stone is still preserved.
134
Conder_1889_265 Jewish superstitions: The Mishnah contains hints concerning the peasant Paganism of the
country in the second century, which apparently survived even among the Jews themselves, though condemned
by the Sanhedrin. The Markulim (or Mercury) was a menhir, before which a rude altar was erected, on which
(and sometimes on the menhir itself) small offerings were laid. Such monuments are still traceable, one at Deir
Ghazaleh on Gilboa, one recently found in the Hauran. The Margamah was a Ŗheapŗ of stones sometimes under
a sacred tree, and the cultus consisted in throwing a stone on the heap in memory of a visit to the tree.
135
Aramon_1887_113, travelling 1549, approaching Damascus: Et vismes sur le chemin, prés d'un carvanssera
qui est une hostellerie à la turquesque, la cisterne où fut jette Joseph par ses frères, joignant laquelle y a un
oratoire où son père le venoit plorer.
136
Aramon_1887_113, travelling 1549, Pont de Jacob: nous passasmes sur le pont de Jacob soubz lequel passe
le Jourdain, et prés dudict pont, y a encore quelques vestiges de la maison dudict Jacob. Footnoted as follows:
Le puits de Joseph (Djoubb Youssout) est à trois heures de marche du pont des filles de Jacob. Le khan dont
parle Chesneau est bâti sur une éminence; il a été, comme presque tous les édifices d'utilité publique, rebâti par
le sultan Beybars, après ses victoires sur les Latins. La mosquée dont parle Chesneau est aujourd'hui en ruines.
La tradition qui place dans cette plaine la fosse où Joseph aurait été jeté est très contestée par les auteurs
musulmans.
137
Varthema_1863_7 Tripoli and Aleppo, travelling 1503-1508: I did not see anything there [at Beirut] worthy
to be recorded, excepting an ancient building, which, they say, was inhabited by the daughter of the king when
the dragon wanted to devour her, and where St. George killed the said dragon. This ancient building is all in
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ruins; and I departed thence, and proceeded in the direction of Tripoli in Syria, which is two days' journey
towards the east. This Tripoli is subject to the Grand Sultan, and all are Muhammedans, and the said city
abounds in everything. And I departed thence and went to Aleppo, which is eight days' journey inland, which
said Aleppo is a very beautiful city, and is under the Grand Sultan of Cairo, and is the mart [scala] of Turkey
and Syria, and they are all Muhammedans. It is a country of very great traffic in merchandize, and particularly
with the Persians and Azamini, who come as far as there.
138
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_252 Damascus: Our guide afterwards brought us on the Jerusalem road,
where we saw some fragments of pillars half buried in the earth. This he said was to keep up the memory of the
vision St. Paul had on this road; but herein I believe he was greatly mistaken; for, at a small distance, we found
several burial-places, to which these pillars probably might have belonged; for, according to the common
tradition of European divines, the place where St. Paul had his vision, was about fifty paces nearer the city.
139
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_265 Damasucs to Balbec: On our coming among the mountains, we saw a
small ruined building, having near it a pillar, said to be the grave of Abel, and the spot where he was slain by his
brother.
140
Lithgow_1632_223 Tyre, the Moores bring him Sampsonřs Pillar: To whom I answered, that Sampson dyed
at Azath … And I think the auncient Tyrians, sayd I, could not transport that Pillar so far hither: But they the
more constantly affirmed it.
141
Lusignan_1783_199-200 Ashdod: The town is about a mile and a half in circumference, and has in it a
mosque, a public bath, a market-place, and two inns. The number of the inhabitants is between two and three
thousand. The most remarkable things in this place, is an old structure with fine marble pillars, which the
inhabitants say was the house that Sampson pulled down; and to the south east, just out of the town, the water in
which the eunuch Candakys was baptized by the apostle Philip. Besides these two, there are several ancient
builds ings, with capitals and pillars standing; westward of this place about three miles, was Ascalon, of which
very little is now to be seen, except the remains of some walls scattered about the place.
142
Saulcy_1853_I_73: Nous avons vu que la limite des ruines d'Esdoum s'est montrée à nous à trois heures onze
minutes; nous touchons aux ruines de Zoar ou Segor, à trois heures trente minutes: ce sont par suite dix-neuf
minutes que nous avons mises à parcourir 1'intervalle qui sépare ces deux localites, c'est-à-dire un peu moins de
deux kilomètres. C'est done avec toute raison que j'ai déclaré plus haut, que la situation relative des ruines de
Sodome et de Zoar, rendait parfaitement compte de toutes les circonstances du récit que la Bible nous donne, de
la fuite de Loth, fuite qui dut s'accomplir dans le temps écoulé entre l'aube et le lever du soleil.
143
Veryard_1701_323 Tyre: The pitiful and desolate State of this City gave us a good Lesson of the instability
of things here below, and I could not forbear to cry out with the Prophet Isaiah, Ch. 23 … / The ancient
Splendor of that proud City is reduced to a confusřd heap of Rubbish.
144
Maundrell_1836_81-82, travelling 1697, Tyre: This city, standing in the sea upon a peninsula, promises at a
distance something very magnificent. But when you come to it you find no similitude of that glory, for which it
was so renowned in ancient times, and which the prophet Ezekiel describes, chap. xxvi. xxvii. xxviii. / On the
north side it has an old Turkish ungarrisoned castle: besides which you see nothing here, but a mere Babel of
broken walls, pillars, vaults, &c. there being not so much as one entire house left. Its present inhabitants are only
a few poor wretches, harboring themselves in the vaults, and subsisting chiefly upon fishing; who seem to be
preserved in this place by Divine Providence, as a visible argument, how God has fulfilled his word concerning
Tyre, viz. That it should be as the top of a rock, a place for fishers to dry their nets on. Ezek. xxvi. 14.
145
Buckingham_1822_II_147-148 Jerash: The circular colonnade, the avenues of Corinthian pillars forming the
grand street, the southern gate of entrance, the naumachia, and the triumphal arch beyond it, the theatres, the
temples, the aqueducts, the baths, and all the assemblage of noble buildings which presented their vestiges to the
view from hence, seemed to indicate a city built only for luxury, for splendour, and for pleasure; although it was
a mere colonial town in a foreign province, distant from the capital of the great empire to which it belonged, and
scarcely known either in sacred or profane history.
146
Munk_1845_1 Palestine: Dès notre première jeunesse, notre imagination, nourrie des traditions sacrées des
Hébreux, aime à se transporter sur ces hauteurs où jadis dans chaque écho les âmes pieuses entendirent la voix
de Dieu, où chaque pierre est un symbole de la révélation divine chaque ruine un monument de la colère céleste.
Le flambeau sacré qui éclairait le sanctuaire de Sion a répandu ses clartés sur les peuples de la terre Jérusalem
fut la première chaire des apôtres, et c'est dans la religion de Moïse, dans celle de Jésus, que Mahomet vint
chercher ses inspirations. Les sectateurs des trois régions se tournent vers ces ruines de deux mille ans avec des
sen. timents de vénération; tous y cherchent des consolations, les uns par les souvenirs, les autres par
l'espérance; le Turc qui écrase sous son joug les faibles restes des anciens dominateurs, le Bédouin qui établit sa
tente dans les pleines désertes, jadis bénies du ciel, foulent avec un pieux respect les tombeaux des prophètes.
Ceux-là même dont les croyances se sont effacées devant l'esprit sceptique du siècle aiment encore à chercher
dans la Palestine des impressions poétiques.
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Martin_1883_113 Tyre: Tyre is a monument of prophecy; one of the strong proofs of the truths of the Bible.
There lie all round it the evidence of its former grandeur, and its spark of life only shows its complete decay.
Fallen columns are to be seen, some on land, some in the sea, which establish the idea of its former wealth and
magnificence.
148
Porter_1882_54B, writing in 1865: Every view we got in Bashan was an ocular demonstration of the literal
fulfilment of the curse pronounced on the land by Moses, more than three thousand years ago: "If ye will not
hearken unto me, and will not do all these commandments … I will scatter you among the heathen; and your
land shall be desolate, and your cities waste" (Lev. xxvi. 14, 33).
149
Shaw_1808_I_xxx: Every heap of ruins points out to us the weakness and instability of all human art and
contrivance, reminding us further of the many thousands that lie buried below them, which are now lost in
oblivion, and forgotten to the world. Whilst we are full of these thoughts and meditations, Christianity steps in
to our relief, acquainting us that we are only strangers and pilgrims upon earth; seeking a city not like these,
subject to the strokes of time and fortune, but which hath everlasting foundations, whose builder and maker is
God, Heb. xi. 9. &c.
150
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_196 Tyre: With a little effort of attention above ground, it is not difficult to
recognise here and there portions of the old wall, which rise like small mounds above the sand, and thus to
recover the whole track of the ancient circumference of the city, at least on the east side. Could excavations be
vigorously set about, the site of the ancient desolate Tyre might be gone over with the measuring line. How
marvellous are God's doings! For ages has that rubbish lain in a solid mass, twice or three times the height of a
man. The crust now forming the ground people walk upon is the mere upper surface of this heap of ruins. The
diggings commenced at various points by speculators from Sidon and Beirut, for the purpose of procuring
building stones for those cities, now serve to throw a new light on the judgments of God on Tyre, and add their
testimony to the Lord's having performed all that he had spoken.
151
Porter_1868_II_290 Amman: Few will look upon this scene of almost unparalleled desolation without
calling to mind the language of prophecy: "Son of man, set thy face against the Ammonites, and prophesy
against them. I will make Rabbah a stable for camels, and the Ammonites a couching-place for flocks; and ye
shall know that I am the Lord … Behold, therefore, I will stretch out mine hand upon thee, and will deliver thee
for a spoil to the heathen; and I will cut thee off from the people; and I will cause thee to perish out of the
countries: I will destroy thee, and thou shalt know that I am the Lord." (Ezck. xxv. 2, 5, 7.)
152
Wortabet_1856B_6: When the prophecies came upon the land, Syria was a great, rich and powerful country
… Solomon then reigned in all his glory … Baalbek … that town was built by Solomon.
153
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_465: Who does not shudder at the very thought of the earthquake that overthrew
the idol's temple of Baalbec? Who is there that, while standing among these heaps of ruins, does not tremble at
the recollection of those words, "The Lord will destroy (tear down) the house of the proud"? Tear down? Yes,
tear down!
154
Porter_1868_I_52 Petra: This is all that remains of the city of Petra. It is strange that the most enduring, the
most beautiful remnants of this great city are its Tombs. But many of the rock-hewn tombs have likewise
disappeared. The close observer will see how time has eaten away, and is still eating away, the cliffs themselves.
Fragments of stucco ornaments, shallow recesses, and little niches, are now seen on the face of many a rock,
which were evidently at one time within excavations. The rock is very soft, so much so that in many places a
finger will bring down whole handfuls of sand. What effect, therefore, must the storms of long centuries have
had upon it! While gazing upon the wilderness of ruins, and the devastation time has made on monuments that
might well be deemed imperishable, who can fail to recall the words of Scripture; and who can hesitate to hear
testimony to their truth?
155
PEF_Committee_1873_221: It is well here to reiterate our previous caution. Nothing is useful, for Biblical
purposes, but a scientific exploration. Let not the reader imagine that a private expedition can accomplish
anything of lasting Importance. Some additions it may make to our geographical knowledge, some illustrations
of ruins; but what is gained in this way is lost in another, for the cupidity of the natives is aroused, prices are
raised, jealousy excited.
156
PEF_Committee_1873_8: Both travellers were gifted with that calm and sober common sense necessary,
above all things, in a country where enthusiasm so often endangers accuracy, and a man perfectly and entirely
truthful and honest sees what he wishes to see. Dr. Robinson seems first to have recognized that most important
aid to Biblical identification, the modern Arabic names, and his work (first edition) contains a very valuable list
of names, chiefly collected by Dr. Eli Smith.
157
EB_XXV_1911_272.
158
Valiani_1828_6: Molti scrittori di viaggi fidandosi troppo alle menzogne altrui, han pubblicati i loro giornali,
che invece d'essere d'utilità agli altri, sono stati di sommo imbarazzo e confusione. La miglior cosa per un
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viaggiatore, è quella di scrivere tutto ciò di cui egli è stato testimone oculare, ne mai fidarsi alle voci d'un altro
anco, se fosse amico sincero. Qualunque amicizia non ha luogo in questa occasione.
159
Lindsay_1838_II_69: It was our intention after exploring Palestine, (properly so called), to cross the Jordan,
and visit Jerash; Mr. Moore, an enthusiast in architectural antiquities, confirmed us in this resolution by his
praise, of the ruins, and strongly recommended us to extend our tour to the Hauran, or ancient Auranitis, part of
the Idumea or Arabia Provincia of the Romans ŕ (whither St. Paul retired after his conversion), and where we
should see more interesting specimens of Roman domestic architecture than existed even at Pompeii. He gave us
a route through the country, to which I added copious extracts from Burckhardt, the first traveller who gave
anything like a full account of that region. He is indeed a model for travellers, so accurate and precise ŕ I wish
only he were a little more enthusiastic. But he is such a thorough gentle-man ŕ his feelings are all so good and
honourable ŕ his conduct towards his employers so conscientious, ŕ he is so cheerful, so uncomplaining under
hardship and privation, that one cannot but love him ŕ one cannot but regret that he will never be known as he
deserves to be.
160
Guillot 2007, 101: It was in England that the tourist guide made its ﬁrst appearance, with the publication of
Murrayřs HandBook in 1840, and translated into French in 1846, under the name Le guide en Orient de Quetin.
One should recall that in the early 19th century, tourism in the Middle East was primarily a British interest
because of its world domination after 1815 … before the Suez Canal construction, the Nile delta was on the
route to India for families, as well as for military. One disembarked at Alexandria, to re-embark in Suez after
having visited the Pyramids. In this way, traveling in this region became popular: one saw the ﬁrst groups in
Palestine in the form of tourism pilgrims. [This refers to A Hand-book for Travellers in the Ionian Islands,
Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor, and Constantinople, not one to Syria/Palestine, which first appeared in 1858.]
161
Baedeker_1876_14: There are as yet no railways in Syria, but one from Yafa to Jerusalem has for some years
been projected. A firman authorising its construction was granted in September, 1875, but it is doubtful whether
it will pay, as there is no trade of importance in the cul de sac of Southern Palestine, and the yearly influx of
pilgrims is of but short duration. Traces of Roman military roads are still numerous, but the only modern roads
in Syria are the diligence route over Mt. Lebanon from Beirut to Damascus, which was constructed by a French
company, and the road from Yafa to Jerusalem. In the absence of railways, roads, and carriages, the traveller has
therefore no alternative but to ride, in accordance with the custom of the country.
162
Baedeker_1876_15-23.
163
Baedeker_1898_xii: Conducted Tours. A number of tours of different lengths are arranged every year by
Thomas Cook & Son, Ludgate Circus, and Henry Gaze & Son, 142, Strand, London. These tours are of two
classes, personally conducted and independent, and they may be joined at London, New York, and various other
points. The fares, itineraries, and conditions are fully detailed in the prospectuses issued by the firms in
question. / The great advantages which a personally conducted tour offers to those who wish to make a pleasuretrip as comfortably as possible and to see the most interesting places in the East in a short space of time, entail
the not inconsiderable disadvantage that the traveller who joins the party is tied to society which he cannot
choose for himself and must resign all claims to be master of his own time or to determine his own route. As
regards the expense, a single traveller (and still better a party) can get along very well for the same amount.
164
Cook_1876_iii: The special raison d'être of the present volume is, that a work is required that shall be so
clearly printed as to be read without difficulty, either on horseback or in the dim light of the tent; shall be
arranged in such a manner, that in a moment any information may be ascertained; and shall contain the full text
of Scripture references, so as to avoid the inconvenience of having to turn to the passage in the Bible.
165
Murray_1919_49: I will, therefore, in winding up my statement, content myself with this remark, that
although Messrs Baedeker have brought out some eighteen different Guide-books, every one of them has been
preceded and anticipated by a Murray's Handbook for that particular country.
166
Bar-Yosef 2005, 65: ŘIt is a great event in oneřs life to be able to come and see these wonderful places and
countries,ř Cook wrote in 1872, Řwith the Bible in one hand and Murray in the other.ř But the actual sale figures
for Murrayřs Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine merely illustrate the point. The first edition, 2,000
copies, was printed in April 1858; three years later, there were still 933 copies on hand. With sales of 100Ŕ50
copies per annum, the edition had sold out only by June 1867. A new edition was published in June 1868,
shortly before the opening of the Suez Canal and the launching of Cookřs Palestine tours. Nevertheless, 821
copies of the 2,000 printed were still on hand in 1883. As late as June 1892, there were 297 copies in stock,
which were all wasted in order to pave way for a new, revised edition.
167
Murray_1919_18: When the MS. of the Origin of Species was submitted, my father showed it to his intimate
friend George Pollock (a son of the old Chief Baron), who strongly urged him to publish it. He took the advice,
though in those days it required some courage to act upon it. [The Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Selection; or, The Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life, London 1859.]
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Berners_1876_249-250 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque, citing Murray: On its northern side is the court
surrounded by cloisters, with arches in front resting on pillars of granite, limestone and marble; and many of the
pillars have, within the last century, been enclosed in piers of masonry. On the south side of the court is the
Mosque or Harem, whose interior dimensions are 431 feet by 125. The side wall towards the east is supported
on columns, most of them now being inclosed in piers, and the intervals built up. The interior is divided into
three aisles, by two ranges of Corinthian pillars supporting round arches. Across the middle is a transept, with a
dome in its centre, 50 feet in diameter and 120 feet high, resting on four piers. The floor is of tesselated marble
covered with carpets. The lower part of the walls and piers of the transept are encrusted with coloured marbles
in patterns; higher up are the portions of the Mosaic that once covered the whole interior, representing palm
trees and houses. [presumably a structural problem with the columns?]
169
Murray_1919_48: Messrs Baedeker have long ago proved how easy it is with a book ready printed and
published to produce another book on the same subject and identical in plan availing themselves of its
information, sending them out in the same Red Cover, yet not infringing the laws of copyright. I do not
complain of them they were legally entitled to do what they have done. With 49 footnote: The late Dr Porter
complained to me seriously of the use made of his ŖSyrian Handbookŗ by the German Baedeker, without any
acknowledgment.
170
Murray_1919_47 on Baedekerřs Guide to Germany: No doubt, with my book ready made to hand, he was
enabled to use the plan and arrangement, to correct, enlarge, and fill in with such information as he thought
useful to Germans, as for instance by sedulously pointing out where the best Bierstuben were to be found.
171
Murray_1919_39: I have no desire to intrude myself before the public, and as regards the subject of
Handbooks for Travellers I have never put forward any statement of my claims as author and originator of them.
Having been requested, however, to give some account of the origin of Murray's Handbooks, I have consented
to do so the more readily after reading an article recently contributed to the Pall Mall Gazette on the subject of
Baedeker's Guides. / The writer of that article would appear to claim for Mr Baedeker the credit of inventing this
class of work, and he entirely ignores the existence of Murray and his Handbooks for Travellers, omitting all
allusion to them. Now there are already in existence twenty-nine of my Handbooks including the Handbooks to
the Cathedrals dealing with the British Islands alone; and if the compiler of a new Guide to Great Britain has in
no case made use of this mass of material, he has exhibited a remarkable example of forbearance and
abstinence.
172
Murray_1919_25: The great popularity of the Handbooks was accompanied by gratifying financial success.
With the profits thus won by my father 'off his own bat,' he determined to obtain for himself a country residence.
For many years he had been drawn towards Wimbledon then a small village and one of the most attractive
within easy reach of London where his father had lived so far back as 1806.
173
Murray_1919_15-16: Sir Henry Layard told me that, when he first came home from Nineveh, he asked my
father to purchase the copyright of his book for 250l. My father replied that he always disapproved of an author
parting with his copyrights, but that he would pay the expense of publication and give Layard the larger share of
the profits. 'The first year,' said Sir Henry, 'I received 1500l. as my share; and every succeeding year, to the time
of your father's death, I received a further cheque.'
174
Layard_I_1903_306-307 1840, Mosul: During a week we spent with them I was daily amongst the ruins of
Nineveh, taking measurements and searching for fragments of marble and bricks with cuneiform inscriptions,
which were then occasionally found amongst the ruins. The site was covered with grass and flowers, and the
inclosure, formed by the long line of mounds which marked the ancient walls of the city, afforded pasture to the
flocks of a few poor Arabs who had pitched their black tents within it. There was at that time nothing to indicate
the existence of the splendid remains of Assyrian palaces which were covered by the heaps of earth and rubbish.
It was believed that the great edifices and monuments which had rendered Nineveh one of the most famous and
magnificent cities of the ancient world had perished with her people, and like them had left no wreck behind.
But even then, as I wandered over and amongst these vast mounds, I was convinced that they must cover some
vestiges of the great capital, and I felt an intense longing to dig into them. That longing was gratified some years
later, with the results which are known.
175
Canning_1888_II_138 Nineveh, 1845: few are aware that but for the liberality and public spirit of Sir
Stratford Canning these discoveries might never have borne fruit and the British Museum might have been
deprived of some of its chief treasures. I do not mean merely that without the ambassador's influence the
firmans or necessary permits, by which alone excavations, purchases of land, and exportations of antiquities,
could take place, might not have been obtained: I mean that it was Canning's enterprize and money that rescued
the first fruits of the Mausoleum and enabled Layard to begin his famous work at Nineveh. Without being an
archaeologist, the Elchi [envoy] was an ardent classical scholar of a good old type which we miss now-a-days,
and everything connected with ancient history excited his keenest interest. In the midst of pressing political
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duties, we shall see how his mind wandered away with enthusiasm to the labours of his agents at Mosil and
Halicarnassus.
176
Ibn_Haukal_1800_70 [later 10thC]: Babel is a small village, but the most ancient spot in all Irak. The whole
region is denominated Babel, from this place. The kings of Canaan resided there, and ruins of great edifices still
remain. I am of opinion, that, in former times, it was a very considerable place.
177
Ibn_Haukal_1800_69 Samarra [later 10thC]: it has since fallen into the hands of Motawakel, and is all in
ruins, so much that within the space of a farsang there is not any building or cultivated land to be seen.
178
Plaisted_1929_103 travelling 1750: Besides, there being no passing over the great desert but twice a year,
you may sometimes be obliged to wait at Busserah for the departure of the caravan; whereas the opportunities of
proceeding from Bagdad are frequent; or if you should be tired of waiting at Bagdad, you may proceed to
Mousul, and that will afford you a great deal of variety, for there are many remains of antiquity which will yield
you an agreeable amusement, especially if you have a taste that way.
179
Mariti_I_1791_iii: Cette histoire du Levant ne peut qu'intéresser toutes les classes de la société. Elle offre à
lřhomme de lettres des recherches curieuses; au publicité, des idées neuves & approfondies sur les
gouvernemens; au voyageur, des connoissances locales qui dirigeront plus sûrement sa marche; à lřartiste ou à
lřamateur, des ruines précieuses à étudier; au négociant, dřutiles instructions & des encouragemens sur le
commerce; à lřhomme du monde quelques délassemens agréables.
180
Porter_1868_II_liii: I would further recommend travellers not to deliver themselves up to a dragoman, to be
conveyed safely to a certain place, within a certain time, by such a route, and in such a way, as he (the
dragoman) may deem right. Each individual, or each party, should mark out a definite route, which can easily be
done by the aid of this Handbook, and insist on following it, all difficulties and dangers notwithstanding. It is a
very common trick to invent a robber story to prevent a traveller from visiting some interesting spot which
happens to be a few miles out of the beaten track. Such things ought never to be listened to; and when the
dragoman absolutely refuses to comply, let a sum be deducted from his pay for not fulfilling his contract.
Another hint may be useful for poetical travellers, who, becoming enamoured of their dragoman, deem him the
very embodiment of truth, honesty, and devotedness. It may be very charitable and pleasing to entertain these
feelings, but it is very dangerous to act upon them. It is the rule in Syria for the dragoman to get an allowance of
from 10 to 20 per cent, on every article his master buys. This makes the goods seem very dear, though the
amount the merchant receives may not be much above their real value.
181
Russell_1832_291 Gamala: Gamala, for under that name the ruins of the Roman station are most familiarly
known, must have covered a site nearly square; its greatest length, from east to west, being seventeen hundred
short paces, and its breadth about one-fourth less. A considerable portion of it seems to have stood on the
summit of a hill, well fortified all round; the traces of towers and other works of defence being still visible even
on its steepest parts. The portals of the eastern gate remain, from whence a noble street appears to have run
through the whole length of the city, lined by a handsome colonnade of Ionic and Corinthian pillars. The
pavement is formed of square blocks of black volcanic stone, and is still so perfect, that the ruts of wheelcarriages are to be seen in it, of different breadths, and about an inch in depth, as at the ruins of Pompeii and
Herculaneum in Italy.
182
Buckingham_1822_II_259 Gamala: The eastern gate of entrance has its portals still remaining, and was near
the northern wall. From hence a noble street ran through the whole length of the city, extending the number of
paces mentioned, as it was along this that the measurement was taken. This street was fifteen paces, or about
thirty feet in breadth, from pillar to pillar: as it had a colonnade of the Ionic and Corinthian orders, at intervals
lining it in avenues on each side, as at the ruins of Geraza. The street was paved throughout with fine squared
blocks of the black volcanic stone, and this pavement was still so perfect, that the ruts of carriage-wheels were
to be seen in it, of different breadths, and about an inch in depth, as at the ruins of Pompeii in Italy. / The first
edifice which presented itself, on entering at the eastern gate, was a theatre on the left, the scene and front of
which was entirely destroyed, but its benches were still remaining, and it faced towards the north. Still further
on, were appearances of an Ionic temple, the colonnade of the street being continued; and, at about the centre of
its length, a range of Corinthian columns, on pedestals, marked the site of a grand edifice on the left. Not a
column now remained erect, but the plan could be distinctly traced.
183
Russell_1832_291-292 Gamala: The first edifice which presents itself on entering the eastern gate is a
theatre, the scene and front of which are entirely destroyed, but the benches are preserved. Still farther on are
appearances of an Ionic temple, the colonnade of the street being continued; and about half-way along is a range
of Corinthian pillars on pedestals, marking the position of some grand edifice. Not a column, indeed, continues
erect; but the plan can still be distinctly traced … There are the remains of numerous other edifices, theatres, and
temples; but they are all too indistinct to enable even a professional eye to pronounce with confidence on their
plan and particular purpose.
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Garnier_1843_207-208 Gamala: Les ruines sont indiquées par des misérables huttes et par des édifices restés
en partie debout. Gamala paraît avoir occupé un espace à peu près carré; sa plus grande largeur de l'est à l'ouest
est d'environ dix-sept cents pas; la partie la plus considérable occupe le sommet de la colline; elle était bien
fortifiée: des traces de tours et d'autres ouvrages de défense se distinguent en plusieurs endroits. La porte de l'est
subsiste encore: elle conduit à une grande rue qui traverse la ville dans sa plus grande largeur, bordée par une
belle colonnade d'ordre ionique et corinthien; le pavé est formé de blocs de pierre volcanique; il est tellement
intact, qu'on y remarque la trace des roues, comme à Pompeïi et à Herculanum. / Lorsqu'on entre par la porte de
l'est, le premier édifice qui frappe les regards, c'est le théâtre; la façade est entièrement détruite, mais les gradins
sont bien conservés; plus loin est un temple dont il est facile de suivre le plan. Il avait cent pas du nord au sud, et
sa façade, qui est vis-à-vis de la grande colonnade, avait cent quatre-vingts pieds de largeur; sa construction a
cela de particulier, qu'il paraît avoir été bâti sur un rang de belles arcades, de telle manière que ses fondements
sont plus élevés que le sol de la ville; ainsi, les piédestaux des colonnes se trouvant fort au-dessus du niveau de
la rue, ce temple frappait les regards tout d'abord. / Il y a bien encore de nombreuses ruines de palais et de
temples, mais il faudrait un travail considérable et des connaissances spéciales pour en rétablir les divers plans.
La pierre généralement employée est celle des rochers voisins, c'est une espèce de granit; mais les piédestaux
des colonnes sont d'une pierre; noire d'origine volcanique.
185
AMS_VII_1872_412 Guérin at Gamala: Jadis fortifiée, elle était environnée d'un mur d'enceinte, dont
quelques parties sont encore debout. Plusieurs beaux édifices l'ornaient; ils étaient décorés de colonnes
monolithes, soit en basalte, soit en granit, aujourd'hui gisantes à terre avec leurs chapiteaux, les uns ioniques, les
autres corinthiens. On y rencontre aussi les vestiges d'une ancienne basilique chrétienne à trois nefs, mais
aucune trace de mosquée, ce qui m'incline à conclure que Gamala a cessé d'être habitée à partir de l'occupation
musulmane.
186
Jessup_1910_134 writing to his father in 1856: Setting out upon a journey in Syria is far different from
anything you have ever known, unless it were in those early days in Montrose history when all travelling was on
horseback, and the lawyers accompanied the judges from town to town, carrying their baggage in saddle-bags. I
think a Syrian missionary would make a very good Western pioneer. / This morning we had no railroad tickets
to buy, no depot to reach, no carriage to put in order, no harness to perplex us, and no smooth plank road before
us to effeminate our tastes and unfit us for the steep ascents of life.
187
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_235: We are anxious to have done with travelling in the Mahomedan countries, and
again to enjoy the comforts of Switzerland and Italy. There is a great sameness in all Turkish towns, and the
want of inns, theatres, museum, picture galleries, libraries, promenades, evening parties, and the ever handy and
comfortable caffé, are privations which an European must ever regret.
188
Carne_III_1838_21: The facilities and conveniences of an Eastern journey are greatly increased within the
last few years: the resting-places at night are no longer so precarious or repulsive; travellers, formerly Ŗfew and
far between," now arrive annually and numerously; the muleteers, &c. find it their interest to use greater speed,
and the scheichs of the villages to be more liberal and provident in their accommodations. The distance from
Beirout to Balbec occupied two days; it is now only a long day's journey. [an improved road??] By starting very
early from the coast, the ruins may be reached at night.
189
Joanne_1861_608: C'est en Syrie, pour les excursions à Palmyre, à Gérasa, à Pétra, que le voyageur
commencera à user du dromadaire et du chameau. Quelques mots d'instruction sur l'art de monter ce singulier
animal ne seront pas inutiles au voyageur.
190
Plaisted_1929_119 travelling 1750, relaying Eliot Eliot: The common method of travelling is on the back of
a camel, but the motion of this animal is very fatiguing. However, it is somewhat more commodious in a cajava,
of which there are two, one on each side of the beast. In one of these you are sheltered from the weather, and if
you have a companion in the other, besides the advantage of being balanced, you may have the pleasure of his
conversation, provided you understand each other; but if you have no companion you must counterpoise
yourself with your baggage. But if you do not tike this way of travelling, you may generalty hire horses in a
caravan.
191
Robinson_1856_31: The more usual mode of travelling in Syria at present, is for a party to put themselves
into the hands of a dragoman, a native who speaks more or less of English, French, or Italian. This person
undertakes to provide for them provisions, servants, tents, bedding, animals, and all the equipage of travel, for a
stipulated daily sum; which is seldom if ever less than a pound sterling a day, for each person; and is often more.
192
Hamilton_1875_30: If you commit yourself to the charge of a dragoman, he will map out a tour round about
Jerusalem necessitating the devotion thereto of several days. He will give you the minutest details of memorable
places and events, and is not unequal to the feat of indicating the exact spot where the Cock crew. Considering
that he rates his charge at £2 a day, this historical and topographical particularity may be resolved into anxiety to
serve the selfish interests of Number One.
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Robinson_1856_506 Balbec: We pitched our tent on the south, over against the lesser temple, and opposite to
the usual entrance at the present day. We found here other companies of travellers; and among them several
artists diligently occupied in sketching. One party was encamped at the eastern end of the large court of the
great temple itself; and we regretted that we had not done the same; having yielded rather hastily to the apparent
difficulty of bringing in our baggage animals.
194
Farley_1872_42: The wandering life, from day to day, under a pure and cloudless sky; the encampment at
night, on the brow of a hill or in some sheltered valley, beneath the dome-like vault of heaven, spangled with its
countless myriads of stars, are replete with pleasurable sensations unknown to the tourist in Europe; but there
are many incidental disadvantages, not the least being the expense. The mode of travelling, besides, is only
suited to those who are in the enjoyment of vigorous health, and not at all adapted to ladies or invalids. The most
economical, and, in my opinion, pleasantest way of seeing the country is for the tourist to establish his headquarters at Beyrout, as excursions can thence be made to the most interesting places in Syria and Palestine at a
very trifling cost, and with little or no fatigue.
195
Le_Ray_1885_1: Je quittai Damas le 26 mars 1885, avec une escorte de vingt-six personnes, parmi
lesquelles se trouvaient plusieurs soldats, indispensables, m'avait-on dit, quoiqu'ils eussent l'air moins belliqueux
et surtout moins dévoués que le drogman Melhem Ouardy et ses moukres. / Trente-six chevaux et bêtes de
somme portaient mes cinq tentes, les bagages, la cuisine et les outres. / Sachant que le voyage était très pénible
pour une femme, je l'avais abrégé d'un jour en me rendant en voiture a Atneh, situé a l'entrée du désert, où
m'attendait mon campement.
196
Joanne_1861_611: itineraries: Les modèles que nous allons donner ne sont que des plans approximatifs
destinés aux voyageurs pressés, à ceux, par exemple, qui ne pourraient consacrer à la Syrie que l'intervalle
compris entre le passage de deux paquebots ( 17 jours, y compris les 2 jours de relâche à Beyrout) ou un mois à
six semaines. Chacun pourra les varier suivant sa fantaisie.
197
Merrill_1881_208-209: I met several acquaintances from America while in Jerusalem, some travelling alone,
but the most of them belonging to one of Cook's parties. The city and the highways leading to it always present
a lively scene when one of Cook's great parties arrives or departs, with sun umbrellas, flowing kefiyehs, horses,
mules, tents, baggage, bundles without number, dragoman, muleteers, guides, cooks, servants, and all the rest.
The tourist season did not commence as early as usual this year, I understand, owing to the fact that the
quarantine was not removed until the middle of January, and hotel-keepers, dragomans, and others, whose living
is derived to a great extent from travellers, have suffered in consequence. But the business connected with
tourists is not so brisk as it has been for some few years past, for the reason that the great Centennial Exhibition
is attracting the attention of every nation, and very many people, who otherwise would have visited the Holy
Land, are turning their faces to the far West, while Americans, on their part, are staying at home. Jerusalem of
to-day is bound to be represented there, and thousands of articles made of olive-wood are already on their way
thither.
198
Wortabet_1856_135: it is not the taxes of the Turkish government that are burdensome, but the rapacity of
the understrappers in office. The pasha is handsomely bribed by the effendis of the council, who in turn are
bribed by the governors they appoint, and who also are bribed by the chiefs of the village under them; and this
all, and more, must be made out of the peasant.
199
Kinnear_1841_132-133: We congratulated each other that we were entering Petra under such favourable
circumstances, in company with the very Fellaheen so much dreaded by former travellers, and with every
prospect of being able to explore all the wonders of the place undisturbed. But we soon found that there had
been a design either to exclude us from the valley altogether, or to hurry us away before we had time to examine
any of the ruins in detail. Had we adopted Husseinřs proposal to enter Petra with him alone, we should no doubt
have been hurried away before we had been many hours in the place, as Mr. Stephens and as Lord Lindsay
were; and having by our determined opposition to Hussein frustrated his original plan, it was soon evident that
an attempt would be made to extort money from us, or to prevent our visiting any of the excavations. [then 13138 description of the haggling, etc.]
200
Lindsay_II_1838_180 near Palmyra: This was shortly before arriving at Khan Khair, a lofty ruined tower,
romantically interesting as the spot where former travellers had been robbed, but to us only as a landmark, ŕ
for, travelling at the hour we did, we had no apprehension of an attack. When we first reached it, however,
coming from Damascus, the appearance of a Bedouin, reconnoitring us, on the horizon, was rather startling; and,
as we rode past a small caravan that presently appeared, we presented as martial a front as we could, riding all in
file, with guns visible, &c.
201
Beaujour_1829_309: Le pays plat est la région la plus fertile, mais la plus mal cultivée, parce qu'elle est
exposée aux incursions des Bédouins, des Kourdes et des Turkmans: la région montagneuse au contraire est
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assez bien cultivée, parce qu'elle l'est par des peuplades qui ont conservé une sorte d'indépendance à l'abri de
leurs montagnes.
202
Laorty-Hadji_1854_173: La culture de quelques champs de blé et de quelques bouquets d'oliviers, un petit
nombre de chèvres et de brebis, sont les seules richesses de ces hommes perdus au milieu de ces imposantes
ruines. Leur commerce consiste dans l'envoi de deux ou trois petites caravanes qui arrivent chaque année de
Homs. Faibles, d'ailleurs, et cernés par les Bédouins, ils sont obligés de se racheter chaque jour du pillage par
des contributions volontaires ou forcées. Il est à croire que, décimée par les privations ou par la guerre, cette
petite colonie disparaîtra un jour du milieu des ruines où elle est campée. Déjà les voyageurs modernes ont pu
constater une décroissance dans le nombre des derniers Palmyréniens, depuis le jour où le chevalier Dawkins et
Robert Wood les visitèrent.
203
Laorty-Hadji_1854_176-177 Apamea: Où campaient les soldats d'Antiochus, on ne voit plus aujourd'hui
qu'un petit nombre de malheureux fellahs, dont la propriété est à la merci des maraudeurs arabes. C'est là, du
reste, le fléau qui dévaste toute cette zone, jadis peuplée de villes comme l'attestent de magnifiques débris,
aujourd'hui solitaire et ruinée … Les mêmes inquiétudes et les mêmes fléaux régnent dans les vastes plaines
situées au midi de Damas. Les traditions anciennes nous dépeignent cette zone comme peuplée de villes et de
bourgs magnifiques, et des vestiges imposants justifient le témoignage des livres hébreux. La seule richesse qui
manquât à ces steppes, c'étaient des matériaux durables pour la construction des édifices.
204
Belgiojoso_1858_345: De Homs à Hama il n'y a guère que neuf heures de marche, quoiqu'on en compte
douze et qu'on y emploie deux journées. Nous allâmes donc coucher à un endroit nommé Rostan. Le village,
situé sur une hauteur, est un de ces villages dont chaque maison, entourée d'un mur aussi élevé que la maison
même, ne présente au dehors ni porte ni fenêtres. On n'aperçoit aux alentours aucune trace de végétation, et les
habitants m'apprirent tristement que leurs récoltes seraient infailliblement détruites et pillées par les Arabes des
montagnes, s'ils avaient l'imprudence de les attirer par l'espoir du butin.
205
Porter_1868_II_xliv: follow the rough rides over Syrian mountains; the constant variety of scene; the
engrossing interest of place ŕ all rose-tinted by a dash of danger and romance.
206
Perry_1743_135: Tis pretty well known, that travelling in those Parts, and especially from Sidon to
Damascus, is not without its Inconveniencies; for Travellers are not only in Danger of being plunderřd, but of
being murdered into the Bargain.
207
Capper_1796_274 travelling November 1778: La subite apparition de quelques Arabes étrangers à notre
caravane, nous empêcha d'examiner plus longtemps ces antiquités, qui sont en grand nombre autour de Gussurul-Bain, et qui nous ont paru être les restes de villes et de villages dépendant de Palmyre. Sur les trois heures
nous fîmes halte; les Bédouins nous proposèrent l'achat de quelques chameaux, mais nous n'accédâmes point à
leurs propositions.
208
Beke_1862_86 onward travel: The part of it which most threatened to be dangerous was the district lying
immediately to the south of the river Awaj [flowing from Mount Hermon]. It is occupied by the Arab tribe of
Suit (plural Salut), one division of whom are in deadly feud with the Turkish Government, who have put a price
on the heads of their chiefs. Whilst we were at Damascus two heads were brought in, and, after being presented
to the Mushir Pasha, they were exposed for three days on a black board in the Arab bazaar. On their being
thrown down before the Seraskier, he rose from his divan, stamped on the heads, spat on them, and kicked them
about, cursing them all the while in the choicest Turkish. / We were in some perplexity as to the best means of
passing in safety through this debateable land. At length it was decided that the Consul should apply to Emin
Pasha, Wali or Governor of Damascus, for an order to the Commandant at Kiswe to furnish us with an escort as
far as Eshmiskin, the residence of Sheikh Ahmed-et-Turk, which he obtained for us just before our departure for
Harran.
209
Tristram_1865_108 We had the satisfaction soon afterwards of learning that by an unwonted exhibition of
energy the Turks had made an example of this [unnamed] village. An English gentleman and lady of our
acquaintance were stopped and robbed by these people on the way from Caesarea to Caiffa, but all their baggage
was ultimately restored The gentleman, however, was determined that justice should be done, and being
furnished with a special firman from the Porte, insisted upon the reluctant Pasha of Acre discovering the
perpetrators. He accordingly sent some troops to the village, who seized the whole adult male population, or as
many as they could find, and brought them to Acre. Without trial the three chiefs were put in chains, and
upwards of fifty men shipped off as conscripts to join the army in Asia Minor. The Pasha thus succeeded in
raising his quota of recruits, which was in arrear, and it is to be hoped that, for a few years at least, Englishmen
will not be robbed on the road to Caesarea.
210
Butler_1930_36: Umm Al-Jimal, in the southern plain, travelling 1904-5: Finally, one cold bleak winter day
the Druses and Bedawin left, rather ostentatiously as it seemed. We were a little concerned to see, in the
afternoon, the flicker of a brown 'abayeh among the ruins and then to find a Bedawi who had been watching our
every move, and the next day our muleteers brought back the report from Simdj, a village to which they had
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gone for water, that the Druses had come to Umm idj-Djimal [Umm Al-Jimal] [the Mother of Camels] to rob
and despoil us. They had changed their minds when told of our rifles, which could shoot ten shots to their one,
and had retired to consider the matter. In reports of this kind our muleteers and even our servants took particular
delight.
211
Madden_1829_I_ix-x: In Syria I was repeatedly in the hands of banditti; and to good humour I am alone
indebted for making "thieves of mercy" of those who proved pitiless enough to other travellers. I mention these
apparently unimportant facts, to evince the necessity of an unruffled temper and a cheerful demeanour, in
countries where peevishness and pride only tend to exasperate the lawless inhabitants. It is a notorious fact, that
English travellers are often particularly unfortunate, and this is but too frequently owing to a haughty carriage
and uncompromising manners.
212
Lindsay_II_1838_165 expedition to Palmyra: We formed, therefore, a very numerous caravan, mustering,
when fairly embarked on the desert, seven gentlemen, four servants, two muleteers, five soldiers, and four
camel-drivers ŕ bestriding twenty-one horses and mules, two donkeys, and five camels. But numbers are little
thought of among the Bedouins; they reckon by the number of guns, and ourřs were well eyed and accurately
counted in the course of the journey. I should not be surprised if the absence of the greater part of the Bedouins
in the Hauran at this season, and our being so numerous and well-armed a party, contributed more than we are
aware of to our success in this expedition. The guards we found a great incumbrance, but their five guns were
valuable for show.
213
Marquise_de_L_1866_49-50 her person and baggage etc coast-Jerusalem required 40 camels.
214
Skene_1864_203 Soof to Jerash, 1860: Before leaving next morning, the controversy became a scuffle. A
captain and two sergeants of the Sultan's regular cavalry had been sent with us by Ahmed Pasha of Damascus,
but, on the proposal being made to them to draw their swords and clear a way for us out of the screaming mob,
they evinced no sympathy for the ultima ratio regum, and we were obliged to purchase, at an exorbitant price,
the freedom of the Sultan's highway. A couple of hours of descent from the wooded mountains of Ephraim,
arrayed before us a spectacle capable of making us look kindly even on a party of rascally Arabs, who had
escorted us from Soof to give a colour to their extortion. We were soon surrounded by the gorgeous remains of
Gerasa.
215
Fuller_1829_237 at the village of Souf, near Jerash: It had been settled on the previous evening by the Malim
that the shekh should accompany us to Jerash with an escort of eight men; but in the morning we found that
sixteen were waiting to attend us. According to the common notions of the country, which I have before
mentioned, the villagers were persuaded that we were going in search of treasure; and as all were anxious to
share the benefit of our discoveries, our escort was thus unnecessarily augmented. A more ferocious-looking set
of fellows I never saw collected together. Some were on horseback, and others on foot; all were dressed in the
coarsest attire, and armed with guns and pistols of the rudest workmanship. With the shekh and my own
attendants, the party consisted of twenty-two persons.
216
Montague_1849_121-122: We have determined souls, enduring constitutions, plenty of provisions, lots of
ammunition, swords, bowie-knife-pistols, Colt's revolvers, carbines, and a blunderbuss which is able to scatter
some fatal doses among any opposing, hostile tribe.
217
Drummond_1754_180 Iskenderun: The aga of the town sent to demand seven piastres and a half before I was
allowed to mount. Not a little surprized at this message, I asked the meaning of such imposition, and was told it
was a tax laid upon the English a great many years ago, with their own consent, for the privilege of going to
Aleppo; to this expence they are said to have subjected themselves, in order to prevent the idleness of the
sailors, who were wont to run up thither for their diversion, while they ought to have been at work in stowing
goods at Scanderoon. This is a most scandalous indulto; which, though the French now pay it, was not exacted
from the subjects of any other power upon earth, even the most inconsiderable; and infamy ought to disgrace the
memory of those who were first guilty of such base condescension.
218
Drummond_1754_181 south of Iskenderun: The inhabitants of these mountains are absolutely savages, who
think it no crime to rob or murder, so that a traveller must be continually upon his guard; for if he falls in with
any party of the different gangs upon the road, he will be undoubtedly robbed, if not put to death, unless he can
find force enough to repel, or courage determined to oppose their violence. True it is, there are watches or
guards at different partes, maintained for the assistance and protection of travellers; but these fellows are often
as bad as those they are intended to restrain; and, at every pass, you must pay a cuffar, or toll, for their
subsistence.
219
Berners_1876_5 landing at Beirut: were obliged to call at a bureau on the way to hand in our passports. We
were informed that they would be returned to us later in the day on our paying the fee of a franc each. This
system is a regular trap to get money out of Europeans, for I learnt afterwards, that none of the officials could
read anything but Turkish and Arabic.
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Browne_1799_399: Some modern travellers appear to me to have mistaken the nature of the gradual
depopulation of the East. The villages in general are so much deserted, that, in the neighbourhood of Aleppo for
instance, where within the present century stood three hundred villages, there now remain no more than ten or
twelve. Yet, this depopulation of the villages swells the cities and towns, not indeed in the same proportion, but
still with a rising tide. The causes seem to be, 1. In the cities the modes of gaining a livelihood are more
multifarious, and small or no capital is required, whereas in agriculture it is indispensable. 2. In the cities the
property is not tangible, so to speak; it is veiled from the eye of government, so as to be safe from the excessive
exactions imposed on the peasants, whose property is of the most unweildy and self-apparent description. The
peasantry, both in Syria and Egypt, are not Villani, but as free as any class of men; and it happens unfortunately,
that even a good governor cannot sufficiently protect them, for he must either resign, or pay the usual tributes at
the Porte. Money he must have, and the modern ministerial arts, of diving into the most secret recesses of
property, being there unknown, he of course taxes that which is most apparent, and the most difficult to remove.
221
Griffiths_1805_343-344 government by pashas: The vexations of these temporary extortioners have almost
depopulated the beautiful and fertile plains of Syria; and, between the sea-shore and Aleppo, numbers of
deserted villages bear witness to the wretched effects of the system which has been established. Compelled to
purchase his appointment at an enormous price from the venal ministry of the Porte, and to keep up a military
establishment that absorbs almost all the acknowledged revenues of the situation, the plundering Pashah has
recourse to those exactions which are well known in the Levant under the expressive name of avania; which
may be translated either as duty, or as vexatious imposition. Under a thousand various pretences, these avanias
are imposed upon the inhabitants who, when oppressed beyond what their patience or their means can support,
desert their villages, and accelerate the ruin of the Country.
222
Kinneir_1818_174 at Lattakia: This unjust and uncertain mode of taxation is rendered still more afflicting by
the manner of collecting it; the troops and followers of the Pasha, a licensed banditti, disperse themselves over
the country and villages, where they live at free quarters, and for every piastre that is received by their master, at
least three have been exacted from the unfortunate proprietor. Under such a system, neither agriculture,
commerce, arms, arts nor sciences, can ever flourish, and it is only to be lamented that some effort has not yet
been made to rescue so fine a country from the iron grasp of those who are so unworthy to possess it. The state
of agriculture is at the lowest ebb, commerce is fettered, and, indeed, nearly annihilated by a thousand
restrictions and oppressive acts; their armies consist of an undisciplined and ferocious rabble, and their contempt
of the arts is sufficiently apparent in the destruction of the finest monuments of antiquity.
223
Buckingham_1825_179 at Suwarrow, in the Jebel Hauran: It appeared that the forty horsemen in the
neighbourhood, though they intercepted strangers and travellers coming from this town of Suwarrow, derived all
their supplies from this place and another to the eastward of them, on condition that the towns themselves
should be safe from their depredations, and that no strangers even should be molested as long as they were
sheltered beneath their roofs. Their privileges were to extend thus far, and no farther; for they could not protect a
man even a mile beyond their dwellings; so that the unwary traveller passing by either of these neutral or
privileged posts, was almost sure of being stripped of all his property, though his life would be in no danger as
long as he made no resistance. / The towns of the Hauran are so frequently visited by parties of plunderers of
this description, that the present state of things was viewed here with comparative indifference, and was indeed
expected by all to have existed to a much more extensive degree.
224
Conder_III.II_1830_81: Taxes are very heavy in the Haouran. There is, first, the miri paid to the pasha,
which is levied on the fedhans; but the amount depends on the sum at which the whole village is rated in the
pasha's books, which must be paid so long as the village is inhabited, be the number of fedhans employed few or
many. In 1812, the miri amounted, on the average, to 500 piastres per fedhan. Next comes the expense of
feeding soldiers on the march, and of supplying barley for their horses, which may amount to fifty piastres per
fedhan and upwards. The third and heaviest contribution paid by the villagers, is the khone (brotherhood), the
tribute claimed from time immemorial by the Bedouins, in return for their protection, or rather forbearance in
not touching the harvest or driving off the cattle.
225
Wright_1895_337-338: The government of the Hauran had resolved to levy a new tax on the Hauran. The
governor had assembled the sheikhs of the villages and proceeded to value the land. The people had risen in
their wrath and slain two of the sheikhs, and the governor had saved himself by flight. The people then wreaked
their vengeance on any emblems of Ottoman rule they could find. They tore down fourteen miles of the
telegraphic wires, and all the officials fled for their lives. The government had ordered up cannon and troops,
and threatened vengeance, and the Hauranees replied that on the 14th of April they would leave the Hauran en
masse. / The sheikh then pointed to the messenger who had brought the report, and wound up a calm statement
of facts by a few impassioned, burning sentences: ŖThe quarrel of the Hauran is our quarrel. If they tax them,
they will also tax us. The government does nothing for us ŕ does not defend us from the Bedawin ŕ does not
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make roads for us; and having driven us from our fathers' homes in Lebanon, they now follow us into this
desert, that we have reclaimed by our industry and defend with our lives.ŗ
226
Addison_II_1838_158-159: When I hear individuals maintain that the Pasha is seeking to do good, to better
the condition of the population under his rule, to make them more happy, prosperous and comfortable, rather
than to aggrandise himself and to keep his hold of his present usurped authority, I wish they could see the scene
of excitement, terror and agony in a Syrian village when a press for soldiers is going on, the exasperation among
the villagers when their horses and mules are seized for the use of the government, and the stupid despair of
some poor cultivator of the ground who sees all his hopes of acquiring a little competence for his family blasted
by the grinding exactions made for an arrear of taxes.
227
Layard_I_1903_232 1839, Antioch to Aleppo: We were now traversing a country memorable for the deeds
of the Crusaders, and consequently full of interest. During the whole of our journey to Aleppo we came
constantly on the remains of ancient towns, churches, convents, castles, and cisterns, and the first night we
stopped near a fine specimen of a mediaeval fortress at Hirem. But, owing to the conscription and the taxgatherer, the villages were everywhere deserted, and we had much difficulty in discovering at some distance out
of the high road some miserable huts, in which we could find a night's lodging and food for ourselves and our
horses.
228
Laorty-Hadji_1854_108-109 Aleppo pachalik: Le sol du pachalik est en général gras et argileux, mais
presque inculte. Le système d'exactions ottomanes, qui ne laisse jamais au cultivateur la certitude de recueillir ce
qu'il a semé, arrête et paralyse toutes les exploitations agricoles. En place des riches moissons que cette terre
pourrait nourrir, on n'aperçoit que des herbes hautes et vigoureuses venues partout spontanément après la saison
des pluies. A peine, aux environs des villages, trouve-t-on quelques champs assez mal tenus, dans lesquels
croissent le froment, l'orge et le colon, produits spéciaux des pays plats. Le sol des montagnes offre des vignes,
des mûriers, des oliviers et des figuiers. Les coteaux maritimes sont consacrés aux tabacs, le territoire d'Alep
aux galles et aux pistaches. Quant aux pâturages, ils sont abandonnés aux hordes errantes des Turkomans et des
Kourdes. / Sous un régime de taxes régulières et de stable propriété, nulle contrée ne serait plus prospère; mais,
dans le pachalik d'Alep, les terres ne sont à personne, parce qu'elles sont à tout le monde. Dans ces vastes
plaines, les paysans n'ont pas, pour défendre leurs champs, les mêmes ressources que les habitants des
montagnes, et il s'ensuit qu'ils restent livrés à des invasions à peu près continuelles. Limitrophes entre le rayon
désert qu'occupent les Bédouins et la partie cultivable dans laquelle vaguent les Turkomans et les Kourdes, ils
sont justiciables de l'un et de l'autre peuple maraudeur, souvent même de tous les deux à la fois. A ce fléau vient
encore se joindre celui des exactions commises par les troupes de la garde du pacha, lesquelles perçoivent
l'impôt pour leur maître, soit en argent, soit en nature, et ne laissent pas même au cultivateur de quoi ensemencer
son champ pour la saison prochaine.
229
Lortet_1881_30 Tax-farming in Syria: Tel est l'état misérable des cultivateurs en Syrie. Le Turc, dans son
agonie, tue ainsi la poule aux œufs d'or, et ne fait qu'un monceau de ruines, qu'une terre sans arbres et sans
fruits, d'une contrée qui pourrait être une des plus productives du globe. Il n'est que temps que l'Europe
intervienne vigoureusement pour ramener à l'ordre ces tribus de bandits; elle a le droit, et je dirai plus, le devoir
de protéger ces paisibles et aimables populations qui seront pour elle, et surtout pour la France, une source
sérieuse de richesse et de puissance.
230
Conder_1891_141-142 problems in Moab, now central western Jordan: I can look back on no more anxious
time than the weeks we spent in surveying Moab. Surrounded with lawless Arabs; roused almost every night, at
times, by the attacks of thieves bent on stealing the horses on which we so much reckoned; having nothing on
which to trust but the unproved loyalty of our old guide, Sheikh Goblan, whose life was in constant danger from
his blood-foes on the south, and his liberty from the Turks, who had often tried to catch him, on the north;
placed in opposition to the Turkish Government and disowned by the British, ŕ we felt that a disaster might
any day occur which might endanger the lives of brave comrades who had ventured to follow, but who certainly
were alive to the perils of our position. I write these lines not to exaggerate those dangers, for Goblan was trusty
and our relations with the Arabs were excellent, but to show how difficult it was to carry through even that small
portion of the great task which we completed, and how utterly impossible it was to do any more. / The stoppage
of the work was a great disappointment to us all; but I can only feel thankful that no accident marred our
success, and that the sum banked in Syria to pay ransom in case of our being imprisoned, like Dr. Tristram in
Kerak, or kidnapped by the wild Anazeh to the east, who could have brought many armed horsemen against our
little band of fifteen, was never called into use.
231
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_4B: une population clair-semée dispute à ses ennemis les maigres récoltes d'un sol mal
cultivé; sans cesse exposée aux exactions des autorités ou aux déprédations des nomades, elle ne fonde rien de
durable; elle s'installe provisoirement dans les ruines antiques, sans rien planter ni construire qui puisse la
retenir ou l'attacher au sol, le jour où il faudra fuir devant un envahisseur. Cet état de choses dure presque depuis
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l'invasion musulmane. S'il est pénible pour l'observateur chrétien et civilisé, il offre à l'archéologue des bonnes
fortunes inespérées; l'antiquaire oublie pour un instant les misères du présent en contemplant les splendeurs du
passé, sans renoncer à demander aux ruines un enseignement pour l'avenir, et comme le secret des grandeurs
déchues et des prospérités écroulées.
232
Dussaud_1903_435, Oumm el-Djimàl, in the south Hauran: Elle est probablement de fondation nabatéenne,
car on n'y reconnaît pas les dispositions habituelles aux villes romaines. Toutes les constructions sont
proprement hauraniennes, en basalte: les colonnes y font complètement défaut … / La ville, à l'époque romaine,
dut être mise à l'abri des nomades; elle fut dotée de quelques constructions militaires. L'agrandissement, à
l'époque byzantine, nécessita une réfection des murs et on utilisa pour cela certains monuments modernes,
comme la grande église au nord du village.
233
Walpole_I_1851_132 at Damascus: We found upon inquiry that it was impossible to proceed to Aleppo
without a large escort. The Arabs were plundering and at open war with the Pasha, who had a short time
previously entertained two of their sheiks, who had entered the town under a promise of safe conduct, in his
house, and for fear of their tiring of his hospitality had given them an underground apartment, well secured.
Subsequently, finding them still insensible to his kindness, he had administered a pleasant potion, which had so
strangely disagreed with their stomachs, that after a short illness they died. / A regiment, however, was about to
march to fodder their horses at Homs, and we were allowed to take advantage of their escort. All the necessary
preparations were soon completed, and we prepared to bid adieu to Damascus.
234
Beaujour_1829_319: La plaine de Hauran, l'ancienne Aurinitis, n'est séparée de cette vallée que par la chaîne
orientale de la Syrie, et elle ressemble par son aspect et sa fertilité aux plaines de la Babylonie; mais elle n'est
presque plus habitée, parce qu'elle est exposée aux incursions des Bédouins, et les voyageurs n'osent guère s'y
aventurer, quoiqu'elle soit encore toute couverte de ruines d'anciennes villes.
235
Porter_1855_II_149 Hauran, Bosra: A few families now reside within the walls of the castle; and we were
informed that during the spring season all the inhabitants of the place gather in here, that they may protect their
flocks and their property from the nightly depredations of the Bedawin. A massive gate, covered with heavy
plates of iron, serves to secure them against all plunderers. Burckhardt states that this castle was at one time
maintained by a garrison of seven Muggrebins against the whole forces of the Wahabees; and this I can easily
believe, for, to assailants armed with spears and a few wretched muskets, when the gate is shut the place is
impregnable. Formerly a strong force of irregular cavalry was kept here by the Pasha of Damascus, but now
there is no garrison, and the rapacious Bedawin roam freely over the fields of the poor peasants, who have to
pay them black mail.
236
Porter_1882_65, writing in 1865, Bosra: The fountains near the city, and the rich pastures which encircle
them, attract wandering Bedawin, outcasts from the larger tribes, and notorious thieves and brigands. These
come up from the desert with a few goats, sheep, and donkeys, and perhaps a horse; and they lurk, gipsy-like,
about the fountains and among the ruins of the large outlying towns of Bashan, watching every opportunity to
plunder an unguarded caravan or strip (Luke x. 30) [And Jesus answering said, A certain man went down from
Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripped him of his raiment, and wounded him, and
departed, leaving him half dead.] an unwary traveller, or steal a stray camel. The whole environs of Bozrah are
infested with them, owing to the extent of the ruins and the numbers of wells and springs in and around them.
237
Hahn-Hahn_II_1845_93 heard at Beirut: The story was this: this unfortunate traveller had joined a caravan at
Jerusalem, but had incautiously remained behind. He fell among robbers who so completely stripped him of all,
that he was in some little difficulty how to return to Jerusalem, as the only article of dress which the Bedouins
had left him was his hat, of which they could make no use. In this deplorable state, and with his hat upon his
head, he set out on his return like a monarch of a savage tribe.
238
Fuller_1829_265: The Rev. Mr. S. was an English clergyman, nearly seventy years of age, who had taken the
pains to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, to obtain the cross of the order of the Holy Sepulchre, which is in the
gift of the Superior of the Terra Santa. On his arrival, however, he found that this order was exclusively for
Catholics, having never been conferred on a Protestant, except in the solitary instance of Sir Sidney Smith, who
had rendered signal service to the guardians of the Holy Sepulchre. Mr. S. was extremely disappointed, and
thought himself much aggrieved that the rule was not relaxed in his favour also ; and in order to dissipate his
chagrin, he made an extensive tour in Syria; in the course of which, being little skilled in any language but his
own, and moreover of an extremely warm and passionate temperament, ill-suited to the tedious progress of
travelling in that country, he was involved in perpetual quarrels with almost every person with whom he came in
contact, and was frequently reduced to circumstances of great embarrassment. At Damascus, for instance,
having refused to pay the muleteers who had conducted him thither, they summoned him before the Cadi; and
on his refusing also to obey the summons, some janissaries were sent to apprehend him. As the convent of the
Terra Santa, however, where he lodged, possesses the privilege of asylum, the friars shut their gates, and the
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officers were obliged to attempt an entry through the window of his apartment. There they found him
barricadoed in, and ready to receive them; and he defended himself for some time with great vigour, till the
friars knowing that he had fire-arms, and fearing that some serious mischief might ensue, broke open the door of
his room, and conveyed him by force to the judgement-seat. At Balbec he was robbed and left in confinement by
his own servant; and on his way to Aleppo, having quarrelled with his guide, he quitted his horses and baggage,
and travelled for several days on foot and alone. Our agent at that city, who had been informed that an English
clergyman was on the road thither, described to me his astonishment, when instead of the comely person which
he had been used to associate with his idea of that respectable character, Mr. S. presented himself at the
Consulate, with scarcely any dress but a Mashlakh of the coarsest materials, a large straw hat on his head,and a
bag containing his provisions slung between his legs. He afterwards left Syria, and made a voyage up the Nile;
during which, disdaining the assistance of an interpreter, he had no way of explaining himself to the boat's crew
but by signs, which if they were at all slow in comprehending, he sometimes enforced by firing a pistol over
their heads. A mutiny was very soon the consequence ; which was only repressed by the strong arm of Belzoni,
whom good fortune sent to his assistance. In spite of every difficulty and opposition, however, he reached the
second cataract in safety, and there hired a guide to conduct him across the desert to Dongola; his earnest wish
being to penetrate further into the country than any other traveller had then done. It is almost needless to say that
the scheme completely failed; the guide kept him wandering about till his money was exhausted, and then
brought him back to Wadi Elfi. He had now returned to Syria for the express purpose of seeing Palmyra, which
he had been prevented from visiting on a former occasion ; but was for the present detained in this convent by
an attack of ophthalmia.
239
Arvieux_II_1735_85-86 in 1659, near Samaria, notes villages have no walls but, to keep off marauding
Arabs, have dug ditches and covered them with crops, so that il est impossible dřaborder ces villages, sur-tout la
nuit, sans sřexposer à se rompre le col ou à son cheval.
240
Green_1736_33 Homs: The Walls are of black and white Stones, and of the height of half a Pike, fortified
with little round Towers, whereof there are about Twenty-five in all … There are to be seen in this Town, an
infinite Number of curious Works of Marble, and Ruins of very magnificent Buildings, thoř at present they are
for the most Part level with the Ground. This Devastation is owning, in a great Measure, to the Arabs of the
neighbouring Desarts of Syria, or Arabia, who extort large Sums of Money from time to time from the
Inhabitants.
241
Porter_1855_I_191 Hauran: I asked our host [at Kureiyeh] on what kind of terms he was with the great tribes
of Bedawin, who, during the spring and autumn months, encompass his little territory. He stated that, while
there is in general a formal friendship between the Druzes and the desert tribes, yet forays and reprisals are of
almost weekly occurrence. I inquired whether all the villages in the Hauran paid black-mail to the Bedawin. He
replied that all the Muslem villages did so; but that the Druzes exacted tribute from them for the privilege of
permitting them to water their flocks at their fountains and reservoirs.
242
Robinson_1838_211-212, Suweida: Notre intention était de nous rendre de cette ville [Soueida] à Boszra,
l'ancienne capitale de la province et la principale ville du Haouran, où sont plusieurs édifices parfaitement
conservés; mais on nous assura que le pays qui l'environne était très-dangereux. La même difficulté nous
empêcha de pousser plus avant dans la montagne, l'ancienne Atsadamum, dont on dit que [NB he didnřt see
them] le versant oriental est garni d'innombrables villages bâtis en pierre, mais tombant en ruine, ayant été
abandonnés à cause des exactions des Arabes du désert auquel ce pays est contigu.
243
Deschamps_1678_208 Les Arabes sont des gens qui ordinairement ne vivent que de volleries & de rapines,
& lesquels sřétans rendus formidables aux Marchands & aux Voyageurs étrangers, font continuellement des
courses parmy la Syrie, Palestine, la Mesopotamie & lřEgypte.
244
Wittman_1803_165: The Arabs in general, whether Bedouins or husbandmen, are expert thieves, and are
distinguished also by their consummate hypocrisy and treachery.
245
AMS_I_1850_105 Mas-Latrie, writing in 1845: J'avais le dessein, avant de retourner en France, de compléter
lřétude que je fais des monuments des croisés en Chypre, par un voyage en Syrie, dans le pays même où les
croisades ont eu leur plus grand éclat. La nouvelle qu'une compagnie d'Européens allait entreprendre ce voyage
m'a déterminé à l'effectuer plus tôt que je l'avais pensé, et à me rendre à Beyrouth pour me joindre à eux. Les
routes de Syrie ne sont plus sures, en effet, depuis les événements de 1840, et il est imprudent de les parcourir
seul. [i.e. when the Turks recovered the country from Mehemet Ali, governor of Egypt 1805-1848, ruled in
Palestine 1831-1839, modernising and heavily taxing.]
246
Hamilton_1875_105 Acre: The court-yard of the Monastery was filled with mules, donkeys, horses, goats
and camels; and no little amusement did we derive from the spectacle of this miscellaneous gathering of
animals, from our post of observation on the verandah; whence I employed myself in throwing stones at the
muleteers who attempted to steal the barley from our horses to feed their animals with. Had we not seen to the
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horses ourselves, they would have got but little. Plunder, plunder is the order of the day throughout Syria, and
you have to be perpetually on the alert to prevent it in every department of life.
247
Pingaud_1887_154-155 Cassas [L.F., 1756-1827, in the East in 1785]: Après une courte relâche en Asie
Mineure, aux ruines d'Ephèse, Cassas cingla droit vers l'Egypte. Le pays étant, à cause de ses troubles intérieurs,
d'un accès difficile, il remonta vers la Syrie, où d'autres épreuves l'attendaient, où néanmoins il pénétra partout,
bravant la peste dans les ports et les brigands sur les routes de l'intérieur. Palmyre, dont les ruines récemment
décrites par les voyageurs anglais parlaient à son imagination, l'attirait surtout. A Tripoli, il se hissa, vêtu en
Arabe, avec un interprète, sur un chameau, au milieu d'une caravane à destination de Bagdad; mais depuis
Damas il dut poursuivre son chemin à part, et l'escorte qu'il s'était procurée l'abandonna, après deux jours de
marche, à la merci des bandits du désert. Sans se décourager, il reconstitua sa petite troupe, et après deux
semaines il oubliait ses alarmes et ses épreuves devant le merveilleux spectacle de Palmyre. Quelques
misérables Arabes l'accueillirent sur les ruines du temple du Soleil et du palais de Zénobie, pendant que,
complétant les études de Wood, il dessinait et mesurait à la hâte tant de magnifiques débris. Puis, laissant le
bruit de sa mort se répandre jusqu'à Constantinople, il gagna la Palestine, qu'il parcourut la Bible à la main; les
ruines de Gaza, en face desquelles il n'oublia pas de relire le Tasse, et enfin la vallée du Nil jusqu'au Caire,
furent les dernières étapes de cette exploration, qui avait duré près de quinze mois.
248
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_335-336 Petra: It had for some time been the wish of Mr. Bankes to undertake this
tour, as the only two Europeans who had ever been at either Kerek or Wady Mousa (Valley of Moses or Petra)
are both dead, viz. Sheikh Ibrahim and Mr. Seetzen. Both these travellers, indefatigable as they were, performed
this trip alone and in disguise, and were consequently obliged to conceal their papers, and make all their
observations by stealth, which must necessarily have rendered their remarks very brief and cursory, compared to
what they would have been had the writers being unrestrained. Seetzen travelled as an Arab, calling himself
Moosa, but never reached so far as Petra.
249
Seetzen_1810_10: I had provided myself with a passport from Abdallah, Pasha of Damascus, by means of
which my conductor, Ibrahim, obliged the Shech of each village to furnish an armed horseman, who
accompanied us to the next. We lived on the road, according to the custom of the country, at the charge of the
inhabitants; which, however, did not prevent Ibrahim from displaying his anger, as often as he thought the
presents offered him less than he was entitled to. I saw that I had engaged a daring fellow, whose conduct might
have endangered my safety, if he had not been taken for a soldier and a Mohammedan.
250
Maundrell_1836_230, travelling 1697, Balbec: In the afternoon we walked out to see the city. But we
thought fit, before we entered, to get license of the governor, and proceed with all caution. Being taught this
necessary care by the example of some worthy English gentleman of our factory; who visited this place in the
year 1689, in their return from Jerusalem, and suspecting no mischief, were basely intrigued by the people here,
and forced to redeem their lives at a great sum of money.
251
Buckingham_1822_II_248: The present village of Bahrahah does not contain more than fifty dwellings, and
is governed by a Sheikh, who acknowledges the authority of the Pasha of Damascus. He questioned us very
strictly about our papers and the object of our journey, and we only escaped by having Mr. Bankes's soldier with
us, who replied, that he was in the service of the Pasha himself, and had been sent from Jerusalem to protect and
accompany us to Sham.
252
AMS_I_1851_199: Comme la plupart des voyageurs, j'étais muni dřun firman du sultan, et je le croyais assez
efficace pour m'ouvrir toutes les portes; mais il n'en a pas été ainsi: les pachas font peu de cas de ces lettres,
qu'ils voient, d'ailleurs, entre les mains de presque tous les Européens, et ils sont mal disposés à rendre les
services qu'on attend de leur obligeance.
253
Shaw_1808_I_xxviii: Our stages or days journies were not always the same. For when any danger was
apprehended, we then travelled through as many by-paths as our conductors were acquainted with; riding in this
manner, without halting, sometimes twelve, sometimes fifteen hours. Nay, in returning from Jerusalem, so
vigilant were the Arabs in distressing the pilgrims, and particularly myself; that notwithstanding we had the
sheck, or saint, of Mount Carmel, with twenty of his armed servants to protect us, we rested only one hour in
two and twenty; for so long a time we were travelling, and that very briskly, betwixt Sichem and Mount Carmel.
254
Porter_1868_II_280 excursion to the Dead Sea: The escort, without which it would be madness for ordinary
tourists to attempt the journey, must be obtained at Jerusalem, through the Consul, or some other person of
influence. The usual and best plan is to contract with a local chief, who guarantees the safety of person and
property, procures requisite guards, pays all bakh-shish under every name and form, provides competent guides
and in return is paid a fixed sum. The sum will depend on the number and rank of the party, the time occupied,
and the places visited. The tour can scarcely be made safely, as matters now stand, for less than 10,000 piastres,
about 1001 [livres]. During some seasons the tour is impracticable owing to war between the Arab tribes. On
this point the Consul is always able to give or procure authentic information.
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Skinner_II_1837_199 Babylon: I had plenty of broken bricks to choose from, for Hassan, like a true page,
adopts the pursuits of his master upon all occasions, and in this one ŕ of gathering from the débris of Babylon
ŕ he was active and well informed. Most European travellers move through the East so well attended by
guides, servants, and escort, that I think they must lose much of the pleasure for which they go.
256
Moore_1895_7: Before starting, special prayer was made that blessing would attend every step of the way
and that an increase of mental, physical, and spiritual strength would be the result. Prayer was also made that we
would have no difficulties or unpleasantness in travelling; native porters not being the most pleasant and
agreeable of folk. In both respects our prayers were answered.
257
Lindsay_II_1838_16-22 bargaining and haggling with sheikhs for escorts, animals, etc.
258
Graham_1858_246-249, negociations with the Druze chief for going to Umm el-Jimal took all day, with the
sheikh asking (Ŗit is for my people I askŗ) 100 sterling, and Graham offering 4 sterling; the following morning
the sheikh asked for 20 sterling, and Graham offered 8.
259
Capper_1796_260-263 for contract made with Sheikh Suliman for an escort of Arabs across the Great Desert
from Aleppo to Bassora in 1778.
260
Laborde_1836_47: We took with us, as presents, a spy-glass, intended for Abou Raschid, chief of the tribe of
Alaouins; a remarkably fine Albanian gun, a double-barrelled English gun, a watch, and a Cashmere shawl.
These are the only articles which are really prized by the Arabs: other things amuse, but do not satisfy them …
The scientific traveller, who takes with him astronomical and mathematical instruments, should be cautious to
have them covered with a black composition, or coloured like bronze, in order to disabuse the Arabs of the
notion, that those articles are made of gold, because they are generally so brilliant.
261
Skene_1864_206 Near Jerash, accosted by Goblan, the great sheikh of all the Salhaan: Hitherto he had
conducted the negotiation with all the polish and ability of an accomplished diplomatist. Now his manner
descended to the coarse laconism of a garotting ticket-of-leave man, and he told us simply to hand over our
money. Knowing the exact amount of authority vested in the Sultan's dragoons, and feeling that we were
entirely in the power of the Sheikh, we soon made up our minds to give the money and proceed on our journey.
262
English_merchants_1678_134-136
263
Burckhardt_1822_15101810, Bosra: I went to see the ruins of the ancient city of Bostra, of which the people
spoke much, adding that Mousa (the name assumed by Mr. Seetzen) had offered thirty piastres to any one who
would accompany him to the place, but that nobody had ventured, through fear of the Arabs. I found a good
natured fellow, who for three piastres undertook to lead me to the spot. Bostra must not be confounded with
Boszra, in the Haouran; both places are mentioned in the Books of Moses.
264
Burckhardt_1822_30041812, in the Hauran, at Remtha: We met with a very indifferent reception at the
Sheikhřs house, for the inhabitants of the villages on the Hadj route exceed all others in fanatism: an old man
was particularly severe in his animadversions on Kafers treading the sacred earth which leads to the Kaabe, and
the youngsters echoed his insulting language. I found means, however, to show the old man a penknife which I
carried in my pocket, and made him a present of it, before he could ask it of me; we then became as great friends
as we had been enemies, and his behaviour induced a like change in the others towards me. A penknife worth
two shillings overcomes the fanatism of a peasant; increase the present and it will have equal effect upon a
townsman; make it a considerable sum, and the Mufti himself will wave all religious scruples. Remtha is the last
inhabited village on this side of the Haoun.
265
Burckhardt_1822_24041812 in the Ledja: I had intended to sleep at Om Ezzeitoun, but I found the Druses
very ill-disposed towards me. It was generally reported that I had discovered a treasure in 1810 at Shohba, near
this place, and it was supposed that I had now returned to carry off what I had then left behind. I had to combat
against this story at almost every place, but I was nowhere so rudely received as at this village, where I escaped
ill treatment only by assuming a very imposing air, and threatening with many oaths, that if I lost a single hair of
my beard, the Pasha would levy an avania of many purses on the village. I had with me an old passport from
Soleiman Pasha, who, though no longer governor of Damascus, had been charged pro tempore with the
government till the arrival of the new Pasha, who was expected from Constantinople. Soleiman had retired to his
former government at Acre, but his Mutsellim at Damascus very kindly granted me strong letters of
recommendation to all the authorities of the country, which were of great use to me in the course of my journey.
266
Richter_1824_331, travelling 1815-1816: J'avois aussi formé le projet de parcourir les rives de lřOronte;
mais, en l'exécutant, je serois resté fidèle à mes principes, qui étoient d'éviter tout ce qui pouvoit me rendre
suspect aux autorités du pays, et même de ne pas faire un pas sans leur agrément. C'est pourquoi je crus devoir
rejeter les offres séduisantes du guide de Seetzen qui, à Damas, me proposoit de me déguiser, et de me conduire,
à l'insu du pacha, aux ruines de Ghérasa et d'Ammon au-delà de la mer Morte; quoique cette démarche hardie
eût parfaitement réussi à ce célèbre voyageur, je ne voulus pas suivre son exemple.
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Wright_1848_495-496 Maundrell at Balbec in 1697: In the afternoon we walked out to see the city. But we
thought fit before we entered to get licence of the governor, and to proceed with all caution ; being taught this
necessary care by the example of some worthy English gentlemen of our factory, who, visiting this place in the
year 1689, in their return from Jerusalem, and suspecting no mischief, were basely intrigued by the people here,
and forced to redeem their lives at a great sum of money.
268
Tristram_1865_193 negotiating with the sheikhs of the Jordan Valley and the Dead Sea: At the third
interview, business progressed. We were told how much M. de Saulcy had paid, and a like sum was demanded
from us. We felt here as we did also some months later in the East, how little cause travellers have to thank M.
de Saulcy for his lavish expenditure on both his visits. He has simply rendered it impossible for ordinary
travellers to follow him, and the Bedouin argues, very naturally for him, that what it was worth M. de Saulcy's
while to pay, is not too much for another to give. The consequence is, that the districts he has visited have been
virtually sealed behind him, and can only be entered by a bridge of gold.
269
Graham_1858_253, bargaining with Arab tribes: But although this sounds a small sum to European ears, it is
a great deal for a people who have no wants and rarely the means of spending any money. It would have been
easier for me individually, no doubt, to have given a larger sum, and it would have been worth the money to
save time, but I always felt it my duty in opening a new track, as it were, to consider future travellers. Amongst
these tribes no European had ever yet been, and so whatever price I gave would form a precedent for all future
travellers. They never again would take less. I regret to say that almost everywhere travellers, and especially
English travellers, have been too thoughtless on this head, so that some parts are almost shut up to the traveller,
owing to the extortionate demands of the Arab sheikhs. No one, however, has done so much mischief in this
way as M. De Saulcy, who has literally closed the road for some time to travellers east of the Dead Sea. If you
wish no one to follow in your footsteps, you cannot attain your purpose more effectually than by giving a great
sum to the Arabs who accompany you. They are sure to double the demand on the next traveller.
270
Richter_1824_293-294 Richter wishing to go to Palmyra: les Arabes se faisoient la guerre entre eux; l'aga ne
pouvoit venir à bout de quelque chose avec eux qu'à force d'argent; sans doute ils n'attaqueroient pas ses soldats;
mais comme vraisemblablement ils avoient appris de Damas que je voulois visiter Tadmor, des milliers de
piastres ne suffiroient pas pour assouvir leur avarice: on ne pouvoit venir à bout de rien sans satisfaire les
prétentions effrontées de chaque individu; tous avoient été rendus exigeans par les prodigalités de lady
Stanhope. Il promettoit de me donner trente cavaliers qui se contenteroient de mille piastres; je devois les
fournir de vivres sur la route; il espéroit qu'ils me feroient passer en sûreté; mais il falloit qu'il leur comptât des
espèces pour qu'ils pussent traiter avec les Arabes. Si je ne répugnois pas à cette dépense, ses cavaliers étoient à
mon service, car il étoit de son devoir de faire mes volontés et en même temps de mřinstruire de tout à l'avance.
Quand j'eus entendu ce rapport, je renonçai à mon projet. [He eventually got there from Homs]
271
Conder_1830_1-2: Lady Hesther Stanhope is reported to have paid five hundred pounds for leave to visit the
ruins of Palmyra. Her liberality has procured for her among the Arabs, the title of El Malaga, or the queen …
Our readers will have a better bargain: we shall transport them thither, as by the lamp of Aladdin, without the
fatigue of a four days' journey across the burning Desert, nor demand any beckshish for our escort … Captains
Irby and Mangles, who visited Palmyra in 1818, crossed the Desert from Homs. Nineteen days were spent in
previous negociations with the Arabs, whose exorbitant demands fell, during that period, from 3000 to 600
piastres. At length, they set forth with three camels and as many conductors; their whole baggage consisting of a
sheep-skin coat, the woolly side inward, and the other side coloured red with ochre, and greased to keep out the
rain. This was but a sorry caravan, but it was deemed expedient to assume so humble an appearance, in order to
hold out no temptation to either pilferers or plunderers.
272
Measor_1844_164 Petra: Before leaving the Khuznee I added my name to the list of travellers from all
countries, which are inscribed within. A curious anecdote was afterwards told me by a friend at Jerusalem. On
leaving Petra, we had written up the names of our party, and the low "bucksheesh" which we had paid, as an
inducement to friends who might follow us, to withstand the extortions of old Abou Zeitun. On arriving at the
same place of encampment, a party of our friends were asked one hundred piasters by the old sheikh, but they
opposed the demand, saying " we will pay no more than twenty-five piasters." The sheikh replied, ŖWhy, every
Frank pays one hundred piasters." "Oh! no," said our friends, "twenty-five piasters is the regular payment, which
those who have preceded us have paid." "No," said the sheikh," they all paid one hundred piasters." "But there is
their handwriting on the wall," said the other, unguardedly. "They have left us word that they paid only twentyfive piasters." This appeal to the litera scripta availed not, for they were compelled to pay the full "bucksheesh,"
and old Abou sent immediately one of his men to erase the obnoxious inscription from the rock, I hope those at
the Khuznee will not share the same fate.
273
Richardson_1822_II_419-420: Our next expedient was to send for the Emir, or chief of the Arabs of Bisan,
who immedately waited upon us, arrayed in his black abba, and yellow boots, and all the tawdry importance of
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his rank. This gentleman informed us that we could not proceed to Jerash without having previously obtained
the permission of the Ben Issacher Arabs, who were in possession of these parts, and were a very powerful tribe;
but if the noble traveller chose to tarry at Bisan, he politely offered to send a messenger to the chief of these
Arabs, who, for a stipulated sum, would send four of his men to conduct the whole party to Jerash and back
again; that the messenger would take two days to go and two days to return; and that we should be an equal
number of days in performing the journey, which, with the time that must necessarily be employed in examining
the ruins, would have occasioned a delay of ten days, in place of five, which we had calculated upon; this was
more than we could afford, and our expedition to Jerash was accordingly abandoned.
274
Taylor_1860_87: We leave to-morrow for Damascus, by way of Nazareth and Tiberius. My original plan was
to have gone to Djerash, the ancient Geraza, in the land of Gilead, and thence to Bozrah, in Djebel Hauaran. But
Djebel Adjeloun, as the country about Djerash is called, is under a powerful Bedouin shekh, named Abd-el
Azeez, and without an escort from him, which involves considerable delay and a fee of $150, it would be
impossible to make the journey. We are therefore restricted to the ordinary route, and in case we should meet
with any difficulty by the way, Mr. Smith, the American Consul, who is now here, has kindly procured us a
firman from the Pasha of Jerusalem. All the travellers here are making preparations to leave, but there are still
two parties in the Desert.
275
Measor_1844_160 Petra: On returning to our tents we were, indeed, met by another party of Arabs claiming
to have the privilege of escorting the Franks. Their anger seemed principally directed against those who had
previously acted as our guides, for they followed them to their resting place, about twenty yards from our tents,
and then commenced quarrelling and wrangling with the usual Arab vociferation and noise the whole even- ing.
They succeeded in settling their dispute, and by the morning were quite silent.
276
Richardson_1822_II_496: In consequence of our anxiety to visit Palmyra, we remained longer in Damascus
than we had originally intended, expecting that every day would bring us the welcome intelligence, that peace
was restored between the Arabs and the Turks, and that the road was clear for us to proceed thither; but day after
day was fraught with reports of fresh hostilities, and tired with expectations, we abandoned the expedition and
prepared for our departure.
277
Warren_1883_147 Damascus: Having sent our cards to the "Honorable Mrs. Digby," an hour was assigned
by her to receive us, and accordingly we improved it to see this remarkable woman, whose life has been so
checkered a one. A daughter of Admiral Digby, and of extraordinary beauty, she married at an early age Lord
Ellenborough, then eloped with a German baron, and afterwards became the wife of a Greek count, whose
friends persuaded him to separate from her. Subsequently, having been rescued from danger in travelling to
Palmyra by her escort, a fine-looking Sheikh, and chief of a tribe of Bedouins, she was enamoured of him and
became his wife, remaining so for many years to the present time. She is now over sixty years of age, and lives
in a fine house fitted up in the Oriental style, having one of the best gardens attached to be found in Damascus.
She is supported mostly by an income from her English connections, and is known in English circles as Lady
Digby.
278
Elliott_1838_II_268 near Balbec: The valley leads direct to the desert in which Palmyra stands; and the
temptation to extend our tour to that famous scene of ruins was great; but a fear of encountering the heat of a
Syrian summer and other obstacles inter-posed. Some of our cotemporary travellers made the attempt, and were
attacked by the Bedouins; their horses were taken from them; one of their party was killed; and all their property
plundered.
279
Lewis_1996_61, travels of William John Bankes in the Orient 1815-1820, Palmyra in 1817: Sur les quatre
jours et demi qu'il resta sur le site, il semble qu'il en passa deux à l'intérieur du temple de Bel, emprisonné par le
Sheikh Hamad el-Muhanna qui exigeait plus d'argent que Bankes n'en avait déjà donné.
280
Conder_III.II_1830_3: The first persons who visited Palmyra in modern times, were some English merchants
from Aleppo, who, in attempting to reach the ruins, in 1678, were attacked and plundered by the Arabs, and
obliged to return without accomplishing their design; but they were more successful in a second attempt, made
thirteen years afterwards. Sheikh Ibrahim (Burckhardt) was also robbed and stripped in his first attempt.
281
Burckhardt_1822_14111810: Shohba [near Qanawat and Ezra], the seat of the principal Druse Sheikhs, and
containing also some Turkish and Christian families. It lies near the foot of Tel Shohba, between the latter and
the mountain; it was formerly one of the chief cities in these districts, as is attested by its remaining town walls,
and the loftiness of its public edifices. The walls may be traced all round the city, and are perfect in many
places; there are eight gates, with a paved causeway leading from each into the town. Each gate is formed of two
arches, with a post in the centre. The eastern gate seems to have been the principal one, and the street into which
it opens leads in a straight line through the town; like the other streets facing the gates, it is paved with oblong
flat stones, laid obliquely across it with great regularity. Following this street through a heap of ruined
habitations on each side of it, where are many fragments of columns, I came to a place where four massy cubical
structures formed a sort of square, through which the street runs; they are built with square stones, are twelve
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feet long by nine high, and, as appears by one of them, which is partly broken down, are quite solid, the centre
being filled up with stones. Farther on to the right, upon a terrace, stand five Corinthian columns, two feet and a
quarter in diameter, all quite entire. After passing these columns I came to the principal building in this part of
the town; it is in the form of a crescent, fronting towards the east, without any exterior ornaments, but with
several niches in the front. I did not venture to enter it, as I had a bad opinion of its present possessor, the chief
of Shohba, who some years ago compelled M. Seetzen to turn back from hence towards Soueida. I remained
unknown to the Druses during my stay at Shohba. Before the above mentioned building is a deep and large
reservoir, lined with small stones. To the right of it stands another large edifice of a square shape, built of massy
stones, with a spacious gate; its interior consists of a double range of vaults, one above the other, of which the
lower one is choaked up as high as the capitals of the columns which support the arches. I found the following
inscription upon an arch in the upper story.
282
Bell_1908_164: The Portuguese family had met Mr. Mark Sykes at 'Amman, and he had advised them to
change their route so as to pass through Kanawat in the Jebel Druze, saying they would have no difficulty on
obtaining permission to do so. Monsieur de Sommar went guilelessly forward, but when he reached Sweida,
which is the chief post of the Government, the Kaimakam stopped him and intimated politely but firmly that he
must return the way he had come. He replied as firmly that he would not, and sent telegrams to his Consul in
Damascus and his Minister at Constantinople. Thereupon followed an excited exchange of messages, the upshot
of which was that he was to be allowed to proceed to Kanawat if he would take a hundred zaptiehs with him.
The country, said the Kaimakam, was extremely dangerous ŕ that country through which, as I know well, a
woman can ride with no escort but a Druze boy, and might ride alone, even if she had her saddle-bags full of
gold. But Monsieur de Sommar was a man of iudgment. He replied that he was quite willing to take the hundred
zaptiehs, but not one piastre piece should they receive from him. Thus countered, the Kaimakam changed his
note and diminished the escort till it numbered twenty.
283
Porter_II_1868_507 travelling to Palmyra: Sheikh Miguel's usual demand for an escort is from 20l. to 30l. a
head. This is exorbitant. The journey only takes 10 or 11 days, and, as the road lies through the territory of his
tribe, there is little risk of robbery. Of course where travellers ride horses, and take trains of servants, and tents,
and equipages, they must pay for them. They attract more attention, hold out a more tempting bait to prowling
Bedawin; and therefore run more risk, and require a larger escort. But for such as will ride dromedaries, and be
content to rough it for a few days, 10l. a head ought to be sufficient to cover all expenses, except food. Where
one is going alone 15l. or even 20l. may not be too much. Travellers should bear in mind, however, that
dragomans have a particular aversion to Palmyra. The proud 'Anazeh are not inclined to tolerate any blustering,
without which the dragoman can scarcely live. It is the inetrest of the latter, therefore, to put impediments in the
way. The demands of Sheikh Miguel are usually doubled in the translation; and unless the dragoman can pocket
a good round sum, his master must give up Palmyra.
284
Freese_1869_31: Some two years ago a Mr. Adams came to Syria, as a tourist. On his return to the United
States he traveled through some of the Eastern States, delivering lectures, the burden of which was that the
"Messiah was soon to return and re-establish Israel." He organized what he called the "Church of the Messiah,"
of which he himself became the "President," and then proposed that such of his followers as felt disposed should
join him in establishing a colony in Palestine, as one of the appointed means of God whereby Israel was to be
restored. He represented to his hearers that Jaffa was the natural sea-port of Syria; that, "in the restoration of
Israel, it must soon become a large and beautiful city;" and that land, or town lots, purchased near there, must so
increase in value that the possessors would speedily become rich. The enterprise, as he represented it, was to
possess the double character of religion and speculation ŕ the first, to help the coming of the Messiah, the
second, to help themselves. 31-33 for the fractious results once arrived.
285
Laorty-Hadji_1854_156 Dome of the Rock: Les portiques des parvis, et ces briques peintes, rappellent les
décorations de la cathédrale de Cordoue, ancienne mosquée, et du palais du Généralife, à Séville. Du reste, cette
mosquée diffère peu, pour le caractère, de la foule des mosquées musulmanes, que beaucoup de voyageurs ont
vues et décrites. On peut donc, sans y avoir pénétré, s'en faire une idée exacte. On sait que la décoration
intérieure des temples turks est des plus simples. Voici ce que l'on en raconta à l'ambassadeur Deshayes: Il y a
dedans un grand dôme qui est porté par deux rangs de grosses colonnes de marbre, etc etc.
286
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_171: Combien j'aurais aimé à visiter l'intérieur d'un tel sanctuaire, mais
jamais les pas d'un voyageur franc ne retentiront dans la grande mosquée de Damas, et c'est à peine si l'on nous
permet, à nous infidèles, de jeter de loin quelques regards sur ce saint et redoutable monument. Le voyageur
européen peut dire de cette religieuse enceinte ce que les livres saints disent de la maison de Dieu: Terribilis est
locus iste, ce lieu-là est terrible.
287
Porter_1855_I_32 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Many of the mosks are fine specimens of Saracenic
architecture, but they are all dirty, and almost all out of repair; and they thus appear badly to the eye of the
stranger, especially so as he can, under the most favourable circumstances, only get a peep into their courts
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through a window or half-open door. But a different impression is left upon the mind when the attention is
directed to the details of these buildings. One cannot but admire the chaste patterns of the marble mosaics on the
walls, the curious interlacing of the stones over doors and windows, and the fine proportions and delicate
fretwork of the tapering minarets.
288
Berners_1876_111-112 Jerusalem: until a few years ago, no Christian was allowed by the Mussulmans to
enter it on pain of death; but now the matter is arranged by the British Consul, on payment of five francs for
each person named in the pass. The Consulřs janissary accompanies the party, in order to protect them from any
fanaticism on the part of the Mahomedans. There was but little need of this precaution on the occasion of my
visit, for every one was very quiet, nor was any notice taken of my presence.
289
Edrisi_I_1836_351, writing c.1100, Damascus: la mosquée la plus grande, la plus belle, la plus solidement
construite, la plus curieuse qui existe dans lřunivers, tant sous le rapport du dessin, du plan, que sous celui de
lřart qui préside à lřexécution des ornements. Ces ornements se composent de dorures, de ciselures sur briques et
de marbres polis. Then 351-352 for sketch of the buildingřs building history. [What do they know about
Cordoba?]
290
Al-Muqaddasi_1897_279 [b.946] the Haram: In the ceilings of its various edifices there are 4,000 wooden
beams, supported on 700 marble columns; and the roofs are overlaid with 45,000 sheets of lead.
291
Buckingham_1822_II_247-248 village of Bahrahah, on his way to Gadara: On entering it, we observed the
ruined arches of an old mosque, of very excellent masonry, and within the walls, the capitals of two Doric
columns, in white marble, and some scattered shafts of the same material. In the court of the Khan, where we
alighted, was a fine sarcophagus, of a black porous stone, of a basaltic or volcanic nature. It bore on its sides
sculptured devices, and had evidently been executed with great care; but from whence it had been brought we
could not learn. We found another sarcophagus of the same material, and several large hewn stones were seen in
different parts of the town, which, with the marble columns in the ruined mosque, induced us to conclude that
this also had been the site of some ancient settlement.
292
Fabri_1893_II.1_243-244 (c.1480-1483), ŖTemple of the Lordŗ: The infidels call it Halachibis, learned
Christians call it Bethel, common and unlearned Christians call it Solomon's temple. It is a noble and exceeding
costly building, great and round, after the fashion of a great and wide tower. Enclosing the round part there is
another wall built upon the ground, which wall goes round about the whole temple, and between it and the
temple there is a wide space. This wall supports one side of a vault all round, the other part of which vault rests
upon the wall of the temple itself, or rather upon columns from which the higher part of the temple rises up; for
within there is a circle of marble columns, above whose capitals arches reach all round the circuit; and above the
arches there is built a high wall all round the circuit. Now, the outer wall, which encloses the columns within
itself, is as high as the columns themselves, and from it, as I have said, a vault arches over to the columns. All
round the circuit in the outer wall there are great oblong glazed windows, like those in churches, and the space
between one window and another is as great as the window itself. This space on the outside is painted in mosaic
in an exceeding costly fashion, so that the field of the picture gleams with gold, while the picture itself consists
of palm-trees or olive-trees, or figures of cherubim, for they will not suffer any other pictures or carvings on
their mosques. The higher part of the temple, which rises from the columns which stand within, is built up high
in the air, as though it grew out of the aforesaid wide surrounding aisle. In this upper part there are continuous
windows all round, each touching the other; but these windows are shorter and smaller than those in the lower
story. On the top it has a vaulted roof covered with lead, which once was gilded, as can well be seen at the
present day.
293
Fabri_1896_I.1_245 (c.1480-1483), Dome of the Rock: The court of the temple, and the whole of the area or
open space all round about it, is paved with white and polished marble, and is so clean that when one stands
upon the Mount of Olives and looks at the temple it seems to stand in a pool of quiet whitish water. At the south
end of the courtyard, where the stone paving ceases, there is a delightful grove of olive-trees planted to supply
oil to the temple lamps, whereof more than seven hundred hang in the temple. All these things I saw with my
eyes from the outside, but what it is like within I have not seen, though I have been able to guess with some
probability from the outward form of the temple, and from the other mosques which I have entered.
294
Le_Brun_1714_298 Dome of the Rock / Haram: les Chrétiens nřont pas le pouvoir dřy entrer ou dřen
approcher. Il leur est même defendu de mettre le pied sur la place qui est autour et qui est assez grande, et sřil y
en avoit quelquřun qui y fût surpris, il faudroit asseurément quřil se fit Mahometan, ou quřil fût brulé.
295
Hasselquist_1766_123 Jerusalem, Mount Sion: Hence we could see a Turkish Mosque, with a handsome
cupola, erected over David and Solomon's grave. In this same place, they say, Christ instituted the Lord's
Supper, and the Holy Ghost came upon the Apostles. No Christian can approach nearer to this most principal of
holy places, than Sion, which is at two gunshot distance.
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Fabri_1896_I.1_246 (c.1480-1483): The infidels will not endure that Christians should enter their cities and
towns riding on beasts, unless they come in the dark: by daylight they cannot do so.
297
Edwards_1862_167 Damascus: C'est une ville sainte pour les musulmans, qui doivent la visiter dans leur
pèlerinage à la Mecque. Elle est appelée Sham-Sheriff, et ses habitants sont fanatiques de leur religion et de leur
cité. / Jusqu'à la conquête de la Syrie par Méhémet-Ali, aucun Européen ne pouvait pénétrer à Damas sans être
revêtu de l'uniforme qu'il était permis aux chrétiens de porter. Les consuls eux-mêmes se soumettaient à cet
usage.
298
Lithgow_1632_251 Haram: near the which, or within whose Courts no Christian may enter under the paine
of loosing his head.
299
Thevenot_1689_689 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Dans cette maison il y a une porte & plusieurs grandes
fenêtres avec des treillis de cuivre qui regardent dans la grande Mosquée, & de là on la voit fans empêchement
de personne, mais il est défendu aux Chrétiens d'entrer dedans, sur peine de la vie, ou de se faire Turc.
300
Deshayes_1624_367 Jerusalem, Haram: Il nřest pas permis aux Chrestiens dřentrer dans le Parvis, à cause,
ce disent-ils, que tout ce grand enclos a esté sanctifié par les Prophètes, qui y ont esté, lesquels ont impetré de
Dieu, quřil accorderait tout ce qui luy seroit demandé en ce lieu: & pourtant que si les Chrestiens y entroient, ils
le pourroient prier pour lřavancement du Christianisme, & pour la ruyne de leur Religion, ce quřils obtiendroient
infalliblement.
301
PEF_Committee_1873_34-47 for a description of the Haram.
302
Russell_1832_7: The topographical description of the Holy Land is drawn from the works of the numerous
travellers and pilgrims, who, since the time of the faithful Doubdan, have visited the interesting scenes where
the Christian Faith had its origin and completion.
303
Doubdan_1661_366-374 Du Temple moderne de Salomon Ŕ and the Haram.
304
Arvieux_II_1735_207 Jerusalem in 1660, ŖTemple of Solomonŗ: Les Turcs en ont fait leur principale
Mosquée, l'ont orné autant quřils en sont capables, & l'ont en une si singulìere vénération, qu-ils ne permettent
ni aux Chrétiens, ni aux Juifs d'y entrer, pas même d'en approcher. Then describes the Dome, 209-215.
305
Beauvau_1608_157 Dome of the Rock: Le dedans du Temple est tout blanc; hors mis quelque peu de
Mosaicque, qui reste du vieux temps.
306
Deshayes_1624_368 Haram, Dome of the Rock: Le dedans ceste Mosquée est tout blanchy, hormis en
quelques endroits, où le nom de Dieu est escrit en grands caracteres Arabiques. Par dehors elle est revetue de
marbre, & de quarreaux de plusieurs couleurs.
307
Layard_I_1903_279 1840, Jerusalem: The Mosque of Omar, into which, after the rule of Mehemet Ali had
been established in Syria, Europeans had been allowed to enter, had been again closed to them in consequence,
it was stated, of the conduct of Prince Puckler Muskau, who had forced his way indecently into a place held
sacred by the Mussulmans, and had even written his name on the tomb of David. I was consequently unable to
visit either the mosque or the tomb. The Europeans in Syria were much exercised by the behaviour of this
Prince, who, I believe, afterwards wrote an inflated account of his travels in the Levant.
308
Porter_1868_II_458 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Access to the Mosque can be obtained on making
application to the consul. A charge is made of a Napoleon for each party, whether large or small. In addition to
this, a present of from 10 to 20 piastres is usually given to the attendants of the Mosque, who take charge of the
shoes which must be taken off on entering. Visitors should provide themselves with slippers. [The 20-franc gold
Napoléon weighed 6.5 grams, the 40-franc one 12.9 grams, both 90% pure.]
309
Curtis_1903_452 Jerusalem, the Haram: This holy and historical inclosure is approached through another
series of filthy streets like those which lead to the Church of the Sepulcher, and to make the journey one needs a
pair of rubber boots, plenty of disinfectants and a microbe screen over his mouth and nostrils. He also requires a
military guard. If the consul of his nation cannot spare the kavass, or official guard recognized by the
government, it is necessary to apply for a soldier from the garrison as protection against Moslem fanatics and
fakirs, who resent the intrusion of curious Christians into their shrine. We had a sergeant of artillery, an
intelligent, deferential man, who took a great interest in promoting our knowledge and pleasure.
310
Williams_1849_295-296 Temple Mount, visiting in 1843: We shall, indeed, meet with some perplexing
discrepancies in matters of considerable importance ; but on the whole, considering that free access is now
denied the Christian antiquary, and that the Frank writers of the period of the Christian domination were as loose
and uncritical as the Arabic authors of a later date, we may congratulate ourselves that our information is so
ample, without at all approving the means by which it has been acquired. Nearly all the points that are still open
to question might be determined by careful enquiry among the Moslem inhabitants, or by a survey from the
exterior, aided by a telescope, or by employing as proxy an intelligent native dragoman, who could be directed
to the points of observation within the precinct, from which his master is excluded. [then proceeds with a
description of the interior, footnoted with references to other Western accounts.]
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Wortabet_1856_II_285 Jerusalem: We entered the Kubbat-es-Sukhra by its northern doorway, and were at
once ushered into a circular building, covered with a high and magnificent dome.
312
AMS_I_1864_374, Guérin: M. de Barrère, qui, comme consul, représente si dignement la France à
Jérusalem, s'empressa de faciliter mes recherches avec la bienveillance la plus obligeante et la plus marquée. Il
eut la bonté de m'introduire lui-même deux fois dans la mosquée d'Omar, interdite naguère encore aux chrétiens,
sous peine de mort, et qui, vous le savez, a remplacé le fameux temple de Salomon. Je pénétrai également à sa
suite dans la mosquée d'El-Aksa, qui a succédé à la belle église de la Présentation, œuvre de l'empereur
Justinien. Je visitai en détail toute la plate-forme du Haram ech-Cherif, ainsi que ses immenses et admirables
souterrains.
313
Vetromile_1871_I_231: I was preparing to leave Jerusalem. Just on the day of Purification I received an
invitation to go and see the Mosque of Omar. I was not very anxious to see the Mosque, but I wanted to visit the
spot on which the famous Temple of Solomon stood … Our party was composed of the French, Italian and
Spanish Consuls, the Italian Doctor, who attended me during my sickness, two dragomen, an Effendi and
another gentleman. They had obtained the necessary permission, and accompanied by three Janizaries, we
proceeded to Mount Moriah. NB no description of the architecture, although he then gives a short description of
the interior of the Al-Aqsa.
314
Luynes_I_1874_217, travelling in 1864, Jerusalem, outer walls of the Haram: On ne nous laissa aucun espoir
de pénétrer dans la mosquée, mais on nous fit faire le tour de cet édifice afin de nous montrer, d'un terrain élevé
sur le flanc de la montagne et tout contigu à ses murs, l'intérieur où les Musulmans seuls sont admis. Nous
aperçûmes de là, en y plongeant nos regards, une cour en mauvais état d'entretien, une petite coupole délabrée,
et rien autre chose. Nous ne fûmes nullement molestés ni dérangés par les habitants; au contraire, ceux qui, notre
tour achevé, nous accompagnèrent jusqu'à l'escalier de la mosquée, paraissaient prendre plaisir à nous faire
remarquer la beauté des pierres de taille formant la substruction.
315
Savigny_de_Moncorps_1873_168-169 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: la France, d'anciens serviteurs en
assez grand nombre. A deux heures, deux superbes kawas du consulat, veste rouge brodée d'or, pantalon
bouffant dans les bottes, sabre recourbé au côté, nous mènent à la grande mosquée, impénétrable aux chrétiens il
y a peu d'années encore. Ils nous font traverser la citadelle, où on avait offert aux maronites un asile assez
perfide au moment du massacre de Syrie (1860). On se disposait à les exterminer, quand arriva de Beyrouth une
dépêche annonçant le débarquement du corps expéditionnaire français. La mosquée, complètement enclavée
dans le bazar, occupe l'emplacement d'une église byzantine, bâtie elle-même sur celui d'un temple du Soleil. On
retrouve la trace de ces origines dans une masse de belles colonnes grecques en pierre et en marbre, et des
fragments de mosaïques épars un peu de tous les côtés. La cour est immense; elle renferme sa fontaine et un
petit pavillon octogonal, supporté par de vieilles colonnes qu'on dit provenir de l'ancien temple.
316
Maundrell_1836_214 in 1697, Damascus: In the next place we went to see the church of St. John Baptist,
now converted into a mosque, and held too sacred for Christians to enter, or almost to look into.
317
Perry_1743_137 Umayyad Mosque: This, from what we could see of it, (being only permitted just to thrust
our Heads within the Door) appears to be a very grand superb Building. The Piazza within … is supported by a
great Number of very lofty Marble Pillars.
318
Hill_1866_408-409 Damascus Umayyad Mosque: With the only peep we could obtain of the interior of the
building, which was from the street, nothing was to be seen but the wall opposite; but as I found this view so
unsatisfactory, I proposed to my Christian dragoman, as there appeared to be no guard present, that we should at
least approach a little nearer the proper entrance of the mosque, to obtain a somewhat better view of what really
was to be seen within; but as the good fellow had no answer to make to this, I stepped out a few paces, and
arriving safely at the proper door, I put my head, at least, within, without pulling off my shoes. There were two
or three fellows, whether guardsmen or not, lying apparently asleep on one side within the entrance, and there
were about a dozen others engaged in prayer at the different parts of the grand court of the mosque, so that I do
not believe that I was seen by any one. But what I saw did not by any means disappoint the expectation excited
by some accounts of travellers who have had opportunities of inspecting the interior of this mosque. We
observed that the floor was paved with marble, and, according to the best authorities, the mosque was between
six and seven hundred feet in length and one hundred and fifty in breadth. In the centre is a spacious cistern
surrounded with colonnades, whereat the Mussulmans perform their ablutions before offering up their prayers.
319
Buckingham_1825_307 Damascus Umayyad Mosque: After an early breakfast, we left the convent on foot,
and as our faces were not yet known to any of the Moslems of Damascus, we directed our course first to the
Great Mosque, where, when we had arrived, we shook off our slippers and walked boldly through. By the aid of
our beards, white turbans, and a certain conformity to Turkish or Arabic movements only to be acquired by
habit, we passed undiscovered, and without even being regarded, as mere strangers generally are, though known
to be of the same faith.
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Thévenot_1689_689-690 Damascus Umayyad Mosque: Dans cette maison [du Defterdar] il y a une porte &
plusieurs grandes fenêtres avec des treillis de cuivre qui regardent dans la grande Mosquee, & de là on la voit
sans empêchement de personne, mais il est défendu aux Chrétiens d'entrer dedans, sur peine de la vie, ou de se
faire Turc. De cette porte & fenêtres on apperçoit une bonne partie de la Mosquée, qui peut être dřenviron trois
cens pas de long, & soixante de large. La cour est pavée de belles pierres, la plupart de marbre luisant comme
des miroirs. A lřentour de cette cour sont plusieurs colonnes de marbre, porphyre & jaspe, fort délicatement
travaillées qui soutiennent une voûte qui règne tout autour, peinte de divers ouvrages à la Mosaïque.
321
PEF_Committee_1873_36 for the Haram: Until very recently. Christians, as well as Jews, were forbidden to
enter the Haram Area at all. They could sketch the place from the Mount of Olives, and look at it from the roofs
of one or two houses; but death was threatened to any who entered, and insult was certain to any who
approached too near. It was in the year 1833 that Messrs. Catherwood, Arundale, and Bonomi first got in, and,
under pretext of carrying out necessary repairs, made certain sketches and measurements, which for a long time
served as the only reliable authority. But the Ordnance Survey has, of course, superseded all previous imperfect
descriptions and details.
322
Geramb_1840_II_172: Of all the Mussulman cities, Damascus is the most intolerant and the most fanatic: it
abhors every thing European ŕ persons, religion, and even dress. Before the Egyptian troops made themselves
masters of the place, it would not have suffered Christians to travel on horseback in its territory; the only
animals they durst ride were asses, and from these they were obliged to alight on entering its walls. Even now,
in spite of the yoke to which it is forced to submit, the protection which the conqueror grants to such of the
inhabitants and travellers as are not professors of the religion of Mahomet is a subject of exasperation; and a
stranger would expose himself not only to the insults of the populace, but to real dangers, were he to attempt to
appear in any other dress than the Turkish.
323
Edwards_1862_167-168 Damascus: Les chrétiens, malgré l'humilité qu'ils étaient obligés de feindre vis-à-vis
des Turcs, y vivaient heureux et tranquilles depuis des siècles, et s'y enrichissaient. Si, à l'extérieur, leurs
maisons présentaient un aspect délabré, à lřintérieur, les salons, chambres et cours ruisselaient d'or. On y
marchait sur le marbre et le porphyre. Jamais un chrétien n'avait à se plaindre de la moindre avanie.
324
Paris_1861_15-16 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Tant de richesses attirèrent aussi bien des convoitises et
bien des désastres, et de l'ancienne Damas des Grecs, des Califes ou même de Saladin, il ne reste plus qu'un seul
témoin, la Mosquée des Ommiades. Un architecte ou un savant trouverait sans doute dans cette mosquée des
documents précieux pour l'histoire et pour l'art, et comme elle n'a été visitée que par un très-petit nombre
d'Européens, j'aurais peut-être eu la tentation d'en faire une description détaillée. Nous y sommes, heureusement
pour mes lecteurs, allés de nuit, excellente raison pour m'abstenir d'une tâche trop ardue. Le Pacha, en levant
pour nous la défense qui ferme aux Chrétiens ce sanctuaire, un des plus vénérés de l'Islamisme, nous avait
engagés à choisir cette heure insolite pour ne pas exciter un fanatisme contre lequel il n'aurait pu nous protéger.
325
Knox_1879_284 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: The Great Mosque occupies a quadrangle one hundred and
sixty-three yards long by one hundred and eight wide. Part of this quadrangle is a court surrounded by cloisters
resting on stone pillars; the rest of the space is occupied by the mosque, which is four hundred and thirty-one
feet by one hundred and eight. We removed our boots and put on our slippers before entering the building.
326
Guérin_1884_I_414 Damascus Umayyad Mosque: Christians now allowed in, accompagnés dřun cavas et au
moyen dřune gratification qui ne peut guère être moindre de vingt francs par personne.
327
Saulcy_1853_I_587B Damascus: Dans la grande allée du bazar qui aboutit au parvis même de la mosquee,
on entre dans une boutique: moyennant un bakhchich de quelques piastres au proprietaire, on grimpe par un
escalier fort obscur, au-dessus du bazar, et lřon se trouve en face de quatre énormes colonnes corinthiennes que
surmonte un fronton gigantesque, surchargé d'ornaments. Les maisons modernes se sont accrochées à ces
vénérables débris, et si ce qui est à lřextérieur et au-dessus des baraques, est assez bien conservé, Dieu sait
comment ce qui est a lřintérieur a été traité.
328
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_458-459 Damascus: the localities are so entirely altered that they do not help us in
the smallest degree to represent to ourselves the important things recorded in the ninth chapter of Acts. The most
remarkable piece of antiquity still existing, probably is the front part of a temple with colossal pillars of
exquisite workmanship. It stands completely built in among the bazaar shops near the great mosque, formerly
the church of John the Baptist, and is therefore not perceived in the street. A shopkeeper from whom I had
bought some shawls, sent his son with me to point it out. We went into a house and climbed up to the flat roof,
where I had the pillars close before me. The columns are almost entirely hidden by the mason-work of the
adjoining houses. The beautifully-wrought capitals only stood out above the terrace-roof we were on.
329
Finati_1830_II_155-156 Acre: Permission was obtained for seeing the beautiful mosque built by Djezzar,
and the fine public bath was engaged and lighted up at night expressly for our use.
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Drummond_1754_184 Aleppo citadel: No Christian is admitted within this castle; but, according to the best
information, there are thirty cannon, of different sizes, mounted, and three hundred in their arsenal ready for use.
It contains above one hundred houses, and about one thousand people.
331
AMS_I_1851_199B, Saulcy writes: Or, nos anciennes églises ont été presque toutes converties en mosquées,
et les châteaux sont encore maintenant occupés par des garnisons turques. Il résulte de là qu'il est presque
impossible de pénétrer à lřintérieur. Quand donc on voudra se procurer des notions détaillées et completes sur
ces édifices, il importera qu'on se munisse préalablement à Constantinople de lettres de recommandation
particulières, contenant la mention expresse des bons offices que lřon aura à réclamer des gouverneurs de
Beyrouth et de Jérusalem.
332
Burckhardt_1822_27041812B Bosra: I now quitted the precincts of the town, and just beyond the walls, on
the S. side came to a large castle of Saracen origin, probably of the time of the Crusades: it is one of the best
built castles in Syria, and is surrounded by a deep ditch. Its walls are very thick, and in the interior are alleys,
dark vaults, subterraneous passages, &c. of the most solid construction. What distinguishes it from other Syrian
castles, is that on the top of it there is a gallery of short pillars, on three sides, and on the fourth side are several
niches in the wall, without any decorations; many of the pillars are still standing. The castle was garrisoned, at
the time of my visit, by six Moggrebyns only. There is a well in the interior.
333
Butler_1930_15, 1904-5 expedition, Bosra: the next morning we returned his [the commandantřs] call and
finally gained admittance to the fortress. There is an arched stone bridge over the moat, and from the bridge one
passes through dark vaulted passage-ways and finally by a double turn into the central court-yard. A flight of
narrow and very steep steps, made of the ancient columns which once lined the streets of Bostra, took us up to a
flat roof where was the door of the Commandant's chamber.
334
Luynes_1874_II_149-153 travelling in 1864, at Chaubak / Shobak / Montreal, between Tafila and Petra:
difficulties inspecting the fortress thoroughly: One of the incidents at 149: Nous étions arrivés à quelque
distance de la porte par laquelle on pénètre dans la forteresse, quand un homme descendu de la ville se plante au
milieu de notre chemin et le barre entièrement, en empêchant George d'aller plus loin et en lui demandant de
l'argent. Cet homme s'y prend à trois reprises différentes; mais George, fort de l'appui de nos deux guides, veut
passer outre. Sur une nouvelle injonction de cet importun, George me crie de me rapprocher, et il m'explique ce
qu'il se passe. Je m'adresse alors à nos guides en leur demandant ce que cela signifie. Ils me répondent que je ne
dois pas tenir compte de cet obstacle et qu'il faut continuer. Nous voulons le faire, mais notre gaillard met plus
d'obstination encore à nous barrer le passage. Un commencement d'altercation s'élève alors entre lui et les
hommes qui nous accompagnent. Ces derniers semblent faire honte au nouveau venu de son procédé brutal;
mais en présence de cette querelle naissante, évidemment combinée pour nous faire financer ou nous faire
commettre quelque imprudence, et surtout en vertu du principe que j'ai adopté de ne faire aucune résistance
quand je rencontre quelque mauvais vouloir sur mon chemin, je me mets en mesure de démonter ma boussole et
de rebrousser chemin. Mes deux guides veulent s'opposer à mon dessein et m'engagent à continuer; mais je
persiste et nous redescendons vers notre camp.
335
Ibn Khaldun_I_1863_359: La grandeur des monuments laissés par une dynastie est en rapport direct avec la
puissance dont cette dynastie avait disposé lors de son établissement. / Les monuments laissés par une dynastie
doivent leur origine à la puissance dont cette dynastie disposait à l'époque de son établissement. Plus cette
puissance fut grande, plus les monuments, tels que les édifices et les temples, sont vastes. Nous disons qu'il y a
un rapport intime entre la grandeur des monuments et la puissance de la dynastie naissante. En effet, il faut, pour
les achever, le concours d'une multitude d'ouvriers; il faut réunir beaucoup de monde pour aider aux travaux et
pour les exécuter. Si l'empire a une vaste étendue et renferme beaucoup de provinces ayant une nombreuse
population, on peut tirer de toutes les parties du pays une foule immense d'ouvriers. Alors on parvient à élever
des bâtiments énormes.
336
Dimashki_1874_35 (born 1256): Un amphithéâtre semblable [comparing the Nilometre] se trouve dans deux
villes détruites, à 'Ommân [Ammon] et à Djeresh [Gerasa] en Syrie; de celle-ci il reste des décombres, des
collines et des pierres; quelques ruines de ses portes s'élèvent à une hauteur de 50 coudées. Dans ces décombres
il y a une place formée en demi-cercle, traversée d'une muraille, où est érigé un trône pour le roi; ce demi-cercle
a des terrasses s'élargissant en haut, entre lesquelles il y a des portes et des passages; chacune était occupée par
une certaine classe de la population selon leurs rangs après le roi. Le roi et le peuple se regardaient sur cette
place mutuellement sans être dérobés l'un à l'autre comme en un jour d'audience générale. Près de cette place, il
y en a une autre occupée par de nombreux piliers élevés, chacun portant sur la cime la statue d'une vierge et
rangés en cercle; des amas de pierres qui ont porté des habitations humaines, semblent former une espèce
d'architraves d'un pilier à l'autre. Les ruines sont encore présentes, et on n'en trouve nulle part en Syrie de
semblables, si ce n'est à Bařalbek.
337
Al-Muqaddasi_1886_22-23 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Now one day I said, speaking to my father's
brother, 'O, my uncle, verily it was not well of the Khalîf al Walîd to expend so much of the wealth of the
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Muslims on the mosque at Damascus. Had he expended the same on making roads, or for caravanserais, or in
the restoration of the fortresses, it would have been more fitting and more excellent of him.' But my uncle said
to me in answer, 'O, my little son, you have not understanding! Verily Al Walid was right, and he was prompted
to do a worthy work. For he beheld Syria to be a country that had long been occupied by the Christians, and he
noted herein the beautiful churches still belonging to them, so enchantingly fair, and so renowned for their
splendour: even as are the Kumamahi (the Church of the Holy Sepulchre) and the churches of Lydda and
Edessa. So he sought to build for the Muslims a mosque that should prevent their regarding these, and that
should be unique and a wonder to the world. And in like manner is it not evident how the Khalif 'Abd al Malik,
noting the greatness of the Dome of the Kumamah and its magnificence, was moved lest it should dazzle the
minds of the Muslims, and hence erected, above the Rock, the Dome which now is seen there.'
338
Depelchin_1877_130 Dome of the Rock: Comme toutes les productions de l'Orient, cette architecture doit
son effet à la lumière plus qu'à l'industrie des hommes. Rien ne peut décrire l'impression suave et religieuse que
produit le soleil à travers les vitraux.
339
Martin_1876_65 Dome of the Rock: This building may be called beautiful, but I think the word "grand" is
not applicable, and I doubt if it is so to any Byzantine or Moorish architecture. Compared even with the second
temple or its successor, that of Herod, whose site it partially occupies, I presume it would appear flimsy. With
the grandeur and material glory of that of Solomon, of course, it need not be named.
340
La_Roque_1723_I_98 Balbec: Cette ville est fermée de belles murailles de pierres taillées, dont le circuit est
d'environ une lieue d'une heure de chemin, & contient les plus beaux restes dřantiquité qui soient peut-être
aujourdřhuy dans lřOrient, sans en excepter même les ruines qui sont en Egypte.
341
La_Roque_1723_I_86 Balbec. Spent 14 days here, nearly all of them to visit the ruins: Nous employâmes
environ les trois-quarts de la journée à parcourir & à considerer ces monumens, qui sont d'une grande
magnificence & si admirables, qu'on a lieu de douter si les Grecs & les Romains ont jamais rien fait de plus
superbe, ni d'un meilleur goût.
342
Wood_1757_6, Balbec: When we compare the ruins of Balbec with those of many antient cities which we
visited in Italy, Greece, Egypt, and in other parts of Asia, we cannot help thinking them the remains of the
boldest plan we ever saw attempted in architecture.
343
Thompson_I_1767_134: In a Word, the fine taste of Greece and the Magnificence of Rome are united here.
344
Hill_1866_425 approaching Balbec: We next passed over vast heaps of the ruins of edifices of a later date
than those nobler remains which have with so much reason filled every traveller in the Lebanon with wonder
and admiration. In the immensity of some of the details which will be mentioned, the world does not exhibit any
parallel, and the Acropolis at Athens can alone be compared with advantage to the Citadel of Balbec.
345
Knox_1879_271 Balbec: We found them all that fancy and travellers have painted them. They are grander
and loftier than anything at Rome or Athens, and the architecture is of a most beautiful and delicate pattern.
346
Robinson_1856_517 Balbec: These temples have been the wonder of past centuries; and will continue to be
the wonder of future generations, until barbarism and earthquakes shall have done their last work. In vastness of
plan, combined with elaborateness and delicacy of execution, they seem to surpass all others in Western Asia, in
Africa, and in Europe. They are like those of Athens in lightness, but surpass them far in vastness; they are vast
and massive like those of Thebes, but far excel them in airiness and grace. Yet the very elaborate and ornate
character of the structures appears to militate against the idea of high antiquity. The simplicity and severity,
which reign in the temple at Mejdel [Mejdel Anjar?], are here no longer seen. The gigantic substructions on the
west and northwest, and perhaps the massive foundation work of the great platform, seem alone to point to an
earlier origin and a remoter age.
347
Robinson_1837_66-67 Keniset-El-Awamyd [Ŗthe church of the columnsŗ], temple, near Amyoun and
Beshiza: The portico consisted of four Ionic columns, about eighteen feet high, each of a single stone; three are
still standing. Opposite to each column is a corresponding pilaster in the wall of the temple. The door and its
soffit, formed of a single stone, are ornamented with very rich sculptures … As this was the first Grecian
monument that I had seen since I quitted Greece, I looked upon it with peculiar interest, and remained a long
while in its vicinity.
348
Burckhardt_1822_13031812_2: On the right bank, near the stream, lies the village Beshiza, and at ten
minutes from it to the S.E. the ruins of a small temple bearing the name at present of Kenyset el Awamyd, or the
church of the columns. The principal building is ten paces in length on the inside, and eight paces in breadth.
The S. and W. walls are standing, but the E. has fallen down; the S. wall has been thrown out of the
perpendicular by an earthquake. The entrance is from the west, or rather from the N.W. for the temple does not
face the four cardinal points; the northern wall, instead of completing the quadrangle, consists of two curves
about twelve feet in depth, and both vaulted like niches, as high as the roof, which has fallen in. In the S. wall
are several projecting bases for statues. The door and its soffit, which is formed of a single stone, are
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ornamented with beautiful sculptures, which are not inferior to those of Baalbec. Before the entrance was a
portico of four Ionic columns, of which three are standing; they are about eighteen feet high, and of a single
stone. Opposite to each of the exterior columns of this portico is a pilaster in the wall of the temple. There are
also two other pilasters in the opposite or eastern wall. Between the two middle columns of the portico is a gate
six feet high, formed of two posts, with a stone laid across them; this is probably of modern date, as the exterior
of the northern wall also appears to be; instead of forming two semicircles, as within, it is polygonal. Between
the door and the pilaster, to the northward of it, is a niche. The entablature of the portico is perfect. In the midst
of the building stands a large old oak tree, whose branches overshadow the temple, and supply the place of the
roof, rendering the ruin a highly picturesque object. I saw no inscriptions.
349
Le_Strange_1885_176: The remains at 'Arak el Emir, whatever may be their date, cannot fail to strike the
traveller with somewhat of that same feeling of awe which he experiences on standing for the first time beside
the huge stones at Baalbek, the platform of Persepolis, or the Egyptian Pyramids. Greek and Roman ruins are
dwarfed into insignificance beside these, for they tell of an age when labour and time were held as of no account
in the calculations of those who built for themselves such temples, palaces, or tombs. It was with difficulty that
we tore ourselves away from these wonderful relics of a bygone civilization.
350
Guérin_1868_VIB, after examining antiquities in the East and North Africa: Ces débris, sauf quelques-uns
qui sont réellement incomparables, sont loin, il est vrai, d'égaler, soit en beauté, soit en grandeur, les ruines
admirables de la Grèce ou les ruines gigantesques que les pharaons et les empereurs romains nous ont léguées;
mais, d'un autre côté, les souvenirs qui s'y rattachent exercent sur l'imagination un prestige dont le scepticisme
lui-même ne peut guère se défendre, et qui dépasse singulièrement, à mon avis, celui que l'art, la mythologie ou
l'histoire ont imprimé aux monuments des Grecs, des Egyptiens et des Romains.
351
Addison_II_1838_47 Balbec: These ruins, though so striking and magnificent, are yet, however, quite second
rate when compared with the Athenian ruins, and display in their decorations none of the bold conceptions and
the genius which characterise the Athenian architecture. There is a peculiar sameness in the decorations of the
friezes, entablatures, and cornices; the ornaments are all alike, and the festoons of grapes and vine leaves hung
on goats' and horses' heads, the pendent bunches of grapes and cupids, however rich in appearance and
beautifully chiselled, can never excite such feelings as one small portion of the Panathenaic frieze of the
Parthenon, or one of the metopes representing the battle between a Centaur and Lapiths. There is a genius in
these latter, a combination of talent, a soul, fire, and spirit, which are looked for in vain in the Baalbec remains.
352
Renan_1930_229, in Syria Oct 1860 Ŕ Sept 1861: Balbec: Le goût exquis des Grecs eût répudié de pareils
colonnes et je suis loin de les placer au premier rang parmi les monuments de lřantiquité.
353
Castlereagh_II_1847_278 Balbec: It is doubtful whether there is anything in the world, taking it as a whole,
more imposing than the colonnade of Baalbec, with the six pillars rising opposite to it. It is true that the gigantic
proportions and extent of Karnac, are wanting, but Karnac, on the other hand, is without the elaborate sculptures
and ornament of Baalbec.
354
Thomas_1900_312 Balbec: The remains of the Roman Forum by far exceed in interest these vast ruins, the
Temple of Minerva at Athens is far more perfect in architecture, but neither of those tremendous relics of the
past exceed in grandeur and sublimity the lordly monarchs of the Syrian plain.
355
DřEstourmel_I_1844_286 Balbec: Je dis les Romains, et en effet il me parait maintenant démontré que
toutes les constructions de Baalbeck, comme celles de Palmyre, sont leur ouvrage; car, en fait de monuments, et
cela est assez maussade à penser, la Syrie ne possède rien de syrien, la Phénicie rien de phénicien et la Judée
rien de juif. Le niveau romain a passé sur tous ces pays. Adrien, les Antonins, sont les grands architectes de la
Grèce et de l'Orient, sauf quelques exceptions rares. J'en conclurai que les architectes de notre temps peuvent
rester dans la belle Italie et se dispenser de venir étudier en Syrie des monuments romains.
356
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_136 Petra: Keeping near the bed of the brook, we soon came to the fallen
columns of a large temple. Each column had been formed of several stones, and the joints now lay in their order
along the ground. Nearly opposite this spot, a Wady joins the brook from the north, over which are the remains
of a bridge. Further west, the banks of the brook itself have once been built up with strong walls, and the stream
apparently covered over for some distance; thus connecting the level tracts upon the sides. We now passed along
the remains of the paved way, through the ruins of the arch of triumph, which stands near the brook, fronting
towards the east. The architecture is florid and corrupt. It seems to have formed the approach to the palace or
pile of building beyond, which the Arabs call Kfisr Far'on, "Pharaoh's castle." This mass of walls is the only
structure of mason work now standing in Wady Muisa.
357
G.H_1852_47-48, Jerash: In the extent and number of its monuments, and in the picturesque beauty of its
situation, Geraza may justly claim the first place amongst the ruins of the ancient cities of Syria; but it cannot
challenge a comparison with the mighty Temple of the Sun and the giant pillars of Palmyra. Moreover, the chief
part of the buildings of Geraza are constructed of a dark sombre-coloured stone, which gives them an air of
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heaviness, and destroys the light and shades of their architectural decorations. But in the city of the "Desert
Queen" all is brilliant as the sun which glitters on its walls, and the tints as soft and delicate as the sand which
surrounds them.
358
Lindsay_1838_II_106-107 Jerash: Here ended our explorations, and now for the result. I am glad I have seen
Jerash, and think it well worth visiting, but I confess it fell far short of my expectations. No one building gave
me the impression of perfect grandeur or perfect beauty, ŕ there is none that stamps itself on the memory and
the affections; the conception and execution of the ruins in general are poor, without dignity or grace; the eye is
perpetually offended by the want of harmony and proportion ŕ capitals too large or too small for their shafts,
shafts sloping too suddenly to their capitals, and others, next to them, in the same building, maintaining the
same stumpy thickness throughout; while, in the colonnade of the principal street, columns of different sizes are
united in the same row, and those on the opposite sides of the street do not face each other. The Ionic oval
colonnade is pretty enough as a whole, but the pillars, in themselves, are very poor and diminutive. The
sculptures of the recess or temple in the High Street, and the frieze of the propylon of the great temple, are
certainly very rich, but neither gave me the delight I expected. The theatre, indeed, pleased me most of all the
monuments of Jerash. I cannot conceive how any one could have named it on the same day with Palmyra. I
should call Jerash a very fair specimen of a second-rate provincial Roman town.
359
Addison_II_1838_159-160 Palmyra: I did not share in the disappointment expressed by one of our travellers,
because the columns of these porticos were not above half the height of the columns of the great Temple of
Baalbec, not at all expecting to find columns composing lines of porticos extending for a mile, of the same
gigantic size as those of the peristyle court of a temple, any more than I should expect the portico of the
Quadrant in Regent's Street, to be composed of columns as high as the Duke of York's column in Waterloo
Place. Nor do I at all agree in the opinion, that the details of the architecture are unworthy of admiration: true it
is, that the capitals of the columns, and all the more delicately sculptured parts, possess none of the deep and
sharp cutting that one sees at Baalbec; but this is entirely owing to the corroding effects of the sciroc wind from
the desert, for on examining those parts which were sheltered from the weather, and disengaging the fallen
fragments from the sand in which they lie buried, we found them beautifully and deeply chiselled.
360
Yanoski_&_David_1848_44 Balbec: Les ruines de Balbek sont moins nombreuses, sinon moins magnifiques
que celles de Palmyre. Au lieu de former un cercle vaste et allongé comme celles dont nous venons de nous
occuper, elles sont plus ramassées, pour ainsi dire, et se trouvent enceintes d'un mur de sept à huit pieds de
hauteur qui figure un carré long. En escaladant cette muraille aux pierres énormes, dont quelques-unes ont
jusqu'à trente pieds de largeur, on parvient au milieu d'une agglomération prestigieuse de marbres brisés, de
chapiteaux renversés, de corniches et d'entablements épars sur le sol, de voûtes dont il ne reste qu'un pan, de
colonnes dont il ne reste que le fût. C'est qu'aussi à Balbek l'action de l'air n'a pas seule agi contre les
monuments humains, la végétation a fait aussi son œuvre de destruction: elle a étendu ses lierres vivaces qui ont
disjoint les murs les plus solides, elle a disséminé ses pariétaires sur les ornements architecturaux les plus
élevés, elle a écrasé les pilastres avec ses buissons de nopal, elle a crevé les plafonds avec la tête de ses
sycomores. Ce mélange de marbre éclatant et de verdure brillante est favorable au coup d'œil, il est vrai; mais
combien de beautés cette nature luxuriante n'a-t-elle pas déjà dévorées! / Il existe pourtant quelques restes
encore debout, et un temple presque intact. Ces restes sont six colonnes gigantesques d'une pierre d'un jaune
doré, moins éclatant que le marbre, moins mat que le travertin: ces colonnes ont été fouillées avec un art infini;
leurs architraves et leurs corniches sont dignes de Corinthe. On croit que ces colonnes colossales faisaient partie
d'un temple, aux énormes proportions, qui aurait été abattu par un tremblement de terre, et qu'après la chute de
cet immense monument, on en aurait élevé un autre à côté, sur le même dessin, mais considérablement diminué.
Cette conjecture, tout ingénieuse qu'elle soit, ne nous paraît pas probable.
361
Porter_1855_I_235-236 Palmyra: When this colonnade was perfect it contained more than one thousand five
hundred columns, and of these above one hundred and fifty still occupy their places. The height of the order,
including base and capital, is fifty-seven feet. The proportions of the pillars are good, though the details are not
executed with the same taste as those of the great temple. It is rather remarkable that in almost every city of any
importance in Syria we find traces of these splendid colonnades; in Antioch, Apamea, Damascus, and Gerasa,
their remains may still be seen.
362
Rousier_1856_182 Palmyra: En arrivant au milieu de ces ruines célèbres, leurs sensations perdirent beaucoup
de leur force; car, quoiqu'à une distance ce tableau fût sublime, à l'examen chaque objet en particulier offrait
moins d'intérêt qu'ils ne s'y étaient attendus: quelle que fût la beauté de ces ruines, elles étaient bien inférieures à
celles de Balbeck. Leur grand mérite consiste dans leur étendue, car elles occupent un mille et demi.
363
Le_Ray_1885_6: Je ne veux pas mřétendre sur la question d'art; mais, ayant visité Athènes, le Péloponèse,
Rome et les temples de Poestum, je crois pouvoir mettre Palmyre au dessus de tout.
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Rousier_1856_157 Balbec: Voyez cette magnifique rotonde, mon père, s'écria Alfred; elle est d'architecture
corinthienne; elle est supportée par six colonnes de marbre, et ornée d'aigles romaines. / Mais son père était
attiré plus loin par la vue d'une pile énorme de bâtisses dont il ne concevait pas l'usage, et qui était composée dé
monolithes qui leur parurent de plus grande dimension que ceux qui composent la grande pyramide. Au-delà ils
pénétrèrent sous une magnifique arcade qui les conduisit au temple, objet particulier de la curiosité des
voyageurs, et qui est probablement le plus beau modèle, d'antiquité qui existe. M. Belwel pensa que ce
monument ressemblait beaucoup celui de Saint-Paul, à Londres; les colonnes qui le supportent sont hautes de
cinquante-quatre pieds, et ont six pieds de diamètre; les côtés latéraux comptent quatorze piliers chacun, et le
monument est enrichi d'une sculpture exquise.
365
Bourassé_1867_500: L'obélisque de la place de la Concorde à Paris, qui a exigé le déploiement de toutes les
ressources de la mécanique moderne pour être érigé sur sa base, est un médiocre monolithe à côté des immenses
pierres de Balbeck.
366
Thompson_I_1767_129 Balbec, Great Temple: very much like the Church of St. Paul, Covent Garden [but
Balbec is much bigger]
367
Bouchier_1916_128 Balbec: A triple doorway beyond leads to the Great Court, 147 by 123 yards, or half as
large again as the great quadrangle of Christ Church, Oxford.
368
Berners_1876_46 Acre: During our ride through the city we passed the outer courtyard of the great Mosque,
said to be the third largest Mosque in Syria, being next in size to the Mosque of Omar and that at Damascus. We
did not, however, go inside, as it would have involved putting on slippers and divesting ourselves of part of our
riding gear.
369
Scholz_1822_60: There are few countries so abounding in traces of a former great population, but few also
where they are so uninteresting as in Palestine. The finest buildings are destroyed to the very foundations, and it
is only of ordinary houses, that some insulated walls remain standing. Most of them are of the times of the
Romans, and so insignificant that they would not deserve notice, were not their names, though very much
disfigured, of importance to ancient geography and history.
370
Blondel_1840_175-176 he didnřt get to Palmyra: Je me suis entretenu plus tard successivement avec deux
voyageurs, qui, plus heureux que moi, avaient vu Palmyre. Ils m'ont avoué avec franchise que les ruines de
Palmyre, à la vérité infiniment plus éténdues que celles de Balbeck, manquent du grandiose et de la majesté
imposante qui distinguent si particulièrement les restes du temple du Soleil. C'est sa position dans le désert et la
difficulté d'y parvenir, qui rehausse l'intérêt de Palmyre et qui à fait souvent exagérer le mérite de ses ruines.
371
Damoiseau_1833_69: un endroit connu sons le nom de Merdj-el-Sultani, et qui se trouve situé près de
l'emplacement qu'occupait une ancienne ville appelée par les habitans du pays Quinnesrin. Sur ses ruines les
Arabes ont bâti un petit village qui appartient aujourd'hui au harem-kaya du pacha d'Alep. J'allai m'y promener
avec plusieurs Bédouins, et je fus assez heureux pour pouvoir y trouver une petite provision d'oeufs que
j'achetai. Je passai ensuite quelques instans à visiter les ruines: contre mon attente, je trouvai un assez grand
nombre de colonnes encore debout; d'autres, en plus grande quantité, gisaient par terre à moitié ensevelies sous
le sable.
372
Smith_1915_249B Damascus: We had visited the celebrated Mosque of Omar in Jerusalem, and I expected
soon to visit the most celebrated Mosque of all, St. Sophia, in Constantinople; so we did not think that this one
could present any special feature of importance to us.
373
Smith_1915_249 Damascus: The Omaiyade Mosque is generally regarded as a place of special importance.
We came to the door, but we did not enter, as we were not disposed to pay the entrance fee required.
374
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_7-88, dead cities: Je ne crois pas qu'il existe dans toute la Syrie un ensemble que l'on
puisse comparer à celui que présentent les ruines de ces contrées. Je serais presque tenté de refuser le nom de
ruines à une série de villes presque intactes, ou, du moins, dont tous les éléments se retrouvent, renversés
quelquefois, jamais dispersés, dont la vue transporte le voyageur au milieu d'une civilisation perdue, et lui en
révèle, pour ainsi dire, tous les secrets; en parcourant ces rues désertes, ces cours abandonnées, ces portiques où
la vigne s'enroule autour des colonnes mutilées, on ressent une impression analogue à celle que l'on éprouve à
Pompéi, moins complète, car le climat de la Syrie n'a pas défendu ses trésors comme les cendres du Vésuve,
mais plus nouvelle, car la civilisation que l'on contemple est moins connue que celle du siècle d'Auguste. En
effet, toutes ces cités, qui sont au nombre de plus de cent sur un espace, de trente à quarante lieues, forment un
ensemble dont il est impossible de rien détacher, où tout se lie, s'enchaîne, appartient au même style, au même
système, à la même époque enfin, et cette époque est l'époque chrétienne primitive, et la plus inconnue jusqu'à
présent au point de vue de l'art, celle qui s'étend du quatrième au septième siècle de notre ère. On est transporté
au milieu de la société chrétienne; on surprend sa vie, non pas la vie cachée des catacombes, ni l'existence
humiliée, timide, souffrante, qu'on se représente généralement, mais une vie large, opulente, artistique, dans de
grandes maisons bâties en grosses pierres de taille, parfaitement aménagées, avec galeries et balcons couverts,
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beaux jardins plantés de vigne, pressoirs pour faire le vin, cuves et tonneaux de pierre pour le conserver, larges
cuisines souterraines, écuries pour les chevaux; ŕ belles places bordées de portiques, bain élégants Ŕ
magnifiques églises à colonnes, flanquées de tours, entourées de splendides tombeaux.
375
Buckingham_1825_644B Hauran, relaying a letter from William John Bankes: With the single exception of
Pompeii, where shall we find the private dwellings of the Romans? We have them here in infinitely greater
numbers, still habitable or inhabited, closed by their original doors, and sheltered by their original roofs, and the
horses eating out of the same mangers as they did sixteen hundred years ago.
376
Flinders_Petrie_1918_3B: The American University expeditions of 1900 and 1910 have recorded a large
region full of buildings in Northern Syria; south of Hebron I have walked through a town, still inhabited, where
the houses were obviously Roman, and have seen a large hall with the stone roof still perfect over it.
377
Butler_1930_70 Brad, in limestone massif region of Bilad al-Sham: There are also ruins of many private
residences, some of which are completely dilapidated. Many of them, however, were well designed, and in some
the charming colonnades of two storeys are still standing. One cannot fail to be impressed with the dignity and
elegance of many of these houses. They are much more imposing, in their structure of solid stone, with their
lofty colonnades and richly ornamented doorways, than any other ancient private residences that we know of,
more beautiful than the houses of Pompeii, for example, with all their wall-paintings and mosaics. For the
Pompeian houses are poorly constructed, and their charm is due chiefly to the decorations painted on the plaster
of interior walls; whereas these Syrian houses are of well finished limestone, almost marble in its texture.
Moreover, we must remember that once these ruined houses of wealthy Syrians also had their interior walls
plastered and doubtless painted, and many of them had mosaic floors laid in various patterns or designs.
378
La_Salle_1840_I_187 Dead Cities, at Deir-Semaan: Je nommerais volontier cette cité la Petra de cette Syrie
pétrée.
379
Rey_1861_56 in the Hauran, ruins and temple of Moussmieh: On se sent ému, malgré soi, en parcourant ces
maisons presque entières encore et complètement désertes, et lřon se demande ce que sont, près de cela, les
misères dřHerculanum et de Pompéi.
380
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_231: We passed over some rocky hills into the plain of Alaks, supposed to be that in
which Aurelian conquered Zenobia. We passed many sites of ancient towns, castles, tanks, temples, &c. all of
the lower empire, and very uninteresting; on one occasion we counted eleven sites in a rich plain, with a fine
loamy soil, now left desolate and uninhabited. So much for the Turkish government, and their mode of
encouraging agriculture, the arts, &c.!
381
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_231-232 at Aleppo: We had been recommended by our departed friend and adviser
Sheikh Ibrahim, to take the route to the northward of Aggi Dengis, as it would have conducted us to the
mountains and ruins of St. Simon, which, however, are all of the lower empire, and, as we have since learnt,
totally uninteresting, being very like those we saw by the road we went.
382
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_242: We saw this day some few Roman ruins, and sarcophagi formed of the stone of
the country, apparently of the lower empire. At two P. M. we stopped for the night at Marah, and slept in a very
good khan. The ensuing morning we proceeded as before. Lebanon, now a mass of snow, lay before us; and
Mount Cassius was shut in by the northern extremity of the Ansarian mountains. We passed several sites of
ancient towns, tanks, sarcophagi, &c. every thing much dilapidated and uninteresting, excepting that they served
to shew that the neighbourhood was better peopled in former times than it is at present.
383
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_130: This evening, August 15, we stopped at El Cab, the ancient Eleethias. These
ruins are situated on the eastern bank of the Nile, not far from the river. The city has been inclosed by a wall of
sun-burnt brick, thirty-seven feet thick; the place inclosed may be a mile square. Within the great wall is another
inclosure surrounding the ruins of a small temple, and other buildings much dilapidated and consequently
uninteresting.
384
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_268-269: we suddenly opened upon these innumerable columns and other ruins on a
sandy plain, on the skirts of the desert; their snow-white appearance contrasted with the yellow sand produced a
very striking effect. Great, however, was our disappointment, when on a minute examination, we found that
there was not a single column, pediment, architrave, portal, frieze, or any architectural remnant worthy of
admiration. None of the columns exceeded in diameter four feet, or in height forty feet; dimensions but ill
calculated to give an idea of the sublime, at least according to Longinus. Those of the boasted avenue had little
more than thirty feet of altitude; the epistylium is in no instance ornamented with any carved-work, excepting
now and then an ill executed cornice. The plates of Wood and Dawkins are certainly well executed, but they
have done but too much justice to the originals; taken as a tout ensemble, these ruins are certainly more
remarkable, by reason of their extent, (being nearly a mile and a half in length), than any we have hitherto met
with, and they are, moreover, less encumbered by modern fabrics than any we have witnessed; for exclusive of
the Arab village of Tadmor, which occupies the peristyle court of the Temple of the Sun, and the Turkish
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burying place, there are no obstructions whatever to the antiquities. Take any part of the ruins separately, and
they excite but little interest; and altogether, we judged the visit to Palmyra hardly worthy of the time, expense,
anxiety, and fatiguing journey through the wilderness, which we had undergone to visit them.
385
Hahn-Hahn_II_1845_92: I am ashamed to confess that a gazelle captivated me so much, that my attention
was so riveted by this singularly beautiful animal, that Tyre received only a transient glance. The only excuse I
can offer is, that it was the first time I had ever seen a wild gazelle.
386
Drummond_1754_243, as part of a lengthy dressing-down of Pococke and his inaccuracies: I have heard of a
certain learned gentleman, who travelled through part of Asia in the night [he means he was in the dark!], in
order to avoid the heat of the day, which might have been prejudicial to his health and complexion; yet he
accurately described the countries through which he parted in these nocturnal expeditions, and observed many
things which did not occur to my view, even in places which I had often visited and narrowly examined by daylight. This, however, could not always have been the case with Doctor Pocock, if he went to Corus and pased
the bridge of Sabone without seeing where it falls into the Ephreen; charity bids me suppose he was not there:
yet I must take the liberty to say he is mistaken in the geographical position of Chillis, for it is at a great distance
from Mount Taurus: he certainly meant Amanus; as the other does not approach any part of the route he
mentions except Antaib, which had thence the name of Antiochia penes Taurum.
387
Wood_1757_19 Balbec, columns of the portico, Plate IV: These columns were standing in La Roqueřs time,
1688; if we may at all trust to his account, which contains so much ignorant admiration, and so little intelligible
description.
388
Breves_1628_34 Tripoli: Mosquées, sont les temples, bastis tous presque dřune forme spherique, ornez de
marbres de diverses couleurs, & de riches colomnes.
389
Williams_1849_7: It will be unnecessary to notice the arguments of Dr Clarke against the authority of the
Holy Sepulchre, not only because it is evident that his indignation against what he calls 'ŗthe farrago of
absurditiesŗ and his contempt for 'ŗthe credulity for which no degree of preposterousness seemed too mightyŗ
put it out of his power to consider the question calmly and dispassionately, and indisposed him for the
investigation during his short visit to Jerusalem, but because Dr Robinson may now be considered the champion
of the opinion which that great traveller first published in England, and he has brought much learning and much
research to the question, and done ample justice to the cause which he advocates.
390
Forbin_1819_15: Que reste-t-il à dire de la Grèce, de la Syrie, de lřEgypte, après Spon, Wheler, Tournefort,
Guys, Choiseul-Gouffier, Stuart, Chandler, Leroy, Volney, Châteaubriand, Denon, et lřadmirabie ouvrage de
l'Institut d'Ëgypte? Tout a été présenté, par de savans voyageurs, sous les aspects les plus divers et les plus
remarquables. Cependant quelques-uns d'entre eux ont négligé d'ajouter des dessins à leur ouvrage. Je désire que
lřon veuille bien considérer mon travail comme un atlas qui peut présenter aux yeux une image des vastes
tableaux que ces écrivains offrent à nos méditations.
391
Walpole_I_1851_v explaining why he went to study the Assassins: While at Beyrout, after my
Mesopotamian tour, I looked at the map; there was nothing to do, all was filled in, Kesrowan, Jernsalem, the
Haouran. If I bought tape in a shop on Ludgate-hill, ten to one if the person who served me, had not taken a
return-ticket by the steamer, rushed in a fortnight over Syria and Egypt, and knew as much, at all events, as his
dragoman thought he ought to know for his money. The compasses dropped from my hand in despair; there was
nothing for it but to get a friendly doctor quietly to make me a Mussulman, and joining the caravan, go on to
Mecca.
392
Durbin_1845_I_iii: Believing that readers of a book of travels are not likely to take an interest in any scenes
which have not impressed themselves so strongly upon the writer's mind as to remain distinctly in his memory, I
have excluded from these pages such portions of my journals as I found, upon reading them after the lapse of a
considerable time, to have escaped my recollection.
393
Edinburgh Review Oct 1829-Jan 1830, 439, in a review of books on the Levant: Every obstacle is multiplied
a hundredfold in the East. Intercourse is impeded at each step by modes of life and thought, behind whpse
curtain we cannot look. The inquisitive Frank is as completely at the mercy of his interpreter for the course and
meaning of the commonest conversation, as an unlucky English litigant is dependent on his attorney for an
explanation of the pleadings in a lawsuit. Ordinary visitors, under these circumstances, can bring home little
more from the East, than the pilgrim and crusader brought some centuries ago ŕ the rough sketch of a Saracen's
head to make a signpost of; and such words of picturesque effect and lyrical cadence, as have succeeded to the
Paynim and the Soldan of the Troubadour. It is only after considerable residence in a country where every habit
is so unaccountably opposite to our own, and where no single channel of direct communication can be said to
exist, that a knowledge of any thing beyond the surface can, except by singular accident, be procured.
394
Oppenheim_1899_VI: Wiederholt habe ich die Welt des Islam durchstreift: meine Reisen haben mich vom
Atlantischen Ocean bis zum Ganges und nach Zanzibar und Deutsch-Ostafrika geführt, und in Kairo habe ich,
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im arabischen Viertel wohnend, mehrere Monate hindurch in ausschliesslichem Verkehr mit Eingeborenen
meine Studien des Arabischen und der muhamme-danischen Sitten und Anschauungen zu vervollständigen
gesucht.
395
Egerton_1841_97: It now became a question what we should do. Should we take the chance of sailing again
in the Menai, with all the probabilities of contrary winds or calms, both highly prevalent at this season of the
year, or should we wait for the more certain conveyance of the Austrian steamer to Smyrna and Athens, and thus
make sure of seeing the latter place, and avoid a portion of the Malta quarantine? The voices were in favour of
the steamer, but we were only at the 2nd of June, and the steamer was not to start till the 11th. How were we to
dispose of the intermediate time? On considering the matter we determined upon an expedition to Baalbec. The
revolt, though serious enough, as we hoped, to the Egyptian despot who rules the land, appeared in no way to
affect either the safety or convenience of European travellers; and provided we could procure horses or mules to
carry our baggage, we resolved to start without further delay, and Assaad was immediately set to work to find
the necessary animals for the purpose.
396
Buckingham_1825_vi: The calumnies of the Quarterly Review, with the complete refutation by which I was
enabled to repel them as soon as they appeared in India; the unfounded aspersions of the late Mr. Burckhardt,
with an exposition of their falsehood by the very individual cited by him as an authority for his facts; and the
unparalleled conduct of Mr. William John Bankes, Member of Parliament for the University of Cambridge, and
son of Mr. Henry Bankes, the Member for Corfe Castle; with a complete exposure of the unwarrantable
proceedings of the father and son, in an attempt to suppress my work, in which they succeeded for nearly two
years, by deterring Mr. Murray, the bookseller, from fulfilling his engagement, after it had been finally made
binding on his part; are all included in an Appendix at the end of the present volume. [pp.599-668, small font,
double columns.]
397
Lewis_1996_60, travels of William John Bankes in the Orient 1815-1820, Jerash: Ce rapide tour d'horizon
lui permit de faire des plans de la ville, de ses théâtres, des temples et des thermes. Quelques années plus tard,
ces plans furent la principale cause d'une querelle violente et durable qui éclata en 1821 entre lui et Buckingham
quand parut l'ouvrage de ce dernier sur ses voyages en Palestine et au-delà du Jourdain, malgré les efforts de
Bankes pour en empêcher la publication. Bankes prétendait que les plans de Jérash dans le livre étaient les siens
et accusait Buckingham d'appropriation malhonnête; il maintenait également que plusieurs informations dans le
livre étaient extraites de son propre journal de voyage. Il porta des accusations par des lettres et au cours de
conversations puis de façon publique dans un article injurieux de la Quarterly Review de janvier 1822 dans
lequel il fit un compte rendu anonyme de l'ouvrage de Buckingham.
398
Finati_1830_II_152, travelling 1816: This is the journey [Jerash to Nazareth] in which Mr. Buckingham was
in our company, bearing, however, no part in it either with his purse or with his pencil ; yet this did not prevent
all that inconvenience which resulted from it afterwards, both to myself and to my master, who had certainly
every reason to have looked for a very different return.
399
Napier_II_1847_203-204 Bysan: Burckhardt ŕ generally so observant of everything ŕ is guilty of a sad
oversight, when, in speaking of Bysan, he says, ŕ "The only remains are large heaps of black hewn stones,
many foundations of houses, and the fragments of a few columns: I only saw a single shaft of a column
standing. In one of the valleys is a large mound of earth, which appeared to be artificial." / Had he taken the
trouble to go to the base of the artificial mound, on which probably stood the Acropolis, near the upright shaft of
the column he mentions, he would have found some splendid remains of a Roman amphitheatre, sixty-five paces
in diameter, many of the seats still perfect, and some of the vomitorii, or dens for the wild beasts in a capital
state of preservation. Besides these classical remains, are to be seen, immediately to the westward of the present
hamlet, the ruins of several buildings, probably constructed in the time of the Crusades.
400
Robinson_1856_550B Apamea, or Famieh: Niebuhr heard of this change of name at Aleppo; and Burckhardt
in 1812 conjectures the castle to be the site of Apamea, but he saw no ruins. Mr Thomson, in 1846, was the first
to discover and describe the extensive ruins, with their many squares and magnificent colonnades. They lie just
east and northeast of the castle, about three hundred feet above the valley of the Orontes.
401
Saulcy_1855_1-2: A la fin du mois d'avril 1851, je rentrais à Paris, après avoir accompli un voyage pénible et
dangereux en Syrie, en Judée et en Arabie-Petrée. Heureux d'avoir recueilli, chemin faisant, une assez ample
moisson de faits nouveaux, d'avoir, grâce à la protection marquée de la Providence, échappé à tous les périls, à
toutes les fatigues, je m'empressai de mettre en ordre les petits trésors de toute nature, que j'avais péniblement
conquis. Quelques mois plus tard je lisais, devant l'Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres, un mémoire sur le
monument connu de tout temps à Jérusalem sous le nom de Tombeau des rois. Ce fut le signal d'une guerre
ardente qui me fut déclarée, et dont le but évident était, d'une part, de réduire à néant les résultats de mon
voyage, de l'autre, de me faire passer aux yeux du monde savant pour un homme d'imagination, dont les érudits
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n'avaient pas à s'occuper, et qui, par sa légèreté et son ignorance, ne méritait pas qu'on prît au sérieux ce qu'il ne
publiait qu'au prix de tant de peines de toute nature.
402
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_191-192: Before leaving the Jebel Druz Hauran, I can hardly refrain
from giving my witness in the case of Porter versus Freshfield, which came on in the Athenaeum Court about
July 1870. Plaintiff had asserted that he was the undoubted possessor, in virtue of discovery, presumption, and
occupation, of certain giant cities, belonging not to Fin MřCoul, but to one Og King of Bashan; and he
demanded an injunction against the defendant, who, wilfully mistaking sneering remarks and cynical allusions
for logical arguments ŕ ignorant moreover of the ethical law that Ŗcriticism, to be effectual, must be honestŗ ŕ
had wilfully, scandalously, and injuriously asserted that most travellers in the aforesaid giant cities will be
reminded, Ŗnot of Og, but of the Antonines; not of the Israelitish, but of the Saracenic conquest.ŗ The suit ended
magno cum risu by a verdict of the jury of Reviewers, duly charged by Mr. Chief-justice Fergusson, that
defendant and his party had Ŗdisproved the existence of any such giant cities whatever;ŗ and furthermore, that
Ŗthe so-called giant cities of Bashan were in fact no giant cities at all, but mere provincial towns of the Roman
Empire.ŗ
403
Tristram_1865_26: Before leaving Beyrout we obtained some valuable hints from Dr. Thomson, the wellknown author of "The Land and the Book," and the oldest missionary in Syria. He too longed for an excursion
across Jordan, where he had never yet been, and we arranged to meet if possible at the south end of the Dead
Sea in February, on the Doctor's return from Sinai, whither he was just about to start, in search of materials for
another volume. To our mutual disappointment, our subsequent letters miscarried, and we never met again until
the end of our wanderings.
404
Thomson_1886_iv: In the preparation of this volume the author has availed himself of the valuable
archaeological researches of the American Palestine Exploration Society and the Palestine Exploration Fund of
England; and he has also incorporated into it many important and interesting observations derived from the
publications of eminent writers and travellers who have recently visited the regions east of the Jordan.
405
Thomson_1886_v: The present inhabitants of the Lebanon and of the religions beyond Jordan eastward are
divided into many sects and tribes, differing in appearance and in manners and customs, and professing various
antagonistic creeds and religions. We shall meet in our travels…
406
Roberts_1929_47, travelling 1750: Palmera, a palace situated in a most delightful and spacious plain … has
its walls of the finest free stone, and the best I ever saw. The footnote suggests that Roberts got no nearer to
Palmyra than Taiyibe, Ŗmistaking it for Palmyra, which is but a little way distant from it.ŗ
407
Guérin_1877_65-67: J'ai parcouru d'abord toute la partie occidentale de la région montagneuse dont j'avais
étudié la partie orientale. Les villages et les ruines y abondent. Chaque colline, chaque montagne avaient été
jadis non-seulement cultivées sur les pentes, mais en core habitées au sommet. C'était donc une suite presque
non interrompue d'ascensions à entreprendre, ascensions quelquefois très-pénibles, tant les sentiers qui
serpentent le long des flancs rocheux et souvent hérissés de broussailles de beaucoup de ces hauteurs sont
d'ordinaire affreux et capables de décourager le voyageur, surtout lorsqu'il y chemine avec effort sous les rayons
d'un soleil dévorant. Toutes ces collines, toutes ces montagnes ont été tour à tour gravies par moi, et j'ai pris
note sur place de tout ce que j'y ai vu, ruines antiques, ruines du moyen âge, ruines plus récentes encore. J'ai
recueilli ainsi beaucoup de noms de villes ou de villages sur lesquels l'histoire se tait complètement, et dont le
passé est à jamais enseveli dans l'oubli. Quelques-unes de ces localités néanmoins ont eu jadis une véritable
prospérité à l'époque chananéenne, judaïque et chrétienne. De la première et de la seconde époque il subsiste
encore des citernes, des réservoirs ou birkehs, des tombeaux creusés dans le roc, des sarcophages, des pressoirs
de différentes formes pour l'huile et pour le vin, des grottes factices, des tours de défense construites avec des
blocs énormes, plus ou moins bien équarris et reposant sans ciment les uns au-dessus des autres, des terrasses
artificielles bâties également avec des pierres grossièrement taillées et de grand appareil, des restes d'enceintes
murées qui ont subi d'ordinaire des remaniements ultérieurs, et des vestiges d'édifices sacrés ou profanes, tels
que tronçons de colonnes, linteaux et pieds-droits gigantesques, cubes de mosaïques, etc. A l'époque chrétienne
primitive, c'est-à-dire antérieure à l'invasion musulmane, il faut rapporter les débris de beaucoup d'églises et de
couvents bâtis avec de belles pierres de taille qui ont été empruntées souvent à des monuments plus anciens; les
colonnes de ces églises étaient d'ordinaire monolithes et les chapiteaux doriques ou corinthiens. Plusieurs
enceintes murées, des magasins souterrains à voûtes cintrées et en pierres de taille, doivent pareillement avoir
précédé l'invasion musulmane et dater soit de l'époque romaine, soit de l'époque byzantine. Lors de l'arrivée des
croisés, beaucoup de ces villes étaient probablement depuis longtemps en pleine décadence. Devenus maîtres du
pays, nos pères y construisirent des châteaux forts, d'autres couvents ou d'autres églises, ou relevèrent celles qui
étaient renversées. Ces constructions des Latins en Galilée ont été elles-mêmes en grande partie détruites; j'en ai
examiné et j'en décrirai plus tard les ruines. Enfin, dans le courant du siècle dernier, le fameux Dhaher-el-Omar
a fondé, sur plusieurs points importants de la Galilée, notamment à Chefa-Amar, à Kalat-Djeddin, à Abilin, à
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Deir-Hannah, à Ralat-Chema, etc., de puissants châteaux forts, eux-mêmes à moitié démolis de nos jours. Les
ruines donc en Palestine sřaccumulent sur les ruines, et quand on essaye d'y soulever la poussière du passé, on
est souvent embarrassé pour distinguer nettement les couches successives de tant de décombres et de débris
confusément entassés.
408
Guérin_1864_381: Je passe maintenant, Monsieur le Ministre, au compte rendu de ma seconde exploration.
Comme celle-ci a été fort longue, et a embrassé, 1° la plaine entière des Philistins, que j'ai parcourue ville par
ville, village par village, depuis Ramleh jusqu'à El-Arisch, c'est-àdire jusqu'à la frontière d'Egypte [45 sites]; 2°
le désert de Bir es-Seba, que j'ai exploré en tous sens [26 sites]; 3° le premier plan du massif occidental des
monts delà Judée, depuis Bir es-Seba jusqu'à Jérusalem [35 sites], je vais, pour plus de clarté, diviser ce compte
rendu en trois parties, et, dans la crainte d'être trop long, je me contenterai aujourd'hui d'envoyer à Votre
Excellence la liste des localités que je crois avoir découvertes, ou du moins qu'aucun autre voyageur, à ma
connaissance, n'a visitées avant moi.
409
Guérin_1864_397: je me contente, en finissant ce rapport, de vous transmettre la liste des localités que je
crois avoir le premier visitées. Ces localités, dans cette dernière tournée, atteignent le chiffre de quatre-vingt-un.
410
Guérin_1864_376-377 one of the nine ruins he claims to have discovered: A trente-huit minutes au nord de
Soba, Kharbet-Kebaleh. Dans une vallée fertile, sur les bords d'un ruisseau alimenté par une source intarissable,
débris d'une forteresse du moyen âge. Elle mesure cinquante pas de long sur trente-cinq de large, et était
défendue par trois tours. Les pierres avec lesquelles elle a été construite sont, pour la plupart, assez grandes et
bien aplanies; quelques-unes, néanmoins, sont taillées en bossage, ce qui prouve qu'à l'époque des croisades, de
même qu'aux époques juive et romaine, on taillait quelquefois les pierres de cette manière. Dans l'intérieur,
magasins souterrains voûtés en ogive et restes d'une petite chapelle.
411
Guérin_1877_75: Au nombre des 280 localités que j'ai visitées soit dans la basse, soit dans la haute Galilée,
il en est 44 qui ne sont marquées sur aucune carte et qui avaient échappé, je crois, aux recherches de mes
devanciers. [and lists them75-77]
412
Guérin_1877_78: Durant ces deux mois et demi, j'ai voyagé presque sans interruption huit et souvent dix
heures par jour, et j'ai examiné environ 300 localités, les unes détruites et abandonnées depuis longtemps, les
autres encore habitées. Un certain nombre d'entre elles n'étaient marquées sur aucune carte.
413
PEF_1876_49-50 Um-al-Jimal, letter from Rev. Selah Merrill, of 1875: Leaving our camp here we went
sixteen miles to the south-west into the genuine desert, to visit the ruins of Um el Jemal, which some suppose to
be the Beth Gamul of the Bible. Burckhardt, Buckingham, Porter, Wetzstein, and other distinguished travellers
have looked out from the castle at Salchad, or from that at Bozrah, on to this dark mass of ruins with longing
eyes; but although two or more of these made the attempt, they did not succeed in reaching them. Mr. Cyril
Graham and Mr. Waddington were the only Europeans who had visited the place previous to ourselves. The
ruins of this unwalled town cannot here be described, but I may say that they are very iustructivo even to those
who are tolerably familiar with Hauran and Syrian ruins as they exist in other places. *with the footnote: I did
not myself see the ruins of Um el Jemal from the castle at Bozrah, and make this statement on the testimony of
others. But there are so many piles of ruins on the plain, that one might easily be mistaken and think he had seen
Um el Jemal when he had not.
414
Le_Strange_1889_272 travelling 1884, Pella: As Mr. Selah Merrill very justly observes in the work which,
unless I am misinformed, is, as yet, the sole fruit of the American Palestine Exploration Society, Tabakat Fahl is
a beautiful location for a city, and the wonder is that it should have been forsaken.' Even after the long summer
drought, the springs gushing out among the broken columns and ruins of former splendour are abundant enough
to make fertile all the neighbouring land, which, situated on the upper level of the Ghor, and 250 feet below the
sea, enjoys, perhaps, the finest climate, from an agricultural point of view, that can be found in Syria.
415
Mislin_1876_III_337-338 Moabite Stone: Le monument le plus important est la stèle de Mésa, roi des
Moabites, dont la conquête est due à M. Clermont-Ganneau, ancien chancelier du consulat français à Jérusalem.
Cette stèle remonte à l'an 896 avant notre ère: elle est due à ce roi inhumain qui a immolé son propre fils sur les
murailles de sa capitale afin d'obtenir la protection de son dieu Chamos contre les Israélites qui l'assiégeaient. Il
en est fait longuement mention dans le IVe Livre des Rois, chap.iii. L'inscription de cette stèle confirme de la
manière la plus éclatante le récit de la Bible; aussi le président de l'Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres at-il déclaré que cette découverte est la plus importante qui ait jamais été faite dans le champ de lřépigraphie
orientale. Sayce_1865_85-107: The Moabite Stone and the Inscription of Siloam.
416
PEF_1889_160-163 the Moabite Stone: On the 19th day of August, in the year 1868, the Rev. F. A. Klein, a
missionary of the Church Missionary Society, found the stone at Dhiban. Mr. Klein, though in the service of an
English society and a clergyman of the Church of England, was a French subject, being a native of Strasburg, at
that time a French town. Most unfortunately, Mr. Klein withheld his discovery from his countryman M.
Clermont Ganneau, who, had he been left alone, would certainly have obtained an exact copy, and probably
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have secured it. With equal want of judgment, he withheld it from his own colleagues, and from the English
Bishop. They would have communicated it to Captain Warren, then in the city. He would, if any man, have been
able to get the monument brought across the Jordan. But he went to the German Consul, Dr. Petermann. / Here
was the grand mistake of the whole business. Either Captain Warren or M. Clermont Ganneau could have got up
the stone, whole and uninjured, for a few napoleons, because the Arabs were wholly unacquainted with its
value. One or two attempts were secretly made by Dr. Petermann to get the stone by means ot native agents.
They failed, and doubly failed, because they taught the Arabs the value of the stone. Then an appeal was made
to the Turkish Government ŕ the most fatal mistake of all; for the stone was in the possession of Beni
Humaydah (not the Beni Hamidah, as stated by error in the article on the Moabite Stone in the "Recovery of
Jerusalem"), the wildest of the wild tribes to the east of Jordan. They were smarting, too, at the time from the
effects of the Belka Expedition, led by Rashid Pasha in person; and, says Captain Burton, "knowing what a
dragonnade meant, they were in paroxysms of terror at the idea of a raid." / The secret by this time had oozed
out, and was perfectly well known to Captain Warren, the Rev. Dr. Barclay, and M, Clermont Ganneau. It was
decided by Captain Warren that it would be best at this point to leave the matter in the hands of Dr. Petermann.
Observe that any interference on his part would have probably tended to complicate matters, and might have led
to a still earlier destruction of the monument. In the spring of 1869, Captain Warren, with his party, went to the
Libanus. Dr. Petermann, too, left Jerusalem for Berlin, after personally assuring M. Ganneau that the whole
affair had fallen through. Captain Warren away, and the Prussians having desisted from their endeavours, the
coast was clear for M. Clermont Ganneau. / M. Ganneau got a squeeze of the whole, in rags it is true, but still a
squeeze. Then came the catastrophe. The wild Arabs, terrified at the prospect of another raid, angry at the
probable loss of a stone which possessed supernatural powers in their eyes, lit a fire under the priceless relic,
threw cold water on it when it was red-hot, and so smashed it into pieces. Captain Warren obtained squeezes of
the two larger fragments; and then the work of decipherment, history, controversy, and recrimination began.
After all that has been said as to its history, one thing is clear: the blame of its destruction rests neitJier with
Captain Warren nor with M. Clermont Ganneau. Had Mr. Klein gone openly in the first instance to the former,
there is not the slightest doubt that this most invaluable monument would be now lying, intact and entire, in the
British Museum, in the Louvre, or in Berlin. No matter where, provided only it had been saved.
417
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_341-342: The Franco-Prussian war tended not a little to embitter
antiquarian rivalry in the matter of the Moabite Stone. Dr. Ginsburg, whilst freely owning that the young French
savant has performed his task in a most scholarly, careful, and conscientious manner, charges him ŕ it appears
hardly just ŕ with 'precipitate and hasty action,' and with jealousy and want of candour in not mentioning the
'real or original discoverer' of the Stone. Were I Mr. Klein, I should certainly decline the honour of being
mentioned. Later in the same year, the German Consulate at Jerusalem virtually charged the French DrogmanChancelier with indiscretion. The latter, on the other hand, complains (No. V. Palestine Exploration Fund) of a
Ŗregrettable omissionŗ on the part of Mr. Deutsch, who, after using his labours, had not referred to them.
418
Sayce_1865_88-91 for discovery and fragmentation of the Moabite Stone: In the summer of 1869, Dr. Klein,
a German missionary, while travelling in what was once the land of Moab, discovered a most curious relic of
antiquity among the ruins of Dhiban, the ancient Dibon. This relic was a stone of black basalt, rounded at the
top, two feet broad and nearly four feet high. Across it ran an inscription of thirty-four lines in the letters of the
Phoenician alphabet. Dr. Klein unfortunately did not realise the importance of the discovery he had made; he
contented himself with copying a few words, and endeavouring to secure the monument for the Berlin Museum.
Things always move slowly in the East, and it was not until a year later that the negociations for the purchase of
the stone were completed between the Prussian Government on the one side and the Arabs and Turkish pashas
on the other. At length, however, all was arranged, and it was agreed that the stone should be handed over to the
Germans for the sum of 80 pounds. At this moment M. Clermont-Ganneau, a member of the French Consulate
at Jerusalem, with lamentable indiscretion, sent men to take squeezes of the inscription, and offered no less than
375 pounds for the stone itself. At once the cupidity of both Arabs and pashas was aroused; the Governor of
Nablus demanded the treasure for himself, while the Arabs, fearing it might be taken from them, put a fire under
it, poured cold water over it, broke it in pieces, and distributed the fragments as charms among the different
families of the tribe. Thanks to M. Clermont-Ganneau, most of these fragments have now been recovered, and
the stone, once more put together, may be seen in the Museum of the Louvre at Paris. The fragments have been
fitted into their proper places by the help of the imperfect squeezes taken before the monument was broken.
419
PEFQS_1871_138 the Moabite Stone, the oldest known Semtic inscription: On the 13th of October Herr von
Alten met the Wali at Jaffa. The result of the interview was that, at his own desire, the Wali examined the
contract which Saba Cawar had made with the Beni Hamedi, and proposed to do all in his power to carry it out.
Upon this Herr von Alten gave Dr. Meyer instructions to obtain the contract by means of an express messenger
from Saba Cawar (who was at that time on the other side of the Jordan), to send it to Damascus, and to procure
from the Governor-General's Department a safe conduct for the stone, as the property of the Consulate, against
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the various difficulties which its transport might incur from the hostile Bedouins. All this was done; and on the
20th of October the contract was sent, through the Consulate at Beyrout, to the address of the Governor-General.
/ At the end of the thirty days Saba Cawar returned, in the hope of obtaining the answer from Damascus, and of
transporting the stone to Jerusalem, through the aid of the Pasha of Nablus.
420
Heber-Percy_1895_163 copying Greek inscriptions at Dumas: Whilst I was copying these the Druses
collected round, asking how I expected to find treasure by the inscription. I said: ŖO Druses, these men of old
time were no bigger fools than the men of this age. If you have treasure and hide it, you do not go straight and
write with much trouble on a stone, In such a place have I hid my treasure, and then go and set the stone in a
public place. Neither did the men of old do such foolish things.ŗ They laughed and said I was right, but clearly
remained convinced that I could not take all this trouble except for some prospective material gain.
421
Knox_1879_256 Beirut: Antiquities and curious sights for the ordinary tourist are few in number and not
very interesting. There are Roman, Assyrian, and Arabic remains, in the shape of tablets sculptured on the rocky
walls of the Nahr-el-Kelb or Dog River, about half an hour's drive from Beyrout; and there are a few traces in
the town itself of the Roman occupation. All of them can be seen in a short time, and to a stranger who has come
straight from America, without stopping, they would doubtless be interesting. But where you have done Rome
and Athens, and half the cities of Europe and Asia, you won't linger long over the antiquities of Beyrout.
422
Addison_II_1838_17 Beirut: Near this spot two ancient mosaic pavements have been lately discovered and
barbarously destroyed by the European consuls, who attempted to remove them; some of the fragments which I
saw, appeared similar to the mosaics of Pompeii. There have also lately been found in this neighborhood some
fine sarcophagi and some valuable coins and gems. Close to the pasha's castle are ruins of a substantial wall,
supposed to be of the time of Herod the Great, and some small fragments of shattered columns may be seen
scattered about on the hill - remnants of the ancient Berytus.
423
La_Salle_1840_I_142 Balbec: Quatre jours nřauraient pas suffi pour dessiner ces inscriptions que les
touristes peuvent maintenant en lever en quelques minutes avec le Daguerréotype.
424
Layard_I_1903_262-263 1840, Tyre: we visited the few remains which could then be seen of the ancient city
of Tyre. They consisted principally of the ruins of an aqueduct of stone, a sarcophagus or two, and a few fallen
columns ŕ all of the Greek, or rather Graeco-Roman, period. Such part of the city as is not covered by the
advancing sea is occupied by a miserable village surrounded by a mud wall. M. Vernet was provided with a
Daguerrotype ŕ then only recently discovered, and the first I had seen ŕ and was able with it to take views of
the principal monuments and scenes which he visited. / Horace Vernet told me that he had exhibited the
machine to Mehemet Ali Pasha. The operator and the Pasha had to be in total darkness whilst the impression
taken was being developed. After the process was believed to be complete, Horace Vernet suddenly struck a
light with a lucifer match, when Mehemet Ali, apparently frightened by the sudden flash of light, and taking it
for the discharge of a pistol, gave utterance to the strangest and most un-earthly noises. Vernet was afterwards
informed that such was his habit when alarmed by any sudden noise, since the massacre of the Mamelukes.
425
Porter_1855_I_93-94 Hauran, Qanawat: The evening was spent in lively conversation, in which some of the
chief men in the village took part. The sheikh is a man of superior sagacity and intelligence; he asked eagerly
about European manners, and appeared delighted with Nikola's description of railways and electric telegraphs.
He was not satisfied with a mere utterance of "Wullah!" or "Mashullah!" in doubting astonishment, but he
questioned us until he got a full explanation of the principles of locomotion and electricity. From mechanics the
conversation turned to politics, and now the sheikh, who sat beside me, assumed a low and confidential tone,
and plied me with questions innumerable as to the intentions of the government about the conscription and the
renewing of the war. It was in vain I pleaded my ignorance of politics, and especially of the intrigues and
bribery practised by the local authorities in Damascus; still he pressed me to reveal the secret he was confident I
possessed. I told him my private opinion was that the war would not be resumed, and that the conscription, in so
far as they were concerned, had been abandoned. By every means in my power I endeavoured to show that I was
in no way connected either with the government of Turkey or England, and had no political object in my present
tour: still they would not be persuaded; and the fact that I had brought strong letters of recommendation from
Mr. Wood, their mediator with the Sultan, to all their principal chiefs, tended much to make them suspect I had
other purposes in view besides mere curiosity or antiquarian zeal.
426
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_5, preparations in 1851: I have got with me Bitter, Robinson, Kitto, and Keith "On
the Holy Land," a good store of drawing materials, the best of the hitherto published maps, a compass, a
telescope, and an instrument for surveying: the one used by the French engineers appears to me, from its
simplicity and accuracy, to be the best suited to my purpose.
427
Porter_1882_74-75, writing in 1865. from Bosra: We rode on along the Roman road, stopping occasionally
to examine with our glasses the deserted towns away to the right and left, and once or twice galloping to those
near the road, so as to inspect their strange massive houses, standing complete, but tenantless. Often and often
did our eyes sweep the open plain, and scan suspicious ruins, and peer into valleys, in the fear or hope of
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discovering roving Ishmaelites. We were almost disappointed that none appeared. / Soon after leaving Burd, we
entered a rocky district; and here, among the rocks, we found some fields where a few Druses were ploughing,
each man having his gun slung over his shoulders, and pistols in his belt. This is surely cultivation under
difficulties. From this place until we reached Salcah, we did not see a living creature, except a flock of
partridges and a herd of gazelles. The desert of Arabia is not more desolate than this rich and once populous
plain of Moab.
428
Kelly_1844_382 Mosque of Omar from the Mount of Olives: I had a telescope in my hand, and sat during
the continuance of prayer in the spot whence I could best look into the mosque of Omar, and notice the devotion
of all collected about it. In an hour the service was at an end, the crowd diminished, the guards returned to their
posts, and the gates were again opened.
429
Porter_1882_69, writing in 1865, from the keep at Bosra: Towns and villages appeared in every direction,
thickly dotting the vast plain; a few of those to the north are inhabited, but all those southward have been
deserted for centuries. I examined them long and carefully with my telescope, and their walls and houses
appeared to be in even better preservation than those I had already visited.
430
Porter_1855_II_206-207 the southern section of Jebel Hauran: That one city, nurtured by the commerce of a
mighty empire, might grow till her people could be numbered by millions I could well believe ŕ that two or
even three might spring up in favoured spots, clustered together, I could also believe. But that sixty walled
cities, besides unwalled towns a great many, should be found at such a remote age, far from the sea, with no
rivers and little commerce, appeared quite inexplicable. Inexplicable and mysterious though it appeared, it was
strictly true. On the spot, with my own eyes, I had now verified it. Lists of more than a hundred ruined cities and
villages in these mountains alone I had tested and found correct, though not complete. More than thirty of these
I had myself either visited or observed so as to fix their positions on the map. Of the high antiquity of these
ruins scarcely a doubt can be entertained, and the extent of the more important among them has already been
estimated. Here then we have a venerable record, more than three thousand years old, containing incidental
statements and statistics which few would be inclined to receive on trust, and not a few to cast aside as glaring
absurdities, and yet which close examination shows to be minutely accurate.
431
Butler_1930_1: In Northern Syria the basalt region was not well known, although a good many inscriptions
from it had been published: the Djebel Barisha and the Djebel il-Halakah had not been thoroughly explored, and
the Djebel Sim'ân, with the exception of a few sites, was unexplored, although distant telescopic observations
had shown it to be full of deserted cities and towns.
432
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_232: Although the distress of these poor villagers made me take my measurements
with far from an easy mind, yet I felt that to maintain a calm smile on the countenance was the only way to allay
the rising storm. I likewise allowed some of the old shechs to look through the telescope, in order to familiarise
them with the harmless instrument; and thus I contrived to come away with a whole skin, though a shower of
maledictions not only on myself, but also on my horse, and my horse's mother, and their religion, was sent after
me.
433
Porter_1855_II_116-117: While I stood waiting upon horseback till the baggage was all arranged, my friend
the sheikh came to me with an old telescope, and asked what such an one would cost when new. On examining
the instrument I was no little surprised at the originality of its construction, and inquired how he came by it. He
said he had taken it from an officer of Ibrahim Pasha's army during the Druze war, but that it had been bruised
and broken in the conflict. He, however, having carefully studied its shape and length, took out the glasses and
made a new tube of paper. Time and rough usage had now dimmed and scratched the glasses, and he wished to
obtain another like it. He said he was short-sighted, and it would be of great service to him if he could see as
well as his neighbours. I promised to try and procure one for him if he would come to me at Damascus.
434
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_496, near the Dead Sea: Within the last few years, travellers on the direct route
from Wady Mtusa to Hebron have passed through Semti'a; but seem to have heard nothing of these other ancient
places. While we were taking our observations, many of the peasants gathered around us, and seemed gratified
to hold our telescopes and render other little services; although they wondered at our employment.
435
Hill_1866_174 on the Nile, at Kaon-el-Rebirs: Being well armed, we were desirous of entering the streets,
but our interpreter was not only opposed to this, but refused to attend us; we therefore contented ourselves
without going further. But not fully satisfied with what the eye alone revealed, I pulled out a pocket telescope,
which caused a general exclamation of wonder among the natives who were near us, who, as they saw it used,
all petitioned at the same moment to be allowed to look through it. The excitement which followed on their
request being granted soon brought an augmentation to our company.
436
Porter_1868_471 presents for the Druses: They receive and entertain travellers with profuse hospitality, and
no compensation in money can be offered them. A bakhshish, however, in the shape of a few flasks of English
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gunpowder and a few boxes of percussion caps, or a telescope, or, better still, a good rifle-gun, is always
acceptable. The servants and retainers are not so particular. They take without scruple whatever is offered.
437
Wright_1895_257: The statement that Druzes received no return for their hospitality sounds patriarchal in
books, but is not at all in accord with the facts of our experience. When they expect to receive a revolver, or a
telescope, or a pocket-compass, they do not permit money to be paid, lest they should not also get the valuable
instrument. And they are also very generous to travellers with consular recommendations, or with consular
influence, but they are thereby building up a debt of obligations which they will take good care shall be
cancelled by the consul.
438
Paris_1861_17 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque, prayer hall: Chose singulière! au milieu des innombrables
tapis, dont le sol est couvert, hommages de tant de générations de princes orientaux, la place d'honneur, celle où
se tient l'Uléma, est donnée à un tapis européen aux couleurs criardes: tant est puissant l'ascendant de la
nouveauté, et tant les hommes de tous les pays sont également disposés à admirer ce qui vient de loin!
439
Walpole_I_1851_196 Marra: A curious instance of the idea the natives entertain of the universality of the
Frank's talents occurred here. The Moutselim sent many compliments to our courier, to beg he would cut him
out a pair of European trousers, at the same time sending the calico.
440
Farley_1862_209 Beirut: Within the last few years, a new town seems to have sprung up from the ruins of
the old. The means and appliances of European civilization have been introduced; streets have been paved, and
spacious warehouses erected. No longer than fifteen years ago, there was scarcely any steam communication
between Beyrout and Europe. Now, the mails leave London for Syria every Friday, via Marseilles, and every
Monday, via Trieste; while English steamers run regularly between Beyrout and Liverpool. In the year 1853,
only thirty-nine British vessels entered the port of Beyrout, tonnage 8,546; while in 1855 there were 113,
tonnage 39,132.
441
Farley_1858_59-65 Travelling in Syria. Takes the visitor from landing at Jaffa, then dragoman, servants,
mules and donkeys, luggage, locals, costs. Recommends Beirut as the most suitable HQ.
442
Poujade_1860_217: Baalbek deviendrait le rendez-vous des artistes, des antiquaires, de tous les voyageurs
intelligents, si la sécurité était établie dans le Liban et l'Anti-Liban, si une bonne route conduisait au milieu de
ces ruines dont un gouvernement intelligent s'empresserait d'arrêter la destruction.
443
Farley_1878_130: Well-made roads, good canals, and inexpensive railways are desiderata for Asiatic
Turkey, as so long as the present defective system of internal communication exists, the full development of the
country's agricultural resources must be seriously retarded. Rivers, harbours, and highways there may be in
abundance; but if the first of these be simply tortuous torrents, the second a compound of mud and gullies, and
the third mere bridle paths, composed of iron-bound ruts in summer, and all but impassable sloughs of mud in
winter, their utility is but of minimum value. Good roads, serviceable canals, and economically-made railways
are, besides, civilizing agents of the highest order, while, on the other hand, their absence restrains enterprise,
diverts trade, and lessens cultivation.
444
Knox_1879_261: From Beyrout to Damascus there is an excellent road, equal to the best turnpikes of
America, and the diligence roads of Europe. It was constructed by a French company under a charter or firman
from the Sultan, and is a triumph of engineering skill. Twice a day there is a diligence each way over the road;
the morning departure is at four A. M., and the evening at six P. M. The time from Beyrout to Damascus
fourteen and one-half hours and from Damascus to Beyrout thirteen and one-half, owing to the difference of
elevation.
445
Tiffany_1896_335-336: Rather in Kansas or Montana than in Syria one would look for startling impressions
of the march of modern improvement. It is a mistake. Go instead to Syria for a real sensation. The road on
which one drives to-day equals any over the passes of Switzerland. What does this mean in the land of the
"unspeakable Turk," under the blight of whose rule all mildews and goes to ruin? Only the iron hand of Europe
laid in arrest on the shoulder of Asia, with its stern word, "So far and no farther!" The road, the work of French
capital, is safeguarded against Moslem cupidity and kept in working order by French energy and science
marshaling the labor of the native population, and finding no more faithful labor anywhere, if fairly treated.
Close beside this triumph of modern engineering runs the old trail from Damascus, torn and gullied almost out
of recognition, over which are painfully laboring great caravans of heavily burdened asses and camels, the poor
brutes picking their way and bruising their knees after the good old ancestral fashion. Further still, already is a
mountain railway from Beyrout to Damascus in rapid advance before the eye.
446
Lortet_1881_44 Acre: Mais il paraît que les fortifications de Saint-Jean-d'Acre vont être relevées d'une
manière formidable. Cette année même, en 1880, la Porte vient de décider que la ville serait défendue par des
forts construits suivant les principes modernes et armés de pièces du plus gros calibre. Les Turcs ont, en effet,
compris l'importance stratégique de cette place, qui commande le sud de la Syrie. Il y a longtemps aussi que les
Anglais et les Allemands cherchent des prétextes pour mettre la main sur cette ville, qui est en quelque sorte la
clef du canal de Suez.
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Kelly_1844_3: There is not, perhaps, in the world a country so remarkable as Syria for the lustre of its early
glories, the vicissitudes of its fortunes, and the blood that has drenched its soil. Its admirable fertility, the variety
and beauty of its climate, and its advantageous position in the very heart of the ancient world, rendered it the
chosen abode of early commerce and civilisation; but these very advantages excited the ambition of conquerors,
and many a time brought down on Syria the desolating ravages of war. / The traveller treads at every step on the
remains of perished cities, and of monuments of art and industry that testify the vast population, the wealth,
energy, and grandeur of the land in days gone by. To Syria we owe the origin of our written characters; here
commerce and navigation began their humanising career, and a multitude of useful arts and discoveries had
birth, or were carried to the highest degree of perfection; and ŕ infinitely more momentous thought to the
Christian ŕ here was prepared, developed, and consummated, that stupendous series of events on which he
rests his hopes for eternity.
448
Allen_1855_I_vi: I have availed myself of all the information I could gather from other writers, in order to
support my own views. / With some of the passages, which I have found to answer my purpose, I have enriched
my text; while I have made copious extracts in an Appendix, for the use of those who may wish to consult them.
I have gratefully to acknowledge my obligations to those authors to whose works I have thus resorted.

Endnotes Chapter 3. The life and death of monuments
1

Clarke_1817_IV_189: About three miles beyond Cana, we passed the village of Turan. Near to this place they
pretend to shew the field where the Disciples of Jesus Christ plucked the ears of corn upon the Sabbath-day. The
Italian Catholics have named it the field Ŗdegli Setti Spini;ŗ and they gather the bearded wheat, which is
annually growing there, as a part of the collection of relics to be conveyed to their own country.
2
Maqdisi_II_1901_136: On dit aussi qu'il existait, avant Adam, de nombreux peuples, des créations, des
monuments, des habitations, des civilisations, des religions, des empires, des propriétés.
3
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_22-23, died 1521, looking for stone: Au rapport d'Ibrahim ebn Ahmad el Khalandjy,
une esclave d'El-Moqtader nommée 'Adjouz, qui habitait Jérusalem, lui ayant demandé de se rendre à l'endroit
où la tradition plaçait le tombeau de Joseph, de le mettre à découvert et de construire au dessus un édifice: ŖJe
sortis, raconte-t-il, accompagné des ouvriers, à la recherche du champ où il devait se trouver d'après la tradition,
en dehors de l'enceinte (de Salomon), vis-à-vis le tombeau de son père Jacob. On acheta, ajoute-t-il, le terrain de
son propriétaire, et on se mit à y faire des fouilles. Une énorme pierre ayant été mise à découvert dans l'endroit
présumé, ordre fut donné de la casser. On en brisa un fragment. J'étais occupé, continue le narrateur, à fouiller
avec les autres. Dès qu'on eut enlevé le morceau de pierre, voilà qu'on aperçut Joseph tout resplendissant de
grâce et de beauté, et il s'exhala de l'endroit des parfums de musc. Puis survint un vent très-violent, et les
ouvriers replacèrent la pierre dans son premier état.ŗ
4
Turner_1820_II_61: The first hour we went along a stony narrow road, fenced by stone walls about two feet
high, having on each side rich fields and gardens; half an hour from Barout is a small square ruin of a wall,
which Fedlullah begged me to observe, as it was the spot where St. George killed the Dragon, and showed me,
still running down the walls, what he called the soap with which the saint had washed off the blood of the
dragon. This soap was an appearance of whiteness caused by the trickling of water.
5
Bagatti_1857_I_150 Nazareth: Presentemente havvi nella grotta una cappella con apposito altare: Ivi si fece
osservare la colonna di granito orientale, alla quale si appoggio l'angelo, quando presentatosi alla Vergine le
annunzio, che sarebbee stata madre del Divin Redentore.
6
Paul_1865_68 Dome of the Rock: A propos de lřange Gabriel, je dois rappeler que c'est entre deux colonnettes
en marbre de la mosquée qu'il se tint quand il vint annoncer à la Vierge la naissance de… Mahomet.
7
Jolliffe_1819_25 Nazareth: The scene of the interview between the angel Gabriel and the wife of Joseph is
marked by an altar, erected in a recess a few feet below the principal aisle of the church. Behind this are two
apartments, which belonged also to the house of the reputed father of the Messiah. Their appearance is
sufficiently antique to justify the date, and there is no great violence to probability, from the nature of their
situation, in the account delivered of their former appropriation. But the monk who attended to point out the
different objects usually held sacred, injured the effect of his narrative by intermixing a fabulous statement of
the flight of one part of the edifice to Loretto! He assigned as the motive for the disappearance of this chamber,
the necessity of its avoiding contamination from the presence of the infidels, who were then in military
possession of the country.
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Jolliffe_1819_28: Fragments of stone jars, apparently large enough to contain several gallons, may be still
found in particular parts of Gallilee, although vessels of their description are no longer in use in that district. As
relics of antiquity they are entitled to some attention ; but the authenticity of the gospel narrative cannot, surely,
be affected by any such evidence: the author, even of a work avowedly fictitious, would hardly describe the
usages of any known country otherwise than they were universally recognized to exist at the period of his
writing.
9
Damer_1841_I_275 Jaffa to Jerusalem: Our next object of interest was the brook from which David is said to
have selected the five stones, when he went against Goliath.
10
Lindsay_II_1838_232-233: sending the baggage before, across the Bekaa, we rode back to Kerak to visit the
tomb of ŕ Noah!! ŕ thirty-eight paces long, by about one and a half wide, and elevated on a platform. It
adjoins an old mosque, and is surrounded by a wall, with grated windows. In a ruined building contiguous to the
mosque, and apparently ancient, we found a Latin funeral inscription.
11
Macleod_1866_236-237: We ascended Gerizim. It is a rather tough bit of climbing. I assigned this alpine
occupation to my horse, and yet suffered sufficiently, after a day's ride, to sympathise with his patient but
painful labours. There is much to interest one on the summit: the scattered ruins; the massive remains of what
some allege to have been the old Samaritan Temple, but what others with I think greater probability, was a
Roman fort. Then there is the unquestionable site of an old place of sacrifice; and the more questionable twelve
stones which Joshua brought from the Jordan, but which it is now difficult even to number or to distinguish
from the underlying strata. There is also the trough where the paschal lamb is yet roasted, some of whose burnt
bones I gathered. And there is the magnificent view over the plain across the valley of the Jordan eastward to the
mountains beyond, and westward to the blue Mediterranean.
12
Fiske_1857_163 going from Jerusalem to Bethlehem: We pass on the left the identical tree, (possibly two
hundred years old,) on which Judas hanged himself.
13
Berners_1876_202-203 Nazareth: Nazareth lies in a hollow on the southern side of the mountains of Galilee.
Except for its sacred associations, it possesses but little to recommend it at the present time. As I have before
remarked, scarcely any remains of antiquity can be found here, although the avarice of the natives has conjured
no end of traditional sites into a real existence, for the benefit of such travellers as are inclined to be sentimental.
Among these are the " Fountain of the Virgin," "Josephs Workshop," and many others of a similar nature.
14
Wright_1848_46 Saewulf, travelling 1102, Nazareth: A most limpid fountain bubbles out near the city, still
surrounded, as formerly, with marble columns and blocks, from which the child Jesus, with other children, often
drew water for the use of his mother.
15
Dimashki_1874_32 (born 1256), Pyramids safe against earthquakes: D'après les historiens, elles ont été
élevées avant le déluge par Sahlouq b. Shiryâq ou par Hermès Trismégistos qui est identique avec Ëdris, appelé
en Hébreu Enokh. Hermès, après avoir prévu par les astres lřarrivée du déluge, ordonna de les élever et d'y
renfermer les manuscrits et les trésors qu'on craignait de perdre à cette occasion. Chacune de ses pyramides a la
base quadrangulaire avec la forme conique; elle est haute en ligue perpendiculaire de 317 coudées, formant
quatre plans à côtés égaux dont chacun est de 460; mais, malgré cette hauteur elles ont une telle solidité,
durabilité et une si juste proportion, qu'elles n'ont éprouvé aucune altération ni par les eaux pluviales ni par les
tremblements de terre. Entre les pierres on ne trouve point de ciment, mais on croirait, qu'une toile blanche ait
été étendue au dessus des pierres [limestone capping?], et il n'y a pas la distance d'un crin qui les sépare.
16
Dimashki_1874_328 (born 1256): Lorsque je visitai Sařid, il arriva qu'un homme, qui avait accepté
lřhospitalité d'un habitant de la ville de Démâmil, lui parla de trésors et lui révéla son intention de faire des
fouilles à Démâmil, où lřon trouverait de grandes richesses. L'autre, lui ayant donné le conseil de renoncer à ce
projet, lui indiqua un endroit à Dendérah, ville située dans le voisinage, après quoi l'étranger, suivant cette
indication, se rendit à Dendérah et, ayant trouvé le trésor, il en remplit 100 sacs à dattes, qu'il transporta au
Caire.
17
Laorty-Hadji_1854_81 Balbec: Le transport de ces pierres suppose des procédés fort avancés en mécanique et
en statique. Aussi les habitants actuels prétendent-ils que cet édifice a été construit par les Djnouns ou génies,
sous les ordres du roi Salomon, lequel roi avait enterré sous ses profondeurs d'immenses trésors qui y dorment
encore. Du reste, c'est là une habitude à peu près générale dans le pays syrien, d'attribuer à Salomon tous les
grands ouvrages d'architecture. Et ce qu'il y a de plus remarquable, c'est que juifs, chrétiens et musulmans
s'accordent dans cette croyance. Le Salomon de la Bible est la grande figure de tradition, même pour les
sectaires du Koran.
18
Le_Strange_1890_297 Balbec: Yâkût speaks in general terms of the wonderful remains at Ba'albakk,
consisting of palaces with marble columns: The city, he says, "lies 12 leagues distant from the sea-coast, and 3
days from Damascus. Bařal was the name of an idol, and Bakk is its neck, or the thin part of its body. They say
Ba'al-bakk formed the dowry of Queen Balkis (of Sheba), and that Solomon's palace here was the one built on
columns. Ba'albakk, at the Muslim conquest, capitulated after Damascus was was taken. … There are two
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temples here ŕ one larger, one smaller ŕ filled with wonderful sculptures carved in the stone as though it were
wood, and high columns." (Yak., i. 672, 675: Mar, i, 162.)
19
Veryard_1701_324 Balbec: the Rests of divers stately Buildings, and the Ruins of an ancient Castle, which
the Inhabitants call King Solomonřs, believing it to have been built by him.
20
Tristram_1865_620 Balbec: The Moslem believe these stupendous buildings to have been the work of evil
spirits, and that they are haunted. "Who but a devil," asked Hadj Khadour, pointing to one of the great stones in
the west wall, sixty-four feet by fourteen feet, "could have planted that rock there?" And certainly the question
was hard to answer.
21
Fermanel_1670_310 Balbec: On luy donne pour fondateur le Roy Salomon … Dans ces ruines nous vismes
un Temple lequel nous jugeasmes avoir esté basty par les Romains … Nous deumeurasmes estonnez de voir ces
merveilles, nřayans rien veu de semblable en tout nostre voyage, & ne croyons point quřon puisse trouver de
plus belles ruines & antiquitez quřen cet endroit.
22
Wood_1757_6B, Balbec: The inhabitants of this country, Mahometans, Jews, and Christians, all confidently
believe that Solomon built both Palmyra and Balbec
23
Volney_II_1792_142-143, Balbec: Rien de si parfait que la coupe de ces pierres; elles ne sont jointes par
aucun ciment, & cependant la lame d'un couteau n'entre pas dans leurs interfaces. Après tant de siècles de
construction, elles ont, pour la plupart, conserva la couleur blanche, qu'elles avoient d'abord. Ce qui etonnera
davantage, c'est l'énormité de quelques-unes dans tout le mur qui forme lřescarpement. A 1'ouest, la seconde
assise est formée de pierres qui ont depuis vingt-huit jusquřà trente cinq pieds de longueur, sur environ neuf de
hauteur. Par-dessus cette assise, a lřangle du nord-ouest il y a trois pierres qui à elles seules occupent un espace
de cent soixante quinze pieds & demi; à savoir la première, cinquante-huit pieds sept pouces; la deuxième,
cinquante-huit pieds onze pouces, & la troisième cinquante-huit pieds juste, sur une épaisseur commune de
douze pieds. La nature de ces pierres est un granit blanc & grandes facettes luisantes comme le gypse; sa
carrière regne sous toute la ville & dans la montagne adjacente: elle est ouverte en plusieurs lieux, & entre
autres sur la droite en arrivant à la ville. II y est resté une pierre taillée sur trois faces, qui a soixante-neuf pieds
deux pouces de long, sur douze pieds dix pouces de large, & treize pieds trois pouces d'epaisseur. Comment les
anciens ont-ils manié de telles masses? C'est sans doute un problème de mecanique curieux à résoudre. Les
habitans de Balbek lřexpliquent commodement, en supposant que cet édifice a été construit par les Djéuoûn ou
Génies, sous les ordres du Roi Salomon; ils ajoutent que le motif de tant de travaux, fut de cacher dans les
souterrains d'immenses trésors qui y sont encore; plusieurs d'entre eux, dans le dessein de s'en saisir y sont
descendus dans les voûtes qui regnent sous tout l'édifice; mais l'inutilié de leurs recherches, & les avanies que
les Commandans en ont pris occasion de leur faire, les en ont dégoutés; ils croient les Européens plus heureux;
& lřon tenteroit vainement de les dissuader de l'idée ou ils font que nous avons lřart magique de rompre les
talismans.
24
Beaufort_1874_191 Balbec: Then there are the quarries, to which we rode one evening, where the famons
stone, sixty-eight feet long, and weighing probably 1100 tons, still lies unremoved. The peasantry believe that
the genii, working amicably with the men of old, carried these stones for them, but, being one day offended at
something, this stone was dropped in the quarry, and no human strength has been found capable of lifting it
since. It is said to be the largest stone hewn for building in the world ŕ the obelisk in the quarry at Assouan is,
however, twenty-seven feet longer, and nearly as wide. These quarries point to such gigantic works, that one
does not wonder they have given rise to legends of supernatural agency ŕ adding the craft of jinns and genii to
the might of the "giants who lived in those days." At Baalbek one learns to think naturally of the Rephaim, the
Emims, the Zanzummims, the Zouzims, and the Anakims, whose fathers, it is said, won from Heaven the reward
of a more than mortal strength for having given up solitude and celibacy on the tops of the mountains, and
returned to a life of usefulness among thair kinsfolk in the plainsŕ the best argument for the "athletic religion"
so much in fashion at the present time that I have ever come across.
25
Maqdisi_III_1903_109 of King David: On rapporte qu'il ordonnait au vent de le porter, lui et son armée, et de
le conduire là où il voulait, et que le vent les emmenait en un matin à la distance d'un mois de marche et les
ramenait le soir de la même distance. On a trouvé dans la région du Tigre, écrit sur un monument antique de
l'époque dřAd, ceci: ŖNous y sommes descendus, mais nous ne l'avons pas construit; nous l'avons trouvé ainsi
bâti. Notre ennemi de Persépolis, nous l'avons culbuté; puis nous le quitterons pour la Syrie, s'il plaît à Dieu.ŗ
26
Ibn Khaldun_II_1865_242: Bien des personnes qui voient les monuments et les grands édifices élevés par les
anciens peuples, par exemple lřEïouan Kisra [Portico of Chosroes], les pyramides d'Egypte, les voûtes de la
Malga [cisterns at Carthage] et celles de Cherchel, dans le Maghreb, s'imaginent que ces constructions sont dues
aux seules forces naturelles de certains hommes qui y avaient travaillé, soit isolément, soit réunis en bandes: en
conséquence, elles supposent que la taille de ces hommes répondait à la grandeur de ces ouvrages, et qu'ils
étaient bien supérieurs en hauteur, en largeur et en grosseur, à ceux d'aujourd'hui; et cela, pour qu'il y ait
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quelque proportion entre les corps de ces hommes et les forces qui avaient produit de tels édifices. Mais, dans ce
(faux calcul), on ne tient aucun compte du secours de la mécanique, du treuil et d'autres machines dont l'emploi,
en pareil cas, est exigé par l'art de l'ingénieur.
27
Ibn Khaldun_II_1865_243: Le vulgaire donne le nom de monuments adites à la plupart des anciens édifices
qui subsistent encore de nos jours, les attribuant au peuple d'Ad; car on s'imagine que leurs édifices et leurs
constructions ont dû être d'une grandeur extraordinaire à raison de la taille gigantesque et des forces énormes
qu'on suppose aux individus de cette race. Cela est néanmoins sans aucun fondement: nous voyons beaucoup de
monuments élevés par des hommes qui ont appartenu à des nations dont la taille nous est parfaitement connue,
et ces monuments cependant égalent et surpassent même en grandeur ceux (qu'on attribue aux Adites).
28
Maqdisi_II_1901_138, writing of far to the NE: l'on voit, dans les déserts qui séparent la Syrie du territoire
des Grecs, des monuments laissés par le peuple dřAd et des constructions en ruines, où manquent absolument
les plantes, les animaux et l'eau. Il faut encore citer ce que nous voyons dans notre propre pays, avant d'arriver
au désert du Sidjistân, et les ruines de constructions, de villes de bourgades, de boutiques et de villages où se
tenaient les marchés.
29
Graham_1858_259 the Imam of the Druzes, at Qanawat: He would talk but little of his religion, but told me a
good deal about Ŗhistory.ŗ He told me that in olden times Abraham had lived, and that he spoke Hebrew, then
came Izaac who spoke Syriac, then in our Lord's time Greek was the language of the country, and now all speak
Arabic. These he said were the only four languages that had ever really existed. I asked him what he made of
English. ŖO,ŗ said he, Ŗthat's no language, that is Turkish.ŗ I thought it was useless to say more. He told me that
Job had been a native of his city, and he took me to Job's house. I asked him who Job was. ŖO,ŗ said he, ŖNabi
ŘAyub (the prophet Job) was a great sheikh, who had, oh! such numbers of oxen and sheep, oh! kitar, a very
great number, and he ruled this country.ŗ He seemed to know nothing of Job's misfortunes; nor did he know the
names of Job's friends or anything about them. This is an interesting tradition that these people have preserved,
of this country being the land of Job; and it is the more valuable finding it in this way, because if it had been the
remains of any invention of the early monks, you would expect that the history of Job's misfortunes would be
the circumstance most carefully remembered. I learned a great deal that was really interesting from this Druz,
who came to see me every day I was there. He begged earnestly for books, and showed a real desire to have the
people instructed.
30
Walpole_II_1851_363 at Beirut, re. Lady Stanhope: The old man asked me if her relations were not possessed
of enormous wealth. I said I did not know, but I believed not. "Not!" he said: "the Bint el Vizier, the vizier's
daughter, four times every year, sent them a ship-load of silver." On my doubting this, he said, "Why, I have
helped her load case on case of rich metal for them;" and the veteran really seemed to believe what he said.
31
Stanhope_1846_III_87: A manuscript [which also wrote of treasure at Sidon, where they also later dug] was
put into her hands, said to have been surreptitiously copied by a monk, from the records of a Frank monastery in
Syria, and found among his papers after his decease. It was written in Italian, and disclosed the repositories of
immense hoards of money, buried in the cities of Ascalon and Sidon, in certain spots therein mentioned. /
Persons, whom a residence in the East has made acquainted with the usages of Eastern nations, consider such
events as very probable and worthy of examination: for there are causes among them which induce the
concealment of riches, not operating in other countries. To make this clearer, it may not be amiss to enumerate
the reasons: firstly, the want of paper currency, or the bulkiness and weight of specie; secondly, the nonexistence of banks, wherein money may be deposited in safety; thirdly, the insecurity of private property;
fourthly, the frequency of wars and tumults: lastly, the particular circumstances of the times in which the
treasures in question are supposed to have been buried, combining all these beforementioned difficulties.
32
Walpole_III_1851_290-291 Kalaat El Merkab: The Moutselim sent to ask if he should pay his respects to us,
or wait till we descended; and, spite of our wish that he should not inconvenience himself, he came and kindly
showed us all over the place, leading us to what seemed to have been the lid of a sarcophus built into the wall
He begged us to give him an explanation of its contents. There is also a tradition that huge stores of treasure are
hid over the door, where they are kept by magic spell. He said an Englishman had told him his walls were
impregnable to artillery. His father had also purchased an 18-pounder from an English merchant vessel, ŕ a
fine old Government piece. This enjoyed enormous reputation at the castle, and on one saying it would be better
to mount it, such assistance was declared unnecessary for a piece of its powers.
33
Seetzen_1854_I_43, 1805, south of Damascus, in the Hauran: Der Glaube, dass wir Franken durch die
Kopien alter Inschriften etwas Anderes, Gold etc., suchten, ist auch hier. Ein Verwandter des Schechs in
Szannamein that mir im Geheimen den Vorschlag, mich an einen Ort in Haurän zu führen, wo es viele
Alterthümer gäbe; allein zuvor wollte er wissen, was ich ihm abgeben würde. Es war ein unnützes Subjekt, und
ich wusste, dass er dadurch mein etwaiges Geheimniss herauslocken wollte. Er schien missvergnügt über seinen
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fehlgeschlagenen Plan. Man sprach häufig über meine Absicht, und Manche glaubten, ich würde ihnen nachher
alle Inschriftensteine durch Zauberey stehlen.
34
Schumacher_1889_223 Tsîl: A number of scattered ruins lie to the west of the town, also the large dolmenfields which have been already described. In the interior of the village most of the relics of antiquity have been
built up into the walls, and are now hidden by the plastering. They have here a superstition that the Fellah who
gives any stone of a mosque to a foreigner will be punished for it by Allah, either by death or by a misfortune in
his house; and as they consider all architectural remains to have formed portions of old mosques, they decline to
give any information about such stones unless they happen to be found in the sites of deserted houses.
Exceptions to this rule exist, for some of the Fellahin are already, according to a German expression,
Řculturbeleckt.ř
35
Huart 1879_23B local legends about Balbec: Inutile de dire que Salomon lřavait bâtie: mais n'est-il pas
curieux de voir réapparaître tout à coup le nom du célèbre sage, quřon croirait oublié du reste de la Syrie? Vous
ne savez sans doute pas comment et pourquoi cette forteresse était inexpugnable. Cřest ici que lřimagination
enfantine des habitants se donne librement carrière. Le talisman qui protégeait la cité, le palladium qui défendait
ses murs, c'était un miroir ardent… Oui, les miroirs d'Archimède tout étonnés de se retrouver en pleine Syrie!
Placé au haut des murs de la belle construction militaire arabe qui est située immédiatement devant la porte du
petit temple, ce miroir montait et descendait comme une trappe, à l'aide d'une machine, dans un espace vide fort
étroit, pratiqué au-dessus de la porte du susdit édifice, daas l'épaisseur du mur. Il est assez difficile de deviner à
quoi a pu servir l'espace en question, que l'on dirait réservé à une herse ou à une trappe qui se serait abaissée
devant l'entrée de cette construction; mais l'imagination des habitants du pays y voit l'emplacement où l'on
faisait manoeuvrer le miroir, qui, dernier détail, était de verre et non de métal! / Cette huitième merveille du
monde, que les annalistes ont négligé de mentionner dans l'histoire, et dont la tradition a fort heureusement
conservé le souvenir, défendait donc les approches du Capitole syrien, en brûlant à des distances incroyables
tout ennemi qui s'approchait pour attaquer la ville.
36
Khosrau_1881_34 travelling 1035-42: Ma'arat en Na'aman qui est bien peuplée et entourée d'une muraille en
pierres. Je remarquai, près de la porte de cette ville, une colonne en pierre sur laquelle était tracée une
inscription en caractères qui n'étaient point arabes. J'interrogeai quelqu'un à ce sujet. Il me fut répondu que
c'était un talisman qui empêchait les scorpions de pénétrer dans la ville et d'y rester.
37
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_31 (d.1521), Jerusalem: On y voit deux grandes colonnes en maçonnerie dont les
chapiteaux sont ornés de figures de serpents, qu'on dit être un talisman contre ces reptiles. Un homme est-il
mordu par un serpent à Jérusalem, la morsure ne lui cause aucun mal; mais s'il sort de la ville, ne fût-ce qu'à la
distance d'un empan, il meurt aussitôt.
38
Boullaye-Le-Gouz_1653_338 Tripoli: lřon voit dans une vieille masure une estoile de pierre, de la figure de
celle du Scorpion que lřantiquité a réputé talisman contre les scorpions, parce que dans la ville il n'y a aucun de
ses animaux, mais hors les portes il y en a en abondance.
39
Bouchier_1916_58-59 Antioch, according to the late antique Joannes Malalas: under Tiberius the magistrates
set up in honour of the emperor in the centre of the town a bronze statue having a mystic eye engraved on it, and
attached to it a stone box filled with charms capable of checking the flow of the torrent Parmenius. About Nero's
time the famous magician Apollonius of Tyana was called in to provide remedies for various evils. He set up a
talisman against northerly winds by the side of one of the gates; another, to keep off scorpions, consisted of a
bronze scorpion with a small column over it ; while to check the ravages of mosquitoes he made an addition to
the ordinary ceremonies at the horse-races, by which mounted men carried on reeds a leaden figure of Ares with
a shield hanging, and a small sword attached, at the same time crying: ŖNo gnats in the city.ŗ
40
Butler_1930_99, expedition of 1909, in the Ledja: On Monday the 19th the camp was sent by a direct route to
Sfir, almost due west, while we made an excursion to ruins in the southwestern part of the Ledja. With this
move we passed out of the Druse country and into the land of the Bedawin, under the guidance of an aged
Druse. A long ride to the southwest over very rough country brought us to Msekeh, a most interesting deserted
ruin where there were many hours of work in measuring buildings and copying inscriptions. There was no sign
of inhabitants, and we went about our task in the peace and comfort that only deserted ruins afford. But while
Magie was at work on an inscription in a sequestered part of the ruin, and the rest of us, men and horses, were
gathered in the ruined mosque preparing for lunch, he was surprised by a Bedawi leaping over the wall and
brandishing a large club. A prompt call brought the dragoman to his assistance with a rifle. The poor native,
when he had been calmed by hearing a few words in his own tongue, explained that he had been in search of a
stray sheep and, without having seen any sign of human beings in the vicinity, had leaped over a wall to find a
creature in strange garb mysteriously examining a written stone. He took this creature for a djinn and, being
unable to retreat, had thought best to attack him, fully expecting to be killed.
41
Febvre_1682_150: On n'oseroit aller visiter par curiosité les anciennes ruines des Villes Chasteaux & Eglises
à la campagne, de crainte d'estre soupçonnez qu'on y va chercher des thrésors. Quelques Turcs amis me voulant
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un jour mener dans un lieu souterrain, qu'ils disent estre une Cité abismée: dautant qu'en y découvre plusieurs
Edifices presque dans leur entier, une grande porte comme celle d'une Ville, & des rues sous terre; d'autres m'en
dissuadèrent pour la raison que je viens d'alléguer, afin de ne donner point de prise sur nous aux Magistrats, qui
venant à le sçavoir ne manqueraient pas de nous mettre en peine, & de nous faire payer une avanie.
42
English_merchants_1678_132 near castle of Anture, near Anderin, they met a local: We told him we were
Franks, which he could hardly believe, wondering that we travelled thus in the Desart, only out of Curiosity.
43
English_merchants_1678_134-135, on their journey, at an unnamed site near Aleppo: They told him [a local
sheikh] Řtwas only curiosity to see those Ruins; he said that formerly Solomon Ibn el Dood Built a City in that
place, which being destroyed, was Built again by a strange People, and he believed that we understanding the
writing on the Pillars, came to seek after Treasure.
44
English_merchants_1691_155 returning from Palmyra: For this Notion sticks in the Heads of these People,
That the Franks go to see old Ruines, only because they there meet with Inscriptions which direct them to some
hid Treasures.
45
Fuller_1829_241 Jerash: During the whole of the morning I had never been left alone. Three or four of the
escort followed me every where, crying continually, " Ziboobeh, ziboobeh!" "The treasure, the treasure!" and
never allowing me to be a moment out of their sight, lest I should appropriate any thing unobserved by them.
This perpetual surveillance I found very irksome; and I now took the opportunity of stealing out, as I hoped
unnoticed, to make another tour of the ruins by myself, and at leisure. But in this I was disappointed: I had
scarcely reached the fountain, when my persecutors overtook me; and the shekh soon afterwards coming up,
told us, that as the evening was drawing on, it was time to return to the village.
46
Damoiseau_1833_195-196: L'avarice, comme ou l'a vu plus haut, n'était pas un vice que l'on pût reprocher à
lady Stanhope; tous ceux qui lui furent attachés, et même quantité d'autres personnes, en reçurent des préseus et
des bienfaits avec générosité, Elle dépensait noblement son immense fortune; toutefois un mouvement de
cupidité, qui fit ensuite sa confusion, la rendit bien coupable aux yeux du monde savant. Dans les fouilles qui
eurent lieu par ses ordres et à ses frais dans les environs de Jaffa, un beau lion colossal de marbre fut découvert.
Lady Stanhope imagina que ce lion devait renfermer un trésor; ou le mit en morceaux, il n'en tomba pas une
obole, et la terre qui l'avait caché pendant tant de siècles le recouvrit à tout jamais.
47
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_242 Ascalon, citing Guérinřs 1857 report: The remains of a second church built
upon the site of a Pagan temple, and itself converted into a mosque. On the site of the church lie the columns
dug up by Lady Hester Stanhope in the year 1815. She excavated by the help of 150 Arabs the supposed site of
the old temple of Astarte, where was supposed to be buried a hidden treasure. They found, as later on were
found at Jerusalem, quantities of fragments, in layers representing different periods, the pavements dividing and
marking the periods of building. A white marble statue was also discovered, but as no treasure was dug up, the
Arabs destroyed the statue, thinking that gold was contained within it. The excavations lasted a fortnight. When
the time comes for digging in Palestine, Ascalon, Caesarea, Gaza, and Tyre, should be among the first places to
be examined.
48
Fabri_1896_II.1_1893_354 (c.1480-1483), Caesarea: the King of Jerusalem and the Duke of Austria, with his
barons, a great part of the German army, and the Knights of St. John, built a strong castle at Caesarea in
Palestine, and could not be driven away from thence, though they were often told that the enemy was at hand.
Yet the Templars, together with the house of the Hospitallers and the Teutonic knights, rebuilded the Pilgrims'
Castle, which had long ago been destroyed. While they were laying the foundations thereof, an ancient and thick
wall was laid bare, into which they dug with iron tools, and found a great plenty of certain golden coins, the
inscription and figure whereof was unknown to the moderns, which coins they melted down, and paid their
soldiers' wages with them.
49
Robinson_1838_235 citing Burckhardt: C'est une opinion générale parmi le peuple que les inscriptions
indiquent des trésors cachés, et qu'en les lisant ou les copiant on acquiert la connaissance de la place où ils se
trouvent. J'ai souvent réfuté cette opinion avec succès en leur demandant simplement pourquoi, s'ils aimaient à
cacher leur argent sous terre, ils seraient assez imprudens pour informer un étranger de l'endroit où ils l'ont
enfoui? Cette opinion cependant est trop profondément enracinée dans l'esprit de la plus grande partie des
hommes de ce pays pour céder à un argument.
50
Neale_I_1851_202-203: Their general opinion of an English traveller is, that he is either a lunatic or a
magician: a lunatic, if on closely watching his movements, they discover that he pays little attention to anything
around him; a confirmed lunatic, if he goes out sketching, and spends his time in spoiling good paper with
scratches and hieroglyphics; and a magician when inquisitive about ruins, and given to picking up stones and
shells, gathering sticks and leaves of bushes, or buying up old bits of copper, iron, and silver. In these cases, he
is supposed, by aid of his magical powers, to convert stones and shells into diamonds of immense price; and the
leaves and sticks are charms, by looking at which he can bestow comforts upon his friends, and snakes and
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pestilence upon his luckless enemies. If a traveller pick up a stone, and examine it carefully, he will be sure to
have at his tail a host of malapert little boys deriding him, though keeping at a very respectful distance, in
deference to his magical powers.
51
Buckingham_1825_195-196 at Bosra: The shortness of the time to which I had limited my stay here, whether
additional companions could be found or not, and the hopelessness of my being able to collect in that short
period of a few hours, sufficient materials for a full and accurate account of so interesting a spot, caused me to
relinquish the idea which I should otherwise have entertained of making a plan of the ruins, and bringing away
some description of the principal edifices there. I knew also that whatever I could commit to paper at all must be
done in secrecy and stealth, as the Mohammedans here are as bigotted as in every other part of Syria, and would
be likely to insult any one found making notes openly in their town. I, therefore, took with me one of the small
note-books of about four inches square, that I had had purposely made in Alexandria for occasions like these,
and a pen and ink in a little brass case suited to the pocket, by which I could write my memoranda, with the
book almost concealed in my hand, while standing to look at an inscription, or describe any general object while
walking along; and, when likely to be interrupted or watched, could even pen such notes as I feared to commit
to memory, by writing under the ample outer shirt of the Arab dress without being perceived, particularly while
sitting on the ground, that attitude being more favourable than any other to the concealment of the hands when
writing. These restraints were, however, extremely unfavourable to fullness, accuracy, or method in
arrangement; but as every thing that could be gleaned from a field in which there had been hitherto none to
gather in the ample harvest, was likely to be interesting and acceptable, I committed to writing as much as I
could, and in the order in which the subjects presented themselves to me, which must plead my apology for the
confused manner in which they may appear to be detailed.
52
Drummond_1754_189B Lattakia: The only monument of antiquity, which to me seemed worthy of
observation, is a triumphal arch, built in a tolerable taste, and now converted into a mosque. It has no intire
columns, but rounded corinthian pilasters, half detached from the building, which is composed of huge stones.
The grand front is adorned with a rich modelion, architrave, and tympanum, but I cannot conceive how the cima
or corona of this front was formed, though, certainly, it must have been something noble, probably in the
statuary way, as you may conjecture from the drawing; which, I am sure, will not please you so much as it
surprised a multitude of Arabians who surrounded me while I was at work. At first, they could not imagine what
I meant; but some, whose curiosity prompted them to peep over my shoulder, were greatly astonished to see the
resemblance of the building rising gradually upon a piece of paper; and all agreed I was a wonderful janisary, an
appellation I owed to my sword and scarlet coat. Though the bases and pedestals are wholly sunk, I have
represented them in the drawing, and you will see it must have been a very lofty edifice. [He was not a soldier,
but HM Consul at Aleppo 1754-6.]
53
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_200-201 Harrakeh, near Burj el Abiadh: Here I was informed by the
Shaykh as a startling fact, that a Franji (a European) had visited the place a few years before and copied two
Greek inscriptions: happily these Fellahin have not the organ of destructiveness so fully developed as their
brethren in Palestine. None of the inscriptions I saw had been purposely defaced: some were broken by the fall
of the buildings to which they belonged, and others were somewhat obliterated by time; but of wilful damage
such as I had noticed in the Hauran I saw no trace. I generally, however, took the precaution of translating
inscriptions, to prevent these men imagining that they either referred to concealed treasure or were in any way
connected with the tenure of the land, in which case their destruction would be certain.
54
Lucas_I_1714_163 Lattakia, a vault full of statues: Je voulois descendre dans ce trou, mais je ne le pouvois
sans échelle, & comme j'en demandois une, on me dit que si lřon m'y voyoit descendre, on pourroit me faire une
avanie, dans le soupçon que j'y aurois esté chercher quelque thresor. Les Francs en ce païs ont la réputation de
les sçavoir trouver, ainsi jřabandonnay le dessein que jřavois d'y descendre.
55
Olivier_IV_1803_130 ancient Lattakia: Nous convînmes avec le jardinier, que, moyennant quelques piastres,
il retirerait le pilier [with an inscription which they wished to transcribe] de sa place, et le redresserait pour qu'il
nous fût commode, le lendemain, d'en copier l'inscription. Nous y retournâmes en effet, munis d'encre et de
papier; mais le pilier était resté à la même place. Nous apprîmes que le propriétaire s'était formellement opposé
à l'exécution du traité fait avec son jardinier. ŖQui sait, avait-il dit, si ces Chrétiens, dont les connaissances leur
viennent du diable, ne trouveront pas dans cette écriture l'indication de quelque trésor caché dans mon champ,
qu'ils ne manqueront pas de m'enlever furtivement? Qui sait s'ils ne feront pas quelques maléfices qui porteront
préjudice à mes plantes et à mes fruits?ŗ
56
Olivier_IV_1803_129 ancient Lattakia: elle ne devait pas manquer non plus de magnificence, puisqu'on
trouve, dans deux quartiers de la ville, des rangées de belles colonnes de granit gris encore sur pied, mais
tellement embarrassées dans la maçonnerie des maisons qu'on y a adossées, qu'il est impossible de juger à quelle
sorte d'édifice elles peuvent avoir appartenu. Nous en vîmes une autre à moitié enfoncée en terre: dans un
cimetière au sud-ouest de la ville, et à deux cents pas de là nous apperçûmes un pilier octogone, de marbre gris,
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de quatre ou cinq pieds de hauteur, qui sert maintenant de soutien à la charpente d'un puits à roue: il porte une
inscription grecque, qui s'étend sur cinq de ses faces. Quoique les caractères en fussent beaux et bien conservés,
nous ne pûmes les lire, parce que le pilier, placé de bas en haut, était caché en partie par un second soutien en
moëllons, et par la terre qu'on y avait amoncelée.
57
Fletcher_1850_362 Idana, near Aleppo: the ruins of a Greek church, the apse and dome, over the altar,
remaining in a fair state of preservation. Columns, architraves, bases, and capitals were mixed up with reckless
confusion, in the exteriors of the village houses … When we had ceased from our investigations, they [the
villagers] asked if we were looking for gold, and whether there really were any treasures buried below.
[Fletcher_1850_362 Idana, Idana, a large village of Arab Mussulmen. Near this latter place, were some
extensive quarries, and excavations, with sepulchral grots.]
58
Wood_1757_23 Balbec, discussing use of the large iron pins to join the three-piece shafts in the great temple:
we were less surprised at the quantities of iron said to be carried away by the Bashas of Damascus, at different
times, from these ruins, on which they had left most evident marks of their violent, though unsuccessful,
attempts to get at the iron of the columns which are standing.
59
Saulcy_1853_I_607-608 Balbec: Nous faisons le tour du péristyle, et, en arrivant à la colonne d'angle du
fronton occidental, nous voyons que son fût, noir de poudre, a été récemment mine et réduit de moitié par
lřexplosion du fourneau de mine caché dans ses flancs. C'est Tadmour-Pacha, général turk place sous les ordres
du séraskier de Damas, qui, dernièrement, apres le combat meurtrier livré à Baalbek aux insurgés qui ont voulu
imiter ceux de Haleb, a eu 1'heureuse idée de faire miner cette colonne, pour voir s'il y trouverait du plomb. Il en
a, dit-on, tiré quatorze oques, c'est-à-dire pour une valeur de vingt-cinq francs environ.
60
Ellis_1881_II_108B Balbec, Temple of Jupiter: At the base of every column may be seen a curious
excavation in the stone reaching to its centre. These were made by the Arabs in times past, in order to obtain the
lead and the copper cramps that bound the columns to their bases. The drums of the columns are so huge that
these miners were unable to get up to the first joint, or many more would have been lying prostrate.
61
Ellis_1881_II_83 Palmyra: I noticed that the joints of the stonework to the cellum had been cut into large
holes at the comers of the stones, the entire thickness of the wall being often pierced through. This, as at
Baalbec, has been done by the Arabs to obtain the lead surrounding the copper cramps. The lead was used for
bullets and the copper cramps were valuable for sale.
62
Buckingham_1822_II_152-153 Jerash: At length we reached the back of the southern theatre, and descending
into it by one of the regular doors, sought a moment's shelter and repose in the covered passage which led to the
seats. Even here, we were visited by one of the old peasants from the fields, who insisted that we were come to
take away the hidden treasures of the genii who had built these palaces and castles. We replied, that, being on
our way from Egypt to Constantinople, we were desirous of carrying to the Sultan, (whom all the faithful
reverenced as the head of Islam,) some account of so wonderful a place as Jerash, of which he had never yet
heard; and we begged that he, as a true Mohammedan, would implore the blessing of God upon our labours.
63
Buckingham_1822_II_238-239 Jerash: The whole of the company were unanimously of opinion, that
immense treasures were buried beneath the ruins of Jerash; and they were as firmly persuaded that the
excavation of them was the sole object of our visit, of whatsoever religion we might be. They assured us,
however, that a guardian genius, or demon, under the form of an immense bird, held the whole in too great
security for it to be taken away by mortals, unless some magic arts were used to charm him into consent. This
bird, they said, appeared among the ruins on every eighth day; and there were even some of the party who
positively insisted on having seen him there with their own eyes; gravely adding, that its form was different
from that of all other known animals, and its size enormous beyond description.
64
Burckhardt_1822_22081812B Petra: In my way I had entered several sepulchres, to the surprise of my guide,
but when he saw me turn out of the footpath towards the Kaszr, he exclaimed: ŖI see now clearly that you are an
infidel, who have some particular business amongst the ruins of the city of your forefathers; but depend upon it
that we shall not suffer you to take out a single para of all the treasures hidden therein, for they are in our
territory, and belong to us.ŗ I replied that it was mere curiosity, which prompted me to look at the ancient works,
and that I had no other view in coming here, than to sacrifice to Haroun; but he was not easily persuaded, and I
did not think it prudent to irritate him by too close an inspection of the palace, as it might have led him to
declare, on our return, his belief that I had found treasures, which might have led to a search of my person and to
the detection of my journal, which would most certainly have been taken from me, as a book of magic. It is very
unfortunate for European travellers that the idea of treasures being hidden in ancient edifices is so strongly
rooted in the minds of the Arabs and Turks; nor are they satisfied with watching all the strangerřs steps; they
believe that it is sufficient for a true magician to have seen and observed the spot where treasures are hidden (of
which he is supposed to be already informed by the old books of the infidels who lived on the spot) in order to
be able afterwards, at his ease, to command the guardian of the treasure to set the whole before him. It was of no
avail to tell them to follow me and see whether I searched for money. Their reply was, Ŗof course you will not
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dare to take it out before us, but we know that if you are a skilful magician you will order it to follow you
through the air to whatever place you please.ŗ If the traveller takes the dimensions of a building or a column,
they are persuaded that it is a magical proceeding. Even the most liberal minded Turks of Syria reason in the
same manner, and the more travellers they see, the stronger is their conviction that their object is to search for
treasures, ŖMaou delayl,ŗ Ŗhe has indications of treasure with him,ŗ is an expression I have heard a hundred
times.
65
Burckhardt_1822_13111810: On arriving at Medjel [the ancient Magdala] I alighted to copy some
inscriptions, when the Druse Sheikh immediately sent for me, to know what I was about. It is a general opinion
with these people that inscriptions indicate hidden treasure; and that by reading or copying them a knowledge is
obtained where the treasure lies. I often combated this opinion with success, by simply asking them, whether, if
they chose to hide their money under ground, they would be so imprudent as to inform strangers where it lay?
The opinion, however, is too strongly rooted in the minds of many of the country people, to yield to argument;
and this was the case with the Sheikh of Medjel. Having asked me very rudely what business I had, I presented
to him the Pashařs Bouyourdi; but of twenty people present no one could read it; and when I had read it to them,
they refused to believe that it was genuine. While coffee was roasting I left the room, finished copying some
inscriptions, and rode off in a torrent of rain.
66
Burckhardt_1822_23111810B: Kereye is three hours distance from Boszra, the principal town in the
Haouran, remarkable for the antiquity of its castle, and the ancient ruins and inscriptions to be found there. I
wished very much to visit it, and might have done so in perfect safety, and without expense; but I knew that
there was a garrison of between three and four hundred Moggrebyns in the town; a class of men which, from the
circumstance of their passing from one service to another, I was particularly desirous of avoiding. It was very
probable that I might afterwards meet with some of the individuals of this garrison in Egypt, where they would
not have failed to recognize my person [he was in disguise], in consequence of the remarkable circumstance of
my visit to Boszra; but as I did not think proper to state these reasons to my guides, who of course expected me
to examine the greatest curiosity in the Haouran, I told them that I had had a dream, which made it advisable for
me not to visit this place. They greatly applauded my prudent determination, accustomed as they had been to
look upon me as a person who had a secret to insure his safety, when travelling about in such dangerous places.
67
Le_Strange_1885_167 villagers of Sûf: I heard that they held in their hands many of the coins and antiquities
which are brought to them for sale by the Circassians who are colonising Jerash. There were, in particular,
rumours of a pot said to have been dug up in this neighbourhood, and reported to have contained countless gold
coins of large size, which same had not all of them, as yet, been delivered over into the hands of the officials of
the Ottoman Government, to whom all treasure-trove is lawfully due. The finding of hoards is of by no means
rare occurrence in Palestine, where the people have at all times been their own bankers, and have ever preferred
confiding their hard-earned gains back to the bosom of mother earth, rather than entrust them, for safe keeping,
to friends in whom they could place no trust, knowing well that they themselves, in the like position, would,
without a question, deem it imbecile to be fettered by any shackles of honesty or honour.
68
PEFQS_1871_72 Moab: If a few intelligent and competent men, such as those employed in the Jerusalem
excavations, could be taken out to Moab, and certain of the ruins excavated, I think it not improbable that
further interesting discoveries might be made, as the Bedawin have at various times undoubtedly found relics of
antiquity ŕ gold coins, and even a small idol ŕ when ploughing in the neighbourhood of the ancient cities.
Such researches might be made without difficulty if the Arabs were well managed and the expedition possessed
large resources; but it must be remembered that the country is only nominally subject to the Turkish
Government, and is filled with lawless tribes, jealous of each other and of the intrusion of strangers, and all
greedily claiming a property in every stone, written or unwritten, which they think might interest a Frank. / At
least a thousand pounds would be required, and with this sum another Moabitish monument might be found, but
until such sum is put into an explorer's hand there is little chance of a second being brought to light. / That many
treasures do lie buried among the ruins of Moab there can be but little doubt, and the Arabs indeed narrated to us
several instances of gold coins and figures having been found by them while ploughing, and sold to jewellers at
Nablous, by whom they were probably melted up.
69
Le_Strange_1890_519: Ar Rastan (Arethusa). ŕ ŖRastan lies half a stage south of Hamâh, near a great
arched bridge of stone crossing the 'Asi (Orontes). The city was laid in ruins by the Khalif 'Omar ibn al Khattâb.
There are immense ruins here, and the Greeks of Constantinople assert that there are great quantities of treasure
concealed in this spot; but Allah alone knows the truth.ŗ (I. J. 258).
70
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_243 Sidon: Here is also an exuberance of mulberry, nut, and orange-trees.
About a mile and a half without the city, at the foot of a mountain, arc several subterranean vaults, discovered
about twenty years since by a peasant, and who, by order of the Grand Vizier, was buried alive in them;
because, either from a mistake or intended imposition, he had told the minister, that inconceivable treasures
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were hid in them; and the Vizier, in order to render the search successful, ordered it to be preceded by solemn
fasts and prayers.
71
Browne_1799_407 Balbec: a young man, a Druse, who informed me, that near Balbec, two or three years ago,
in digging, the body of a man was found, interred in a kind of vault, having a piece of unstamped gold in his
mouth; near him was a number of leaden plates, marked with characters to them unknown; they were sold and
melted. In another place was discovered a small statue, very perfect, but I could not learn where it had been
deposited.
72
AMS_VII_1872_409B Guérin, Discovery of [the supposed] Tomb of the Maccabees, Khirbet el-Medieh:
Maintenant que ma découverte n'est point ébruitée, le sol qui la recèle n'a qu'une faible valeur; mais quand on
viendra à savoir que le petit coin de terre que je désire acquérir pour la France renferme, sous les débris
informes qui le recouvrent, les derniers et authentiques vestiges du fameux mausolée des Macchabées, nul doute
que la valeur n'en augmente singulièrement par suite des enchères qui ne manqueront pas d'avoir lieu. Déjà les
Arabes du village d'El-Medieh se répètent les uns aux autres qu'un trésor doit être caché en cet endroit,
puisqu'un étranger y pratique des fouilles avec tant d'ardeur. Jusqu'où n'ira pas leur convoitise, lorsque plusieurs
acquéreurs appartenant à différentes communions chrétiennes ou à la nation juive se présenteront pour se
disputer la même possession? [cf. Clermont-Ganneau_1896_372. His work explodes the sentimental theories of
M. Guérin and his followers.]
73
Guérin_1884_20-21: A El-Medieh, où je me dirigeai ensuite et dont les ruines sont celles de l'antique Modin,
patrie des Machabées, je constatai avec douleur que le mausolée monumental de cette famille célèbre, découvert
et fouillé par moi en 1870, n'offre plus actuellement qu'un amas presque informe de débris. Plusieurs des
chambres sépulcrales que j'avais signalées sont détruites. Déjà, en 1875, je n'avais plus retrouvé les dix fûts de
colonnes monolithes que j'avais observés cinq ans auparavant et qui constituaient les restes du beau portique,
orné de colonnes, mentionné par la Bible et par l'historien Josèphe comme entourant ce monument. Ces fûts
mutilés avaient été transportés à Lydda. C'est dans la même ville que depuis ont été vendues, comme matériaux
de construction, les trois dalles sur lesquelles j'avais remarqué les encastrements des pyramides qui les
surmontaient autrefois, ainsi que la plupart des pierres de taille qui formaient les assises inférieures de ce long
édifice rectangulaire, divisé en plusieurs chambres funéraires parallèles.
74
AMS_VII_1872_409 Guérin, Discovery of [the supposed] Tomb of the Maccabees, Khirbet el-Medieh: je
compris tout de suite que si je poursuivais mes excavations avant d'avoir acquis le terrain où je les exécutais et
de l'avoir environné d'un mur pour le donner à la France, et le mettre ainsi à l'abri de la rapacité des indigènes ou
même de l'indiscrète curiosité des étrangers, les sépulcres enfouis que j'aurais de cette sorte rendus à la lumière
seraient après mon départ infailliblement violés, les cendres illustres qu'ils pourraient encore contenir seraient
jetées au vent ou emportées, et les débris des chambres funéraires recouvrant les fossés creusés dans le roc et ces
chambres mêmes bâties en belles pierres de taille, disparaîtraient peut-être bientôt entièrement pour être
transportés à Lydda ou à Ramleh comme matériaux de construction. Je m'exposais par conséquent à hâter plus
que personne, sans le vouloir, la ruine complète de ce monument, dont les arasements existent encore en partie
sous les amas de décombres qui les cachent et les préservent en même temps. [Guérin was wrong, and
Clermont-Ganneau showed complex to be Byzantine Christian].
75
Goujon_1670_107 Lydd autrefois une forte jolie ville, où lřon ne void rien de reste que des ruines … Elle est
à présent abandonnée.
76
Finati_1830_II_158, travelling 1816, at Mar Elias, visiting Lady Stanhope: But for the research of the
antiquaiy there was a greater treat much nearer home, in a sepulchral chamber very recently discovered, under
some ground almost adjoining to Mar Elias, with figures at full length, and a few Greek words painted on the
stucco, and well preserved. Copies of all in detail were added to the store of drawings, and even some of the
originals successfully sawed off and removed during this visit.
77
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_204, died 1521, Ramleh: De nos jours, il ne reste plus aucun vestige de cette ancienne
prospérité de Ramleh. Ses remparts et ses anciens marchés ont disparu par suite de son occupation par les Francs
durant environ cent ans. La ville n'est plus que le tiers, et même le quart de ce qu'elle était … la majeure partie
des édifices que l'on voit actuellement dans la ville est en ruines et démolie.
78
PEFQS_1871_176-177 Deir el Rohban (Monastery of Monks): Presently I came upon a long sunken building,
some 60x15 ft.; at one end of it I found a small door and part of the circular vaulting (with keystone) which
formerly covered it all in. The masonry was good and the stones well hewn: the quarry from which they were
cut is visible about a quarter of a mile to the south-east. A neatherd from Amwas, in the territory of which
village this ruin is situated, told me that the rest of the vault bad been demolished by the people of Ramleh for
the sake of the ready-hewn stones, as they found it much easier to carry them that distance than to quarry them
nearer at hand. This deportation of stones has spoilt many a ruin. The site of Khalasah in the Negeb, for
instance, is left almost stoneless by the pilfering of the Gaza folk. The shaykh of this village tells me that his
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father and others built their houses entirely of the stones which they brought from the ruins of El 'Amayziyeh,
some two miles distant. lu fact, wherever a ruin is handy, the fellahin prefer digging up the well-cut seasoned
stones to the toil of cutting them afresh.
79
Febvre_1682_185 destruction by the Turks: Ils vendirent autresfois à des Juifs le Colosse de Rhodes, une des
sept merveilles du monde, qui estoit si grand & si prodigieux que les vaisseaux passoient à pleines voiles entre
ses jambes: ce qu'ils firent par un esprit d'avarice, dautant qu'il estoit de bronze, & qu'on le pouvoit convertir en
d'autres usages plus utils, au lieu qu'il n'estoit là que par curiosité, & pour donner de l'admiration aux peuples. /
Voila des pratiques & des manières d'agir bien contraires aux nostres; mais celles que je vais rapporter sont tout
à fait brutales & déraisonnables. On auroit de la peine à les croire & à se les imaginer, si on ne les avoït veuës. II
n'y a pas long-temps qu'ils brisèrent & mirent en pièces à grands coups de marteaux une tres-belle colomne de
marbre d'une hauteur & grosseur prodigieuse trouuée dans les ruines d'une ancienne Ville pour en tirer des
pierres. / J'en ay veu une tres-grande quantité à Constantinople incorporées pesle-mesle dans des murailles au
lieu de brique ou de moislon, les unes droites, les autres mises de travers suivant la nécessité qu'ils en avoient,
sans avoir aucun égard ny à la symmetrie ny à la difformité qu'elles sont posées parmy d'autres pierres
communes & de moindre grosseur. C'est assez qu'elles remplissent & avancent l'ouvrage, cela leur suffit. / Ils
fierent à Athènes en deux pieces une fort belle statue de marbre qui pouvoir estre quelque ancienne idole, pour
en faire deux sieges, & renversèrent le costé de la teste qu'ils mirent en terre, & de l'autre moitié les pieds, pour
s'asseoir dessus avec plus de commodité qu'ils n'auroient fait estans posée de son long. Voila des grossieretez
qui n'ont pas leurs semblables, & qui marquent assez celle de leur esprit. / Ils donnèrent il y a quelque temps
pour sept ou huit écus une pierre de prix belle au possible, & transparante comme un cristal, dans laquelle on
apercevoir une goutre d'eau tres-claire; elle a esté vendue du depuis cinq mille écus par d'autres qui s'y
connoissoient mieux que les Turcs.
80
St Clair_1892_376 in a chapter entitled ŖThe vandalism of the Orientalsŗ: How disappointing is it, then, to all
lovers of knowledge, as well as to all students of Bible antiquities, to know that, now, when the existence of
these treasures is known, there is too little enterprise in our people to go and reap the harvest of them [he has
already instanced Schliemann]; and while we wait they are being carelessly or wantonly destroyed! One
explorer tells of an Arab who found an entire black statue, and because it was too heavy to carry away bodily,
broke off its head and carried that away first. Palaces and temples, when unearthed, are used as quarries for the
building stone. Limestone slabs, covered with precious sculptures and inscriptions, are burnt for the sake of the
lime. Decaying mounds of bricks, because they contain nitre, are carted off as manure for the fields! The
following are a few instances of the vandalism which seems to be defeating the apparent intention of
Providence. [Then gives examples 376-378.]
81
Mislin_1876_II_620 the Tombs of the Kings: C'est là que M. de Saulcy a enlevé le sarcophage qui est au
Louvre. Depuis, un Américain du nom de Jones s'est donné la mission de mutiler tous les monuments qu'il ne
peut emporter. Il exerce en grand ce genre d'industrie et de dévastation, dont il a choisi pour centre les deux
villes de Beyrouth et de Jaffa, afin de pouvoir démolir à la fois le peu qui reste sur place des anciens monuments
de la Phénicie et de la Palestine. Ayant aussi peu dans l'âme le sentiment artistique que le sentiment religieux,
c'est avec le marteau dans les mains qu'il visite les sanctuaires, sans en excepter l'église du Saint-Sépulcre. C'est
pour de l'argent qu'il fait ce métier: il vend chèrement aux voyageurs les morceaux qu'il peut arracher aux
inscriptions de Sésostris, aux colonnes de Balbek ou aux tombeaux de Jérusalem. Le tombeau des Rois a plus
souffert de sa visite que d'une invasion de barbares. / Les Anglais, les Français, les Allemands, se donnent
réciproquement et à bon droit les noms de vandales et de dévastateurs; hélas! la question n'est plus aujourd'hui
que de savoir si les débris des plus beaux monuments de l'Orient font meilleure figure dans les musées de Berlin
que dans ceux de Londres ou de Paris.
82
Fabri_1896_I.1_249-250 (c.1480-1483), exhortations to pilgrims (27 articles in all): Second article. No
pilgrim ought to wander alone about the holy places without a Saracen guide, because this is dangerous and
unsafe … Third article. The pilgrim should beware of stepping over the sepulchres of the Saracens, because they
are greatly vexed when they see this done, and pelt with stones anyone who steps over them, because they
believe that our passing over them torments and disturbs the dead. Fourth article. Should any pilgrim be struck
by a Saracen, however unjustly, he must not return the blow, but must complain of him that struck him to the
Guardian, or the dragoman … Fifth article. Let the pilgrims beware of chipping off fragments from the holy
sepulchre, and from the buildings at other places, and spoiling the hewn stones thereof, because this is forbidden
under pain of excommunication. Sixth article. Pilgrims of noble birth must not deface walls by drawing their
coats-of-arms thereon, or by writing their names, or by fixing upon the walls papers on which their arms are
painted, or by scratching columns and marble slabs, or boring holes in them with iron tools, to make marks of
their having visited them; for such conduct gives great offence to the Saracens, and they think those who do so
to be fools.
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Buckingham_1825_483B Balbec: We tried to get a small piece from off one of them, but could find no stone
hard enough for the purpose, and were obliged to content ourselves with two or three very little bits, which the
Arabs made many objections to our taking away at all.
84
Saulcy_1853_I_345-346, Beit Kerm: Nous n'avons donc qu'à nous feliciter de nous être dérangés de notre
route, pour examiner cette somptueuse ruine qui est, à coup sur, fort peu connue encore, et cependant nous ne
sommes pas les premiers qui la visitons, car nous lisons sur la muraille du vestibule le nom HYDE, suivi de la
date 1822, le tout péniblement gravé avec une lame de couteau. Qui est ce voyageur? Je lřignore complètement.
Notre ami Loysel, qui s'est senti humilie de rencontrer à Beit-el-Kerm la carte de visite de M. Hyde, a eu lřidée
d'écrire son nom au-dessus de celui que nous avons trouvé, et de le faire suivre des mots: Venu avant!!! Inutile
de dire combien cette bouffonnerie nous a mis en gaieté.
85
Renan_1930_234, in Syria Oct 1860 Ŕ Sept 1861, Cedars of Lebanon, where tourist vandalism does more
damage than time or tempests, as for bakshish large areas of bark are removed Ŗpour écrire des noms que nul ne
retient.ŗ Laborde 2010, plate 40 for Cedars of Lebanon, showing practice of cutting squares of bark.
86
Damoiseau_1833_250: Nous trouvâmes chez ce brave homme, d'excellent vin de Chypre qui répara nos
forces; puis nous allâmes visiter la grotte du prophète Elie, taillée dans le roc, et dans laquelle je lus avec un
plaisir extrême beaucoup de noms français illustrés avant ou depuis leur inscription. J'osai graver le mien à côté
de ces noms respectables, pour laisser au moins une trace de ma vie sur un monument que les hommes et les
siècles ne détruiront pas.
87
Bromfield_1856_122 at the Pyramids: We found very few memorials of European travellers upon these
Pyramids, so we held ourselves excused in gratifying the national predilection for this way of acquiring
immortality, by carving our names enclosed in an oval or cartouche, and each name again separately on different
Pyramids. Mine, I cut at full length, and in large Roman letters, with month and year, inside one of the porches,
the roof of which was badly painted with lotus wreaths, just over the name of Prince Puckler Muskau, who has
left no memorial of the date of his visit.
88
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_464: Baalbec is one of those places which few travellers in the Holy Land leave
unvisited. The walls and the columns are covered with the names of visitors.
89
Robinson_1838_392-393, Seleucia: Des magnifiques temples et édifices dont parle Polybe, il ne reste, pour
satisfaire la curiosité du voyageur antiquaire, que quelques tronçons de colonnes; mais comme j'étais assis tout
seul sur un banc de pierre, au bout de la jetée, il me revint à la mémoire que ce fut dans ce port que Paul et
Barnabas, ces apôtres du christianisme dans l'Occident, s'embarquèrent pour Chypre, lorsqu'ils furent chargés de
cette sainte mission par l'église d'Antioche. Tout-à-coup ce lieu acquit à mes yeux un intérêt que les restes de
l'art payen auraient été peu capables d'inspirer.
90
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_239: The marble statue of a woman, in high relief, and double the size of
life, seated upon a throne, with a sphynx at her left, still lying in a back street of Ba'albak, is also Greek in style
and dress, but the proportions are poor. Footnoted as follows: M. Gerard de Rialle (p. 248) believes it to be
dřune bonne époque Romaine. It was bought and abandoned to the boys of Bařalbak by M. Achille Joyeau, who
had been sent to study old Heliopolis by the Minister of ŖBeaux Arts.ŗ
91
PEFQS_1873_85 Riha, near Jericho: We then entered an enclosure belonging, they told us, to the Russians, in
which had been accumulated a great quantity of ancient cut stones taken from excavations made in the
surrounding Tells, and intended to serve for a new building projected by the Russians. We examined with the
greatest care this kind of workyard, principally furnished from the excavations at Tell el Matlab, and observed
great quantities of architectural fragments of mouldings, bases, capitals, shafts, fragments of sculptured friezes,
bits of sarcophagi with garlands, &c., and stones bearing the cross. Farther on, in the garden, almost entirely
buried in the soil, was a great block of red granite. It would be important to know exactly the origin of these
remains, which are certainly the debris of considerable buildings, as some conclusion might be drawn from it as
to the site of ancient Jericho.
92
Conder_1891_44-45: In the middle of the Jericho plain lies Kusr Hajlah [Beth Hogla, a monastery], then a
Crusading ruin with frescoes bearing the names of Sylvester Pope of Rome, Sophronius of Jerusalem, and John
Eleemon. By the character of the writing I was able to fix these paintings as twelfth-century work. When in
1881 I revisited the spot, I found that not a single trace remained of any one of the pictures. Russian monks from
Marsaba had settled there, and had rebuilt the monastery. Every fresco had been scraped from the walls, in
order, they said, that new and better might replace them.
93
Mislin_1876_II_84-85 Athlit: Ce qui frappe le plus, c'est un pan de muraille colossale qui domine les autres
ruines, et qui menace d'écraser tout ce qui l'environne: c'est le reste d'une église gothique considérable, qui
n'existera bientôt plus; car des hommes perchés comme des oiseaux de proie sur ces corniches croulantes
démolissent ce vestige de civilisation. Inhabiles même à détruire, ils peuvent à peine jeter à terre ces blocs
immenses que d'autres mains avaient su élever jusqu'au ciel. Des barques attendent dans le port ces pierres
incrustées de moulures d'arabesques, pour les transporter à Beyrouth ou à Saint-Jean-d'Acre, où elles serviront
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d'empâtement pour une digue ou de moellons pour les murs de quelque mosquée. C'est ainsi que voyagent les
monuments sous l'impulsion de la barbarie. Pour élever la mosquée de Djezzâr-pacha, il a fallu détruire tous les
temples de la Syrie, comme à une autre époque on avait dépouillé Delphes, Ephèse, Chalcédoine et cent autres
villes pour orner Constantinople. Au reste, en fait de vandalisme, les Turcs ne sont pas les seuls coupables.
ŖC'est une chose triste à remarquer, s'écrie M. de Chateaubriand, que les peuples civilisés de l'Europe ont fait
plus de mal aux monuments d'Athènes dans l'espace de cent cinquante ans que tous les barbares ensemble dans
une longue suite de siècles.ŗ Lord Elgin a démoli de la sorte le Parthénon, et a reçu pour son vandalisme 30,000
livres sterling du gouvernement anglais.
94
Flinders_Petrie_1918_84-85 of vandalism in Egypt: The most obvious of all duty is the conservation of
known monuments. There are many causes of destruction; the most evident is the demand for materials …
Another cause is the vicious demand for fragments of monuments, mainly by the tourist, but also fostered even
by national museums. The sculptured rock halls of the tombs at Beni Hasan and Tell Amarna, that have stood
unharmed for thousands of years, were attacked, and the finest pieces cut out of them, with the collateral
destruction of much more. The most beautifully sculptured tomb at Thebes had the best parts prized away ŕ
now in Berlin. Another, a painted tomb, was wrecked, and its fragments are in Florence. The most beautiful of
the early sculptured tombs was ruined, and the broken fragment of the best part is in the British Museum. These
pieces have all been obtained with open eyes, knowing quite well how they were stolen, and what damage was
done for this filthy lucre.
95
Perry_1743_144: Remains of a noble, large Causeway, on the Road betwixt Aleppo and Antioch; which was
made by the Romans. We travellřd upon it for about a Mile. It is made of large, flat, hewn Stones, which are yet
in pretty good Order and Repair, for the Space above-mentioned.
96
Thomsen_1917_9-12 for milestones, and 12-85 for Roman roads; Butler_1920_93-98 for ancient roads and
bridges.
97
Saulcy_1853_II_56 recounting Irby & Manglesř route in 1818, following the river Arnon in eastern Jordan:
Le 8 juin, ils allerent traverser le Wady-Modjeb (Ouad-el-Moudjeb ), en cheminant sur les traces de la voie
pavée romaine. Ils virent dans la descente, les ruines d'édifices militaires de 1'époque romaine, probablement
des forts que j'ai signalés plus haut et qui contenaient une garnison, ad Speluncas. Enfin ils rencontrerent
quelques bornes milliaires, qui toutes (celles du moins qui étaient lisibles) dataient du règne de Trajan. Au fond
de 1'Ouad, ou ils n'arriverent qu'apres une heure et demie de descente extrèmement fatigante et difficile, ils
trouvèrent les ruines d'un pont romain. Sur 1'autre flanc de 1'ouad, ils rencontrèrent de nouveau les traces de la
voie antique, et plusieurs bornes milliaires portant le nom de Marc-Aurèle.
98
Porter_1855_II_141 Hauran: Soon after leaving the Deir we struck the Roman road which has already been
referred to as running in nearly a straight line from Suweidah to Busrah. The pavement is in some places quite
perfect, and the line of the road, extending across the fine plain as straight as an arrow, is clearly marked. This, I
believe, is still the road laid down in the Peutinger Tables. The next station after Chanata is Bhose, and the
distance between the two places is twenty miles; now the distance of Busrah from Kunawat is exactly twenty
Roman miles. It is easy to understand how the carelessness of a transcriber or the ignorance of a copyist might
make Rhose out of Bostra.
99
Lindsay_II_1838_138-139 Bosra: Between these reservoirs, our guide showed us a noble old Roman road,
thirty-three of my paces broad which ran, he told us, straight as a gun, as far as Bagdad; no caravans, he said, go
by it now, though you come to water every day; there are no towns on the road, except an old one deserted, and
there is no peace. ŕ This must be the strata, or paved road, mentioned by Gibbon, as extending for ten days'
journey from Auranitis to Babylonia.
100
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_435: from Tyre: It has been suggested that the main coast road dates from Arab
times, but it has all the appearance of Roman origin, not only because Roman milestones have fallen beside it at
intervals, but because the broad central rib or backbone of cut stones is visible in places, with side-walls of
rough blocks, both of these features being peculiar to Roman roads in Syria. In many places where the road runs
along the beach, concrete was used instead of stone to form the roadway, and the remains of this, set in hard
white or pink cement, are still to be found in parts.
101
Allen_1855_II_168 leaving Byblos travelling north: At nine o'clock we crossed a bridge of one arch,
spanning a rooky ravine, with a pretty little valley above. From its construction it appears to be Roman, although
its good state of preservation has a more recent aspect. With this exception, the country promised very little of
interest or beauty. On one side were dreary, stony hills; on the other the sea; and under us a road so bad as to
have defied the powers of Macadam. Thus we had all the monotony which could weary the mind, and the
difficulties which fatigue the body. Yet, in a land so apparently doomed to sterility, a man was ploughing in the
loose stones, to sow corn, as he said; so that the soil could not have been far beneath; and seed scattered
anywhere in this favouring climate is sure to grow.
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102

Drummond_1754_124: I had a great inclination to visit Antioch and Aleppo, but was discouraged by the
tedious manner of travelling; a day's journey never exceeding thirty miles, though one must be on horseback
from the rising to the setting of the sun: I was, therefore, afraid the ship would sail before I could return; so that
the only excursion I made was to Bylan, a village about ten or a dozen miles from Alexandretta, exhibiting the
most romantic appearance I ever beheld.
103
Neale_II_1851_142 Alexandretta: On approaching the port from Aleppo, my guide conducted me over the
remains of an ancient Roman road infamously out of repair, a very considerable proportion of the Roman stones
being here and there absent, and causing a hiatus, into which your jaded beast never fails to stumble; and yet the
habitués of Alexandretta were wont to rejoice in this old voie Romaine, though part of it, at most seasons of the
year, is fathomless mud.
104
Curtis_1903_27: Antioch, the cradle of Christianity, can be reached from the port of Alexandretta by an all
day's ride over a wretched road which was built twenty centuries ago by the Romans and looks as if it had not
been repaired since. The whole country is covered with ruins, the result of destruction both by God and by man.
105
Olivier_IV_1803_50 Sidon to Tyre: Le chemin est uni, assez beau, peu distant de la mer. Rien de
remarquable ne se présenta à nous, si ce n'est deux pierres milliaires, portant des inscriptions latines en partie
effacées.
106
Newman_1864_440 between Tyre and Acre: Passing over sections of an old Roman road, we came to the
village of Nakilrah, and to the east of it, high up in the mountain ravines, was a company of French soldiers
excavating a buried city which has neither name nor story. They had succeeded in uncovering one temple and a
number of elegant sarcophagi, but no inscriptions had been discovered by which to ascertain the origin of the
unknown town.
107
Ward_1864_213-214 Acre to Tyre: We pursued the line of the ancient paved way over the plain, numerous
traces of which are still visible on the route; but the road has not been used for wheeled carriages for centuries
past, so that the present inhabitants, who have, no doubt, just cause of complaint against the government on
account of the exorbitant taxes levied upon them, can find no fault with their road assessments, for, judging
from what I could see, their highways are never repaired. As the interior trade of the country is carried on here,
as it is every where else in the east, by caravans, expensive roads are unnecessary, and their construction has
long since been abandoned.
108
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_76 Beirut to Sidon: Here you see the remains of the old Roman road, and of stone
mile-posts lying in the sand ŕ both of which have been described as curiosities by Maundrell in 1697, and also
by later travellers. At intervals of an hour's walk, though this is not always regular, you find dekans ŕ small
inns, or places of refuge ŕ where you may rest for a few minutes, and let your horse drink from the trough,
which is usually made from part of an old Phoenician sarcophagus.
109
Porter_1882 records Roman roads near Shahba (33, 38), Kenath to Suweida (49), Damascus to Bosra (61),
Bosra to Burd (74), Bosra to Kufr etc (89), and traces of the Caesarea-Samaria road (228).
110
Durbin_1845_I_205-206 Petra to Hebron: The remains of a great road, leading from the town where we had
encamped to Hebron, were distinctly visible. It ascended the mountain by steps cut in the rock, as at the Pass of
Es-Sufah, and may have been an extension of the same towards Jerusalem. The surface of the country was
literally covered with stones, resembling a broken-up pavement They had once been employed in the
construction of fences along the highways and terrace walls on the sides of the steep hills, which were thus
rendered fruitful to their summits. Then the whole land was green, and yielded abundant harvests for the support
of a teeming population; now it was almost as silent as the grave.
111
Tristram_1873_124 at Rabbah: We soon came on the old Roman road running due north and south, with its
pavement still there, though broken up, and often the flag-stones set on edge by time and weather, with the two
parallel lines of walls flanking it.
112
Butler_1930_34: About two miles northwest of is-Summakiyat there is a junction of two Roman roads. One
is the great road built by Trajan which led from Bosra to the Red Sea, while the other led to Djerash by way of
il-Feden. Near by is Kom il-Menârah, the ruin of a very ancient building, made of rough stones measuring about
four feet by three feet by one foot and a half.
113
Luynes_III_1874_133, travelling in 1864: A neuf heures trente-sept minutes, nous cheminons sur une
ancienne voie romaine garnie d'un petit mur à droite et à gauche. Ce chemin nous conduit directement à ZatRâss, que nous atteignons à neuf heures quarante-huit minutes.
114
Tristram_1873_271-272: Mounting the next ridge, which runs westward from the backbone range of Moab,
we soon came on an old Roman road, which had formed a paved way from the Callirrhoe to the Herodian
fortress, but which is now merely a rugged line of upturned squared stones … Having looked down the wells of
M'khaur, in one of which we found water, while perhaps over a hundred into which we peered were dry and
choked up with stones, we turned to the north-west, where, separated from us by a narrow and deep valley, not
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quite a mile across, stood the ancient fortress, on the top of a conical hill. The line of access was clearly marked
by an old Roman road, the line of which we followed, which wound, by a somewhat circuitous course, to the
southward.
115
Skinner_I_1837_315: In the flourishing days of Syria, the paved road, which now in many places is
singularly preserved, must have been a most excellent one. Whenever I came to a remnant of any extent, I was
able to trot briskly on; but where it is broken, it affords the vilest path in the world. In the midst of the most
difficult part of it we came in contact with a herd of pilgrims going to Jerusalem.
116
Lortet_1881_14 leaving Sidon: Nous retrouvons partout des vestiges de l'ancienne voie romaine, mais
malheureusement ce n'est point avec plaisir, car ces larges pavés hexagonaux, absolument privés du remblais
dont les anciens avaient soin de les recouvrir, sont horriblement glissants pour les chevaux et désagréables pour
les cavaliers.
117
Schumacher_1889_iii: About a year ago a firman was granted giving leave to survey the district lying
between Damacus and Haifa, with a view to the construction of a railway. The concessionnaires appointed as
their surveyor for the portion of country east of the Jordan Herr Gottlieb Schumacher, that part lying between
Haifa and the River having been already surveyed by the officers of this Society for their great Map of Western
Palestine. In the course of his work Herr Schumacher found it necessary, as well as possible, to make many
scientific observations, notes, maps, and drawings which he afterwards embodied in the memoir which forms
the greater part of this volume.
118
Schumacher_1889_19: The portion [of the road] lying between the two bridges is marked by distinct remains
of an ancient Roman road. Three hundred yards east of Ain Dakkar this Roman road divides, one branch going
to the bridges, the other, as far as was followed, leading in a straight line to Sahem ej Jaulan, the probable site of
the Roman city of Gaulanitis. / The annexed section of the still existing causeway will show how the Roman
high-road was built. It was 16 feet 5 inches wide, and bordered along the sides by edge stones (E), which raised
it about 5 inches above the level of the country. Down the centre of the roadway a line of cut stones (S) was laid,
which elevated this part 10 inches above E. Finally, the spaces between E and S, sloping on either side, were
paved, without much care, with stones of irregular shape. The road followed at the present time runs parallel and
close to the Roman road, and it is only in winter or in muddy places that this latter is ever now made use of.
119
Schumacher_1889_48: Although there is abundance of water, the neighbourhood of 'Ain Dakkar is so
extremely stony that there is hardly any cultivation. The inhabitants subsist, as a rule, on the milk of their
numerous flocks. A Roman road, beside which runs the modern one, passes to the north of the village, and near
it are some ruins. The place must in former times have been of some importance, and the ancient remains
scattered around bear traces of a Roman origin.
120
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_33 Roman road Damascus-Balbec: There are in this neighbourhood the
ruins of two temples or Nymphaea, of a necropolis, and of three towns, which point out the line with less
uncertainty.
121
R.B._1759_74
122
Blondel_1840_131: Il ne reste aucune trace des routes et voies romaines qui conduisaient de Palmyre et de
Balbeck à la côte. Des villes aussi considérables devaient nécessairement entretenir des rapports journaliers et
importants avec Tyr, Sidon, Bérythe, etc., et elles devaient posséder entre elles des moyens aisés de
communication. Il est donc très-surprenant que tout ait disparu sans laisser de vestiges nulle part.
123
Blondel_1840_12 Beirut: Quelques pierres larges et de formes irrégulières, rappelant celles que les anciens
Romains employaient pour leurs voies, restaient çà et là éparses pour témoigner qu'une fois cette ville était
pavée. Personne, de temps immémorial, ne s'étant soucié d'y faire la moindre réparation, le tout était dans un état
détestable, et on aurait couru risque de se rompre le cou en s'aventurant à cheminer de nuit, sans prendre la
précaution de se faire éclairer.
124
Blondel_1840_187 leaving Sassa, in the Galilee: On suit une ancienne voie romaine, très-bien conservée,
tracée dans une plaine déserte et rocailleuse y de la même nature que celle que nous avions parcourue la veille,
et qui en est la continuation.
125
Lynch_1849_249-250 Damieh, where the Nablus-Salt road crosses the river: They had to force their way
through a tangled thicket, and found a Roman bridge spanning a dry bed, once, perhaps, the main channel of the
Jordan, now diverted in its course. / The bridge was of Roman construction, with one arch entire, except a
longitudinal fissure on the top, and the ruins of two others, one of them at right angles with the main arch,
probably for a mill-sluice. The span of the main arch was fifteen feet; the height, from the bed of the stream to
the keystone, twenty feet. From an elevation, the party could see, towards the east, three or four miles distant
from them, a line of verdure indicating a water-course.
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126

Irby_&_Mangles_1823_205: At Gebail [Byblos], without the town, there are many Roman ruins, and a
bridge with many granite columns; within, the modern edifices are, in some instances, constructed upon ancient
foundations, particularly the castle, and there is another ruin near the sea-shore.
127
Lucas_I_1714_164 leaving Lattakia: Quand nous eûmes marché environ une heure, nous passâmes lřOronte
sur un tres-beau Pont, qu'on ne repare point, & qui tombe en ruïne; lřon passe en effet sur la moitié d'une arche,
l'autre moitié est tout-à-fait tombée.
128
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_77 Beirut to Sidon: Maundrell's relation of his passage over the Damur involuntarily
shot across my mind, as I was handing a couple of piastres to this guide of mine. The worthy traveller says,
speaking of the remains of an old Roman bridge which is to be seen higher up, that it is easy to see these artful
Arabs have destroyed it purposely, to oblige travellers to have recourse to them as pilots, or in the hope of their
drowning themselves, that they might have a better opportunity of plundering them. But I rather incline to
Robinson's opinion, who thinks the bridge has often been repaired, but never strongly enough to enable it to
withstand the raging torrents.
129
Le_Strange_1890_16: Now Syria is a land of blessing, a country of cheapness, abounding in fruits, and
peopled by holy men. The upper province, which is near the dominions of the Greeks, is rich in streams and
crops, and the climate of it is cold. And the lower province is even more excellent, and pleasanter, by reason of
the lusciousness of its fruits and in the great number of its palm-trees. But in the whole country of Syria there is
no river carrying boats, except only for the ferry. (Muk., 179.)
130
Porter_1855_II_141B Hauran: Following the line of the Roman road for about fifteen minutes we reached
the brow of the Wady Zedy, a deep, narrow, and rugged ravine, extending across the plain like a huge fissure. In
the bottom is a small stream flowing lazily over its rocky bed. A fine Roman bridge of three arches here spans it,
crossing which we rode up to the village. Jemurrin stands on a gentle eminence on the south bank of the Wady.
It is of considerable extent, and contains the ruins of some large and handsome buildings. A lofty square tower
beside the bridge was the first that attracted our notice from its resemblance to the tombs we saw in Kunawat.
131
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_435B: from Tyre: The remains of Roman bridges with round arches are also
observable both at the River Kasimiyeh [the Litani] and also at the Nahr Abu el Aswad where the arch is still
perfect.
132
Blondel_1840_103 the Dog River: C'est à l'issue de cette gorge que l'émir Beschir a fait jeter, depuis peu
d'années, un pont en pierre de trois arches à peu de distance des ruines d'un pont romain.
133
Thomson_1886_27 river Damur in the Lebanon: That broken bridge was built by the Emir Beshir Shehab,
some sixty years ago, but it soon gave way before the violence of the stream. The emir erected his on the ruins
of one more ancient, built probably by the Romans, and with no better success than they. The river frequently
changes its channel, and though a heavy wall was built running up the stream to confine it to its proper bed, still
in winter it sets all bounds at defiance. During great floods it spreads through these gardens, tears up the
mulberry-trees, and carries them down to the sea.
134
Fuller_1829_260 near Beirut: After two hours' ride along the plain we ascended a rocky hill, from the top of
which a steep descent cut out in the rock leads to the banks of the "Nahr el Kelb," or River of the Dog. This road
is of Roman origin, as several inscriptions of the Antonine age testify. On the flat side of the rock are some
curious Persian and Egyptian figures: the latter are distinguished by hieroglyphics, and have been supposed to
be the traces of one of the numerous irruptions which the Egyptian kings are recorded to have made into
Palestine. The river is crossed by a bridge of a single arch of peculiar lightness and beauty, which was
constructed not many years ago by the Emir Beshir.
135
Napier_II_1847_214 at the Jordan: Proceeding along the valley for ten or twelve miles, we at length reached
a ruined khan, and the remains of what appeared to have been a considerable building of the middle ages,
opposite the fine old Roman bridge of the Moïadjumah, which, on a high arch of sixty-five paces in diameter,
here spans the clear and rapid, though shallow, current of the Jordan, pouring its blue waters over a rough rocky
bed, between high and precipitous banks.
136
Napier_II_1847_252 letter to his Mother, 1841, writing from Nablous: I mean to concentrate, as I collect
them, at a bridge over the Jordan, near Lake Tiberias [but otherwise unnamed or located], where troops are
pouring in from all parts, to defend it against Ibrahim Pasha, ŕ who, I am now sure, is, nevertheless, going to
retire very quietly by the Desert. I shall however, if possible, leave this tonight, in order to be at my post in case
of accidents, and, if the powder I have sent for has arrived at the bridge, I mean to send the latter into the air.
'Tis a pity, too,ŕ a fine old Roman structure, ŕ but it cannot be helped.
137
Salmon_1738_301: Nella Pianura di Antiochia, la quale ha in lunghezza settantadue miglia, ed è larga
quattordici in circa, si trova una strada lunga, che si oltrepassa col mezzo di Ponti formati sopra altrettanti rivi di
acque, li quali servono ad irrigarla, senza l'ajuto deřquali sarebbe impraticabile. Si dice, che quella grandřopera
fu incominciata, e condotta a fine nello spazio di soli sei Mesi, sotto l'Imperio di Sultano Acmet dal Gran Visire
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di quel tempo, per condurre con maggior comodo le Artiglierie, e le altre provigioni da guerra per l'attedio allora
intrapreso di Babilonia.
138
Blondel_1840_191 the Jordan: Un reste de voie romaine nous amena en peu d'instants au bord de ce fleuve
célèbre. Un pont, en pierres à trois arches, nommé le pont de Jacob parce qu'on assure que ce patriarche a passé
en cet endroit, sert à le franchir.
139
Lortet_1881_3-4 near Sidon: Dans la vallée, en amont, s'élève un beau pont avec des arches ogivales
construit par l'émir Fakhr ed-Dîn [Druze, 1584-1635; spent over five year at Florence, with Cosimo II
deřMedicis: Mais le goût du luxe et des belles constructions qu'il avait rapporté d'Italie l'ayant obligé à pressurer
ses sujets plus que de coutume, le mécontentement ne tarda pas à se manifester dans ses Etats].
Malheureusement une des piles a été emportée il y quelque temps, et, le gouvernement turc ne réparant
absolument aucun monument public, le pont sera pendant longtemps encore tout à fait inutile; bientôt il tombera
en ruine comme tous ceux que nous rencontrons sur les cours d'eau de la Syrie. Cette absence de ponts est une
grande gêne pour la circulation, car souvent, au printemps, toutes ces rivières sont gonflées par la fonte des
neiges du Liban, et pendant plusieurs jours, ne sont pas franchissables pour les caravanes.
140
Bramsen_I_1820_260 travelling 1813-15, approaching Jerusalem from Rama: The road became worse as we
advanced. Some of the mountains we passed were very steep, and scattered with the ruins of immense buildings.
We passed over dilapidated walls and stone staircases of considerable extent, and blocks of marble of prodigious
size lay scattered along the side of the road.
141
Jones_1836_326-327 roads: I had thought that in Indiana, a few years previously, I had seen the very worst
roads in the world; but they are equalled by those over Mount Lebanon, that is, if the reader can be made to
understand clearly a comparison between made holes and rocks, which I confess I cannot exactly do myself.
There is no mistake, however, about this road, which is certainly the most toilsome and dangerous one that I
have ever met with. And yet it is the great thoroughfare between Damascus and its seaport, Beirout, and is every
day traversed by camels with heavy loads of merchandise. The British Consul General for Syria, residing at
Damascus, a few years ago had a carriage transported across this mountain from Beirout. He first had it taken to
pieces, and then had the body slung between two camels; but the swinging motion, in consequence of the
roughness of the roads, soon put the poor animals on beam ends; and they said, as plainly as camels could say,
that they had no inclination for such work. He then put the vehicle together again, and employed sixty men to
pull it up and lower it down the precipices, and at last got it safe home at Damascus, where now he may go an
airing over a plain 500 miles in length.
142
Lindsay_1838_II_89 Sea of Galilee: we determined therefore on making the complete tour of the lake, en
route for Om Keis and Jerash; ŕ some humbug was talked to us, not about the inhabitants, but the roads, which
our guide declared absolutely impassable: truth is a rare bird in this Country ŕ there is as beautiful and easy a
footpath along the whole eastern shore of the lake as across a meadow in England.
143
Farley_1872_274: It is hardly possible to point to an instance in which the injury caused by defective
appliances for the transport of merchandise exceeds that from which Turkey is at present suffering. In its effects,
the state of the transit has the same tendency as the inland and export duties, in narrowing the circle of the
country's productive capabilities.
144
Savigny_de_Moncorps_1873_172 Damascus-Balbec: La pluie a rendu impraticables les chemins de
Balbeck, et, à notre grand regret, nous ne verrons pas ces admirables ruines! Encore deux jours à rester ici! Que
ferons-nous?
145
Macbrair_1839_94 Beirut environs: I was much struck with the narrowness of the high-roads, and the
shocking state of disrepair in which they are suffered to remain.
146
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_534: Entre Beyrouth et Damas existe une route carrossable, la seule de toute la
Syrie. Elle a été construite, de 1850 à 1860, par une compagnie à la tête de laquelle s'étaient mis deux Français,
MM. de Perthuis, que la chute de la famille d'Orléans, à laquelle ils étaient attachés, avait, après 1848, amenés
en Orient. Les principaux commerçants de Beyrouth, et même un grand nombre de négociants indigènes de
Damas, se réunirent pour faire les fonds nécessaires, et c'est le premier exemple, malheureusement resté sans
imitateurs, d'une association financière formée en vue de l'exécution des travaux publics qui importeraienttant
au développement de la prospérité de ces riches contrées. Sur cette route, MM. de Perthuis ont, de plus, établi un
service de messageries, lequel, en douze heures, à travers le Liban et l'anti-Liban; vous fait franchir la distance
de 80 kilomètres qui sépare Damas de la côte. Voyager en voiture était pour moi une rareté que je n'avais plus
connue depuis mes courses au Caucase.
147
Farley_1878_56 from Beirut: The excursion to Damascus will be found very pleasant, as there is now an
excellent road between that city and Beyrout. The making of this fine carriage road, a distance of about seventy
miles, has been of the greatest benefit, not only to its terminal cities, but to the whole district through which it
runs. Viewed as a specimen of civil engineering, the work is highly creditable; the road being carried across the
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range of the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, by easy gradients, at the respective elevations of 6000 and 4000 feet,
and at a cost which makes the working of the road a highly remunerative business to the shareholders. The
company [French] have the monopoly of all wheeled conveyances over the road for a term of fifty years; and the
traveller between Beyrout and Damascus is now able to engage a seat in a well-appointed diligence ŕ the time
occupied being only twelve to fourteen hours ŕ while the merchant can send his goods in the company's
covered waggons without entertaining a doubt as to their due arrival in good order and condition.
148
Luynes_III_1874_156, travelling in 1864: A deux heures vingt-six minutes, nous quittons la halte, et nous
traversons un immense vallon couvert de buissons épineux et qui porte le nom de Khôr. A trois heures sept
minutes, nous rencontrons les traces d'une voie antique, et à trois heures dix minutes, trois bornes milliaires
renversées nous indiquent que nous suivons la voie romaine qui traversait cette contrée du sud au nord. Deux
wadys que nous avons coupés se réunissent à quelque distance pour en former un plus grand, qui court sur notre
droite vers le désert.
149
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_4: No road, properly so called, can be said to exist, as only tracks made by the
foot are found. There was, however, an ancient main-road along the coast, the line of which is traced by means
of the bridges over the stream. This line passes to the east of the village of Tanturah, and also enters Crusading
Caesarea on the east. At el Burj there are nine granite columns placed in line, and perhaps intended to mark the
ninth Roman mile from Caesarea; that being the distance from Dor to Caesarea according to the 'Onomasticon.'
150
Tristram_1873_117-118 for road at Jubah: very distinctly marked by the lines of two parallel walls close
together, unbroken as far as the eye could reach, and running over the plain due south. We cantered along the
side of the old military way, in a wide, shallow valley of very rich earth … We were again on the traces of the
Roman road, and came across two mile-stones, one broken, the other still in situ.
151
Tristram_1873_131: We rode out of the city of Rabba on the west side, and, turning to the right, in a few
minutes struck the Roman road, which bisects the city from south to north, and stretches across the plain straight
as an arrow. We followed its course by its side the greater part of the day. The space between the two parallel
walls, five yards, is generally filled in by the fallen stones of the walls; but in many places the pavement remains
exposed, though, for the most part, its stones have become displaced by the action of time and weather. Along
this stretch of road I found three Roman milestones prostrate, one of them with the inscription exposed, but
defaced.
152
Green_1736_23 the common Way of computing the Distances is by Hours, and we might have travelled at
the rate of about three English Miles an Hour, or somewhat more.
153
Luynes_III_1874_159, travelling in 1864: La voie antique que nous suivons venait sans doute de Petra et
même de plus loin, et, se dirigeant vers le nord, elle passait devant Karak et continuait jusqu'à Schihàn. / A neuf
heures dix minutes, nous coupons à angle droit une autre route ancienne. / A neuf heures quinze minutes, nous
commençons à descendre dans un wady dont nous atteignons le fond à neuf heures dix-sept minutes. Nous
remontons immédiatement en laissant le wady courir à droite, et nous retrouvons bientôt, à neuf heures vingt-six
minutes, une portion bien conservée de la voie romaine; à gauche est un wady qui s'étend dans plusieurs sens. /
A neuf heures trente-cinq minutes, nous rencontrons trois bornes milliaires, dont deux sont encore debout.
154
Luynes_III_1874_160, travelling in 1864: A neuf heures cinquante-cinq minutes, nous retrouvons deux
bornes milliaires debout. En face de nous, dans le lointain, nous apercevons le wady Gorahy qui court entre les
montagnes, de droite à gauche. / A dix heures vingt-trois minutes, nous suivons toujours la voie antique. A notre
gauche, un de ces amas de pierres ruinées que nous signalons avec soin chaque fois qu'il s'en présente de
semblables, quelque monotones que soient ces observations. Ces petites ruines indiquent peut-être des tours de
garde, disposées de loin en loin, pour la sûreté de la route. / A dix heures trente minutes, quatre bornes
milliaires, dont une est encore debout et sans inscription.
155
Luynes_III_1874_161, travelling in 1864: A onze heures vingt-sept minutes, trois bornes milliaires debout:
l'une porte deux grandes lettres P C, qu'on dirait plutôt tracées par un voyageur, quoique assez profondément
gravées. Un peu plus loin Sauvaire a remarqué ces mêmes lettres tracées de la même manière. Au loin, en face
de nous, nous apercevons un coteau verdoyant couvert de hautes herbes et de ruines. C'est là qu'est El-Aïneh,
l'endroit où nous irons camper après la halte du déjeuner et après avoir traversé le wady Gorahy, vers lequel
nous descendons toujours sans pouvoir atteindre le fond. / A onze heures quarante-six minutes, nous rencontrons
neuf bornes milliaires couchées sur le sol. Le wady que nous côtoyons tombe dans le Gorahy. / A onze heures
cinquante-neuf minutes, ruine sur notre droite, et un essaim de sauterelles vertes plus grosses encore que celles
que nous avons déjà vues. / A douze heures six minutes, trois bornes milliaires renversées nous indiquent que la
voie antique suivait les sinuosités de la descente du Gorahy, au fond duquel nous arrivons enfin à douze heures
vingt minutes.
156
Luynes_III_1874_130: A deux heures trente minutes, nous apercevons sur notre droite un campement de
Bédouins à un kilomètre environ, et à deux heures quarante huit minutes nous atteignons les ruines d'El-Mouteh,
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qui portait autrefois, nous disent nos guides, le nom de Neneva. A l'époque où les Musulmans détruisirent cette
ville, le nom du chef qui y commandait était Melek-Anzeroun. Les habitants furent passés au fil de l'épée et la
ville rasée. Il ne reste en effet que des ruines. J'ai cependant reconnu deux bornes milliaires, sur l'une desquelles
existe encore une inscription très-fruste et impossible à déchiffrer. A gauche, à un kilomètre environ, on
remarque les ruines d'un meched, dont un angle est encore debout; nous vérifierons ce point à notre retour.
Mouteh était une ville chrétienne.
157
Saulcy_1853_II_56, recounting travels of Irby & Mangles in 1818: ils allèrent traverser le Wady-Modjeb
(Ouad-el-Moudjeb), en cheminant sur les traces de la voie pavée romaine. Ils virent dans la descente, les ruines
d' édifices militaires de 1'époque romaine, probablement des forts que j'ai signalés plus haut et qui contenaient
une garnison, ad Speluncas. Enfin ils rencontrèrent quelques bornes milliaires, qui toutes (celles du moins qui
étaient lisibles) dataient du règne de Trajan. Au fond de 1'Ouad, où ils n'arriverent qu'après une heure et demie
de descente extrèmement fatigante et difficile, ils trouvèrent les ruines d'un pont romain. Sur 1'autre flanc de
1'ouad, ils rencontrèrent de nouveau les traces de la voie antique, et plusieurs bornes milliaires portant le nom de
Marc-Aurèle.
158
Lusignan_1783_233 reprinting the journal of a gentleman travelling Aleppo-Basra in 1780: I have taken a
good deal of pains, and made an amusement for self and servants, in counting the camels paces every time she
lifted the right foot, and found as follows. The desert being full of small shrubs, they continually graze as they
march; in some places their favourite shrub is more plenty, then there is a good deal of time lost. Little grazing
2240 paces in the hour; midling grazing, 2120; good grazing, 2060; medium 2140 per hour. I also meafured
many of their paces, and found on a medium five feet fix inches, and for thirty hours, his medium travel was two
English miles and a quarter per hour; I also walked a good deal, and found, that loaded camels in a caravan, of
more than fifty, can never exceed two miles and a quarter per hour, by the above computation my journal is
regulated.
159
Newbold_1850_359-366 for his itineraries with time between landmarks divided into hours and minutes.
160
Skene_1864_298-299 1861: Suadeah has been thought of as a terminus for a great Indian railway. Some
prefer Alexandretta. The main consideration for this country is that the scheme should be soon carried out, be it
from one point or from the other. To Great Britain it would naturally be advantageous, as bringing her eastern
empire a thousand miles nearer than by any other route, and it would probably also restore the flow of trade to
the channel in which it rolled its wealth to our shores of old. The Syrian desert is the keystone of an arch,
stretching from Europe to Eastern Asia, resting on the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf as on two pillars, and
bridging the natural transit and interchange of commodities between these two quarters of the globe. Twice have
attempts been made to establish their communication by this way, and, without either having failed, both
schemes have been abandoned. Five and twenty years ago, General Chesney successfully navigated the
Euphrates by steam, and five years ago Sir John Macneill gave his high authority as an engineer in favour of the
construction of a railway. Yet nothing is being done to secure the benefits of such a line at a time when
Monsieur Lesseps is making rapid strides towards the completion of his Suez canal in the interest of France. We
shall awake some morning with the whole Indian trade monopolised by others, and Napoleon's fleet on its way
from Toulon to Bombay by the Red Sea, while ours may have to go from Portsmouth round the Cape of Good
Hope to defend our Indian possessions. Even if the Suez canal should prove a failure, which I think it will, it
may still serve as a pretext for the presence of a French force in Egypt to stop the way to us in the event of a war
taking place. Before British power in India rose to its present zenith, we had a rich Oriental trade nearer home.
The Levant Company, now a barren tradition, was then a golden reality. The tide of our supremacy has since
flowed further towards the east, and by an- other current, that set in by Vasco de Gama. That stream is now
ebbing, and the question of opening new channels has become urgent. British commercial enterprise, like
everything else with us, has its fits and fashions. A check in the India, China, or American trade suffices to
divert its course.
161
Wilson_II_1881_206: Should the new age of reform and material progress so ardently longed for by the
oppressed races of Syria ever come, a railway from Tripoli, on the Mediterranean, via Hums, to the Euphrates
would be indispensable. Palmyra would then be brought out of its desert isolation into the pathway of the
nations. Ibid. III_1881_18 Tripoli: The proposed railway from this point to Hums (Emesa) and the Euphrates
valley will, if completed, make Tripoli the most important commercial port on the entire Syrian coast.
162
Lortet_1881_44B Acre, work on the port: Ces travaux devront être très prochainement exécutés, puisque,
dans une époque rapprochée, Acre deviendra très certainement tète de ligne d'une voie ferrée destinée à amener
à la côte les riches produits de la vallée du Jourdain et des hauts plateaux du Jedour et du Jaulan.
163
PEFQS_1890_213: The concession for a railway between Haifa and Damascus has been granted and
disposed of to an English company. Engineers are already gone out, and have commenced surveying the
proposed route. The services of Mr. Schumacher [prominent and well-published archaeologist] have been
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engaged, and it is hoped that as the work progresses important archaeological observations will be made and
reported.
164
Salvator_1881_viii: Former travels had rendered me familiar with both Egypt and Syria, as well as with the
different lines of communication between them, excepting the old caravan route over Wadi el Harish, the
ancient Torrens Egyptii. Bearing in mind the bad harbours and dangerous anchorages of Southern Palestine, I
speculated upon the feasibility of a railway connection round the coast, and, in view of that object, resolved
personally to examine the ground.
165
Tiffany_1896_336-337: In the modern crusade of Europe against Asia, Peter the Hermit has become a
railway engineer, no longer with the ragged rabble behind him he first led out, but the science, literature,
polities, law, moral and religious ideas of a higher civilization. No farther back than 1860 had there been a
hideous massacre of the Christian population of Damascus at the hand of Moslem fanaticism. This led to French
intervention, and thus did the blood of the martyrs become the seed of the railway church.
166
Gallois_1907_171: Qu'il nous soit encore permis de rappeler cette ligne ferrée du Liban due à l'initiative
française. Installée convenablement, mais à voie étroite malheureusement et d'une façon insuffisante pour le
trafic dont elle est appelée à bénéficier surtout par suite de ses prolongements, elle grimpe audacieusement à
travers la chaîne montagneuse ménageant de superbes panoramas sur le littoral et la mer au loin. La fraction
jusqu'à Damas mesure 144 kilomètres et s'élève jusqu'à près de 1500 mètres d'altitude, usant de la crémaillère.
167
Miller_1894_476: The effect of this line of railway, in many respects the most important in the world, upon
the future of Palestine, who can tell? It will doubtless revolutionize the entire country. Already the English, not
to be outdone by the French, are building a road from Haifa, a port at the foot of Mt. Carmel, across the country
to Nazareth and the Sea of Galilee, with Damascus as the final objective point. This may, and doubtless will, be
the beginning of a new era of prosperity for the Holy Land, and in it all there may be the hand of God who rules
the destinies of men and nations. The ruler of Turkey, who so long refused a concession to build the railway, at
last consented, and this is only another evidence that the semibarbarism of the Mohammedan religion must in
the end give way to Christian civilization. The Jaffa and Jerusalem Railway is a great object lesson to the
natives, and it is doubtless the beginning of the end of Moslem rule in Syria.
168
Bell_1908_262 railways: Aleppo merchants do not wish to send their goods a three days' journey to Beyrout;
they want a handy seaport of their own, which will enable them to pocket all the profits of the trade, and that
port should be Alexandretta. Neither does the Baghdad railway, if it be continued, offer any prospect of
advantage. By a branch line already existing (it was built by English and French capitalists, but has recently
passed under German control) the railway will touch the sea at Mersina, but Mersina is as far from Aleppo as is
Beyrout. That a line should be laid direct from Aleppo to Alexandretta is extremely improbable, since the Sultan
fears above all things to connect the inland caravan routes with the coast, lest the troops of the foreigner, and
particularly of England, should find it perilously easy to land from their warships and march up country. Aleppo
should be still, as it was in times past, the great distributing centre for the merchandise of the interior, but traffic
is throttled by the fatal frequency with which the Government commandeers the baggage camels.
169
Chantre_1889_228 Antioch: Antioche reprendra de l'importance le jour où l'on songera à exécuter le projet
du chemin de fer de l'Euphrate qui doit ouvrir la route de l'Inde par le golfe Persique. Le port de Seleucia serait
facilement rétabli, parce que cette station présente les avantages indispensables pour une tète de ligne de telle
importance.
170
Wilson_II_1881_218 Balbec, the Great Temple: These colossal substructions are of themselves one of the
wonders of the world, and were there no splendid temples above them, would still fill us with astonishment and
compel our admiration. Beneath this great platform are vast vaulted passages like railway tunnels, of massive
architecture and beautifully constructed.
171
Schumacher_1889_116-117 in Western Hauran, visiting the sheikh of the 'Anazeh: I should add that the
sheikh had been informed by the Governor of Hauran that I was surveying the country, with special permission
of the Government, in order to find the best line along which a railway might be laid between Haifa and
Damascus. This may have influenced his conduct; but, on the other hand, it might have been expected that he,
who well knew that such a work must eventually deprive him of his grazing-grounds, would have tried to
obstruct the matter as much as possible. The question was of course discussed, but his remark to me was this: ŘI
see well that with the great iron road we cannot remain long in Hauran; but we know that this country is not for
ever to be ours, for we have heard how the descendants of those, whose bones lie under the ruins of this land,
are to come back and rebuild once more its cities, even as they were in the times of their forefathers;ř and then
after a pause he added, ŘBut we will retire to the ŘAjlun, where there is place yet enough for our tribe. Allah
yebarik!ř (May Allah's blessing be on it!)
172
MacMichael_1819_210, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, at Kerak: Our interview with Sheikh Yousouf
was very different, and much more satisfactory, than any we had yet had ; he was a fine, venerable old man,
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with a white beard, apparently about sixty years of age, with manners blunt and sincere. His first question was.
Are you come to -see the country of your forefathers?
173
Cook_1907_235: From here [Derařa] to Amman the [railway] line follows the valley of the Zerka or the
Jabbok. The station of 'Amman (buffet) is nearly half a mile away from the ruins of the ancient city of Rabbah
Ammon, among which are built the houses of the large Circassian settlements.
174
Gallois_1907_204: nous avons pu voir de nombreux exemples de dilapidation au cours de nos voyages à tel
point qu'on utilisait pour des gares des pierres provenant de monuments romains.
175
Butler_1930_6B, 1904-5 expedition, Amman: The railway to Mecca comes within three miles, and the
modern spirit with its lack of reverence for the ancient buildings prevails everywhere. We found the theatre in
use as a camp for a detachment of four hundred Turkish cavalry, mostly Circassians. The buildings on the
acropolis are even more dilapidated than those in the town itself.
176
Gallois_1907_197-199: Lors de notre passage en ces régions le chemin de fer n'atteignait pas encore Alep et
cela nous permit de voir sur notre route en en déviant un peu des sites peu visités comme ces vestiges de villes
anciennes situés dans la vallée de l'Oronte à Kalat el Moudik et Kala Seidjar; au premier endroit se dresse
encore la citadelle ruinée de la ville grecque d'Apamée du nom de la femme de Séleucus Nicator, forteresse
détruite par Pompée, Le sol est plus ou moins jonché de débris assez informes comme au second lieu où un
pauvre village tient à l'aise dans le château de l'antique Larisse. Un peu plus loin à Kalat-el-Bara c'est une ville
entière jadis prise par les croisés que Ton retrouve en des ruines intéressantes. Malheureusement le mauvais
temps nous poursuivait nous empêchant de nous arrêter comme nous l'aurions désiré. / Nous ferons grâce au
lecteur du récit de notre voyage à travers cette contrée, parfois accidentée, par des chemins détrempés où notre
voiture enfonçait par moments jusqu'aux moyeux des roues (il est vrai que la pluie ne cessait de tomber...) et où
il nous fallait parfois demander l'hospitalité dans de misérables villages dont les maisons en forme de pain de
sucre ou de ruches à abeilles n'offraient qu'un abri très précaire. Il était là, de plus, des promiscuités quelque peu
désagréables, gens et bêtes vivant sous le même toit, mais un vrai voyageur n'en est pas a cela près. Le fait
certain c'est qu'il nous fallut plusieurs longues journées pour accomplir un trajet qui ne demandera que quelques
heures de chemin de fer, et ceux qui nous suivront ne se douteront pas du manque de confort dont auront
souffert leurs devanciers, là comme ailleurs au reste.
177
Ali_Bey_1814_III_123: En Syrie, on rencontre sur les chemins, de distance en distance, de petits réservoirs
ou grands vases remplis d'eau, ayant chacun à été un pot dont les passants se servent pour boire. Ces monuments
sont dus à des fondations pieuses en faveur des voyageurs; mais la plupart tombent en ruines, et la piété ne vient
plus à leur secours.
178
Aboulfeda_II_1848_10 [d.1331]: Une ville ancienne et connue est celle de Rastan [Arethusa]. Jadis
florissante, elle est aujourd'hui en ruines. On y voit encore des maisons formant comme une bourgade, des
édifices dégradés, des vestiges de murs; quelques arcades sont encore visibles, ainsi que quelques-unes des
portes de la ville et partie des murailles qui lřenceignaient et des aqueducs qui l'alimentaient.
179
Boullaye-Le-Gouz_1653_337 Tripoli: Les raretez de Tripoly sont les fontaines que lřon y voit en si grande
quantité, qu'il n'y a aucune maison, ny mesme aucune chambre où il n'y en aye.
180
Arvieux_I_1735_254-255 water at Tyre, in 1658: Ce puits est toujours plein jusquřau rez de la terre. Lřeau
en sort par une ouverture d'un pied en quarré, et forme un canal qui se va perdre dans la mer. Avec un peu de
travail & de dépense, on le pourroit conduire à la Ville comme il y alloit autrefois; mais les Turcs sont trop
indolens pour penser à ces sortes de commoditez. Ils ne songent quřà détruire, & les plus raisonnables à ne rien
entretenir, et à laisser tomber en ruine les édifices les plus beaux, les plus nécéssaires & les plus respectables par
leur antiquité. Ils abandonnent même leurs propres maisons, quand elles menacent ruine, & aiment mieux en
bâtir une nouvelle.
181
Pococke_II.1_1745_191 aqueducts at Antioch: The water of the aqueduct was derived from a place called
Battelma, about four or five miles distant in the way to Latichea, which I take to be the very spot where Daphne
stood: Here the water flows out of the hill in great abundance, and turns several mills. I could see that art had
been used to bring other springs to it, for I saw at that place channels of hewn stone, which, I suppose, served
for that purpose; it was then carried towards Antioch in the same manner; I have reason to think that all the
springs are at some little distance, and conveyed to that place in channels, for it falls down like a cascade from
its own bed into a little narrow vale or bed that goes towards the Orontes; and from this place a sufficient
quantity of it was carried by channels of hewn stone under ground along the side of the hill; it runs in this
manner about a mile, and then going to a little valley, in which there is a small rivulet that comes from the
mountains, the water was there conveyed on arches, which still remain; a view of them may be seen in the
twenty-seventh plate at F; it is in the manner of the antient aqueduct called Pont du Garde near Nismes in
France, but much inferior to it, for there is but one arch in each of the two lower stories; the uppermost: arches
of it are built of brick; the channel afterwards is carried along the side of the hill, and where any waters run, or
there is any bed of a torrent, a single high arch is built over the narrow vale.
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Buckingham_1825_213 From Bosra, and near Salghud and El-Karis: we came to a very pretty and
interesting spot, compared with the solitude by which it was surrounded, called Ain, being, as its name imports,
according to its Arabic meaning, a spring or fountain, and the source from which issued the Zeady, the stream
mentioned before. The value of this spring had been sufficiently estimated by the Romans, and probably,
according to their usual custom, it had been dedicated to some nymph or river-god, as around the fountain-head
of this source of the Zeady were scattered fragments of some ancient building erected over it, with Roman
sculpture on many of the blocks, though not sufficient for us to trace any particular design; neither was there any
inscription met with, in the cursory view we took of this place, by which we could learn any thing of its founder
or the date of the work in question. From the passage of the water being obstructed in several places by the
scattered fragments of the ruins near it, a small lake was formed, the banks of which were now surrounded with
sedgy grass, and a flock of wild ducks were sailing on its surface, apparently unintimidated by the approach of
man.
183
Thomson_1886_246, near Byblos: The only remains of any importance in the valley of Nahr Ibrahim are the
broken arches of an ancient aqueduct that conveyed the water of the river to Jebeil. It was carried along the
cliffs, on the south side of the gorge, until, near the narrow plain between the mountain and the sea-shore, it
crossed over to the north side. The gorge there is about three hundred and fifty feet wide from cliff to cliff. The
arches of the first tier of the aqueduct are eleven, and of about twenty-two feet span, supported by massive
buttresses, eighteen feet thick, most of which are still standing. The main arch, above the bed of the river, had a
span of fifty feet. Above the first tier of arches there was another, much narrower, and proportionately higher.
The canal of the aqueduct appears to have been upon the top of them. The entire height of the aqueduct above
the bed of the river was about one hundred feet. / Only one arch is now perfect, and it is apparently Saracenic.
Indeed, most of the masonry of the buttresses is of the same order, but the lower part of them was built of larger,
bevelled stones, leaving no doubt as to the antiquity of the original structure. The cliffs on either side of the river
are in many places almost perpendicular, and hence most of the wall built into or on their sides to support the
aqueduct has fallen away. The wonder is how it was possible to construct the work along such precipices.
184
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_190 Caesarea: The Roman remains extend far beyond the limits of the walls beforementioned, and to the north of them. Above, and parallel with the sea beach, are the ruins of some arches and a
wall, which appears to lead to the side of the hills, which now begin to approach closer to the sea than
heretofore, and to the Nahr Zerka where the water is fresh; this circumstance, and the wells of the town having
bad water, led us to suppose these arches to have been once part of an aqueduct. There are also wells on the
promontory before described, but they are now dry. Without the Saracenic walls, to the south, we found a
column of marble, with a Roman inscription of the Emperor Septimius Severus, but too much buried for us to
copy: Mr. Bankes has since told us it is a mile-stone, as he had it cleared for copying.
185
AMS_I_1864_413B, Caesarea: Outre l'aqueduc déjà signalé par plusieurs voyageurs et qui amenait à la ville
les eaux du Nahr-Zerka, l'ancien fleuve des Crocodiles, et qui en contient encore, comme me l'ont affirmé les
gens du pays, j'en ai retrouvé un second au milieu d'épaisses broussailles, lequel alimentait également la ville
par des eaux apportées de beaucoup plus loin, et dont j'ai reconnu les diverses sources à Miamas et à Soubbarin.
186
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_23, Caesarea: The aqueduct breaks off suddenly near the town. It seems in parts
to have been repaired at a later period, possibly by the Crusaders. It dates most probably from the Herodian
period, as without it Caesarea would apparently have depended on one well and on cisterns for water.
187
Conder_1889_215 Caesarea: The circuit of the Roman walls is marked by mounds, and the great aqueducts
from the north have been traced and described. These must of necessity have been constructed almost as soon as
the city became large, since there is no sufficient water-supply at Caesarea. The work has all the appearance of
Roman work, the arches being half-circles with true voussoirs.
188
Monro_1835_311-312 Tiberias: Upon the narrow plain which lies between the mountains and the lake,
fragments of columns, cornices, and other relics of ancient Tiberias are scattered about … The Pacha is building
a private bath close to that now existing for public use, and a small hareem or villa at three hundred yards'
distance; behind which is another bath for the ŖHouse,'' supported upon small columns of various marbles, the
spoils of Abdullah's bath at Acre. The water is supplied to the hareem by a subterranean aqueduct from the
spring; the digging of which was in progress when I was there, and several remnants of statues and other marble
remains were thrown out, while in places portions of pavement were visible at the bottom of the trench.
189
Skinner_I_1837_271, Samaria: The ancient city, ŖSebasti,ŗ stands above the winding way, commanding on
all sides the approaches. A broken aqueduct crossed the road, beneath which we were obliged to pass at a
gallop, between the intervals of each downfall of water, that came thundering over the horses' flanks, before we
could get through it. Many villages, prettily situated, exhibited sad specimens of ruin and misery. The rain
disputed our passage through one that stood on the face of a hill. A torrent above it had burst its bounds, and
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rushed down the streets: tearing them up in every direction, and sweeping its way into the houses, it leaped in
cataracts over the ruined walls.
190
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_424-425 Banias: But if the village itself is insignificant, its ruins on the other hand
are full of interest. In several places, one can yet trace the course of the walls of the ancient fortress of Cesarea
Philippi, and their colossal construction gives us a good idea of the works which, in centuries long gone by,
were raised by the Romans. The present desolation offers a melancholy sight. The ancient aqueducts, roads, and
bridges, are all destroyed; the water from the rich fountain of the rock of Pan, runs in all directions through the
village, so that one cannot even walk through its streets with dry feet. This water is turned to no account
whatever.
191
Robinson_1856_91 Acre: The streets of 'Akka are much wider than those of Beirut; and the town more open.
The court of the great mosk built by Jezzar, looked pleasant with its trees and fountains, as we passed by. An
aqueduct from the northeast, built originally also by Jezzar, usually supplies the city with water; but it was now
out of repair, and water was brought in from a fountain a mile distant. / I was disappointed in the extent of
'Akka. The area on which it stands is small. The present population, according to our host, is reckoned at only
5000 souls; although the census gives 3171, as the number of males. Of these there are 2378 Muslims and
Druzes; and 793 Christians and Jews.
192
Robinson_1856_96B Acre: There were many large and fine vaults, which once served as cisterns or as
magazines; but being now full of stagnant water, they added to the unhealthiness of the place. D'Arvieux
specifies the remains of five structures as then existing, all of them from the time of the crusades; viz. the church
of St. Andrew, the Marine arsenal, the hotel of the knights Hospitalers, the palace of their Grand Master, and the
church of St. John connected with it.
193
Thomson_1886_9: When I resided in Sidon, many years ago, one of my favorite walks was along the
aqueduct which brings the water from the Auwaly through the gardens and into the city. All this wilderness of
fadeless verdure, this paradise of fruits and flowers, derives its life from that aqueduct, and from the many
shallow wells which the gardeners dig. The aqueduct not being kept in good repair, a part of the city is deprived
of any benefit from it, and a large quantity of water runs to waste in the gardens, and along the road, as we have
found to our annoyance during most of this ride.
194
Thomson_1886_301-302: A few miles north of the bridge the river spreads out into the shallow lake of
Hums, called also the lake of Kedes, which is wholly artificial, having been made by a dam built across the
valley where it is not more than half a mile wide. The dam was built of trap rock, and the lower part was
originally over thirty feet thick, narrowing towards the top, where it is now about three feet wide. The height of
the dam above the bed of the river is nearly twenty feet. The facing-stone of the dam is all gone, leaving only
the ancient rubble-work, which has been often broken, and subsequently roughly repaired by the natives. /
Abulfeda, the celebrated Arab geographer, who was the Emir of Hamah in the fourteenth century, relates that
the building of the dam was ascribed, in his day, to Alexander the Great, and he states that there were two
towers upon it. At present there is only one, at the north-west extremity of the dam, called Burj Sit Belkis. The
canal that carries the water to Hums begins near the north-east corner of the lake.
195
Michaelis_1908_282: It is to be hoped that the sister city Palmyra in the desert will some day experience the
same good fortune [as work at Balbec]. In the North Syrian highland, east of Aleppo, the Americans discovered
in 1904 numerous temples, partly remodelled into churches and private houses, which could be dated.
196
Paxton_1839_122-123, for temple into church: Yesterday I visited the ruins of Dair-El-Kollah [Deir alQalaa], which lie near a village called Bate-Meiry [Beit Meri], about three hours' ride from Beyroot. They are of
the same style of building as those of Baalbec, but on a much smaller scale. It has most likely been an old
temple. The stones are enormous, but not equal to the largest at Baalbec. Most of the wall has been thrown
down; but one or two of the lower rows lie in their places. The stone is put together without cement, and the
face, like those of Baalbec, made so smooth that you could not put a knife in the crack. The pillars before the
building were large, but not equal to those of Baalbec. They were composed of three pieces; the lower one,
about twelve feet long, alone remains standing. The rock is a coarse marble, and I saw a few fragments of
granite. These ruins are on the top of the secondary ridge, about half way to the top of Mount Lebanon; a church
now stands on part of them.
197
Seetzen_1810_30-31 Abil, near Beit-er-Ras: The town is situated in the angle of a mountain, formed by the
two bases, the higher slopes of which are full of caverns. The town is completely in ruins and deserted. There is
not even one single building standing; but the ruins, and the remnants attest its ancient splendor, some beautiful
remains of the ancient walls are to be discovered, together with a number of arches, and of columns of marble,
basalt, and grey granite. On the outside of these ancient walls I found also a great many columns, two of which
were of extraordinary magnitude, from which I concluded that there must have been formerly in this spot, a
considerable temple.
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Merrill_1881_154-155: The Roman road which led to Bethshean runs along on the north side of the ruins; it
was paved with basalt blocks, and is still quite perfect. The ruts worn by the chariot-wheels are plainly to be
seen in the pavement. One hour east of the ruins, on the road to Beit er Ras, I found the remains of a great
temple. Between it and the ruins of Gadara, the tombs are so numerous that I should call this particular region
the City of the Dead. There are literally hundreds of them, and a multitude of sarcophagi are scattered about,
most of which are adorned with some sculptured work. These were either never placed in the tombs, or else
have been dragged out
199
Seetzen_1859_IV_52-55
with
commentary
by
Kruse
et
al.;
Rey_1861_128-146;
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_107-144.
200
Wetzstein_1860_58 statues in the Hauran: Gleich den Tempeln, die ich zu Musennef, Büsän, Bosrä und
Mismië gesehen, war die Fronte zwischen dem Hauptportale und den Seitenportalen mit zwei grossen schönen
Nischen geschmückt, deren obere Partie mit Muschel werk verziert war und deren Dach zu beiden Seiten je von
zwei Pilastern getragen wurde. Am Fusse der Pilaster befanden sich reich mit Acanthus geschmückte
Statuenuntersetzer. Zwei andere Statuenpostamente befanden sich oben an beiden Seiten des Hauptportals und
zwei andere rechts und links von den Seitenportalen. Ueber all diesen Schmuck breitete sich einem schattigen
Baume gleich der 1.5 Meter hohe Aufsatz des Hauptportals aus.
201
Burckhardt_1822_17111812 Qanawat: I found, lying upon the ground, the trunk of a female statue of very
inelegant form and coarse execution; my companion the priest spat upon it, when I told him that such idols were
anciently objects of adoration; by its side lay a well executed female foot.
202
Burckhardt_1822_13031812: Two hours and a quarter from Keiftein, on the declivity of the mountain, is the
convent of St. Demetrius, or Deir Demitry [with Tripoli to the north]. I here left my mare, and walked up the
mountain to see the ruins of which I had been informed at Tripoli. In twenty minutes I reached the remains of an
ancient town, standing on a piece of level ground, but with few houses remaining. These ruins are called by the
people of the country Naous or Namous, which name is supposed to be derived from the word [for] a buryingplace; but I think its derivation from the Greek Ναος more probable. On the S. side stand the ruins of two
temples, which are worth the travellerřs attention. The smaller one is very much like the temple of Hossn el
Forsul, near Zahle, which I had seen on my way to Baalbec; it is an oblong building of about the same size; and
is built with large square stones. The entrance is to the east. The door remains, together with the southern wall
and a part of the northern. The west wall and the roof are fallen. In the south wall are two niches. Before the
entrance was a portico of four columns, with a flight of steps leading up to it. The bases of the columns and
fragments of the shafts, which are three feet in diameter, still remain. At about forty paces from the temple is a
gate, corresponding to the door of the temple; a broad staircase leads up from it to the temple. The two doorposts of this outer gate are still standing, each formed of a single stone about thirteen feet high, rudely adorned
with sculpture.
203
Burckhardt_1822_13031810, and nearby temple of Kenyset el Awamyd: the church of the columns. The
principal building is ten paces in length on the inside, and eight paces in breadth. The S. and W. walls are
standing, but the E. has fallen down; the S. wall has been thrown out of the perpendicular by an earthquake. The
entrance is from the west, or rather from the N.W. for the temple does not face the four cardinal points; the
northern wall, instead of completing the quadrangle, consists of two curves about twelve feet in depth, and both
vaulted like niches, as high as the roof, which has fallen in. In the S. wall are several projecting bases for
statues. The door and its soffit, which is formed of a single stone, are ornamented with beautiful sculptures,
which are not inferior to those of Baalbec. Before the entrance was a portico of four Ionic columns, of which
three are standing; they are about eighteen feet high, and of a single stone. Opposite to each of the exterior
columns of this portico is a pilaster in the wall of the temple. There are also two other pilasters in the opposite or
eastern wall. Between the two middle columns of the portico is a gate six feet high, formed of two posts, with a
stone laid across them; this is probably of modern date, as the exterior of the northern wall also appears to be;
instead of forming two semicircles, as within, it is polygonal. Between the door and the pilaster, to the
northward of it, is a niche. The entablature of the portico is perfect. In the midst of the building stands a large
old oak tree, whose branches overshadow the temple, and supply the place of the roof, rendering the ruin a
highly picturesque object. I saw no inscriptions.
204
Robinson_1838_77: nous atteignimes les ruines d'une ancienne ville que les indigènes appellent Naous, par
corruption, sans doute, du mot grec naos, qui signifie temple. On voit, en effet, les restes de deux édifices qui
paraissent avoir eu autrefois cette destination. Le plus considérable des deux s'élevait au milieu d'une place,
longue de soixante pas sur cinquante de large, entourée d'un mur construit en larges quartiers de pierres
soigneusement taillées. On entrait dans cette place par une porte qui est encore entière, et qui se compose de
deux poteaux droits et dřune plinthe faite d'une seule pierre. Le temple était bâti sur une plate-forme au centre de
cette place. Il n'offre plus aujourd'hui qu'un amas de décombres; colonnes, chapiteaux et frises, gisent pêle-mêle,
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entassés les uns sur les autres. Ces débris semblent indiquer que c'était un édifice d'ordre corynthien, quoique
n'appartenant pas assurément aux belles époques de l'an.
205
Thomson_1886_203-204, on the Lebanon: East of our camping-ground, on the other side of the mountains,
in the neighborhood of Niha, there are the remains of two ancient temples. The one near the village has been so
thoroughly demolished, and the materials carried away, that neither its dimensions nor its architectural character
can now be distinguished. A ravine leads up westward from Niha into the mountain, for half an hour, to a small
plain, upon which is the other temple, called Husn Niha. It stood on a wide platform, facing the east, and had a
portico in front, with a flight of steps leading up to it, more than thirty feet broad, and still in good preservation.
The walls were built chiefly of small stones, although a few are ten or twelve feet long, and well squared. The
temple was nearly one hundred feet long, and over forty feet wide, but the interior is much choked up with
fallen stones and broken columns. The columns are not large, and appear to have had capitals of the Ionic order,
as had also the pilasters, along the walls, on each side of the naos, but the workmanship is inferior to that of
most temples, either on Lebanon or Hermon. On the east, south, and west are extensive remains of substantial
buildings, whose object it is impossible to ascertain.
206
Thomson_1886_242 near ŘAfka, ancient Apheca, in the high Lebanon: The site was well chosen on this bluff
at the extreme end of the projecting ridge. The temple probably stood upon a platform on the highest of a
succession of terraces raised up from the banks of the little stream that now flows out below it. The edifice itself
could not have been a very large or imposing structure, to judge from its present ruins ŕ a confused mass of
well-squared stone, with very little architectural ornamentation. Some of the stones are large, and all are
limestone, quarried from the rock in this region. One is surprised to find under the rubbish a column of red or
Syenite granite, like the one in the village of 'Afka, which must have been brought from Egypt to Jebeil, and
then transported up and down these mountains with incredible toil.
207
Porter_1868_II_554 near Wady Afka, site of Temple of Venus: In this mountain retreat, round this idol fane,
were practised the grossest impurities and licentiousness of heathenism. The emperor Constantine considered
such a nest of wickedness unworthy of the light of the sun, and gave orders for its total destruction. The order
was obeyed, and the ruins are still here. A large granite column lies beside them; and its fellow is set up in the
neighbouring village. By what means such blocks were conveyed up the mountain side from the coast it is not
easy to understand.
208
Burckhardt_1822_15071812: Beit Kerm [1.5 miles from Rubba], belonging to which, on the side of the road,
are the remains of a temple of remote antiquity. Its shape is an oblong square, one of the long sides forming the
front, where was a portico of eight columns in antis: the columns, three feet in diameter, are lying on the ground.
Within the temple, a great part of the walls of which are fallen, there are fragments of smaller columns. The
stones used in the construction of the walls are about five feet long, and two feet broad. At one hour and three
quarters is the ruined village of Hemeymat. This district, which is an even plain, is very fertile, and large tracts
are here cultivated by the inhabitants of Kerek, and the Arabs Hamaide. At two hours and a half is Rabba,
probably the ancient Rabbath Moab, where the ancient causeway terminates. The ruins of Rabba are about half
an hour in circuit, and are situated upon a low hill, which commands the whole plain. I examined a part of them
only, but the rest seemed to contain nothing remarkable. On the west side is a temple, of which one wall and
several niches remain, by no means distinguished for elegance. Near them is a gate belonging to another
building, which stood on the edge of a Birket. Distant from these ruins about thirty yards stand two Corinthian
columns of middling size, one higher than the other. In the plain, to the west of the Birket, stands an insulated
altar. In the town many fragments are lying about; the walls of the larger edifices are built like those of Heit
Kerm. There are many remains of private habitations, but none entire.
209
Seetzen_1854_I_411-412 1806, Rabba: kamen wir zu den Ruinen von Röbba, dem alten Ar Rabbath, welche
ihres Umfanges wegen beweisen, dass sie die Reste einer ansehnlichen Stadt sind. Robba liegt auf und an den
Seiten eines länglichten Hügels, noch immer auf der weiten Ebene, die Moab hiess. Nur ostwärts in
beträchtlicher Ferne sieht man eine Reihe niedriger Berge. Ausser einer Menge Fundamente von Gebäuden und
vielen Quadersteinen sieht man hier noch etliche eingestürzte Gewölbe, Reste von etlichen wenigen Häusern,
etliche Säulenenden etc. Das Merkwürdigste sind die Ruinen eines uralten Praphtgebäudes, das entweder ein
Pallast oder ein Tempel war. Die Gewölbe unter demselben sind eingestürzt. Es steht noch einiges Mauerwerk,
und von dem vormaligen Peristyl 2 Säulen korinthischer Ordnung, die ohne Piedestale zu seyn scheinen (unten
stehen sie im Schutte). Dies Gebäude ist von gelblicht-weissem Marmor. An der Südseite desselben sieht man
zwey ausgemauerte, jetzt trockne Teiche, und weiterhin mehrere in Felsen ausgehauene brunnenförmige
Cisternen. Auf dieser nämlichen Seite sieht man die Ruinen eines Ortes, der Järud heisst und vielleicht eine
Vorstadt von Robba war. Wie schrecklich ist diese Residenz alter Könige und ihr Land verwüstet! ŕ In Robba
trafen wir auch etliche Christen.
210
Burckhardt_1822_07101810: I went to see the ruined temple called Heusn Nieha, two hours from Zahle, in
the Djebel Sannin, and half an hour from the village of Fursul [and seven leagues, or seven hours, SE of
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Balbec]. These remains stand in a Wady, surrounded by barren rocks, having a spring near them to the eastward.
The temple faced the west. A grand flight of steps, twelve paces broad, with a column three feet and a half in
diameter at each end of the lower step, formed the approach to a spacious pronaos, in which are remains of
columns: here a door six paces in width opens into the cella, the fallen roof of which now covers the floor, and
the side walls to half their original height only remain. This chamber is thirty-five paces in length by fifteen in
breadth. On each of the side walls stood six pilasters of a bad Ionic order. At the extremity of the chamber are
steps leading to a platform, where the statue of the deity may, perhaps, have stood: the whole space is here filled
up with fragments of columns and walls. The square stones used in the construction of the walls are in general
about four or five cubic feet each, but I saw some twelve feet long, four feet high, and four feet in breadth. On
the right side of the entrance door is a staircase in the wall, leading to the top of the building, and much
resembling in its mode of construction the staircase in the principal temple of Baalbec. The remains of the
capitals of columns betray a very corrupt taste, being badly sculptured, and without any elegance either in
design or execution; and the temple seems to have been built in the latest times of paganism, and was perhaps
subsequently repaired, and converted into a church. The stone with which it has been built is more decayed than
that in the ruins at Baalbec, being here more exposed to the inclemency of the weather. No inscriptions were any
where visible. Around the temple are some ruins of ancient and others of more modern habitations.
211
Burckhardt_1822_12101810 Habbariyyah, on the western slopes of the Hermon: On the west side of the
village of Hereibe stands a ruined temple, quite insulated; it is twenty paces in length, and thirteen in breadth;
the entrance is towards the west, and it had a vestibule in front with two columns. On each side of the entrance
are two niches one above the other, the upper one has small pilasters, the lower one is ornamented on the top by
a shell, like the niches in the temple at Baalbec. The door-way, which has no decoration whatever, opens into a
room ten paces square, in which no columns, sculpture, or ornaments of any kind are visible; three of the walls
only are standing. At the back of this chamber is a smaller, four paces and a half in breadth, by ten in length, in
one corner of which is a half-ruined staircase, leading to the top of the building; in this smaller room are four
pilasters in the four angles; under the large room are two spacious vaults. On the outside of the temple, at the
east corners, are badly wrought pilasters of the Ionic order. The roof has fallen in, and fills up the interior. The
stone employed is of the same quality as that used at Heusn Nieha and Baalbec.
212
Robinson_1837_146: We had already a firman from Constantinople, for travelling through the Turkish
empire. We also took some letters of introduction, and notes extracted from Burckhardt's excellent work, to
prepare us for what we were to see and inquire for; and that no mistake might occur from our mispronunciation
of names, we had them annexed in Arabic characters.
213
Burckhardt_1822_13031812.
214
Carne_1830_31 village near El Furkah (itself near Banias, and the Jordan): In the way, we halted at a
wretched village, whose mud-walled habitations had nothing inviting, and the peasants, who stood at their
doors, and looked idly at the passengers, were as squalid and dirty as their abodes. They brought us some
curdled milk and bread; and instead of entering beneath their roofs, we took shelter within the walls of a ruined
temple, that stood at a short distance. It was a small but massive ruin, with a portico of two or three very thick
pillars; the roof and great part of one of the walls had fallen down, and the interior was divided into several
chambers. This ruin stood quite aloof and utterly neglected; there were many niches in the walls within, where
statues, no doubt, formerly stood. It served us as a refuge and a refectory; the most useful purpose, perhaps, it
had served for many ages.
215
Renan_1930_200, in Syria Oct 1860 Ŕ Sept 1861: visits ruins of Deir El-Khalah, near Beirut: Dřénormes
colonnes monolithes, que je ne puis comparer quřà celles des Thermes de Dioclétien à Rome, indiquent la place
du portique et en marquant lřétendue.
216
Redding_1873_160, Temples: The ruins of one of these temples are visible from Beirut, it was built of
immense hewn stone without cement, and with large columns in front. It is now little more than a heap of ruins.
/ Burkhardt found the ruins of four other similar temples on different parts of the mountain.
217
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_175-176: About four we passed a temple of considerable magnitude; two pillars of
grey granite are standing, with several prostrate fragments, and a large wall constructed with antique remains. At
sun-set we reached the village of Haneunis [near Gaza]. It has a long square fortification inclosing a mosque.
The approach to this place is picturesque; it is seated in a valley, and its environs are prettily laid out with
gardens, trees, &c.; there is but little land turned to agricultural purposes. We remarked both the houses and
inhabitants to be cleaner and handsomer than those in Egypt. There are many marble fragments of columns, &c.
which mark the site of a town of Roman antiquity. As we have now reached the confines of Syria.
218
Robinson_1856_435-437 Deir el-'Ashayir, near Rukhleh, with two temples: Here again are the ruins of a
large and once splendid temple, fronting towards the east, and differing in some respects from any we had yet
seen. It stands upon an elevated platform of masonry, extending from the building twenty-four feet and a half in
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front, about twelve feet on the other three sides, and varying in height according to the ground. The platform
itself is ornamented with a cornice around its upper part, and a similar one inverted lower down. The stones of
the temple are not bevelled. At the corners were pilasters with Ionic capitals. There would seem to have been no
columns in front of the portico; at least none are now found. The walls are mostly standing, though some
portions are broken down; so that some of the pilasters at the corners now stand out alone. The colour of the
stone is darker than elsewhere, and the work less sharp and delicate than in the other temples.
219
Porter_1868_432: Rukhleh, near Hermon: The wild seclusion of this spot is very striking. A few trees, some
green turf moistened by the waters of a little fountain, and 2 or 3 miniature corn-fields, fill up the bottom of the
ravine. Over these on the E. and W. rise steep banks, rugged and bare. Looking up the opening of the gorge to
the S.W., the eye rests on the great cone of Hermon. The village consists of a few miserable houses inhabited by
Druzes. The ruins of the temple lie to the N.E., and face Hermon. The massive walls and columns are almost
entirely overthrown. In front was a central doorway with a smaller one on each side. The architrave of the
former lies among the fallen stones, and contains a finely-sculptured eagle with expanded wings, reminding one
of those at Bařalbec and Palmyra. At the eastern end is a semicircular apse; from each side of which a row of
Ionic columns extended through the body of the temple to the entrance. The dimensions of the building are ŕ
length 102 ft.; breadth 57; depth of apse (included in length) 22 ft.; height of columns 21 ft.; diameter 3 ft. Ibid.,
435: A fountain at Rukhleh gives fertility and verdure to this wild recess. / The temple is on the eastern quarter.
It was larger, more massive, and yet simpler, than any I had yet seen, indicating perhaps a higher antiquity. Its
massive walls and noble columns have been wholly overthrown; and the huge blocks of stone lie scattered
around in utter confusion. The front was westwards, towards the snows of Hermon. Here was a middle portal,
with smaller side doors. At the eastern end was a semi-circular projection, like that in Greek churches. From
this, on the inside, a double row of columns with Ionic capitals extended through the body of the temple to the
entrance. The stones were large, and well wrought; and everything, though simple, had the appearance of careful
finish. The two stones spoken of by Burckhardt, lying near the gate, and having upon them the figure of a bird
with expanded wings, we did not notice.
220
Beaufort_1874_274 Rukhleh, near Hermon, with several ruined temples: we reached Rukhleh [between
Katana and Rashaiya, Mount Hermon], a Druze village, where our tents were pitched, but we rode on half an
hour further, or more, to examine some other Temples of which the villagers told us; we found the remains of
three Temples, which seemed all of them to have been turned facing Hermon, but they were now only such
heaps of jumbled stones that one could make out little or nothing of them.
221
Robinson_1856_426: The proper Arabic name of the village is Thelthatha; and so it is given in our former
lists. [ŖA small village lying on the east side of the range separating the Hasbany from the Litany Ŗ] The name
Neby Sufa is understood to come from a Wely. The main object of attention and attraction at this place, is
another ancient temple in ruins. It stood here facing the east, directly over against Hermon in his most imposing
aspect. The temple was larger than that at Hibbariyeh; the stones not bevelled and not as large, though three feet
thick; the entablature less heavy; the pediment more elegant; and the general character of the architecture lighter
and more graceful. It is however in a very dilapidated state; only a part of the northern wall is standing. The
northeast corner, with its pilasters and entablature and a fragment of the pediment, remains yet erect, and towers
above all the rest. Standing thus alone, it forms a very stricking and picturesque feature. The altar at the western
end has under it a vault, with steps leading down to it. In the eastern front were columns, probably of a portico
now broken down. The wall exhibits thirteen courses of stones, each three feet thick; the entablature being four
and a half feet.
222
Robinson_1856_438: I have said above, that "the whole of Hermon was girded with temples." We had now
visited the Panium at Banias; the rude fragments at Kul'at Bustra; the stately remains at Hibbariyeh, Neby Sufa,
'Aiha, Rukhleh, and Deir el-'Ashayir; and there have likewise been mentioned the ruins at Bekka and Burkush.
Mr Thomson had heard of like remains at 'Ain 'Ata, Ain Hershy, and several other places. These all lie directly
upon and around Hermon. The Buka'a and its borders are full of like edifices; to say nothing of the crowning
glory of the temples at Ba'albek. Who were the founders of all these costly and magnificent structures?
223
PEFQS_1891_163, near Hermon: The site of Rukhleh is fine, and the view from the temple on the hill is
very imposing. Yet one wonders at the erection of such costly buildings in so lonely a spot. Such, however, is
very commonly the case in the East, where men seemed to seek for retired sites for their shrines, far from the
centres of population and worldly business. / There are several ruined temples at Rukhleh, but the best preserved
are two, one at the top of the village at the west, built into the hill-side, and facing Mount Hermon … The other
temple is situated on lower ground a little to the north-east of the village and faces westward, an unusual
circumstance for temples on this side of Hermon. Fragments of Ionic columns are here found and at the southeast corner there is a lauge medallion face sculptured upon the corner stone of the temple, about 5 feet in
diameter.
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PEFQS_1873_53, SE of Rukhleh/Rakleh: The ruins at Burkush are the finest which we examined, but they
have been very fully described by Captain Warren. I, however, took the plan as carefully as time allowed. / On
approaching the spot, one sees a strong, well-built platform wall, from which a row of cantilevers for supporting
arches project. On the platform are foundations of a large Byzantine building, and small hovels of the modern
Druse village are built against the eastern wall. At a distance north of this of 175 feet are the remains of another
building, with a tumbled mass of masonry belonging to the upper courses.
225
Baedeker_1876_456 Burkush: Adjacent are several chambers, one of which seems to have been used as a
bath. A large Byzantine basilica seems once to have stood on the platform, perhaps on the site of an earlier
edifice. Many capitals of different forms lie scattered around. ŕ About 58 yds. to the N. of this building are the
ruins of another, evidently once adapted for use as a Christian church, but the original purpose of which is
unknown.
226
Henniker_1823_304 Balbec: It is not so remarkable for size as for elegance; but is such as any lover of the
picturesque, who might wish to build ruins, should be glad to imitate.
227
Bourassé_1867_497: Quand on a traversé la grande plaine que les Arabes appellent El-Buckaah, on découvre
la campagne et les ruines de Balbeck. A droite et à gauche, le long du chemin, gisent des débris considérables
d'édifices isolés, de villages et même de villes: décombres maintenant sans nom. De Zachlé à Balbeck il y a
environ vingt-huit kilomètres.
228
Robinson_1856_529B Nahleh, Bekřa Valley not far from Balbec: The stones are large; many of them being
ten or twelve feet long. Some seem to have a rude bevel, which perhaps is accidental. Of the body of the temple
only a few courses remain; and within these and on the platform, the inhabitants have built up their hovels. In
the courts of other dwellings, and outside of the village, are seen many large hewn stones.
229
Porter_1855-II_319-320, Nahleh, near Balbec: This village is situated on the summit of a cliff on the
southern bank of the glen. It contains the foundations and portions of the walls of a massive temple, simple and
chaste in its style like that on the hill at Mejdel 'Anjar. Immediately below the cliff is a fine fountain.
230
Robinson_1856_529: Nahleh, Bekřa Valley not far from Balbec: Here too are the remains of an ancient
temple in the middle of the village. It stood upon an elevated platform of masonry, like that at Deir el-'Ashuyir.
Two courses of large stones are visible below, which form the foundation. Then there is a course with a large
moulding, like a cornice inverted. Above this are two courses, the upper one with a cornice or ledge, and
forming the floor of the platform, now about twelve feet above the ground. The platform projects thirteen and a
half feet beyond the body of the temple on each side and at the west end. The eastern end of both temple and
platform is broken away and destroyed. The remaining portion of the temple itself measures seventy-eight feet
in length by forty-two feet in width.
231
Perthuis_1896_32-33, Assalamiyeh, on the very edge of the desert: A deux kilomètres dans le sud de
Salamiéh [six hours from Homs and ten hours from Hama], j'ai découvert, sur le sommet d'un petit monticule,
un amas de fûts de colonnes monolithes, des chapiteaux sans sculptures, des fragments de portiques et beaucoup
de débris enfouis dans le sol, restes d'un ancien temple romain. A l'intérieur, sur la place publique, se trouve un
grand château carré, de construction très ancienne, en pierres de bel appareil, avec des dépendances en médiocre
état d'entretien. Au-dessus du portique de l'édifice principal, on voit une inscription en langue persane et
caractères arabes, bien conservée. Tout autour, sur la place, gisent à terre des débris de fûts de colonnes et des
fragments de chapiteaux sculptés, appartenant à l'époque grecque de la décadence. J'ai visité plus loin, au milieu
des maisons, une mosquée, très délabrée, évidemment construite avec les matériaux d'une ancienne église
chrétienne, dont il subsiste encore un arceau, avec sa clef de voûte en saillie ornée d'une croix (forme de celle de
Malte) sculptée en bas-relief, qui n'a pas été mutilée.
232
Porter_I_1855_376: three noble Ionic columns which stand in the centre of the village. There is now no
building connected with them, nor are the traces of any visible. They stand upon pedestals six feet high, and the
total height to the top of the capital is about forty feet; the shafts measure eleven feet six inches in
circumference. The stone is a black basalt, very hard but porous. In the streets and lanes of the village I observed
large numbers of broken shafts and hewn stones, showing that some important structures once stood in this
place.
233
Thomson_1886_415-417: The villanous-looking Arabs and Bedawin in and around the village caused our
guides great uneasiness, and they requested us not to remain there any longer than was necessary. We therefore
proceeded at once to examine the three tall columns in the centre of the village, from which it derives the
specific name of Harran el 'Awamid, Harran of the Columns. They are detached from any other ancient remains,
and are in some respects quite unique, and excite the surprise of the visitor. The material of the columns is black
basalt, somewhat porous, but very hard. They are nearly twelve feet in circumference, and, including base and
capital, are about forty feet high. The shafts, composed of six or seven pieces ŕ the number differing in each ŕ
are much worn and cracked, large fragments having split off and fallen away. Two of the columns have Ionic
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capitals, but that of the third, which stands at an angle to the others, has fallen from its high position; and as the
edifice to which they belonged no longer exists, one is at a loss to understand the object for which they were
erected. They are probably the remains of an ancient temple, the ruins of which, consisting of hewn stones and
broken columns, are scattered about the village.
234
Renan_1864_337 Fakra: Le temple est naturellement de tous ces édifices celui auquel on s'intéresse le plus;
il est évident, en effet, que ce temple constitua la partie principale de cette localité antique, et que tout le reste
n'est qu'accessoire.
235
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_622, Fakra: Le travail des pierres consiste en un refend extrêmement fin, ou,
pour mieux dire, en une ciselure qui encadre le bloc. Les matériaux du temple sont de moyenne dimension; la
frise, les marches de l'entrée, les fûts de colonnes seuls sont de dimension très-considérable. Ce temple est
naturellement, de tous les édifices de Fakra, celui auquel on s'intéresse le plus; il est évident, en effet, qu'il
constitua la partie principale de cette localité antique, et que tout le reste n'est qu'accessoire.
236
Warburton_1848_241 Fakra: There are some curious ruins of a Greek temple between Baalbec and Zahle:
and the ruins of a Roman city are to be found near Fakra, on the western declivity of Djebel Sunnin. Neither of
these have ever been explored, that I am aware of, by any person able to form an opinion as to their merits.
237
Brocchi_1842_88, in Syria 1823-24: rovine di un amico Castello chiamato Fakra. Esso era attorniato da
solidissime muraglie composte di grandi massi squadrati, e dalla parte di occidente era munito di un muro
naturale formato da dirupi calcarei che scendono verticalmente, e che hanno un singolare aspetto di scaglioni
acuti e frastagliati che sorgono dalla superficie del suolo. Tutto è un cumulo di rovine. Veggonsi nellřinterno
rottami di colonne della calcaria deřmonti del diametro di piedi tre e mezzo. In alcune di esse che rimangono fra
le rovine prossime all'ingresso ai riconosce distintamente il capitello dorico. Verso il fondo dell'area di questo
ricinto, dalla parte di settentrione, rimangono in un sito più elevato del rimanente cinque grandi piedestalli della
stessa pietra scolpiti insieme con la base di un solo pezzo, ma cosi rozzamente che si direbbero sbozzati. La base
è dorica e doveva sostener re le colonne di cui all'intorno veggonsi i rottami. Al N.E. di questo Castello, ed alla
distanza di mezzo miglio, è un edificio somigliante ad una torre quadrata, sulla cui sommità rovinata si ascende
per una scala interna a tre rampe corrispondenti a tre muraglie dellředifìzio stesso. Nellřangolo esterno che mira
il N.E. leggesi la seguente iscrizione Greca mutilata scolpita a grandi e mal formati caratteri [and noted by
Niebuhr].
238
Porter_1855_II_291 Fakra: In twenty minutes we reached the summit beside the ruins called Kulaat Fakra.
This is a simple square tower of Roman origin, with massive walls, and a few confined apartments. Over the
doorway is an inscription, but so much broken and defaced that I was not able to copy it. On the same side of the
building, near the angle, is another inscription ... This shows that the building was founded in the year 355, A.D.
43, which was the third year of the reign of the Emperor Claudius. It appears that Richter made out so much of
the inscription above the door as to ascertain the name of this emperor. / Five minutes south of this building,
down the rocky slope, is another and much more extensive ruin. Here are the traces of a temple with a portico of
massive columns, and a large enclosed area in front. The walls are of great thickness, and constructed of large
squared blocks, and the columns are four feet in diameter. Near this are the ruins of a bath, fragments of the
marble pavement of which, I was informed, still exist beneath the rubbish. In the rocks around are some
excavated tombs, and there are likewise the foundations of several other buildings.
239
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_109, north of Damascus, in the northern Lebanon: After a ride of two
hours we ascended the Valley Ayn el Jauzah, and came upon the well of the same name. The water flows
through a conduit of masonry, and is said to pass into a large underground cistern below; around the ample stone
troughs are scattered fragments of columns. The Temple is known as Kasr Namrúd (Nimrod's Palace), and the
traveller in Syria and Palestine will soon find that Namrud and 'Antar represent the Devil and Julius Caesar of
Western Europe.
240
Robinson_1856_417 Hibbariyeh: The only point of interest in the village, apart from its remarkable position,
is the beautiful ruin of an ancient temple, now standing in a ploughed field. It fronts directly upon the great
chasm, looking up the mighty gorge, as if to catch the first beams of the morning sun rising over Hermon. The
walls are standing, except on the north side. The whole length of the edifice is fifty-eight feet from east to west;
and its breadth, thirty-one feet. At the corners are square pilasters, with Ionic capitals. Between these, in the
eastern front, were two round columns, forming the portico. The walls are six feet thick. The stones are many of
them large; one measured fifteen feet long by about two feet nine inches square. Some of them are partially
bevelled; though not in so finished a manner as at Jerusalem or in the castle of Banias. Along the wall, near the
foundation, is an ornamented ledge; and above, at the eaves, a double cornice, with a line of rounded stones
between. At each end is a noble pediment. Inside of the portico are ornamental niches … This is one of the best
preserved and most beautiful specimens of the many ancient temples, with which Lebanon, Anti-Lebanon, and
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the valleys between, are thronged. Their number is not yet known; but I visited no less than thirteen during my
present journey; and that without varying my intended course except slightly in one or two instances.
241
Warren_&_Conder_1884_519: ŕLeft on foot for Hibbariyeh. Arrived at 10.5, and left again 1.30 p.m.
Temple is planned. We here got into the midst of a Moslem funeral, and after it was finished we were troubled
in our measurements by being surrounded by the rabble of the village. Our guide took us now over the hills to
north to some wonderful sounding stone, where we arrived at 3.8. It proved to be only a loose piece of stone,
which emitted a bell-like note when struck. At 3.45 we came to a stone which formed part of a rocky knoll, and
which had partially been sawn away, apparently for an olive mill. After this we went up to the tombs of the
Franks, which consist of a double sarcophagus cut out of the top of a flat piece of rock.
242
Layard_I_1903_225 1839, visit to Barker, retired Consul at Aleppo: We visited with him two of his gardens
and summer residences high up on the mountain sides. Their sites were chosen with admirable taste. Each
commanded the loveliest of prospects over land and sea. One was built near a small Armenian village called
Huder (? Hyder) Beg, with a copious spring of the finest water gushing out of a rock, and celebrated throughout
the district. The other was at a considerable elevation upon the range of Mount Rhossus. It took us about two
hours and a half on horseback to reach it. His cottage was near the little hamlet of Bitias. It would be difficult to
describe the beauty of the spot, and of the varied views which it commanded. A bright mountain stream had
been led through the grounds, falling in cascades, and feeding graceful fountains. Near the house were the ruins
of a Greek temple, which at one time had been converted into a Christian church. The ruins of other edifices
were strewed around, and where the rain had washed away the soil were the remains of Roman mosaics. Above
the spring, which, issuing from the rock, formed the stream that watered the gardens, was an arch of Greek
masonry. The ancients had not overlooked the surpassing loveliness of the place.
243
Le_Strange_1890_413: "Bait Lahiyyah, or Lihya," Ibn Jubair writes in his Diary, Ŗlies east of Damascus, on
the right of the road to Maulid Ibrahim (the Birth-place of Abraham). It is more properly Bait al Alihah, the
House of Idols.ŗ In ancient times there was a church here, which is now a mosque. It was of old the temple
where the father of Abraham made his idols and kept them. But Abraham came and broke them to pieces. The
temple is now the mosque of the inhabitants, and its roof [ceiling] is beautifully ornamented with mosaic of
coloured marbles." (I. J., 279.)
244
Buckingham_1825_227 Gheryeh to Damascus: in half an hour after setting out we passed the large ruined
town of Hebran, which was seated on a hill about two miles to the eastward of our path. Here we crossed the
stream of the Zeidy, already mentioned more than once, and observed at this place two or three smaller rivulets
augmenting this brook by their waters. Half an hour further on from this we passed the ruined town of Ghussun,
seated on a hill about a mile to the westward of our path, and like the town of Hebran, to the east, deserted and
in ruins.
245
Porter_1882_87-88, writing in 1865, Hebran: In the town of Hebran are many objects of interest. The ruins
of a beautiful temple, built in A.D. 155, and of several other public edifices, are strewn over the summit and
rugged sides of the hill. But the simple, massive, primeval houses were to us objects of greater attraction. Many
of them are perfect, and in them the modern inhabitants find ample and comfortable accommodation. The stone
doors appeared even more massive than those of Kerioth, and we found the walls of the houses in some
instances more than seven feet thick. Hebran must have been one of the most ancient cities of Bashan. The view
from it is magnificent. The whole country, from Kerioth to Bozrah, and from Bozrah to Salcah, was spread out
before me like an embossed map; while away beyond, east, south, and west, the panorama stretched to the
horizon. Two miles below me, on a projecting ridge, lay the deserted town of Afineh, thought by some to be the
ancient Ashteroth-Karnaim; about three miles eastward the grey towers of Sehweh, a large town and castle, rose
up from the midst of a dense oak forest. About the same distance northward is Kufr, another town whose walls
still stand, and its stone gates; about ten feet high, remain in their places. Yet the town is deserted. Truly one
might repeat, in every part of Bashan, the remarkable words of Isaiah: "In the city is left desolation; and the gate
is smitten with destruction" (Isa. xxiv. 1 2).
246
Porter_1855_II_201 Hebran: The town of Hebran occupies the summit and sides of the extremity of the lofty
ridge. The ruins of a few public buildings can still be traced, and many of the private houses are perfect and
habitable, a few of them are now inhabited. On a projecting cliff, a little south of the town, stand the ruins of a
once fine temple, which appears at a later age to have been converted into a church. A low stone door, evidently
transported from some other building, gives admission to the interior. On the east was a portico, but it is now
completely prostrate.
247
Baedeker_1876_413: we reach Hebran, a Druse village situated on the summit and sides of a hill. A few of
the houses only are inhabited. The hill commands a fine view, which however is obstructed by the Kleb rising
near us to the N., and by ranges of hills to the S.E. The level top of the hill is covered with fruit and other trees.
On a small hill to the S. of the village are the ruins of a castle, adjoined by those of a church which must once
have been a very imposing edifice. The situation is very picturesque. The gate of the church is low. A colonnade
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which once stood here is now in ruins. A stone above bears a fine Greek inscription (of which three words are
wanting), recording that the building was erected in 155 by Antoninus Pius, so that it was originally a heathen
structure. In the middle of the village are the remains of another small church.
248
Wright_1895_330: We visited Hebran to the right on the hill, and had a magnificent view of the landscape.
We explored the churches, which were once idol temples, and read the Greek inscriptions which, even on this
wild summit, ŖSmithŗ has left behind him. A cuckoo, a rare bird in the land, flew out of the ruined church as we
entered it. The church had no other tenant except the lizards on the walls.
249
Robinson_1838_208, at Suweida: Près de la maison du sheikh, sur le sommet de la montagne, est un vaste
temple dont il reste huit belles colonnes corinthiennes, ainsi que l'entablement et le cella qui sont entiers. En
mesurant ce dernier avec un cordeau, nous trouvâmes qu'il était irrégulier, sans aucun accident dans le terrain
sur lequel il est bâti qui justifiât ce manque de précision. Quand on se dirige du commencement de la rue, vers le
sud, on trouve un vaste bâtiment en ruine appelé, par les habitans, El-Kenisset (l'église). Il touche à un autre
édifice qui paraît avoir été un couvent. L'église a cent trente pieds de long sur quatre-vingt-neuf de large.
250
Febvre_1682_106-107: Desordre dans le peu de soin qu'ils ont de maintenir en estat de deffence leurs
Forteresses, de leurs petit nombre, & de la lascheté des Garnisons quřils y mettent. [section title] Les Turcs
disent en commun proverbe, qu'ils ne sont venus que pour ruiner, & non pour édifier, ce qui n'est que trop
véritable, & manifeste à tous ceux qui ont voyagé dans leur pays. Il n'y a qu'à le voir pour en estre convaincu,
dautant qu'on n'y apperçoit par tout que des ruines de quelque costé que l'on se tourne, de vieilles mazures, de
tristes débris, d'Eglises, de Villes, de Chasteaux & de Bourgades, dont ils ne sçavent pas mesme les noms. Et qui
pis est, c'est qu'ils ne rétablissent jamais rien, au contraire ils laissent ruiner encore tous les jours de plus en plus
ce qui reste des anciennes fabriques. / Ils ne daignent pas mesme se servir des pierres qui tombent des
bastimens, ny les remettre dans le lieu d'où elles se sont détachées par l'injure des temps. Vous verriez dans la
pluspart de leurs Villes de grands pans de murailles tombez par terre, sens que personne se mette en peine de les
faire relever. Il me sembloit en considérant ces ruines que le Ciel nous ouvroit des portes pour nous inviter à la
conqueste de leur pays, & nous en faciliter l'entrée; & que Dieu les aveugloit en mesme temps, en ce qu'ils n'y
font aucune reflexion. / Vous seriez estonné de voir en quel estat sont à présent la pluspart de leurs Places, qui
estoient autrefois les plus fortes de l'Univers.
251
Febvre_1682_335 Constantinople: Bien loin d'édifier aucune chose pour embellir de plus en plus leur
Capitale, ils laissent tomber en ruine toutes les antiquitez, comme la colomne Historiale, qui estoit aussi belle
que les Obélisques de Rome; le Palais de Constantin dont il ne reste plus qu'une mazure; l'Arsenal où ils mettent
leurs galères, qui est a moitié découvert; la tour de Galata, dont la couverture tomba il n'y a que trois ans: les
Aqueducs de la Ville & les Chasteaux de la mer noire qu'ils découvrent pour en avoir le plomb.
252
Febvre_1682_521: Lřon dit en commun proverbe qu'il ne croist plus d'herbe au pré où le cheval des Turcs
met le pied, pour donner à entendre qu'ils ruinent & désolent tous les païs par où ils passent, semblables à un
torrent impétueux qui entraîne tout, & qui ne laissé rien apres soy. Pour estre convaincu de cette vérité, il ne faut
que voyager en Turquie, & voir le pitoyable estat où elle est réduite, à lřégard de ce qu'elle estoit autresfois. On
n'y apperçoit par tout que des ruines de Villes & de Bourgs, des mazures d'Eglises & de Convents que ces
Infidelles ont démolis, & dont ils ne sçavent pas eux mesmes les noms qu'ils avoient du temps des Chrestiens,
leur en ayant imposé de nouveaux selon leur coustume.
253
Mariti_1791_II_88-89, Acre, Palace of the Grand Master: Le gouverneur a formé dans l'une de ces tours une
salle immense, au milieu de laquelle est une grande fontaine ornée de marbres de toutes espèces. / Lorsque je
passai à Acre pour la première fois [1760], j'y vis encore une moitié de salon antique qui nřexiste plus depuis
mon départ [1767], des colonnes de granit rouge, de douze coudées de hauteur, en soutenoient la voûte, qui me
parut admirable: lřon me dit qu'il y en avoit de pareilles sous terre dans les environs.
254
Parsons_1808_29 Seleucia / Kepse on Pocockřs plan, visiting the site in 1739: things must have altered
greatly in thirty-three years, since I cannot discover a fourth part of what he mentions to have seen then, and I
very narrowly examined every thing worth notice.
255
Ali_Bey_1814_III_255: Une aussi belle institution dans lřempire turc est un effet du principe de la morale
religieuse, qui établit, comme lřune des obligations indispensables de tout musulman, lřhospitalité envers le
passager, quels que soient sa nation et son culte. En conséquence de ce principe, il y a des khans dans tous les
endroits peuplés ou déserts où les voyageurs doivent faire halte. Ceux que j'ai visités sont bien construits en
pierre, quelques uns même avec le luxe de l'architecture; mais, comme ils sont déjà fort anciens, plusieurs
tombent en ruines, et je pense qu'on ne les rétablira pas; ce qui fortifie mon sentiment, c'est que l'époque de la
gloire musulmane est entièrement passée.
256
Le_Strange_1890_345: Tyre was visited by Ibn Battutah in 1355, who found it a mass of ruins. He writes: "It
was formerly proverbial for its strength, being washed on three sides by the sea. Of the ancient walls and port
traces remain, and of old there was a chain across the mouth of the port.ŗ (I. B., i. 130.)
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Robinson_1856_95 Acre: Other travellers of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, appear not to
have visited 'Akka; and those who mention it, speak of it only from hearsay, or as seen from the vessel as they
sailed by.
258
Robinson_1856_95-96 Acre: Sandys, in 1611, was four days at 'Akka; and speaks of the remains as still
exhibiting the utmost massiveness and strength. Only two or three hundred inhabitants dwelt among the ruins.
There were also Frank merchants, dwelling in a strong square cave, and freighting their ships with cotton, which
grew abundantly in the country adjoining. [Père] Eugene Roger in 1645, Doubdan in 1652, and D'Arvieux in
1658, describe in like manner the desolation of 'Akka; and enter into more specifications. The latter speaks of
the place as a vast heap of magnificent ruins, partly covered by the sand driven up by the winds.
259
Poujoulat_II_1841_131: Les canons égyptiens ont renversé en 1831 la belle mosquée bâtie par Djézar-Pacha.
260
Pardieu_1851_315 Acre: Saint-Jean-d'Acre ne présente du reste qu'un monceau de ruines; des amas de
décombres, des chapiteaux, des colonnes encombrent ses places et ses rues. Cette ville, dans l'espace d'un siècle,
a subi trois sièges meurtriers. Elle a surtout souffert dans le dernier, où les Anglais lřont bombardée. Alors une
grande partie des maisons a été renversée, ainsi que les minarets de plusieurs mosquées. On trouve encore dans
la ville et aux environs des boulets et des éclats de bombes.
261
AMS_I_1851_202 Acre: J'ai vu employer, pour réparer le mur d'enceinte de cette ville, du côté de la mer, de
belles pierres provenant d'Atlit [built by the Templars after the Third Crusade], bourgade située à deux heures de
marche de Caifa. Ces pierres ont été enlevées à une grande et curieuse église, édifiée par les Croisés à la fin du
xiie siècle. Celles que j'ai vu mettre en oeuvre étaient décorées de figures de monstres et d'animaux, et avaient
évidemment servi à former le couronnement extérieur des murs de la nef.
262
Laorty-Hadji_1854_15, Acre: Aujourd'hui les ruines anciennes, et même celles du temps des croisades, ont
presque complètement disparu.
263
Laorty-Hadji_1854_164B, Balbec: A ces ébranlements naturels [earthquakes] qui précipitaient la ruine de ces
monuments, il faut joindre les efforts des Turks, qui cherchaient à s'emparer des axes de fer servant de tenons
aux deux ou trois pièces dont chaque fût est composé.
264
Ellis_1881_II_107-108 Balbec, Temple of Jupiter: The roof between the peristyle and cellum is slightly
vaulted and covered with the richest carvings; bas-reliefs of heads and busts (probably portraits) are of frequent
occurrence, but the faces have in all cases been utterly destroyed. As those remaining in position are 65 feet
from the ground, and thus not to be reached by ordinary means, they must have been destroyed by the bullets of
those true believers who were stationed there when the temple was a fort. They even still form tempting marks
for a revolver, and it would be a good thing if the tourists confined their attention only to these, but the delicate
volutes and acanthus leaves are frequently Ŗbrought down" by the same ruthless destroyers.
265
Huart 1879_23 local legends about Balbec: Le fameux temple du Soleil est désigné, par les habitants de
Baalbek, sous le nom dřEl-Qalřa, la Forteresse; et en effet c'en fut une des plus importantes de la Syrie centrale,
pendant toute la durée du moyen âge. Mais jamais il ne viendra à lřesprit d'un indigène qu'il y eut là autrefois un
temple païen; depuis que la tradition existe, ces ruines sont celles d'une citadelle, et lřimagination du peuple
supprimant le temps et lřhistoire, il s'ensuit que cette citadelle a toujours existé sous cette forme.
266
La_Salle_1840_I_142B Balbec, columns of the great temple: Wood drew nine, he counted six.
267
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_36: Before leaving Damascus, Captain Burton applied to the Governorgeneral of Syria for official permission to clear away the hideous Saracenic wall which, pierced for a wicket,
masks the smaller temple of Ba'albak, called of Jupiter or of the Sun. This was a step preparatory to levelling the
interior, and to under-pinning the falling keystone of the noble portal. I have before related how our good
intentions were foiled, and there is no objection to the story being repeated here.
268
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_97 Balbec, the small temple, a note in The Builder: To clear away the
obstructive Arab wall, now built in between the antae, as well as the accumulated rubbish, which work seems to
have been commenced by Captain Burton, is an admirable step. Except here, however, I should discountenance
demolition; especially demolition paid for with the materials removed. This is a most dangerous course in such a
case; and, with such people as the Arab population of the neighbourhood, not to be thought of; not a stone in the
place would be safe.
269
Ellis_1881_II_108 Balbec, Temple of Jupiter: Any ruin on a smaller scale would have long since
disappeared, as it has formed the quarry from which stones have been taken to build the town (of 6,000
inhabitants) of the same name, situated on the eastern side. Almost any day some native may be seen with
donkeys or mules carting off the stone. Luckily the blocks in the finest parts are far too huge for Ŗdraughting,ŗ
and it is too much trouble and expense to blast them.
270
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_43-44, Balbec, letter by Tyrwhitt-Drake to the Times, November 1871:
After an interval of fourteen months I have revisited them, and was astonished to see how much damage had
been done in that time, chiefly by frost and rain, especially to the seven columns of the great temple. / The third
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pillar from the east is in a very bad state; its base is undermined northwards to a depth of three feet: some five or
six feet of the lower stone have flaked away in large pieces, and the stones are generally scaling. / The cornice
above No. 3 and No. 4 is cracked midway between the columns, and as the stone is crumbling, it seems in great
danger of falling. / A large mass at the north-west corner of the square base supporting the western column has
been broken by frost, and the column now overhangs thirteen inches. / All the columns have been more or less
undermined by the natives, who thus endanger them for the sake of the metal clamps worth a few piastres; and
unless something is done, these fine columns will soon have fallen. / A few iron bands round the columns
connected by bars, and a little careful under-pinning, would doubtless preserve them for many years, and I have
no doubt that permission to do this would readily be obtained from the new Wali of Syria, whom all speak of as
an honourable and intelligent man. / Could not a subscription be made in England ŕ I believe 40. or 50. pounds
would suffice ŕ and would not some architect or civil engineer, intending to visit Palestine during the ensuing
tourist season, volunteer to stay a few days and see the thing done? I fear that if it be not set about within a year,
it will be too late.
271
Lamartine_1848_I_234 Castel Pellegrino, travelling 1832: The less man has labored to create for himself an
asylum amidst the chaos of this dilapidated city, and the more these habitations present the impromptu result of
eccentric chance in the fall of former edifices, the more strikingly impressive is the poetry of the scene. Women
milk their cows on the steps of an amphitheatre; flocks of sheep jump one after another through the
architecturally ornamented window of the palace of an emir, or of a Gothic church of the epoch of the Crusades;
cross-legged Scheiks smoke their pipes under the sculptured arch of a Roman arcade, camels are strapped to the
Moorish pilasters of the portico of a harem.
272
Al-Muqaddasi_1897_271-272 [b.946] Ramleh: The mosque was built by Hishâm ibu 'Abdi-l-Malik [724743]. I have heard my uncle relate that when the Caliph was about to build the mosque it was reported to him
that the Christians possessed columns of marble, which they had prepared for the Church of Bali'ah, lying
buried beneath the sand; thereupon Hishâm informed the Christians that they must either show him where the
columns lay, or that he would demolish their church at Lydda, in order to employ its columns for the building of
his mosque. The Christians accordingly unearthed their columns, which were very thick and tall and beautiful.
The floor of the covered portion of the mosque is paved with marble, and the court with cut stone.
273
Dimashki_1874_272 (born 1256): La célébrité de la ville de Jérusalem rend toute description superflue.
Parmi les villes de la Terre-Sainte, est Ramlah, bâtie par Soliman b. ŘAbd-el-Mélik b. Merwân, qui l'érigea en
capitale, puis, elle fut dévastée par des tremblements de terre, et les habitants se réfugièrent à Jérusalem, après
quoi la ville de Lydda s'éleva sur d'anciens monuments.
274
PEFQS_1871_138B the Moabite Stone, the oldest known Semtic inscription: Very shortly after, news
arrived that the Pasha had actually requested the Beni Hamedi to deliver up the monument, but that, from their
hatred to the Turkish Governor, the Bedouins had broken it up, merely to prevent its getting into his possession.
The truth of this rumour, which we first heard from Saba Cawar, was soon corroborated. The Bedouins on the
other side of the Jordan, who in the previous summer had been in conflict with the Wali, and had been beaten by
him, could not repress their hatred, and had taken these means of evincing it.
275
Hamilton_1875_84-85: I had hoped to find some remnants of the Moabite Stone, but it was like looking for a
needle in a bottle of hay. It was smashed to pieces, and mutilated beyond recognition, in consequence of the
fussiness of a missionary now resident near Jerusalem, who made such a hubbub with the German Consul that
the Bedouins, terrified into believing that the Stone was the record of some treaty or law by which the Turks
would seek to claim special jurisdiction over them, quietly broke it up. For this irreparable loss to Biblical
History we have to thank a bustling missionary and a too inflammable Consul. At Jerusalem I know that many
plausible excuses are given for it; but these are the facts of the case; and no contradiction of so notorious a
matter will ever avail to deceive intelligent people.
276
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_341 writing of research at Jerusalem: All local authorities agree in
describing the Benú Humaydah as almost pure Bedawin, whose Ŗgranariesŗ are mud-coated baskets, whilst their
villages number more tents than huts. At once, however, they destroyed or buried every other fragment of
antiquity in their neighbourhood. The later travellers report that the surrounding tribesmen whom Semitic
cupidity has driven mad about Ŗwritten stonesŗ ŕ have led them long walks and rides out of the path,
occasionally entailing a night in the open, without other rations but a dry crust and the tainted contents of a
water-skin, in order to see a bit of frieze, a scrap of key pattern, a broken Ionic capital, or, at best, a fragment of
Nabathean inscription.
277
Saulcy_1853_II_620 Balbec: M. Montefiore ayant resolu de faire extraire ce sarcophage pour 1'amener en
Angleterre, les aimables habitants de Baalbek se sont empressés d'accourir en foule dans le caveau, pendant la
nuit qui suivit la trouvaille, et ils ont brisé le sarcophage qui n'en pouvait mais. Les fragments sont restés dans la
cave, et c'est là que je les ai dessinés.
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Kelly_1844_152 citing Lord Lindsay, his work published 1839: The truth is, you meet with traces of the
Franks, reminiscences of the crusaders, everywhere in Syria; but, while the Bekaris, or descendants of Abubekr,
are still flourishing in Damascus, as well as the houses of many of the companions of Mohammed, the
descendants of the great Syria-Norman families have sunk generally into mere fellahs, or cultivating Arabs.
Some few exceptions there may be. A Frank traveller some years ago discovered, on examining a bundle of old
parchments in the possession of a village sheikh, that the owner was the descendant of one of the oldest
crusading families in France. Ignorance would have been bliss in his case, poor old man! He started forth on a
pilgrimage to Paris, and got as for as Alexandria; but falling ill there, and other obstructions being cast in his
way by a kind Providence, he returned to his village, Gausta, and was living there in extreme old age in the year
1835.
279
Le_Strange_1890_260-261 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque, Yakût (c.1225): "Ghaith ibn 'Ali al Atmanâzi
relates that Al Walid [in 706] ordered them to search down in the fosse for the ancient foundation of the walls of
the original building. And while they were digging they discovered a wall of masonry running in the direction of
the fosse and along it. They reported to Al Walid of this, and informed him of the solidity of the masonry of this
wall, asking for permission to build (the Mosque wall) upon it. But the Khalif answered: ŖI should agree thereto
were I indeed assured in the matter of the solidity thereof and of the firmness of its foundations; only I cannot be
convinced of the solidity of this wall until ye have dug down along its face till ye reach moisture. If then it be
found still firmly based, I am content that ye build on it, otherwise leave it side.ŗ So they dug on down along the
face of the wall, and found a gate, over which was a slab of granite, on which was cut an inscription. Every
endeavour was made to get this read, till one was found who told them that the writing was in the Greek tongue.
interpretation of this inscription, which was on the face of the (slab) was as follows: / After the world hath
renewed its youths the signs having been manifested of what is to come to pass, it is necessary there be a
renewal thereof; even as have foretold those aged in life and stricken in years. And the worship of the Creator of
created things shall be instituted here, when the lover of horses commands the building of this Temple of his
own monies; and this shall be after the passing of seven thousand and nine hundred years since the days of the
People of the Column, And if the builder live to enter therein, the building will be named as the best of acts.
And so to ye all, Peace / Now the 'People of the Columns' (Ahl al Usttewân) were a sect of the ancient
philosophers who lived of old at Ba'albakk.
280
Dimashki_1874_24 (born 1256): Les Grecs et les Romains occupèrent le milieu de la terre; cřest pourquoi ils
se distinguèrent par excellence dans les sciences, comme Hippocrate et Galien dans la médecine et dans
lřhistoire naturelle, Aristote et Platon dans la philosophie et dans la théologie, Euclide et Pythagore dans les
Mathématiques et les siences exactes, Euclimon et Hylaus dans la physiognomie.
281
Dimashki_1874_279 (born 1256): Balis, ancienne ville sur l'Euphrate; à elle appartiennent les villes de Çiffin
et Roçafat, bâtie par Hishâm b. ŘAbd el-Mélik sur d'anciennes ruines grecques.
282
Le_Strange_1890_461: Jairûn. The Eastern Gate of the Mosque of Damascus is called by this name. Some
say it was originally a palace built by the Satans, or else by Solomon. According to another account, Jairûn is
said to have been a village of the giants in the Land of Kan'ân (Canaan). At Damascus the building of this name
was a colonnade supported on pillars, and round it is now built the city of Damascus. The name of the Satan
who built this colonnade is said to have been Jairûn. Another account relates that the first who built Damascus
was Jairûn ibn Sa'd ibn ŘAd ibn Iram ibn Sâm (Shem) ibn Nûh (Noah). There was, it is said, originally the
fortress called Hisn Jairûn at Damascus, which was built by one of the giants. He built a separate house in the
fortress for each of the planets. (Yak., ii. 175; Mar., i. 278.)
283
Le_Strange_1890_235 Damascus: Concerning Jairûn, after whom the eastern gate of the Mosque is named,
Mas'ûdi supplies the following information: ŖJairûn was the son of Sa'ad, son of 'Ad, and he came to Damascus,
and made it his capital. He transported thither a great number of columns of marble and alabaster, and
constructed thereof a lordly edifice, which he called Iram dhât alřAmûd, or Iram of the Columns. In our own
days, in the year 332 A.H., this same edifice is to be seen in one of the markets at the Gate of the Great Mosque,
called Bib Jairûn. This Palace of Jairûn was a wondrous building. Its gates were of brass. Part of it remains as it
was, and part is incorporated in the Mosque.ŗ (Mas., iii. 271.)
284
PEFQS_1881_75-76, Cyril Graham, on El-Harrah, his travels of 1857: I was possibly on the old highway
which the world pursued between Bosrah and Tadmor in the palmy days of those great cities, and that my
solitary stones were mile-stones." Towards nightfall I reached a ruined town known to the nomads as Khirbetel-Beidaŕ the White Ruin. / The houses were of basalt as in the Hauran, with stone doors and windows, but it
derived its name from a structure of white marble, or quasi marble, the calcareous limestone which is derived
from the hills about Tadmor. It is called es-Serai, the Palace, and like everything else in that part of the world,
its erection is ascribed by folklore to Chosroes [II, 591-628, Anushirvan [Chosroes I, 531-579], or to Timurlenk!
[Tamerlane, r.1370-1405]/ The building was rapidly falling into decay, not from the assaults of man, but from
generations and generations of summers and winters. A fine hunting scene was sculptured on one face of it,
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greyhounds attacking a lion and a panther, which reminded me of an Assyrian tablet; and I found other stone
lions about the place. The legend concerning the Kirbet-el-Beida I think I gave in the number quoted of the
Royal Geographical Society.
285
Khosrau_1881_46 travelling 1035-42: Dans les provinces de la Syrie, la terre est jonchée de plus de cinq cent
mille colonnes, chapiteaux ou fûts: personne ne sait à quoi ils ont servi, ni d'où ils ont été apportés.
286
Walpole_I_1851_220 Aleppo, citadel: Within the castle some antique guns are shown, of bars of iron hnked
together, and hooped with strong iron bands. My servant, Abdallah, hearing the kavais constantly saying, "Here
is an antique:" "This is antique:" he asked, "What is antique?ŗ "From Stamboul," replied the man. It is
wonderful how the Turks venerate this city: speak of beauty, they answer "Stamboul;" show them some of the
wonders modern brains invent, "Ah! from Stamboul."
287
Guys_1850_II_3: Mes questions étaient souvent cause de mes excursions périlleuses et infructueuses; je
demandais: Avez-vous dans votre contrée quelque ruine considérable, de vieux châteaux, des églises païennes,
enfin de grosses pierres? Et lřon me menait voir des blocs de rochers qui, à la vérité, avaient reçu un
commencement de travail, mais dont la vue ne me faisait pas oublier la fatigue qu'ils m'avaient coûtée.
288
Walpole_I_1851_195 Marra: the remains of the Castle, famous in crusading annals, built of huge stones.
Amidst its now crumbling ruins, live eleven families, principally inhabiting its old vaults.
289
Luynes_I_1874_33-34, travelling in 1864: Omm-el-Awamid ne signifie que la mère des colonnes: c'est une
désignation assez familière à l'ignorance des Arabes. La science des Européens est aussi en défaut en présence
de ce temple, dont une colonne est encore debout et dont les décombres confus ne laissent que fort
imparfaitement deviner la disposition générale. On nous montra dans une excavation les restes d'une mosaïque,
dont l'exécution et le style ne semblaient pas d'une époque ancienne; une portion du pavé du temple était encore
visible.
290
Robinson_1837_66: Keniset-El-Awamyd [Ŗthe church of the columnsŗ], temple, near Amyoun and Beshiza:
we may conclude that the whole building had been at some period violently shaken by an earthquake.
291
Robinson_1837_161B Ezra: We were conducted first to a range of buildings, which, to judge from their size
and solidity, seem to have been the dwellings of persons of importance. They are known to the Ezra people by
the appellation of Serai, or Palace. In the midst of the present inhabited part of the town are the remains of
another large quadrangular edifice, the roof of which consisted of thirteen rows of arches, five in each; parallel
to each other, and of which three now remain. The centre has fallen, roof, columns, and all. It was evidently
used as a place for Christian worship.
292
La_Roque_1723_I_89 Balbec, the sheik asked why monuments were no longer built like this? II parut
satisfait de nos réponses, & il s'étentit ensuite sur la fortune des Arts qui ont eu, dit-il, une ancienne origine, &
qui après des progrès, qui les ont porté à leur perfection, qui ont ensuite tombez insensiblement dans la
décadence; mais que comme toutes les choses humaines sont sujettes à de grandes révolutions, les Arts
pourroient aussi se rétablir avec le temps, pourvu que les Maîtres du monde, c'est-à-dire les grands Empereurs,
s'attachent à les protéger.
293
Wilson_II_1881_84 on shore of Sea of Galilee, possible site of Capernaum: a wall was struck, which was
followed some distance, and which at last turned an angle and ran in another direction. This wall was built of
limestone, the blocks finely squared and faced, and the work belongs to the best class of Eastern ruins. The
peasants had dug at other points near by, and had come upon walls, pottery, and remains of various kinds. When
the spades struck the yellow earth full of smoothed stones, almost any person would have declared it to be utter
folly to expect to find debris and ruins below it; but the peasants knew that even underneath this there was
material, marble and limestone, which they could convert into lime. Excavations here might reveal the extent of
this buried town, and possibly its name.
294
Le_Strange_1890_539: Sunnuhâr "A village of the Jabal Sim'ân District, to the west of Halab (Aleppo).
There are here ancient remains, showing its former greatness. But all is now ruin." (Yâk., iii. 164; Mar., ii. 58.)
Written in 1225.
295
Le_Strange_1890_519, quoting Ibn Jubair: Rastan lies half a stage south of Hamah, near a great arched
bridge of stone crossing the 'Asi (Orontes). The city was laid in ruins by the Khalif 'Omar ibn al Khattab
[d.644]. There are immense ruins here, and the Greeks of Constantinople assert that there are great quantities of
treasure concealed in this spot; but Allah alone knows the truth.
296
Le_Strange_1890_520, Arethusa: "Ar Rastan, says Abu-l Fida, was anciently a large town, and was very
populous of old, but now it lies in ruins. Each of the houses here is so large as to be almost like a village, with
ruins everywhere round of buildings and walls. Some of the arches, too, remain, also some of the city gates, and
its walls in part, and its water channels. It lies on the south of the Nahr al 'Asi, crowning a hill almost entirely
composed of rubbish which stretches away towards Hims. Ar Rastan stands between Hims and Hamah. They
say it was ruined in the early days of the Muslim conquest." (A. F. 231.)
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Porter_1882_307: we stand amid the ruins of Arethusa, an ancient episcopal city. Traces of walls, and gates,
and streets, and churches, and fields surrounding them are here, all now ruined and forsaken.
298
PEF_III_1871_9: the ruins are interesting as showing the dispositions of the streets very clearly. Excavations
here would probably be productive.
299
Bell_1908_250 El Bara: I spent two days at El Barah and visited five or six of the villages round about, the
Sheikh of El Barah and his son serving me as guides. The Sheikh was a sprightly old man called Yunis, who had
guided all the distinguished archaeologists of his day, remembered them, and spoke of them by name ŕ or
rather by names of his own, very far removed from the originals. I contrived to make out those of de Vogué and
Waddington, and another that was quite unintelligible was probably intended for Sachau. At Serjilla, a town
with a sober and solid air of respectability that would be hard to match, though it is roofless and quite deserted,
he presented me with a palace and its adjacent tomb that I might live and die in his neighbourhood, and when I
left he rode with me as far as Deir Sanbil to put me on my way.
300
Graham_1858_227: It may seem strange, now so many travellers annually visit Palestine, that some
important advances should not be made every year in our knowledge of the country. But the very system of
travelling, as it is generally pursued in the East, is calculated not only to be of no value scientifically, but even
rather to mislead. Few travellers devote so long as six weeks to the whole of Palestine, including a journey to
Damascus, many only three or four weeks; during that time they are entirely in the hands of a Ŗterjiman,ŗ or
Ŗinterpreter,ŗ who knows enough of their language to understand the commonest remarks made to him, and by
answering with great readiness to queries about things of daily occurrence, and making a point of always
pretending to understand everything, he leads his employers into the belief that he is really well acquainted with
the language he professes; whereas in the majority of instances he has but a very confused idea of the purport of
their questions, but he always has cunning enough to give some apparently satisfactory answer, which the
deluded traveller carefully notes down, and thinks he has obtained some valuable information.
301
Graham_1858_228: I have seen so many mistakes made in this way by travellers, and have read so
frequently in books of ŖEastern Travel,ŗ things which have evidently been palmed off on the writer ŕ and
usually all may be traced to the dragoman ŕ that I feel it is not unnecessary to caution travellers against relying
too implicitly on the information of these people, and above all against the practice of putting Ŗleadingŗ
questions.
302
Rey_1861_112 Hauran, Mejdel: La demeure du cheikh Azimeh … est une maison ancienne fort mutilée;
deux escaliers antiques partaient des extrémités de la maison pour se réunir au centre, en donnant accès à lřétage
du haut; ils ont été brisés et remplacés par de véritables échelles de meuniers.
303
Rey_1861_73 Hauran, el-Hit: quelques débris de sculptures et des inscriptions antiques … La maison du
cheikh est, comme toutes les autres, faite de ruines et ruine elle-même.
304
Wright_1895_307-308 Suleim, near Qanawat: In a little over an hour we reached Suleim, and the Skeikh
Abu Shalnn met us with the ever-ready Druze welcome. The sheikh was very proud of his new house, which he
had built in the flimsy Damascus style. Into the walls he had built stones with inscriptions and bits of Greek
ornaments, as he naively said, to save Englishmen from ranging through the town to look for them. On one
stone there were the figures of two animals like lions, with wings and very long necks. They were much
defaced, but they seemed to have had the countenances of men.
305
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_345 Hama: The traveller will do well to visit the splendid saloons of
Muayyad Bey, son of the Sherif Pasha who fought the French in Egypt. The hideous dome contrasts strangely
with the interior: such a mixture of Persian writing, painting, and gilding, with granite pillars, porphyry, marbles
of all colours, and infinite variety of decoration, all gorgeous in the extreme, but tasteful, from the admirable
proportions in which colours apparently discordant are made to blend, he will not see even at the capital.
306
Bell_1908_222 at Hama: The railway furnished me with a guide and companion in the shape of a Syrian
station-master, a consequential half-baked little man, who had been educated in a missionary school and scorned
to speak Arabic when he could stutter in French. He announced that his name was Monsieur Kbes and his
passion archaeology, and, that he might the better prove himself to be in the van of modern thought, he
attributed every antiquity in Hamah to the Hittites, whether it were Byzantine capital or Arab enlaced
decoration.
307
Febvre_1682_184: Les Turcs ont trop peu de ce que nous avons de trop, dautant qu'ils font gloire de
mépriser ce que nous estimons dans l'exces, & au delà de ce que nous devrions. On verra par exemple des gens
parmy nous si passionnez des choses de l'antiquité qu'ils acheteront des sommes considérables une idole de
marbre trouvée dans quelque vieille masure, ou dans dans les sepulchres des Moumies d'Egypte, une médaille
d'Alexandre, ou des anciens Empereurs, ou bien quelque Hierogliphique gravé sur un cachet avec des lettres ou
caractères inconnus, & autres semblables bagatelles.
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Halifax_1889_300 travelling 1691, at Fay, on the return journey from Palmyra: But before supper ye King
[viz local emir] himself made us a visit in person bidding us Wellcome to Fay, & asking what we had seen in
our travells yt pleased us? how we liked Tadmor? & whether we had found a treasure there? for this notion
stickes in ye heads of all these people, yt the Frankes goe to see old Ruines only because there they meet wth
Inscriptions wch direct them to some hid Treasures, & therefore tis no unusuall thing wth them, when they find
a stone wth an inscription on one side to turn yt down to ye ground, yt it might not be seen or read of any: But
we assured him we went with no such Expectation, but only out of a desire to see ye place; neither had we
brought any thing away wth us but a piece of Porphyry stone wch upon his request we shewed him: we let him
see, too, a rude draught, wch we had taken of ye place wch he seemed to like.
309
Neale_II_1851_15-16 Antioch, arguing in Latin about antiquities: Amongst the Turks, by whom
gesticulation is seldom or ever resorted to, and whose tone of conversation scarcely exceeds a whisper, these
loud disputes of the two Franks frequently created a very lively sensation. A mob of men and boys would collect
outside the door, and inquire of my servants whether we were going to cut each other's throats, or if any
intervention on their part would be requisite to prevent bloodshed. It was a difficult task to make them
understand that the theme of argument was nothing more or less than an old wall or a broken-down tomb, and
when they did believe such to be the case, they gravely stroked their beards and came to the conclusion that
Franks were universally mad, and made more noise about a piece of old stone, than all the inhabitants of Turkey
would be guilty of, if there was a general massacre of their wives and children.
310
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_178, near Tyre: If a guide from Remesh had not pointed them out, it would have
been impossible for us to have discovered the ruins, although we passed close upon them, for the thicket
completely conceals all traces of the spot having been formerly inhabited. But as soon as we began to explore
this wilderness, we found a number of ancient wells, hewn stones, fragments of columns, and pieces of pottery,
scattered all over the hill. I could see from this instance how impossible it is to discover ruins in this land
without assistance from the natives; and at the same time how very probable it is that, by exploring the country
with their assistance, most of Israel's lost cities may again be found.
311
Fuller_1829_308 at Palmyra: It is a common belief among the Arabs, that the English consider themselves to
be originally sprung from this country, and for that reason are so desirous to visit it.
312
Coote_1780_210 east of Aleppo: We came in the afternoon to a place called Hagla, after turning the last
point of the hills; here we found wells of water and the ruins of a town: near it there was a high mound of earth
rising about 100 feet from the level of the plain, and from the top of it, in a line towards the west, we could
discover about 15 more of the same kind. They appeared to me to be all artificial, for, having examined six of
them, I found ruins all round them upon the plain, and some Latin and Greek inscriptions, though so defaced
that scarce two letters remained legible. An Arab told me they were the burying places of my ancestors, but they
did not appear to me to have been catacombs, but towers or forts to protect the. towns near them from the
incursions of the Desert Arabs. The soil here was exceedingly good, and this immense plain had been in former
times full of inhabitants; the labour of throwing up these mounds, or rather hills, must have been immense.
Footnoted by editor as follows: The Salt Lake east of Aleppo is known, but many of these ruined cities are
unknown; one of them, situated four hours south-east of the lake, was visited by Dr. Heifer, who was attached to
the Euphrates Expedition, and whose account of it is given in Col. Chesney's book. The Arabs call the place
"Belad-Chan-Azra." The walls are said to be nine miles in circumference. He mentions also having been told of
other ruins situated about six hours farther south; Col. Leake has suggested that they may be the remains of the
ancient Androna and Seriane. (See Col. Chesney's Work, chap, xviii.)
313
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_418-419: Les trois temples se voient à trois lieues de Tripoli, dans la
direction de l'est-sud-est; deux de ces temples apparaissent sur une haute colline qui domine le village grec de
Kesba, et le troisième, à une heure de là, sur une élévation près du village de Psisa. Les deux premiers sont
voisins l'un de l'autre; le plus petit, qui n'a pas vingt pas carrés, conserve une partie de ses murailles, et ses
approches et son enceinte se trouvent remplies de corniches, de colonnes, et de piédestaux; j'ai vu dans un côté
du mur plusieurs niches, qui sans doute furent autrefois occupées par des statues; à quelque distance du temple,
en face, les restes d'une porte. Le second temple était entouré d'un grand mur formé d'énormes pierres de taille,
dont l'une a plus de vingt pieds de longueur; on entre dans lřenceinte par une porte d'une conservation parfaite,
composée de trois pièces seulement. Le sophite ou pierre qui règne au-dessus est creux et sa façade est ornée de
frisures; on remarque comme des degrés taillés le long des deux autres pièces qui soutiennent le sophite. Les
débris du temple accumulés dans l'enceinte consistent en pierres, en corniches, piédestaux et colonnes. Les
piédestaux et les corniches présentent une grande dimension, et les colonnes, une circonférence énorme. Tous
les matériaux employés à la construction de ces deux temples, sont en pierre calcaire, et je n'ai pas rencontré un
seul fragment de marbre. L'air et les pluies ont jauni ces vieux débris, et l'herbe croît et les plantes fleurissent
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dans ces enceintes où d'anciens peuples ont prié. Ces ruines sont connues dans le pays sous le nom de Naous; je
présume que ce mot n'est qu'une corruption du mot grec neos qui veut dire temple.
314
Porter_1855_I_92 Hauran, Qanawat: we came to an oblong open area like a hippodrome, completely
encompassed by a ruinous sloping wall as if there had been at one time several ranges of benches placed along
its side. Here we found numbers of statues of men in armour, female figures, and equestrians, the fragments of
which are lying about among the ruins. These figures the sheikh pointed out to me, and with much eagerness
asked what they were intended for; I answered, For ornament; and, with an intelligence which few of his
countrymen possess, he seemed both to comprehend and appreciate my meaning. A fanatical Muslem would
have cursed them, and a Christian priest would doubtless have spit upon them, but this shrewd Druze regarded
them as remnants of a more polished and prosperous age.
315
Robinson_1838_76-77, near village of Nahr-Aszfour: Prés de ce village, mais entièrement isolé de tout autre
bâtiment, est un temple en ruines que les naturels appellent Kenisat-el-Awamyd, Ŗl'église des colonnes.ŗ Il est
de forme à peu près carrée, ayant intérieurement dix pas de long sur huit de large. Le toit s'est écroulé ainsi que
le mur oriental. Les trois autres sont encore debout; mais celui du côté du midi penche un peu, ce qui semblerait
indiquer qu'à une époque quelconque le bâtiment entier a été violemment ébranlé par un tremblement de terre.
La façade du nord est ornée de deux enfoncemens d'environ douze pieds de profondeur, et cintrées comme des
niches jusqu'au toit. Le portique se composait de quatre colonnes coniques, d'environ dix-huit pieds de haut,
faites chacune d'une seule pierre. Trois d'entre elles sont encore debout. En face de chaque colonne, est un
pilastre enfoncé dans le mur du temple. La porte et sa plinthe, formée d'une seule pierre, sont ornées de riches
sculptures. Au centre du bâtiment, sřélève un large et antique chêne, qui couvre le temple de son feuillage, et
tient lieu de toiture. Tout cela forme une ruine d'un aspect singulièrement pittoresque. Comme c'était le premier
monument d'architecture grecque que je voyais depuis que j'avais quitté la Grèce, je l'examinai avec un intérêt
tout particulier, et je restai long-temps dans les environs.
316
Dimashki_1874_279 (born 1256): ŘAmmouriah (Amorium, Phrygia), bâtie par Rashid sur d'anciens
monuments romains. Au nord-est de H'aleb est située la ville de ŘAintab avec une belle forteresse.
317
Masudi_III_1864_271-272, travelling 915-940, Damascus: Djeïroun, fils de Saad, fils d'Ad, qui vint se fixer
dans le pays de Damas, dont il fonda la capitale. Après y avoir réuni un grand nombre de colonnes de marbre
blanc et d'autres marbres, il y éleva une construction considérable qu'il nomma Irem aux piliers. Dans les
ouvrages historiques, on trouve des renseignements différents sur Irem aux piliers. De nos jours, en l'an 332, son
emplacement est occupé par un des marchés de Damas, situé près de la porte de la mosquée cathédrale, appelée
Djeïroun ou porte de Djeïroun. C'était un vaste édifice servant de château à ce roi. Il était muni de portes d'airain
d'un travail merveilleux, dont les unes sont restées dans leur état primitif, et les autres ont été adaptées à la
mosquée cathédrale.
318
Le_Strange_1890_294 Yakût 1.401, on four villages called Urim in Aleppo Province: "In Urim al Jauz is a
marvellous sight. For here is here a building which was in ancient times a Temple, and the people of the
neighbouring villages were used to see shining in it a light as of a white fire, but when they approached thereto
it disappeared, and they could see nothing. It has been related to me by certain persons in Halab that on this
building were once three tablets of stone with inscriptions, in ancient writing, to be interpreted as follows. On
the tablet facing south it was written: "God is One! this edifice was completed three hundred and twenty-eight
years before the coming of the Messiah ŕ peace be upon Him!' On the tablet that was over the doorway was
written: 'Peace be on him who hath completed this edifice "And on the tablet to the north was written: 'This is
the light of the East, beloved of God etc etc.ŗ
319
Buckingham_1825_149, village of Adjeloon: Our host, in his capacity of silversmith and working jeweller,
being also a great buyer of strange and foreign coins, both ancient and modern, exhibited to me several very
common ones of the Lower Empire, which he had bought at an extravagant price, under an idea that they were
really rare and valuable, and would, at a proper opportunity, afford him a handsome profit. His ideas of
chronology were so confused, that he thought the early Christians far more ancient than the Greeks or Romans,
and considered Alexander of Macedon, and the twelve Caesars, quite modern personages compared with the
Christian emperors of Constantinople. In all his purchases of what he considered ancient coins he, therefore,
made the cross the chief standard of antiquity, and paid a much higher price for pieces on which that emblem
was found, than for any others. Among his present collection there were several Christian coins, such as
Venetian, Spanish, and Portuguese, now current in their respective countries, though he considered them to be
of great antiquity; but I did not observe one that was worth more that its weight in the metal of which it was
formed.
320
Dimashki_1874_XV (born 1256): his Chap. 1: 9. Description des grands bâtiments et des monuments
anciens qui restent sur la terre. He begins with the Tower of Babel.
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Dimashki_1874_35 (born 1256): Parmi les monuments merveilleux de l'Egypte sont les anciens temples,
habitations des sages parmi les Coptes. On dit quřil y avait dans chaque district de l'Egypte un temple, où
séjournait le prêtre assis sur un trône pour enseigner le peuple.
322
Al-Muqaddasi_1886_85: The Cities of Solomon ŕ upon whom be peace ŕ are Ba'albakk and Tadmur; they
are among the marvellous sights to see, as likewise the Dome of the Rock, the Mosque of Damascus, and the
Harbours of Tyre and Acre.
323
Burckhardt_1822_22081812 Petra: At the point where the valley becomes narrow is a large sepulchral vault,
with a handsome door hewn in the rock on the slope of the hill which rises from the right bank of the torrent: on
the same side of the rivulet, a little farther on, I saw some other sepulchres with singular ornaments. Here a mass
of rock has been insulated from the mountain by an excavation, which leaves a passage five or six paces in
breadth between it and the mountain. It forms nearly a cube of sixteen feet, the top being a little narrower than
the base; the lower part is hollowed into a small sepulchral cave with a low door; but the upper part of the mass
is solid. There are three of these mausolea at a short distance from each other. A few paces lower, on the left
side of the stream, is a larger mausoleum similarly formed, which appears from its decayed state, and the style
of its architecture, to be of more ancient date than the others. Over its entrance are four obelisks, about ten feet
in height, cut out of the same piece of rock; below is a projecting ornament, but so much defaced by time that I
was unable to discover what it had originally represented; it had, however, nothing of the Egyptian style … Near
the west end of Wady Mousa are the remains of a stately edifice, of which part of the wall is still standing; the
inhabitants call it Kaszr Bent Faraoun, or the palace of Pharaohřs daughter.
324
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_134 Petra, El-Khuzneh: The name el-Kuzneh given by the Arabs to this
edifice, signifies Ŗthe treasure;ŗ which they ascribe to Pharaoh, and suppose to be contained in the urn crowning
the summit of its ornamented front, a hundred feet or more above the ground.
325
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_134B Petra: Their only interest indeed in all these monuments, is to search for
hidden treasures; and as they find nothing elsewhere, they imagine them to be deposited in this urn, which to
them is inaccessible. It bears the marks of many musket balls, which they have fired at it, in the hope of
breaking it in pieces, and thus obtaining the imagined treasure.
326
Burckhardt_1822_13071812: El Kefeyrat, a ruined town of some extent. In seven hours and a half we came
to the remains of a well paved ancient causeway; my guide told me that this had been formerly the route of the
Hadj, and that the pavement was made by the Mohammedans; but it appeared to me to be a Roman work.
327
Pococke_II.1_1745_200 Merkab: They have a tradition, that this castle was a work of the Franks, and it was
certainly held by the knights of Jerusalem. The governor said to us, ŖThis fabric was raised by your fathers, and
we took it by the sword.ŗ To which answer was made, ŖIt is true, and you suffer so fine a building to run to
ruin.ŗ The truth is, the whole or part of it was built under the Greek emperors, and the bishops of Balanea were
obliged to translate their fee to this place to secure themselves against the Saracens. The church which is
towards the east end of the castle is well built, mostly of a black stone; it is adorned with semicircular pilasters
of the Corinthian order, which are tolerably well executed.
328
Buckingham_1825_76 Amman: The Arabs call this building [the theatre] Serail-el-Sultan, or the King's
Palace, and think the only use of the range of seats around was to serve as flights of steps for the ascent of
persons of much greater stature than the present race to the recess above, for the sake of enjoying the cool shade
of the summer, and the pleasure of the view, which, it must be confessed, is from hence at once beautiful and
interesting.
329
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_496B, near the Dead Sea: The opinion was expressed among themselves, that
we were each noting down his own estate in the lands around. Indeed, there seems to be a current impression,
that ever since the country was in the hands of the Franks, their descendants still have deeds of all the land; and
when travellers come here, their presumed object is to look up their estates. These poor people, however,
seemed well pleased at the idea of our coming to take possession; hoping in this way to be themselves freed
from the oppression of Muslim misrule.
330
Robinson_1837_162 Ezra: The ruins at Ezra are considerable, but of little or no interest. In every part of the
town Greek inscriptions are found on stones, lying on the ground, or worked into the walls of houses. They are
frequently placed as lintels over the doors, by way of ornament, and sometimes reversed, for the language is
perfectly unknown to the modern inhabitants.
331
Merrill_1881_297B, Gadara: [The locals] speak also of Ŗwritten stonesŗ in all directions, but I have seen
only three or four. One is a Nabathean inscription on a basalt block two feet long and twelve inches wide, the
inscription running lengthwise on the stone. I did not copy this, because I devoted my time to searching for
Greek inscriptions. One of the latter which I found is on a stone with a singular face, from the fact that a portion
of it has been hewn off, carrying away a part of the raised work upon it. It appeared to be a lintel, and is
supported now at each end by stones.
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PEFQS_1891_41: I may mention that the stone with the long inscription mentioned by Herr Schumacher in
his ŖAcross the Jordan,ŗ at Ed Dera'ah, as being about to be built into the new Government building, is now at
the top of a doorway of an unfinished building, and upside down. I found another stone with an inscription,
moved from the place where it was originally discovered, and used as a lintel stone … now over the shop-door
of a Christian merchant at Ezra'ah. Alongside of it are two other stones on which are Arabic inscriptions.
333
Bunel_1854_296-297 Lattakia: Puis, à droite, à l'extrémité de la rue, après avoir traversé une partie de la
ville totalement déserte, on se trouve en présence d'antiquités romaines. C'est d'abord un ancien portique, dont la
moitié seule a bravé les injures du temps et de la dévastation, et ne forme plus qu'une longue corniche supportée
par quelques colonnes en marbre rouge, dont le chapiteau est extrêmement endommagé, mais où j'ai encore pu
reconnaître des lignes qui m'ont indiqué la feuille d'acanthe. Nous ne pûmes pas approcher de très-près ces
ruines, entourées de mauvaises bicoques appartenant à des Turcs. Malgré toutes nos sollicitations, un des
habitants de ces masures ne voulut pas nous laisser pénétrer dans son logis pour y parvenir; il fut même
insensible à la vue de quelques pièces de monnaie. Tant de fierté chez un disciple de Mahomet nous étonna.
Nous y perdions plus que lui, car s'il ne profitait pas d'un salaire auquel il n'avait pas lieu de s'attendre et dont
l'abandon ne dut pas lui laisser de grands regrets, nous perdîmes, nous, l'occasion de toucher avec respect les
pierres témoins de la grandeur et de la décadence du plus grand peuple. / Nous fûmes cependant en partie
dédommagés à quelques pas plus loin. Il nous fut permis de visiter l'intérieur d'un ancien temple ou mausolée
romain, qui aujourd'hui sert de demeure à une famille arabe. Quelques piastres nous en ouvrirent l'entrée. Tous
les habitants de Latakié ne professent pas, à l'endroit de l'argent, les mêmes sentiments.
334
Arvieux_I_1735_45-46 Alexandria in 1654: Ils prétendent que les statues des hommes & des femmes sont en
droit de contraindre les ouvriers qui les ont faites de leur donner une âme, & que cela ne se pouvant pas faire,
parce qu'il n'appartient quřà Dieu de faire de semblables merveilles, les diables se nichent et se servent de ces
corps pour molester les hommes, mais que pour les empêcher, il nřy a quřà les mutiler & les défigurer, et que les
diables les voyant en cet état, les méprisent, les en ont horreur & vont chercher à se loger autre part.
335
Le_Strange_1890_427: Dair Ba'antal. "A monastery, lying less than a mile from Jûsiyah, which is of the
Hims District, and Jûsiyah itself lies a day's march from Hims, on the Damascus road. This Dair is on the left of
one going towards Damascus. There are here wondrous remains, and among them a portico (azaj), the doors of
which have images of the prophets cut and sculptured thereon. There is also a temple (haikal), paved with
marble, so that the foot cannot keep firm on it (for slipperiness). Also is seen here a picture of (the Virgin)
Mary, on a wall, and when thou turnest aside, lo! her eyes follow thee." (Yak., ii. 645; Mar., i. 425.
336
Khalek_2011_96: A cult of the dead and controversy over the erection of funerary monuments dates to the
lifetime of Mu ammad, who discouraged his Companions from building mausoleums or shrines to the dead.
Numerous statements in the adıth suggest that the Prophet was opposed to funerary statues or architecture, in
the context of statements against imitating Jews and Christians in their veneration of the dead. In an interesting
report that reveals the persistence of three-dimensional funerary art, the Prophet condemns the practice of
placing statues over tombs, and further orders the destruction of tombs in general. Although distinctly polemical
in tone, the notion that a Muslim practice of veneration at tombs coincided with knowledge of similar practices
amongst Christians and Jews of the pre- and early Islamic period is rather reasonable.
337
Lucas_I_1714_162-163 Lattakia: Nous fûmes dans des jardins pleins dřoliviers, sous les racines de qui lřon
trouve des Palais & des maisons toutes entières. Un homme en fouillant son jardin un peu avant, donna plusieurs
coups de pioche sur une terre, dans la pensée que ce fût un rocher. Il enfonça une voûte, & tomba au fond avec
les pierres, & se rompit un bras. Ce pauvre homme demeura quelque temps sans secours quelque fort qu'il criât
pour en avoir. A la fin il fut entendu, & on descendit pour le retirer. Ce lieu étoit tout plein de statues, que les
gens du païs mirent en pièces, comme il paroît par les morceaux que nous en vîmes çà & là.
338
Clermont-Ganneau_1896_349 Jewish sarcophagus at Lydd: The exploration of this very important sepulchre
took us several hours, and was a most troublesome task. The heat was suffocating inside, and we came out
bathed in perspiration. However, we had to go just as we were without changing, along with the owner, Daud
Hajir, who insisted on our joining him at his family meal, a repast in the open air, and not particularly enticing. I
accepted, because I hoped I could induce him to let me have this precious ossuary for a reasonable sum. He had
offered it me three years before for about thirty piastres, but his ideas on the subject had undergone a remarkable
expansion. Finally, at dessert, he told me that, as he was in debt, he was willing to sell the garden with the article
in question, and I might take the offer or leave it. Some years later the French vice-consul at Jaffa persuaded
him to listen to reason, and the relic is now added to the collections in the Louvre.
339
Clermont-Ganneau_1896_431B Gaza: In 1870 I saw various interesting antiques in the possession of
inhabitants of Gaza (a goldsmith and a shopkeeper in the bazaar); but my means unfortunately did not allow of
my buying them. / Two of them were acquired shortly afterwards for the Louvre by the instrumentality of M. de
Saulcy, whom I told about them. The third, and perhaps the most interesting, had now disappeared.
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Gallois_1907_177-178 Damascus, markets: Nous pourrions ajouter qu'il est bien aussi les magasins
d'antiquités, les marchands d'objets dé curiosités; mais là encore combien de fois le malheureux touriste amateur
est-il honteusement trompé, nous en appelons à tous ceux qui connaissent ces pays et ont parfois été victimes
eux-mêmes de ces duperies.
341
Rendel_Harris_1891_1B: There are new inscriptions to be read, and old ones to be re-read with newer light
and with greater accuracy: nor is the pleasure of the pursuit diminished by the fact that here, as elsewhere, one
has to be a Ŗtrusty money-changerŗ who knows how to tell good coins from bad, the fabricated antiques of the
modern trader and stone-mason from the genuine legacies of ancient days.
342
Bovet_1883_331 Samaria: While I am surveying these ruins, to which attach no great memories, and
counting these columns stretching along the whole top of the mountain, some men at work in the fields come
and offer me small medals. I buy all they bring, hoping to find among them some Greek or Asmonaean coins.
But they are all of the date of the Roman emperors.
343
Clarke_1817_IV_134-135 Sephoury, area of Nazareth: We were not fortunate in our search for medals,
either here, or in any other part of the Holy Land: these antiquities are so exceedingly rare, that the peasants
seemed unacquainted with the objects of our inquiry. This was not the case among the Arabs in Egypt, nor in
any part of Greece. It is true the French had preceded us, and they might have carried off the few which had of
late years been discovered; but they had weightier matters to consider, and the inhabitants among whom we
made our inquiry did not say they had supplied them with any relics of this kind.
344
Meyer_1907_99 Gaza, paraphrasing Arvieux and his companion Morone: The chevalier speaks of the
magnificence of the Serai, and of the private dwellings of the time, particularly of the residence of the pasha.
There were six mosques besides the Great Mosque, and numerous oratories. The splendor of the baths, and the
size of the bazaars, which are said to be not inferior to those of Paris, are spoken of in terms of the warmest
praise. Turkish, Arabic, and Greek were the current languages of the inhabitants of the city. The pasha [Hussein
Pasha, governor of Gaza in the 1660s] was widely known for his charities, which he bestowed upon all
regardless of religion. There were two Christian churches in Gaza: one Armenian, the other Greek. The latter
was the larger and the more popular, as legend connected it with the flight of the Holy Family into Egypt. The
site of the temple of Dagon was shown at the summit of the hill upon which the Serai was situated; and the hill
to which Samson carried the city gates was pointed out, to the east. / Pater Morone relates that the pasha also
conducted some excavations on the site of the temple of Dagon, and that a head of porphyry with eyes of crystal
was found. Besides, the fragments of many statues were uncovered. The abundance of pillars and columns in all
stages of preservation and destruction is noted; also that the whole city was decorated with beautiful and
precious marbles. Already, however, the townspeople were allowed to carry off these precious antiques on
payment of small sums to the kadi. It is therefore not surprising that the antiquities uncovered by this
enterprising pasha have disappeared. [Hussein Pasha responsible for a large and handsome khan in Damascus.]
345
Curtis_1856_270-271: But still in Acre is an exquisite mosque, the mosque of Sultan Djezzar, a mosaic of
fine marbles rising from cypresses and palms. Its dome is ruined by much bombarding; but a fountained kiosk
upon a pavement shadowed by palms, and the airy arcade which surrounds the inclosure, like the gallery of a
cloister except that this breathes of pleasure and not of meditation give memory still a nucleus in Acre.
346
Lockroy_1888_202-203, on Djezzar: C'est à lui que Saint-Jean-d'Acre doit sa mosquée, la plus belle de la
Syrie. Il l'édifia sur l'emplacement de l'ancienne cathédrale et l'enferma dans une vaste enceinte rectangulaire,
formant à l'intérieur une sorte de cloître soutenu par des colonnes antiques enlevées aux temples de Césarée et
de Tyr. L'édifice, qu'on a réparé depuis peu, est précédé d'un péristyle décoré de six colonnes de granit rose, qui
supportent cinq arceaux extérieurs. La grande salle est revêtue de marbre, éclairée de lustres et de lampes, et
ornée d'un mirhab en mosaïque de marbre de différentes couleurs. La chaire, sculptée par un Arménien, est l'une
des plus riches qu'on puisse voir. Dans la cour, on a creusé des citernes, aujourd'hui ombragées par des palmiers
et des cyprès. Dgezzar avait construit aussi, près du port, un grand chan, qui s'appelle encore khan Dgezzar,
pour servir d'entrepôt aux marchandises et d'hôtellerie pour les caravanes. Il avait l'ambition d'embellir sa
capitale et de la rendre digne de lui.
347
Wittman_1803_190-191: The buildings of Ascalon were not perceptible; but the olive-trees by which it was
surrounded clearly announced its position near to the sea-side. We were told by several of the inhabitants who
came to the camp, that this place contained a great variety of fragments of columns, cornices, and other
architectural ornaments of beautiful marble, which Djezzar Pacha had attempted to remove some years before,
but had been prevented by the inhabitants, who are exclusively of the race of Arabs, and who manifested, by
their obstinacy on this occasion, the stubbornness of their nation, rather than the value they attached to these fine
vestiges of antiquity.
348
Rosenmüller_1841_105 Tyre, relaying Volney: The most remarkable building is a ruin at the south-east
corner. This was a Christian church, built probably by the Crusaders; a part of the choir only is remaining; close
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to which, amid heaps of stones, lie two beautiful columns, with shafts of red granite, of a kind unknown in
Syria. Djezzar, who stripped all this country to ornament his mosque at Acre, wished to carry them away, but his
engineers were not able even to move them.
349
Cuinet_1896_85 Tyre: Il reste aussi du temps des croisés les ruines d'une église qu'on dit avoir été bâtie par
les Vénitiens et dédiée à St-Marc; on en voit encore la partie du chœur et deux belles colonnes à triple fût de
granit rouge, que Djézzar-Pacha convoita pour sa mosquée de St-Jean d'Acre, mais que ses architectes ne purent
transporter.
350
Pardieu_1851_315B Acre: En sortant de Saint-Jean-d'Acre, on suit un aqueduc construit par Djezzar, pour
amener à la ville l'eau de la montagne. Près de la ville, l'eau est conduite au moyen de tours à syphon, comme on
en voit en Orient et en Sicile. Ailleurs, l'aqueduc est porté sur des arcades.
351
Bunel_1854_287 Beirut, chez les Sœurs de la Charité: Elle [Mother Superior] nous raconta un fait assez
singulier et presque providentiel. / Au milieu de la cour, en creusant pour les fondements, on trouva deux
immenses colonnes, débris de l'antiquité romaine. Il fallait les enlever, mais leur poids semblait défier les bras
nombreux des travailleurs. Cependant une poulie est préparée et un câble énorme enroulé autour du bloc
gigantesque. Après une heure de peines et de sueurs les ouvriers étaient parvenus à le soulever jusqu'à moitié
hauteur du sol où il devait reposer. Les efforts semblaient échouer pour le soulever encore, lorsque les
manoeuvres, tous musulmans, eurent l'idée d'implorer leur prophète. Un instant de recueillement suivit cette
détermination qui parut à tous solennelle et décisive; mais au moment où les ouvriers d'un commun accord
eurent prononcé le mot Allah! Allah! le câble se rompit et le bloc retomba avec fracas dans la terre, où il
s'enfonça plus profondément qu'auparavant.
352
Rendel_Harris_1891_2 and Plate I: In the modern house of the Emir of the village of Bokfeya in the
Lebanon, there may be seen built into the front of the dwelling a portion of a beautiful carved sarcophagus. I
visited the place on October 24th, 1888. Upon enquiry I was told that the stone had been brought from Byblos,
apparently for the purpose of decoration of the modern building: nor is there anything inconceivable in the story,
for the house has not been built many years, and there was no special motive to be conceived for attributing the
monument to a false origin.
353
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_254B discovery of a statue at Gaza in 1880: The Arabs had at once commenced
to break up the statue, and had succeeded in greatly damaging the face. Mr. Shapira persuaded the Governor to
set a guard over the place, and the antiquarians of Palestine owe him a debt of gratitude for having prevented the
entire destruction of this unique monument. A paper descriptive of the statue will be found in the "Quarterly
Statement," with the measurement of its principal proportions. I now send a copy of the sketch which I have just
made from the original in the porch of the Museum.
354
Meyer_1907_152-153 Gaza: The most important find yet made at Gaza and in its neighborhood was the
great statue discovered at Tell Ajjul, one and one-half hours south of Gaza, by the natives of the village on Sept.
6, 1879. The statue was buried in the deep sand on a hill some 50 m. high. It lay on its left side, with its head to
the southwest, its face toward the sea, and its lower extremity to the northeast. It was only cut to the hips. The
back was a square block, no doubt to be attached to some building. A cloak was draped over the left shoulder.
The plinth was roughly cut. The breast of the statue was very well preserved. The head and hair were less well
preserved, the nose in particular being broken off. The forehead also was badly damaged; and the left arm was
missing. It may be that the arm was outstretched and broke off when the statue was thrown down: there is little
or no trace of it on the body. According to the observations of another investigator the left arm was folded
across the breast. The right arm is broken at the elbow; and most of the shoulder is hidden under the robe. The
beard is long and full; and the hair falls in long locks to the shoulder. There is no inscription upon the statue. It
is about 3.28 m. high, including the base upon which it stands. The base is 1 m. high, 90 cm. wide, and 70 cm.
thick. Beneath the statue a mosaic floor was found, all trace of which has disappeared. The statue does not show
very high-class artistic work. It is decidedly not Assyrian in character, but most likely Greco-Roman. The
material of which it is made is not marble, but "chalesi," stone from the old town of Elasa (Chalasa). It is a
yellow sandstone, hard, and of very fine grain. The statue is apparently seated. It may have been sawn in two for
the purpose of transportation, and buried in the sand to protect it from the Christians. It was rescued from the
natives, who had already begun to destroy it, by the missionary Shapira, and is now in the Imperial Museum at
Constantinople. The reporter in the P.E.F.Q.S., 1882 calls it the "Gazaean Jupiter."
355
AMS_XIV_1888_349: Je revins à Beyrouth le 27 mai et quelques jours après je partis pour la France. Avant
de quitter la Syrie, je crus devoir entretenir le gouverneur général du Liban, de la nécessité de protéger les
inscriptions du Wadi-Brissa contre la cupidité des chercheurs de trésors et des marchands d'antiquités de
Beyrouth. S. E. Wassa Pacha voulut bien m'assurer qu'il donnerait des ordres pour que la mutilation de ces
curieux restes de la civilisation babylonienne fût sévèrement interdite.
356
Jones_1836_239-240 Jerusalem: Built into the wall, at different elevations, from this angle on to the Golden
gate, are also a great many columns, that appear to have belonged in ancient times to some splendid edifice.
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They are in a horizontal position; their extremities, which alone are visible, projecting two or three inches
beyond the face of the wall. Some of them are of verd-antique of remarkable beauty, some are of a common
kind of cipoline, and others are of a very handsome rose-colored marble. Their position, directly under the site
of the ancient temple, and their beauty, lead me to think that they belonged once to the courts of that splendid
edifice.
357
Gasparin_1866_152 Jerusalem, travelling 1848: A notre gauche, une colonne sort de la muraille qui forme
l'enceinte de la mosquée. Elle en sort horizontalement: on dirait un canon de marbre; c'est sur elle (selon les
musulmans), que s'assiéra Mahomet pour juger le monde. A Jérusalem, Chrétiens, Juifs, Mahométans, tous
placent d'un commun accord la scène du jugement dernier dans la vallée étroite de Josaphat.
358
Turner_1820_II_102 Tyre: At the south-east and south-west corners, are some remains of ancient arches; and
the walls are in many places mended with columns of large circumference, of red and grey granite, thrust in. Of
these columns many fragments are lying about the city and the beach; and in the city and its environs are many
ruins of ancient, apparently Roman, buildings. The houses indeed, all of stone, are built from ruins, and are
themselves many of them tottering. Walking at the rate of three miles an hour, in twenty-two minutes I went
round the walls of the city, all but fifteen or twenty feet which are washed by the sea, near the gate whence I had
set out.
359
Brocchi_1842_66-67, in Syria 1823-24, Tyre: Rimasugli di antichi monumenti non ho saputo discernere a
Sur, se non che grandissima è la quantità delle colonne di granito bigio, le quali furono adoperate per servire di
fondamento a più moderni edifici, stese orizzontalmente a guisa di travi, come si veggono alla base di una
diroccata torre chřè nel porto, e che fa conoscere che quellředifìzio, come probabilmente tutta la muraglia
costrutta nel mare intorno al porto stesso, e opera deřtempi barbari, forse di quelli delle Crociate. Consimili
colonne, e adattate al medesimo uso, veggonsi parimente alla base di altra torre semidiruta poco distante da
quella di guardia più sopra mentovata.
360
Guérin_1877_41 Tripoli: De retour à la marine, j'examinai quelques tours dans la construction desquelles on
a fait entrer un grand nombre de fûts monolithes de colonnes, soit en marbre, soit en granit.
361
Monro_1835_74 Caesarea: Running back to a distance of more than a mile from the shore, may be traced the
gently undulating mounds which seem to mark the extent of the city in that direction; while its boundary parallel
to the coast is less clearly defined. Scanty remnants of granite columns, or chips of porphyry scattered among
the grass, and a few subterranean chambers, with a faint delineation of the Greek theatre, briefly tell the tale that
it has passed away. On the west side of the ground is a wall of Saracenic fabric, reaching into the sea at either
end, faced with strong bastions and guarded by a foss, and enclosing a space in which are still seen extensive
ruins of the middle ages.
362
Delaroière_1836_76: les fortifications de Césarée. Ces fortifications sont dans un bon état de conservation, et
consistent dans un mur flanqué de bastions carrés, et entouré d'un large fossé. Nous n'entrâmes pas dans cette
ville, bâtie par Hérode et depuis fortifiée par saint Louis. Ce n'est qu'à notre retour que nous vîmes ces ruines
entassées les unes sur les autres, et entièrement désertes. Une très grande quantité de colonnes, débris d'une
destruction déjà antérieure, avait servi à bâtir les forts du côté de la mer. Des colonnes pareilles étaient
cimentées dans la muraille en guise de pierres à bâtir, et des grands blocs de beau granit rouge étaient dispersés
çà et là principalement près du port. / A la vue de cette ceinture de fortifications si bien conservée, autour de cet
amas si complet de ruines, l'âme ne ressent que des impressions tristes; vous ne vous attendez pas à trouver la
vie entièrement éteinte, là où vous voyez un état de défense encore menaçant.
363
Newman_1864_343 Caesarea: In the southeast corner of the mole are the remains of a tower, reached by 20
stone steps, and commanding a view of the entire port. The ceiling was formerly arched, and a portion of an old
arch projects from the side, resting on the figure of a human head. Connected with this tower, and on a level
with the shore, were the apartments for the officers of custom, the mosaic floors of which remain in excellent
condition.
364
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_189-190 Caesarea: Here we stopped two hours examining the antiquities. A small
part of these are inclosed within the ruins of an old wall and ditch, which appeared to be Saracenic; and on a
promontory, which bounds this extremity on the south side, are the remains of a large edifice, constructed
apparently upon the ruins of a Roman temple; immense pillars of granite forming the foundation of the former,
placed on a bed of rocks. Here is a small bay of the coast, on the north point of which, on the rocks, are also
placed many columns, apparently for the purpose of a landing-place for merchandise, &c.
365
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_14, Caesarea, from Makrizi: Bibars next directed his course to Kaisariyeh. He
arrived under the walls of the place, surprised the inhabitants, who were not expecting the attack, and gave his
troops the signal of assault … The people took refuge in the citadel, which bore the name of Khedra (the Green),
and was one of the finest and strongest fortresses in Syria. The Francs had transported to this place columns of
granite, which they placed across the walls, so that they had not to fear sapping, and could not fall when they
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should be undermined. [Baybars destroyed the Crusading walls in 1265. This was probably common
knowledge: had he seen Caesarea?]
366
Fabri_1893_II.1_79-80 (c.1480-1483), Road from Bethany to Mount of Olives: On this road we found
scattered about many small pieces of squared and polished marble of divers colours, and a friar led us out of the
modern road to a place where we found a field all paved with polished marble of divers colours. It was St.
Helena who adorned with marble pavements all the roads over which she knew that the Lord Jesus passed
during Passion Week, from Bethany up to the Mount of Olives, and down the other side thereof up to the
Golden Gate. I have many times found traces of this pavement, and more especially when one goes aside from
the road in going up: for the modern road has been worn deep by the numbers of those who pass over it, but if
anyone going up it turns aside, pulls away the earth above with his hands, and makes a hole, he finds the ancient
road paved with polished marble. This I myself learned to be true by experience.
367
Al-Muqaddasi_1897_259-260 [b. 946]: Damascus Omayyad Mosque: Its foundation walls are built of
squared stones, accurately set and of large size, and are crowned with splendid battlements … But of the most
wonderful of the sights in this mosque is the setting of the various coloured marbles, so cunningly matched one
with the other. In fact, the mosque in such that should an artist visit it daily during a whole year, he might
always discover some new pattern and some fresh design.
368
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_105, died 1521, Dome of the Rock: Les murs de la coupole, ainsi que le sol, sont
recouverts de marbre, tant à l'intérieur qu'extérieurement, et ornés, dans la hauteur, de mosaïques de diverses
couleurs, en dedans et en dehors.
369
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_238-239, died 1521, Dome of the Rock: Jérusalem est redevable à Baybars de
plusieurs bonnes œuvres: il s'occupa avec ardeur de la restauration du Masdjed et renouvela les mosaïques de la
Sakhrah qui sont au dessus des plaques de marbre, à l'extérieur.
370
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_152, dead cities, likelihood of mosaics: La seule partie de ces édifices qui se prêtât à ce
genre de décoration est le choeur. Dans les basiliques que nous avons étudiées, aucune abside ne paraît avoir été
ainsi ornée: les pierres lisses et bien dressées ne portent aucune trace de préparation; la finesse, des arêtes qui
terminent et, continuent la surface des voûtes en cul-de-four, le peu de saillie des bandeaux qui l'interrompent,
empêchent de penser que cette surface ait jamais reçu l'épais enduit nécessaire à la pose d'une mosaïque. A
Kalat-Semřan surtout cette impossibilité est manifeste; mais nous avons trouvé dans les ruines de cette grande
église un assez grand nombre de petits morceaux de marbre de couleur taillés qui prouvent que le sol du
monument était recouvert d'un pavage en mosaïque de marbre à dessins géométriques du genre connu sous le
nom d'opus Alexandrinum. C'est à ces quelques détails que se réduisent les renseignements que nous avons pu
recueillir sur la décoration intérieure des monuments de la Syrie centrale.
371
Al-Azm_2014_335: Syria is a repository for a phenomenal catalogue of cultural heritage which includes a
unique and rich corpus of mosaics. There are literally thousands of square metres of Classical and Byzantineperiod mosaic pavements in Syria which come from public buildings, churches and private houses. Although
some can still be seen in situ, many more have been lifted and even more still lie safely buried in the ground
undisturbed. Of these only a few are on public display in museums, whereas the vast majority are housed in
storerooms and await conservation.
372
Al-Azm_2014_335B: in Syria the treatment of choice for the majority of new mosaic discoveries is removal.
The main reason for this is the lack of available resources to provide physical protection either in the form of
structures to protect the mosaics from the elements or guards to prevent theft or vandalism. The result of this
policy is that over a period of 40Ŕ50 years Syria has managed to acquire a backlog of unrestored mosaics
amounting to a recently revised figure in excess of 6,000 square metres and growing as new discoveries are
made every year. The overwhelming majority of these removed and unrestored mosaics are stored in very poor
conditions where they are subject to sustained mechanical damage caused by long term exposure to
physical/mechanical abuse, dust and damp/humid conditions. Furthermore, quite often the related
documentation is missing, incomplete or unreliable.
373
Pococke_1814_190, travelling 1837-1842: "At the west of the castle, are remains of very grand apartments,
some of them covered with domes, and adorned with Mosaic pictures of trees and houses, that doubt less
belonged to the ancient Sultans, and it is said, have since been inhabited by the Pashas. This part of the castle is
now only used for weaving, embroidering, and preparing the hangings and coverings they send every year to
Mecca."
374
Masudi_II_1863_198-199: Anouchirwân [Chosroes] revint ensuite dans sa capitale; il construisit plusieurs
édifices, fortifia les citadelles et les places de guerre, et distribua des grades. Employant la ruse contre César, il
envahit et soumit la Mésopotamie; puis il traversa l'Euphrate, pénétra en Syrie et en conquit les villes
principales, comme Alep, Kinnesrin (Chalcis), Hems et Famyah (Apamée), qui est située entre Antioche et
Hems (Émèse). Il assiégea Antioche, où s'était renfermé le fils d'une sœur de César, et prit cette ville d'assaut. Il
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s'empara aussi d'une ville importante, très-peuplée et remarquable par la beauté de ses monuments, située sur les
bords de lřOronte. Ses ruines, que lřon voit encore aujourd'hui, portent le nom de Seloukjah (Seleucia-Pieria).
Anouchirwân soumit dans sa marche toutes les villes de la Syrie et de l'Asie Mineure; il fit un riche butin de
pierres précieuses et d'argent, extermina ses ennemis et lança son armée principale et de petits corps
d'expédition dans toutes les directions. L'empereur grec ne put obtenir la paix qu'en se soumettant à l'impôt
foncier et à la capitation. Anouchirwân conclut la paix avec lui et emporta de Syrie du marbre, différentes sortes
de feçifaça et des pierres coloriées. On nomme feçifaça une composition de verre et de pierres peintes et
brillantes (mosaïque), qu'on emploie, sous forme de cubes, pour orner le pavé et les édifices; quelques-unes ont
l'apparence et l'éclat des coupes de cristal. Après être rentré dans l'Irak avec ce précieux butin, il bâtit, près de
Médaïn [in Iraq], une ville qu'il nomma Roumyeh [Rome]; il orna de mosaïques ses monuments et l'intérieur de
ses murs, d'après ce qu'il avait vu à Antioche et dans d'autres villes de Syrie.
375
Guillaume_de_Tyr_I_1879_4-5 Chosroes at Jerusalem: Quant il vindrent à la sainte cité de Jherusalem, il la
troverent destruite et déserte. Un pou de peuple (qui habitoit ez ruines entre les mesieres), lessierent demorer
iluec, par treus qu'il mistrent sur eus, et soufrirent qu'il vesquissent come crestien et reféissent leur églises et
eussent iluec patriarche. / Tandis com cil poissans princes demoroit en Jherusalem, si comença à enquerre moût
ententivement aus gens de la ville, (et noméement au patriarche qui avoit non Sofonies et avoit esté esleus après
celui Modeste qui mors estoit dont je vos ai parlé desus), en quel liu li temples Nostre Seigneur avoit esté, quant
Titus qui fu princes de Rome le dépeça, quant il destruist toute la cité de Jherusalem. Il li mostrerent le liu moût
certeinnement, et les fundemens et une partie des murailles qui estoient encore aparissans. Il envoia querre sanz
demorance grant plenté de maçons et de charpentiers, et fist querre pierres de marbre et d'autres manières, et
merrien fist assembler tel et tant come mestiers estoit, et devisa là où renprendroit les despens pour fere le
Temple. Et si com il estoit de grant cuer et isnel, il trest tost à chief ce qu'il avoit enpensé; si que li Temples fu
parfez en tel forme et en tel estât comme il est encore aparissant. Cil princes meismes assena granz rentes et
granz teneures à tousjors, por soustenir et por parfere, quanque mestier seroit, les edefices et les mesoneis du
Temple, et por servir le luminaire de nuis et de jors par la main de ceus qu'il y mist por garder le Temple. Il a en
celui leu meismes, dehors et dedenz, lettres faites d'or musive eu langage d'Arabie, qui devisent, si com nos
cuidons, qui fu cil qui le Temple refist et en quel tens et à combien de despens il fu refais.
376
Guillaume_de_Tyr_I_1879_351-352 Caesarea, captured by the Crusaders in 1102: Il avoit en une des parties
de la ville un temple que Herodes avoit jadis fet eu non d'Auguste César, et estoit de trop riches euvres fez, touz
peinz à or musique. Là s'estoient féru de ceus de la ville tant corne il en i pooit entrer; il cuidoient estre à sauveté
por ce que c'estoit leu d'oroison. Nostre gent à pie brisierent ce temple, puis entrèrent ens, li un et li autre tuit
ensemble; touz les ocistrent quanque il en avoit. Du sanc i avoit tel plenté que l'en i avenoit jusques en mi la
jambe. Hideurs estoit trop grans de veoir ensemble tantes genz ocises. Là dedenz fu trouvez uns vessiaus de
pierre verz et clers assez, de trop grant biauté, fez einsi come uns tailloers. Li Genevois cuiderent et cuident
encore que ce soit une esmeraude [and the cup itself the Saant Graal]; por ce le pristrent à leur part du gaaing de
la ville, por trop grant some d'avoir; il Fen aporterent à leur cité et mistrent en la mestre église où il est encore.
377
Berners_1876_69-70 Caesarea: We spent an hour among the ruins, which although less extensive are more
elaborate in the way of decoration than those at Athlit … On passing through the lower portion of the ruins,
close to where the foundations are dovetailed into the rocks, I discovered a portion of very handsome mosaic
pavement. The colours were blue and red, and seemed to retain their pristine brightness. From the peculiar form
of the pavement, I was led to the conclusion that it may have been part of the roadway leading to the harbour,
the remains of which can be traced at different points.
378
PEFQS_1871_8 Homs, Great Mosque: In the court of the mosque I observed a number of grey and red
granite columns and a few mutilated capitals. To the south side of the mosque itself is a small dark chamber,
where the head of John the Baptist is said to be buried. In restoring the mosque a few years ago, some bones
were discovered under the pavement. As they exhaled a sweet odour, they were unanimously voted the bones of
some saint, and were re-interred in the centre of the pillar to the north-west of the Mihrab. In this prayer-niche
some mosaic has been used, relics of the former building.
379
Saulcy_1853_II_217 Jerusalem, Haram: Tous les escarpements qui sont au pied des murs oriental et
occidental du Haram, sont aujourd'hui recouverts d'une épaisse couche de remblais, dans laquelle fourmillent les
débris de toute nature, et les médailles juives et romaines. Parmi ces débris, se montrent, en quantité, les
fragments de marbres précieux et les gros cubes de mosaïque grossière, noire, blanche et rouge. Ceux-ci se
retrouvent en plus grand nombre au fond de la vallée de Josaphat et dans le lit du Kedron. Les fragments de
mosaïque appartenaient incontestablement au temple de Salomon, temple dont les portiques étaient sans doute
garnis de ce genre de pavé. Voici comment je m'en suis assuré; j'avais ramassé, devant Mohammed, une assez
grande quantité de ces cubes, et apres les lui avoir bien fait reconnaître, je l'envoyai dans 1'intérieur du Haramech-Cherif, pour voir s'il y trouverait des cubes semblables. Moins d'une heure après, il m'en rapportait une
énorme provision, ramassée sur le plateau même du Moriah. Ils n'ont pu être apportés là d'ailleurs, puisque
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ailleurs on ne les retrouve pas. Ils n'appartiennent pas à une mosaïque du temps d'Hérode, et encore bien moins à
une mosaïque romaine; il faut donc, vu leur abondance, les faire remonter au temple de Salomon. Parmi ces
débris, j'ai rencontré, en outre, un beau fragment de cristal de roche, sur lequel paraissent des entailles
régulières, dues à un travail de gravure, analogue à celui de la gravure au touret. Ce morceau provient trèsprobablement aussi du temple de Salomon.
380
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_240-240 Jerusalem: The ground on the west, as well as on the north of the
present city, would seem to have once been built over; or at least occasional buildings once stood upon it.
Fragments of polished marble are often picked up here; and especially the small cubes of marble of different
colours, not much larger than dice, which were employed in the construction of the ancient tesselated pavements
… [and Valley of Jehophaphat]. Fragments of marble and mosaic tesserae are often found here; and many
ancient cisterns, now partly fallen in, furnish unequivocal evidence of former habitations.
381
Masudi_V_1869_192-193, travelling 915-940: Ibn Zobeïr reçut de Sanaa une mosaïque construite par ordre
d'Abrahah l'Abyssin, dans une église qu'il avait érigée en ce lieu, et trois colonnes de marbre, enrichies
d'ornements peints à l'orpiment et de couleurs variées imitant l'or à s'y méprendre. Ibn Zobeïr ayant entrepris la
reconstruction de la Kaabah … Aussi Ibn Zobeïr fit-il agrandir de sept coudées la construction nouvelle; il y
plaça la mosaïque et les colonnes de Sanaa et fit ouvrir deux portes, lřune pour l'entrée, l'autre pour la sortie.
382
Al-Muqaddasi_1897_115 [b.946] Mecca: The porticoes have their walls decorated on the outside in mosaic,
artisans from Syria and Egypt being specially imported for the work. The names of these still appear on their
work.
383
Al-Muqaddasi_1897_129 [b.946] mosque at Yathrid [Medina], embellished by al-Walid: It is stated that alWalid wrote to the Emperor of the Greeks [Justinian II 685-695, 704-711] ŖWe desire to have the great mosque
of our Prophet re-built, do thou help me in this with skilled workmen and mosaic work,ŗ whereupon he sent him
several loads and more than twenty workmen, amongst whom were ten whose wages alone were worth one
hundred and eighty thousand dinars. It is said that these men once found themselves alone in the mosque,
whereupon one of them than addressed his comrades ŖI have a mind to defile the tomb of their prophet.ŗ But no
sooner had he prepared to carry his intention into effect than he died on the spot.
384
Guillaume_de_Tyr_I_1879_268 the Temple at Jerusalem: Eu miliu de celé plus haute place siet li Temples
qui est fez à huit quierres et autretant costez; dedenz et dehors sont li mur covert de tables de marbre ovrées d'or
musi.
385
Dimashki_1874_262 (born 1256), Damascus Umayyad Mosque: Les murailles de la mosquée sont
admirablement polies; une partie est revêtue de marbre et la partie supérieure de divers ornements en verre
fondu et doré, tandis que les parois intérieures sont incrustées de nacre; il y a aussi une quantité de sculptures,
représentant des arbres, des villes, des forteresses, des mers et toutes espèces d'images, dont rimitation n'est pas
défendue. On raconte que le calife 'Omar b. ŘAbd el-ŘAziz [the second Caliph] a dit: ŖSi je savais que cette
mosaïque rende ce qu'on y a dépensé, je la dépouillerais.ŗ Sous le califat de Soleimân b. ŘÀbd el-Mélik b.
Merwân, on a dépensé en ciselures 40 caisses d'or, outre le marbre et les anciens matériaux. [This is the same
Caliph Omar who adorned the Dome of the Rock with mosaics!]
386
Al-Muqaddasi_1886_17-18 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: The mosque is the fairest of any that the Muslims
now hold, and nowhere is there collected together greater magnificence. Its outer walls are built of squared
stones, accurately set, and of large size; and crowning them are splendid battlements. The columns supporting
the roof of the mosque consist of black polished pillars, in a triple row, and set widely apart. In the centre of the
building, over the space fronting the Mihrab, is a great dome. Round the court there are lofty arcades, above
which are arched windows, and the whole area is paved with white marble. The walls of the mosque, for twice
the height of a man, are faced with variegated marbles; and, above this, even to the ceiling, are mosaics of
various colours and in gold, showing figures of trees and towns and beautiful inscriptions, all most exquisitely
and finely worked. And rare are the trees, and few the well-known towns, that will not be found figured on these
walls! The capitals of the columns are covered with gold, and the vaulting above the arcades is everywhere
ornamented in mosaic. The columns round the court are all of white marble, while the walls that enclose it, the
vaulted arcades, and the arched windows above, are adorned in mosaic with arabesque designs. The roofs are
everywhere overlaid with plates of lead, and the battlements on both sides are faced with the mosaic work.
387
Maundrell_1836_71-72, travelling 1697, Beirut: On the south side, the town wall is still entire, but built out
of the ruins of the old city, as appears by pieces of pillars and marble, which help to build it … A little without
this wall, we saw many granite pillars and remnants of mosaic floors; and in an heap of rubbish, several pieces
of polished marble, fragments of statues, and other poor relics of this city's ancient magnificence. On the sea
side is an old ruined castle, and some remains of a small mole.
388
Robinson_1838_5-6: Beirout ne renferme presque aucun objet qui vaille la peine que l'antiquaire s'y arrête;
car, quoiqu'elle occupe l'emplacement de l'ancienne Berytus, on n'y trouve presque aucune trace des siècles
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passés. Le port est formé par une petite baie, dont l'entrée est défendue par deux tours carrées. Une de ces tours
est bâtie sur un rocher isolé, et présente une ruine pittoresque. L'autre est liée à la terre par un môle formé
d'arches d'inégale dimension, à travers lesquelles passe la mer. Le revêtement de cette jetée est presque
entièrement composé de fragmens d'anciennes colonnes. Sur le rivage, vers l'ouest, on remarque les restes d'un
pavé en mosaïque, dřun assez bon goût, mais qui est aujourd'hui presque recouvert par les eaux de la mer. Dans
plusieurs endroits de la ville, on trouve des citernes et des puits creusés dans le roc, ainsi que quelques autres
constructions souterraines. Dans le nord de la ville, on voit quelques légères traces de l'ancien théâtre construit
par Hérode Agrippa.
389
Kelly_1844_274, at Antioch: Towards the mountain, S.S.W. of the city, some fragments of the aqueducts
remain. After heavy rains, antique marble pavements are visible in many parts of the town, and gems,
cornelians, and rings are frequently found.
390
Browne_1799_373 Sidon: A large tessellated pavement of variegated marbles, representing a horse, festoons,
&c. and in some places tolerably perfect: for ten feet in length, remains, close to the sea, on the northern
extremity of the city; a proof of marine encroachment. Many antient granite columns are worked into the walls,
and some stand as posts on the bridge leading to the fort.
391
Laorty-Hadji_1854_29, Sidon: On ne trouve à Sayde aucun vestige de l'ancienne Sidon, si ce n'est peut-être
un certain nombre de colonnes de granit à demi brisées qu'on remarque sur le port. On voit aussi vers le nord de
la ville, au bord de la mer, un beau pavé de mosaïque en marbre de diverses couleurs, représentant un cheval
entouré de festons.
392
Buckingham_1825_147 Jebel Adjeloon, fortress in village of Adjeloon/Ajlun, NW of Jerash: The most
curious part of all was the pavement of the first room, which was a sort of Mosaic work, formed of very small
stones united together on a bed of cement below them; the persons who showed us this apartment asserted that
the stones were of various colours, naming white, green, red, yellow, and blue; but if this were really the case,
the surface was now too dirty to enable us to perceive the variety of colours described. It appeared to me, at first
sight, to be a thin layer of natural stone liable to break in squares, as I had before seen a layer of that kind only a
few inches below the surface of the earth, near the spot where the Roman sarcophagus had lately been dug out
of the rubbish; but on a closer examination of the whole I thought it to be really an artificial work, as the joints
were in many instances too ill-shapen to be natural. The separate pieces were, in general, less than an inch
square: and, though dark at the upper surface as if stained, were white at the bottom. The stone itself was a
coarse marble, and the cement on which the whole reposed was a fine lime. I had no doubt, indeed, after a close
examination, that the work was entirely artificial, and as such it might be considered, perhaps, as ancient a
specimen of that kind of pavement as any in existence. Were it not for this display of labour and expence, I
should have thought the apartment originally meant for a stable, with the square pits hewn in the raised bench
running round it for grain, and the large trough in the corner for watering the cattle; but, with a Mosaic
pavement in the centre, and the square excavations serving as rude cisterns for water all around, it appeared
more probable that it had been a very ancient bath.
393
Lamartine_1848_I_231 Mount Carmel to Galilee, travelling 1832: The wells had been discovered and
opened by the inhabitants of the towns situated on the sea-coast: the existing Arabs have abandoned these towns
for centuries, nothing remains but the spring, and they perform a daily pilgrimage of an hour or two to fetch
water, and water their flocks. We had all day marched upon fragments of walls, the sand being continually
broken by patches of mosaic, and the whole route bespread with ruins which attest the splendor and prodigious
population of these shores in by-gone times.
394
Walpole_I_1851_52 Beirut: Among the remains of antiquity at Beyrout, a tesselated pavement shows itself
here and there, particularly after rains, on the road between Beyrout and Rars Beyrout; also the remains of a sea
wall and other artificial works in the cliffs. Frequent pillars are visible here and there about the bazaars; and
there are one or two remains on the Maidan to the north of the town.
395
Drummond_1754_189 Lattakia: though formerly abounding with noble objects, now scarce affords any thing
to gratify the curiosity of a traveller. Near the bridge which is built across the river, about three or four miles
from town, there is still a good deal of mosaic work remaining upon the common road, which must be part of
the pavement of the houses that stood thereabouts. Upon the north-east side of the town, towards the sea, is an
infinite number of catacombs, cut out of the solid rock; the greatest part of them have been made for single
bodies, though there are others large enough to contain two: upon some of them are small figures of men and
women at full length; upon others I saw busts within wreaths, but without inscriptions, and so defaced that it
was not worth while to make sketches, especially as they exhibited nothing singular or extraordinary
396
Pardieu_1851_319 Tyre to Sidon: Tout le long de la route, je marchais sur des amas de décombres, sur des
fragments de colonnes de marbre et de granit. Ce sont des témoins de l'antique splendeur de ces villes si riches
qui bordaient la côte de la Phenicie, et dont maintenant on retrouve à peine les noms. De Tyr à Sidon, ce devait
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être une suite non interrompue des palais et des cités de ces orgueilleux marchands … On suit toujours la voie
romaine, avec son pavage rocailleux. Des ponts étaient jetés, pour son passage, sur les rivières et les torrents.
Ces ponts, portés sur des arches hardies, sont la plupart en ruines. Je trouvai sur la route même un pavage en
mosaïque, accompagné de tronçons de colonnes en beau marbre; c'étaient les traces de riches salles de quelques
palais.
397
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_282B Hama, baths: the fine mosaic spoken of by travellers had already
disappeared, and in a few years the place will be a mound of earth.
398
Bell_1908_260 going to Aleppo: About half an hour to the north of Kefr ŘAbid there is a little beehive
village which contains a very perfect mosaic of geometrical patterns. The fragments of other mosaics are to be
found scattered through the village, some in the houses, and some in the courtyards, and the whole district needs
careful exploration while the new settlers are turning up the ground and before they destroy what they may find.
399
Butler_1930_44 Djebel Riha: We pushed on to Serdjilla the next day, very anxious to see once more the
mosaic floor of the bath, which had been discovered in 1900 and covered again with earth when the expedition
left. On the way we halted for a short time at Kefr Rûma, and found that the drums of the monumental column,
which were still standing when visited by the former expedition, had fallen from the pedestal. We continued our
way to the northwest, over a very rough road which wound up a dry narrow valley enclosed by gray and barren
limestone hills. We reached Serdjilla at noon, and hurried to the ancient bath, but found that the mosaic
pavement had been uncovered and much of it destroyed. The inscription was gone completely; but we set to
work to take up the parts which were still intact, in order to send them to the Imperial Museum at
Constantinople as we had agreed to do.
400
Butler_1930_57, 1904-5 expedition, Serdjilla, visit from the gendarmerie: He had orders from the Wali of
Aleppo to stop all work on the mosaic, but with no more explanation than had come from the Mudir. Coffee and
cigarettes helped to dissolve his haughty official manner, and he became a little friendly; but the following day
he returned, partly destroyed the mosaic, and covered it with stones and earth. This was worse, and we were
entirely at a loss to imagine the reasons for the interference by the authorities with work which we understood
had been agreed upon. Our telegrams to Stamboul met with no response. It was not until months afterward that
we learned of a theft of antiquities in Babylonia, and the consequent stopping for several weeks of all
archaeological work throughout the Empire. We owed it to the Director of the Museum at Constantinople that
we had not been prevented from all further exploration and ordered to the nearest port.
401
Belgiojoso_1858_132 Daphne: la fontaine de Daphné, où s'élevait jadis, à quelques pas d'une source
abondante et limpide, un temple dédié, je crois, à Vénus. Le soleil, déjà haut sur lřhorizon, brûlait nos fronts, et
nous cherchions au loin des yeux un peu d'ombrage, lorsque nous aperçûmes, couronnant le sommet d'une
colline, un bosquet de mûriers et, à travers leur sombre feuillage, des masses blanchâtres de formes et de
proportions diverses. C'étaient des colonnes de marbre blanc; quelques-unes étaient couchées sur le sol; d'autres,
quoique tronquées, étaient encore debout; de nombreux débris jonchaient la terre.
402
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_330-331 route to Daphne: Une fois de l'autre côté de l'Oronte, on retrouve
l'ancienne voie pavée, mais qui offre bien des lacunes où s'étale la boue. On jurerait aisément que depuis les
Romains on n'y a pas apporté une seule dalle.
403
Baedeker_1876_580, Daphne: There are few antiquities here … Besides the temple of Apollo, Daphne
contained temples to Diana, Venus, Isis, and other deities, fitted up with great magnificence, as well as temples,
baths, theatres, and other public buildings. The later emperors embellished the place and erected their own
statues here among those of the gods. Churches were built at Daphne in the Christian period. The environs are
said to have formed a vast orchard, 12 miles in circumference. The buildings have all vanished, but the
vegetation is as rich as ever.
404
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_331 Daphne: Au milieu de ce bois sacré s'élevait un temple, aujourdřhui
remplacé par quelques cabanes groupées auprès d'un moulin desservi par la principale des sources que la nature
a multipliées dans ce lieu de délices, et qui n'ont rien perdu de leur abondance et de leur fraîcheur. Une espèce
de château d'eau, d'une construction grossière, reçoit ces eaux qui ensuite, en deux grandes cascades, tombent
vers l'Oronte. Les principaux habitants d'Antioche avaient leurs maisons de plaisance dans les environs de
Daphné, également riches en belles sources.
405
PEFQS_1871_190: A few days ago we were told of wonderful remains at a place called Duwaymeh, lying at
the eastern base of Mount Gerizim. An inspection of the place showed us two syenite pillars, fifteen feet six
inches long, and about two feet in diameter, slightly bulging in the centre, and terminated by a plain fillet and
astragal. A third column was taken from this place by Mohammed Said, the late pasha, and is now lying near the
unfinished barracks between Nablus and Balata. There is also a broken column at the former place. Here we
determined to dig, and sent to the neighbouring village of Kefr Kallin for five men, who came and dug without a
murmur, and never even asked what they were to be paid. A trench running north and south, at right angles to
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the two fallen pillars above mentioned, brought us, at the depth of about two feet, to a tesselated pavement of
good colours but poor execution, and set in friable cement. The patterns were heart-shaped leaves, twists, and
other commonplaces. The cubes are half-inch and consist of white, pale yellow, red, pink, and blue-black
limestones. We found other cubes (three-quarter inch) scattered about, but none in situ. Pottery was not
abundant: only a few fragments of coarse red, and a bit or two with a bad glaze, were turned up. I observed no
glass except the mouth of a rude bottle, and one square of glass mosaic, part perhaps of some wall decoration.
The workmanship of the pavement in no way equalled that of the pillars, hence the presumption that these latter
were brought from some older building ŕ perhaps the Gerizim temple ŕ and made use of in building a Roman
villa. A fellah who had been employed to dig by Mohammed Said Pasha, told me that the mosaic extended over
a space some fifty yards square. In one place a small tank (bath or impluvium?) had been found lined with
marble. Sister columns to the above-mentioned exist in a broken state in the ruined church at Jacob's well, and a
perfect one lies between Joseph's tomb and the hamlet of Askar. Here, too, an extensive mosaic pavement exists.
/ The walls of this villa seem to have been simply made of rubble. The columns lay nearly due east and west,
and this, joined to the fact that the mosaic beneath has been crushed by their fall, leads to the conclusion that
they were overthrown by an earthquake.
406
Laurent_1873_55 Mount Gerizim & Sichem, Burchard of Mount Sion, in 1283: Et permansit idem templum
ibi usque ad destructionem factam per Romanos, et uestigia eius et ruine adhuc uidentur. / Ad sinistram fontis
huius [Fountain of Jacob] est opidum quoddam magnum ualde, sed desertum, quod credo fuisse Sichem
antiquam, quia ruine magne simt ualde ex palaciis marmoreis et columpnis mirabilibus, distans de fonte et
mansione Iacob quantum bis potest iacere arcus, et amenissimo loco situm, nisi quod aquis caret; nec uidi alias
locum tam fertilem et fecundum.
407
Guérin_1877_50 Mount Gerizim: j'avais étudié de nouveau, chemin faisant, les ruines imposantes du mont
Garizim, et, à mon grand regret, j'avais constaté que, depuis mon dernier voyage, on avait presque
complètement détruit les précieux restes de l'église octogone bâtie par l'empereur Zenon sur l'emplacement de
l'ancien temple des Samaritains. Les belles pierres de taille exhumées, il y a quelques années, par les Anglais,
lorsqu'ils fouillèrent ces débris vénérables, et les fragments de colonnes qu'ils avaient trouvés ont été transportés
à Naplouse comme simples matériaux de construction, et avant peu les arasements encore visibles auront
complètement disparu. La vaste piscine antique signalée et décrite par M. de Saulcy comme attenante à
l'enceinte sacrée de l'ancien temple samaritain, et encore presque intacte il y a cinq ans, a perdu une grande
partie de son revêtement et elle s'écroule de toutes parts.
408
Newman_1864_310 Nablous: Except a spacious Saracenic doorway, now the portal of a mosque, a marble
sarcophagus, now a water-trough, and a few prostrate columns of granite, limestone, and marble, there are no
antiquities worthy of a moment's attention.
409
Jessup_1910_II_618 returning to Beirut from Egypt: On my return I brought about five hundred pounds of
geological specimens of fossil wood and shells from the Ŗdriftŗ at Helouan and from the Mukottam mountains
east of Cairo. The custom-house inspectors in Beirut were full of amazement at my bringing so many stones.
They said, ŖAre there no stones in Syria?ŗ I might have reminded them that the old Phoenician emperors, and
the Greeks and Romans, brought granite and porphyry columns to Syria from Assowan in Upper Egypt.
410
Casola_1907_196 travelling 1494: the island of Paros, from whence the whitest marble in the world is
obtained.
411
Al-Dimashqui_1874_284-285, writing 1320s, Lattakia: On y trouve une carrière de marbre blanc, vert et
rayé; près de cette ville est situé le couvent Deir el-Farous, d'une merveilleuse construction. Les chrétiens s'y
rassemblent une fois par an. Le port de Laodicée est excellent et bien vaste, de sorte qu'il est continuellement
fréquenté par de grands vaisseaux; il est fermé par une chaîne de fer, qui empêche les vaisseaux ednemis d'y
entrer.
412
Le_Strange_1890_20: "There are iron-mines in the mountains above Bairût, and near Aleppo is found the
red-chalk called Maghrah. It is here of excellent quality; at 'Ammân, where it is also found, it is less good.
Throughout Syria there are met with many mountains of a reddish colour, the rocks of which are known as of
the Samakah (or red sandstone), which same is easily quarried. Also other mountains of a whitish colour,
formed of what is called Hawwarah (or white chalk); this is soft, and they use it to whitewash the ceilings, and
for the cementing of the terrace-roofs ot the houses. In Palestine there are quarries of good while building-stone;
and near Bait Jabril, in many places, marble is found. From the Ghaur districts they bring sulphur, and other
such-like minerals; and from the Dead Sea they get salt in powder." (Muk., 184.)
413
Masudi_II_1863_27, travelling 915-940: Les charbons que lance le volcan ne sont que des pierres qui ont été
fondues en lave sous l'action pénétrante de la chaleur. Dans nos Annales historiques, nous avons expliqué
l'origine de la formation de ces foyers souterrains, et nous avons dit quelles sont les matières qui les composent.
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Monconys_1665_330 ruined church at Tyre: au milieu de laquelle est estenduë une tres belle colomne de ces
pierres quřon dit fonduës, composée de deux rondes & dřune triangulaire.
415
Arvieux_I_1735_190, writing 1658 of Pompeyřs Column in Alexandria: On dit d'elle comme des portes de
la Ville, des obelisques, & des autres grandes pièces que l'on y voit, qu'elle est de pierre fondue, parce qu'elle est
tachetée de plusieurs couleurs. Je crois que cela est faux, d'autant que si le secret de fondre les pierres avoit été
connu des Romains, il ne se seroi pas perdu, & seroit venu jusqu'à nous.
416
Boullaye-Le-Gouz_1653_373 Alexandria, Pompeyřs Column: Elle est de marbre pastiche ou fusible, comme
l'on dit allez improprement, dont l'on prêtent auoir perdu le secret.
417
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_170-172: Columns of granite and syenite are found profusely scattered
about the ruins of Syria, extending even as far as Palmyra. The modern inhabitants invariably declare them to be
Masnu'a ŕ of made stone: similarly the Lyonnais, we are told, determined that the pillars of the Athenaeum or
Augustan Temple, built at the confluence of the Rhone and the Saone, were artificial, because they were spotted
red and white. Those on the coast, as at Kaisaryah (the Augustan Caesarea Palaestina, the old Tower of Strato),
where they have been strewed to make modern jetties, were doubtless shipped from Egypt: in the southern
interior, the material was probably conveyed from the Sinaitic regions via Moab and Ammon, even as in these
unmechanical days basaltic millstones are rolled into Damascus from the Hauran. I found no traces of granite or
of syenite in any part of the Holy Land proper; but, as will presently appear (Vol. II. Chap. III.), the northern
cities, such as Hamah, were supplied with syenite by the 'Alah, where it exists in situ. This is ending at a point
where other men began. In the days of my earlier residence in Damascus, however, the people had declared that
they could show me the quarries; the latter proved to be a reddish porphyry, and a pudding-stone, which,
somewhat like the Giallo antico of Egypt [!!!], takes a high polish. It is locally called Slialim wa Lahni (' Fat and
Flesh'); and at Ba'albak many of the well-educated applied the term to the true granitic and syenitic columns.
418
Wright_1848_2 Bishop Arculf, travelling 700, Holy Sepulchre: The entrance is from the east side, and the
whole of the exterior is covered with choice marble to the very top of the roof, which is adorned with gold, and
supports a large golden cross. Within, on the north side, is the tomb of our Lord, hewn out of the same rock,
seven feet in length, and rising three palms above the floor.
419
Casola_1907_249 travelling 1494, Dome of the Rock, or Al-Aqsa: It is wonderful to see the courts ŕ so well
paved with the whitest marble ŕ which are built around at the base of the Mosque.
420
Aramon_1887_144, travelling 1549, Antioch: Et n'y a plus rien digne à voir en icelle que les murailles qui
ont aparence d'avoir esté fort belles et merveilleusement bien faictes et sont presque toutes de pierres de marbre.
421
Teixera_1902_114 Aleppo, travelling from 1586: There are many succos, or marts, all enclosed, built of cut
stone and vaulted, strong and fair, full of shops and workshops of various trades. / The city streets are all paved
with marble slabs.
422
MacMichael_1819_248, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, Jerash: Two superb amphitheatres of marble,
three other temples, and the ruins of some palaces, together with many Greek inscriptions, are also to be
observed. All the edifices of the city are of the period of the most beautiful architecture. [They state that parts of
Balbec and Palmyra are marble as well.]
423
Lindsay_II_1838_167: Presently, emerging from the valley, we came at once in sight of Palmyra, her
countless columns of white marble ranging over the plain in distinct symmetrical colonnades, with the
boundless desert stretching far, far away beyond them towards the Euphrates.
424
Poujoulat_1841_II_149: Les matériaux qui servirent à la construction des monuments de Tadmor furent tirés
d'une belle carrière de marbre qu'on trouve dans le flanc de la montagne, à une lieue et demie de Palmyre.
425
Perthuis_1896_155, near to Tébéniéh: Osman me signale, dans le lointain, des ruines d'une éclatante
blancheur sur la rive droite du fleuve, près d'un gué, à quelques kilomètres en aval du chenal. Ce sont les restes
de Helébi ou Chelébi, anciens villages, entièrement construits en marbre, qui étaient autrefois la station
principale d'une des grandes voies commerciales aboutissant à Palmyre.
426
Pardieu_1851_361 Balbec: Ces magnifiques monuments de lřart antique sont tous d'un riche et beau style
corinthien. Ils sont construits avec des pierres tirées des carrières environnantes; c'est un marbre blanc mélangé,
très-crevassé. On voit aussi dans les décombres quelques tronçons de colonnes de granit.
427
Wilson_II_1881_235 Balbec: A writer in the middle of the tenth century says: "Here are gates of palaces
sculptured in marble, and lofty columns, also of marble, and in the whole region of Syria there is not a more
stupendous or considerable edifice." Maundrell, Lamartine, and others, have made the same mistake with regard
to both Baalbek and Palmyra, in calling the indurated limestone marble.
428
Wright_1895_171 Palmyra: Tourists generally speak of "the marble ruins of Palmyra white as snow." There
is no marble in Palmyra, and the ruins are not white. The stone used is a close-grained limestone (except four
granite monoliths) of a yellowish colour, streaked and flushed with pink. The ruins and whole landscape have a
yellow, golden hue which is very striking.
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Walpole_III_1851_442-443 Ainete, by Lake Liemon, near Din-el-Achmar, and Balbec: The remains of the
temple, now sadly destroyed, consist of four sides of wall, of which only three courses remain; the lower of the
smaller stones stand on their edges, the next two of blocks of 5 feet long by some 3 feet high and 2 feet 8 inches
thick; it faces, by compass, N., 15 E., and the shorter side at right angles. The inner wall was washed by the
lake, and the whole was surrounded by a greasy swamp. Within this now the remains of the steps may still be
traced; facing south is the higher platform, ŕ a square where the outer edge of the stones slopes away, and one
stone alone remains of the upper course, and that broken and chipped. I noticed but one shaft of a column full 5
feet in diameter, the piece was 9 feet high, one capital plain and rudely cut, and one architrave with a plain
square, and two circles, one within the other, placed alternately; the whole has been well morticed, and I noticed
the wedge-shaped mortice at present in use. The stones used were quarried around; but I found two or three finer
pieces of a coarse marble: one small piece I carried off, but it was stolen by one of the villagers, who
accompanied me.
430
Porter_1855_I_238 Palmyra: Travellers have generally represented the buildings of Palmyra as constructed
entirely of marble, but the fact is, there is not a single marble column or stone among the whole ruins. White
limestone of a fine texture from the neighbouring mountains has been universally employed, and the only other
species found is Sienite granite, a few shafts of which may still be seen near the long colonnade. One of these, a
single block, measures thirty feet in length and three in diameter. How it was conveyed to this spot is a mystery.
To transport it from the Upper Nile to the coast of Syria was a work of no ordinary difficulty, but to convey it
thence over mountains and across deserts for near two hundred miles shows an engineermg skill almost
equalling that of our own day.
431
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_52 in the Anti-Libanon: We resumed our way to the north-eastern peak,
upon which, eight months before, I had built a Kakur (bench-mark or cairn). Passing a large Jurah on the left,
we reached the higher eastern vertebra, below which is a double sink. The characteristic stone of this mountain,
which also extends to the eastern outliers that rise above the conglomerates of the plain, is a calcaire more than
usually crystalline with a white fracture, in fact almost marble. This would represent the white stone of
Josephus, and the Hebrew Shesh, which we translate Ŗmarble:ŗ of the latter I have never found throughout
Palestine and Syria a true specimen in situ. The fine stone formerly used for the decoration of buildings came
probably from Egypt and Greece; now it is imported from Marseille.
432
Ellis_1881_II_88 Palmyra: Most of the stone has been carelessly chosen as regards the strata; the weathering
shows it tilted in all directions in the drums of the columns. The cracks so formed give somewhat the
appearance of marble, and this, together with the bleaching of the fragments on the ground by the rain and sun,
may have been the cause of the mistake of the early writers on Palmyra, who all say that it is built of marble.
433
Yanoski_&_David_1848_12: Le règne minéral nřest pas aussi riche en Syrie que le règne végétal; il ne
présente ni une grande variété, ni une utilité générale. La pierre calcaire, le grès, le basalte, le schiste, le sel
gemme entrent dans la charpente des montagnes que nous avons décrites. Si donc le Syrien trouve en abondance
des corps solides pour bâtir sa demeure, s'il fabrique facilement de la chaux pour unir les roches qu'il emploie, le
luxe lui est interdit, à moins qu'il n'ait recours à ses voisins, puisque son sol ne lui fournit ni marbre, ni
porphyre.
434
Russell_I_1794_52-53 Aleppo: Close to the city are many extensive quarries, which afford a white gritty
stone, easily cut at first, but indurating after being exposed for some time to the air. The buildings are all of that
stone, except the slight partition-walls, which are constructed of a coarse chalk stone, found in abundance to the
North of the town. The more ancient quarries are vast excavations, forming large caverns, some of which
communicate by subterraneous passages of great length. In their present state they afford a winter habitation to
certain Bedoween Arabs, who are accustomed at other times of the year to encamp under the city walls; they
serve also occasionally as stables for camels; and are often by the janizaries converted into dens of debauchery.
The modern quarries are worked in a different manner: a large surface of ground is laid open, or the quarry is
carried along the face of a hill. / They have an inferior kind of yellowish marble, which takes a tolerable polish,
and is used for the ornamental parts of building, and for paving the court-yard. But a variety of other marble is
brought from parts more distant. From Damascus they receive a red marble; thence also, and from Khillis, a
coarse black sort; a fine white sort is imported from Italy; and from Antioch they procure various ancient
fragments. The common Aleppo Marble is brought to resemble the Damascus red, by rubbing it with oil, and
letting it stand some hours in an oven moderately heated. / Though lime-stone be found in abundance in the
neighbourhood, the expence of burning renders lime rather a dear article. Besides the ordinary comsumption in
building, large quantities are required for the composition with which they lay the terraces. Their plaster of Paris
is prepared from a gypsum found at some distance from town, but is not abundant. It is employed in the
finishing of the principal rooms, and likewise by way of cement for the small earthen pipes of the fountains.
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Browne_1799_387 Aleppo: The quarries which supplied the stone for the construction of the city, are not far
removed from the Antioch gate. They are in every way worthy of remark. On both sides of a road, cut through
the solid rock, are seen the openings of caverns, capable of giving shelter to a vast number of persons.
436
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_171-172 for quarries: In the days of my earlier residence in Damascus,
however, the people had declared that they could show me the quarries; the latter proved to be a reddish
porphyry, and a pudding-stone, which, somewhat like the giallo antico of Egypt, takes a high polish. It is locally
called Shahm wa Lahni (ŖFat and Fleshŗ); and at Ba'albak many of the well-educated applied the term to the
true granitic and syenitic columns.
437
Pierotti_1865_166: La Palestine abonde en pierres calcaires et crétacées, propres aux plus somptueuses
constructions. Les brèches rouges, blanches, jaune pâle reçoivent le poli aussi bien que le marbre. Le pavé de
beaucoup d'églises à Jérusalem, les colonnes de la mosquée El Aksa, celles de la basilique de Bethléem et une
foule d'autres ornements, dans quelques autres villes, en sont la preuve évidente. La pierre dite melaki est un dur
calcaire qu'on travaille difficilement; mais elle ressemble au marbre et je crois qu' elle a du passer autrefois pour
du marbre. [goes on to discuss other building stones]
438
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_438 Bethel / Beitin, near Ramallah: built of large hewn stones, and apparently
ancient; as are also the foundations of some of the houses. One of our party found the fragments of a column or
two among the ruins. The houses are few, and the people seemed poor and miserable, amounting only to a few
scores. The village lies where the broad ridge slopes off gradually towards the southeast. On this side are tilled
fields, and we had passed several others on our way. The grain was still standing; the time of harvest not having
yet come. Fig trees and olive trees are also scattered around. From the vicinity of Anata a favourite species of
building-stone is carried to Jerusalem; and we met several troops of donkeys loaded in this manner with the
materials of future dwellings; a hewn stone being slung upon each side of the poor animal. Larger stones are
transported on camels. From this point there is an extensive view over the whole eastern slope of the
mountainous tract of Benjamin; including also the valley of the Jordan and the northern part of the Dead Sea.
439
Munk_1845_553 Jerusalem: Le Temple proprement dit, bâti en marbre blanc et richement doré au dedans et
au dehors, avait cent coudées de long, et autant de hauteur.
440
Ellis_1881_II_117 in the Lebanon hills: the Christian village of Arayeh, and there is from thence a good
view of Beyrout, lying below on a slight spur of land. As in all the villages on the Lebanon, stone is used for
both houses and cottages. Each has an arcade in front, built with pointed arches. The inhabitants are so clever at
constructing the arches that they are often built without either mortar or centering, yet they stand for ages. Large
blocks of stone are frequently used, the tops of windows and doors being of one piece. No machinery is
employed to raise them, but there are strong men who have trained themselves to carry weights, and these do the
work. It often happens that the carrying of one piece of stone from the ground up to its resting-place, constitutes
a whole day's work. For the man is so exhausted from the tremendous exertion, lasting only a few minutes, that
he has to spend the rest of the day in repose to enable him to work the next day. In this manner pieces of a
quarter of a ton are used in building quite small cottages
441
Buckingham_1825_283-284: On the bed of rock near this place [Shukharah, north of Ezra], our Ezra guide
pointed out to us the quarries, from whence the large mill-stones before described are cut, of which we saw
several in a progressive state of preparation. The unskilfulness of the Arabs, and their want of proper
implements adapted to their labour, with the expence of carriage from the quarry to the place of sale, each stone
requiring a single camel, wheel carriages and good roads being entirely unknown, occasion an advance above
the prime cost, at which they might be hewn in England, of at least 500 per cent, each pair of stones costing
from ten to fifteen and sometimes twenty pounds sterling. This is the only produce that the stony tract of Ledjah
now yields, almost all its towns being deserted, except those on its very edge; but as the ruins scattered over it
are very numerous, there must have been a period when some other sources of wealth existed for their
maintenance.
442
Le_Strange_1889_313-314 travelling 1884, Iraq Al-Amir: 'Arak el Emir ŕ said to be the remains of the
palace which, according to Josephus, Hyrcanus built in 182 B.C., during the last days of his exile beyond the
Jordan. In the main the description of the Jewish historian tallies well enough with what we find here of rock-cut
caverns, and Cyclopean masonry carved with the forms of huge animals. It is, however, perhaps a point worth
noting, and one that did not fail to strike me when I first came on the ruins of the Kasr-el-'Abd, that while
Josephus plainly states that Hyrcanus Ŗbuilt it entirely of white stone to the very roof, and had animals of a
prodigious magnitude engraved thereupon,ŗ when we come to examine here the carved blocks, alongside of
which the inquisitive traveller feels dwarfed to the dimensions of an insect, we find that they are all, without
exception, cut out of stone most remarkably black. But as Josephus had himself never visited this place, the
error is probably due to his having been misinformed by the hearsay report of contemporary tourists.
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PEFQS_1887_14-15 Hamdi Bey reporting on the Sidon sarcophagi, translated from the Revue
Archéologique: With the exception of tomb No. 1, which had been ravaged by the violators of the great
necropolis, all the others had happily escaped the greed of the desecrators of the burial places. I must state, to
my great regret, that these to-day are no less terrible than those of preceding ages. The same rapacity and
vandalism continue their work of destruction, and, what is the more distressing, is that the so-called Europeans,
representing certain great Powers at Saida, in their own interests and the most mercenary spirit, head these
devastations. We are assured that, not content with this clandestine speculation, they patronize a manufactory
for articles of antiquity and false inscriptions, which is in a village in the outskirts of Saida. But in the interests
of science, and so that archaeological explorers should no longer be liable to be duped by them, I did not fail to
take the most severe administrative measures in order that this deplorable state of things might be stopped.
Finally, I must add that, in spite of Saida and other surrounding country having been ransacked, there still
remain treasures to be discovered.
444
Poujoulat_I_1841_8: Les saintes et grandes ruines de la vieille Athènes sont respectées; on n'a touché à
aucun monument pour en faire des matériaux de construction.
445
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_195: The first ruin I visited in the 'Alah was that of Abu Mekkeh, and I
was immediately struck with the resemblance it bore to the uninhabited cities of the Hauran and Lejah: the same
incongruous heaping together of stones to form a shelter, without much reference to their former use; lintels
used as pillars, stone doors as lintels, ornamented cornices and bits of inscriptions built in wherever they fitted
best. Here and there a tower or some solid piece of masonry, with perhaps a Greek inscription in situ, had defied
the ravages of time and showed the original style of architecture. The use of the arch, with one or two
exceptions, was confined to the interior of the buildings, where one or more were thrown across to support the
stone beams forming the flooring of the upper story.
446
Ibn Khaldun_II_1865_277: Alors, quand on veut bâtir une maison ou autre édifice, on prend les matériaux
dans les constructions déjà existantes, les enlevant d'un bâtiment pour en former un autre. (Cela est facile) parce
que la plupart des maisons et des palais ne sont plus habités et restent vides, et que la population de la ville est
bien inférieure à ce qu'elle était d'abord. On continue à transporter ainsi ces matériaux de palais en palais, de
maison en maison, jusqu'à ce qu'ils commencent à manquer. / Alors on reprend lřusage de construire à la
manière bédouine; on emploie des briques cuites au soleil au lieu de pierres, et lřon abandonne tout à fait lřusage
de lřornementation. Les édifices redeviennent comme ceux des villages et des hameaux, et montrent partout les
marques de la civilisation grossière qui est propre aux nomades. La décadence continue jusqu'à ce qu'elle arrive
à son dernier terme, qui est la ruine complète, si toutefois Dieu a réservé ce sort à la ville.
447
Khosrau_1881_64-65 travelling 1035-42 Ramleh: Le marbre est très-commun à Ramleh. Les murs de la
plupart des édifices et des maisons sont revêtus de plaques de marbre artistement encastrées et couvertes de
sculptures et d'arabesques. On coupe le marbre au moyen d'une scie sans dents et de sable de la Mekke. On
débite avec la scie des tranches de marbre dans le sens de la longueur des colonnes, comme on débite des
planches dans un arbre, et non pas dans le sens de la largeur. J'ai vu à Ramleh des marbres de toute espèce,
pointillés, verts, rouges, noirs, blancs, enfin de toutes les couleurs.
448
Thevenot_1689_568 Gaza: Cette ville étoit autrefois fort illustre, comme on peut voir par ses ruïnes, car tout
y est plein de colonnes de marbre de tous cotez, & même j'y ai vu des cimetières dont tous les sepulcres étoient
entièrement de marbre, entrřautres il y en a un clos de murailles y qui appartient à quelque famille particulière
de Turcs, lequel est rempli de beaux sepulcres, faits de grandes pièces, de fort beau marbre, qui ont des restes &
témoignages de l'ancienne splendeur de cette ville. [Old marble re-used for Turkish tombs must have been
recognisable as such, and not re-cut.]
449
Saulcy_1853_II_638 Balbec: De la carrière, nous avons appuyé à droite, dans la plaine, pour nous approcher
d'un édifice ruiné, orné de colonnes, nommé Koubbet-Douris, et placé sur la route de Zahleh. Cette ruine, dans
laquelle certains voyageurs ont cru voir un monument antique, est un simple oratoire musulman abandonné.
Huit tronçons de colonne empruntés aux mines d'Héliopolis, soutiennent une corniche octogonale de travail
arabe. Cette construction a été d'ailleurs menée avec tant d'intelligence, que lřune des colonnes a été plantée la
tête en bas, et que la corniche repose en réalité sur la base du fût. Le Koubbet-Douris n'a donc qu'un trèsmédiocre intérêt, archéologiquement parlant.
450
Ellis_1881_II_110-111 Balbec: The large mosque in the town of Baalbec, with, it is said, a hundred columns,
is entirely built out of the old materials of the temples. The columns vary in size according to the part from
which they were taken. In most cases only single drums of the columns have been used, giving a very squat
appearance. The capitals are placed on the columns without any attempt at a fit, but generally the smaller
capitals are on the larger columns, and vice versa. The mosque is only worth a visit on account of its size, and as
showing details of the architecture of the temples.
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Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_243B Sidon: All that we found in these caverns were several coffins, some of
marble, others of lead, and in them many bones. Among others was one of beautiful marble, hewn out of one
single block: and round the niche in which it was deposited, were paintings of birds, trees, &c.
452
PEFQS_1887_104 Haifa: At the west of the German colony at Haifa, near the modern Jewish cemetery, in an
abandoned garden, covered with quicksand, several large sarcophagi covers of sandstone were discovered after
the upper layers of the sand were transported on wagons to the gardens of the colony. The sarcophagi covers,
herewith sketched, had an average length of 7 feet 1 inch, an exterior width of 2 feet 11 inches, and a height of 1
foot 11 inches. The sarcophagi themselves, or rather the graves, were formed by nicely hewn sandstones of large
size, up to 6 feet by 3 feet, and masoned together so as to form a grave of rectangular form, sufficient in size to
be covered by the top slabs sketched. Each of the three top slabs had on each corner of its sloping top a horn, 11
inches high, 8 inches in diameter, which gave the whole a suitable ornamentation. The interior of the graves
were somehow plastered with a good covering of white mortar. The workmen, who were busy in destroying
these ancient remains and cutting them into building stones of such size as to be transportable on camel's back,
pretended that they had also dug out human bones.
453
Rey_1861_234-235, on the Hebron-Jerusalem road, Kharbet-er-Ram: Nous nous acheminons donc vers le
second monticule que surmonte un tombeau. A mesure que nous nous en approchons, nous trouvons des
vestiges de plus en plus incontestables de constructions antiques, des pierres de taille de fort bel appareil, des
arasements de mur, et même un assez grand nombre de fûts de colonnes. Il est trois heures quarante quand nous
atteignons le sommet du tell qui se nomme tell er-Ram. Le tombeau qui le surmonte est celui d'un cheikh des
Adouans nommé Dhaher et parent d'Abd-er-Rhazy. Il est entièrement construit avec des matériaux antiques. A
sa base, du côté sud, je vois des fûts de colonnes, je m'empresse d'y courir, et je trouve encore des bases de
colonnes en place sur un arasement de mur et plusieurs fûts gisant au milieu des arbrisseaux qui forment, à
travers ces ruines, des fourrés assez épais et, soit dit en passant, fort épineux. / En contournant ce tell, je trouvai
à l'est, servant de cippe à une tombe arabe, un magnifique fût de colonne d'une seule pièce de granit rose
d'Egypte que les Bédouins ont dû trouver en ce lieu; car, à coup sûr, ce ne sont pas eux qui l'y ont amené. Or que
devons-nous en conclure, sinon qu'il y a eu là une ville ancienne d'une assez grande importance? Cherchons
donc si le nom moderne de ces lieux ne peut nous aider à identifier ces ruines à quelque ville de l'époque
romaine. Or la localité antique, dont la position semble coïncider le mieux avec celle que nous cherchons, est
l'ancienne Beitharam qu'Hérode embellit et nomma Livias en l'honneur d'Auguste. Elle est située vis-à-vis de
Jéricho au delà du Jourdain, à 7 milles du Phogor et à 15 d'Hesban. Or l'ouad Hesban s'ouvre dans les flancs des
montagnes de Moaba, environ à 6 kilomètres d'ici, et le nom de Kharbet-er-Ram me semble une altération bien
simple de Beitharam. Car la traduction de Kharbet-er-Ram est: ruines de Ram. Il n'y a rien d'extraordinaire à ce
que le nom de Livias ait complétement disparu, puisque, dans le Haouran, nous avons trouvé des localités
antiques dont les noms ne répondent nullement à ceux qui leur avaient été imposés par les Romains; ces derniers
ayant disparu avec la domination qui les avait créés.
454
PEFQS_1875_156-157 Ascalon: One curious tradition connected with Ascalon remains to be noticed. It
appears, according to our guide, a very superior old sheikh, that thirty years ago the fellahin, digging outside the
walls near the cemetery, which surrounds a modern wely, close to the eastern gate, found a broad slab of stone,
and on raising it they discovered what seems from the description to have been an embalmed corpse, with sword
by side and ring on his finger. Frightened by the glare from his eyes they reclosed the tomb, and as the violator
died soon after they concluded it was a prophet, and built a rude tomb above the slab, now used as a wely, or
place of prayer. We had some thought of digging up this body, probably a Crusading hero, especially as we
were told at first that it was a mummy, but there seemed many objections to touching a place held sacred, and
close to modern tombs, which were sufficient to deter us if we could have discovered the true spot and had no
respect to the supposed reward for so sacriligeous an exploration.
455
Delaroière_1836_72-73: Ce couvent [on Mount Carmel], par sa position, domine d'un côté la mer d'Acre, et
de l'autre la mer de Césarée. L'ancien couvent a été pris et détruit par Abdala, pacha, celui quřIbrahim vient de
vaincre après un siège de sept à huit mois, dans Acre, sa capitale. Cet Abdala, trouvant la position du MontCarmel saine et agréable, résolut de s'y bâtir une maison de campagne. Son avarice, voulant éviter la dépense
des pierres et des matériaux, fit croire à la Porte, sur un exposé infidèle, que le couvent du Mont-Carmel était
une forteresse formidable, d'où l'on pouvait bombarder Acre; que ce lieu n'étant pas défendu pourrait être
occupé par le premier ennemi qui se présenterait, et servir ainsi à la destruction de la ville. En conséquence il
obtint un firman, qui lui donna l'ordre de démolir le couvent: Le consul de France (M. Pellavoine) n'en eut
connaissance que quand le firman de la Porte qui ordonnait la destruction du couvent fut arrivé entre les mains
du pacha, tant celui-ci avait mis de secret dans la conduite de cette affaire. Alors il protesta et voulut sur-lechamp se rendre à Constantinople pour faire révoquer cet ordre injuste. Le pacha le retint prisonnier, et il ne
parvint à se sauver que quand il ne restait pierre sur pierre du monument convoité. Ce couvent était situé au
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moins à deux lieues d'Acre, à vol d'oiseau, et n'était pas plus une forteresse que les autres couvens de terresainte. C'était donc des pierres que le pacha voulait. Il a eu ces pierres; il a élevé sa maison pour laquelle la
violence avait fourni les matériaux, et que l'iniquité a bâtie. Maintenant elle est abandonnée; le vent et la pluie y
pénètrent partout, et en vain elle attend son maître. A côté d'elle s'élève un couvent plus beau que le premier, et
les religieux spoliés y demeurent en paix.
456
Pierotti_1865_165: La Palestine est fort riche en éléments de construction; mais les habitants n'en tirent
aucun parti, parce qu'ils n'y sont pas encouragés et qu'ils sont mal gouvernés. Leur nature sauvage, cupide,
indolente fait qu'ils préfèrent habiter dans une chaumière ou dans une ruine plutôt que de se donner leurs aises,
sachant bien que le gouvernement leur ferait payer ce confortable et aussi parce qu'ils craignent les combats
continuels des différents partis, qui portent partout la destruction. Ces causes leur ont fait oublier tout ce que les
Hébreux leur avaient transmis; car, s'ils fabriquent encore les briques de la même manière que les anciens, ils ne
savent plus les faire cuire, et ils les emploient après les avoir fait sécher au soleil. On trouve des maisons bâties
avec cette dernière espèce de briques dans tout l'ancien pays des Philistins, de Jérusalem à Gaza.
457
Huart 1879_32 spending the night in Druze country: Comme dans tous les villages de ces contrées, les
maisons sont bâties en moellons et recouvertes d'un toit de solives et de branchages sur lesquels on étend une
couche de terre battue. Une sorte de cylindre en pierre, foré au centre, qui est souvent un fragment de colonne
antique, sert de rouleau pour aplanir cette terre battue et fermer les fissures qui s'y produisent souvent pendant
les grandes pluies de l'hiver.
458
Clermont-Ganneau_1899_30 Aleppo, mason marks on the walls of the town: One may reasonably doubt
whether these marks are Arab or Frank, for Aleppo was always continuously occupied by the Mohammedans
during the period of the Crusades, and their historians have made us acquainted with the names of the sultans
who in succession caused work to be done upon the city wall. "The enceinte," M. van Berchem writes to me, "is
altogether Arab work both in its general conception and in its details. As far as I remember, these marks are cut
in the centre of stones which cannot have been taken from any other building." / Nevertheless, these signs seem
too characteristically Frank to be Arab ones, and although none of them are alphabetical ones, which would
settle the question, yet several of them are to be found upon stones belonging to buildings of incontestably
Frankish origin. I therefore ask myself whether the Arabs may not in this case, as they have done in many
others, saved themselves trouble by transporting ready-hewn stone from some of the towns and castles near
Aleppo, when they had won them back from the Crusaders.
459
Clermont-Ganneau_1899_46-47: One word more upon this subject, upon which indeed a great deal more
might be said. When, with all due precautions, one makes use of this law [viz. not borrowing any techniques etc
locally], as I have had occasion to do for some years over a considerable part of Palestine, noting the masons'
marks at the same time, one is really astonished at the inconceivable number of stones which, in what was
relatively so short a time, were hewn by the Crusaders, and bear their distinct mark, without mentioning those
which they may have caused to be hewn without their being so marked. But while we admire this prodigious
industry, we soon call to mind that their task was greatly assisted by the ancient ruins which they used as
quarries. Assuredly the Crusaders did not hew out of the living rock all the stones of which they made use;
indeed, they seem to have taken a sort of pride, I might even say a sort of delight, in setting their mark upon
their inheritance from bygone ages, the materials which they found all ready to their hands for their new
buildings, by re-working them after their own fashion. We must not, therefore, be over thankful for this
mediaeval tooling; it does, no doubt, as I have shown, furnish us with a very convenient test for architectural
diagnosis in Palestine, but this advantage is dearly bought by the irreparable destruction of so many ancient
remains, which have not only been broken to pieces but have been disfigured. Who, indeed, can tell how much
both Art and Epigraphy may not have lost owing to this system of re-working old materials? Who can count the
precious pages which have been effaced by this mediaeval scrawl, which has put in their place nothing but a
barren date, and that one which has only just been made out? Indeed, it would have been much better for us if
they had followed the equally barbarous but more simple procedure of the Arabs, who are satisfied with using
ancient materials over again, without hesitating, it is true, to break them up if it suits their purpose, but without
giving themselves the trouble, as the Crusaders did, of re-tooling their surfaces when there was no absolute
necessity for doing so.
460
Clermont-Ganneau_1899_40 Alert to the redressing of many stones in Jerusalem and surroundings: They
[striations] have evidently been made by means of a special tool, a sort of toothed hammer, like our boucharde,
which it would be easy to reconstruct from the traces left by it, not only of the exact size of the original, but also
with the same number of teeth at the same distance apart. The workman must have stood with the stone laid
before him sloping at whatever angle he was used to: he then proceeded to dress its sides by means of this tool,
by hitting it light blows close together, and working along from left to right, from one end of the stone to the
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other. He continued this operation, always working parallel to the direction of his first strokes, until the whole
surface had been thus regularly dressed.
461
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_25-26, Caesarea, the castle, El Kulah, north wall: It is built of grey limestone
ashlar … In the second and fifth courses, counting from the lowest visible pillar, shafts are built in as
thoroughbonds alternating with stones. These project from the face of the wall. Two kinds of pillars are found:
some are of red granite, others of grey; and in addition, a few shafts of grey marble occur. The wall is therefore
evidently built at a late period, older material being used up. Judging by comparison with other buildings … the
ashlar was quarried by the Crusaders for its present purpose. The columns probably belong to the Roman period.
462
AMS_IV_1867_440: Venise était au xiie siècle, plus encore qu'elle ne l'est aujourd'hui, riche en monuments
byzantins, et Saint-Marc, qui s'était élevé lentement depuis trois siècles, était comme une église de Justinien
transportée au milieu des lagunes. Ses gracieuses coupoles, vues de la mer, rappelaient, avec moins de grandeur,
la perspective de Sainte-Sophie. La richesse orientale brillait dans les mille colonnes où le marbre, le jaspe, le
porphyre étalaient leurs splendeurs. L'art byzantin se montrait dans la variété et l'éclat de l'ornementation, dans
la perfection des charmants détails, dans l'immobilité recueillie et contemplative des figures, dans la naïve
expression des mosaïques religieuses, qui, après avoir fait passer sous les yeux du néophyte la représentation
vivante de lřancienne loi, transportent le fidèle au milieu des grands mystères de la nouvelle. Et Saint-Marc n'est
à Venise que la première des églises byzantines.
463
Clermont-Ganneau_1899_115 Jerusalem, Church of Holy Sepulchre, mis-placed and re-used bas-relief: I was
assured, as I have said before, that the fragment came out of the actual foundations of the Arab house where I
picked it up. This is not impossible, for the defacement of the sculpture must be of ancient enough date to enable
the remnant to be used for building material. I have, indeed, discovered a formal witness to this, dating from the
year 1480, in the Pilgrimage of Felix Fabri, to whose observant spirit we have more than once had to be
thankful. After telling us that the lintel above the door of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is of whitest marble
("de candidissimo marmore"), and that on its outer side it is sculptured with figures representing our Lord's
entry into Jerusalem riding upon an ass (sculptum imaginibus de ingressu Domini super asinavi in Jerusalem),
the casting out of the buyers and sellers from the Temple, and the raising of Lazarus, he adds that these
sculptures have been broken and multilated ("violenter destructae et mutilatae membris"). / The mutilation must
therefore date at least from the fifteenth century, which gives us the necessary margin of time for this fragment
to be re-worked into some Arab building from whence it was subsequently dug out.
464
Oliphant_1889_258-259 Khisfin, in the Jaulan: That it must also have been an important Crusading
stronghold is evident from the leading characteristics of the remains, as they now appear, and of the
ornamentation, of which I give specimen sketches. / The walls of the principal fort now standing measure 68
yards one way, by 54 the other. They are 9 feet in thickness, and are eight courses of stone in height, the stones
being from 1 foot to 1 foot 6 inches square, but some are much larger. Within the fort are the traces of a second
or inner wall forming a sort of keep in the centre, but the whole area is so encumbered with ruin that it would
require more time than I was able to give to it to make accurate measurements, and a plan of the building. The
village had almost the appearance of a quarry, so thickly piled were the blocks of hewn stone which enclosed
the courtyards and formed the walls of the houses, while they were strewn, or stacked in heaps, over all the
neighbouring fields. The lintels of the doors of the modern huts consisted frequently of large stones, some of
which possibly had served the same purpose in old times, and on these were tablets, rosettes, crosses, bosses,
and other crusading devices.
465
Oliphant_1889_245, at Et Tell, in the Jaulan: A small native village has been built among the ruins, which do
not at present afford to the passing traveller any indications of former magnificence; but I was unable at the time
to examine them, as I was desirous of pushing on without delay to a spot where I was informed by a Bedawin
sheikh who accompanied me from El 'Araj, that the fellahin, in the course of getting out stone for constructing
some houses last summer, had laid bare many stones on which were carvings and pictorial representations. After
following the course of the Jordan, on its east bank, for another mile, we reached a spot on the barren slope of a
hill a few hundred yards from the river, where some native huts had been recently built. Here large cut stones,
carved cornices, capitals, and fragments of columns were strewn in profusion, while from the midst of them rose
the walls of what appears to me to have been a synagogue. Owing, however, to a later super-structure having
evidently been reared upon the original foundation, I feel somewhat diffident m pronouncing decidedly upon
this point.
466
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_238-239 Tyre: The stones from these ruins are, from time to time, carried to
Seyde [Sidon], for building houses. Few pillars are now remaining, and those not remarkable for their beauty,
the best having been taken away by the Turks, for adorning their mosques and other buildings … A little farther
on the plain [near the aqueduct] is a pedestrian statue of marble, but without a head. The dress, however, seems
to indicate, that it was some Roman emperor. It was lately, as I was informed, dug up near the spot where it now
stands.
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Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_312 Byblos/Jebilee: Without the town, towards the sea, are still some clear
traces of a stone pier, and a kind of harbour, with several fragments of pillars, some of granite. We were told,
that the best had been carried away, out of a garden where the ground is remarkably uneven. Thus there is the
greatest appearance, that some very remarkable edifice stood in this place.
468
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_313 Byblos, theatre: The seats for the spectators are all of marble; but at
present, the whole exhibits but a wretched appearance, and has been greatly abused; all that remains now
consists of a semi-circle, in the inside of which are some small houses built of the ruins, a great part of it having
been blown up designedly by gun-powder; and the great quantity of marble, of which it consisted, converted to
build a mosque and a bath. This mosque stands close by it, and is very beautiful, the pavement being inlaid with
marble of several colours; in it is the tomb of a prince of Chorazaim, (a province of Persia) the reputed founder
of it; and this draws to it a great resort of Mahometan pilgrims, even from the extremities of Persia and India.
469
Maundrell_1836_25-27, travelling 1697, Byblos: But the most considerable antiquity in Jebilee, and greatest
monument of its former eminency, is the remains of a noble theatre just at the north gate of the city. It passes
amongst the Turks for an old castle, which (according to the Asiatic way of enlarging) they report to have been
of so prodigious a height, when in its perfect state, that a horseman might have rid about sun-rising a full hour in
the shade of it. / As for what remains of this mighty Babel, it is no more than twenty feet high. The flat side of it
has been blown up with gunpowder by the Turks. And from hence (as they related) was taken a great quantity of
marble, which we saw used in adorning their bagnio and mosque before mentioned.
470
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_282 Hama: the ancient Roman baths, lying to the north-west and
outside of Hums, Emesa of old. Excavations were going on for the sole purpose of removing the stones.
471
Parsons_1808_33, travelling 1772ff, Seleucia Pieria / Kepse, port: I could not find any remains of the walls
which had tumbled down, I asked a native if he knew what had become of them; he replied, that in his time he
had seen many floats loaded with stones taken from thence and carried up the river to Antioch, and that he
supposed that the greatest part of them had, in former times, been carried away in the same manner, by the
rubbish which remains, and which takes up a great extent of ground.
472
Michaud_1829_226 in 1188: Le sultan [Saladin] se porta ensuite à Laodicée, et trouva la ville abandonnée.
Les chrétiens s'étaient retirés dans deux châteaux situés sur une montagne voisine; le cadi de Gible parvint
encore à leur faire peur et les engagea à descendre. Laodicée était une ville bien bâtie et ornée de beaux édifices;
on y voyait des marbres de toute espèce: les musulmans détruisirent tous les édifices, surtout les églises, et
emportèrent les marbres. Saladin donna Laodicée à son neveu Takieddin, prince de Hamah, avec ordre d'y faire
les réparations nécessaires.
473
Robinson_1838_417, Lattakia: Non loin de l'arche qui conduit vers le port sont quatre colonnes corinthiennes
avec leurs architraves bien conservées: elles faisaient peut-être partie du portique d'un autre ancien édifice. Dans
une rue qui mène aux bazars, il y a une rangée de petites colonnes de granit gris, qui paraissent d'une haute
antiquité, mais comme on a bâti dans leur entre-colonnement, il est impossible de deviner leur destination
primitive. Dans un jardin au centre de la ville, on nous montra une colonne de marbre cassée, sur laquelle il y a
une longue inscription grecque presque effacée.
474
Aramon_1887_125-126, travelling 1549, Bethlehem: Il y a une église qui a esté fort belle et grande, laquelle
s'en va en ruine, à cause que les Turqs en ont osté et ostent journellement le marbre et aultres pierres qui leur
peuvent servir pour enrichir leurs mousquées; et croy que s'ilz eussent peu emmener quarante colonnes grosses
de marbre qu'ilz s'en fussent servis aussy bien que du reste.
475
Aramon_1887_261, travelling 1549, imperial rescript of 1532: En recevant ce signe auguste et impérial,
sachez que le bayle de Venise a fait représenter à ma sublime Porte que certains individus audacieux et
téméraires prétendent enlever le plomb et les colonnes de l'église de Bethléem, lieu de la naissance de Jésus sur
qui soit le salut! Nous vous enjoignons par ce rescrit impérial de rechercher tous ceux qui se permettent des
actes aussi contraires à la justice; que nul n'ose molester les religieux francs qui sont autorisés à rebâtire un mur
ruiné de l'église, en suivant les fondations de lřancienne construction.
476
Michaud_1829_503 in 1268: Quant aux habitans de Jaffa, qui avaient fait des courses sur les terres
musulmanes, le sultan, pour les punir, entra de force dans leurs murs: la citadelle fut rasée; le marbre et le bois
qu'on put sauver furent envoyés par mer au Caire, où on les employa à la mosquée que Bibars y faisait bâtir.
[Mosque of Sultan al-Zahir Baybars, built 1266-68. This certainly has columns inside, but the structure was
part-wrecked by being used as a barracks by the French. No wall decoration survives. In 1812, some of the
marble was used to build the Riwaq Al-Sharqawi in Al-Azhar.]
477
Blondel_1840_245-246 Caesarea: Au coucher du soleil les ruines de Kaisarieh, l'ancienne Césarée,
frappèrent nos regards; il ne reste plus à ce squelette de ville qu'une ceinture de fossés, de bastions et quelques
lambeaux épars de murailles sans intérêt, où les pâtres d'alentour cherchent un abri contre l'humidité des nuits.
Les Bateaux arabes viennent y charger des pierres de construction qu'ils vendent dans les villes de la côte. La
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ville de Jaffa est presque entièrement bâtie avec les dépouilles de Césarée. Un bois de chênes, le seul qu'il y ait
en Syrie, croît auprès de Kaisarieh.
478
Geramb_1840_I_48 Jaffa: I then carried my letters of recommendation to the superior, and visited the other
Fathers, who received me kindly and politely. The nephew of cardinal Don Emmanuel Cantillo Jovellanos,
archbishop of Toledo, a young priest of the Holy Land, gave up his chamber to me. The monastery had just been
rebuilt with materials brought from Caesarea. O, Providence of my God! those stones which had been used by
Herod to found a town in honour of Augustus now served to build a temple to the child whose birth had filled
him with such alarm, and whom he purposed to destroy. Though entirely new-built, the monastery of Jaffa,
which has cost a great deal of money, is like all the monasteries of the Holy Land: it exhibits the appearance of a
fortress, of a castle of the tenth century; a heap of stones piled one upon another, and that is all.
479
AMS_I_1864_413-414, Caesarea: La plupart de ceux qui ont exploré les ruines de Césarée se sont bornés, en
général, à étudier celles qui sont comprises dans l'enceinte des croisades; mais la ville antique débordait
beaucoup autour du périmètre de ces remparts, et c'est au milieu de plaines hérissées de chardons et de
broussailles qu'il faut chercher plusieurs des monuments signalés par Josèphe. Ces édifices sont tous renversés,
et la plupart des blocs avec lesquels ils avaient été construits ont été transportés ailleurs. Néanmoins on
rencontre çà et là des fûts de colonnes brisées, soit en marbre, soit en granit. Les constructions du moyen âge ont
subi et subissent encore des ravages incessants, car Césarée est comme une carrière que lřon exploite
continuellement pour en extraire et en exporter des matériaux de construction. La cathédrale toutefois, bien que
bouleversée de fond en comble, a conservé toutes les assises inférieures de ses trois absides et des quatre contreforts qui soutenaient sa façade.
480
Napier_II_1847_44 letter to his Mother, 1840, travelling Beirut to Tyre: To-day I passed through a very
beautiful wild country, and fell in with some remarkable ruins of antiquity in the shape of excavations ŕ but I
must cry halt, as I smell the dinner, and have had nothing for twelve hours, ŕ therefore adios.
481
Bourassé_1867_389 Samaria: Les maisons du village sont toutes bâties avec des débris antiques, et ce qui
n'est pas moins curieux, c'est que les murs de l'église sont eux-mêmes formés de matériaux arrachés à des
constructions antérieures. Ainsi, du temps des croisades comme aujourd'hui, on exploitait comme une carrière
les monuments à moitié démolis de l'ancienne Samarie. Çà et là des fûts de colonne, des chapiteaux, des
fragments de frise, des sculptures gisent sur le sol. Le travail indique évidemment une main grecque des
premiers temps de l'empire romain.
482
Munk_1845_39 Samaria: Les écrivains arabes du moyen âge la mentionnent encore sous le nom de
Sebastiyya. Cotwyk, voyageur du XVIe siecle, n'en trouva plus que quelques ruines peu considérables.
D'Arvieux y trouva encore les ruines d'une église, où l'on prétend montrer le tombeau de Jean-Baptiste entre
ceux des prophètes Elisa et Obadia. Environ quarante ans après, Maundrell vit à peine quelques traces de cette
église. A l'endroit de l'ancienne Sebasté, il ne trouva qu'un jardin, et au nord un carré où l'on voyait de grandes
colonnes. Clarke qui, en 1801, ne trouva plus aucune trace de Sebasté, place l'ancienne Samarie à 3 lieues S. de
Djennin.
483
Lortet_1881_2: Trois heures après notre départ de Beyrouth, nous arrivons à Khan-Khulda, Mutatio Heldua
des anciens itinéraires, ombragé d'un sycomore superbe. Un kilomètre environ après avoir dépassé un khan eu
ruine, on aperçoit sur le flanc de la colline un grand nombre de sarcophages. Tous ont été violés, et leurs
couvercles plus ou moins brisés sont disséminés au milieu des champs environnants. Dans quelques années, ces
tombes, étudiées par M. de Saulcy et par d'autres archéologues, auront entièrement disparu; elles constituent une
véritable carrière pour les habitants des villages voisins qui viennent y chercher des abreuvoirs et des matériaux
pour la construction de leurs demeures. Dans le voisinage de cette nécropole, on ne trouve que des amas de
ruines informes qui indiquent seules l'emplacement de quelque ancienne bourgade gréco-romaine. Nous ne
perdons pas notre temps à l'exploration de cette station assez peu intéressante.
484
Conder_&_Kitchener_1881_352: Tell es Semak. ŕ A low hillock by the sea. It is covered, as well as the
shore near it, with ruins of dressed masonry, and there appears to have been a place of some importance at this
site. Pottery, glass, and marble were found, and there are tombs east of it, in the sides of Carmel. Quantities of
the ashlar blocks have been taken away, the holes remaining whence they were dug out. A fragment of a capital
and coins (Byzantine) were here found by the Germans. Shafts and capitals of Byzantine appearance were also
dug up. Fine building stones were transported to Haifa to build houses with. Large quantities of copper coins of
Constantine were found, and a Crusading coin, with the date 127-.
485
Conder_&_Kitchener_1885_172-173 Ascalon: We entered the old site from the north, where the fallen
remains of the city wall show large granite columns built into it, and along a road, which to the right and left
was undermined by natives excavating marble slabs and other antiques, we enter one of the gardens planted with
figs, legumes, water-melons, and the highly-appreciated onions (shallots) of 'Askalan. Here we were informed
that the Government had forbidden further excavations, but that nevertheless every suitable marble piece is
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transported as it is, or, in case of considerable weight, sawn into portable slabs and sold to Gaza and Jaffa, to be
placed over the entrances of private buildings. Our inquiry whether any ancient brick building (of which I had
intelligence) was discovered, was unexpectedly answered in the negative, and we were therefore obliged to
confine ourselves to good luck and our own research. In struggling through the ancient site, thoroughly grubbed
into, the noise of a saw struck our ears, and on approaching we found several natives at work cutting a slab of
beautiful white marble into pieces. The slab was originally about 16 feet below the surface of the earth and
measured 4 feet 5 inches in every direction; it had an unfinished cornice on its upper part, which was to be
worked all round the block, as well as other uncompleted ornaments in the middle, in its central, and lower part.
It was placed close to a well-masoned southern wall of sandstones; and several large granite columns of 14 and
18 feet in length, and 1 foot 10 inches in diameter at the base, were lying about the marble block. It may have
been a pagan altar, which, like other parts of architecture of classical age, were brought crudely worked to their
place of destination, and there finished with all the ornamental details. The unmerciful saw, guided by three
apathetic natives, two of which were pulling and one pouring sand and water into the cut, forced its way deeper
and deeper into this valuable antiquity, and on my return homewards I found the slab cut into pieces of 1 foot
thickness and partly carried away. O tempora, O mores!
486
Conder_&_Kitchener_1881_226 El Jish, an area of earthquake activity in the Galilee: traces of a surrounding
wall constructed of regular cut stones. As recently as 1863 there were still remaining considerable vestiges, but
at present it is almost entirely destroyed, the stones having been taken away to build a new church. These are the
remains of the wall which once surrounded the acropolis of Gischala, whose name is preserved in El Jish. / On
the plateau are the remains of a second synagogue, of which, at my first visit, there remained four shafts and
other ruins. These remains are now dispersed and lost. [or just new alertness from the surveyors?]
487
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_68 citing Clermont-Ganneau at the church at Amoas, between Jerusalem and
Jaffa: A quelques pas de ce curieux ossuaire, un ancien four m'a révélé comment ont disparu les beaux marbres
blancs, provenant des statues et des monuments anciens: tout autour de ce four gisaient de nombreux débris
taillés et sculptés, dont plusieurs étaient à moitié calcinés: on les employait à faire de la chaux. / Les fouilles
continuaient ainsi tout autour de lřéglise, qui se dégageait lentement de son linceul de terre et de débris. / De
nombreux fragments de base, de chapiteaux, de colonnes et d'entablements, des poteries antiques, des cubes de
mosaïques de toutes couleurs, enfin tout ce qu'on trouve, en Palestine surtout, dans les anciens monuments, mais
jusque là, pas une seule inscription.
488
Baedeker_1876_422, Musmieh: The beautiful temple of Musmiyeh, 2 hrs. to the W. of Brak, is well
deserving of a visit. The route is very rough, as it skirts and partly traverses the lava plateau of the Leja. The
place, now uninhabited, was important in ancient times. It was the Phaenas of the Romans, as Greek inscriptions
testify, and an episcopal see. Many of the houses are well preserved. The only public building now standing was
a temple (called by De Vogüé a praetorium), afterwards converted into a Christian church, and later still into a
mosque, as the crosses and inscriptions indicate. It is one of the finest ruins in the Hauran. The paved streets
lead to an open space where six steps ascend to the temple. Three only of the six columns which formed the
porch are now in their places.
489
Baedeker_1898_197: El-Mismiyeh, the ancient Phaena, where there are several well-preserved houses. The
temple (afterwards a church and mosque), one of the finest ruins in the Hauran, is said to have been recently
pulled down to make room for barracks.
490
Dussaud_1903_415, Musmeih (ancient Phaena), in the Ledja: Le remarquable prétoire édifié sous les
empereurs Marc-Aurèle et L. Verus (160-169) est complètement détruit aujourd'hui: le Gouvernement turc en a
utilisé les matériaux à la construction d'une grande caserne. Devant ce monument moderne gisent quelques
morceaux de sculpture gréco-romaine que nous reproduisons ci-après. [cf. De Vogüé, Syrie centrale,
Architecture civile et religieuse, I, 45ff.]
491
Conder_1889_33 Kadesh on the Orontes: Of Hittite antiquities we found no traces, though we sought them
even within the sanctuary of Neby Mendeh. But already, in 1846, Dr. Thomson found the natives breaking up
ancient columns at this spot, and the work of destruction at an inhabited site goes on with frightful rapidity.
Excavations on the sides of the Tell might lead to the discovery of such slabs and bas-reliefs as are found in
other Hittite towns facing the slopes of the great mounds.
492
Conder_&_Kitchener_1881_Preface: The importance of securing, without delay. an accurate account of the
monuments still remaining in Western Palestine is illustrated by the following note from the Rev. H.D.
Rawnsley (PEF Quarterly Statement, April, 1881) received after the following sheets were in type: ŖOn reaching
Kadesh in May, 1879, we were disgusted to find that the marble sarcophagi and the Temple ruins were being
broken up and demolished, to fill the yawning trenches that the Fellahin navvies had dug for the foundations of
a sugar-factory. It appeared that a Damascus merchant was speculating in sugar, so the Fellahin said ŕ in
cotton, so the Dragoman affirmed; had bought the village, and wishing to run up buildings cheaply, was going
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to utilise such marble as he found in the ruins near. We bargained with backsheesh, that at any rate the
sarcophagi as yet unbroken should be buried in the trench as they were.ŗ
493
Gédoyn_1909_151 Rhodes in 1624: le seul château, qui fut la demeure du Grand Maître, cette forteresse
inimitable que l'on ne peut voir sans l'admirer, dont l'assiette, secourue de l'art, pouvoit défier le temps, et
laquelle, en un mot, n'a dû jamais être prise sans être affamée ou sans trahison, ce château, dis-je, est
grandement détruit et s'empire tous les jours par le consentement du Gouverneur qui en permet la démolition et
vend ses ruines à très vil prix, mais les fossés ne sont aucunement comblés, ni les remparts, boulevards et
bastions endommagés, non plus que ses fortes et doubles murailles, de façon qu'il serait aisé de s'en aider en peu
de temps.
494
Heber-Percy_1896_116 Bosra, near the El-Hidr Mosque: began to look so dangerous and broken that we
ventured no further. Close by is a house or rather a large room with a perfect stone door, window shutters, and
cupboards; and in the side of the room facing the door is a curious semicircular niche finished above by a carved
scallop shell; it gives one the idea of a fireplace without a chimney. Here is a good example of a perforated
stone window … All doors and shutters, some plain, some carved in panels, are made on the same principle, the
doors varying eleven to seven inches in thickness, aecording to their height and width. The stone pivots are
made of the same block as the threshold and lintel, and the doors and windows are so hung that notwithstanding
the centuries that must have elapsed since they were put up many still swing easily. Holes in the door and in the
jamb where the handle and lock would be, show there was an arrangement for fastening the door, probably
made of metal, which was of value to the wandering Bedouin; all traces of these locks have disappeared. In one
or two instances we observed that the pivots of stone doors having become worn from long use, stone rings had
been cut and put round the worn pivot. Some doors and gates are double.
495
Dimashki_1874_35 (born 1256), Balbec: Dans la forteresse de Ba'albek il y a une maison haute de 50
coudées, mesurant 30 coudées en toutes dimensions; son toit est de pierre, et au milieu il y a un aigle de pierre
étendant ses ailes; aux quatre coins il y a 4 idoles appelées Wadd, Souwař, Yaghoût et Jařoûq. La porte qui
ferme ce sanctuaire est de pierre; cette maison est une merveille.
496
Lewis_1996_63, travels of William John Bankes in the Orient 1815-1820: Au cours des deux semaines qu'il
passa dans le Hawrân en 1816, il visita la plupart des gros villages depuis Mismiyyeh au nord jusqu'à Bosrâ et
Salkhâd au sud, de Sanamein et Mzeirib à l'ouest à Kafr et Hebrân à l'est. Il fit des critiques sur la structure des
monuments qu'il voyait; à propos du temple de Mjâdel par exemple, il indiqua que c'était le plus complet qu'il
ait vu jusqu'à présent, mais que son architecture était de "mauvaise facture avec ses hauts piédestaux
disproportionnés et était alourdie d'un décor sans intérêt. Il fut très impressionné par le grand théâtre et le
château de Bosra, intrigué par les tours en grand nombre dans la région et particulièrement intéressé par
l'architecture domestique, ainsi qu'il l'écrit: à l'exception de Pompéi, où peut-on trouver des habitations
romaines? Nous en avons ici en grand nombre encore habitables ou inhabitées, fermées par leurs portes
d'origine et couvertes par les toits d'époque, les chevaux mangent dans les mêmes mangeoires qu'ils le faisaient
il y a 1600 ans". Cet intérêt pour l'architecture domestique est manifeste dans les plans détaillés qu'il fit à Ezra et
dans d'autres villages.
497
Porter_1855_I_197 Hauran: the massive dwellings and stone gates of Kureiyeh, and the other towns of this
region, scarcely yield in importance or interest to the monuments of either Egypt or Assyria. It is true they are
antiquities of another kind, and cannot vie with those in splendour or extent; yet they are the memorials of a race
of giants that has now been extinct for more than three thousand years, and of which Og, king of Bashan, was
one of the last representatives; and they form, I believe, the only specimens the world can afford of the ordinary
private dwellings of remote antiquity. The proud monuments designed by the genius and reared up by the wealth
of imperial Rome are fast mouldering away to utter ruin in this land; but the simple buildings of a far earlier age
in many places remain perfect as when the workman had completed them. It is worthy of remark here that the
towns and castles of this country were counted ancient even in the days of the Roman historian Ammianus
Marcellinus. [The age of a town does not necessarily have anything to do with its standing architecture.
Skeletons would also be the Ŗmemorial of giants,ŗ so where are they?]
498
Porter_1855_II_23-24 house in the Hauran: a low door opened into another behind it of the same dimensions
and character, and from this a larger door admitted to a third, to which there was a descent by a flight of stone
stairs; it was a spacious hall, equal in breadth to the other two, and some 25 feet long by 20 high. A fine
semicircular arch spanned it in the centre length-wise, supporting the stone roof. The door was so large that
camels could go in and out with ease. / Such is a specimen of the houses of Burak, the name of the ruined town
in which we now rested, and such, too, is a fair specimen of all the houses throughout nearly the whole of the
Hauran. Many of them are still found uninjured, but very many are mere heaps of ruins. Some of them are large,
with spacious courts in the interior, into which the chambers open; others again are small and plain; but all are
massive and extremely simple in their plan; thus denoting high antiquity.
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Robinson_1837_163 Ezra, citing Burckhardt: The Haouran peasants wander from one village to another; in
all of them they find commodious habitations in the ancient houses; a camel transports their family and baggage;
and as they are not tied to any particular spot by private landed property, or plantations, and find every where
large tracks to cultivate, they feel no repugnance at quitting the place of their birth.
500
Porter_1855_II_63 Hauran, Shuka: From this building I proceeded over ruinous houses and narrow streets
toward that part of the town now inhabited. The stones have here been cleared away from the centre of the
streets, to form a path for animals, and similar paths have also been made through the rubbish that encmnbers a
few of the ancient courtyards. The present inhabitants, Druzes, have taken possession of such chambers as had
their roofs and doors perfect, but I did not observe anywhere a new erection or even recent repairs; indeed, this
would be quite unnecessary, for there are far more houses still habitable than there are people to occupy them.
501
La_Salle_1840_I_367 Hauran: Après Bosrah, on longe à droite et à gauche les ruines de quinze villes; sur la
pente de Gebel-Hauran il y a les ruines de plus de deux cent villes ou bourgs.
502
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_145-179 for es-Suhba.
503
Porter_1855_II_76 Hauran, Shahba: Not far below this [temple] are three cubical structures of solid masonry,
each at present 10 feet high and 17 square. There were originally four of them, and they stood in the centre of
the city, forming a square whose sides faced the four cardinal points. From between these ran four straight
streets, each 25 feet wide, to the four great gates of the city. The pavement of these streets still remains in many
places quite perfect, and is a beautiful specimen of Roman work. From the top of one of the cubical structures I
obtained a good view over the eastern and southern divisions of the city, and seldom have I seen such a
confused expanse of ruins; it seems as if some destroying angel had swept over it, laying prostrate every
building in his progress. As the whole city was constructed of stones, the ground is now completely covered
with shapeless heaps, tlrough which the lines of the streets may be seen as broad furrows intersecting each other
at right angles. The main streets to the east and south are, in a great measure, free of stones; and they now
present a singular aspect running straight and smooth through the wilderness of ruins, and terminating at five
triple gateways still almost perfect.
504
Cook_1876_437-438 Hauran, Shahba: Of this extensive provincial city, which appears to have met with
sudden destruction when in all its freshness and perfection, the greater portion consists of confused heaps of
rubbish, especially in the northern and eastern portions. Two main streets, with Roman pavement, looking as
good as new, cross each other in the centre of the city, and divide it into four sections. At the centre once stood
four pedestals, ten feet in height, and seventeen feet square ŕ three are still standing. The most interesting street
is that leading westward from this point. It contains, amongst other objects of interest, a temple once used as a
church, with a cupola supported by columns; five Corinthian columns belonging to the portico of another
temple; an ancient courtyard, with a fine Greek inscription referring to one Martius, a magistrate, and recording
the erection of a monument to his honour by the chief captain of the 16th Legion, in the reigns of Aurelius and
Lucius Verno; ruins of an old mosque; a portion of a hippodrome, and a small temple with a well-preserved
crypt. Near this latter building is the Theatre, the most perfect monument of antiquity in Shuhba. The details of
the arrangements of Roman buildings of this character can here be readily studied. The street referred to as
conducting to the remains enumerated is at one place cut through the solid rock, to procure an easier gradient,
and arched over. / In other parts of the city are fragments of many grand buildings, but they are for the most part
involved in almost indistinguishable ruin. In the south-eastern section, however, the remains of a large Roman
bath can be observed, with portions of an aqueduct in connection. Greek inscriptions abound everywhere. The
Roman gateways on the south and east of the city are very little injured.
505
Burckhardt_1822_09111810: Ezra was once a flourishing city; its ruins are between three and four miles in
circumference. The present inhabitants continue to live in the ancient buildings, which, in consequence of the
strength and solidity of their walls, are for the greater part in complete preservation They are built of stone, as
are all the houses of the villages in the Haouran and Djebel Haouran from Ghabarib to Boszra, as well as of
those in the desert beyond the latter. In general each dwelling has a small entrance leading into a court yard,
round which are the apartments; of these the doors are usually very low. The interior of the rooms is constructed
of large square stones; across the centre is a single arch, generally between two and three feet in breadth, which
supports the roof; this arch springs from very low pilasters on each side of the room, and in some instances rises
immediately from the floor: upon the arch is laid the roof, consisting of stone slabs one foot broad, two inches
thick, and about half the length of the room, one end resting upon short projecting stones in the walls, and the
other upon the top of the arch. The slabs are in general laid close to each other; but in some houses I observed
that the roof was formed of two layers, the one next the arch having small intervals between each slab, and a
second layer of similar dimensions was laid close together at right angles with the first. The rooms are seldom
higher than nine or ten feet, and have no other opening than a low door, with sometimes a small window over it.
In many places I saw two or three of these arched chambers one above the other, forming so many stories. This
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substantial mode of building prevails also in most of the ancient public edifices remaining in the Haouran,
except that in the latter the arch, instead of springing from the walls or floor, rests upon two short columns.
During the whole of my tour, I saw but one or two arches, whose curve was lofty; the generality of them,
including those in the public buildings, are oppressively low.
506
Kelly_1844_437B Ezra: The best specimens of these houses are to seen at Ezra, one of the most interesting
towns in Auranitis, and one of the very few of which we know the ancient name, Zarava. The town is of great
extent, the houses well preserved, and Lord Lindsay walked through whole streets of them, seemingly in good
repair, but almost all untenanted. He took up his residence in one of them he found unoccupied, and which was
quite perfect except two fractures in the roof. What strange dreams he must have had!
507
Robinson_1837_160-161 Ezra: Here commences the plain of the Haouran, which is interrupted by numerous
insulated hills, on the acclivities or foot of which most of the villages are situated. Of these Ezra is one of the
most considerable, although lying within the precincts of the Ledja, having about one hundred and fifty Turkish
and Druse families, and about fifty of Christians (Greeks.) … it is still one of the principal villages of the
Haouran. The ruins occupy an enclosed space, three or four miles in circumference; the most considerable stand
to the south-east of the present habitations.
508
Kelly_1844_437. Ezra: The plain is covered in every direction with Roman towns, built of black basalt, some
of them mere heaps of rubbish, others still almost perfect, the Arab belladeen (villagers) dwelling under the
same stone roofs, and entering by the same stone doors as the old Romans; stone doors and stone roofs owing to
the want of timber in the Haouran, which obliged the colonists to employ the more durable material. The doors
are generally plain thick slabs, fixed into their sockets at the time the houses were built; the roofs are
constructed on a very curious principle; a handsome arch, two or three feet in breadth, springing at once from
the ground, is thrown across the middle of every large room; upon it is laid the roof consisting of stone slabs,
one foot wide, two inches thick, and nearly half as long as the room: one end of the slabs rests on short
projecting stones laid like a cornice along the top of the walls, and the other on the top of the arch. [This is
pirated and paraphrased from Lindsay_1838_II_132.]
509
Porter_1855_II_244 the Ledja: Some of the ruined cities in the Lejah are of considerable extent, and the
beauty of their architectural ornaments show their former wealth and importance. Edhrřa, Burak, and Nejran,
have already been described. Daraa appears to have been the largest town in the interior, though its position
seems of all others the most uninviting. It has, according to Burckhardt, Ŗabout three hundred houses, most of
them still in good preservation." He observed some sculptured vine-leaves and grapes on a doorway, resembling
those found at Kunawat. But next to Edhrřa the largest and most important city of this province appears to have
been that on the northern border, now called Musmeih. Its ruins are three miles in circuit, and contain many
buildings of considerable size and beauty. Burckhardt says that a temple he discovered here is one of the most
elegant buildings in the Hauran. It has a portico of seven (?) Doric columns, three of which are standing.
510
Burckhardt_1822_15111810, Suweida: Soueida was formerly one of the largest cities of the Haouran; the
circuit of its ruins is at least four miles: amongst them is a street running in a straight line, in which the houses
on both sides are still standing; I was twelve minutes in walking from one end to other. Like the streets of
modern cities in the East, this is so very narrow as to allow space only for one person or beast to pass. On both
sides is a narrow pavement. The great variety seen in the mode of construction of the houses seems to prove that
the town has been inhabited by people of different nations. In several places, on both sides of the street, are
small arched open rooms, which I supposed to have been shops. The street commences in the upper part of the
town, at a large arched gate built across it; descending from thence I came to an elegant building, in the shape of
a crescent, the whole of whose front forms a kind of niche, within which are three smaller niches; round the flat
roof is written in large characters … On a stone lying upon the roof … Continuing along the street I entered, on
the left, an edifice with four rows of arches, built with very low pillars in the ugly style already described.
511
Porter_1855_II_215: Nejran has still a large population of Druzes and Christians in about equal numbers,
who occupy what remains of the ancient buildings. The ruins I estimated at nearly two miles in circumference.
The most important building remaining is a large church, with two square towers; it appears to have been
latterly used as a mosk. Upon the walls are several Greek inscriptions. On one of them is the date 458, A.D. 564,
being the latest I have anywhere seen in the Hauran. The extent of these ruins, and the magnitude of the church
in the midst of them, render it highly probable that this was at one time an episcopal city, but its ancient name is
now lost.
512
Buckingham_1825_258 Shahba, in the Jebel Hauran [NE of Suwarrow]: The flat stone pavement of this
town still continues perfect, though the edifices forming the streets are mostly ruined. Among those that are least
demolished, is a large bath, and an aqueduct, with a Corinthian temple, of which five columns, each three and a
half feet diameter in their shafts, are still standing, without pedestals; the stone is throughout the black basaltic
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stone so common in the Hauran, which is used in the larger and smaller buildings indiscriminately, as well as in
the massy stone doors.
513
Buckingham_1825_257 Shahba, in the Jebel Hauran [NE of Suwarrow]: On passing this gateway we could
perceive that the city had been walled, and was nearly square in form, the southern wall running easterly from
hence for a quarter of a mile, when it turned sharply at a right angle to the north, and formed the eastern one.
From the small gateway by which we entered, at one of the angles of the square, over the rugged mass of rock
bounding the city in that quarter, and going northerly with several windings, ran the western wall: the northern
one I did not see. The principal entrance to the city appeared to be from the southward; as in the centre of the
southern wall was seen a large gate, with three arches, the central one broken. The principal edifices were at the
west end of the town and the private dwellings at the east, with a large bath nearly in the centre, resembling in
all these particulars the divisions marked in the ruins of Geraza. As at that city the theatre was one of the first
objects to which we came; so, here also, the first edifice that presented itself, after our entrance at the small
angular gate, was a theatre.
514
Lindsay_II_1838_156-157 Shahba, in the Jebel Hauran, three hours from Qanawat: We reached Shoaba,
another Druse town, in about three hours, and, entering by the southern gate, rode for ten minutes up a broad
handsome street, better paved, and the pavement in better preservation than any in London ŕ as far as four
oblong masses of masonry, quite plain and solid, probably surmounted, like those of Jerash and Palmyra, by
statues or columns. Here, at the intersection of the streets, we turned westwards, up the principal street of. the
city; the public buildings lie on each side of it. We first came to five fine Corinthian pillars, the survivors of the
colonnade of a temple, of which part of the back-wall is the only remnant; ŕ then to a square building in ruins,
now a mosque, with a beautiful pavement in front of it; not only the streets, but all the open spaces, or piazzas,
in these towns were paved. Approaching an arcade, thrown across the street, we turned, through a door in the
wall, southwards, and had, immediately on our right, an extraordinary octagon building, of no interest, and, in
front of us, a plain square edifice, its entrance blocked up with very large stones. Immediately behind it stands
the theatre, small and quite plain, but sohdly built, the buildings behind the stage almost perfect.
515
Cook_1876_436 Hauran: Four miles south of Bathanyeh is Shuka, or Saccaea, once probably the abode of
20,000 inhabitants, now sheltering a few Christians and Druses in the ancient houses. The ruins are about two
miles in circuit, to a large extent only confused heaps remain. Temples of the Roman epoch once abounded
here; one of them was long used as a Christian Church. Another Church is also seen in ruins. Near Shuka are
some remarkable tombs, dating from the first and second centuries of our era. They consist of square towers,
about thirty feet high, and about twenty feet on each side. Over the doors are tablets recording the names of the
dead.
516
Madox_II_1834_166-167 Hauran: Passing midway between Grist and Bourt, I arrived in two hours at
Buserar. Four columns stand by themselves on the plain, the capitals of which are beautiful. A narrow street,
more than a quarter of a mile in length, leads up to them; on each side are low archways all the way. Here is a
church or mosque, with a belfry or minaret, having twenty plain columns, with capitals of different orders. Some
are of marble, and some of lava, and they appear to have been put up at different periods. Close by are the noble
remains of a church, having six perfect arches, supported by twelve plain columns, with beautiful capitals, much
dilapidated, and half covered with earth. At the end of the arches is a very large one. The workmanship all round
it is beautiful. The whole is upon a large scale. The sheik's room in which I lived had only a doorway, with airholes at the back, and the fire, as usual, was in the middle of four pieces of stone.
517
Cook_1876_433 Hauran: The houses in Burak are such as will be found in most of the Hauran cities.
Immense blocks of hewn stone form the walls, often five feet in thickness. Long thick slabs of stone rest upon
projecting cornices, and form the roof. The very doors are of massive stone, with pivots working in sockets
above and below. Such are the deserted habitations found in thousands in the desolate cities of Bashan. The
wandering Arabs prefer dwelling in their tents to occupying these houses, and the traveller can take possession
of any house he fancies for the night, and apportion the rooms at pleasure, to himself, his horses, and his
attendants. / An old Roman road runs to the Wady Liwa, and then along the eastern bank of the valley to Jebel
Hauran, passing about a score of desolate towns similar to Burak.
518
Bell_1908_254: On our way from Ruweiha we passed a mansion which I would take as a type of the
domestic architecture of the sixth century. It stood apart, separated by a mile or two of rolling country from any
village, with open balconies facing towards the west and a delightful gabled porch to the north, such a porch as
might adorn any English country house of today. You could fancy the sixth-century owner sitting on the stone
bench within and watching for his friends ŕ he can have feared no enemies, or he would not have built his
dwelling far out in the country and guarded it only with a garden palisade.
519
Lindsay_II_1838_158-159 Nedjraun, near Ezra, visiting a Roman mansion: It proved highly interesting,
having evidently belonged to one of the chief men of the place. The plan is seen at a glance, though modem
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buildings have intruded themselves into its spacious court, and the front gate, by which that court was entered,
has disappeared. / The court was probably nearly square; the house-door, nearly buried, occupies the centre of
the front ŕ a square window above it, with a slit between them, and two other windows on each side. Beyond
these are two other doors, each of which opens on a moderately sized apartment, lighted by windows from
without. The entrance-hall, eleven paces wide by about eight and a half deep, and spanned by a beautiful arch,
communicated, till the door was walled up, with the chamber to the left of the hall, which I entered from the
court. From the chamber to the right of the hall, a stone staircase ascended to the upper story of the mansion.
Externally, a plain moulding marks the separation of the stories. The upper rooms are small, very numerous, and
still inhabited. Nothing could exceed the courtesy of the owners in shewing us their dwellings, and allowing us
to pry wherever we liked. The upper story recedes the depth of the hall, leaving a small terrace on which the
doors of the several apartments open. The wings are also full of rooms: the ground-floor of that to the right is, in
great part, occupied by a beautiful stable, with mangers of stone, ŕ ten paces long by nine deep, and spanned
from right to left by a beautiful arch. The Arabs stable their steeds this very day where the old Romans did. The
whole mansion is extremely well built, of hewn stone, plain and substantial, and all the rooms are entire.
520
Lindsay_II_1838_131-132 houses in the Hauran: The plain is covered in every direction with Roman towns,
built of black basalt, some of them mere heaps of rubbish, others still almost perfect, the Arab belladeen
(villagers) dwelling under the same stone roofs, and entering by the same stone doors, as the old Romans; ŕ
stone doors, and stone roofs, owing to the want of timber in the Hauran, which obliged the colonists to employ
the more durable material. The doors are generally plain thick slabs, fixed into their sockets at the time the
houses were built; the roofs are constructed on a very curious principle, ŕ a handsome arch, springing at once
from the ground, is thrown across every large room; small slabs of stone are laid on the wall above it, projecting
a short distance on both sides, and on these again are laid other slabs, much longer, well cut, and closely united,
which form the ceilings while the smaller, on which they rest, resemble plain cornices, the outer angles being
smoothed away.
521
Buckingham_1825_221-222 House at Gheryeh, after visiting Salkhad: the folding stone door of the first
house, which was of the same description as those seen in the most ancient buildings, and at the entrance of
Roman tombs, was fifteen inches thick, from which some idea may be formed of these ponderous masses, how
unwieldy they must be to open and shut, and with what propriety they might be enumerated under the terms of
"gates and bars," when speaking of the strength of the three-score cities of Og the king of Bashan; as these
ponderous doors of stone were all closed on the inside with bars going horizontally or perpendicularly across
them, and the whole edifice even to the beams and roof being of stone also, must have rendered them almost
inaccessible to any but the battering-ram or cannon. This also appeared to me as another proof of the very high
antiquity of most of the towns and buildings as we now saw them (notwithstanding the peculiar marks of Roman
and Saracenic work about them which might well be subsequently added), from their accurate correspondence
with the descriptions in the earliest books of the Scriptures: for such buildings must have been impossible to be
destroyed and swept away entirely to give place to others, without infinitely more labour and cost than it would
take to make them the abodes of all future successors; while each race of their occupiers might make such
additions, improvements, and ornaments, as suited their own style of taste, leaving the more solid parts of the
structure just as they found them, and as they are likely to endure, as memorials of the highest antiquity for ages
yet to come. In the house adjoining us, to which our party retired, I remarked a central fire-place, with massy
stone beams forming the roof, pointed arches, and extremely solid masonry throughout.
522
Buckingham_1825_176-177 Suwarrow, in the Jebel Hauran, en route to Bosra: Though there were said to be
about 400 inhabitants, the town was almost entirely in ruins; and it was clear, from such parts of the edifices as
still remained perfect, that the whole of the buildings now seen were of great antiquity, though many of their
repairs were modern. In front of the house in which we remained was a large quadrangular court, on the outside
of which were several raised semicircular benches of masonry, capable of containing a party of twenty
individuals, and constructed apparently for the accommodation of persons desirous of enjoying there the
freshness of the morning and evening air. Within this court was a large building nearly 100 feet long, the west
end of which was used as the room of entertainment for strangers. It was not more than twenty feet square. The
roof of this edifice was formed of beams of stone, but the pieces not being long enough to reach quite across the
building from wall to wall, there was a central arcade for the ends of the short beams to unite upon for support.
The arches of this were extremely rude, being neither round nor pointed, and so irregularly formed that no two
stones in the sweep of the arch were of the same length, their ends thus overlapping each other in a most
unfinished manner. Though the beams were of stone, the smaller parts, representing the rafters and planking,
were supplied by wood, which formed a singular mixture, and gave the whole a new appearance; the first was
probably the more ancient portion of the work, and the latter a modern labour. The entrance to this building had
once been closed by a double or folding door of stone, but the place of this was now supplied by a single door of
wood, which is lighter and more convenient for use, but far less secure. It was hung, however, exactly like the
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massy stone doors in the sepulchres of Oom Kais, as, indeed, were all the doors of every description that I had
yet seen in the Hauran; that is, without hinges of any kind; but in lieu of them a pivot at the top and one at the
bottom, formed from elongations of the material of the door itself, and traversing in sockets to which they are
nicely fitted both above and below.
523
Kelly_1844_437 citing Lord Lindsay, his work published 1839, at Umm Qais: There are broken columns,
capitals, and sarcophagi in great numbers, but by far the most interesting antiquities in Oom Keis are the tombs
on the east of the town. They are almost all inhabited, and the massive stone doors that originally closed them,
still move on their hinges, and open or shut at the option of the present owners. These doors are usually five or
six inches thick. The best specimen seen by Lord Lindsay was beautifully carved in four deep pannels, with a
pseudo-knocker; a wreath between two roses was sculptured on the lintel, and the sarcophagus still retained its
place within. He saw numbers of stone doors afterwards in the Haouran, all the Roman houses there having been
originally furnished with them, but nowhere any so handsome as those of the sepulchres of Oom Keis.
524
SPCK_1835_81-82 Jerusalem, Tombs of the Kings: Maundrell mentions having found one of the doors still
upon its hinges: such is not now the case. We, however, saw one door still perfect, and very singular and if
beautiful it was, hewn out of the same compact limestone that forms the rock, half a foot in thickness: the panels
were as nicely cut as in the finest mahogany doors in this country, and the whole highly polished. It had
originally turned upon tenons of one piece with itself, resting on sockets in the solid rock, so that no extraneous
matter was used for hinges, fitting most exactly in the door-frame, shutting apparently with its own weight, and
requiring pressure to push it open. There was no sign of bolt or fastening of any kind about it. In several of these
crypts were fragments of similar doors. Pausanias relates that the marble doors of the Empress Helena's
Sepulchre, at Jerusalem, were so contrived as to open, by means of machinery, once a year, at a stated day and
hour, and, after a short interval, to close again, and that all attempts to effect an entrance at any other time would
have been vain, unless the doors were broken. If these were the doors mentioned by Pausanias, neither they nor
their frames show any marks at present of having had such machinery affixed to them.
525
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_52 Druze houses in the Hauran: Toutes ces maisons ne sont pas également anciennes,
mais elles sont presque toutes antérieures à l'islamisme; le plus grand nombre est de l'époque chrétienne, ainsi
que l'indiquent les inscriptions, non-seulement celles qui mentionnent la date de la construction, mais celles qui,
arrachées aux monuments païens, ont été utilisées comme matériaux et accusent par leur présence le caractère
relativement récent des murs. Les maisons de l'époque païenne sont néanmoins très-nombreuses; on les
reconnaît à l'absence de symboles chrétiens ou de matériaux d'emprunt, à la plus grande homogénéité de la
structure, à l'emploi des procédés de construction et des profils qui caractérisent les monuments évidemment
antérieurs au quatrième siècle.
526
Buckingham_1825_644 Hauran, relaying a letter from William John Bankes: Now, from a general view of
the architectural remains of the Hauran, &c., my opinion is very decided, that there is nothing to justify an
opinion that any of it belongs to a period more remote than that in which it became a province of the Roman
empire. As to the temples and larger buildings, there cannot remain a doubt upon any body's mind that is
conversant with antiquities; the same applies to the theatres and the baths. With respect to the private dwelling
houses, we have less means of comparing them, but the inscriptions fix the aera of many of them, and wherever
there is any ornament it is purely Roman, or corrupted from the Roman, and precisely such as occurs about the
temples or early Christian churches; the best of all the private houses having its roof supported on a row of
debased Ionic pillars, not to mention the arch, which occurs almost universally, and is in itself a sufficient
objection to any higher antiquity being assigned to these buildings. It is true, that private dwellings must have
existed previous to the Roman conquests, and from the nature of the materials, might and may exist to this day;
but when we find that we must exclude from the number all where the arch occurs, or where there is any
ornament or inscription (generally speaking), by far the greater number, and the best specimens must be struck
positively off the list, and a few huts and hovels only will remain, which may be pretty near the truth. It is most
probable to suppose that the Romans introduced into these countries a more spacious and commodious mode of
building, adopting from the natives a mode of construction which necessity (from the total want of timber) had
originally taught them. / After all, upon reflection, the decision which I have come to upon this point (and in
which I have not found any thing to shake me), does not diminish the interest which these antiquities ought to
excite.
527
Kelly_1844_443 Hauran: Population, says a recent traveller, seems to have decreased from thousands to
hundreds, and from hundreds to decades: what were once cities of considerable magnitude are now wretched
villages: and large towns have not a single inhabitant. From Nowa to Feik along the north western boundary of
the Haouran, the road crosses a vast plain destitute of cultivation and inhabitants. Nothing is seen but the ruins
of tenantless villages and towns scattered in every direction, with multitudes of hawks and herons occupying the
spots deserted by man. In the lists of Arabic names of places appended to Dr. Robinson's Researches, there are
the names of one hundred and fifty-six places in ruins or deserted in the Haouran and the Ledja; eighty-one in
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Batania or Bashan; eighty-six in Ajlun; and one hundred and twenty-three in the Belka; in all four hundred and
forty-six in the countries east of the Jordan. The whole of this region, once studded over with towns and cities,
appears, both from ancient testimony and from its still existing ruins, to have been one of the most fertile and
thickly-peopled countries on the face of the earth, and scarcely second perhaps in those respects to China itself.
528
Leary_1913_83 Hauran: After we became accustomed to the peculiar features of the landscape we could now
and then distinguish a village. Yet at a very short distance the largest settlements were blurred into the brown
plain; for the houses are all built of a dull black basalt and, save for one or two square towers, the compact
hamlets are hardly to be distinguished from rough out-croppings of rock. All of the dwellings look like deserted
ruins: some of them are. All seem centuries old: many have been occupied for more than a thousand years, for
the hard basalt seems never to crumble.
529
Bouchier_1916_280: The building materials vary greatly, according to the natural resources of the district. In
north central Syria the remaining buildings show that wood must have been used for many of the fittings,
window and door frames, shutters, roofs of basilicae or galleries; but farther south stone was made to do duty
even for these, showing that in Auranitis wood has always been scarce. Mortar was little used in Syria, stone
blocks, often of great size, being laid dry. In Auranitis, however, and the volcanic districts to the north-east, the
only common stone was a hard, black basalt, which was more suitable for cutting into small pieces and forming
into arches than for providing soUd beams of stone. This basalt was worked by the eastern tribes from very
early times. A familiar example is the Ŗbedstead of iron,ŗ nine cubits long, of Og, the king of Bashan (the
Roman Batanea), doubtless some ancient basalt sarcophagus.
530
Dehérain_1914_276, Waddington travelling 1861 & 1862: De retour du Safa nous nous sommes mis à
parcourir les principales ruines du Hauran; c'était le même terrain que j'avais déjà parcouru l'année dernière, de
sorte que je n'ai presque rien ajouté en fait d'inscriptions à mes découvertes de lřan passé, mais les plans que
nous avons faits, et surtout les dessins de Vogüé ont une grande importance, et complètent admirablement mes
précédentes recherches. Nous avons de quoi faire toute l'histoire architectonique de ce pays, et en fait de
monuments chrétiens, nous avons relevé des basiliques et des églises d'un grand intérêt; plusieurs sont datées,
entre autres une église octogone à coupole et intacte de l'année 520 de l'ère chrétienne.
531
Butler_1920_88-92 Hauran and Ledja: The plain which lies between the hills east of Jordan and the Djebel
Hauran, called the plain of in-Nukra, or the Hauran plain, though populous, has not been well explored. Each
village marks the site of an ancient town; but only the more massive of the ancient buildings have survived
generations of rebuilding, and these are almost hidden in modern work. Many of the buildings are important,
however, and inscriptions abound. The mountainous area of the Djebel Hauran was fairly well explored sixty
years ago and is full of wonderful remains of the Nabataean, Roman, and Christian periods; but the ruins here
have been inhabited by the Druses for about a century, and the ancient remains are being gradually broken up.
The gloomy wastes of the lava fields of the Ledja, until recently practically unexplored, are also dotted with
ancient towns, some of them of great antiquity; but even this inhospitable land has its population of Druses and
Bedouins, and the antiquities are slowly disappearing under the hammers of modern house builders.
532
Butler_1930_40 at Deraa, travelling 1904-5: our winter trip came to an end, and we boarded the train for
Damascus at half past eight, leaving Butler to follow after us with the camp. His road to Damascus led through
the plain west of the Djebel Hauran; but he was able to make a hurried trip across that curious area, the Ledja,
with its jagged masses of basalt. He reported interesting buildings all along the route of the direct journey
through the plain, and an important field for research in the lava-covered region of the Ledja, which seems to
have been thickly populated in antiquity. But he had been unable to make more than a very cursory survey of the
ruins, and was already planning another visit to round out our work in Southern Syria.
533
Cook_1876_431: The tourist in the Hauran will find Oriental life and manners existing in primitive vigour to
a far greater extent than in other portions of Palestine, which have come so largely under European influences,
and where European customs, and even European fashions, are often ludicrously copied.

Endnotes Chapter 4. The seabord: harbours and ports north to south
1

Gasparin_1866_287 coast of Phoenicia, travelling 1848: De longues files de chameaux suivent les côtes ou
gravissent les caps; dans l'aire, le moissonneur foule le blé, debout sur une planche que traînent des chevaux ou
des bœufs. ŕ Qu'y a-t-il encore? des tours antiques le long du rivage, sur les rochers; tours aux trois quarts
écroulées, dont la base sert de muraille à quelque masure; des entassements de pierre taillées dans les champs et
sur le rivage, mêlées avec des colonnes enterrées ou brisées.
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2

Shaw_1808_II_11 Lattakia, Tripoli, Tyre etc: of Rouwadde, Tripoly, Tyre; Acre, and Jaffa. At all these places,
we cannot sufficiently admire the great industry and contrivance of the ancients, in making such safe and
convenient stations for vessels; at the same time, we must have the utmost contempt for their later masters, who
out of avarice, or want of public Spirit, have suffered them to become either altogether useless, or else of very
little service to the trade and navigation of this rich and plentiful country.
3
Beaujour_1829_374: La côte syrienne est trop droite et n'offre aucun bon port, ni même aucune bonne rade.
Les ports de Laodicée, de Tripolis, de Beyrout et de Sidon sont trop petits, et les rades d'Acre, de Jaffa et de
Gaze trop ouvertes. Les seules, où l'on pourrait sans danger débarquer une armée, sont celles d'Alexandrète et de
Tyr; et voilà pourquoi ces deux points ont toujours été regardés comme les deux clefs de la Syrie, du côté de la
mer. L'attaque par Alexandrète a cet avantage, qu'elle sépare, tout d'un coup la Syrie du reste de la Turkie; mais
elle a aussi des inconvénients. Il faut d'abord former un établissement sur une plage très-malsaine, et franchir
ensuite les défilés du mont Rhosus par des gorges effroyables, où une poignée de soldats peut arrêter une armée.
/ L'attaque par Tyr est la plus facile et la moins dangereuse. La péninsule, qui porte cette ville ou plutôt ce
bourg, n'est plus maintenant défendue, et on peut de cette péninsule protéger une descente sur la côte voisine. La
nature a tout disposé sur cette côte pour un grand établissement, et n'a laissé à l'art presque rien à faire. La plaine
environnante est fertile, et lřon y est à couvert de toute insulte, en gardant d'un côté le défilé du cap Blanc, et de
l'autre celui de la vallée du Léontes ou de la Celé-Syrie. On peut de cette vallée s'élever par Balbek sur le point
culminant de la chaîne syrienne, et dominer tout le pays comme du haut d'une vaste citadelle.
4
PEFQS_1881_182 by Conder: It should be remembered that the ancient ports along the Syrian coast, including
the famous Phoenician harbours, are extremely small. The harbour of Sidon includes 20 acres, the Sidonian or
northern port at Tyre only occupies 12 acres. The harbour at Caesarea, and that inside the reef at Jaffa, are
equally unfitted for the requirements of modern navigation; and it seems never to have occurred to the Tyrians
to construct works connecting the various rocks in the two great reefs, which run out southwards and northwards
beyond the actual harbours; although the existence of these reefs was no doubt the determining cause in fixing
the site of the island city, as safe anchorage in the open roadsteads was thus obtained, from whichever direction
the wind blew on shore.
5
Wortabet_1856_I_8: The steamer leaving Smyrna touches at Rhodes, Mersina, Alexandretta, Lattakia, Tripoli,
Bayroot, Jaffa, and, after eleven days, arrives at Alexandria, and the next day returns as above to Smyrna.
English and Austrian steamers run weekly between Smyrna and Alexandria. Two English lines of
screwsteamers ply monthly between Liverpool and Bayroot; sometimes they run oftener.
6
Casola_1907_253 travelling 1494, Jerusalem, Dome of the Rock, or Al-Aqsa, with construction attributed to
Saladin: built ten years ago, it is a stupendous thing ; and it appears to me that the Moors do not lack good
master workmen for their buildings. I heard from certain of the friars at Mount Sion that he used many of the
marbles which were found at Joppa ŕ that is, Jaffa ŕ buried under the ruins; and some were also raised out of
the water. Our magnificent captain assured me that this was true, because a few years ago he was obliged with
his boats to help to raise certain columns which were in the water there at Jaffa, and which were afterwards
dried and taken to Jerusalem to be used in the building of the new Mosque about which we have been talking.
So that, in my judgment, there is not a vestige left of the said Temple of Solomon.
7
Chantre_1889_228B D'ailleurs personne ne regrettera Alexandrette, avec son port dangereux, son climat
malsain et la traversée de l'Amanus, difficile en tous temps et périlleuse en hiver.
8
Morone_1669_I_402 Alexandretta: Nel calar poi dal Monte verso Occidente si vede unřaltra Chiesa assai
maestosa, & in buona parte in piedi, e poco più avanti sopra dřun Colle trovarsi una faragine di ruine, fra le
quali si vedono indittij di tre ò quattro Chiese, e dalle colonne, capitelli, basi, cornici, e pietre, marmi bellissimi,
sřargomenta fossero fabriche di considerazione.
9
Neale_II_1851_140 one of the roads Alexandretta-Aleppo: it leads through the handsomely-built village of
Dartagan, and over the mountain of Saint Simon (not Styletes), on the top of which are to be seen the ruins of an
ancient temple, whilst on either side are the dilapidated remains of some extensive city. I traversed these ruins
on two occasions, in the hope of obtaining some clue, by means of inscriptions or other relics, to the character of
its ancient inhabitants, but without success. All I lighted on was a badly executed ship, drawn, or rather
scratched, upon one of the smooth stones, with the letters J.T., 1737, cut under it; no doubt the handiwork of
some shipmaster, who had passed here en route to Aleppo.
10
Drummond_1754_218 Arsous, ŖAbout six or eight leagues from Scanderoonŗ: I pitched my tent at the mouth
of the river which falls into a large bay, in which I am told there is good anchoring ground. That the city stood
upon both sides of this river, appears from a vast number of square stones, fusts of marble pillars, bricks, and
foundations, though no other vestiges are to be seen. Upon an hill, hard by, stood a square building, probably a
fort; in the vaults of which our horses found a cool lodging. From the west point of the bay, which is like wise
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called Arsous, I could trace the foundations of strong edifices, from which two keys have run out, so as to form
a pretty little mole or harbour; and this, as well as the bay, is open to the north.
11
Salmon_1738_300 Iskenderun: E'ora ridotta ad essere un luogo poco bello, e quel che importa, mal sano a
ragione delle paludi salse, che le stanno intorno. Per questa ragione non molti sono gli Abitanti, per lo più
Marina, e pochissimi li Mercatanti, e gli Uomini facoltosì.
12
Drummond_1754_226: Here I was again attacked by my inveterate enemies the fever and ague, which
reduced me almost to extremity; and, for a long time foiled the endeavours of my good friend Doctor Ruffel,
who, at length, however, put them to flight; and I soon recovered strength enough to meditate another excursion,
in quest of such antiquities as had escaped the blind fury of those wretches who are now in possession of Asia.
13
Farley_1872_181-182: It is related by Volney that the merchants of Aleppo, dissatisfied with the numerous
inconveniences of Alexandretta, wished to abandon that port, and carry the trade to Latakia. They proposed to
the Pasha of Tripoli to repair the harbour of Latakia at their own expense, provided he would grant them an
exemption from all duties during the space of ten years. To induce him to comply with this request, the
merchants talked much of the advantages that would in time result to the whole neighbouring country. ŖBut
what signifies it to me,ŗ replied the Pasha, what may happen in time? I was yesterday at Marash; to-morrow,
perhaps, I shall be at Djeddah. Why should I deprive myself of present advantages which are certain, for future
benefits I cannot hope to partake of?" Under such a rule as this, the unfortunate peasant was ground to the dust,
the last para was extracted from him, and the poverty and depopulation of the country were the natural results.
14
Volney_II_1792_194: A un tiers de lieue au sud de Loudd, par une route bordée de nopals, est Ramlé,
lřancienne Arimathia. Cette ville est presque aussi ruinée que Loudd même. On ne marche dans son enceinte
quřà travers des décombres: l'Aga de Gaze y fait sa résidence dans un serai dont les planchers s'écroulent avec
les murailles. Pourquoi, disois-je un jour à un de ses sous-Agas, ne répare-t-il pas au moins la chambre? Et sřil
est supplanté lřannée prochaine, répondit-il, qui lui rendra sa depense?
15
Porter_1868_I_xxvii: The patriotism of the Syrian is confined to his own house; anything beyond it does not
concern him ŕ selfishness reigns supreme. The consequence is, that there is not a road in the whole country
except the one recently made by a French company; the streets of the great cities and villages are in winter all
but impassable, and in summer reeking with the stench of dead dogs and cats and other abominations. Dogs are
the only scavengers; anything which is too corrupt or filthy for them to eat, rots were it lies. It sometimes
happens that a roué pasha takes a pious fit, and spends a tithe of his ill-got gains in building a bridge or adorning
a mosque; but the moment the work is finished the process of dilapidation begins, and nobody thinks of repairs.
One would imagine, in traversing Syria, that the whole country had recently been shaken to its centre by an
earthquake, there are so many broken bridges, ruinous mosques, and roofless caravansaries. It is emphatically a
land of ruins, and ruins are increasing in number every year.
16
Kelly_1844_276: The only drawbacks to Alexandretta are the marshes around, which produce fever in the
summer months: one, and the most considerable of these, was effectually drained, about fifteen years ago, at the
instigation of Signer Martinelli, the then agent and factor, since which time the place has been much more
healthy: the marshes that remain being all above the level of the sea, might be very easily drained at a very small
expense. When Colonel Chesney visited the place in April, 1836, at which season there is the greatest quantity
of water, his opinion was that for less than 1000l. all the land might be efficiently drained, cleared, and rendered
fit for cultivation! But for less than a fourth part of that sum outlets might be made to the sea, which is below the
beds of the marshes, so as efiectually to drain them, and entirely prevent the formation of stagnant water; and
they could be so contrived as to irrigate the land if required.
17
Squire_1820_352 Iskenderun: The ignorance and imbecility of the Turkish government cannot be more
strongly marked than in the position of Scanderoon. This is one of the finest bays in the world: the marshes
might be drained and cultivated; and were the town removed to the heights, about half a mile from the beach,
the inhabitants would breathe a purer air, and merchants might be induced to reside there. In many instances,
however, under the impotence of the Ottoman government, where the smallest exertion would establish good
order and prosperity, all is misery and confusion: only three hoursř distant from Scanderoon is the town of
Paias, groaning under the tyranny of Kutchuk Ali, whom the Porte is too weak to subdue: ships dare not anchor
near this town, fearful of being seized by the rebel; he also plunders the caravans that pass through his territory;
and thus commerce is obstructed on every side. Scanderoon may be considered the port of Aleppo; and though
the road between them is so much frequented, we experienced more difficulty and impertinent conduct from
these uncivilised inhabitants, than in any of our former journeys in Syria.
18
Aucher-Éloy_I_1843_80, travelling 1832, Iskenderun: Scanderoun acquerrait beaucoup d'importance si on
pouvait l'assainir; le pacha pourrait y faire mouiller sa flotte, la rade étant excellente et valant, dit-on, le meilleur
port; c'est l'échelle d'Alep.
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19

Neale_II_1851_142B Iskenderun: It [the Roman road from Aleppo] brought us to a very ricketty old bridge
spanning a canal, filled from a small but restless spring, whose waters, which never cease trickling, finding no
adequate outlet, have created those baneful marshes which surround the town, extending over nearly the whole
plain. The canal was originally cut by Ibrahim Pasha [1831-40], at the instigation of an intelligent Italian, who
acted as consul for several European states, Mr. Martinelli, and it still retains his name.
20
Smith_1840_24 Iskenderun: is a miserable, low, swampy place, very sickly, but where merchant vessels
discharge their cargoes for Aleppo, and that too in their own boats, as not the slightest accommodation is to be
obtained here.
21
Laorty-Hadji_1854_118: Après Alep, sa capitale, ce pachalik compte plusieurs villes remarquables et assez
riches. La seconde, dans l'état moderne, est Alexandrette, que les Turcs nomment Skanderoun, située au fond
d'un golfe qui prend son nom. Alexandrette est l'un des ports littoraux d'Alep; l'autre est Lattakieh. Par ellemême Alexandrette est une bourgade sans importance; mais sa rade, la seule de toute la Syrie, y attire la plupart
des vaisseaux européens chargés de marchandises pour les maisons aleppines. Cette rade n'est sûre pourtant que
pendant quelques mois du l'année. Tant que dure l'hiver, elle est sujette aux rafales capricieuses et violentes d'un
vent que les marins nomment raguier, vent qui descend des sommets abruptes et neigeux dont est bordé le golfe.
Quand ces bourrasques éclatent, impossible aux navires de tenir en place; ils chassent sur leurs ancres, et sont
poussés vers la haute mer. / Cette difficulté du mouillage n'est pas la seule qui fasse obstacle à l'importance
d'Alexandrette et à son progrès commercial. Le climat le plus insalubre en écarte les habitants qui n'y sont pas
retenus par des affaires majeures. Des fièvres du plus fâcheux caractère, accompagnées d'obstructions au foie et
compliquées d'hydropisie, enlèvent le tiers des équipages qui viennent y charger pendant l'été.
22
Neale_II_1851_143-144 Iskenderun: The European Consular authorities, as well as the merchants of Aleppo,
have on several occasions made most strenuous efforts to induce the Turkish government to have these marshes
drained, but the local authorities as usual sent some soi-disant engineers to form an estimate of what the cost
would be, and these employés, the bane of Turkey as far as useful works are concerned, estimated what ought to
be their gains, and the sum frightened the authorities, who, as they always do upon like occasions, religiously
concealed the estimate under the divan cushions, the place where such documents are invariably deposited in
Turkey, and there the matter rested. The few Europeans, however, residing at Scanderoon, especially those to
whom the matter was one of vital importance, got up a subscription amongst themselves in 1844, and actually
commenced the good work of drainage, when the local officials discountenanced the project, threatening, the
labourers with the bastinado which effectually put a stop to this laudable undertaking. The motive assigned for
this strange procedure, was, that the Franks, when the work was completed, would probably lay claim to the
recovered land. This was the Turkish dog in the manger, at the same time that they were perishing from fevers,
and never dreamt of turning the marshes to any account themselves.
23
Prime_1855_II_331 Iskenderun: The ruins of Scandarum lie in our way after descending this ridge. We
stopped at a fountain, over which is an ancient wall and arch, forming part of an aqueduct, from which immense
stalactites, at least eight feet long, were depending. Ages would seem to be required to form them. Other walls
and broken masses are scattered thickly about us, marking the site of a city of no small importance in former
times. So complete is the desolation, so forsaken of man and apparently of God does the whole region appear, it
requires a strong act of faith to believe that wealth and luxury have once been in all their pomp and pride where
now not even a bat or an owl resides.
24
Wortabet_1856_I_20: At eleven o'clock we dropped anchor before the dirty, miserable, marshy, and
unhealthy village of Skandroon, called by the Europeans, Alexandretta, whose only importance is that it is the
port of Aleppo; nor would that honor have been conferred upon it had it not been for its fine sheltered bay,
which gives it the best harbour on the coast of Syria.
25
Eyriès_1859_336: Quelques cabanes éparses au milieu de roseaux et de palmiers composent le village de
Scanderoun. Les ruines d'un fort et de quelques tours, voilà tous les vestiges qui indiquent l'existence de cette
ville fameuse; encore ces constructions ne paraissent-elles pas remonter au delà du moyen âge. Un fort
tremblement de terre qui, en 1822, a bouleversé les montagnes de la Cilicie et de la Syrie supérieure, et modifié
le cours de l'Oronte, a exercé une grande influence sur le sort d'Alexandrette. Cette ville, qui était encore le
rendez-vous d'un grand nombre de commerçants du Levant, a été presque entièrement détruite; son climat, déjà
insalubre, est devenu mortel par suite des exhalaisons qui s'échappent de ruisseaux détournés de leur cours et
changés en vastes marécages.
26
Oberhummer_&_Zimmerer_1899_103 Iskenderun, footnote: Wie mörderisch das Klima von Alexandrette
früher gewesen ist, geht aus der Beschreibung eines ŖOriental Students, the modern Syrians,ŗ London 1844,
hervor, wo es heisst: One would expect to see some movement at a place (Scanderoon) where twentyfive British
vessels alone cleared out annually; but nothing can he more desolate or ruinous. The climate paralyzes every
thing. Our consul had about fifty attacks of fever before he became acclimated; and the rest of the population
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has the sepulchral complexion of the spectres that glide about the roadside inns in the Pontine marshes between
Velletri and Terracina.
27
Smith_1918_16B: Alexandretta, the safest and most convenient harbour on the coast but troubled with fever,
commands an import and export trade of the combined value of three millions sterling; inland it traffics with
Aleppo, and is to be, if it is not already, connected with the Baghdad railway.
28
Naval_Staff_1919_687 Alexandretta: the real marshes surrounding the town begin at a radius of about half to
three-quarters of a mile from the custom-house. They are below sea-level, but at various times during the last 20
years something has been done to fill them up and improve local conditions.
29
Beaujour_1829_347 Alexandretta: Alexandrète sert aujourd'hui de port à Alep pendant l'hiver, et Laodicée
pendant l'été. Le port d'Alexandrète n'est pas tenable dans l'une de ces saisons, à cause de son insalubrité, et
celui de Laodicée ne l'est pas dans l'autre, parce que la jetée en est rompue et qu'il ne peut recevoir que de petits
bâtiments. Il faudrait réparer le port de Laodicée et assaillir celui d'Alexandrète, en donnant un écoulement aux
eaux.
30
Murray_1917_8-11 for Suweida.
31
Griffiths_1805_314 Suweida: Early in the morning we were ready to proceed: but understanding that we were
not likely to leave Suediah before the afternoon, we determined to visit the Orontes, and endeavour to discover
some vestige of the famous port and city to which Seleucus had shewn so great a predilection; but we found
scarcely any thing remarkable. A heap of ruins pointed out the situation of the former city; and the remains of
two moles indicated where this famous port had once received the innumerable but diminutive vessels of the
eastern monarchs.
32
Drummond_1754_225 Seleucia Pieria: we arrived at Souldi, which is quite destitute of trees, and has nothing
to recommend it but its being the new port of Seleucia for small boats, though it is at least three miles distant
from the sea, and above six miles from the old port; which must have been a good and safe harbour, though I
could not learn whether or not there was good anchoring in the bay. This ancient port is formed by two keys,
consisting of stones immensely large, running out a great way into the sea; one of them is perfectly intire for
above thirty feet, and is forty-five feet in breadth; the bason may be about eight hundred feet wide; but how
large the entrance was, or how far from the land, I could not pretend to judge; for, undoubtedly, the greatest part
is tumbled down. From appearances I have reason to think it must have been tolerably deep, though now it is but
shallow. Were the European merchants settled at Antioch, and the country ruled by governors of common sense
and honesty, it might soon be made a good harbour for small vessels, and we have no occasion for any other,
except in time of war.
33
Drummond_1754_225B Seleucia Pieria: The city, from the remains I could trace, seems to have been grand
and magnificent; the walls, which are in many places distinct, have been thick and well-built of very large
stones, but no intelligible ruins could I find, though I ranged all the catacombs I could reach; for great numbers
are cut out very high in the faces of rocks.
34
Parsons_1808_30, travelling 1772ff., Seleucia / Kepse: When I mentioned that there had formerly been a
bason to receive ships on the spot where are now corn fields, gardens and orchards, they demanded with a sneer
where I obtained my knowledge; then pointing to the old port, they said their fore-fathers had left it on record,
that that was the port of Antioch when it was a great city.
35
Robinson_1838_392, Seleucia, after noting the canals: Au nord de ce canal, sur un terrain légèrement élevé,
on voit une tour qui protège le port. Au sud de l'entrée, il y avait une autre tour bâtie sur un roc. Près de celle-ci,
une jetée de dix-huit pas de large s'avance dans la mer à une distance d'environ soixante-sept pas sur une largeur
de dix-huit. Elle est construite de très-grandes pierres, dont quelques unes ont vingt pieds de long sur six de
large: elles étaient liées ensemble par des crochets de fer, dont on voit encore les marques. Un peu au nord de
cette jetée, il s'en trouve une autre de cent vingt pas de long sur quinze de large.
36
Robinson_1838_393, Seleucia: Aussi ce fut bien à propos que je me rappelai ce fait consolant; car je me
sentais singulièrement attristé à la vue d'une grande cité maritime, où l'écho répétait jadis les voix confuses de
tant de milliers d'individus, et qui aujourd'hui ne compte pas un seul habitant; où le port, qui contenait autrefois
des galères richement chargées, est maintenant encombré de roseaux; et dont enfin les quais, remplis pendant
tant de siècles de marins affairés, allant et venant la journée entière, ne voyaient en ce moment sur leur pavé,
dégradé par le temps, marcher d'autre créature vivante que moi.
37
Layard_I_1903_223 in 1839: Amongst the ruins which we visited together were those of the ancient and
celebrated Greek city of Seleucia, with its fine harbour for galleys, the solid masonry of which has defied the
ravages of the waves and of time, and the great tunnel and water-course, cut with extraordinary labour and skill
through the solid rock, to carry off the waters of a torrent which threatened to fill up the port with the mud and
stones that it brought down from the mountains, and which were thus diverted to the sea.
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38

Aucher-Éloy_I_1843_83, travelling 1832, Seleucia: ancien port comblé; jetées dans la mer; conduit souterrain
où 7 à 8 chevaux peuvent passer de front, creusé dans le rocher, et qui paraît servir de communication entre le
port et la ville.
39
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_327 Seleucia: Mais un travail plus considérable, et, par sa nature, indestructible,
se voit à quelque distance du port. C'est une immense tranchée, pratiquée à travers la barrière de rochers qui
borde la mer, pour y faire couler, en en préservant la ville et la campagne, les eaux d'un torrent qui devient
considérable pendant l'hiver. Ce passage, fait au ciseau, est une œuvre vraiment colossale. D'une largeur
moyenne de cinq à six mètres, sa hauteur, déterminée par les sinuosités extérieures de la colline rocheuse, varie
entre vingt et cinquante mètres. On trouve, par endroits, des escaliers pareillement taillés dans le roc, qui
montent jusqu'au bord supérieur de l'excavation. Dans quelques parties, le passage est voûté; l'une de ces voûtes
a été creusée dans un parcours de près de deux cents mètres.
40
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_326-327 Seleucia: L'embouchure de l'Oronte s'est portée à une lieue plus au sud.
L'aspect de la ville devait être formidable, à en juger par les restes cyclopéens de ses remparts. Le tremblement
de terre de 1822 a fait de ces ruines une nouvelle et plus complète ruine, et je n'ai retrouvé que des débris
informes de la belle porte que le voyageur Pococke y avait vue au milieu du siècle dernier. L'ancien port
intérieur n'est plus qu'un marécage, la mer s'étant retirée à une distance de près de cent cinquante mètres. Son
énorme môle existe en partie, montrant encore la terrasse qu'il supportait, et, dans le bas, de spacieuses cavités
qui probablement étaient des magasins pour les besoins du commerce. En face, et à cent pas l'une de l'autre, se
voient les deux jetées qui faisaient la sûreté du port de Séleucie, et où l'on remarqueencore des crampons de fer
destinés à attacher les navires ou plutôt à retenir les deux bouts d'une chaîne qui fermait la passe.
41
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_327-328 Seleucia: En fait d'antiquités, on voit dans l'un des jardins qui
recouvrent le sol de l'antique Séleucie une statue de Neptune couché, tenant une urne sous son bras gauche.
Mais il me fut dit que ce morceau avait été apporté là de l'embouchure de l'Oronte, où il avait été trouvé. Dans le
voisinage existent encore les vestiges d'un édifice, je pense un temple grec, à en juger par le style des tronçons
de colonnes et des chapiteaux en marbre blanc qui gisent sur le sol dans une entière confusion. Près de la mer
enfin on remarque, à moitié enfouis sous terre, les fragments d'une mosaïque qui devait également, il me
semble, former le parvis d'un temple.
42
Bourquenoud_1860_11-13, Seleucia: for topography; 14-26, walls of the upper town; 28 for the recent
discovery of la statue demi-colossale dřun dieu, sans doute quelque dieu Fluvialis. 33-35 for the interior
harbour, 35-36 for exterior harbour; 37-42 for the rock-cut canal.
43
Neale_II_1851_74-75 Swaidiah, port: The lions to be visited by strangers at Suedia are, first, the ruins of the
old port, called by the natives ŖMogaiarh.ŗ The old port is about two hours very pleasant ride from Suedia, over
a fine hard soil, which, even in winter, is seldom muddy. The few traces that remain of its former grandeur are
surrounded by a village called Moghior. What was once its dock is now a swampy marsh, in which the natives
fish for eeches [sic]. There is still, however, in its fragmentary ruins, evidence of its ancient magnificence. The
gates are plainly distinguishable, and time has made but little inroad on its immense tunnel, a work marvellous
for those days, which was constructed under the mountains for nearly a mile, for the purpose, it is presumed, of
carrying into the sea the torrents of water which inundated the plains, when the snow melted on the mountains.
At the same time, the pouring of this large body of water into the sea, opposite the entrance to the dock or port,
answered another purpose, the force of the current preventing the waves from accumulating a sand-bank in the
channel through which vessels entered. To this day, it is effective in carrying off the rain, and is consequently of
great service to the neighbouring villages.
44
Buckingham_1825_233 Swaidiah [author calls it Soeeda], after describing the remains of church: About 300
yards to the eastward of this building, and on higher ground, are the remains of a curious edifice, apparently
once encompassed by a square of twenty columns, five on each face. There are still ten of these columns
standing, four on the north, supporting a perfect entablature, and forming the principal front; three on the west,
the capital of one of them fallen; and three on the south, with the entablature of the angle remaining perfect.
45
Buckingham_1825_235 Swaidiah [author calls it Soeeda]: Going out of the town to the northward, we passed
over a small bridge supported on one Roman arch, and paved across: the stream winding by here, and in its
progress being used to move a mill for grinding corn. Turning from this, suddenly to the westward, we came,
after five minutes' walk over a green turf, to a beautiful and highly interesting monument, being apparently the
tomb of some Roman warrior. It is a closed building, of a square form, about fifteen paces in length on each
front, and nearly twenty-five feet high from the base to the terminating cornice. Its respective sides face N.N.E.,
S.S.W., E.S.E., and W.N.W., and on each of these are six Doric pilasters, or rather semi-columns projecting
from the surface, being three spans and a half in diameter, and having five spans of interval between each. The
frieze and cornice of this building are also purely Doric, and among the most chaste of any work I had yet seen
in this part of the country. In the intervals between these semi-columns, and only a little above the centre of the
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building in height, the following insignia are well sculptured, in high relief: in the central interval is first a
Roman helmet, with two oval shields beneath it, and next a coat of Roman armour suited to the body only, with
a broad girdle round the waist, and other belts crossing over the front of the body diagonally. In another interval
is an oval shield, with a broken spear on it, the point turned downwards, and in the two intervals towards the
angle of the building are two globes, about the same diameter as the pillars. The same devices are repeated on
each face of the building, and all are executed with great propriety and care.
46
Lindsay_II_1838_152-153 Swaidiah: We halted under a Doric tomb, the chief curiosity of the place; a solid
heavy mass of building, ornamented with six semi-columns on each side, ŕ the intercolumniations sculptured
with coats of mail, shields, (round, and oval ŕ with a boss in the centre,like the hippoptamus-hide bucklers of
Nubia), and helmets. On the east of the town, are the ruins of a fine temple, surrounded by a peristyle, of which
ten columns are still erect; the capitals, singularly enough, are of overlapping palm-leaves. The temple itself is
quite ruined; two fine doorways, in a line with each other, are buried almost to the lintels, ŕ and fragments of a
beautiful frieze of grapes and vine-leaves lie near them. The principal street of the town descends in a southwesterly direction; near its commencement, stands a very neat semicircular building, facing the south; a semidome, ŕ with a large and two smaller niches under it, separated by Corinthian pilasters. From this building we
followed the course of the ancient street to its termination ŕ between rows of Roman houses in ruins, opening
by arches on the street, the ancient pavement remaining in excellent preservation wherever visible, but the street
is in many places choked up with rubbish, and we then clambered over the roofs, and through the apartments of
the old houses; fig-trees grow wild among them.
47
Madox_II_1834_170-171, Swaidiah: Left Soueida, and in two hours gradually ascending through a dangerous
part, amongst a woody and stony country, in which men were cutting fire-wood and attending cattle, which the
Arabs often come and drive away, I arrived at the ruins of a beautiful colonnade of an oval shape, of which
seven columns and nine pedestals remained. The capitals were beautiful. It is at the foot of the Druse village of
Garnavate, which is in ruins, and stands high up, the country regularly shelving, amongst trees, small oaks, and
stones, down into the plain. I walked all round it; it is large and built upon arches. The ruins here are beautiful.
Magnificent temples or palaces, with columns, all of great strength and beautiful workmanship, greet the eye.
Round one door the vine in clusters was sculptured; and floral ornaments appeared on others. All is in a state of
ruin: part of the ground is paved: water gushes down in all directions, forming cascades amongst these once
well-built houses.
48
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VII_1835_205: On visite dans le vallon de Souédié [Swaidiah] le jardin de M.
Barker, long-temps consul anglais à Alep, maintenant consul à Alexandrie; le jardin de M. Barker est renommé
dans la contrée; les arbres et les plantes d'Europe y sont mêlés aux arbres et aux plantes d'Orient; le jardinier qui
m'a fait les honneurs de ce charmant enclos européen, a pris plaisir à m'offrir surtout les fruits et les fleurs de
mon pays. Neale_II_1851_58-65 for Barkerřs gardens.
49
Carne_1838_III_74: This romantic spot is in the range of mountains between Suadeah [Swaidiah] and
Antioch; it is near an estate of Mr. Barker, the consul, where he proposed to build a little villa: the situation
commands, from various points, views of the valley of the Orontes and the plain of Suadeah: the traveller
arrived in the evening, and well remembers how beautiful Antioch looked in the distance, its ruined towers
climbing the hill behind. The lofty peak on the right is Mount Casius: the village in the foreground, in its shroud
of trees, is Beit-y-ass: the ruin on the right is some remain of a church of the middle ages.
50
Neale_II_1851_80 Barkerřs villa at Bitias: built at the fountain-head of the very best spring, and the water is
conducted into and through the house itself. Close to the door of entrance, are three handsome marble basins let
into the wall; here on turning a tap, the water flows plentifully.
51
Neale_II_1851_65 Swaidiah, Barkerřs promotion of local industry: The natives are always industrious. In
winter they stop at home and spin cotton, or weave coarse cloth for their own. consumption. In early spring,
while attending to their other avocations, they hatch the silk-worm eggs, by carrying them about, wrapped up in
cloth, under their arms. When the worms are hatched, they are handed over to the women, who feed them, and
their husbands are occupied in gathering leaves for them.
52
Skene_1864_297, Swaidiah, 1861: The lofty cliffs on either side, too precipitous for a pathway, obliged us to
continue our ride amongst the mulberry gardens to Suadeah, which name is given to the widely studded cottages
of their cultivators. Several English settlers had built houses, but they are now all tenantless. There is no
harbour; the mouth of the Orontes, being obstructed by a dangerous bar, can only give shelter to boats, and the
ancient artificial port, or rather dock, of Seleucia, is entirely filled up. The ruins of the maritime city of Seleucus
Nicator are extensive, but altogether levelled with the ground. A fine colossal statue, representing the river
Orontes, lately dug up, and a curious tunnel constructed in the rock to prevent a winter torrent from flowing into
the basin, with a great many sepulchral caves of considerable interest, are the only remains worth visiting. After
examining these, and bathing in the sea like Chosroes, whose career of conquest closed here, but without
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offering any solemn sacrifice of thanksgiving to the sun as he did, we cantered along the sandy beach extending
from Mount Rhosus to Mount Casius on our way to the dilapidated villa of a late British consul, where we had
taken up our quarters.
53
Allen_1855_II_210-230, Seleucia, for complete description of the harbours, and his suggestions for restoring
them. Ibid., 210-211 Seleucia: In the hope of finding that this port is capable of being restored to its original
purpose, I proposed to make a little survey of it. I began by measuring a base along the fine beach; from which
angles taken to the various points enabled me to lay down the accompanying Plan. / This noble work consisted
of two ports; with a connecting channel, and a fine culvert, for the purpose of feeding the one, and sluicing and
cleaning the other. The outer port was formed, on the open coast, by two masrive moles projecting to seaward,
about 240 paces apart; that to the north can only be traced in ruins above the sand, which has filled the port. The
southern mole has the inner part nearly perfect, formed of large blocks of stone placed transversely; and it must
have been very wide, as some of the stones measure twenty-three feet in length, and one which was broken was
twenty-nine feet four inches. This mole ran west from the shore eighty paces, and then turned to the north-west.
The latter portion is completely ruined, and is only traceable for a short distance under water. It was, we may
suppose, from this pier that St. Paul embarked for Cyprus (Acts, xiii. 4. ). The area of this harbour was probably
about four acres; and it was therefore small, though perhaps it answered sufficiently the purpose of receiving
ships, preparatory to their entering the inner port or basin, where the operations of refitting, loading, and
unloading would have been carried on. It would also have afforded shelter in bad weather. It is now completely
dry from the bend of the pier inwards; the maximum thickness of the sand thrown up by the sea being about
fifteen feet, exclusive of the original depth in the harbour. / The inner port is more properly a basin, as it seems
to have been wholly excavated. [then continues with description of inner harbour, culvert and tunnels, with a
section at p.220]
54
Baedeker_1898_415-417.
55
Naval_Staff_1919_153, Seleucia: The ancient dock or port which was excavated from the rock is now
partially silted up, and considerable rock excavation would be required to convert it into a modern harbour, as
the limestone in the old basin is only 12.5 feet below sea level.
56
Le_Strange_1890_491: "Al Lâdhikiyyah," says Dimashki, "is surrounded by the sea on three sides. In its
method of building it resembles Al Iskandariyyah (Alexandria). There is no running water here, and trees are
scarce. Its buildings are very ancient. In the country round are quarries of marble, white, green and variegated.
Dair al Farûs (in the city) is one of the most beautiful of convents. On one day of the year the Christians all
come hither to make their visitation. The port of Al Lâdhikiyyah is a most wonderful harbour, and one of the
most spacious, so that it never ceases to lie full of large ships. There is at its mouth a great chain which protects
the ships that are inside from the enemies' ships without." (Dim., 209.)
57
Michaud_1829_IV_226 Ibn al-Athir on Lattakia: Laodicée était une ville bien bâtie et ornée de beaux
édifices; on y voyait des marbres de toute espèce: les musulmans détruisirent tous les édifices, surtout les
églises, et emportèrent les marbres. Saladin donna Laodicée à son neveu Taki-eddin, prince de Hamab.
58
Cahen_1940_165 Lattakia: Sans doute, elle n'était plus ce qu'elle avait été dans l'antiquité, dont plusieurs
monuments étaient déjà en ruines; elle n'en restait pas moins une ville active, aux maisons bien bâties, abondant
en bazars et jardins. Son port, le meilleur de la Syrie du nord, était fermé par une jetée que protégeait une tour,
et son chenal d'accès était la nuit fermé par une chaîne. Près de là se trouvait la grande rue des Pisans,
comprenant Ŗles voûtes du Prodromeŗ et remontant jusqu'à l'église Saint-Nicolas; non loin de son aboutissement
près du port étaient la maison du Temple et l'Eglise Saint-Ëlie; non loin encore, la rue des Génois, l'entrepôt des
Amalfitains, et, à côté, encore sur le port, l'Église Saint-Pierre. On signale aussi une église jacobite. / La ville
n'était entourée que d'une enceinte simple, qui lui eût constitué une faible défense, n'eût été d'une part la tour du
port, d'autre part une citadelle au-dessus de la ville, composée de deux petits châteaux, d'accès déjà difficile au
début du xiie siècle, et fortifiés encore après l'occupation par Saladin, tandis qu'on démantelait au contraire la
ville pour enlever tout appui à un éventuel coup de main franc.
59
Ibn Battuta 1982 I, 166, Lattakia, port: est fermé par une chaîne tendue entre deux tours. Rien nřy entre et
nřen sort que si lřon abaisse la chaîne. Cřest un des plus beaux ports de mer de la Syrie.
60
Maundrell_1836_19, writing 1697, Lattakia: We had in view likewise, at about two hours distance to the
westward, the city Latichea, situate on a flat fruitful ground close by the sea; a city first built by Seleucus
Nicator, and by him called, in honor of his mother, Laodicea, which name it retains, with a very little corruption
of it, at this day. It was anciently a place of great magnificence; but in the general calamity which befel this
country, it was reduced to a very low condition, and so remained for a long time. But of late years it has been
encouraged to hold up its head again, and is rebuilt, and become one of the most flourishing places upon the
coast; being cherished, and put in a way of trade by Coplan Aga, a man of great wealth, and authority in these
parts, and much addicted to merchandise.
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Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_317: In the year 1639, the Saracens dispossessed the Greeks of the city; and in
subsequent times it underwent several pillages, so that it was reduced to a very poor and contemptible place, till
a Turkish aga, of the name of Coplan, whose memory is still greatly honoured here, caused it to be rebuilt.
Having the command of the place, by his courteousness and humanity he drew hither several Turks, with some
Christians, who were oppressed in other countries; and not only granted them a safe refuge, but to several, in
whom he discovered a proper genius and disposition, he lent money to trade with: by which measures he, in a
lliort time, gave the place another appearance. / In those eminent services he so far found his account, that he
was made a Pascha.
62
Lucas_I_1714_160-161 Lattakia: On voit en plusieurs endroits de fort grosses murailles qui s'achèvent de
ruiner avec le temps, & plusieurs colonnes presque couvertes de terre, de manière quřon n'en voit que les
chapiteaux. On dit que sainte Hélène a fait bâtir cette grande Eglise. Ce qui en reste est d'une très-belle
architecture; elle a trois portes; la voûte en est tout-à-fait tombée, & l'on voit encore ces belles colonnes qui
soutenoient le comble. Au dessous de l'Eglise sont de grandes voûtes fort longues, qui servent aujourd'huy à
retirer des bœufs, des chèvres & des moutons. La tradition des gens du pays dit, que cette Eglise étoit au milieu
de la ville, ce qui n'est pas difficile à croire par les ruines que lřon voit autour. / En revenant par un autre chemin
que par celuy où j'avois esté, j'ay compté quatre vingt colonnes, que deux hommes auroient peine à embrasser;
elles ne sortent de terre qu'environ à moitié, & sont toutes de granité. Cela fait bien connoître quřil y a beaucoup
de bâtimens tous entiers qui sont sous la terre.
63
Walpole_I_1851_43 Lattakia: On a reef of rock that shelters the harbour, stands a pile of building of different
eras. It seems to be castle, mosque, and church. Along the beach lie hundreds of shafts of columns, and many
are built into the walls, of whose remains you catch a glimpse on the southern side.
64
Shaw_1808_II_11 first pubřd 1738, Lattakia: About two furlongs to the northward of the city, near the sea
shore, there are several sarcophagi, which are generally of an oblong square shape, though larger than those that
are commonly found in Italy. They are most of them adorned with several beautiful decorations in shells and
foliage, or else with busts of men and women, ox-heads and satyrs; besides others that are panelled, having
moreover their covers supported by pilasters of the Ionic and Corinthian orders. They are each of one stone;
some of which have their covers, or opercula, still remaining.
65
Perry_1743_140 Lattakia: an ancient triumphal Arch, yet tolerably perfect (abating for the Abuses and
Alterations, which those barbarous People the Turks have made).
66
Drummond_1754_190 Lattakia: In another place, are three noble corinthian columns, about two feet and a
half in diameter, standing in one row, and with another which forms the angle, supporting a very shattered
architrave; but, from a number of broken fusts which are buried in the walls of mean houses, in the same line
with these entire columns, we may conclude, the whole has belonged to some very superb building. In several
other parts we see granite pillars, from six to a dozen in a row, particularly in one street or lane, where we find a
much greater number; which, as near as I can judge, stand in a line with the side-front of the triumphal arch, and
may be supposed to have been an avenue to it; in which case the front must have been still more magnificent.
[Are these the same columns as in Lucas_I_1714_160-161 above?]
67
Corancez_1816_55 near the triumphal arch: Les colonnes de granit gris qui le soutiennent, paroissent avoir
été apportées d'Egypte. On y arrive par une colonnade formée d'un double rang de colonnes de même matière.
Elles faisoient, sans doute, partie d'un portique appartenant à cet édifice. Aujourd'hui elles sont enchâssées dans
une file de boutiques, et forment le principal bazar de Latakié.
68
Buckingham_1825_535B Lattakia: They were probably remaining portions of colonnades to some public
edifices which still remained standing after the general destruction of the buildings to which they belonged; and
advantage might thus have been taken to build the walls of the modern dwellings in a line with them, so as to
include them in the walls themselves, and thus contribute considerably to the strength of the fabric.
69
Robinson_1838_417B, Lattakia: D'autres ruines existent peut-être encore, cachées sous les amas de terre et de
décombres qu'on rencontre dans tous les quartiers. Les restes de l'ancienne ville offrent des matériaux tout prêts
pour construire des habitations modernes.
70
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_211 Samaria: The Colonnade appears to have surrounded the hill with a cloister
not unlike that of the Temple at Jerusalem, situate on a level terrace with a higher knoll rising in the middle. The
remains are most perfect on the south, where some eighty columns are standing; the width of the cloister was 60
feet, the pillars 16 feet high, 2 feet diameter, and about 6 feet apart. On the south it extended about 32 chains, or
2,100 feet, and remains of a gate were pointed out, and rude rock cuttings in the south-west corner, apparently
the foundations of two gate towers … A street of similar columns leads up the flat slope of the hill on the north.
71
Beaufort_1874_101 Lattakia: there is still enough to show that a double row of granite columns once made an
approach the whole way from the quay on the harbour up to the Corinthian Temple, whose remains are now
quite at the back of the town, and at the distance of 1500 yards from the harbour. Numbers of these columns still
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remain, but the greater part have been broken off and rolled down to the sea, to be built into the foundations and
walls of the castle in the harbour ŕ the memorial left there by the Venetians, and where many of them, with
their rough broken-off ends, are still to be seen.
72
Capper_1796_253 James Capper, travelling 1778: La ville de Latichea, telle qu'elle est aujourd'hui, sřélève à
un quart de mille du vieux port, qui, dans son premier état, doit avoir été un ouvrage aussi magnifique que
dispendieux; il n'en reste aujourd'hui que des débris. Le fond, comme celui du nouveau port d'Alexandrie, est
tellement plein des pierres et des blocs de marbre qui l'ont comblé, qu'ils rompent les cables des plus gros
vaisseaux. La contrée voisine fut autrefois citée pour l'excellent vin qu'elle produisait; mais on se garde
aujourd'hui d'en faire, quoique la vigne y prodigue encore ses fruits salutaires. Jamais les Mahométans
n'intriguèrent pour empêcher d'en exprimer le jus: la faute en est à l'ignorance ou à là paresse des Chrétiens et
des Juifs, qui composent ensemble la majeure partie des habitans.
73
Capper_1796_254 James Capper, travelling 1778: Le 30 nous passâmes ce jour à Latichea, à débarquet nos
équipages, à régler nos comptes avec le capitaine. Le peu de loisir que nous eûmes ce jour et le suivant, nous
procura l'avantage de nous promener autour de la ville, et d'en examiner les environs, où nous découvrîmes,
dans un triste état de dégradation, plusieurs monumens qui font encore la gloire de l'antiquité. Vers le sud-est de
la ville actuelle est un grand arc de triomphe, supporté par des colonnes d'ordre corinthien, et qui maintenant fait
partie d'une mosquée. L'architrave est décoré d'anciens trophées militaires. Sur les différentes parties du
bâtiment on lit plusieurs inscriptions grecques, probablement échappées aux dévastations des Mahométans.
74
Parsons_1808_44, travelling 1772ff., Lattakia, south of the city, and extending for two miles, are more noble
vestiges of its ancient grandeur than are to be found in the city itself; consisting of pieces of granite pillars,
capitals, broken pedestals, and among them many larger fragments of columns than are to be met with at present
in any part of Syria.
75
Walpole_I_1851_46 Lattakia: We examined many remains, none of any peculiar interest till we came to the
ruins of a temple, now a mosque. The pillars are about twenty-four feet clear, of the Corinthian order, and
standing twelve or fourteen feet apart: they probably formed the portico of some temple; but the mosque and
surrounding buildings prevented a further examination.
76
Buckingham_1825_535 Lattakia: Not far from this [triumphal arch] are four Corinthian columns, with their
architraves, still remaining erect, and apparently the portion of a portico to some ancient temple; these also are
in a pure taste, and remain still very perfect. / In different parts of the town, particularly in a street north of
these, and in the Sookh-el-Serdj, or Saddle Bazar, there are seen ranges of granite columns still erect, and
incorporated with the modern buildings.
77
La_Salle_1840_I_160 Lattakia: Le fort qui protège lřentrée du port a des fondements tout feutrés de colonnes,
rouges, noires, blanches, en basalte, en granit, en marbre, posées droites, horizontales, obliques, sortant du mur
comme des canons.
78
Stanhope_1846_II_262-263: But the most perfect specimen of antiquity yet to be seen in Latakia is a square
building, said to have been a triumphal arch. This supposed triumphal arch is now converted into a mosque,
called Jama el Mezyad. It is in the street called Hart el Ashar, a small distance from the foot of the elevated spot
of around which commands Latakia from the east, and upon which once stood a castle or citadel. When the
building was entire, the arch between the two pillars was open, but has been since blocked up with rude
masonry. The pillars of the Corinthian order and the materials of the building are of a hard stone, quarried in tlie
neighbourhood; on the entablature are figures in bas-relief. Among them may be distinguished ramsř heads with
a collar round their necks, and bucklers: the second and fourth compartment (counting from the left) seemed to
bear something like robes: the seventh and tenth have the appearance of helmets. But the troublesome curiosity
of a crowd of Turks, who collected round me whilst I was drawing, prevented me from making such accurate
observations as I could wish to have done. / Within, the dome is supported by eight pilasters, two at each angle
of the square; they are Corinthian. Those of the two opposite faces are different, two sets being lower than the
other two. The darkness of the inside prevented me from making out the bas-reliefs: for the light cannot enter
except by the doorway. No inscription was found within or without. In this mosque the howling dervises
perform their religious ceremonies. / I endeavoured to procure a ladder to mount up and examine the bas-reliefs
on the outside: but the by-standers, having talked the matter over, said it could not be permitted, as I should thus
be enabled to over-look the terraces of several houses in the neighbourhood, where possibly the haryms might
be unsuspectingly diverting themselves unveiled.
79
Stanhope_1846_II_261-262 Lattakia in 1813: examining the town and environs, I observed several remains of
ancient edifices, which once adorned Laodicea, lying about in different directions, of some of which I took
sketches. Going from the town to the port, (which two places are distant half a mile from each other) a single
granite column was to be seen upright, but buried half its length among the graves of a cemetery. The soil was
overgrown with flowers and weeds at this time. Close to it were five palm trees of different heights. / Two
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hundred paces to the north and east of this was a singular remnant of antiquity in an octagonal piece of marble,
giving support to the main beam of a Persian waterwheel, one end of which rested upon it, as the other did upon
the fluted shaft of a column. It was placed upside down, and had, on three of the eight faces, a long inscription
in Greek capitals. The copying of it, from the unpleasant posture in which I was obliged to do it, took me up two
mornings. Large blocks of stone and patches of a wall attested the former existence of some building on this
spot. / There are several granite pillars scattered in and about the town. Thus, to the north of the citadel is one,
and by the sea-side a piece of another. In one of the streets are no fewer than ten granite pillars, still upright, but
without capitals. The intervals between them have been blocked up with masonry, and the whole forms the wall
of a house. There are seven more incorporated in another wall; these and the ten above mentioned are scarcely
half their length out of the ground, proving how great must be the heaps of ruins which now cover their bases. /
On the road from the town to the port there are four other granite columns lying flat and half buried in the soil,
the capitals and pedestals of which are wanting. / In one of the streets of the city there were the remains of an
ancient edifice, supposed to have been a temple. Four pillars, parts of two of the sides, were still upright, the
shafts not being of a single stone, as is most frequently the case, but of four pieces. They are of the Corinthian
order, and the blocks which form the architrave are very large. Within the court where they stood was the tomb
of a holy Mahometan, named Shaykh Mohammed. Many devout persons visited the tomb, and hence mats were
spread on the ground for the convenience of praying.
80
Beaufort_1874_100 Lattakia: The pretty town is surrounded with fine gardens, where we soon got quantities
of roses and carnations. The streets are so frequently covered in with stone arches, even where there is no
bazaar, that they are very shady and pleasant, and give a handsomer appearance to the small town than a fuller
acquaintance warrants: the long vistas of arches are most picturesque, and great numbers of broken granite
columns are still standing at the sides of the streets.
81
Guérin_1877_40 Lattakia: Sa position est admirable et les jardins qui l'entourent sont très-fertiles; mais elle
est elle-même grossièrement bâtie et plus grossièrement encore entretenue. Les colonnes de marbre et de granit
qui ornaient jadis ses temples et ses autres édifices publics se retrouvent, les unes dans les mosquées dont elles
décorent l'intérieur, et les autres, en beaucoup plus grand nombre, dans d'épaisseur des jetées et des bastions qui
défendent feutrée de son port à moitié ensablé, et où elles ont été engagées comme des espèces de poutres
transversales. Les deux monuments antiques dont les restes y méritent, d'une manière plus particulière,
lřattention de lřarchéologue sont un temple et un arc de triomphe. Il ne subsiste plus du premier que quatre
colonnes de grande dimension, couronnées de chapiteaux corinthiens. Le second est encore en partie debout.
82
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_446, Lattakia: le seul débris remarquable des siècles antiques, c'est un
édifice carré, aujourd'hui converti en mosquée, revêtu d'insignes militaires tels que des casques, des boucliers,
des gardes d'épée; les savans ont pensé que cet édifice était un arc de triomphe élevé en lřhonneur de Lucius
Verus ou de Septime Sévère. On peut citer aussi les débris d'une grande église du moyen-âge, des restes de
portiques et de colonnades, des chambres sépulcrales taillées dans des rochers voisins de la mer. Il est à
présumer que le sol de Lattaquié cache dans son sein des monumens ou d'intéressantes ruines ensevelis à la suite
des tremblemens de terre. Les fouilleurs ne creuseraient point en vain dans l'enceinte de la cité rivale d'Apamée
et d'Antioche. Les vestiges circulaires de l'ancienne Laodicée, qu'on peut suivre encore, lui donnent une
circonférence de plus d'une lieue et demie. [c.6km]
83
Walpole_III_1851_66-67 Lattakia: My morning kief was destroyed by news of the opening of a sepulchre of
extraordinary beauty, and covered with inscriptions. Book in hand, I sallied out, followed by a crowd of others
to hear the wondrous stories read. On reaching the spot, some half hour's walk north of my house, I found they
had been digging for stones, and uncovered a long drain, some two feet deep and five broad; it was now laid
open for about twelve feet, and presented stones about two feet broad, five or six long, and one thick; the faces
of which were covered with ill-written Latin inscriptions ŕ one of as late a date as A.D. 1013ŕ two I copied;
both were roughly, rudely written. / These two stones had been used as the top of the drain or aqueduct; the
writing of the rest was placed longitudinally, rest by some barbarian from their original holy use: they had thus,
perhaps, been preserved, where their fellows in their proper places had perished.
84
Walpole_III_1851_62 Lattakia, the ruined house of the governor: The bath, fitted with marble, is small, but
very handsome.
85
Corancez_1816_60 fountain at Bisnada, near Lattakia: Cet endroit est délicieux par la fraîcheur qu'on y
respire et par la beauté des aspects qu'il présente. On remarque à quelque distance un. grand sarcophage de
marbre blanc, chargé au dehors d'ornemens encore bien conservés. Il y a quelques, années qu'on déterra aussi
dans les environs un beau groupe de la même matière, représentant un homme de haute stature qui tient un lion
enchaîné. Ce groupe avoit appartenu à un édifice ancien, que la terre recouvre aujourd'hui. Quelques instances
qu'on ait faites auprès de l'aga de Latakié, il n'y voulut permettre aucune fouille: il fit même recouvrir de terre la
statue que le hasard avoit fait découvrir.
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86

Cuinet_1896_165 Lattakia: À Lataqiyeh même, au nord et à l'est de la ville, on rencontre de nombreux restes
d'antiquités, notamment des tombeaux et des chambres sépulcrales creusées dans le roc. Des colonnes
corinthiennes sont encore debout, çà et là, dans les divers quartiers, mais les plus remarquables par leur élégance
et la délicate sculpture de leurs chapiteaux sont celles dont le port était orné du temps des Séleucides, et qui
gisent aujourd'hui éparses, à demi ensevelies dans le sable. / On trouve souvent, en creusant des fondations ou
même en cultivant les jardins, des statues de marbre mutilées d'anciens rois et de reines de l'époque grecque.
Une ancienne église byzantine, convertie en mosquée, garde encore des traces de peintures murales où l'on
reconnaît des figures de saints. A l'extérieur, ses murs sont ornés de sculptures représentant des casques et des
boucliers romains, faisant présumer que cet édifice était, lors de sa fondation, un monument triomphal. Aucune
inscription n'indique la date de sa construction.
87
Shaw_1808_II_10 first pubřd 1738, Lattakia: the ruins of a beautiful cothon, in figure like an amphitheatre,
and capacious enough to receive the whole British navy. The mouth of it, which opens to the westward, is about
forty feet wide, and defended by a small fort. The whole appears to have been a work and structure of great
labour and design, though at present it is so much filled up with sand and pebbles, that half a dozen small
vessels can only be admitted.
88
Pococke_II.1_1745_186 port of Antioch: I went towards the mouth of the Orontes to see if I could find any
remains of the antient port of Antioch, which I discovered before I arrived at the mouth of that river, at the
distance of near two miles from the sea. There is a large bason so filled up, that I could not be certain whether it
was of a multangular, or round figure, but I took it to be the latter; it was filled from above by the river, at a
place where the river winds, so that the stream flowed directly into a canal that leads to the bason, by which the
shipping entered into it. This canal had, without doubt, flood gates to hinder too great a quantity of water from
running into it on any rising of the river. I observed from the north east side of the bason two canals, winding
round part of it in a circular form, one within the other, having no outlet, which seem to have been designed as
places for laying up their vessels. Near a mile to the west of this bason there are ruins of several houses along
the river, which do not seem to be of any very great antiquity, but probably were houses of merchants, and
warehouses, when Antioch flourished in the middle ages, at which time it was called the port of St. Simon.
89
Ferrières-Sauveboeuf_1790_II_171 Lattakia: Lataquie, un petit port que les habitans laissent combler sans y
faire de réparations, parce qu'un de leurs Santons a prédit que les Européens y débarqueroient pour faire la
conquête de la Syrie. Il y âvoit autrefois des bassins avec des angars pour des galères; mais aujourd'hui vingt
barques ont beaucoup de peine à s'y ranger; lřentrée est commandée par un château qui, tombant en ruine, en
rond tous les jours l'abord plus difficile.
90
Parsons_1808_43-44, travelling 1772ff., Lattakia harbour: it has been so shamefully neglected by the Turks,
that at present none but barks and small ships can get so far into it as to lye secure from hard gales of wind, as it
is nearly choaked up with sand.
91
Olivier_IV_1803_126 Lattakia: Le premier objet qui se présente en arrivant, c'est le cimetière des Francs.
Heureux l'étranger pour qui cette première vue est une leçon, et qui se hâte de terminer ses affaires! car il est
rare qu'un Européen, domicilié à Latakie, y vieillisse, et encore plus rare qu'un étranger y passe un été sans y
être attaqué de fièvres plus ou moins dangereuses, plus ou moins opiniâtres. Ce n'est pas que l'air de cette ville
ne soit en lui-même très-sain, mais depuis que les Mahométans en ont fait disparaître la majeure partie des
habitans, les terres se trouvent en quelques endroits abandonnées et couvertes d'eau une partie de l'année.
92
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_223 Lattakia: The port, which is half an hour's distance from the town, is very small,
but it is better sheltered than any we have seen on this coast. There is a fine old castle projecting into the sea at
the point of a bed of rocks; the Marina is built upon foundations of ancient columns. There are, in the town of
Latachia, an old gate-way and other antiquities.
93
Salverte_1861_18-19 Lattakia: Ses murailles, que baigne la mer, sont incrustées de colonnes antiques en
marbre, en granit ou en porphyre: les unes posées horizontalement, les autres dans le sens de leur diamètre,
comme une rangée de gros canons. Nous avons remarqué dans la ville les débris fort reconnaissables d'un ancien
temple. Quatre colonnes de l'ordre compositeysupportaient encore une frise, où la lourdeur des ornements
attestait la décadence de l'art. Plus loin, s'élevait un arc de triomphe, surmonté d'un attique élégamment sculpté.
Ailleurs enfin, des masses énormes de nopals recouvraient des frontons à demi brisés, et des ricins d'un vert
intense balançaient leurs tiges élevées au-dessus d'un antique aqueduc.
94
Basterot_1869_53 Lattakia: De grands châteaux en ruines gardent le petit port de Latakieh. Ils datent du
moyen âge, mais des tronçons de colonnes, des chapiteaux, une quantité de débris antiques entrent dans leur
construction.
95
Corancez_1816_54 Lattakia: Le port qui subsiste encore est tellement comblé, quelqes petits batimens y
entrent à peine aujourd'hui. Il est fermé au midi par les débris d'une ancienne muraille et les restes d'un môle en
ruines. Le fond en est encombré de gros blocs de pierre de taille.Ce sont les matériaux, de l'ancien quai dont on
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peut encore suivre les vestiges. Il y a au nord un château qui commande l'entrée du port et communique à la
Terre-Ferme par un pont de plusieurs arches. Au midi sont les restes d'un bassin taillé dans le roc, qui, sans
doute, y avoit été pratiqué pour la construction des batimens.
96
Walpole_III_1851_365 Lattakia: The mina consists of magazines, built principally, I believe, within the last
twenty years, and a large khan; but a few columns and a few handsome marble pillars attest its antiquity; a
distance of some three hundred yards, partly burial ground, partly olive ground, separating it from the town: the
mina is surrounded on its land face by a wall, which, however, does not extend to the sea. The town has many
remains of walls, &c, though no other ruins, save the triumphal arch and a portion of the temple exist. Columns
are found in all directions, here built into the walls, and there standing alone, a mournful piece of antiquity. In
every part of the neighbourhood, digging brings to light stones and other marks of the size of the former city.
Corinthian capitals, and a few Doric, sometimes of marble, are found.
97
Allen_1855_II_188 Lattakia: We anchored in the harbour of Latakia; which appears to be very commodious
and safe at first sight, but it is nearly filled with sand from the sea, being at present much exposed to the
prevalent north-west winds. It is so shallow, that very few ships can lie in it, and those only of small burden. It is
one of those harbours, however, ŕ so numerous on these coasts, legacies of the genius and enterprise of the
ancients, ŕ which could be cleared out so easily, and with such incalculable advantages for the maritime
population as well as to the government. Both parties, however, are slow to discover and to put in order such
things.
98
Farley_1862_263 Lattakia: The port of Latakia was formerly a very large and safe one, capable of containing
a thousand galleys, but it now requires considerable clearing and improvement. It could, with a little expense, be
made an excellent harbour for both steamers and sailing vessels, as the holding-ground is trustworthy, the
entrance favourably situated, and it is well sheltered by closely surrounding hills.
99
Eyriès_1859_343 Lattakia: A une petite distance, au sud de la ville, un magnifique arc de triomphe fut élevé,
peut-être quelques années plus tard; il subsiste encore en partie, et des fragments de colonnes de marbre, de
piédestaux, de chapiteaux, se retrouvent égalementdans les cimetières et autour des maisons, où les habitants,
avec cette incurie pour les monuments qui distingue les Turcs et les Arabes, les emploient aux usages les plus
vulgaires. Latakieh est en quelque sorte le port d'Alep; son commerce n'est cependant plus aussi considérable
qu'il le fut il y a un demi-siècle; c'est sans doute aux terribles tremblements de terre qui ont bouleversé cette ville
en 1799 et 1822 qu'il faut attribuer sa décadence. Deux mille habitants périrent, dit-on, dans ce dernier désastre,
et le port fut comblé au point de ne pouvoir plus recevoir que des bâtiments d'un très-faible tonnage.
100
Farley_1862_262-263 Lattakia: The chief produce of the mountainous part of the district is tobacco, of
which large quantities are exported; that grown in the district of Djebail being considered the best. When this
has been hung up in the rooms of the peasants, and there allowed to absorb the smoke of the dwarf oak, it
acquires a delightful perfume, and is then called Abu Richa, or Father of Scent. The peculiar property which this
tobacco derives from being exposed to the smoke was accidentally discovered as follows: One year, there being
no demand for tobacco, the leaves were hung up for the winter in the peasantsř huts, exposed to the continual
smoke of their fires, and the succeeding year it was sent to Egypt, where it was considered so good, that a large
order was sent to Latakia for more of the same quality, which was then called Abu Richa.
101
Smith_1918_16: [Lattakia] has a small harbour, protected from the north by a cape; it prospered in the early
Christian period as the port of Antioch, and still carries on a considerable trade in tobacco, sponges and silk.
Ruins and a choked harbour are all that remain of Seleucia, Antioch's previous port in Greek times.
102
Al-Dimashqui_1874_269, writing 1320s, Banias: C'est une ancienne ville dont les environs sont riches en
plantes amères, qui servent de nourriture aux chameaux; son sol et son air sont insalubres, et il y a une quantité
de sources abondantes; elle a des monuments grecs.
103
Vogüé_1898_6 Banias, river: Nous le traversons sur une chaussée métamorphosée en aqueduc par l'eau
accumulée entré les pierres disjointes nous avons franchi un peu avant un pont antique et les fossés de la
citadelle, dont il ne reste que des substructions de beaux blocs taillés en bossage; les Romains, ces maçons
acharnés, ont passé par là.
104
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_426 Banias, fortress of Qalaat es-Subebeh, above the town, in Upper Galilee: In a
part of the fortress you may trace the work of the Romans, but you may see at the same time that the Romans
have only built upon the ruins of a former castle. The walls of this fortress surpass in thickness and
circumference those of all similar buildings in the country. I could not help feeling amazed at a sight of these
gigantic stones, gates, vaults, tanks, and so on.
105
Lucas_I_1714_171-172 to Banias: Nous continuâmes notre chemin l'espace de huit heures, & nous passâmes
dans les ruines d'une Ville qui paroist avoir été considerable par le nombre de colonnes, & d'autres morceaux
précieux qu'on y voit presque tous ensevelis dans la terre. On appelle ce lieu Micelly. De là nous passâmes an
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grand pont qui étoit presque ruiné, & nous côtoyâmes le rivage de la mer jusqu'à Bagniasque grand château qui
tombe en ruine.
106
Seetzen_1809_148 Banias: Cette ville, autrefois si florissante, est maintenant détruite, et sur ses ruines
s'élève un petit hameau d'à peu près vingt misérables cabanes habitées par des Mahométans. On reconnoit bien
encore l'enceinte des murs de l'ancienne ville, mais il ne reste plus de traces du temple magnifique que Hérodele-Grand y fit élever en l'honneur dřAuguste.
107
Lynch_1849_473 Banias: In every direction there were broken shafts and capitals of marble pillars scattered
upon the ground, and an entire bridge, through the single arch of which rushed a clear, rapid stream, that
immediately after leaped down some twenty feet, and was lost to sight in the deep and winding gorge. It was the
River of Banias, one of the tributaries of Lake Huleh.
108
Walpole_III_1851_57 Banias: Several pillars, as if to assert its claim to antiquity, lie scattered about. There
are also some remains of a port … The natives say, alluding to the Borge el Sabbee [Tower of the Bey], that one
small boy built the whole of it: thence the name ŕ the Tower of the Child; and that the pillars strewn about
below it are the Pillars of the King's Daughter ŕ she, when the castle was besieged having cast them down on
the invaders. The ruins also were repaired, and used by Ibrahim Pasha as a post establishment.
109
Saulcy_1853_I_557 Banias, town walls: De loin, la vieille porte me semble de construction arabe; de près,
j'acquiers bientôt la conviction qu'elle est fort insignifiante. Les belles pierres de taille qui en constituent les
parements, ont été empruntées a tous les monuments antiques d'alentour, et au-dessus de 1'archivolte est
encastré un véritable tarikh [inscription] arabe, que je n'ai pas le temps de déchiffrer, mais dont je lis assez pour
me convaincre que je suis devant lřoeuvre d'un soulthan mamlouk Baharite.
110
Walpole_III_1851_409-410 Tortosa, Ŗthe Mina, an artificial port now in ruins, a mile, or rather less, north of
Tartosaŗ: The Mina or port was formed by a reef running out into the sea, and then taking a parallel turn to the
beach, forming a secure cove; a reef on the north formed the remaining side, leaving an opening sufficient for
boats and coasters. On the reef are the remains of a large, vaulted building, and great numbers of granite shafts
of columns, &c On the shore are a modem khan and some hovels, also a manufactory of water-jars.
111
Renan_1864_55 Amrit, just south of Tortosa: Pendant que M. Gaillardot était à Amrit, on vint l'avertir qu'en
creusant à peu de distance des murailles de la ville, au nord et presque au pied de l'église, on avait trouvé de
grosses constructions. En effet, à une profondeur de sept ou huit mètres, plusieurs indigènes étaient occupés à
extraire de belles pierres; entremêlées à des colonnes de granit gris de dimensions moyennes. M. Gaillardot
pense que cet ensemble a dû appartenir à un édifice important de l'époque romaine.
112
Rey_1866_360 Tortosa: Le château, composé de deux enceintes munies de fossés taillés dans le roc, s'élève
à l'angle nord-ouest de l'emplacement jadis occupé par la ville. Nulle part, à cette époque, on ne déploya pareil
luxe dans l'emploi des matériaux, et j'ai tout lieu de croire que les ruines phéniciennes de Rouad, d'Amrit et de
Carné durent être mises à contribution pour élever ces gigantesques murailles, composées d'énormes blocs
taillés à bossages.
113
Thomson_1886_278-279 Rouad, north of Tripoli: On my first visit to the island I found the castle and its
Turkish appendages occupied by the families of seafaring men ŕ sailors, fishers, and sponge-divers ŕ a
maritime population unique of its kind, and numbering about two thousand in all. / The shape of the island is an
irregular oval, the longest side being from east to west; but it is very small, not over three-quarters of a mile in
circumference, and it was formerly enclosed by double walls, probably of Phoenician origin. On the western
side, close to the margin of the sea, are the remains of a high wall built of large bevelled stones, which in size
and appearance are Cyclopean, resembling those in the foundations of the temple at Ba'albek. At one place that
wall is still more than thirty-five feet high, and was originally over fifteen feet thick. From isolated blocks and
columns, mostly of basalt, I copied seven Greek inscriptions, containing forty-two lines, in a fair state of
preservation.
114
Walpole_III_1851_392-393 Ruad: The island appears to have been formerly surrounded by a wall, portions
of which still remain on the north-eastern and south-eastern parts of the island, composed of blocks of stones,
many fifteen feet in length. In some places the walls were double. From the remains, they seem to have been of
a great heighth, as in places their ruins are thirty feet high; and yet the upper courses are waating; in thickness,
they are abont nine feet. The wall in parts approaches close to the sea, ŕ the solid rock where it serves being cut
for it; in others, an artificial foundation has been made … The island is thus surrounded with its wall, except on
the eastern side; and being in the form of a crescent, the eastern side forms a core protected by the projecting
north and south walls. In this core, the water is deep in parts, admitting vessels of forty or eighty tons; in the
centre, the remains of a long jetty run straight out, formed of huge blocks of stone laid one on another.
115
Walpole_III_1851_394-395 Ruad: The level rock is marked with cuts and holes, as if for buildings, and
square pavements with ledges, evidently the remains of houses. On the south-east, a great number of these still
exist. On the east, between the two walls, are several granite columns, thrown down, and the platform of a
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temple may still be traced. / Among the rocks near is a figure with closed wings; it is of marble finely cut; and
the head, I was told, had but recently been carried off. On a species of raised platform, on the south-east, are the
holes where some more columns stood, which now lie about. I found on the island several small marble shafts,
mythra, and remains of some worked sarcophagi. The island has seven forts of various sizes; two only are
ancient, they having been repaired
116
Renan_1864_41 island of Ruad/Arwad, opposite Tortosa: Les gens du pays se rappellent encore une tour
Ŗblanche comme du marbre,ŗ analogue aux murs de Tortose, qui existait autrefois du côté nord de l'île. Cette
tour aurait été détruite assez récemment et ses matériaux auraient été réduits en petites pierres. Une telle
assertion est pleinement justifiée par le récit de Pococke. ŖOn voit encore au nord, dit-il, les ruines d'un bâtiment
rustique dont les murs ont trois pieds d'épaisseur. Il paraît avoir été édifié dans le même temps que Tortose.ŗ Les
débris de cette construction auront servi sans doute à bâtir les petites forteresses ridicules élevées par le
gouvernement turc, lors de la guerre de l'indépendance grecque. La ville moderne est toute sarrasine. Un château
crénelé assez considérable occupe le point culminant de l'île; un autre s'élève au bord de la mer, à la tête de la
jetée qui sépare les deux bassins; les assises inférieures de quelques maisons sont en très-beaux blocs.
117
Lithgow_1632_189 Tripoli: First it was overwhelmed with water; Secondly, it was sacked with Cursares, and
Pirates; Thirdly, it is like now to be overthrowne with new made mountains of sand.
118
Khosrau_1881_40 travelling 1035-42 Tripoli: La ville est construite de telle façon que trois de ses côtés sont
baignés par la mer dont les flots atteignent, lorsqu'elle est agitée, le sommet des remparts. La partie de la ville
qui est du côté de la terre ferme, est protégée par une muraille et un grand fossé. Une porte en fer d'une extrême
solidité s'ouvre dans la direction de l'orient. Les murailles ainsi que les créneaux et les meurtrières sont en
pierres, de taille; des machines de guerre sont dressées sur le haut des murs. On redoute à Tripoli les entreprises
des Grecs qui peuvent tenter une attaque avec leurs vaisseaux.
119
Goujon_1670_47 Tripoli: Le port de cette ville, est commode quoy que un peu ruiné.
120
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_385 Tripoli: aux bords de la mer, près de ce qu'on appelle maintenant la
marine, le voyageur retrouve des vestiges de cette dernière cité, ce sont des restes de murailles et une porte
encore debout; les gens du pays nomment cet endroit El-Karah (les Ruines). Ces ruines ont été comme la
carrière d'où les habitans ont tiré des matériaux pour la construction de la marine. Aux temps anciens, la cité
voisine de la mer surpassait les deux autres en importance; c'est celle qui existait dans le moyen-âge sous le nom
de Tripoli, et qui fut une des conquêtes des croisés.
121
Pococke_II.1_1745_100 Tripoli: One of them [of the three cities], probably the most ancient, which might be
that peopled from Tyre, was at the end of the point, and so might be easily fortified, by building a wall across
the promontory on the east side of the city: There are great ruins of this wall, which appears to have been fifteen
feet thick; and it seems to have been thrown down by force: It was cased with hewn stone, which is now carried
away; about the middle of it was the gate of the city, and near the wall there are several pieces of large pillars of
grey granite.
122
Robinson_1838_89, El-Myna, port of Tripoli: D'El-Myna à l'embouchure de la Kadisha, il existe une ligne
de six tours carrées, éloignées l'une de l'autre d'environ dix minutes de chemin, et qui semblent avoir été bâties
pour défendre le port. Elles sont situées au bord de l'eau, et paraissent être l'ouvrage des Sarrasins. Les indigènes
ont donné à chacune d'elles un nom particulier. Aux environs de ces tours et dans la mer, gisent éparses un
grand nombre de colonnes de granit, d'environ quinze pouces de diamètre.
123
Squire_1820_295 Tripoli: six square isolated towers, placed at irregular distances from each other: they stand
immediately on the sea; appear to be of Saracen construction; and the lower part of their walls, as at Alexandria,
is fortified with fragments of grey granite columns, placed horizontally in the building.
124
Seetzen_1854_I_221, 1805, Tripoli: Wir besahen etliche von den sechs in und zu beiden Seiten el Mina's am
Strande befindlichen festen Thürmen, welche sich von den Kreuzfahrern herschreiben sollen. Sie sind
viereckigt, auf jeder Ecke mit einem etwas herausstehenden halbrunden Thurme, nicht sehr hoch, aber breit. In
den Mauern sind viele Enden von Granitsäulen eingemauert, deren man am Fusse eines Thurmes im Meere viele
liegen sieht. Bey einem Thurme war ein marmorner Sarkophag, aber von schlechter Arbeit, und über einer
Thüre war ein schöner Block von Granit eingemauert. Die Art des Granit, deren man sieh hier bediente, war
indessen nicht schön, sondern etwas graulicht.
125
Le_Brun_1714_304 Tripoli: Les principaux quartiers sont bien peuplez, mais il y en a dřautres où il nřy a
point de bâtimentts, et qui sont deserts.
126
Lucas_I_1714_172 Tortosa: Tout est renversé dans cette fameuse Ville, tout y est masure. En quelques
endroits ses murailles basties de grosses pierres y sont encore entières accompagnées dřespace en espace de
grosses tours quarrées.
127
Perry_1743_139: In the Fields adjacent to Tripoli, near the Sea Coast, are many Fragments of Granite and
Porphyry Pillars; which serve to shew, that anciently this was a very illustrious and magnificent City.
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Robinson_1838_86: Parmi les nombreux restes du temps des croisades que l'on trouve dans cette ville, je
remarquai des croix sculptées en relief au-dessus de la porte d'entrée de quelques maisons, et en d'autres endroits
des calices.
129
Rosenmüller_1841_78 Tripoli, relaying Burckhardt: At half an hour's walk below the town, at the extreme
angle of the triangular plain, is El Myna, or the port of Tripoli, which is itself a small town; the interjacent plain
was formerly covered with marshes, which greatly injured the air; but the greater part of them have been
drained, and converted into gardens.
130
Laorty-Hadji_1854_63-64: Tripoli, ceinte de murailles, montre encore les vestiges des fortifications que les
Francs y élevèrent aux jours des croisades. Tout le côté méridional de la petite plaine est plein de débris
d'habitations et de colonnes ensablées. Sept tours, restes d'un système beaucoup plus étendu, subsistent encore
depuis l'embouchure de la Quadicha jusqu'à la Marine; quoique d'une construction encore solide, elles sont
aujourd'hui sans emploi.
131
Spoll_1861_12: La Marine de Tripoli est un amas de maisons orientales occupées en grande partie par le
commerce, et qui s'étalent pittoresquement sur la grève avec leurs kiosques et leurs façades dépourvues
d'ouvertures. On y voit des débris d'habitations anciennes et quelques colonnes ensablées. Sept tours subsistent
encore grâce à leur construction solide, depuis l'embouchure du Nahr el Kadicha jusqu'à la Marine.
132
Walpole_III_1851_41 Tripoli: I entered the large mosque: probably as I wore a tarboush, and spoke Turkish
to my guide, a negro kavais of the Pasha, they took me for a soldier; however, none seemed surprised. It was
formerly a Christian church, and the roof is supported on columns; Corinthian capitals have been placed on the
top of plain shafts, a band of iron holding them together.
133
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_416, Village of Cir, near Tripoli, which author considers Roman: Aucun
voyageur avant moi n'ayant parlé de cet édifice, vous ne serez pas fâché que j'en fasse une description détaillée:
Le monument, construit sur un sol de surface unie, auprès de la plus haute pointe du mont, se nomme en arabe
tour de lřAurore, sans doute parce qu'étant très élevé, l'édifice se colore des premières lueurs du matin. La
toiture a croulé sous la main du temps ou sous le marteau de l'homme, et les quatre murs seuls subsistent encore.
A quelques pas de la façade on remarque les vestiges d'un vestibule ou d'un parvis qui menait au temple.
L'édifice a trois portes sur une même façade; la porte du milieu est la plus belle, elle présente environ vingt-cinq
pieds de hauteur sur huit pieds de largeur; les deux autres portes sont étroites et basses. La porte à gauche donne
sur un escalier construit en pierres de taille, qui vous conduit au-dessus du monument. Les pierres dont se
compose l'édifice sont d'une dimension peu commune; quelques-unes n'ont pas moins de vingt-deux pieds de
longueur. L'ensemble de l'édifice est d'une grandeur médiocre.
134
Volney_II_1792_100 Tripoli environs: Il est d'ailleurs bon de remarquer que le rivage méridional de la petite
plaine est plein de vestiges dřhabitations & de colonnes brisées & enfoncées dans la terre ou ensablées dans la
mer. Les Francs en employèrent beaucoup dans la construction de leurs murs, où on les voit encore posées sur le
travers.
135
Thomson_1886_283-284 Arca (near Tripoli): The ruins of the old town are not extensive, and are found
mostly on the north side of the tell. They consist of ordinary-sized building-stones, with here and there amongst
the heaps the fragments of a granite column. The temple of Alexander stood on the south-eastern side of the tell,
where the rock is perpendicular. / Its columns have been either shaken down the precipice by the earthquake
which destroyed the town in the thirteenth century, or they have been thrown down by the equally destructive
Saracen and Turk. I counted sixty-four lying on the bank of the river, one-third of which are of red Syenite, the
rest of gray granite … / The village of 'Arka is a mean little hamlet, built upon the ruins of the old town to the
east of the tell, and occupied by a few families of Christians and Moslems, miserably poor and degraded.
136
Thomson_1886_285-286 temple at Harf es Sphiry: The walls of the temple were nearly perfect, and, though
well built of beautifully white and intensely hard limestone, there was very little ornamentation about them; and
an inscription over one of the entrances to the temple was the only evidence of its Greek origin. Amongst the
ruins there were two or three small columns, but they had no capitals, and the design of a few adjoining
buildings was not easy to determine, as our time was limited, and we were obliged to hurry off without
sufficiently examining the temple or the ancient remains in its neighborhood.
137
Yanoski_&_David_1848_29 Byblos: Malgré ses grandeurs éteintes, Djébaïl n'a guère que six mille habitants;
mais sa baie gracieuse, son pont élégant sur sa jolie rivière, les colonnes de marbre doré qui restent de son
ancien théâtre … toutes ces ruines pittoresques.
138
Maundrell_1836_56-57, travelling 1697, Byblos: It is pleasantly situated by the sea side. At present it
contains but a little extent of ground, but yet more than enough for the small number of its inhabitants. It is
compassed with a dry ditch, and a wall, with square towers in it at about every forty yards distance. On its south
side it has an old castle; within it is a church, exactly of the same figure with that at Tortosa, only not so entire
as that. Besides this, it has nothing remarkable; though anciently it was a place of no mean extent, as well as
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beauty; as may appear from the many heaps of ruins, and the fine pillars that are scattered up and down in the
gardens near the town.
139
La_Roque_1723_I_35 Byblos: quelques Grecs, qui n'ont qu'une Église, auprès de laquelle on montre une
haute colomne, qui passe pour celle d'un Saint Stilite: on y voit aussi les restes assés entiers d'un grand Palais,
bâti par les Genois.
140
Pococke_II.1_1745_198, Byblos: Gabala was a small city; there are some signs of the antient walls; it is at
prefent a poor miserable town, thinly inhabited, without any trade; and tho' it was once a considerable sea port,
yet they have not now above four or five boats belonging to the town; there are very little signs of the antient
harbour, and the chief remains that way are several sepulchral grots cut in the cliffs on the seashoar.
141
Pococke_II.1_1745_98 Byblos: The walls of the town remain, which are about a mile in circumference; and
at the south east corner there is a very strong castle of rusticated work, built of hard stone that has pebbles in it.
Towards the foundation are some stones twenty feet in length: There are very few inhabitants in the town, but
many ruinous houses are standing, which shew that it has been well inhabited, and probably within two or three
ages past.
142
Rosenmüller_1841_80-81, Byblos, relaying Otto von Richter who visited in 1815: lying close on the sea, and
surrounded with walls and towers, into which many fragments of pillars have been built. The adjacent country is
adorned with gardens, and the place itself is distinguished by three remarkable edifices. The castle stands on the
highest point, commanding the town and harbour. It is of a singular form, consisting of the walls of an old
ruinous tower of French architecture, joined together by an arch. On that arch, and on the walls, apartments have
been built, which are surmounted by white cupolas; these likewise adorn the neighbouring cloister of dervishes.
But what interested me more than either of these buildings, was the Christian church, which reminded me of
what is called the Gothic style, except in the roof, which is circular; the interior is in the Byzantine style, and of
mean appearance. It rests upon square pillars made of logs of wood, to which are attached a few semi-circular
Corinthian columns. The walls are white-washed, and covered with uncouth paintings. By the wall of the
church, outside and near the entrance, there is a small fountain, covered with an arch, supported by low pillars.
In the centre is an interesting piece of antiquity, namely, an entablature, the architrave and frieze small and
plain, but elsewhere adorned with figures of pearls and olives, and having on the top a small cornice of serpent
eggs. Above there is a second entablature, which recedes somewhat, and has in the middle the winged serpent
and globe of the Egyptians in relief, and in very good workmanship; the space on each side is filled up with a
thick garland of roses.
143
Renan_1864_153 Byblos: Les innombrables fûts de colonnes de marbre et de granit qui sont épars çà et là;
un sol tourmenté et dont chaque coupe laisse voir des couches superposées de débris de tous les âges; un château
qui paraît, quand on l'examine pour la première lois, l'oeuvre des géants de la primitive antiquité; les légendes
qui nous montrent Byblos comme la ville la plus ancienne du monde.
144
Walpole_III_1851_27 Byblos: The castle, which being held by some Arnoots for Ibrahim Pasha, the English
battered about, is a huge rambling pile; the three lower courses, of huge stones with a beading round them; the
upper parts repaired at various later periods. Three under-ground passages run from it to a considerable distance,
one to a postern on the rock by the sea, another to a spring. The vaults underground are large, and it has a deep
well. From a stone now built into the wall, I copied the inscription. On several of the large stones in the lower
courses is the six-pointed cross, well carved.
145
Wright_1848_396 Maundrell, travelling 1697: But the most considerable antiquity in Jebilee, and the
greatest monument of its former eminence, is the remains of a noble theatre just at the north gate of the city. It
passes amongst the Turks for an old castle, which (according to the Asiatic way of enlarging) they report to have
been of so prodigious a height, when in its perfect state, that a horseman might have rode, about sun-rising, a
full hour in the shade of it. / As for what remains of this mighty Babel, it is no more than twenty feet high. The
flat side of it has been blown up with gunpowder by the Turks. And from hence (as they related) was taken a
great quantity of marble, which we saw used in adorning their bagnio and mosque before mentioned. All of it
that is now standing is the semicircle. It extends from corner to corner just a hundred yards. In this semicircular part is a range of seventeen round windows just above the ground, and between the windows all round
were raised, on high pedestals, large massy pillars, standing as buttresses against the wall, both for the strength
and ornament of the fabric; but these supporters are at present most of them broken down.
146
Maundrell_1836_26, travelling 1697, Byblos/Jebilee: All of it that is now standing is the semi-circle …
Within is a very large arena, but the just measure of it could not be taken, by reason of the houses with which
the Turks have almost filled it up. On the west side the seats of the spectators remain still entire, as do likewise
the caves or vaults which run under the subsellia all round the theatre.
147
Wright_1848_395-296 Henry Maundrell, 1697, at Byblos/Jebilee: Jebilee seems to have had anciently some
convenience for shipping. There is still to be seen a ridge composed of huge square stones running a little way
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into the sea, which appears to have been formerly continued farther on, and to have made it mole. Near this
place we saw a great many pillars of granite, some by the water-side, others tumbled into the water. There were
others in a garden close by, together with capitals of white marble finely carved, which testify in some measure
the ancient splendour of this city. / But the most considerable antiquity in Jebilee, and the greatest monument of
its former eminence, is the remains of a noble theatre just at the north gate of the city. It passes amongst the
Turks for an old castle, which (according to the Asiatic way of enlarging) they report to have been of so
prodigious a height, when in its perfect state, that a horseman might have rode, about sun-rising, a full hour in
the shade of it.
148
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_312-313 Byblos: But the piece of all others in the best preservation, is an
amphitheatre, called by the Turks, a castle, and which they make use of as a fort, and have repaired the breaches
in it with new works. This amphitheatre stands without the city, on the north side, and is, in length, three
hundred feet. It is built with great solidity and compactness, the wall being about twelve feet thick, and twenty
feet high. On coming into it, we saw several of the lower galleries quite entire, together with the caves and dens,
in which the wild beasts were kept. The seats for the spectators are all of marble; but at present, the whole
exhibits but a wretched appearance, and has been greatly abused; all that remains now consists of a semi-circle,
in the inside of which are some small houses built of the ruins, a great part of it having been blown up
designedly by gun-powder; and the great quantity of marble, of which it consisted, converted to build a mosque
and a bath. This mosque sands close by it, and is very beautiful, the pavement being inlaid with marble of
several colours. [Maundrell wrote that the theatre building was 300 feet long, so how much can we trust this
pair? They say it is to the north of the town, when the theatre is to the south.]
149
Salmon_1738_303 Byblos: Tra gli avanzi di antichità più stimabili di questa Città, e che servono di
contrassegno dei sostenuto antico splendore, può annoverarsi il sontuoso, e magnifico Anfiteatro collocato
vicino alla sua Porta Settentrionale, e di cui non rimangono se non le reliquie per argomento della sua antica
magnificenza. Le Muraglie non sono in oggi più alte di venti piedi, avendo li Turchi fatto volare in aria il piano
per servirsi deř Marmi nella fabbrica della Moschea, e del Bagno, che vi hanno fatti. Sussiste ancora la metà del
ritondo suo giro in lunghezza di venticinque pertiche. In esso diciasette fori di figura ritonda tengono luogo di
finestre, trà le quali il vedono varie grandi colonne, fermate sopra i lor piedestalli, e attaccate al muro, le quali
non solamente servono di sostegno, ma di ornamento; sono però ridotte in pezzi dal tempo. Nella parte
Occidentale si scorgono le Sedie di marmo allo intorno per gli Spettatori, e sotto ad esse le volte, ad uso forse
delle Fiere, che dovevano servir di spettacolo.
150
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_435-436: le théâtre de Gabala est construit en pierres de taille, Mundrell
qui a soigneusement décrit le monument, avait ouï dire aux gens du pays toujours prêts à exagérer, que jadis ce
théâtre appelé par eux il Kala (le château) était d'une hauteur telle qu'un cavalier, au soleil levant, aurait pu
marcher pendant une heure sous son ombre. La moitié du monument subsiste seule encore; Mundrell a trouvé
trois cents pieds de long à ce qui reste de l'édifice. Les sièges des spectateurs n'ont point disparu. Des maisons
arabes occupent les deux tiers de l'enceinte du théâtre. Quand nos premiers croisés traversèrent Djebali, ce
monument n'avait subi peut-être que des dégradations légères; il n'avait point perdu la beauté majestueuse de
son ensemble; quel bonheur pour l'histoire des arts si nos chroniqueurs pèlerins se fussent donné la peine de
tracer une description complète du théâtre! mais, vous le savez, les croisés traversaient l'Orient, s'inquiétant peu
des chefs-d'œuvre de l'architecture antique.
151
Robinson_1838_94: Dans l'intervalle qui sépare Tortosa de cette dernière ville, on rencontre les ruines de
plusieurs anciens établissemens et d'un grand nombre de châteaux. Jebilée, l'ancienne Gebala, s'élève au bord de
la mer: elle est entourée d'une vaste et fertile plaine qui produit principalement du coton et du tabac. Les ruines
les plus remarquables qu'elle offre sont les restes d'un beau théâtre romain. On compte quatre heures de marche
de Jebilée à Latakia. A en juger par les ruines nombreuses de châteaux et d'anciennes villes qu'on rencontre dans
le chemin qui conduit de l'une de ces villes à l'autre, particulièrement entre Tortosa et Jebilée, ce district était
autrefois couvert d'une nombreuse population. Aujourd'hui, il est presque désert et cultivé seulement par les
Anzeyrys, qui habitent les montagnes voisines.
152
Neale_I_1851_271: Maundrell, in his journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem, performed in 1697, notices the
existence of the ruins of a fine Roman theatre at Gibili. Of this I could find no trace in 1850. Probably its stones
have been used for the Construction of more modern buildings; for Gibili is now a town of considerable size,
and is much frequented by small vessels, owing to the excellent shelter its little harbour affords. I never saw a
more picturesque little place in my life.
153
Walpole_III_1851_59 Byblos: Passed the fine remains of the great Roman theatre. Between the arches are
now a colony of Arabs, whose flocks are driven into the town at night.
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Madox_II_1834_303 Byblos: arrived at Gebail a little before nine, where we breakfasted in a shed. Several
broken columns of red and grey granite are scattered about here on the ground and in the hedges. We walked
through the town down to the port, which is small. A great many broken columns lay about in the water.
155
Porter_1868_II_562 Byblos: The theatre is a semicircle, 300 ft. in diameter. The portico and stage are gone;
but the back wall and several rows of benches remain. It is encumbercd with Arab hovels, which cling to it like
swallowsř nests. The harbour deserves a visit. Its piers are in the massive stvle of Phoenician architecture,
formed of stones measuring 11ft by 6. More than 40 granite columns lie in the water beside it.
156
Allen_1855_II_165 Byblos: The small, but very well sheltered port was formed by a good pier seaward,
having a tower, possibly a fanal, or lighthouse, at the extremity. It is now nearly filled with ruins and sand.
Many grey granite columns are lying on the shore and in the water. It now has shelter for boats only.
157
Renan_1864_155 Byblos: Tout nous prouve que même il y a cent ans, Gébeil offrait encore, sinon de grands
édifices antiques apparents, du moins des tas de pierres riches d'inscriptions et de sculptures, et surtout de
précieux tombeaux non violés. Les constructions de Beyrouth et d'Amschit [village near Byblos] ont absorbé ces
débris. Gébeil a été la carrière d'où sont sortis ces marbres précieux, ces sculptures à demi détruites ou
grossièrement encastrées, ces pierres, sous le poli desquelles on lit souvent encore une inscription presque
effacée.
158
Renan_1864_156-157 Byblos: L'intérieur de la ville est singulièrement pittoresque et mélancolique, les
quelques habitants qui restent à Gébeil s'étant groupés auprès de la porte et dans un petit bazar situé en dehors
des murs. Les monuments anciens ont à peu près disparu; mais de toutes parts se voient de beaux fûts brisés de
colonnes de granit d'Egypte, apportées à l'époque romaine. Dans la partie qui longe le mur du nord il y a des fûts
de colonnes dressées symétriquement. Mais ces fûts ne sont pas de même diamètre; ils ne posent pas sur leurs
bases. Ce sont des débris anciens qu'on a fait servir à une construction plus récente, maintenant détruite,
probablement un établissement de bains. Près de là on voit les restés d'une construction en blocs trèsconsidérables, ayant fait partie, ce semble, d'une fontaine ou château d'eau.
159
Conder_1889B_78 Byblos, visiting 1881-2: At length, the shallow bay of Jibeil came in view, with an open
beach and a town with walls perhaps some three centuries old. A castle stood high above the water, and,
together with the Church of St. John towards the west, belongs to the twelfth century. Passing by a huge
sarcophagus, which looks as if thrown up by the waves on the beach, we enter the famous, but half-deserted,
town, and find the streets lined with great shafts of grey syenite from Egypt, some supporting verandas and
trellises for creeping vines.
160
Cuinet_1896_258 Byblos: On voit encore à Djébaïl le port que les Romains y avaient construit, et on
rencontre au bazar beaucoup de débris de colonnes et de fragments d'antiquités d'époques diverses.
161
Vogüé_1876_45 Byblos: Le jour naissant n'a rien laissé debout de nos rêves. Il nous a montré quelques
pauvres cabanes de pêcheurs groupées autour de la petite crique, au pied d'un haut donjon carré, construction
arabe entée sur de belles assises de grandes pierres à refends qu'on a longtemps appelées cyclopéennes ou
phéniciennes, mais qui, d'après les derniers arrêts de l'archéologie contemporaine, paraissent devoir être
restituées simplement aux Romains. Nulle inscription ne trahit leur secret et ne vient faire concurrence aux
légendes humoristiques et aux croquis gaulois laissés par nos troupiers sur le crépi de chaux des chambres de la
tour. Quelques soldats libanais fort déguenillés et instruits à la française par un sous-officier gardent ces
remparts, ces cabanes, une vieille église ruinée d'origine franque et les tombeaux épars dans la plaine. Pour
témoigner, au milieu de toute cette misère, des splendeurs du passé, des tronçons de colonnes de marbre, de
porphyre, de granit de Syène, se sont gauchement laissé prendre à tous les pans de murs, dans le torchis de boue
et de rocaille, et y font la piteuse figure d'un os de géant dans le squelette rachitique d'un nain.
162
Robinson_1838_69: Presque toutes les antiquités qu'on trouve à Djebaïl sont romaines. La porte de la ville,
la seule d'ailleurs qui existe du côté de terre, paraît, d'après les restes d'une inscription gravée sur une pierre
enfoncée dans le mur d'une maison tout près de là, avoir été restaurée par l'empereur Adrien. Un peu au sud de
cette porte, est un vieux château, de construction rustique, et dont les pierres sont d'une grosseur énorme. Du
haut de ce château, on jouit d'une belle vue qui s'étend sur la plaine voisine et le long de la côte à droite et à
gauche. Près du couvent maronite, on remarque les restes d'une belle église qui paraît être d'une haute antiquité.
Les murs sont ornés de sculptures adaptées dont quelques unes portent des inscriptions grecques. On trouve
presque à chaque pas, hors de la ville des tronçons de colonnes dřun beau granit rouge; mais ils sont
grossièrement taillés et les proportions en sont mauvaises.
163
Renan_1864_226, travelling 1815-1816, Byblos: Mar-Seman, à l'est de Gébeil, est une pauvre chapelle, au
centre de laquelle s'élève bizarrement une énorme colonne de marbre de quatre mètres cinquante centimètres de
circonférence. Le tronçon a cinq mètres de haut, et il s'enfonce profondément dans le sol. En descendant la
colline, on trouve une chapelle composée de matériaux anciens. Il y eut là un temple et de belles constructions
en gros blocs. Partout on voit des travaux dans le roc et des débris.
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Beaufort_1874_127 Convent of Deir-el-Kullah: This convent is built over the ruins of a very large temple, of
which some huge columns and stones are still standing. A great many Greek and Latin inscriptions have been
fixed in the modem walls (most of them upside down), all mentioning the god of sports, or Baal-Markos, the
god to whom the temple was probably dedicated.
165
Carne_III_1838_5: The ride from Beirout to Sidon, a distance of seven hours, is very pleasant; yet the
transition from the varied and beautiful neighbourhood of the former, to the rich monotony around Sidon, is
greatly for the worse; for Beirout is the only habitable place in Syria for an Englishman.
166
Le_Strange_1890_409-410 Beirut, perhaps describing the remains of baths, or of the theatre: The Persian
traveller, Nasir-i-Khusrau, visited Beirut in 1047, and writes in his Diary: "From Jubail we eame on to Bairût.
Here I saw an arch of stone, so great, that the roadway went out through it; and the height of the arch I estimated
at 50 ells. The side walls of the arch are built of white stone, and each block must be over 1,000 manns (or about
10 tons) in weight. The main building is of unburnt brick, built up a score of ells high. Along the top of the same
are set marble columns, each column 8 ells tall, and so thick that with difficulty could two men with their arms
outstretched embrace the circumference. Above these columns they have built arcades, both to right and to left,
all of stones exactly fitted, and constructed without mortar or cement. The great centre arch rises up between,
and towers above the arcades by a height of 50 cubits. The blocks of stone that are used in the construction of
these arches, according to my estimate, were each 8 cubits high, and 4 cubits across, and by conjecture each
must weigh some 7,000 manns (or about 10 tons). Every one of these stones is beautifully fashioned and
sculptured after a manner that is rarely accomplished, even in (soft) wood. Except this arch no other (ancient)
building remains. I inquired in the neighbourhood what might have been the purpose thereof; to which the
people answered that, as they had heard tell, this was the gate of Pharaoh's garden; also that it was extremely
ancient. All the plain around this spot is covered with marble columns, with their capitals and shafts. These were
all of marble, and chiselled, round, square, hexagonal, or octagonal: and all in such extremely hard stone. that an
iron tool can make no impression thereon. Now, in all the country round there is apparently no mountain or
quarry from which this stone can have been brought; and again, there is another kind of stone that has an
apearance of being artificial [basalt or granite] and, like the first stone, this, too, is not workable with iron. In
various parts of Syria there may be seen some five hundred thousand columns, or capitals and shafts of
columns,of which no one knows either the maker, nor can say for what purpose they were first hewn, or whence
they were brought." (N. Kh. 9.)
167
Fermanel_1670_322 Beirut: Lřon trouve par tout aux environs quantité de ruines, & principalement des
piliers de marbre, qui témoignent assez quřelle a esté fort belle et grande.
168
Volney_1792_II_108-109: Les fouilles que lřon a faites en d'autres circonstances pour former des citernes,
ont fait decouvrir des ruines souterraines, d'après lesquelles il paroît que la ville moderne est bâtie sur
lřancienne. Lataqié, Antioche, Tripoli, Saide, & la plupart des villes de la côte sont dans le même cas, par lřeffet
des tremblemens de terre qui les ont renversées a diverses époques. On trouve aussi hors des murs à l'ouest, les
décombres de quelques fûts de colonnes, qui indiquent que Bairout a été autrefois beaucoup plus grande
qu'aujourd'hui.
169
Pococke_II.1_1745_91 Beirut: The things most to be remarked in this city are the improvements of
Feckerdine; that prince having acquired a taste for architecture, during his stay at the court of Florence. His
seraglio, which is now only the shell of a building, has the air of a Roman palace; water was conveyed by
channels in the walls through all the apartments, and in the middle of it is a garden of very large lemon trees:
The stables are truly magnificent, built with several rows of square pillars, and there are niches on the sides
within, with a stone manger at the bottom of each of them for the horses provender. There are several other
unfinished buildings, that have even a greater air of magnificence in them, and look more like the remains of
antient Roman buildings, than unfinished modern ones.
170
Thompson_I_1767_177 Beirut, Faccardineřs palace: The inner Parts of the Building, which consists of
several Courts, are now running to decay, or else were never finished by their first Master.
171
Madox_II_1834_187 Beirut: At Beirout, also, are the remains of a noble palace, formerly inhabited by the
Emir Faccadine, a prince of the Druses. He lived for some time in Italy, and, returning to Syria, erected this
palace in a style of magnificence before unknown, though the apartments which I have seen are small; the
building is of stone, and strongly constructed; one end is used as public baths, and what were once orangegroves and gardens are now fields and walks. The end of this man was melancholy. The Turks grew jealous, and
drove him from Beirout; for some time he sought refuge in the neighbouring mountains, but, being forced from
this retreat, repaired to Constantinople, where he was very soon after made away with.
172
Brocchi_1842_322-323, in Syria 1823-24, Beirut: In vicinanza della porta Bab Muscella havvi il palazzo di
Fakr-el-din, ora abbandonato, ma sřinganno Maundrell allorché si avvisò di riconoscere in esso vestigi di Greca
Architettura. Eřopera Araba fino dai fondamenti. Rimpetto a questo palazzo, se pure merita un tal nome, havvi
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benai fuori della Città gli avanzi di un antico edifizio sotto forma di sala a pian terreno, ricoperto in tempi più
moderni da una volta, il quale mostra essere assai vetusto, e Greco o Romano; ma non esistono che i residui di
grosse muraglie. Nell'interno della Città, presso la porta Bab Assur, veggonsi ritte in piedi tre belle colonne di
granito bigio, le quali sono le sole che rimangono in posto. Del rimanente in grandissimo immero sono tronchi
di colonne consimili sparsi qua e là, ne è in gran parte costrutta la muraglia che sostiene il molo dřintorno al
porto. L'architrave della sopraddetta porta Bab Assur è formato, di una pietra, in cui si legge un iscrizione greca,
ma non ebbi lřagio di trascriverla, né dřinterpretarla. Mi sembra una lapide sepolcrale.
173
Brocchi_1842_217, in Syria 1823-24, Beiteddine, begun 1788: L'attuale Emir ha avuto il buon senso di trarre
profitto in cotesti lavori dai marmi delle montagne circonvicine. Esse somministrano marmo rosso simile a
quello di Verona, marmo giallo, ed un altro a fondo bianco con due strisce paralelle violacee della larghezza di
mezzo pollice, il quale, posto in opera neřpavimenti, fa un grazioso effetto. Altri marmi furono tratti dalle rovine
di Bairut, ed altri ancora, come il bardiglio, il bianco di Carrara, ed il Porto Venere si trassero dřItalia. I contorni
di Damasco somministrano un marmo nero capace di buon pulimento. L'arte dřintagliare la pietra e di farne
trafori delicati ed arabeschi presenta altresì deřmodelli che si possono chiamare squisiti.
174
Wright_1848_415 Henry Maundrell, 1697, at Beirut: We went to view the palace of this prince, which stands
on the north-east part of the city. At the entrance of it is a marble fountain, of greater beauty than is usually seen
in Turkey. The palace within consists of several courts, all now run much to ruin, or rather perhaps never
finished. The stables, yards for horses, dens for lions and other savage creatures, gardens, &c., are such as would
not be unworthy of the quality of a prince in Christendom, were they wrought up to that perfection of wh'ich
they are capable, and to which they seem to have been designed by their first contriver. Cf. 417: In another
garden [of the same Ŗpalaceŗ] we saw several pedestals for statues, from whence it may be inferred that this
emir was no very zealous Mohammedan.
175
Buckingham_1825_443 Beirut: In every direction are to be seen vestiges of the former magnificence of this
place when a Roman city. There are three fine grey granite columns still standing, and apparently occupying
their original place near to the southern wall of the town, others are scattered up and down in various directions,
and remains of ancient buildings are constantly found wherever excavations are made; so that the present town
may have been built, as has been conjectured, chiefly on the ruins of the old. Within the town is still seen, near
one of the public fountains, a fine sarcophagus, partly broken; on the exterior sides and ends of which are
sculptured, in high relief, a bull's head, and wreaths; and at the angle of each corner a ram's head, like that of the
sphinxes at Thebes, or of the Jupiter Amnion of Egypt, exceedingly well wrought.
176
Olivier_IV_1803_24 Beirut: Trois colonnes de granit, encore debout, que lřon voit dans lřenceinte actuelle,
et une quatrième plus loin, renversée et à moitié enfouie dans des décombres, ne laissent aucun doute à cet
égard. [viz it is ancient Berytus] D'ailleurs, on rencontre des restes d'anciennes maçonneries dans l'intérieur et
tout autour de la ville: on voit des tronçons de colonnes enclavées dans les murailles des jardins; d'autres, en
assez grand nombre, employés à la réparation du quai. Le prolongement des anciennes bâtisses, sur le bord de la
mer, à l'ouest; le canal taillé dans le rocher, dont on apperçoit les restes, hors des remparts et dans la même
direction, tout prouve non-seulement que la ville moderne occupe une partie de l'emplacement de l'ancienne,
mais aussi que cette ancienne ville fut très-étendue, et ornée d'édifices somptueux.
177
Robinson_1856_10: The antiquities in and around Beirut are not numerous; though there are more than have
been usually reported. The many columns lying as a foundation beneath the quay which forms the usual landing
place, and the way cut through the rock outside of the southwestern wall, I had seen on my former visit. Besides
these, there are within the city, near the southern wall and just east of the second gate from the American
cemetery, three large granite columns still standing, and the base of a fourth; the remains probably of an ancient
temple.
178
Light_1818_214 Beirut: In the neighbourhood of the town, towards the north, remains still exist of Roman
antiquities. A range of buildings, now converted into a rope-walk, is said to be that part of the amphitheatre of
Augustus allotted for the reception of wild beasts. Roman coins, tiles, and other antiquities, are often found
there. I confess I was unable to appreciate their merits; or draw conclusions from them.
179
Fuller_1829_260: Beyrout is a dirty disagreeable place, and presents no objects of interest. During the time
that it was in the hands of the Emirs, it was improved and embellished with palaces and gardens, which are now
totally gone to decay: it still possesses, however, a considerable share of the trade of the Syrian coast, being the
nearest port to Damascus. An old Saracenic castle stands on a hill to the south of the town, and is occupied by a
Turkish Aga and a small garrison.
180
Thompson_I_1767_179 Beirut: The Walls of Beroot, on the South-side, are still entire, but built out of the
Ruins of the ancient City, as appears from their being partly composed of Pieces of old Pillars and Fragments of
Marble, on some of which we find Scraps of Latin Inscriptions. At a little Distance without the Wall are some
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Remains of Mosaic Pavements, several Pillars of Granite, Pieces of polishřd Marble, and other Tokens of the
former Magnificence of the City.
181
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_126-127: Assez de débris antiques sont épars dans l'enceinte de Beirout,
pour qu'on ne puisse douter que la cité moderne occupe au moins une portion de l'emplacement de Béryte;
toutefois, c'est à l'ouest de la cité arabe qu'on découvre le plus de vestiges de l'ancienne cité; de ce côté, on
reconnaît une citerne, les restes d'un aqueduc, d'anciens bains; vers la mer, les débris d'un monument demicirculaire qui fut probablement le théâtre d'Agrippa. Je pense que de grandes ruines sont cachées sous les sables,
à lřouest-sud-ouest de la ville moderne.
182
Kelly_1844_5: Some faint trace of the magnificent baths and theatre, erected by Agrippa, the grandson of
Herod the Great, may still be seen on the north of the town: portions of tessellated pavements and shafts of
columns are found in the gardens and along the sea-shore; and a great part of the quay facing the harbour is
constructed of fragments of pillars, some of which appear to have been of the largest kind, and highly finished.
Though these remains are of little value in the eyes of the antiquary, they may, as old Sandys has it, Ŗinstruct the
pensive beholder with their exemplary frailtie."
183
Blondel_1840_68-69 Beirut: On remarque beaucoup de ruines antiques, un grand emplacement forme de fer
à cheval, qui parait avoir été un amphithéâtre, des restes de ponts, d'aqueducs creusés dans le rocher, de murs
épais qui plongent dans l'eau et soutenaient sans doute des quais. On découvre à chaque instant des fragments de
colonnes de granit, des tombeaux, des médailles, des mosaïques superbes; tout cela appartenait à l'ancienne
Bérythe et donne une haute idée de l'étendue et de la magnificence de cette ville.
184
Robinson_1856_10B Beirut: Outside of the same [southern] wall a little further east, and on the south side of
the open area, are strewed ten or twelve other columns, some of granite and some of limestone; but whether they
ever had any connection with those inside of the wall, it is difficult to say. Along the shore on the west of the
city, on the way leading to the Locanda Belvidere, are likewise traces of ancient walls and foundations, on and
among the rocks at the edge of the water. Here, at some distance from the city gates, is a little Mina, or port, in
which boats and very small vessels lie in comparative safety. The rocks around it appear in some parts to have
been hewn away. In digging over a garden near Dr Smith's house not long before, there were found several
sarcophagi or coffins of pottery; in which were also lachrymatories, and other articles of glass. Some of these,
and likewise fragments of the coffins, have been preserved by Dr De Forest.
185
Farley_1872_6: Traces of the magnificent baths and theatre, erected by Agrippa, grandson of Herod the
Great, were to be seen, some few years ago, on the north of the town; and even now, portions of tesselated
pavement and columns of perfect finish are found in the gardens and on the sea-shore.
186
Seiff_1875_141 Beirut: An Alterthümern ist die Stadt; wie ihre nächste Umgebung arm. Ausser einem Paar
antiker Fundamente am Ufer des Meeres; die wahrscheinlich dereinst Bäder getragen und dem Anprall der
Wogen besser widerstanden haben; als der natürliche Fels, sowie einigen Säulenresten, die hier und da
umherliegen oder in Neubauten verwendet worden sind, ist mir wenigstens nichts dergleichen vorgekommen;
doch dürften Ausgrabungen auch hier wohl lohnende Ausbeute geben.
187
PEFQS_1875_227 Beirut, the Ras: Besides the relics of the prehistoric period, this site abounds in Remains
of later epochs and people. Great quantities of fragments of broken glass of various colours are strewn about in
all directions, and belong, apparently, both to Graeco-Phoenician and Roman times. To the latter, also, may be
referred the numerous tessera, and pieces of green Egyptian porphyry, verde antico, and other precious and now
extinct marbles, which are always signs of occupation by wealthy people. I found also a small Phoenician and a
small Roman coin in copper. M. Peretié, I understand, has obtained numerous coins from the same place.
188
Hunter_1842_II_47, of antiquities at Beirut: Mr. Buckingham, a most diligent observer, remarked, in his
passage through Beyrout, in 1816, several interesting remains of this description, but which, I believe, are now
no longer to be found.
189
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_123, Beirut: Quoi qu'en ait dit Volney, tous les navires, même les bâtimens
de guerre, mouillent en sûreté dans la rade de Beirout, le port de la ville ne reçoit que les bateaux arabes. Une
multitude de petites colonnes de granit, répandues sur le rivage, donnent aux mariniers la facilité d'attacher leurs
bateaux.
190
SPCK_1835_109 Beirut: To the north there is a beautiful little bay, the winter anchorage for vessels coming
to Beiroot, which lie off the town in the open sea during the summer season. The upper side of this bay is
formed by a noble and towering promontory, a branch of Lebanon. Upon the cliff were fragments of pillars, and
on the beach, imbedded in the sand, lay a perfect column, as if it had been rolled down from above … in a pretty
retired nook just within the walls we found three considerable columns still standing.
191
Buckingham_1825_441 Beirut: The Marino, as it is called, has a good wharf for discharging goods, as boats
can approach it sufficiently near for that purpose; and all along its front are ranged fine shafts of grey granite
pillars erect, which are used for mooring the small vessels securely while they lie there. These are some of the
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remains of the ancient magnificence of Bairoot, once decorating the porticos of temples and palaces, and now
presenting a striking picture of the changes to which all things are subject, as seen wound round by the cables
and hawsers of a few place them small trading boats.
192
Carne_III_1838_64, Beirut: The quay is partly composed of ancient granite pillars; great numbers are seen
along the shore at ebb-tide.
193
Laorty-Hadji_1854_36-37 Beirut: Cà et là des débris et des fûts de colonnes, misérables restes de l'antique
Béryte, servent dans le port à amarrer les bâtiments. Formé par une jetée, ce port autrefois profond et commode,
les habitants l'avaient laissé encombrer de ruines et de sable. Aujourd'hui des travaux ont été entrepris pour le
rendre à sa première destination … A en juger par les ruines gisant hors des murs vers l'ouest, il y a tout lieu de
croire que la ville a dû être beaucoup plus considérable.
194
Spoll_1861_3: Le port de Beyrouth ne reçoit que de petits bâtiments; les gros vaisseaux restent en rade. Des
Arabes demi-nus se précipitent à la mer pour nous enlever du canot dans leurs bras nerveux et nous déposent
sains et secs sur le quai, moyennant un léger bachich.
195
Paxton_1839_17-18 Beirut: At the quay, or public landing place, there is an immense number of old, broken
pillars. The wall fronting the bay is for thirty, possibly fifty yards, composed almost wholly of them. Most of
them are more or less broken. Many of them have been connected, no doubt, with buildings of consequence, as
the highly finished cast of, the pillars seems to indicate; a number of them are fine Egyptian marble. They are of
various sizes, but most of them of the largest kind. Broken pieces of pillars and other work in marble are to be
seen in many places about the town, both without and within the walls, all indicating that, at some period, this
was the seat of wealth and taste, of luxury and splendour.
196
Taylor_1860_30 Beirut: There are two picturesque old castles on some rocks near the shore, but they were
almost destroyed by the English bombardment in 1841. I noticed two or three granite columns, now used as the
lintels of some of the arched ways in the streets, and other fragments of old masonry, the only remains of the
ancient Berytus.
197
Walpole_I_1851_50 Beirut: Beyrout, since my last visit, now eight years ago, has nearly doubled in its size:
each Christian merchant has now his villa. The Franks have pleasant houses surrounded by green gardens; the
wastes around us all cultivated, rich mulberry groves, fruit trees, and other verdure, imbed the whole in one
mass of green. Enquiring of a native the cause of all this prosperity, he at once imputed the whole of it to the
Sultan's visit. ŖIbrahim Pasha,ŗ he said, Ŗfirst treated the Christians well and taught them that the possession of
wealth was no direct crime; but the presence of the Padishah blessed us, and now we prosper.ŗ
198
Darboy_1852_385-386: La population de Beyrouth sřaccroît rapidement; il a suffi de quelques années pour
la porter de douze à trente mille âmes. Le site de la ville est riant et pittoresque: des jardins où se pressent les
mûriers, les orangers, les nopals, les sycomores, lui forment un coussin de verdure où elle s'appuie en regardant
les flots qui viennent mourir à ses pieds. Sa couronne est formée de minarets élégants, de flèches gracieuses, de
murailles crénelées, de pins et de palmiers superbes. Son ciel est resplendissant; elle respire un air tout chargé de
parfums, peut se mirer dans la plus belle des mers et promener an loin ses regards sur les plus merveilleux
horizons. Beyrouth doit sa prospérité actuelle, non point à une campagne fertile, ni à un heureux climat qu'on
peut retrouver tout le long de la haie, mais uniquement à sa rade, encore qu'elle soit peu sûre. Seyde, Sour,
Césarée, ont vu combler leurs ports; ceux d'Acre et de Jaffa ne sont ni étendus ni protonds, et le reste du rivage
n'offre que de petites baies jusqu'à l'extrême limite de la Syrie, vers l'embouchure du torrent d'El-Arisch. C'est la
pauvreté des autres villes qui fait la fortune de Beyrouth, et qui pourrait, avec l'industrie de ses habitants,
ressusciter les splendeurs dont elle fut environnée sous les Romains.
199
Marquise_de_L_1866_75 Beirut est une jolie ville, mais une ville moderne.
200
Beke_1862_77 Beirut: This place is too well known to render any description of it necessary here. I may,
however, remark that of late years ŕ and more particularly since the military occupation of Syria by the French
ŕ very great improvements have taken place in and about the town; and that a carriage-road is being
constructed from Beyrout to Damascus, of which one-half, as far as Zahleh, was opened last summer, and the
remaining half is intended to be completed in the course of the present year. There is also a line of electric
telegraph in successful operation between Damascus and Beyrout.
201
Seiff_1875_138 Beirut: Der westliche, vorzugsweise von den Europäern bewohnte Stadttheil hat ein fast
südeuropäisches Aussehen. Breite; gut chaussirte Strassen ziehen sich daselbst in mehreren Richtungen;
zwischen oft recht hübschen; saubren Häusern und mauerumgebenen Gärten hin; während der mittlere in seiner
Bauweise den meisten anderen orientalischen Städten gleicht. Finstere; fensterarme Häuser schliessen auch hier
die engen; schmutzigen Strassen ein, in denen von früh bis Sonnenuntergang ein reges Leben herrscht, da dieser
Stadttheil nicht nur der dichtest bevölkerte; sondern auch vorzugsweise Sitz des Handels ist.
202
Guérin_1877_41b Beirut: Je ne reconnaissais plus la cité que j'avais vue en 1862 renfermée alors dans une
enceinte qui l'étreignait. Ces vieilles murailles n'existent plus, ayant emporté malheureusement avec elles tous
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les souvenirs qu'elles rappelaient, et la ville a débordé de toutes parts au dehors, s'élevant par étages successifs
sur les pentes de riantes collines parsemées de figuiers, de mélias, de sycomores et surtout de mûriers.
203
Jessup_1910_Frontispiece: Old Beirut As it looked in 1856, before the historic castle was removed to make
way for the railway and the port.
204
Lortet_1881_6-8 Sidon, port: Le bassin a été malheureusement en partie comblé, et ne pourrait être
réellement utile que si l'on y exécutait des travaux sérieux pour enlever tous les débris qui ont facilité
l'ensablement. Que de richesses archéologiques ce curage mettra au jour lorsqu'il sera entrepris au grand
avantage des laborieuses et intelligentes populations de cette côte!
205
Skene_1864_192: became celebrated in the beginning of the seventeenth century under the name of Fakir ed
Din. He was a Druze. The state of the empire then enabled an ambitious and resolute man to extend his power:
and this governor encroached on that of the governors of Damascus. Tripoli, and Sidon. An expedition was
prepared to overthrow him, but the wily Druze conceived a singular plan of defence. He went to Europe,
declared himself a descendant of Godfrey of Bouillon, and represented the Druzes to have originated in the
retreat of some crusaders to Mount Lebanon when Saladin took Jerusalem, and asserted that their name was
derived from that of the principal knight amongst them, the Count of Dreux. The fable took, and interest was
made in his favour. He returned to his government, a greater man than he went from it, for it was made to
include the cities on the coast. But his tyranny and depredations were such that he was again attacked.
206
Wright_1848_420 Maundrell at Sidon in 1697: Sidon is stocked well enough with inhabitants, but is very
much shrunk from its ancient extent, and more from its splendour, as appears from a great many beautiful pillars
that lie scattered up and down the gardens without the present walls. Whatever antiquities may at any time have
been hereabout, they are now all perfectly obscured and buried by the Turkish buildings. Upon the south side of
the city, on a hill, stands an old castle, said to have been the work of Louis IX. of France, surnamed the saint ;
and not far from the castle is an old unfinished palace of Faccardineřs, serving, however, the pasha for his
seraglio, neither of them worth mentioning, had the city afforded us any thing else more remarkable.
207
Thompson_I_1767_182 Sidon: As to the Antiquities of Sidon, they are most of them obscured and buried by
the Turkish Buildings; but some Latin inscriptions are to be found in the neighbouring Fields and Gardens.
208
Browne_1799_373 Sidon: The magnificent palace, built by Fakr-el-din, in the Italian manner, is now
ruinous.
209
Madox_II_1834_354 Sidon: The residence of Jacob Aga, in which I took up my abode, was the ruinous and
neglected remains of a palace; its court-yard was well paved with large slabs of white marble, intermixed with
polished red and yellow stone, and contained an octagonal tank in the centre.
210
Goujon_1670_54 Sidon: les colomnes renversées que lřon rencontre sur le chemin et dans les jardins du
voisinage.
211
Lortet_1881_5 Sidon: Dans le dix-septième siècle, elle est relevée de ses ruines par le génie de l'émir des
Druses, Fakhr ed-Din. Ce prince bâtit un superbe palais non loin d'un khan immense qui devait servir à
renfermer les marchandises des Francs. Les négociants marseillais surtout furent privilégiés, grâce à la grande
influence que le consul de France, le célèbre chevalier Darvieux, avait sur l'esprit. Le port fut
malencontreusement comblé par Fakhr ed-Din, qui craignait de le voir devenir un point de ralliement de la flotte
turque.
212
Broquière_1892_xxxvi-xlii for the 1422-4 attacks on the littoral (Tripoli, Beirut) from Cyprus.
213
Pococke_II.1_1745_86 Sidon: On the north side of the town, there are great ruins of a fine port, the walls of
which were built with very large stones, twelve feet in length, which is the thickness of the wall, and some are
eleven feet broad, and five deep: The harbour is now choaked up; and this, as well as some other ports on the
coast, are said to have been destroyed by Feckerdine, that they might not be harbours for the Grand Signor's
galleys to land forces against him.
214
Fleming_1915_59-60, Tyre, citing Arrian on Alexanderřs attempt on the city from the sea: When the ships
sought to approach the walls with their battering rams, they found that the Tyrians had thrown large blocks of
stone into the sea, by which they were kept out of reach. The Macedonians sought to raise these stones, but the
unsteadiness of their ships afforded poor purchase.
215
Naud_1702_535, travelling 1667 Sidon: on y voit seulement quelques colomnes abbatuës, elles sont de
marbre ou d'une matière encore plus pretieuse, y on en trouve dans les jardins & dans les chemins aussi bien que
plusieurs petits morceau d'ouvrages travaillez à la Mosaïque. Le tour des murailles n'est presque fait que de
maisons attachées les unes aux autres, à peine y voit-on quelques tourelles. Au lieu le plus élevé il y a un
château. C'est peu de chose, & il est abandonné aux chèvres.
216
Lusignan_1783_174-175 Sidon: there is a han (or inn) for strangers, where you may take up your abode, if
you have not letters to introduce you to any European merchant. Sidon is still in a flourishing state. The town is
surrounded with a stone wall; a citadel on the land side, and another towards the sea. The houses are built
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chiefly of stone, and are two stories high; some of the streets are paved, and of a sufficient breadth; others are
not paved, and are very narrow.
217
Leandro_1753_43 Sidon: Se curiosamente si scavasse neřsuoi contorni, ritroverebbonsi molte antichità,
giachè per poco che vi si cerchi sono moltissimi i frammenti che vengonř sotto gli occhi. Io ò avute molte rare
monete, ivi trovate; e vi ò vedute alcune colonne, statue, ed iscrizioni spezzate da quei barbari. Se potrò dare alla
luce la collezione delle monete, e deglř Idoli, da me fatta nello spazio di più anni, si vederà, quanto curiosi siano
stati i Sidoni nei roversec delle loro monete, e quanto superstiziosi nelle loro falsa Deità.
218
Richter_1824_363-364, travelling 1815-1816: Il ne reste pas de vestiges de l'ancienne Sidon; la nouvelle
déchoit, le commerce se porte à Beïrout. Le port autour duquel on voit encore les restes d'un môle, est
entièrement ensablé. Cette ville compte encore 8,000 habitans, la plupart Grecs.
219
Maundrell_1836_76, travelling 1697, Sidon: Before the front of this kane [khan] is an old mole running into
the sea with a right angle; it was of no great capacity at best, but now is rendered perfectly useless, having been
purposely filled up with rubbish and earth by Faccardine, to prevent the Turkish gallies from making their
unwelcome visits to this place. The mole being thus destroyed, all ships, that take in their burthen here, are
forced to ride at anchor under a small ridge of rocks, about a mile distant from the shore on the north side of the
city. Sidon is stocked well enough with inhabitants, but is very much shrunk from its ancient extent, and more
from its splendor; as appears from a great many beautiful pillars, that lie scattered up and down the gardens
without the present walls. Whatever antiquities may at any time have been here about, they are now all perfectly
obscured and buried by the Turkish buildings.
220
Fermanel_1670_326 Sidon, port: lequel est à présent tout à fait ruiné.
221
La_Roque_1723_I_6 Sidon, earthquake of 1688: que non seulement toute la Ville fut renversée en très-peu
de temps, avec une infinité de monde accablé sous ses ruines, mais qu'après la cessation du tremblement toutes
les matières combustibles sřembrasèrent.
222
Marcellus_1839_I_389, travelling 1820, Sidon: Depuis plusieurs années même, le commerce de Seyde est
nul; le dernier consul de France, pendant un séjour de sept ans, nřa vu entrer dans la rade quřun seul bâtiment
français jeté par la tempête vers ces parages abandonnés. Trade moved to Beirut and Acre.
223
Jones_1836_314 Sidon: its harbor is most wretched, and our boats were near being swamped in endeavoring
to get in.
224
Rosenmüller_1841_88 Sidon: The shoal, which extends along the town, has a basin, enclosed by a decayed
pier. This was the ancient port; but it is so choked up by sands that boats can only enter its mouth, near the
castle. Fakr-el-din, emir of the Druzes, destroyed all these little ports, from Beirout to Acre, by sinking boats
and stones, to prevent the Turkish ships from entering them. The bason of Saide, if it were cleared out, might
contain twenty or twenty-five small vessels. On the side of the sea, the town is absolutely without any wall; and
that which encloses it on the land side is no better than a prison wall. The whole artillery does not exceed six
cannon, and these are without carriages or gunners. The garrison scarcely amounts to one hundred men.
225
Turner_1820_II_95 Sidon: Mr. Taitbout this evening told me that Seyd had three ports; first near the
northern castle, which still serves for boats: second, a wet dock before the city, which is the one that was long
ago blocked up with great stones by the Emir Fakhreddeen, to prevent the approach of the Turkish fleet; third,
another at Barone, two miles and a half to the south of the city, which had above fifty feet water close to the
shore; but is now going to ruin by neglect. A few years ago Mr. Taitbout persuaded Suleyman Pasha to clear the
second of these, and he had taken away more than 200 stones (for if the stones were taken out, the sand would
be carried away by a current that runs north and south), when he was dissuaded from the undertaking by the
janizary Aga, and other Turks who had houses on the sea-side, which they feared would be carried away by the
water.
226
Light_1818_208 Sidon: Remains of the ancient harbour still exist to the south; and, according to the opinion
of the French consul, might be made capable of receiving large vessels. Coasting vessels now anchor in
tolerable safety behind a ridge of rocks, cut perpendicularly away on the side nearest the town, about six or
seven hundred yards from it The approach to this ridge, which seems to run under water to the south of the
town, is dangerous.
227
Beaujour_1829_339 Sidon: La ville moderne s'étend le long du rivage, et n'est fermée que d'un simple mur.
Il paraît que la ville ancienne s'étendait à deux milles plus loin vers l'est, et vers le lieu nommé depuis le VieuxSidon. Sidon est encore une ville assez commerçante, parce qu'elle est l'entrepôt de la vallée de Balbek et de
celle de Damas: on y compte environ neuf mille habitants, six mille Turks, et trois mille chrétiens. Quelques
vieux môles, un port comblé et quelques pans de murs, voilà tout ce qui reste de l'ancienne Sidon.
228
Blondel_1840_254 Sidon: Il a été souvent question de faire de Saïda le port et l'entrepôt de Damas, la route
entre ces deux villes étant plus courte et meilleure que celle de Beyrout à Damas. Avec très-peu de frais, on
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débarrasserait l'ancrage de Saïda des sables qui l'ont comblé y et on obtiendrait un port bien préférable à la rade
de Beyrout.
229
Ward_1864_226-227 Sidon: The manufacturing of silk, linen, and glass, for which the town has ever been
distinguished, is still carried on here to a limited extent, while the beautiful purple dye, invented by its citizens
at an early day, is still in use by its present inhabitants; but notwithstanding the apparently active stir of business
within its walls, the broken columns and fragments of ancient buildings, which are to be seen wherever one may
roam, either within the city or its surroundings are constantly reminding the tourist of its former grandeur,
which, in contrasting it with its present fallen condition, produces on his mind feelings of the most painful
character. Formerly its harbor was sufficiently commodious to admit vessels of great burden; but it is now, and
has been for ages, so filled up with ruins and drifting sands, as to allow only the smallest craft to approach the
city.
230
Cuinet_1896_72 Sidon: Fakhr ed-Din, émir des Druzes, y avait fait bâtir un superbe palais, de beaux han
pour les marchands, des bains, des mosquées, et l'avait choisie pour une de ses résidences favorites. Le
commerce de la soie y fit alors affluer de grandes richesses. Saïda était redevenue l'un des principaux ports de
Damas et n'avait pas perdu cette nouvelle importance après la mort de l'émir druze, lorsque, en 1798, les
exigences de la guerre forcèrent Djezzar-Pacha à expulser les Français établis dans cette ville. Cette mesure eut
pour conséquence d'enlever au port de Saïda tout son mouvement commercial qui, à la reprise des affaires, alla
grossir celui du port de Beyrouth, où les consuls fixèrent leur résidence. / Depuis lors, le port de Saïda, presque
entièrement ensablé, n'est guère fréquenté que par de petits voiliers et quelques bateaux des compagnies
ottomanes.
231
McCabe_1875_1082 Sidon: The harbor was anciently capable of holding fifty galleys, and retained this
capacity until the time of Fakhr ed-Din, who, being afraid of the Turks, caused it to be filled with stones and
earth. Thus destroyed, it can now accommodate only the smallest sail-boats. When a large vessel, or a steamer,
arrives off the city ŕ an occurrence so rare that the whole town turns out to witness it ŕ she must lie off the
entrance to the harbor, and be ready to stand out to sea the moment the north wind begins to blow.
232
Kelly_1844_303: The houses are solidly built of stone; a fact that would indicate the presence of some
wealth and trade. These, however, have much declined within the last five-and-thirty years. Down to that period
Seyde shared with Beyroot the advantage of being the sea-port of Damascus, a great part of the valuable foreign
trade of which city was here carried on chiefly through the agency of French merchants. This important element
of prosperity has been wholly engrossed by Beyroot, and Seyde has no longer any considerable commerce.
233
Wilson_1848_412, the French consul: The consul appeared to be in a complete state of inactivity, and
heartily tired of the place; of which he complained, not only from its remote and solitary situation, but few
vessels arriving there; from which he could not calculate even on a moderate revenue for support of himself and
family; in short, the emoluments were so exceedingly trifling, he had resolved to throw up the office, and
solicited his government for letters of recall.
234
Eyriès_1859_345 Sidon: Quelque familles françaises ont cependant continué à l'habiter; les Français sont
aujourd'hui les seuls Européens qui fassent à Saïde un peu de commerce. L'ancien et magnifique port, formé par
de grands môles, est entièrement détruit: Fakardin en accomplit lui-même la destruction pour empêcher le sultan
d'y envoyer contre lui des forces maritimes. Le port actuel, trop étroit et mal abrité, est chaque jour envahi
davantage par les sables. La côte entière de Syrie finira par devenir entièrement inhospitalière, et ses villes
perdront le reste d'existence quřelles doivent encore au commerce; des courants irréguliers et des tempêtes
fréquentes nuisent à la navigation dans cette partie de la Méditerranée, et en même temps les sables envahissent
les rivages et comblent les ports.
235
Tristram_1865_43 Sidon, harbour: The masses of broken columns on all sides form a breastwork against the
action of the sea below; but these remains are so perforated and honeycombed by the water, and by the boringshells (pholades), that it is impossible to make out their style. Time, man, and, above all, the incessant dashing
of the waves, have so honeycombed rocks, stonework, and columns alike, that no clear plan of the style of
building can be ascertained. A little outlay might yet suffice to make it a serviceable port for small craft.
236
Joanne_1861_718 Sidon: Il n'y a que peu dřantiquités à Saïda ou dans les environs, elles se réduisent à
quelques colonnes brisées et à de nombreux fragments de pavé en mosaïque. Des fouilles amèneraient des
découvertes intéressantes dans les tombes phéniciennes dont sont creusés les flancs de la colline qui avoisine
Sidon. On y a trouvé en 1855 un beau sarcophage orné d'une inscription phénicienne; il est actuellement au
Louvre.
237
Browne_1799_370 Sidon: Some remains of antiquity present themselves, but so much injured, and so
scattered, that it is impossible to guess their destination.
238
Curtis_1903_189B Sidon: Some years ago a party of workmen, while digging for the foundation of a house
in a grove of mulberry trees, unearthed several copper pots containing about $12,000 worth of gold coin issued
by Alexander the Great and Philip of Macedon. They appeared to be fresh from the mint, and some of them
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were as bright as the day on which they were coined. It is evident that they were buried by somebody who had
access to the royal treasure chest and was unable to recover them. The workmen went wild with excitement and
astonishment. The news of their discovery soon spread through the city, and hundreds of people brought shovels
and spades to dig up the rest of the grove. More energy was displayed in Sidon than at any time since the
Crusaders, but nothing of value was unearthed.
239
Turner_1820_II_90-91 Sidon, south of the town: I observed at a small distance from the walls some ruins,
over which the sea was washing, evidently Roman, and Mosaic pavement, of which there is a great deal buried
under the grass … After dinner I walked with Signor Taitbout to the north and east of the town. Immediately out
of the gate, in a large garden, stood, he told me, a large palace, fancifully called that of Cleopatra, of which the
ruins I observed yesterday [i.e. to the south of the town], and the Mosaick pavement scattered about formed a
part.
240
Spilsbury_1823_15 Sidon: From its remains of ancient splendour, however, the Pacha Jezzar procures his
principal pedestals, columns, and capitals, for the embellishment of his mosque and palace.
241
Osborn_1858_153: Just north of Sidon are half-buried fragments of sculptured stone, some coarse mosaics,
and pieces of ancient pottery scattered for several hundred yards along the shore. In 1819, a merchant noticed a
mosaic, some ten feet square, representing a horseman mounted, with festoons, forming a mosaic floor, not far
north of the wall; but at present it is not to be seen: perhaps it lies buried beneath the sand. South of Sidon are
half-filled excavations and sarcophagi partly exposed, some of which are probably untouched and may contain
treasures for the antiquary, the historian, or even the miser. But the Arabs will not allow a passing traveller to
open these tombs without making so much opposition that it is hazardous to succeed in the attempt. I think,
however, from the desire exhibited on the part of the inhabitants to trade, that a plan might be adopted to
exhume or purchase larger relics than those offered in the streets.
242
Valiani_1828_43 Sidon: Un ruinato fortilizio da me veduto nellřarrivare a questa Città, mi fece conoscere
essere quello fabbricato da S. Luigi Re di Francia; ed un mosaico vicino ancora visibile, appartenesse a qualche
cosa di ornamento di tal sorte ... A tre miglia della Città, sono le rovine della antica Sidone che era fabbricata al
piede di unřalta montagna, che fa parte dellřAntilibano. Degli avanzi di colonne che si vedono, fanno giudicare
che esser dovea una città di considerazione.
243
Brocchi_1842_72, in Syria 1823-24, Sidon: Due Castelli ha Saida; l'uno di terra situato sopra un'eminenza, e
l'altro posto in un'isoletta che comunica colla Città mediante un lungo ponte di dieci arcate, alcune delle quali
sono a sesto acuto. Sui parapetti laterali di cotesto ponte sono drizzali fusti di antiche colonne di granito bigio,
ed alcune di granito rosso, il che mi darebbe a credere essere esso stesso de'tempi delle Crociate, giacchè non
hanno alcun genio per simili decorazioni.
244
Stewart_1857_468 Sidon: From the French khan we went to the mole, or bridge of seven arches, which leads
out to an old castle that was bombarded by the English fleet in 1840, and has been suffered to remain in a
ruinous state ever since. Here we saw, as at Tyre, great quantities of granite pillars lying under water, and others
built into the mole.
245
Merrill_1881_521: Both Eastern and Western Palestine are rich fields for the archaeologist, and from the
ancient tombs at Sidon I have obtained some very beautiful iridescent glass. Two of the specimens appear to be
unique, at least there is nothing like them in the collection at Munich, in that of the British Museum, or in the
Cesnola collection in New York.
246
Beaufort_1874_144-145 Sidon: Warned by the heat and closeness of the house on the first day, we
established ourselves on the following morning inside a Wely or Saintřs tomb on the sea-shore, a little to the
north of the town, ŕ a spot to be recommended to future travellers, as we found the heat much less intolerable
there than elsewhere; we were close to a spring and to the sea, and among lovely fruit-gardens. The tomb, which
occupies one half of the building, is walled off, and locked up; the rest is a small square whose arched roof is
supported by sixteen columns and is raised on steps at each side: such are most of the welys in Syria, and they
are often very agreeable resting-place.
247
Butler_1930_70B, 1904-5 expedition, Brad: There seems to have been a fairly high level of culture and
refinement in Northern Syria. Even houses of a somewhat poorer class are well constructed, and have their little
ornaments on the doorways. We found families of Kurds temporarily settled in tents within the ruins; for there
was an old cistern here, which the recent rains had filled with water. These nomads were feeding their flocks in
the patches of green enclosed by ancient walls, and sheltering them in the rock-hewn tombs near the ruins.
248
Curtis_1903_189 Sidon: In 1855 was discovered the basalt sarcophagus of the Sidonian king, Eshmunazar,
now in the Louvre at Paris, and the lid bears a long Phoenician inscription. This heathen king, like Shakespeare,
invoked a curse upon the vandal who should disturb his bones. In 1887 seventeen fine Greek and Phoenician
marble tombs were discovered and sent to Constantinople, and, although no systematic excavation has been
made here, it is certain that many treasures still remain buried. People are constantly finding rare things.
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Contenau_1920_20-21 pillaging the sarcophagi: Mais, depuis, la mentalité des habitants n'a guère changé;
tous sont persuadés que les tombeaux renferment des trésors jusqu'ici mal cherchés et qu'il leur est réservé de
découvrir: sous prétexte d'extraire de la pierre, ils explorent patiemment le roc jusqu'à ce qu'ils aient pu pénétrer
dans un caveau, et la dévastation suit son cours. Il semblerait que les dégâts causés par les fouilleurs clandestins
doivent être de peu d'importance, et que, s'ils ont enlevé le contenu d'un sarcophage, l'enveloppe, du moins,
puisse nous parvenir intacte; il n'en est rien; l'habitude de sceller le couvercle des sarcophages était générale, et
le ciment, en séchant, acquérait une telle dureté qu'il est plus expéditif de briser le couvercle que de vouloir le
détacher. D'ailleurs, il est plus facile à un seul homme de briser la cuve ou tout au moins de pratiquer une brèche
dans une des parois, que de mobilisier le couvercle, même descelle, à cause de sa pesanteur. / Joignons à cela
que les sarcophages eux-mêmes sont une carrière de pierre toute préparée; les cuves, convenablement débitées,
formeront de seuils, des linyeaux. des colonnettes; c'est une raison de plus pour qu'elles n'aient pas échappé à la
destruction.
250
Renan_1864_409 Sidon: Ce qui frappe, en entrant dans tous ces caveaux, c'est le spectacle de la dévastation
dont ils ont été l'objet. Pas un sarcophage qui n'ait été violé; quand l'enlèvement du couvercle a été trop difficile,
on a pratiqué un trou à l'extrémité, et les objets de lřintérieur ont été ramenés sous la main du voleur au moyen
d'un crochet. Souvent les objets dédaignés par le spoliateur se retrouvent près du sarcophage; souvent aussi
d'heureuses négligences nous permettent de glaner après lui. Les sarcophages eux-mêmes n'ont pas été épargnés;
car, indépendamment des effractions barbares dont je parlais tout à l'heure, la nécropole de Sidon a été durant
des siècles une carrière de marbres précieux. L'empressement avec lequel les marbres qui en sortent de nos jours
sont recherchés par les indigènes, montre dans quelle proportion ce genre de destruction a dû s'exercer autrefois.
251
Luynes_1874_I_21, 153 travelling in 1864, Sidon: Traversant la ville dans la direction du sud, à huit heures
nous entrions dans cette belle et fertile plaine qui, s'ouvrant au loin sur notre gauche, s'étend jusqu'au pied des
montagnes où M. Durighello nous montrait de loin le profil d'une crête riche en sépul- tures; quelques-unes de
ces tombes seraient, dit-on, royales. Devant nous s'étendaient de vastes champs où le blé vert croissait
vigoureusement, et une éminence couronnée d'une ruine rougeâtre et arrondie allait nous arrêter quelque temps.
C'était le tombeau au pied duquel, à une assez grande profondeur, M. Peretié avait découvert le sarcophage du
roi Esmunazar, de pierre noire, en forme de momie égyptienne, et couvert d'une longue inscription funéraire, la
plus importante et, relativement, la plus facile à expliquer de celles que l'antiquité phénicienne nous a laissées.
C'est grâce à M. Peretié que j'ai pu acquérir et donner au musée du Louvre ce monument, jusqu'à présent sans
rival pour sa conservation, la beauté de l'écriture, l'intérêt historique et philologique de son inscription. Les
intelligents efforts des marins de la corvette de guerre la Sérieuse, sous les ordres de MM. de Lespinasse et de la
Pérouse, ont permis de transporter au rivage et d'embarquer ce sarcophage dont plusieurs savants distingués, et
particulièrement M. Munk, membre de l'Institut, ont donné des explications philologiques devant lesquelles mes
téméraires tentatives doivent être oubliées par l'indulgence du monde savant.
252
PEFQS_ 1888_9-15 for account from the Revue Archéologique of the Sidon sarcophagi and their setting,
dated 29 June 1887.
253
PEFQS_1887_202: The field where the tombs were discovered is 800 metres from the sea-shore, and 1,500
metres north-east of the northern gate of Saida, between the villages El-Halalieh and El-Baramieh. It borders on
the garden of Doctor Shibli Abela, and bounds the gardens of the city on this side.
254
PEFQS_1887_201: Towards the end of the month of February of this year [1887], a rich Mussulman
proprietor of Saida, M. Mohamed Sherif, had his grounds in the vicinity of the city excavated, with the object of
recovering from the debris the ancient buildings, out of which the inhabitants of the country for the most part
construct their houses. / The workmen lighted upon a rectangular pit, about 4 metres by 5, hollowed in the rock
which forms the substratum of the held. Mohamed Sherif had this cleared out. At a depth of 11 metres four
apertures were discovered, one at each side of the pit. These openings, 1 metre high by 50 centimetres wide, and
closed by a slab, afforded access to the same number of funeral vaults full of large and splendid marble
sarcophagi. / According to an Ottoman law, if the proprietor of land where antiquities are about to be brought to
light makes a declaration to the Government within eight days, half of the newly-discovered treasures or their
value is handed to him; if he omits to make this declaration he has not only no right to anything but he is also
liable to a fine. / Mohamed Sherif declined the seductive offers of various virtuosi and others on the look out for
antiquities, and in conformity to the law of the country, immediately gave notice of the discovery to the
Kaimakam of Saida. Bechara Effendi, engineer of the vilayet of Syria, was sent by his Highness the Waly to
reconnoitre the places and monuments. He discovered new sepulchral chambers, new tombs, and on March 27th
he sent to the Government a detailed report, with a plan of the places and a brief description of the
archaeological treasures. He concluded with the despatch of a special commissioner, charged with transporting
the sarcophagi to the museum at Constantinople. / His Excellency Hamdi Bey, Founder and Keeper of the
museum at Constantinople, and an old pupil of the School of Fine Art in Paris, as well as a distinguished
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painter, was also sent by his Majesty the Sultan, accompanied by his Excellency Demosthenes Baltazzi-Bey, a
learned archaeologist of Smyrna, and inspector of ancient monuments. The excavations were recommenced
under their direction on the 1st of May. By the end of the month all the tombs of any value were drawn out from
their vaults, cleverly packed, and ready to convey by sea. [followed 202-209 by descriptions.]
255
PEFQS_1887_254: It is some time since the world was startled by the report of a great discovery of tombs
and sarcophagi in the neighbourhood of Sidon. Many attempts were made on the spot to inspect and to figure
these monuments. / The Turkish authorities, however, forbade permission to anyone to visit them, and the
Director of the Constantinople Museum, Hamdi Bey, proceeded himself to Sidon in a Turkish man-of-war, in
order to secure the things for the Imperial Museum. We have the pleasure of announcing that Hamdi Bey has
ordered the presence of Herr Schumacher at Sidon in order to consult and to take measures for the removal and
embarkation of the sarcophagi. We hope, by permission of Hamdi Bey, to procure for this Society plans,
drawings, figures, measurements, and the description of these objects, which are described as being the finest
sarcophagi in the world.
256
PEFQS_1888_14-15, from the Revue Archéologique: With the exception of tomb No. 1, which had been
ravaged by the violators of the great necropolis, all the others had happily escaped the greed of the desecrators
of the burial places. I must state, to my great regret, that these to-day are no less terrible than those of preceding
ages. The same rapacity and vandalism continue their work of destruction, and, what is the more distressing, is
that the so-called Europeans, representing certain great Powers at Saida, in their own interests and the most
merenary spirit, head these devastations. We are assured that, not content with this clandestine speculation, they
patronize a manufactory for articles of antiquity and false inscriptions, which is in a village in the outskirts of
Saida. But in the interests of science, and so that archaeological explorers should no longer be liable to be duped
by them, I did not fail to take the most severe administrative measures in order that this deplorable state of
things might be stopped. Finally, I must add that, in spite of Saida and other surrounding country having been
ransacked, there still remain treasures to be discovered.
257
Massenot_1873_29 SE of Sidon: nous nous trouvions en présence d'un temple ou d'une chapelle des premiers
temps du christianisme, dont le couronnement ou la voûte s'était écroulée, ne laissant debout que quelques pans
de murs. En déblayant l'intérieur, les ouvriers mirent à découvert de très gracieuses fresques représentant des
oiseaux, dont la collection de M. Lycklama possède des spécimens détachés par moi. En creusant le sol, il
devint évident, à certaines dispositions souterraines, que c'était là une très ancienne nécropole. On reconnaissait
déjà quelques traces de tombeaux, lorsqu'un éboulement eut malheureusement lieu, et nous força de renvoyer
après le déjeuner la suite de nos travaux de déblaiement. Ils ne purent être repris qu'assez lard pour laisser à nos
hommes le temps de faire une sieste de deux heures, qui est chose réglementaire pour ces travailleurs (je
souligne le mot) de l'Orient. A mesure que la fouille se poursuivait, notre curiosité de connaître ce que recelait
ce sol antique recevait une plus ample satisfaction. Enfin, vers le soir, à une profondeur de près de trois mètres,
nous avions mis à jour trois magnifiques sarcophages en pierre antérieurs à l'ère chrétienne et même à l'époque
romaine ou grecque, que nous fîmes extraire sans difficulté et que nous ramenâmes à Saïda avec un
contentement que comprennent tous les coeurs d'antiquaire. Ils se trouvent encore à Beyrouth, en dépôt entre les
mains de M. Sayur, consul-général de Hollande, et cela par le fait de notre malheureuse guerre.
258
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_353-354 Sidon, travelling 1866-8: Il ne subsiste rien sur le sol de cette première
aïeule de la Phénicie; Saïda ne l'a remplacée, sans doute après une interruption de bien des siècles, qu'en
employant à sa construction les débris de l'antique cité. Les beaux jardins, les vergers qui entourent la ville, en
recèlent un plus grand nombre: des fouilles heureuses y ont été pratiquées dans les dernières années, et moimême, au cours d'une seconde et plus complète exploration exécutée en 1869, j'ai eu la bonne fortune de
recueillir quelques pièces qui sont l'orgueil de ma collection. Noted as: ŖEntre autres, deux sarcophages en
plomb, qui ont fait l'objet d'une flatteuse notice de la part de M. le chevalier Rossi, le savant archéologue
romain, lequel veut bien les appeler des pièces presque uniques."
259
Leroux_1882_54 Sidon: Le consul français nous attendait à notre arrivée. Avec une politesse pleine de bonté,
il nous souhaita la bienvenue et s'offrit de nous emmener à son habitation en nous faisant visiter les rues les plus
remarquables. Non loin du cimetière, on traçait une rue nouvelle; des fouilles importantes étaient pratiquées. Au
moment où nous arrivâmes on venait de mettre au jour un magnifique chapiteau de marbre blanc, qui avait un
mètre cinquante de côté environ; plus loin nous vîmes un socle qui devait provenir de la même colonne que le
chapiteau, enfin un magnifique bassin en syénite ou granit rouge d'au moins deux mètres de diamètre et
malheureusement brisé par la moitié. Il n'était pas difficile de se convaincre que la ville moderne tout entière est
bâtie sur les ruines de l'ancienne et qu'elle recouvre des merveilles. C'est du reste avec le marbre des ruines
qu'on a élevé les nouvelles constructions dont quelques-unes ont un air assez monumental. De distance en
distance nous voyions intercalés dans la muraille des fragments considérables portant des traces de l'art antique.
260
Haussmann_de_Wandelburg_1883_253-254 Sidon: Comme il est naturel pour une ville dont la fondation
remonte presque au déluge, le sol y recèle une multitude de débris antiques de toute sorte, que met à jour toute
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fouille entreprise pour des travaux de déblaiement ou de construction. L'agent consulaire de France, M.
Durighello, nous en montra une grande collection qu'il a réunie dans une salle du khan franc: on y voit des
sarcophages antiques, des restes de statues et de sculptures, dont beaucoup doivent remonter au temps de
l'ancienne monarchie phénicienne. On a employé, pour bâtir la citadelle actuelle, qui date des croisades, une
quantité de colonnes antiques de granit gris, dont les fûts entiers se voient en coupe, couchés horizontalement
dans la maçonnerie, où ils se trouvent mêlés aux assises de pierres plus récentes: ces colonnes proviennent
probablement du temple phénicien auquel la citadelle a succédé.
261
Curtis_1903_188-189 Sidon: Upon a hill that projects into the sea is the castle of St. Louis, built by the
Crusaders, and it is a picturesque land mark. At the southern end of the town is an extensive Necropolis which
offers the most remarkable evidence of the ancient wealth and importance of the town that can be imagined.
Rectangular chambers about ten by twelve feet square are excavated in the solid rock and were used as vaults
for the burial of rich citizens. Some of them were stuccoed with cement and decorated in Pompeian style; others
show evidence of having been faced with mosaics, and all formerly contained sarcophagi of marble, porphyry,
lead, clay and other material highly decorated with carvings, paintings and other enrichments. The tomb
chambers, however, have been looted of everything of value by vandals. The robbery probably began at the time
of the Crusades. Here were found the sarcophagus of Alexander the Great, which is now exhibited in the
museum at Constantinople, and other burial urns and cases of great artistic beauty, which have been shipped to
museums in almost every great city.
262
Jowett_1826_129-130, between Sidon and Tyre: About half-way between Saide and Sour are very extensive
ruins of towns, which once connected these two cities: but, of these ruins, there is now scarcely one stone left
upon another. They consist chiefly of lines which shew, razed even with the soil, the foundations of houses ŕ
many stones irregularly scattered ŕ a few cisterns with half-defaced sculpture on them; and, at a considerable
distance from the path, there are at one spot several low columns, either mutilated or considerably sunk in the
earth. The animal on which I rode set his foot on a very small piece of mosaic work, but it was too paltry to
deserve the pains of stooping down to pick it up. These reliques shew, what it needed indeed no such evidence
to prove, that, in peaceable and flourishing times, on this road between two such considerable cities as Tyre and
Sidon, there must have been many smaller towns, for pleasure, business, and agriculture, delightfully situated by
the sea-side: but peaceful security has long heen a blessing unknown to these regions; and we may apply to them
the language of Judges v.7: The villages ceased: they ceased in Israel.
263
La_Salle_1840_I_257: Une série presque continue de ruines règne entre Saïde et Sour.
264
Massenot_1873_32 approaching Sidon: nous nous acheminâmes vers le lieu du rendez-vous, suivant un
chemin des plus pittoresques à travers des champs où, sous la plus belle végétation, on rencontre, de temps en
temps, des fragments de statues en pierre ou en marbre, des tronçons de colonnes, des restes de pavés en
mosaïque. Il faudrait des mois entiers pour explorer tout cet emplacement de l'ancienne Sidon, qui cache, sous
les blés et les arbustes, tant de choses ignorées et tant de belles choses; chaque champ a sa légende et garde
enfouis de véritables trésors archéologiques, qu'ont fait disparaître les terres entraînées des montagnes voisines
par les pluies de vingt siècles.
265
Buckingham_1825_393 from Damascus across the mountains on the way to Sidon: the town of Aihah. It is
seated on the side of the mountain, and is perhaps a mile in length from north to south. Nearly in the centre of it
rises a tall column apparently fifty feet in height, and of proportionate diameter. It is said to be the only one now
left of a large edifice, which from the description given of it, I should conceive to be an ancient temple. It is said
to be of nearly a square form, and built of immense stones, in the jointures of which not a needle could be made
to enter; and that within the walls, now much ruined, are a considerable number of fallen columns, in size and
design similar to the one now standing. We continued our way, as night was approaching, and at sunset came to
the foot of the hill on which the town of Rasheyah is built. [Column not mentioned in PEFQS_1891 when Aihah
is visited.]
266
Baedeker_1876_456: the village of Aihah on the slope of the hill. A little to the N. of the village once stood a
temple, of which few remains are left, as the stones have been carried off for other buildings.
267
Richter_1824_362-363, travelling 1815-1816, leaving Tyre, visiting in 1815: Le pays est presque
entièrement inculte; nous ne vîmes qu'un champ de coton, où les plantes étoient étouffées par les mauvaises
herbes; deux gazelles traversèrent la route. Tout à coup nous aperçûmes un petit port, et, autour du rivage, des
citernes, les unes ouvertes, les autres fermées; des débris de colonnes et d'autels, et, dans la mer, des fondations
de construction de forme carrée; des degrés conduisoient dans un enfoncement. Ces ruines sont-elles celles de
Sarepta?
268
Rosenmüller_1841_91 Sarepta, relaying Otto von Richter who visited in 1815: a small place of a few houses
upon an eminence, half a mile from the sea, and bearing the name of Sarphand. But, between the hill and the
sea, he remarked many ruins; and it is probable that the greater part of the town stood there. Otto von Richter
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also saw [gone by 1841??] in this quarter (where the ground lies nearly waste), not far from a small natural
harbour, the remains of cisterns, pillars, altars, and the foundation of a square building near the sea, to which
there was a descent by steps.
269
Prime_1855_II_325-326 half-way between Tyre and Sidon: Some of the excavations we can give no account
of; but these steps in the rock that lead up to the altars, and the broken columns, and these Corinthian capitals
that are strewed around, assure us that here was once a magnificent temple, in sight of the sea, the cities, and the
great Phoenician plain. After an hour's clambering among these rocks, in and out of the tombs, empty and
furnishing nothing like an inscription or sign of the men who made them, we resumed our journey, and soon
came upon the ruins of a temple where nine stones, like columns, are still standing erect, with confused heaps
around them. The plain we are now traversing is tilled, and crops of barley and wheat are raised with remarkable
success, considering the miserable system of cultivation pursued, and that no manure has been used for
centuries.
270
Prime_1855_II_324: Two hours from Sidon we crossed the river Zaherany ŕ "the Flowery," a stream that
bursts suddenly out of the mountains, and in ten miles of its course to the sea falls three thousand feet. An
ancient Roman aqueduct conveyed the water from this river to Sidon, thirteen miles, over hill and valley. The
cement is at this day as solid as the stone itself. / A large mound ŕ the remains of ancient fortifications ŕ stood
near the sea, and when we had passed we came to the wide-spread ruins of a town, where literally not one stone
had been left upon another. Even the foundations had been dug over to get out stone, that had been carried to
Sidon. It is the Zarephath of the Old Testament, the Sarepta of the New, where Elijah dwelt with the widow
whose flour and oil never failed, and whose dead son the prophet restored to life. His tomb is here, but there is
no evidence that he returned from heaven to be buried in it.
271
Ward_1864_222 Sarepta: The ruins of the old town line the shore for a long distance, and its foundations
have lately been dug up and carried to Beirout, to be employed in the construction of modern edifices.
272
Howe_1854_138 near Sarepta on way to Tyre: we passed over an ancient broken pottery and other debris of
a considerable town. On one spot we noticed the Roman mosaic pavement of an ancient edifice or bath. On our
left, in the face of the rocky ridge, were the openings of numerous excavations of tombs. In half an hour more
we crossed the deep bed of a stream, just below the standing arches of a ruined bridge.
273
Guérin_1872_427 Sarepta: En descendant la côte au sud de Saïda, j'arrivai bientôt aux ruines de Sarfend,
l'antique Sarepta. Cette ville, célèbre par les deux miracles qu'y accomplit Elie en faveur d'une pauvre veuve, est
maintenant rasée de fond en comble. Les fondations même de ses édifices et de ses maisons ont été fouillées, et
on ne rencontre plus sur l'emplacement qu'elle occupait que des pierres éparses ou entassées, quelques tronçons
de colonnes et un certain nombre de citernes et de puits. Un aqueduc, dont il subsiste encore çà et là des
vestiges, amenait autrefois à Sarepta les eaux d'une source abondante qui coule plus au nord dans un endroit
appelé El-Bourak.
274
Seetzen_1859_IV_293-299 commentary by Kruse et al: Tyre.
275
Olivier_IV_1803_54 Tyre: Elle occupe le tiers de la presqu'île, et présente de loin l'apparence d'une ville de
médiocre grandeur; mais lorsqu'on y est entré, on est surpris de voir des maisons éparses, en partie écroulées;
des rues désertes ou fréquentées par quelques hommes déguenillés; un port abandonné, presque comblé de
sables: on y cherche en vain quelques restes de l'opulente Tyr. Partout l'affreux tableau de la dévastation, de la
misère et du désespoir vient déchirer le cœur de l'étranger, déjà ému par le souvenir d'une gloire et d'une
puissance qui furent fondées sur l'agriculture, les arts, la navigation et le commerce.
276
Thompson_I_1767_194 Tyre: a melancholy Scene of Ruin and Desolation, consisting of decayed and broken
Walls, Fragments of Pillars, Pieces of antique Marble, and great Heaps of Rubbish. The East End of a great
Church is yet standing.
277
Laurent_1873_25 Tyre, Burchard of Mount Sion, in 1283: Sunt ibi columpne marmoree et aliorum lapidum
tam magne, quod stupor est uidere.
278
Stevenson_1907_115 Latin siege of Tyre in 1124: Their first care was to build a rampart across the
causeway, from north to south, to protect them from the town. Siege engines of every kind were constructed in
large numbers. Two towers were built, one by the Syrian Latins, the other by the Venetians. Only one ship was
left afloat to watch the entrance of the harbour, the rest were beached. The huge stones which were shot into the
town shook the walls and towers and crashed into the dwelling houses of the people.
279
Ibn_Battuta_1982_136 Tyre: qui nřest plus quřun monceau de ruines; mais au-dehors on voit un village
encore habité.
280
Mocquet_1696_319 Tyre: There is to be seen a great Number of Marble Pillars which keep up the Walls,
being placed and layed cross one upon another, to hinder the Sea from undermining the Walls. This City was
once of a vast Extent, but at present is like a Desart.
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Mocquet_1696_318-319 Tyre: This Place is all desert and ruined, and there is a great Number of Marble
Pillars, and amongst others, one of a wonderful length and breadth, very smooth, and almost Seven Fathoms
about, and seems as if there were Three in one, 'tis broke at one end. They say it is that which Sampson cast
down, but that is false; for the Scripture tells us, that this was at Gaza, another City far from Tyre; so that these
Pillars must be of some other ancient Building.
282
Smith_1840_5 Tyre and Sidon: for centuries past these ports have been forsaken, commerce entirely
destroyed … only the vestiges of ruins, and plains covered with sand.
283
Pococke_II.1_1745_83 Tyre: The harbour north of the peninsula is so good that all ships, whose business in
the winter leads them to traffic with the merchants of Sidon, are obliged, by the contract of insurance, to harbour
here, where they take in their loading.
284
Schickler_1863_138 Tyre: dont les murs qui s'effondrent de tous côtés et le misérable petit port, à peine
accessible aux navires du plus léger tonnage, effacent de la pensée du voyageur les souvenirs de Tyr, de ses
palais et de ses flottes.
285
Bertou_1843_95: Au temps d'Alexandre, Tyr avait quatre ports: deux ouverts destinés à la marine
marchande; deux autres enfermés dans les murs de la ville, communiquant ensemble par un canal qui traversait
l'île, et réservés à la marine royale. Il y a tout lieu de penser que le grand nombre de colonnes en granit que l'on
voit aujourdřhui dans la mer, près des môles de l'un et de l'autre de ces deux ports, ont servi à orner un double
portique qui, vu de la mer ou même du continent, devait produire un très-bel effet.
286
Bertou_1843_13-14, Tyre: Le Cothôn est bordé par un quai le long duquel on voit encore les ruines d'une
longue suite de magasins voûtés. Ces magasins ne sont pas antiques; leursvoûtes en ogives ne laissent aucun
doute à ce sujet; mais il est assez naturel de supposer qu'ils en ont remplacé d'autres plus anciens, et que c'était
peut-être en ce lieu qu'était l'agora de Tyr. Le grand nombre de colonnes de granit qui gisent renversées sur ce
quai, dans l'intérieur du Cothôn et tout le long du môle du bassin septentrional, ont probablement servi à la
décoration de l'agora et des ports; et il y a lieu de penser que les portiques qui décoraient le Cothôn et l'île à
Carthage étaient des imitations de ce qui existait à Tyr.
287
Mislin_1876_I_643 Tyre: A la seule pointe nord-ouest de l'île, on peut compter plus de cinquante colonnes
en granit et en marbre enfouies en partie dans le sable, en partie dans la mer. Par un temps calme, il faut sortir
du port actuel, qui n'était autrefois que le port intérieur, et aller explorer tout ce rivage pour avoir une idée des
immenses travaux exécutés par les Tyriens afin d'abriter leurs magasins et leurs navires. On peut voir encore au
fond des eaux une quantité de colonnes, d'énormes blocs taillés, et des murs d'une prodigieuse longueur. M. de
Bertou a ainsi découvert par lui-même et par le rapport de plongeurs des murs en pierres de taille qui ne sont
qu'à deux ou trois toises au-dessous de la surface de l'eau, dont la largeur est de trente-trois à trente-six pieds, et
qui s'étendent à six mille pieds le long de la côte. Un seul bassin, qui était probablement l'arsenal maritime de
Tyr, a deux mille deux cent cinq pieds de long.
288
Sandys_1673_168 travelling 1610ff, Tyre: But this once famous Tyrus, is now no other than an heap of
ruines; yet have they a reverent respect, and do instruct the pensive beholder with their exemplary frailty. It hath
two Harbours, one on the North-side, the fairest, and best throughout all the Levant, (which the Cursours enter
at their pleasure) the other choaked with the decays of the City.
289
Nugent_1846_II_167 Tyre: But not an appearance is to be seen of either of the towers which once were on
the horns of the harbour, and from which nightly a chain was drawn across to close its entrance. The lower tiers
of this great wall still appear a little above the surface of the water that heaves and flows between the huge
masses of hewn granite once a bulwark to shelter the navies and guard the merchandize of nations from the
storm and from the enemy. Surge after surge flowing in has cumbered the ancient port with sand, so that we
could ride along by the inner side of this wall for many hundred yards into the sea, that hardly reached our
horses' girths. Our progress was interrupted only by the shafts of fallen columns lying under the transparent
water. Some few of their bases and shafts, some of granite and some of marble, are still standing. From the
multitude of these which lie in prostrate rows and in heaps below, it appears that they must have formed a
colonnade along the whole line.
290
Kennard_1855_380 Tyre: That once magnificent city, whose ports gave shelter to the world's Fleets, whose
buildings were palaces, and whose inhabitants were princes, lies buried here; and Time is rapidly destroying the
very monuments which he himself raised to her memory along the shore over which she once reigned ŕ to wit,
many columns and sculptured blocks of stone, over and around which the blue waves of the Mediterranean
ceaselessly break and eddy, and among which the fisherman moors his boat, as he engages in his daily
occupation.
291
Leandro_1753_40 Tyre: un residuo d'una Colonna di granito orientale, ch'era di sumisurata grossezza,e lunga
ben xii passi. La credono avanzo dì un Tempio, le dicui memorie si son perdute. Presso l'antico Porto vi è un
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muro tutto di Colonne, e nel porto istesso molte se nè osservano, ancora intere, sotto le quali vi sono alcune
vasche, e frequenti caverne abbitate deglřArabi Nazionali.
292
Olivier_IV_1803_57 Tyre: On y trouve moins de vestiges de monumens, et beaucoup moins de colonnes qu'à
Barut et à Latakie; mais on sait que divers sultans en ont fait transporter à Constantinople, et que dernièrement
encore Dgézar s'y en est procuré de fort belles: on en voit d'ailleurs un grand nombre dans la mer, à côté du port,
qu'on y a entassées pour briser l'impétuosité des vagues occasionnées par les vents d'ouest et de nord-ouest.
293
Jowett_1826_133-134 Tyre: On the eastern or land side of the Harbour, is a small ruined tower; surrounded,
at its foot, by a great number of columns, scattered and thrown in every position: I counted them, and found
their number to be about a hundred … It was not possible, on account of the breakers, to go out to sea and
explore the scattered columns, which we had before seen, over the city-wall, at the western side. We
consequently returned; and the boatman, now understanding that we were in search of columns, pointed out, at
the bottom of the first-mentioned small cove, a great number of very large size. It is said that the natives of the
country have, in modern times, collected these columns and sunk them ŕ not at Tyre only, but in other parts of
Syria; with the desire of destroying the harbours, and thus impeding the approach of maritime nations to the
mountainous and independent country of Lebanon.
294
Olin_1843_446 Tyre: I counted not less than 200 columns, entire or mutilated, scattered over the site of the
ancient city, chiefly along the old wall. They were of all sizes and of various materials, but, for the most part,
large and handsome.
295
Lithgow_1632_222-223 Tyre harbour: the compassing foreface whereof, beeing all of foure squard Marble
and Alabaster stones: the most part of all which Houses have stood on pillars of the same stones: the infinite
number whereof, may as yet be, (above and below the Sands), perspectively beheld.
296
Le_Brun_1714_326 Tyre: une grande quantité de ruines, plusieurs colonnes qui étoient encore entières, et
une infinité dřautres qui étoient rompuës.
297
Prime_1855_II_327 Tyre: We took our course through the narrow and muddy channel in the middle of the
path, left in this state for the feet of camels; and we never paused in our march till we passed through the town
to the sea-side, and there pitched our tents. In the clear waters before us, lie in full view great masses of broken
columns and capitals! They have been lying there for many centuries, silent and solemn witnesses of the former
grandeur of Tyre, that once sat in her pride upon the sea.
298
Osborn_1877_183 Tyre: The present state of Tyre is one of fallen greatness. The writer once found many
columns of beautiful and variegated marble which was foreign, lying under water far out from the city shore,
and the capitals of some of which were carved with exquisite beauty not entirely destroyed by the action of the
water.
299
Joanne_1861_721-722 Tyre: Le port, du côté du N., protégé par une chaîne de rochers et d'immenses digues
qui s'élèvent encore au-dessus des eaux, présente une espèce de bassin intérieur entouré d'une muraille formée
de débris de colonnes et de marbres rapportés. Il n'est plus accessible, a cause de son peu de profondeur, qu'aux
petites embarcations.
300
Mariti_1791_II_202: Le commerce des marchandises européennes est très-borné dans la ville de Sour; à
peine sortie de ses ruines, elle n'a pu penser encore à l'ambition & au luxe, dont les cités maritimes de la Syrie
ne soit que trop infectés.
301
Deschamps_1678_230 Tyre: Le Prophete Ezechiel avoit long-temps auparavant prédit à cette Ville cette
extrême désolation à raison de son luxe insupportable & de son impieté.
302
Stewart_1857_461-462 Tyre: A sort of jetty on one side is formed in great measure of granite columns which
once adorned the city, and, looking down into the clear water, one sees many others which have been cast into
the sea. The prophecy of Ezekiel has thus obtained a very complete, because a double, accomplishment, on the
mainland and on the island ŕ ŖThey shall lay thy stones and thy timber and thy dust in the midst of the water.ŗ
Our walk through the towm ended on the southern side, where we saw the ruins of what had once been a
Christian church, among which was a very remarkable double column of red granite, that not improbably
belonged originally to the temple of the Olympian Jove, which stood there before it. Outside the wall of the
modern town, the whole of the southern part of the peninsula is covered with ruins; and, as these have now
become a quarry to supply Sidon and Beyrout, fallen columns of marble and granite are being constantly
brought to light.
303
Osborn_1858_206: What a magnificent view from the heights east of Tyre must have presented itself in the
time of Solomon to the spectator, as he gazed upon that city, stretching over two and a half miles of the richest
plain in Syria, which now, in scattered remnants, shows only a few arches and foundations and heaps of massive
columns and capitals, ŕ the few that are left to certify to the almost incredible story of its former magnificence!
These feeble ruins, which speak as it were only in whispers, are just sufficient to lead the traveller to the thought
that naught but supernatural design and mysterious energies could have swept so thoroughly from the surface of
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this plain and island the remains of so much grandeur. It would seem as though, in the words of the Scriptures,
the dust "had been scraped from off the rock" into the water and crevices around; and even the remaining
fragments are slowly disappearing.
304
De_Hass_1887_243 Tyre: All that remains of this once strong and wealthy city, "whose merchants were
princes," are heaps of rubbish; piles of beautiful granite columns, some of vast dimensions; substructures of
pagan and Christian temples, with here and there the fisherman's hut, who now spreads his nets upon the broken
walla and fallen towers of Phoenicia's once proud capital, literally fulfilling the prophecy of Ezekiel, "Therefore
thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against thee, O Tyrus, and will cause many nations to come up against
thee, as the sea causeth his waves to come up. And they shall destroy the walls of Tyrus, and break down her
towers … and they shall lay thy stones and thy timber and thy dust in the midst of the water. And I will cause
the noise of thy songs to cease; and the sound of thy harps shall be no more heard. And I will make thee like the
top of a rock: thou shalt be a place to spread nets upon; thou shalt be built no more: for I the Lord have spoken
it, saith the Lord God."
305
Osborn_1877_184 Tyre: Lesson: ŕ The fulfillment of prophecy.
306
Binos_1787_II_106-107 Tyre: Le mole qui environne le port a dans ses beaux restes de quoi briser les
vagues de la mer. De larges pierres qui le plus dur ciment unit, de belles colonnes placées horizontalement dans
lřintérieur du mur … Il y a dans lřenceinte de la ville plusieurs colonnes de granit cendré [i.e. ash-coloured, with
flakes]. La plupart sont enfoncées dans la terre ou dans les débris des monumens, & ne présentent que leur
extrêmité; dřautres sont dressées devant les maisons des Citoyens.
307
Newman_1864_445 Tyre: Her walls are destroyed, her towers broken down, her stones and timber are in the
midst of the water, her ancient site is "a place for the spreading of nets in the midst of the sea," and the remains
of her marble castles, gorgeous palaces, triple gateways, lofty towers, and spacious harbors are now seen half
buried beneath the drifting sand or washed by the restless waves. Entering a small boat, and passing out of the
inner basin into the larger harbor, we saw immense columns of red granite lying prostrate beneath the surface of
the clear water, and others imbedded in the solid rock, or cemented together by some powerful agent.
308
Luynes_1874_I_29, 153 travelling in 1864, Tyre: Je ne sais si ce port submergé par les tremblements de
terre, ou comblé à dessein, admet les eaux dans des portions où elles ne parvenaient pas autrefois, ou si, comme
à Saïda, le fond se relève graduellement et fera reparaître un jour ce sol en partie nivelé sur lequel se promenait
notre pêcheur; mais on observe à Tyr un affaissement général du rocher qui servait de base à la ville, à son port
et à ses grands ouvrages. M. Vignes voulut bien photographier deux vues de ce port du nord: on y distingue dans
l'une le reste de fort ou Boghaz du port, fermé alors au nord par un mur qui, un peu au-dessus de son entrée, se
dirigeait du sud-est au nord-ouest, jusqu'à la rencontre du rocher de l'île primitive des Tyriens; au sud de cette
tour, sont des maisons assises sur la continuation N. S. du mur sur lequel reposent les restes du fort et qui suit la
même direction jusqu'au rivage; puis, le port se développe de ce point sur la gauche en remontant au nord
rejoindre la ligne oblique dont j'ai parlé, en formant un long segment d'ellipse presque régulière, bordé de
maisons et très-bien exprimé dans le plan n° 1 de M. le comte de Bertou.
309
Newbold_1850_354, Tyre: I took a boat to visit the submerged ruins of Tyre described by M. Berton; but
found only a reef of the rugged limestone of the coast. There can, however, be no question that the surface of the
peninsula has been subject to oscillation, as is evident from the numerous columns and foundations that are now
covered by the sea, at. a distance of several paces from the shore, particularly on the southern and western
extremities of the peninsula, Ŗdestroyed in the midst of the sea.ŗ But by far the greater portion of the old city lies
buried under the drift sands, a little to tho east of tho present town; it forms an inexhaustiblo quarry, whence
materials are taken to build and increase Beyrut, and other towns on the coast.
310
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_465-466 Tyre: This shore is strewed from one end to the other, along the edge
of the water and in the water, with columns of red and gray granite of various sizes, the only remaining
monuments of the splendour of ancient Tyre. At the northwest point of the island, forty or fifty such columns are
thrown together in one heap beneath the waves. Along this coast, too, it is apparent, that the continual washing
of the waves has in many places had the effect to form layers of new rock; in which stones, bones, and
fragments of pottery are cemented as constituent parts. I mean here, of course, Tyre before the Christian era; or
at least before it fell under the Muhammedan dominion. / There are also occasional columns along the northern
shore. I examined here very particularly the old wall of the port, at its western extremity; where its abutments
are at first built up along the shore, before it strikes off into the water. It is here constructed of large hewn
stones; and at first I took it to be of very ancient date. But on looking further, I perceived that the foundations
rest on marble columns laid beneath; a proof that these portions of the walls at least, if not the whole port in its
present form, cannot probably be much older than the middle ages.
311
Renan_1864_159-160 Tyre etc, columns in the water: Ces colonnes qui jonchent le bord de la mer, ici
comme sur beaucoup d'autres points de la Syrie, à Tyr, à Saïda, à Césarée de Palestine, par exemple, ont donné
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lieu à un grave malentendu. On y a vu des restes d'édifices antiques, de quais à colonnades, comme il y en eut en
effet quelques-uns à l'époque romaine. A Tyr, en particulier, la présence de ces colonnes sous-marines a servi de
fondement à des opinions erronées sur la topographie de l'ancienne ville. On aurait dû s'arrêter devant un fait, à
lui seul très-significatif; c'est que toutes ces colonnes sont brisées et brisées exprès à coups de massue. Elles
proviennent sans doute de ces nombreux temples qui couvraient la Syrie et qui furent renversés lors de la
victoire officielle du christianisme. Le transport de ces colonnes sur le bord de la mer est le fait des Croisés.
Toujours, en effet, on les trouve mêlées à des débris de fortifications du moyen âge. Les Croisés, dans plusieurs
de leurs ouvrages militaires de la côte de Syrie, à Tripoli, à Saïda, à Gébeil, eurent l'idée d'employer en
parpaing, pour liaisonner leurs murs de défense, les fûts nombreux dont le sol était couvert autour d'eux. Ce fut
là une idée très-malheureuse. En effet, si là disposition en parpaing est de règle dans toute bonne construction,
c'est à la condition que les parpaings soient bien équarris. Cette condition, les Croisés la négligèrent, non sans
doute par ignorance, mais par précipation et à cause de l'extrême dureté de la matière, ou, si l'on veut, pour
éviter un trop grand amoindrissement des blocs. De là une cause de ruine très-rapide. Les vides triangulaires qui
résultaient de l'emploi des colonnes étaient impossibles à bien garnir. Quand le mur était en contact avec la mer,
les eaux, pénétrant le long des fûts lisses et mal adhérents, trouvaient un accès facile au coeur de la bâtisse et la
disloquaient. Aussi toutes les constructions où les Croisés ont employé les colonnes sont-elles maintenant dans
le plus mauvais état. Les Croisés, du reste, sentaient bien la faute qu'ils commettaient à cet égard; car, dans leurs
plus belles constructions, dans le donjon et la tour nord-ouest du château de Gébeil, par exemple, et à Tortose, il
n'y a pas de trace de ces colonnes engagées.
312
Lortet_1881_18 Tyre, the mole: Plusieurs archéologues ont nié l'existence de ce môle construit à une assez
grande distance de la terre, et qui devait défendre le port des Égyptiens contre les vents de l'ouest et les vagues
de la pleine mer. Par une exploration très attentive, nous avons pu nous rendre compte de la réalité de cette
digue, qui s'étend très loin sous les eaux du côté du cap Ras el-Abiad. Ce ne sont point des rochers corrodés par
les flots, ainsi que l'a cru un voyageur illustre, mais ce sont bien d'énormes masses factices, construites en béton
et on moellons de grandeur moyenne. A certains endroits, on voit de vastes amoncellements de pierres de taille,
et une quantité incroyable de fragments de poteries. Quelquefois les constructions paraissent reposer
directement sur le sol, tandis qu'ailleurs elles sont élevées sur des récifs calcaires qui ont singulièrement facilité
le travail. Le port des Égyptiens devait donc former un très vaste bassin, fermé à l'ouest par la jetée factice dont
nous venons de parler, au nord par l'isthme d'Alexandre et à l'est par le rivage.
313
Lortet_1881_18B Tyre, mole to west: Le rivage ouest de la presqu'ile de Tyr forme une falaise de quinze à
vingt pieds, contre laquelle se brisent les vagues du large. Dans l'eau, au milieu des rochers, on peut compter
quarante à cinquante colonnes en marbre, en granit, ou en porphyre, couchées sans ordre, au milieu
d'innombrables débris de poteries. Ces colonnes étaient très certainement encastrées dans un mur d'enceinte,
dont l'éboulement les a précipitées dans la mer; leur forme et leur masse considérable leur ont permis de résister,
mieux que les autres matériaux, aux chocs répétés des flots. [Either he counted roughly, or many of the columns
had gone by the 1880s?]
314
Leroux_1882_34-35 Tyre: A quelques pas de la falaise des colonnes brisées entassées sans ordre ou éparses
le long du rivage forment une sorte de digue rudimentaire et souvent interrompue contre laquelle se brisent les
vagues qui arrivent de la pleine mer. Quelques-unes sont en porphyre et en marbre précieux. Arrachées des
édifices dont elles firent partie, déplacées cent fois peut-être avant d'arriver jusque-là, tombées d'elles-mêmes
dans les flots ou jetées où elles sont par les Metoualis [Moslem sect] ignorants et destructeurs qui ont pris la
place des anciens Phéniciens, elles dorment couchées et à demi ensevelies dans le sable, recouvertes de mousse
verdâtre ou de coquillages vulgaires et parasites, qui s'attachent à leurs flancs noircis. Lugubre destinée! Où sont
les temples et les palais dont elles supportèrent le faîte et la voûte? Où sont les chapiteaux et les corniches qui
reposaient sur elles, on couraient de l'une à l'autre en couronnant leurs sommets? Peut-être firent-elles partie de
ce superbe temple d'Héraclès (Hercule), dont parle Hérodote dans son voyage en Syrie.
315
Hasselquist_1766_163 Tyre: Here are about ten inhabitants, Turks and Christians, who live by fishing. Time
has in several places left pieces of broken walls, in testimony of the magnificent structures with which this city
was once adorned. Of these I saw some fine pieces of marble, porphyry and granite. Zur might yet be in a much
better condition than it is. Its harbour, which is doubtless to be prefered both to those of Acre and Saide, might
contribute towards it. The French merchant ships frequently find shelter here in the winter season, when they
cannot have it elsewhere.
316
Mariti_1791_II_195 Tyre, blocked port: Cette entrée étoit plus facile, quand les murailles de la ville
subsistoient, & même on trouvoit une bouche commode entre lřorient & le couchant, qui n'étoit défendue que
par une grosse chaîne. Mais aujourd'hui que toute l'enceinte est tombée en ruines, l'on ne peut descendre dans la
cité qu'avec le plus petit esquif d'un bâtiment. Des monceaux de pierres ont comblé le fond de l'eau, dont ils ont,
par conséquent, diminué le volume. / Je ne fus pas peu surpris d'appercevoir au milieu de ces débris, un amas de
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colonnes de granit oriental, de couleur rouge & grise, avec une quantité prodigieuse de divers marbres. Je me
figurai que c'étoit les restes des anciens murs, & mon admiration s'accrut encore pour cette fameuse Tyr, qui
devoit, sélon moi, avoir renfermé des monumens superbes, puisque son enceinte me paroissoit avoir été
constuite en matériaux si précieux. Mais l'on me dit qu'ils venoient de plus loin, & que les Arabes les avoient
transportés dans cette darsine, pour la rendre inabordable aux galères & autres bâtimens.
317
Olivier_IV_1803_56 Tyre: La facilité que la mer offre pour le transport des colonnes, des statues, des
inscriptions, des bas-reliefs, a été une des principales causes de la dévastation qui a eu lieu sur toutes les
anciennes villes de la côte. Il n'y reste plus maintenant que les masses qui se sont défendues elles-mêmes, par
leur poids, contre le tems et les entreprises des spoliateurs, et quelques objets peu volumineux, déposés dans la
terre, que le hasard fait quelquefois découvrir. / Combien, depuis les tems les plus reculés, doit-il être sorti de
précieux objets d'arts de cette ville, où on trouve à peine aujourd'hui quelques débris? Après les Grecs, les
Romains profitèrent des dépouilles de Tyr; après ceux-ci, les Grecs du Bas-Empire s'empressèrent de détruire
ses temples: les Croisés vinrent ensuite enlever tout ce que les premiers y avaient épargné; les Musulmans à leur
tour ont fait disparaître jusqu'aux habitans, et depuis lors les voyageurs de toutes les nations, que l'ancienne
splendeur de Tyr y attire sans cesse, ont fait tous leurs efforts pour s'y procurer, en inscriptions, en médailles et
en pierres gravées, quelques échantillons des arts qui y fleurirent autrefois.
318
Campbell_1758_145 Tyre: the ruins of the old walls are still visible.
319
Bertou_1843_11, Tyre: Le mur qui forme l'enceinte de Sour fut élevé vers 1766 par les Mutuwalis [writes
Volney], il existe encore à peu près intact vers le sud et l'est; mais il commence à s'écrouler du côté de l'ouest, et
est presque entièrement détruit dans la partie du nord, où il rencontrait l'ancienne clôture du bassin septentrional.
Ce petit port, qui forme une échancrure dans la presqu'île, était autrefois un abri bien sûr; les Mutuwalis avaient
réparé de leur mieux, à l'aide de magnifiques fûts de colonnes en granit, ce qui restait encore de la formidable
clôture; mais ces réparations sont ruinées, et il n'y a plus debout que quelques fragments de l'ancienne digue qui
la protégeait. La mer, quand elle est poussée par le vent du nord, entre, sans rencontrer d'obstacle, et ne se retire
qu'après avoir déposé dans ce petit port une masse de sable qui tend à le combler; aussi les plus petites barques
ne peuvent y rester à flot, quand les eaux sont basses; et déjà une partie de la ville moderne est construite sur le
terrain d'alluvion qui a envahi ses anciennes limites. Il est facile de prévoir que d'ici à quelques années ce bassin
sera entièrement comblé, à moins qu'on ne relève les travaux qui le protégeaient.
320
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_194 Tyre: Not a breath of wind disturbed the water; the old massive fragments of
the harbour-wall that still remain to witness to the truth of God's word, were reflected on the smooth surface,
without the slightest swell to disturb the image, beyond the rings of dimples caused by the motion of our boat.
We rowed over a bed of innumerable pillars and building-stones; and as they lay at an inconsiderable depth, and
the water was perfectly clear, we could distinguish them with the utmost plainness … The fort at the harbour,
built in the Turkish fashion, is a ruin which, as with every thing else under this wretched government, nobody
thinks of repairing. A long row of old granite pillars serves as pavement to the head of the harbour.
321
Bement_1858_15 Tyre: Other portions of the once harbor are now filled with sand, lying high and dry above
the sea. A part of the ruins are upon dry land, surrounded by the surf-beaten sands. In one place there remains
part of an arched-building, which, if restored, would make a grand hall. This may have been the famous temple
of Hercules, reared by Solomon and Hiram for the worship of that deity, and partially destroyed some seven
hundred years afterward, by Alexander the Great. Many fragments of the rich architecture lie strown around;
among others, caps, pillars, and cornices.
322
Gabrieli_2010_209, text by Abu L-Mahasin, of Al-Malik Al-Ashraf after the successful siege of Acre, 1291,
at Tyre: When he received the surrender he sent men to organize its demolition, to pull down the walls and
buildings, and he gained from this a good quantity of marble and salvage.
323
Browne_1799_371: The magnificent city of Tyre, now corruptly called Sur, is reduced to a few miserable
huts inhabited by fishermen, situated in the northern extremity of the isle. The isthmus, which joins it to the
continent, is about three quarters of an English mile in length; the isle itself is of an irregular form, at the
broadest part not exceeding half a mile, and the circumference of the antient city could not exceed a mile and a
half. Except three fragments of granite columns nothing of antiquity appeared.
324
Failoni_1833_28 Tyre: nulla si scorgeva del suo antico splendore. Qualche grossa colonna di granito,
rovesciata nel mare, ricorda quel suo Porto famoso, che unřalta Torre illuminata segnalava di notte allo stanco, e
smarrito Pilota; la base di questo Faro, e due cisterne rovinate, è tutto ciò che rimane di questa Metropoli.
325
Mariti_1791_II_197, Tyre, in the eastern [SE says Volney] part of the city, near a church [the cathedral]:
Dans la proximité, je vis au milieu d'un amas de marbres, d'autres colonnes qui avoient appartenu à cet édifice
religieux. Elles me parurent d'un superbe granit oriental. Je trouvai, en les mesurant, qu'elles portoient dix-huit
coudées en hauteur. Mon admiration s'arrêta particulièrement sur trois d'entr'elles, groupées sur le même
monceau de granit, ou pour mieux dire d'une seule pièce. Le travail, qui en est noble & adroit, les rendoit digne
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d'un meilleur sort. Je supposai par lřélévation inégale du terrein, qu'il y en avoit beaucoup d'autres enfouies ou
brisées à la même place.
326
Bunel_1854_277-278 Tyre: Elle ne contient plus dans son sein que 2500 habitants environ, composés de
Grecs catholiques, de Maronites et d'Arabes-Mathoualis. Ses maisons sont bâties avec les ruines des anciens
édifices, ce qui lui donne l'aspect d'un monceau de décombres au milieu desquels s'élèvent encore quelques
fragments de colonnes. L'ancienne cathédrale est presque ensevelie, elle paraît servir de nid à des huttes de
Turcs.
327
Tristram_1865_49 Tyre: we visited the skeleton of the old Cathedral of Tyre, once the finest church in Syria,
but now an utter ruin, devoted to the filthiest purposes, and with miserable Moslem hovels plastered like
swallowsř nests in all its comers and transepts.
328
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_427-428 Tyre: The fact that Christian churches were originally built on the sites
of heathen temples (as at Rome, Constantinople, or Jerusalem) is too well ascertained to need more than a
passing notice; and in the case of Tyre we find, lying within the Crusading building, various enormous granite
shafts, two being double, with diameters of 3 feet 6 inches, the length of the blocks being 26 feet. Such
monoliths are entirely unlike any work of the Crusaders, and the rude marble bases and capitals lying in the
ruins are too small to have been placed in connection with them. The shafts must have been employed as piers
from which the vault ribs sprang, and would have had a clumsy and unsuitable appearance even then in contrast
with the small masonry and delicate mouldings of the Gothic structure. The material of these huge shafts is a
fine red granite, which must have come from Egypt; and the Crusaders are little likely to have imported such
stones, as they were always on bad terms with the Egyptian Saracens. Such monoliths are, however, still to be
found at Jebeil (Byblos), and in other Phoenician towns, and it seems far more probable that the Phoenicians,
who by religion and commerce were so intimately connected with the Egyptians, would have brought the pillars
to adorn their great temple, which no doubt faced the rising sun on a line not far different from that of the
orientation of the Christian basilica.
329
Olin_1843_444-445 Tyre: Parts of this pier have suffered from violent storms, and immense blocks of stone
are visible through the transparent water, scattered over the bottom of the sea in great confusion. At different
points along this sea wall are large numbers of ancient columns and fragments of columns, lying mostly in the
water. They are of all sizes and materials, red and gray granite, marble, &c., and seem to have been collected
here from the field of ruins for the purpose of being transported to some rising city, a design which was for
some cause abandoned. I counted above fifty of these in one place, many of a very large size. What is very
curious, large pillars are in several places built into this ancient sea wall. In one instance, the stones which lie
upon them are of immense size, and have evidently not been disturbed for many ages. It is probable that, after
the destruction of the city by Alexander, these fragments were employed in the building or re-edification of the
pier.
330
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_195B Tyre: For many feet under the present surface, the ground is a complete mass
of building stones, pillar shafts, and marble, porphyry, and granite rubbish. Nay, there lie scattered about in
profusion columns of the rare and costly verdo-antique. Why, thought I, do not the antiquarian societies send
agents hither, with funds for making excavations on a large scale? What remarkable relics of the past must still
lie buried here!
331
Brocchi_1842_67, in Syria 1823-24, Tyre: Del rimanente lřantica Tiro non doveva punto essere circoscritta
dall'ala circondata dalle mura attuali, imperocché se ne scorgono le rovine fuori delle mura stesse dal lato di
S.O., ove il suolo è tutto scavato da fosse più o meno profonde, praticate per andare in traccia delle pietre degli
antichi fabbricati, e adattarle ai moderni, le quali sono foggiate in pezzi squadrati, ed insieme con esse si
rinvengono lastre di marmo bianco, le quali si pongono in disparte. Parecchi di questi scavi mettono allo
scoperto le muraglie ancora intiere. In un luogo rimane ritta in piedi una colonna del solito granito bigio, ed
accanto di essa giace a terra il tronco di un altra di marmo bianco. Iscrizioni non ho saputo rederne. Coteste
rovine si stendono dalle mura fino alla menzionata torre verso il lato di S.0. Se poi si prolunghino anche dal lato
opposto, non si saprebbe dirlo, perché lo vieta lřaltissima sabbia di cui é coperto il suolo.
332
Till_1851_373 Tyre: In riding into the city, along the mole, which is now covered with sand, the travellers
passed by an extensive excavation, on which several workpeople were then employed. Many large fragments of
wrought stone had been recently disinterred, and others might be seen projecting from the sides of the pit.
Probably they were part of the ruined buildings of Old Tyre, conveyed there twenty-one centuries ago by the
Grecian soldiers. / Some remains of the ancient harbour are still visible, as well as fragments of the wall by
which the city was surrounded; there are also portions of columns, &c., strewed in various directions.
333
Seetzen_1854_II_113 1806, Tyre: Szur hat nur ein Thor. Es liegt an dem Nordufer der Endspitze der
Halbinsel, und der kleine Hafen ist auf sein Westseite. Er hat eine geringe Tiefe, und die etwas grössern
Küstenschiffe müssen auf der Rhede liegen bleiben. Man hat von den Ruinen des alten Tyrus eine Menge
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Säulen horizontal auf einander gelegt, welche die Wellen brechen imd dadurch den Hafen siehern. Diese Säulen
bestehen grösstentheils aus grauem Granit; ich fand aber auch einige darunter von rothem Granit von
ansehnlicher Stärke und mit polirter Oberfläche. Da Syrien keine Granitberge hat: so vermuthe ich, dass sie von
Egypten zu Schiffe hieher gebracht wurden.
334
Newbold_1850_355 Tyre: In the vicinity, the remains of baths with tessellated pavements, and the
foundations and pillars of a small temple, had been recently dug up, as well as the mutilated torso of a marble
statue of Minerva, as large as life; the drapery is exquisitely done, and is confined on the bosom by a Medusa's
head. This piece of statuary is in possession of a native of Tyre, living in the house called Beit Jubbur. I
mentioned the circumstance to Colonel Rose and to Mr. Moore, our Consul at Beyrut, and hope that this
interesting relic of Grecian art in Tyre may be preserved from still further mutilation.
335
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_195 Tyre: Although the sea has swallowed up a large part of the magnificence of
Tyre, we still find remains of its sumptuous temples and towers lying buried under ground, especially on the
south side of the city, now the burial-ground of the Mohammedan population. The many excellent building
stones found there have led some to make excavations, the result of which has been the disinterment of a rich
treasure of fragments of columns and of statues, and other relics, which, better than any representation, recall the
magnificence of the ancient royal city.
336
Joanne_1861_722 Tyre: Au S. de la ville sřétend un cimetière musulman et quelques jardins. ŖDes fouilles
récentes, faites dans le but de trouver non des antiquités, mais des matériaux pour les constructions de Beyrout,
ont fait découvrir des restes intéressants de maisons, de colonnes, de statues, et une partie des anciennes
murailles, avec une galerie voûtée et servée de meurtrières, longue de 46 pas.ŗ (Porter, Handb., p. 392.)
337
McCabe_1875_1070-1071 citing Porter, Tyre: Recent excavations in this place, undertaken by some
speculators from Beyrout, not in antiquities, but in quarries, have brought to light some very interesting remains.
Foundations of houses, fragments of columns and statues, and other relics of former grandeur, were discovered
many feet below the present surface. At one place a long section of the eastern city wall was found deeply
covered with sand. Within it is a narrow, vaulted and loopholed gallery, forty-six paces long. Taking this as a
starting-point, we can, without much difficulty, trace the line of the old eastern wall by the little mounds that
rise above the; drifting sands. Westward of this line the ground is irregular ŕ heaps here, and pits there, as
chance or labor has over thrown the ancient buildings. / Proceeding over the drift sand to the southern side of the
isthmus, we observe traces of walls and towers near the sea-line. One massive fragment is founded upon a range
of granite columns; while shafts of the same material are strewn along the beach, and beneath the water, in
immense- numbers. Here, too, the traveller will most probably see for himself that a section at least of ancient
Tyre has become a place to spread nets upon. (Ez. xxvi. 14.) Passing round the southern point, we are struck
with the aspect of desolation ŕ broken columns half buried in the sand, huge fragments of sea-beaten ruins, and
confused heaps of rubbish; with a solitary fisherman spreading his net over them, or a few workmen digging up
building-stones.
338
Leroux_1882_32 Tyre: Sous ces pierres amoncelées, sous ces fûts de colonnes, ces marbres et ces granits
précieux demeurent, dit-on, ensevelis les restes d'un génie, Origène, et ceux de deux héros, Frédéric
Barberousse, qui se noya dans le Selef, et Conrad de Montferrat. Un jour, bientôt peut-être, on fouillera cette
terre battue par les pas de tant de générations, qui recouvre tant de gloires et de grandeurs, et l'on verra
apparaître mille merveilles et mille souvenirs. Les Allemands, dit-on, ont déjà fait de sérieuses tentatives.
339
Paxton_1839_234 Tyre: The most remarkable and interesting relic of antiquity, which I saw at Soor, was the
remains of the church of Origen. It stands at the south side of the village, and makes part of the wall at that
place. Much the larger part of it is fallen and removed. The remaining fragments show that it has been of very
great size. There are a few small huts on the ground on which that part of the church that has been removed
stood. There is some richly wrought stone in the walls and about the stairs that run up at one part of the building.
The stone is the soft spongy limestone which abounds on this coast, and I may add through most of Palestine. It
is a stone that works easily, but wastes away under the action of water, and is especially liable to be saturated
with water, and to form damp walls. No part of the ruins of this old and celebrated church more interested me,
than the stupendous granite pillars which were once connected with it, but now lie on the ground, and some of
them almost buried in it, and by the ruins which covered this quarter. These pillars were of the fine Egyptian
granite, of great length and thickness. They formed masses of stone of a most enormous weight. We seldom saw
pillars of a larger size. There must have been some regard for Christianity at Tyre when its citizens erected this
splendid edifice. But, oh, what changes have passed over these lands since those days, when Origen ministered
here.
340
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_434 Tyre, with Phoenician interest: Excavations at Tyre might still produce
results of interest and importance. They should be confined to the area within the Crusading walls, or to the sites
of el Lawatin and Tell Habish, where alone promising indications occur. The old necropolis of Tyre may,
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perhaps, exist untouched beneath the accumulated rubbish heaps of Greek, Byzantine, Crusading, and Arab
times, but the vicinity of the modern graveyard would make the exploration a very delicate matter. / It should,
however, be remembered that the remains as yet found have been of a very rude and uninteresting description,
and that the Phoenician inscriptions discovered by M. Renan in this district were of very late date. Perhaps the
most interesting piece of work which could be suggested would be a complete excavation of the cathedral by
shafts sunk to rock, or to such a depth as should enable the explorer to determine whether any relics of the
famous temple of Melkarth still exist on the spot.
341
Fleming_1915_147, Tyre: Where was the temple of Melkart? "Some years ago," writes Dr. Thompson [The
Land and the Book III, 617ff; first published 1850s], "the quarriers who were digging out stone for the
government barracks at Beirut uncovered a large floor a few feet below the surface. Breaking it up and
descending through rubbish some ten feet further, they came upon a marble pavement, and a confused mass of
columns of every size and variety. I went down and groped about amid these prostrate columns, and found the
bases of some still in their original positions ŕ parts of what was once a temple. In an adjoining excavation was
found a marble statue of a female, life sized, robed and in good preservation. This ancient temple stood in the
centre and highest part of the island and must have been very conspicuous from the sea. / The floor above these
ruins belonged to a house which must have been destroyed before the city of the Middle Ages was built; and yet
those ruins were there buried so deep below the surface that the builder of that house had not the slightest idea
of their existence. That group of columns and marble floor was again covered up by the quarriers in their search
for available building stones. The southern half of the island is buried deep beneath such ruins.ŗ
342
Conder_1889B_92-93 Tyre: As regards the Temple of Melkarth on the island, there seems to me also little
reason to doubt that its site is marked by the ruins of the great Crusading cathedral. This edifice, though just
outside the little modern town, is in the very middle of the ancient double island, and on the highest part. It is
oriented curiously enough on the line of the hill of Neby M'ashuk on the mainland (the site of the Temple of
Heracles Astrochiton), and inside its walls lies a magnificent monolith 27 feet long, forming a double pillar, like
those found in the ruins of Jerash and in the angles of the Galilean synagogues, each half-column being three
and a half feet in diameter. There are remains of a second similar shaft, and also of single pillars of syenite.
Other red granite columns of similar dimensions have been taken away by the Crusaders, and built as thoroughbonds into their city walls, or thrown down to form jetties in the southern harbour. / Now the granite came no
doubt from Egypt; but the column is of a style quite unlike any Gothic work in Syria. No other church of the
twelfth century in Palestine has such a twin shaft, and its proportions are quite out of keeping with the small
masonry of the cathedral walls, and with the white limestone capitals which seem to have been cut by the
Crusaders to cap the granite pillars. Considering how constant was the Phoenician intercourse with Egypt, and
how often the red and grey granite is found in Phoenician towns, we are justified in supposing it probable that
these shafts belonged to the Temple of Melkarth, and that it was erected on this very spot, and directed to face
the sacred knoll on the mainland to the east, where stood a shrine which, as the Tyrians told Alexander, was
older than that on the island.
343
Fleming_1915_130, Tyre cathedral: In the interior are two magnificent monolithic columns of red granite
now prostrate; they are 27 feet in length. The rest of the interior decorations appear to have been of white
marble.
344
Bromfield_1856_271: Arrive at Tyre (Arab Sur) about 2 p.m. ŕ size and trade of the town. ŕ Few remains
of the ancient city ŕ consist chiefly of columns lying about in various parts. Encroachments of the sea as
evidenced by fragments of an ancient wall, now many yards from the shore. ŕ Wanton destruction by the
Turkish government of the remains of a fine Christian church, to serve for building materials at Beyrout.
345
Perry_1743_134 The ancient city of Tyre is, at this Day, little other than a Heap of Sand and Rubbish …
Remains of a Temple, which had been a magnificent fine Building. We found lying in it a Fragment of a Pillar
of Granite Marble, of a triangular Figure, and of immoderate Size.
346
Marcellus_1839_I_392 Travelling 1820, Tyre: Je passais des portes à demi ruinées, et je descendis de cheval
auprès dřune chaumière attenant à une chapelle. Cřétaient le palais et la cathédrale de lřarchevêque de Tyr.
347
Wortabet_1856_II_17-18 Tyre: heaps of ruins, the work of the earthquake of 1837, which caused great
damage in Syria, and by mean hovels, to the remains of the ancient cathedral, which stands at the south-eastern
corner of the city; its interior is now filled up with rubbish and huts of a mean description. Some granite
columns, of great dimensions, lay buried in the ground. We ascended a spiral stair-case in its eastern end, which
still stands, but could not ascend high, as the government has been pulling it down, carrying off the stones to
build a hospital at Bayroot with them for its troops. This I found was the case in all the remaining buildings of
Tyre: there were one or two smacks loading with these remains of former grandeur when I was there … /
Jumping over the wall, which here is broken, we made our way through a Mahomedan cemetery to the sea-side.
Here a scene of devastation presented itself: broken columns, hewn stones and cornices, lined the sea-beach. I
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saw traces of an ancient wall. A small tower, whose stones were being pulled up for government purposes, stood
at its eastern extremity.
348
Osborn_1858_191-192 Tyre: Back of these ruins are numerous others; and there is one solitary pillar, the
lower half of which is beneath the soil, like that "nameless column with its buried base" at Rome. Who knows
what interesting discovery might be connected with its uncovering? Near it some Arabs were digging for
building-material, which is shipped from this port.The plan is that of an accurate measurement from east to
west, as is also the circles of the apses; but the width from north to south of the nave was not measured; and they
had uncovered large stones and one or two shafts of marble which were lying horizontally. The height of debris
over these remains was fully sixteen feet by measurement, several of the columns being six feet in
circumference. This was the circumference also of the leaning column; but another was nine feet; and this was
fluted. The soil for some distance around seems to be formed upon ruins and debris of a time anterior to the
erection of the church, to the ruins of which we again returned. The walls form a part of the city-walls and
appear to be the work of the same age. The interior of what was once a splendid building is now completely
filled up with little huts with mud roofs; and several fig-trees grow in the ancient nave and transept. In one of
the yards of these huts we found a double column of red granite, measuring twenty-six feet eight inches in
length and nearly six feet in diameter. Near it, and parallel with it, was another of smaller size.
349
Tristram_1865_50-51 Tyre: A deplorable rubbish-heap it is, much like the ballast-hill of an English sea-port,
covered with scanty bunches of shabby thistles and centaureas, and tufts of dusty echium. It is deeply furrowed
in various directions by trenches, dug to obtain the stones, which, being ready squared for use, are dug up and
transported to Beyrout, as formerly they were to Acre. There is no system in these excavations, which are
carried on from time to time at the caprice of the workmen, and then filled in, while others are run parallel or at
various angles, and frequently over the same ground. It is small wonder if, after ages of such quarrying, the
ground-plan of Tyre be difficult to trace. Yet the massive foundations which were being pitilessly uprooted were
evidently of a date long subsequent to the glories of imperial Tyre, for we observed fragments of polished
granite columns laid transversely as building-stones in the wall. One of these appeared to have been a portion of
a sister shaft to the great double column of red Egyptian granite, consisting of two connected pillars of one
piece, at which we had gazed in wonder, as it lay across a yard under the Cathedral. Probably that column
likewise had served for some Roman structure prior to its introduction as one of the main supports of the
Byzantine church.
350
Guérin_1877_82-83 Tyre: Pour ne parler en ce moment que de l'enceinte qui du côté de la mer, c'est-à-dire
vers l'ouest, protégeait la ville à l'époque du siège qu'en firent alors les croisés, comme elle était double, ainsi
que cela résulte de ce passage, je retrouve ces deux remparts, l'un dans les restes du mur actuellement submergé
que je viens de signaler, l'autre dans celui dont tous les voyageurs ont depuis longtemps mentionné les ruines et
que lřon démolit progressivement d'année en année. Ce dernier, situé en deçà et à l'est du précédent, était encore
çà et là debout avec une partie des tours qui le flanquaient, lorsque, en 1852, je visitai Tyr pour la première fois.
A présent tout le revêtement extérieur en a été enlevé, et pour arracher les nombreux fûts de colonnes engagés
transversalement dans l'épaisseur de la construction, on détruit jusqu'au blocage même, qui finira par disparaître
complètement. Tout l'espace qui s'étendait entre ces deux remparts avait été jadis conquis par les anciens
Tyriens sur la mer, ainsi que je l'ai dit plus haut. Ils avaient exploité comme carrière, puis aplani sur beaucoup
de points la surface des récifs qui bordaient l'île vers l'ouest, et ces récifs, ainsi en partie nivelés et défendus
contre l'invasion des flots par une digue actuellement sous-marine, avaient pu servir d'assiette à des
constructions aujourd'hui détruites de fond en comble et dont les débris ont dû être depuis longtemps emportés
par la mer, qui reprend sans cesse, quand elle est haute et forte, possession de ces rochers bas conire lesquels
elle brise quelquefois avec fureur. Çà et là néanmoins et notamment vers le nord-ouest, de lourds fûts de
colonnes de granit ont résisté par leur, masse à la violence des vagues, et couchés sur le roc, sont là comme des
témoins irrécusables des constructions dont j'ai parlé.
351
Baedeker_1898_309 Tyre: Numerous ancient hewn stones have been, and are still in course of being
removed hence to Acre and Beirut.
352
Laorty-Hadji_1854_23, near Tyre: A peu de distance de la tour de [Cap Ras el-] Nakoura sont les ruines d'un
ancien temple ionique dont on voyait encore, il y a quelques années, une colonne entière debout et quelques
fragments de fûts tronqués. Au pied de ces restes solitaires gisent çà et là dès entablements brisés, des
chapiteaux frustes, des tambours de colonnes amoncelés pêle-mêle parmi les herbes et les plantes sauvages. /
L'époque de la fondation de ce temple est ignorée. Aucun voyageur, que nous sachions, n'a soulevé le voile
d'obscurité qui en cache l'origine. Il est vraisemblable toutefois que c'est un monument de l'époque des
Séleucides; c'est ce qu'on peut conjecturer du style de l'architecture et du caractère des ruines. Chaque jour fait
disparaître quelque chose de ces débris du passé.
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Mislin_1876_I_648 Tyre, Greek church: Elle est petite, elle a été bâtie il y a cent cinquante ans; le pavé est
en marbres de différentes espèces et en porphyre, le tout enlevé aux décombres du voisinage: on n'a pas
employé les colonnes qu'on trouve dans le sable, parce qu'il n'y a personne pour les mouvoir.
354
Bird_1872_93 Tyre: Among the ruins of this famous city we observed a magnificent column of red Egyptian
granite. It would have been removed long ago to Acca to grace some new structure in that city, but its giant size
was too great for any modern Pasha to lift. It formed the best part of a native garden wall. It lay in near
connection with the high walls still standing of some vast church or cathedral, conjectured by some to be that
known to have been built here by Constantine and consecrated by Eusebius of Caesarea, father of church
history.
355
Le_Lasseur_1922_118: Un jour, en sortant de Tyr, j'avais aperçu, au bord de la mer, dans le sable, un grand
morceau de pierre sculptée qui me parut être un fragment de sarcophage; comme j'avais hâte de me rendre à
Mařchoùq, je ne l'examinai pas à fond, me proposant de le faire le lendemain matin. Jřavais seulement constaté
qu'il y avait deux éléments courbes se répondant de chaque côté d'un motif central; j'avais cru pouvoir y
reconnaître des serpents dressés. Mais le lendemain, lorsque je revins, plus trace de sarcophage! J'interrogeai les
gens du pays et j'appris que la pierre avait été brisée et employée dans la construction d'une digue tout à côté.
J'allai trouver les maçons pour leur en réclamer les fragments, leur recommandant de me signaler toute pierre
sculptée ou écrite. Ils m'indiquèrent aussitôt, à l'entrée de la ville, une margelle de puits qui était entourée de
pierres ordinaires. Ils la dégagèrent et mirent à jour une moitié de cuve de sarcophage décorée de guirlandes et
de bucrânes, semblable aux cuves décrites par Renan.
356
Le_Lasseur_1922_118-119: Plus loin, à l'intersection des routes de Tyr, de Saint-Jean-d'Acre et du chemin
allant à Mařchoùq, nous fîmes déblayer un énorme sarcophage de marbre gris à couvercle en dos d'âne, orné aux
quatre angles d'acrotères non sculptés … Nous avions l'intention de sortir de terre tout le sarcophage afin de le
faire transporter plus tard, si possible, à Beyrouth; mais tous nos efforts furent vains; nous ne réussîmes même
pas à soulever le couvercle à l'aide d'une chèvre et de gros câbles. Tout cassait, et le couvercle ne bougeait pas.
Il fallut y renoncer et laisser là ce beau morceau de marbre qui sera vite réensablé, s'il n'est pas auparavant
débité par les maçons du pays.
357
Macedo_1867_296 Tyre: Des restes attestent cependant la mémoire de la reine des mers: ce sont des
colonnes d'une admirable beauté qui gisent couchées par terre; quelques-unes ont leur chapiteau séparé du tronc,
d'autres, à moitié enterrées dans la mer, sont fouettées par les vagues. / L'état actuel de Tyr ne dépasse pas
l'importance d'une bourgade de trois à quatre mille habitants; la configuration ancienne n'existe plus. L'île sur
laquelle était bâtie Paloeotyros a disparu par l'invasion des sables, qui ont transformé en un isthme sablonneux la
fameuse chaussée d'Hiram, qui unissait le continent à cette île.
358
Laorty-Hadji_1854_26: Sour est un village; Sour n'a plus ni monuments, ni navires, ni port, ni marchandises,
ni population. Un facteur grec au service des maisons européennes a remplacé ces mille armateurs, ces mille
manufacturiers, ces myriades de marins. Quelques ballots de coton pourrissent sur les quais, où roulaient du soir
au matin l'or et la pourpre, les épices et les aromates. Les colères prophétiques ont eu raison.
359
Porter_1868_II_370 Tyre: The harbour, now nearly filled up with sand and rubbish, is on the N. side of the
isthmus, where the ruins of moles are yet visible.
360
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_367 Tyre: La vérité est qu'il ne reste presque rien des époques antiques. On
remarque, toutefois, dans la partie plane qui s'étend au sud de l'île, le dessin d'une belle ligne de colonnes de
marbres précieux. Dans l'ancienne basilique, on en voit deux en granit rouge, dont l'une, offrant deux fûts
accouplés, mesure sept mètres de circonférence. Un grand nombre de petites colonnes en granit noir d'Egypte,
ayant probablement appartenu aux galeries d'un forum, se trouvent semées de tous les côtés, ou à moitié
enfoncées dans le sable, ou employées dans des constructions postérieures. Toutes sortes de fragments antiques,
provenant de colonnes, de corniches ou de chapiteaux brisés, figurent, en outre, systématiquement comme
matériaux, dans les ruines des bâtiments et des ouvrages fortifiés élevés par les musulmans ou les Croisés; une
grande quantité d'autres débris se distinguent aussi dans le fond de l'eau. Sur les bords de l'île, apparaissent,
enfin, quelques substructions que l'on croit avoir fait partie de la muraille phénicienne. Tel est le bilan bien
réduit de ce qui atteste la splendeur de l'antique reine des mers.
361
Bovet_1883_389 Tyre: The present city of Tyre, though a more considerable place than it seems to have
been in the last century ŕ in the days of Volney, for instance ŕ still only fills a part of the island; it only
touches the seaside on the north-east; on all its other sides an open space is left between the city and the sea.
Here are found a great number of hewn stones of large size, and enor- mous columns of porphyry, blackened by
the waves. The Tyrians, who have always had a mercantile turn, make these remains an article of commerce;
they sell them to any one who wants materials for building; people come even from Alexandria to buy them,
Scander tells me; a stone of average size is sold for half a piastre, and the largest for a piastre (twenty centimes).
The pacha of Beyrout, who is building barracks, has given an order for as many stones as can be got out of the
ancient buildings belonging to the government. This order will be fatal to the Cathedral; it was the finest ruin in
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Tyre; they are now busy demolishing a part, and to all appearance there will soon be nothing left of it. / Scander,
seeing that I admire the columns, presses me to buy one; he undertakes to procure me one for forty pence;
though the price is tempting, I do not agree.
362
Cuinet_1896_27 near Tyre etc: De nombreuses carrières de pierre dite ramlè (sable), qu'il faut entendre ici
sous le nom de grès, sont situées dans le même caza. / Il y a aussi autour de la ville de Beyrouth beaucoup de
carrières de cette même pierre (ramlè ou grès) qui est considérée dans la contrée comme la meilleure pierre à
bâtir. Ces carrières sont exploitées de temps immémorial pour la construction des édifices de Beyrouth et autres
villes de la Phénicie et du littoral syrien comprises dans ce vilayet. La même pierre a été souvent employée à la
construction des antiques nécropoles souterraines des rois de Sidon. / On ne cite pas de mines dans le sandjak
d'Akka, composé de l'ancienne Galilée, mais seulement des carrières de beau marbre jaune au caza de Safèd, sur
le Djébel Djèrmak. Çà et là on rencontre du bitume. La marne et les calcaires crayeux abondent dans toute la
contrée.
363
Kinnear_1841_233 road from Tyre to Sidon: Ancient remains are numerous along the whole line of coast.
The traveller is continually passing over fragments of tesselated pavement; while prostrate columns, and
remains of masonry, and occasionally a single pillar rising amidst the confused heap of ruins which crown some
picturesque height at a little distance from his path, indicate the former wealth and populousness of the country.
364
Brocchi_1842_69-70, in Syria 1823-24: Dopo il cammino di tre ore da Sur giungemmo alle rovine di un
antico castello posto sopra una eminenza che è prossima ad un fìumicello [khan]. La prima cosa che mi colpi lo
sguardo fu una grande pietra paralellopipeda di granito rosso Egizio, la quale serve di architrave alla porta.
Nellřinterno havvi rovine di grandi stanze arcuate, e sembra essere stato questo un castello edificato al tempo
delle Crociate. Il luogo chiamasi Geser Casmie, ed è nominato da Maundrell e da Pococke.
365
Newman_1864_453 east of Tyre: On the same road [as the Tomb of Hiram], but some distance to the west,
the French have excavated one of the most splendid temples yet discovered in the environs of Phoenicia.
Consisting of a nave, two side aisles, a chancel, and an altar-piece, it is 15 feet long by 36 wide. The roof and
portions of the walls are gone. Of the 14 columns which formed the aisles only the bases of 11 of them remain,
on each of which is sculptured the Maltese cross. But its great beauty consists in its magnificent mosaic
pavement, covering more than two thirds of the entire area. Formed of small square blocks of white and black
marble, it is arranged in the most curious manner. In the aisles are circles 30 inches in diameter, containing
figures of sheep, fish, fowls, fruits, tigers, elephants, buffaloes, dogs, horses, rabbits, deer, lions, antelopes, and
leopards, together with ten mythological busts, representing the gods and goddesses of Greece and. Rome.
Before the high altar is a lengthy inscription in Greek characters; but, owing to their curious forms and the
numerous contractions, it was impossible to decipher it without reference to learned works. From all that we
could learn from those having the work in charge, it was originally a heathen temple, was converted into a
Christian church by the Crusaders, and, abandoned during the mediaeval wars, it has since remained buried
beneath the accumulated sand and rubbish of centuries.
366
Prime_1855_II_330: In the course of an hour [from Tyre] we reached Ras-el-Ain, or Fountain-head. Three or
four large fountains of water, like immense living reservoirs, are here gushing up near to the sea-shore, and on
the summit of a mound raised considerably above all the surrounding country. One of these lakes is a hundred
feet across, and the other two are nearly as large. They are the most remarkable fountains in the world, and must
be supplied by a subterranean river, that finds its outlet here. Carefully guarded by solid mason-work
embankments, the water is carried off by aqueducts to irrigate the fields, and in times past it has been conveyed
to the city of Tyre. This old aqueduct is now covered with vines, and the lime in the water, where it has leaked
through or run over, has formed great stalactites, presenting a singular combination of natural beauty with the
remains of ancient art.
367
Thompson_I_1767_196 Tyre, the aqueduct: now gone to Decay, yet one may easily trace it out by what
remains of it in several Places.
368
Howe_1854_136 Sidon to Tyre: In half an hour we passed a prostrated Roman milestone, with inscriptions.
Maundrell had seen it in the same position one hundred and fifty-one years before. He removed some of the
earth that had partially embedded it, and copied in full its long inscription, which runs thus ŕ IMPERATORES
CAESARES, L. SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS, PIUS PERTINAX, AUG: &c, &c. / The remains of a Roman paved
road along the whole coast are seen very often. Judging from the appearance of the stones as they now lie, it
could not have been of very smooth surface. / At one or two hours' distance from Sidon, we were much
impressed with its conspicuous and beautiful appearance, projecting as it does somewhat into the sea.
369
Tobler_1859_32-33 Ascalon: In der ganzen Ebene von Ghäseh bis Ramleh und von der Meeres- küste bis
ans Gebirge ist der Bau der Häuser ziemlich gleich beschaffen, und zwar aus den natürlichsten Gründen. Wenn
man nicht Bausteine von Ruinen benutzen konnte, so baute man aus Lehm oder Erde, weil eben der grösste
Tbeil der Ebene nicht zur Ausbeutung von Steinen sich eignet. Steinerne Häuser trifft man erst am Fusse des
Gebirges oder auf diesem, weil hier die Steine im Überflusse vorhanden sind. Den armen Arabern der Ebene
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fällt es nicht ein, Steine weit herzuschleppen. Und wenn die Alten in der Nähe der Küste mit Steinquadern
bauten und zum Bau Säulen u. dergl. verwendeten, so mussten diese Materialien über Meer, der Granit z. B. aus
Ägypten her transportirt werden, wie man denn auch in unsern Tagen erlebte, dass von ruinirten Küstenstädten,
und auch von Askalän, die Bausteine nach Jafa und Akka verschafft wurden.
370
Stephens_1838_II_108 on the road to Gaza: At nine o'clock we came to another field of ruins, where the
relics of an Arab village were mingled with those of a Roman city. The hands of the different builders and
residents were visible among them; two square buildings of large Roman stone were still standing like towers,
while all the rest had fallen to pieces, and the stones which once formed the foundations of palaces were, now
worked up into fences around holes in the rocks, the burrowing-places of the miserable Arabs.
371
Renan_1930_215, in Syria Oct 1860 Ŕ Sept 1861: Half way between Tyre and Acre: Plusieurs colonnes
restées sur pied et indiquant la place dřune temple … Oum-El-Awadid, la Mère des Colonnes … Des portes, des
murailles, des maisons y sont encore très clairement indiquées.
372
Durbin_1845_II_43 Acre to Tyre: At eight o'clock next morning we departed for Sur, the ancient Tyre. For
four hours our road lay through the Plain of Acre, which extends from Mount Carmel on the south, northward to
the Promontorium Album, a remarkable chalky headland which projects into the sea about twenty miles from
Acre. Once this plain was carefully cultivated, and thickly studded with towns and villages; now it is badly tilled
in patches here and there, the towns have disappeared, and the few straggling villages have been removed to the
mountains for safety. Everywhere are seen the remains of former prosperity, and a fine aqueduct, in a leaky
condition, still conveys water from the mountain to the town.
373
Durbin_1845_II_43-44: We scaled the Promontorium Album by a narrow, rough pass, cut in the cliffs which
overhang the sea. The raging waters thundered in the caverns below, and shook the mountain on which we trod.
We descended into the narrow, undulating Plain of Phoenicia, which extends thirty-five miles from this
promontory on the south to that of Auly, an hour north of Sidon. It is more desolate than the Plain of Acre. Not a
town or village adorns it, and but few are seen upon the border mountains. Heaps of stones and traces of walls
are visible in every direction, marking the sites of former towns. Everywhere the traveller stumbles upon shafts,
capitals, and bases of columns, scattered among the rocks, indicating the populousness and wealth of former
centuries; and frequently he sees the broken-up pavements and fallen bridges which mark the imperial highway
of the Caesars.
374
Sandys_1673_160 travelling 1610ff, Acre: In the Town there are not above two or three hundred Inhabitants,
who dwell here and there in the patchřd-up ruines; only a new Mosque they have, and a strong square Cave [i.e.
cellar] (built where once was the Arsenal for Gallies) in which the Franck Merchants securely dispose of
themselves and their Commodities.
375
Le_Strange_1890_328 Acre: Mukaddasi, writing in 985 A.D., gives the following interesting description of
the city: 'Akka is a fortified city on the sea. The mosque here is very large. In its court is a clump of olive-trees,
the oil from which suffices for the lamps of the mosque, and yet besides. This city had remained unfortified until
the time when Ibn Tûlûn (the Ruler of Egypt) visited it, coming from Tyre, where he had seen the fortifications
and the wall, which are there carried round so as to protect the harbour. Then Ibn Tûlûn wished to construct at
Akka a fortification that should be as impregnable as that of Tyre. From all provinces artificers were brought
together: but when the matter was laid before them, all averred that none in these days knew how the
foundations of a building could be laid in the water. Then one mentioned to Ibn Tûlûn the name of my
grandfather, Abu Bakr, the architect, saying that if perchance any had knowledge in these matters, it would be
he alone. So Ibn Tûlûn wrote to his Lieutenant in Jerusalem commanding that he should despatch my
grandfather to him; and on his arrival they laid the affair before him. ŘThe matter is easy,ř said my grandfather;
'let them bring such sycamore beams as be large and strong.' These beams he set to float on the surface of the
water, as a prolongation of the town walls (seawards), and he bound them one to the other; while towards the
west he left the opening for a mighty gateway. And upon these beams he raised a structure with stones and
cement. After every five courses he strengthened the same by setting in great columns. At length the beams
became so weighted that they began to sink down; but this was little by little, and finally they rested on the sand.
Then they ceased building for a whole year, that the construction might consolidate itself, after which, returning.
they began again to build. And from where it had been left off, continuing, my grandfather made a junction
between this and the ancient city walls, bringing the new work right up into the old, and causing the two to join
together.
376
Broquière_1892_28 Acre, quoting Gilbert de Lannoy, travelling 1421-23: Et fut jadis moult belle cité, de
grans et notables édifices, esglises et pallais moult grans, de belle franche pierre taillée et moult richement
édifiée, mais à présent elle est toute desrochée jus et toute deshabitée, les murs et les tours renversez et minez et
les fossez en pluisieurs lieux remplis des edifices qui sont abatus dedens, mais encores y sont les fondations de
plusieurs belles tours et des murs de la ville en aucuns lieux, et y a grant foison de tresbelles caves en terre et
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entières, qui ne sont point gastées. El y a encores grant foison des grans pans des murs drois tant des pallais
comme des esglises, et qui voit ceste ville de loing, ce semble estre merveilles de beauté.
377
Broquière_1892_27-28 travelling 1432-3, Acre: Ladicte ville d'Acre a esté jadis une moult grande ville et
bonne par semblant. Mais, pour le présent, n'y a environ que trois cens maisons qui sont à ung bout de la ville
assez longuet de la marine. Il y a un beau havre et parfont qui est bien fermé.
378
Mariti_1791_II_83 Acre: Une fois retombée entre les mains des infidèles, elle fut saccagée & démolie pour
ne plus se relever de ses ruines.
379
Niccolò_1945_69 travelling 1346-50 Acre: This city of Acre was very beautiful and strong and large, with a
beautiful harbour, which was captured by the Latins, that is by King Baldwin, who was King of Jerusalem. But
when the Latin Franks lost it, the Saracens took it, levelled the walls, and blocked up the harbour, so that now
there are few Saracens there.
380
Robinson_1856_96 Acre: The Emir, Fakhr ed-Din, had erected a large and convenient Khan; but, at the same
time, had filled up the port, as in the case of Sidon and other cities.
381
Lusignan_1783_179-180 Acre, Sheikh Daherřs building work: not far from the mole and the custom- house,
is the European hotel, which is a very fine building, about as large as the Royal-Exchange, and much in the
same stile; it is three stories high, with rooms all round, and galleries supported by marble pillars. The gate of
this building is on the west side; the piazza is round, and very well paved; there are two staircases of stone, one
on the north east, and the other on the fouth west side, which form a very commodious ascent up the galleries. In
the west end of the town is another hotel, lately built, for the same purpose of lodging Europeans; and in these
two places, all these, and their several vice confuls, take up their abode.
382
Pigeory_1854_472-473, Acre: Les années se suivent, et, par un concours d'événements qu'il serait trop long
de reproduire, la solitude se fait dans Saint-Jean d'Acre et à ses alentours. Sous cette épidémie de l'abandon, les
ruines gagnaient de proche en proche. Un vassal qui aspirait au titre de suzerain, l'Arabe Daher, cherchant
fortune et trouvant sur sa route la place sans maître, s'y installe et s'y proclame seigneur vers le milieu du dernier
siècle. Daher-pacha relève les bastions et les tours, déblaye les rues, ramène le commerce au port, et lègue le
soin d'achever son œuvre à Djezzar, qui ajoute, en effet, aux ouvrages de guerre défendant la ville, et bâtit une
mosquée avec les lambeaux de granit et de marbre, les mosaïques, les chapiteaux et les colonnes provenant des
temples ou des cathédrales du passé. / Ce nom de Djezzar s'unit dans lřhistoire à celui de Sydney Smith. Le
pacha et le commodore, le musulman et le presbytérien se donnent la main dans lřimmortalité que vaut à leur
mémoire la résistance désespérée qu'ils opposèrent, en 1799, aux soldats de la république française sous la
conduite du général Bonaparte.
383
Bramsen_I_1820_292 travelling 1813-15, Acre: The harbour is spacious, but a ledge of rocks renders the
entrance rather dangerous; yet it is esteemed one of the best ports in Palestine, and is frequented by ships of
considerable burden.
384
Smith_1840_12: at Acre there is a mole for coasters; but large vessels anchor in the roads.
385
AMS_VII_1872_418, Acre: Elle est actuellement renfermée dans une double enceinte, construite avec les
débris de ses anciens monuments ou avec les énormes blocs à bossage provenant des ruines d'Athlit, le
Castellum Peregrinorum de l'époque des croisades.
386
Vitri_1896_XCIX writing 1219ff, the attack on Acre by Philip of France and Richard of England: King
Philip of France battered the city walls, towers, and battlements incessantly, both by day and by night, with huge
stones, breaking the enemy's machines, houses, and buildings within the city, and giving the besieged no rest.
On the other side, the King of England frequently made perilous assaults on the besieged ; wherefore, as the
wall was giving way under the continual strokes of the great stones flung against it, the citizens, perceiving that
they could not much longer resist, surrendered the city on the condition that they should march out of it free and
unharmed.
387
Le_Strange_1890_334: In 1355 Acre was visited by the traveller Ibn Batutah, who reports (I. B., i. 129) the
city to have been in ruins when he visited it, "though formerly it was the Frank capital of Syria.ŗ
388
Doubdan_1661_522 Acre, port: à present quřil est ruyné, & le mole renversé, il est tout remply de roches &
dřécueils, qui font fort à craindre en la moindre tourmente.
389
Naud_1702_641, travelling 1667 Acre: Je ne dois pas oublier à dire qu'un quartier, de la Ville est encore
plein de gros boulets de dure pierre dont on battoit la Ville, avec les machines desquelles on se servoit en ce
temps-là au lieu de Canons. Il y en a de dix-huit pouces de diamètre, & qui paroissent peser pour le moins 150
livres, & peut-estre plus, car un homme a de la peine à les remuer, bien qu'ils soient assez arrondis.
390
Goujon_1670_62 Acre aujourdřhuy desolée & en ruine.
391
Thevenot_1689_669 Acre: Le Palais du grand Maître y paroît encore, mais fort ruiné; il y a à ce Palais une
fausse porte du côté de la mer, par où les Chevaliers s'embarquèrent abandonnans la ville, lors qu'ils ne la purent
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plus défendre. Il y a encor un bel escalier, & quelque peu de bâtiment, que l'Emir Facreddin y a fait faire, &
plusieurs autres fort beaux restes.
392
Maundrell_1836_91-92, travelling 1697, Acre: For besides a large kane in which the French factors have
taken up their quarters, and a mosque, and a few poor cottages, you see nothing here but a vast and spacious
ruin. It is such a ruin, however, as sufficiently demonstrates the strength of the place in former times. It appears
to hare been encompassed on the land side, by a double wall defended with towers at small distances; and
without the walls are ditches, ramparts, and a kind of bastions faced with hewn stone. In the fields without these
works, we saw scattered up and down upon the ground several large balls of stone, of at least thirteen or
fourteen inches in diameter; which were part of the ammunition used in battering the city, guns being then
unknown. Within the walls there still appear several ruins which seem to distinguish themselves from the
general heaps, by some marks of a greater strength and Magnificence.
393
Arvieux_I_1735_270-271 Acre in 1658: Elle nřest plus à présent qu'un monceau de ruines couvertes en
partie par le sable … On trouve dans la ville & aux environs de gros boulets de pierre & de marbre, dont
quelques-uns ont jusqu'à quatre pieds de diametre; que les assiégans jettoient dans la Ville & contre les
murailles avec des machines qui ne sont plus en usage à présent, dont l'effet étoit prodigieux.
394
Robinson_1856_100 Acre: among the many devastations and renovations which the place has undergone, it
is easy to conceive, that the remains of edifices from the times of the crusades should have become less and less
distinct. Of the five structures of which D'Arvieux speaks, a French traveller, De Mas Latrie, who in 1845
searched here expressly for the monuments of the crusades, found only three; viz. the church of St. Andrew, of
which, however, there now remains only a small chapel near the sea; the hotel (Hopital) of the knights
Hospitalers, now the military hospital; and the church of St. John. Many fine relics of an earlier, and probably of
Greek and Roman antiquity, are seen built mto the walls of public edifices and other works; consisting of the
shafts and capitals of granite and other columns, fragments of antique marble, masses of the verd antique
breccia, and of Syenite, But the splendid columns and marble decorations of Jezzar's mosk, and of his palace,
were brought by him from the ruins of Caesarea.
395
Jolliffe_1819_20 writing 1816-17, Acre: we have been left to find our way through the intricacies of the
streets, and to explore what vestiges of antiquity are yet remaining, with a far less intelligent guide. Among
these the principal objects are a few mutilated arcades, supposed to have formed part of the cathedral church of
St. Andrew.
396
Le_Brun_1714_314 Acre: La Mer en [buildings] a emporté une grande partie, comme il est aisé de voir
encore ça et là dans la mer, et qui paroissent en partie hors de lřeau.
397
Mariti_1791_II_91, Acre: L'église des Maronites a été construite d'après leur dessin, depuis ses fondemens.
Parmi différentes espèces de marbres qu'ils ont recueillis des ruines de la ville y pour la décorer, on y observe
deux grosses colonnes de porphire qui servent de soutien à l'arc du maître-autel. / L'église des Grecs
schismatiques y est la plus grande qu'il y ait dans Acre, & l'on a fait usage également d'anciens matériaux pour
la bâtir.
398
Buckingham_1822_I_148 Acre, Franciscan Convent: On entering its outer gate, we observed two antique
shafts of red granite columns, now used as portals to the door-way. Within is a court, and, by the gate at its
further end, the fragment of a shaft of another granite column lying on the ground. On each side, within the gate,
is seen the basis of white pillars, which formed the portals of entrance to the original building destroyed by the
Turks; and on the wall, both within and without, are worked into the masonry several pieces of the old ruins,
containing delicate sculptures of friezes, cornices, capitals, &c.
399
Delaroière_1836_133-134 Acre: La ville d'Acre paraissait un monceau de décombres; aucun monument
n'était resté intact, et beaucoup étaient écroulés; les nombreux travaux qui se font pour la restaurer s'exécutent
plutôt pour rétablir les fortifications que pour relever les monumens en ruine; aussi l'aspect en est déjà
formidable pour cette ville qui n'a que des débris à défendre. / Jřai vu des tombereaux employés au transport des
pierres; ce sont les seules voitures et les seules roues qui existent en Syrie.
400
Jones_1836_309-310 Acre: Scarcely a house was any where to be seen that had not suffered from the shot.
We were particularly struck with a very high wall, the remains of some important edifice, that was completely
riddled, and now stood between us and the setting sun, which was pouring a stream of light through every
crevice, and making the ruin look still more desolate. We made the circuit of the walls, and walked through the
city, but did not see more than thirty inhabitants in the whole place.
401
Newbold_1850_354-355 Tyre: A magnificent wall of finely-cut rusticated masonry, which appears to have
crossed the peninsula from north to south, has lately been discovered under the sands. The modern Tyrians were
busily engaged in transporting the materials of this portion of their ancient city to repair the breaches made by
Sir R. Stopford and Commodore Napier in the walls of St. Jean d'Acre. [viz. the British bombardment of 1840.]
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Volney_II_1792_57 Daher at Acre: Dès 1750, sous pretexte de se faire batir une maison, il construisit à
l'angle du nord, sur la mer, un palais qu'il munit de canons. Puis, pour proteger le port, il bâtit quelques tours;
enfin il ferma la ville du côté de terre, par un mur auquel il ne laissa que deux portes. Tout cela passoit chez les
Turks pour des ouvrages, mais parmi nous on en rioit. Le palais de Daher, avec ses murs hauts & minces, son
fossé étroit & ses tours antiques y est incapable de résistance; quatre pieces de campagne renverseroient en deux
volées, & les murs & les mauvais canons que lřon a guindés dessus à cinquante pieds de hauteur. Le mur de la
ville est encore plus foible; il est sans fosse, sans rempart, & n'a pas trois pieds de profondeur.
403
Volney_II_1792_60-61 Mecca caravan of 1757: Les Arabes spoliateurs étoient alliés de Daher; il les reçut à
Acre, & leur permit d'y vendre leur butin; la Porte lui en fit des reproches amers, mais il tâcha de se disculper …
/ Telle fut encore lřaffaire des corsaires Maltois. Depuis quelques années ils infestoient les côtes de Syrie, &,
sous le mensonge d'un pavilion neutre, ils étoient reçus dans la rade dřAcre; ils y deposoient leur butin, & y
vendoient les prises faites sur les Turks. Quand ces abus se divulguerent, les Musulmans crierent au sacrilege.
La Porte informée tonna.
404
Lammens_1921_II_113-114 Djezzarřs attack on Beirut: Cette démarche vaudra à la cité l'épreuve d'un
second bombardement (1773). En dépit de sa violence, malgré les 6.000 boulets lancés sur les remparts, les
projectiles n'arrivèrent pas à entamer les murailles construites en pierres sablonneuses (ramli). Il fallut
débarquer, entreprendre un siège qui dura quatre mois et ruina une partie de la cité. Seule la famine força la
garnison à se rendre.
405
Mariti_1791_II_94, Acre: deux bains publics ornés de marbre, & d'une construction passable.
406
Spilsbury_1823_7 Djezzar, Pacha of Acre: At present he is a strict follower of Mahomet; and, at a vast
expence, has erected a beautiful mosque, of a circular form, and lined with the finest-coloured marbles, which
he procures from Sidon, Tyre, Beirout, &c. Antiquity to him has no charms; for many of its richest columns and
capitals has he destroyed, or cut into slabs for flooring, and other inferior purposes. This mosque was built
entirely from his own plans, and may be considered as one of the most superb in the whole empire. [the author
was allowed to visit.]
407
Seetzen_1854_II_75-76 1806, Acre: Innerhalb dem Hafenthor kommt man auf einen Platz, welcher zum
Theil mit Arkaden umgeben ist, und welcher an einen ansehnlichen Chan stösst, welcher von Dschessar Pascha
erbaut wurde. Der untere bedeckte Gang, welcher den regelmässig viereckigten Hofplatz umgiebt, ruht auf 32
starken Säulen von egyptischen Granit, welche aber weder Kapital noch Piedestal haben. Ohne Zweifel fand
man diesen seltenen Schatz hier unter den vormals zahlreichen Ruinen des alten Ptolemais, wovon man noch
hier und da mehrere Granit- und Marmorsäulen theils als Baumaterial angewendet, theils unbenutzt herumliegen
sieht.
408
Clarke_1817_IV_109-110 Acre: Many superb remains were observed by us, in the Pasha's palace, in the
Khan, the Mosque, the public bath, the fountains, and other works of the town; consisting of fragments of
antique marble, the shafts and capitals of granite and marble pillars, masses of the verd antique breccia, of
antient serpentine, and of the Syenite and trap of Egypt. In the garden of Djezzars palace, leading to his summer
apartment, we saw some pillars of yellow variegated marble, of extraordinary beauty; but these he informed us
he had procured from the Ruins of Caesarea, upon the coast between Acre and Jaffa, together with almost all the
marble used in the decorations of his very sumptuous mosque. A beautiful fountain of white marble, close to the
entrance of his palace, has also been constructed with materials from those Ruins.
409
Clarke_1817_IV_119 Acre: The Bath of Acre is the finest and best built of any that we saw in the Turkish
empire. We all bathed here, during our stay. Every kind of antique marble, together with large pillars of
Egyptian granite, might be observed among the materials employed in building it.
410
Brocchi_1842_422, in Syria 1823-24, Acre: Mi fermo ad Acri per tutta la giornata. Il Kan, o ochela, ove
stanno gli Ebrei, è un ampio edifìzio che ha nellřinterno un cortile quadrato intorno a cui gira un porticato.
Merita di essere visitato dal viaggiatore, in quanto che il portico è sostenuto da fusti di grosse colonne di granito
rosso e bigio tratti dalle rovine dell'antica Tolemaide.
411
Richter_1824_358-359, travelling 1815-1816, Acre: Cette ville doit ses édifices les plus remarquables à
Djezzar-Pacha, de terrible mémoire, et aussi ses fortifications, qui n'ont pas servi et ne serviront pas; car, suivant
l'usage des Turcs, on ne les a construites qu'après que l'ennemi s'est éloigné, et ensuite on ne les a pas
entretenues: aussi la partie qui s'avance dans la mer s'est déjà écroulée. Djezzar a été plus heureux avec plusieurs
khans spacieux qu'il a fait rétablir. Dans un de ces bâtimens, la galerie qui entoure la cour repose sur vingt-trois
colonnes de granit tirées des ruines de Kaïsaria (Césarée). Je trouvai très-joli un bain dont la partie inférieure des
parois est revêtue de carreaux de faïence, et dont le sol est garni de marbre de diverses couleurs. La mosquée de
Djezzar est dans un joli jardin embelli de palmiers, d'arbres fruitiers et de Heurs. Les dômes de la cour sont
soutenus sur des colonnes de marbre rouge et blanc et de granit, aussi de Kaïsaria. Le dôme de la mosquée est
léger, élégant et couvert d'inscriptions. Auprès de cet édifice est le tombeau de Djezzar, en marbre blanc avec de
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For, surmonté d'un toit, entouré d'une balustrade, et ombragé par des cyprès magnifiques. / On voit hors la ville
un grand aqueduc détruit; Djezzar le fit construire; son successeur Soleïman-Pacha l'a laissé abandonné et en a
presque achevé un nouveau.
412
Valiani_1828_49 Acre: Adesso è cinta di forti e larghe mura di pietra, che la rendono simile ad un
inespugnabile fortezza. Essa è in grado di far molta resistenza. Ha anco un largo e profondo fosso all'intorno, ma
privo di acqua. Fino a questo momento glřidraulici dřAcri non hanno trovata la maniera di potervi condurrà
questo elemento, tanto necessario in caso dřassedio. Tanto per terra come per mare, è guardata da più di cento
cannoni di bronzo di diverso calibro.
413
Stanhope_1846_I_262: But the object most worthy of a stranger's curiosity in St. Jean dřAcre is the mosque
built by El Gezzar, and which is called Jama el Gedyd. It is rich in granite, porphyry, and the finest marbles. The
ruins of (in 1812?) Caesarea and Ascalon were ransacked for its embellishment. It has a liberal endowment, and
professors of theology have their share in it. It has, besides, a most splendid library, collected by El Gezzar. /
Not less magnificent is the bath constructed by the same pasha. It yields to few, if to any, of the baths of either
Damascus or of Aleppo in splendour; and is far superior to anything of the kind in Egypt.
414
Stewart_1857_453 Acre: the once beautiful mosque of Ahmad Pasha Jezzar, which is now a complete ruin.
415
Bagatti_1857_I_136 Acre: Entrammo nella moschea maggiore della quale non sussistevano che le mura
laterali, e fra quelle rovine vedevansi anche dei tronchi di colonnette di porfido e di verde antico. Il palazzo del
bascià era parimenti tutto diroccato ad eccezione di una camera.
416
De_Hass_1887_241 Acre: The mosque and tomb of El Jezzar occupy a portion of the garden where he
wantonly mnrdered the beantiful, and, as is generally believed, innocent women of his harem. The pillars in
front of the mosque are red granite, with bronze bases and capitals. A colonnade incloses the garden on three
sides, all the columns of which are from older buildings, and scarcely two alike ŕ granite, marble, porphyry, of
every size, color, and quality, some of exquisite workmanship. The court is paved with the richest marbles.
417
Ali_Bey_1814_III_191-192 for Djezzarřs mosque at Acre, but no mention of bronze capitals or bases.
418
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_418, Acre, Djezzarřs mosque, written up as if it were intact: Le sanctuaire,
précédé à sa façade septentrionale d'un péristyle décoré de six colonnes antiques de granit rose qui supportait
cinq arceaux extérieurs, est un grande salle carrée, ornée de lustres et de lampes, et surmontée d'une haute
coupole qui s'appuie sur quatre arcades ogivales. Des plaques de marbre tapissent les parois intérieures du
monument et en dallent le sol. Le mihrab est également en beau marbre de différentes couleurs. On remarque les
fines sculptures du member.
419
Yanoski_&_David_1848_37 Pachalik of Acre: Seulement aux décombres de toutes espèces que l'on
rencontre, on est obligé de reconnaître qu'autant cette terre est abandonnée aujourd'hui, autant elle fut peuplée
autrefois; autant elle est triste, autant elle fut riante. Ici ce sont des colonnes de marbre de Paros dont vous
poussez du pied une brillante parcelle, ruines grecques; là ce sont les gradins circulaires d'un cirque immense,
ruines romaines; plus loin ce sont des murailles découpées à jour à la mode mauresque, ruines mahométanes;
plus loin encore un faisceau dispersé de colonnettes, ruines chrétiennes. Toutes les grandes races ont laissé des
vestiges sur cette terre. Mais à qui demander le nom de ces villes disparues? Derrière ces pans de murs on ne
trouve que le chakal accroupi; sur le sommet de ces colonnes on ne voit que l'aigle rêveur.
420
Browne_1799_370, Acre to Sidon: The road runs near the sea-side, through a track overgrown with thorns
and thistles. The more is abrupt, and, as usual, accompanied with deep water. Some remains of antiquity present
themselves, but so much injured, and so scattered, that it is impossible to guess their destination.
421
Porter_1868_II_355 Acre: From the point of this tongue the ruins of a mole extend eastward, enclosing a
little harbour, now nearly filled up with sand. Massive fortifications defend the town towards the sea; while on
the land side there is a double rampart, with a fosse and glacis.
422
PEFQS_1887_139: according to reports from old inhabitants, Haifa (or Hefa) was built on ground with
scattered ruins by Daher el Omar, who destroyed ancient Haifa because that position was too much exposed to
the invasions of Bedawin and the renowned highwaymen of the neighbouring village of et-Tireh, and built a
wall and castle more towards 'Acca.
423
Rogers_1865_108: La ville d'Haïfa fut bâtie à la place où elle est maintenant par le fameux Dâher,
gouverneur d'Acre, vers le milieu du siècle dernier.On voit encore, sur le rivage de la mer, au-dessous du mont
Carmel, le ruines de la vieille ville de Sycaminum. Didier trouva cette situation trop exposée aux incursions des
tribus nomades de la plaine d'Athlite. Quelques-uns des plus anciens habitants d'Haïfa se souviennent que leurs
pères leur ont montré la place de leurs premières habitations dans la vieille ville.
424
Tristram_1865_96 Haifa: the whole area is constantly quarried for building stone, being one mass of
foundations, fragments of columns, and sculptured marble. The extent of these ruins is considerable, the
importance of the buildings being evident from the size of the substructures. It could have been no mere village
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or suburb of a city, for in one place a long portion of wall has recently been exposed. In Caiffa itself there is not
a vestige of antiquity, save the fragments brought from these antient ruins.
425
Besson_1862_245-246 Caesarea: Elle était également forte et riche, et ce beau marbre blanc qu'Hérode son
fondateur employa, tant pour ses palais que pour la plus grande partie de ses autres bâtiments, la faisaient
paraître comme la reine des villes. On ne vit jamais rien de mieux fortifié que le port, ni de plus commode. Il
était flanqué de plusieurs grandes tours et orné d'un rang de superbes édifices qui en rendaient la vue belle à
merveille; de sorte qu'on lui donnait justement le nom d'Auguste … Mais, ô caducité des villes aussi bien que
des hommes! Toute cette splendeur est aujourd'hui ensevelie sous un vaste monceau de pierres et de sable!
426
Newman_1864_339 Herod at Caesarea, citing Josephus: To attract the commerce of the West, he constructed
in front of the acropolis a harbor equaling the Athenian Piraeus both in elegance and extent. Sinking huge stones
to the depth of 20 fathoms, he constructed an immense and gently-curving break-water to protect vessels in port
from the southern and western gales, but left an open channel on the north for the entrance and departure of
ships. To strengthen and beautify the mole, he reared large towers, containing vaulted chambers adorned with
arched ceilings, mosaic pavements, polished columns, and sculptured capitals, for the accommodation of naval
officers, and connected the towers and the shore by a long quay, designed for the landing of merchandise and
the pleasures of a promenade. To tempt the wealth and fashion of Greece and Rome, he erected on the east and
south a vast theatre and circus; and to secure the health and comfort of the citizens, he built aqueducts extending
miles in length, and large enough to admit a mounted cavalier.
427
AMS_I_1864_414 Caesarea: J'ai reconnu dans les ruines du château qui, vers le sud, défendait le port,
quelques parties bien antérieures à lřépoque des croisades, et remontant probablement à Hérode lui-même. Du
magnifique aqueduc qui longeait le rivage on ne distingue plus que quelques arcades bâties en belles pierres de
taille, le reste étant enseveli sous des dunes de sable.
428
Al-Muqaddasi_1886_55 Caesarea: there is no city more beautiful, nor any better filled with good things:
plenty has its well-spring here, and useful products are on every hand. Its lands are excellent, and its fruits
delicious; the town also is famous for its buffalo-milk and its white bread. To guard the city there is an
impregnable fortress, and without lies the well-populated suburb which the fort protects. The drinking-water of
the inhabitants is drawn from wells and cisterns. Its Great Mosque is very beautiful.
429
Le_Strange_1890_475 ŖKaisariyyah," says Yakût (c.1225), Ŗis a city of the Syrian coast in the Filastin
Province. It lies three days march from Tabariyyah. It was of old a fine, grand city, the very mother of cities,
with broad lands and wide domains; but now it is more like a village.ŗ (Yak., iv. 214; Mar., ii. 466.)
430
Aboulfeda_II_1848_17 Caesarea [d.1331]: C'était jadis une grande métropole; aujourd'hui elle est en ruines.
431
Beauvau_1608_134: lřancienne ville de Césarée, qui donne assez à cognoistre par ses ruines, combien ella a
esté autrefois grande: A ceste heure il nřy a plus rien dřentier que certaines grottes & voultes, ou se retirent les
Mores.
432
Doubdan_1661_39-40 Caesarea: Il nřy a plus presque que des ruynes & quelques chetives cabannes pour des
pecheurs qui sřy retirent, nřayant plus rien du tout de recommandable.
433
Morone_1669_I_443 Caesarea: al presente non si vede altro, che ruine, e Colonne innumerabili.
434
Naud_1702_15, travelling 1667: Césarée de Palestine est à un peu plus de quatre lieues de Tartoura. On y
voie d'augustes ruines encore subsistantes, des colomnes de diverses sortes de marbre bien travaillées, des restes
de grands bastimens, & mille choses semblables renversées confusément les unes sur les autres. Les murailles
entourées de beaux fossez à fond de cuve y sont encore presque toutes entières. Cette ville est maintenant tout à
fait deserte, & l'on n'y rencontre personne, si ce n'est quelques Arabes, qui peuvent y passer & s'y arrester par
hazard.
435
Pococke_II.1_1745_59 Caesarea: The walls of the town, which are now remaining, are said to have been
built by Lewis the ninth of France, in the time of the holy war; they are of small hewn stone, and about a mile in
circumference, defended by a broad fossee: From the south west corner of them is the point of land, before
mentioned, where there are ruins of a very strong castle, which seems to have been built at the same time as the
walls, and is full of fragments of very fine marble pillars, some of which are of granite, cippolino, and a
beautiful grey alabaster.
436
Mislin_1876_II_103 Caesarea: Nous franchîmes d'abord les fossés et les murs d'enceinte, en partie
parfaitement conservés; on croit entrer dans une ville de guerre moderne. En pénétrant plus avant, on se trouve
au milieu de ruines immenses, qui semblent faites de la veille, et plutôt par un tremblement de terre que par la
main des hommes; car l'homme détruit comme il édifie, pierre par pierre; il démonte ses propres œuvres: Dieu
seul les anéantit tout d'un coup. A Césarée, des murailles tout entières gisent sur le sol, ou ont été jetées dans la
mer. Dřimmenses colonnes de granit, des blocs de marbre, des fragments de porphyre, des débris de temple et
de palais, des tours renversées, un amphithéâtre comblé, des troupeaux de Bédouins, tout cela est entassé,
confondu sur une vaste étendue.
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Brocchi_1842_43-44, in Syria 1823-24: le rovine di Cesarea, ed il primo a offrirsi è il porto che era formato
da due grosse muraglie che si protendevano nel mare, e di cui non rimangono ora che le rovine, come altresì
diroccati sono gli edifizi circostanti. A poca distanza dal porto era la Città circonvallata dalla parte di terra da
una muraglia guarnita di fossa e costrutta di pietre squadrate legate con calce, la quale, prescindendo dai parziali
diroccamenti, è tuttavia in sufficiente stato d'integrìtà. Essa è di spazio in ispazio guarnita di bastioni angolari, e
cosi questi, come la muraglia tutta sono fatti a scarpa con un pendio molto sensibile. In un luogo rimane ancora
la porta della Città con porzione del ponte che attraversa la fossa, il quale presenta un arco a sesto acuto.
Nell'aria interna della Città non sono che poche ed insignificanti rovine consistenti in rottami di muri, in alcuni
deřquali veggonsi arcate della medesima foggia.
438
McCabe_1875_1028 Caesarea, citing Thompson: the most interesting part of the ruins is the old port. It is
unfortunately not only destroyed, but a large portion of its walls has been carried off for the rebuilding of ŘAkka.
The famous mole was a continuation of the southern wall of the city. The ruins of nearly 100 yards of it remain
above the water. There has evidently been a strong tower here, intended to guard the harbor. And one wonders
how those thick walls have been shattered, and how those huge blocks of masonry have been moved from their
places, and how they cling together now, like fragments of rock, worn by the elements and beaten by the surf.
Then the immense numbers of granite columns attract attention ŕ here projecting in lone rows from the side of
the broken wall, and there lying in heaps, half buried in the sand. There are the remains of another mole about
100 yards north. The foundations of both are composed of very large stones, reminding one of those in the
substructions of the Temple at Jerusalem; but the superstructure is much more recent, probably not older than
the time of the Crusades, and wholly composed of ancient materials.
439
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_IV_1834_160: Nous avions à une lieue de nous, sur le bord de la mer, les ruines de
Césarée; nous distinguions les tours et les remparts de la cité; le voisinage d'une aussi grande ville nous
rassurait, et nous nous avancions pleins de sécurité et de confiance; mais quelle a été notre surprise, lorsque
nous n'avons trouvé qu'une ville démolie et pas un être vivant!
440
Chateaubriand_1812_I_361 off Caesarea: Scarcely any traces of cultivation were perceptible, and not a
habitation was to be seen but a Gothic castle in ruins surmounted with a falling and deserted minaret. On the
border of the sea, the land was terminated by yellow cliffs streaked with black; from these sloped the beach, on
which we saw and heard the billows breaking. The Arab, roving on this inhospitable shore, pursues with eager
eye the vessel that scuds along the horizon; he lurks in expectation of the plunder of the wreck, on that very
shore where Christ gave the injunction to feed the hungry and to clothe the naked.
441
Skinner_I_1837_155-156: In three hours after I quitted Tuthera I came to Caesarea, which is still surrounded
by a wall and deep ditch. I scrambled over the ruins, which stand by the sea-side, and from the summit of a
tower that is washed by the waves looked along the whole coast of Palestine from Cape Blanco to Jaffa. The
area of this once proud city is used for a burial-ground, for many graves lie within it, carefully covered over
with shells, and at the head-stones of some were fresh flowers. The Bedouin Arabs, who graze their cattle in the
neighbouring vale, have chosen this spot, I fancy, for their dead, for no village is near enough to turn it to such a
use. Blackened stones, and ashes scattered about, show that the living occasionally resort to it; and for no very
honest purpose, if my Christian guide is to be credited, who did all he could to dissuade me from lingering
among the ruins.
442
Belgiojoso_1858_180-181 at Tyre: Les malheureux pèlerins, parmi lesquels les femmes et les vieillards
étaient en majorité, remplirent aussitôt lřair de cris de détresse. Aperçus par une vingtaine de cavaliers qui
s'étaient rassemblés sur le rivage, ils furent transportés à terre par le capitaine et les matelots arabes du petit
navire; mais à mesure quřils débarquaient, ils tombaient sous les coups d'assassins qui les massacraient et
s'emparaient de leurs dépouilles. Pas un de ces infortunés n'avait échappé à la mort, et le capitaine arabe était
soupçonné d'avoir préparé ce naufrage pour piller les passagers de concert avec les cavaliers de la côte. Le
capitaine avait été arrêté, mais il s'était tiré d'affaire en payant une partie du prix du sang. Quant aux cadavres
des naufragés, ils étaient restés exposés sur le rivage, sans que personne daignât les ensevelir. Tel était du moins
le bruit public; nous eûmes le bonheur de ne rencontrer aucun vestige de ce récent massacre. Selon toute
apparence, les oiseaux de proie des montagnes voisines avaient déjà achevé leur festin.
443
Stanhope_1846_I_236-237 (writing of 1812?): To the east of the ruined city, which is walled in, are other
ruins said to be still more extensive, and to have formed a part of the Roman Caesarea. Being in a great measure
ignorant of the existence of these several heaps of stones, which were now so overgrown with grass and weeds
as not to be visible, we did not chance to hit upon them; but there exist, among other vestiges of ancient edifices,
those of an amphitheatre which are perfectly distinct. The dreariness of the place, the fear of robbers and of
wandering Arabs, are the causes that have deterred many from going far out of their path to examine them.
444
Brocchi_1842_431, in Syria 1823-24, Caesarea: Giunto a Cesarea ne visitai le vestigie: esse appartengono
tutte, come altrove ho detto, all'epoca delle Crociate; ma fuorché il ricinto delle mura, già diroccate, nell'area
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interna nulla vi ha di notabile. Essa è seminata a grano e sola niente si scorge, oltre ařbrani superstiti di
muraglie, una grande volta a sesto acuto ove il viaggiatore in caso d'intemperie, o sorpreso dalla notte, può
trovare ricovero.
445
Lynch_1849_458 Caesarea: There were Saracenic arches and three very lofty pieces of masonry standing ŕ
abutments, perhaps, of a church, or a castle. The whole area within the walls is full of pits, where hewn stones
have been dug from the earth accumulated over them in the lapse of ages. / The walls were in good preservation.
Along the bank are the remains of a line of ancient buildings, and near the termination, a temple fallen into the
sea, its dark granite columns lying side by side in the water. How beautiful once! how mournful now! Parallel to
the sea are Roman arches of an aqueduct, nearly buried in the fine white sand. This aqueduct evidently
conveyed water from the Zerka (Blue River), although where the party came upon it, it ran more inland among
the sand-hills. The whole of this region is almost an entire desert.
446
Mislin_1876_II_112 Caesarea: Il n'y a plus aujourd'hui un seul habitant à Césarée. L'espace occupé par ses
ruines forme un parallélogramme de 540 pas de long sur 350 de large. La ville devait avoir quatre portes, dont
deux sont encore visibles; une d'elles, assez bien conservée, nous servit d'abri: elle est près d'un puits où de
jeunes Arabes tiraient de l'eau pour abreuver leurs troupeaux. La forteresse s'avançait dans la mer sur une pointe
de rocher; de chaque côté il y avait un port: dans ce fort ou château il y a des voûtes du treizième siècle qui ont
été élevées sur des soubassements romains. Dans la partie nord-ouest de la ville on remarque encore les
fondements d'une église souterraine. En face de la citadelle, plusieurs murs de soutènement de l'église sur
laquelle se tenait Bibars pour diriger l'attaque sont encore debout. Tout le pourtour de cet édifice se reconnaît à
ces restes de murs qui n'ont plus que quelques pieds de hauteur. Les bases de plusieurs tours sont assez bien
conservées; il y en a dix du côté de l'orient seulement. Dans ces dernières années, on a achevé de démolir les
plus beaux monuments de cette ville pour en transporter les débris à Saint-Jean-d'Acre et à Jaffa. Césarée est à
31 milles de Jaffa, à 25 de Naplouse, et à 20 de la pointe du Carmel.
447
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_14-29 for account of Caesareařs Roman and mediaeval remains.
448
Pigeory_1854_423 Caesarea: Jusqu'à Césarée la plage est si belle, que j'avais plaisir à voir les vagues mourir
aux pieds de mon cheval, qui se prétait d'assez mauvaise grâce à ce jeu. Quand on parcourt lřHistoire ancienne,
quand on lit les Actes des Apôtres, quand on interroge les Annales des croisades, cette ville de Césarée apparaît
puissante et magnifique sur le littoral de Syrie; aujourd'hui ce n'est plus qu'un confus amoncellement de ruines,
où le marbre et le granit gisent épars, où se dressent quelques pauvres cabanes, qui n'ont guère d'autres habitants
que les loups et les chacals.
449
Monro_1835_74B Caesarea: Such contempt have the builders shown for the Roman splendour of the place,
that the marble columns of the ancient city have been used for the substructions of the more modern sandstone
edifices. Upon a neck of land jutting into the sea, which probably formed one horn of the mole of Herod, these
columns are found supporting arches and windows of Christian times, with the ruins of which era this little
promontory is covered.
450
PEFQS_1887_135 Caesarea: This tower of Straton is no more; the high tower ruin, characterising Caesarea
in modern times from a considerable distance as such, has been pulled down, and a modest Government
building, the seat of a Moudir, replaces it partially. Many okes of powder were used to destroy this remarkable
monument, with its walls up to 12 feet thick, but its vaults remained in the first storey and may wait a generation
more until they are opened; as much as I could make out, these vaults were plastered and must have been used
as water reservoirs; the tower, rising to about 60 feet above the sea, was in want of sweet water.
451
Deschamps_1678_341 Caesarea: Son Port est sablonneuse, & son entrée est fort étroite, dangereuse, & dřun
tres-difficil accés à cause des écüeils & des grosses pieces de roc qui sont dans la Mer du long du bord, de sorte
quřil nřy a que les petites barques qui y puissent antrer, & encore faut-il que ce soit à la faveur dřun vent de
Nord.
452
Mariti_1791_II_231-2, Caesarea after the Crusades: Au milieu de ses désastres tant de fois renouvellés, cette
capitale de la Palestine vit anéantir sa première splendeur & la magnificence de ses monumens. Il ne reste du
temple bâti par Hérode qu'un débris de murailles, & une partie de la forteresse qui l'avoisinoit: çà et là sont
éparses plusieurs colonnes de porphyre; & dans l'enceinte de la cité on voit encore quelques ruines d'édifices y
construits en marbre blanc, mais que lřinjure des années a totalement noircis. / Je n'ai pu reconnoitre la place de
lřancien port que plusieurs historiens ont vanté comme une autre merveille du monde. Il est probable qu'il n'a
pas subsisté long-tems, puisque Guillaume de Tyr n'en dit rien dans la description de cette ville.
453
Mariti_1791_II_226, Caesarea under Herod: Hérode invita tous les artistes fameux de l'univers, de se rendre
à sa cour. Il leur communiqua son dessein, en conféra avec eux, & de ce conseil des talens, présidé par un grand
roi, émanèrent des chef-d'œuvres en tous genres, qui bientôt fixèrent les regards de Rome. L'enceinte de Césarée
s'agrandit, des rues alignées se formèrent, des palais bâtis de marbre sřélevèrent fur les anciennes masures, on
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vit paroître des cirques, des théâtres & des amphithéâtres, qui, regardant la mer, étonnoient au loin la vue des
navigateurs.
454
Doubdan_1661_463 Caesarea: reckons that in 1102 the Christians assaulted the town under Baudouin I, and
forcerent les assiégés de quitter les remparts, & se retirer en un très-beau & magnifique Temple quřHerodes
avoit fait faire en honneur dřAuguste César, lequel estoit encore sur pied, et pouvoit servir de citadelle.
455
Carne_1830_69-70 Caesarea: Of the temple, forum, amphitheatre which it formerly possessed; it is difficult
now to discover the sites: an eminence adjoining, that looks boldly over the sea, and where there are still some
trifling remains, is supposed to have been the site of the latter. The walls, as well as the fortress, of which some
massive remains exist, were erected by the Crusaders, who displayed excellent taste in their choice of the
strongest positions along the coast. Within the ruined fortress are several fragments of columns, of considerable
beauty, of granite and alabaster: this was probably the residence of many a Norman or Burgundian lord, for the
French chivalry had possession of the place, and fortified it.
456
Buckingham_1822_I_214-215: Caesarea: The fragments of granite pillars, and other marks of splendour seen
near the sea, are unquestionably remains of the ancient Caesarea of Herod; but the fort itself, as it now stands, is
as evidently a work of the Crusaders, who had one of their chief military stations here. The great city extended
itself from the sea-shore to some distance inland; but its ruin is so complete, that the most diligent survey would
scarcely be rewarded by the fixing with accuracy the site of any of the public buildings, or even the delineation
of its precise form from the foundation of its walls. / The plan of Caesarea given by Pococke is a tolerably
accurate outline of the portion of the coast on which its ruins stand, as well as of the fortress there; but the
mounds in which he thought he could recognize the sites of the tower of the Drusus, Caesar's temple, the
colossal statues of Augustus and of Rome, the forum and the theatre, are mere masses of indefinable form, and
without a feature that could assist to distinguish the one from the other.
457
AMS_I_1864_413, Caesarea: A Césarée, entre autres, en dehors de l'enceinte des Croisades, j'ai découvert un
vaste hippodrome, avec un obélisque renversé, en syénite rose, et deux bornes, également en syénite, autour
desquelles devaient tourner les chars.
458
Guérin_1864_413-414: A Césarée, entre autres, en dehors de l'enceinte des Croisades, j'ai découvert un vaste
hippodrome, avec un obélisque renversé, en syénite rose, et deux bornes, également en syénite, autour
desquelles devaient tourner les chars. Outre l'aqueduc déjà signalé par plusieurs voyageurs et qui amenait à la
ville les eaux du Nahr-Zerka, l'ancien fleuve des Crocodiles, et qui en contient encore, comme me l'ont affirmé
les gens du pays, j'en ai retrouvé un second au milieu d'épaisses broussailles, lequel alimentait également la ville
par des eaux apportées de beaucoup plus loin, et dont j'ai reconnu les diverses sources à Miamas et à Soubbarin.
La plupart de ceux qui ont exploré les ruines de Césarée se sont bornés, en général, à étudier celles qui sont
comprises dans l'enceinte des croisades; mais la ville antique débordait beaucoup autour du périmètre de ces
remparts, et c'est au milieu de plaines hérissées de chardons et de broussailles qu'il faut chercher plusieurs des
monuments signalés par Josèphe. Ces édifices sont tous renversés, et la plupart des blocs avec lesquels ils
avaient été construits ont été transportés ailleurs. Néanmoins on rencontre çà et là des fûts de colonnes brisées,
soit en marbre, soit en granit. Les constructions du moyen âge ont subi et subissent encore des ravages
incessants, car Césarée est comme une carrière que lřon exploite continuellement pour en extraire et en exporter
des matériaux de construction. La cathédrale toutefois, bien que bouleversée de fond en comble, a conservé
toutes les assises inférieures de ses trois absides et des quatre contre-forts qui soutenaient sa façade. J'ai reconnu
dans les ruines du château qui, vers le sud, défendait le port, quelques parties bien antérieures à lřépoque des
croisades, et remontant probablement à Hérode lui-même. Du magnifique aqueduc qui longeait le rivage on ne
distingue plus que quelques arcades bâties en belles pierres de taille, le reste étant enseveli sous des dunes de
sable.
459
Conder_1889_214-215: At Caesarea Herod erected a temple in honour of Augustus. It seems probable that
the foundations still remain near the Crusading Cathedral, and excavations on this spot and at the theatre and
hippodrome of Caesarea, both of which sites are known, would be of great interest and not difficult to
accomplish. At present we know only of the niches in a wall, perhaps belonging to the temple, and of the
magnificent remains of a red granite goal in the hippodrome.
460
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_17, Caesarea, the hippodrome: In the middle of the arena lie three blocks of fine
red granite of circular cross section, each forming a segment of a truncated cone. When standing one upon the
other they formed a conical pillar, 7 feet 6 inches high 5 feet 8 inches diameter at the base, and 4 feet diameter at
the top, standing on a square base, also of granite, 7 feet side and 1 foot 6 inches high. / Near these is another
fine block of red granite, broken into three, 34 feet long by 4 feet 10 inches, into 4 feet cross section.
Unsuccessful attempts have at some time or other been made to cut the conical blocks into thinner segments,
probably for use as millstones; but the granite is so hard that the cutting has been abandoned after penetrating a
few inches only.
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Arvieux_II_1735_15-16 Caesarea: Elle n'est plus à present qu'un monceau de ruines comme S. Jean d'Acre
… Ce qui y reste de remarquable, cřest un nombre très-grand de colonnes de marbre gris, ou granits, & de ces
pierres que le vulgaire croit avoir été fondues.
462
Scholz_1822_60-61 Caesarea, panning Stanhopeřs efforts at Ascalon: a more satisfactory result might be
obtained by digging in old Caesarea. Here there are gigantic columns of granite and marble, prodigious walls
half buried, which inspire melancholy reflections on the vicissitudes of things.
463
Scholz_1822_61 Caesarea: New Caesarea. Besides the lofty strong city walls and many buildings, there are
columns by the hundreds on the sea-shore one above another, or lying close together in the water … Great
quantities of marble blocks and columns have since been carried to Acre and Jaffa to build the fortifications.
464
Lamartine_1848_I_236-237 Caesarea, travelling 1832: We crossed the deep moat which surrounds them,
over a stone bridge, and entered the labyrinth of stones or half open caverns, of ruined edifices, of fragments of
marble and porphyry with which the site of this ancient city is covered; we disinterred three jackals from the
bosom of the ruins … / We spent the evening in examining the ruins, and in collecting fragments of sculpture,
which, however, we were obliged to abandon for want of means of transport. A fine night was passed under
cover of the aqueduct of Caesarea.
465
Yanoski_&_David_1848_37 Caesarea: Enfin, après avoir traversé un cours d'eau sans importance, que Pline
avait appelé le Fleuve des Crocodiles, et que les Syriens nomment Zirka, on arrive en vue d'une ceinture de
murailles hautes et crénelées, qui pourraient défendre une cité de 20,000 âmes. On approche, quelques tours
apparaissent; quelques colonnes de porphyre [?perhaps red granite?] se détachent sur le ciel bleu. On avance
encore, on pénètre dans l'enceinte fortifiée: pas un être vivant, des rues désertes et pleines de décombres. Et
pourtant ces murailles sont celles que saint Louis fit relever, ces colonnes sont les débris du temple d'Hérode, ce
fouillis de ruines, c'est ce qui reste de la splendide Césarée.
466
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_341 Caesarea: I will not ask you to accompany us beneath the burning noonday sun
through the broad plain to the east of Cesarea. You will think it quite enough to hear what we have to say of it,
and that is but little. After leaving the fortified wall, we rode for some time through the rubbish heaps of the
suburbs, where, among other relics of bypast magnificence, we saw three amazingly large pillar shafts, of
beautiful red polished granite, of a somewhat conical form, and having a base of about nine feet in diameter. We
took the measurement likewise of an oblong block of a quadrangular prismatical form, also of red granite, and
found it thirty-four feet long, five feet broad, and four feet high. It is not easy to conceive what the building
must have been, in which such gigantic and costly materials were employed. [Do the shafts survive?]
467
Laorty-Hadji, Le R.P., first published 1838, La Syrie, la Palestine et la Judée. Pèlerinage à Jérusalem et aux
lieux saints, 16th edn, Paris 1854. Excellent introduction to Syria.
468
Laorty-Hadji_1854_274: Ces ruines de Césarée, dont quelques pierres ont été employées à bâtir le couvent
des Franciscains de Jaffa, s'étendent au bord de la mer; elles offrent le spectacle, peut-être unique dans le
monde, d'une ville qui possède encore ses remparts, ses tours, ses fossés profonds, qui a presque tous ses
monuments debout, toutes ses places conservées, où l'on peut, comme autrefois, circuler dans ses rues, loger
dans ses maisons, et qui n'a plus un seul habitant. On dirait que ses habitants sont partis d'hier pour aller à
quelque fête ou à quelque pieux pèlerinage, et qu'ils vont revenir. Césarée ou Kaïserieh, comme l'appellent les
Turks, ne fut pas toujours ainsi abandonnée: elle a eu son règne de splendeur.
469
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_337 Caesarea: And what a quantity of fragments of marble, marble too of the most
costly sorts! Pomp and power must have been here combined when this city was in the days of its prosperity.
This you find confirmed by the countless columns that lie by hundreds in the sea. There seems also to have been
a haven; but the wall that had been built on the breakwater, or enormous dam constructed of stones, which the
architect of this city, Herod the Great, built out into the sea, has been destroyed, and the waves wash over the
shore just as of old, when there stood here no Caesarea, but only the petty fortress of Strato's Tower.
470
Stanley_1856_259: On a rocky ledge, somewhat resembling that of Ascalon on the south, and Dor on the
north, rise the ruins of Caesarea, now the most desolate site in Palestine. Like the vast fragments of St. Andrew's
in Scotland, they run out into the waves of the Mediterranean sea, which dashes over the prostrate columns and
huge masses of masonry; but, unlike St. Andrew's ŕ unlike in this respect to most Eastern ruins ŕ no sign of
human habitation is to be found within the circuit of its deserted walls, no village or even hovel remains on the
site of what was once the capital of Palestine.
471
Kinnear_1841_220 Caesarea: On the land side, a wide moat and an old wall still inclose the ruins, which
appear to cover a considerable extent of ground; and on the north-eastern side there are ruins of an aqueduct
with high arches. Immense blocks rising above the waves, at some distance from the shore, appear to be the
remains of a semicircular mole, beginning at the south side and winding round to the west.
472
Rogers_1865_445 Caesarea: Pas un être humain n'était visible. Les ronces et les épines croissaient sur les
colonnes abattues et les grandes masses de maçonnerie. On reconnaît les restes d'une ancienne église chrétienne
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à quatre arcs-boulants massifs, qui sont encore droits et fermes, quoique les murs qu'ils étaient destinés à
soutenir soient écroulés depuis longtemps. Le débris le plus important de l'ancienne Césarée est le môle, qui
reste debout, avancé dans la mer, battu par les vagues, dont le ressac le couvre d'une frange d'écume. Les
grandes pierres taillées et les colonnes de granit sont tombées, dans un désordre étrange; mais elles paraissent
s'attacher les unes aux autres et se soutenir mutuellement dans leur commune désolation. Je redescendis sur les
sables; et, assise exactement en face, sous l'abri d'un court tunnel, qui perce la falaise dans une pente inclinée
conduisant à la mer, je dessinai soigneusement ces ruines remarquables pierre par pierre.
473
Newman_1864_347 Caesarea: Crossing the headland from bay to bay are the remains of an outer wall, which
once inclosed a quadrangular area a mile in extent. Within this inclosure stood the citadel, inclosed by a wall 15
feet thick and 30 high. It was constructed of pure Phoenician stones, and was penetrated by three gates, two on
the east and one on the south, which were reached by stone steps. Opposite the southern gate is a massive pier
12 feet wide and 150 long, most of which is still above the water. Here the shore is covered with prostrate
columns, fallen pendentives, broken entablatures, and marred cornices. Rising out of the sea are sections of the
western wall, the southern end of which is formed of circular stones 12 feet in circumference. Originally there
sprang from this wall a lofty arcade 35 feet wide, and beneath it ran an arched passage-way across the entire
promontory. In the northwest corner is a large room, to the very door of which vessels came to land their
passengers and discharge their cargoes.
474
Newman_1864_349 Caesarea: If any work of art is worthy to be called grand, the Herodian harbor of
Caesarea is so. The breakwater described by Josephus is a continuation of the southern wall of the acropolis,
more than 300 feet of which are still visible above the sea. Some of the stones in the lower courses are 20 feet
long, six wide, and as many thick. In the southeast corner of the mole are the remains of a tower, reached by 20
stone steps, and commanding a view of the entire port. The ceiling was formerly arched, and a portion of an old
arch projects from the side, resting on the figure of a human head. Connected with this tower, and on a level
with the shore, were the apartments for the officers of custom, the mosaic floors of which remain in excellent
condition. On the very extremity of the mole is another tower, containing a square room 20 feet high, 30 wide,
and 35 long, but the waves are fast wearing it away. On the northern side of the harbor, flanked by stones 15 feet
long, seven wide, and six thick, are three immense gateways for the entrance of vessels. Following the shellstrewn shore of a small bay, we reached the end of the northern wall of the acropolis. The noble marble pier,
once extending into the sea 170 feet, is now a ruin. Its hundred prostrate columns lie as they fell, most of them
parallel to each other, with now and then one lifting its head in silence above its fellows, worn by the tireless
surges which roll over it, careless of its former grandeur. To me, sitting on one of those columns far out into the
sea, time passed unconsciously.
475
Forbin_1819_78-79: Césarée, que les Arabes nomment Qesaryeh, renferme encore des colonnes superbes et
en grand nombre, dont quelques-unes sont parfaitement entières; plusieurs, dans le moyen âge, furent employées
à la construction du môle: cet édifice sřavancait très loin dans la mer; les matériaux les plus riches servirent à
former sa base. On voit, parmi ces débris, des blocs de granit rose de huit pieds de proportion, qui portent des
inscriptions latines; mais elles sont trop frustes pour pouvoir être déchiffrées. La mer devenait toujours plus
orageuse, lřécume réduite en pluie nous atteignait partout, et, malgré ma curiosité, je fus contraint de quitter le
port de la noble et triste Césarée.
476
Monro_1835_74-75 Caesarea: At the side next the land, the columns are laid together like a raft, with a
course of stones placed upon them; another course of columns being laid upon the stones, at right angles with
the lower columns. Among these are granite, syenite, and even giallo antico. Near the wall on the east side of
the port are some large subterranean arches, the remains of those sewers or depôts for grain with which Herod
completed the underwork of the city. In the southern gateway are still perfect the marble sockets, and the frame
or grove for the portcullis. The spot continues to bear the name of Kaisaria.
477
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_171-172 for quarries: In the days of my earlier residence in Damascus,
however, the people had declared that they could show me the quarries; the latter proved to be a reddish
porphyry, and a pudding-stone, which, somewhat like the giallo antico of Egypt, takes a high polish. It is locally
called Shahm wa Lahni (ŖFat and Fleshŗ); and at Ba'albak many of the well-educated applied the term to the
true granitic and syenitic columns.
478
Conder_&_Kitchener_1882_28 Caesarea, harbour: The Harbour is flanked by the reef on which the Kulah
stands to the south, and by a sort of jetty composed mainly of pillar-shafts on the north. Some sixty or seventy
of these columns lie side by side in the water, varying from 5 feet to 20 feet in length, forming a pier some 200
feet long.
479
Darboy_1852_64 Jaffa: Doubdan [visiting in 1651] rapporte qu'on reconnaissait sans peine, quand il a visité
Jaffa, les fossés de l'ancienne ville, du côté de l'est, quoiqu'ils fussent entièrement remplis. Des pans de murs
renversés, de larges pierres couchées sur le côté, ensevelies dans le sable, couvertes de broussailles, marquaient
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encore le plan de Jaffa. Vers le sud, on découvrait à fleur dřeau les débris de travaux gigantesques qui
soutenaient les terres et servaient de môle pour rompre les vagues et fermer le port. A l'ouest, au pied de la
colline, il y avait des cavernes dévastées par les flots et ne pouvant être d'aucune utilité, mais creusées autrefois
pour favoriser, à ce qu'il paraît, le débarquement, et sans doute protégées alors par des constructions qui ont
disparu, car la mer y bat aujourd'hui de façon à n'y rien laisser, quand elle est dans sa fureur.
480
Laorty-Hadji_1854_272 Jaffa: Au pied des murailles, le long du port, règne un vaste quai, chose rare en
Orient, qui oppose une barrière aux vagues de la mer souvent irritées dans ces parages. Ce port est peut-être le
plus périlleux de la côte. Il est tristement célèbre dans toute la Syrie par le grand nombre de navires qui y
naufragent chaque année. Les écueils dont il est hérissé en défendent l'entrée aux gros vaisseaux. Les petites
barques vont chercher les passagers et les marchandises à un quart de lieue en mer, et les déposent sur le quai,
où se presse constamment une foule de curieux et d'oisifs.
481
Casola_1907_235 travelling 1494, Jaffa: To judge by the ruins and also by the numerous marbles found there
by the great Sultan ŕ and used by him for building a new mosque which they say is a very beautiful building ŕ
the said Joppa must have been a beautiful citadel. It has a fine circuit of ruins, but one cannot understand what
they were.
482
Smith_1840_9-10 Jaffa: a very miserable shelter for boats inside a small extension of rugged rocks, over
which the sea beats with much violence. Its roadstead in winter is altogether unsafe.
483
Terhune_1896_308 Jaffa: The harbor is, as I have said, probably the worst in the world. When the water is at
all rough, landing becomes almost an impossibility; while, in a gale, vessels make no attempt to send boats
ashore, but carry mail, freight, express and passengers along to Beirut or to Port Said, as the case may be,
bringing them back on the next trip. Should the water still be heavy when they pass that way again, no landing is
made, and all imports are carried (owners paying) on, until some time when the water is smooth enough for
boats to transport them safely to shore. Thus, frequently, dwellers at Jerusalem are forced to wait a week or
more for their mail, and perishable merchandise is frequently ruined.
484
Terhune_1896_308: I once saw an unfortunate sheep-merchant tear his clothes, throw dust on his head, and
offer up a series of universal and comprehensive curses, because a large cargo of sheep that he had shipped at
great expense from Alexandretta (a small town on the north Syrian coast) to Jaffa, could not be landed on
account of a storm, and had to be carried on to Alexandria, Egypt, and thence back again.
485
Marmier_III_1852_31 Jaffa: Le port, fermé par une jetée, pourrait recevoir, si on le déblayait, une vingtaine
de navires de trois cents tonneaux. Mais il est à peu près entièrement comblé, et les bâtiments mouillent à une
lieue du quai, dans une rade où ils ne sont pas en sûreté, car le fond de cette rade est un banc de roche et de
corail, qui s'étend jusqu'en face de Gaza.
486
Farley_1872_328-329: As the attractions of an easy pathway to the Holy City are very great to the devout of
all Christian nations, the Porte would, probably, look with increased favour on a well-devised project for the
improvement of the port of Jaffa, at which the only landing-place, both for passengers and goods, is a very
unsuitable erection of about eleven feet long; while a natural breakwater, eight hundred feet in length, protects
the harbour, which is so silted up as to be available only for coasting craft ŕ larger vessels being obliged to
anchor in the roadstead. That the port of Jaffa is capable of being made good and safe for vessels of average seagoing tonnage does not admit of doubt, and works of a substantial and enduring character could easily be
undertaken.
487
Macleod_1866_77: We were rather doubtful as to where we should be put ashore, for the landing at Jaffa is
not always to be depended upon. There is no port for the steamer to enter: and if the weather be at all rough,
boats cannot leave the harbour: and should they able to do so, there is often much danger in entering it again, as
the passage through the reef of rocks is very narrow, and boats are apt to ship a sea from the breakers, and thus
be swamped.
488
Naud_1702_22, travelling 1667 Jaffa: On dit quřanciennement elle s'étendoit davantage dans la plaine,
jusquà prés d'une demi lieue, où l'on montre sur un tertre des restes d'une maison ou d'Eglise, que l'on dit estre le
lieu où demeuroit la charitable Tabitha, que Saint Pierre resuscita; mais à present les ruines des belles
fortifications, qui s'y voyent, entourent seulement la colline.
489
Brocchi_1842_437, in Syria 1823-24: Le pietre di costruzione si portano a Jaffa da Cesarea, togliendole da
quelle rovine, e si vendono belle e squadrate. Le più grandi si esitano a diciotto piastre al cento.
490
Stanhope_1846_I_195 Jaffa, (in 1812): It must be allowed that the governor had done much toward
beautifying the city. He had built a small but neat mosque; a caravansary, a bazar; and a town gate (the only
entrance to the city), which is much ornamented, and has a very showy appearance: but all these buildings, the
gate excepted, are on so diminutive a scale, that the whole do not occupy so much ground as many single
edifices in a spacious metropolis. These structures are of stone, as are the houses. The Governor had enriched
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his masonry from the ruins of Caesarea, Ascalon, and other cities along the coast, whence he had drawn
abundant supplies of granite, marble, and stone, ready shaped to the hand.
491
Saint-Aignan_1864_16 Jaffa, Franciscan convent: Il est situé sur le quai et a été réédifié à neuf en 1834, avec
des matériaux tirés des ruines de Césarée; de sorte que, par une coïncidence singulière, selon la remarque du P.
de Géramb, les pierres qui avaient servi à Hérode pour fonder une ville en l'honneur d'Auguste, ont été
employées à bâtir un temple au divin Enfant dont la naissance avait causé tant d'épouvante à ce cruel roi de
Judée. Ce monastère ressemble à un palais si on le compare aux maisons des indigènes, mais, pour nous, il
représente une prison avec ses murs élevés, ses fenêtres grillées et étroites, et sa large porte voûtée.
492
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_IV_1834_162-163, Caesarea: Le port est tout-à-fait comblé. Les débris des temples
et des palais ont été transportés dans les villes voisines; on en a transporté jusqu'à Dameette; le fameux DjézarPacha avait tiré des ruines de Césarée, les belles colonnes de porphire qui ornent la mosquée à Saint-Jeand'Acre; il y a quelques mois que les moines latine de Jaffa ont fait venir du même lieu des pierres et des marbres
pour la construction de leur nouveau couvent.
493
Rogers_1865_18 Jaffa: A l'entrée de quelques grandes maisons, sous le porche voûté, je remarquai des
fragments de colonnes de granit, de piédestaux de marbre et de chapiteaux sculptés qui avaient probablement été
transportés là des ruines d'Ascalon. Ces débris servent maintenant de marchepied pour monter à cheval et en
descendre.
494
Guérin_1868_6 Jaffa: Le quai qui longe le port a été réparé, il y a quelques années, avec des matériaux tirés
des ruines de Césarée. De là proviennent sans doute plusieurs fûts de colonnes monolithes que l'on observe sur
divers points.
495
Jollivet-Castelot_1878_12: Jaffa ne possède aucun monument qui mérite d'être cité. Les mosquées sont laides
et sans caractère. Quelques fûts de colonnes brisées et de gros blocs de pierre, encastrés çà et là dans le mur
d'enceinte, sont les seuls témoins de son antique origine.
496
Richardson_1822_II_155: There are no antiquities in Yaffa.
497
Smith_1918_15: Jaffa, the port for Jerusalem, and for the grains and fruits of Philistia and Sharon, had in
1910 exports over £600,000 and imports of one million sterling; in 1912 these together are said to have risen to
£2,080,000. Haifa is nearest, and has access by rail, to the wheat-fields of Esdraelon and Hauran, with annual
exports before the war of £200,000 and imports of £600,000. Beyrout concentrates the silk manufactures of
Lebanon, most of the local trade of Tyre and Sidon, and by rail and road a large part of the trade of Damascus;
its exports, mostly raw silk for Marseilles, were reckoned in 1910 to be over £800,000, and its imports two
millions sterling.
498
Damer_1841_I_268-269 Jaffa: We found an unexpected interest, from the circumstance that our quarters
proved those that Napoleon occupied, and that our rooms were actually those converted into the wards of an
hospital, where so many of his unfortunate soldiers died from plague and poison; the latter, however, is
apocryphal, although the idea prevailed much at the time; but there is no doubt that Napoleon proposed to the
staff-surgeon, Desgenettes, to assuage by opium the sufferings of the dying men he was forced to abandon …
Although forty years had elapsed since the bodies of these unfortunate pestiférés were thrown into the well of
the convent, I could not feel at my ease about the water used for our tea, till I ascertained it was taken from the
spring.
499
Berners_1876_79 Jaffa: Of course I was taken to see the house of Simon the tanner [Acts x.6], which is now
a Mosque. The site may be the true one, for it is quite close to the shore, and is the only house in that part of the
town possessing a flat roof upon which a person could conveniently retire for prayer.
500
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_178 Ascalon: The ruins of the Askelon of a later date, that which was so
embellished by Herod the Great (it having been the birthplace of that prince and of his son Antipater), and
which cost so much bloody warfare between Saracens and Crusaders and Crusaders and Saracens, lie
immediately on the strand, upon and against the heights formed by the low hills along the sea. They exhibit a
medley of pieces of wall, huge building stones, fragments of columns, marble, granite, porphyry, and limestone
rubbish, in prodigious heaps, in the midst of which some poor-looking huts have been put together.
501
Le_Strange_1890_401 Ascalon: Mukaddasi, writing in 985, says: "Askalan on the sea is a fine city, and
strongly garrisoned. Fruit is here in plenty, especially that of the sycamore tree, of which all are free to eat. The
great mosque stands in the market of the clothes-merchants, and is paved throughout with marble. The city is
spacious, opulent, healthy, and well fortified. The silkworms of this place are renowned, its wares are excellent,
and life there is pleasant. Also, its markets are thronged, and its garrison alert. Only its harbour is unsafe, its
water brackish, and the sandfly, called Dalam, is most hurtful." (Muk., 174 )
502
Pringle_1984_143, Ascalon, for Richard of Cornwallřs account of re-fortification in 1239: ita quod in
recessu praesentium, duplici muro cum altis turribus et propugnaculis et lapidibus quadris et incisis columpnis
marmoreis decenter ornato et circumeunte, omnia quae ad castrum pertinent et rite erant perfecta.
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Ibn_Battuta_1982_133-134 Ascalon, ruined by Saladin and destroyed by Baybars in 1270: qui est ruinée. Ce
ne sont plus que vestiges effacés et traces oblitérées. Bien peu de villes ont réuni autant de beautés quřen a
possédé autrefois Ascalon … on voit une grande mosquée quřon nomme la mosquée dřOmar; mais il nřen reste
rien, excepté les murs. Il y a aussi des colonnes de marbre sans pareilles pour la beauté. Les unes sont debout,
dřautres couchées à terre. Parmi ces colonnes, on en distingue une de couleur rouge, admirable; et lřon prétend
que les chrétiens la transportèrent dans leur pays, mais quřils la perdirent ensuite, et quřelle fut retrouvée dans
son ancien emplacement, à Ascalon.
504
Naud_1702_508-509, travelling 1667 Ashdod, near Ascalon: Nous montâmes sur un grand Tertre, où étoit
anciennement le Chasteau. C'est à present un champ labouré, & nous n'y pûmes découvrir que le fondement
d'une partie des murailles de cette forteresse. Il y a au bas un village rempli de mazures & de démolitions. Les
paysans qui l'habitent sont en petit nombre. Nous n'y vismes aucunes belles marques d'antiquité. On nous mena
seulement dans une maison ruinée, que l'on nous dît être les restes d'une Eglise, & l'on nous y montra quelques
bouts de colonnes de marbre. A cent ou cent cinquante pas de là, on voit un grand Khan, c'est-à-dire, de ces
grandes maisons publiques, où sont receus tous les passans, mais où on ne leur fournit rien.
505
Arvieux_II_1735_72 Ascalon in 1659: La prodigieuse épaisseur des murailles & des tours qui sont toutes
renversées, & qui ont comblé les fossez … Il n'y a que quelques pans de murailles qui subsistent encore du côté
de la mer, dans lesquels on a enchassé beaucoup de colonnes de granites … vers le milieu de la Ville, sept ou
huit colonnes de marbre encore debout sur leurs pieds-destaux, qui paroissent être les restes d'un Temple.
506
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_217 Ascalon: Entre les falaises et la mer, on remarque des pans de murs
écroulés qui ont peut-être fait partie des môles. Ils sont construits avec des pierres de toute sorte et renferment
dans l'épaisseur de leur masse des colonnes de granit ou de marbre. Dřautres colonnes de granit gris, en très
grand nombre, sont couchées sur la plage on dans la mer. Du côté du S., les sables, qui ont déjà recouvert les
murailles, envahissent petit à petit le terrain. On y distingue encore l'emplacement de la porte mentionnée par
Guillaume de Tyr sous le nom de porte de Gaza. La section orientale des remparts est la mieux conservée, étant
un peu plus à l'abri de l'envahissement des sables. Les murs y sont revêtus extérieurement d'un appareil très
régulier de pierres de dimension moyenne. Sur quelques points, des fûts de colonnes de marbre ou de granit
traversent la maçonnerie et font saillie au dehors.
507
Joliffe_1820_212-213 Ascalon: Les murs près de la côte ont été tellement bouleversés par quelque
catastrophe, que les colonnes brisées, mêlées à de grandes masses de constructions en pierres de taille, sont
couchées dans une position horizontale. On croirait voir de grands débris d'un temple. L'architecture est
grossière, et les matériaux ne paraissent pas d'une espèce très-solide. Le ciment a, sans doute, été pétri avec des
coquillages; ce composé formait presque la moitié des masses dont il faisait partie. Près du centre de la ville, on
voit beaucoup de fûts de colonnes mutilées; la plupart sont de granit gris; quelques-unes sont de marbre grossier,
et nous en avons remarqué une ou deux de très-beau porphyre. Mais au milieu de cette scène de désolation, la
plus vaste et la plus complète que j'aie jamais eue sous les yeux, si ce n'est à Nicopolis, il n'y a ni base ni
chapiteau de colonne en assez bon état pour que l'on puisse déterminer à quel ordre d'architecture ils
appartiennent. Le seul fragment qui n'eût point tout-à-fait été déformé parmi ceux que nous avons trouvés,
semblait être une imitation imparfaite de lřordre corinthien. Ce débris solitaire était gisant près d'un amas de
ruines, amoncelé là, depuis environ dix-huit mois, par quelques ouvriers du pacha, dont plusieurs avaient été
employés dans ce lieu pour aider dans ses recherches une dame anglaise de distinction. Leurs travaux
n'aboutirent à aucune découverte d'une grande importance; ils se réduisirent à mettre au jour une partie de
bâtiment isolée, qui fut peut-être une galerie dépendante de bains spacieux; au moins ressemble-t-elle à celle des
bains de Caracalla à Rome.
508
Jolliffe_1819_134 Ascalon: Though formerly one of the principal maritime towns in Philistia, there is not the
smallest vestige of any port.
509
Munk_1845_62-63 Ascalon, quoting the comte de Forbin: Non loin de ces monuments gothiques, se trouvent
les grands débris d'un temple de Vénus: quarante colonnes de granit rose de la plus haute proportion, des
chapiteaux, des frises du plus beau marbre, s'élèvent au-dessus d'une voûte profonde et entrřouverte. With the
footnote: Nous ne savons comment mettre d'accord cette relation avec celle de d'Arvieux qui, en 1658, ne trouva
plus que sept ou huit colonnes debout, et avec celle de Joliffe qui a vu seulement beaucoup de fûts de colonnes
mutilées, dont la plupart étaient de granit gris, et une ou deux de très-beau porphyre; mais il ne trouva plus ni
base ni chapiteau assez bien conservé pour pouvoir reconnaitre à quel ordre d'architecture appartenaient ces
colonnes.
510
Duray_1861_15-16 Ascalon: Parfois la guerre elle-même est venue en aide aux conquêtes de l'archéologie:
l'expédition de Bonaparte en Egypte avait puissamment contribué à faire connaître les antiques monuments des
Pharaons; plus-tard, par la même singularité, la guerre du vice-roi d'Egypte contre le Sultan nous fit connaître
les principales curiosités d'Ascalon. / Voulant tirer parti de cette position militaire, Ibrahim [Pasha] fit fouiller le
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sol pour y établir une redoute; ce fut alors que l'on découvrit des ruines de la plus haute importance. Des
colonnes de granit d'un seul bloc furent retrouvées intactes, et avec elles, des entablements et des chapiteaux en
marbre, d'ordre corinthien, sculptés avec une rare délicatesse. / On mit à nu, également, l'emplacement d'une
église chrétienne dont le pavé et les bases des colonnes sont parfaitement conservés. Les quelques chapiteaux
qui restent épars sur le sol, débris muets de la splendeur passée de cette cité, sont d'un fort beau travail, et l'on y
remarque encore une croix entourée d'une couronne de laurier.
511
Conder_&_Kitchener_1885_173 Ascalon: It [a slab being sawn up] was placed close to a well-masoned
southern wall of sandstones; and several large granite columns of 14 and 18 feet in length, and 1 foot 10 inches
in diameter at the base, were lying about the marble block. It may have been a pagan altar, which, like other
parts of architecture of classical age, were brought crudely worked to their place of destination, and there
finished with all the ornamental details.
512
Baedeker_1898_144-145 Ascalon: In the construction of its moles numerous columns of grey granite had
been employed. Of the bastions which defended it a few remains still exist … The ramparts on the E. side were
the most strongly fortified, the walls there being very massive and upwards of 6 1/2 ft. thick; fragments of
columns built into them are sometimes seen projecting. On the hill, near the Weli Mohammed, which is shaded
by sycamores, are seen the still tolerably preserved towers which defended the principal gate, that of Jerusalem;
but the remains are deeply buried in sand. ŕ The N. side of the ramparts is not easily visited, as they are
concealed by luxuriant orchards, both outside and inside the walls. Among these orchards are found fragments
of columns, statues, remains of Christian churches, and, most important of all, 40 cisterns of excellent water.
513
Porter_1868_I_256 Ascalon: Hewn stones are not so plentiful as one would expect. But this is explained by
the fact that Ascalon formed the chief quarry from which the materials were taken to build the ramparts and
adorn the mosques of Acre. The houses and walls of Yafa have also made large draughts on this place. And poor
Lady Hester Stanhope, strangely enough, contributed to the work of ruin. Having heard or dreamt of some vast
treasure buried beneath the old city, she got a firman from the Sultan, assembled a band of workmen, and made
extensive excavations; but the only treasure discovered was a portion of a theatre. Thus a variety of agencies
have combined to render Ascalon Ŗa desolation." There is a little village beside it; but not a human habitation
within its walls.
514
Cuinet_1901_675 Ascalon: On y trouve encore souvent des objets antiques, ainsi que dans les champs et
jardins des environs; mais ces objets ne sont pas le produit de fouilles qui ne pourraient être faites sans une
autorisation préalable de la direction du musée impérial de Constantinople. Ce sont des trouvailles fortuites et
presque toujours sans importance aucune, faites par des laboureurs, au tranchant du soc de la charrue. Elles
consistent généralement en monnaies romaines, byzantines, arabes et franques du temps des Croisades.
515
Naud_1702_510-511, travelling 1667 Ascalon: Ascalon est aujourd'huy comme toutes les autres Villes de ce
pays, un amas de ruines, mais des plus grandes & des plus belles, qui se voyent. On y voit encore le tour des
remparts & de grosses pièces de murailles extrêmement épaisses, partie debout, partie renversées, et partie demi
abbatuës, ou panchantes, & soûtenuës par la terre où elles sont enfoncées … Nous y allâmes par ce rivage qui
est plein des ruines des murailles qui y estoient & d'un grand nombre de belles colonnes. Elle avoit pour le
moins un quart de lieue de longueur, la largeur estoit beaucoup moindre. Nous vismes vers le milieu de cette
Ville de grosses & hautes colonnes, d'une espece de marbre gris, qu'on nomme Granete, dont plusieurs sont
encore de bout & dans leur ordre. Nous crûmes que c'estoit les restes d'une Eglise.
516
Morone_1669_I_471 Ascalon: vi [in the walls] si vedono Colonne di vivo al traverso, che ařtempi antichi
sarà parsocosa eterna, e pure dařnemici, e dařTerremoti fù rotta.
517
Morone_1669_I_471B Ascalon: Nel meso di Ascalone trovasi un Pozzo profondissimo, nel quale si calava
con animali à levare somme dřacqua, e di vicino si vedono alcune Colonne di marmo in piedi, inditio manifesto,
che ivi fosse qualche Loggia di ricreazione; nel rimanente altro non vřè, che Monti di ruine.
518
Tobler_1859_41-42 Ascalon: Nach der Mitte des siebenzehnten Jahrhunderts schilderte man die Festigkeit
der viele Granitsäulen einschliessenden Mauer mit den Worten, dass die Steinquader mit einem aus Kalk und
Meeressand bestehenden Mörtel zusammengefügt war, der, noch fester als Stein, der Zerstörung Widerstand
leistete. Nächst am Gestade des Meeres zählte man an einem Orte zweiundzwanzig dicke und lange, theils
weisse, theils rothe polirte Säulen, wovon etliche im Wasser, etliche im tiefen Sande staken. Die beträchtlichsten
Mauern, deren wundersame Dicke einen der festesten Plätze ankündigte, fand man an der Meeresseite;
Trümmer der Ringmauer und Thürme füllten den Graben. Noch sieben oder acht auf ihren Füssen stehende
Säulen deutete man für Reste eines Tempels. Die Zerstörung schrieb man nicht nur Menschenhänden, sondern,
was glaubwürdig erscheint, auch Erdbeben zu. Später schilderte man die Ruinen als grösser und schöner denn
anderwärts. Man erkannte in der sehr vortheilhaft auf erhöhtem Erdreich gelegenen, eine Viertellieue langen
und weit minder breiten Stadt den Kreis der Umschanzung von grossen Steinen; am Meeresgestade fielen die
vielen Trümmer und eine grosse Anzahl schöner Säulen auf, und gegen die Mitte der Stadt dicke und hohe
Säulen von einer Art grauem Mannor, von denen mehrere noch aufrecht und an einer Reihe standen. Eine kleine
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Einsiedelei, von einem Derwisch bewohnt, lag auf dem obersten und angenehmsten Punkte von Askalon, hatte
zwei Stöcke und im Hofe eine Zisterne mit vortrefflichem Wasser, und unter der die Einsiedelei tragenden
Anhöhe murmelten die Wellen des Meeres.
519
Forbin_1819_141 Ascalon: Non loin de ces monumens gothiques, se trouvent les grands débris d'un temple
de Vénus: quarante colonnes de granit rose de la plus haute proportion, des chapiteaux, des basses du plus beau
marbre, s'élèvent au-dessus d'une voûte profonde et entrouverte.
520
Stanhope_1846_III_160-2. See 163: On the fifth day the outline of the foundations of the entire building was
made out. It was amusing at this time to find how many wise men, some calling themselves astrologers, and
some fortune-tellers, started up on all sides to foretel Lady Hesterřs success. This was fortunate: for the
workmen had begun to relax in their labours, and their overseers sneered at the business. Mohammed Aga found
his own purposes answered in the number of marble slabs that were discovered. These he shipped, in a coasting
boat, for Jaffa.
521
Stanhope_1846_III_165-166: I had by this time made a pen sketch of the statue, and had represented to Lady
Hester that her labours, if productive of no golden treasures, had brought to light one more valuable in the eyes
of the lovers of the fine arts, and that future travellers would come to visit the ruins of Ascalon, rendered
memorable by the enterprise of a woman, who, though digging for gold, yet rescued the remains of antiquity
from oblivion. What was my astonishment, when she answered ŕ ŖThis may be all true; but it is my intention
to break the statue, and have it thrown into the sea, precisely in order that such a report may not get abroad, and
I lose with the Porte all the merit of my disinterestedness.ŗ / When I heard what her intentions were, I made use
of every argument in my power to dissuade her from it; telling her that the apparent vandalism of such an act
could never be wiped away in the eyes of virtuosi, and would be the less excusable, as I was not aware that the
Turks had either claimed the statue or had forbidden its preservation. It was true, that, whilst sketching it, the
people had expressed their surmises at what I could find to admire in a broken image; and I heard some of them
conjecture that it might be a deity of the Franks, as it had been of the Romans and Greeks. But no idle notions, I
insisted, ought to have weight on her mind; and I begged hard that, if she could not with decency carry it away,
she would at least leave it for others to look at. She replied, ŖMalicious people may say I came to search for
antiquities for my country, and not for treasures for the Porte: so, go this instant; take with you half a dozen
stout fellows, and break it in a thousand pieces!ŗ Her resolution was not a thing of the moment: she had
reflected on it two days; and knowing her unalterable determination on such occasions, I went and did as she
desired. When Mohammed Aga saw what had been done, he could not conceal his vexation: for it is probable
that Lady Hester had read what was passing in his mind, and had thus prevented many an insinuation against
her. Indeed, reports were afterwards circulated that the chest of the statue was found full of gold ŕ half of
which was given to the pasha, and the other half kept by Lady Hester. In England, where her motives were
unknown, people naturally have decried her conduct, although it is plain that her strict integrity ought to prove
her justification.
522
Stanhope_1846_III_167 at the end of the fortnightřs dig: The disappointment was very great: and, the more
so, as the excavation of the four following days produced nothing but two granite columns at the North West
angle, six or eight feet below the surface, a white marble pedestal, some bones of animals, and two earthenware
lamps. A small excavation was likewise made in one of the towers of the East wall of the city. With respect to
the area of the mosque, almost all of it had been turned up. The North foundation wall had been traced
throughout its whole length; and, in that direction, the shafts of two small marble pillars, about six feet in length,
and with rude capitals, had been the only reward. Other masses had been broken up, to see if they had concealed
any- thing. But, when every research was fruitless, the closing hand was, by Lady Hesterřs consent, put to our
labours on the 14th of April, being a fortnight from the commencement. The conclusion that her ladyship came
to was, that when Gezzar Pasha embellished the city of Acre, by digging for marble and other materials in the
ruins of Ascalon, he was fortunate enough to discover the treasure. That Gezzar enriched his coffers by wealth
so got was generally affirmed: and it is probable that his pretended mania for building was no more than a cloak
to conceal this real motive for excavating. Thus ended this most interesting experiment; which failed in its
primary object, but had the desirable effect of establishing Lady Hesterřs popularity throughout Syria.
523
Brocchi_1842_31, in Syria 1823-24, Ascalon: Dalle rovine di questa antica citta si traggono le pietre che
servono alla costruzione delle case [for Megedel, near Gaza], le quali sono una calcaria grossolana, ed in parte
spugnosa.
524
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_V_1834_383-384 Ascalon: Lady Sthanope [sic] avait avec elle son médecin et son
drogman M. Beaudin, aujourd'hui notre agent consulaire à Damas. Trois cents Arabes fouillèrent pendant quinze
jours; les musiciens du pacha d'Acre excitaient les travailleurs par de belliqueuses symphonies, et les fellahs
usaient leurs yeux à chercher dans les entrailles de la terre l'or promis à l'avidité du visir. La nièce de Pitt n'avait
aucun trésor en vue; elle voulait découvrir un temple. Quarante colonnes, dont trois en porphyre, les autres en
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granit, furent rendues à la clarté du soleil; on trouva trois pavés différens qui marquaient les trois âges du
monument; le premier pavé était à la manière arabe, le second à la manière chrétienne du moyen-âge, le
troisième à la manière antique, ces trois pavés annonçaient que l'édifice avait d'abord appartenu à la déesse
Astarté, la Vénus phénicienne, puis au culte du Christ, ensuite au culte de Mahomet. Une statue colossale en
marbre, d'une magnifique draperie, était couchée sur le pavé antique; la tête et les pieds lui manquaient; le tronc
lui seul avait six pieds de longueur. Le pacha et les Arabes crurent que les flancs de la statue renfermaient le
trésor qu'ils cherchaient; lady Sthanope, pour en finir avec les argumens importuns de Soliman-pacha, fit mettre
en pièces la statue, et j'en ai vu les débris mêlés aux décombres d'Ascalon. Telle est l'histoire de ces fouilles. Les
quarante colonnes, tristement couchées sur la terre à côté l'une de l'autre, pourraient être prises pour de grands
squelettes exhumés de leurs sépulcres. Près de là est une longue galerie voûtée, de forme ronde, mise au jour par
les fouilles de la célèbre milady.
525
Marmier_III_1852_151 Ascalon: il ne reste à présent que des vestiges de murailles, enfouis à moitié dans les
sables, des chapiteaux épars, des colonnes brisées. En 1814, lady Stanhope obtint du pacha d'Acre la permission
de faire faire des fouilles dans ce sol illustre, en flattant sa cupidité de pacha de l'espoir de découvrir un trésor
dont elle promettait de lui remettre les trois quarts. Après les longs efforts d'un travail opiniâtre, on découvrit,
non point les lingots d'or et d'argent que Soliman attendait avec impatience, mais les débris qui seuls occupaient
la pensée de la poétique nièce de Pitt: quarante colonnes de granit et de porphyre, derniers vestiges d'un ancien
temple, et trois pavés différents qui marquaient les trois âges de ce monument: un pavé arabe; un second fait à la
manière chrétienne du moyen âge; un troisième à la manière antique. ŖCes trois pavés, dit encore M. Poujoulat,
indiquaient que lřédifice avait d'abord appartenu à la déesse Astarté, la Vénus phénicienne, puis au culte du
Christ, puis à celui de Mahomet. Une statue colossale en marbre, d'une magnifique draperie, était couchée sur le
pavé antique, la tête et les pieds lui manquaient; le tronc seul avait six pieds de longueur. Le pacha et les Arabes
crurent que les flancs de la statue renfermaient le trésor qu'ils cherchaient. Lady Stanhope, pour en finir avec les
arguments importuns de Soliman, fit mettre en pièces la statue, et j'en ai vu les débris mêlés aux décombres
d'Ascalon.ŗ
526
Kinnear_1841_212-213 Ascalon: The ditch may still be easily traced, although in some places filled up by
the drifting sand; and, within it, the ruins of the city cover a fine slope facing the sea. The walls, which are of
great strength, are principally constructed with large fragments from Roman buildings, among which are some
entire granite pillars; and the mole, of which some portion remains, appears to have been built of the same
materials. The city occupies, within the walls, a space of about two miles in circuit; and, as the Pacha of Egypt
has caused the sand to be cleared away, with the intention of building a new town and harbour from the ancient
materials, many interesting remains have been exposed to view. / Near the centre of the field of ruins there has
stood a temple of large dimensions, the pillars of which, although all prostrate, are still entire; each shaft being
of one piece of grey granite. The capitals and entablature are of white marble, of the Corinthian order, and in the
purest taste. / Near this, a very beautiful colossal female figure, of white marble forms part of the substructure of
a building, and might be easily removed from its present situation. Friezes and entablatures, and fragments of
marble statues, lie scattered about in every direction.
527
Senden_1852_23 Ascalon: Aan het strand liggen brokstukken van den muur, groote klompen van vierkante
steenen, die door kalk werden verbonden; het zijn de ruïnen van de fortificatie aan de waterzijde. ŕ Men
herkent in het een en ander de stad, zoo als de schrijvers over de kruis- togten haar doen kennen, den vorm
hebbende van eenen liggenden boog, het halfrond naar het land, de pees naar de zee gekeerd zijnde. Maar
tusschen deze omsluiting ligt de grond bedekt met overblijfsels. Nog eenige marmerzuilen staan er; andere vindt
men verbroken of verbrijzeld. Het strand is bedekt met kolommen, die het zand meer en meer verzwelgt. Eenen
diepen put, tot welks waterspiegel echter eene gemakkelijke afdaling zelfs voor het lastdier is, vindt men er nog.
528
Ward_1864_123 Ascalon: Along the shore runs a line of bold cliffs from one to two miles in extent, and
from fifty to sixty feet in height, within which boundaries stood the ancient city. It now presents a scene of utter
desolation: the sands of the desert are rapidly approaching it, and will soon cover it entirely. The old walls of the
town are broken down, and thousands of shattered marble and granite columns are spread around in every
direction.
529
Finati_1830_II_129-130, travelling 1816, Ascalon: towards Jaffa, taking Ascalon by the way, which lies to
the left hand, upon the sea-coast, and has not more than two or three inhabitants. The circuit of the old walls,
however, is pretty entire, and shews that it must have been once a large place ; and there are thought to be some
traces of a theatre that was prior to them. In the centre is a heap of indistinct ruin, which is said to have been
first a temple, then a church, and last a mosque, but is now reduced to little else besides foundations, and is the
spot to which Lady Hester Stanhope came in the year preceding, a distance of so many days journey, and at so
vast an expense, to dig for a hidden treasure, of which she had received some mysterious notification, but found
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nothing besides a headless statue, which was broken to pieces by her order, and was still lying in fragments on
the spot.
530
Richardson_1822_II_149 Ascalon: Numerous ruined houses still remain with small gardens interspersed
among them. We passed on through the centre of the ruins, and about the middle of them came to a ruined
temple or theatre, as it has been supposed, part of which had lately been cleared out by the exertions of the Lady
Hester Stan-hope. Her Ladyship is reported to have found here a beautiful marble statue, which was afterwards
broken. We saw none of the fragments, and I do not vouch for the accuracy of the story. A few columns of grey
granite, and one of red, with an unusually large proportion of feldspar, and some small portions of the waHs, are
all that were then visible of this extensive edifice.
531
Newman_1864_266 Ascalon: On the east are the remains of a large castle, and near it is the chief entrance to
the city. Not far from a ruinous wely are the traces of a noble avenue, which was once lined with columns, and
within 200 yards of it is a low excavated area, on which are thirty large granite and marble shafts. Beneath
mounds of sand there must be other remains, perhaps of temples and palaces, but at present not even the outlines
of a building can be traced. Whether viewed in its ruins, or as defenseless against the encroaching waves of
sand, Askelon wears an air of dreariness.
532
PEFQS_1875_155 Ascalon: The ruins of the town are now covered with some 10 feet of good soil. Marble
pillars, inscriptions, and bits of architectural ornamentation, are constantly dug up, and all the good stones are
carried to Jaffa or Gaza, and sold for modern buildings. Thus the Roman and Crusading ruins are at once hidden
beneath, yet not protected by the soil, but disappearing piecemeal, and scattered over the country. At every well
a pillar shaft is placed on its side, and worn into furrows by the ropes, whilst a capital or base is used to tie the
cord to.
533
Conder_1887_281: Ascalon, " the bride of Syria," is now entirely ruinous, and only the fragments of its great
walls, built by the English, under Richard Lion-Heart, in 1191 A.D., remain half buried by the great dunes of
rolling sand, which are ever being blown up by the sea breeze from the south-west The whole interior of the site
is covered with rich soil, to a depth of about ten feet, and the natives find fragments of fine masonry, shafts,
capitals, and other remains of the old city, by digging in this.
534
Tobler_1859_33-35 Ascalon: Wenn man von Ed-Dschora fünf Minuten in südwestlicher Richtung
hinabsteigt, so stösst man auf Ruinen. Ich empfing in der That beim Anblicke der Trümmerstätte einen
gewaltigen Eindruck; so viel Erhaltenes aus der Vorzeit nahm ich bisher nirgends in Palästina wahr. Trifft man
östlich von der höchsten Ruine Granitsäulen, so darf man nicht glauben, dass sie an ihrem nunmehrigen
Fundorte je gestanden, sondern sie sind von der westlichen Höhe heruntergestürzt. Mich beschäftigte dort zuerst
ein grosser Säulenschaft von Granit, dann einige Schritte weiter, gegen Mittag, ein anderer. Die
Festungstrümmer, welche an die Kreuzfahrer und Sarazenen das Andenken erhalten, liegen auf einem nicht
hohen, wahrscheinlich theilweise feisichten Hiigelkarame, der als ein Hügel gegen Mittag anhebt. Der
Festungsgraben lässt sich kümmerlich erkennen, wol aber erscheint noch deutlich auf jenem. Kamme die
Hauptruine, nämlich eine Mauer, die fest, ziemlich hoch, am höchsten beim Wege, welcher gegen Abend
durchgeht, hier und da aber tiefer abgebrochen ist, zumal nordwärts von diesem Wege an, der von der Ostseite
Askaläns in zehn Minuten, so ziemlich in der Mitte zwischen den Mauerenden, bis zum Meere hinabführt; auch
im Norden neben dem Meere erhielt sich ein Stück Ruine. Diese Mauerruine beschreibt einen etwa eine halbe
Stunde langen Halbbogen südlich von dem einen Punkte der Meeresküste bis zum andern nördlich, und im
Westen bildet diese, doch in Form einer kleinen Ausbuchtung, die Sehne des ungespannten Harnischbogens.
Der ganze Halbring, minder indess der nördliche Theil, hat allenthalben Überreste von Mauern, in die auch
Stücke von Granitsäulen hineingeflickt sind, gleichwie man in Jerusalem die Säule Mohammeds hineingemauert
hatte. Die Lage des alten Askalon ist in der That ausserordentlich interessant. Innerhalb des Halbbogens steht
ein kleiner Hügel, der westwärts abfällt, zuletzt an die Meeresküste abstürzt. Die weite Halbkreisfläche besteht
eine Strecke hinab aus Sand, und wenig Boden ist angepflanzt. Oben auf dem Rande des Absturzes scheint der
Rest eines Weli zu stehen. Da herrschte grosse Einsamkeit, und den Beschauer ergriff tief das Gefühl der
Traurigkeit, wenn er das Auge heftete auf die ansehnlichen Trümmer, z. B. westlich innerhalb des Mauerbogens
auf ein 4' 8" hohes, 4' 9" umfängliches, tief im Schutte steckendes Stück einer Granitsäule und gegenüber
nördlich des Weges auf eine entsprechende kurze Säule, weiter gegen Abend auf einen Porphyrschaft, einen
Monolithen von 10' 4" Länge, desgleichen näher der Hauptruine des Festungswerkes auf das Stück eines
grossen, immerhin nicht hoch alten Spitzbogens (Gewölbe), ohne dass es möglich war, einen Zusammenhang
für einen Tempel oder ein Theater, für eine Kirche oder Kapelle, oder auch nur ein Strassennetz
herauszubringen. So viel Trümmer, schier so viel Fragezeichen. Wo die als Weli vermutheten Überbleibsel
eines Gebäudes auf dem Borde des jähen, etwa fünf-undzwanzig Fuss hohen, vom Meere beleckten Hanges den
Pilger an eine jüngere Vergangenheit erinnern, betrachtete ich. mit der gespanntesten Aufmerksamkeit die
kleine Bucht, wenn man den geringen Ausschweif so nennen darf und Alles, was mit ihr zusammenhängt.
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Tobler_1859_43-44 Ascalon: Auch nach dem Aufwühlen des Bodens von Askalon auf Veranlassung der
Frau Stanhope gab es, ausser dem Mauer-halbkreise,oa und dem mit Treibsand an einigen Stellen ausgefüllten
Graben, noch manches Alterthümliche zu sehen, obschon dieses immermehr abnahm und an der Meeresküste
ganz verschwand. Wenn man aber aus Säulen, die, die meisten von grauem Granit, einige von grobem Marmor,
ein paar von sehr schönem Porphyr, fast alle in zerbrochenem Zustande, unter einer grossen Masse von
viereckigen Bausteinen herumlagen, ohne dass eine Ordnung, am ehesten zwar noch die korinthische,
herausgebracht werden konnte, einen Tempel, gar einen Venustempel konstruiren will, so scheint man mehr von
einer geschichtlichen Erinnerung als vom Augenschein dazu geleitet worden zu sein. Ungeachtet in den letzten
vierzig oder fünfzig Jahren in dem unbewohnten Askalon offenbar viele Überreste des Alterthums zerstört oder
daraus weggeschleppt wurden, so darf ich dennoch die 1821 gemachte Behauptung bestätigen, dass am ganzen
Meeresufer von Ghaseh bis Berüt die Ruinen von Askalon und Kaisarieh die beträchtlichsten sind.
536
PEFQS_1886_175 at Ascalon, presumably baths: At this place (so we were told by the natives) several
marble statues were found ŕ human figures Ŗof the double size of a man,ŗ a male person with a beard
embracing a child, and a female person aside of them, all cut out of one piece of marble; but as the Government
had strictly forbidden to excavate, they immediately filled the pits up again, fearing that Europeans might come
and take the Ŗtasaivirŗ of the ŖAsnamŗ (the pictures of the idols) and show them to the Government, which
would be a confiscation of their property.
537
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_218 Medjdel/Magdala: grand village entouré de belles plantations, qui étonne
par la régularité de sa construction et l'air dřaisance de ses habitants. Les maisons sont en pierre; les matériaux
précieux d'Ascalon sont entrés dans leur construction comme dans celle de la mosquée. Les auges placées près
des puits sont formées avec des fûts de colonnes antiques, étendus horizontalement et maçonnés. ŖLa roue des
puits, dit M. Guérin, repose elle-même sur un chapiteau corinthien de marbre gris.ŗ
538
Wilson_III_1881_170 Gaza: All the other buildings of Gaza are very poor, streets and bazaars filthy beyond
description and winding between irregular flat-roofed houses. But the striking feature of Gaza is the quantity of
marble relics everywhere. It rivals Ascalon in this abundance of columns. They are dug up in every yard and
garden, and they form every threshold and most of the lintels. From the narrow street you step over a puddle on
to a marble column lying across a doorway. You pass through a stable, then into a narrow court, on one side of
which is the kitchen, open in front. Then by a passage into the inner courtyard, large and paved with marble
fragments, the open arcaded rooms on each side of it flanked by marble columns, dug up on the premises, with
capitals Corinthian, Herodian, or Late Byzantine, the relics of church and temple together. Polished slabs of
marble vary the walls, built in along with Roman stones. Such is the Gazan imitation of a Damascus palace.
There have been many statues found here, and very recently a fine colossus was exhumed and sent to the new
national collection at Constantinople.
539
Wilson_1848_354: The ancient remains of Gaza are few and of little importance; here and there shafts and
capitals of broken columns, but all belonging to an era far later than that which some fourteen centuries B.C.
invests the city with its peculiar interest in our eyes. The Mooslim hold the name of Samson the Judge of Israel
in high veneration, as a saint of the first order.
540
Joanne_1861_851 Gaza: La tradition de Samson s'y est conservée, et l'on voit son tombeau dans un santon
révéré des musulmans. On montre aussi à lřE. la position des portes que l'Hercule des Israélites emporta sur ses
épaules.
541
Ibn_Battuta_1982_125 Mosque at Gaza: On dit que Salomon a ordonné aux génies de construire cet édifice.
542
Guillaume_de_Tyr_1880_340 Gaza, in 1170: Gaze fu une tres noble cité des Philisteiens, moût anciene, de
que l'en trueve maintes paroles es vielles estoires. Aus ruines des murailles qui encores i aperent semble bien
que ce fu jadis grant chose.
543
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_187 Gaza: The chief disasters which have befallen Gaza, and have had the greatest
influence on its fate, besides what is mentioned in Scripture, were its conquest by Alexander the Great, by the
Saracens, in A.D. 634, and by Saladin, A.D. 1187. The Crusaders, meanwhile, had occupied it, and in 1162 had
strengthened it with a castle. Gaza must have flourished anew in the 14th century; travellers of that date speak of
it as a city double the size of Jerusalem, and at the commencement of the 17th century it was called the largest
city in Palestine. Even at the present day it is a respectable town, containing a population of 16,000 inhabitants.
Among these there are only a few Christians, and those mostly of the Greek-Catholic Church. Gaza is pleasantly
distinguished from the other cities in this country by the absence of walls and ramparts.
544
Neale_I_1851_2-3: Gaza, a large, but straggling town covering as much space as a city of twenty times its
population, is situated within four miles of the extreme southern limits of the Turkish dominions. Its houses are
strangely constructed, consisting of a confused mixture of ancient and of the rudest modem architecture: ruins of
magnificent palaces dating from the times of the Caliphs, rudely patched up with mud and brambles to shelter
their present uncouth tenants; in the intervals appear the Bedouin's hut plastered with cow-dung, and the well-
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smoked tents of the Zingari or gypsy tribes. If the outward appearance of these dwellings be unprepossessing,
their interior is repulsive beyond conception.
545
Ariosto_1878_44 travelling 1475-8, Gaza: Caeterum urbs ipsa, nulla nec aedium illustratur magnificentia,
quia tota paene casis luteis structa est, praeter paucas antiquorum, ut arbitror, habitatorum demos, et
insignissimas Soldani hujus aedes, quas vario et expolito marmore quotidiano ac mirifico condit opere.
546
Morone_1669_I_473 Gaza, by the sea, where the Pasha dug and found deep foundations: e di vicino alcune
casse di piombo, con certi Croci scolpite … & appresso scopri diverse Colonne di marmo bellissime, con altre
curiosità, fra le quali una testa di Porfido, elegantemente da mano eccellentissima lavorata, e con gli occhi di
cristallo forto argentato, a guia di specchio, con parte del busto. [thought by some to be the Virgin Mary or a
saint, and by others an Idol]
547
Arvieux_II_1735_49 Gaza: On juge de la magnificence ancienne de cette Ville, par la quantité prodigieuse
de beaux marbres de toutes les especes, que lřon voit de tous cotez dans le Palais du Pacha, dans les Mosquées,
dans les bains, dans beaucoup de maisons particulières & aux sepultures des Turcs, qui sont hors de la Ville. On
voit de tous côtez des colonnes de marbre, les unes entieres, les autres rompuës & renversées par terre, dont
ceux qui en ont besoin en prennent à discrecion, moyennant une petite retribution quřils donnent au Kiahia & au
Cadi.
548
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_239 Gaza: Indeed, all vestiges of the ancient walls and ancient strength of
Gaza have disappeared; and nothing remains to mark its former extent, except the bounds of the hill itself on
which it stood. Even the traces of its former existence, its vestiges of antiquity, are very rare; consisting of
occasional columns of marble or gray granite, scattered in the streets and gardens, or used as thresholds at the
gates and doors of houses, or laid upon the front of watering-troughs. One fine Corinthian capital of white
marble, lies inverted in the middle of a street running from north to south along the eastern foot of the hill.
549
Tischendorff_1847_128-129: At the present day Gaza is a busy city with a population of about sixteen
thousand souls, somewhat similar to that of Jerusalem. It has no longer any gates, and does not lie so much upon
the round height whereon the ancient city stood, aa in the broad plain which lies to the north and east of this
height. Traces of the earlier structures are found dispersed about the city in the many fragments of marble and
granite lying here and there, and even traces of the twelve gates of antiquity may be recognised around the
above-mentioned height.
550
Lusignan_1783_200-201 Gaza: The traveller as he approaches to Gaza, makes a small descent, and then
turns to the west, and ascending the hill upon which the town stands, enters through an old gate, which is called
the Old Town of Gaza; in this part are all the ancient buildings, and old towers, now almost in decay, except the
citadel, which is still maintained in a state of defence. Gaza stands upon a hill, and extends in length, from east
to west, about three miles, and about a mile in breadth. It is divided into two, the old and the new; the former is
to the east, the latter to the west. In the Old Town is the governor's palace, the castle, which stands close to the
walls on the east side, and is a very magnificent building, with a fine garden. The castle stands to the south, and
is a very old structure, with some pieces of cannon on it, which are mounted on carriages; besides these, are the
barracks for the garrison, which was formerly the hotel of the knights, and a very excellent structure.
551
Sandys_1673_116 travelling 1610ff, Gaza: The building mean, both for form and matter. The best but low,
of rough stone, arched within, and flat on the top, including a Quadrangle: the Walls surmounting their Roofs,
wrought thorow with Pot-sherds, to catch and strike down the refreshing winds, having Spouts of the same, in
colour, shape, and site, resembling great Ordnance. Others are covered with Mats and Hurdles; some built of
Mud, amongst all, not any comely or convenient. Yet there are some reliques left, and some impressions that
testifie a better condition. For divers simple Roofs are supported with goodly pillars of Parian Marble, some
plain, some curiously carved. A number broken in pieces, do serve for Thresholds, Jaums of doors, and sides of
Windows, almost unto every beggarly Cottage. On the North-East corner, and summity of the Hill, are the
ruines of huge Arches sunk low in the earth, and other foundations of a stately Building. From whence the last
Sanziack conveyed Marble Pillars of an incredible bigness; forced to saw them asunder ere they could be
removed, which he imployed in adorning a certain Mosque below in the Valley.
552
Affagart_1902_62 travelling 1533-1534, Gaza: Hors de la ville, à ung grand traict d'arc, nous veismes les
ruynes d'ung vieil pallays auquel estoyent assemblez les princes et satrappes pour se mocquer de Sanson, et
alors print les deux coullonnes qui soustenoient la machine du chasteau et les tomba si fort que feist tout cheoir
sur luy et sur les princes.
553
Forbin_1819_137 Gaza: La mosquée principale est ornée quatre rangs de colonnes de marbre africain,
couronnées de chapiteaux corinthiens du meilleur goût tout cela fut évidemment apporté dřAscalon.
554
Clermont-Ganneau_1896_381 Gaza, small mediaeval church, unnamed: It is in its way an architectural gem,
in a rare state of preservation, having all the features complete, even to roofing, eaves, and buttresses. The
building consists of a single nave with only two bays, and was erected by the Crusaders, though apparently on
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the plan of a previously existing Byzantine chapel, to judge by the depth of the apse, and also from materials
provided by an earlier structure. / Throughout the building ancient marble columns are used (1) as bondingpieces, with the object of binding the walls, which are built of small blocks; (2) as horizontal courses, lintels,
moulded string-courses, and corbels. The bases of the columns are likewise of marble. The columns and the
capitals belong to another period (earlier than the Crusades). The capital has neither the proportions nor the
general character of the mediaeval period to which the church belongs.
555
Meyer_1907_111 Gaza: West of the Great Mosque is a small Greek church containing two crude Byzantine
columns. It is said to be about fourteen to fifteen centuries old, and to have been built by a Byzantine emperor.
The register, now in Jerusalem, contains entries a thousand years old. The present church was erected by the
Crusaders on the site, according to the plan, and from the materials of the previously existing Byzantine church.
Ancient marbles are used as bonding-pieces for the walls and as horizontal courses. The bases of the columns,
the capitals, and some of the columns belong to the Crusading period. Southwest of the Great Mosque is a
splendid caravansary known as the Khan el-Zet.
556
Duray_1861_20-21 Gaza, relaying Robertsř account: Mais les fragments de marbre que l'on trouve assez
abondamment maçonnés dans les murs des maisons, sont une preuve évidente de son ancienne richesse
architectonique. Ses sept mosquées paraissent avoir été construites principalement avec des restes de
monuments antiques. En passant dans un faubourg en ruines, j'ai remarqué un grand nombre de chapiteaux
sculptés, entassés les uns sur les autres, pour servir de support au toit d'une cabane. Dans les différents quartiers
de la ville, on trouve des colonnes de marbre et de granit, plus ou moins bien conservées,et dans le cimetière où
nous dressâmes nos tentes, j'ai aperçu un superbe chapiteau corinthien.
557
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_205 Gaza, Great Mosque: La nef centrale, beaucoup plus élevée, est séparée des
deux autres par trois piliers carrés et deux demi-piliers, supportant des arcades ogivales au-dessus desquelles
règne une corniche; ces piliers sont ornés, sur chacune de leurs faces, d'une colonne de marbre gris blanc veiné
de bleu, maintenant noircie par le temps. Sur le fût de plusieurs de ces colonnes, on remarque encore la trace de
croix très effacées.
558
Wittman_1803_192-193 Gaza: Many fragments of statues, columns, &c. of marble, were seen in the walls
and buildings in different parts of the town. / In a valley lying to the east of the hill on which Gaza is situated I
afterwards visited the ruins of a large mosque, the walls of which were of a remarkable thickness. Over the
entrance I observed several pieces of Turkish sculpture on free-stone, in a good state of preservation. Within the
building several plain marble columns lay dispersed on the ground. According to a tradition maintained by the
inhabitants of Gaza, they had been conveyed thither by a Sangiac in the course of the last century.
559
Brocchi_1842_28, in Syria 1823-24, Gaza: La moderna Gaza, quantunque non abbia lřapparenza che di un
villaggio, é tuttavia guarnita di porte, che se non hanno usci di ferro, come quelli portati sulle spalle da Sansone,
sono abbastanza ben munite. In alcune di esse ho veduto per soglia (e nominatamente in quella che conduce a
Jaffa) tronchi di colonne di granito bigio simili a quelli di Rafa, d'onde appare che qualche antico monumento
esisteva neřcontorni.
560
Darboy_1852_71 Gaza: Aujourd'hui même, elle n'est pas peuplée autant que son étendue le ferait croire: c'est
moins une ville qu'une réunion de villages ramassés autour d'un bazar et d'une mosquée. La plupart des maisons,
ici comme dans les villages arabes, ne sont que des cabanes sans fenêtres dont la coupole est de terre et se
couvre d'un peu d'herbe dans la saison des pluies. De loin, Gaza présente un coup d'œil agréable, à cause des
bosquets d'oliviers qui l'entourent et des hauts palmiers qui verdissent au milieu de ses maisons blanches. Des
tronçons de colonne, des fragments de marbre servant à des usages pour lesquels ils n'ont point été taillés,
attestent à la fois la magnificence de l'ancienne ville et la pauvreté de la nouvelle.
561
Stephens_1838_II_109 on the road to Gaza: Soon after we came to an inhabited village, the first since we left
Cairo. Like the ruined and deserted village we had left, it was a mingled exhibition of ancient greatness and
modern poverty; and probably it was a continuation of the same ruined Roman city. A large fortress, forming
part of a battlement, in good preservation, and fragments of a wall, formed the nucleus of a village, around
which the inhabitants had built themselves huts. The rude artisans of the present day knew nothing of the works
which their predecessors had built; and the only care they had for them was to pull them down, and with the
fragments to build for themselves rude hovels and enclosures; and the sculptured stones which once formed the
ornaments of Roman palaces were now worked up into fences around holes in the ground, the poor dwellings of
the miserable Arabs.
562
Kinnear_1841_209 Gaza: The whole of the hill on which Gaza is built has been included in the ancient walls,
which may still be traced. There are no antiquities of any importance; but capitals, and fragments of granite and
marble pillars, appear in great abundance, forming the lintels of doors, and built into the walls of houses. In one
house, we found the roof of the apartment supported by five Corinthian capitals of white marble, placed one
above another; and in the interior of the mosque are two rows of columns of grey granite, which have belonged
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to some Roman temple. The houses are built of stone, and the interior of the town has a clean and comfortable
appearance. It contains about 4000 inhabitants, of whom about 500 are Christians.
563
Salvator_1881_62 Khanyunis/ Khan Neby Yunas, visible from Gaza: Near one of the ruined towers of the
Kalařs outer enclosure, and at the corner of a house on the road to Gaza, stand ancient pedestals, serving as seats
for the Mayor, Sheik el Beled … At the end of the village, near the Souk, and on the road to El Harish, is the
second public well, about 18 fathoms deep, and built entirely of ancient marble fragments.
564
Kinnear_1841_205 on the way to Gaza: At every village we found remains of the architecture of an earlier
age, in the fragments of granite and marble pillars used in the construction of modem houses, and of the wells
from which the villages are supplied with water. These remains are very numerous at a village called Bed el
Gebrim, near which are the ruins of a Roman arch, and other indications of its having been a place of some
importance. We saw, at the same place, several subterranean granaries, similar to those under the ramparts at
Malta.
565
Hamilton_1875_47, Gaza: There is a good Bazaar here, and a large trade is done in corn. I was lucky enough
to discover an ancient Samaritan mural inscription, of which I did not fail to obtain a "squeeze." This may be
seen suspended in the Museum of the Palestine Exploration Fund at the Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly.
566
Salvator_1881_36 El Harish, SW of Gaza, on the coast, on the edge of the desert: the large quadrangular
castle, a substantial building of calcareous marlstone. The only entrance to the castle is by a great gate opening
from the town, and, therefore, upon the side next the sea. On either side of the gate is a round tower, with a
marble pillar ŕ the capital of which is inverted ŕ built into the stone. Above are five marble tablets with
inscriptions. A sixth tablet stands below the loophole, from which the standard-bearer (whose grave will be
mentioned presently) was killed by the French. From the lower inscription we learn that the castle is 327 years
old, and was built by the Sultan Suleiman. The upper tablets bear the name of the Sultan Selim. A gate with iron
mountings leads into the T-shaped entrance-hall, in the centre of which is an oval cupola, and on either side
slightly pointed arches. At the entrance is a circular arch, and a similar one at the opposite end of the hall, in
which a lamp is suspended, and where there are three marble steps leading up to the mosque. This is a very
simple edifice, covered by a flat roof of palm-leaf stalks, and containing two rows of four pointed arches, with
four ancient marble pillars built into the stone.
567
Salvator_1881_40 El Harish, SW of Gaza, on the coast: Ancient columns and pedestals are sometimes built
into the houses. Ibid., 45, the cemetery: There are in the sand, on the land side, many traces of graves, which
may be known by the aloes growing near. In many places a piece of marble column or of stone still projects, but
it cannot be long before all such vestiges disappear under the ever advancing sands. Ibid., 54: Fragments of gray
granite pillars, still standing, are here to be met with about the road, the fields, and the sand, and we saw one
lying on the ground half buried. On one side stands a ŖSidr" tree, and to the right in the other hollow of the
valley is another. The pillars are the remains of an ancient temple, Raphia, and are of special importance in the
eyes of the Arabs, who call them Rafah, as they mark the boundary between Egypt and Syria.
568
Finati_1830_II_126, travelling 1816, El-Arish: Mr. Bankes discovered at El Arish a true piece of Egyptian
antiquity, which he coveted very much. It is used there as a drinking trough, being a piece of fine dark granite,
wrought into form and hollowed, with lines of small hieroglyphics upon it, both within and without: he
afterwards obtained it as a present from Mahomet Ali, with a full permission in writing for taking it away,
which, however, was never carried into effect, as I shall have occasion to mention hereafter in my narrative.
569
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_206 Gaza: Les débris antiques qui abondent dans les vastes cimetières et dans
les jardins qui l'entourent montrent que la ville antique avait une étendue plus considérable. … / L'invasion des
sables a tout recouvert, mais on a trouvé un grand nombre de fragments antiques, surtout dans la direction de
l'ancien port, tels que les vestiges d'une muraille qui s'étendait au S. vers la mer, avec quatre fontaines encore
existantes, trois piédestaux de marbre, etc.; une foule de fragments ont été employés pour les constructions de la
ville moderne. On trouve aussi dans le sable une quantité immense de débris de poterie, signe infaillible de
l'existence d'une ancienne cité.
570
Meyer_1907_154: Gaza: Near the Bab el-Darum, by the quarantine station, is a Moslem cemetery. It
contains seven marble shafts, pillars from old buildings. The Arabic inscriptions in this cemetery are in some
cases seven hundred years old. The race-course at Maidan el-Zaid is marked by four stones, one of which is
inscribed. It was built by the Saracens some seven hundred years ago. The goals were no doubt pillars removed
from old Roman buildings.
571
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_V_1834_412: Les antiquaires n'ont rien à faire à Gaza; tout y est moderne et
d'origine musulmane. L'enceinte de la ville offre autant de palmiers que de maisons.
572
PEFQS_1873_157 the Samaritan Stone at Gaza: My curiosity was first stimulated in searching after
inscriptions by observing the extraordinary amount of energy exhibited by M. Ganneau, who visited Gaza about
three years ago. I accompanied this gentleman to several interesting parts of the town, and assisted him in
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procuring a few Greek inscriptions. We also visited the same spot where the stone was discovered, which is
distant from the town about a mile, and half a mile from the sea-shore. It has now been in my possession about a
year, and was found in one of the numerous sandpits where excavating is carried on by the natives to obtain
stone for building purposes. / About a year ago, passing by the same spot, I questioned some of the labourers
then at work about stones bearing inscriptions, &c., and was informed that a few days before three of this
description had been found. After making further inquiries I succeeded in finding out to whom they had been
sold, but having to act very cautiously, in order not to excite suspicion, I regret that I was obliged to delay the
matter too long; and upon opening the question about the stones the owner coolly told me that he had scraped
the two largest! and the other, I suppose, not being large enough for the purpose required, was thrown aside, to
share the same fate at some future time. However, after some difficulty I succeeded in getting it; this is the
whole history of the stone.
573
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_254 discovery of a statue at Gaza in 1880: Captain Conder thus describes the
statue which he saw in the Museum of Constantinople: / This great statue was discovered, in 1880, by the
natives at Tell el 'Ajjul, south of Gaza, and we owe its preservation to the exertions of the Rev. W. Shapira, the
missionary.
574
Clermont-Ganneau_1896_431 Gaza: An inhabitant told me that there was a marble statue built into the wall
of his house, but as he wanted ten pounds to get it out and show it me, I was unable to test the accuracy of his
assertion.
575
Meyer_1907_152 Gaza: As no systematic excavations have ever been conducted at Gaza, all the antiques
which have come from the place have been surface finds. No doubt, many valuable ones have passed into the
hands of the ignorant who either destroyed them or did not appreciate the importance of the knowledge to be
gained from exact information as to the provenance of archae- ological discoveries. Thus they have been
absorbed into the great mass of undated, unlocalized Palestinian antiques. In 1660 Chevalier D'Arvieux and
Pater Moronne, under the patronage of the local government, made the first attempt at a thorough exploration of
the site of the old city, and the pasha conducted some excavations on the supposed site of the temple of Dagon.
The general survey of western Palestine made by the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1871-75 and 1878-79 also
included Gaza. The place was again visited and carefully examined by Clermont-Ganneau; and Gatt has done
some good work here for the Deutscher Palestina Verein. The number of other scientific or quasi-scientific
visitors to this site, as well as to other Palestinian localities, is too great for more than the merest mention. A site
so well determined as this, in so promising a locality, where even surface finds have been more abundant than in
most parts of Palestine surely suggests itself as a desirable one for excavation.

Endnotes Chapter 5. Aleppo and the North
1

Neale_II_1851_200: I have seen, at times, as many as one thousand camels leave Alexandretta for Aleppo in
one day, bearing high aloft upon their backs two thousand Manchester iron-bound bales of twist and
manufactures, a proud sight for the Englishman to meet.
2
Sykes_1904_54: Aleppo. Rouwolf_1706_56-98 for long account of Aleppo in the days of her trading glory.
3
Plaisted_1929_107-113 travelling 1750 for a description of Aleppo.
4
Vergoncey_1615_435 Aleppo: Cřest bien la ville où iřaye veu que les Chrestiens vivent en plus de liberté, à
cause de son grand commerce et traffic de toutes sortes de marchandises.
5
Drummond_1754_184B Aleppo: This being the metropolis of Syria, generally supposed to be the Berraea of
the antients, and the Sepharvaim of Holy Writ, situated upon the river Singas, which falls into the Euphrates, I
flattered myself with the hope of seeing something very curious and entertaining, though Mr. Wakeman had told
me I should be disappointed in my expectation: he was certainly right in his prognostic, for there is nothing
curious or agreeable to be seen about the place; which, however, is the fairest and best built town I have yet seen
in the Turkish dominions. All the Franks live within the kanes, of which there is a great number; and thus they
are secured from several inconveniencies to which they might otherwise be exposed.
6
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_338: Aleppo is computed to contain 272 mosques, of which 91 have minarets,
68 kanes, 64 bagnios, 37 mills turned by mules, 2 convents of dervises, 8 schools, 3 mad-houses, a prison for the
townsmen, 4 soap houses, 8 slaughter-houses for sheep, 6 dying houses, 5 christian churches, 77 bazars, or
markets, and above 5000 houses.
7
Guys_1855_250: La réduction des fortunes, conséquence de la ruine du commerce et de l'industrie à Alep, y a
produit cette oisiveté que remarque le voyageur et qui enfante un penchant presque universel à la malveillance.
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8

Neale_II_1851_110 Aleppo: About eighty years ago, Aleppo is said to have contained upwards of twenty
British houses of commerce, and even up to the dissolution of the Levant Company, there were still many
established there. The number has, however, been rapidly decreasing, and at the; present day but two English
merchants reside at Aleppo. Its commerce with Great Britain, however, has been steadily increasing, and is still
improving.
9
La_Salle_1840_I_192 Aleppo, fortress: Avant le tremblement, [1822] il y avait des rues, des marchés, des
casernes, des maisons habitées. Maintenant tout est démoli; la secousse a mis à nu plusieurs couches de
fabriques dřâges divers, quelques-unes fort élégantes, palais, mosquées, magasins … / Une petite cité et une
citadelle romaine ont existé là. Il y en a des traces dans les fondements les plus profonds. Jřai trouvé de plus un
sarcophage en marbre blanc avec deux génies tenant des guirlandes et dřun travail assez beau. [Also a Byzantine
sarcophagus, both in use as des abreuvoirs ou des auges.]
10
Watenpaugh_2004_23, Aleppo: Additional material on the use of space in the central economic district of
Aleppo was derived from the archives of the French échelles, or commercial centers in the Levant, now
preserved at the Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs of the French Republic in Nantes. The same
location also preserves the archives of the French Mandate in Syria in the interwar period, which included
inventories of historical buildings, maps, and annual reports by researchers such as Jean Sauvaget.
11
Aramon_1887_100, travelling 1549, Aleppo, note: Ibn Chohna, dans son Histoire d'Alep, rapporte que
Seleucus [I Nicator] fit construire le château de cette ville sur une hauteur qui la domine; il est entouré de
solides murailles et au milieu de l'enceinte on a creusé un puits auquel on accède après avoir descendu cent
vingt-cinq marches. Ce puits porte aujourd'hui le nom de Sathourah. L'emplacement du château était autrefois
occupé par un couvent chrétien dont les fondations reposaient, dit-on, sur huit mille colonnes. Cosroès éleva sur
cette éminence quelques constructions, lorsqu'il se lut rendu maître d'Alep. Quand Abou Obeïdah conquit cette
ville sous le califat d'Omar ibn el Khattab, il fît raser l'enceinte du château et les murailles de la ville qui, avant
la conquête, avaient été fort endommagées par un tremblement de terre. Nicéphore se rendit maître d'Alep en
331 (962); il fortifia puissamment le château qui n'avait alors que de faibles défenses. Depuis cette époque, les
divers souverains mirent tous leurs soins â l'agrandir et à le rendre plus fort. Kamal-ad-Din_1900_227 (11911262), for construction of the citadel by Seleucus.
12
Walpole_I_1851_219 Aleppo, citadel: We now enter a confused mass of modern and ancient ruins: here and
there an arch or a piece of wall remains standing; but generally the erections are modern. There is nothing
standing save a mosque and the powder magazine. One sarcophagus I saw, and the remains of several columns;
some thrown about, others that have been ruined, having been built a second time into the modern buildings.
13
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_257 Aleppo, fortress: Une fois entré, on a devant soi l'image de la désolation la
plus complète. Ce n'est qu'un triste amas de décombres, de maisons ruinées, de petits cimetières dévastés,
attestant l'épouvantable violence du tremblement de terre de 1822 dont la ville d'Alep n'a jamais pu se relever.
Autrefois, on comptait plus de cinq cents maisons habitées dans cette cité supérieure; on y voyait des bazars, des
bains, des mosquées; aujourd'hui il n'y reste d'intact que la poudrière.
14
Robinson_1838_346-347, Aleppo, fortress, the Kalaat: L'espace intérieur est couvert de ruines. Nous
trouvâmes dans une des chambres souterraines, qui était sans doute la salle d'armes de l'ancienne citadelle,
plusieurs milliers de petites flèches attachées ensemble par paquets. Elles avaient environ trente pouces de long
et paraissaient avoir été trempées dans du poison. Nous remarquâmes également des casques et des portions
d'armures. Burckhardt dit que les cottes de mailles sont d'un usage assez commun dans quelques parties de
l'Arabie. Le dernier chef wahabi, Ibn-Saoud, en portait toujours une sous sa chemise. Ces colles sont d'un travail
antique et appartenaient probablement aux chevaliers européens qui combattirent dans les croisades.
15
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VII_1835_179B Aleppo: Les maisons qui étaient au nombre de cent, n'offrent plus
que des amas de décombres; on n'aperçoit que quelques voûtes de l'intérieur que leur construction solide a
préservées du malheur commun. La même insouciance des Turcs pour tout ce qui tend à conserver et à réparer, a
été un obstacle à faire enlever les décombres du château et à sa reconstruction. Dans son état naturel, il ne peut
plus être considéré comme une forteresse, ne présentant plus que des ruines et des débris.
16
Gallois_1907_203-204 Aleppo: Les murailles de l'enceinte fortifiée se profilent suivant les accidents du sol;
au-dessus des toits à terrasse s'arrondissent dômes et coupoles, pointent dans le ciel clochers, tours, minarets, et
dominant le tout, superbement se dresse à cinquante mètres de hauteur la vieille citadelle construite sur un tertre
fait de main dřhomme, paraît-il, et dont les pentes maçonnées servent aujourd'hui de carrière, sans que le
gouvernement intervienne en quoi que ce soit; il est vrai qu'il laisse même prendre des matériaux dans la
forteresse elle-même.
17
Libanius_2000_46 Antioch: From all the corners of the world they collect fine marble of all descriptions, and
this they use upon beautiful buildings which illumine our city like stars. They are leaders in munificence and
have many following in their train whose ambitions are too exalted for their capacity.
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18

Libanius_2000_48 Antioch: The colonnades, as I have said, run from east to west, covering such an extent
that they would have sufficed for three cities. Right in the centre of the right-hand one are arches facing every
direction, connected with a single roof of stone. These are the beginnings of other colonnades which proceed
northwards as far as the river, with the mighty temple of the Nymphs nearby which attracts every eye with its
gleaming marble, its coloured pillars, its glistening paintings and its wealth of springs. From these colonnades,
as from the others, alleys lead off.
19
Libanius_2000_46-47 colonnades at Antioch: There is no other city in the world of equal size, I think, which
possesses such a fine situation. Starting in the east, it goes in a straight line to the west, with a high pair of
colonnades all its length. The colonnades are separated by an uncovered street, paved all the way across. Their
length, as they extend onwards, is so great that merely to smooth the masonry of such an area would need much
labour. If you try to walk from beginning to end, it is a hard job, and you would need the help of a carriage. It is
level and continuous all the way, uninterrupted by water courses or steep hills or any other kind of
inconvenience.
20
Caraman_1841_15: Antioch has only 5000 or 6000 inhabitants, dans une très petite zone des anciens
remparts.
21
Callier_1835_245, Antioch: La nouvelle Antioche occupe aujourd'hui un petit espace dans lřenceinte de
lřantique cité. Les anciens murs existent encore dans toute leur étendue, ils partent des bords du fleuve,
traversent la plaine el s'élevent sur la pente rapide des montagnes dont ils couronnent les sommets. Voilà tout ce
qui subsiste encore de cette capitale si célèbre des rois de Syrie, et que sa grandeur et sa beaute faisaient
regarder comme la troisième ville du monde. Pour le voyageur qui arrive dans ces murs, avide de rencontrer au
moins de curieuses ruines et dřeloquens débris, il ne reste plus rien que des regrets et de tristes pensées ; de ces
palais somptueux, de ces temples, de ces monumens si vantés, tout a péri, yout jusqu'au souvenir; car les
habitans de la ville moderne n'ont pas conservé la plus faible tradition de sa gloire passée.
22
Perry_1743_142 Antioch: though formerly a magnificent and renowned City, is now a wretched scurvy Hole.
23
Naval_Staff_1919_691 Antioch: The narrow streets, many of which are impassable for wheels, have
comparatively broad side-walks, separated by a deep depression for the reception of garbage. There are some
streets, however, through which wheel traffic can pass.
24
Ellis_1881_I_19-20 Antioch: Antioch, situated on the Orontes, is not a picturesque town; the houses are just a
trifle too squalid, for as it suffers every fifty years from earthquake, there are no buildings of importance left
standing. Even the minaret to the principal mosque is tottering, rent from top to bottom with a broad crack. The
great walls have almost entirely disappeared in the plain, and those climbing the hill are very much dilapidated.
There is still enough to show that they must have been perfectly impregnable before the time of artillery. / A
peculiarity that struck me in the town was that the streets are paved. There is a high sort of pathway on each side
for passengers, and a place for cattle about a foot lower in the middle. This part is so narrow that it chiefly forms
a drain in wet weather. A great convenience about this plan is that it enables the muleteers to load and unload
their animals at a convenient level.
25
Masudi_III_1864_407-408, travelling 915-940: Il y a à Antioche une église dédiée à Paul, qui est connue sous
le nom de Deïr-el-Beraguit (couvent des puces); elle est située près de la porte de Perse. On y voit encore une
autre église, que l'on nomme Achmounit, où l'on célèbre une fête qui est très en honneur chez les chrétiens. Il
faut aussi citer l'église de Barbara et celle de Marie. Cette dernière, construite en rotonde, est une des merveilles
du monde par sa solidité et sa hauteur. El-Walid, fils d'Abd-el-Mélik, fils de Merwan, en avait fait enlever de
magnifiques colonnes de marbre et de marbre blanc qu'il destinait à la mosquée de Damas, et qui furent
transportées par mer jusqu'à la hauteur de cette ville. Toutefois la plus grande partie des colonnes est restée dans
l'église, où on les voit encore aujourd'hui.
26
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_317 Antioch: Quelques souvenirs de l'antiquité se voient dans la rue droite, qui
est un prolongement du Corso, lequel, partant de la porte Saint-Paul, s'étendait jusqu'à l'Oronte, en traversant la
ville actuelle. Les murs des maisons, les encoignures des rues latérales y montrent des tronçons de colonnes, des
fragments de chapiteaux employés comme matériaux.
27
Veryard_1701_326 Antioch: at present hardly merits the Name of a Village, being only inhabited by a few
Turks, Christians, and Jews, along the River Orontes, the rest lying wast, and fillřd with prodigious heaps of
Ruins.
28
Wortabet_1856_I_24: A little higher up the river, and thirty miles from Alexandretta, is Antakia, the Antioch
of the Scriptures, where the Christians first received the name of their Lord and Master, and from whence the
apostle of the Gentiles first set out on his missionary expeditions. It is now a small dilapidated place, with few
ruins to mark its former splendour; and the place which once contained a population of upwards of a quarter of a
million now hardly numbers eight thousand souls, of which one hundred and fifty families are Christians of the
different Oriental sects.
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29

Fermanel_1670_264 Antioch: autrefois si florissant, nřest à présent quřun amas de pierres & un sepulche
dřelle-mesme, elle nřest habitée que le long de la riviere.
30
Rey_1883_327 Antioch: L. de Sainte-Cécile, qui visita Antioche en 1745, durant son second voyage en
Orient, vit, alors, les restes de cette église [Basilica of SS Peter & Paul], que démolissaient pierre à pierre les
habitants de la ville moderne. / Pockoke et Mundrell [sic] trouvèrent les ruines, d'une grande église bâtie en
briques, dont il subsistait encore une abside et six grands arceaux. Ils nomment cette ruine Prince, et par la
position que lui assigne Pockoke, qui croit devoir faire remonter cette construction au sixième siècle, ces restes
auraient appartenu à l'église bysantine de la Vierge, que lřon sait avoir été circulaire, ainsi que cela est indiqué
dans le plan d'Otfried Muller. On voyait là une image miraculeuse de Notre-Dame, en grande vénération parmi
les Grecs. / Selon toute apparence, ce sont les restes de la même église que Léandre de Sainte-Cécile vit à l'angle
sud de la ville et qu'il décrit comme ceux d'un splendide édifice hexagone formant, dit-il, une véritable colline
de ruines, au milieu desquelles se voyaient encore de superbes colonnes de marbre. [Muller d.1840. Material
perhaps in his Handbuch der Archaeologie of 1830.]
31
Volney_II_1792_90: Cette ville jadis célèbre par le luxe de ses habitans, n'est plus qu'un bourg ruiné, dont les
maisons de boue & de chaume, les rues etroites & fangeuses, offrent le spectacle de la misère & du désordre.
32
Robinson_1838_364: La ville moderne d'Antioche n'occupe pas plus d'un cinquième de l'ancienne enceinte.
Les traits les plus remarquables qui distinguent les maisons de cette ville de celles du reste de la Syrie consistent
en leur peu d'élévation et en leurs toits en pente, couverts de tuiles minces, au lieu de terrasses plates; elles n'ont
qu'un étage et sont construites de matériaux légers. Ce genre de construction doit probablement son origine à la
nécessite de se prémunir contre les secousses des tremblemens de terre si fréquens dans ces contrées. On y
trouve dix à douze mosquées avec de petits minarets, presque toutes d'une architecture médiocre. Il peut y avoir
six mille habitans qui sont gouvernés par un mutzellim tributaire du pacha d'Alep. With the note: Cette ville a
été particulièrement exposée à ces phénomènes déstructeurs. Elle a été presque démolie dans les années de J. C.
340, 394, 396, 456, 526, 528 et 568. Ce dernier tremblement couta la vie à plus de soixante mille personnes.
33
Fletcher_1850_363 Antioch following the earthquake of 1837: almost deserted, its streets were so still and
silent that one might have imagined it to be the resuscitated form of the ancient city, raised, like Pompeii, from a
sleep of centuries, and abandoned by all living beings except a few travellers or sight-seers.
34
Baedeker_1898_443.
35
Neale_II_1851_11-12 Antioch: The last great earthquake of 1822, was severely felt at Antioch, and in
addition to the destructive effects of this catastrophe, Ibrahim Pasha, in his attempts to beautify the modern city,
blew up, by means of subterranean mines, almost every particle that remained of the original walls of the city.
The superb barracks built by him to accommodate ten thousand men, as well as the beautiful country-residence
on the banks of the Orontes, erected for the Pasha's private use, were constructed of materials which had
originally formed the oldest structures of the city; and as if it were retribution for this sacrilege, these modern
fabrics, built not fifteen years ago from the spoil of monuments destined to commemorate the prowess and piety
of the Crusaders, are already in a tottering and dilapidated state, while the few vestiges that still remain of the
watch-towers and buttresses built centuries since, are as strongly held together by their mortar and lime as they
were at their erection.
36
Ibn_Battuta_1982_I_154 Antioch: Je me dirigeai vers la ville dřAnthâkïah. Cřest une grande et noble ville.
Elle possédait jadis une muraille solide, qui nřavait pas sa pareille dans toute la Syrie; mais lorsque le roi Zhâhir
[Baybars] en fit la conquête, il détruisit son mur dřenceinte. Antioche possède une forte population; ses édifices
sont bien bâtis; elle est garnie de beaucoup dřarbres, et a de lřeau en abondance.
37
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VII_1835_117: Telles sont les ruines que la vieille Antioche présente encore à l'ami
du moyen-âge et des antiques souvenirs; les édifices ont tous disparu; les murailles et les tours ont seules bravé
la destruction. Cette vaste enceinte solitaire, fermée de tous côtés de grands murs, représente exactement un
immense sépulcre vide; c'est bien là le tombeau d'Antioche; tout ce qu'il renfermait est devenu poussière. En
parcourant les remparts de l'enceinte tout entière, j'ai compté cinquante deux tours encore en assez bon état; il y
en avait autrefois cent trente.
38
Laorty-Hadji_1854_120-121 Antioch walls: Des tours, les unes carrées, les autres rondes, flanquaient toute
cette ligne de circonvallation à des intervalles de trente ou quarante pas. On en comptait autrefois cent trente;
plus de cinquante sont assez bien conservées. Celles de la partie méridionale ou grandes tours ont quatre ou cinq
étages; quelques-unes possèdent jusqu'à vingt chambres réparties avec un art admirable.
39
PEFQS_1887_1-2 report of 1886: The walls of Antioch were regarded as perhaps the very finest specimen
extant of ancient crusading fortification. Ascending from the Orontes nearly perpendicularly to the summit of
the beetling heights of Mount Silpius, leaping from crag to crag, joining deep ravines, and enclosing a space of
some seven miles, they might be deemed an eighth wonder of the world. / Now all this is a thing of the past.
Within the last few years the hand of the spoiler has been at work, and the whole of the walls and towers are in
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process of destruction. Every one who wants a hewn stone goes to the ancient walls for it, as the Turkish
authorities make no sign of prohibiting the spoliation. / Lord Stratford de Redcliffe saved the Byzantine walls of
Constantinople, which a late Sultan had given to his mother to sell as building materials. Cannot Sir E. White
[HM Consul at Istanbul] be instructed to save what remains of the grander walls of Antioch, which are still more
magnificent, and which have a more than artistic and antiquarian interest as relics of the City where Ŗthe
disciples were first called Christiansŗ?
40
PEFQS_1887_67 Antioch: The ancient city ran high up the slopes of the mountain behind. The existing
antiquities are strangely few. Earthquakes, and the still more destructive Turks, have combined to erase the
noble features of the ancient capital of Syria, erewhile the second or third city of the Roman Empire. The streets
and bazaars are mean and narrow, the centre being occupied by ditches, filled with black mud, dead cats, offal,
and every kind of filth, beside which, like swine, the Turkish inhabitants take their pleasure. The bazaars,
however, are well supplied with vegetables, and in places venerable plane trees overhang the streets. The lower
portion of the city wall, near the river, which in part consists of large drafted stones, and the remains of a tower,
seem to be of more ancient structure than the Eoman and Byzantine fortifications above, and probably date from
Seleucid times. It is harrowing to be obliged to speak of the walls of Antioch, once perhaps the most splendid
and picturesque in the world, as monuments of the past. Originally they zigzagged up almost perpendicularly
from the Orontes to the very top of Silphius, set thick with noble towers and bastions, some of which were no
less than 60 feet in height. On the top the walls leap from rock to rock, crest huge precipices, and in one place
stretch across a savage ravine, which they bridge over by means of vast substructions built up from the bottom
to a height equal to that of the rest of their circuit. When perfect these walls enclosed a space of seven miles.
Now, under Turkish auspices and Turkish rule, the whole of the walls on the slopes or face, as distinguished
from the top of Silphius, with their towers and bastions, have altogether disappeared. Multitudes of the finest
stones have been transported across the river, and appear as gravestones in the great Turkish cemetery; others
have gone to construct a modern barrack. In fact, every one who wants a stone for building or for a memorial of
the dead, resorts to the walls, and, without let or hindrance from the authorities, carries off whatever he desires.
So the work of destruction begun years ago is still going on, and ere long what might justly have been regarded
as one of the wonders of the world will be matter of history only.
41
Beaujour_1829_312-313 Antioch: La ville moderne est bâtie sur la rive gauche du fleuve, au pied d'une
montagne couronnée par une vieille citadelle, et n'a que 5 à 6 mille habitants, presque tous Turks, mêlés de
quelques chrétiens. La ville actuelle n'occupe pas la sixième partie de l'ancienne, dont les murs s'élevaient en
rampant des bords du fleuve jusque sur la montagne. Ces murs existent encore sur le front du sud-est, et ils sont
percés de plusieurs portes: ils avaient 50 pieds de haut sur 6 à 7 d'épaisseur, et ils étaient flanqués de tours
carrées, encore plus élevées que les murs: ils sont construits en moellons ou en briques et revêtus d'une pierre
dure, ressemblant à du granit. La ville moderne n'a plus aucune défense; mais on pourrait former avec les murs
de l'ancienne un camp retranché, pour servir d'asile à une armée qui voudrait conquérir ou défendre le pays.
42
Neale_II_1851_18 Antioch after heavy rain or floods: It is on these occasions that those antique coins and
stones are collected, for which Antioch is so justly celebrated. No sooner has the weather cleared up after a
smart shower of rain, and the waters commence to abate, than swarms of little children may be observed busily
occupied in the numerous gutters, armed with sieves and sticks, and brooms, sweeping up and clearing away the
mud, and earnestly occupied in hunting for antiques. Seldom is the search fruitless. Some of the little seekers
find silver coins, others copper; and some few are lucky enough to light on precious stones.
43
Febvre_1682_159 at Antioch, eight years before he wrote: Quelques femmes Turques s'estant retirées dans
une vieille Eglise abandonnée, pour faire avec plus de liberté leurs abominations, une voûte qui estoit encore
tres-forte & massive s'écroula sur elles, & les ensevelit sous ses ruines; & à mesme temps il s'éleva un si grand
orage sur la Ville, avec des éclairs, des tonnerres, des tremblemens de terre, & une pluye si impétueuse (encore
bien que le Ciel fust clair & serain par tout aux environs) que plusieurs édifices, & quelques pans des anciennes
murailles de la Ville tomberent par terre, & furent entraînées avec les cadavres de plusieurs personnes tuées &
noyées par la rapidité des torrents que cette pluye forma en un moment. Il leur sembloit voir un second déluge
plus épouventable que le premier. Le bruit & le fracas que faisoient les pierres emportées avec véhémence par
les eaux, joint à celuy des éclats de tonnerre, & aux cris lamentables de ceux qui se trouvèrent dehors, & qui
n'eurent pas le temps de se retirer dans leurs maisons faisoient un sujet d'horreur & de pitié. Il mourut presque
deux cens personnes pendant cette bourasque en moins de trois heures qu'elle dura. Quelques jours apres on
trouva dans les ruines & à travers les pierres quantité de médailles anciennes fort curieuses & de divers métaux
d'or, d'argent, & de cuivre que les Turcs vendent pour lřordinaire aux Francs, qui les recherchent avec
empressement, au lieu qu'eux ne les estiment qu'autant qu'elles pèsent, & suivant la qualité du métal. Cette
histoire me fut racontée en la manière que je viens de la rapporter, dans le temps mesme qu'elle arriva durant
mon séjour en Alep distant d'Antioche de deux journées.
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44

Redding_1873_298 Antioch: After heavy rains antique marble pavements are visible in many parts of the
town, and gems, cornelians, and rings are frequently found. / During the present year ŕ 1872 ŕ a terrible
earthquake overthrew a part of the city, and destroyed several hundred of the people.
45
Gallois_1907_224 Antioch: En ville, il n'est pour ainsi dire pas de trace du passé glorieux et les mosquées ou
églises modernes sont sans intérêt. Cependant il convient de signaler deux sarcophages en marbre sculpté à
sujets personnages et dont l'un aurait été trouvé par des pécheurs dans le lac même [to the NE of the town]. Ils
ont été placés dans la cour du Seraï; mais à notre avis, ils sont dignes de plus d'égards et devraient figurer dans
un grand musée.
46
Le_Strange_1890_500-501 for mediaeval accounts of Menbij.
47
Drummond_1754_210, travelling 1747, Menbij/Bambyce: My heart aked when I saw the miserable vestiges
of this once famous city of Bumbouch, which has been full three miles in circumference, surrounded with walls
extremely well built of finely polished stone, six feet thick, with square towers and bastions in the old manner.
This place has been supplied by water conveyed to it and the circumjacent fields at a vast expence, and from a
great distance, through subterranean conduits. These we traced for many miles by the air shafts which had been
sunk, and out of which it was not unpleasant to see wild figs and other trees growing in a barren country, which,
in no other place produces so much as one bush.
48
Volney_II_1972_95: Il n'y reste pas de trace du temple de cette grande Deesse , dont Lucien nous fait
connoître. le culte. Le seul monument remarquable, est un canal souterrain qui amène l'eau des montagnes du
nord dans un espace de quatre lieues. Toute cette contree étoit jadis remplie de pareils aqueducs; les Assyriens,
les Medes & les Perses s'étoient fait un devoir religieux de conduire des eaux dans le désert.
49
Wright_1848_507 Maundrell, travelling 1699 from Aleppo: Bambych/Hierapolis: This place has no remnants
of its ancient greatness but its walls, which may be traced all round, and cannot be less than three miles in
compass. Several fragments of them remain on the east side, especially at the east gate ; and another piece of
eighty yards long, with towers of large square stone extremely well built. On the north side I found a stone with
the busts of a man and woman, large as the life ; and, under, two eagles carved on it. Not far from it, on the side
of a large well, was fixed a stone with three figures carved on it, in basso relievo. They were two syrens, which,
twining their fishy tails together, made a seat, on which was placed, sitting, a naked woman, her arms and the
syrens' on each side mutually entwined. On the west side is a deep pit of about one hundred yards diameter. It
was low, and had no water in it, and seemed to have had great buildings all round it, with the pillars and ruins of
which it is now in part filled up, but not so much but that there was still water in it. Here are a multitude of
subterraneous aqueducts brought to this city, the people attested no fewer than fifty. You can ride nowhere about
the city without seeing them.
50
Pococke_II.1_1745_166 Bambych/Hierapolis: The form of the city was irregular ; some parts of the walls
which remain entire, are nine feet thick, and above thirty feet high ; they are cased with hewn stone both inside
and out, and are about two miles in circumference ; there was a walk all round on the top of the walls, to which
there is an ascent by a flight of stairs, which are built on arches ; the wall is defended by towers on five sides, at
the distance of fifty paces from each other ; and there is a low fossee without the walls. The four gates of the
city are about fifteen feet wide, and defended by a semicircular tower on each side ; the water that supplied the
town, as I was informed, comes from a hill about; twelve miles to the fouth, and the city being on an advanced
ground,-; the water runs in a channel, which is near twenty feet below the surface of the earth, and in several
parts of the city there are holes down to the water about five feet wide, and fifteen long, with two stones across,
one about five feet, the other about ten feet from the top, in order, as may be supposed, to facilitate the descent
to the water ; it is probable they had some machines to draw up the water at these holes.
51
Drummond_1754_211, Menbij: Part of the walls of a superb square building, stand at this day, and the
foundation of the whole is perfectly distinct : in the center we found the large base of an altar ; and hard by,
within the building, is a pit well ; from which circumstances, I reasonably conclude, that this was the temple of
Atargatis, with the altar on which the sacrifices were offered up to that deity. Adjoining to this edifice, is that
which the author I have had too much occasion to mention, calls a deep pit of one hundred yards diameter.
52
Drummond_1754_211B, Menbij, on the Ŗdeep pitŗ: Mr. Maundrel, surely, could not use this expression, from
which one would expect to see some deep and frightful chasm, and be puzzled about the use to which it was put
; whereas, any man, the least conversant in drawing, will at once perceive that this must have been a theatre.
Almost all the benches remain, and the arena now produces very good pot-herbs for the convenience of a farmer
and his family. Nor can I agree with that same author in describing the stone, on which are engraved what he
calls the syrens, whose sishy tails form a seat for a naked woman, with whose arms theirs are intwined. The
syrens had the faces and bodies of women, together with wings, but their lower parts were of the feathered not
the finny kind.
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Le_Strange_1890_489: Korus (Cyrrhus). ŕ A fort on a mountain that forms part of the Jabal Lukkâm." (Id.,
27.) / "Kúrus," writes Yakût (c.1225), " is an ancient town near Halab, having many remains of antiquity lying
near it. It is ruined now, but there are many fine relics of the past. There is here the tomb of Uriyya ibn Hannân
(Uriah the Hittite?)."
54
Wright_1848_511, Maundrell, travelling 1699 from Aleppo, Cyrrhus: Corus stands on a hill, consisting of the
city and castle. The city stands northerly ; and from its north end, ascending, you come at last to a higher hill to
the southward, on which stands the castle. The whole is now in ruins, which seems to have been very large,
walled very strongly with huge square stones. Within are observable the ruins, pillars, &c., of many noble
buildings. On the west side there is a square inclosure of great capacity, compassed with good walls and five
gates, which admitted into it, as one may discern by the ruins of them. I conjectured they might be the cathedral.
Over the castle gate were written three inscriptions, the middle inscription being over the middle of the portal,
the other two on the top of the pilasters on the right and left-hand. / Below the castle hill, to the southward,
stands a noble old monument. It is six square, and opens at six windows above, and is covered with a
pyramidical cupola. In each angle within is a pillar of the Corinthian order, of one stone ; and there is a fine
architrave all round just under the cupola, having had heads of oxen carved on it. And it ends a top with a large
capital of the Corinthian order. Near this are several sepulchral altars, of which only one has a legible
inscription.
55
Drummond_1754_201 travelling 1747, Cyrrhus/Corus, of which he gives a plan: The noble square building,
which the author of the account [Maundrell] mentions, has neither the foundations of a portico, altar, nave,
cloister, or mort-cross; how then would it be a cathedral? We saw the bases of some pillars, and the spot where
some walls have been, together with a large area, which is very distinct; so that I imagine this building has been
a basilica, a species of edifice which had always walking-places below, and apartments above. A noble row of
pillars, of great length, has led to another grand building, but I really do not know of what sort, and I will not
trouble you with idle conjectures ; yet I will venture to affirm, that, in the skirt of the hill on which the castle
stands, there has been a very superb theatre: from what remains in the front, it appears to have been built in a
good taste.
56
Wright_1848_511B, Maundrell, travelling 1699 from Aleppo, and then Cyrrhus: We left Corus ; and without
the town, about half a mile south-east, we descended through a way cut obliquely on the side of a precipice,
which leads to a bridge of seven arches, of a very old structure, over the river Sabon ; and about a quarter of a
mile further we came to another bridge of three very large arches, over the river Ephreen. These bridges are very
ancient, and well built of square stone. Three pillars have an acute angle on the side against the stream, and a
round buttress on the other side ; and on both sides are niches for statues. They were well paved on the top with
large stones ; and are doubtless, as well as that on the other side of the town, the work of the excellent and
magnificent Theodorit.
57
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1348: Some 40 villages grouped in eight parks situated in north-western Syria
provide remarkable testimony to rural life in late Antiquity and during the Byzantine period. Abandoned in the
8th to 10th centuries, the villages, which date from the 1st to 7th centuries, feature a remarkably well preserved
landscape and the architectural remains of dwellings, pagan temples, churches, cisterns, bathhouses etc. The
relict cultural landscape of the villages also constitutes an important illustration of the transition from the
ancient pagan world of the Roman Empire to Byzantine Christianity. Vestiges illustrating hydraulic techniques,
protective walls and Roman agricultural plot plans furthermore offer testimony to the inhabitants' mastery of
agricultural production.
58
Ali_Bey_1814_III_278 travelling SW from Aleppo toward Antioch: Tous ces villages offrent beaucoup de
vestiges et de restes d'anciens monuments; je présume que les citernes qui existent datent de la même époque.
On rencontre à chaque pas des fragments de corniches et d'autres ornements d'architecture, amoncelés avec des
pierres brutes, qui servent à présent de clôtures aux terres, ainsi, que des fragments de colonnes employés à
couvrir les puits. C'est ainsi que la main du temps, toujours plus puissante que les vains efforts de l'homme,
restitue à la nature ce que l'art lui avoit enlevé.
59
Callier_1835_242 travelling Aleppo to Antioch: On voit de temps a autre apparaitre quelques villages
disséminés qui présentent lřaspect de châteaux en ruines; de hautes tours délabrées servent aux habitans de
forteresses pour se défendre contre les attaques de leurs ennemis ou pour repousser les incursions des tribus
nomades. Une grande partie de ces villages est occupée par des Anazès [Anazeh] sedentaires sans cesse armées
les uns contre les autres, et dont les habitudes de pillage sont un sujet de craintes continuelles pour les
voyageurs. Au-delà des premieres collines on arrive dans une petite plaine cultivée [Dana] par des Arabes qui,
au produit de leurs champs ajoutent aussi quelquefois celui de leurs rapines.
60
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_10 dead cities: Les dates de construction de maisons ne sont pas moins précises; on en
trouve du quatrième, du cinquième et du sixième siècle; quelquefois même l'architecte a signé son oeuvre …
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Nous trouvons ainsi un Damas le 29 janvier 378, un Domnos le 1er août 431, un Airamis le 13 août 510. / Par
une circonstance assez particulière, les églises ne portent ni date, ni nom propre, comme si un sentiment
d'humilité chrétienne avait porté les architectes à effacer toute trace de personnalité humaine devant la majesté
du saint lieu. Mais par la comparaison de ces monuments avec les édifices datés qui les entourent, nous avons pu
arriver à une classification rigoureuse. Les monuments religieux sont nombreux et variés; quelques-uns, comme
les églises de Qalb-Louzé, de Tourmanin, de Kalat-Sema'n, sont des chefs-d'oeuvre que les architectes de nos
jours pourront étudier avec profit. Ils ont été élevés entre le quatrième et le septième siècle de notre ère. La
dernière date inscrite sur un monument est de l'année 565. Peu après, tout s'arrête, non-seulement on ne bâtit
plus, mais la population elle-même paraît avoir brusquement abandonné ces montagnes pour se concentrer dans
quelques villes. Cette révolution subite ne peut avoir été amenée que par l'invasion musulmane.
61
Butler_1920_82-83 Northern Syria: The architecture of these deserted towns represents at least seven
centuries of development and illustrates every variety of structure suitable to a highly developed society. Among
the structures that are apparently of very early date, though they have no inscriptions upon them, are buildings in
a simple form of polygonal masonry with heavy moldings at the top of the walls and massive door frames.
Definitely dated buildings of the first and second centuries comprise temples of exquisite workmanship, mostly
in ruins because they were preyed upon for building material during the Christian period. There are also fine
houses belonging to these centuries in all parts of Syria. The Christian period is represented by churches large
and small, little country chapels, public baths which were often the gifts of wealthy citizens, other public
buildings, extensive shops, or bazaars, sumptuous villas, ordinary private houses, and monumental tombs in
endless variety.
62
Coote_1780_209-210 east of Aleppo: and in a large valley to the left of a salt lake we discovered many ruins
of great towns; in one place there was a temple that seemed to have been overthrown by an earthquake, the
pillars of which were Tuscan, lying all on the ground, near their bases, in one regular line; they were about 60 in
number, and of a hard, irony kind of stone, not in the least damaged by the weather. The length of the building
seemed to have been about 60 feet, and the breadth between the pillars 30 on each side. There was an aisle,
having two doors, exceedingly well ornamented and finished; the great doors seem to have been at the ends of
the building; without, on all sides, there was a mound of rubbish about 16 feet high, so that the ruins could not
be seen till you came just upon them. From this it would appear that some people must have cleared the ruins
that are now visible, for the rubbish around seems to have been thrown out of the area. There were above twenty
great mounds around, and I make no doubt but that each of them covered ruins, though none have been opened
like the above-mentioned. The plain, for several miles, is covered with fragments of hewn stone and rubbish of
buildings, so that this must have been a considerable city, probably from carrying on a trade in salt from the lake
which now supplies a great part of Syria with that article; the whole ground being encrusted with it when the
waters dry up, as the banks were at that time.
63
Laorty-Hadji_1854_117-118: Autour d'Alep, et dans un rayon de dix lieues, apparaissent çà et là des ruines
qui appartiennent évidemment à l'ère de la domination romaine. Ces débris se composent presque tous de blocs
énormes qui rappellent Balbeck et Alexandrie de Troie. Quelques-uns ont de quarante à cinquante pieds de long.
On trouve encore debout des fragments de murs soutenant des voûtes qui faisaient partie de temples ou de
prétoires. Parmi ces monuments, il en est beaucoup qui sont dans un bon état de conservation, et qui servent à
abriter les caravanes pour leurs haltes de nuit. A côté de ces édifices on distingue, par intervalles, ici quelques
morceaux de voies antiques, là des fragments d'aqueduc suspendus aux flancs des collines. Ces imposantes
ruines annoncent que cette région, aujourd'hui si ingrate, a été une station romaine importante, et probablement
un des lieux de passage du commerce de l'Inde avec l'Occident.
64
Walpole_I_1851_191-193, one of the dead cities, possibly Khirbet Hass: About one and a half [hours] southwest of Marah [Maarat al-Numan], I left the road to visit some ruins I observed on my left, standing on the
breast of a hill. Several walls, of large massive stones, well built, were still standing; and the whole hill, for two
miles or more one way, and certainly five or six in circumference, was literally deep in stones squared for
building, and fallen columns. In some places the stones, all huge, had been arranged so as to form inclosures for
herds of sheep and goats, which were now spread over the plain grazing, under the protection of armed villagers
from the surrounding villages. / It is a sad and mournful feeling that comes over us as we thus sit gazing at ruins
ŕ at decay; to see thus a stately city crumbled down, nor know who built it, ŕ when, or how it was built … /
To the south remains one corner of a wall, some forty feet high, built of stones five feet long by three thick,
broad, and uncemented. In several other places, portions of walls are still standing; but the ground is too much
encumbered with ruins to trace any building with accuracy. I also found the subscribed sign, which I copied. In
another portion is a wall and spring of an arch, most delicately executed, which in its style and workmanship
reminded me of Baalbec.
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Chantre_1889_218 Sergilla: L'ensemble de ces ruines remarquables impressionne si étrangement le voyageur,
qu'il se croit transporté dans une ville récemment abandonnée par ses habitants, tellement les constructions en
sont bien conservées ou facilement réparables. Mais, de tous les monuments de Serdgilla, le plus intact est celui
des thermes, dont la reconstruction pourrait être parfaite.
66
Walpole_I_1851_193, one of the dead cities, possibly Khirbet Hass: The minute tracery here, as also on many
other stones I noticed, was beautifully cut, and as fresh and sharp as if yesterday from the hands of the sculptor.
The place seemed to have been ruined by a sudden shock, and this one remnant alone left, to make us, by its
beauty, mourn for the rest. So perfect was each broken portion, that it seemed as if the spirit of old, of evil, and
of death, had breathed his destructive breath, and, in one minute, blasted the whole. No corners were worn with
the dull edge of ages ŕ sharp and clear destruction seems to have blasted them in their beauty.
67
Pococke_II.1_1745_146-147, travelling in 1737, on the way from Hama to Aleppo: On the twenty-sixth we
went to see several fine ruins of antient towns or villages to the south; in about an hour we came to Ramy, and
afterwards passed by Magesia and Ashy, in all which places we saw ruins of villages built of hewn stone: We at
length came to Kuph, which is a ruined village of such extent that it looked like the remains of a large town. All
the buildings in this, and the other places which I shall mention, are of a yellow hewn stone, which is easily
worked; the walls are built of single stones, and are about eighteen inches thick: They are neither fastened with
iron, nor laid in mortar; and in this manner I saw several very beautiful walls at least thirty feet high, which
stood true, and were not in the leaft ruined in such a course of time, being built on a firm rocky foundation; the
stones are worked so smooth that they join very close, and are laid in such a manner as to bind one another. In
Kuph the buildings appear like very magnificent palaces; some of them are built round several courts; I was
astonished to see such buildings in a place so retired, and in the midst of rocky hills, where there is no view or
prospest of any thing delightful … By the manner of architecture, which is not bad, they must have been, of the
fourth or fifth century at the lowest. The crosses made over all the doors, are a proof that they are Christian
buildings; and as there are sepulchres built near every one of the large houses; these places must have been
antiently used for retirement by Christians of distinction in those primitive times, to which they might come in
order to separate themselves from the world, and to meditate on their mortality in sight of their tombs; and to
these places they probably withdrew in order to end their days: And some persons who were inclined to spend
their fortunes in a devout retirement might live in these solitudes, not without some grandeur, and maintain a
religious hospitality. [NB the above all in one day! They then polished off more towns on the 27 th and 28th.]
68
Pococke_II.1_1745_147 Dead Cities: North of this village [Kuph] is a place called Elbarraw [Bara], which is
only separated from it by a little valley: Here there is a ruinous well-built castle, and some decayed houses,
which are of no mean structure; there is likewise a well cut down through the rock. From this place we returned
partly by the same way, and went about two leagues to the north east to a village called Frihay, where there are
remains of some very handsome palaces, one of which is almost entire; over the door of another there is an
imperfect Greek inscription, which seemed to contain the name of the master of it; one sepulchral building is
like those of Kuph, except that it is covered with a cupola; the others are all in a different manner, and seem to
have made a circle on a hill, at a little distance from the houses; there are a great number of them; one is a grot
cut into the rock; and before the entrance there is an arch about nine feet thick built with single stones of that
length, and finely turned: In the front of these arches there are some imperfect Greek inscriptions, which I saw
were of a religious nature, most of them being doxologies. Under one of the arches near a house, (in which I
could see no entrance into any grot) there are two or three Greek inscriptions, which seemed to be Pagan, but in
such barbarous unintelligible Greek, that they were hardly worth transcribing. In all the roads about these places,
especially at the villages, we saw some ruins and decayed churches built with hewn stone, and in the same taste.
69
Pococke_II.1_1745_148, Ruweiha: The houses are built round courts with porticos all round within
supporting a gallery, which communicates with the rooms above, there being a door from it to every room. The
capitals of the pillars, which are no bad work, are of the Corinthian and Ionic orders. The churches seem to have
been more magnificent than the houses, especially three or four, which are built with three naves, the arches of
which are supported by pillars, and the largest has great pillars in it of an oblong square figure, and a portico
before it; on one side there is an open building with a dome supported by columns, which seems to have been a
baptistery; on the north side of the church there is a building like a small antient temple, with an angular
pediment at each end, the corners are adorned with Corinthian pilasters, not of the best workmanship: The whole
building is raised on a fine basement, and before it there is a portico, consisting only of two pillars, which are in
the front between the side walls that support the pediment; this seemed to have been a family chapel, and under
it is a vault with stone coffins, or graves cut in the rock.
70
Drummond_1754_227-236 for visits to villages around Aleppo including Chattura, Tullach-Bareen, Chillie,
Rhia, Furkia, Ramie, Bara, copying Christian inscriptions as he goes, and illustrating churches.
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Drummond_1754_234 Bara: we went to Cassar il Bara, the ancient name of which I cannot learn, though it
must have been fully as large as Aleppo, and greatly superior to it in point of magnificence, as appears by the
ruins. Here have been several churches richly ornamented, particularly one, which was very large: great
numbers of columns are still to be seen, together with many pyramidical monuments, some of which are now
almost intire. At N°. 14. you have the drawing of one which I made (though part of it was tumbled down)
because the figure and ornaments were uncommon. On one side of the town there has been a considerable fort,
but the hill upon which the castle stood is at the distance of a little mile.
72
Le_Strange_1890_436, Dana: A village near Halab (Aleppo) in the 'Awâsim Province, on the slopes of Jabal
Lubnân (Lebanon). It is a very ancient place. Near it is a large platform (dikka) as wide as a Maidan (or horsecourse), cut in the hillside, square, and levelled. At its centre is a dome, within which is a tomb, as of one of the
ancient 'Adites; but of whom it is not known." (Yak., ii. 540; Mar., i. .386.). i.e. probably the blunt-topped
pyramid tomb.
73
Walpole_III_1851_201, Bara, one of the dead cities with two pyramidal tombs visible: On the west, in the
midst of a fine garden, perfectly clear of ruins, so, probably, formerly as now, a garden, walled in by high
pallisadoes of slabs of rock, is what is now called the King's Palace, Serai-el-Melek. Of the palace itself nothing
remains but a confused mass of columns, shafts, capitals, and stones. In the rocks on each side of the valley are
numerous tombs, some with courts, others with open colonnades, but in the empty tombs one finds no record of
their history. There were several inscriptions in barbarous Greek.
74
Aucher-Éloy_I_1843_169, travelling 1835, Antioch to Aleppo: on commence à voir de nombreuses ruines de
villes, de forteresses, de monastères du Bas-Empire et du temps des croisades. Les montagnes à droite et à
gauche sont couvertes des mêmes ruines, et on voit de nombreuses cavernes créusées de main d'homme. J'ai
remarqué surtout un vaste monastère avec une tour carrée, dont tout un côté est encore debout: ces ruines,
placées au milieu de solitudes, sont toujours un objet d'étonnement.
75
Dehérain_1914_273, Waddington travelling 1861 & 1862: Il y a trois chaînes de montagnes qui s'étendent
presque parallèlement au cours de l'Oronte et de l'Afrin, le Djebel Riha, Djebel Ala, et Djebel Séman; ces trois
chaînes sont remplies de villes et de villages ruinés, tous de l'époque byzantine, ve et vie siècles, d'une
construction admirable, et à peu près inconnus, bien que d'un très grand intérêt. Il y a peu d'inscriptions, assez
cependant pour bien fixer la date des monuments. Il y a là à faire tout un cours d'architecture syro-byzantine,
ecclésiastique et civile; des églises, des maisons, des tombeaux; mais pour en tirer tout le parti possible, il
faudrait à la fois la photographie, et un architecte dessinateur qui relèverait les plans et étudierait les détails
d'ornementation et les procédés de construction; ce serait une monographie des plus intéressantes et des plus
neuves, portant sur un très grand nombre de monuments. Les points principaux sont El-Bara et Kalaat-Séman où
il y a un ensemble très imposant de constructions diverses et des ruines fort étendues. Tous ces endroits sont
inconnus dans l'histoire.
76
Volney_II_1792_96: Sur toute la route d'Alep à Hama, ce ne sont que ruines d'anciens villages, que citernes
enfoncées, & débris de forteresses & même de temples. J'ai sur-tout remarqué une foule de monticules ovales &
ronds, que leur terre rapportée & leur saillie brusque sur cette plaine rase, prouvent avoir été faits de main
d'homme. L'on pourra prendre une idée du travail qu'ils ont du coûter, par la mesure de celui de Kan-Chaikoun,
auquel j'ai trouvé 720 pas, cřest-à-dire, 1400 pieds de tour, sur près de 100 pieds d'élévation. Ces monticules,
parsemés presque de lieue en lieue, portent tous des ruines qui furent des citadelles, & sans doute aussi des lieux
d'adoration, selon l'ancienne pratique si connue d'adorer sur les lieux hauts.
77
Burckhardt_1822_20021812, El Bara: The mountain of Rieha, of which El Bara forms a part, is full of the
ruins of cities, which flourished in the times of the lower empire; those of El Bara are the most considerable of
the whole, and as I had often heard the people of the country mention them, I thought it worth while to take this
circuitous road to Hamah. The ruins are about ten minutes walk to the west of the village. Directing our
researches to that side we met with a sepulchral cave in the immediate vicinity of the town; a broad staircase
leads down to the entrance of it, over which I copied this inscription … The following figure, in relief, was over
it. We saw the same figure, with variations, over the gates of several buildings in these ruins; the episcopal staff
is found in all of them. The best executed one that I saw was of this form. On the outside of the town are several
sepulchral caves, and a few coffins. The town walls on the E. side are yet standing; they are very neatly built
with small stones, with a square pillar at every six or seven paces, about nine feet high. The ruins extend for
about half an hour from south to north, and consist of a number of public buildings, churches, and private
habitations, the walls and roofs of some of which are still standing. I found no inscriptions here. The stone with
which the buildings are constructed is a soft calcareous rock, that speedily decays wherever it is exposed to the
air; it is of the same description as that found in the buildings of the towns about the mountain of St. Simon, and
in the ruins of St. Simon, where not a single legible inscription remains, though, as at Bara, traces of them are
seen in many places. We surveyed the town in all directions, but saw no building worth noticing, except three
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tombs, which are plain square structures surmounted with pyramids. The pyramidal summit of one of them has
fallen. The interior of these tombs is a square of six paces; on the side opposite the door is a stone coffin; and
two others in each of the other two walls; the pyramidal roof is well constructed, being hollow to the top, with
rounded angles, and without any interior support. On the outside the pyramid is covered with thin slabs, on each
of which is a kind of knob, which gives the whole a very singular appearance. The height of the whole building
may be about twenty-four feet. In one of the tombs is a window, the other is quite dark. Two of them stand near
together; the third is in a different part of the town. The sides of one of the coffins is carved with a cross in the
middle. / The mode of construction in all the private habitations is similar to that which I noticed in the ancient
towns of the Haouran, and which, in fact, is still in use in most of the Arab villages in Syria, with this difference,
that the latter build with timber and mud instead of stone.
78
Seiff_1875_287-303 for some of the Dead Cities, with monuments, churches and tombs.
79
Walpole_I_1851_189 travelling from Homs toward Aleppo, and near Shokune [Khan Sheikhun]: Passed a
village called Theba, built on and round one of the hills that rise out of the ground. Three hours afterwards we
rode through columns and ruins. The Arabs called the place Ludmien. Many plain shafts of columns were
standing; excavated vaults; corn-holes, such as are in use now ŕ solid stone water-troughs, circular stones for
well mouths. The grass and weeds grow too thick to see the outline of the buildings ŕ the whole might be a
mile and a half round. I observed but one or two carved stones. I copied also an ornamental scroll; pediments of
columns also, but plain and uncarved, lay about. In one place, a number of stones stood in a square. From one of
these stones I copied an inscription, the only one I saw; and, from a stone behind it, an ornament. / This may be
one of the stone cities of Solomon, which he built in Hamath. This plain, probably, furnished grain for the
crowded and less fertile land of the Jews. The villages are now deserted, and the people encamped out on the
plain in order to pasture their cattle.
80
Ellis_1881_I_26 From Antioch to Aleppo: The Orontes has a broad branch from the Lake of Antioch,
drawing a large supply of water at this time of year. The mounds marking the sites of towns or castles were
more plainly seen here than when we were passing on the other side of the lake. They numbered about 60 or 80,
some with the ruins of buildings still upon them. Many of the castle mounds run in lines, and were originally
placed there to protect the old Egypto-Assyrian commercial road that, starting from Egypt, traversed the length
of Syria and here turned inland towards the sources of the Tigris. As far as I could learn no one has yet made
excavations with a hope of finding antiquities.
81
Sykes_1904_53, on the road from Aleppo to Hama: Between Ma'aret and Seraqib the road passes through
many ruined towns and villages of the Christian period, 400-600 A.D.; these require a specialist's description,
which, being unable to provide, we will omit, as an Irish editor remarked of his leading article.
82
Drummond_1754_216 on the way from Iskenderun to Aleppo: Danah, which is now a mean village; what
name it formerly had I cannot learn, and you know I do not love to amuse people with vain conjecture; but it
must certainly have been a place of considerable note, for I found in it some noble ruins: in one place the bases
of a number of columns remain in their original position, and their broken fusts lie scattered around. I have
reason to think they formed the nave of a church, because, hard by, are the ruins of a well-built bellfrey: the
ornamental fragments, I perceived, were gothic; and, in the neighbourhood, I traced the foundation of a very
large building, probably a convent, furnished with a spacious cistern, from which we drew excellent cool water,
which was the most refreshing draught I ever swallowed; for the weather was not only excessively hot from the
nature of the season, but that heat was reinforced by the scorching east wind blowing from the Desarts, which
rendered the air altogether unfit for respiration. This cistern is covered with logs of marble from ten to twelve
feet long, and from three to four feet broad; these are supported by square pillars of the same stone; and from it
the villages are supplied with water. The inhabitants are Arabs, among whom I saw a scene of industry that far
exceeded any thing I had ever observed in Syria; for the Turks are a lazy people, and choose to gain their
livelihood by robbery, fraud, or murder, rather than by honest toil. The place is delightfully situated on an
eminence, in the middle of a charming extensive plain, surrounded by beautiful low hills; on the declivities of
which were once fine villages, now reduced to ruins and miserable hutts.
83
Aucher-Éloy_I_1843_85, travelling 1832, Aleppo: Il y a sûreté pour les voyageurs dans tout le pays.
Autrefois les Bédouins qui occupent le désert venaient exercer leur brigandage jusqu'aux portes de la ville;
Ibrahim a fait une expédition pour les punir: ils ont abandonné le pays pour s'enfoncer dans le désert.
84
Tilley_1864_369 devastation around Aleppo: In the report of Mr. Skene (August 1860), H.B.M. Consul at
Aleppo, we read that Mohammed Duki, at the head of 2,000 horsemen of the tribe of Beni-Sachar, had just
before devastated and unpeopled twenty-five villages in one incursion alone. He goes on to say, that in a large
fertile district near Aleppo, which twenty years ago possessed 100 villages, there are now only a few fellahs to
be seen; that he had passed over towns in the desert, having well paved streets and houses still in good repair,
but totally uninhabited; that thousands of acres of land, showing signs of former irrigation and extensive culture,
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now hardly afford a scanty bite to the Bedouin's sheep or camels. So much for the civilisation of Mohammed
Duki and his fellows.
85
PEFQS_1871_3 Richard Burton: The return of Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake to Damascus on November 5, after
his dangerous reconnaissance of the 'Ulah or uplands lying between the El Hamah (the Hamath of the Old
Testament) and Aleppo, enables me to say a word for the cause lately advocated in your columns by the "Hon.
Sec. Palestine Exploration Fund." My friend and fellow-traveller, during a journey of thirty-five days, averaging
six miles of riding per diem, sketched and fixed the positions of some fifty ruins which, in presence of the
Circassian immigration, now a fait accompli, are fated soon to disappear from the face of earth.
86
PEFQS_1871_11: Unfortunately, the Bedawin have been allowed to harry the country, and consequently the
360 towns which once existed there are now all in ruins. The extensive immigration of Circassians which has
recently taken place will also tend further to the destruction of these remains. It is, therefore, gratifying to add
that Mr. Drake has returned laden, not only with sketches, plans, measurements, but also with Greek
inscriptions, of which there are a great number lying about. These would, of course, if left uncopied, soon have
perished with the stones on which they are inscribed.
87
De_Forest_1856_275-6 Apamea, for a long description (273-278): of the eighteen hundred or two thousand
shafts necessary to fill out this immense design, every one had fallen, and lay as if with its face to the earth, in
an eternal woe of desolation. Every edifice, also, was prostrate, exhibiting no other sign of its former beauty
than a confused wreck of hoary stones.
88
Robinson_1856_550 Apamea: Apamea of Syria lay upon the hills east of the lower valley of the Orontes. It
was a city of importance, the seat of a Christian bishop; and continued to be a strong place during the centuries
of the crusades. Abulfeda speaks of it as Famieh, or Afamieh. But the name has long been forgotten in those
regions; having been superseded by that of a modern castle near the site, Kul'at el-Mudik.
89
Usama Ibn Munqidh_2008_99, Apamea, writing c.1183: We encountered the enemy cavalry and infantry in
the ruins near the city. It is a place where horses cannot easily move because of all the blocks and columns and
ruined foundations, so we were unable to dislodge them from the area.
90
Green_1736_26.
91
Conder_1824_348, Qalaat Mudiq: Within the walls are thirty or forty houses, inhabited by Turks and Greek
Christians. Burchardt could hear of no antiquities; but, on the N. side of the hill, he saw several columns
scattered about.
92
Burckhardt_1822_170212: The castle of Medyk is built of small stones, with several turrets, and is evidently
of modern construction. On the E. side, close to the gate, are ruined habitations; and to the S. on the declivity of
the hill, is a mosque enclosed by a wall, which forms a kind of out-work to the castle. Within the castle wall are
thirty or forty houses, inhabited by Turks and Greek Christians. I was told that the only relic of antiquity is a
wall in the governor's palace, built with large blocks of stone. At the western foot of the hill is a warm
sulphureous spring, the water from which forms a pond; on the edge of the pond I found a fragment of a fine
fluted Doric column. Near the spring is a large Khan for the accommodation of travellers. On the N. side of the
hill are several columns scattered about.
93
Beaujour_1829_314: Famieh, l'ancienne Apamée, est situee au sud de Schoghr sur la rive droite de l'Oronte, à
l'origine d'un lac que traverse le fleuve, et elle a l'air d'une ville ruinée; mais elle est toujours renommée pour la
bonté de ses pâturages qui nourrissaient du temps des Séleucides jusqu'à 30 mille cavales et 300 étalons. Cest le
lieu de la Syrie le plus propre à un établissement de haras.
94
Stanhope_1846_II_237 in 1813, Apamea: There are the remains of a long colonnade running nearly north and
south, which must have been extremely grand. The pillars are of the Corinthian order, all fallen, but in several
places lying in ranges as they stood. The stones of which the edifices were composed are of very large
dimensions, but less so than those of Palmyra, and of an inferior quality of stone, seemingly quarried from the
hills in the environs; for the effects of the atmosphere were strongly marked upon them, showing them to want
hardness. There are several spiral fluted columns, which seem to have belonged to a temple. Within the walls
are two small eminences, but too diminutive to have been the sites of fortresses. What buildings stood on them,
or what purposes they served, I could only conjecture.
95
De_Forest_1856_275 Apamea, for a long description (273-278): the Apamea of the times of the Selucidae.
And here we paused, as it were, on the shore of a broken sea of pillars, capitals, pediments, and walls, sweeping
in gray surges of ruin far away into another shore of verdure. From a southern gate which was fallen, to a
northern gate which was yet standing, went a street, of a mile in length, lined on either side by a colonnade of
Corinthian pillars. At right angles with it, ran other streets, of lesser width, as straight as the flight of an arrow,
and, like the main avenue, adorned with long ranks of columns.
96
Joanne_&_Isambert_1864_624: de vastes ruines au N.-E. de celui-ci [the fortress], qui couvrent un large
plateau élevé de 100 met. au-dessus de l'Oronte. On y voit les restes d'une enceinte presque entièrement détruite,
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sauf la porte du N., la rue principale de la ville, dirigée du N. au S., longue d'environ 1500 met. et bordée de
chaque côté d'une colonnade corinthienne, dont les débris couchés à terre présentent cependant un bon état de
conservation. Les fûts offrent une grande variété: les uns sont pleins, les autres cannelés, les autres ciselés en
spirale: le tout, avec l'entablement et le piédestal, mesurait environ 10 mèt de hauteur. De distance en distance,
la colonnade formait une petite cour rectangulaire. On retrouve, vers le milieu de cette avenue, une statue de
Bacchus assez remarquable. Des deux côtés, on observe les emplacements de grands bâtiments ruinés et des
rues.
97
Seiff_1875_286 Apamea: Gegenwärtig gleicht die Stätte, auf der sie sich dereinst erhob, einem grossen
Todtenfelde. Ihre Tempel, Paläste und Privathäuser sind bis auf wenige formlose Reste und Fundamente
verschwunden. Die Mauern und Thürme, welche sie ehedem schützend umgaben, liegen in Trümmern, einen
kleinen Theil neben dem noch wohl erhaltenen nördlichen Thore ausgenommen, das im Rundbogen überwölbt,
nach aussen vorspringt; aber Hunderte von Säulenschäften, glatte, gerade und gewunden canellirte, von den
verschiedensten Dimensionen, bedecken in wirrem Durcheinander den unebenen Boden, zum grössten Theil den
Colonnaden angehörend, welche die, von Nord nach Süd gerichtete Hauptstrasse zu beiden Seiten einfassten,
und atellenweis fast verborgen unter dem üppigen, taufeuchten Grün, das der Frühling hervorgelockt hatte.
Erdbeben scheinen auch hier die Ursache der so vollständigen Zerstörung gewesen zu sein.
98
Sachau_1883_74-75 Apamea: Das Stadtgebiet von Apamea ist ein wüstes Ruinenfeld, das aber dadurch ein
besonderes Interesse gewinnt, dass es die Trümmer der Stadt genau so zeigt, wie sie aus der letzten Zerstörung
im Alterthum hervorgegangen sind; was über dem Erdboden vorhanden ist, sind die Reste des Alterthums, denn
seit der letzten Zerstörung im Anfang des 7. Jahrhunderts ist dies Terrain gänzlich unbewohnt und fast unberührt
geblieben. Der Boden hat sich etwas gehoben wie auf fast allen Ruinenstätten. aber diese Hebung ist so
unbedeutend, dass an einigen Stellen die Basen der Strassen und der Häuser offen zu Tage treten. Das höhere
Alter der Ruinen von Apamea im Gegensatz zu denjenigen des Gebirges von Elbâra und des nördlichen Syrien
um den Djebel Sim'än ergibt sich auf den ersten Blick; abgesehen davon, dass sie sämmtlich aus Kalkstein
bestehen, haben die Reste von Apamea mit jenen anderen Ruinenstätten nichts gemein … Es stehen keine
Tempel, Paläste oder Säulen mehr aufrecht wie in Palmyra; nur ein Bogen des Nordthors und hin und wieder
Gemäuer.
99
Bell_1908_241 Apamea: Though it has been utterly destroyed by earthquakes, enough remains in ruin to
prove its ancient splendour, the wide circuit of its walls, the number ot its temples and the magnificence of its
columned streets. You can trace the main thoroughfares from gate to gate by the heaped masses of the
colonnades, and mark the stone bases of statues at the intersections of the ways. Here and there a massive portal
opens into vacuity, the palace which it served having been razed to the ground, or an armed horseman decorates
the funeral stele on which the living merits of his prototype are recorded. The Christians took up the story where
the Seleucid kings had left it, and the ruins of a great church with a courtyard set round with columns lie on the
edge of the main street.
100
Sachau_1883_89 El Kefr [Caperturi], near Apamea: Elkefr ist die umfangreichste Ruine dieser Art, eine
Ortschaft, in der wohl über 30,000 Menschen eng zusammengedrängt gewohnt haben mögen. Die Häuser liegen
nahe an einander, sodass die Einfriedigungsmauern, von denen jedes Haus eingeschlossen ist, vielfach
gemeinsames Eigenthum gewesen sein müssen. In unregelmäßigen Linien winden sich die Strassen, schmale
Gänge, in denen selten mehr als drei Personen neben einander stehen können, durch die Häuserumssen
hindurch; sie sind jetzt, weil mit Felsblöcken überschüttet, vielfach unpassirbar. So eng wie die Gassen, so
schmal, klein und unansehnlich sind die Thülen der Häuser. Tritt man in ein Gehöft ein, so muss man in der
Regel über wüste Haufen von Felsblöcken hinwegklettern, findet aber dann fast ganz erhaltene Wohnungen,
besonders Erdgeschosse mit allen Räumen und häuslichen Einrichtungen, Säulenreihen, vielfach auch noch
grosse Reste vom ersten Stockwerk, und fast überall ist der Plan der Häuser mit Leichtigkeit zu erkennen. Eine
Stadt des Luxus und der Kunst kann Elkefr nicht gewesen sein, denn ausser wohl eingerichteten Häusern und
Kirchen findet man weder Prachtbauten irgendwelcher Art noch kunstvolle Säulen noch auch das geringste
Denkmal antiker Sculptur. Auch mit Inschriften ist kein Luxus getrieben. Ich denke mir Elkefr in der Zeit seiner
Blüthe als eine behäbige, ruhige Landstadt, die hauptsächlich von Wein- und Oel-Cultur lebte, und die ausser
Ziegen und einigen Kühen keinen grossen Viehbestand gehalten haben kann.
101
Febvre_1682_187 S. Simeon: Ils se mocquent des Francs, de ce qu'ils vont voir avec tant de frais & de
dépenses les anciennes Villes ruinées, & auttes édifices autresfois fameux, comme Troye, Antioche, Ptolemaide,
Athènes, & une infinité d'autres. Ils croyent qu'ils sont fols, ou qu'ils ont tant d'argent qu'ils ne sçavent qu'en
faire ny à quoy sřemployer. Estant allé un jour à saint Siméon Stilite par dévotion, & pour voir les débris de ce
fameux Monastère qui avoit autresfois cinq cens Religieux & autant de Bourgs qui en dépendoient & qui leur
payoient des rentes. Ceux en compagnie desquels j'estois, qui estoient des gens du pays, ne daignoient pas (tant
ils sont peu curieux) considérer ces antiquitez, qui sont les plus belles que j'aye veu dans la Turquie, encore bien
qu'ils n'y fussent jamais venus. Ils s'estonnoient de ce qu'ils me voyoient regarder si exactement & avec une joye
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meslée de douleur & de complaintes, l'Eglise & les appartemens de ce grand Couvent, dont les pierres paraissent
encore fort blanches, quoy qu'elles soient exposées à toutes les injures du temps. Ils sembloit qu'ils estoient sur
les épines, tant ils me pressoient de sortir. Mais que regardes-tu avec tant d'attention, me disoient-ils? que
remarques-tu dans ces mazures? y veux-tu découvrir quelque thresor: car cette simple veuë ne meritoit pas la
peine que tu as pris de venir jusques icy. A la réponse que je leur fis, que j'en prendrais volontiers trois fois
davantage pour voir un lieu si Saint & si vénérable, ils éclatèrent de rire.
102
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_267: Les environs d'Alep n'offrent d'ailleurs rien d'intéressant, si ce n'est les
ruines de la grande abbaye de Saint-Siméon, situées à quelques lieues dans la direction d'Antioche, et que j'avais
toute faculté de visiter en me rendant à cette ville, placée sur mon itinéraire. [Probably concocted this opinion
before he travelled there; but 275-7 for description of his route, where an hour from S. Simeon he saw les ruines
d'un assez grand édifice, probablement une ancienne abbaye.]
103
Chantre_1889_232-234: Kala'at-Sem'an n'est que le centre d'une infinité d'autres ruines appartenant à
plusieurs villages dispersés soit au pied de la montagne où s'élève l'église de Saint-Siméon, soit sur les collines
avoisinantes. Toutes ces ruines portent la date irrécusable des ive, ve et vie siècles. C'est partout des blocs
énormes, des pierres de taille gigantesques soigneusement appareillées, qui ont servi de matériaux. L'ornement
bien caractéristique de ces ruines est toujours le portique à un et parfois à deux étages. Le piédestal taillé dans le
roc de la célèbre colonne se voit encore; mais de la colonne elle-même il ne reste qu'un fragment de base mutilé.
104
Butler_1905_397-398 around S. Simeon: Eighteen ancient ruined towns were explored, one of them, now
called Brad, approaching the dimensions of a city, and boasting a large bath, a tetrapylon, and four churches,
one of them of cathedral importance. Each site contributed one or more churches and other buildings to the
publications of the expedition. A beautiful temple converted into a church was among the interesting
monuments. A large number of the many inscriptions found here have the value of giving dates to the buildings.
A greater proportion of early dates, i.e. dates of the second and third centuries, was found here than was found
in the Djebel il-A'la, the Djebel Barisha, or the Djebel Riha. There are private houses here bearing the dates 207208 A.D. and 308 A.D. and a press dated 223-224 A.D. The earliest dated church yet discovered in Syria, if not
the earliest dated church in the world, is at Fafirtin; it is dated in the year 372 A.D. The buildings of this region,
too, especially the churches, are in a better state of preservation than in other parts of Syria. Eight of the
eighteen churches still preserve the half domes of their apses; four have both rows of columns and arches
standing, and two have one row of arches still intact. Four of these buildings are almost perfect so far as
stonework is concerned. The majority of these churches is apparently of early date, being of the same type as the
dated church of Fafirtin. Of fourteen chapels, i.e. the church buildings without interior arches, nine are in perfect
condition but for their wooden roofs. Two of these have apses with semi-domes, three have rectangular
sanctuaries covered with slabs of stone. In one of the latter, traces of the painted decoration of the ceiling are
still visible, and one has a gabled porch supported by two columns absolutely intact. Many of the private houses
have two stories of their colonnades intact, and a number of them bear dates of the fifth and sixth centuries. All
of these buildings were photographed and measured in detail. The ancient sites of this region were included in
the maps made by Mr. Norris, and the result will be the first appearance of most of them on any map.
105
Morone_1669_I_402 pilgrims from Aleppo to Alexandretta: dalla quale altri divertano per visitare in luogo
ove quell gran Penitente San Simeone Stellita menò una vita più ammirable ... sopra di una colonna ... medesima
una Chiesa grandissima ... nel cui mezzo rimase la colonna del Santo ... un Convento magnifico ... nel resto
tutton ruinato, come anche è per la maggior parte la Chiesa. Nel calar poi dal Monte verso Occidente si vede
unřaltra Chiesa assai maestosa, & in buona parte in piedi, e poco più avanti sopra dřun Colle trovarsi una
faragine di ruine, fra le quali si vedono inditzi di tre, ò quattro Chiese, e dalle colonne, capitelli, basi, cornici, e
pietre, marmi bellissimi, sřargumenta fossero fabriche di considerazione.
106
Bouchier_1916_252: No very satisfactory explanation has been given of the origin of pillar-saints, ascetics
who lived for weeks or years together on tall columns of stone. Many were Christian mystics, but such columns
were also associated with heathen temples ; and the practice may have arisen from a confused feeling that the
worshipper, on a height, was nearer to his god, just as early Semitic sanctuaries consisted of an altar within a
grove upon a hill- top. A pair of colossal columns stood in the open vestibule of the Atargatis temple at
Hierapolis.
107
Goujon_1670_28 S. Simeon: plus de la moitié ruinée, la colomne de ce grand homme … lřon void de sa
hauteur, qui estoit de 100 pieds.
108
Febvre_1682_187B S. Simeon: Le coeur de l'Eglise qui est en octogone ou a huit faces, au milieu duquel
estoit la colomne de ce grand Saint, qui ne se voir plus à cause qu'une partie de la voûte est tombée dessus, & lřa
ensevelie sous ses ruines. Le Réfectoire qui est beau & spatieux, basty tout de pierre de taille, où l'on voit encore
la chaire du Lecteur dans son entier. L'on apperçoit à trois cens pas du Convent, une grande porte fort
magnifique, dont les pilliers qui luy servent d'ornement sont de marbre. Elle est sur le chemin, qui va à la Ville
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de saint Siméon, bastie au pied de la montagne, qui est aujourd'huy entièrement détruite & abandonnée, ne
servant plus que de retraite aux serpens & autres insectes qui y sont en quantité.
109
Walpole_III_1851_233 S. Simeon: Beneath an octagon dome is the base of the pillar, a huge square block of
about nine feet on either side, by five high: a rude step runs round it. In the centre of the upper surface is a round
hole for the holding of the first round of the shaft. There were many blocks of stone around, but no ruins of the
shaft; perhaps it had all been carried off by the pilgrims, who once thronged to the spot; for the convent enjoyed
great celebrity in the fifth and sixth centuries, as well on account of the fame of the building as the vastness of
the pile that rose to do him honour.
110
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_280: Là existe un piédestal que l'on dit être celui de la colonne légendaire, haut
d'un mètre 50 centimètres sur une largeur de deux mètres au carré. Toute la partie antérieure de l'église s'est
effondrée. A l'Est subsiste une entrée composée de trois portes d'un style écrasé, une grande au milieu, flanquée
de deux plus petites. Le chœur affecte la forme octogone. La voûte et les parties les plus hautes se sont
affaissées, jonchant le sol de débris, tronçons de colonnes, chapiteaux, fragments de corniches, etc. Ce fond
d'église montre encore, à l'intérieur et à l'extérieur, les colonnes à chapiteaux romains dont il était décoré et, en
outre, le couronnement en arceaux qui soutenait la toiture: tout cela est fort beau et marqué au cachet grandiose
qui était celui de la con- struction entière.
111
Robinson_1838_354: On montre encore aux pieux pèlerins quelques restes de la fameuse colonne sur
laquelle Saint-Simon vécut pendant tant d'années. Un nombre considérable de villages en ruines se trouve dans
cette direction.
112
Finati_1830_II_183, travelling 1816, S. Simeon: there is no part left of the pillar on which the Saint is sud to
have lived so many years; but a mass of the live rock stands up square in the centre, which was probably its
pedestal. / A great chief among the Koords had not long since repaired a part of the adjoining buiklings for bis
residence, but feeling Alarm at the new Pasha of Aleppo, had withdrawn to a distance.
113
Butler_1930_66, expedition of 1909, Qalat Simaan: The entire structure is of limestone, richly carved, with
interior columns of imported marble and gorgeous designs. Adjoining the church on the southeast are extensive
buildings, doubtless for the clergy. The whole group is strikingly beautiful and impressive, even in its ruined
state, and it is a great pity that something is not being done to prevent the further decay and fall of those parts
which are still standing.
114
Besson_1862_17 S. Simeon: Il était entretenu par autant de villages circonvoisins qu'il y a de jours en lřan.
Chacun payait ce pieux tribut, et nourrissait un jour les serviteurs de Dieu pour faire, par leurs aumônes, une
année toute sainte. Au milieu de l'église, qui est prodigieuse en sa grandeur, mais à moitié ruinée, paraît la
colonne du saint Stylite, faite à vis, au haut de laquelle on montait par le dedans.
115
Ibn_Battuta_1982_144, Hama: Je sortis dřEmèse pour me rendre à la ville de Hamâh, une des métropoles les
plus nobles de la Syrie, et une de ses villes les plus admirables. Elle possède une beauté resplendissante et une
grâce parfaite; elle est entourée de jardins et de vergers, près desquels on voit des roues hydrauliques, quřon
prendrait pour des globes célestes qui tournent. Elle est traversée par le fleuve considérable nommé Alřâcy. Elle
a aussi un faubourg nommé Almansoûriyah, qui est plus grand que la ville même, et où lřon voit des marchés
très fréquentés et des bains magnifiques.
116
Green_1736_30 Hama: within there is scarce any thing worth taking Notice of; which is the Case of most
Cities in those Countries, since they fell under the Tyranny of the destroying Turks. In a Word, it is half ruined,
althoř it contains some beautiful Houses and Masjeds, which are built of black and white Stone. The Castle
abovementioned consists of the same Materials, disposed so as to form various Figures, which testify its ancient
Beauty.
117
Broquière_1892_78 travelling 1432-3, Hama: Et à ung bout y a ung tresbeau chastel et fort sur une haulte
mote vers soleil levant, laquelle est toute glacissée jusques au pié du mur. Et a autour dudit chastel une citadelle
dequoy ledit chastel est maistre et passe par le pié dudit chastel une rivyere selon les murs, laquelle on me dit
que c'est ung des fleuves qui vient de paradis terrestre.
118
Robinson_1838_326: Au milieu de la ville il y a un tertre carré sur lequel était situé autrefois le château dont
il reste peu de traces, les pierres dont il était construit ayant servi de matériaux pour les maisons modernes.
119
Burckhardt_1822_22021810 Hama: In the middle of the city is a square mound of earth, upon which the
castle formerly stood; the materials, as well as the stones with which it is probable that the hill was faced, have
been carried away and used in the erection of modern buildings … The town, for the greater part, is well built,
although the walls of the dwellings, a few palaces excepted, are of mud; but their interior makes amends for the
roughness of their external appearance. The Mutsellim resides in a seraglio, on the banks of the river. I enquired
in vain for a piece of marble, with figures in relief, which La Roque saw; but in the corner of a house in the
Bazar is a stone with a number of small figures and signs, which appears to be a kind of hieroglyphical writing,
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though it does not resemble that of Egypt. I counted thirteen mosques in the town, the largest of which has a
very ancient Minaret.
120
Poujoulat_1841_II_27: Une distance de huit lieues sépare Marrah de Hamah. La route va du nord au sud. A
deux heures de Marrah, à une demi-heure à droite du chemin, gisent sur un vaste plateau des pierres de taille,
des murs à demi enfouis dans la terre, des colonnes brisées, des chapiteaux, des corniches d'un beau travail; un
portique orné de deux pilastres corinthiens s'élève au milieu des débris de cette antique cité; point dřarbres, point
d'eau, pas un brin d'herbe, pas une habitation humaine parmi ces ruines; partout la solitude et le silence du
désert.
121
Seiff_1875_270-271 Hama: Von antiken Bauten hat sich in Hamah nichts erhalten, einige unbedeutende
Reste ausgenommen, die man hin und wieder als Schmuck moderner Gebäude verwendet findet. So zieren z. B.
den marmorgetäfelten Hof der zierlichen Hauptmoschee, in der Nähe der Citadelle, mehrere antike Säulen und
ein kleiner laternenartiger Bau mit Kuppel, ähnlich dem im Hofe der grossen Moschee von Damaacus, ruht
ebendaselbst auf 8; grösstentheils in der Erde verborgenen korinthischen Säulen.
122
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_288: Before Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake made his excursion to Homs and
Hamah, I gave him details about the position of what I cannot but believe to be a remnant of the great shrine,
and requested him to verify my observations: he searched everywhere without finding it, and he came to the
conclusion that it had been covered by an earthslip, or had been broken up for building material. In these North
Syrian towns, the destruction of old buildings is unpleasantly rapid: scores of old basaltic rafters, torn from the
ŘAláh ruins [Gebel ŘAla area, east of Hama wo, wie die Araber behaupten, 365 Ortschaften sein sollen Ŕ
Baedeker], may be seen in the streets of Hamah. I would willingly offer a plan of this most interesting site; but it
is far better left to the regular survey of Palestine, which will doubtless take the opportunity of making
excavations.
123
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_184 Homs: The overlying Saracen revetments at Hums and Aleppo
doubtless conceal much of interest; but at Hamah, where nearly every stone has been carried away for building
purposes, we find monuments of the greatest possible value. History is silent about the construction of these
three sister castles ŕ for I cannot but so regard them; but I believe that the five blocks of basalt at Hamah,
covered with hieroglyphs in excellent preservation, may be the opening page to a new chapter in history. These
inscriptions were found in the Kala, and are now scattered about the town.
124
Sachau_1883_66-67 Hama: In Hámâ (Hamâth, Epiphania) sind bisher auffallend wenig Anschriften und
Alterthümer gefunden, was sich wohl daraus erklärt, dass die Stadt nach allen Zerstörungen stets wieder
aufgebaut und noch gegenwärtig in dem ganzen Umfang, den sie jemals gehabt haben mag bewohnt ist. Der
Stadtboden ist überall hügelig und besteht in der Hauptsache aus den Schuttansammlungen von Jahrtausenden.
Wer den hohen Hügel im SO und den Castellberg im Norden in grosser Tiefe durchstechen könnte, würde
vermuthlich auf classische, vielleicht sogar auf ältere Baureste stossen; beide Hügel sind nicht bewohnt, aber auf
den Seiten des ersteren finden sich einige Muhammedanische Gräber.
125
PEFQS_1871_11: By the latest intelligence received, Mr. Drake has returned to Damascus, after passing
through the Ulah to Aleppo. The Ulah (uplands) begins on a parallel east of Hamah, the ancient Hamath. It is
marked in some of our maps as the Great Syrian Desert, an unfortunate misnomer, as it is a region exceptionally
riant and fertile. Unfortunately, the Bedawin have been allowed to harry the country, and consequently the 360
towns which once existed there are now all in ruins. The extensive immigration of Circassians which has
recently taken place will also tend further to the destruction of these remains. It is, therefore, gratifying to add
that Mr. Drake has returned laden, not only with sketches, plans, measurements, but also with Greek
inscriptions, of which there are a great number lying about. These would, of course, if left uncopied, soon have
perished with the stones on which they are inscribed.
126
Pococke_II.1_1745_141 Homs: The walls of the city are about three miles in circumference, and probably
were made about the year one thousand and ninety eight, when the Christians had possession of it, during the
time of the Holy war; for they are built like those of Caesarea on the sea, which were made by Lewis the ninth
of France; except that there seemed to have been a terrace round on the outside of the walls, defended by a
parapet wall, on the outside of which is the soffee; it appears that there has been a rampart made round it since
that time, which was faced with stone, probably after Saladin had taken it from the Christians in one thousand
one hundred eighty seven, or it may be on the invention of cannon.
127
Chantre_1889_212 Homs: La plus grande partie des anciennes murailles est encore debout.
128
Seetzen_1854_I_25, 1805, Bogas, hill pass, between Homs and Damascus: Wir kamen an einen Chan,
welcher Chan el arüs heisst. In seiner Nähe ist ein tiefer Waldgraben mit fast 60 Fuss hohen steilen
Marmorwänden, in welchen ein paar Grotten. Vor demselben stehen viele Jaspisfelsen zu Tage. Auch bemerkte
ich unter dem Gerolle Blöcke von Achat, Stücke von Quarz, Chalcedon und weissem Marmor.
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Seetzen_1854_I_26, 1805, Kteiphe, between Homs and Damascus: Der Chän ist gross und ansehnlich. Er
besteht aus 2 grossen Höfen, wovon der innere ungemein hübsch ist. Es ist ein grosser viereckiger mit weissem
Marmor gepflasterter Platz, in dessen Mitte ein marmornes Wasserbassin befindlich ist. Dieser Platz ist rund
umher mit Arkaden von weissen Marmorquadern umgeben, aus welchen Thüren in die Ställe führen.
130
Walpole_I_1851_164-165 Homs: The castle presents a remarkable object. It is an oblong mound, of
considerable area, about 150 feet high, and about half a mile in circumference at the plateau on the top. The
whole hill is cased over with solid masonry, immense blocks of black, ferruginous stone, of great depth and
solidity: here and there columns of the same have been worked in. Many portions of this are now in ruins, as it
is much used by the inhabitants for the lower portions of their houses, tombs, &c. Of the castle above little now
remains; Ibrahim Pasha blew it up, in return for the resistance it made to his forces.
131
Porter_1855_II_347: Large hewn stones, and fragments of columns of granite, basalt, and limestone are seen
scattered in great profusion through the streets, and bear ample testimony to its antiquity and former
architectural beauty.
132
Porter_1855_I_346 Homs: The mound on which the castle of Hums stands, or rather stood, is of this
character. I estimated its greatest diameter at 300 yards, and its elevation 200 feet. It was formerly encompassed
by a deep moat, now in part filled up with rubbish from the town. Its sloping sides were paved with small square
blocks of basalt, thus forming an excellent escarpment: portions of it still remain, but by far the greater part has
been carried off to pave the streets of the town. Round the summit was a lofty wall of great strength, the facing
being of large blocks of limestone, and the centre, rubble embedded in strong cement. Not a fragment of the
castle itself now remains, and the only buildings standing are a few portions of the exterior flanking towers
along the northern wall, which are chiefly of Saracenic origin. The whole summit of the mound is covered with
heaps of rubbish, mixed with which I observed several large fragments of red and gray granite columns, the
remains, no doubt, of the splendid temple that once occupied this site. Underneath are numerous large vaulted
chambers and deep cisterns. A modern wely [convent-mosque], with a white dome, stands on the summit, and is
a conspicuous object for many miles around.
133
Squire_1820_322 Homs, citadel: The upper enceinte is about one hundred feet in diameter; the ditch is sixty
feet wide, with a perpendicular counterscarp, thirty feet high: the Saracen fortifications on this height were of
excellent workmanship, but are now entirely ruined. As at Alexandria, there are columns placed horizontally in
different parts of the walls to strengthen the masonry.
134
Porter_1855_II_346-347 Homs: No buildings of any extent or antiquity remain; but large hewn stones, and
fragments of columns of granite, basalt, and limestone are seen scattered in great profusion through the streets,
and bear ample testimony to its antiquity and former architectural beauty. It is encompassed with modern walls,
with the exception of the side next the castle, but they are only sufficient to check a sudden incursion of the wild
Bedawin. On the north-west side, near the barracks, are foundations of ancient baths, and I there saw some
squares of fine mosaic pavement. I observed several fragments of Greek inscriptions in the walls and streets, but
none of them of any historical importance.
135
Walpole_I_1851_165-166 Homs: [Ibrahim Pasha] built some fine cavalry barracks outside the town, which
the Turks have been far too stingy to finish, so they keep straw in them while their troops are under canvas …
Within [the citadel] all is grass-covered ruins, broken arches, tumbling walls. I noticed a rather well-cut
Corinthian column, built into a modern mosque, and another, rudely carved in black stone in the base of the
wall, still standing. The stones are of almost Cyclopean size. It has, however, evidently been patched at very
different eras.
136
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_563 Homs: Homs possède aussi plusieurs mosquées, mais de nulle originalité.
Les bazars ou rues couvertes sont en grand nombre et largement approvision- nés de tout ce que recherchent les
Arabes. Mais en ceci, comme dans le reste, rien de monumental. Des maisons sans style, la plupart construites
en argile, bordent d'étroites rues, boueuses en hiver, et couvertes, en été, d'un demi-pied de poussière. Un mur
fort délabré entoure la ville que domine une citadelle bâtie sur une éminence centrale: je pus la visiter, et n'y
trouvai qu'une petite mosquée en très-mauvais état et des monceaux de ruines.
137
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_287 Homs citadel (originally Bronze Age): This immense revetment
formed round the rim of the mound a regular crest, varying from two to seven feet broad, whilst below it is ten
or twelve; the rim is broken by towers and bulwarks within easy bowshot of one another. Of these 'Burj' there
are now seven important remains. The long meurtrieres intended for archers, not for matchlock men, the arches
and the domed casemates, prove its date; whilst the old basaltic pillars horizontally couched in the solid
masonry, the large blocks of white stone, the imposts of snowy marble, and the columns of fine Syenite and
gray Egyptian granite, show what has become of the Sun Temple's splendid remains. After several days spent
chiefly in searching about this mound, I was fortunate enough to find near the sixth Burj, beginning at the round
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white tower above the Turkoman Gate, a place where the stone revetment and the modem debris had fallen
away.
138
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_282, the Roman baths outside Homs: the ancient Roman baths, lying to
the north-west and outside of Hums, Emesa of old. Excavations were going on for the sole purpose of removing
the stones; the fine mosaic spoken of by travellers had already disappeared, and in a few years the place will be
a mound of earth. This Hammam was probably outside the old city, which, however, extended far to the north,
and was fed by the Sakiyat el Balad, or town-conduit, which sets off from the Orontes a little below the bridge at
Baba Amru. Just before my arrival, a votive altar, with illegible inscription, had been dug up a couple of
hundred yards beyond the gate.
139
Buckingham_1825_495-496 near Homs, a pyramid tomb: On descending from the castle we went to see a
ruined structure, called El-Somah, or the tower, situated at about a furlong to the N. W. of it, and in the middle
of a modern burying-place. / We found it to be an ancient structure, and most probably a tomb, since it
resembles some of those found in the valley of Jehoshaphat, below Jerusalem. It commences at the base by a
square of about twenty-five feet, rising to a height of about fifteen, and there forming a first stage. The second is
but merely a receding inward from this, of perhaps a foot or two on each side, and rises to a height of about
fifteen feet. Above the whole a pyramid rears itself to a height equal to the dimensions of the base, or nearly
twenty-five feet, as before mentioned. On each part of the square stages at the base were three marble pilasters,
the pedestals of which remain on the western, and the plain capitals on the northern side; and between these
stages, in a sort, of deep frieze, were sculptured four pediments, with a festoon between the two central ones. /
The whole of the exterior, from top to bottom, including also the pyramid above, was cased with a chequered
work of black and white stones, in alternate diagonal squares. / Within, the first stage has a corresponding
square chamber, with a vaulted roof, rising in a pointed arch; the second stage has also a corresponding
chamber, which is roofed with a flattened circular dome, and has around it Roman-arched windows, closed up,
as it would seem, from the beginning; while the interior of the pyramid above rises in a circular cone to a perfect
point at the top, with four small oblong square windows, one on each point, though not visible from without. /
The masonry of the interior is of Roman tiles; and the central part of the walls is formed of small stones, inlaid
in a thick bed of cement, while the outer parts are cased with chequered stone, in the way described. The interior
walls seem also to have been stuccoed and painted. Like the sepulchral towers in the Hauran, there is no visible
passage of communication from one story to another; so that they were probably held inviolate when once
closed, like the pyramids of Egypt.
140
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_282B, Homs: Beyond the Sakiyat stands the noble ruin known as Burj
el Saumařah, Tower of the Oratory, and supposed to have been a prison or castle. The square pyramidal top has
wholly disappeared, and the western part is now strewn upon the ground. There are no traces of the Greek
inscription seen by Belon, which proved the Hums ruin to have been a cenotaph of Caius Julius (Caesar), buried
in the Mausoleum of Augustus. Pococke (chap, xiii.) describes it when still comparatively well preserved, being
forty feet square and thirty within, double-storied, and with five pilasters on each side, Doric below and Ionic
above. Now nothing remains but a fragment of the northern wall, and smaller sections of the eastern and western
flanks. The material, like that of the Balnea, is of flat Roman brick, set in concrete hard as stone; it is faced with
basaltic squares, each about four inches, forming, with alternations of white limestone, diaper-work of rough
mosaic.
141
Robinson_1856_540 Kamu'a el Hurmul, near to the Orontes, WSW of Homs: The Kamu'a stands on a
pedestal having three steps of black basalt, each fourteen inches high. On this rests a story twenty-nine feet six
inches square, surrounded above by an ornamental cornice. Above this is a second story somewhat drawn in and
less in dimensions; and upon this last rests a pyramid built up of smaller stones. The lower story has (including
the cornice) twelve courses of stones, each twenty-three inches thick; the second story .has ten courses,
apparently of the same thickness; and the pyramid has thirteen courses, not so thick.
142
Thomson_1886_306-307, Kamu'a el Hurmul, near to the Orontes, WSW of Homs: No one has discovered
when or by whom Kamu'a el Hurmul was built, nor what special event it was intended to commemorate. The
sculptures on its sides represent hunting scenes, and it may have been erected over the grave of some "mighty
hunter" who was mortally wounded while pursuing the chase in this vicinity; but no inscriptions have been
found to explain the figures or relate the circumstances, and both history and tradition are silent upon the
subject. This unique and solitary monument stands, facing the four cardinal points, upon a pedestal of basalt
about five feet high, and is reached from either side by a flight of three steps. It is built of limestone, and
consists of three stories: the first has square pilasters at the four angles, supporting a plain cornice; the second is
a little smaller, and has two pilasters on each side and one at each angle; the third story rises from a receding
base above the cornice, and is a perfect pyramid in shape. At the base the monument is thirty feet square, and
the first story is about twenty-five feet high; the next is nearly twenty, and the pyramid, surmounting the whole,
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about fifteen, so that the entire structure from the base to the summit must be more than sixty-five feet high. /
The common limestone of the neighborhood was used in the construction of this extraordinary monument; the
stones are about two feet thick, and well squared, but they were laid up without cement or mortar, and,
consequently, it has not been able to withstand the destructive power of the earthquake. It is cracked in several
places, and the south-west corner has fallen, carrying with it a portion of the pyramid. We are thus enabled to
see that the interior was built up solid, though of smaller stone.
143
Butler_1930_50-51, expedition of 1909, Qasr Ibn Wardan: The church and the central part of the south side
of the palace, containing the entrance and the larger, more public, apartments, are comparatively well preserved.
The plans of these buildings, their style, and to a large extent the materials employed are similar to those of the
imperial buildings of Constantinople in the age of Justinian I. The walls are built of broad bands of orangecolored brick, alternating with bands of black basalt: the trim of many of the windows and door-frames in the
interior is of a fine-grained white limestone. In the interior of the church were columns of marble in various
colors, and capitals of a pure white crystalline marble. This combination of materials is even now very effective,
and seemed especially so in the bright moonlight, which played strange tricks with the colors. The great mass of
the walls still standing and their brilliant, almost bizarre, appearance recalled tales of eastern magic, and made
us wonder what situation in the Byzantine Empire or in the family of its rulers had caused the erection of these
isolated, regal buildings on the edge of the Syrian desert.
144
Butler_1930_51-52 Qasr ibn Wardan: It still preserves two storeys of the main part, with fine large vaulted
apartments. The central dome of this part, however, has fallen. On the lintel of the main entrance, a gigantic
block of basalt almost four metres long, is a Greek inscription which reads: ŖIn the month of November,
indiction 13, of the year 876. All to the glory of God". The date is 564 of our era. The lintel and jambs are
covered with intricate designs carried in low relief. / The church must have been very beautiful in its day, with
its very lofty dome, of which only a small fragment remains in place, its tall half-domed apse, its interior arches,
and its gallery supported on slender columns. From the little tesserae lying in the debris it is possible to
conjecture that the whole interior blazed with mosaics of that most wonderful period for this particular kind of
art. An old native whom we met later, and who seemed to know the whole region well, said that when he was a
lad the kubbeh, i. e. the dome, was standing, and that there were "pictures" on the walls. It is scarcely probable
that this old Bedawi had manufactured this story, because he could have had no outside experience on which to
base imaginary wall-pictures … Indeed all three buildings appear to have been erected within the space of a few
years during the reign of Justinian I.
145
Leclercq_1907_81: l'expédition allemande du baron Oppenheim a fait connaitre la belle basilique de Karzibn-Wardan.
146
Butler_1905_395, Byzantine settlement 28km NNE of Qasr ibn Wardan: This great city [sometimes
described today as an Ŗenormous rural villageŗ] was built almost entirely in the method described above, of sundried bricks, with foundation courses, doorways, arches, and colonnades of finely dressed basalt; but in blocks
of unusual size. The ruin is a vast field of regularly disposed mounds which mark the lines of ancient walls. The
streets are often marked by two parallel mounds, from which protrude ornamental portals facing each other. The
larger churches, one of which is of proportions sufficiently imposing to have been a cathedral, contained a larger
proportion of stonework; their apses, their interior system of arches, and in one case the side walls, were built of
good dressed masonry. Androna possessed no fewer than ten churches. In the middle of the city, which was
walled, are extensive barracks, built in the same style and of the same materials as the buildings of Kasr Ibn
Wardan. This is the only building, outside of Kasr Ibn Wardan, so built in all the region.
147
Butler_1930_54 ruins around Anderin, near Qasr ibn Wardan: Among the places visited from Kerratin was
Mirřâyeh, about a mile to the east. This was a small modern village built among the ruins of an ancient town
apparently of no great size or importance. Some columns supporting an architrave, all of black basalt, are still
standing: remains of two churches also were found here. At Umm Wilât the ruins are extensive, but the ancient
buildings were completely destroyed or rebuilt by settlers in mediaeval and recent times. From there we turned
southeast to ŘOdjeh, which we reached in forty minutes. This is a modern village of a few families among the
ruins of what was once a large town. There are many signs of Mohammedan occupation here. Two of the
ancient houses are well preserved: one of them, which was converted into a mosque at an early date, still has its
roof-slabs in place. To the south of Kerratin we visited Abu Hanlyeh and Idjâz, the latter a town of considerable
size now almost completely ruined. One small tower is still standing. Among the ruins of a large church
seventy-five inscribed voussoirs, belonging to the arches of the apse and nave, were found in piles upon the
ground, and from them the inscriptions of eight of these arches were restored. The inscription of the chancelarch mentions the Emperor Theodosius I and his son Arcadius, and is dated between the years 383 and 395 after
Christ. Other inscriptions also were found at Idjâz, some of them unusually long.
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Rey_1867_336: Il est deux heures cinquante-six minutes quand je me remets en marche. Descendant par une
pente rapide, ma petite caravane atteint l'origine d'une vallée qui prend naissance au pied même du Naby-Saleh,
et j'y aperçois, au milieu des massifs d'arbres, les ruines de Hosn-Suleiman, où je suis rendu en moins de trois
quarts d'heure. / La première chose qui frappe le regard du voyageur arrivant au milieu des ruines de l'ancienne
Baétocécé est une vaste enceinte carrée de 144 mètres de long sur 90 de large. Son tracé est irrégulier et affecte
la forme d'un trapèze, ce qui, comme ensemble général, donne à son plan quelque analogie avec celui du Haram
esch-Schérif de Jérusalem. / C'est le plus beau spécimen d'enceinte sacrée ou Témenos existant encore en Syrie.
149
Walpole_III_1851_319: The country was wild in the extreme, but the villages more thickly scattered than in
any other part of the country … Hassan Suleiman is situated at the head of a wild gorge, and consists of a large
mass of ruins, among which are several Ansayri cottages.
150
Walpole_III_1851_319-322.
151
Rey_1866_336-341 for Hosn Suleiman.
152
Rey_1866_340, Hosn Suleiman: Sur la face nord, où s'ouvre la porte, la muraille est plus épaisse et les blocs
qui la composent sont établis par boutisses et paneresses. Les boutisses donnent toute l'épaisseur du mur, tandis
que deux paneresses parallèlement établies donnent une égale largeur. Tous ces blocs sont de fort grand appareil
et mesurent fréquemment de 3m,85 à 5m,40 de long, sur 1m,40 de haut, et 0m,90 à 1m,10 d'épaisseur.
153
Rey_1867_339 Hosn-Suleiman: Voilà donc une particularité qui se reproduit dans trois endroits différents.
Ainsi répétée, on ne saurait plus la considérer comme le résultat d'un simple hasard, et elle semble devoir être
prise en grande considération dans l'étude, tant controversée depuis quelque temps, de l'antiquité plus ou moins
grande des constructions en blocs gigantesques qui se remarquent en diverses localités de la Syrie; car l'usage
d'entourer les teménos de murailles formées de blocs de grande dimension a été fort répandu dans cette contrée.
Les célèbres blocs qui se voient encore sur les faces sud et ouest du temple de Baalbek, dont nous venons de
parler, et ceux dont la présence a été récemment constatée par des fouilles sous la face orientale du grand
temple, me paraissent être les restes d'une enceinte analogue à celle que nous trouvons ici, mais élevée avec des
matériaux bien autrement grandioses et bien antérieurs aux temples construits à l'époque romaine. / … Un autre
groupe d'édifices nommé El-Déïr s'élève à quelques pas au nord-ouest des ruines que je viens de décrire Ŕ Plates
VIII & IX.
154
Renan_1864_112: Laodicée est, du reste, au nord, la limite extrême de la Phénicie, et déjà presque une
colonie phénicienne. Au delà, c'est la Syrie grecque, romaine et chrétienne qu'il faut chercher. Je regrette
cependant de n'avoir pu voir Hosn-Soleyman, l'ancienne Baetocece. Daniel m'en parlait toujours avec
admiration, et me donnait des détails qui répondent très-bien à la description de F. Walpole [The Ansayrii and
the Assassins, III, London 1851, 319-328. Cf. Ritter, XVII, 969-96/1].
155
Walpole_III_1851_451-452 Fuckera (Kakkra, Mezza), a Maronite village high above the coast, with Beirut
visible in the far distance: The ruins command a fine view of mountains, wild and beautiful on all sides: in the
far distance lies Beyrout, a mass of green, the silver sands fringing the blue depths of the Mediterranean. The
ruins are extensive, and the ground and terraces around of well-squared blocks, attest its former size. A large
temple first invites inspection: the walls are built of uncemented stones, one layer thick, and now greatly shaken,
and ruined, seemingly, by an earthquake. The first building presents a large parallelogram of wall partly fallen.
The east face perfectly plain, save a few pilasters, runs north to south. This leads to an inner court: a face then
presents itself, raised from the ground five steps, or perhaps seven, across which run columns whose huge
pedestals alone remainŕ the columns and their Doric capitals lying broken about. Within, again, leaving a
space between, stood columns which likewise crossed the whole width of the building. Within is a space free of
ruins; without, opposite the eastern face, is a platform, which is higher than the surrounding level. A little east is
a small square building. About a quarter of a mile north is another building of great solidity, of which but one
chamber remains. On the east face was an inscription. Between these two are numerous traces of buildings.

Endnotes Chapter 6. Damascus and the Centre
1

Ibn_Battuta_1982_173, Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Cřest la plus sublime mosquée du monde par sa pompe,
la plus artistement construite, la plus admirable par sa beauté, sa grâce et sa perfection. On nřen connaît pas une
semblable, et lřon nřen trouve pas une seconde qui puisse soutenir la comparaison avec elle. [173-180 for his
complete description.]
2
Le_Strange_1890_260-261, Damascus, Umayyad Mosque, Yakut, writing in 1225: ŖGhaith ibn 'Ali al
Atmanazi relates that Al Walid ordered them to search down in the fosse for the ancient foundation of the walls
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of the original building. And while they were digging they discovered a wall of masonry running in the direction
of the fosse and along it. They reported to Al Walid of this, and informed him of the solidity of the masonry of
this wall, asking for permission to build (the Mosque wall) upon it. But the Khalif answered: ŖI should agree
thereto were I indeed assured in the matter of the solidity thereof, and of the firmness of its foundations; only I
cannot be convinced of the solidity of this wall until ye have dug down along its face till ye reach moisture. If
then it be found still firmly based, I am content that ye build on it, otherwise leave it side.ŗ So they dug on down
along the face of the wall, and found a gate, over which was a slab of granite, on which was cut an inscription.
Every endeavour was made to get this read, till one was found who told them that the writing was in the Greek
tongue. Now the interpretation of this inscription, which was on the face of the (slab) was as follows: "After the
world hath renewed its youth, the signs having been manifested of what is to come to pass, it is necessary there
be a renewal thereof; even as have foretold those aged in life and stricken in years. And the worship of the
Creator of created things shall be instituted here, when the lover of horses commands the building of this
Temple of his own monies; and this shall be after the passing of seven thousand and nine hundred years since
the days of the People of the Column. And if the builder live to enter therein, the building will be named as the
best of acts. And so to ye all, Peace !ŗ
3
Le_Strange_1890_227 Al Muqaddasi [b.946] on the Umayyad Mosque: Round the court are lofty colonnades,
above which are arched windows, and the whole area is paved with white marble. The (inner) walls of the
Mosque, for twice the height of a man, are faced with variegated marbles; and, above this, even to the very
ceiling, are mosaics of various colours and in gold, showing figures of trees and towns and beautiful
inscriptions, all most exquisitely and finely worked. And rare are the trees, and few the well-known towns, that
will not be found figured on these walls! The capitals of the columns are covered with gold, and the vaulting
above the arcades is everywhere ornamented in mosaic. The columns round the court are all of white marble,
while the walls that enclose it, the vaulted arcades, and the arched windows above, are adorned in mosaic with
arabesque designs. The roofs are everywhere overlaid with plates of lead, and the battlements on both sides are
faced with the mosaic work. [Were the mosaic towns really identifiable?? There are certainly fragmentary
mosaic inscriptions surviving, but I cannot place any identifying towns.]
4
Al-Dimashqui_1874_262, writing 1320s, Damascus: il y a là une grande mosquée, qui, par sa beauté, son
élégance et sa perfection est comptée parmi les merveilles du monde. On y allume la nuit, au milieu du mois
Shabân, 12,000 lampes, consumant en huile dřolive 50 canthars damasciens, en outre de ce qui est brûlé dans les
écoles, dans les mosquées, dans les chapelles, les couvents, les cloîtres et les hôpitaux. Les murailles de la
mosquée sont admirablement polies; une partie est revêtue de maître et la partie supérieure de divers ornements
en verre fondu et doré, tandis que les parois intérieures sont incrustées de nacre; il y a aussi une quantité de
sculptures, représentant des arbres, des villes, des forteresses, des mers et toutes espèces d'images, dont
Fimitation n'est pas défendue. On raconte que le calife Omar b. 'Abd el-Aziz a dit: ŖSi je savais que cette
mosaïque rende ce qu'on y a dépensé, je la dépouillerais.ŗ Sous le califat de Soleiman ben Abd el-Mélik b.
Merwân, on a dépensé en ciselures 40 caisses d'or, outre le marbre et les anciens matériaux.
5
Ibn_Haukal_1800_42-43 [later 10thC] Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Walid ben Abd-al-Molk, in his time,
caused this building to be repaired, and beautified with pavements of marble, and also pillars of variegated
marble, the tops of which were ornamented with gold, and studded with precious stones, and all the ceiling he
caused to be covered with gold; and it is said that he expended the revenues of all Syria on this work.
6
Fermanel_1670_315 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: est toute entourée de galeries, lesquelles, comme aussi la
face de la Mosquée, sont peintes à la Mosaïque representant plusieurs Saints Peres, ce qui authorise assez
quřelle a esté bastie par les Chrétiens.
7
Le_Strange_1890_263-264 Damascus, Yakût (c.1225): "Of old times, when 'Omar ibn 'Abd al Aziz came to
the Khalifate (in the year 717 A.D.), he said: 'I consider the wealth that is in the Mosque at Damascus to be of
excess, and if it were expended on other matters it would be more fitting. Verily, that which may be spared
should be taken and returned to the public treasury. And I will strip off these marbles and mosaics, and I will
take away these chains, setting in their stead ropes.ŗ Now the people of Damascus were greatly perturbed
thereat; and at this same time it so happened that there arrived at Damascus ten ambassadors from the king of
the Greeks, and they begged permission to enter and visit the Mosque. Permission was granted them to enter by
the Bab al Barid, and a certain attendant was sent to accompany them who knew their tongue, in order to listen
to their words, and report what they should say to 'Omar, they knowing nothing thereof. The envoys passed
through the court until they came in front of the Kiblah, and they raised their eyes to look at the Mosque. Then
their chief began to hang his head, and his colour became yellow, and when his companions inquired of him the
reason, he replied, ŖVerily, I had told the assemblies of the people of Rûmiyyah (Byzantium) that the Arabs and
their power would remain but a brief space; but now, when I see what they have built, I know that of a surety
their (dominion) will reach to length of days.ŗ When 'Omar heard report of this, he said, ŖI now perceive that
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this your Mosque is a source of rage to the infidels,ŗ and he desisted from doing what he had intended therein.
And 'Omar had before this studded the Mihrâb with jewels of great price, and he afterwards hung up here lamps
both of gold and of silver.
8
Broquière_1892_32-33 travelling 1432-3, at Damascus: Et a une coustume en Surye que nul Crestien qui soit
cogneu n'oze aller à cheval parmi les rues es villes.
9
Thompson_I_1767_140 at Damascus, applied to the Governor: who gave Orders to an Officer of the Janizaries
to let two of that Body attend us wherever we went, and prevent our being insulted or molested by the Populace.
10
Arvieux_II_1735_451 Damascus in 1660: En sortant du Château nous allâmes voir une Mosquée d'environ
vingt pas en quarré, couverte dřun dôme revêtu de plomb. Ses murs sont incrustés de Mosaïque, avec des
ornemens d'or & d'asur qui la rendent des plus brillantes. Elle est pavée de marbre, & l'on y voit le tombeau d'un
Sultan d'Egypte appellé Melek Dhaher. [i.e. Baybars]
11
Thevenot_1689_689 Damascus: on vient dans une belle Mosquee de la grandeur de vingt pas en quarré, toute
peinte d'or & d'azur à la Mosaïque, & pavée de marbre; au milieu il y a la sepulture de Melec Daër Sultan
d'Egypte. [i.e. Bibars] [So Thévenot simply copies Arvieux?]
12
Campbell_1758_153 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque, which they evidently entered, prayer-hall included.
13
Pococke_II.1_1745_120 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: To the west of the church is a large court with a
portico of granite pillars on three sides; the front of the church next to the court consisted of arches, supported
by pillars of verd antique; between them there are large folding doors to be opened at pleasure … Over these
arches there are a double number of arched windows; there was likewise a portico on the outside of the court
and church, of which there are now but small remains; there is a gallery over the portico, with a double number
of arches, supported by small pillars … All the walls of the church, and of the porticos within the court, were
adorned on the outside, over the arches, with Mosaic work, of which there are great remains. On the north side
there is a grand ascent to the court at O, by many steps, and remains of a beautiful colonade before the entrance,
and of another of the same kind on the south, which is more entire … It seems very probable that there were
buildings all round, which belonged to the officers of the church, and they might be divided from one another by
the several avenues to the church; on each side of which it is probable there were twelve columns, which might
form a portico on each side, and support galleries like those round the court, for in one avenue the pillars are
standing; and it is not unlikely that every particular building was encompassed with such a portico, for it appears
there were very large pillars about three feet diameter on the outside all round; those of the porticos being about
two feet diameter; the great pillars are of a coarse marble, except some very large ones at the entrances, which
are of granite. [It is not clear from this account just how many colonnade columns he identified outside the walls
of the mosque.]
14
Cf. Robinson_1856_462B Damascus: He [Schubert, Reise III 1839, 297ff, ] was convinced, that at least a
large portion of the building was not originally a Christian church; but a magnificent temple of Juno. This was
shewn by the remains of a Roman inscription upon the entablature itself; as well as by several groups of
columns now standing separated from the edifice.
15
Green_1736_39 Damascus: This famous City at present is nothing but a Heap of Houses and Walls half
ruined. They call what remains of it Sahia, or the Village. The rest scarce deserves that Name.
16
Ali_Bey_1814_III_219-220, Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: De cette cour on passe dans le corps principal de
la mosquée, qui contient trois nefs immenses dans la direction E. O., et composées d'arcs légèrement pointus,
appuyés sur de grandes colonnes et des piliers. On compte sur chaque rang quarante-quatre colonnes, qui ne sont
pas exactement égales. Ces nefs ont près de quatre cents pieds de longueur. Au milieu de la nef du centre, qui
est la plus large, quatre énormes piliers supportent une grande coupole en pierre. Le reste de la mosquée est
couvert en charpente.
17
Squire_1820_315 Damascus: Near the principal mosque we observed the remains of some Greek architecture,
which after great difficulty, because it was in the midst of houses and harams, we succeeded in examining. This
remnant appears to be part of a pediment over a gateway formed by a circular arch; it is supported by four
columns, each four feet in diameter: as it was intermixed with the roofs of houses, we did not see above four or
five feet from the capital of the columns. Near it are the remains of an architrave almost entirely defaced,
supported by pillars of the same diameter as the first; it is about fifteen feet long: the ornaments are Corinthian;
and probably the ruin formed part of a temple built in the latter ages of the empire.
18
Richter_1824B_27-28, travelling 1815-1816, Damascus: La grande mosquée a une apparence magnifique;
parmi ses tours nombreuses, je ne distinguai qu'un minaret. Sa grande cour, bien pavée, est entourée d'arcades
élégantes, derrière lesquelles un double rang de colonnes antiques de granit, la plupart d'ordre corinthien,
soutiennent le toit. Des magasins s'appuient sur le mur extérieur. Je vis dans la cour une fontaine; elle consistoit
en une colonne de granité surmontée d'une couronne de fer. Il y a aussi plusieurs coupoles soutenues par des
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colonnes et un petit monument antique avec des colonnes en marbre, de belle proportion, qui paroissoient
profondément enfoncées en terre.
19
Dieterici_1853_II_358 Damascus, eine fanatisch muhammedanische Stadt, with a Great Mosque only to be
viewed from afar.
20
Robinson_1838_299: Cřétait anciennement la cathédrale: elle était dédiée à Saint Jean de Damas, et est
regardée comme le plus bel édifice qu'ait produit le zèle des premiers chrétiens dans ce pays. Je ne me hasardai
pas à pénétrer au-delà du porche: vue ainsi, elle paraît avoir de grandes dimensions et produire un effet
imposant; mais elle a été déjà minutieusement décrite par des voyageurs plus heureux que moi. [and then refers
to Buckinghamřs description].
21
Buckingham_1825_307-308: we directed our course first to the Great Mosque, where, when we had arrived,
we shook off our slippers and walked boldly through. By the aid of our beards, white turbans, and a certain
conformity to Turkish or Arabic movements only to be acquired by habit, we passed undiscovered, and without
even being regarded, as mere strangers generally are, though known to be of the same faith. This mosque is
situated to the north of the Catholic convent, and stands on an elevated position, nearly in the centre of the city.
On approaching its entrance we ascended a flight of steps leading up to the door, at the foot of which is a
fountain that sends forth a column of clear water to the height of from ten to fifteen feet. The square court in
front of this building is magnificent from its extent; and the interior of the mosque itself, from its vast
dimensions, produces a most imposing effect. Its form is that of an oblong square, composed of three long aisles
running parallel to each other, and divided by rows of fine Corinthian columns. On the outside, it is seen that
these three aisles have each a separate pent roof, that the large dome rises from the centre of the central roof, and
that at the end of each of these is a minareh or minaret. The outer court has, on three of its sides, a portico or
colonnade of Syrian granite pillars, mostly of a fine grain and reddish colour, but we did not observe the
columns of verd-antique which are said to be in that front of the mosque which faces towards the court, though
it was very possible for them to exist, and yet to have escaped our observation as we passed.
22
Robinson_1856_462 Damascus: The entrance to the mosk is from the great bazar; and one can so far look in,
as to see the splendid columns, and the fountains in its courts. The length is said to be about four hundred feet.
Through his acquaintance with a Maronite silversmith, Schubert was able to clamber over the roofs of adjacent
houses, and approach so near to the entablature and Corinthian capitals of the columns, as to reach them with the
hand.
23
Mislin_1876_I_548-549 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Je l'ai visitée le 24 avril 1855. La mosquée forme un
long parallélogramme, allant comme autrefois de l'est à l'ouest, coupé au milieu par une. coupole sous laquelle
se trouvent le mihrab et le chaire, en face de la porte d'entrée. Les deux ailes sont divisées en trois nefs par deux
rangées de colonnes; de sorte que, lorsqu'on est à une des extrémités du parallélogramme, on voit une longue
allée composée de vingt colonnes de chaque côté, allant d'une extrémité à l'autre de l'édifice. Les colonnes sont
badigeonnées en vert et en rouge; la couche supérieure est du plâtre, personne n'a su me dire ce qu'il y a dessous.
Les chapiteaux sont en style byzantin, et ressemblent à ceux de la chapelle souterraine de Sainte-Hélène, dans
l'église du Saint-Sépulcre à Jérusalem. Le mihrab est revêtu de plaques de marbre de diverses couleurs et de
briques peintes; il est fort beau. La chaire est en bois de chêne bien sculpté. Les murs sont mal blanchis et
grotesquement peints en quelques endroits. Il n'y a pas de plafond: comme à la grande église de Bethléem et à la
mosquée El-Aksa de Jérusalem, on voit les poutres qui supportent le toit; extérieurement il est couvert en plomb.
Ce qu'il y a de plus remarquable, c'est la grande porte d'entrée, qui ressemble tout à fait à la porte d'une église;
au-dessus, tant à l'intérieur qu'à l'extérieur, on voit des restes assez considérables d'anciennes mosaïques. Près de
cette porte, il y a une fontaine pour les ablutions; ses ornements en marbre blanc sont de fraîche date. A gauche
en entrant, vers le milieu de la colonnade, est le monument qui renferme, dit-on, la tête de saint Jean-Baptiste, le
corps de Zacharie, et je ne sais de quel cheik. Il est entouré d'une grille; mais on m'a ouvert la porte, et j'ai pu
examiner ce monument tout à mon aise. C'est un cénotaphe dans le genre du tombeau de David sur le mont
Sion: quoique fort grand, il l'est moins que celui de David; il est plus moderne, et aussi recouvert d'une quantité
de riches lapis. Ce sont les seuls qu'on ait laissés en place pendant notre visite; tous les autres, ainsi que toutes
les nattes, avaient été enlevés. A Jérusalem, Kiamil-pacha nous a accompagnés dans toutes les mosquées avec
des cheiks qui en faisaient les honneurs; à Damas, personne n'a paru: on a livré pour un moment la grande
mosquée aux giaours, et le lendemain on l'a purifiée de notre présence par d'abondantes ablutions. / Devant la
mosquée, il y a comme anciennement une très-grande place, qui sert de parvis; elle est oblongue et couverte de
dalles. Tout alentour, il y a des arcades soutenues par de belles colonnes en marbre et en granit. Vers le milieu
de l'esplanade, il y a une fontaine surmontée d'une coupole, et de chaque côté une colonne en granit rouge où
l'on faisait brûler, m'a-t-on dit, de l'encens et des parfums. / Tel est aujourd'hui l'état de cette mosquée, qui ne
fait tant de bruit que parce qu'elle est inaccessible: des milliers d'églises dont personne ne parle seraient bien
plus digne d'attention. Outre celle-là, il y a environ cent quarante mosquées à Damas.
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24

Paul_1865_144 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: L'entrée de la grande mosquée, jadis formellement interdite
aux étrangers, n'offre plus de difficultés. Le bagchich vient à bout de tout.
25
Tilley_1864_358 Damascus, the massacre: The scared inhabitants had fled to the sea-coast, and there only
remained in Damascus the dregs of the Christian population. Between the gutted walls of churches and richer
houses, broken fountains, columns, and arabesques were protruding from masses of plaster and dust. On the
walls of the church the grotesque pictures of virgin and saint bore marks of insult from mud and bullets.
26
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_549-550 Damascus, getting into the Umayyad Mosque: Jusqu'à ces derniers
temps, il était absolument impossible d'y pénétrer. ŖCombien j'aurais aimé à visiter l'intérieur d'un tel
sanctuaireŗ (écrivait, en mai 1831, M. Poujoulat à l'auteur de lřHistoire des Croisades, M. Michaud), Ŗmais
jamais les pas d'un voyageur franc ne retentiront dans la grande mosquée de Damas, et c'est à peine si l'on nous
permet, à nous infidèles, de jeter de loin quelques regards sur ce saint et redoutable monument.ŗ / L'année
suivante, M. de Lamartine put seulement, par une porte qui donne sur le bazar, faire quelques pas dans la grande
cour du parvis et jeter un regard furtif sur le temple sacré Ŗtout en feignant de se désaltérer à la fontaine;ŗ mais il
ne vit rien de l'intérieur. ŖIl y a péril de mort, dit-il, pour un chrétien qui profanerait la mosquée en y entrant.ŗ
Cette règle rigoureuse fléchit une première fois, en 1846, pour le duc et la duchesse de Brabant, qui purent faire
de la grande mosquée une rapide inspection. Quatre ans après, les deux fils du duc d'Orléans, les comtes de Paris
et de Chartres, furent également autorisés à la visiter, mais leur visite dut avoir lieu la nuit. ŖLe pacha, dit le
comte de Paris, en levant pour nous la défense qui ferme aux chrétiens ce sanctuaire, un des plus vénérés de
l'islamisme, nous avait engagés à choisir cette heure insolite pour ne pas exciter un fanatisme contre lequel il
n'aurait pu nous protéger.ŗ N'ayant vu qu'imparfaitement l'intérieur de la mosquée à la lueur de quelques lampes,
le royal visiteur s'est abstenu d'en donner une description. On connaissait cependant le monument par celle qu'en
avait fourni Aly-Bey, cet Anglais qui se fit musulman précisément pour avoir son entrée dans les mosquées
d'Orient. L'expédition française de Syrie, à la fin de 1860, est venue changer cet état de choses.
27
Oliphant_1881_53 Damascus: Of the celebrated mosque of the Omiades I am not able to speak, as I was not
permitted to see the interior. We were taken to a coffee-house, the owner of which conducted us to the top of his
roof, and then along those of several of his neighbours, till we succeeded in obtaining a view of the forecourt
and the cupolas, which are not at all remarkable.
28
Raboisson_1887_289.
29
Vogüé_1876_76 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque, prayer hall: Les colonnes, presque toutes de marbres
précieux, à lourds chapiteaux byzantins, qui supportent ces nefs, proviennent seules de l'ancienne basilique,
vraisemblablement bâtie sur le même emplacement.
30
Lammens_1921_II_21-22 sack of Damascus by the Tartars, quoting Ibn Ayas: Presque tous furent transportés
à Samarqand. Leur déportation porta un coup mortel à l'industrie artistique de la Syrie. Après ce pillage, le feu
fut mis à la cité. ŖDe la mosquée des Omayyades il ne subsista que les murs sans toit, sans portes, sans leur
revêtement de marbres. Les autres mosquées, les bazars, les khans subirent le même sort.ŗ Puis quand les ruines
furent accumulées, les Mongols, ne trouvant plus rien à détruire, disparurent derrière l'Euphrate.
31
Oppenheim_1899_56 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Ich fand im Jahre 1897 die grosse schafiritische Bethalle
der Moschee ihres Daches vollständig beraubt; grosse Stücke des Holztäfelwerkes und der zum Teil aus
byzantinischer Zeit stammenden Mosaikarbeit waren durch das Feuer zerstört, die Säulen dagegen und der
interessante Mibräb noch leidlich gut erhallen. Man war eifrig mit der Wiederherstellung beschäftigt.
32
Wilson_II_1881_149 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: The sanctuary of the mosque occupies the southern
portion of the great quandrangle, but is only separated from it by a row of columns now encased in masonry. It
is four hundred and thirty feet long by one hundred and twenty-five feet wide, and is still paved with tesselated
marble, which is nearly everywhere covered with matting or prayer carpets. Two rows of columns, twenty-three
feet high, extend from east to west, dividing the space into three aisles of equal width.
33
Cuinet_1898_401-402 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: Oualid, menaçant en cas de refus de détruire toutes les
églises de la Palestine, demanda à l'empereur byzantin, Justinien II, qui les lui envoya aussitôt, 1200 ouvriers
pour tailler les 12.000 blocs de marbre destinés à ce superbe édifice, classé, dès son achèvement, parmi les
merveilles du monde. Son dôme principal, appelé qoubbet en-Nisr (coupole de lřAigle) parce qu'il planait sur
toute la ville, reposait sur quatre énormes piliers de granit de Syène; il avait, disait-on, la forme d'une bosse de
chameau. La mosquée en son entier avait 200 pas de long sur 135 de large du nord au sud; elle était pavée en
mosaïque et revêtue à l'intérieur de marbres précieux jusqu'à une hauteur de plusieurs toises. Au-dessus de ce
revêtement, couraient tout autour les pampres d'une vigne d'or. Plus haut encore, tous les pays connus étaient
représentés en fine mosaïque sur fond d'or, composée de petits cubes de pierres et de verre en toutes couleurs …
Trois nefs de 18 pas de largeur, allant de l'est à l'ouest, étaient séparées par des colonnes à chapiteaux d'or, les
unes de marbre, les autres de syénite, de granit et de porphyre; plusieurs historiens en ont compté 44, d'autres
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54, et quelques-uns 80. Un certain nombre des plus précieuses, venant d'Egypte et ayant coûté des sommes très
considérables, avaient été placées au centre de la mosquée et aux abords des portes.
34
Curtis_1903_129-130 Damascus, Umayyad Mosque: The mosque is divided into three aisles by rows of
columns which extend the whole of its vast length. The columns are twenty-four feet high, of the choicest
marble, with beautifully carved Corinthian capitals. The material of the walls is various colored marbles from
the finest quarries of the ancient world, and the upper part of the walls and the dome are enriched with tiles and
mosaics. It is said that 1,200 artists were engaged for thirty years in the decoration. The ceiling before the fire
was of wood overlaid with gold, but much of it has been destroyed. The part which remains indicates how
beautiful it must have been before the catastrophe. In the center of the mosque four massive pillars support a
dome 120 feet high and 100 feet in circumference, whose surface is embellished with mosaics and frescoes
formed of texts from the Koran in the beatiful caligraphy which the Arabs delight to display. The marble floor is
covered with rugs of the rarest texture. The pulpit is of alabaster and the fretwork of its sides represents the
highest skill of Oriental artists. The "mukam" or shrine in the center is an exquisite piece of brass and tile work
Both the metal and the porcelain are said to be unsurpassed. It must have been a beautiful building before the
fire, and even now excites the admiration quite as much as St. Sophia or any of the mosques in Constantinople,
perhaps because it is a purer example of the real Saracenic art and architecture.
35
Von_Kremer_1920_155 Damascus: An old chronicler who visited Damascus in the train of the Caliph
Mutasim [833-842], describes an Omayyad palace, for us, as follows: "When we had come to Damascus we
inspected the palace which was completely paved with green marble. In the midst of the court-yard there was a
great water-basin, with a constant supply of water, which watered a garden, where stood all kinds of the most
beautiful plants and trees. [Probably the Dar al-Khadra, the Green Palace. Cf Burns 2007, 114, fig 9.2, showing
Walidřs Great Mosque with a colonnaded court to the south of the prayer hall, and the al-Khadra Palace directly
to the south of that.]
36
Von_Kremer_1920_182 fall of the Umayyads: And with their fall, Damascus ceased to be the capital of the
Islamic world. The palaces of the Caliphs, shining with gold and marble, fell into ruins and their very graves
were not spared, for the Abbasids, when they wrested the government from the Omayyads, did not so much as
respect even their eternal resting places but destroyed them one and all. No grave of an Omayyad Caliph is now
known at Damascus.
37
Wright_1895_386 Damascus: In digging the foundation of the Presbyterian church in Damascus, Roman
remains were found to a depth of fifteen feet; thus the floors of the houses in the Damascus of to-day occupy
nearly the same position as did the roofs of the houses in the Damascus of Augustus.
38
Buckingham_1825_328-329, Damascus, town walls near the east gate: We were not surprised, therefore, to
find these fragments presenting, at the lowest base, a masonry apparently more ancient than either Roman or
Saracen. The blocks of stone, of which the foundations were composed, are often of a square form, which is
unusual in any but the most ancient structures, and sometimes the height of the blocks exceeds their length,
which is still more rarely seen: they are also of a large size, frequently measuring ten feet in length, or breadth,
or height, as the greatest dimension may happen to be; they have all a smooth surface, and are closely united
without the aid of cement. Above this portion of the most ancient masonry which forms the foundation, and
ascends but a little way from the base, is seen a continuation of, or rather an addition to, the old work, by a
portion of wall raised upon the original base, and executed in the rustic masonry of Roman times; while this
again is repaired and raised upon by patches of Mohammedan masonry, which is easily seen to be of modern
date, from the inferiority in the size of the materials, as well as in their strength of union, and neatness of
execution, in all of which they are not to be compared to the earlier portions of the structure. / The eastern
gateway appeared to be entirely of Roman architecture, having pilasters of the Doric order on each side.
39
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_458 Damascus: The wall of Damascus exhibits many old remains; not, however, it
appears to me, from the days of Hazael or Benhadad, but from those of the Roman empire. Both within and
without the city one meets with a great many ancient hewn stones, pieces of columns, and fragments of walls
and buildings, but it is everywhere so built over with houses of modern date, that I doubt whether archaeologists
will be able to decypher much from these ancient relics.
40
Porter_1855_I_47-48 Damascus: In the Roman age, and up to the period of the conquest, a noble street
extended in a straight line from Bab el-Jabyah to Bab Shurky, thus completely intersecting the city. It was
divided by Corinthian colonnades into three avenues, of which the central was for foot-passengers, and of the
others one was used for chariots and horsemen proceeding eastward, and the second for those going in the
opposite direction. I have been enabled to trace the remains of the colonnades at various places over nearly onethird of the length of this street. Wherever excavations are made in the line, fragments of columns are found in
situ, at the depth, in some places, of ten feet and more below the present surface, so great has been the
accumulation of rubbish during the course of ages. This street was thus a counterpart to those still seen in
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Palmyra and Jerash; but unfortunately the devastations of war and conquest, and the vandalism of Arab and
Turkish rulers, have left only a few remnants of its former grandeur. There can scarcely be a doubt that this is
the "street called Straight" referred to in the history of the Apostle Paul.
41
Al-Dimashqui_1874_263, writing 1320s, Damascus: La deuxième [of the three sections of the town], située
sous la terre, forme une ville à part de courants d'eau, de rigoles, de rivières, de sources, de réservoirs, de canaux
souterrains; partout où l'on fouille, on trouvé des courants d'eau entrelacés à droite et à gauche, une couche sur
l'autre. [Suggests they knew about the Roman sewers etc?]
42
Vergoncey_1615_421 Damascus, baths: entre autres dřun fort magnifique, appellé le grand bain par
excellence, il est enrichy & decoré de toutes sortes de belles colonnes de marbre, & revestu de tables du plus
beau porphyre qui se peut voir, outre que son pavé est faict de toutes sortes de pierres de marbre de plusieurs
couleurs, où lřon se mire aisément.
43
Thenaud_1864_114 Damascus, travelling in 1512: Les maisons de la ville faictes de marbre, ophyte et œuvre
musayc sont maintes delectables fontaines.
44
Tristram_1865_612 Damascus: In the city we were taken to visit one of the wealthiest houses. After picking
our way over heaps of offal, stepping over dead dogs, and kicking aside living ones, through a loathsome dark
lane, we turned up a narrow entry, and were admitted at a small door. This led into a crypt-like, vaulted
antechamber, through which we passed, and turning round, found ourselves on a sudden in a marble open courts
in the centre of which was a fountain, surrounded by exotic trees.
45
Affagart_1902_175B travelling 1533-1534, Cairo: Les maisons du Caire ordinairement sont assez villes par
dehors, mays par dedans semblent maisons de princes car elles sont painctes d'or et azur et autres riches
couleurs, belles salles, pavées de pierre, de marbre, ordonnées par ung singulier art à la mode vénissienne.
46
Le_Strange_1890_414: " Bait Ilâhiyyah," so the name is spelt by Ibn Batûtah, Ŗis a village lying to the east of
Damascus. There was here a church, where Azar (father of Abraham) used to carve idols. These Abraham broke
to pieces. There is now a fine Jami' Mosque here, beautifully orrnamented with mosaics and coloured marbles,
very wonderful to see.ŗ (T. B., i. 2-7.)
47
Macbrair_1839_106 There is little scope for gratifying the curiosity of a rational antiquarian in Damascus;
though several wonders are pointed out to strangers, if, perchance, they are silly enough to receive them as
authentical.
48
Richter_1824B_29, travelling 1815-1816, Damascus: Mes recherches, pour acheter des antiquités, ne me
procurèrent qu'une petite statue de Vénus en bronze, et quelques médailles de ce métal. Le prêtre grec qui me les
apporta auroit bien voulu me passer pour véritables de prétendues médailles de Dioclétien, de Constantin, etc.; à
sa grande surprise, je lui montrai qu'elles étoient fausses.
49
Hahn-Hahn_II_1845_42, travelling in 1843-4, Damascus: Damascus is not the place where, as soon as you
have left a miserable shelter, you forget that it is miserable. There is so little worth, seeing here, nothing in short,
except the interiors of the residences of the opulent; for you may wander throughout the whole of this large
wide-spreading city, without meeting with a single interesting object, for the celebrated Mosque of the Omiades
is closed with rigorous severity against Christians.
50
Conder_III.II_1830_41 Damascus: The modern town contains no objects of antiquarian interest, and its
pretensions to architectural beauty are about on a par with those of most Turkish cities.
51
Seiff_1875_158 Damascus: An Resten des Alterthums ist Damascus nur wenig reicher als Beyrut und sind die
vorhandenen für den Nicht-archäologen ohne grosses Interesse, da sie grösstentheils in moderne Bauten
eingeschlossen, oder durch solche versteckt nnd zum Theil schwer zugänglich, für das Auge wenig Fesselndes
bieten. Zu den best erhaltenen gehört das Bab es-Scharki im Osten der Stadt, das den Zugang zu der
sogenannten geraden Strasse bildet. Es ist ein alter römischer Bau, mit einem grösseren Mittelbogen und zwei
kleineren Seitenöffnungen, deren eine noch heute als Stadtthor dient, wahrend die beiden anderen zugemauert
sind.
52
Oppenheim_1899_49: Damaskus kann heute eine Touristenstadt par excellence genannt werden.
53
Pfeiffer_1852_186 in Damascus: Count Zichyřs original intention had been to make an excursion from this
place to the celebrated town of Palmyra, an undertaking which would have occupied ten days. He therefore
applied to the pacha for a sufficient escort for his excursion. This request was, however, refused; the pacha
observing, that he had ceased for some time to allow travellers to undertake this dangerous journey, as until now
all strangers had been plundered by the wandering Arabs, and in some instances men had even been murdered.
The pacha added, that it was not in his power to furnish so large an escort as would be required to render this
journey safe, by enabling the travellers to resist all aggressions. After receiving this answer, Count Zichy
communicated with some Bedouin chiefs, who could not guarantee a safe journey, but nevertheless required
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6000 piastres for accompanying him. Thus it became necessary to give up the idea altogether, and to proceed
instead to Balbeck and to the heights of Lebanon.
54
Berners_1876_254-255 at Damascus, Lady S: She now entertained us with an amusing description of an
encounter she had had with the Bedouins a few days previously. It seems that Sir T. S and his party had
somewhat imprudently crossed the Jordan, without providing themselves with a sufficient escort. Their
muleteers, on reaching the further bank of the Hieromax, a large tributary on the east of Jordan, had been
suddenly attacked, and robbed of a donkey, some clothing, and several napoleons: meanwhile the travellers
themselves, in company with the escort, were struggling to effect a crossing. Sir T. S himself was nearly carried
away, horse and all, by the strength of the current, and Lady S had to be conveyed over a ford on the shoulders
of two native women. They subsequently recovered the donkey from the marauders, but neither the clothing nor
the money could be obtained.
55
Tilley_1864_371-372 Balbec: The Mussulman quarrying material for his mosque, the Christian for his
church; the Bedouin rudely pulling down whole columns for the few pounds of lead which cemented their
sections; the bigot destroying for the sake of destruction; the antiquarian disturbing in his pursuit of knowledge;
and lastly, repeated shocks of earthquake have strewn the area with fragments of the stately temples which once
rose proudly to the sky.
56
Thompson_I_1767_128-135 for a good description of Balbec.
57
Wright_1848_499 Henry Maundrell, 1697, leaving Balbec: Early this morning we departed from Balbec,
directing our course straight across the valley. As we passed by the walls of the city, we observed many stones
inscribed with Roman letters and names, but all confused, and some placed upside down, which demonstrates
that the materials of the wall were the ruins of the ancient city.
58
Ibn_Battuta_1982_167-168 Balbec: grows cherries, and other fruits; weaves cloth; but not one word about the
temples/fortress.
59
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_VI_1835_244: Depuis que je parcours l'Orient, j'ai rencontré bien des débris antiques,
j'ai rencontré le cadavre ou les ossemens de bien des cités, au milieu de ces différens débris, des noms fameux
retentissaient à mon oreille, la main de l'histoire arrachait au passé son voile ténébreux, et je voyais et j'entendais
les peuples dont je foulais la poussière. A Balbek, aucun souvenir positif ne s'est mêlé à mes impressions, je
voyais des monumens qui attestent le puissant génie de l'homme, et je cherchais en vain dans les siècles écoulés
les hommes qui avaient passé par là; les voix du passé se taisent quand on leur demande ce que fut Héliopolis de
Cœlésyrie. Aussi, tout était vague et fantastique dans mon admiration pour les monumens de Balbek; j'aurais pu,
comme les Arabes, attribuer leur construction au pouvoir merveilleux des Djins. Ces monumens ont été pour
moi comme le tombeau glorieux d'une nation ignorée, comme les magnifiques dépouilles d'un âge oublié par
l'histoire. Il est assez remarquable que les plus belles ruines de l'Orient, celles de Balbek et Palmyre,
appartiennent aux deux cités les moins connues dans les annales anciennes. [Cf importance of Ephesus etc,
which feature so frequently in inscriptions.]
60
Le_Strange_1890_296-297 Balbec, Al Idrisiřs account of 1154: There are especially two wonderful buildings
that were theatres (al Malřabain), one the larger, the other the smaller. The larger, it is said, was built in the days
of Solomon, the son of David, and it is most wondrous to look on. There are in it stones of the length of 10
cubits, some more, some less. And there is also a part that is built up on high columns, and most astonishing to
behold. The smaller theatre is, for the greater part, fallen into ruin, and its glories are of the past. There is
standing at the present time but a portion of its wall, of the length of 30 cubits. It rises to a height above the floor
of 20 cubits, and there are in its construction but seven stones, one stone being at the bottom, and two stones
lying thereon, and four stones being placed on the two. In this town of Ba'albakk are all sorts of other wondrous
buildings." (Id., 15.)
61
Al-Dimashqui_1874_268, writing 1320s, Balbec: ancienne ville du temps des Adites avec des monuments
dřAbraham, de Moïse, de Salomon et des Grecs; là, il y a des colonnes, lřune près de l'autre, dont chacune a une
hauteur de 40 coudées, sans compter la partie enfoncée dans la terre; les sommets de ces colonnes, réunis par
des pierres, forment une espèce d'architraves. La forteresse de cette ville contient deux tours dont le fondement
est formé par trois grands rochers, chacun d'une longueur de 36 pas, sur une hauteur de 2 toises et de la même
largeur que la muraille. En dedans de cette forteresse, il y a un puits, appelé puits de la miséricorde, où il n'y a
guère d'eau, excepté en temps de siège et de dangers, quand il se remplit et reste ainsi pour servir aux besoins de
la population; le dager passé, l'eau se retire et disparaît.
62
Basterot_1869_100 Balbec: Les croisés ne les avaient pas visitées et les anciens voyageurs en Palestine ne les
mentionnent pas, à l'exception de l'intelligent Benjamin de Tudèle (1160). Bertrandon de la Broquière (1432)
passe à Baalbek sans en parler, tandis qu'il est très-occupé de quelques petits moulins. C'est ainsi qu'on observait
dans ces temps-là.
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Aramon_1887_111-112, travelling 1549, Balbec: une ville fort anticque appelée Balbec, qui est située en un
fort beau pays; dans laquelle y a un chasteau fort bien basty et d'une belle architecture, où y a plusieurs colonnes
de grande hauteur qui se descouvrent de fort loing. Aucuns disent que le bastiment qui se void aujourd'hui est
des Circatz [Mamluk Sultans, Circassians of Cairo]; aultres, qu'il a esté faict par Salomon et d'aultres l'estiment
des Romains, ce qui est plus croyable, à cause d'un sepulchre d'un empereur romain qui est fort magnificque,
monstrant bien avoir esté faict par un grand seigneur; et de là, cheminasmes par colines et valons habundantz en
truictz de toutes sortes; et sur le chemin, nous fut monstrée la maison de nostre premier père Adam et celles de
Caïn et Abel qui sont sur une montagne fort haute; et vismes aussy le lieu où il dict Caïn pleura ses peschez pour
l'homicide qu'il avoit faict de son frère Abel.
64
Wright_1848_496 Henry Maundrell, 1697, at Balbec: At the south-west side of this city is a noble ruin, being
the only curiosity for which this place is wont to be visited. It was anciently a heathen temple, together with
some other edifices belonging to it, all truly magnificent ; but in latter times these ancient structures have been
patched and pieced up with several other buildings, converting the whole into a castle, under which name it goes
at this day. The adjectitious buildings are of no mean architecture, but yet easily distinguishable from what is
more ancient. [495-499 for his description of Balbec, including the trilithon.
65
Campbell_1758_159 Balbec: Here is a magnificent heathen temple, and other structures thereto belonging,
which are very grand, and which have of late years been repaired and converted into a castle.
66
Castlereagh_II_1847_277 Balbec: But it is painful to behold the destruction that time and man have worked.
Many are the changes which the temples have undergone since they were sacred to the idols of Baal; for
Baalbec has been turned into a fortress, and bastions and batteries have been erected among her colonnades and
porticoes. These again are gone, and with them a mosque which had been built in the midst of the walls; but
many a fragment on which the richest sculpture is portrayed, is recognised amidst the rough execution of
modern Vandals, who broke down pillar and capital, frieze and bas-relief, to construct a wretched mosque, and
make a fortification that was useless.
67
Leary_1913_192 Balbec: Yet neither iconoclast nor sapper, artilleryman nor peasant, has been able to destroy
the majesty of the temples of Baalbek. The malice of the image-breaker cannot tumble down thousand-ton
building-blocks and grows weary in the effort to deface cornices eighty feet above him. Mosques and khans,
barracks and castle walls have been built out of this immense quarry of ready-cut stone, yet the supply seems
hardly diminished. The cannonballs of the Middle Ages fell back harmless before twenty feet of solid masonry,
and only God's earthquake has been able to shake the massive foundations of the Temple of Baal.
68
Bird_1872_27 Sardis: The next morning the brethren went out to view more particularly the ruins of the
place. They saw the decayed walls of two churches, of the market and of an ancient palace. Two marble
columns were still standing, thirty feet high and six feet in diameter, and fragments of similar pillars lay
scattered on the ground. Mr. Chandler, who was there sixty years before them, found five pillars then standing
instead of two. On a high hill were the remains of an old castle whose walls were still very strong.
69
Laorty-Hadji_1854_164 Balbec: Il y a un siècle, quand Dawkins et Robert Wood les visitèrent, ces vestiges
étaient beaucoup plus imposants qu'ils ne le sont aujourd'hui, le tremblement de terre de 1759 ayant renversé,
depuis lors, un grand nombre de colonnes. A ces ébranlements naturels qui précipitaient la ruine de ces
monuments, il faut joindre les efforts des Turks, qui cherchaient à s'emparer des axes de fer servant de tenons
aux deux ou trois pièces dont chaque fût est composé. Rien d'ailleurs n'égale la perfection avec laquelle sont
coupées ces pierres; quoique aucun ciment ne les joigne, on aurait peine à passer la lame d'un couteau dans leurs
interstices. Pour donner une idée de l'énormité des matériaux employés dans cette construction, il suffit de dire
que la plupart des assises se composent de pierres qui ont depuis vingt-huit pieds jusqu'à trente-cinq pieds de
longueur sur environ neuf de hauteur.
70
Aramon_1887_111-112, travelling 1549, Balbec citing Pierre Belon: Il y a un chasteau qui est quasi entier, où
l'on voit neuf hautes colonnes plus grosses que celles de l'hippodrome de Constantinople. Et aussi une autre
colonne droite en dessus de la ville quasi semblable à celle de Pompée prés d'Alexandrie, sur laquelle y a un
chapiteau quarré qui est la couverture de ladicte colonne. Il y a plusieurs plates-formes de pierres de tailles
dedans la ville, faites en manière de sepulchres, inscrites des lettres arabiques.
71
Laorty-Hadji_1854_164: Telles sont les ruines des temples de Balbeck. Il y a un siècle, quand Dawkins et
Robert Wood les visitèrent, ces vestiges étaient beaucoup plus imposants qu'ils ne le sont aujourd'hui, le
tremblement de terre de 1759 ayant renversé, depuis lors, un grand nombre de colonnes.
72
Hill_1866_431 Balbec, visiting the local emir: The first part of our discourse consisted of the usual
compliments, of course, after which the Emir informed us that a tradition existed among the Arabs here, that the
temples within the walls of the citadel which we had examined were nearly entire about three generations before
the present time, when they were overthrown by an earthquake, which destroyed nearly all the buildings in that
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country that were of unhewn stone, and left the superior edifices we had seen in almost the same condition they
are now found.
73
DřEstourmel_I_1844_287 Balbec: Du reste, il ne faut pas croire aux forêts de colonnes dont parlent quelques
voyageurs. Il n'en reste que six au grand temple, le même nombre que du temps de Volney. Dans le milieu du
siècle dernier, Wood en avait compté trois de plus, et, comme sa relation passe pour très-fidèle, c'est sans doute
au tremblement de terre de 1759 qu'on doit attribuer leur chute; le petit temple en a aussi perdu neuf à cette
époque, et la clef de la voûte de la porte d'entrée qui, en 1784, était descendue de huit pouces par suite de
l'écartement des jambages, pend aujourd'hui de quatre pieds vers le seuil; aussi n'est-ce pas sans effroi qu'on
passe sous ce bloc menaçant qui ne tient plus que par son sommet aux deux pierres contiguës qui ne pourront
longtemps le retenir.
74
Curtis_1903_172 Balbec: In the walls of the temple, which stands upon the summit of the Acropolis, and was
undoubtedly erected for the worship of the sun, are other cyclopian blocks of similar size. The keystone of one
of the arches by which the temple was entered is a monument of itself, being eleven feet high, twelve feet thick,
eight feet broad and weighing about seventy tons. In 1751 it was perfect, but the earthquake of 1759 fractured
the massive monoliths which served as door posts, and shook the lofty architrave so rudely that this ponderous
keystone slipped from its original position and sank about three feet. There it remained suspended for nearly a
century and a half, until a German engineer, by means of a most ingenious device, restored it to its former
position and braced it so firmly that it may outlive many more centuries.
75
Lindsay_II_1838_360 notes on Balbec: Baumgarten visited Baldach, as he calls it ŕ the country of Baldach,
the friend of Job ŕ in 1507 but his chief admiration was attracted by the huge stone that lies in the quarry near
the town, Ŗresembling for bigness a tower or a hill;ŗ near it, he says, stand Ŗthree pillars, not unlike those that
are to be seen in St. Mark's place in Venice;ŗ ŕ these have disappeared. ŖNot far from thence is the Castle
Baldach ŕ the rows of pillars are admirable, being stones of a huge bigness; the building is very high and
stately, but all gone to ruin, yet even what is left shews there has been there something very great and noble.ŗ /
Belonřs account of Baalbec is very succinct; he mentions, however, the granite columns of the Sheikh's tomb, to
the west of the town, which escaped the notice of most subsequent travellers: ŕ ŖApprochants de Balbec,
trouvasmes un sepulchre en la campagne, soustenu de gros pilliers courts et ronds faits de la pierre Thebaique,
dont le faiste estoit une voute de grosses pierret essus, qui se termiue en poincte.ŗ
76
Allen_1869_56 getting to Balbec: Thanks for the French Company [in Damascus], this gem of antiquity is
much more accessible to the traveller than it used to be.
77
Canning_1888_II_127 Lebanon after expulsion of Ibrahim Pasha: We had numerous meetings, much
correspondence with our consuls in Syria, much discussion among ourselves, and occasional communications
with the Porte. We found no end of obstructions in the way. The Turkish ministers were averse to every
limitation of the Forte's authority. The old Sheykh of Mount Lebanon wished to recover and fortify the former
condition of approximative independence which he had contrived to maintain before the war. The Druses, half
heathen and half Mohammedan, were ready to draw the sword at any moment upon their Christian neighbours.
The respective populations, including patches of Greek, Armenian, and other races, were so intermingled as to
make their political separation next to impossible, and the French had no mind to give up a tittle of their ancient
pretensions, warranted in some degree by treaty, to the protection of the Roman Catholic mountaineers.
78
Carne_III_1838_21B, Balbec: When the writer was there, his little party were the only visitors; and this was
no slight luxury. Now the tourist may lay his account with meeting natives of every part of the civilized globe
ŕ the American from Massachusetts and New York, with probably his wife and children, a family party; the
Russian, from his cold land; the German, the Pole, and the Greek; and if he cannot see Balbec in the majesty of
her desert solitude, he will have society, tents, watch-fires, mingled voices, many tastes and imaginations in wild
contrast. The expense, also, of this journey is greatly diminished; the exactions levied by the petty governors
and chiefs, and the necessary presents made them, are moderated, and in some places entirely done away with,
under the rule of Ibrahim Pasha.
79
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_38 Balbec: The three famous ones, measuring 64 ft., 63 ft. 8 in., and 63
ft. long, each 13 ft. in height and breadth, and raised to a height of 20 ft. or more, take away one's breath, and
compel one to sit before them, only to be more and more puzzled by thinking how very superior in stone-lifting
and transporting the Pagans must have been to us Christians of 1870.
80
Saulcy_1853_II_637-638 moving blocks at Balbec: De quels moteurs s'est servie la race qui a mis en oeuvre
ces masses effroyables? Dieu le sait! II y a bien à parier cependant que les cordes, sollicitées par d'énormes
colonnes d'hommes agissant avec ensemble, les traineaux, les rouleaux et le plan incliné, ont été les seules
ressources mécaniques employées dans cette manreuvre merveilleuse. La présence des encastrements des
crampons d'attache, semble le démontrer; mais ces moyens une fois déterminés, nous ne sommes guère plus
avancés, et la chose reste tout aussi inconcevable. Quels traineaux et quels rouleaux en effet out pu résister à un
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poids pareil, et n'être pas mis immédiatement en poussière? Je renonce prudemment à chercher lřexplication
d'un fait que je ne saurais comprendre.
81
Lombay_1892_176 Balbec, moving the stones: En général les énormes monolithes dont la présence étonne
dans les murailles de Baalbeck sont percés sur plusieurs faces de trous peu profonds dans lesquels on insinuait
les extrémités des pieus et des poutres au bout desquels étaient fixés les cables de traction servant à manoeuvrer
ces lourdes masses; c'est la manière la plus plausible d'expliquer ces excavations nombreuses et irrégulières
auxquelles on s'ingénierait vainement à trouver une autre utilité.
82
Vogüé_1876_58 Balbec, and he believes the giant courses were pre-Roman: Il faut avoir vu ces blocs de plus
de soixante pieds de longueur sur quinze ou vingt de largeur et d'épaisseur, soulevés à la hauteur de plusieurs
assises, pour y croire. Au-dessus commencent les murailles romaines, de ce bel appareil que l'on connaît, bâties
elles-mêmes de matériaux énormes, mais écrasés par la proximité des premiers. Enfin les Arabes ont couronné
le tout de murs crénelés et de tours, construits avec les débris des monuments, monnayant ces lingots
magnifiques qu'ils n'avaient plus les moyens de remuer. Ainsi les murs de Baalbeck semblent un défi ironique
jeté à nos théories sur le progrès de l'humanité: chaque race nouvelle a apporté sa pierre plus petite et plus
éphémère.
83
SPCK_1835_137-138 Balbec, trilithon: The whole is composed of blocks of stone of such magnitude that the
very least of them would excite astonishment were they met with elsewhere; but here, eclipsed by three
enormous monsters, lying consecutively in the same course of the building, about twenty-five feet from the
ground, they are overlooked as trifles in comparison. They were at too great a height to allow us to measure
them; but, in the quarry whence they were hewn, about a mile distant, at the foot of Anti-Lebanon, there yet
remains a similar block unremoved, apparently of nearly the same dimensions, which we were enabled
accurately to take, and found to be sixty-eight feet in length, fourteen in height, and sixteen and a half in
breadth. If, then, the three stones in the wall be of the same size, which appeared to be the case, they would
occupy a space of sixty-eight yards. By what mechanical powers they were conveyed the distance of a mile, and
then raised to their present position, passes our comprehension; one is therefore not surprised that it should be
referred by the people of the country to diabolical agency. The height of the wall is in proportion. It is evidently
not the work of those who erected the temples, but of some earlier period. What is very remarkable, no mention
is made of this "wonder of Syria" by any of the classic authors. The only notice discovered of it is in a fragment
of a work by John of Antioch, who assigns to Antoninus Pius the honour of building that beautiful monument of
Roman architecture, the temple.
84
Ellis_1881_II_108-109 Balbec, Temple of Jupiter: The stones forming the architrave usually weigh about
fifty tons each, and an examination of those on the ground show numbers of little holes close together at the
back. These were doubtless used in hoisting the stones, and indicate that an immense number of ropes were used
for the purpose, and therefore the stone was probably not rolled up an incline, as has been frequently supposed.
The placing of these stones was certainly the most difficult part of the work of building. It was in its way even
as great an undertaking as the placing of the great stones on the north and west sides of the temple platform,
three of which make an aggregate length of 184 feet, with a depth of 14 feet. They weigh at least a thousand
tons each, and are 20 feet from the ground; yet all the construction around is solid, and there would not be the
same difficulty in getting a purchase, as in the case of the architrave.
85
Baedeker_1898_373 Balbec: The greatest marvel is that they have been raised to the top of a substruction
already 33 ft. high. By whom, and by what machinery they were quarried and placed in their present position,
will probably never be ascertained. It was probably from these three extraordinary blocks that the temple
derived its name of trilithon ('three-stoned'). Numerous carefully chiselled square holes may be observed on the
blocks, with the exception of the huge blocks just mentioned. These holes (which occur also in the marble
blocks of the temple) were probably intended for the insertion of levers. The lower stones are grey, and the large
blocks yellowish in colour.
86
Bird_1872_78-79 Balbec: At the north-west corner of the outer wall were twelve or fifteen stones thirty feet
long by ten or twelve in breadth and height, or three thousand solid feet or more each. Three other stones were
of the same breadth and height and fifty-eight in length, and one other of the length of sixtyeight feet. Moreover,
this huge block of stone, of the size of a small farm-house, was found inserted in the wall on the top of three
tiers of stones each fifteen feet in height. Who lifted it and adjusted it in its place in the wall forty-five feet
above its foundation? The natives said it was the work of angels.
87
Leary_1913_198-199 Balbec, the Trilithon: These tremendous three were so renowned in ancient times that
the temple above them came to be known as the Trilithon. They are each thirteen feet high, probably ten feet
thick, and their lengths are respectively sixty-three, sixty-three and a half, and sixty-four feet. It is hard to realize
their true dimensions, however; for these enormous blocks are set into the wall twenty-three feet above the
ground, and are fitted together so closely that you can hardly insert the edge of a penknife between them. Look
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at them as long as you will, you can never fully see their bigness. Yet if only one were taken out of the wall, a
space would be left large enough to contain a Pullman sleeping-car. Each stone, though it seems only of fitting
size for this noble acropolis, weighs as much as many a coastwise steamer. If it were cut up into building blocks
a foot thick, it would provide enough material to face a row of apartment houses two hundred feet long and six
stories high. If it were sawn into flag-stones an inch thick, it would make a pavement three feet wide and over
six miles in length.
88
Mislin_1876_I_584 Balbec, blocks: La carrière d'où on les a tirées est à un quart de lieue de là: quels moyens
de transport avaient donc les hommes de ce temps-là? Les deux colonnes de Venise, les monolithes de Rome,
l'obélisque de la place de la Concorde, ne sont que des jouets d'enfants à côté des pierres de Balbek.
89
Pococke_II.1_1745_112, Balbec, town walls: About twenty feet to the north and west of the unfinished
temple is the town wall, which is only of the height of the ground within, thoř between twenty and thirty feet
above the fossee [ditch] without. The walls are built of very large hewn stones, which are laid in such a manner
as if they were designed to form the members of a basement; it is probable they proposed to have built such
another wall to the south of the temple, and to have adorned the whole with a magnificent colonade or colossal
statues of the gods of Heliopolis. But what is very surprizing, in the wall to the west of the temple there are three
stones near twenty feet above the ground, each of which are about sixty feet long, the largest of them is about
sixty two feet nine inches in length. On the north side there are likewise seven very large stones, but not of so
great a size: What I wanted in the measures of these stones as to their thickness and breadth, which is said to be
about twelve feet, I presume I found pretty near in the quarry half a mile from the town, out of which these
stones were doubtless taken. I saw there a stone hewn out, but the bottom of it was not separated from the rock,
which measured sixty eight feet in length, is seventeen feet eight inches wide, and thirteen feet ten inches thick.
These stones were probably conveyed to the walls on rollers through the city; the ground on the inside being
levelled for that purpose; for though the wall is near thirty feet above the ground on the out side, it is
notwithstanding on a level with the top of the wall within.
90
Squire_1820_306 Balbec: The workmanship of the buildings at Balbec is excellent: the stones are large, and
so closely joined together without cement, that the blade of a knife could not be inserted between them: the
stone itself, taken from the quarries, S, W. of the town, is a very hard limestone, approaching the nature of
marble. Many of the standing columns have been cut by the barbarous inhabitants to their very center, towards
the bottom, for the sake of the iron, which unites the pieces, of which each column is composed.
91
Moore_1895_26-28 Balbec, Temple of the Sun: One of these great blocks would weigh fully fifty tons and
are so neatly joined that a sheet of paper could not be inserted in the joints. That which remains of the ruins of
this marvellous work of man gives one an idea of what the building was like originally. The stones in the
foundation of this part of the building are the largest hewn stones in the world. Some twenty feet above the level
of the ground, three of these are in position in the wall. Each one measures sixty four feet long, fourteen feet
high and twelve feet thick. In the quarry a mile south of the temple, is one immense rock, the largest ever hewn
by man. It is seventy feet long and fourteen feet square, and computed to weigh one thousand five hundred tons.
It is calculated by Dr. Saulcy, that the united efforts of forty thousand men would be required to put this
miniature mountain in motion. How these large stones were brought from their original bed and elevated to such
positions may, perhaps, never be known. But there they stand a spectacle of amazement to all.
92
Martin_1883_142-143 Balbec: The magnitude of the stones, and the colossal grandeur of the Temple of the
Sun, must amaze every traveller who goes there; although the mountain from whence the stones were hewn is
quite close, still the wonder is, how they were moved and lifted into position. In Europe there is no parallel to it,
and although the architect and engineer of modern days can calculate the immense difficulty of the work, yet all
must feel that it is a monument which surpasses the capability of this age. The recorded Archimedean powers
may read like a fable, but whoever has seen the Baalbec stones and buildings can only, by believing in such
power, account for their existence.
93
Monconys_1665_347 Balbec, unfinished, witness les grosses et excessives pierres quřon y a employés, dont
on en voit une encore proche du chemin … [quarry] laquelle nřest pas entierement attaché au Roc.
94
Pococke_II.1_1745_109-110 Balbec: This fine temple is deservedly admired as one of the most beautiful
pieces of antiquity that remains; and yet it is a melancholy thing to see how the barbarous people of these
countries continually destroy such magnificent buildings, in order to make use of the stone; they privately chip
the pillars in order to undermine them, and when they fall, the stones are so large that they can carry away but
very few of them.
95
Robinson_1856_524-527 for details (with references) of earlier references to Balbec, including Ibn Haukal,
Edrisi, Abulfeda. Reckons Belon the first European to refer to it, in 1548. Cf 526: Ba'albek seems at that time to
have been as yet unknown to Frank travellers after the crusades. It was remote from any of the great roads,
which connected Damascus either with the coast, or with the more northern cities of Syria.
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Masudi_IV_1865_87, travelling 915-940, Balbec: Tel est le temple de Baal, ou de l'idole dont Dieu a parlé
dans ce verset du Koran: “Invoquez-vous Baal, et abandonnez-vous le meilleur des créateurs?” (Ch. xxxvii, V.
125.) Ce temple se trouve à Baalbek, ville du district de Sanîr, en Syrie. Les Grecs he means the Byzantines]
avaient choisi une certaine portion de terrain comprise entre le Liban et le mont Sanîr pour y bâtir un temple
d'idoles. Ce temple se compose de deux corps d'édifices immenses dont l'un est plus ancien que l'autre. On y
voit des bas-reliefs sculptés dans le roc avec un art qu'on ne saurait imiter même sur le bois. Les dimensions de
ces monuments, leurs assises énormes, leurs colonnes élancées, leur vaste portique, tout cet ensemble de
constructions excite lřétonnement. Il en a été parlé ailleurs, et nous avons raconté lřhistoire de la princesse qui
faillit périr, ainsi que le massacre de la population de cette ville.
97
Ibn_Haukal_1800_43 [later 10thC]: Beyond the borders of Demeshk is Baalbek, situated on an eminence.
Here are the gates of palaces, sculptured in marble; and lofty columns, also of marble. In the whole region of
Syria, there is not a more stupendous or considerable edifice than this.
98
Pococke_II.1_1745_111 Balbec: All these buildings in later times were turned into a castle; and an addition
was made of a very strong building near the south east corner of the old temple, and another to the south west on
the town wall, which they have almost destroyed for the sake of the stones. It is said this fortress was
demolished by Feckerdine [Faccadine], and mounds of unburnt brick still remain in some parts, which were put
up in the breaches, and against the walls, as if they were designed to resist the force of cannon.
99
Carpenter_1923_239 Balbec: The beauties of the temples will be preserved from now on. They are under
official guard, and tickets which cost a dollar apiece are required of all who go in. I was shown through by Dr.
Michel Alouf, an archaeologist, who explained just how the temples looked in the past. He showed me where
the early Christians had erected a church inside one temple, defacing the carvings and breaking the noses of the
beautiful statues. They took pleasure in destroying the work wrought by heathen artists in honour of pagan gods.
Next came the Arabs, who used the place as a fort, throwing great round chunks of marble as big as footballs
from its sheltering walls. There are piles of these marble balls inside the temple to-day. They were probably cut
from the columns. The Arabs made a mosque in the temple. They wiped out every trace of the Christian religion
and used a part of the church for a bath. After them came an earthquake, so that the ruins were mostly covered
up until the Germans began their excavations.
100
Volney_II_1792_138 Balbec, hexagonal court: lřon pénètre dans un terrain vide, qui est une cour hexagone,
de cent quatre-vingts pieds de diamètre. Cette cour est semée de fûts de colonnes brisées, de chapiteaux mutilés,
de débris de pilastres, d'entablemens, de corniches, &c., tout-autour règne un cordon dřédifices ruinés qui
présentent à lřoeil tous les ornemens de la plus riche architecture.
101
Rousier_1856_157 Balbec: Sa beauté et sa magnificence prouvent que, quel que soit celui qui la fit
construire, il possédait non-seulement la richesse et le pouvoir, mais aussi le génie, l'industrie et l'adresse. A la
première vue, on en conçoit l'idée d'une ville récemment bombardée; il est de fait que les Turcs en ont miné et
fait sauter [if this means “blew up”] les plus belles parties par simple amour du mal, si commun chez les
ignorants et les stupides, tels que sont les Musulmans.
102
Edrisi_I_1836_354, writing c.1100, Balbec, large temple: construit du temps de Salomon fils de David.
103
Vergoncey_1615_432 Balbec: où Salomon tint ses nopces quand il espousa la fille de Pharaon, où lřon void
encor plusieurs pilliers, colonnes & arcades entieres.
104
Breves_1628_56 Balbec: nous reprisons la route de Tripoli, par un autre chemin que nous nřestions venus,
passant au dessous de Balbec, ancien Palais de Salomon, quřil fit bastir dans ces forests du Liban, en mesme
temps que le Temple … il est ruiné maintenant, toutesfois on y void encore force colomnes de marbre.
105
Beaufort_1874_188-189 Balbec: It is a relief to seize upon tradition, and pretend to believe it modern enough
for Solomon's workmanship; one fancies, however, that one recognises the Phoenician (Canaanite) stamp upon
its massive simplicity, which, though some may call it barbarous, became sublime in the hands of the Egyptians
and Phoenicians. Perhaps Baalbek is much older than Tadmor, and was one of the cities already standing in the
country before Joshua marked out the boundaries of the Israelites.
106
Moore_1895_26 Balbec: The third temple, that of the sun, or "Temple of Jupiter," is in a more ruinous
condition than any of the other buildings. The cella itself has completely disappeared, some for the building of
the church and some for the Arab fortifications of after years. The handsome Peristyle of fifty four columns,
seventeen on each side and ten at each end can still be traced; many of the bases of these mighty pillars still
remain, but only six of fifty four pillars are now standing. These are ninety feet in height, from the bottom of the
bases to the top of the capping. The shafts themselves are sixty five feet long and six feet in diameter, in three
portions of about twenty one feet each, fastened together by lead cramps. On the top of these great columns rest
huge blocks of stone beautifully decorated in Corinthian style. How this mass of rock was elevated to such a
height and so nicely placed has never been explained to modern man. / One of these great blocks would weigh
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fully fifty tons and are so neatly joined that a sheet of paper could not be inserted in the joints. That which
remains of the ruins of this marvellous work of man gives one an idea of what the building was like originally.
The stones in the foundation of this part of the building are the largest hewn stones in the world. Some twenty
feet above the level of the ground, three of these are in position in the wall.
107
Egerton_1841_104 Balbec: A number of temples seem to be crowded together into a small space, and the
whole surrounded by a wall. In this wall are some stones of a most astounding magnitude, apparently of a
different date from the remainder of the building; stones of a size which it now passes the skill of man to move,
and yet these are not at the basement, but piled upon other smaller ones. They are sixty feet long and about
fifteen broad. They are most curious and unaccountable. Some think they date from Solomon, others would have
them ante-diluvian. Lord Lindsay thinks they were brought thither to be carved into columns; but the columns
still existing, if I remember right, are in three several pieces, whilst these stones are alone of a size sufficient for
the construction of a whole one.
108
Wood_1757_10 Balbec: we have unsuccessfully looked into this part of their history [i.e. time in Syria], so
remarkable for letters and curiosity, in hopes of finding some mention of the most surprising structure in their
empire.
109
Wood_1757_2 Balbec: We sent the manuscripts and marbles, which we had collected, on camels to our ship
at Tripoli.
110
Geramb_1840_II_163 Balbec: Perhaps I ought to say no more than that nowhere in Asia are there ruins so
magnificent, so vast, as almost to make one doubt whether those who erected the buildings, of which they are
the relics, belong to the same race of men as people the earth at this day. Notwithstanding the immense progress
of dynamics in the last centuries, more than one man of science would still deny the very possibility of so
gigantic a monument, if the facts were not there to humble and confound modern weakness and impotence:
suffice it for me to say, that I shall not undertake to give you a description of it.
111
Failoni_1833_170-171 Balbec: Il muro di cinta del gran cortile è d'una altezza prodigiosa, ed ha seicento
piedi di lunghezza. Vi si rimarcano delle enormi pietre di sessanta piedi sopra dodici. Il tempio ha una
lunghezza di cento e ottanta piedi, e nřè largo novanta. Un rango di colonne in numero di quarantaquattro, alle
sessantadue piedi con cinque di diametro rimangono ancora in piedi, e sono tutte di un pezzo. Tanto esse, che i
muri sono di granito color di rosa; e di ordine corinto a foglia di accanto sono i capitelli che le adornano,
diligentemente lavorati; come pure le cornici, e gli architravi in gran parte conservati. La magnificenza di questa
galleria sorpassa ogni espressione. Il piano dalla parto dellřOvest è ingombro di resti di colonne, di capitelli, di
basi, e in una seconda corte al Nord si osservano gli avanzi di grandi sale con delle nicchie destinate a ricevere
delle statue. Al Sud la colonnata ridette in un vasto bacino dřunřimmensa fontana. Il peristilio, e le mura sono
coperti di bassi-rilievi rappresentanti le Deità del paganesimo, alternate da bellissime aquile colle ali spiegate, in
tutto eguali a quelle del cessato Impero francese.
112
Pigeory_1854_176, at Balbec: Autant et plus que d'autres je suis resté en extase devant ce Saint-Pierre de
Rome, basilique immense dans laquelle le bras du géant qui se nommait Michèl-Ange a donné le Parthénon
pour piédestal au Panthéon; j'ai foulé le pavé des temples de Balbeck, et leurs fûts de colonnes gisantes dont mes
bras ne suffisaient pas à étreindre le diamètre; j'ai mesuré les masses de granit ou de marbre que les architectes
de ce temps-là plaçaient au sommet de leurs édifices sans plus de peine que nous couronnons aujourd'hui les
nôtres de balustres ou d'acrotères; j'ai examiné, j'ai touché tout cela, et, l'avouerai-je? je me suis pris à douter de
l'omnipotence de Michel-Ange.
113
SPCK_1835_135 Balbec, Great Temple: the architecture is of the Corinthian order, and belongs to the most
classical age of Roman art. I have seen nothing in Italy that surpasses it; indeed I may say, nothing that equals it.
114
Dandolo_1854_462 Balbec: All'imponente massa, alla colossale arditezza degli avanzi egiziani, Baalbek
aggiunge l'eleganza e la squisitezza dei monumenti dell'Acropoli d'Atene e del Foro romano; e il visitatore non
sa che cosa debba meglio ammirare, o l'immensità di quelle costruzioni ciclopee, o la finitezza e il buon gusto
d'ogni lor particolare.
115
Curtis_1856_341-341: the ruins of Baalbec are among the most perfect remains in the world. There is
nothing in Rome itself so imposing, nothing which so nearly attains that spiritual elegance of impression which
marks Greek architecture.
116
Lombay_1892_172 Balbec: Consacré d'abord à Baal, le temple est devenu celui du soleil; les Empereurs
romains y ont ajouté un temple de Jupiter. C'est d'eux que date la portion la plus accomplie de ces vestiges qui
dépassent par leur imposante majesté tout ce que l'art grec ou romain a laissé en Europe soit à Rome, soit à
Athènes. L'acropole, le Parthénon, le Colysée disparaissent derrière ces fûts immenses des colonnes du temple
de Jupiter qui, gisant sur le sol, couvrent de leur ombre un homme de haute taille. Cependant, après les maîtres
de l'architecture et de la sculpture, sont venus les barbares qui ont puisé au hasard dans le trésor de cette
merveille comme dans une carrière ouverte pour construire des murs d'enceinte où les pierres frustes s'entassent
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les unes sur, les autres avec des chapiteaux, des morceaux de frise, des bas-reliefs. Ici la face sculptée de la
pierre regarde vers le dehors, là elle est retournée dans la maçonnerie et ne nous laisse voir que le côté
del'équarrissage. Des blocs nouveauxont été adjoints aux matériaux tirés des décombres pour composer cet
assemblage insensé auquel des mains barbares ont enlevé.tout caractère autre que celui d'une puissance
extraordinaire.
117
Lombay_1892_178 Balbec, Temple of Bacchus: Malgré ses proportions colossales ce temple ne dépassait
pas en beauté le Parthénon d'Athènes dont les formes idéales représentent ce que notre esprit peut concevoir de
plus harmonieux; les blocs sont joints les uns aux autres avec une adresse inférieure à celle des constructeurs
hellènes de la meilleure époque; la qualité même des matériaux laisse à désirer, le marbre du Pentélique n'ayant
nulle part son pareil.
118
Wilson_1823_468 Balbec, Temple of Jupiter: Taking the edifice in a general point of view, it appears to
resemble, in some considerable degree, the church of St. Martin in the Fields, in London, and St Andrew, at
Glasgow, built after that model.
119
SPCK_1835_139 Balbec: Among these most interesting relics of the ancient days we remained six hours,
which flew away like so many minutes. It was with great regret that we left them. Much did we desire to
compare them with Palmyra; but that was an affair of too much time and difficulty to be thought of. By those
who have seen both I was told that Palmyra is much inferior in its details to Baalbec, but superior in general
effect, from the greater extent of ruins and the long avenues of columns which adorn it.
120
Mislin_1876_I_449: Comment, d'ailleurs, nous vanter de nos arts et de nos sciences en présence des ruines
de Balbek et sur les côtes de la Phénicie, où l'on retrouve à chaque pas l'origine des sciences dont nous nous
glorifions! Nous pourrions à peine remuer une des pierres des gigantesques édifices de Balbek; et elles sont là,
élevées sans ciment les unes sur les autres, bravant les siècles et se riant de nos fragiles contrefaçons. Nous
n'avons su bâtir qu'une ibis: c'est au moyen âge, quand nous étions chrétiens: nos cathédrales l'attestent. Les
anciens ont été nos maîtres dans les arts; mais dans ces prodigieux monuments d'Héliopolis, de Thèbes et de
Palmyre, sous ces niches si admirablement sculptées, sous ces immenses colonnades, parmi tant de chefsd'œuvre, on célébrait un culte dégradant pour l'humanité: c'est pourquoi tous ces dieux ont disparu avec la foule
de leurs adorateurs, et leurs autels ne se sont plus relevés. Une humble chapelle dédiée à la sainte Vierge, une
croix de bois au milieu des champs, résisteront toujours aux injures du temps et des hommes. Lorsque des
païens, armés de haches et d'impiété, renversent pour un moment ces signes extérieurs d'un culte de pureté et
d'amour, ils sont bientôt renversés eux-mêmes; mais la croix se relève, la chapelle se reconstruit, et des âmes
innocentes reviennent y porter des fleurs et des prières.
121
Lindsay_II_1838_201 Balbec: But vide Wood, dear mother ŕ I should not be surprised if he has omitted all
mention of a curious Saracenic building, directly facing the temple, ŕ (the whole ruins, in short ŕ and I ought
to have mentioned it before ŕ were turned by them into an immense castle;) its semi-vaulted portals, scooped
shell-wise, like the ceilings of the Alhambra, lead to staircases, one running down into the platform, but filled up
with rubbish, ŕ the other leading to the roof. Peeping through the chinks of a door a few steps up, I saw a large
chamber with pointed arches, now used, apparently, for a magazine. ŕ Ibrahim Pasha's soldiers are, I fancy, the
utilitarians, who have turned the vaults and halls of Baalbec to such profitable account. We passed their camp on
the east of the ruins; they were watering their horses at the brook of Baalbec.
122
Volney_II_1792_137 (followed by a long description of the temples, 137-145): lřon se trouve conduit au
pied de la ville. Là se présente en face un mur ruiné, flanqué de tours carrées, qui monte à droite sur la pente, &
trace lřenceinte de lřancienne ville. Ce mur, qui n'a que dix a douze pieds de hauteur, laisse voir dans lřintérieur
des terrains vides & des décombres qui font par-tout lřapanage des villes Turkes.
123
Seiff_1875_182 Balbec, the mosque: Oestlich von diesem Tempel steht die Ruine einer ziemlich grossen
Moschee, grösstentheils aus den Trümmern des alten Baalbek's erbaut. Antike Säulen der verschiedensten
Dimensionen finden sich hier im bunten Durcheinander und in bisweilen geradezu komischer Weise verwendet;
denn nicht selten ruht das eine Widerlager der leichten Bügen, welche ehedem das Dach stützten, auf einem
Riesenschafte, der nur zur Hälfte über dem Boden emporragt, während das correspondirende von einem kaum
halb so starken getragen wird. Die Dimensionen dieser Moschee sprechen aber dafür, dass die Stadt auch nach
der Eroberung durch die Araber noch längere Zeit eine ziemlich zahlreiche Bevölkerung gehabt hat.
124
Ferrières-Sauveboeuf _1790_II_176-177 Balbec: La ville bâtie près de cet ancien monument, est presque
détruite; & ses habitans, logés dans leurs masures y forment ce contraste, qui afflige lřhumanité, en voyant
dépérir chaque jour les plus beaux ouvrages des peuples, qui ont laissé à la postérité les marques de leur
grandeur.
125
Squire_1820_307 Balbec: Only one-fifth part of the original enclosure of Balbec appears to be inhabited, and
that part is towards the S. E.: the whole town presents a most wretched appearance, as the principal part of the
hovels have been destroyed by earthquakes, which it appears very frequently occur.
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Brocchi_1842_167, in Syria 1823-24, Balbec: gruppi di colonne che dominano fastose sulle circostanti
rovine; ma poiché si giunge dappresso, non so se la sua immaginazione più rimanga colpita dalla desolazione
deřmonumenti dell'antica Eliopolis o da quella delle abitazioni della moderna Balbec. E uno spettacolo per
verità rattristante quello di vedere un paese lungo tre quarti almeno di miglio, le cui case sono deserte e per metà
diroccate. In mezzo ad esse ve nřha una sessantina allřincirca di abitate, le quali costituiscono tutta la
popolazione del paese. Le strade sono ovunque coperte di rovinacci; il bazar non conta che sette o otto botteghe
aperte. Tutte le altre sono abbandonate; le due moschee vanno crollando insieme coi loro minareti: da per tutto
silenzio e solitudine, ed una voce umana che si sente fra quelle rovine è come se sorgesse dalle sepolture.
Volney attribuisce la desolazione di questo paese al cattivo Governo degli Emir della casa Harfus, ed al
terremoto del 1759. I danni di questo furono passeggieri, e potevano essere riparati, ma l'altro è una calamità che
tuttavia sussiste.
127
Mocquet_1696_282-283 Balbec: a very ancient City, where formerly lived Christians, the Ruines of a
Church remaining there yet … We lay without the City along the Walls which are made of great Stones, not of
Masons Work, but roughly set one upon another, each one above 12 or 15 Foot long.
128
Geramb_1840_II_161-162 Balbec: The residence of the bishop is itself but a sort of cottage, darker, and less
roomy than that of a peasant in Europe. The population which, about the middle of last century, still amounted
to five or six thousand, is now reduced to fewer than eight hundred, who have no other means of subsistence
than what they derive from the laborious cultivation of an almost barren soil. The political and civil authority is
in the hands of an emir, who, by that title, is but the vassal of the pacha of Damascus.
129
Macbrair_1839_111-112 Balbec: Here are no tinselled structures of modern workmanship to take away the
striking effects of desolation that has been produced by earthquakes and the lapse of time; but the little huts of
the poor peasants of Baalbec rather increase the melancholy interest with which we tread amongst the wrecks of
the once far-famed Heliopolis.
130
Bourassé_1867_509: Plusieurs des cabanes du village actuel de Balbeck sont bâties avec les fragments des
temples et des palais: de simples murs de clôture ont des moellons en marbre et des sculptures que nos musées
seraient fiers de posséder; à chaque pas on se heurte contre des débris antiques, que l'archéologue recueillerait
précieusement, même à Rome et à Athènes, où gisent tant de magnifiques restes d'une civilisation éteinte; mais
à Balbeck ces ruines n'ont pas d'histoire. Elles ont gardé fidèlement l'empreinte de la main de l'homme; elles
n'ont pas conservé sa pensée!
131
Broquière_1892_72-73 travelling 1432-3, at Balbec to meet the caravan: Ceste ville de Balbec est bonne et
assez marchande et bien fermée. Et au millieu d'elle a ung chastel de moult grosse pierre et m'a len dit qu'il y a
une musquée en laquelle a une teste d'homme et que dedans les troux des yeulx y pourroit en chascun estre la
teste d'un des hommes qui sont aujourdhui. Je ne sçay s'il est vray, car nul n'y entre s'il n'est Sarazin. [So
remains of a colossal (cult-) statue?]
132
Macedo_1867_391 Balbec: En quittant le temple de Jupiter, nous gravîmes en quelques pas jusqu'au
majestueux temple du Soleil. Nous rencontrâmes dans la grande cour rectangulaire une demi-douzaine de tentes,
parmi lesquelles se trouvaient celles de MM. Flamanville et Nonnon, qui, plus heureux que nous, avaient la
chance de demeurer au milieu de ces vénérables restes des grandeurs humaines et d'y faire leur cuisine, licence
que je m'étais permise moi-même dans le temple de Memphis.
133
Schickler_1863_91 Balbec: Aujourd'hui les ruines servent souvent de repaire aux brigands.
134
Beaufort_1874_190 Balbec: These temples had been built about 800 years when they were turned into a
fortress; they have sustained several sieges and much rough usage since. The Saracens and Crusaders built up
walls within and without, which now remain to the extreme discomfort of the traveller; there is, however, a fine
Saracenic palace or castle, close to the Temple of Jupiter, whose unadorned architecture contrasts well with the
rich sculpture of its Corinthian neighbours; the walls are strong and massive, and the octagonal hall in the
centre, which is gracefully vaulted, is remarkably handsome.
135
Pardieu_1851_363 Deir-el-Achmar, near Balbec: Tous les indigènes étaient sur leurs toits, occupés à rouler
leur morceau de marbre; ils avaient l'air assez misérables et déguenillés.
136
Squire_1820_308 Balbec: The Emir wished to gain as much from us as he could: he repented of having
refused the watch. He had asked Laurella for my spying glass; and perhaps if we had remained much longer at
Balbec, we might have been completely plundered.
137
Aucher-Éloy_I_1843_44, travelling 1830-31, at Balbec: Mon hôte veut absolument que je lui indique le
trésor caché dans le temple du Soleil; sur l'objection que je lui fais que ce trésor est au diable, il me répond que
peu lui importe, qu'il fera le signe de la croix.
138
Seetzen_1859_IV_100-101 commentary by Kruse et al: Balbec.
139
Macedo_1867_393 Balbec: Les Arabes ne se sont pas encore cramponnés, à titre de cicérone, aux ruines de
Balbek, pour y dépouiller les visiteurs, comme font les Bédouins aux Pyramides, où ils exercent la plus
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arbitraire extorsion, au mépris du règlement de police du pays; ensuite ils injurient les touristes après leurs
visites. Ceux qui habitent les sables du Sakkarah sont déjà disciplinés, grâce à l'influence bienfaisante de M.
Mariette, qui les gouverne en roi philosophe. Je pouvais donc disposer de mes actions sans être importuné par
des interprètes qui, en quelques endroits de l'Orient, forment le huitième fléau de l'Egypte.
140
Pfeiffer_1852_193-194 Balbec: We had been cautioned at Damascus to abstain from wandering alone among
these temples; but our interest in all we saw was so great that we forgot the warning and our fears, and hastened
to and fro without the least protection. We spent several hours here, exploring every corner, and meeting no one
but a few curious inhabitants, who wished to see the newly-arrived Franks. Herr S. even wandered through the
ruins at night quite alone, without meeting with an adventure of any kind. / I am almost inclined to think that
travellers sometimes detail attacks by robbers, and dangers which they have not experienced, in order to render
then narrative more interesting. My journey was a very long one through very dangerous regions; on some
occasions I travelled alone with only one Arab servant, and yet nothing serious ever happened to me.
141
Perry_1743_137B intending to go Damascus-Balbec: the Agařs upon that Road were at Variance and Blows
amongst themselves; which renderřd our passing that Way impracticable, or at least dangerous.
142
Oliphant_1881_362-363 Balbec: It is needless to suggest that it would be very easy to get a piece of stone
anywhere and label it ŖBaalbec"; and I venture to recommend that fragments from a neighboring quarry should
be carved and kept for this purpose, and sold to the tourist. It would be an additional source of revenue to the
Turkish Government at a moment when its finances are sorely in need of assistance. On my return to Damascus
I called the attention of the Vali to the destruction of Baalbec by the appliances of modern civilization, at the
hands of the race which has taken the reform of the Turkish empire so much to heart, and suggested that these
''Baalbec atrocities" might be put an end to if a fee was charged, and a guard put over the ruins. If the Christian
tourist was first made to pay, and then watched, the Ŗunspeakable Turk" might possibly keep him in some sort
of order.
143
Hoole_1975_643, Midshipman Anderson travelling 1837, at Balbec: The idea at once took possession of him
[the Commodore] that it would be an easy matter for him to beg this eagle and take it down with him on board
the Constitution. Accordingly immediately on our arrival he dispatched a messenger to the Pasha with a request
that he might be allowed to possess himself of this precious work of antiquity to present to his countrymen in
America. The Turks who are always obliging and who seldom refused us anything knowing that we were
travelling under Mohamet Ali's [illegible] granted a courteous acquiescence to his demand and the Commodore
forthwith sent a man out to hire a camel upon the back of which he intended to convey his treasure to the sea
coast. The camel was readily obtained and we all marched off with the Commodore to look at the eagle. After
scrambling over ruins & rubbish through alleys of prostrate columns & old broken passages, we came to it.
There it stood aloft over our heads in beautiful bas relief with outstretched wings waiting for the Commodore to
get it down. The block on which it was sculptured formed the key stone of an arch and could not have weighed
less than four tons, perhaps five of them. It had been displaced from its position by the jarring of an earthquake
and had slipped through the arch some two feet or more and only kept from falling by the closing of the
masonry around it. To have removed this block without toppling the whole of the stonework about our ears
would have been impossible. So deeming discretion the better part of valor we contented ourselves with
breaking off some round sculptured pieces from the frieze & returning to our tents.
144
Berners_1876_273 Balbec: No one, however, can visit the temples without feeling indignant with the
Turkish Government. for leaving such splendid monuments of past ages in the hands of the Arabs, who, for the
sake of gain, frequently break away portions of the buildings, in order to extract the iron rods on which some of
the columns rest.
145
Conder_1887_130: The village, or town, of Baalbek is extensive and flourishing. At the gate of the
governor's house a fine statue, of colossal size, headless, and seated between sculptured lions, has been placed in
a corner of the road.
146
Gallois_1907_189 Balbec: Tout le monde connaît, au moins de nom, ce merveilleux souvenir de la grande
époque romaine; c'est un temple, le plus colossal qu'elle nous ait laissé. Il dresse ses ruines superbes sur cette
vallée haute comprise entre le Liban et l'anti-Liban, non loin de Rayak, le point de départ de la ligne ferrée
française qui va se prolongeant au nord jusqu'à Alep et qu'au surplus nous allons suivre.
147
Marquette_1892_256 Balbec: je me lève tôt pour aller chez le curé maronite, puis aux ruines, entourées de
murs et gardées par un Cerbère qui, comme droit d'entrée, exige un medjidis, soit 4 fr. 50, par personne. En avril
et mai, les deux mois où les touristes sont le plus nombreux, il recueille ainsi de huit à neuf mille francs, que l'on
devrait employer à restaurer, ou du moins à conserver ces ruines saisissantes, qui malheureusement se
détériorent chaque année.
148
Berger_1895_341 Balbec: Pendant que nous dînons, un campement de Cook, composé d'un homme et deux
dames, vient installer sa tente de déjeuner de l'autre côté du ruisseau. Cela nous rappelle nos campements si
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pittoresques de la Palestine et toute la poésie de notre voyage. Ces brigands de Cook savent toujours bien choisir
leurs places. Nous leur envoyons de nos gâteaux, qu'ils s'empressent de jeter à l'eau après y avoir touché.
149
Carpenter_1924_234 the Kaiser: Here at Baalbek the Sultan gave him permission to do anything he liked. In
the Temple of the Sun is a tablet bearing an inscription in German and Arabic testifying his regard for the Sultan
and his pleasure at visiting the ruins. Shortly after leaving he sent German scientists, who organized an army of
natives and put them to work excavating the temples. The Germans laid down a rail-road track for the dirt cars
to carry away mountains of earth and debris. As a result of their work and modern machinery for lifting huge
stones into place we have at last a view of these most wonderful temples more as they were in their glory.
150
Dandolo_1854_463-464 Balbec, citing Lamartine, travelling in 1832: Sous nos pas, dans le lit du torrent, au
milieu des champs, autour de tous les troncs d'arbres, des blocs de granit rouge ou gris, de porphyre sanguin, de
marbre blanc, de pierre jaune, aussi eclatante que le marbré de Paros; troncons de colonnes, chapiteaux ciselés,
architraves, volutes, corniches, entablements, piédestaux; membres épars, et qui semblent palpitants, de statues
tombées la face contre terre; tout cela confus, groupé en monceaux, disséminé et ruisselant de toutes parts,
comme les laves d'un volcan qui vomirait les débris d'un grand empire: à peine un sentier pour se glisser à
travers ces balayures des arts qui couvrent toute la terre. Le fer de nos chevaux glissait et se brisait à chaque pas
dans les acanthes polies des corniches, ou sur le sein de neige d'un torse de femme; lřeau seule de la rivière de
Baalbek se faisait jour parmi ce lit de fragments, et lavait de son écume murmurante les brisures de ces marbres,
qui font obstacle à son cours.
151
Wilson_1823_472-473 Balbec: The next object is the theatre, of which little more than a wall is in existence.
Passing through it I entered a square, probably marked out as the palace of kings, being surrounded with
buildings of the greatest magnificence. / On each side of it a double line of columns support galleries, and afford
a covered passage of about 150 feet in length, by sixteen in breadth. The bottom of the court appears to have
been occupied by the grand portico of this edifice, consisting of stately Corinthian columns, each of one solid
piece of marble, and the finest proportions.
152
Berger_1895_337 Balbec: Surtout le pourtour s'élèvent des murs, décorés de colonnes de marbre et de
longues frises sculptées, qui s'arrondissent en forme de niches, ou bien se développent en longs alignements
dont les brèches laissent voir au loin la chaîne blanche du Liban. Tout cela paraît petit à côté de l'immensité des
ruines de cette grande esplanade, chaos de décombres, envahis par une végétation de mort, et du milieu desquels
s'élancent vers le ciel les six colonnes et les restes de la frise du temple du Soleil.
153
Lucas_I_1714_178 Balbec: Nous redescendîmes ensuite & nous allâmes de l'autre côté, dans de grands lieux
très vastes où lřon voit quantité de tombeaux presque tous de marbre. Lřarchitecture de ces lieux est si belle
qu'elle fait plaisir à voir, & quřon ne peut se lasser d'admirer avec quelles depences tout y a été fait. Je croy que
huit jours entiers ne suffiroient pas pour visiter toutes ces ruines qui en méritent bien la peine.
154
Jones_1836_372 Balbec: In one corner of the square court are some large columns of the red Egyptian
granite: they are of peculiar beauty, and though they have been exposed to the weather for so many centuries,
their polish has scarcely been at all affected.
155
Paxton_1839_93-94 Balbec: I had heard that there were large columns of Egyptian granite among these
ruins. I saw some fragments of small columns of that kind, but the large columns were all of the rock which
abounds in the quarry near. There is, in an old mosque not far from these ruins, a number of columns of
Egyptian granite, but none of them of a very large kind. Still they were large enough to start the inquiry how
they could have been brought from Egypt to this place - how could masses of rock three feet in diameter and ten
or fifteen feet long be brought over Mount Lebanon, which is so steep and high that it is a great labour for man
unloaded to pass? That it is the true Egyptian granite all who know that rock will at once admit ŕ no such rock
is found in Syria.
156
Seetzen_1854_I_184, 1805, Balbek: Die Granitsäulen gehörten ohne Zweifel zu den grössten Seltenheiten,
weil sie vielleicht von Aegypten hieher transportirt waren, indem es in Syrien und Palästina, so viel ich .weiss,
keinen Granit giebt. Sie sind fleischfarben und schwarzgesprenkelt; denn der Hauptbestandtheil ist
fleischfarbiger Feldspath, der Quarz ist weisslicht, und der Glimmer schwarz.
157
Lindsay_1838_II_195 Balbec, large temple: In front of the recess in which this device (orb with wings and
serpents) occurs, lie fragments of most beautiful granite columns; probably all the exedrae were faced by them.
The central colonnade which existed in La Roque's time (1688) has now completely disappeared; the platform
remains.
158
Measor_1844_235: These gigantic stones occupy a considerable portion of the west and north-west sides of
the temple. The other parts contain specimens of Roman work, though they are for the most part a confused
patchwork put together in haste by the Saracens ŕ capitals, entablatures, bases, and inscriptions, being built
into the walls and defences in unseemly confusion, the only object being to render it a secure place of defence
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for its possessors during the quick and bloody revolutions which in the middle ages so often disturbed the East.
[And the Crusades?]
159
Delaplanche_1876_236 Balbec: Les constructions de la troisième époque furent élevées par les Sarrasins qui
voulurent convertir cette magnifique acropole en forteresse. Ces derniers venus furent plutôt des vandales que
de vrais architectes. Ils détruisirent tout ce qu'ils purent et se servirent des matériaux pour accomplir leur oeuvre
bizarre qui figure si mal à côté des chefs-dřoeuvre du passé, malgré quelques détails intéressants.
160
SPCK_1835_136-137 Balbec: Nearly in a line with it, on the opposite side, but standing on somewhat higher
ground, rise the before-mentioned columns, six in number, supporting an architrave, the beautiful remains of a
noble edifice: they also are Corinthian, taller, more slender, and, if possible, more elegant, than those which
encompass the temple. Numbers of their fellows lie prostrate around them, levelled by the sacrilegious hands of
the Turks for the sake of the iron they contained. The sight of them so vehemently excited our indignation, that
we felt much inclined to take vengeance upon our Turkish companion for the barbarous devastations of his
countrymen, not to mention the slight grudge we had towards himself individually.
161
Lindsay_1838_II_195-197 Balbec, the large temple: The central colonnade which existed in La Roque's time
(1688) has now completely disappeared; the platform remains. A large semi-circular building has been built by
the Saracens in front of the portico, ŕ the bases, indeed, of the eight columns of which the first row consisted,
are built into it. We determined the number of columns the peristyle consisted of, by supplying losses and
omissions from the opposite sides: ŕ on the S, there are distinct traces of ten, ŕ the three most westerly fallen,
the six next standing, and the base of the tenth still in its place, while beyond it the platform has been completely
broken down since Pococke's time, when nine of the great pillars were standing. [The same number that Belon
found in 1549.] Opposite this tenth base, stand the base and broken shaft of the column that corresponded to it
on the other side of the temple, beyond which we distinctly tracked six bases in their original places, built into
the modern wall, making up the number of intended columns sixteen, ŕ while beyond them, there appeared to
have been two, or, perhaps, three more, belonging to the portico; ŕ the seventeenth is wanting. / Of the three
most westerly columns, on the north side of the temple, there are no traces ŕ not even their bases; and it struck
me that the three immense blocks of stone, from sixty-three to sixty-seven feet in length, and twelve feet thick,
which lie in the outer wall of the platform at this very spot, and below its level, aud which Dr. Richardson
conjectures were lowered to their present position by the workmen who found them lying useless on the top of
the platform ŕ were the intended material for these very pillars, never worked upon. In the quarry we passed,
approaching the town, lies another block, undetached from the rock, of still more stupendous dimensions, sixtyeight feet in length, and from twelve to fifteen thick.
162
Basterot_1869_103 Balbec: Le temple de Jupiter est mieux conservé. Il est presque sur la même ligne, mais
sur une partie de la plateforme un peu moins élevée. Avant le tremblement de terre de 1709 il ne lui manquait
guère que la toiture. Encore maintenant la cella est intacte ainsi que la colonnade du nord.
163
Le_Strange_1890_541: "Tadmur," writes Yakût (c.1225), Ŗis a celebrated city in the Syrian Desert. It lies 5
days from Halab, and near to Hims. There are wonderful buildings here erected on pillars. The people say they
were built by the Jinns at the order of Solomon the son of David. At the present day (1225) the people there live
in a castle surrounded by a stone wall. It has a double gate of stone, and there are temples, of which three remain
standing to the present day.ŗ (Vak., i. 828; Mar., i. 200.)
164
Bouchier_1916_149-150: Palmyra was fortified by Diocletian, was soon after the seat of a bishop, and under
Justinian it was restored and garrisoned, but it remained insignificant; to which cause we may attribute the
preservation of the remarkable group of buildings which have attracted so many travellers in the East since their
rediscovery at the end of the seventeenth century.
165
Redding_1873_169 Palmyra: This city was founded by king Solomon about 995 B.C.
166
Dimashki_1874_40 (born 1256), Palmyra: Parmi les merveilles du monde est aussi la ville de Tadmor avec
ses colonnes et ses murailles, ses décombres et ses ruines, dont on ne trouve pas de pareilles en longueur et en
hauteur, en quantité et en qualité des carrières d'où elles ont été tirées. Il y a là une grande mosquée, dont le toit
est formé de 5 pierres posées sur 4 murailles.
167
Baedeker_1910_320, Temple of the Sun: Die Decke der Cella ist eingefallen; das Dach der dort
eingerichteten Moschee ruht auf schlechten Bogen. In der N.-Wand ist eine Nische, darin ein facettiertes
Viereck aus Stein, in welchem ein Kreis mit den Zeichen des Tierkreises, und in dessen Mitte sieben Fünfecke
mit Büsten in Hochrelief dargestellt sind. Muslimischer Vandalismus hat alles stark beschädigt. Die
Tempelwände sind jedoch noch schön erhalten.
168
Seiff_1875_239 Palmyra: Von den späteren Schicksalen der einst so blühenden Stadt ist wenig mehr bekannt
und im Laufe der Zeiten versank sie bis zu dem Grade in Vergessenheit, dass ihr schwer zugängliches
Ruinenfeld, im Jahre 1691, durch die englischen Kaufleute Thimothy Lanoy und Aaron Goodyear aus Aleppo,
förmlich wieder entdeckt werden musste. Die selben hatten durch Araber Kunde erhalten von den grossartigen
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Resten einer alten Stadt in der Wüste, die aufzufinden ihnen nach mancherlei Fährlichkeiten gelang, doch
schenkte man ihren, in den philosophical transactions veröffentlichten Mittheilungen über das Gesehene
anfanglich keinen Glauben, bis alle ihre Angaben durch Rob. Wood, der 1751 mit Sir Dawkins die Ruinen der
alten Wüsten-Kapitale besuchte, volle Bestätigung fanden.
169
Le_Brun_1714_342-366 for description of Palmyra: quoi que ce que jřai à en dire ne soit pas de moi, mais
dřun autre de qui je lřai emprunté. [i.e. Halifax, its Ŗdiscoverer,ŗ visited 1691, published 1695].
170
Wood_1753_Preface, Palmyra: As the principal merit of works of this kind is truth, it may not be amiss to
prefix to this, such an account of the manner in which it was undertaken, and executed, as will give the publick
an opportunity of judging what credit it deserves.
171
Murray_1917_24 Palmyra: In treating the monuments of Palmyra it has been necessary to go into detail even
more than in the case of the rest of Syria. In spite of the magnificence of the ruins there is but one publication,
that of Wood. While his plates, especially with his restorations, are not always trustworthy, and the crossreferences leave much to be desired, only the highest praise can be given to so magnificent a work,
accomplished under such difficulties and long before archaeology as a science was born. Of the work of E.
Berthone in Palmyra during the summer of 1895 only a preliminary report has been published, by E. Guillaume
in the Revue des Deux Mondes, CXLII, 1897, and a report on the inscriptions by Chabot in the Journal
Asiatique, XII (I), 1898.
172
Michaelis_1882_115: James Dawkins and Robert Wood …expedition to Palmyra. This is not the place to
speak of the scientific results of these two undertakings; what they brought back in the way of antiques does not
appear to have been of great importance.
173
Conder_III.II_1830_14, citing Wood: We had been in Egypt a few months before, and by comparing the
linen, the manner of swathing, the balsam, and other parts of the mummies of that country with those of
Palmyra, we found their methods of embalming exactly the same. The Arabs told us, there had been vast
numbers of these mummies in all the sepulchres, but they had broken them up in hopes of finding treasure. They
were tempted, by the rewards we offered, to make strict search for an entire one, but in vain; which disappointed
our hopes of seeing something curious in the sarcophagus, or, perhaps, of meeting with hieroglyphics.
174
Volney_II_1792_166: Si de cette scene mouvante la vue s'abaisse sur le sol, elle y en rencontre une autre
presque aussi variée: ce ne sont de toutes parts que fûts renversés, les uns entiers, les autres en pièces, ou
seulement disloqués dans leurs articulations; de toutes parts la terre est hérisée de vastes pierres à demienterrées, d'entablemens brisés, de chapiteaux écornés, de frises mutilées, de reliefs défigurés, de sculptures
effacés, de tombeaux violés, & d'autels souillés de poussière.
175
Sykes_1904_21: The real attraction of Palmyra is its solitude; the great noisy money-proud city overturned,
shaken and deserted, the sand-worn colonnades, the crumbling temples, the ruined tombs, unprepossessing in
themselves, have been beautified by decay, and rendered pathetic by their forlornness and silence.
176
Halifax_1889_279 travelling 1691, Palmyra: The City it self appears to have bin of a large extent, by ye
ruines yt lie scattered here & there at a good distance one from ye other but there are no footsteps of any walls
discernible, nor is possible to judge of ye antient figure of ye place. The present inhabitants as they are poor
miserable dirty people, so they have shut themselves up to ye number of about 30 or 40 families in little huts
made of dirt wthin ye walls of a spacious court, wch inclosed a most magnificent heathen Temple. Hereinto also
we enterd, ye whole power of ye village if I may so call it, being gathered at ye door, whether to stand upon
their defence in case we proved Enemies, for some of them had their guns in their hands, or meer curiosity to
stare upon us I know not: however our guide being a man known among them, we had an easy admittance.
177
Le_Brun_1714_343 Palmyra: ses habitans dřaujourdřhui sont pauvres, miserables & mal propres, ils se sont
renfermez au nombre de trente ou quarante familles dans quelques hutte de terre grasse, entre les murailles
dřune grande place, dans lřenceinte desquelles il y a un tres beau Temple des Payens.
178
Campbell_1758_173 Palmyra: no more than forty or fifty poor families, who live in little huts, within the
walls of a noble court, in which a magnificent heathen temple now stands.
179
Richter_1824_313 travelling in 1815-16, Palmyra: En sortant par la porte du château [the Temple of the
Sun], on tourne à droite en marchant obliquement au nord, et l'on rencontre d'abord une mosquée détruite, dans
les murs de laquelle on a placé des fragmens de sculpture, entre autres un petit bas-relief qui représente la statue
si connue, nommée autrefois Cléopâtre, et aujourd'hui Ariane; le visage seul est mutilé.
180
Halifax_1889_282 travelling 1691, Palmyra: Having taken a survey of ye Temple we went abroad, where our
eyes were presently arrested wth an amazing sight of a multitude of marble pillars, standing scattered up &
down for near a mile of ground this way & yt, but so dispersed as to afford no solid foundation to judge what
sort of fabricke they formerly made. I past by ye ruines of a mosquee wch directing our course N.ward, was ye
first thing occurred to our view, after we came out of ye court of ye Temple, wch tho of a more artificial frame
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& composure then many I have seen yet is not worthy to stop us in ye way to things both of greater antiquity, &
every way more noble and worthy of consideration.
181
Laorty-Hadji_1854_172-173: Proscrite, prise et dévastée par Aurélien, Palmyre tomba en un jour du rang
qu'elle s'était fait aux conditions d'existence des autres colonies romaines. Depuis lors, accablée d'impôts,
bouleversée par la guerre, changeant à diverses fois de maîtres, Palmyre a marché peu à peu vers une décadence
complète. Dans des âges plus modernes, Alep et Damas ont recueilli ses dernières dépouilles. Aujourd'hui, du
sein de ces ruines pleines de grandeur, de magnificence, à peine s'élève-t-il une trentaine de huttes en terre,
habitées par des familles de misérables fellahs. C'est là tout ce qui reste de ce peuple riche et policé, de cette
nation qui fut plus grande par les arts que par la guerre.
182
Beaufort_1874_234 Palmyra: The Sheikh took us into the mosque, which was once the temple sanctuary: a
large hall, with a single row of Corinthian columns on each side; but one cannot be sure whether these stand in
their original positions or not, they are so strange a patchwork of various remains; capitals, turned upside down,
now acting as the bases of some of them. At the north end is a large arch with much sculpture, which has
probably been added by the Arabs; and at each side are two small chambers with richly-carved ceilings, one of
which has the signs of the zodiac, with figures of the deities still visible, despite the efforts of the Mooslims to
destroy them.
183
Sachau_1883_45 Palmyra: Zu den merkwürdigsten Bauten des ganzen Ruinenfeldes gehört der durch seine
reiche Ornanientation ausgezeichnete Triumphbogen am Anfang der Colonnade; er dürfte aber keiner Ewigkeit
mehr trotzen, denn der oberste Baustein des Bogens hat sich aus seiner Lage herabgesenkt, und ein nicht sehr
starkes Erdbeben wird wohl genügen ihn zu stürzen. Durch ihr kunstvolles Detail bemerkenswerth sind ferner
die beiden Thore des Sonnentempels, das jenige, das in den Porticus, und das jenige, das in die Cella selbst
führt. Beste von Wandmalereien finden sich in einigen Thürmen der Gräberstrasse. / Wer das Ruinenfeld
durchwandert, dem drängt sich bald die Frage auf: was ist aus dem gesammten Baumaterial der Stadt geworden?
wo ist es geblieben, wohin gerathen? Es sind niemals in der Nähe Palmyras neue Ortschaften entstanden, zu
deren Bau die Steine von dorther geholt worden wären, auch sind die Transport-mittel in der Palmyrene zu jeder
Zeit die primitivsten gewesen. Die über dem Erdboden noch vorhandenen Baumaterialien sind ein
verschwindend kleiner Theil des Ganzen, und die Versandung ist in einem grossen Theil des Stadtgebiets,
besonders im Centrum, wo vielfach die Basen der Gebäude und Säulen bloss liegen, nur sehr gering. Einzelne
Thatsachen zur Beantwortung dieser Frage sind folgende: Im Sonnentempel, der im Mittelalter zu einer Festung
umgebaut ist, ist viel antikes Baumaterial verwendet, ebenso einiges der Art in den Hütten der Araber im
Sonnentempel. Dasselbe wird wohl bei dem Wiederaufbau der Stadt und der Befestigung nach dem Abzüge von
Aurelian, und später bei der Neubefestigung unter Justiuian geschehen sein.
184
Addison_II_1838_162 Palmyra: The population of the village of Tadmor appears to be very scanty; we have
not seen more than two or three male inhabitants since our residence in the place, and these are generally idling
under the great gateway; the few women we have hitherto seen have a dirty and repulsive appearance, and many
of the little children are quite naked.
185
Ellis_1881_II_83-84 Palmyra: The village consisted of about two hundred houses, constructed out of the old
material of the temple, cemented together with mud. Pieces of columns and fragments of beautiful carving
appeared everywhere on the outside surfaces, and even on the pavement of the streets.
186
Lycklama_a_Nijeholt_1875_577 Palmyra: Marchant au milieu des débris de cette carrière de marbre, à
travers ces colonnades dont tant de parties restent encore debout, je ne m'arrêtai qu'au Temple du Soleil, où je fis
planter mes tentes. C'est dans l'intérieur de ce vaste édifice que se sont réfugiés les descendants des Palmyréens,
lesquels y ont créé un village de cent cinquante à deux cents huttes, seule partie habitée de la grande et
somptueuse reine du Désert. Then quotes Halifaxřs account [He travelled 1691, account published 1695.]
187
Oppenheim_1899_317 Palmyra: Die heutigen Bewohner von Palmyra sind sesshaft gewordene Beduinen
verschiedener Stämme. Dem geringfügigen Karawanenverkehr in der Syrischen Wüste, der gegenwärtig von
Damaskus über Palmyra geht, um in Der ez Zör den Euphrat zu erreichen, stehen die Palmyrener fern, höchstens
sind sie an den Transporten des Salzes urid der Pottasche in der Nachbarschaft der Oase beteiligt. Im übrigen
bebauen sie die im Südosten der Stadt gelegenen Aecker und arbeiten an der Ausbeutung des Salzsees. Die
Mehrzahl der Einwohnerschaft wohnt auch heute noch innerhalb der schützenden Mauern des Sonnentempels.
Vor einigen Jahren ist zur Erhöhung der Sicherheit eine grosse Kaserne, aus antikem Material, vor dem
Nordwestende des Sonnentempels errichtet worden. Seitdem hat sich der Ort nach Osten und Norden, zumal
aber nach der Westseite zu, nicht unerheblich vergrössert. In diesem letzteren Stadtteil befindet sich eine Schule
mit einigen 20 Kindern, ferner das Haus des Schech Mohammed 'Abdallah Ibn ŘArük, welcher durch seine
Begleitung verschiedener europäischer Reisenden bekannt geworden und zu grossem Wohlstand gelangt ist.
Gegenwärtig soll die Einwohner-zahl Palmyras wieder auf etwa 1500 Seelen gestiegen sein.
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Blondel_1840_174-175 Palmyra: Nous nous proposions de visiter depuis Damas les ruines célèbres de
Palmyre, que les Arabes désignent sous le nom de Tadmor. La route pour s'y rendre est assez périlleuse; on
s'expose à être dévalisé, et laissé nu et sans guide. Plusieurs voyageurs ont été traités ainsi, entre autres en
dernier lieu un Anglais, le colonel Weiss et sa famille. C'est avec une peine infinie qu'ils retrouvèrent leur route
et qu'ils atteignirent un village, exténués de faim, de soif et de fatigue … mais les arrangements préliminaires
exigeaient plus de temps que nous n'en avions à notre disposition. Nous nous vîmes en conséquence dans la dure
nécessité de renoncer à cette excursion.
189
Coote_1780_208 Palmyra: Palmyra or Tadmor stands about 60 miles to the south-west of this place [Tyba];
we were desirous of visiting it, but the whole country was over-run by a tribe of Arabs, called the Anazi, said to
be the most powerful in the Desert, whose friendship it was necessary to secure by presents, and which would
have required more time than we could spare.
190
Yanoski_&_David_1848_48 Palmyre: On ne peut, du reste, visiter Palmyre sans une grande suite et de
copieuses provisions; le voyage est pénible à travers un désert de plus en plus aride; il est dangereux si l'on
rencontre une de ces bandes errantes de Bédouins dont lřétat habituel est la guerre, qui ne vivent que de rapines
et de brigandages.
191
Paxton_1839_83: The ruins of Palmyra lie two or three daysř travel northeast of Damascus. They have often
been visited lately, and the danger is not great. Still it is too great to be lightly hazarded. A party, of whom a
friend of mine was one, were robbed in an attempt to go there about five months ago. A slight skirmish took
place between them and a large party of Arabs, in which they were overpowered and robbed, some were
wounded, but happily none killed. Indemnification has been had from the tribe who robbed them.
192
Fuller_1829_307 Palmyra: as I knew that almost all the travellers who had visited Palmyra had been exposed
to difficulties and affronts, I had made up my mind to submit to the common destiny, feeling confident that
under the protection of Shekh Nasr I had no very serious danger to apprehend. When I inquired the grounds of
the present quarrel, Derwish replied with great warmth, that it was unjust that Nasr and his Bedouins should
impose a tribute, and draw an almost annual revenue from strangers who came to Tadmor, while the inhabitants
themselves, the natural guardians of the antiquities, derived no benefit from their visits, but on the contrary were
obliged to provide entertainment for another's guests. ŖThe hospitality of the Arabs,ŗ continued he, Ŗforbids me
to show any incivility to strangers; you are welcome to remain in my house, and to eat with me for as long as
you please; but I will not allow you to go out to visit the curiosities of the place, unless you pay me the same
sum which you have paid to Nasr.ŗ
193
Cook_1876_28: Tours to Palmyra can be made from Damascus in twelve days for the double journey. But
Palmyra is under the power of rapacious sheikhs, and great care has to be observed in arranging for a tour to that
city of grand ruins.
194
Baedeker_1876_517: A visit to Palmyra could not be accomplished formerly without tedious and
disagreeable negociations with the Beduins of the Beni Sab'a tribe, whose demands for providing an escort were
extravagantly high; but, since the extension of the military frontier of Turkey from Aleppo to Palmyra, and
along the whole margin of the Syrian desert, which took place in 1870, the expedition has been freed from much
of its difficulty and expense. An escort of Turkish soldiers, varying in number according to the state of the
country and other circumstances, may now be obtained, and the traveller is therefore no longer exposed to the
extortions of the rapacious Beduins. Each mounted soldier receives a fee of 2 fr. per day, which had better be
given to him by the traveller himself.
195
Sachau_1883_47-48 Palmyra: Die Türkische Regierung ist in Palmyra, das zur Provinz Aleppo gehört, durch
einen des Arabischen unkundigen Officier ausser Dienst als Mudir vertreten. Er hat einige Zaptiye, die in der
halb verfallenen Kaserne wohnen und gelegentlich eine Post nach Horns oder Karjeten bringen, während er
selbst in einem Winkel des Sonnentempels wohnt. Die Palmyrener und die Beduinen nehmen keine Notiz von
ihm und vice versa. Wenn ich recht unterrichtet bin, zahlen die Bauern von Palmyra der Türkischen Regierung
keine Steuer.
196
Leary_1913_128 Palmyra: The road thither is nearly always in the desert. This is not, however, a level waste
of sand; on the contrary, it is often quite a hilly country, where for hours at a time the traveler passes along
narrow valleys between steep, rugged heights. The trail has been beaten so hard by the tread of innumerable
caravans that one could ride all the way to Palmyra on a bicycle. In fact, tourist agents used sometimes to take
parties there by automobile. But this practice was soon abandoned, because break-downs were frequent, and
there were no garages where repairs might be made. Our own party traveled on horse-back.
197
Kelly_1844_231 citing Lord Lindsay, his work published 1839, on Palmyra: The Temple of the Sun, which
singularly enough faces the west, stands in the centre of an immense court nearly seven hundred feet square,
which is now entirely filled with the noisy houses of the Arab Palmyrenes. The Temple itself, now sadly
dilapidated, was surrounded by a peristyle of fluted Corinthian columns with bronze capitals, all of which have
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disappeared, most pitiably exposing the naked surface of the stone to which they were attached. The great gate
is the most beautiful I ever saw, next to the matchlesss one at Baalbec. The devices are very beautiful, consisting
of branches of palm, bunches of grapes, flowers, fruits and garlands; but the design is superior to the execution;
they are not cut deep enough, and the stone, moreover, has suffered much from exposure. A smaller door, that of
tbe Temple itself, introduced us into a mosque, which fills up a great part of the interior; we saw a very curious
ancient ceiling in one of the side apartments. Proceeding through other modem structures, we reached a gate, or
doorway, ornamented with double fluted pillars, of no very chaste design, the ceiling displaying a Zodiac, and
on the soffit of the architrave is the winged vulture soaring among the stars, an interesting proof, of which I
observed similar instances at Baalbec and in the tombs of Palmyra, of the affinity of the Egyptian and Grecian
sun-worship. I was much pleased with this temple, but it is not to be compared with the Temple of the Sun at
Baalbec.
198
Breuvery_1848_112 Palmyra: La matière uniforme des édifices de Palmyre, est une pierre calcaire tirée des
montagnes voisines, fort dure, dont la beauté égale presque celle du marbre, et dont la teinte dorée s'harmonise
admirablement avec celle du paysage de sable qui entoure les ruines. A peine retrouve-t-on cà et là quelques
rares fragments de marbre, et huit magnifiques colonnes de granit rose de Syène qui décoraient l'entrée de la
grande colonnade du côté du temple du Soleil, sont les seuls matériaux étrangers de quelque valeur dont nous
ayons retrouvé les traces.
199
Ellis_1881_II_86 Palmyra: The building material throughout is limestone from the neighbouring hills, with
the exception of a few grey granite columns, which must have been brought from an immense distance. Four of
them are used for ornaments at the intersection of the two principal streets, and are monoliths 40 feet high.
200
Delville_1894_73-74 Palmyra: Nous circulons maintenant entre deux séries de colonnes parallèles. Les pieds
de nos chevaux heurtent des fragments de marbre sculptés, des fûts, des chapiteaux, des frises qui forment le sol
de cette singulière avenue … Toutes ces colonnes de marbre blanc qui se détachent vaguement de la demiobscurité.
201
Volney_1796_3 Palmyra: a most astonishing scene of ruins. It consisted of a countless multitude of superb
columns standing erect, and which, like the avenues of our parks, extended in regular files farther than the eye
could reach. Among these columns magnificent edifices were observable, some entire, others in a state half
demolished. The ground was covered on all sides with fragments of similar buildings, cornices, capitals, shafts,
entablatures, and pilasters, all constructed of a marble of admirable whiteness and exquisite workmanship. After
a walk of three quarters of an hour along these ruins, I entered the inclosure of a vast edifice which had formerly
been a temple dedicated to the sun; and I accepted the hospitality of some poor Arabian peasants, who had
established their huts in the very area of the temple. Here I resolved for sorne days to remain, that I might
contemplate, at leisure, the beauty of so many stupendous works.
202
Richter_1824B_310-311, travelling 1815-1816, Palmyra, château, i.e. Temple of the Sun: Après quelques
momens de repos, Hassan-Saléh, Arabe, qui se donnoit pour le cicérone de tous les voyageurs, vint me prendre
pour parcourir les ruines; je me bornai, dans cette soirée, à la visite du château. C'étoit jadis un temple, on l'a
transformé en un château fort, en le ceignant d'un fossé revêtu d'un mur construit avec des débris de grosses
pierres et de colonnes, et en munissant les murailles de tours. Le temple n'est entouré que d'un mur carré, orné
en dedans et en dehors de pilastres, entre lesquels on a pratiqué des fenêtres. On arrive à l'entrée principale sur le
côté occidental, par un chemin élevé formé de débris. Je reconnus dans ce pavé plusieurs battans de portes en
pierres sculptées, comme ceux du Hauran. L'ancienne porte du temple est aujourd'hui masquée par une tour
moderne, dans le milieu de laquelle elle se trouve; cependant elle frappe bientôt les regards; ses proportions sont
grandes et fort belles, ses riches ornemens sont bien conservés. Au-dessus de la porte actuelle, une inscription
palmyrénienne est encastrée dans le mur; elle est sans doute du nombre de celles qui ont exercé la sagacité des
savans anglois et françois; derrière cette porte, il y en a une seconde, ornée de même et beaucoup plus basse;
elle donne entrée dans la cour du temple, dont le pavé en dalles énormes subsiste encore; il est couvert de
maisons d'Arabes qui remplissent la cour, et composent la ville actuelle de Tadmor.
203
Kelly_1844_232 citing Lord Lindsay, his work published 1839, at Palmyra, Temple of the Sun: as for the
great temple, which many travellers seem not to be aware is a temple, unfinished as it was left by the ancients;
marred as it has been by the intrusion of modem buildings covering the whole platform, and hidden by the walls,
that from no one point within or without is it possible to view it as a whole ŕ the eye is at first utterly
bewildered, and even at last unable, except with imagination's aid, to estimate its grandeur.
204
Volney_II_1792_165: Sans doute la sensation d'un pareil spectacle ne se transmet point; mais afin que le
lecteur s'en fasse lřdée la plus rapprochée, je joins ici le dessin de la perpective. Pour en bien concevoir tout
1'effet, il faut suppléer par lřimagination aux proportions. II faut se peindre cet espace si resserré, comme une
vaste plaine, ces futs si déliés comme des colonnes dont la seule base surpasse la hauteur d'un homme; il faut se
représenter que cette file de colonnes debout occupe une étendue de plus de treize cents toises, & masque une
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foule dřautres édifices cachés derrière elle. Dans cet espace, cřest tantôt un palais dont il ne reste que les cours
& les murailles; tantot un temple dont le péristyle est à moitié renversé; tantot un portique, une galerie, un arcde-triomphe: ici les colonnes forment des groupes dont la symétrie est détruite par la chute de plusieurs d'entre
elles; là, elles sont rangées en files tellement prolongées, que, semblables à des rangs d'arbres, elles fuient sous
lřoeil dans le lointain.
205
Breuvery_1848_97: Des colonnes, rien que des colonnes, voilà la magnificence de Palmyre. Plus de trois
cents sont encore aujourd'hui debout au milieu des ruines, et un plus grand nombre est renversé à leurs pieds.
206
Beaufort_1874_239 Palmyra: There are countless more ruins of temples, and colonnades, and monumental
columns extending on all sides; but I spare the reader further description the more readily since I myself never
got so far as to see the half of them.
207
Addison_II_1838_159 Palmyra: Passing through the mud houses of the humble village of Tadmor clustered
round the great Temple of the Sun, and surrounded by detached columns, portions of the majestic double portico
which once closed this vast area, we emerged from the narrow gateway and looked over the plain of yellow sand
extending from this raised platform of ruins to the base of the mountains, covered with long avenues of
columns, ruined gateways, and shattered temples; but it is on descending to the plain, passing on the left a
ruined mosque, and walking over prostrate columns and heaps of stones, that these wonderful ruins burst upon
the eye in all their imposing extent and grandeur of situation.
208
Kelly_1844_259-260 citing Lord Lindsay, his work published 1839: Viewed, however, near or far they are
equally worthy of love and admiration, ŕ whether you watch them from a distance, or, looking upward from
their feet, criticise their details, the chaste ornament of their soffit, their rich frieze, their superb cornice ŕ and
pronounce them faultless. Palmyra at sunrise, and Baalbec at sunset, are Claudes treasured in the cabinet of the
memory, which neither accident can injure nor beggary deprive one of.
209
Volney_II_1792_165 quoting Wood: nous découvrimes tout-à-la-fois la plus grande quantité de ruines que
nous eussions jamais vue; & derrière ces mêmes ruines, vers l'Euphrate, une étendue de plat pays à perte de vue,
sans le moindre objet animé. Il est presqu'impossible de s'imaginer rien de plus étonnant. Un si grand nombre de
piliers corinthiens, avec si peu de murs & de bâtimens solides, fait lřeffet le plus romanesque que lřon puisse
voir.
210
Ellis_1881_II_82-83 Palmyra: After some hours' sketching, the judge and I made a little excursion into the
village. The present entrance is of Saracenic construction, the real door of the temple being visible within. It is
about 30 feet high and about 12 feet wide, the jambs being made of a single stone. Several inscriptions are cut
on the lintel, evidently of a much later date than the masonry. The main street of the village is very narrow, and
leads straight up to an inner temple that stands high above the houses in the centre. We found the interior fitted
as a khan, though tenantless. The carving everywhere was very beautiful. In one place a niche about 12 feet
square was covered by a single slab of stone with a most elaborate geometrical pattern engraved upon it. A
staircase built in the thickness of the wall led to the top of the now roofless inner temple, and from there we
could gain a very accurate idea of the great temple and the town of Palmyra. That on which we were standing
had formerly been surrounded by a peristyle (now mostly fallen) of fluted columns, 65 feet high, with bronze
capital and bases, and raised some 15 feet above the surrounding ground. The entrance was towards the southwest, and there was a doorway in the peristyle as well as in the cellum, which is pierced with windows. They
were both very richly carved. Cut on the soffit of the former was a cluster of fruit representing grapes, pineapples, figs, apples, and pears, all evidently copied from nature, and but very slightly idealised.
211
Breuvery_1848_113 Palmyra: Au son métallique que rendent ces colonnes quand on les frappe, les Arabes se
sont figuré qu'elles étaient de bronze, et souvent ils ont essayé d'en fondre des parties. Ils nous demandèrent
comment il fallait s'y prendre pour réussir, et la bien sincère protestation de notre ignorance dans l'art de fondre
le granit pour en faire du bronze, leur parut une dissimulation dont ils nous surent le plus mauvais gré. Le plomb
employé à réunir les tronçons dont la plupart des colonnes de Palmyre sont formées, et que les Arabes
réussissent quelquefois à en tirer en mettant le feu au pied, leur fait voir du métal partout; et si la rareté du
combustible au Désert ne rendait ce moyen de destruction fort lent, il est probable qu'aucun monument n'aurait
pu y résister. / C'est, au surplus, un fait digne de remarque, que presque toujours les moyens employés par les
anciens pour assurer à leurs grands édifices une solidité qui pût braver les siècles, soient devenus pour ces
monuments une cause de destruction. / Quelque faible que soit l'appât offert à la cupidité par les matières
employées dans la construction d'un édifice, cet appât doit avancer l'époque de sa ruine. Partout où le fer ou le
cuivre ont été employés avec le plomb pour joindre les assises des pierres ou les tronçons des colonnes, les blocs
qui seraient demeurés intacts ont été brisés pour les en arracher.
212
Sykes_1904_19-20: However a great change is brewing for Tadmor. The eagle eye of Cook's agent in Beyrut
has fixed on the business possibilities of the place, and in a few months most probably an advertisement will
blossom in Ludgate Circus, informing the world that: To Palmyra and back in Five Days £10 / Ruins and
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Tombs! / Spots of Interest! / Hotel ŕ Special Rates! Home Comforts! / Children half-price ŕ Wines included!
/Reliable Guides, &c.! / and Tadmor will have fallen once more; her colonnades will be strewn with beer bottles
and orange-peel; the elderly virgins of England will be hustled with aching backs and tired eyes through her
courts; the dyspeptic colonels and ŖPoppasŗ of America will be driven by chattering servants from Zenobia's
bath to Zenobia's bed, from Zenobia's bed to Zenobia's temple; the young Oxford Don will write poetry in the
Temple of the Sun during the vacation; the English clergy will write to the Times concerning the disgraceful
charges of the hotel; and Tadmor in the wilderness will be peopled as Jerusalem, Nazareth, and Luxor are
peopled, by trippers and tourists; Culchard and Podbury will reign under the paternal supervision of Cook the
Omnipotent, and Palmyra's glory will have departed.
213
Burckhardt_1822_26081810 Anjar: The place called Andjar lies near the Anti-Libanus, and consists of a
ruined town-wall, inclosing an oblong square of half an hour in circumference; the greater part of the wall is in
ruins. It was originally about twelve feet thick, and constructed with small unhewn stones, loosely cemented and
covered by larger square stones, equally ill cemented. In the enclosed space are the ruins of habitations, of
which the foundations alone remain. In one of these buildings are seen the remains of two columns of white
marble, one foot and a quarter in diameter. The whole seems to have been constructed in modern times.
Following the Mountain to the southward of these ruins, for twenty minutes, I came to the place where the
Moiet Andjar, or river of Andjar, has its source in several springs. This river had, when I saw it, more than triple
the volume of water of the Liettani; but though it joins the latter in the Bekaa, near Djissr Temnin, the united
stream retains the name Liettani. There are remains of ancient well-built walls round all the springs which
constitute the source of the Andjar; one of the springs, in particular, which forms a small but very deep basin,
has been lined to the bottom with large stones, and the wall round it has been constructed with large square
stones, which have no traces of ever having been cemented together. In the wall of a mill, which has been built
very near these springs, I saw a sculptured architrave. These remains appear to be much more ancient than those
of Andjar, and are perhaps coeval with the buildings at Baalbec. I was told, by the people of the mill, that the
water of the larger spring, in summer time, stops at certain periods and resumes its issue from under the rock,
eight or ten times in a day.
214
Seetzen_1854_I_262, 1805, Anjar: Ich machte eine Tour mit meinem Drusen Mohammed nach den Ruinen
von Anschar, welche eine Stunde nordwärts von Meschdil am Fusse des Libanons und in der Ebene Bkaa liegen
und mir als sehr beträchtlich geschildert waren. Ich fand in der That, dass dieser Ort vormals eine Stadt war;
denn man sieht noch den Umfang der Stadtmauer und viele Thürme der Mauer, aber, so wie alles Uebrige,
gänzlich ruinirt. So viel sähe ich indessen aus den Mauerresten, dass dieser Ort nie ansehnliche Gebäude des
Alterthums aufzuweisen hatte; denn alle Steine sind klein und von gewöhnlicher Grösse und mit Mörtel
verbunden. Auch diese Ruinen sind wegen ihrer unterirdischen Schätze sehr berühmt, und die Sage geht. Viele
seyen durch Hebung derselben schon bereichert. Mohammed war auch, wie gewöhnlich, von diesen Schätzen
überzeugt. ŖIch bin arm, sagte er mit einem frommen Tone, und kränklich; überdem sind meine Kinder klein;
vielleicht gefallt es Allah, mir heute etwas zu meinem bessern Fortkommen zuzuweisen.ŗ Er war nämlich
überzeugt, ich wisse Schätze zu finden und zu heben, und würde ihn alsdann Antheil daran nehmen lassen.
215
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_50: Anjar is evidently a modern corruption of Ayn elJurr, the proper
name of a spring. The peasantry have made it the name of an ancient king. They call the ruins Husn Anjar, or
Anjar el Kadim, and relate how Caliph Ali rode from Meccah and slew its Jewish ruler Malak Ankabut (the
Spider).
216
Robinson_1852_30B: Forty minutes N.E. of Mejdel lie the ruins now called 'Anjar; they are in the plain,
which slopes gently to the N. towards the stream from the great fountain of ŘAnjar. Here are the ruined walls
and towers of an ancient fortified city or citadel, in the form of a square, about a quarter of an English mile on
each side. An examination of the place left no doubt on my mind that, as I have formerly suggested, this was the
site of Chalcis, in Lebanon, the seat of Agrippa's kingdom, before he was transferred to more southern
territories. We encamped at the great fountain, 15 minutes distant, at the foot of Anti-Lebanon.
217
Robinson_1852_30: Mejdel is remarkable for one of the finest antique temples now existing. It stands on the
summit of the northernmost hill, looking northwards along the magnificent vista of the Buka'a, having the lofty
wall of Anti-Lebanon on the right, and the still loftier snow-capped ridges of Lebanon on the left. The temple is
simple, massive, and beautiful, and obviously of a severer and earlier type than those at Ba'albek. Nothing can
be finer than its position.
218
Seetzen_1854_I_263, 1805, Anjar: Noch vor einigen Jahren war innerhalb der Ruinen ein Dorf befindlich;
allein es wurde von den Soldaten des Pascha von Damask verbrannt; jetzt wohnt keine Seele dort. Anschar
erhielt sein Trinkwasser aus der ansehnlichen Quelle des Nahhr el Ansehar, welche eine Viertelstunde von den
Ruinen entfernt, und unmittelbar am Fusse des Antilibanon oder des Üschibbal el Scherky befindlich ist. An der
Quelle sieht man noch die Reste einer Wasserleitung, die aus grossen Steinen besteben, und ein Werk der Alten
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zu seyn scheinen. Gleich an der Quelle ist eine Wassermühle befindlich. Der Nahhr Anschar vereint sich in
geringer Entfernung von der Quelle mit dem Litane, der von Baalbek und dem Antilibanon kommt. / Auf dem
Rückwege erstiegen wir den neben dem Dorfe Meschdil befindlichen Berg, dessen Seiten mit Weinreben und
Feigenbäumen bepflanzt sind. Auf seinem Scheitel fand ich die Ruinen eines alten Tempels, welcher die
gewöhnliche länglicht viereckige Form hatte und aus Ungeheuern Steinen ohne Mörtel bestand. Vor seinem auf
der Nordseite befindlichen Eingänge war ein Peristyl von Ungeheuern Säulen befindlich, welche alle zerbrochen
unter dem Schutte umher lagen, und von keiner bestimmten Ordnung gewesen zu seyn schienen. Inschriften
sind hier nicht befindlich. Auf jeder Seite der Hauptthüre war eine kleinere Nebenthüre befindlich, wie in
Baalbek etc. Vormals muss dieser Berg mit Häusern besetzt gewesen seyn; denn man sieht dort noch die Spuren
von vielen Ziehbrunnen.
219
Porter_1855_I_12-13 Mejdel: The temple, whose ruins now cover the summit of the hill and are strewn over
the vineyards that clothe its sides, is evidently of an early period ŕ considerably older than those of Ba'albek
and Palmyra, and indeed than most others now found in this country. Its extreme length may have been about
eighty feet, and the breadth in proportion; but this is only an estimate. The foundations of the cell are composed
of huge blocks of limestone; one I measured being twenty-four feet long and six high. These project
considerably beyond the face of the walls, but are contracted at the top by means of a bevelled moulding. The
same peculiarity is found in all very ancient structures of a similar kind. The interior was ornamented with fluted
semi-columns of the Ionic order, supporting a fine cornice. Between the columns were niches for statues. A
portico of massive columns stood in front, with antae behind. These columns are now completely prostrate; but
the huge fragments are scattered around, half covered with luxuriant vines. One portion of a shaft I measured
was twenty-four feet long and four feet six inches in diameter. The door leading from the portico to the cell was
lofty and spacious; the jambs were massive monoliths, richly moulded. The view from the ruins is magnificent,
embracing the whole plain of the Buka'a with the noble mountain-chains on each side ŕ northward far as the
eye can see, and southward till the hills close and form the sublime gorge of the Litany.
220
Robinson_1856_494, temple at Mejdel: This antique temple, next to the lesser one at Ba'albek, is the finest
and best preserved ruin in or near the great valley. It is simple, massive, and beautiful; and obviously of a
severer and earlier type than any we had seen, and also than those of Ba'albek. Yet not the slightest allusion to it
is found in history. Chalcis under Lebanon was indeed near at hand; yet the writers who speak of that city, make
no mention of the neighbouring temple. Even at the present day, it is only within the last few years, that the
structure has been recognised as an ancient temple; although overlooking for centuries, and that quite near at
hand, the great road between Damascus and Beirut. No early traveller mentions it. Seetzen in 1805 visited and
described it; but his journal has lain unknown until the present time. / Burckhardt was twice in the vicinity, at
Anjar and near Mejdel, but makes no allusion to it. As late as A. D. 1844 it is still spoken of by travellers as a
castle or a tower. I find it first noticed as an antique temple in A. D. 1847.
221
Porter_1855_I_14-15 Anjar: On the 19th of May 1854 I visited the fountain of 'Anjar and the ruins near it
with two friends. I had previously known that these ruins marked the site of the ancient city of Chalcis [ad
Belum?], and had read the able article of Dr. Robinson in the Bibliotheca Sacra, on the identification of its
position. This Chalcis is to be distinguished from other cities of the same name. Josephus mentions it as situated
under Mount Libanus; and Strabo leaves it without a doubt that it was near the Antilibanus, and south of
Heliopolis. That the city stood here will not be doubted by any one who will examine authorities and visit the
spot. We observed at the fountain the remains of a large reservoir intended to raise the water above its natural
level; and also traces of an aqueduct running along the high ground toward the ruins. The city itself is
completely prostrate: the foundations of the walls alone can be traced, enclosing a rectangular space about a
mile in circumference. In the interior are a few mounds covered with soil, from which some hewn stones and
pieces of broken columns may be seen here and there projecting. These are the only remnants of palaces and
temples. The site was well chosen, and admirably fitted for the capital of a province. In front is a plain of vast
extent and great fertility, while close at hand is an abundant supply of purest water. / Of the origin of the city
nothing is now known, and there are no ruins remaining that would tend to mark the age of its erection.
222
Robinson_1856_496-497: ŘAnjar: Here are the remains of the walls and towers of a fortified city; or rather,
perhaps, of a large citadel. Its form is nearly a square with eight or nine towers on each side. The wall was built
externally of hewn stones, some of them large, and all well dressed. They are now mostly fallen down; and the
ruins of wall and towers still mark the former line. We measured the wall on the north, which is the shorter side.
The length is nearest three hundred and thirty-five yards, or somewhat less than one fifth of a mile. The longer
side we estimated at a quarter of a mile. There are no remains of buildings within the enclosure, except slight
foundations; among which we stumbled upon three columns, and there may be more. The dwellings were
probably built of small broken stones, as at the present day; and many such stones are scattered around. The
fortification would afford room for a large population; and a still larger number may have dwelt outside of the
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walls. The whole reminded me strongly of the citadel of Banias; though this at 'Anjar covers a larger extent of
ground, and its towers perhaps were less massive. ŕ The place had its supply of water from the great fountain
fifteen minutes distant; the waters of which were probably elevated in a high reservoir, and so conducted to the
town and fortress … / 'Anjar is mentioned likewise by Abulfeda in connection with the fountain. He writes the
name 'Ain el-Jurr; from which in popular usage has come the form 'Anjar. He says there are here "great ruins of
stones." Yet although the ruins lie within fifteen minutes of the great Beirut and Damascus road, and in full
view, Seetzen and Burckhardt were the first travellers to visit and describe them; and very few have done it
since.
223
Beke_1862_78 Anjar: the ruins of Anjar [on his map, NW of Damascus], which has been identified by Dr.
Robinson with the ancient Chalcis under Lebanon. The ruins of this city are now rapidly disappearing, the
broken shafts of columns, hewn stones, and other architectural fragments being either worked up for the
masonry of the bridges of the new carriage-road, or else burnt into lime.
224
Mislin_1876_I_534-535 Anjar: La rivière malsaine d'Anjar (Moïet el Anjar) est beaucoup plus grande que le
Litany, dans lequel elle perd son nom; on la passe sur le pont de Dàr-Zeinûn. Les sources de cette rivière, les
ruines considérables qui se trouvent sur ses bords, offrent le plus grand intérêt. Selon toute probabilité, c'est là
qu'était l'ancienne capitale de la plaine, Chalcis ad Libanum, dont parle Strabon. L'enceinte de la ville, encore
facilement reconnaissable, avait une demi-lieue de tour; on y voit les débris de quatre portes, de trente-deux
tours, de belles colonnes en marbre et en granit, des sculptures, des restes de temples, des bassins, des citernes et
des sarcophages: tout cela est épars aux pieds de l'Anti-Liban, sur un espace qui n'est pas fort étendu … On lui
donne maintenant le nom de Ain-Kaboul.
225
Baedeker, K., Palestine and Syria, Leipzig 1876, 447: On the right is a long, low hill; on the left, towards the
mountain, 1/4 hr. distant, are the ruins of 'Anjar, the towers, walls, columns, and other remains of which indicate
that an important town and fortress must have stood here in ancient times. Josephus calls it Chalcis. To the E. of
it is a large spring. To the right, at about the same distance from the station, is situated the handsome village of
Mejdel 'Anjar. / About 10 min. above the village, on a broad, green hill about 15 M. in width, are situated the
remains of a temple, the colonnade of which, facing the N.E., is in ruins. Fragments of the columns and
pediment are scattered around.

Endnotes Chapter 7. Bosra and the South
1

Porter_1882_66-67, writing in 1865: Bozrah was one of the strongest cities of Bashan; it was, indeed, the most
celebrated fortress east of the Jordan, during the Roman rule in Syria. Some parts of its wall are still almost
perfect, a massive rampart of solid masonry, fifteen feet thick and nearly thirty high, with great square towers at
intervals. The walled city was almost a rectangle, about a mile and a quarter long by a mile broad; and outside
this were large straggling suburbs. A straight street intersects the city lengthwise, and has a beautiful gate at
each end; and other straight streets run across it. Roman Bozrah (or Bostra) was a beautiful city, with long
straight avenues and spacious thoroughfares; but the Saracens built their miserable little shops and quaint
irregular houses along the sides of the streets, out and in, here and there, as fancy or funds directed; and they
thus converted the stately Roman capital, as they did Damascus and Antioch, into a labyrinth of narrow,
crooked, gloomy lanes. One sees the splendid Roman palace, and gorgeous Greek temple, and shapeless Arab
dukkan, side by side, alike in ruins.
2
Seetzen_1859_IV_43-50 commentary by Kruse et al on Bosra.
3
Seetzen_1854_I_66, 1805, Bosra: Man sieht es schon in der Entfernung von etlichen Stunden, weil es noch
mehrere verfallene Thürme hat. Man sieht etliche Tempel in Ruinen, auch herrliche Säulen von korinthischer
und jonischer Ordnung zum Theil in beträchtlicher Höhe, aber nicht aus einem Stücke, von Basalt; auch alte
Gebäude mit fussdicken steinernen kleinen Thüren von ewiger Dauer.
4
Rey_1861_180 Bosra, reckoning that encore dans le Ledja, nous nřavons vu de ruines plus complètement
boulversées quřici.
5
Aboulfeda_II_1848_31 [d.1331]: Bostra [Bosra] est la capitale du Haurân, dit lřAzîzi. C'est une ville connue
de toute antiquité, dont les maisons sont construites en pierres noires qui servent également à les recouvrir. On y
remarque un marché et une chaire. Elle fait partie du domaine des Bani-Fazârah, des Banî-Morrah et d'autres
tribus. Elle possède une forte citadelle et des vergers.
6
Monk_1851_II_272 Bosra, theatre: an immense Roman theatre, which occupies the entire centre of the castle,
the upper seats being nearly on a level with the summit of the walls, while the whole of the lower tier has been
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cut away, and immense vaults, resembling powder magazines, have been formed in their place with three great
arches supported on massive pillars. Above the top seats is a Doric colonnade, once consisting of about eighty
columns, a few of which still remain. The side wings, or parascenia, are ornamented with scalloped niches and
composite pilasters, while the outer casing of the centre wall, or scena, has been destroyed.
[Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_7 photographs essentially the same scene, so the columns etc were still
buried.]
7
Burckhardt_1822_27041812: Boszra is situated in the open plain, two hours distant from [the Druze village of]
Aaere and is at present the last inhabited place in the south-east extremity of the Haouran; it was formerly the
capital of Arabia Provincia, and is now, including its ruins, the largest town in the Haouran. It is of an oval
shape, its greatest length being from E. to W.; its circumference is three quarters of an hour. It was anciently
enclosed by a thick wall, which gave it the reputation of a place of great strength. Many parts of this wall,
especially on the W. side, still remain; it was constructed with stones of a moderate size, strongly cemented
together. The principal buildings in Boszra were on the E. side, and in a direction from thence towards the
middle of the town. The S. and S.E. quarters are covered with ruins of private dwellings, the walls of many of
which are still standing, but most of the roofs have fallen in. Seetzen_1859_IV_15-24 commentary by Kruse et
al: temple at Aere.
8
Burckhardt_1822_27041812.
9
Richter_1824_47, travelling in 1815-16, Bosra, fortress: je me trouvai tout à coup, à ma surprise extrême, dans
lřaréa d'un vaste théâtre romain, très-aisé à reconnoître, quoiqu'elle fût en partie défigurée par des maisons, et
que les rangs des gradins fussent cachés par des murs de la forteresse. / Les Francs viennent rarement dans cette
contrée, le cheikh m'accueillit avec beaucoup de bienveillance; en général j'ai trouvé les Arabes du Hauran trèshospitaliers; ce sont de très-beaux hommes.
10
Buckingham_1825_204 Bosra: In the very centre of the castle I was at once surprised and delighted by our
coming suddenly upon a fine Roman theatre, apparently of great extent and beauty in its original state, though
now so confounded with other ruins that it was difficult to say whether the castle was originally a Roman work,
with this theatre in its centre for the entertainment of the garrison and such other guests as might be admitted
from without, or whether it was a Saracen work built upon the ruins of a Roman theatre previously standing on
this spot.
11
Rey_1861_181 Bosra: En quittant la mosquée d'el-Mebrak, nous nous dirigeons vers celle d'Omar-el-Ketab.
C'est une espèce de cloître carré, garni, sur deux de ses faces, d'une double galerie couverte en pierres et
soutenue par de magnifiques colonnes des marbres les plus précieux qui, après avoir orné les temples du
paganisme, ont servi à la construction d'une église chrétienne, comme le prouvent les inscriptions gravées sur le
fût de plusieurs d'entre elles. Cet édifice paraît appartenir aux premiers temps de l'islamisme; il est composé de
matériaux antiques, et sur une pierre nous lisons l'inscription suivante…
12
Buckingham_1825_198-199 Bosra, Mosque of Umar: Opposite to this [the Hammam Manjak] was a large
building entirely constructed out of the ruins of more ancient edifices. In some parts of this were seen columns
of white marble in one solid shaft; in others, pillars of black basalt, formed out of several distinct pieces, and
curious capitals of different ages, orders, and materials. The last use to which it had been appropriated was no
doubt that of a place of Christian worship, but it was difficult even to conjecture to what age its origin should be
ascribed, as there was a mixture of emblems and ornaments, which it would require much time and great
difficulty to separate from each other and assign with any accuracy to their respective authors. Of inscriptions
alone, there were Cufic, Arabic, and Greek: of sculpture there were some portions that might be as old as the
Chaldean times, others worthy of any of the five Greek orders: and others again of a much later date and much
inferior execution. Some of the stucco work on the wall was extremely rich, while the paintings on the same
surface were the most miserable performances. The pavement was formed of large flat stones laid in diagonal
squares, and other parts were entirely neglected; so that throughout the whole there was a mixture of antiquity
and freshness, of wealth and poverty, of skill and ignorance, of care and neglect, which rendered it more
puzzling to decide on its original purpose and intention, than any other building I had yet seen. [after which he
went up a square tower of 64 steps, perhaps the minaret for the Mosque of Umar, across the street from a bath,
and which does have a spiral colonette at the top; but he says the tower was of Ŗa sloping pyramidal shape
growing narrower progressively from its base to its summit,ŗ which this tower isnřt Ŕ although the minaret to
the Mabrak Mosque does slope Ŕ so is he just getting mixed up, and confusing what he saw and in what order?
The Mabrak minaret is now only about 8m high. Flooor not seen because carpet-covered. [Did the author
mistake the ablution pool inside this mosque for a baptismal font? There were Christian inscriptions as well,
which perhaps misled him: cf. Porter_1855_I_151.]
13
Buckingham_1825_200 Bosra, near the 64-step tower, presumably the minaret for the Mosque of Umar,
across the street from a bath: After we descended from the tower, I observed near its entrance a large fragment
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of a stone door, which was finely sculptured with the kind of wreath so frequently observed on the sarcophagi of
the Romans, in the centre of a perfect pannel, with a border of leaves and Maltese crosses around it, the latter of
which might, however, have been a modern addition. / On the outside of the tower, and in the street near it, were
many sculptured stones, and one of fifteen spans long, of a pattern something like the one before described in
two previous instances at Dahhil and at the bath in this city, with the additional ornament of a sculptured chain
bordering the whole.
14
Lindsay_II_1838_137 Bosra, Mosque of Umar: The mosque stands on the left of the street; three or four feet
only are visible, above ground, of a mean Ionic colonnade that runs beneath it. The interior is a heap of ruins,
though on the S. and E. sides the colonnade is still standing; the pillars are of miserable execution, all orders and
none, but several of them are of beautiful variegated marble, and, from inscriptions on the shafts, have evidently
been pillaged from some Christian church. The view from the minaret is very fine; you enter the staircase by an
ancient stone door, adopted from some Roman house.
15
Porter_1855_I_151 Bosra, Mosque of Umar: we came to a large and fine mosk. Its erection must
unquestionably be ascribed to the very earliest ages of Islam; and the tradition is probably correct that it was
founded by the Khalif 'Omer. Its form is nearly square, and the entrance is by a small door, beside a lofty
minaret. Along the eastern side are two ranges of columns, and on each of the other sides there is one range.
Seventeen of these are monoliths of white marble, beautifully polished, and of fine proportions. The columns
stand in pairs ŕ the marble and basalt side by side. This gives to the whole interior a confused and ungainly
aspect. It is manifest that the building was constructed out of more ancient materials; and the inscriptions upon
two of the columns show that they were once intended to adorn a Christian church. One of them has the date
383, A.D. 489. / Opposite the mosk on the east side of the street is a large bath. The pipes for conveying the
water to the several chambers are still seen in the half-ruined walls. They are of pottery united with cement,
similar to those at present used in Damascus.
16
Lindsay_1838_II_136 Bosra, theatre: The seats were very commodious, flights of steps leading to them on
each side of the vomitories; the uppermost row was surmounted by a beautiful colonnade of Doric pillars, many
of which are still standing. Six Doric semi-columns, continued in a line from the colonnade, ornament the upper
stories of the parascenia, or side-scenes, which remain quite perfect, though the lower stories are concealed by
the accumulation of more modern building. The space between the parascenia has been filled up by the Saracen
architect with a rude façade, miserably contrasting with the masterly masonry of his Roman predecessor. Yet
there is much beauty in many parts of the Saracenic additions; one of the apartments within the area is of very
large dimensions, thirty two paces by twenty three, trebly vaulted, the arches springing from two rows, of three
massy pillars each; the galleries also, of the fortress outside the theatre, are very noble.
17
Lindsay_II_1838_135-136 Bosra: Our first visit was paid to the Castle of Bozrah, to the south of the town,
outside of the walls; ŕ an immense Saracenic pile, of the time of Saladin, built round a magnificent Roman
theatre, by far the most interesting ruin in Bozrah, ŕ not only round, but in it, for the area, or pit, is completely
filled with buildings, which communicate with the exterior fortress by the ancient galleries of the theatre.
18
Seetzen_1854_I_72-73, 1805, Bosra: Das Fort ist vorhin sehr bedeutend gewesen. Es ist mit einem trocknen
ausgemauerten Graben umgeben, wovon das Mauerwerk aber fast überall eingestürzt ist. Jenseit des Graben
sieht man die Reste eines schönen grossen Palais, wovon 2 Flügel mit mehreren halben Wandsäulen und etliche
Säulen eines Säulenganges stehen. Man sieht daselbst mehrere ausserordentlich grosse Quadersteine in dem
Mauerwerk tmd ein paar Inschrifiten, die ich aber der Leute wegen, die hier in elenden Löchern wohnen, und
ims für Schatzgräber hielten, nicht kopiren konnte. Das Fort ist rundlich, und man trifft auch darin mehrere
Thüren von schweren Steinen, die steinerne Angein haben. Inwendig war vorhin ein beträchtlicher runder Platz,
an welcheni das vorhin erwähnte Prachtgebäude herum gebaut ist. Man sieht viele ganz und halbverschüttete
Souterrains. Kurz! es ist wie ein altes teutsches Ritterschloss.
19
Monk_1851_II_271-272 Bosra: The greater part of the place is wholly deserted. On the south-eastern side of
Bozrah the present inhabitants have taken up their abode in caves and underground dwellings, beneath the
ruined houses, not one of which has been repaired, although abundance of materials lie scattered around. The
mosques are filled with rubbish, and not a hand has been raised to remove the curse which hangs over the city.
The belladin number thirty families, comprising about two hundred and thirty souls. The Sheikh el Bellad
inhabits one of these caves, which he wished to place at our disposal; the offer, however, was not a tempting
one. The force of habit and their natural indolence are the apparent causes of the indifference of these sons of
the soil to their own comforts, while they look with the greatest unconcern upon the ruined palaces of Bozrah.
20
Porter_1868_II_495 Bosra: This ancient city stands in the midst of a fertile plain. From a distance it has an
imposing appearance. The great castle, the mosques, and minarets, the large masses of buildings, and the old
ramparts lead one to expect a teeming population; but a nearer approach dispels the delusion. The surrounding
plain is desolate, the walls are broken and ruinous, the mosques roofless, the houses shattered to their
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foundations; and we have to ride far in through piles of ruins, and over mounds of rubbish, ere we can find the
half-dozen families who call Bozrah their home.
21
Porter_1882_64-65, writing in 1865: Bozrah had once a population of a hundred thousand souls and more;
when I was there its whole inhabitants comprised just twenty families! These live huddled together in the lower
stories of some very ancient houses near the castle. The rest of the city is completely desolate. [Only six families
are mentioned in Porter_1868.]
22
Richter_1824B_46, travelling 1815-1816, Bosra: D'abord je passai, près de la ville, sur un pont antique trèsbien bâti, sous lequel coule, en hiver, un torrent desséché en ce moment. Ensuite j'aperçus avec ravissement une
colonnade qui s'élançoit au-dessus du toit des maisons. Mon cheval s'avança avec peine au milieu des rues
étroites remplies de fragmens, de débris de siècles et de peuples nombreux, et où quelques habitans vivent dans
des espèces de trous. Les maisons sont en partie antiques, en partie construites de restes de bâtimens anciens; les
ruines de la ville occupent une vaste étendue.
23
Porter_1882_64, writing in 1865, Bosra: It was a work of no little toil to explore Bozrah. The streets are
mostly covered, and in some places completely blocked up, with fallen buildings and heaps of rubbish. Over
these I had to climb, risking my limbs among loose stones. The principal structures, too, are so much
encumbered with broken columns and the piled-up ruins of roofs and pediments, that one has great difficulty in
getting at them, and discovering their points of interest or beauty. In trying to copy a Greek inscription over the
door of a church, I clambered to the top of a wall. My weight caused it to topple over, and it fell with a terrible
crash. It was only by a sudden and hazardous leap I escaped, and barely escaped, being buried beneath it. And
we were hourly exposed to danger of another and still more pressing kind. [He means, 65, wandering Bedawin,
ŕ outcasts from the larger tribes, and notorious thieves and brigands.]
24
Burckhardt_1822_27041812 Bosra, cathedral: a square building, which within is circular, and has many
arches and niches in the wall: on either side of the door within are two larger niches, and opposite to the door on
the east side of the circle is the sanctuary, formed of low arches supported by Corinthian pillars, without
pedestals. Several beautiful sculptured friezes are inserted in the wall, but I was unable to discover from whence
they had been taken; in front of the door stand four columns. The diameter of the rotunda is four paces; its roof
has fallen in, but the walls are entire, without any ornaments.
25
Richter_1824B_51 Bosra: Ils [his guides] me conduisirent à des restes d'une église chrétienne très-bien
conservés; le dehors est de forme carrée, l'intérieur est en rotonde, les coins sont des chapelles rondes; deux ont
été bâties plus tard, car on a élevé dans le milieu une construction voûtée qui repose sur des fragmens antiques et
des débris de colonnes de tous les ordres rassemblés pêle-mêle. L'église a six portes, trois sur chaque face: le
pavé paroît rempli de sépultures chrétiennes.
26
Seetzen_1854_I_67-68, 1805, Bosra: In einer andern Gegend sähe ich eine eingestürzte grosse Kirche, welche
eine Kuppel hatte. Man findet darin noch 14 Säulen von Basalt, deren Knaufe von Laubwerk, aber nicht so
zierlich als die korintthischen sind. Auch sieht man al Fresco im Chor an den Wänden, verloschene bunte
Gemälde aus griechischer Zeit.
27
Porter_1882_69-70, writing in 1865, east of the Jordan: I cannot tell how deeply I was impressed when
looking out over that noble plain, rivalling in richness of soil the best of England's counties, thickly studded with
cities, towns, and villages, intersected with roads, having one of the finest climates in the world; and yet utterly
deserted, literally "without man, without inhabitant, and without beast" (Isa. xxxiii. 10). I cannot tell with what
mingled feelings of sorrow and of joy, of mourning and of thanksgiving, of fear and of faith, I reflected on the
history of that land; and taking out my Bible compared its existing state, as seen with my own eyes, with the
numerous predictions regarding it written by the Hebrew prophets. In their day it was populous and prosperous;
the fields waved with corn; the hill-sides were covered with flocks and herds; the highways were thronged with
wayfarers; the cities resounded with the continuous din of a busy population. And yet they wrote as if they had
seen the land as I saw it from the ramparts of Bozrah.
28
Heber-Percy_1895_55 Hauran: At the present time there is no timber fit for building on the Jebel- Hauran,
though in some parts there is an abundance of scrub oak. / After the original erection of these cities, an age of
great prosperity seems to have ensued. Carving, decoration, and architectural embellishment became general,
and lasted for a considerable period. Then a great earthquake appears to have shattered the larger and loftier
buildings. Public edifices, theatres, and churches transformed from old heathen temples, have been shaken to
their foundations, the roofs and upper stories crashing through the lower floors; in some places whole streets
have been laid low, looking in their ruin like furrows in a ploughed field. / A period of rebuilding followed.
Stones used in the old edifices were re-used in repairing and reconstructing the dwelling-houses. You see now
inscriptions built into walls upside down, carved and decorated stones curtailed to fit into their new positions.
The style of architecture is the same as in the earlier time. Stone is used for all purposes; but the wealth, and
with it the power of erecting and decorating large public and private buildings, has left the country.
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29

Smith_1915_245 Hauran: the country itself was almost unknown to the modern world until during the last
half-century; and even today it has not been completely explored. It is very rich and fertile, but thinly populated.
It abounds with remains of ruined cities and towns, which testify to its former prosperity. Most of the present
inhabitants live in the best preserved of these ancient houses. The cupboards, seats, and even the candlesticks,
are of stone; and the cisterns hewn in the rock, in which drinking-water is preserved throughout the whole year,
also date from an early period. A vast number of ancient inscriptions in Greek, Latin, Arabic, and other
characters have been found in these parts, but many of them have not yet been read.
30
Wright_1895_224-5 for the extent of the Hauran and the Ledja, and for his ŖSketch Route of Bashan,ŗ which
names a few of the principal sites. Neither he nor his predecessors had sufficient information to name the
majority, so the near-empty map is an index of knowledge, not the situation on the ground. Burckhardt_1822,
his ŖRemarks on the Inhabitants of the Haouran,ŗ with details of agriculture, water supply, taxation, Druze,
Bedouin, Arabs, Turks, etc.
31
Butler_1930_107, expedition of 1909, Inkhil: Here are the ruins of a large villa, almost a palace, of the
Roman period, in a wonderful state of preservation. I had made some hasty observations of this building four
years before, on a rapid journey through the plain: I now set to work to study the ruin more thoroughly, while
my companions went in search of inscriptions. But the natives, like so many of the settled Arabs of the plain,
were not particularly hospitable, and not in the least favorable to our inscription-hunting.
32
Butler_1930_102-103, expedition of 1909, Sahr: The Shekh's judgment about the ruins of Sahr was certainly
excellent. Here was a Nabataean temple surrounded by a colonnaded temenos-wall. In the enclosure were many
inscriptions and quantities of broken statues and relief sculptures of extraordinary interest, and, rarer than all,
here was a little theatre in a wonderful state of preservation, the only theatre we had found in the Ledja, and the
only one in the Hauran outside the great ruined cities of Bostra, Kanatha and Philippopolis. Our stay could not
be long, for we had far to go.
33
Heber-Percy_1895_29-30, Hauran: After some little difficulty as to finding our way, or rather as to which of
the dark stone-built towns was Khulkhuleh, whither our baggage had been directed, we at last got information
from a Druse; and crossing the Wady Liwa (running down in full yellow flood from the recent rains) by an
ancient stone bridge we entered the town of our search. / Here we were met by a Druse, whoŕ after welcoming
us and touching his breast, mouth, and head ŕ led us up to a large stone house. Outside were sitting a number
of Druses, who rose on our arrival and greeted us; and after assisting us to dismount, led us into a capacious
room built entirely of stone, with stone rafters resting on arches, and covered with a flat stone roof. Acanthus
leaves were carved on the walls at the side of the room, which must have been one of the principal buildings of
the ancient city. Now it is the menzul or guest-room.
34
Heber-Percy_1895_32, Hauran: After an early breakfast, on April 19, we mounted our horses, and with three
well-armed Druses rode through Khulkhuleh, passing many stone doors and windows still used by the
inhabitants; then across the river by a deepish ford, and away north through the cornfields to the adjoining
village of El Hazm. Our guides were cheerful and talkative; one after much deliberate aiming shot a lark sitting,
and was greatly triumphant. We saw close to El Hazm the ancient mill-house with acqueduct leading to it; the
mill door still opens and shuts on its stone pivots; all is so strongly built of black stone that it has hardly suffered
since its last occupants left it. Then passing over an old stone bridge we wound through the narrow streets of El
Hazm, and emerged on the other side into the Lejah.
35
Heber-Percy_1895_39 9 to 12 miles from El Hazm: I pretended to find walking difficult amongst the ruins,
and leaned on the nearest Bedouin's shoulder. Two of them at once contended for the honour of assisting me.
They even pointed out to us fragments of carvings and broken mouldings. The ruin was complete, conveying the
idea that the whole building had been shaken to pieces by an earth-quake; but our surroundings did not allow of
minute observation. A scallop-shell, fragments of columns with Corinthian capitals and mouldings we saw, all
of fine workmanship. / Above, and to the south-east of what we supposed to have been a temple, we came to a
very well preserved amphitheatre; and the Skinners seeming quieter, I sent the Druse who was with us back to
the horses for my kodak. Najm explained that I was going to take a picture with the sun. This aroused immense
curiosity, and, for the time, entirely diverted the attention of these wild children of the wilderness; two were
persuaded to sit in the amphitheatre opposite to us. The kodak arrived; and what with the Bedouin watching me
set the focus and watching the sun to see how he was going to do it, all were so quiet that I managed to get a
photograph.
36
Vogüé_1865-1877_I_6: Le trait particulier de l'architecture du Haouran, c'est que la pierre est le seul élément
de la construction. Le pays ne produit pas de bois, et la seule roche utilisable est un basalte très-dur et trèsdifficile à tailler. Réduits à cette seule matière, les architectes surent en tirer un parti extraordinaire et satisfaire à
tous les besoins d'une civilisation avancée. Par d'ingénieuses combinaisons que nous étudierons en grand détail,
ils surent construire des temples, des édifices publics et privés, dans lesquels tout est de pierre, les murs, les
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solivages, les portes, les fenêtres, les armoires. Cette nécessité toute matérielle, en exerçant leur sagacité et leur
savoir, leur fit trouver des principes nouveaux. Ainsi, l'arc, seule combinaison capable de relier à l'aide de
pierres deux supports éloignés, devint le principal élément de la construction; des séries d'arcs parallèles
supportant les dalles du plafond servirent à couvrir la plupart des salles; quand l'espace à couvrir était trop grand
pour la longueur des dalles ordinaires, on eut recours à la coupole.
37
Dehérain_1914_272 in the Hauran, Waddington travelling 1861 & 1862: Mais si j'ai eu de grandes fatigues, et
même quelques aventures, le résultat scientifique a dépassé toutes mes espérances. Dans ce district assez
restreint, mais que j'ai exploré village par village, j'ai copié 650 inscriptions, dont au moins 500 inédites; dans le
nombre il s'en trouve une foule qui sont d'un grand intérêt pour la géographie et l'histoire de la province; les plus
anciennes sont du roi Agrippa, et elles descendent presque jusqu'à la conquête musulmane. J'ai trouvé les noms
anciens d'une vingtaine de villes ou villages inconnus jusqu'à présent, et les noms de plusieurs anciennes tribus
arabes qui habitaient ces pays.
38
Baedeker_1876_399.
39
Butler_1920_99-100, in ŖDesert Syria, the land of a lost civilizationŗ: That they were well-to-do is evident
from inscriptions which prove that they had enough and to spare of this world's goods. In more than one place a
citizen presents a public bath to his city, in others a church or a monastery is erected at private expense. Less
wealthy citizens gave doorways or other features to the village churches. The inscriptions show that buildings
were often erected at public expense. / Their society was peaceful and well ordered, for many of the most
sumptuous villas stand in groups with no surrounding town walls to protect them, and only a few of the smaller
and more ancient places had town walls formed by joining up the rear walls of houses. It is only out toward the
Euphrates in the north, and on the farthest eastern confines in the south, that one finds walled towns, fortresses,
and barracks, as precautions against the Parthians or Persians on the one hand or the desert tribes on the other. /
The inhabitants could not have been large landowners ŕ-the towns are placed too closely together for this; and
for the same reason they could not have been possessed of large herds of cattle or flocks of sheep. But the
remains tell us that they raised olives and grapes and made oil and wine on a large scale, especially in the north;
for there are enclosures, with rows upon rows of plain upright posts of stone, which were unquestionably
vineyards; and there are hundreds of rock-hewn oil and wine presses, to say nothing of buildings erected to
house large presses, and inscriptions which designate one house as a wine press and another as an oil factory.
40
PEFQS_1881_28-29 areas for the Survey of Eastern Palestine, Bashan: I. Bashan, the "level" land, which
extends from the southern slopes of Mount Hermon to Gilead on the south, the southern frontier being the River
Hieromax, now called the Nahr Yarmuk or the Shertat el Mandhur. Bashan is subdivided into: a. Jetur (Ituroea),
now called Jedur, of which Philip was tetrarch (Luke iii, 1) named after Jetur, the son of Ishmael (Gen. XXV,
15, 16). It was conquered by the Manassites (1 Chron. v, 18-23), who lived there until the Captivity. This
country contains the southern and eastern slopes of Hermon and the table-land eastward. b. The district named
after the city of Golan (Gaulanitis) now called Jalan. This is a table-land rising by terraces from the Jordan
Valley. The city (Josh, xx, 8), which gave a name to the district, has yet to be identified. Dr. Porter says that
there are a hundred and twenty-seven ruined towns in it, among them the ancient towns of Aphek, Gergesa,
Bethsaida, Hippos, Gamalaand Ashtaroth. c. The Hauran (Auranitis), a level land, with the ruins of 150 towns,
the buildings of which are still remaining in good preservation, many of them with roofs, doors, and window
shutters, all of stone and still in their places. A vast number of Greek and Roman inscriptions have been
collected in this district. Those found by MM. de Vogüé and Waddington have been published in de Vogüé's
magnificent work on the architecture and archteology of Central Syria. d. The Argob or Trachonitis, now called
el Lejah, the "place of refuge," which is, correctly, a part of the Hauran. This formed part of the kingdom of Og
(Deut. iii, 4, 5), when it held threescore cities "fenced with high walls." Remains of more than sixty cities have
been found here, but it has been but little visited of late, and never completely explored.
41
Gallois_1907_187 Sunamein, on the Haj route approaching Dera: sombre et caillouteux, une ville en ruines:
Sunamein, au milieu des débris de laquelle devait nous guider un gendarme préposé à leur garde. Ces ruines
amoncelées se dressent sur un tertre, au bord d'un modeste ruisseau, et ont, comme fond de décor, les sommets
de l'Anti-Liban, éblouissants de neige lors de notre visite. Ce qui double l'attrait du lieu, c'est qu'une sorte de
village s'est constitué au sein de ces ruines et que les habitants se sont terrés ou nichés dans les vestiges des
monuments antiques. Le premier qui frappe le regard c'est une mosquée de petites dimensions, précédée d'une
cour; de construction peu ancienne elle a emprunté ses matériaux, ses colonnes en particulier, à des édifices
antérieurs romains vraisemblablement, de plus elle offre des portes monolithes en pierre munies de pivots, ne
nécessitant pas l'emploi d'attaches métalliques, ce qui tendrait à supposer que l'emploi du fer était inconnu jadis
en ce pays. On trouve du reste un certain nombre de ces curieuses portes.
42
Gallois_1907_188 Sunamein, on the Haj route approaching Deraa: Si une cité romaine semble se révéler en
ce lieu elle a été dévastée, saccagée, et on a utilisé de ses matériaux pour l'édification d'une forteresse turque
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ainsi qu'en témoignent deux tours de quelque importance dans la construction desquelles sont encastrés des
débris romains. / Il est encore un temple, sans nul doute, mais défiguré, avec un motif de fond (niche à plafond
coquille, flanqué de doubles colonnes corinthiennes). Ce petit édifice est appuyé à un bassin auprès duquel se
dressent des colonnes et un pilastre portant entablement, vestiges d'un monument qu'on ne saurait identifier.
Plus loin, ce sont encore, comme en plusieurs endroits, des voûtes, des arcades, plus ou moins enfouies dans les
amoncellements de débris informes, et tout cela est transformé en habitations, en greniers, en étables; gens et
bêtes nichent souvent pèle-mèle dans ces sortes de caveaux d'où s'exhalent des odeurs par trop champêtres,
grâce à l'humidité qui se dégage des fumiers, sans parler du reste; mais en tout cas cela ne manque pas
d'originalité pittoresque.
43
Elliott_1838_II_325: The whole of the Haouran is covered with a species of blue stone, very hard, yet porous,
of which all the millstones of Syria are made. The land is good, and at one time, doubtless, it produced abundant
crops; but now it lies fallow for want of hands to cultivate it, and teems only with wild flowers. Yet, even still,
this district is regarded as the granary of Syria; and as corn must be grown somewhere, the pasha leaves here a
few cultivators of the soil; so that the conscription presses less heavily on the Haouran than on any other part of
his dominions.
44
Seetzen_1854_I_119, 1805: Das Charakteristische von Haurän sind: a) die steinernen Thürflügel; b) die
Gastfreyheit; c) das Ansehn aller Qerter, als wären es Brandstätten; d) dass alle Felsen und Steine dieses Landes
aus blossem Basalt besteben, und dass man auch nicht eine Erbse gross von einer andern Steinart dort antrifft; e)
dass es sehr wenige Dörfer giebt, wo man nicht Inschriften oder andere Reste des Alterthums antreffen sollte; f)
keine Bettler; g) keine Bäume.
45
Rey_1861_23-36 for military action 1839ff against the Druze in the Hauran and the Ledja.
46
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_230: Haur in Arabic means only a poplar, and the region is as a rule
utterly destitute of trees. The Hawarinah or actual tenants of the Hauran have a very bad name, and as far as my
experience enables me to judge they merit it: Hayyaru Rasul Ullah salasah marrat (ŖThey bewildered the
Prophet of Allah three timesŗ), is the punning explanation of the Arabs.
47
Van_Berchem_1895_8: Les ruines gréco-romaines du Hauran, connues par les beaux travaux de M. de
Vogüé, sont menacées dřune destruction rapide. Le prétoire romain de Mismiyah a entièrement disparu, englouti
dans une grande caserne de construction récente. A Suwaida … le florissant village druze sřagrandit au dépens
des monuments antiques, et le tombeau de Hamrat est a moitié démoli.
48
Thomson_1886_470 Hauran: We have passed within sight of several villages which appear to occupy the
sites of ancient cities. / The most conspicuous of those along our route have been Busr el Hariry, Ta'arah, and
Kiratah, which we have just passed, half concealed among the rocks within the Lejah, and several others
situated on the plain of el Hauran, the most important of which is ed Dur, some distance to the south. But the
whole region east and south of us is dotted with old sites, and the former names of many ancient places have
been recovered by the aid of Greek inscriptions found among their ruins. / The remarkable preservation of the
remains of such towns and cities is certainly very surprising. The houses are not buried under mounds and hills
of volcanic ashes, like those which concealed and saved from destruction the private dwellings and public
edifices of Pompeii, but they have been exposed during long centuries to the rain and frost and snows of winter,
and the blazing sun in summer, and yet they are still in such a condition that but few repairs are necessary to
render them habitable. / The explanation is, that all the dwellings and larger edifices in this region were
constructed entirely of stone ŕ gate-ways, walls, doors, windows, stairs, and roofs were all made of the
imperish- able doleritic lava, hard as adamant. They have never been over-whelmed by volcanic eruption, and
only partially demolished by the shock of destructive earthquakes. / I suppose that the temples, theatres, and
other public buildings in those towns and cities of the Lejah must have been erected during the time of the
Romans, and before Christianity had obtained any controlling influence in this part of the country?
49
Burckhardt_1822_23111810, Kereye, three hoursř march from Salkhad, and three league from Bosra: Kereye
is a city containing about five hundred houses, of which four only were at this time inhabited. It has several
ancient towers, and public buildings; of the latter the principal has a portico consisting of a triple row of six
columns in each, supporting a flat roof; seven steps, extending the whole breadth of the portico, lead from the
first row up to the third; the capitals of the columns are of the annexed form; their base is like the capital
inverted. Behind the colonnade is a Birket surrounded with a strong wall … To the S. and E. of Kereye are the
ruins called Ai-in, Barade, Nimri, Bakke, Hout, Souhab, Rumman, Szemad, and Rafka. Kelab Haouran bears
from Kereye N.S.E.
50
Robinson_1837_454: Kereye, ville de cinq cents maisons, dont quatre seulement sont habitées.
51
Burckhardt_1822_21111810 a ruined city near the Wadi Awairid, on the eastern side of Jebel Hauran: Zaele
owes its origin to the copious spring which rises there, and which renders it, in summer time, a much frequented
watering place of the Arabs. The ruined city which stands near the spring is half an hour in circuit; it is built like
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all those of the mountain, but I observed that the stone doors were particularly low, scarcely permitting one even
to creep in. A cupola once stood over the spring, and its basin was paved. I found the following inscription upon
a stone lying there: … And another above the spring, upon a terrace adjoining the ruins of a church … The
spring of Zaele flows to the S.E. and loses itself in the plain. One hour and a half to the eastward of Zaele stands
Tel Shaaf, with a ruined city. E. four hours, Melleh, a ruined city in the plain; and upon a Tel near it, Deir el
Nuzrany. The plain, for two hours from Zaele, is called El Haoui. Towards the E. and S.E. of Zaele are the
following ruined places: Boussan, at the foot of the mountain; Khadera; Aans, Om Ezzeneine; Kherbet Bousrek;
Habake. The great desert extends to the N.E.E., and S.E. of Zaele; to the distance of three days journey
eastward, there is still a good arable soil, intersected by numerous Tels, and covered with the ruins of so many
cities and villages, that, as I was informed, in whatever direction it is crossed, the traveller is sure to pass, in
every day, five or six of these ruined places. They are all built of the same black rock of which the Djebel
consists. The name of the desert changes in every district; and the whole is sometimes called Telloul, from its
Tels or hillocks. Springs are no where met with in it, but water is easily found on digging to the depth of three or
four feet. At the point where this desert terminates, begins the sandy desert called El Hammad, which extends on
one side to the banks of the Euphrates, and on the other to the N. of Wady Serethan, as far as the Djof.
52
Richter_1824_39 travelling in 1815-16, Sanamein: nous atteignîmes Salamen, village à trois lieues de
Gaouaghib; de toutes parts on y voit des restes d'antiquité; les maisons des paysans sont bâties de toutes sortes
de fragmens d'architecture; les portes, les solives qui supportent le toit sont en pierre. Un grand édifice offre des
galeries, des colonnes, des appartemens à moitié encombrés par le sablé. Tout est en pierres noires. A l'extrémité
d'un grand réservoir, il y a un grand bâtiment orné de pilastres. La plupart des ornemens sont d'ordre corinthien;
on en voit aussi qui sont d'ordre ionique. / Richter pense que les deux édifices furent jadis des temples: les
ruines du second servent de moulin à huile. Un nègre, deux hommes et une femme arabe étoient attelés chacun à
un cylindre fourni par les assises des colonnes voisines; ils tournoient en courant jusqu'à ce que la respiration
leur manquât; ils se reposoient quelques minutes, puis recommençoient.
53
Richter_1824B_35, 44, travelling 1815-1816: En partant de Damas, Richter vouloit aller dans le Hauran et
visiter les ruines de Gerasa et d'Amman. Un obstacle, malheureusement trop commun dans ces contrés,
l'empêcha d'effectuer ce projet. La guerre avoit éclaté entre les Arabes et les Druses; ils venoient de se livrer un
combat sanglant. Forcé de retarder son départ, il apprit que la paix venoit d'être conclue entre les parties
belligérantes, grâce aux soins du gouvernement. Il fit en conséquence les préparatifs de son départ, mais ne put
exécuter qu'une partie du plan qu'il avoit formé … A peine aujourd'hui deux cents cavaliers osent-ils se hasarder
sur cette route: par conséquent je ne pouvois exiger qu'il affrontât le danger; je le priai seulement de me donner
une escorte pour Bosra; à l'instant il m'accorda douze cavaliers.
54
Elliott_1838_II_319-320 Hauran: Two hours and a half brought us to Sanamein. The name signifies "idols;"
and the surviving ruins indicate the former existence of a large town, which might have received its appellation
from the worship of the heathen deities to whom it was originally dedicated. The antiquities that most attract
attention are two columns supporting a massive architrave; and a building, the materials of which have been
taken from earlier structures on the spot. Among the masonry are fragments of sculpture; and in the interior are
ten columns with Corinthian capitals and a circular recess surmounted with a very large shell in alto rilievo. A
Greek inscription assigns to it an early age; while magnificent fragments of capitals and cornices, and marbles
on which the characters of that language are legible, are scattered around in profusion; all bearing an
architectural resemblance to the less ancient remains at Baalbec.
55
Beke_1862_87 Sanamein: The approach to this place is very striking. Two lofty square towers are visible
from a considerable distance, bearing in our eyes a general resemblance to Rochester Castle and Cathedral. The
whole town is full of the ruins of buildings, showing it to have been once a place of importance; but the houses,
as at present existing, appear to have been more than once destroyed, and rebuilt with the ruins of former
buildings.
56
PEFQS_1879_49 Merrill: At Suleim, a little to the north-west of Kunawat, is one of the most beautiful
temples in the East. We photographed this, and also two temples at Atil. Kunawat is remarkable for its situation
as the centre of a populous and wealthy district. Six or eight cities or towns were clustered about it within a
distance of two hours' walk, most of which were within sight from its temple-roofs and towers. Among them
Sia, twenty-five minutes to the east and south, was a beautiful place, and intimately connected, as its inscriptions
(both Grreek and Aramaic) show, with the history of Herod the Great. Our next camping-place was at
Suweideh, where we also took photographs. We then went on by way of 'Are to Salchad, and photographed the
splendid castle there. This castle forms a fine landmark, seen for many miles from the north, west, and south. As
we found no good water here, we turned back on the the route we had come about one hour, to Aiyin, an
uninhabited place, where there was a fine fountain and some very peculiar ruins.
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Robinson_1838_205: Suweida [Suweida] est considérée comme la première ville druse du Haouran; elle est la
résidence du principal sheikh.
58
Robinson_1838_208: Suweida: Près de la maison du sheikh, sur le sommet de la montagne, est un vaste
temple dont il reste huit belles colonnes corinthiennes, ainsi que l'entablement et le cella qui sont entiers. En
mesurant ce dernier avec un cordeau, nous trouvâmes qu'il était irrégulier, sans aucun accident dans le terrain
sur lequel il est bàli qui justifiât ce manque de précision. Quand on se dirige du commencement de la rue, vers le
sud, on trouve un vaste bâtiment en ruine appelé, par les habitans, El-Kenisset (l'église). Il touche à un autre
édifice qui paraît avoir été un couvent. L'église a cent trente pieds de long sur quatre-vingt-neuf de large.
59
Lindsay_1838_II_109: It was our original idea, after determining on the tour of the Hauran, to cross the desert
from Jerash to Bozrah, a journey of about ten hours, but we found that route impracticable for horses, there
being no water the whole way.
60
Lindsay_1838_II_110-111: The trees became fewer and fewer as we receded from Jerash, and disappeared
altogether about two hours north of Ammon. We past many ruined sites, and the country has once been very
populous, but, during the whole dayřs ride, thirty-five miles at least, we did not see a single village: the whole
country is one vast pasturage, overspread by the flocks and herds of the Schoor and Beni-Hassan Bedouins. In
the fine large valley El Bega, six hours from Jerash, we passed three large camps of the latter, and near Ammon
a still larger one of the former tribe. Their camels were indeed without number, grazing by hundreds, and
nothing could be more picturesque than the chivalry of the Clan Schoor riding about, the little banderoles
attached to the heads of their long lances streaming in the wind; ŕ the Beni Hassan tribe carry guns only.
61
Seetzen_1854_I_92, 1805, Hauran: Schöbhba war in alten Zeiten eine beträchtliche und schöne Stadt, deren
Ruinen fast ¾ Stunden im Umfange haben mögen. Sie lag an dem östlichen sanften Abhänge eines der zwey
Berge, welche auf der Südwest- und Westseite neben der Stadt befindlich sind. Der eine kleinere ist sehr
konisch und besteht aus lauter Basaltblöcken und Pfeilern auf seiner Spitze. Der andere ist zugerundet und mit
Gras bewachsen. Man sieht noch etliche viereckigte Thürme, welche vielleicht in der Ringmauer waren. In dem
Höfe meines Wirthes, eines Schusters, Mansür el Kasszis, waren zwey schöne jonische Säulen, und in einem
anderen Hofe sähe ich auch ähnliche. Säulenenden und Knäufe sieht man in Menge unter dem Schutte.
62
Robinson_1838_192-193: Shohba est la résidence des principaux Sheikhs druses, et était jadis une des villes
importantes de ce district, ainsi que l'attestent les murs d'enceinte et les restes de magnifiques édifices publics
qui l'ornaient autrefois. On peut suivre, tout autour de la ville, la trace des murs qui sont de hauteur ordinaire,
sans fossés: ils sont intacts en plusieurs endroits et ont prés de quatre milles de circonférence. / A environ cent
pieds du centre de la ville, sur une terrasse voisine de la rue qui se dirige vers le sud, sont cinq belles colonnes
corinthiennes qui ont soixante-trois pieds de bout en bout, huit pieds sept pouces de circonférence, et neuf pieds
trois pouces d'entre-colonnement, sans aucune apparence d'entablement ou de corniche, et sans liaison avec
aucun autre bâtiment. Tout près de là, on voit les ruines dřun édifice, à quarante-cinq pieds en arrière du
précédent, mais qui n'est pas placé parallèlement avec lui. De l'autre côté de la route, il y a un beau et grand
portique et des restes de colonnes. / A l'ouest, est un bâtiment carré de quarante et un pieds sur chaque face, avec
un grand portail du côté du nord, ayant dix pieds de large sur vingt de haut. Derrière ce bâtiment, il parait avoir
existé une cour de la même dimension, etc etc. Ibid 196: Au sud de ce dernier édifice [le palais Ŕ Beit-el-Serai]
se trouve la principale curiosité de Shohba: un théâtre bien conservé. Il est bâti sur un terrain en pente, et
l'hémicycle est entouré d'un mur de près de dix pieds d'épaisseur, dans lequel on a pratiqué neuf portes voûtées,
conduisant à l'intérieur. L'arène forme une demi-ellipse dont le plus court diamètre a trente-six pieds, et le plus
long quarante-six: la longueur de tout l'édifice est de soixante-dix pieds. Il y a dix rangs de gradins qui partent
presque du sol et qui ont vingt-deux pouces de large sur dix-huit de haut. [63 feet is tall for a column, but he
doesnřt say they are monoliths. Baedeker_1898_196 mentions baths in this area, a likely spot for tall columns;
but Robinson says 100 feet from the Ŗcentre de la ville,ŗ Baedeker 120 paces from the tetrapylon; although they
might not be measuring from the same spot.]
63
Monk_1851_II_284-285 Shahba (Philippopolis): Schurbah, another Druse town, surpassing in size and
magnificence both Gerash and Bozrah. Entering by the southern gate, which has three portals, we rode along the
principal street, nearly half a mile in length, and about forty feet in breadth, paved throughout with large flat
stones, the greater part being quite perfect, and as unincumbered as if Roman chariots were still in the habit of
passing through the city. As at Gerash the four principal streets intersect at right angles, albeit these are both
longer and broader; here too are four large pedestals for equestrian statues at the junction of the streets, one of
which has been thrown down; the other three are perfect and uninjured. There are four great gates in the city
walls, the circuit of which remains entire, though part of the masonry has fallen. Unlike Gerash, however, many
houses and public buildings are standing, while the stone doors and windows to this day move in their sockets.
These old Roman houses form the habitations of the Druses of the Hauraan, who dwell peaceably in cities once
renowned for beauty and splendour, now mere monuments of the instability of mighty empires. / On our way to
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the western gate, we examined seven Corinthian columns, the remnants of the portico and colonnade of a ruined
temple ŕ a theatre of great size and magnificence, larger than either of those at Gerash and Bozrah ŕ an
enormous bath supplied with water by an aqueduct, which crosses the valley to the eastern hills about half a
mile from the town ŕ a large forum, and many public as well as private edifices, two stories high, which
constitute the main features of the place. The side streets are all paved; and the general appearance of the town is
like that of Pompeii, but on a far grander scale.
64
Porter_1855_II_75-76 Hauran, Shahba, having already described the theatre: Continuing our course along the
street eastward, we soon came to the remains of a temple, with a portico of six columns, five of which are
standing complete; they have brackets for statues similar to those in the great colonnade at Palmyra. The
architecture is Corinthian, and the details executed with taste and skill. This temple faces the south; and opposite
it, on the other side of the street, was another building apparently similar in design, but it is now so covered over
with ruins and comparatively modern walls, that it is impossible to ascertain its extent and plan. The interior was
at one time fitted up as a church, with a dome supported upon pillars and arches.
65
Porter_1855_II_68 Shahba: We scrambled over the ruined wall beside a fine Roman gate, and, after watering
our horses at a large tank, partly filled with muddy water, we proceeded along a well-paved ancient street to the
residence of the sheikh. Here we found a large concourse of people, but the first to hold out the hand of
welcome was our kind host of the previous night, Sheikh Ass'ad.
66
Robinson_1838_196-197 near the baths: Les grandes rues qui partent de là sont pavées en pierre de taille,
parfaitement unies et admirablement ajustées. Elles ne font point des angles droits avec la route, mais sont
placées dans une direction un peu diagonale, comme pour leur donner plus de force; elles sont encore dans un
très-bon état de conservation. Il y a huit portes, dont chacune a une chaussée pavée de la même manière et
conduisant dans lřintérieur de la ville. Les quatre grandes rues conduisent aux portes qui regardent les points
cardinaux. Ces portes ont trois issues: une grande et deux plus petites de chaque côté pour les piétons.
67
Porter_1882_36, writing in 1865, Shahba: Crossing a rugged ravine, and ascending a steep bank, we reached
the walls of Shuhba. They are completely ruined, so much so, that the only way into the city is over them, beside
a beautiful Roman gateway, now blocked up with rubbish. Having entered, we proceeded along a well-paved
street ŕ the most perfect specimen of Roman pavement I had yet seen ŕ to the residence of the chief.
68
Rey_1861_83 Hauran, Shahba: dont lřenceinte commence à quelques minutes seulement de lřouad … Nous
suivons ensuite une des grandes rue dallées en lave, bordée tantôt de maisons druses, tantôt dřédifices ruinés.
69
Rey_1861_86-87 Hauran, Shahba, to the west of the town: Cřest de ce côté que se trouvent la plupart des
maisons habitées de Chobba. Ces maisons sont de misérables chaumières très-basses et qui paraissent dřautant
plus laides quřelles sont construites avec de magnifiques débris antiques.
70
Porter_1855_II_72 Shahba: Passing over immense heaps of hewn stones, mingled with broken columns and
fragments of richly-ornamented cornices, we arrived first at a large and curious building, and to reach it we
descended into the court of a house nearly fifteen feet below the level of the surface, so deep are the masses of
ruins; and here we found ancient pavement, and a large chamber with its stone door and roof complete. Over our
heads now towered a lofty curved wall of solid masonry without an opening. We followed it round till we
reached the front, which is towards the east. This was originally entirely open, the walls that encompassed the
other sides terminating abruptly, like the antae of a temple. A modern wall is thrown across it, and within
several families reside. In the centre of the building is a semi-circular apse 14 feet wide, and on each side of it a
niche for a statue. The total breadth of the building is 27 yards, and the depth about 20. In front of it is a large
open space; this was probably a circus, but it is now so much encumbered with ruins that we could not ascertain
whether there are still any remains of seats.
71
Porter_1882_37, writing in 1865, Shahba: Shuhba is almost entirely a Roman city ŕ the ramparts are Roman,
the streets have the old Roman pavement, Roman temples appear in every quarter, a Roman theatre remains
nearly perfect, a Roman aqueduct brought water from the distant mountains, inscriptions of the Roman age,
though in Greek, are found on every public building. A few of the ancient massive houses, with their stone
doors and stone roofs, yet exist, but they are in a great measure concealed or built over with the later and more
graceful structures of Greek and Roman origin. Though this city was nearly three miles in circuit, and abounded
in splendid buildings, its ancient name is lost, and its ancient history unknown. Its modern name is derived from
a princely Mohammedan family which settled here in the seventh century.
72
Graham_1858_241 Shahba: On my return to Shuhba I found the Druz chief sitting amongst his people in one
of the old temples of the place, which he made his summer residence. A grand feast was prepared in honour of
my safe return, and all the men of the place dropped in, one after another, to make their Selam to me.
73
Wright_1895_364: Shahba, the ancient Philippopolis, a city which gave to Rome the Emperor Philip the
Arabian, and gave to the Druzes the princely Koreish dynasty of Shehab. Shuhba contains many evidences of its
former greatness. Temples and columns and ruins of palatial buildings abound, and on the ridge is a theatre well
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preserved. The place is well deserving of a visit, and on the straight way to Damascus there are many other
interesting scenes and ruins; but I had been over the route previously, and so we proceeded to Rimet el-Lohf
with intent to cross the Lejah from east to west. [Plus the remains of a Roman bath, which he illustrates.]
74
Baedeker_1898_196: the ancient Philippopolis. Shohba possesses beautifully preserved streets, broader than
any others in the Hauran (some of them 25 ft.), and paved with long slabs which are still generally visible. At
the intersection of the two Main Streets, running from N. to S. and from E. to W., extensive remains of the four
corner columns of a Tetrapylon are still to be seen. From the numerous remains of columns one might almost
infer that a colonnaded street ran throughout the whole length of the town. The Town Walls are preserved in
many places. Each of the main streets terminated in a gate at each end; on the S. side of the town, however, the
wall contained two gates. Each of the Gates consists of two arches, separated by a pillar. About 120 paces to the
S. of the intersection of the streets are situated large Baths, containing lofty chambers. Beautiful fragments of
sculpture are still to be seen. Gutters for the water, and earthen pipes for conducting it to the different rooms, are
also still in existence. The hooks or cramps on the walls were used to secure the marble incrustation. The water
was conducted hither from a distance of about 12 M. by means of an aqueduct, five arches of which are still
preserved.
75
Rey_1861_92 Hauran, Shahba: les thermes de Chobba, dont les ruines imposantes rappellent ceux de
Caracalla à Rome; dans lřintérieur, des débris de voûtes encombrent plusieurs salles de leurs énormes fragments
… de toutes partes on remarque les traces des tenons qui ont servi à sceller des revêtements en marbre.
76
Rey_1861_92-93 Hauran, Shahba: Sur les deux côtés de la rue qui borne les thermes, se trouve une quantité
énorme de chapiteaux et de tronçons de colonnes dřordre ionique, et, bien que je nřen aie pas de preuve certaine,
je suis bien tenté de croire que cette rue était bordée, comme celles de Djerasch, de Palmyre et de Sebasteh, de
longue colonnades qui, à coup sûr, valaient bien les portiques modernes de nos rues à arcades.
77
Heber-Percy_1895_59-60 Shahba: After passing Tell Shihdn we crossed the Wady Liwa, here called Wady
Nimreh, and ascending the rocky path on the other side, arrived at the entering in of Shuhba, as thou comest
from the west. It is a strong walled town. The gateway, consisting of one large central arch, and one arch on
either side, is still in fair preservation. Looking back, the broad ancient road running straight away out from the
gate is easily discernible. Once inside the gate ŕ the central arch of which measures 15 feet 5 inches across, and
the two side arches 11 feet and 10 feet 9 inches respectively ŕ we emerged into the wide-paved main street of
Shuhba, 56 feet across. The houses which lined either side of the street are heaped in ruinous confusion; but the
line of the street ending in another that cuts across it at right angles is plainly to be seen. We continued our way,
slightly inclining to the right, and came to the wall of a large building still standing, and just beyond it to the
more perfect ruins of the theatre, the exterior walls of which are nearly intact. The stage and orchestra and the
tiers of seats still remain untouched by lime, together with the passage opening out by seven arched doors into a
corridor running three parts round the building, that gave access to the spectators./ Below the theatre we found
our camp pitched, as usual surrounded by a crowd of curious and inquisitive Druses. They all rose respectfully,
and greeted us with a courteous Naharac said (Good-day), which we answer with Naharac mubarek (A holy
day); and again the chief men advanced, and gave me the customary hand-grip. / The convulsion that destroyed
Shuhba must have been terrific. In many parts of the town, which is of considerable dimensions, stone seems to
have been hurled from stone with titanic force; streets of stone houses lie in ranks of heaped-up ruins. Columns,
capitals, and carvings lie strewn in every direction. Near the centre of the ruins on a raised stone platform stand
three Corinthian columns that have withstood the overthrow; they appear to have formed part of the exterior of a
temple. The large building that we first noticed has a semicircular end with niches on either side for statues. We
found three gates, one to the north-west, which we entered by, one to the east, and one to the south; both the
latter similar in character to the one I have already described. Many old coins were offered us here, dug up by
the Druses among the ruinsŕ they were mostly Roman and Greek ŕ but many were quite undecipherable.
78
Graham_1858_244 near Shahba: Bshennef must have been a place of considerable importance, not only
judging from the house-doors, which were more than usually ornamented, but also from a beautiful temple
which I saw there. I found many inscriptions deeply cut, in Greek, and all of which I copied. In this town was an
interesting example of how perfectly the old houses of Bashan are adapted to receive new tenants. Two months
before, the town was uninhabited, and like all those in that part, had been without inhabitants many a long year:
all that the Druzes had to do was to throw down a piece of matting, or those who could afford it, a piece of
carpet, and to bring with them the few cooking utensils of which they had need. This formed the entire furniture
of the houses; they then shut their stone doors and were secure against any sudden attacks of the Arabs. As soon
as the early rains fell they would begin to sow; as the corn ripened their difficulties would increase: they were
living on the very edge of the Desert, and this small body of men would have to defend their families, their
flocks, and their corn against the Arabs.
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Heber-Percy_1895_47-48: Afterwards we rode on towards Shuhba, our road running along the eastern side of
the Wady Liwa, and in an hour's time we reached the village of Deir Nileh, usually known as Deir. Here there
are some good arches with carvings, fine stone doors and windows, and many houses. All those in the best
repair are inhabited by the Druses, but the really large ones are partially demolished. We were impressed with
the idea that this exceedingly fine strong stonework must have been broken up by earthquakes; it appeared
impossible that the hand of man could have thrown these solid buildings into ruins. The lower houses with two
stories seem to have been less affected by the destructive cause; there you find the stairs outside, the double
stone doors, and window shutters, still turning easily on their pivots, let into holes in the sills of the lintels. The
windows themselves are formed of a single stone, frequently carved in a lineal pattern, with holes bored through
the interstices of the lines large enough to admit light and air, and too small to admit intruders. Inside some of
the rooms were stone cupboards. The upper floors of stone are laid on stone rafters supported on a series of
arches. The roofs are formed in the same way. Many houses are still almost in the state in which they were
abandoned centuries ago. We found three figures carved on one of the walls, apparently Palmyrene work, and an
inscription, ŖTannelos, son of Gaphalos.ŗ
80
Seetzen_1854_I_47, 1805, Mhadsche, Hauran: Ich machte eine Tour durch dies Dorf, worin nur 5-6
christliche Familien wohnen, und bemerkte unterschiedliche Ruinen, aber fast alle von Resten von Alterthümern
erbaut, etliche hübsche Karniesse, etliche Säulen, und in einem Gebäude ein paar schöngearbeitete Capitäle von
jonischer Ordnung. Indessen war kein einziges Gebäude, das mit denen in Szannamein zu vergleichen wäre. ŕ
Neben dem Dorfe ist ein beträchtlicher tiefer Teich, rund mit wild auf einander liegenden Bausteinen umgeben.
An einem ruinirten Gebäude bemerkte ich 3 Kreuze, zum Beweise, dass ein Theil der altern Ruinen von den
Christen herrührt. Ich konnte keine einzige Inschrift finden.
81
Till_1851_412 Hauran: Many of the houses erected at that remote period are still remaining in a
comparatively perfect state, and are occupied by the fellahs. The oppression of the government on the one hand,
and the frequent ravages of the Bedouins on the other, have had the most disastrous effects on a large proportion
of the country. Seventy villages, our travellers were told, had been destroyed or deserted within the last few
years; and unless some speedy change takes place, it is likely that the Haouran will become little better than a
desert, the more especially as its fruitfulness depends mainly upon regular artificial irrigation.
82
Robinson_1838_199-200, near Qanawat, 1.25hrs walk distant: Saleim, petit village à une lieue de distance de
la source. Nous nous y arrêtâmes un moment pour admirer un petit temple qui était sans doute, autrefois, d'une
belle architecture; il a soixante pieds sur quarante-cinq hors œuvre. On arrivait, par des degrés, à une porte
carrée, à l'extérieur de laquelle se trouvaient, au moins, deux colonnes corinthiennes, avec entablement,
corniche, etc., correspondant avec les autres belles colonnes qui entouraient l'édifice, et qui sont presque toutes
tombées. Il paraît avoir eu un fronton sur le côté des murs, avec une bordure étrusque, qui l'ornait en partie.
83
Porter_1855_II_83-84 Slim / Suleim, 1h 35m from Shahba: As soon as we halted I ascended to the top of the
first building we came to ŕ a beautiful temple ŕ and there had time and opportunity to examine the country
and take bearings … The town of Suleim is about a mile and a half in circumference, and contains the remains
of some large and important buildings; but most of them are now mere heaps of ruin. The structure on the top of
which I stood is one of great beauty. It is some distance from the town, on the north side. It had a small portico
of two colmnns between antae, supporting a finely-sculptured pediment, now lying in confused heaps on the
ground in front. The whole interior must have been profusely decorated, as it is completely filled with large
blocks covered with bas-reliefs of flowers and fruit, with wreaths of vine. In later ages it had been fitted up as a
church, in a similar manner to the building already described in Shuka.
84
Merrill_1881_32-33 Slim / Suleim: Suleim, about one hour north-west of Kunawat, is interesting because it
contains one of the most beautiful temples which still exist in the Hauran. The walls have fallen into the temple
itself, and nearly fill it; in most cases elsewhere the fallen stones have, to a great extent, been taken away and
used for other purposes. / In 1812, Burckhardt found this place deserted. In 1820, George Robinson found it
occupied by a number of families. At present it is inhabited by Druzes, and is quite a flourishing although not a
large town. Mr. Robinson speaks of seeing many Greek inscriptions here, but I found none except those given
by Waddington, which I verified.
85
Porter_1882_39, writing in 1865, Slim: Suleim, a small but ancient town, containing the remains of a
beautiful temple, and some other imposing buildings. A few Druses, who find ample accommodation in the old
houses, gathered round us, and pressed us to accept of their hospitality. We were compelled to decline, and after
examining a group of remarkable subterranean cisterns, we mounted again and turned eastward up a picturesque
valley to Kunawat.
86
Thomson_1886_478: We have fallen temples and prostrate churches on either hand. Nearly every hamlet has
some of those monuments to show, and I feel as though we were travelling through wonderland with the
fossilized antiquities of by-gone ages and untold generations crumbling to ruin all around and about us. / There
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is nothing to suggest such melancholy thoughts in the appearance of this temple at Suleim which we are now
approaching. / It is indeed a beautiful edifice, though the cornice is, perhaps, too lofty and quite overburdened
with architectural ornamentation. One is surprised to find it in such an isolated position. / The walls of the
temple are still standing and nearly perfect, with the exception of the central portion and the portico on the east
side, where there has been a perfect avalanche of large stones, occasioned by the falling in of the roof and the
upper parts of the walls. The temple appears to have been profusely decorated, judging from the number of these
large blocks covered with scroll-work, and garlands and wreaths of fruits, flowers, and leaves in bass-relief. On
one of the stones found in front of the temple there is a well-preserved Greek inscription of six lines, the last of
which is to the effect that this temple was erected by Sadus of Neapolis. From which it has been supposed that
Suleim occupies the site of the Episcopal city of that name, whose bishop was present at the councils of
Chalcedon and Constantinople.
87
Butler_1930_95, expedition of 1909, in the Ledja: While making our way to camp at Brekeh, just within the
Ledja, we passed a wonderful ruin at a place called Slem, where I recognized the original of a photograph that I
had seen among those taken by an enterprising photographer in Beirut. I knew that the building had not been
published, and we resolved to return here on the following day. Therefore we entered the great lava-field late in
the day, by an opening in its south end made for an ancient Roman road. We spent the night at Brekeh and
returned to Slem in the morning, without having become acquainted with the real nature of the country into
which we had moved. On the way to Slem we stopped at a ruin called Tell id-Dibbeh, on a small plateau girt
about with a wall that may be of prehistoric origin and having a good spring at its foot. There were no remains
here of later days. We spent most of the day in Slem, studying the ruins of the very remarkable temple and
copying inscriptions. It was cold and windy all day, and we were glad to get back to the camp at Brekeh. This is
a rather small village of the Druses on the site of an ancient town. Most of the ancient remains here have been
broken up for building purposes, either in the Middle Ages, or recently by the present inhabitants. The only ruin
that preserves any of its original character is that of a small temple of the late Roman period, which seems to
have been used as a mosque at one time. From Brekeh we made excursions to Der il-Leben, on the edge of the
lava-fields, and Djdiyeh towards the northwest. The former is a deserted early Christian ruin of little importance,
serving now as a quarry: the latter is a disappointing place, inhabited by a small colony of Druses, showing a
few ancient buildings of the poorer class and offering a small number of inscriptions.
88
Porter_1855_II_40 Hauran: we rode up the hill-side, through fine grain-fields, to Hit, which we reached in
half an hour. We were led immediately to the house of Sheikh Ass'ad ŘAmer, who received us with every
demonstration of respect and welcome, having come out to the gate of his courtyard to meet us. We were
ushered into the reception-room, a mean, half-ruinous, and dirty apartment, where a crowd of villagers and
others were assembled. The massive stone roof was supported by antique columns, and in the centre of the floor
was a square hearth, sunk about six inches below the rough pavement. Here blazed and crackled an immense
fire of charcoal.
89
Porter_1855_I_49 Hit: ancient streets in Hit can be traced, notwithstanding the masses of ruins and rubbish
that have accumulated in them during the course of ages. They are narrow and tortuous, and thus bear a marked
contrast to those of other towns in this region which are manifestly of Roman origin, or at least were
reconstructed in the Roman age. The houses are all massive and simple in plan, with stone roofs supported on
arches, and stone doors. Some of the latter are finely panelled, and otherwise ornamented with tasteful
mouldings.
90
Porter_1855_II_37 Hauran: Hiyat is built on the gentle slope of the hill-side, in the form of a quadrangle, and
is somewhat less than a mile in circumference. The houses are all constructed of roughly hewn stones,
uncemented, but closely jointed. They are massive and simple in their plan, giving evidence of remote antiquity.
The present inhabitants have selected the most convenient and comfortable chambers, and in these have settled
down without alterations or additions. The roofs are all of stone, like those of Burak, and so also are the doors;
but I observed in one or two places that the stone doors had been removed and wooden ones substituted. There
is no structure in the village with any pretension to architectural beauty; but on the eastern side, near a large
tank, there are ruins with fragments of ornamented cornices and pediments: these are now so completely
destroyed that it is impossible to ascertain even the plan of the original building.
91
Schumacher_1889_210-217 on Tuffas: depression. It contains about 100 stone houses, some of which are in
ruins, and the rest are occupied by a population of about 250 Muhammedans. In the extreme west of the village
are the Medany and Jam'aah … The Jam'aah … is very evidently modern, and every column has a different base
and a different capital, and they are set up with no regard to architectural rule or symmetry. The mouldings are
Roman in style, but modified somewhat, as is always the case in the Hauran, and without doubt originally
formed part of a Christian church … The sheikh's house at Tuffas, near the Jam'aah, is an ancient building,
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which, to judge by the large well-squared stones of which its walls are built, and the style of architecture of the
southern façade, must originally have been a Christian church or monastery.
92
Seetzen_1859_IV_65-71 commentary by Kruse et al: Atil; Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_102-106 for
Atil.
93
Porter_1882_54, writing in 1865: Descending from Kenath, I saw, about a mile to the right, the deserted town
of Atyl. Burckhardt and one or two others visited it, but I. was compelled from want of time to pass it by. It
contains some fine buildings, among which are two beautiful temples nearly perfect. One of them was built in
the fourteenth year of the Emperor Antonine (A.D. 150), as a Greek inscription tells us. Like Kenath, this city
was in a great measure rebuilt during the Roman age, and consequently there are not many of the very ancient
massive houses now remaining. Further down on the plain I saw Rimeh and Welgha, two deserted towns.
94
Burckhardt_1822_25041812B: In one hour we passed Seleim, which in 1810 was inhabited by a few poor
Druses, but is now abandoned. Here are the ruins of a temple, built with much smaller stones than any I had
observed in the construction of buildings of a similar size in the Haouran. On the four outer corners were
Corinthian pilasters … On the S.E. side of Aatyl stands the other temple, which is of small dimensions but of
elegant construction. It has a portico of two columns and two pilasters, each of which has a projecting base for a
statue, elevated from the ground about one-third of the height of the column, like the pillars of the great
colonnade at Palmyra. The columns are Corinthian, but not of the best time of that order. The interior of the
temple consists of an apartment with several arches without any ornaments; but the gate is covered with
sculpture. The two pilasters forming the portico have inscriptions on their bases … Near the other pilaster is an
inscription upon two broken stones, lying near each other; these stones appear to have been formerly joined, and
to have formed part of the base of the pilaster, and the inscription seems to have been a copy of the former.
95
Lindsay_II_1838_154 Atil: We reached El Kasr, as he called the little temple, south of the town, at half-past
five; it is the most beautiful little building I saw in the Hauran; the portico is supported by two Corinthian
pillars, the portal adorned with beautifully sculptured friezes of vine-leaves, and the cornice is very handsome.
Niches, with semi-domes sculptured like shells, relieve the deadness of the wall on each side of the door. A
Druse family live in the temple. The other El Kasr, or temple, to the north of the town, is neat, but far inferior to
this. The Druses here struck us as particularly respectable and gentlemanlike.
96
Robinson_1838_204-205: petit village druse au milieu d'un bois. Les ruines qu'on y voit ont à peu près un
mille de circonférence. Les bâtimens sont anciens, encore debout en grande partie, couverts de toits en pierre et
habités. Au couchant, se trouve une arcade d'une belle architecture, ayant fait partie d'un temple de petite
dimension, où se rendaient peut-être des oracles. Quelques fragmens de colonnes, de frises et de bordures
étrusques gisent çà et là dans son enceinte. / Sur un monticule au sud et hors de la ville, est un petit temple
semblable à celui de Saleim, avec un portique de quatre colonnes, à dix ou douze pieds du mur du fond, qui se
termine aux angles par des pilastres d'ordre corinthien. La porte est carrée par le haut, et supérieurement
sculptée tout autour. Nous ne vîmes pas l'intérieur qui était habité.
97
Rey_1861_152 Atil, temple: Jřai le regret de ne pouvoir faire le plan de ce joli monument, dont lřintérieur sert
de maison aux Druses. [He spends his evening developing and fixing the photos he took at the site.]
98
Thomson_1886_495 ŘAtil: 'Atil is occupied at present by a few Druse families, and a portion of this temple, in
the south-eastern part of the village, has been converted into a dwelling, and is now the residence of the sheikh
of the place. The temple, constructed of hard basalt, stood upon a platform or stylobate about ten feet high. It
was small but well-proportioned, and the shell-work and other ornamental carving about the front was rich and
beautifully executed. The order of architecture is Corinthian, and the walls of the temple projected on either side
of the portico, which consisted of two fluted columns, with two plain ones in front and square pilasters or antae
at the corners of the edifice. There are brackets nearly half-way up the pillars and columns, apparently placed
there for statues.
99
Euting_1896_19 in the Ledja, near Schuhbah: Der Schech liess sich nicht nehmen uns noch ein Stück Wegs
zu begleiten, und nöthigte uns, wenn auch nur kurz in seinem Hause abzusteigen. In einem der schwarzen
Ruinenhaufen (Hasem) hatte er sich das beste alte Steinhaus ausgesucht, und darin seine Familie, bestehend aus
einer Frau, einem Knaben Hämid und einem Mädchen Namens Metalle, in Sicherheit gebracht. In der
Zwischenzeit, während die Frau einen Cafe bereitete, durchstöberte ich die Ruinen nach Inschriften, fand aber
nur verschiedene Kreuze auf den Oberschwellen der Thüren. Das grösste der Gebäude, mit mehreren Säulen
geschmückt, trug oben auf dem Dach eine ringsum mit Stufen versehene Terrasse, und wurde von dem Schech
als Betplatz benamst.
100
Merrill_1881_46-47: In 'Atil, which is one-half, or possibly three-quarters, of an hour from Kunawat, in a
south-west direction, we find inscriptions in honor of the Emperors Caracalla and Geta, also of the deities
Cronos, Yasaeathos, and Theandrios, and a centurion of the Third Cyreniac Legion is likewise mentioned. The
inscription on the base of the corner pillar on the left of the temple, as here represented, is dated in the
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fourteenth year of the Emperor Antoninus Pius, which corresponds to A. D. 151. On the pillars and on the two
Corinthian columns between them, there were brackets for statues. On the right, a portion of an arched window
appears, and the ornamentation is elegant. The material is the usual basalt rock of the Lejah. Arabs or Druzes
have fitted up these ruins for a dwelling, and this, at present, is the residence of the sheikh. Vines grow m the
common mud which he has used as mortar, and the contrast between the present and the remote past, as here
presented, is very striking.
101
Porter_1855_II_109-110: the grey ruins of 'Atil may be seen rising up amid the dense foliage. / Burckhardt's
statement about the statues led me to make inquiries everywhere regarding them. We were, consequently, first
shown those scattered among the ruins on the summit of the ridge; and we were now informed that two statues
of slaves were in a house between this temple and the city. On reaching the place we were ushered down into a
dark cellar, and, when a light was procured, were led about tlirough extensive subterranean apartments in search
of the figures. Our search was in vain, until the mistress of the mansion came and led us to the spot; and there,
on stones in the vaulted roof, pointed out two faces in alto-rilievo, beautifully executed, but now black with dust
and the smoke of torches. Though we were disappointed in the statues, we were interested in these vast
subterranean chambers that exist in sucli numbers in this land.
102
Wright_1895_320 Atil: In Atil, the ancient Athila, there are two temples and many inscriptions, one of which
was addressed to the Idumean god Theandrias, who was worshipped elsewhere in Bashan, especially in Bosra.
Several broken statues, some of them equestrian, are lying about, and there is one fine bust built into a garden
wall.
103
Seetzen_1854_I_77, 1805, Suweida: In der Stadt ist eine beträchtliche Kirche, worin 8 Säulen. Das Dach
scheint aus Basaltbalken bestanden zu haben. Ueber der Hausthüre ist eine alte griechische Inschrift, gut
erhalten, aber zu sehr mit Lichenen bewachsen. Daneben sieht man die Basare. Ausser dieser ist noch eine
grössere Kirche, welche vermuthlich die bischöfliche Kirche war. Sie hatte 2 Reihen hoher korinthischer Säulen,
welche aber alle umgestürzt sind. Ein Gebäude daneben scheint gleichfalls eine Kirche gewesen zu seyn. Noch
ist eine andere Kirche vorhanden, welche aber weniger bedeutend ist. ŕ Das Merkwürdigste in diesem Orte
sind ausser einem kleinen Gebäude, welches man Mach käme nennt, und das ungemein sorgfaltig gebaut und
antik ist (fast das Ansehn von einem Diwan), die Ruinen eines schönen Tempels, wovon noch 10 Säulen stehen,
die schön gearbeitet sind, fast mit korinthischer Schönheit; aber die Knäufe sind kaum halb so lang, als an den
gewöhnlichen, und unter denselben ist ein Perlenkranz. Mehrere sind zerbrochen. Auch von dem schönen
Gebälke ist ein Theil erhalten. Die Quadern sind ungemein sorgfältig gearbeitet und gross. An einem Ende sind
2 Thüren von schöner Arbeit. Ich bedauere sehr, dass ich keine Inschrift finden konnte. Die Wohnung des
Schechs, eines Drusen, steht daneben. Es fliesst eine kleine Quelle vorbey.
104
Buckingham_1825_232 Suweida: Soeeda contains about 200 families, of whom 30 are Christians, and all the
rest Druses, there being no Mohammedans settled here. This town was apparently once as large as Bosra, being
nearly three miles in circumference, judging from the extent of the ruins scattered about the foot of the hill on
which it stands. It was surrounded with towns and villages in every direction, and the communication between it
and Bosra was over a large public road, like that between this last named city and Salghud. It is now, however,
in almost as ruined a state as either of the cities near which it stood; even those dwellings which are inhabited by
the 200 families settled here, being in a most dilapidated state, and some of them half destroyed. [Then describes
several ruined and columned buildings in the town.]
105
Robinson_1838_206-207, Suweida: Soueida était jadis une des plus grandes villes du pays; ses ruines ont au
moins quatre milles de tour. On y remarque entre autres une rue courant en droite ligne pendant environ un quart
de mille et dont les maisons de chaque côté sont encore debout. L'espace intermédiaire est extrêmement étroit et
ne laisse de passage que pour une seule personne ou une bête de somme. De chaque côté se trouve un trottoir
étroit, et en plusieurs endroits il y a des salles voûtées et ouvertes, qu'on suppose avoir été des boutiques. Cette
rue commence à l'extrémité supérieure de la ville, près d'une grande porte voûtée construite en travers. Plus bas,
nous vîmes un élégant édifice, vis-à-vis d'une fontaine, qui est en forme de croissant; sa façade présente une
espèce de niche dans l'intérieur de laquelle sont trois autres niches de moindre dimension. Autour du toit, qui est
plat, il y a une inscription grecque que je ne pus copier parce que j'avais le soleil dans les yeux. Non loin de là,
est un ancien monument de cent cinquante pieds sur quarante à l'intérieur, traversé d'arcades posant sur des
colonnes irrégulières. Il sert aujourd'hui de mosquée. Etc etc
106
Porter_1855_II_123 Hauran, Suweida: We pursued our course, winding among piled-up ruins; ruins, nothing
but ruins, and desolation, and faded grandeur, and present misery, and filth, met our view. The modern
habitations are the lower stories of the ancient houses, and the whole surface has become so deeply covered with
the fallen structures, that most of the people seem to be residing in caves … / As we passed the houses, too,
portly women and coy girls peeped at us with one eye over their long white veils, and laughingly pointed out to
each other some wondrous oddity about our dress.
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Porter_1882_55-56, Suweida, writing in 1865: We visited a Corinthian peristyle; a Roman gateway at the
end of a straight street, nearly a mile in length, and paved throughout; the ruins of a temple of the age of Trajan;
the remains of a very large church, within whose crumbling walls is the modern Christian burying-ground; a
mosque, the roof of which was once supported on marble columns, doubtless rifled from an old church, or a still
older temple. Then we inspected the ruins of a fountain, of an opera, and of a large theatre; and we saw two
immense reservoirs, anciently supplied by aqueducts which brought water from the neighbouring mountains. /
Verily the destroyer has been long at work in this old city! Here are ruins heaped upon the top of ruins; temples
transformed into churches; churches again transformed into mosques, and mosques now dreary and desolate.
Inscriptions were here, side by side, recording each transformation, and showing how the same building was
dedicated first to Jove, then to St. George, and finally to Mohammed. We walked on after our little guide,
winding among vast heaps of ruins ŕ ruins, nothing but ruins, and desolation, and rent walls, and fallen
columns. The modern dwellings are just the lower stories of the ancient houses, which have been cleared out
and occupied; and the whole site has become so deeply covered with fallen structures, that the people seem, for
the most part, to be residing in caves.
108
Rey_1861_158- Suweida, church in the main square: le plus beau morceau dřarchitecture du Bas-Empire que
nous ayons rencontré dans tout le Haouran.
109
Thomson_1886_498-499 Suweida: There is a larger reservoir south-west of the village, called Birket el Haj
because formerly it was one of the watering-places of the Mecca pilgrims. Both reservoirs were lined with stone,
and stone steps led down to the bottom of them. Above us on the left, at the east end of the town, are the remains
of a temple, once surrounded by a colonnade of twenty-two Corinthian columns, only about half of which now
remain standing. From the disposition of the columns, their various styles of workmanship, and different
dimensions, the entire edifice was apparently constructed out of materials which belonged to other and more
ancient structures. / When I was here, several years ago, the interior was a mass of ruins, but it has recently been
transformed into the divan of the sheikh, whose humble dwelling is just east of it. / The main street commences
near this temple, at a large gate-way probably intended for a triumphal arch, and leads down towards the southwest through the midst of the town, with fallen houses on either side, and the ruins of several public edifices that
merit attention in passing. This semicircular structure, with niches and Corinthian pilasters, a short distance
below the gate-way, was probably a nymphaeum, or a public bath.
110
Porter_1855-II_122, Suweida: a massive peristyle beside the sheikh's house. The columns are clumsy, and
the Corinthian capitals in bad taste; the cornice too is poor, and is not uniform all round, and even the columns
are of different dimensions and workmanship. The whole edifice was probably constructed out of more ancient
materials.
111
Oppenheim_1899_189: Suweda ist durch seine Lage zum Vorort des Haurän bestimmt und von den Türken
mit gutem Vorbedacht als Sitz der Centralregierung des Haurän-Bezirkes ausersehen. Schon zu Porters Zeit
wohnte hier der mächtigste Drusenschech des Haurän, damals (1853) der Familie der Hamdän zugehörig.
Suwedä ist der bevölkertste drusische Ort des südlichen Haurän, zu meiner Zeit mögen hier mehrere Hundert
Familien ansässig gewesen sein, unter ihnen auch einige Christen. Mitten in der Stadt sahen wir auf der
Plattform eines Hauses sogar einen europäisch gekleideten Effendi, einen christlichen Militärarzt, der
gleichzeitig Privatpraxis ausübte.
112
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_88-102 for Suweida.
113
Dentzer-Feydy_1998_201, Rîmet Hâzem, 7km NW of Suweida: Ce site n'apparaît pas dans la publication de
Melchior de Vogué consacré à la Syrie centrale, mais dans son carnet de voyage il a noté à Rîmet Hâzem: "II y a
un petit temple à l'est du village. Il a une cella presque carrée sans colonnes, ornée de pilastres plats de très peu
de relief avec des chapiteaux corinthiens. La porte reste, elle est très richement ornée de pampres et de fleurs. Il
y avait apparemment en haut de la cella une frise d'ornement à méandres, dont il y a à terre de nombreux
fragments. Près de la porte, on voit les places où étaient clouées des plaques de marbre ou de métal, qui
portaient des inscriptions. La porte peut avoir été en pierre, à en juger par les grands trous de gonds." W.H.
Waddington, qui l'a visité le 24 juin 1864, dernier visiteur attesté avant la destruction du monument, notait dans
son carnet: "un peu à l'est du village, on voit les ruines d'un petit temple." Depuis, et probablement dès la fin du
XIXe siècle, ce temple a été détruit puisque ce site, pourtant peu distant de Suweidâ et d'Atîl, ne semble pas
avoir attiré les voyageurs. Nous l'avons visité en 1985, en 1988 et en 1997. Entre ces deux premières dates,
l'emplacement du temple a été en partie recouvert par une route asphaltée et les blocs qui étaient restés sur place
après la destruction de l'édifice, ont été déplacés et déposés à proximité des maisons voisines.
114
Burckhardt_1822_17111810, Qanawat: We rode to the ruined city called Kanouat, two hours to the N.E. of
Soueida; the road lying through a forest of stunted oaks and Zarour trees, with a few cultivated fields among
them. Kanouat is situated upon a declivity, on the banks of the deep Wady Kanouat, which flows through the
midst of the town, and whose steep banks are supported by walls in several places. To the S.W. of the town is a
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copious spring. On approaching Kanouat from the side of Soueida, the first object that struck my attention was a
number of high columns, upon a terrace, at some distance from the town; they enclosed an oblong square fifteen
paces in breadth, by twenty-nine in length. There were originally six columns on one side, and seven on the
other, including the corner columns in both numbers; at present six only remain, and the bases of two others;
they are formed of six pieces of stone, and measure from the top of the pedestal to the base of the capital twentysix feet; the height of the pedestal is five feet; the circumference of the column six feet. The capitals are elegant,
and well finished. On the northern side was an inner row of columns of somewhat smaller dimensions than the
outer row; of these one only is standing. Within the square of columns is a row of subterraneous apartments.
These ruins stand upon a terrace ten feet high, on the N. side of which is a broad flight of steps. [These were
column drums, not monolith shafts.]
115
Buckingham_1825_244-245 Qanawat: The rock rises steeply behind this theatre of Gunnawat, which
appears to have rested on it for support, another striking feature of resemblance with the theatre to which it has
been already compared, and from which probably it may have been copied. This theatre is smaller than either of
those at Geraza, but its situation is much more pleasing, as the valley below it must have been always cool and
shady, and the noise of the water running by it peculiarly soothing and agreeable. / Although the principal
edifices at Gunnawat are much destroyed, and the whole of them in a state of ruin, it is remarkable that there are
no appearances of Mohammedan works erected over these, or out of their fragments, as is the case in almost all
the other cities and towns in this eastern region. The presence of the theatre indicates with certainty that this was
once a settlement of the Romans, when the whole of this country was annexed to the empire as one of its
colonies: and many of the principal edifices were certainly Roman temples for the worship of their particular
deities. In the course of events, these came to be converted into Christian places of worship by the Greeks of the
Lower Empire, who probably engrafted the emblem of the cross on what were originally Pagan edifices, and
also affixed many of their inscriptions on such buildings at the period of their being dedicated to the service of
their new faith. But no Arabic or Saracen works were seen amidst all the numerous and varied assemblage of
ruins here: so that it is probable, at least, that it might have escaped them in the fury of their conquests. I know
of no place that would furnish a richer harvest to a traveller possessed of leisure and the means of research than
this; and I had again to feel deep and poignant regret at the circumstances which made it impossible for me to
prosecute my enquiries with that minuteness which I had ardour enough to desire, and should have had
perseverance enough to accomplish, had but time and fortune, with a freedom from other engagements, justified
the pursuit.
116
Buckingham_1825_243 Qanawat: we again ascended, but in a southern direction, leaving the stream on our
left, and saw many vestiges of Roman building, with water-works, stone doors, and fallen columns. On the hill
we observed a large Corinthian edifice, called Deer Aioobe [House of Job]: it faces east and west, and at the
western front are sculptured doorways, the vine-leaf and grape being in high relief, and the cross placed in the
centre of the device, though this might perhaps have been subsequently added; the masonry is particularly good;
but I observed here a peculiarity that I had never before remarked, some of the blocks used in the building being
sculptured with a pattern of diagonal cross lines. / To the southward of this, is another fine Corinthian temple,
like the peripteral temple of Jupiter at Geraza in its general design. It fronts the north, is seventy paces long by
thirty-five paces broad, and had a fine portico in front. The walls of this building, both on the inside and the
outside were quite plain; the western wall is still standing in perfect order, being from thirty to forty feet high,
and about six feet in thickness. The pillars of this edifice were four spans in diameter, and the style is more
chaste than that of the buildings generally seen in this part of the country. It is surrounded by other Roman
buildings on both sides, but among all these I saw no inscription, though it must be admitted that the very hasty
glance which I was forced to take of the whole rendered it probable that many might have existed, although they
did not meet my observation. The buildings here spoken of stood on so elevated a position as to command the
whole extent of the Hauran in one view to the westward; and from the mixture of wood and water, with the fine
mountain air which it enjoyed in great purity, must have formed a delightful place of residence. Etc etc
117
Robinson_1838_201-202, Qanawat: A la partie supérieure de la ville, vers le sud, sont les principales ruines;
ce sont, suivant toute apparence, celles d'un palais. On y voit encore de grands appartemens ornés de colonnes.
On arrive à celui du sud par un escalier qui conduit à une belle porte sculptée. Celui du nord, qui avait soixantesept pieds de large, et dont la façade était un peu plus profonde, possédait un rang de colonnes, distantes du mur
d'environ douze pieds. Il ne reste plus que celle du coin, qui est appuyée contre un arc-boutant carré. Au faîte
était une corniche avec une bordure étrusque; sur le mur du fond, à moitié de sa hauteur, était une projection
semblable à celles de Shohba. Près de l'angle, une porte de quatorze pieds de large, située à dix-sept pieds de
l'encoignure, s'ouvre sur une colonnade d'ordre corinthien, dont il reste huit colonnes qui ont huit pieds et demi
de circonférence, et six et demi d'entre-colonnement. Parallèle à cette façade regardant le nord, et à huit pieds en
arrière, se trouve le second grand appartement, dont la façade est à trente-cinq pieds en arrière du premier, et qui
a soixante-onze pieds neuf pouces de long, sur quarante-sept de large. Les portes ont douze pieds d'ouverture.
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Elles sont carrées par le haut et remarquablement belles. A sept pieds des jambages et sur la même ligne, sont
deux colonnes à la même distance, formant corridor; tout autour du mur, règne un rang de colonnes qui ne sont
ni toscanes, ni doriques, et surmontées d'une corniche unie; elles ont sept pieds et demi de circonférence et six
d'entre-colonnement. Immédiatement derrière, et joint à cet appartement, il s'en trouve un autre de même
dimension, avec une galerie de pareilles colonnes, des arcades courant de l'une à l'autre, des arêtes joignant le
mur oriental aux colonnes, et une niche de vingt-six pieds de large de ce côté. Ces galeries paraissent avoir été
couvertes à l'intérieur.
118
Rey_1861_129 Qanawat: nous gravissons donc une rue qui longe l'escarpement de l'ouad au bord duquel est
placé Kennaouat, d'où il tire son nom. Cette rue a conservé son pavé antique et nous conduit à une espèce
d'acropole qui domine la ville et qui renferme les principales ruines ... L'ensemble des débris antiques présente
un aspect imposant. A gauche se trouve es-Seraï (le palais), s'élevant sur les ruines d'un palais qui date sans
doute des jours de l'ancienne Canatha. Il n'en reste plus qu'une porte richement sculptée ... ainsi que trois
colonnes corinthiennes qui ne sont pas d'équerre avec la façade de l'édifice actuel. Cet édifice, tout composé de
débris antiques, est venu s'implanter sur un autre monument à l'époque du Bas-Empire; ce fut sans doute le
palais épiscopal des évêques de Canatha dont il est fait mention dans les actes des conciles.
119
Robinson_1838_203, Qanawat: La route est aussi pavée de ces mêmes belles pierres. Vers le sud, à environ
trois cents pieds de distance, il existe un petit temple avec une porte d'un travail exquis, ouvrant au nord. Sur la
même ligne que les jambages de la porte, sont deux colonnes corinthiennes soutenant le portique intérieur, qui a
trois pieds de large, à l'extérieur duquel sont quatre autres colonnes corinthiennes qui ont dix pieds de
circonférence et six pieds et demi d'entre-colonnement; la distance qui sépare les deux colonnes intérieures est
de sept pieds et demi. Une belle corniche taillée règne tout autour. Ce temple a cinquante pieds de large, et
quarante-quatre pieds neuf pouces à l'intérieur, qui est encombré de fragmens de colonnes plus petites, avec une
frise supportant soit un toit entier sur des arcades, soit une galerie couverte autour des murs. Devant le temple,
était une grande cour bien pavée, avec une citerne en dessous, dont la couverture était soutenue par des arcades.
A l'est, est un mur en pierre de taille, d'environ sept pieds de haut avec deux appuis carrés faisant saillie, et assez
solides pour avoir supporté des statues ou autres ornemens.
120
Robinson_1838_203-204, Qanawat: Un peu à l'ouest, est une partie des murs de la ville, élevés de douze
pieds, droits, perpendiculaires et d'un style parfait. A cent toises environ, dans la direction de l'ouest-sud-ouest,
se trouve un autre temple formé de deux rangs de colonnes corinthiennes, parallèles les unes aux autres: celles
de l'intérieur sont plus petites que celles de l'extérieur, et posent sur une plate-forme élevée de huit pieds et
demi, qui se trouve dans l'intérieur de la première ligne.
121
Baedeker_1876 Qanawat: Crossing heaps of ruins, we next come to a Temple, a 'prostylos', with a portico of
four huge columns still standing and about 32 ft. high … Near this temple lie fragments of numerous roughly
executed statues, and there seems to have been a Hippodrome here.
122
Porter_1855_II_110 Hauran: Such are the ruins of Kunawat as they now exist; and my reader will agree with
me in stating that there are but few ancient sites in Syria that surpass it in the extent and importance of its
monuments. It is not, like some of the other cities we have visited, without a name or a history; its annals,
though few and very general, date back more than three thousand years, and for nearly two thousand it ranked
among the principal cities of the province.
123
Porter_1855_II_91 Hauran, Qanawat: After leaving the sheikh's house we walked up a street along the brow
of the ravine; the ancient pavement is in excellent preservation. On the right are ruins of large private houses,
solidly and elegantly built. The stone doors especially attracted my attention, as most of them are panelled and
have ornamental mouldings, while a few are adorned with wreaths and fruit in bas-relief. I observed an ancient
aqueduct running parallel to the street. This must have been a favourite quarter with the chief men of the city,
for the private mansions appear to have been all spacious and expensively built.
124
Porter_1855_II_98 Qanawat: A short distance above the theatre is a little temple, erected over a fountain, or
small reservoir, into which the water flows from two ducts at the sides. In the centre there appears to have been
a jet dřeau. From this building a series of steps hewn in the rock leads up to the ruins of a massive tower of
rustic masonry, but apparently of an earlier age than the Roman rule in Syria. Within it are several stone doors
of great beauty, with panels and fretted mouldings, and bas-reliefs of flowers and fruit. In one of them I
observed a place for a lock and also a keyhole! A short distance eastward are the lower walls of a circular tower
of excellent masonry and high antiquity. It is 84 feet in circumference. In the distance I could see from this spot
several other round towers, which I suppose are of a similar kind, but what they were originally intended for I
could not tell.
125
Porter_1882_41-42, writing in 1865, ruins very near Qanawat: A few minutes' ride brought us to the brow of
a hill commanding a view of Kunawat. On the left was a deep dark ravine, and on the sloping ground along its
western bank lie the ruins of the ancient city. The wall, still in many places almost perfect, follows the top of the
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cliffs for nearly a mile, and then sweeps round in a zigzag course, enclosing a space about half a mile wide. The
general aspect of the city is very striking ŕ temples, palaces, churches, theatres, and massive buildings whose
original use we cannot tell, are grouped together in picturesque confusion; while beyond the walls, in the glen,
on the summits and sides of wooded peaks, away in the midst of oak forests, are clusters of columns and
massive towers, and lofty tombs. The leading streets are wide and regular, and the roads radiating from the city
gates are unusually numerous and spacious.
126
Porter_1882_42-43, writing in 1865, Qanawat: We spent the afternoon and some hours of the next day in
exploring Kenath [i.e. Kanawat]. Many of the ruins are beautiful and interesting. The highest part of the site was
the aristocratic quarter. Here is a noble palace, no less than three temples, and a hippodrome once profusely
adorned with statues. In no other city of Palestine did I see so many statues as there are here, Unfortunately they
are all mutilated; but fragments of them ŕ heads, legs, arms, torsos, with equestrian figures, lions, leopards, and
dogs ŕ meet one on every side. A colossal head of Ashteroth, sadly broken, lies before a little temple, of which
probably it was once the chief idol … The tombs of Kenath are similar to those of Palmyra ŕ high square
towers divided into stories, each story containing a single chamber, with recesses along the sides for bodies.
About a quarter of a mile west of the city is a beautiful peripteral temple of the Corinthian order, built on an
artificial platform. Many of the columns have fallen, and the walls are much shattered; but enough remains to
make this one of the most picturesque ruins in the whole country.
127
Rey_1861_130 Qanawat: Enfin, quelques pas plus loin, nous arrivons au bord d'une citerne jadis couverte de
dalles en grande partie brisées aujourd'hui, et qui, portées par cinq rangées de trois arcades chacune, forment
ensemble la voûte d'un magnifique impluvium, et le parvis du beau temple prostyle dont les imposants débris
s'offrent à nos regards. Un tremblement de terre paraît avoir contribué puissamment à la ruine de ce magnifique
spécimen de l'époque des Séleucides. Car, n'en déplaise à M. Porter, qui voudrait en faire l'ornement du parc de
quelque villa, cet édifice est antérieur aux autres ruines qui remplissent l'acropole, comme je l'établirai dans la
suite par un argument irréfutable. A droite de ce temple, l'auteur que je viens de citer indique les restes d'un
hippodrome que nous y cherchons en vain. Il est bien vrai que les Druses cultivent là une bande de terre
décrivant à peu près un ovale, et qui, plus étroite à une extrémité qu'à l'autre, est occupée, au centre, par un
énorme monceau de débris de toutes sortes. Mais à coup sûr ces ruines n'ont jamais fait partie d'un stade; de
plus, il ne subsiste sur le pourtour aucune trace de gradins ni aucun reste de constructions antiques. Les statues
qui gisent brisées au milieu des décombres me paraissent provenir des édifices encore debout qui existent aux
environs.
128
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_I_166 Qanawat: these bald ruins are intricate, and they have been very
imperfectly described. Burckhardt found only two Druze families in the place; now there are as many hundreds.
We here, for the first time, remarked the beauty of Bashan, in a comparatively well-wooded country, contrasting
pleasantly with treeless plains and black cities of the Hauran. We copied many inscriptions, and found a few
broken statues in the so-called Hippodrome: Mr. Tyrwhitt Drake fortunately secured a stone, which is evidently
the head of an altar, with central bowl for blood, small horns at the four corners, and holes in the flat surface for
metal.
129
Heber-Percy_1895_72 Qanawat: Crossing the bridge we rode through the old streets ŕ all the best houses
are now inhabited by Drusesŕ and found our camp pitched in a charming place just outside the town. A lovely
view of the columns of a ruined temple lay in the foreground.
130
Heber-Percy_1895_84 Qanawat: On taking leave of Sheyk Hassan we walked down to the bridge we had
crossed on our arrival, and passing through the narrow winding streets, saw many examples of stone doors and
windows. We found another menzul with a raised flagged terrace in front of it, approached by a flight of steps.
Thence we descended to the river, which we crossed by stepping-stones, and got into the poplar groves on the
other side. Hidden by the trees and the luxuriance of vegetation caused by the irrigating rills, we discovered the
prettiest imaginable little theatre, partly built and partly cut out of the rock, with a fountain in the centre; its
orchestra and tiers of seats in good preservation. A short distance further on we found a bath-house, the water
still rising in the bath itself, though now surrounded with weeds and water grasses, and tenanted by clamorous
frogs.
131
Wright_1895_315-316 Qanawat: At Kanawat they had wooded hill and bracing air and ice-cold springs and
murmuring streams, and the scene of their stewardship spread out before them like an open book: and so they
builded temples to their gods, which were no gods, and when Christianity became patronized by the
Constantines, they pulled their temples about and made them into Christian churches. And they had their baths,
and their theatres, and their hippodrome, and their promenades. And when the city was plucked from the feeble
grasp of the Byzantines, the blight of Islam, whose genius is destruction, fell upon it, and from that period to the
present day time and man have united to make this lovely town once more like a burrowing-place of wild beasts.
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Baedeker_1898_194-195 Qanawat: It lies on the left bank of the brook, which was formerly crossed by
several bridges. The streets are still well paved at places with large slabs of stone. Most of the houses are
unoccupied, but are in good preservation, and have stone doors and windows. ŕ On the right slope of the valley
is a handsome Theatre. It is almost entirely hewn in the rock, and is about 21 yds. in diameter. It contains nine
tiers of seats, to which stairs ascend, and the lowest of which is 4 1/2 ft. above the arena. In the centre of the
arena is a cistern. The view of the valley, the public buildings, and Hermon in the background doubtless led to
the choice of this site (the case being similar to that of the theatre of Bosra). ŕ Farther up are the ruins of a
small Temple, perhaps a Nymphaeum, situated over a spring. Steps hewn in the rock lead hence to a massive
Tower, which was perhaps connected with the military defences of the defile below … / The principal part of
the ruin s of Kanawat, presenting an extensive scene of desolation, is in the upper quarter of the town on the left
bank of the river. Near the remains of a mill the town is entered by a beautifully preserved ancient aqueduct,
adjoining which are fragments of huge walls, probably ante-Roman. The principal building, known as the Serdi,
is an aggregate of several structures. On the W. side there is first a smaller building, which consists of two
independent edifices crossing each other; the older had an apse with three arches towards the S. Another
building with an apse towards the E. was then erected across this older portion; and to this belongs the large W.
facade with its three vine-wreathed portals. ŕ To the E. of this building is a long edifice which also has a fine
colonnade on the N. side. Three gates led into the vestibule, borne by 18 columns, of the Church.
133
Oppenheim_1899_195 Qanawat: Hier sind noch mit den schönsten Ornamenten geschmückte Bogenportale,
Säulen und ganze Wände von Tempeln und Schlössern erhalten, femer die Reste eines Triumphbogens und
einiger Cisternen. Im westlichen Teil der Stadt erblickt man die Ruinen einer christlichen Kirche … Die
heutigen Bewohner von Kanawät, ausschliesslich Drusen, hausen in den alten Bauten des südwestlichen Stadtteiles, bei meiner Anwesenheit waren kaum mehr als 30 oder 40 Familien dort ansässig.
134
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_107-144 for a full description, with images.
135
Wilson_1871_326: The temple of Siah is situated near Qennawat, the ancient Kauatha, in a picturesque
country, at the summit of a hillock. It is perhaps the most interesting monument of this region. In order,
therefore, to understand it better, we caused it to be almost entirely cleared of rubbish. Our researches were
actively conducted during a week by a squad of Druse laborers, and resulted in the complete exposure of the
façade, and of the undisturbed approaches to an ancient temple, a spectacle hitherto new to modern eyes.
136
Heber-Percy_1895_91-92 Sia: With our new guards we started early for the ruins of Siah, that are near a
branch of the stream that runs past the town of Kanawat. Our track roughly followed this stream, till we came to
a spur of the mountain projecting boldly out into the broad valley through which the wady runs. We climbed this
spur as far as possible with our horses, and dismounting and leaving them, finished the rest of the ascent on foot.
/ Arriving at the top, we found an ornamental gateway, with many remains of sculptured and squared stones
lying pell-mell about. Entering, we found ourselves in the confused ruins of what must have been a much
ornamented temple or palace, the walls of which have been built to include the whole space of the summit of the
end of the spur. There is a large paved court in the centre, and everywhere lie heaped fragments of sculptures of
eagles, of horses, of a key pattern moulding, of garlands of flowers, and of capitals of Corinthian, Ionic, and
Doric columns with their shafts, shattered inscriptions, and large building stones; they all lie heaped in
inextricable confusion. / We spent some hours examining these ruins, and came to the conclusion that we were
standing on the site of some gorgeous temple, shaken to pieces by a convulsion of Nature. The Druses say that it
was pulled down by Bedouin; but that they should have taken the immense trouble and labour to demolish so
strong and solid a building seems to me absurd. Can this idea have originated from the tradition of the Arab
hordes under Mohammed's generals having desolated the whole country?
137
Dussaud_1903_24: Salkhad a joui à l'époque arabe d'une grande importance attestée parla construction de sa
forteresse qui, dans son état actuel, date des croisades. Bosrà et Salkhad étaient les deux postes fortifiés qui
couvraient Damas d'une attaque venant du sud et assuraient aux armées musulmanes un ravitaillement facile. Il
ne faut pas oublier que Damas tire du Hauran presque tout le blé qu'elle consomme.
138
Oppenheim_1899_207 Salkhad: Burckhardt fand Salchad gänzlich unbewohnt; fünfzehn Jahre zuvor sollen
jedoch nach seiner Angabe einige christliche und muhammedanische Familien dort gelebt haben. Wetzstein traf
wieder einige christliche und drusische Familien an, die sich aber gerade zum Verlassen der Stadt anschickten,
und die Blunts, welche sie im Jahre 1878 besuchten, erwähnen ihre Wiederbevölkerung durch Drusen. Diese
Angaben sind charakteristisch für das Fluktuieren der Bevölkerung im Haurän. Ich selbst fand neben einer
starken Drusenniederlassung noch einige wenige christliche Familien.
139
Porter_1855_II_177 Salkhad, eastern border of the Hauran: My first object being to get a general view of the
city as well as the immediately surrounding country, I ascended the terraced roof of the mosk, from which I was
able to command the whole panorama. I estimated the circumference of the city at from two to three miles,
including the castle. There is no building of great extent or architectural beauty now remaining, a number of
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square towers and a few mosks are the only public structures. A large number of the private dwellings are still
perfect, with their massive stone walls, stone roofs, and stone doors. Three or four hundred families could settle
in this place at any time, and find ample accommodation. There are no fountains in or around the city, nor is
there any stream or even winter torrent; but on the eastern side of the castle hill are large reservoirs.
140
Porter_1882_75-76, Salkhad, writing in 1865, 12 miles from Bosra: Salcah is one of the most remarkable
cities in Palestine. It has been long deserted; and yet, as nearly as I could estimate, five hundred of its houses are
still standing, and from three to four hundred families might settle in it at any moment without laying a stone, or
expending an hour's labour on repairs. The circumference of the town and castle together is about three miles.
Besides the castle, a number of square towers, like the belfries of churches, and a few mosques, appear to be the
only public buildings. / On approaching Salcah, we rode through an old cemetery, and then, passing the ruins of
an ancient gate, entered the streets of the deserted city. The open doors, the empty houses, the rank grass and
weeds, the long straggling brambles in the door-ways and windows, formed a strange, impressive picture which
can never leave my memory. Street after street we traversed, the tread of our horses awakening mournful
echoes, and startling the foxes from their dens in the palaces of Salcah. Reaching an open paved area, in front of
the principal mosque, we committed our horses to the keeping of Mahmood, who tied them up, unstrung his
gun, and sat down to act the part of sentry, while we explored the city. / The castle occupies the summit of a
steep conical hill, which rises to the height of some three hundred feet, and is the southern point of the mountain
range of Bashan. Round the base of the hill is a deep moat, and another still deeper encircles the walls of the
fortress. The building is a patch-work of various periods and nations. The foundations are Jewish, if not earlier;
Roman rustic masonry appears above them; and over all is lighter Saracenic work, with beautifully interlaced
inscriptions. The exterior walls are not much defaced, but the interior is one confused mass of ruins.
141
Baedeker_1876_411: Salkhad possesses eight hundred stone houses, but owing to the want of water they are
occupied by a few families only. Many of the houses, and several towers, are in admirable preservation. The
castle probably owes its origin to a period earlier than the Romans. It stands on the top of a conspicuous hill, and
is surrounded by a deep moat, now partly filled with fallen stones. The castle is entered by an arched bridge. On
several of the portals there are still Roman eagles, but there are also embrasures and Arabic inscriptions, for the
castle owes its mediaeval restoration to the same policy which gave rise to the erection of the citadel of Bosra.
The town was entirely deserted when Buckingham visited in 1825.
142
Heber-Percy_1895_135 Salkhad: Fallen from an archway is a stone carved with the figure of a bird with
outstretched wings, and some fragments of statues lie near. But this side of the castle has been seriously injured
by the Druses having used it as an excellent and convenient quarry of ready hewn and squared stones for
repairing their houses on the hill-side below.
143
Porter_1882_77, Salkhad, writing in 1865: In the vale immediately to the south of Salcah are several deserted
towns, whose names I could not ascertain. Three miles off, in the same direction, is a hill called Abd el-Maaz,
with a large deserted town on its eastern side. To the south-east an ancient road runs straight across the plain far
as the eye can see. About six miles along it, on the top of a hill, is the deserted town of Maleh. On the section of
the plain between south and east I counted fourteen towns, all of them, so far as I could see with my telescope,
habitable like Salcah, but entirely deserted! From this one spot I saw upwards of thirty deserted towns!
144
Buckingham_1825_217-218 looking from the top of Salkhad Castle, east of Bosra: The plains of Belkah, to
the southward, in which the city of Amman or Philadelphia is seated, were also visible from hence, presenting a
flat surface almost as unbroken as the sea, but still on an elevated level; while the plains of the Hauran, to the
west, were extensively commanded and surveyed from hence, being apparently as flat as those of Belkah to the
south, but on a much lower level. / Proceeding round to the eastern face of the castle, the view in that direction
was calculated to excite surprise, and to awake an intense curiosity or desire to traverse the scene which it
opened, and which desire, as I felt it in the strongest degree, I would have encountered any risk to gratify, were I
not restrained by the peculiar circumstances of my duty. In the best maps which we possess of this country, the
region beyond Jordan to the east is very imperfectly delineated and described: but Bosra and Salghud form the
extreme border of all that is known, and beyond this the country has hitherto been supposed to be entirely a
desert. How was I surprised, therefore, to see, as far as my sight could extend to the eastward, ruined towns
without number, and a country which promised a still richer harvest to the scholar, the antiquarian, and the
traveller, than even the interesting region behind us to the west. My guides knew but little of the parts beyond
Salghud, Abu Farah having only once passed this boundary with some of the Arabs occasionally visiting this
tract of country.
145
Seetzen_1810_25: The town of Draa, situated on the eastern side of the route of the pilgrims to Mecca, is at
present uninhabited and in ruins. No remains of the beautiful ancient architecture could be found, except a
sarcophagus, very well executed, which I saw near a fountain, to which it serves as a bason. Most of the houses
are built with basalt.
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Seetzen_1854_I_363-364 1806, Draa: Draa, vorhin eine bedeutende uralte Stadt, liegt am südlichen Ufer
eines Wuädy, Wuädy el Middän genannt, der enge und ziemlich tief ist, und in welchem jetzt fliessendes
Wasser war; im Sommer und Herbst ist er aber trocken. Draa liegt auf einer kleinen Anhöhe. Von der
Stadtmauer sieht man jetzt nichts mehr. Man sieht nur eine ziemliche Anzahl elender Häuser, grösstentheils aus
rohen Basaltsteinen gebaut, welche noch vor etlichen Jahren von einigen Bauernfamilien bewohnt wurden, die
diesen Ort wegen der Bedrükkung des Hakim und der Araber verlassen mussten, welche letztern von Jahr zu
Jahr ihr Gebiet auf den Ruinen und Schutt verlassener Oerter erweitern. Ueberhaupt ist Hauran, Dschaulan, el
Botthin, el Belka und Edschlun das Paradies der Nomaden, und ostwärts auf ihren Winterzügen finden sie nie
eine ähnliche Weide. Es ist hier ein viereckigter kleiner Thurm und die Ruinen eines Gebäudes, was vorhin
vielleicht eine Kirche war. Ein ausgemauerter Teich ist ohne Wasser. Man sieht hier nichts Merkwürdiges, als
eine gute Brücke von Basaltquadern von 5 Bogen über den Wuädy, welche auf einem Rande eine höhere Mauer
hatte, die vorhin vielleicht zur Wasserleitung diente, um das erwähnte Bassin zu füllen. Neben der Brücke war
bey dem Brunnen ein hübscher Basaltwassertrog befindlich, der vormals vermuthlich ein Sarkophag war.
Obgleich hier alles Mauerwerk aus Basalt besteht: so habe ich doch keine Brüche und Felsen davon gesehen,
doch muss er nahe seyn. Nordwärts sieht man eine Stunde entfernt einen beträchtlichen Hügel. ŕ Bedeutender
als Deraa sollen die Ruinen der Stadt Um ed Dschemdl seyn, das 4 Stunden von dort südostwärts, und die von
Um es Szurrab, welche 2 Stunden ostwärts liegen. An beiden Orten, besonders in Um ed Dschemäl, soll man
Inschriften finden.
147
Lindsay_1838_II_134: At Daara, where we have been resting all this time, there is a very large ruined tank,
and a handsome five-arched Roman bridge, in perfect preservation, thrown across the valley; it has been a very
large town, but the houses are now almost entirely ruined … Next morning, passing numerous villages en route,
though the whole country looks like a desert in the map, we encamped, after six hours' ride, among the ruins of
Bozrah.
148
PEFQS_1881_78 Deraa, travelling 1874: The ruins of this strange old city I estimated as about two miles in
circuit. They cover a semicircle, round the arc of which sweeps Wady Zedy, a glen from 50 to 60 feet deep, with
steep, and occasionally precipitous banks, and a little stream flowing through it. It is a singular fact that while
the rock in the sides of the glen is either white limestone or conglomerate, the buildings are composed, like
those in almost all the other towns of Bashan, of black basalt. The present village, which contained some 50 or
60 families at the time of my visit, occupies but a fraction of the old site. Most of the inhabited houses are
modern; built, however, of old materials, with flat stone roofs rudely constructed, and occasionally stone doors.
There are many other houses, in fact long lines of them, evidently much more ancient, but now almost
completely covered over by the accumulation of ruins and rubbish. Dera is in this respect in part a buried city. I
entered one or two of those cave-like houses, and found them similar in plan and style to those I had seen in
other old cities of Bashan ŕ massive walls, constructed of roughly hewn blocks of basalt, stone doors of the
same material, and roofs formed of long slabs closely laid together. Most of these houses were originally above
ground, as is evident from the position of the doors; but it is probable that there were other dwellings near them
excavated in the soft rock. We found it dangerous riding over the site, as portions of the old roofs are apt to give
way under the horsesř feet. Excavation here might throw some light on the architecture and antiquities of
Bashan. But Dera is not the only town in which some of the old houses are now buried. I have seen houses in
Bozrah, Suweideh, Nejran, and other places, entombed under heaps of ruins. / In the centre of the town is a large
building with an open court surrounded by rude cloisters. On one side is an old church or mosque, the roof of
which is supported by six ranges of short columns and piers, all evidently taken from more ancient structures. I
saw on some of the stones and shafts, Phoenician letters rudely cut, as if masonsř marks, and I also found some
imperfect Greek inscriptions bearing dates of the Bostrian era.
149
Schumacher_1889_121 Deraa: I should judge that a total population of 4,000 to 5,000 souls would not be an
exaggerated estimate. Nevertheless, it is a miserable-looking place, very muddy in wet weather, and so dirty and
dusty in summer that the eyes suffer while walking through the streets. These are for the most part wide. The
mud and dust come from the great mounds of ashes which are piled up outside the houses. Everywhere are the
ruins of ancient buildings and modern huts which have been abandoned, and are now fallen to decay. The
building-stones used are, without exception, ancient, and the elevated site of the present city is entirely due to
the debris of ancient buildings on which it stands.
150
Merrill_1881_350 Deraa: Dra'a ought to be a rich field for excavations, because at least three cities exist
there, one beneath another. The present Arab buildings and heaps of filth are, for the most part, on the top of a
Greek or Roman city, as is evident from the walls which are exposed in a multitude of places, and the masons'
marks which appear on them. Judging from facts brought to light at certain points where excavations have been
made, the second or Roman town was built on the remains of one still older, in which bevelled stones were used.
But whether there are two or three cities above-ground, there is certainly a large one beneath them, entirely
excavated in the rock on which the upper cities stand.
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Cuinet_1898_484-485: Salkhad, chef-lieu du nahié de même nom et résidence du mudir, est situé tout à fait
au sud de la montagne des Druzes. Son château, qu'on aperçoit de loin sur le haut d'une colline; est entouré d'un
fossé à demi comblé par des pierres de taille tombées des murs. Sur ses portes sont sculptées des aigles
romaines. Environ 800 maisons de cette ville et plusieurs tours sont en parfait état de conservation; toutes sont
construites en pierres de taille et n'ont souffert aucun dommage. Cependant le manque d'eau réduit la population
actuelle à un petit nombre de familles druzes.
152
Butler_1930_27 at Salkhad in 1909: It was now the sixteenth of December, and enough snow had fallen to
make it likely that we should find water in these lower stretches. There was a good deal of country to cover and
of work to do, for the southern plain had been explored but little.
153
Schumacher_1889_126-127 Wady Zeidy, near the village of Derařah, aqueduct and remains of a Roman
bath: a ruined, spherically-vaulted building, evidently an ancient Roman bath, as is proved by the construction
and the pipes which conducted the water from the roof of the building into the interior. The masonry is good and
laid in white mortar; the surrounding walls are 20 feet high. A part of the building is now occupied by Fellahin,
who have made a hut in one of the niches. These men informed me that a short time ago the building was in
perfect preservation, and the interior arrangements were those which they remembered to have seen at the
Hammams of Acca [Acre?], to which city they now and then bring their grain. To the east of this Hammam is a
well-built chamber in good preservation, the roof of which is on a level with the surrounding ground and the
floor of the Hammam, while its walls are in part those of the ancient water-basin.
154
Schumacher_1889_236-237 Zeizun: an important place in ancient times. There are remains of fine cornices,
lying among prostrate columns and Corinthian capitals, with the broken parts of rich entablatures, all apparently
of Roman workmanship. Stones bearing on them Vitruvian scrolls and rosettes, exceedingly well carved, are to
be found in many places, and are especially numerous in the bed of the stream. In the eastern part of the Bahret,
where the Moyet Zeizun expands to a width of about 25 feet, and is about a foot deep, is an isolated column of
basalt which stands up vertically in the middle of the stream. It has a height of 19 feet, is square in cross-section,
and is well cut. About its base in the stream are piles of large building-stones, also Roman cornices, fine
Corinthian capitals ornamented with the acanthus-leaf, and portions of columns, 1 foot 7 inches and 2 feet in
diameter. The remains, which are all of basalt, would seem to have formed part of a Roman bath. [plus now-dry
aqueducts running under the town]
155
Cook_1876_432: At the present day, the Lejah is a refuge for those fleeing from oppression or danger, as in
times past. Its inhabitants are chiefly Bedawins of the wildest and most predatory type, who are only kept in
control by the authority of their Druse neighbours. Without a Druse escort the Lejah is indeed inaccessible.
Travellers should stedfastly adhere to the advice of the escort in all particulars, and not even attempt to sketch a
ruin or copy an inscription without their express permission. Otherwise, he might be suspected by ignorant and
superstitious onlookers to be engaged in magical incantations; and in that case danger to life or limb would
inevitably result.
156
Finati_1830_II_162-163, travelling 1816, the Ledja: No feature of the whole province, however, is so
remarkable, as the prodigious number of antique villages that stand scattered over it, with the dwelling-houses
of a thousand years old and more, remaining quite entire ; no other material having been employed throughout
in them, besides this black stone, even to the very planking of the ceilings, and to the doors and shutters, which
still turn upon their pivot-hinges. Greek inscriptions, and carved devices, are upon many of these houses, which
are mostly small and low, few rising to a second story, but the best surround little courts, and have sometimes
the appendage of stables, with all the mangers cut in solid stone. Square towers are also seen, sometimes
intermixed, and sometimes quite detached from other buildings, which seem to have been the burial-place.
157
Sykes_1904_54-55: The Hauran and Jebel Druse were almost independent states, while the Leja was still
white with the bones of various expeditions sent to quell the vagabond guerillas who dwelt therein. Further
South again the Adwan Arabs roamed at will, and the inhabitants of Salt even paid tribute to these rapscallions,
living in terror of their lives the while.
158
Graham_1858_233, Ledja: When I set out from Damascus, I had hoped to have penetrated from this point
into the interior of the Lejah, which many have attempted to do, but no one with success, as far as I know,
except Burckhardt. The difficulty arises from this: the Lejah is inhabited solely by a tribe of Arabs called ŖesSolut,ŗ who have almost always blood-feuds with the Druzes, and to trust oneself under such circumstances
among the wild rocks of the Lejah would be madness. A small body of men could inflict the greatest mischief
on a large army when once engaged in this place, as was the case with Ibrahim Pasha's army, when he made war
against the Druzes of the Hauran.
159
Oliphant_1881_72-73 the Ledja: Elevated about twenty feet above the plain, it is a labyrinth of clefts and
crevasses in the rock, formed by volcanic action; and, owing to its impenetrable condition, it has become a place
of refuge for outlaws and turbulent characters, who make it a sort of cave of Adullam. The Government of the
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Porte is unable to exercise any authority here, and its inhabitants know no law but their own. A large proportion
of these are Druses, who use the place as a stronghold to resist the conscription or any exactions of the Turkish
Government to which they object. It is, in fact, an impregnable natural fortress, about twenty miles in length by
fifteen in breadth; and when Ibrahim Pasha of Egypt held this country in 1835, he determined to bring it into
subjection. Its garrison consisted of eight hundred Druses. The Egyptian army surrounded the Lejah, and
occasionally succeeded in penetrating a short way into it; but, after a siege of eleven months, during which
Ibrahim Pasha lost twenty-five thousand men, he was compelled to draw off his troops and acknowledge himself
vanquished by the invincible eight hundred. Some years afterward, Mehemet Kuprisli Pasha attempted to
enforce the conscription on the Druses of the Lejah with an army of thirteen thousand men, but was resisted by
between four and five hundred Druses at the southwest angle, and compelled to retire with a great loss of men
and some cannon. Since our visit to this neighborhood, Midhat Pasha has become involved in a dispute with the
Druses of the Lejah, against whom he sent a force of five thousand men. The matter was only arranged after a
sharp fight in which three hundred men were killed and wounded, when a compromise was effected, through the
mediation of the chief Druse chiefs of the Lebanon; and I see that the Turkish Government have recently had the
good sense to select a Druse sheik to be appointed the local Caimakam, instead of, as heretofore, a Turk, often
ignorant of the language and of the peculiar conditions with which he had to deal. It would be a great
improvement in the administration if prominent men of the locality were more often appointed local authorities,
instead of corrupt and ignorant functionaries being sent from Constantinople. The importance of the Lejah as a
strategical point, and of the Druses as its defenders in case of an invasion from the northeast, should not be
overlooked.
160
Jessup_1910_II_624: The Turkish government with great military sagacity have now (1906) opened three
railway lines of approach to the Druse strongholds, the two roads from Damascus to Mezeirib from the north,
and the Haifa railroad from the west, so that a future Druse rebellion in Hauran is well-nigh impossible.
161
Finati_1830_II_164, travelling 1816, the Ledja: In several places the temples remain, though generally less
perfect than the private houses, and in some the theatres also, particularly at Bostra, where is the largest and
most entire of them all, now converted into the castle.
162
Butler_1930_97, expedition of 1909, in the Ledja: This was our first journey into the heart of the Ledja, and
on this day, for the first time, we realized the true character of the country into which we had come. Near the
foot of the Djebel Hauran, in the region of the ruins and villages where we had been working, the country is
only a little more stony and more broken up by fields and streams of lava than it is on the mountain slopes. But
as soon as we penetrated into the interior of this great lava-field we found ourselves in a country the face of
which could hardly be matched in the worst of evil dreams. Here the Mer de Glace, with its ridges, its fissures
and its confused moraines, is reproduced in black lava; but here, to all the unevenness of surface which
characterizes that icy sea are added strange phenomena which greatly increase the weird effects. In one place the
lava appears to be rushing along like a turbulent torrent, in waves of greater or less regularity, in another the
stream seems to have been arrested in its course to break into whirlpools and eddies, backing up and tossing this
way and that, hurling huge hardened lumps of its own substance in all directions. Here and there it spreads out
into level pools, in which great bubbles were formed, no doubt by pressure of steam from below. These bubbles
are as large as houses: some of them are round and once formed great domes which stiffened and then exploded,
blowing off their tops, while others are long, Like the hull of a ship capsized and blown open along its keel from
stem to stern. These bubbles form the only high points in the region, except a few small volcanoes like that
above il-'Ahireh, which forced themselves upward through the seething mass. From the tops of these higher
points one looks over the tossing sea of black lava, frozen, as if in an instant, into the hardest basalt. But here
and there the flowing currents of lava and the eddies have spared little level patches, which represent either the
level of the plain or the valleys in the waves that have partly filled up during thousands of years; for they have
soil in them, rich red fine-grained soil, and these have made the Ledja habitable for a hundred generations.
These little patches produce rich harvests of grain, some of them are planted in olive trees, and it is reported that
forests of chestnut were once to be seen here. One observes that every ancient town, as well as the modern
villages which have replaced a number of them, is situated near a group of these fertile patches of soil, but there
are vast tracts where there is no soil whatever, and consequently no settlements ancient or modern. It will
readily be imagined what it means to travel in a region like this. I believe that it would be absolutely impossible
to make progress of more than four or five miles in a day in a given direction, even on foot, except by the paths
which the ancients made, and which the modern natives follow even though they do not keep them in good
repair, as their predecessors undoubtedly did.
163
Burckhardt_1822_01121810, Shaara: There is a salt-petre manufactory in the town; the earth in which the
salt-petre is found, is collected in great quantities in the ruined houses, and thrown into large wooden vessels
perforated with small holes on one side near the bottom. Water is then poured in, which drains through the
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holes, into a lower vessel, from whence it is taken, and poured into large copper kettles; after boiling for twentyfour hours, it is left in the open air; the sides of the kettles then become covered with crystals, which are
afterwards washed to free them from all impurities. One hundred Rotolas of saline earth give from one to one
and a half Rotola of salt-petre. I was told by the Sheikh of the village, who is the manufacturer on his own
account, that he sends yearly to Damascus as much as one hundred Kantars. Here is also a gunpowder
manufactory.
164
Buckingham_1825_266: On the right of our road, running along east and west to the north of us, we had the
southern edge of a rocky district, called Ledjah, which extends all the way from Bussr [Bosra] to Ezra westerly,
and spreads itself for many leagues to the northward. All along its southern boundary are seen small towers, and
stone walls of enclosures, both now in ruins. This district was once covered with vineyards, and the towers were
no doubt used as watch-houses, in the same manner as they were anciently in the vineyards about Jerusalem. It
is probable, also, that the stone walls seen on the hills at Salghud, at Gunnawat, and at Shuhubah, were to mark
the precincts of vineyards, in the same manner as seen on this district.
165
Graham_1858_234 Ledja: Every house is built of the black basalt with which that country abounds; many of
the houses are in so perfect a state that they might be inhabited again to-morrow: and, indeed, now and then two
or three of the Druz families will leave the larger towns and form a new community in one of these longdeserted places. All they have to do is to take possession; they have not even the trouble of making a door, for
they find stone doors already hung. At present the Druz population is far too small for the country: only a very
small portion of the soil is cultivated. If the number of the Druzes were twice what it now is, not only would
Syria gain from the large increase in the amount of corn which would be sent to Damascus, but the Arabs who
now periodically visit the ŖJaulanŗ and the ŖJedur,ŗ and spoil the whole country, would be kept in check by the
Druzes, and never suffered to pass west of the Hauran. It should be the object of a good Government to induce
as much as possible the Druzes of Lebanon to join their brethren in Bashan, and this would tend in two ways to
strengthen Syria, both by checking the Arabs in the way I have mentioned, and, by diminishing the Druz
population in Lebanon, it would diminish the number of those deadly feuds which subsist between these people
and the Christians, and the frequent recurrence of which so weakens the country.
166
Halifax_1889_275 travelling 1691, Ezraa: Ezree, where we found to our great satisfaction yt our guide had
not deceived us in his promise of excellent water: here we could discern ye foundations of a spatious citty, & a
piece of a thick wall built of a chalky stone was standing, which we judged to be ye remaindr of a Castle situate
of a hill, so as both to defend & comand ye citty: on ye top of ye hill above ye Castle stands ye ruines of a
ffabrick in appearance very ancient, built of a hard stone, yet exceedingly worn out by ye weather: it is of an
oblong figure pointing near to ye N.E. & S.W. wth only only one door in ye E. end, wch was once adorned wth
extraordinary good carvings, of wch some yet remain, but ye greatest part is either worn away or purposely
defac'd, & those markes of antient beauty yt some are very obscure; the outside of ye wall is beautified wth
Pilasters quite round, wth their Pedestalls & Capitalls regular & handsom; but ye roof is all fallen down, &
wthin appears nothing wch lookes like either great or beautiful ye situation & placing of ye door hindreth one
from conjecturing it to have bin a Christian oratory or chappel, & therefore in probability it must have bin a
heathen temple.
167
Buckingham_1825_274 Ezraa, the mosque: Between the tower and the opposite wing, in front of the open
part of the mosque, are pure Ionic capitals in good taste, with shafts, pedestals, and blocks of stone, from fifteen
to twenty feet long, evidently the remains of some former and more splendid work of Roman times, from the
ruins of which the present edifice has been constructed. In the wall of the building, only a few paces west of the
tower, are two Arabic inscriptions nearly illegible. Greek inscriptions are seen in the same place, so that the
mixture of languages is as complete as the mixture of styles.
168
Robinson_1838_180-181 Ezraa: Les ruines occupent un espace enclos de trois à quatre milles de
circonférence. Les plus considérables se trouvent au sud-est du village actuel. On nous conduisit d'abord à une
rangée d'édifices qui, à en juger parleur grandeur et leur solidité, paraissent avoir été le séjour de personnages de
distinction. Les habitans d'Ezra les désignent sous le nom de Serai ou Palais. Au centre de la partie de la ville
habitée aujourd'hui, sont les ruines d'un autre grand édifice quadrangulaire, dont le comble se composait de
treize rangées d'arcades, cinq dans chaque et parallèles les unes aux autres. Il n'en existe plus aujourd'hui que
trois: le centre, le toit, les colonnes et tout s'est écroulé. C'était, évidemment, un lieu consacré au culte des
chrétiens. A l'ouest de ce bâtiment, est une tour carrée qui paraît d'une date plus récente, et qui a probablement
servi de beffroi. Au sud du village est un édifice dédié à St. George, ou El Khouder, comme l'appellent
indistinctement les mahométans et les chrétiens. [The churches survive.]
169
Richter_1824_40 travelling in 1815-16, Ezraa: Adra ou Edra, qui n'occupe qu'une petite partie de
l'excavation de rochers dans laquelle s'étendoit l'ancienne ville d'Edrata. Il y a de quoi se casser le cou de se
promener à cheval au milieu de ces ruines; on y reconnoît un mélange d'architecture grecque et de travaux
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arabes; ces restes couvrent un vaste terrain. Quelques colonnes sont encore debout. De grandes dalles de pierre
portent des inscriptions, dont une portion est très-fruste; il y en a en caractères coufiques.
170
Richter_1824_41 travelling in 1815-16, Ezraa: A une demi-lieue d'Adra on trouve à Gnébéh, méchant
village, une citerne profonde; une quantité d'Arabes boivent son eau bourbeuse. Une lieue plus loin, on arrive à
Schekhmeskin. Le jeune cheikh étoit occupé, avec une demi-douzaine de déhlis ou cavaliers nouvellement
recrutés, qui avoient été envoyés de Damas pour y rapporter sur leurs chameaux du grain acheté: le cheikh leur
écrivoit des tiskéréhs, c'est-à-dire des assignations du trésor sur le village où chacun devoit se rendre. ïls
montroient une crainte excessive; aucun, pas même la troupe entière, n'osoit aller à Edra. ŖIl étoit comique,
observe Richter, de voir comme, après la prière de l'après midi, tous se réunirent dans un coin polir délibérer sur
leur sûreté, tandis que les Arabes se moquoient d'eux. La plupart de ces déhlis étoient des Kourdes de la
Mésopotamie.ŗ
171
Buckingham_1825_278 Ezra: It is worthy of remark, that the stones of all these buildings are originally
black, but from long exposure to the atmosphere they decompose at the surface, and this decomposition assumes
a yellow colour, giving them an appearance of newness and freshness equal to the sandstone of the Egyptian
temples, which, in many places on the banks of the Nile, looks as if it had been taken from the quarry only a few
days instead of hundreds of years ago. The most ancient of these buildings assume therefore the freshest
appearance: so that the style of the architecture becomes the only safe criterion by which to judge of the age of
their first construction. From their extreme durability, being wholly constructed of large masses of stone closely
and strongly united, this age may be carried up even to the earliest times of which history makes any mention;
they may be as ancient as the pyramids of Egypt, and are certainly likely to endure as long. The style and
character of the buildings in question is low, square, and massive, like that of Egypt.
172
Buckingham_1825_272 Ezra: Close by this sarcophagus [he has already described a church and given its
inscriptions] is a curious old mosque, with a large open centre and colonnades, or wings of three arcades each,
on each side. Some of the arches rest on square pillars of masonry, and others on small circular columns of
basalt. One of these pillars is formed wholly of one piece of stone, including pedestal, shaft, and capital; and
near it is a curious double column, the pedestals of which are in one piece, the shafts each composed of two
pieces, and the two capitals with their plinths all formed out of one block. These pillars are not large, and are
only distant from each other, as they stand, about a human span. They are right opposite to the door of entrance
into the mosque, and we were assured that it was a general belief among the Mohammedans here, that whoever
could pass through these pillars unhurt, was destined for heaven, and whoever could not, might prepare either to
reduce his bulk, or expect a worse fate in hell; the pieces forming the shafts are united by a layer of melted lead
used as a cement, and now visible.
173
Buckingham_1825_277 Ezra: In this town of Ezra are to be found the most perfect specimens of ancient
houses probably throughout the whole of the Hauran: at least I had not before met with any so good. In the
course of my ramble I was taken into one that was unoccupied, though no part of it was destroyed or even
materially injured. The front of this exhibited the singular kind of masonry before described as seen in the
church of Mar Elias, the stones being interlocked within each other by a kind of dovetailing, and thus very
strongly united without cement; with small windows, both of the square and circular form, in the same range.
The central room of this house was large and lofty, and on each side of it was a wing, separated from the central
room by open arcades at equal distances from the sides and from each other. The east wing appeared to have
been the kitchen, as in it were seen two large fire-places in the stone wall, with hearths, as in the farm-houses in
England, and a large earthen vase, half buried in the centre of the floor, and capable of containing at least a
hogshead of water; with small recesses, like cupboards, around the walls. This room was low, being not more
than a foot above a tall man's height: but the stone ceiling was as smooth as planks of wood, as well as the ends
of the stones on which the massy beams that formed this roof and ceiling rested. In the centre of it was
sculptured a wreath, the ends fastened with ribband, and a fanciful design within it, all executed in a style that
proved it to be beyond question Roman.
174
Petermann_1865_I_82, travelling 1852: Während aber in Chabeb [Christian town near Damascus] die
Truppen mit der Plünderung und Misshandlung der Bewohner beschäftigt waren, wurden sie von den kühnen
Drusen überfallen, und mit grossem Verlust zurückgetrieben. Nicht glücklicher fiel die zweite Expedition aus,
welche gegen Esra gerichtet war, einen bedeutenden Ort mit mehreren Tausend massiven, steinernen Häusern
aus der Römerzeit, wo der Seraskier seine Winterquartiere beziehen wollte. Wieder war es Mustapha Pascha,
welcher plündern liess, und während der Plünderung von den Drusen überfallen, zum schleunigsten
schimpflichen Rückzuge gezwungen wurde.
175
PEFQS_1879_48-49 Merrill: The Leja I shall not attempt in this outline to describe; but it seems to me that
more travellers, especially if they are scientific men, ought to visit this largest and most wonderful lava bed in
the world. Then the number of ruined towns which are found in the Leja, the Trachonitis of the New Testament
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and the Argob of the Old, is perfectly surprising. We went down the western border of the Leja and camped at
Zara (or Zora, or Edra), a place of great antiquity, and important now for its ruins and inscriptions. We passed
on then in a south-easterly direction through Ed Dur and several other ruined towns, and camped at Kirateh (or
Kurrasseb), a place entirely uninhabited, but where we found a fountain of excellent water, full of fish.
176
Cook_1876_433: The houses in Burak are such as will be found in most of the Hauran cities. Immense
blocks of hewn stone form the walls, often five feet in thickness. Long thick slabs of stone rest upon projecting
cornices, and form the roof. The very doors are of massive stone, with pivots working in sockets above and
below. Such are the deserted habitations found in thousands in the desolate cities of Bashan. The wandering
Arabs prefer dwelling in their tents to occupying these houses, and the traveller can take possession of any
house he fancies for the night, and apportion the rooms at pleasure, to himself, his horses, and his attendants. /
An old Roman road runs to the Wady Liwa, and then along the eastern bank of the valley to Jebel Hauran,
passing about a score of desolate towns similar to Burak.
177
St Clair_1892_185 Hauran: Burak is a city of the Hauran which has been identified with the episcopal city
Constantia, founded, it is supposed, or at least embellished, by Constantine. But Rev. W. Wright tells us that
while the houses seem to stand on a mound of black earth, they are in reality built on the foundations of houses
of a more remote antiquity. In one place he descended to a depth of 16 or 18 feet, to see some pottery which had
lately been discovered, and he found the walls at that depth formed of enormous undressed and unsquared
stones, unlike the stones of the superstructure, which are small in size and have been better prepared for the
walls. "Nor will it be doubted" (he says) Ŗthat beneath that raised mound are buried the remains of one of the;
Ŗthree-score citiesŗ that once existed in Bashan, and which still exist under changed circumstances, sometimes
under different names.ŗ
178
Wright_1895_254-255: When Burckhardt and Porter visited this place, they found it entirely uninhabited.
When I visited it last it contained six or seven families who had come from Aleppo, under the leadership of Abu
Khattar, their sheikh. For the first few years after their arrival they were comparatively happy, as they had only
the Arabs to contend against. If the Arabs came in small bands, they fought them, and a fight is always popular;
but if they came in large numbers, they gave them blackmail, known in Arabic by the name Ŗbrotherhood.ŗ The
government has now found them out, and a good deal of their time is spent in concealing their property and their
numbers from the official tax-gatherers, who are, as a rule, only legalized brigands. From force of habit, they
attempted to conceal their numbers from us, but we shall not be far wrong in estimating the entire population at
sixty souls.
179
Burckhardt_1822_02121810, Missema: The principal ruin in the town is a temple, in tolerable preservation;
it is one of the most elegant buildings which I have seen in the Haouran. The approach to it is over a broad
paved area, which has once been surrounded by a row of short pillars; a flight of six steps, the whole length of
the façade, leads up to the portico, which consists of seven Doric columns, but of which three only are now
standing. The entrance to the temple is through a large door in the centre, on each side of which is a smaller
door; over the latter are niches. There are no sculptured ornaments on any part of the great door: the temple is
sixteen paces square within. Four Corinthian columns standing in a square in the centre of the chamber support
the roof. About two feet and a half under their capitals is a ring; their pedestals are three feet and a half high.
Opposite the entrance is a large semicircular niche, the top of which is elegantly sculptured so as to resemble a
shell. On either side of the niche is a pilaster, standing opposite to one of the columns. At the door are two
pilasters similarly placed, and two others upon each of the side walls. Projecting from the bottom of each of
these side walls, are four pedestals for busts or statues. The roof is formed of several arches, which, like the
walls, are constructed with large stones. On either side of the interior niche is a small dark room. The door of the
temple faces the south, and is almost completely walled up with small stones.
180
Robinson_1838_172 Mismiye: On ne trouve point de sources à Missema, mais il y a plusieurs citernes. Nous
parcourûmes les ruines pour découvrir un habitant; mais nous trouvâmes la place complètement déserte,
quoiqu'il parût, par les cendres et le fumier de mouton que nous y vîmes, qu'elle est fréquentée en hiver par les
bergers arabes.
181
Robinson_1838_176-177 Shaara: Shaara, qui est à environ une lieue et demie de Missema. Cette ville était
autrefois importante. Elle est bâtie sur les deux flancs d'une profonde wady (vallée), à la distance d'une demilieue de la plaine cultivée, et au milieu d'un war aride et dépouillé. Le Ledja, dans toute son étendue, ne présente
réellement qu'un pays uni, couvert de tas de pierres noires et de petits rochers de forme bizarre, sans un seul
objet agréable sur lequel l'œil puisse se reposer. Cette ville renferme les ruines de plusieurs édifices vastes, mais
mal bâtis. Dans la ville haute, se trouve un ancien monument, de trente-six pieds sur quarante, avec des arcades
posées sur des colonnes distantes de dix ou douze pieds l'une de lřautre, et qui sert aujourd'hui de mosquée. Audessus de la porte occidentale est une inscription arabe; au-devant de celte porte, il y a un portique voûté, et à
quelque distance une tour de quarante pieds de haut. Dans une grande partie des maisons, nous trouvâmes de
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gros tas de terre saline, contenant du salpêtre, ou, comme l'appellent les Arabes, melh baroud, c'est-à-dire sel à
poudre à canon. La plupart des maisons sont dans un bon état de conservation.
182
Burckhardt_1822_23041812 in the Ledja: El Khelkhele, a ruined town, where we slept, in the house of the
owner of a saltpetre manufactory.
183
Rey_1861_59 Mismiye, near Sanamein, in the Ledja: En attendant que le soleil soit assez élevé pour prendre
la vue photographique du temple, je m'efforce, la lorgnette à la main, de déchiffrer l'inscription grecque placée
au-dessus dela porte. Ce temple, d'ordre dorique, comme nous l'avons dit plus haut, est hexastyle et n'a conservé
que trois colonnes de son péristyle. Consacré aux divinités de l'Olympe dans l'antiquité, il devint église
chrétienne sous le Bas-Empire, comme le prouvent les monogrammes du Christ qu'on rencontre parmi les in
scriptions qui couvrent ses murs en plusieurs endroits. Il fut changé en mosquée à l'époque de la conquête
musulmane, ainsi que semblent l'annoncer les inscriptions koufiques gravées sur les piédestaux de la première et
de la seconde colonne du péristyle.
184
Rey_1861_56-57 Mismiye, in the Ledja: Au point de vue du pittoresque, ces ruines ne laissent rien à désirer.
Il n'y en a pas en Europe qui of frent au même degré un aspect sinistre et désolé, mais plein de grandeur et de
puissance. On se sent ému, malgré soi, en parcourant ces maisons presque entières encore et complétement
désertes, et l'on se demande ce que sont, près de cela, les misères si vantées d'Herculanum et de Pompéi. / Après
ce premier moment donné à l'émotion, nous en venons à l'analyse et nous nous occupons des détails. Nous
visitons d'abord une grande maison située à 300 mètres au sud-est du temple; elle est parfaitement construite,
mais la chute des parties supérieures a amené un tel désordre, que la distribution générale nous paraît un
problème insoluble. Actuellement elle sert de retraite à des pigeons ramiers et à d'énormes chats-huants que
Delbet salue d'un coup de fusil. / Nous passons de là à une petite colonnade donnant sur une plate-forme élevée
qui, de loin, nous a paru intéres sante; mais, en approchant, nous reconnaissons que c'est une espèce de khan
fait, à une époque moderne, avec des matériaux antiques; dans le dallage de la plate forme se trouve une petite
stèle grecque dont nous copions l'inscription. / Nous visitons ensuite une foule d'autres maisons que nous
trouvons bien conservées; nous y admirons de belles voûtes à linteaux soutenues par des arcs, et nous y
remarquons aussi d'assez beaux ornements d'architecture sculptés en lave. A notre retour au temple, notre camp
est installé; notre cheikh druse a découvert de l'eau, dont nous avions craint un instant de manquer. Ainsi donc
tout est pour le mieux; c'est charmant de bivouaquer ainsi au milieu des ruines, et nous sommes ravis de notre
entrée en campagne. Nous nous mettons à l'œuvre, et, pendant que je prépare mon appareil photographique ou
que je copie des inscriptions, Delbet commence à prendre des me sures dans le temple. Puis, après dîner. chacun
de nous se remet à écrire. Le cheikh Ali-Abou-Hassan nous conseille de mettre en sûreté, pour la nuit, nos bêtes
de somme, car les Arabes des environs de Moussmieh sont très-mal famés.
185
Rey_1861_58 Mismiye, near Sanamein in the Ledja: Les quelques Bédouins que nous avions rencontrés
dans la journée ont, en effet, des mines de brigands fieffés. / Vers dix heures, Mohammed, qui était à fumer avec
Antonio, vint nous prévenir que notre cheikh druse, en faisant une ronde, avait aperçu des Arabes rôdant au tour
du camp; il s'arme d'un fusil double et va, de son côté, faire la garde. / Delbet et moi nous nous contentons de
dégager nos revolvers et de les garder à portée de la main, prêts à nous en servir à la première amorce brûlée. / A
dix heures et demie environ, un coup de fusil, au quel répond une espèce de feu de file, nous fait sortir vivement
de notre tente tout armés. De toutes parts, nos hommes ont pris les armes. Au milieu du bruit de voix confuses
qui s'élèvent autour de nous, je reconnais celle de Mohammed, qui prononce la formule de malédiction
musulmane. Enfin le calme renaît, et nous savons que plusieurs Haramieh, rôdant autour du camp, ont été
surpris par Mohammed, et que l'un d'eux n'a dû son salut qu'à ce qu'une capsule a fait long feu. Mohammed, à
qui cela aurait fait son quinzième Bédouin tué, en est furieux. Pour nous, nous sommes ravis que toute celle
affaire se soit terminée sans qu'elle ait coûlé la vie à personne. Voilà une bonne soirée d'émotion pour notre
début, et nous en sommes tout fiers.
186
Skene_1864_200 the Trachonitis: The land around this singular region is splendid, and may have well
sufficed to support the many small towns and villages whose ruins occupy its impregnable recesses. We visited
one of them called Musmieh, the ancient Phaeno, and found fine architectural remains of low Greek art, with
many inscriptions in that language, highly ornamented temples almost entire, well-paved streets, houses still
roofed with great slabs of stone, and their massive doors of single blocks of basalt swinging on their pivots,
ready to be inhabited. Within sight were many such fallen cities, with thousands of acres of fine arable land
spread around the Leja, showing tracks of water-courses for irrigation, and now yielding only pasture for the
sheep and camels of the Bedaween.
187
Cook_1876_434 Musmieh, near Sanamein: El Musmeih (ancient Phaeno), is at the present day a collection
of ruins three miles in extent. Several public buildings and palaces can be seen amongst the heaps and remains
of private houses. The interior square and some of the columns once forming the portico of a beautiful temple
can be seen. There are many Greek inscriptions on this and other buildings. The inscription by the entrance-door
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of the temple, "Julius Saturninus to the people of Phaeno, capital of Trachon, greeting," proves that the Lejah
was the Trachonitis of Luke iii. I, and that this city was its capital, and called Phaeno. The Temple was built (as
another inscription shows) by a Roman general stationed here in the reigns of Marcus Aurelius, Antoninus, and
Lucius Aurelius Verus (a.d. 161-169). / Still following the Luhf, Shaarah is next reached, mostly partially
occupied, though often empty. The ruins are on both sides of a valley. They comprise a temple of the same date
as that at Musmeih, now converted into a mosque, an old square tower, several large buildings in ruins, and
numbers of massive houses of the kind already described.
188
Wright_1895_253 Mismiye, near Sanamein: Whatever may have been the ancient name of the town, there is
no doubt that the ruins which we now see are on the top of ruins older still, and in the walls of the most ancientlooking structures we see bits of lintels and fragments of ornaments rifled from more ancient structures. /
Towards the outskirts of the town there are rude houses, sometimes built over caves, and against the stones of
these houses no tool has ever been lifted up; but as these houses are composed of material in its primitive state,
it would be equally bold to predicate either their great antiquity or otherwise. That the town is of great antiquity,
however, does not admit of a doubt, since its structures date from the time of the Roman occupation of England.
Nor will it be doubted that beneath that raised mound are buried the remains of one of the "threescore cities"
that once existed in Bashan, and which still exist under changed circumstances, sometimes under different
names.
189
Thomson_1886_452: We are approaching Sha'arah, which, as you see, is built on both sides of the valley that
descends into the western plain. Burckhardt spent a night here, and his description of the place will answer very
well for the village. of to-day: ''Sha'arah is inhabited," he says, "by about one hundred Druse and Christian
families. It was once a considerable city, half an hour from the cultivated plain, and surrounded by a most
dreary, barren w'ar. It has several solidly built structures, now in ruins, and amongst others a tower that must
have been about forty-five feet high. In the upper town is an ancient edifice [a temple] with arches, converted
into a mosque." Over the door is a Greek inscription, which he copied, and from which we learn that the temple
was built about the same time as the one at Phaena, or el Musmeih. He found a saltpetre manufactory in the
town, similar to those we passed at Sher'aya, on our way here from el Musmeih, and he gives a detailed
description of the manufacture of saltpetre from the earth which was dug up from amongst the ruins of these
ancient towns.
190
Butler_1930_101, expeditions of 1904-5 and 1909, in the Ledja, near the Jordanian border: From this place
we went in a northeasterly direction and came to Sha'arah, one of the most important sites in the Ledja. The
place is now quite deserted; but there is much above ground to show that it was once a real city, not very large
but having paved and colonnaded streets, one or more temples, a fine bath and a huge khan, in addition to a
large number of residences. Unfortunately, Sha'arah retained its importance until some time in the Middle Ages;
for its temples were destroyed to build two mosques, and the colonnades of its streets were thrown down and
used in the erection of defenses. Only the bath remains in a fair state of preservation, and old inscriptions still
abound, crudely set in the walls of much later buildings.
191
Graham_1858_257, Bashan, these are indeed giant cities: But when we go to the very country, and find one
after another great stone cities, walled and unwalled, with stone gates, and so crowded together that it becomes a
matter of wonder how all the people could have lived in so small a tract of country; when we see houses built of
such huge and massive stones that no force that could ever have been brought against them in that country
would have been sufficient to batter them down; when we find rooms in these houses so large and so lofty that
many of them would be considered fine rooms in a large house in Europe; and lastly, when we find some of
these towns bearing the very name that cities in that country bore before the Israelites came out of Egypt, I think
we cannot help feeling the strongest conviction that we have before us the cities of the giant Rephaim, the cities
of the Land of Moab. These cities have become gradually deserted, as the Arabs of the Desert have increased in
number, and now south and east of Salkhad not one of these many towns is inhabited.
192
De_Hass_1887_366 stone cities of Bashan: These are the ruins described by Mr. Porter as the Giant Cities of
Bashan; but whether there ever was a race of men much larger than the present remains to be proven. At a very
early period, when the mode of living was more simple, and the habits of the people more hardy, certain tribes,
under favorable circumstances, may have attained an unusual height and extraordinary strength; still, from the
statements of the most ancient historians, from the human remains found in the oldest tombs, and from the
dimensions of their dwellings and the size of their armor, it does not appear that the early inhabitants of the
world differed materially from the present race. True, the Bible makes mention of the fact, that "there were
giants in the earth in those days;" but we are only to understand from this that they were wicked, ferocious men.
193
De_Hass_1887_370: Bashan was but a small portion of trans-Jordanic Palestine, and yet contained sixty
"fenced cities," with towering walls and gates secured with " brazen bars." Out of over one hundred places
mentioned in the Scriptures as belonging to this region, a few only have been identified; of most of them
nothing is left but heaps of shapeless ruins without either name or story. Sometimes a solitary column will be
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found, standing like a lone sentinel with all his comrades lying at his feet, guarding the gate-way to some long
deserted city. The old highways connecting these cities may still be traced by the deeply-worn ruts of chariot
wheels in their solid beds, though no wayfaring man has walked therein for ages; and occasionally a bridge may
be seen spanning some stream, or a milestone marking the distance to some unknown place, but nothing remains
by which the names of many of these places can be determined.
194
PEFQS_1883_155, Cyril Graham: I have long desired that this important survey [of the PEF] may be
extended to cover the Land of Bashan, and even further east. In this map, which I drew up from the notes of my
own journeys in the year 1858, I was able to lay down a great many places and names not previously known. At
the same time the journey of a single traveller can never do such map work for a country as a party of surveyors
accomplish. The country is not too far east for Biblical limits; for instance, in Umm el Jamul [Umm Al-Jimal ]
we recognise Beth-gamul. And there are certain periods in the year when it may be safely and easily traversed. I
have only to express my hope that the hoped-for Firman may speedily be granted, and the party again in the
field. Meantime, the exploration work of the year shows what may be done in seizing opportunities and getting
the right men to work.
195
Porter_1882_85: It is worthy of note here, as tending to prove the truth of my statements, and to illustrate the
words of the sacred writers, that the towns of Bashan were considered ancient even in the days of the Roman
historian Ammianus Marcellinus, who says regarding this country: "Fortresses and strong castles have been
erected by the ancient inhabitants among the retired mountains and forests. Here in the midst of numerous
towns, are some great cities, such as Bostra and Gerasa, encompassed by massive walls." Mr. Graham, the only
other traveller since Burckhardt, who traversed eastern Bashan, entirely agrees with me in my conclusions.
"When we find," he writes,"one after another, great stone cities, walled and unwalled, with stone gates, and so
crowded together that it becomes almost a matter of wonder how all the people could have lived in so small a
place; when we see houses built of such huge and massive stones that no force which can be brought against
them in that country could ever batter them down; when we find rooms in these houses so large and lofty that
many of them would be considered fine rooms in a palace in Europe; and, lastly, when we find some of these
towns bearing the very names which cities in that very country bore before the Israelites came out of Egypt, I
think we cannot help feeling the strongest conviction that we have before us the cities of the Rephaim of which
we read in the Book of Deuteronomy."
196
De_Hass_1887_372 Bashan: Many of these cities belong to the Greek and Roman period, others, however,
are pre-historic, and carry us back to the first settlements made by man after the flood. Or, probably, they may
owe their origin to the Geshurites, that powerful race of men known as giants, who occupied this land when
Israel came up out of Egypt. And what is remarkable, in some of the oldest buildings materials from still older
edifices may be seen, indicating a remote antiquity, and showing that portions of these structures must date back
at least four thousand years.
197
Schumacher_1889_1 Jaulan: The Jaulän and Gaulanitis are names for one and the same tract of country in
the middle of the now Turkish province of Syria. In the west, bordered by the Jordan fissure, it forms at the
same time a part of the so-called East Jordan land, or Eastern Palestine.
198
Schumacher_1889_iii-iv: The Map, a reduction of which is here published, covers an area of 240 square
miles, partly in the Hauran, partly in the Jaulan, a district never before surveyed, and very seldom crossed by the
traveller.
199
Dussaud_1903_77 forts around Bosra: A l'époque byzantine, un grand nombre de ces fortins furent convertis
en couvents, ce dont témoignent les traces de croix, quelques inscriptions et aussi l'appellation si répandue de
dair, couvent. Bosrâ devint un siège métropolitain des plus importants, comptant trente-trois évèchés
suffragants. Les nombreuses églises qui furent élevées ne laissent aucun doute sur la prospérité de cette contrée.
Les tribus arabes, soit par les avantages qu'elles retiraient de la garde des frontières, soit par la nécessité de
mener paître l'été leurs troupeaux en Syrie, ne cessèrent de fournir des apports de population aux régions
hauraniennes. Nous possédons aujourd'hui, grâce au texte d'en-Neniàra qu'où trouvera à la suite de nos
inscriptions nabatéennes, un témoignage direct de l'activité des chefs arabes et de leur soumission au
gouvernement romain.
200
Vogüé_1876_97: Un de nos amis, se rendant à Jérusalem, il y a quelques années, par le Jaulàn et le Pont des
Enfants de Jacob, rencontra une troupe de 50 à 60 pèlerins de la haute Syrie égarés dans les plaines
transjordaniennes, sans cartes, sans armes, sans pain. Ces pauvres gens le supplièrent de leur servir de chef et de
guide: touché de leur détresse, il abandonna bravement ses chevaux aux traînards épuisés pour marcher à pied à
leur tète, les remit dans la bonne route, les aida à repousser les no- mades, qui erraient déjà autour de cette
maigre proie, et les conduisit sains et saufs au terme du pèlerinage. Telle est l'influence de l'énergie européenne
sur ces natures molles et insouciantes, toutes de premier élan et d'imagination, que les Arabes fanatisés ne
voulaient plus se séparer de leur sauveur et l'acclamaient pour leur émir.
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PEFQS_1881_75 Jaulan: In the northern country Golan - el Jaulan - should be thoroughly ransacked. It is
easily traversed, and hundreds of ruins, with the Semitic names attached, either to the dehru, or if there are none,
to the tells, which represent bygone towns, will yield us a fruitful harvest.
202
Oliphant_1881_68 Jaulan: In the whole district of Jaulan, which, it is said, once contained three hundred
villages, only ten now remain, and these afforded no great stimulus to predatory propensities; the others had all
been abandoned in consequence of Arab raids. The presence of the Circassians did not, therefore, inspire the
inhabitants, accustomed to live in terror of the Arabs, with any additional feeling of insecurity, but rather the
contrary. The Circassians, being a sedentary people, and having property to protect, might be expected to make
common cause with them against the Arabs. These latter were, however, being rapidly reduced to order; and,
indeed, the tribes most feared were not those inhabiting the Jaulan, but those which made incursions into this
rich pastoral country from the eastern deserts.
203
Schumacher_1888_6, in the Jaulan: The examination of the ruins could only be done disjointedly, according
as the object of the work above pointed out permitted. I cannot, therefore, unconditionally guarantee an
uninterrupted completeness in the description of the ruined places with which the Jaulan is simply swarming, for
in addition to this the great distrust exhibited by the natives against travellers increases the difficulties of the
examination of the land. The natives from fear of new taxes took care to conceal almost everything, so that
information and guides could only be reached by threats of prison, and, as a rule, the discovering of ruins had to
depend entirely upon myself.
204
Oliphant_1881_63-64, Kuneitra, the Jaulan, Circassian immigrants from Bulgaria: their residence in Bulgaria
had accustomed them to the sight of specimens of Western civilization, so that we were no novelty. The women
and children were hoeing and weeding in the newly made gardens. The men were either hauling stone in
creaking arahas drawn by bullocks ŕ a sight which must have been altogether new to the neighboring
Bedouins, who had never seen a wheeled vehicle in their lives ŕ or were building the walls of the houses. They
were under the management of a chief, who was too busily engaged in a discussion with an Arab to honor us
with much of his notice, so we sat under a half-built wall to discuss our luncheon, and look on at this interesting
experiment in colonization … / Burckhardt describes Kuneitereh in his day as being surrounded by a strong
wall, containing within its circuit a good khan and a fine mosque, with several short columns of gray granite.
Within the last sixty years the wall, the khan, and the mosque have all disappeared, and the place has been
abandoned until a few months before our arrival, when three thousand Circassians arrived to people it. On the
north side of the village are the remains of an ancient city ŕ perhaps Canatha ŕ but the ruins consist of little
more than foundations.
205
Schumacher_1888_243: Surramân, near Kuneitra: Three large Circassian villages, containing together about
200 buildings, and 900 inhabitants. Near the two south ones there is a large tank and old masonry. The
antiquities have almost entirely disappeared, that is to say, they have been used in the walls of the buildings, and
white-washed. According to the positive statements of the natives, who were acquainted with the ground before
the existence of the villages, this was covered with the remains of a very ancient extended site.
206
Baedeker_1898_304, Kuneitra: 1300 inhabitants, mostly Circassians. International Telegraph. Little is left of
the ancient village.
207
Schumacher_1888_97-98: Ayün: A ruined village in the southern extremity of the Jaulän plateau, on the
western margin of the Wädy Mas'äud. The old settlement covered a space of several hektars, and presents traces
of different masonry of modern, mediaeval, and ancient times. A number of large, mostly unhewn, basalt stones
lie heaped up between the falling huts of a Bedawin winter village; the foundation walls of buildings in Moslem
times, and Roman remains in the form of basaltic shafts of columns, still exist; these last measure 5 feet in
length, and 12 inches across. There are also some old subterranean corn magazines with traces of basalt roofing.
208
Schumacher_1888_114 Khirbet Brikeh, near Amman: The inhabitants are particularly hospitable, and, thanks
to the eminent educated Sheikh, the chief of the collective Circassian villages, who welcomes European action
and ardently desires the construction of a railway. The country of el-Breikeh is stony, but fruitful with splendid
pasture land. In the south also the villages receive some water from the Seil el-Breikeh and the 'Ain el-Hajära.
Its position, owing to the Hami Kursi and Tell el-'Akkâsheh in the west, is very protected and healthy.
209
Schumacher_1888_114B Khirbet Brikeh, near Amman: As regards antiquities, in the Circassian villages the
settlers have built up and whitewashed, present but few. It is, however, certain that they have only settled on the
old ruined places where building stones lie ready to hand, and where they hoped to find treasure. According to
their testimony, this last hope has not deceived them. So much as one is able to see, viz., that the old place was
fortified by a strong wall in the east In the village itself one finds crosses and lintel ornamentations from ancient
times.
210
Oliphant_1889_255: The country is very sparsely peopled in the district of Jaulan in which we now were,
one of the largest villages being that of El Al, occupying the site of an ancient ruin; but the place has been so
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much built over that little can be made out, though in the walls and yards of the houses are many vestiges of
antiquity. In the stable of the house in which I lodged was a column in situ standing to a height of 6 feet, and in
the yard a draped female statue, life-size, in three pieces. [perhaps Diana]
211
Schumacher_1888_214 Kuneitra: Twenty years ago it was not yet the seat of Government, and even at the
beginning of this century, as is shown by Burckhardt's Report, was a deserted spot Burckhardt also discovered
granite pillars on a beautiful mosque, and tried to identify the old Sik, north of the Khan, with Kenath. The Khan
has disappeared, and the Serai arose from its ruins. Very little is to be seen at present of the old site; most of the
old building stones have been used again, and only rude, disjointed basalt wall remains are to be found in the
north, not far from the windmill. [This book, dedicated exclusively to the Jaulan, and listing the settlements one
by one, contains 42 references to Circassians, and 83 references to Ŗbuilding stones,ŗ of which 28 are
specifically to Ŗold building stones.ŗ]
212
Schumacher_1889_168-169: Nawâ, both in ancient and in modern times, has ever been one of the most
important and populous towns of North-Western Hauran. Ancient buildings have been used again and again, in
part, for new structures, and many remains are thus hidden from the eye of the explorer in the interior walls,
where they are covered with a plastering of mud. Nawâ is thus a village which has been built of ruins, and is
surrounded by a great field of them, but yet itself contains hardly anything except modern buildings. All about
lie heaps of hewn and unhewn stones. Fragments of mouldings and ancient sculptures are common in the walls,
but, curiously enough, no inscription was anywhere found.
213
Schumacher_1889_167-168 village of Nawâ: According to my own estimate, which was compared with
information obtained from the sheikhs, Nawâ contains about 300 houses and huts. These are generally built of
stone without mortar, and many of them are now unoccupied. One villager holds two, three, or more of them,
and will occupy one house till it gets ruined and becomes dangerous to live in, when he builds a new one at a
suitable place alongside. Ancient building-stones, of which there is an abundance, are used for the side-walls,
the roofs being formed of tree-trunks brought from the forests of Northern Jaulan. These are supplied by the
Circassians, who are in the habit of driving all over Hauran, in their heavy two-wheeled carts drawn by a team
of oxen. They manage to make their way, across-country over the rubbish-heaps and the stones, with a heavy
load of timber, which they bring from the forests of their adopted country in Jaulan, and sell in the villages. The
approach of these vehicles may be heard half a mile off, for they use no grease on their wheels, and the noise
they make is deafening. / The population of Nawa, in spite of the extent of ground covered by the village and the
numerous dwellings, does not exceed 750 to 800 souls. The streets are, as a rule, wide, and mostly straight.
Large yards surround the houses, and are used as shelter for the flocks. In the centre of Nawâ is a large open
space surrounding an ancient basin, the sides of which are well built, the basin itself being 40 feet square and 14
feet deep.
214
Schumacher_1889_182-183 Khurbet Samakh, a large ruin: The guide whom I had brought with me from El
Mezeirib, told me he was present when the sarcophagus was first dug out of the mausoleum; it was then, he said,
intact and covered by the stone with the circular hole in the centre. The sarcophagus was broken into by the
Government officials, who found inside a jar of gold coins; these were sold, and the proceeds applied to the
building of the Government flour-mill at El Mezeirib. He also stated that many stones had been taken from this
place and used for building the walls of the mill. If all this be true, and I see no reason to doubt the main part of
my guide's account, the chamber here described must have originally been a mausoleum.
215
Schumacher_1889_62: Dolmens. ŕ Coming from Ain Dakkar, and following the Roman road in a northeasterly direction towards the bridge of the Rukkad, there occurs an extensive field of dolmens. The dolmenfield begins half a mile north-east of 'Ain Dakkar. Here a marsh, formed by a small spring, rising a little north of
the road, surrounds a stony region of about 30 acres, which is completely covered with dolmens. 200 yards north
of this again a second field extends for about a mile west, over a slightly elevated ground, down to the Jisr er
Rukkad, and covers an area of 120 acres. The dolmens have thus the Roman road as a southern limit, and go
down to the Rukkad, while a few extend over to the south of it, being situated close above the high cliff and
cataract, and along the borders of that stream. Whether or not Khurbet Saidy, situated above the eastern cliff,
was also formerly covered with dolmens, cannot now be clearly ascertained; but the remains of large flat stones,
which almost cover the small hill, make this not an improbable conjecture.
216
Schumacher_1889_67-68: Standing on one dolmen, I counted round me over 160 of these monuments; and I
compute that from two to three times that number would scarce suffice for the sum-total of all the dolmens
found in this district. A great many of these dolmens have already been opened by the natives, with a view of
searching them for treasure, but hitherto without result, as they informed me; to the Arabs they are known by the
name of Kubur Beni Israil ŕ Ŗthe graves of the children of Israel.ŗ
217
Richter_1824B_43, travelling 1815-1816, a sheikh in the Hauran: Les Annessy, une des tribus les plus
considérables, pouvoit, selon lui, mettre 100,000 hommes sur pied, ce qui étoit évidemment exagéré. Il me dit
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que jadis on comptoit dans le Hauran 2,366 villages; aujourd'hui il n'y en a guère plus de cinquante qui soient
habités. Le nombre des Bédouins augmente en proportion de ce que celui des Arabes sédentaires diminue.
218
Burckhardt_1822_25041812: At half an hour from the encampment is the hill called Tel Dobbe, consisting
of a heap of ruins, with a spring. To the N.E. of it, a quarter of an hour, is the ruined village of Bereit, which was
inhabited in 1810, but is now abandoned. The Haouran peasants wander from one village to another; in all of
them they find commodious habitations in the ancient houses; a camel transports their family and baggage; and
as they are not tied to any particular spot by private landed property, or plantations, and find every where large
tracts to cultivate, they feel no repugnance at quitting the place of their birth.
219
Monk_1851_II_276-277 east of Bosra: Passing the remains of six ruined towns, in one of which we noticed a
temple with five Corinthian columns still erect, we rode to Suweideh, the residence of the chief of the Druses in
this part of the Hauraan. Burckhardt states that there are more than two hundred of these towns in ruins, at a
quarter or half an hourřs distance from each other, on the eastern declivity of Djebel Hauraan. Under the Lower
Empire Auranitis was the favourite and most fertile province in the power of the Romans. At the present day the
labour of the plough is very slight, and is rewarded an hundredfold by abundant harvests. The whole surface of
the ground is covered with large stones, which seem to offer little impediment either to the labourer or to the
crops. The numerous streams that flow through the plain render irrigation particularly easy, and are no less
useful in carrying off the water, so that artificial draining is scarcely needed.
220
Buckingham_1825_280, at Ezra: In the stony district of Ledjah, which begins about here, and extends from
hence to the northward and eastward, are said to be 366 ruined towns, and a sea (bahr) of inscriptions. These
expressions, which are quite suited to the exaggerating taste of an Arab, only mean, however, that there are a
great number of each. In the same manner I was assured by one of our party, who had been in Egypt, that in
Belled Massr were 366 districts, and in each district 366 peopled towns; to which he added, that having seen
Englishmen there he learnt that they had always 366 suits of clothes, or one for every day in the year: an
impression, no doubt, occasioned by the frequent changes of garments among the English, a practice almost
wholly unknown among the Arabs, who after they put on a new garment rarely leave it off till it is worn out and
finally done with.
221
Robinson_1838_185-186 abandoned villages in the Ledja: Pendant cette longue route, qui dura la journée
entière, je passai par une suite de villes et de villages tous bâtis de cette pierre noire particulière au pays, mais
qui ne présentaient du reste aucun intérêt local. Il suffira donc de les énumérer aussi sommairement que je les
examinai moi-même. La singulière uniformité de ces sombres villages qui ne sont animés ni par des boutiques
ou des bazars à l'intérieur, ni par des arbres, des jardins, ou une végétation quelconque à l'extérieur, jette dans
l'esprit du voyageur une espèce de mélancolie difficile à décrire. Nous en traversâmes un grand nombre où il n'y
avait pas un seul habitant pour en indiquer le nom à l'étranger. / Cet abandon, qui se fait remarquer dans tout le
Haouran, et souvent dans le voisinage des plaines cultivées, peut èlre attribué à trois causes: 1° A l'énormité des
taxes prélevées sur les fedhans; 2° Aux contributions exigées pour nourrir les soldats en marche; 3° Aux tributs
prélevés par les Arabes. La première de ces taxes se nomme miri. Chaque village est porté sur les livres du
pacha pour la somme que son territoire peut produire, quel que soit d'ailleurs le nombre de fedhans (couples de
bœufs) qu'on y emploie. Du moment qu'une somme est fixée, si le village se dépeuple, les habitans qui restent
doivent trouver entre eux la somme à laquelle le village a été imposé par le cadastre qui se conserve à Damas!
222
Porter_1855_I_33: We were now far in advance of the caravan, and of all our companions, and did not know
which way to take: we were consequently compelled to halt. I employed the time profitably in taking bearings
and noting the features of the Lejah [lava plateau, the Trachonitis] and mountains at whose northern base we
now stood. Galloping to the summit of a tell, I had a fine view over the wilderness of rocks westward; and was
no little astonished at the vast numbers of towns and villages within the range of vision. [He did have a
telescope with him: cf. Porter_1855_II_318 overlooking Damascus: The city itself is hid by the hill behind
Salahiyeh, but every village on the plain was so familiar to me, that, by the aid of a good telescope, I had no
difficulty in ascertaining its precise position. He also used it in the Hauran: Porter_1855_II_24: and on
examining this section of the country afterwards from the northern brow of the Jebel Hauran, with a telescope, I
was able to trace the line of the wady.]
223
Kelly_1844_443 Hauran: Population, says a recent traveller, seems to have decreased from thousands to
hundreds, and from hundreds to decades: what were once cities of considerable magnitude are now wretched
villages: and large towns have not a single inhabitant. From Nowa to Feik along the north western boundary of
the Haouran, the road crosses a vast plain destitute of cultivation and inhabitants. Nothing is seen but the ruins
of tenantless villages and towns scattered in every direction, with multitudes of hawks and herons occupying the
spots deserted by man. In the lists of Arabic names of places appended to Dr. Robinson's Researches, there are
the names of one hundred and fifty-six places in ruins or deserted in the Haouran and the Ledja; eighty-one in
Batania or Bashan; eighty-six in Ajlun; and one hundred and twenty-three in the Belka; in all four hundred and
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forty-six in the countries east of the Jordan. The whole of this region, once studded over with towns and cities,
appears, both from ancient testimony and from its still existing ruins, to have been one of the most fertile and
thickly-peopled countries on the face of the earth, and scarcely second perhaps in those respects to China itself.
224
Seetzen_1854_I_67, 1805: Ostwärts von Bussra ist jetzt zwar die Wüste, allein man versichert mir, dass man
bis 20 Stunden lang ostwärts noch immer ruinirte und verlassene Dörfer antreffe.
225
Wetzstein_1860_42-43: Diese östliche und südliche Abdachung des Haurän enthält ohngefähr 300 verödete
Städte und Dörfer, während es nur 14 bewohnte Orte hat … Man muss das richtig verstehen; in die mindestens
800 Häuser zählende Stadt Büsan hat er zwölf Familien gesetzt, in die Stadt Musennef vielleicht achtzehn, nach
Tema und Duma vielleicht je sechszehn.
226
PEFQS_1879_151, Qanawat: At 'Are an intelligent Druse, from whose house-top I overlooked the
surrounding country, pointed out to me upwards of forty ruined cities and towns, most of which he called by
name. [so inhabited?] Clustering about Kunawat, the Kenath of the Old Testament, there are the ruins of a dozen
or more important places, some or all of which, in ancient times, were doubtless dependant upon the chief or
central city; so that the group strikingly illustrates the Hebrew phrase, "Kenath with her daughter towns." The
places already referred to are either south or in the most southern part of the Lejah, the Argob of the Old
Testament; while the northern part of the Lejah, and the eastern and the surrounding plain, is likewise covered
with ruins. Consul Wetzstein is authority for the statement that this eastern section of the Lejah and the slopes of
the Hauran mountains contain at least 300 ruined cities and towns. It should be mentioned that a town of
ordinary size contains 600, 800, or 1,000 houses.
227
Porter_1855_II_48 Hauran, at Hit: The whole plain of the Hauran is diversified by numerous conical tells,
which rise up at intervals. There are only two of these tells within the borders of the Lejah ŕ Tell Amara,
beside the village of 'Ahiry, and Tell Sumeid. / While seated on the house-top the sheikh came up, and, on my
remarking the extent of this prospect and the large number of towns and villages embraced in it, he volunteered
to tell me the names of them all, and I gladly wrote them down as he enumerated them. The bearings of the most
important of these I afterwards had an opportunity of taking with my large compass.
228
PEFQS_1879_151 Rev. Selah Merrill, D.D., Modern researches in Palestine (Abridged from the Bulletin of
the American Geographical Society): The places already referred to are either south or in the most southern part
of the Lejah, the Argob of the Old Testament; while the northern part of the Lejah, and the eastern and the
surrounding plain, is likewise covered with ruins. Consul Wetzstein is authority for the statement that this
eastern section of the Lejah and the slopes of the Hauran mountains contain at least 300 ruined cities and towns.
It should be mentioned that a town of ordinary size contains 600, 800, or 1,000 houses. In the ancient Gaulanitis,
lying between the Lejah and the Lake of Tiberias, Dr. Porter has stated that he had a list of 127 towns and
villages, all of which were deserted with the exception of eleven. Among these random data no reference has
been made to the cities, towns, and villages in the Gilead hills, in the Jaazer region, directly north of Heshbon,
or in Moab, where they are numbered by scores and hundreds. I think that, taking the country from north to
south and from east to west ŕ go where you will and in whatever direction ŕ you will come upon an important
ruin in every half-hour of travel. I do not know where else on the face of the earth there is anything to equal or
even to compare with the ruin-dotted surface of this East-Jordan land. Among these ruins I have myself visited
and examined upwards of sixty ruined churches. I have examined and measured eleven of the thirteen theatres
which there exist, including one vast Naumachia, or place where mock sea fights were held. The smallest of
these would seat 3,000 people; and the largest, at Ammanŕ the Rabbath Ammon of the Bibleŕ which I
measured a few months ago, would actually seat 10,000 people.
229
Rey_1861_67 Hauran, Saoura: Les maisons sont dans un bon état de conservation, mais complètement
inhabitées. [Plus a collapsed bridge of cut stone over the river.]
230
Schumacher_1889_22: As Hauran is now better administrated than before, and especially since the seat of
the Government has been removed from Busrah eski Sham to Sheikh Sa'ad (Merkez), where the Governor can
more easily be supplied with soldiers from Damascus in case of need, the Fellahin feel themselves more
protected, and begin to risk further settlements; also the Bedawin ŕ namely, of the Wulid 'Ali es Smeir, a
branch of the great clan of the 'Arab el 'Anazeh, the only tribe occupying the Western Hauran ŕ have now
begun to settle and build stone houses in which they store their grain. A more teeming population would soon
follow on this improved state of things, but that the greater security of property has produced an unscrupulous
speculation in the grain crops on the part of the Syrian merchants. This has been the ruin of all agricultural
improvement in Syria, and already there have been large numbers of victims among the Fellahin of Hauran.
231
PEFQS_1879_116 Letter to the Editor of the Jewish Chronicle: The character of the district selected for
Colonisation, also gives good reason to hope for success. The plateau of Mount Gilead, elevated 2,500 feet
above the Mediterranean, is always considered to surpass Western Palestine in the healthiness of its climate.
Well supplied with water and with a rich arable soil, it also possesses considerable forests of oak trees towards
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the north, while a sub-tropical climate, giving facilities for the cultivation of almost every kind of fruit and
vegetable, exists on the lower slopes above the Jordan. The country, though now entirely deserted, proved, as
we know, once so attractive as to be preferred by some of the tribes of Israel to the Promised Land itself, and it
is covered with the ruins of cities which continued to flourish even as late as the fourth century of the Christian
Era. The ruins of Gadara, Gerasa, Heshbon, Madeba, &c., surpass in importance any remains existing West of
Jordan. / The district is bounded on the north by the plains of Hauran and Bashan, which are inhabited by the
Druses. The corn of this northern district is of remarkably fine quality, and there seems no reason why crops
equally magnificent should not be produced on Mount Gilead.
232
Wetzstein_1860_59-60 mausolea in the Hauran.

Endnotes Chapter 8. West of the River Jordan
1

Stanley_1856_115-116 Palestine: Above all other countries in the world, it is a Land of Ruins. It is not that the
particular ruins are on a scale equal to those of Greece or Italy, still less to those of Egypt. But there is no
country in which they are so numerous, none in which they bear so large a proportion to the villages and towns
still in existence. In Judaea it is hardly an exaggeration to say that whilst for miles and miles there is no
appearance of present life or habitation, except the occasional goat-herd on the hill-side, or gathering of women
at the wells, there is yet hardly a hill-top of the many within sight which is not covered by the vestiges of some
fortress or city of former ages. Sometimes they are fragments of ancient walls, sometimes mere foundations and
piles of stone, but always enough to indicate signs of human habitation and civilisation. Such is the case in
Western Palestine. In Eastern Palestine, and still more if we include the Hauran and the Lebanon, the same
picture is continued, although under a somewhat different aspect. Here the ancient cities remain, in like manner
deserted, ruined but standing; not mere masses and heaps of stone, but towns and houses, in amount and in a
state of preservation which have no parallel except in the cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii, buried under the
eruption of Vesuvius. Not even in Rome or Athens, hardly in Egyptian Thebes, can ancient buildings be found
in such magnitude and such profusion as at Baalbec, Jerash, Amman, and Palmyra. No where else, it is said, can
all the details of Roman domestic architecture be seen so clearly as in the hundreds of deserted villages which
stand on the red desert of the Hauran. This difference between the ruins of the two regions of Palestine arises no
doubt from the circumstance, that whereas Eastern Syria has been for the last four hundred years entirely, for the
last fifteen hundred years nearly, deserted by civilised, almost by barbarian, man. Western Palestine has always
been the resort of a population which, however rude and scanty, has been sufficiently numerous and energetic to
destroy and to appropriate edifices which in the less frequented parts beyond the Jordan have escaped through
neglect and isolation.
2
PEF_Committee_1873_1-19 for an overview of the exploration of Palestine.
3
Laurent_1873_53-54 Samaria, Burchard of Mount Sion, in 1283: Regia uero erat supra in ipso monte, pulchra
nimis, ubi uidentur adhuc columpne marmoree multe nimis, que sustentabant palacia et deambulatoria. Et in
circuitu montis infra sub regia et sub mansionibus nobilium in loco, ubi erat platea communis siue forum rerum
uenalium, adhuc fere per totum circuitum montis inueniuntur columpne marmoree stantes intrinsecus, que
continebant testudines platearum; quia platee ciuitatis testudinate erant secundum morem terre sancte.
4
Lortet_1881_63 Samaria: Cette voie triomphale est bordée de piliers placés à quinze mètres l'un de l'autre ces
monolithes de calcaire gris, hauts de cinq mètres, sont actuellement privés de chapiteaux. Cette avenue
décorative devait avoir près d'un kilomètre de longueur. Beaucoup de colonnes sont couchées dans les champs
et ensevelies sous les broussailles; on trouve tout autour des fragments de mosaïques et d'innombrables tessons
de poteries anciennes.
5
Niccolò_1945_62 travelling 1346-50, Samaria: Climbing the mountain, you find a colonnade with a good fifty
columns, which shows that over them used to run an aqueduct, which went as far as the palace that was Herod's.
This city appears to have been very large, but now in great part is in ruins, a piteous sight to see, for a few
Saracens dwell there and a few Samaritans.
6
Morone_1669_I_336 Samaria, Herodřs work: con tutto ciò finalmente fù in guisa rotta, che se ne giace tutta
sepolta nelle proprie ruine, che veramente sono conspicue, per le pietre vive, grossissime colonne, piedestalli,
capitelli, cornici, &c., che vi si vedono in quantità, e nel descenso del monte intorno ad una piscina pure stanno
ancora in piedi molte altre colonne disposte a due a due, il che mi fè credere fosse quivi qualche cosa deliciosa,
e reale ritrata, con giuochi dřacqua, che fino al di dřhoggi sopra se ne trova un ruscello.
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7

Arvieux_II_1735_82 Samaria in 1659: Ses grandes murailles sont renversées; aussi bien qu'un grand nombre
de colonnes qui sont par terre. Sainte Hélène y avoir fait batie une Eglise magnifique [S. John] qui n'est pas
encore entièrement détruite. Ce qui en reste est soutenu par de belles colonnes de marbre. Le grand Autel tourné
à lřOrient paroît avoit été fort beau. Il est couvert d'un dôme soutenu par des colonnes de marbre avec des
chapitaux Corinthiens. On voit encore quelques peintures de Mosaïque. Ce qui subsiste de cette Eglise est
partagé entre les Chrétiens de les Turcs, qui ont fait une Mosquée de leur part qui est toute pavée de marbre
blanc. [S. John, cf. Baedeker_1898_260: unfortunately almost entirely destroyed in the course of a restoration of
the mosque in 1894.]
8
Baedeker_1876_341, Samaria, S. John: The present church dates from the second half of the 12th cent., and is
a work of the Crusaders. It stands below the village, and its apse still rises above the brink of the steep slope.
Externally the excellent jointing of the smooth walls with their slightly projecting flying buttresses is worthy of
inspection. The interior vividly recalls the churches of Abu Gosh, St. Anne at Jerusalem, and others erected by
the Crusaders. It evidently consisted of a nave with two aisles of inferior height; the apse of the nave projects
considerably beyond those of the aisles. Between the transept and the apses an arch is still standing. The nave is
separated from the aisles by square pillars with columns, on which the pointed vaulting rests. The capitals of
these columns have the palm enrichment, and, like the rounded windows, are of the Romanesque style. In the
apse the arches are pointed. The windows consist of small round arches, and are enriched. The church, including
the porch, is 55 yds. long and 25 yds. wide. The simple facade is at the W. end. Adjoining the pointed door are
two windows, belonging to the aisles. Over the portal there was probably once a circular window or panel. The
walls, which at several places still bear half-obliterated crosses of the knights of St. John, are unfortunately
preserved up to a certain height only, except those on the S. side.
9
Richardson_1822_II_298 Samaria: From this lofty eminence we descended to the south side of the hill, where
we saw the remains of a stately colonnade that stretches along this beautiful exposure from east to west. Sixty
columns are still standing in one row. The shafts are plain, and fragments of Ionic volutes that lie scattered
about, testify the order to which they belonged. These are probably the relics of some of the magnificent
structures with which Herod the Great adorned Samaria. None of the walls remain.
10
AMS_I_1851_213 Saulcy writes: La veille, j'avais été visiter Sebaste, l'ancienne Samarie, que les pèlerins
voient en courant et sans se donner la peine d'en faire le tour. J'ai eu le plaisir d'y trouver, bien contre mon
attente, une porte antique et une colonnade de près d'une demi-lieue!
11
Taylor_1860_97-98 Samaria: Behind the modern village, the hill terminates in a long, eliptical mound, about
one-third of a mile in length. We made the tour of it, and were surprised at finding a large number of columns,
each of a single piece of marble. They had once formed a double colonnade, extending from the church to a gate
on the western side of the summit. Our native guide said they had been covered with an arch, and constituted a
long market or bazaar ŕ a supposition in which he may be correct. From the gate, which is still distinctly
marked, we overlooked several deep valleys to the west, and over them all, the blue horizon of the
Mediterranean, south of Caesarea. On the northern side of the hill there are upwards of twenty more pillars
standing, besides a number hurled down, and the remains of a quadrangular colonnade, on the side of the hill
below. The total number of pillars on the summit cannot be less than one hundred, from twelve to eighteen feet
in height. The hill is strewn, even to its base, with large hewn blocks and fragments of sculptured stone. The
present name of the city was given to it by Herod, and it must have been at that time a most stately and beautiful
place.
12
Newman_1864_333 Samaria: Through this imposing colonnade the royalty, the beauty, and mihtary of
Sebaste passed up to the temple of Augustus, which crowned the hill of Omri; but, like the grim skeleton of
departed beauty, it is now a ruin. For more than 200 feet this avenue is marked by prostrate columns and broken
bases. A hundred shafts still stand erect as when reared eighteen centuries ago, but now marred by the rude
plowshare of the equally rude Arab. Ascending to the site of the temple, 200 feet above the colonnade, we found
17 columns without capitals, two of which were lying prostrate, overgrown with the ripening grain. Half a mile
distant to the right were 15 columns, which are all that remain of that famous quadrangle composed of 170
columns. Where marble walks once ran and exquisite statuary stood, venerable Nature, outliving the monuments
of human greatness, has resumed her ancient sway.
13
Tristram_1865_134-135 Samaria: Before proceeding to the Moslem village of Sebustiyeh, we examined the
lonely columns in this nook on the north side, now completely isolated from the other remains. They seem to be
the remains of a colonnade, erected at the Herodian period, which ran roimd this natural amphitheatre, if I may
so call it. There are but sixteen left standing, some not more than ten feet apart; but none of the capitals remain,
and it is difficult to make out whether they belonged to the façade of a building, or were merely the ornaments
of a street, like those of Gerash. They are all partially buried in the soil, and not above fourteen feet remain
above ground, in their present position. Thence we went to the village, which occupies, perhaps, the centre of
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the ancient city. It is not large, and is built entirely of stones from the ancient edifices. Its inhabitants are all
Moslem, and bear no good reputation; but, both on this and on a subsequent occasion, we found them civil and
obliging, and ready to point out whatever they fancied might be of interest to us; though, until they saw the
prospect of backshish, they scowled and muttered innocuous curses.
14
Paul_1865_96 Samaria: Il fallait que le Christ passât par Samarie. Quelle tendresse dans ce il fallait, mais le
peuple n'a pas voulu le recevoir et il porte la peine de son incrédulité: des ruines et encore des ruines et toujours
des ruines. Ruines matérielles, ruines morales. Un temple à moitié démoli, construit par les croisés et transformé
en mosquée, compose l'unique édifice de la ville. Des tronçons de colonnes parlent de ce qu'elle fut et font voir
sa décadence, avec plus de force, par la comparaison de son passé et de son présent.
15
Bourassé_1867_389: Les ruines de l'antique ville de Samarie sont à trois heures environ de distance de
Naplouse. On aperçoit de loin les restes de l'immense colonnade qui se détache sur le fond de la colline.
L'abside ronde de l'église Saint Jean brille comme une tour dorée sons les rayons du soleil. Au fond de la vallée
court un charmant ruisseau. Les ondulations du coteau sont couvertes de décombres. Des pans de muraille se
dressent au milieu d'arbustes épineux.
16
Luynes_I_1874_43-44, travelling in 1864, Samaria: Le village qui fut l'ancienne Samarie est sur le haut d'une
colline en partie conique, en partie allongée en croupes irrégulières, à talus et niveaux alternés. En la gravissant
par un sentier en lacet, on trouve à mi-côte un plateau artificiel faisant face au nord; on y voit dix-huit ou vingt
colonnes encore debout, mais enterrées jusqu'à moitié de leurs fûts, et dessinant un ample carré long, dont le
grand axe est à peu près dirigé du nord-ouest au sud-est, et qui devait être un petit forum ou l'atrium d'un grand
palais. Au sommet également aplani de la colline, se trouvent un reste de pavé en grandes dalles, beaucoup de
tronçons de colonnes gisants, un groupe de colonnes debout, paraissait avoir formé l'angle d'un édifice principal;
puis, en contournant le haut de la colline, se montrent des traces de murs à plusieurs assises, en partie
conservées jusqu'à un angle assez aigu à l'extrémité de la crête qui domine la vallée; rabattant ensuite à gauche,
on suit un long portique dont une centaine de colonnes sont encore debout, les unes à gauche, la plupart à droite;
il s'étendait sur une longueur d'environ cinq cents pas, par étages successifs suivant la déclivité de la colline.
Toute cette architecture semble de la même époque, et les colonnes romaines sont de médiocre proportion, de
matériaux calcaires aussi grossiers que les dallages, et si c'est à Sebastieh que l'on trouve le type de la
magnificence d'Hérode, il faut croire que les historiens, et Josèphe en particulier, l'ont singulièrement exagérée.
17
Berners_1876_191-192 Samaria: The only remains of the old city now visible are some enormous columns,
about eighty or a hundred in number, which mark out what was perhaps the main thoroughfare. These formed a
colonnade on the west of the city, about fifty feet wide, and it is supposed, nearly a thousand feet long. Others
are found on the north-east side of the hill, inclosing a level portion of ground; but these are not so numerous as
those on the western side. The columns are all monoliths, about two feet in diameter and eighteen feet in height:
none of them have any capitals.
18
Clarke_1817_IV_262 Janin: The ruins of a palace and of a mosque in Jennin seem to prove that it was once a
place of more importance than it is at present. Marble pillars, fountains, and even piazzas, still remain in a very
perfect state. An inscription over one of these buildings, in Arabic, purported that it was erected by a person of
the name of Selim.
19
Guérin_1864_404: Kharbet et-Tireh, à lřouest-nord-ouest de Ramallah. Débris d'une localité importante sur
un plateau divisé en nombreux compartiments cultivés par de petits murs de séparation, dans la construction
desquels on remarque beaucoup de blocs antiques. Néanmoins la plus grande partie des matériaux de cette
ancienne cité, et notamment une dizaine de colonnes, ont été transportés à Ramallah, qui a été bâti avec ces
débris. Dans l'un de ces jardins, j'ai retrouvé les restes d'une église bysantine, dont l'abside principale, tournée
vers l'Orient, est encore reconnaissable.
20
Curtis_1903_261: At Tell Hum, a hamlet of Shepherd's huts, half buried among the underbrush, are the ruins
of what was once an elaborate building, ninety feet long. The walls were of fine white marble and it was
adorned by a Greek portico, a colonnade, a noble cornice and finely wrought Corinthian pillars. The shapeless
heap of ruins are supposed to have been the synagogue built by the Roman centurion, and if so they mark one of
the most sacred places on earth, for in that building Jesus delivered the discourse reported in the sixth chapter of
the gospel of St. John, when his text was, "I am the Bread of Life."
21
Robinson_&_Smith_1856_II_408 Tell Hum (Capernaum): Not far off are the prostrate ruins of an edifice,
which, for expense of labour and ornament, surpasses any thing we had yet seen in Palestine. The extent of the
foundations of this structure, is no longer definitely to be made out. We measured one hundred and five feet
along the northern wall, and eighty feet along the western; perhaps this was their whole length. Within the space
thus enclosed and just around, are strewed, in utter confusion, numerous columns of compact limestone, with
beautiful Corinthian capitals, sculptured entablatures, ornamented friezes, and the like. The pedestals of the
columns are often still in their place, though sometimes overturned and removed. The columns are large, but of
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no great length. Here we found, for the first time, the singularity of double columns; that is, two attached shafts,
with capitals and base, cut from the same solid block. The shafts are parallel, showing that they were not
intended to form the corner of a colonnade. The same singularity is seen on a much larger scale, in some of the
immense Syenite columns of the ancient church in Tyre. Another peculiarity here, consists in several blocks of
stone, nine feet long by half that width, and of considerable thickness, on one side of which are sculptured
pannels with ornamental work, now defaced. They have much the appearance of a stone door; but have no mark
of having been suspended, and were more probably employed as pilasters, or perhaps as pannels, in the
ornamented wall. The stones of this edifice were large; and the whole must once have been an elegant structure.
The material is everywhere compact limestone; unless some of the blocks may be regarded as passing over into
a coarse marble. The character of the building it is difficult to determine. We could discern no connection of the
foundations with the shore; and could only regard the structure as having been either a church or a heathen
temple. But the only distinctive mark (if such it be) in favour of the former supposition, was the circumstance,
that the longest direction of the building appears to have been from west to east. The confusion is too great and
hopeless, to admit of any certainty. Some slight excavations had recently been made among these ruins; we
could not learn by whom or for what purpose. [This is the synagogue. Cf. next endnote.]
22
Guérin_1877_60-61: On admirait encore à Tell Houm, il y a peu d'années, les restes d'une superbe synagogue.
Ces restes, que j'avais moi-même étudiés en 1870 et qui avaient été exhumés avec beaucoup d'intelligence et de
soin par une commission anglaise, sont maintenant en grande partie détruits ou transportés ailleuis. Les
Bédouins qui campent dans les environs, voyant lřintérêt que les voyageurs portaient à ces ruines remarquables,
se sont imaginé qu'elles recelaient des trésors. N'en trouvant pas dans les fondations, ils les ont cherchés dans les
colonnes, dans les chapiteaux, dans les blocs les plus richement sculptés, qu'ils ont brisés et mutilés avec un
acharnement aveugle qu'enflammait une convoitise insensée. D'un autre côté, les habitants de Tibériade sont
venus quelquefois extraire de ce même endroit de beaux matériaux de construction, de telle sorte qu'aujourd'hui
les précieux fragments de cette synagogue ont diminué au moins de moitié depuis cinq ans, enlevés ou réduits à
lřétat de pierres informes, et si de pareilles dévastations continuent, on cherchera vainement dans un avenir
prochain les restes et même remplacement de cet édifice vénérable qui eut lřinsigne honneur d'entendre souvent
les jours de sabbat la parole du Christ pendant quil résidait à Capharnaum.
23
Bovet_1883_364 Capernaum: Two or three little hovels, entirely concealed from sight amid this forest of
thorns, are the only shelter to be found against the burning rays of the sun. They were built by Bedouins, John
tells me, and serve them occasionally as hiding-places for the fruits of their raids. We force our way, not without
difficulty, into one of these huts. Its walls are built of great hewn stones, gathered from the ruins of the ancient
town; the roof consists of mats made of rushes resting on three posts of fig-wood, and on a fragment of an
ancient column.
24
Millard_1843_267-268 Dome of the Rock: On arriving at the gate, however, and not seeing it guarded, we
had the presumption to pass a few feet through it. Soon there was an uproar. A party of priests, familiars, and I
know not who, (there was a large negro among them,) advanced towards us with clubs, hallooing, and
motioning for us to go out. Approaching near to us, we were soon made to know that we were not safe to
remain, and consequently made a rather abrupt retreat through the gate. Shame on Mohammedanism and its
ignorant barbarian minions, that a Christian must be insulted, and even his life threatened, if he advances to take
a near view of the hallowed spot on which once stood the temple of the Most High.
25
Clarke_1817_IV_290: About three quarters of an hour before we reached the walls [of Jerusalem], we passed
a large ruin upon our right hand, close to the road. This, by the reticulated masonry upon its walls, as well as by
the remains of its vaulted foundations of brick-work, evidently denoted a Roman building. We could not obtain
any account of it; neither has it been mentioned by any of the authors who have described the antiquities of the
country.
26
Fiske_1857_157-158 Jerusalem: The town itself, which is supposed to contain nearly twenty thousand
inhabitants, is a filthy, muddy. Oriental town, full of dogs and vermin, and intolerable smells, habitable by
decent people only on Mt. Zion and near the Jaffa gate. The so-called sacred places have been described a
thousand times, and even if they had not been, are not worth the trouble, as no one now believes in their
genuineness.
27
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876 (writing end 15thC), Jerusalem and Hebron, with excellent, clear and thorough
descriptions, with plentiful references to marble cladding etc.
28
Stanley_1856_178 rock under Mosque of Omar: In modem times it has been the centre of the most
conflicting theories of sacred topography. Mr. Fergusson (chiefly from architectural arguments) has maintained
that the dome of the Sakrah is the Church of Constantine, and consequently, that the rock beneath is the rock of
the Holy Sepulchre. Mr. Falconer and Mr. Thrupp suppose it to be the rock, or part of the rock, on which stood
the tower of Antonia. Professor Willis urges its claim to be the rock of the threshing-floor of Araunah, selected
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by David, and afterwards continued by Solomon and by Zerubbabel, as the Ŗunhewn stoneŗ on which to build
the Altar; the cave within being the sink described in the Talmud as that into which the blood and offial of the
sacrifices were drained off. Undoubtedly, if the measurements of the area would allow of it, this last hypothesis
would be the most satisfactory, except so far as it fails to produce adequate examples of a rock so high and so
rugged used for either the purposes of a threshing-floor or an altar. / Meanwhile the rock remains, whatever be
its origin, the most curious monument of Old Jerusalem, and not the least so, from the unrivalled variety of
associations which it has gathered to itself in the vicissitudes of centuries.
29
Warren & Conder 1884 for their survey of Jerusalem, which includes long quotes from the source authorities,
and then modern excavations.
30
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_306-324 for Çelebiřs description of Jerusalem, including the fortress, the Al-Aqsa,
and the Dome of the Rock.
31
Conder_1889_361 Haram dates: 637. Omar purifies the Sakhrah, visits Justinian's Church of St. Mary, and
builds a wooden mosque; 688. Abd el Melek builds the Kubbet es Sakhrah, and covers the doors of El Aksa
with gold and silver plates; 728. Date of the Dome of the Aksa Mosque; 758-775. Earthquake damages El Aksa;
775-785. El Mahdi increases the width and decreases the length of El Aksa (still traceable in the form of the
roof); 831. El Mamun restores the Kubbet es Sakhrah; 913. Date of the beams of the roof of Kubbet es Sakhrah;
1016. Earthquake partly destroys Kubbet es Sakhrah; 1022. Date of the woodwork of the restored dome (still
visible); 1027. Date on some of the mosaics of the drum of Kubbet es Sakhrah; 1060. Repairs to the roof of El
Aksa. Le_Strange_1890_165 Haram: Mukaddasi, writing in 985. corroborates some of the details mentioned by
earlier authorities. He notes: "Of the holy places within (the Haram Area) are the Mihrab Maryam (the Oratory
of Mary), Zakariyyah (of Zachariah). Ya'kûb (of Jacob), and Al Khidr (of Elias, or St. George), the Station of
the Prophet (Afakam an Nabi), and of Jibrail (Gabriel), the Place of the Ant, and of the Fire, and of the Ka'abah,
and also of the Bridge As Sirât, which shall divide Heaven and Hell. Now, the dimensions of the Haram Area
are: length, 1,000 ellsŕ of the royal Hashimite ell ŕ and width, 700. In the ceiling of its various edifices there
are four thousand wooden beams, supported on seven hundred marble columns, and the roofs are overlaid with
forty-five thousand sheets of lead.ŗ
32
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_95-96 (d.1521), Jerusalem, Al-Aqsa: Cette mosquée s'étend du sud au nord et est
divisée en sept nefs contiguës, élevées sur des colonnes de marbre et des piliers. Le nombre des colonnes est de
quarante-cinq, dont trente-trois en marbre et douze construites en pierres; ce sont celles qui se trouvent sous le
toit à double pente (djamloûn). Une treizième colonne bâtie est placée à la porte orientale, en face du Mehrâb de
Zacharie. Les piliers, construits en pierres, sont au nombre de quarante.
33
Arvieux_II_1735_120, Holy Sepulchre: L'Eglise étoit autrefois pavée & incrustée de marbres précieux. Les
Turcs en ont enlevé la plus grande partie pour orner le Temple de Salomon, qui est leur Mosquée principale, &
la plus en vénération. Ibid., 110, the Dome of the Rock: Son pavé est de grandes tables de marbres de diverses
couleurs qui ont été enlevées des Eglises de Bethléem, de Nazareth, du S. Sépulcre & des autres que les Turcs
ont démolies.
34
Ibn_Battuta_1982_130 Haram al-Sharif: Toute la mosquée nřest quřun vaste espace, sans toit, à lřexception
de la partie appelée la mosquée El-Aksa.
35
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_313-314, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: From the Aqsa Mosque one proceeds north [to the
Dome] through a meadow and then 200 paces over flagstones of white unhewn marble laid out by order of
Sultan Süleyman. There is a large round basin made of one huge block of marble; Sultan Süleyman saw it in his
dream and it was constructed to his specification when he woke up in the morning. It is unmatched on the face
of the earth, a remarkable radiant basin made by Godřs handwork that occupies the centre of this great
courtyard. [Where did the marble come from? Was it marble?]
36
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_318-319, Jerusalem, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: There are eighteen fountains, including that
of Sultan Süleyman. They all have chronograms indicating the year 947 (1540Ŕ1). Aside from these there are
seventy places in the city with flowing water in pools and jets. The water was brought from a stony and forested
area near Khalil al-Rahman (Hebron), four hours away, by Sultan Süleyman. He spent an Egyptian treasure and
made Jerusalem run with water Ŕ a remarkable public works. Previously the only water in the city was what
accumulated in cisterns. Thus, between the Gate of Mary and the Hıtta Gate there is a large cistern, now empty,
known as the Lake of the Children of Israel; it is 50 cubits deep, 100 paces long and 80 paces wide. Other
cisterns are found in the moat outside the Gate of the Pillar. There are also lakes, now dried up, in the moat
outside the Gate of Mary. And there used to be cisterns in the Harams of the Aqsa Mosque and the Rock. The
city depended on them; but Sultan Süleyman obviated the need for them by channeling a great river, so now all
who satisfy their thirst utter a Fatiha on behalf of his noble spirit Ŕ may God have mercy on him.
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37

Clermont-Ganneau_1899_257, the Crusaders and Herodřs Temple: I must, however, say that there is one
thing which surprises me. These enormous porticos must have contained a considerable number of columns like
that before us ŕ in the Basilike alone there were 162. How comes it, then, that we find no other traces of these
enormous monolithic shafts? [Did they ever exist?] Their disappearance may, I imagine, be explained by the
fact that these columns were of such a great size that they could not be used over again in their original form in
the many buildings subsequently erected at Jerusalem; they required to be cut down and re-worked on a smaller
scale to supply the builders of Aelia Capitolina, of Byzantine Jerusalem and Arab Jerusalem with more
manageable architectural units. That forest of columns which had no longer any raison dřêtre when deprived of
the rest of the grand mass of building in proportion to which they had been set up, must soon have been
systematically converted into building material. Those columns which had been too much injured may have
been simply broken up into rubble and made use of for building walls. Careful examination might enable us to
find here and there some fragments whose diameter would show the source from which they really came. There
is, for instance, the great stone disc in the Haram, upon which I discovered an Arabic inscription which I have
already described. Perhaps this disc is really a slice cut from the shaft of one of these columns of Herod's
Temple. / I should myself be inclined to recognise another of these gigantic columns from Herod's porticos in
the great shaft in the subterranean passage of El Aksa (the Double Gate) which supports the four elegantly
carved stone cupolas, and whose origin has caused so much discussion.
38
Warren_&_Conder_1884_44-80 for accounts of Jerusalem in the 12th century, including the Haram, Dome of
the Rock and Al-Aqsa.
39
Vitri_1896_LXII writing 1219ff, Solomonřs Temple, viz. Dome of the Rock: for albeit it has been destroyed
first by the Babylonians and afterwards by the Romans, yet it has been again rebuilt on the same spot by faithful
and religious men in a round building, of wondrous and cunning workmanship, exceeding fair and stately …
Whenever they possess the Holy City, they set up the image of Mahomet in the Temple, and suffer no Christian
to enter it.
40
Vitri_1896_LXII writing 1219ff, for the Al-Aqsa: There is also at Jerusalem another Temple of vast size and
extent, after which the militant friars of the Temple are called Templars. This is called Solomon's Temple,
perhaps to distinguish it from the other, which is called the Lord's Temple.
41
Michaud_1829_214: Ibn-al-Atir rapporte qu'un des premiers soins de Saladin fut de faire restaurer la mosquée
Alacsa, bâtie par le calife Omar, sur l'emplacement du temple de Salomon, et qu'il fournit pour cet objet des
marbres, de lřargent doré de Constantinople, et d'autres objets de prix. II ajoute que les musulmans, par suite de
leur horreur pour les images, ne laissèrent pas le moindre vestige des figures que les chrétiens y avaient
représentées.
42
Clermont-Ganneau_1899_145 of a capital on the Haram: It is sculptured in white marble. The Mussulman
hammer has wreaked its vengeance upon it: the pious work has especially vented its fury on the heads of the
figures which stood completely out from the design, and which have been utterly destroyed. Etc etc.
43
Khosrau_1881_72-99 travelling 1035-42 Jerusalem: for description of the Haram. Edrisi_I_1836_343, writing
c.1100, Jerusalem Al-Aqsa: Il nřexiste pas au monde qui lřégale en grandeur, si lřon excepte toutefois la grande
mosquée de Cordoue.
44
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_315-316 Dome of the Rock, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: Sixteen of the twenty-four are
monoliths, wrought by the Hand of Power, veined porphyry columns of indescribable beauty. The other eight
are artificial square piers. The master builder lavishly adorned them with richly gilt ornamentations … The inner
part of the second zone has another row of variegated porphyry columns, numbering twelve in all, like rubies,
each worth the annual harac of Turkey.
45
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_319 Jerusalem, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: All the streets in this city are paved with pure
white polished stone. The major thoroughfare Ŕ extending from the grain market to the door of Umarřs mosque,
attached to the wall of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre Ŕ has paving-stones the size of kilims. They say it was
constructed by Solomonřs demons.
46
Michaud_1829_IV_217 Dome of the Rock: On lit au sujet de la roche, dans Ibn-alatir, que les chrétiens
l'avaient recouverte de marbre , et cela parce que plusieurs fois on avait surpris les prêtres détachant des
morceaux de cette pierre pour la vendre, au poids de l'or, à leurs frères d'occident ; cette pierre passait pour
porter bonheur. A leur retour, les chrétiens bâtissaient des églises et plaçaient ces fragmens sur l'autel principal.
Tel fut le motif qui porta un des rois précédens à faire revêtir la roche de marbre, de peur qu'il n en restât bientôt
plus de trace; mais le sultan la fit découvrir et ordonna d'y tenir des exemplaires de lřAlcoran.
47
Niccolò_1945_46-47 travelling 1346-50, Dome of the Rock: How it is within, I know not, because the cursed
Saracens have made of it a mosque; and he who would enter it, will deny the faith or be sawn in two.
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48

Guylforde_1506_43-44 Dome of the Rock: The Sarrasyns woll suffre no cristen man to come within the sayd
Temple, and if he do so he shall be compelled incontynently to renye his fayth and crystendome, or ellya he
shaihe put to esecucion of deth by and by; and as a man may juge by out warde syght ye sayd temple is in
largenes, hyght, and suptuousnes buyldynge fer aboue and beyonde any werke that euer we sawe in all our
lyues.
49
Ali_Bey_1814_III_130-131 Haram: Toujours ami de la vérité, je dois prévenir que je n'ai pas eu le temps de
faire plus de cinq visites au temple, assez longues, il est vrai, et assez bien employées pour que je puisse garantir
l'exactitude de mes descriptions et de mes dessins, mais sans répondre d'une précision géométrique dans tous les
détails. [Then 131-148 describes Dome and Al-Aqsa in detail.]
50
Bramsen_I_1820_276-7 travelling 1813-15.
51
Geramb_1840_I_235 Jerusalem, Mosque of Omar: It is related that a foreigner one day called upon the
governor, and, firman in hand, applied to see the mosque. ŖThy firman,ŗ said the governor, in a passion,
Ŗpurports that thou shalt be admitted into the mosque; thou mayest go in; but, take notice, that it says nothing
about letting thee come out again.ŗ
52
Geramb_1840_I_236 Jerusalem, Haram: My dragoman was not long before he informed me that my
commission was executed. He had spoken to a Turk, whose house was nearer to the mosque than any of the
surrounding buildings; its windows overlooked the place itself, and he had obtained permission for me, in my
pretended quality of physician, to go and gratify my curiosity behind the blinds of one of his apartments.
53
Gaskin_1846_15: [Question] 78. For what is the mosque of Omar remarkable? It occupies the site of the
Temple, and is held by the Moslem as the spot where Abraham offered Isaac to be a sacrifice. ŖIt is of a very
light, fantastic architecture, scarcely seeming able to support the massive dome. It bristles with points, and little
spires, and minarets, many of which have gilded crescents that flash and gleam in the sunshine; while the
various groups of Moslems, sitting on bright carpets, or slowly wandering among the groves, give life and
animation to the scene."
54
Dupuis_I_1856_39 Dome of the Rock: Nothing can be said, or very little indeed, of the interior of this temple,
and that little only on the authority of the Moslem domestics. But even these men are seldom very
communicative upon a subject of this nature; whilst the better class of society generally evade every question
that might be put to them, or otherwise evince displeasure by a gloomy silence, leading the enquirer to suppose,
if he should be inclined to do so, that there must be something very extraordinary or mysterious in the interior
arrangement of the building.
55
Tobler_1859_307 Haram: Es wird nicht selten die irrige Meinung verbreitet, dass früher ohne Lebensgefahr
kein Christ das Haram besuchen konnte. In einem meiner Werke widerlegte ich dieselbe vollständig mit
Thatsachen, und ich kann nicht umhin, weitere anzuführen. Im J. 1753 kam Saviour Lusignan hinein; er
untersuchte besonders genau den heiligen Felsen unterhalb und ringsum, er kannte auch die Höhle darunter; in
der Aksamoschee fand er noch die Bildnisse von einigen Heiligen, wenigstens ihre Köpfe mit dem Scheine und
den Kronen. 1818 brachte der Engländer Banks einige Nachmittagsstunden in der Moschee zu, ging aber am
glei- chen Abende noch nach Jafa, wo eine Barke auf ihn wartete. Bekanntlich besuchte 1833 Arundale mit
Catherwood und Bonomi das Haram.
56
Tobler_1859_309 Haram: Schon während des grossen Kriegs in der Krim athmeten die Christen, welche
keine Russen waren, etwas freier, zumal aber nach dem Pariser-Friedensschlüsse freuten sie sich unter Eiamil
Pascha über den wolthätigen Einfluss des Hatti Humajun. So am Morgensonnenscheine der Duldsamkeit
besuchte eine neugierige Gruppe nach der andern das grosse Heiligthum auf dem Moriah, und muss man nur
bedauern, dass die Wissenschaft verhältnissmässig keinen grossen Nutzen aus den seit dem J. 1854 bis 1856
öftern Besuchen zog, obschon selbst der Herzog von Brabant in Begleitung eines hochstudirten und
hochgestellten Mannes den Moriahpilgern sich anreihte. Als aber in der Folge jener aus dem Paschalik schied,
und an seine Stelle Sureija Pascha trat, und als der Mohammedaner, nach und nach der grossen Wolthaten
vergessend, welche die halbmondschützenden Verehrer des heil. Kreuzes dem Padischah in Konstantinopel
erwiesen, zum alten Christenbass neuen Zündstoff hinlegten, da verlor auch das fränkische Gold seinen Reiz,
und aufs neue verschluss sich das Haram esch-Scherif wie ehedein, was ungefähr so viel heisst als eine
Kriegserklärung der mohammedanischen Intoleranz gegen die Franken. Die Mohammedaner betrachten für
derhin uns Christen als unrein, als unwürdig, den heil. Platz zu betreten. Der berühmte Spruch jenes brittischen
Ministers, dass es auf der Erde keinen Fleck gebe, wo der Engländer nicht durch seine Regierung geschützt
werde, erleidet eine Einschränkung, und gerade an einer der heiligsten Stätten auf der Welt ist ihr Schutz ein
blosser Wortschall. An dem heil. Felsen Moriahs scheitert der brittische Stolz.
57
Dupuis_I_1856_42-43 Dome of the Rock: In the present disturbed state of the Oriental world, the asperity of
the law is somewhat blunted; yet still it is believed that a wanton infringement of it, if it did not entail Islamism
or martyrdom, would be attended with a personal risk which prudence should avoid. Indeed I knew a gentleman
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who was very roughly handled, although but for approaching unwarily too near to the precincts of this
sanctuary. This was done by the blacks who are stationed to guard the approaches, and warn off travellers from
the Harem. These men are armed with batons. It is not even in the power of the Pasha to grant leave to enter
these precincts, but permission must first be obtained from Constantinople, and even then it is attended with
some danger through the bigotry of a people so soon excited to a religious frenzy by the alarm cry of " Eddin,"
which is a call upon the prophet's followers to defend the faith. The events now transpiring in the east have
somewhat qualified the crudity of this religious fervour, and we hear it announced, not without astonishment
indeed, that recently some travellers have succeeded, through a favour of the Sultan, in obtaining permission to
visit the interior of this far famed temple.
58
Fiske_1857_159-161 Jerusalem, Dome of the Rock: The Dervishes and other fanatical Moslems, who guard
the mosk and amuse themselves by throwing stones at any infidel dogs who dare to approach, having been
removed and shut up, and a guard of thirty soldiers accompanying us, we entered and spent an hour and a half in
examining the mosks Omar and El Aksa which, with a large enclosed space, occupy Mnt. Moriah … My boots
having been stolen by some of the faithful, while I was within the mosque, I remain yours, in a pair of Turkish
slippers.
59
Paul_1865_67 Dome of the Rock, shoes off: et sur cette simple formalité nous sommes admis dans le
sanctuaire. L'édifice principal est précédé d'un pavillon aux colonnes gracieuses. L'iman nous affirme que le roi
David en avait fait son cabinet de travail et qu'il y a écrit ses psaumes.
60
Marquise_de_L_1866_62 got into Dome of the Rock thanks to French consul.
61
Harman_1873_123: On Wednesday morning the cawass, or officer of our consul, in his official dress, wearing
a sword, obtained a soldier, a Numidian, I believe, who seemed to have special charge of the Mosque of Omar,
and with these two guards I entered the inclosure where stood the Temple of Solomon. To enter the inclosure
without guards would be sure to bring upon one a shower of stones.
62
Basterot_1869_209 Dome of the Rock: Le centre de cette esplanade est occupé maintenant par la mosquée
d'Omar. Jusqu'en 1856 rentrée en était rigoureusement défendue aux chrétiens, des eunuques noirs armés d'un
long poignard veillaient aux portes, prêts à massacrer l'infidèle imprudent qui aurait essayé d'y pénétrer. Les
consuls maintenant peuvent la faire visiter facilement, les habitants y sont accoutumés, et les autorités de la
mosquée apprivoisées par le backsheech ne montrent aucune trace de cette malveillance que l'on rencontre à
Damas.
63
Huart 1879_69-70 Jerusalem, Dome of the Rock: Après avoir pris la précaution de nous déchausser, par
respect pour cet endroit sacré, nous pénétrons dans le temple lui-même. Il est difficile dřimaginer le bon goût,
joint à la richesse, à la somptuosité de la décoration, qui a présidé à lřornementation de cette charmante petite
mosquée. On distingue tout d'abord, à lřaide de la douce clarté que tamisent de nombreux vitraux, les
magnifiques colonnes monolithes de marbres de toutes couleurs et de toute provenance qui supportent le dôme.
Les chapiteaux corinthiens, dorés, font ressortir les délicates marbrures des colonnes. Les murs sont décorés de
plaques de faïence et de mosaïques représentant des bouquets de fleurs. Le jour pénètre dans le sanctuaire par de
nombreuses fenêtres ornées de vitraux, comme je viens de le dire. Les plaques de verre qui composent ces
derniers ne sont pas jointes les unes aux autres par des filets de plomb, mais elles sont solidement encastrées
dans une épaisse armature de plâtre; on peut, grâce à ce moyen, leur donner une position inclinée qui permet à la
lumière de les traverser perpendiculairement ou à peu près, et de descendre, sans dévier, sur le sol.
64
Ali_Bey_1814_III_205 roster of monks serving the Holy Sepulchre: J'avoue que cette demeure, malgré sa
triste obscurité et le manque d'air, seroit supportable, sans le voisinage des moines musulmans, qui de leurs
fenêtres dominent l'intérieur du temple et du couvent, et qui, accoutumés à tirer des moines chrétiens des
gratifications et des présents, et aspirant sans cesse à augmenter ces exactions, ne négligent aucun moyen pour y
parvenir. Toutes les fois qu'il est besoin de monter sur le toit pour quelque réparation, il faut leur en demander la
permission. Les enfants même jettent des pierres contre les religieux. Enfin on ne leur épaigne aucun genre
d'insulte pour les obliger à acheter la tranquillité.
65
Light_1818_182 Jerusalem: I witnessed the utter contempt held by the Mahometans of all in the dress of
Europeans, having been spit at and hooted by some of the lower orders, even when I was mounted on the aga's
horse, and attended by a janissary, who did not express surprise or indignation at what happened. / None of the
sects can enter the church of the Sepulchre, but by payment. The keys are kept by the Turks, whose perquisites
are immense. Each pilgrim pays, on his first entrance, a sum nearly equal to fifteen shillings. The convents pay
about one shilling and sixpence for each time they have it opened; and every ceremony costs a certain sum, in
proportion to its duration.
66
Buckingham_1822_I_390 Jerusalem: Heraclius restored the cross; the Saracens appeared and laid it low. The
crusading armies of Europe exhausted their best blood and treasure to rescue it from the hands of infidels, if but
for a moment, until it fell again before the conquering crescent of Mohammed; and at the present instant, the
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avarice and indolence of the Turks suffer the tomb of the Messiah to remain unmolested, in consideration only
of the gold and silver which it yields up yearly to their coffers.
67
Hahn-Hahn_II_1845_179: To the Christians, Jerusalem is holy, but alas! alas! in about the same manner as
the garments of Christ were to the soldiers; each wants to have a part.
68
Curtis_1903_472-473 Bethlehem, Church of the Nativity: Christmas, 1902, was a season of great anxiety
because of the bitterness growing out of incidents in Jerusalem, and several days before that anniversary the
governor and the police authorities of Palestine took up their headquarters at Bethlehem, and the wires between
that place and Constantinople were hot with telegrams reporting the situation and giving instructions for its
treatment Fortunately, through the diplomatic management of the Mohammedan officials, a collision was
prevented, but the tense feeling is illustrated by the experiences of an American gentleman who desired to make
a photograph of some ancient mosaics high on the walls of the church. He asked permission to erect a
scaffolding upon which he could place his camera and to scrub the mosaics in order that the designs might
appear more clearly. The mosaics were on Roman Catholic territory, but in order to get the proper focus the
scaffolding would have to be placed upon Greek territory, hence permission was refused, and when the
American appealed to the governor he was informed that nothing could be done without special permission from
Constantinople. In describing the situation the governor pointed out a window which had been broken, but the
jealousy between the Christian sects was so great that neither would allow a member of the other to mend it, so
he employed a Jew glazier to put in a new pane of glass.
69
Clarke_1817_IV_315 Holy Sepulchre: there are no remains whatsoever of any antient known sepulchre, that,
with the most attentive and scrupulous examination, we could possibly discover. The sides consist of thick slabs
of that beautiful breccia, vulgarly called Verde-antique marble; and over the entrance, which is rugged and
broken, owing to the pieces carried off as relics, the substance is of the same nature . All that can therefore now
be affirmed with any shadow of reason, is this; that, if Helena had reason to believe she could identify the spot
where the sepulchre was, she took especial care to remove every trace of it, in order to introduce the fanciful and
modern work which now remains.
70
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_323 Holy Sepulchre, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: The wonder of this place is that, with so
much beautiful adornment, it lacks spirituality; it is more like a tourist attraction. / After touring the Church and
performing two prostrations in a corner, I prayed that it one day become a Muslim place of worship, and came
outside.
71
Affagart_1902_64 travelling 1533-1534: for the seven peregrinations in and from Jerusalem.
72
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_318, Jerusalem, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: God be praised, I visited all the sites (in the
Haram area) in ten days and ten nights during Ramadan of 1082 (January 1672). And I completed a Koran
recitation on the Night of Power (27 Ramadan) in the temple of the Aqsa Mosque and bestowed the religious
merit accrued therefrom upon the spirits of those departed believers buried in Jerusalem.
73
Dankoff_&_Kim_2011_320 Holy Sepulchre, Evliya Çelebi, 1672: This humble one visited Jerusalem several
times. But in the year 1058 (1648) Ŕ the year of the enthronement of Sultan Mehmed (IV) Ŕ when Zileli
Çavuşzade Mehmed Pasha was governor of Jerusalem province, I received permission to break the seal and tour
the inside of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre … Another well-proportioned dome is constructed on four red
porphyry columns, each one worth the annual revenue of Turkey. These columns are so highly polished that one
can see oneřs features reflected in them.
74
Dandolo_1854_385 Jerusalem: Se alcuno ci chiedesse ora qual fosse la prima impressione provata allřentrare
in Gerusalemme, gli diremmo che fu per noi tristezza e quasi terrore. Quel ricinto porta profondamente impresso
il marchio della desolazione e della sventura. Gettata in mezzo ai dirupi, senza ombre che la proteggano,
senzřacque che la vivifichino, arsa dal sole e sepolta nella polvere, l'antica capitale della Giudea sembra essa
stessa nel suo interno un deserto ammasso di case basse e senza finestre, fra cui s'aggirano tortuosi viottoli, nel
percorrere i quali lo straniero rimane attonito di non incontrare anima viva.
75
Freese_1869_42: In our mind the city of Jerusalem has always been associated with beauty and loveliness.
Notwithstanding its frequent destructions and oft-repeated desolations, and notwithstanding the curse of heaven,
which we know has rested upon it from the hour of its rejection and crucifixion of the Divine Redeemer until the
present, still, in our imagination, it has ever remained "the city of the great King," "the joy of the whole earth,"
"a thing of beauty and a joy for ever!"/ Judge, then, of our disappointment when, after hours of tedious travel
over roads the worst we have ever seen, and over a country so dreary and desolate that the eye tires with the
hideous deformity of nature everywhere present, we find Jerusalem to seem like a confused mass of rough stone
walls, with here and there a Moslem minaret pointing derisively toward heaven.
76
Schickler_1863_148 Jerusalem: La première impression quřelle me fait éprouver est celle d'une ville en
ruines; mais cette désolation même, qui n'a pas recouvert tous les vestiges du passé, ajoute à la solennité du
tableau. Ce ne sont pas les restes mutilés d'une seule époque que nous transmet le temps, tels qu'une catastrophe
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subite les a transformés, c'est un mélange de débris de tous les âges accumulés les uns sur les autres; des
habitations élevées sur les bases d'habitations plus anciennes et s'écroulant à leur tour, des murs lézardés que
rien ne soutient, des exhaussements de terrain qui atteignent le faîte des demeures voisines, des excavations
profondes dont les issues sont inexplorées, et surtout à chaque pas les traces d'une vie éteinte ou d'une activité
anéantie. Ici rien ne dissimule aux yeux de l'homme le néant de ses œuvres; elles s'en vont toutes lentement en
poussière sans qu'il s'efforce d'en retarder la chute, et ces poussières s'entassent et se confondent.
77
Wortabet_1856_I_169 Jerusalem: it is this very desolation ŕ Jerusalem, once the joy of the whole earth, now
transformed into the forsaken city, whose bare and blasted rocks present no sublimity; whose streets, deserted
and narrow, possess no symptoms of commerce; whose dirty and ill-modelled houses, prepossess you not with
an idea of comfort or happiness ŕ which forms one of the leading features of interest that now pervade your
feelings. In my case, it was not the sympathy we generally feel with fallen grandeur that first made me so
melancholy; but the idea that Jehovah in his anger had passed by, and cursed the city for its sins.
78
Thomas_1900_232 Herodium, with nothing to see: The top of the mound is artificial, and though it rises at an
angle of 35 degrees, our donkeys bravely carried us to the summit. There may be seen some ruined walls
surrounding a depression like a crater, and in a vault are the remains of a mosaic floor. The whole, as it once
existed, is elaborately described by Josephus in his ŖWars of the Jews.ŗ At the foot of the hill is a dry pool, with
a small island in the centre, called by the Arabs ŖBirket es Bint,ŗ or Pool of the Sultanřs daughter.
79
Wilson_I_1881_144 Herodium: The popular European name of Frank Mountain is an entire misnomer, not
older than the close of the Crusades, and arising from a groundless tradition that the Crusaders here held out for
forty years after the fall of Jerusalem. For this there is neither topographical nor historical warrant. There is no
trace of their works, and after the destruction of the aqueduct of Herod, the place, with no natural water supply,
must have been utterly untenable.
80
Bourassé_1867_313-314 Herodium: De nos jours les riches bâtiments d'Hérode sont représentés par quelques
pans de murailles s'élevant à peine au niveau du sol, une citerne à moitié comblée et les fondations encore
apparentes de tours considérables. Le voyageur distrait ne soupçonne guère, pas plus que les Arabes, que ce
monticule lui jadis couronné de somptueux monuments, le séjour brillant des fêtes et le rendez-vous d'une cour
livrée a la dissipation et aux plaisirs.
81
Conder_1889_217-218 Herodium: The ruins of Herodium (Jebel Fureidis), vulgarly known as the Frank
Mountain, may also be supposed to be the work of Herod the Great. A circular fortress crowned the hill, the
sides of which are artificially scarped. The masonry, though well cut, is of no great size, and has no drafted
edges. The building is remarkable for a small chamber with a very flat dome, much like that in the Temple
gateway, which we have already attributed to the same builder. The lower palace or storehouse, the fountain fed
by an aqueduct from Urtas, and other remains, are described in the ŖMemoirsŗ (Survey of Western Palestine III,
London 1883, 443, in one sentence), but present no very interesting architectural features.
82
PEFQS_1893_25 Herodium: Jebel Ferdays (or Furaydis, as it is variously pronounced), the old Herodium.
Herodium, has proved not without interest. The ruins are neither extensive, however, nor well preserved. The
castle on the summit was circular in form, with semicircular towers to the north-west and south, and a larger
circular one to the E.N.E. The most interesting point was a circular chamber with a domed roof below the
northern tower. The masonry throughout has all the appearance of the Roman or Herodian work visible at
Caesarea and Tantura on the coast. / The outer part of this castle is a slope of 35 degs., composed entirely of
débris, and now indistinguishable from the surrounding soil. This is to be accounted for by the fact that most of
the stone used in the building is very soft and friable, and rapidly disintegrates. / Below the mound to the north
are the ruins of a large oblong building, with vaults on the north and east. Some on the latter side are still in fair
preservation. The roof is barrel, without a keystone; an inner arch, however, has one. Windows remain in the
wall of the eastern vault, about 1ft. high by 2ft. wide outside, but cut away inside so as to throw the greatest
possible amount of light within. / The other remains consist of a few wells, a small clump of ruined houses, and
a tank called Birket el Hammam. This was formerly supplied with water from ŘAin Urtás, which rises about 60
ft. higher. I shall presently notice this aqueduct and its construction. / Lieutenant Conder has made a plan of the
ruins of Furaydis, and also of the cave variously called Magharet el M'asa, or Magharet Kharaytun, which has
by many been accepted as the Cave of Adullam.
83
Vergoncey_1615_390 Jericho, once a great city: Le pont fort ancien de ceste cité duquel on void encor à
present quelques arches & pilliers en leur entier, avec les ruines dřun viel Amphitheatre, & dřun bel
Hippodrome.
84
Tristram_1865_204: The ruins and shapeless heaps around us are old Jericho (not Herod's city), and the
arches and vaults just above, with their little broken aqueducts, are the remains of the sugar-mills, which once
yielded 5,000l. sterling annually to the Knights of the Holy Sepulchre, and were not altogether neglected in the
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days of the early caliphs, but are now only the refuge of our horses in the heat of the day, and the retreat of the
jackals at night.
85
Depelchin_1877_178-179 Jericho: Lřancienne Jéricho était située plus à l'ouest que le village actuel, et vers la
source de lřElisée. On voit encore en ce lieu, une sorte de colline, formée par les débris de.l'antique cité, et dans
laquelle les Anglais ont pratiqué des fouilles qui ne paraissent pas avoir eu les résultats qu'on pouvait en
attendre.
86
Lombay_1892_125 Jericho: dans le jardin de l'auberge où je descendis, je trouvai quelques fûts de colonne
provenant de fouilles récentes opérées sur place; elles semblaient avoir appartenu à un temple grec ou romain.
Le village indigène fournirait probablement un plus ample butin aux archéologues s'ils avaient le loisir de le
fouiller; mais il est bien gardé par ses farouches habitants.
87
MacMichael_1819_196-197, travelling 1816, at Hebron, Thomas Legh writes: the mosque which is built over
the sepulchre of Abraham ; an edifice of such sanctity, that, even in our present correct costume of Arabs, we
dared not attempt to enter it. The antient and lower part of the mosque is formed of enormous stones, some that
appeared to be about twenty-six feet in length ; and, from the general aspect of the building, resembling neither
Grecian, Roman, nor early Christian architecture, it seemed to me to be possibly of Jewish origin.
88
Durbin_1845_I_207 Haram at Hebron: The guide conducted us to the great portal, paused, and said we could
go no farther. For a moment I felt as if I would have given the world for admission; but I soon recollected that
we have, as a light to our feet, the examples of the glorious dead who sleep within, especially the unwavering
and triumphant faith of Abraham, the Father of the Faithful and the friend of God.
89
Broquière_1892_18 travelling 1432-3, at Hebron: Nous fusmes jusques à la porte, car nous y eussions
voluntiers entré et lors nous dirent noz truchemens qu'ilz ne nous ozeroyent mettre dedans que de nuyt, pour les
périls, car nul Crestien n'ose entrer dedans lesdictes musquées sur peyne de mort ou de renoyer la foy
catholicque, et pour ceste cause, nous n'y entrasmes point.
90
Stephens_1838_II_126 Hebron: The great mosque, the walls of which, the Jews say, are built with the ruins of
the temple of Solomon, according to the belief of the Mussulmans and the better authority of the Jews, covers
the site of the Cave of Machpelah, which Abraham bought from Ephron the Hittite; and within its sacred
precincts are the supposed tombs of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The doors were guarded with jealous care by
the bigoted Mussulmans; and when, with my Jewish companion, I stopped for a moment to look up at the long
marble staircase leading to the tomb of Abraham, a Turk came out from the bazars, and, with furious
gesticulations, gathered a crowd around us; and a Jew and a Christian were driven with contempt from the
sepulchre of the patriarch whom they both revered. A special firman from the pacha, or perhaps a large bribe to
the governor; might have procured me a private admission; but death or the Koran would have been the penalty
required by the bigoted people of Hebron.
91
Moudjir-ed-dyn_1876_11, died 1521, Hebron: Hébra est le bourg d'Abraham; il y a un château immense qui
est, dit-on, l'ouvrage des génies, et est construit en grosses pierres sculptées. Au milieu est une coupole en
pierres, construite depuis l'islamisme, et recouvrant le tombeau d'Abraham; celui d'Isaac se trouve devant.
92
Morone_1669_I_301 Hebron: Costantino Imperatore vi fece alzare un maestuoso Tempio, come dalle reliquie
rimaste di pietre grossissime quadrate.
93
Edrisi_I_1836_347-8.
94
Niccolò_1945_67 travelling 1346-50, Tiberias: This city was very large and the sea of Galilee breaks against
its walls; but now it is, as others, in ruins.
95
Burckhardt_1822_23061812: The ancient town of Tiberias does not seem to have occupied any part of the
present limits of Tabaria, but was probably situated at a short distance farther to the south, near the borders of
the lake. Its ruins begin at about five minutes walk from the wall of the present town, on the road to the hotwells. The only remains of antiquity are a few columns, heaps of stones, and some half ruined walls and
foundations of houses. On the sea-side, close to the water, are the ruins of a long thick wall or mole, with a few
columns of gray granite, lying in the sea. About mid-way between the town and the hot-wells, in the midst of the
plain, I saw seven columns, of which two only are standing upright; and there may probably be more lying on
the ground, hid among the high grass with which the plain is covered; they are of gray granite, about twelve or
fourteen feet long, and fifteen inches in diameter; at a short distance from them is the fragment of a beautiful
column of red Egyptian granite, of more than two feet in diameter. These ruins stretch along the sea-shore, as far
as the hot springs, and extend to about three hundred yards inland. The springs are at thirty-five minutes from
the modern town, and twenty paces from the waterřs edge; they were probably very near the gate of the ancient
town. No vestiges of buildings of any size are visible here; nothing being seen but the ruins of small arched
buildings, and heaps of stone. / There are some other remains of ancient habitations on the north side of the
town, upon a hill close to the sea, which is connected with the mountain; here are also some thick walls which
indicate that this point, which commands the town, was anciently fortified. None of the ruined buildings in
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Tiberias or the neighbourhood are constructed with large stones, denoting a remote age; all the walls, of which
any fragments yet remain, being of small black stones cemented together by a very thick cement. Upon a low
hill on the S.W. side of the town stands a well built mosque, and the chapel of a female saint.
96
Scholz_1822_64B Tiberias: Remains of temples and other great buildings may still be traced, but I looked in
vain for inscriptions.
97
Buckingham_1822_II_366-367 Tiberias: pursuing our course still southerly, we came to some scattered ruins
of the old city of Tiberias, among which we observed many foundations of buildings, some fragments of others
still standing, and both grey and red granite columns, some portions of the latter being at least four feet in
diameter; but among the whole we saw neither ornamented capitals nor sculptured stones of any kind, though
the city is known to have been a considerable one … In less than an hour after our leaving the town, we arrived
at the baths. The present building, erected over the springs here, is small and mean, and is altogether the work of
Mohammedans. It is within a few yards of the edge of the lake, and contains a bath for males and a bath for
females, each with their separate apartment annexed.
98
Pardieu_1851_302-303 Tiberias: Nous entrâmes enfin dans Tabarieh par une brèche. Cette ville a été détruite
en partie par un tremblement de terre, en 1837. Ses remparts massifs se sont écroulés, ainsi que ses hautes tours.
La plupart des maisons ont été renversées; aussi ne voit-on que des ruines. Les rues que nous traversâmes étaient
nouvellement rebâties; on y voyait quelques maisons qui paraissaient assez.
99
Raguse_III_1839_17: J'allai visiter des eaux thermales à peu de distance de Tibériade, et que lřon dit fort
salutaires. Elles sont situées sur les ruines de l'ancienne Emaüs. Des colonnes nombreuses, et d'autres vestiges
de la splendeur de cette ville, frappent encore les yeux.
100
Stewart_1857_440 Tiberias: We found our tents pitched on the shore of the lake, within a few yards of a
handsome building erected in 1833 by Ibrahim Pasha as a public bath. Like everything else in this land
belonging to the Turkish Government, it is now neglected and falling into a state of dilapidation. The doors have
fallen from the hinges, and some of the marble baths in the private rooms are broken and useless. The principal
apartment is a circular hall with a domed roof, supported by marble pillars, containing a circular tank about
twenty feet in diameter and five feet deep. There are two small bath rooms to the back; but, when they were
prepared for our use, we found the water so hot that it was impossible to use them, and betook ourselves to the
great tank in the hall.
101
Richardson_1822_II_306 Tiberias: At Tiberias we found the Pasha of Acre en-campt with a numerous
retinue near the hot baths, which he was using by the advice of a medical attendant who was a frank. At a little
distance from him the Lady Hester Stanhope had taken up her residence in a mosque.
102
Pigeory_1854_242-243 Tiberias: Mais cette ville, relevée par la belliqueuse ferveur des croisades, n'était
déjà plus alors que l'ombre et la réduction d'elle-même. Cette Tibériade du christianisme n'était plus qu'un
arsenal, ou, si lřon veut, une citadelle érigée au milieu des monuments détruits de sa devancière; monuments çà
et là épars, dont les fragments de marbre, les tronçons de colonnes en syénite d'Egypte ont concouru à la
formation des derniers remparts.
103
Howe_1854_99-200 Tiberias: At the distance of about a mile and a half from the village, we came upon four
fine granite columns; and one-third of a mile further north, we found twenty-one granite columns, some of them
standing in their places. They are about twenty inches in diameter, and so spread about as clearly to indicate that
they once formed part of a long-since ruined temple of two hundred feet from east to west, and one hundred feet
wide. At its eastern extremity we discovered a stone altar, about four feet square, the mouldings chiseled on its
base and top remaining quite perfect. We inferred that it belonged to the Roman period.
104
AMS_VII_1872_415 Guérin at Tiberias: Je ne décrirai ici la ville de Tibériade, ni dans son abaissement
actuel, ni dans l'état de splendeur qu'elle devait offrir autrefois, lorsqu'elle était sous Hérode Antipas l'une des
plus belles villes de la Palestine et la capitale de la tétrarchie de ce prince. Qu'il me suffise de dire à Votre
Éxcellence que j'ai parcouru en tous sens, en dehors des limites très-réduites qu'elle occupe aujourd'hui,
l'emplacement bien plus vaste qu'elle couvrait jadis de ses édifices publics et de ses nombreuses habitations. De
ses palais et de ses temples il ne subsiste plus que des amas de décombres, quelques assises à peine visibles et
une trentaine de fûts de colonnes intacts ou mutilés. Le pourtour de son ancien mur d'enceinte est encore
facilement reconnaissable.
105
PEFQS_1877_121 Tiberias: A quarter of a mile farther north commence the ruins of the ancient town of
Tiberias ŕ they have been largely excavated for cut stone for modern buildings. A great number of fine granite
columns are lying about, in one place as many as nine close together; there are also remains of the sea-wall, with
towers, along the coast. These ruins are of considerable size, extending a mile south of the present town, and it
seems probable that the latter is entirely or partially on a new site. Immediately behind the ruins the cliffs rise
steeply, with traces of former fortifications on them.
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106

Scholz_1822_64 between Tiberias and Caesarea: The ruins of Diocaesarea [Sefuriyeh, Sepphoris] are very
considerable. Many columns of granite, fragments of walls and marble lie scattered about the mountain, and at
its foot where Saphuri now stands. In Nazareth, near the church of the Latin convent, there are ancient columns,
capitals, &c. of a larger size, and in most of the remaining houses, substructions of a better age.
107
Guillaume_de_Tyr_II_1880_456 Saladin at Bethsan/Scythopolis: Jadis fu la mestre citez de Galilée, si com il
pert és granz ruines et à la grant plenté de marbre que len trueve és édifices qui là furent; mès ele est ore si
dechoite que nus nři habite fors seulement en un petit chastelet qui siet és paluz, où pou de gent se pooient
receler.
108
Tristram_1865_503 Beisan: Descending from the ancient fortress, where the ruins of the more modem citadel
were, in large measure, composed of beautiful marble columns, and some capitals built horizontally in tiers or
lying across the massive walls, we next came to the remains of a very perfect amphitheatre, with all the
vomitories and corridors intact, though not of very large size.
109
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_361-362 Beisan: How important that excavations should be made in a place of so
much historical interest! But in order to prosecnte this undertaking the protection of a considerable force wonld
be necessary, as Beisan is noted for the avarice and lawlessness of the Bedouins, from whom peaceful
antiquarians must expect every annoyance.
110
Burckhardt_1822_02071812 Beisan: The only remains are large heaps of black hewn stones, many
foundations of houses, and the fragments of a few columns. I saw only a single shaft of a column standing. In
one of the valleys is a large mound of earth, which appeared to me to be artificial; it was the site perhaps of a
castle for the defence of the town. On the left bank of the stream is a large Khan, where the caravans repose
which take the shortest road from Jerusalem to Damascus. / The present village of Bysan contains seventy or
eighty houses; its inhabitants are in a miserable condition, from being exposed to the depredations of the
Bedouins of the Ghor, to whom they also pay a heavy tribute.
111
Buckingham_1825_9 Beisan: where there is a large population, and a general mart for the supply of the
Bedouin Arabs of these parts. There are several remains of antiquity at this place, particularly the vestiges of a
theatre, and many marble columns erect and fallen; but as we did not visit the spot in our way, I had no
opportunity of ascertaining minutely what else it might have contained.
112
Tristram_1865_501 Beisan: We could easily recognise the spot where Burckhardt must have stood, when he
saw but one column standing, though from other positions we could count more than twenty. But Sheikh
Ibrahim's visit was evidently a very hurried one.
113
Tristram_1865_500 Beisan: After riding through these ruins, we descended into a little valley, the Nahr
Jalud, where a perennial stream of sweet water was fringed with canes and oleanders in full bloom. This we
crossed by a fine Roman bridge of a single arch, much decayed. Constructed, however, of hard black basalt, it
has been able to withstand, in some degree, the ravages of time, and the carelessness of Moslems. Higher up the
same stream we saw another bridge of three arches, and, lower down, the buttresses and spring of the arch of a
third, these latter both built of limestone, and very finely worked.

Endnotes Chapter 9. East of the River Jordan
1

Michaelis_1908_280-281: From the old tombs of Lycia and Phrygia let us return once more to Syria, during
the last centuries of antiquity. While there remain few traces of Hellenistic times, and these, as at Antioch, are
still awaiting a divining-rod to bring them forth to daylight, there remain many monuments of that age of
prosperity which the Roman Empire, from the time of Trajan, had revived here, as well as in Asia Minor. A
group of magnificent city ruins are situated east of the Jordan, in the Hauran, and south of it. These had been
visited by Guillaume Rey in 1857-8, by Ernest Renan in 1860, by Melchior de Vogüé in 1861-2, by the Duke de
Luynes in 1864, and more recently by two American expeditions, the first directed by Howard Crosby Butler in
1899, the second by Butler and E. Littman in 1904. These late, bare, stone structures of the Hauran, built of
great blocks, afford important evidence for the development of vaulted and arched buildings, and have become
somewhat known through De Vogüé. In the south of the Hauran, Howard Crosby Butler has also shown that
Nabataean buildings existed. But the splendid remains of such flourishing cities as Bostra, Gerasa, Philadelphia,
have not yet been satisfactorily examined; for that purpose it will be necessary to excavate. But it is high time;
for with the railway in the neighbourhood, and in view of the new Circassian settlers, who like to build, the
value of the old ruins for building material is increasing, and the reports of the disappearance of old buildings
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are most alarming. Government protection, even when ordered, does not signify in such remote districts.
Science should, therefore, rescue all it can before it is too late.
2
Oliphant_1881_111 Abila / Irbid, northern Jordan: first discovered by Seetzen in 1805, who describes it as
being situated in the angle of a mountain formed by two bases, the higher slopes of which are full of caverns.
The town was completely deserted, but the ruins attest its ancient splendor. Some beautiful remains of the
ancient walls were discovered, together with a number of arches and of columns of marble, basalt, and gray
granite. On the outside of these walls Mr. Seetzen found a great many columns, two of which were of
extraordinary magnitude, from which he conceived that there must have been formerly on this spot a temple of
considerable magnitude. Mr. Wetzstein is, I think, the only traveler who has visited Abil since Seetzen.
3
Oliphant_1881_112, Abila / Irbid, northern Jordan: We entered the house of one peasant, which was an old
dwelling vault. It was a spacious chamber excavated out of the hill, and bearing the marks of extreme antiquity.
The front was composed of immense blocks of stone, admirably jointed without cement; the framework of the
door was all carved stone; and there were sockets in the lintels and thresholds for pivots to work in, showing that
formerly the door was a slab of stone turning on a stone hinge. On many of the stones were inscriptions in
Greek, but they were too much effaced to read.
4
Seetzen_1810_30-31 Abil: the town is completely in ruins and deserted. There is not even one single building
standing; but the ruins, and the remnants attest its ancient splendor, some beautiful remains of the ancient walls
are to be discovered, together with a number of arches, and of columns of marble, basalt, and grey granite. On
the outside of these ancient walls I found also a great many columns, two of which were of extraordinary
magnitude, from which I concluded that there must have been formerly in this spot a considerable temple.
5
Merrill_1881_293 Irbid: Irbid, so far as the village is concerned, is a small place on the south side of the large
hill or mound where our camp is pitched. There are here fine Roman ruins, and some evident marks of very
great antiquity. On a lintel, still in position, of a small, well-preserved Roman building, which may have been a
temple or a tomb, was an inscription within a nicely carved wreath, perfectly round … / On a modern building
near that just mentioned, a long stone had been taken from the ruins and used as a lintel. It had an inscription,
and the owner had turned that face of the stone down so that it was directly over one's head as one entered the
house.
6
Merrill_1881_296 at Irbid: I questioned these men about roads, and if there were any remains of ancient roads.
The substance of their testimony is to the effect that there is such a road from Um Keis to Beit er Ras, which
goes thence to the Hauran. Then, Arab fashion, they testify that this is on arches, and is for water; that Pharaoh
brought water by this road. I suppose that these men were confounding two things. Both a road and an aqueduct
existed here in former times; a road led from Gadara to the east, as they testify; also an aqueduct started from
near Dilli, north of Sheikh Miskin, and ran far to the south, in order to pass around the head, or heads, of Wady
Menadireh, and ran thence to the west as far as Gadara. This can easily be traced, and the elevated portion,
supported by great arches, which conducted it across Wady Zeidi at Dra'a, is still standing.
7
Merrill_1881_354 El Husn, near to Irbid: Before we left the place I examined the tell or hill near the town, on
which are extensive ruins Those on the surface are largely of Arab origin, but about the brow of the hill is a wall
constructed of older materials, and the stones in some portions of it antedate the Roman occupation of the
country. People assured me that whenever they dig on this mound they find great stones and pottery, and other
ancient remains. The summit of this hill is flat, and is extensive enough for a town of considerable size. Not only
in modem times has there been a castle here, but there is evidence to show that this is the site of some ancient
fortress of which the name is now lost. The name, El Husn, means a castle, but this name is at present applied to
the village. It belongs, however, to the mound, and in recent times has strayed to the village, which is only a
short distance from the hill itself.
8
Van_De_Velde_II_1854_353, Pella: We found ourselves among the veritable remains of an ancient and
important city. Not only are large stones scattered about, but portions of the walls are still standing, and the line
of streets is here and there traceable.
9
Van_De_Velde_II_1854_355, Pella: I could not, however, but regret the haste of my fellow-travellers, which
prevented me from making so thorough an examination of the ruins as I could have wished. I was, from the
same cause, also unable to take a sketch of the scene, by the help of which you might have formed a correct idea
of the situation of Pella. All that I possess as memorials of my visit are a few pieces of Mosaic pavement, some
fragments of Roman pottery, and a piece of the calcareous deposit. Dr Smith, while wandering in another part of
the ruins, found a piece of tombstone with a Greek inscription, probably a monument of the time when the
Church of Pella was ruled by its own bishop. The spot was so attractive to me, as well as the view of the
surrounding country so charming, that I had great difficulty in tearing myself away from it.
10
Le_Strange_1889_275 travelling 1884, Pella: Fihl, or Tabakat Fahl, as the place is now called, having thus
been left undisturbed for nigh a thousand years, would doubtless yield a rich archaeological harvest to anyone
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who could spend some days among the ruins, and carefully examine the very large number of broken cornices
and other carved stones which lie about on every hand. Considerable remains of buildings also, that were once
adorned with columns, surround the spot where the springs gush out from the hillside.
11
Le_Strange_1889_274 travelling 1884, Pella: Pella, or Fihl, must have fallen into ruin very shortly after the
Moslem conquest, as is proved by the absence of all Saracenic remains among those of the Byzantine epoch
which cover the ground in all the neighbourhood of the springs. A like fate also befell most of the great Greek
cities over Jordan, as, for example, Gerasa (Jerash) and Philadelphia (Amman), where we find little that is
Moslem among much that recalls the Christian times. A few generations later, after the third century of the
Hejra, the very name of Fihl ceases to be mentioned in the itineraries and town lists of the Arab geographers.
12
Le_Strange_1889_276-277 travelling 1884, Pella: Near what must have been a bath - judging from the large
piscina - stood a fine monolith in white marble, above 8 feet in height; and among the reeds, a score of yards
further down, and nearer the north bank, were two columns, rising, each of them, over a dozen feet out of the
pool in which they stood. But nowhere did we notice inscriptions. The great centre of population would seem to
have been upon the hillside over-hanging the right or northern bank of the stream. Here there are traces of a
large necropolis with innumerable sarcophagi lying about on every hand. In most cases these last have been
smashed by iconoclastic treasure-seekers, but some few remained almost intact, displaying the Christian
emblems beautifully carved in the white stone … Traces of buildings and half-buried columns lie in profusion to
the south of the necropolis, on the slope overhanging the green gorge where the stream gushes out, while,
doubtless, the precipitous hill which shuts in the left or southern bank of the wady would repay a more detailed
examination than any which has as yet been bestowed upon it. Digging would naturally be most desirable here,
but much that is interesting might easily be brought to light by anyone who would come armed with a crowbar,
and give himself the trouble of turning over the drums and the cornices which, to all appearances, have lain in
their present position since the days of the Arab invasion; and greatly do I regret that, in our hurried visit, I had
not the tools with me nor the leisure-time that was required for a detailed examination of this little-visited ruin.
13
Merrill_1881_273-274 Yajuz: Among these fine ruins are Corinthian and other capitals, columns, large slabs
of stone, lintels, squared blocks of the best Roman work, some bevelled stones, various kinds of ornamentation,
rosettes, several different forms of crosses, and some carved figures and statues that have been mutilated, as is
always the case where Moslems have been. There are also reservoirs with substantial roofs supported on arches,
and near the butm-trees at our camp is one building one hundred and forty feet square, with the remains of other
buildings close by. Near the top of the low hill to the north of the town is a quarry where large mill-stones have
been cut, and one is still lying there which is eight feet in diameter. Likewise, stones for building purposes
appear to have been cut from these quarries. I found the remains of one temple, also of one church which was
sixty feet from the front to the extremity of the apse (placed in this case in the south-east), and the remains of
another church which was more than twice the size of that just mentioned. The place appears to have had many
public buildings that were large and elegant. On the hill to the south are other quarries, and in that part of the
ruins are some very well preserved houses. But a fact which interested me particularly was that near these
quarries a great many squared stones had been laid out, as if they had been prepared ready for shipping or for
use, and the owner having died, perhaps the demand having ceased, or for some other reason, they were left and
remained untouched to the present day.
14
Schumacher_1889_305-306, Yajuz: all attempts at identification seem to have failed, although the extensive
remains of carved Byzantine capitals, squared blocks, and the foundations of numerous edifices which crowd
both sides of this broad upland valley, would lead us to conclude that there must have existed here a very
populous town during the Graeco-Roman period. It may be worth noting that in the lists of the Arab geographers
there is no mention of the name Yajuz; nor was there in the days of the Caliphate, so far as I can discover, any
considerable town that agrees in point of situation with the site of these ruins. The caves with which the hillslopes are honeycombed are used by the 'Adwan as granaries, but apparently no settled inhabitants are found in
the neighbourhood.
15
Schumacher_1889_303, Yajuz: we passed fragments of six more broken columns of about the same size as
the others; but since no further trace of any temple or building was to be seen in the neighbourhood, one is led to
the supposition that these fragments have at some period been transported hither from the great centre of ruins at
Yajuz. We were now travelling along a raised causeway, the remains of a Roman road, running over the
undulating plain, which is covered here and there by patches of corn-land, and after a couple of miles our horses
began to stumble among stones of Yajuz.
16
Merrill_1881_83 Umm Al-Jimal: The dwellings and edifices here were not huddled together. There has been
no building and rebuilding on the ruins of former bnildings; according to later Oriental style. The open spaces
about the houses were large, and the streets were broad. At least two avenues ran through the city from north to
south, one of which was one hundred feet wide, and the other nearly one hundred and fifty feet. Nothing appears
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crowded. Everywhere there is a sense of roominess. It must have been a city noted for broad streets, spacious
avenues, large courts, fine gardens, and promenades. Consequently it would be a cool city, and no doubt
delightful as a place of residence. Again, the houses, which were built of stone, are not only the finest but the
best preserved of any that I have seen in the Hauran, or in all the country east of the Jordan. This is the best
place to study the architecture of private dwellings of an early period, because the houses were originally of a
fine order, and because they have been so well preserved. They were built on a generous scale. Some of them
were three or even four stories high. I noticed that eleven or twelve feet was a common height for the ceiling in
the first story, ten feet in the second, and in two or more cases the height of the ceiling in the third story was also
ten feet. The doors of the rooms on the second floor as well as on the first were, as a rule, seven and a half or
eight feet high. The rooms were not small, but spacious, that is, spacious for private houses. A number of those
that I measured were ten by twenty-five feet, or twelve by twenty-four. There were, of course, both larger and
smaller rooms than these. The roofs were supported by arches, and by increasing the number of these a long hall
could be covered as well as a small apartment.
17
Graham_1858_250-251 Umm al-Jimal: This is, perhaps, among the most perfect of the old cities which I saw.
It is surrounded by a high wall, forming a rectangle, which seems to inclose as much space as the walls of the
modern Jerusalem. The streets are many of them paved, and I saw here what I do not think I saw anywhere else,
open spaces within the city such as we should call squares. There were some very large public buildings; but
although I diligently sought for inscriptions, I only found three: one of them in red Greek letters on a large
tower, which I fancy was a prison, or, perhaps, in later times a convent, as there were many red crosses upon it.
The houses were some of them very large, consisting usually of three rooms on the ground floor, and two on the
first story, the stairs being formed of large stones built into the house-walls, and leading up outside. The doors
were, as usual, of stone: sometimes there were folding-doors, and some of them were highly ornamented.
18
Porter_1882_69, writing in 1865, east of the Jordan, Umm al-Jimal: Beth-gamul is unquestionably one of the
most remarkable places east of the Jordan. It is as large as Bozrah. It is surrounded by high walls, and contains
many massive houses built of huge blocks of basalt; their roofs and doors, and even the gates of the city, being
formed of the same material. Though deserted for many centuries, the houses, streets, walls, and gates are in as
perfect preservation as if the city had been inhabited until within the last few years.
19
Porter_1882_79, Umm Al-Jimal, writing in 1865: My friend Mr. Cyril Graham, who followed so far in my
track and who was the first of European travellers to penetrate those plains beyond, which I have been trying to
describe, bears his testimony to the literal fulfilment of prophecy. Some of his descriptions of what he saw are
exceedingly interesting and graphic; and one is only sorry they are so very brief. Of Beth-Gamul [House of the
Camel] he says: "On reaching this city, I left my Arabs at one particular spot, and wandered about quite alone in
the old streets of the town, entered one by one the old houses, went up stairs, visited the rooms, and, in short,
made a careful examination of the whole place; but so perfect was every street, every house, every room, that I
almost fancied I was in a dream, wandering alone in this city of the dead, seeing all perfect, yet not hearing a
sound.ŗ
20
Merrill_1881_85 Umm Al-Jimal: I am sorry to state that the Arabs are every year carrying off the stones of
this city to other places. As many as six men were at work while we were there, throwing down the walls and
getting the long roof-stones, which were to be taken away on camels. Just before we reached the place, we met
thirty or forty camels that had started with loads of stone from these ruins. It is easy to see how important
inscriptions may be carried off, and thus valuable historical material forever lost. This practice of removing
stones from one place to another has gone on for centuries. Indeed, it prevailed in Bible times; and we may be
justified in concluding that the citizens of the Hauran possessed, in their day, much finer private houses than any
which now appear among the ruins. It was on account of this plundering which I saw going on that I regretted so
deeply I could not remain and complete a thorough archaeological examination of the ruins at once. We took
two photographs of the city, and made some measurements.
21
PEF_1876_53-54 Umm al-Jimal, letter from Rev. Dr. Selah Merrill, Archaeologist of the American
Association, and of the American Expedition east of the Jordan, dated 1875: We reached Um el Jemal after a
ride of about five hours. The ruins do not abound in columns and temples like those of Kunawat or Jerash, still
they are imposing, and make a peculiar impression upon one because they stand alone in the desert. They are
remarkable, in the first place, from the fact that they present only two prominent styles of architecture, namely,
Roman and Christian, and not half a dozen, as is so often the case in other places. They are remarkable again
because they afford a good example of an unwalled town. Indeed, in this respect they are very instructive. The
dwellings and buildings were not huddled together. Then there has been no building and rebuilding on the tops
of former buildings, according to later oriental style. The open spaces about the houses were large, and the
streets wore broad. At least two avenues ran through the city from north to south, one of which was one hundred
feet wide, and the other nearly one hundred and fifty feet. Nothing appears crowded. Everywhere there is a
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sense of roominess. It must have been a city noted for broad streets, spacious avenues, large courts, fine gardens,
promenades, and the like. Consequently it would be a cool city, and no doubt delightful as a place of residence.
Then, again, the houses, which were built of stone, are not only the finest, but the best preserved of any that I
have seen in the Hauran, or in all the country east of the Jordan. They were built on a generous scale. Some of
them were three and even four stories high. I noticed that eleven and twelve feet was a common height for the
ceiling on the first floor, and ten feet on the second, and in two or more cases the height of the ceiling on the
third floor was also ten feet. The doors of the rooms were, as a rule, seven and a half and eight feet high in the
second story as well as the first. The rooms were not small but spacious, that is, spacious for private houses. A
number of those that I measured were ten feet by twenty-five, or twelve feet by twenty-four. There were, of
course, both larger and smaller rooms than these. A common style of building seems to have been a group of
houses with a large open around the outside, and a large open court on the inside. These courts were fifty feet by
seventy-five, and sometimes much larger. Stone stairs led up on the outside of the houses facing the court to the
second and third stories. Many of these are in as good condition as if they had been built but one year ago. There
are no traces of the Saracens here. Nor, on the other hand, are there any decided marks of great antiquity. In the
large reservoir before mentioned there are some bevelled stones. It is the fullest bevel. Very many of the stones
of which the houses were built were simply split, and not faced at all; yet it should be observed that the splitting
was remarkably regular. It was evidently at one time, and, I should judge, for a long time, a prominent Christian
city. I found remains of what I consider to have been three Christian churches. Further examination might
develop more. One of these, at least, had had a portico, and columns were lying about the front of it. In no other
city east of the Jordan that I have visited do so many crosses appear on the lintels of the doors of private houses
as here. Then, again, the inscriptions are by no means the least important fact connected with these ruins. I can,
however, only allude to this fact at present. Mr. Waddington, whom I have already mentioned, has published
several Greek and Latin inscriptions which -were found here, and during my short stay I found seven
inscriptions which he has not given. Aramaic inscriptions also exist here. Without deciding whether or not this is
the Beth Gamul of the Bible, it is certainly a rich field for research. / I am sorry to state that the Arabs are every
year carrying off the stones of this city to other places. As many as six men were at work while we were there,
throwing down the walls and getting the long roof-stones, which were to be carried away on camels. Just before
we reached the place we met thirty or forty camels that had started with a load of stone taken from these ruins. It
is easy to see how important inscriptions may be carted off, and thus valuable historical material for ever lost. It
was on account of this plundering which I saw going on that I regretted so deeply I could not remain and
complete a thorough archaeological examination of the ruins at once. We took two photographs of the city, and
made some measurements, the details of which would probably not be of general interest. In regard to this place
being identical with the Beth Gamul of Jeremiah, while I do not care to discuss the question here, I may say in a
word that I see no special objection to its having been the same. The objection offered by some scholars that it is
too far north, can, I think, easily be removed. The place appears to have been deserted for centuries. I should
judge that the desertion was sudden and complete. There are no traces of there having been any lingering,
deteriorating remnant or people, nor of any wretched subsequent inhabitants to mutilate it, as is usually the case
in these large ruined cities.
22
Merrill_1881_92: In addition to inscriptions, plans of ancient buildings, and drawings, we have secured a
large number of excellent photographs of temples, churches, theatres, castles, columns, and other ruins, some of
which have never before been visited by a photographer. These we consider an important trophy to have secured
from the desert. Our small plates are nine by eleven inches, and our large ones eleven by fifteen inches.
23
Dussaud_1903_33: Umm al-Jimal: Nous remarquons une route certainement antique qui devait relier Oumm
el-Djimàl ou quelque point voisin à Bosra en passant par Tîsiyé. Le terrain sur lequel nous marchons est la
steppe calcaire, les affleurements basaltiques sont rares. Les relevés d'inscriptions de Waddington et la
description des ruines par Schumacher fournissent de précieux documents pour l'étude de cette ville. Oumm elDjimàl dont nous ignorons le nom antique était l'agglomération la plus importaute du sud du Hauràn. / Elle est
probablement de fondation nabatéenne, car on n'y reconnaît pas les dispositions habituelles aux villes romaines.
Toutes les constructions sont proprement hauraniennes, en basalte: les colonnes y font complètement défaut.
Nous avons relevé à Oumm el-Djimal deux inscriptions safaïtiques, dont l'une, ce qui est nouveau, est gravée
sur le linteau d'une fenêtre. / La ville, à l'époque romaine, dut être mise à l'abri des nomades; elle fut dotée de
quelques constructions militaires. L'agrandissement, à l'époque byzantine, nécessita une réfection des murs et on
utilisa pour cela certains monuments modernes, comme la grande église au nord du village.
24
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_297, Gadara: before sun-set arrived at Om Keis; we were very kindly received by the
sheikh of the natives who inhabit the ancient sepulchres; the tomb we lodged in was capable of containing
between twenty and thirty people; it was of an oblong form, and the cattle, &c. occupied one end, while the
proprietor and his family lodged in the other; it was near this spot that the people lived in the tombs during the
time of our Saviour. The walls of the ancient Gadara are still easily discernible; within them you find the
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pavement of the city very perfect; the traces of the chariot wheels are still marked in the stones. We found the
remains of a row of columns which lined the main street on either side; two theatres, in tolerable preservation,
are within the walls, and without them, to the northward, is the Necropolis; the sepulchres, which are all under
ground, are hewn out of the live rock, and the doors which are very massy, are cut out of immense blocks of
stone; some of these are now standing, and actually working on their hinges.
25
Finati_1830_II_151, travelling 1816, Gadara: also a great ruined city, and stands on an eminence, with a
noble view towards the lake of Tiberias. / We found the only inhabitants there living in the ancient tombs, which
are cut in the live rock, and have doors of stone to them, still turning on their pivots, and securing them at night.
26
Burckhardt_1822_05051812: At Om Keis the remains of antiquity are very mutilated. The ancient town was
situated round a hill, which is the highest point in the neighbourhood. To the east of the hill are a great number
of caverns in the calcareous rock, some of which have been enlarged and rendered habitable. Others have been
used as sepulchral caves. Great numbers of sarcophagi are lying about in this direction: they are all of black
stone, which must have been transported from the banks of the river below: the dimensions of the largest are
nine spans in length by three in breadth; they are ornamented with bas-reliefs of genii, festoons, wreaths of
flowers, and some with busts, but very few of them are of elegant workmanship. I counted upwards of seventy
on the declivity of the hill. On the summit of the hill are heaps of wrought stones, but no remains of any
important building: on its west and north sides are the remains of two large theatres, built entirely of black stone.
That on the W. side is in better preservation than the other, although more ruined than the theatres at Djerash.
The walls and the greater part of the seats yet remain; a tier of boxes intervenes between the rows of seats, as at
Djerash, and there are deep vaulted apartments beneath the seats. There are no remains of columns in front of
either theatre. The theatre on the north side of the hill, which is in a very dilapidated state, is remarkable for its
great depth, caused by its being built on a part of the steepest declivity of the hill; its uppermost row of seats is
at least forty feet higher than the lowest; the area below the seats is comparatively very small. From these two
theatres the principal part of the town appears to have extended westwards, over an even piece of ground at the
foot of the hill; its length from the hill was at least half an hour. Nothing is at present standing; but there are
immense heaps of cut stones, columns, &c. dispersed over the plain. A long street, running westward, of which
the ancient pavement still exists in most parts, seems to have been the principal street of the town. On both sides
there are vast quantities of shafts of columns. At a spot where a heap of large Corinthian pillars lay, a temple
appears to have stood. I here saw the base of a large column of gray granite. The town terminates in a narrow
point, where a large solid building with many columns seems to have stood.
27
Robinson_1838_281-282 Gadara: Les principales ruines, qui sont très-dégradées, se trouvent sur une
montagne la plus élevée des environs. Sur les côtés exposés à l'ouest et au nord, sont les ruines de deux grands
théâtres entièrement construits en pierre noire. Le premier est le mieux conservé; les murs et une grande partie
des gradins subsistent. La forme de lřarène était semi-circulaire et elle avait quatre-vingts pieds de diamètre. Au
bas des gradins, est une galerie de six pieds et demi de large qui les partage en deux parties inégales; six rangs
en dedans et quatorze en dehors. L'autre théâtre, qui est tout-à-fait ruiné, était très-profond et bâti sur une partie
de la pente la plus raide de la montagne. Le siège le plus élevé se trouvait à quarante pieds de distance du plus
bas. Lřarène au-dessous des gradins était comparativement petite. Sur le devant de ce théâtre règne une longue
rue qui se dirige vers l'ouest; elle était probablement la principale de la ville; le pavé existe encore. Les deux
côtés sont garnis d'une énorme quantité de fûts et de colonnes. A l'extrémité de la ville se trouve un bâtiment
très-solide. A l'est de la montagne, on rencontre un grand nombre de grottes taillées dans le roc calcaire.
28
Lindsay_1838_II_97-98 Gadara: These ruins are very considerable - besides the foundations of a whole line
of houses, there are two theatres, on the north and west sides of the town ŕ the former quite destroyed, but the
latter in very tolerable preservation, and very handsome; near it the ancient pavement, with wheel-tracks of
carriages, is still visible. Broken columns and capitals lie in every direction, and sarcophagi to the east of the
town, where the tombs are, ŕ and these tombs are by far the most interesting antiquities to be seen at Oom
Keis. They are almost all inhabited, and the massive stone doors, that originally closed them,still move on their
hinges, and open or shut at the option of the present owners. These doors are usually about five or six inches
thick. The best specimen I saw was beautifully carved in four deep pannels, with a pseudo-knocker; a wreath
between two roses was sculptured on the lintel, and the sarcophagus still retained its place within. We saw
numbers of stone doors afterwards in the Hauran, all the Roman houses there having originally been furnished
with them, but no where any so handsome as those of the sepulchres at Oom Keis.
29
Luynes_1874_II_23, travelling in 1864: Les entrées de plusieurs de ces grottes, naturelles pour la plupart, ont
été régularisées par des constructions de pierres basaltiques taillées. Elles sont fermées par des portes épaisses
de basalte taillé et sculpté. Elles pourraient tourner, si la terre accumulée à leur partie inférieure ne les en
empêchait.
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30

Guérin_1877_55 Gadara: Quant aux habitants actuels d'Oumm Keis (tel est le nom moderne de Gadara), ils
ont presque tous élu domicile dans l'antique nécropole de cette ville. La cité des morts égalait par sa
magnificence et par son étendue celle des vivants; elle se composait de très-nombreux caveaux mortuaires
pratiqués dans le roc. Comme les mieux conservés et les plus considérables servent aujourd'hui de demeures à
autant de familles d'Arabes qui y vivent en véritables troglodytes.
31
Robinson_1838_282 Gadara: Une quantité considérable de sarcophages gisent à l'entour. Ils sont tous de
pierre noire et ont neuf empans de long et trois de large; ils sont ornés de bas-reliefs représentant des génies, des
festons, etc., mais d'un travail très-grossier: ils ont tous été ouverts. La ville n'est point habitée. Le pays qui
l'environne est fort dangereux.
32
Merrill_1881_297 Gadara: It occupies the slopes and summits of two or three low hills, and extends far to the
east on the line of the Roman road, which is still quite perfect. The public buildings were numerous and
imposing, but are now mere piles of ruins. Great arches exist here, also columns, Corinthian and Ionic capitals, a
vast amount of carved ornamental work, and large, fine eagles still perfect, whose wings spread three feet. There
are also some inscriptions among the ruins. The road leading east was lined with columns, and the building
material was chiefly basalt rock. Evidently a great deal of the old city is underground, for twelve fine arches in
succession could be traced, which are below the surface, and, indeed, people live in these underground
apartments. There is underground an extensive ruin, which may have been the hasement story of a large edifice.
All the people speak of an ancient road coming from Um Keis, running past several villages, touching Beit er
Ras, and running thence to the east.
33
Monk_1851_II_258 Jerash: Few travellers have hitherto visited Gerash, owing to the insecurity of the
neighbourhood, since the iron rule of Ibrahim Pasha has been exchanged for the mild sway and careless
indolence of the Turks. So long as a military governor with an armed force remains in the country, the tour
beyond the Jordan will be as safe and as easy of accomplishment as that from Jerusalem to Beyrout.
34
G.H._1852_48-49: It was our intention to pass the night at Djeerash, that we might complete our imperfect
examination of some of the most interesting monuments more at our leisure the following day; but having
ascertained from some Arabs of the Adooan tribe, who dwelt at Djeerash at that season of the year, to collect the
produce of a few patches of arable land in the vicinity, that a strong party of the warlike tribe of the
Benneseukers were encamped not far off ŕ and as it was very probable that, if they should become acquainted
with our situation, and the object of our journey, they would attack and plunder our party ŕ it was determined
by our chief that we should quit the neighbourhood of Djeerash that night. Accordingly, when the evening
advanced, we prepared for our departure.
35
Finati_1830_II_148, travelling 1816, across the Jordan and on the way to Jerash, travelling for four days:
With our present guides we felt little alarm from wandering Arabs, but much more from peasants and
cultivators, who seldom are at peace with them, and always carry fire-arms in that country, so that we shunned
all villages, eating and lodging in tents that we found by the way, and passing through an upland district of
wood, and thickets, and pasture, much pleasanter than any which we had seen westward of Jordan.
36
Le_Strange_1885_168 Jerash: There has never been any great Moslem city in its neighbourhood, and hence
its columns remain in situ or, thrown down by the earthquake, sprawling along the ground, while the stones of
the Great Temple of the Sun and of the theatres are fortunate in having been, as yet, unpilfered for building
material. Further, since there is in these regions no sand to drift over and veil the outlines, and the frequent
drought preventing the ruins from becoming masked by vegetation, all that remains stands out, white and
glaring, in noontide, having that same appearance of recent desolation which is so striking a characteristic of the
freshly cleared streets of Pompeii.
37
Lynch_1849_229: About eighteen miles E. by N. are the ruins of Jerash, supposed to be the ancient Pella, to
which, Eusebius states, the Christians were divinely admonished to fly, just before the siege of Jerusalem by
Titus. With Gadara (Um Keis), it was one of the cities of the Decapolis. It has magnificent ruins, many of them
churches, and we deeply regretted our inability to visit them. Its situation is said to be the most beautiful, and its
ruins the most interesting, in all Syria. What a field the Hauran presents for exploration!
38
Baedeker_1876_27: On the less frequented routes, in the valley of the Jordan, and more particularly to the
east of Jordan, danger from the nomadic Beduins might perhaps be apprehended but for the custom of travellers
in these parts to provide themselves with a Beduin escort (e. g. on the shores of the Dead Sea), to whom a fee of
5 fr. per day is usually paid. (The same charge is made for an escort of Turkish soldiers, e. g. on the excursion to
Palmyra.) In return for these fees, a number of Beduin village shekhs, settled near Jerusalem, have undertaken to
protect the interests of travellers, make compensation for thefts, etc., and the traveller who neglects to avail
himself of this kind of insurance will profit little by appealing to his consul. Far higher demands are of course
made for escorting travellers beyond Jordan, where the Turkish supremacy is but nominally recognised, and
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where, especially in the border districts, the petty shekhs affect to disdain francs and shillings, and often demand
English sovereigns for their services.
39
Munk_1845_71 Jerash, quoting Seetzen: Deux amphithéâtres d'un marbre beau et solide, avec des colonnes,
des niches, etc., sont très-bien conservés; de même quelques palais et trois temples. L'un de ces derniers avait un
péristyle de douze grandes colonnes d'ordre corinthien, dont onze sont encore debout dans un autre je trouvai
une colonne renversée du plus beau granit égyptien ayant la surface polie. Je vis aussi une des portes de la ville
elle était magnifique et bien conservée, et se composait de trois arcades ornées de pilastres. Ce qu'il y a de plus
beau dans ces ruines, ce sont deux longues rues qui se croisent, et qui des deux cotés étaient encadrées d'une
suite de colonnes de marbre d'ordre corinthien; l'une de ces rues aboutissait dans une place, entourée de soixante
colonnes, d'ordre ionique, rangées en demi-cercle. Là où les deux rues se croisent, il y a à chacun des quatre
angles un grand piédestal de pierre de taille; autrefois on y voyait probablement des statues. On voit encore une
partie du pavé, qui était en pierres carrées. Je comptai en tout plus de 200 colonnes, qui, en partie, portent encore
leur entablement mais le nombre des colonnes renversées est infiniment plus grand. Je ne vis que la moitié de
l'espace qu'occupait la ville; mais il est très-probable que dans l'autre moitié, de l'autre côté du ruisseau, on
trouve encore mainte chose remarquable.
40
Burckhardt_1822_02051812: I shall now enumerate the principal curiosities of Djerash, agreeably to the
annexed plan, which may give a general idea of the whole; for its accuracy in regard to distances I do not mean
to vouch, as I had, at most, only four hours to make my survey, and it was with great difficulty that I could
persuade my three companions to wait so long for me. None of them would accompany me through the ruins, on
account of their fear of the Bedouins, who are in the habit of visiting this Wady, they therefore concealed
themselves beneath the trees that overshade the river … I now returned towards the gateway (n), and found,
opposite to it, and to the great temple (a), a second cross street running towards the river; it had originally a
colonnade, but none of the columns are now standing; it terminates, at about thirty paces from the main street, in
a gate, through which I entered into a long quadrangle of columns, where, on the right hand, four, and then three
columns, with their entablatures, are still standing. At the end of this place, are the remains of a circular building
fronting a bridge (p) across the river: this bridge is of steep ascent, owing to the northern banks being
considerably higher than the southern, and it is no longer passable. Having returned to the four cubical pedestals
(d), I followed to the left the continuation of the street (c), by which I had first approached those pedestals, and
which having crossed the main street at the pedestals, leads south-westward to the river, where it terminated at a
broad flight of steps, leading down to the bridge (k); of the colonnade of this street (i), some broken shafts only
are standing. The bridge is fourteen feet wide, with a high centre arch and two lower ones; it is built with great
solidity, and its pavement is exactly of the same construction as that which I observed in the streets of Shohba; 8
its centre is broken down. An aqueduct is traced from the side of the building (u), passing near the two bridges,
towards the southern gate of the town. Such were my observations of the ruins on the right bank of the Wady.
On the left bank little else remains than heaps of ruins of private habitations, and numerous fragments of
columns. I must confess, however, that I did not examine the part of the town towards the south gate; but I have
reason to believe, from the view which I had of it while on the temple hill, that nothing of consequence, either as
to buildings or columns, is there to be met with. The only buildings which I observed to the left of the river are
near to it, upon a narrow plain which stretches along its banks. Nearly opposite to the temple (m), are the
remains of a building (y) similar in construction to that marked (u), on the right bank. I supposed it to be a bath;
a stream of water descends from a spring in the mountain, and after flowing through this division of the town,
passes this building, and empties itself into the river. The arched rooms of the building (y) are loftier than those
in (u). Near the former stand four columns; two insulated, and two with entablatures; also two broken shafts, the
only fluted ones that I saw in the city. On the left bank of the river, nearly opposite to the town-gate (w), is a
ruined building (x), which appears to have been a small temple; a single column is standing amidst a heap of
broken ones. Between this spot and the building (y) are the remains of an aqueduct. Besides the one hundred and
ninety columns, or thereabouts, which I have enumerated in the above description, there are upwards of one
hundred half columns also standing. I did not see any marks of the frusta of the columns having been joined by
iron hooks, as at Palmyra. Of the private habitations of the city there is none in a state of preservation, but the
whole of the area within the walls is covered with their ruins. The stone with which Djerash is built is
calcareous, of considerable hardness, and the same as the rock of the neighbouring mountains; I did not observe
any other stone to have been employed, and it is matter of surprise that no granite columns should be found
here, as they abound in Syrian cities of much less note and magnificence than Djerash.
41
Buckingham_1825_77 Amman: While literally running over this theatre, scrawling the few notes I could
make of it, in secret, beneath my outer garment, and looking behind me at every step, in the apprehension of
being perceived and interrupted, anxiety for my own safety did not prevent my being forcibly struck with the
passion of the Romans for public amusements and for architectural grandeur.
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Buckingham_1822_II_50B: We were armed but poorly, from the advice of our guides to take with us nothing
that could excite the cupidity of strangers, since they wished us rather to depend on our poverty for passing
unmolested, than on our force or numbers for defence; and even they themselves carried each a long lance only,
rather as a part of their habitual equipment, than as placing much reliance on its use.
43
Rey_1861_247-252 for Jerash.
44
Burckhardt_1822_07071812B Amman: I am sensible that the above description of Amman, though it notices
all the principal remains, is still very imperfect; but a traveller who is not accompanied with an armed force can
never hope to give very satisfactory accounts of the antiquities of these deserted countries.
45
Burckhardt_1822_07071812B, at Amman: My guides had observed some fresh horse-dung near the waterřs
side, which greatly alarmed them, as it was a proof that some Bedouins were hovering about. They insisted upon
my returning immediately, and refusing to wait for me a moment, rode off while I was still occupied in writing a
few notes upon the theatre. I hastily mounted the castle hill, ran over its ruins, and galloping after my guides,
joined them at half an hour from the town. When I reproached them for their cowardice, they replied that I
certainly could not suppose that, for the twelve piastres I had agreed to give them, they should expose
themselves to the danger of being stripped and of losing their horses, from a mere foolish caprice of mine to
write down the stones. I have often been obliged to yield to similar reasoning. A true Bedouin, however, never
abandons his companion in this manner; whoever, therefore, wishes to travel in these parts, and to make
accurate observations, will do well to take with him as many horsemen as may secure him against any strolling
party of robbers.
46
Buckingham_1822_II_144 Jerash, after visiting Ŗa portion of a temple of a semicircular formŗ: Beyond this
again, we had temples, colonnades, theatres, arched buildings with domes, detached groups of Ionic and
Corinthian columns, bridges, aqueducts, and portions of large buildings scattered here and there in our way,
none of which we could examine with any degree of attention, from the restraint under which our guides had
placed us.
47
Robinson_1838_275, at Jerash: Comme la nuit approchait, il devint nécessaire de quitter ce lieu intéressant.
Nous aurions bien voulu y demeurer quelques jours; mais nous pensâmes que les Arabes que nous avions vus
avaient sans doute donné l'alarme, et il était probable que leur seconde visite ne se passerait pas aussi
tranquillement que la première.
48
Carne_III_1838_99, Jerash: The ruins are nearly an hour and a quarter in circumference; the walls, of which
fragments only remain, were eight feet in thickness, and built of square hewn stones, of middling size. Djerash,
till within the last ten years, was rarely visited by travellers, on account of their fear of the Bedouins: but
recently many wanderers have gone there in safety and at leisure, some of whom were men who had retired
from their business. and manufactures, and were not likely to brave imminent peril. It may be performed at a
third of the expense of the journey to Palmyra: yet a visit to this place, the ancient Gerasa, as is supposed, is not
without risk from the Bedouins, who sometimes conceal themselves beneath the trees that over-shade the river.
49
Luynes_III_1874_133B, at Zat-Rass: Nous trouvons là les ruines dřun temple considérable, avec des
propylées situés à quelque distance. Nous ne faisons que traverser cette belle ruine, en nous promettant d'y
passer une journée à notre retour pour en faire un examen général, et nous continuons notre route en nous
dirigeant vers un autre monument, beaucoup plus petit que le premier, mais beaucoup mieux conservé. [They
did not return because it was supected robbers had passed that way.]
50
English_merchants_1691_146: Having tired our selves with roving from Ruine to Ruine, and romaging
among old Stones, from which little Knowledge could be obtained; and more-especially not thinking it safe to
linger too long in the place, where, should the Mountain Arabs … have intelligence of us, they might either fall
upon or endeavour to intercept us in our return. [In Palmyra Oct 4 to Oct 8].
51
Wood_1757_1 Balbec, problems in returning from Palmyra: they were now to guard against a premeditated
surprize from the King of the Bedouins, or wandering Arabs, who might have had the intelligence of us, and
think us a prize worth looking after.
52
Hilprecht_1903_90 Layard: Not without difficulties and troublesome incidents the two associates reached
Jerusalem in January, 1840, where they separated for a little while, Mitford [travelling companion] declining to
join in the perilous excursion to the ruins of Petra, Ammon, and Jerash, which Layard, passionately fond of
adventures, undertook alone. Two months later he reached Aleppo, whence, together with Mitford, he travelled
to Mosul and Baghdad. [i.e. Edward Ledwich Mitford, A Land-March from England to Ceylon Forty Years Ago,
through Dalmatia, Montenegro, Turkey, Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, Assyria, Persia, Afghanistan, Scinde, and
India, 2 vols, London, 1884.]
53
Wright_1895_2 Palmyra: Like a shrinking beauty, Tadmor sits in solitary grandeur behind her own desert
mountains; and those who would see her in her calm retreat must leave the beaten tracks of tourists, and cross
"the great and terrible desert." / During ten years, I had seen many tourists arrive at Damascus, eager as devotees
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to gaze on this queen of ruins; but owing to the expense, danger, and general hardships of the journey, few of
the multitude had been permitted to look upon her beauty. Of these few, fewer still had free leisure to become
acquainted with all her charms.
54
Lindsay_II_1838_108-109 Jerash: Jerash has suffered much from the late earthquake; we saw many recent
ruins; Mr. Moore was here at the time, and he described the columns as chattering on their bases. But many a
previous earth-throb has aided the scythe of time in the work of destruction; the pillars consist, for the most part,
of several courses of stone, and in repeated instances every course has been shaken out of its place ŕ and that
many a year ago.
55
Monk_1851_II_257 Jerash: The great earthquake in 1833 did great injury, but many of the columns lie whole
and uninjured with their capitals and the architraves beyond, waiting only to be set up in their original positions.
The only ground for wonder is that several hundred columns should have withstood so many rude shocks which
have destroyed every house in Gerash.
56
Baedeker_1898_164-166, from Es-Salt to Jerash: Our route now leads us through the finest woods in
Palestine, consisting of massive oaks and other deciduous trees, pines, firs, etc., festooned with numerous
climbing-plants; but unfortunately the Circassians who dwell in this neighbourhood are recklessly felling the
trees … [at Jerash] There is now a settlement of Circassians [300 inhabitants] on the E. bank of the brook. The
building materials for the houses, etc. have all been taken from the old buildings, to the great injury of the latter.
Destruction by the hand of man is making rapid progress.
57
Cook_1907_329, quoting from a 1905 book: In 1864, when Russia conquered the Caucasus, rather than
remain in subjection to that Power, the Circassians chose to migrate to Turkey, and nearly the whole nation of
fifteen tribes, four or five hundred thousand people, came into Turkey. The greater part of them found homes in
Asia Minor. . . . About Kuneitereh as a centre are twelve or thirteen villages; Jerash and Amman have many
outlying villages connected by rude carriage roads. Wady Seir, in a rugged wooded valley leading down from
the Madeba plain to the Dead Sea, was occupied twenty-five years ago, and Ammin about the same time. But
Russia has just contributed a new colony. They landed in Beirut about November, 1901, and journeyed via
Damascus to a new location called Zaur, on the road leading from Salt to Madeba, three hours beyond Wady
Seir. [The book is Libbey, William, & Hoskins, Franklin E., The Jordan Valley and Petra, 2 vols, London &
New York 1905; quote from I, 210.]
58
Cook_1907_332 Amman: The city stood in a winding valley, through which flows a copious and beautiful
stream, the headwaters of the Jabbok. The ruins are mostly thronged with the flocks that resort hither for water,
so that they are generally in a very offensive and filthy condition. A large Circassian settlement, numbering
several thousands, has now established itself in and around the ruins.
59
Tristram_1865_560-561 Jerash: We occupied the whole day in exploring them; and, fine as we had thought
Amman, Gerash far exceeds it in the number and splendour of its remains, and is, probably, the most perfect
Boman city left above ground. Baalbec and Palmyra surpass it in the size, but not in the number and perfection,
of their buildings. The walls are distinctly visible in many places, almost of their original height, inclosing a
square of about a mile, with the little stream, buried in oleanders, running through the centre. The streets remain,
the principal one simply a double row of columns, a mile in length, richly carved, fronting temple and palace in
rapid succession. The long colonnades of Corinthian shafts mark the lines on each side of the pavement, and
side streets cross at right angles. For one thousand years it has been a silent wilderness, yet all can be traced.
Even the sockets for the gates still remain in the arches of the gateways. But earthquakes have shattered and
overthrown many of the columns, leaving, however, hundreds still standing, while the hand of the destroyer has
utterly laid waste the private dwellings, wliich were in the east part of the city. There are upwards of twenty
principal ruins; and it is marvellous that, while every one is familiar with Baalbec and Palmyra, so little is
known of Gerash, except by eastern travellers. If a provincial city of Imperial Rome could exhibit such
magnificence, what must the great cities themselves have been in their glory?
60
Seetzen_1859_IV_202-207 commentary by Kruse et al: Jerash.
61
Garnier_1843_205 Jerash: Un voyageur qui a visité ces ruines n'hésite pas à les comparer à celles de Palmyre,
et son admiration ne tarit pas sur la grandeur et sur la magnificence de ces précieux débris qui occupent un
emplacement d'à peu près quatre milles de longueur; la distance entre les ruines de la porte au sud du petit
temple jusqu'à l'extrémité nord, est d'environ cinq mille pieds.
62
Guillaume_de_Tyr_I_1879_457, Dodequins, li rois de Damas, at Jerash, Anno 1111: Dodequins i estoit
venuz, et en la fort partie de la ville avoit fermé un chastel dont il avoit fez les murs et les tours de granz pierres
taillées, dont il trouvoit asez en la cité; de viandes et d'armeures l'avoit bien garnie.
63
Le_Strange_1890_462: "Jarash," says Yakût, in 1225, "is the name of what was once a mighty city, but is
now a total ruin. This I am told by those who have seen it.ŗ (Yak., ii. 61.)
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64

Seetzen_1810_32 Jerash: It is impossible to explain how this place, formerly of such manifest celebrity, can
have so long escaped the notice of all lovers of antiquity.
65
Seetzen_1810_32-33 Jerash: The walls of the town are mouldered away, but one may yet trace their whole
extent, which might have been three-quarters of a league or a whole one. These walls were entirely built of
blocks of hewn marble. The ground within it is of unequal heigths and falls towards the river. Not a single
private house remains entire. But on the other hand I observed, several public buildings, which were
distinguished by a very beautiful style of architecture. I found two superb amphitheatres, solidly built of marble,
with columns, niches, &c. the whole in good preservation. I found also some palaces, and three temples, one of
which had a peristyle of twelve grand columns of the Corinthian order, eleven of which were still upright …
There were some Arabs about. Yussuf began to grow uneasy ŕ and I was obliged to promise a present to my
guide to induce him to stay another half hour. I cursed the want of bravery in the one, and of civility in the other,
which prevented my pursuing my researches.
66
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_317 Jerash: The town has been principally composed of two main streets, crossing
each other in the centre at right angles, like Antinoe. The streets have been lined with a double row of columns,
some of which are Ionic and some Corinthian; the pavement is exceedingly good, and there is an elevated space
on each side for foot passengers; the marks of the chariot wheels are visible in many parts of the streets.
Djerash, supposed to be either Pella or Gerasa, but in some respects answering to neither, can boast of more
public edifices than any city we have seen. There are two theatres, two grand temples, one, as appears by a
Greek inscription, dedicated to the sun, like that at Palmyra, and not unlike that edifice, being constructed in the
centre of an immense double peristyle court.
67
Robinson_1838_265-275 Jerash.
68
Skene_1864_203-204 Jerash, 1860: I could not repress the reflection that, if the Decapolis reared such cities
under the pagan government of the Antonines, after Vespasian had subjugated it, what is to be said of the
Mussulman government of the Sultans, under which they have been mere ruins in a desert during so many
centuries?
69
Finati_1830_II_150, travelling 1816, village of Soof, near Jerash: For there being no Bedoueen camp near,
our guides, with reluctance, carried us thither to pass the night ; and we had no reason to congratulate ourselves
on our reception. The inhabitants were fanatic and ill-disposed to us, and saw Mr. Bankes's mare die there with
the utmost indifference, from having eaten of the oleander, to which she had been tied in the course of the
afternoon.
70
Lindsay_II_1838_104 Jerash: Close to the temple stands a theatre in excellent preservation, the seats often
quite perfect for many rows together; there are thirty rows. The galleries are now the private dwelling-houses of
the Arabs, and we did not enter them from the blended fear of intrusion and fleas.
71
Monk_1851_II_253 Jerash: To the south-east of the arch are the remains of a small temple extra muros. To
the west of the road leading to the city is a large stadium and a circus, the walls of which are of great size and
thickness. Some few of the seats in the circus still remain, but the interior was sown with wheat by the Arabs,
who take up their abode during the summer among the ruins of the place.
72
Carne_III_1838_99B, Jerash: Here also are numerous remains of private habitations; a street, still paved in
some places, leads to a spot where several broken columns are yet standing, and another avenue is adorned with
a colonnade on either side: about thirty broken shafts are now reckoned, and two entire columns, but without
their capitals: on the other side of the street, and opposite to these, are five columns, with their capitals and
entablatures: they are but fifteen feet high, and in an imperfect state. A little farther to the south-east, this street
crosses the principal avenue of the town; on both sides of which are the remains of columns, which were much
larger than the former. On the right side of this principal street are thirty-four columns yet standing: and in some
places behind this colonnade are low apartments, which appear to have been shops: this vista terminates in a
large open space, enclosed by a magnificent semicircle of pillars in a single row: fifty-seven remain.
73
Conder_1889B_191 Jerash: the great streets of pillars, the triumphal arch, the temples, theatres, and baths of
Roman Gerasa. More than 200 columns are still standing on this site, and the ruins of the city wall show the
extent of the town, which seems to have risen suddenly, as though by magic, at the command of the emperor. It
is strange that in this great city we find one of the noblest ruins of Syria almost without a history, for the rise and
fall of Gerasa seem to be confined to a period of some four centuries at most.
74
Merrill_1881_281-292 Jerash: It is no minor event in one's life to visit a ruined and deserted city, where over
three hundred columns are still standing amid fallen temples and other splendid monuments of a former
prosperous age. It is difficult to decide which is the most attractive feature of Gerash, its forest of columns, its
ruined buildings, or its beautiful situation.
75
Munk_1845_71 Jerash: Deux amphithéâtres dřun marbre beau et solide, avec des colonnes, des niches, etc.,
sont très-bien conservés; de même quelques palais et trois temples.
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76

G.H_1852_40 Jerash: A triumphal arch, gateways, theatres, temples, long lines of columns, and architectural
masses met the eye over a wide extent, stretching to the northward. Vast fragments of ruined edifices had rolled
down the sides of the valley which intersected the city, and were half concealed by wild shrubs and vegetation,
amidst which the streamlet found a difficult and noisy channel. 40-48 for description, and
Dieterici_1853_II_295-308 for a fuller one.
77
Butler_1930_8, 1904-5 expedition, Jerash: Two days were spent here, in ancient Gerasa. It was distressing to
see the way in which the ruined buildings, even more than in 'Amman, were being demolished. The chief sport
of the boys was a sort of glorified game of bowls, in which great building-stones were detached from the higher
parts of buildings and sent crashing down the slope. The so-called agora, a circle formed by slender Ionic
columns, was the most impressive sight. The sunset, at the end of the first day, beggars description, with the
colors of the ruins close at hand, golden brown and deep sienna, the foliage of the richest and most sombre
green, then the plain, misty and vague in a violet haze, and beyond, outlined in deepest indigo against a pale
green sky, the mountains to the south.
78
Le_Strange_1885_167B Jerash: At the time of our visit the Circassians had possession of the place, but had
fortunately taken up their abode on the left bank of the stream, where the ruins are comparatively insignificant,
and they had not as yet begun to meddle with the magnificent theatres, colonnades, and temples crowding the
right bank, and which are, Palmyra perhaps excepted, the most extensive and marvellous remains of the GraecoRoman rule in Syria. The prosperity of the town, despite its fine situation and plentiful water supply, diminished
considerably after the expulsion of the Byzantines.
79
Le_Strange_1889_293-294, Jerash: Whatever may have been the original cause of its depopulation, it is very
remarkable how little the ruins of Jerash up to the present day have been disturbed. Fortunately there never was
any great Moslem city in its neighbourhood, hence its columns remain in situ, or, thrown down by the
earthquake, lie along the ground; while the stones of the great Temple of the Sun and of the theatres have
nowhere been pilfered for building material. Further, since in these regions there is no sand to drift over and veil
the outlines, and the frequent drought preventing the ruins from becoming masked by vegetation, all that
remains stands out, white and glaring, in noontide, presenting that same appearance of recent desolation which
is so striking a characteristic of the freshly cleared streets of Pompeii … we passed the afternoon riding about,
and examining the ancient city, but combined archaeological investigations with the keeping of a good look-out
against prowling Circassians, and at sundown proceeded out of the southern gate, past the circus, now a
meadow, and through the fine Triumphal Arch at the town limit. Here, turning to the left, we crossed the stream
at the mills, and began to climb the conical hill on which stands the Moslem village and sanctuary of Neby Hud,
where it was determined to claim for ourselves hospitality, and safe night-quarters for our horses, against the
thievish propensities of the Christian Circassians.
80
Heber-Percy_1896_83 Jerash: From here, passing out through the Northern gate, we emerged on the hill
above the city, and at a distance of a quarter of a mile from the gate we came to what has evidently been the
cemetery of the town. Here, on the top of the ground, are numbers of sarcophagi. We counted fifty where we
stood. They are all oblong stone coffins, with lids, and are decorated much in the same way. A riband ring, the
ends floating down, and tied in a reef knot; a crescent-shaped ornament with a three-pointed device in the
centre, in some instances inside the riband ring, variations of Solomon's seal. These ornaments were on the sides
of the sarcophagi ŕ the ends were usually decorated by variations of Solomon's seal. All these had been dug up
and ransacked by the Circassians in the hope of finding treasure. I bought from them some perfect glass Khol
jars that they had taken from here, one with the bronze spatula in it for applying the khol to the eyes.
81
Cook_1907_335 Jerash: The Circassians who have been settled here by the Sultan have fortunately chosen
the eastern bank of the stream for their houses, and so, even though their dwellings are within the ancient walls,
their presence has hitherto not greatly damaged these priceless ruins.
82
Wikipedia s.v. Jerash, accessed 211215: In addition to inhabitants of old villages, Jerash became a destination
for many successive waves of foreign migrants. The first wave started during the first half of the 20th century
when the Syrians (Shwam) and the Circassians, camping nearby the old ruins. The new immigrants have been
welcomed by the local people and settled down in the city.
83
Cuinet_1901_490 Jerash: Complètement abandonnée par ses anciens habitants, elle vient seulement d'être
repeuplée tout récemment par une petite colonie d'immigrés tcherkess (Circassiens) au nombre de 600.
84
Le_Strange_1889_294-295, Jerash: While the guest-room was being swept out, the elders came round and
discoursed on their grievances, against the Government in general, and their new Circassian neighbours in
particular. These last are a thorn to the Moslems in their agricultural operations, and further debar them from
seeking for treasure among the vaults and cisterns of Jerash, a city built, as one of the sheikhs was good enough
to inform me, by his own ancestors, the 'Adites, of the Days of Ignorance.
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Aboulfeda_II_1848_23-24 [d.1331]: Amman est une ville antique, ruinée dès avant l'islamisme, et dont
mention est faite dans l'histoire des Israélites. Il en reste des ruines imposantes aux pieds desquelles coule la
Zarqâ, rivière qui se trouve sur la route des pèlerins de Syrie.
86
Al-Muqaddasi_1886_56 Amman: Amman, lying on the border of the Desert, has round it many villages and
cornfields. The Balkâ District, of which it is the capital, is rich in grain and flocks; also many streams the waters
of which work the mills. In the city, near the market-place, stands a fine mosque, the court of which is
ornamented with mosaic. We have heard said that it resembles that of Makkah. The Castle of Goliath is on the
hill overhanging the city, and therein is the Tomb of Uriah, over which is built a mosque. Here, likewise, is the
Circus of Solomon. [the theatre] Living here is cheap, and fruit is plentiful. On the other hand, the people of the
place are illiterate, and the roads thither wretched. But the city is even as a harbour of the Desert, and a place of
refuge for the bedawin Arab.
87
Tristram_1865_548: we now ascended the steep side of the citadel, still in most parts inaccessible, and found
it divided into two platforms. The first was oblong, stretching to the northern extremity of the hill, and having
no ruins but those of its steep walls remaining. The southern and much larger area was on a higher level, several
acres in extent, nearly square, quite flat, and strewn with a hopeless mass of ruins of every age and character
except Jewish. There is one principal group of six enormous columns, of which the bases only are standing,
while the prostrate shafts are five feet in diameter. Beyond this is a circular stone-built open reservoir, about
sixty feet in diameter, with stone steps winding round it inside. Its depth at present, for it is probably more than
half filled with rubbish, is from twenty-five to thirty feet.
88
Heber-Percy_1896_66-67 Rabbath-Ammon, Philadelphia: In later times it was the seat of a Christian Bishop.
Now it is a heap of ruins, with a small Circassian colony, living in houses built with stones taken from temples,
theatres, and other buildings. Amman must have been a very beautiful town under the Romans. The principal
ruins are the great Theatre on the South side of the river, partly cut out of the hill, that is calculated would have
held 3,000 spectators, and a small odeum immediately East of it. On the North side of the river, a street with
columns on either side, running East and West, or parallel to the river, a short distance North of the centre of
this street, are the bath, a basilica, and another building with Corinthian columns. The citadel is built on the hill
to the North of the river, and surrounded by a very strong wall. At the summit are bases of some large columns
that have been part of a large temple, and a beautiful Sassanian building. Conder has so fully described Rabbath
of Ammon that I feel that the only addition I can make are the photographs that I took of the more interesting'
ruins.
89
St Clair_1892_193-194 Amman: Major Conder regards Amman as the most important ruin surveyed in
Palestine, as regards its antiquarian interest, and the best specimen of a Roman town that he visited, except the
still more wonderful ruins of Gerasa, which yield only to Baalbec and Palmyra among Syrian capitals of the
second century of our era. The Roman remains include two theatres, baths, a street of columns, and remains of
what was once a very great temple on the highest part of the acropolis of the city. Several noble families must
have lived in the town, as shown by the magnificent private tombs surrounding the city. / But the oldest remains
visible at Amman are the dolmens, of which, with other rude stone monuments, there are some twenty in all.
Next to these come the old rock-cut tombs, which Conder supposes to be of the early Hebrew period. But who
knows whether there be not a buried city underneath Amman? The whole region south of Amman, and also
north and west of it, abounds in ruins.
90
Baedeker_1910_XC: Das Ostjordanland ist besonders reich an Steindenkmalen: Malsteine (Menhirs),
Steinkreise (Cromlechs), Steinhügel (Cairns, diese hauptsächlich im ö. Moab) und vor allem Steintische
(Dolmen). Sie haben alle kultische Bedeutung. Die Verehrung heiliger Steine ist in ganz Syrien im Altertum
verbreitet gewesen. Speziell die Dolmen sind Opfertische. Einige haben auch als Gräber gedient; ihr Hohlraum
ist jedoch meist so kurz, daß die Leichen nur in gekrümmter Stellung beigesetzt werden konnten. Skelette in
dieser Stellung hat man in den Dolmen des sinaitischen Gebirges entdeckt. Doch sind nicht alle diese
Denkmäler vorgeschichtlich, denn der Steinkultus reicht weit in die geschichtliche Zeit hinein und macht sich
auch in der israelitischen Gottesverehrung bemerkbar: der gilgal ist nichts anderes als ein Steinkreis und die
Malsteine (mazzeboth) fehlen bei keinem Heiligtum.
91
Burckhardt_1822_03071812: I found it impossible at Szalt to procure a guide to Amman; the country was in a
state which rendered it very dangerous to travel through it: the Beni Szakher were at war with the Arabs of
Adouan, with the government of Damascus, and with the Rowalla, a branch of the Aeneze; and we heard daily
of skirmishes taking place between the contending parties, principally near the river Zerka. Amman being a
noted spring, was frequented by both the hostile parties; and although, the people of Szalt were now at peace
with the Beni Szakher, having concluded it on the day of my arrival, yet they were upon very indifferent terms
with the Adouan and Rowalla. I had once engaged four armed men to accompany me on foot to the place, but
when we were just setting out, after sunset, their wives came crying to my lodging, and upbraided their
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husbands with madness in exposing their lives for a couple of piastres. Being equally unsuccessful in several
other attempts, and tired of the exaggerations of my land-lord, who pretended that I should be in danger of being
stripped, and even killed, I at length became impatient, and quitting Szalt in the evening of the 6th, I rode over
to Feheis, where the greater part of the Szaltese were encamped, for the labours of the harvest, and where it was
more likely that I should meet with a guide.
92
Burckhardt_1822_07071812 Amman: The edifices which still remain to attest the former splendour of
Amman are the following: a spacious church, built with large stones, and having a steeple of the shape of those
which I saw in several ruined towns in the Haouran. There are wide arches in the walls of the church. A small
building, with niches, probably a temple. A temple, of which a part of the side walls, and a niche in the back
wall are remaining; there are no ornaments either on the walls, or about the niche. A curved wall along the water
side, with many niches: before it was a row of large columns, of which four remain, but without capitals, I
conjecture this to have been a kind of stoa, or public walk; it does not communicate with any other edifice. A
high arched bridge over the river; this appears to have been the only bridge in the town, although the river is not
fordable in the winter. The banks of the river, as well as its bed, are paved, but the pavement has been in most
places carried away by the violence of the winter torrent … The ruins of Amman being, with the exception of a
few walls of flint, of calcareous stone of moderate hardness, have not resisted the ravages of time so well as
those of Djerash. The buildings exposed to the atmosphere are all in decay, so that there is little hope of finding
any inscriptions here, which might illustrate the history of the place. The construction shews that the edifices
were of different ages, as in the other cities of the Decapolis, which I have examined.
93
Burckhardt_1822_07071812, recalcitrant guides at Amman: I have often been obliged to yield to similar
reasoning. A true Bedouin, however, never abandons his companion in this manner; whoever, therefore, wishes
to travel in these parts, and to make accurate observations, will do well to take with him as many horsemen as
may secure him against any strolling party of robbers. About four or five hours S.S.W. from Amman are the
ruins called El Kohf, with a large temple, and many columns. About eight hours S.S.E. is the ruined city of Om
el Reszasz, i.e. the Mother of Lead, which, according to all accounts, is of great extent, and contains large
buildings. In my present situation it was impossible for me to visit these two places. I hope that some future
traveller will be more fortunate.
94
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_II_1905_195-206 for El-Kahf, with important tombs.
95
Seetzen_1859_IV_212-216 commentary by Kruse et al: Amman
96
Seetzen_1854_I_396-397 1806, Amman: Wir sahen eine zerstörte Brücke von 3 Bogen, Säulenenden, auch
ein schönes viereckigtes kleines Gebäude mit einer massiven Kuppel und mit Eckpilastern korinthischer
Ordnung. Auch eine ruinirte grosse Kirche, von welcher noch viel Mauerwerk und der von Quadern erbaute
halbe Thurm steht. Ausserdem sahen wir noch Reste eines grossen Gebäudes, welches schön und mit etlichen
starken Säulen von Kalkstein verziert war. Hier war der Bach ausgemauert. Weiterhin sahen wir einen ruinirten
schönen Tempel mit korinthischen Verzierungen. Es stehen ausserdem noch etliche Säulen. Das Ghorende war
westwärts. Ein herrliches Amphitheater, dessen Bogensehne 40 Schritte hielt, stand auch noch. Die Treppensitze
bestanden- aus 3 Absätzen; über dem zweiten sind kleine Zimmerchen. ŕ Ganz oben ist eine Thüre in der
Mitte, und unten auf der Arena sind ebenfalls 2 grosse Thüren zu Gewölben. Alles ist von weisslichtem Marmor
gebaut. Davor steht noch eine Reihe von 8 korinthischen Säulen mit ihrem Gebälke ohne Piedestal. Ich zählte 42
Sitze über einander [sic!]. Das obere ist ein blosses gewölbtes Zimmer, eine Art Alkoven auf beiden Sdten mit
einer niedlichen Nische. Alle Sitze sind unterwölbt, und vor dem Theater stehn noch 4 andere Säuleii ohne
Gebälke. Neben dem Amphitheater steht noch ein anderes zerstörtes ansehnliches Gebäude, das vielleicht eine
Kirche war. / An den Seiten dieses engen Grundes sieht man viele Eingänge zu Grotten und Gewölben. Auf der
Nordwestseite des Grundes auf dem Berge sieht man gleichfalls noch viele Ruinen, vorzüglich aber einige
umgestürzte ungeheuere Säulen korinthischer Ordnung. Dies Säulengebäude bildet eine Rotunde und muss sehr
ansehnlich gewesen seyn. Der roth- und weissbunte Marmor ist ungemein schön und dauerhaft. Von der
Stadtmauer sieht man noch einige Spuren, und man sieht daraus, dass ihr Umfang bedeutend war. [This is all he
writes, hence not really an architectural enthusiast. But he does Amman a little more thoroughly at
Seetzen_1810_35-36.]
97
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_II_1905_216 for a short account of Amman, taking four photos during two brief
stops there, and referring to earlier accounts for the details.
98
Robinson_1838_231 after describing the theatres and citadel: L'espace qui se trouve entre la rivière et les
montagnes, à l'ouest, est entièrement couvert de ruines de maisons particulières, qui ne servent plus aujourd'hui
que d'abris pour des chameaux et des moutons; il n'y reste pas un seul habitant.
99
La_Salle_1840_I_365 Amman: Ces ruines sont encore plus grandes, quoique moins bien conservées que celle
de Gerasch.
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Porter_1868_II_289-290 Amman: Such is the royal city of Amman; its temples, palaces, theatres, tombs, all
alike desolate, and defiled by the flocks that seek a temporary shelter beneath their tottering walls, and by the
mangled carcases and bleached bones of animals that have fallen to rise no more. Jackals prowl around it;
vultures hover over it; but no human being seeks a home within it.
101
Porter_1868_II_288 Amman: The aspect of the whole place is desolate in the extreme. The place is offensive
too from its filth. The abundant waters attract the vast flocks that roam over the neighbouring plains and the
deserted palaces and temples afford shelter to them during the noon-day heat; so that most of the buildings have
something of the aspect and stench of an ill-kept farm-yard.
102
Tristram_1865_550: We remarked nothing of the filth and squalor, which has been described by others. At
this season the flocks and herds were all on the surrounding wolds, and the spring was too far advanced to drive
them to seek shelter at night. Lonely desolation in a rich country was the striking characteristic.
103
Oliphant_1881_219 Amman, the theatre etc: On the floor of the old forum, whose eight noble Corinthian
columns are still standing, and where togařd dignitaries used to exert their eloquence, two pretty little Circassian
girls were weeding onions. A man was plowing in and out between beautifully carved pedestals, cursing the
ornamented fragments of stone which he turned up, to the detriment of his plow and his furrows. The walls of a
small and elegantly shaped little Greek temple, by the help of some of the half columns still remaining erect,
was turned into a very satisfactory cattle-pen. Three beautifully carved Corinthian capitals, placed on their
broadest sides, made very good stepping-stones across the brook; and a Circassian ŕ not a New Zealander ŕ
was contemplating the havoc from the ruins of a bridge. In fact, it seemed as if these barbarians, unable to
satisfy their vengeance upon the civilization of the present, had determined to wreak it upon that of the past. But
who shall say that the present has earned from the future a better fate?
104
Conder_1889B_157-158 Amman, visiting 1881-2: The site of Rabbath Ammon is one of the most weird and
suggestive in Eastern Palestine. The traveller from the south finds his way from the bare plateau down into a
silent valley, with a clear stream, running over a pebbly bed and flanked here and there with oleanders, while the
cows and camels are cropping green turf in the flat meadow between hills utterly bare of tree or shrub. A great
apse at the spring-head, with a modern Arab graveyard, first appear, and then a little Roman bridge with
scattered sarcophagi on the right. Gradually the Roman city of Philadelphia comes in view in a gorge between
hills some 300 feet high. In the foreground a fine tomb of Corinthian style, and behind this the ruins of a church
and of the Roman baths. On the south a steep brown cliff, on the north-east the hill of the citadel, and close to
the church or cathedral an early mosque with a short minaret. The ruins of the Roman houses and tombs cover
the slopes, and the miserable wattle huts of a Circassian colony, here planted by the Turkish Government, are
now perched above the ruins of the city built by the Antonines. Some of these poor exiles have seized on the
theatre, living where wild beasts were once caged, or where gladiators awaited their fate. At this site, close to
the mosque, we pitched our camp for a fortnight, and again in 1882 I revisited the spot.
105
Le_Strange_1889_308 Amman: The ruins being fully described in all the guide-books, it would be waste of
time attempting in these notes to recall the wonders of Greek architecture that have hitherto lain peacefully
entombed beyond the Jordan, but which are now given over by the Ottoman Government to be a habitation for
Circassian colonists.
106
Meistermann_1909_329, Jerash, colonnaded street: Des 520 colonnes qui composaient primitivement cette
galerie, 71 restent encore debout, la plupart avec leur chapiteau et leur entablement. Les autres ont été
renversées par les tremblements de terre, ou à l'aide de la poudre employée par les Tcherkesses.
107
Tristram_1865_546 Amman: Just beyond the first basilica, and in a line with it, are the ruins of an enormous
public building, very difficult to comprehend or to describe but by a photograph. Its river face consists of two
enormous round bastions with flat curtain walls between them, built of large stones with the Judaeo-Roman
bevel, and a deeply arched massive postern, with four successive arches of different heights, one within the
other, opening to the edge of the paved stream. Inside, the only portion of the building intact is the east wall, a
portion of which spans, by a semi-circular arch, the bed of a torrent which joins the main stream, and drains the
ravine in front of the citadel. This inner wall is deeply embayed with niches, and many pilasters and Corinthian
friezes above them. There is one large centre apse or niche, with a scalloped roof. Here there seems to have been
a great public walk or platform, while statues must have occupied the niches. There is no trace of a roof except
an arcade supported by enormous Ionic (?) columns, the shafts of four of which are still standing. / Nowhere
else had we seen the vestiges of public magnificence and wealth in such marked contrast with the relapse into
savage desolation. On the top of the ruin the body of a stork, which had been entangled by the leg and perished
miserably, swayed to and fro in the wind. Here and there our Bedouin guard were lounging about or peering
over the top of a niche; and the stream dashed rapidly over the fragments of sculptured marble which strewed its
artificial bed.
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108

Goodrich-Freer_1905_102 Amman: an orderly town of 10,000 inhabitants, of an aspect so superior to
anything we had seen since leaving Jerusalem, or even, so far as the actual town is concerned, to Jerusalem
itself, that an explanation seemed necessary, and the statement that the population was Circassian was,
geographically, an added perplexity. The houses, built partly of mud brick and partly of ancient material like
those of Madaba, were well placed, most had porticos and balconies, and some were enclosed with well-swept
yards.
109
Goodrich-Freer_1905_106-107, Circassians in Amman: In Amman, as we came to know later, their industry
had very unfortunate effects upon the glorious ruins which adorn the hills on either side: the basilica has wholly
disappeared, and one apse of the thermae; but the Muchtar, who may, perhaps, be likened to the mayor of the
town, has forbidden further depredations, and, happily, the new population has not chosen to establish itself
among the ruins.
110
Cook_1907_332 Amman: A large Circassian settlement, numbering several thousands, has now established
itself in and around the ruins.
111
Butler_1905_391: On the journey through the mountains a number of small sites were studied; but the
expedition moved directly to 'Amman, and halted there for more exhaustive work. On the basis of Mr.
Armstrong's plan, a new and more detailed plan of the akropolis was made, and every building of which there
are any remains above ground was carefully measured in plan and details, including the theatre, which has been
published. Amman, in the hands of the Circassians, is becoming a large and thriving town. The Hedjaz Railway
has a station not far to the east, and the ruins, I fear, are doomed to certain and rapid destruction. At Djerash the
expedition stopped chiefly for photographic work, the studies of Dr. Schumacher and of the Berlin expedition
having rendered further study unnecessary. However, the details of some of the great buildings were carefully
measured.
112
Bell_1908_34-35, north of Amman: When I passed by Kastal [Ŗa fortified Roman camp standing on a
moundŗ], five years before, it was uninhabited and the land round it uncultivated, but a few families of fellahin
had established themselves now under the broken vaults and the young corn was springing in the levels below
the walls, circumstances which should no doubt warm the heart of the lover of humanity, but which will send a
cold chill through the breast of the archaeologist. There is no obliterator like the plough-share, and no destroyer
like the peasant who seeks cut stones to build his hovel. I noted another sign of encroaching civilisation in the
shape of two half-starved soldiers, the guard of the nearest halting-place on the Hajj railroad, which is called
Ziza after the ruins a few miles to the west of it. The object of their visit was the lean hen which one of them
held in his hand. He had reft it from its leaner companions in the fortress court ŕ on what terms it were better
not to inquire, for hungry men know no law. I was not particularly eager to have my presence on these frontiers
notified to the authorities in 'Amman, and 1 left rather hastily and rode eastward to Ziza.
113
Tristram_1873_203-204, Zizâ (el-Kastal), near Umm el-Walid, itself 14km SE of Madaba: The other castle,
to the east of this, is apparently of the Roman age, and has been reduced to a ruinous State by the troops of
Ibrahim Pasha. The external walls alone remain, with a conspicuous inner niche, alcoved in the south face. It
looks like an old temple utilized, first as a fort, and then as a mosque. In it is a beautifully carved lintel, of very
rich late Byzantine, or perhnps Persian work; and other sculptured stones are built in, as well as some fragments
of Cuphic inscriptions.
114
Tristram_1873_158: Probably, in the earlier days of the Caliphate, soon after its destruction, it has been
hastily repaired as a Saracen fort for the protection of the pilgrim road from Damascus to Mecca. Now all within
these walls is utterly desolate. It is difficult to clamber among the mass of ruins, not grass-grown, but as if the
mason's stones had, as soon as dressed, been turned promiscuously out of a wheelbarrow over acres of land. The
plan is square. There has been no vacant or open place, square or court, anywhere within the walls, as far as we
could judge. But the number of small semicircular arches which are standing everywhere, and which have
formed both the roofs of houses and the arcades of streets, is really countless. They remain intact both above and
below the rubbish. It was often easy to see the old street among the debris below, as we stepped from arch to
arch of these long parallel arcades.
115
Buckingham_1825_104, Umm el Rasas: Oom-el-Rassas, the place of our halt, was considered by all present
to have derived its name (which, in Arabic, is literally "the Mother of Lead,") from the circumstance of there
having been dug up here, at some former period, leaden cases containing treasure. This, however, is so prevalent
a notion, and is applied so indiscriminately to all places in which ruins of former days exist, that it deserves little
attention. At one time, I thought it probable that the vicinity of this town might have furnished lead ore, and that
some traces of this might be found to account for the name, but I could learn no facts which tended to confirm
this conjecture.
116
Buckingham_1825_10, Umm el Rasas: Close to this first division [ruins to the north] of enclosed dwellings,
and on the south of it, is the second division, the wall of enclosure remaining quite perfect all around. Its shape
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is nearly an oblong, and the space occupied by it not more than half a mile. Like the former, the interior of this
is filled with ruined buildings, all, however, of a small size, and unadorned by architectural ornament of any
kind, though constructed of very large stones. In many instances, where all the rest of the building is quite
destroyed, the Roman arch of the door of entrance continues quite perfect; and here the stone beams that
extended from wall to wall, and sometimes wholly formed the roof of the dwelling, are distinctly seen. The
streets, though at right angles with each other, were extremely narrow, and the whole appearance of the
buildings was small and unimportant, though the masonry was unusually solid for such works, and calculated
for great duration.
117
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_471: we reached Oom-i-Rasass (Mother of Stones [but cf. Buckingham_1825_104
above]). We found the ruins very extensive, and evidently Christian; there were the remains of a stone wall
which enclosed the whole city; the cross is often to be met with, but there is no architectural remnant worthy of
notice. Mr. Bankes, with his janissary, took a second tour in search of inscriptions, while we remained under the
wall. While walking about the ruins, an armed Bedouin made his appearance and robbed him of his abba.
118
Robinson_1838_248: Nous fûmes grandement désappointés à la vue de ces ruines, qui consistaient seulement
en maisons particulières, sans un seul édifice remarquable qui nous dédommageât de la peine que nous nous
étions donnée pour y arriver. Elles couvrent un espace d'environ deux milles, enclos d'un mur peu élevé.
119
Tristram_1873_156: Um Rasas, a large, solidly-built, square city, far more perfect than any thing we have
before seen. The walls of the old city are still entire and intact for a part of their height, and had an imposing
appearance as we neared them from the west.
120
Hamilton_1875_85: There is little of note in the ruins of Um Rasas, Madebar, and other places. They are
merely the ruins of deserted towns, which evidently were of small extent. This was the first country in which I
witnessed the remains of town after town left completely deserted, ŕ without a sign of either animal or
vegetable life around.
121
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_II_1905_63-72, including plan of the Roman garrison, later occupied by
Christians and then Moslems.
122
Le_Strange_1889_314 travelling 1884, Iraq Al-Amir: The remains at 'Arak el Emir, whatever may be their
date, cannot fail to strike the traveller with somewhat of that same feeling of awe which he experiences when
standing for the first time beside the huge stones either at Baalbek, the platform of Persepolis, or the Egyptian
Pyramids. Greek and Roman ruins are dwarfed into insignificance beside these, for they tell of an age when
labour and time were held as of no account in the calculations of kings who built for themselves such temples,
palaces, or tombs. It was with difficulty that we tore ourselves away from these wonderful relics of a bygone
civilization.
123
MacMichael_1819_246, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, Iraq el-Amir: where are the ruins of an edifice
built of very large stones, some of them twenty feet in length. Around it were traces of hanging gardens, and
large caves cut in a long range of perpendicular cliffs, some apparently intended as stalls for horses, and others
for the accommodation of a numerous retinue of servants; representations of various beasts were sculptured in
relief about the building.
124
Luynes_1874_I_138-139, travelling 1864, Iraq Al-Amir: On trouve donc, juste au bas de la côte que nous
descendions, la belle ruine que l'on croit avoir été le palais d'Hyrcan. Elle consiste en un édifice principal bâti de
pierres de grand et bel appareil sur un monticule peut-être en partie artificiel. Il ne supporte que la ruine ellemême. Il était lié par une chaussée à un édifice secondaire d'aussi belle construction, mais qui semble avoir été
beaucoup moins important par sa masse. La ruine principale offre un carré long dont une muraille est encore à
demi conservée, bâtie de matériaux d'un choix excellent et taillés en bossages à refends, et surmontés d'une frise
de lions en haut relief seulement ébauchés, sauf quelques extrémités inférieures: un de ces bas-reliefs est méplat
et aplani à la gradine, comme si l'on avait voulu diminuer beaucoup dans le travail définitif la saillie de ces
figures d'animaux préparées d'abord pour en avoir une beaucoup plus considérable. Ces lions ont l m,80 de
hauteur sur 2 mètres de longueur jusqu'à la naissance de la queue, chacun marchant, soit à droite, soit à gauche,
selon qu'il diverge de l'entrée qui s'ouvrait dans le grand côté de l'édifice. Il m'a semblé que cette frise de grands
animaux formellement énoncée par Josèphe pouvait avoir appartenu à un monument antérieur, et avoir été
rajustée à celui restauré ou bâti du temps d'Hyrcan.
125
Luynes_III_1986_61, travelling 1864, Iraq Al-Amir: Le massif qui sépare ce vallon du waddy Sir, près
duquel se trouvent les ruines intéressantes d'Arak el Émir, est composé de calcaires et de marnes faiblement
ondulés et inclinés comme précédemment … Plus bas, dans les carrières qui ont fourni les gigantesques
matériaux du château d'Arak el Émir, on voit affleurer des couches d'un beau calcaire blanc cristallin
superposées à des assises de calcaire compacte à nérinées et à exogyres … Le fond du waddy Naur est creusé
dans des marnes et des calcaires en bancs minces et se trouve à 250 mètres d'altitude au-dessus des marbres à
nérinées d'Arak el Émir.
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126

Luynes_1874_I_139, travelling 1864, Iraq Al-Amir: La ruine principale offre dans ses décombres, en pierre
ou en marbre blanc, des chapiteaux quasi corinthiens, quasi doriques, des fûts de colonnes cannelées formant
des extrémités d'antes, des fûts, doriques de même, de belles moulures de corniche de style mixte, des rangées
d'oves d'une belle exécution. / Le grand édifice et le petit sont situés au milieu d'une enceinte qui touche à la
montagne du côté ouest et domine la vallée du côté est. Cette enceinte est très-vaste et à peu près complète. Il
faut environ vingt-cinq minutes pour en faire le tour.
127
Saulcy_1867_153-171 for his work at Iraq Al-Amir.
128
Saulcy_1867_166-167 Saulcy at Iraq Al-Amir: Hier, dans la journée, j'avais trouvé au temple un charmant
chapiteau, appartenant à une des colonnes doubles de la galerie supérieure. J'avais le plus grand désir de
l'emporter avec moi; mais il tenait à un gros cube de pierre, terminé de l'autre côté parune seconde demi-colonne
à chapiteau différent. Impossible d'emporter ce bloc, à cause de son poids. Il fallait donc s'ingénier pour détacher
mon bienheureux chapiteau. Comment m'y prendre? Je fais appeler Qablan; je lui montre la pierre que je
convoite, et il me dit qu'il n'y a qu'un seul moyen d'en venir à bout: c'est d'envoyer un de ses hommes à Salt,
chercher un moâllem ou tailleur de pierres. Aussitôt dit, aussitôt fait. Abou'l-Aïd, son beau-frère, grand garçon
toujours riant, toujours prêta tout, et que nous avions pris en affection de- puis le gué du Jourdain, Abou'l-Aïd en
fourche son cheval, prend sa lance, et file sur Sait, en chantant à tue-tête le chant de guerre de sa tribu. Nous
n'avons cessé de l'entendre que lorsqu'il a eu franchi la montagne qui couvre, au nord, Aaraq-el-Emyr. Il avait
une étape à faire pour arriver à Sait, quatre heures de marche au moins. Ce matin, avant neuf heures, nous avons
entendu le chant d'Abou'l-Aïd, qui arrivait au sommet de la même montagne, portant un homme en croupe.
C'était le moâllem, muni de tous les outils de son métier. Je lui ai d'abord montré le chapiteau, qui, en moins
d'un quart-d'heure, a été détaché de son frère; puis j'ai voulu faire subir la même opération à une base à
cannelures, partant de l'aisselle de feuilles d'acanthe. Cette fois, malheureusement, la pierre avait des fils, et la
pauvre base s'est débitée d'elle-même en trois ou quatre morceaux. Mais comme les morceaux en étaient bons, je
les ai mis en réserve. / Mon tailleur de pierres avait pensé m'exploiter d'importance en me demandant vingt
francs pour son travail; après m'être fortement récrié pour la forme et pour la bonne règle, j'ai donné les vingt
francs requis, et je déclare que tout le monde a été content. Les Adouân, et Qablan tout le premier, m'ont
certainement pris pour un idiot, en me voyant sacrifier tant d'argent pour des pierres qui, à leurs yeux, ne
valaient pas la peine d'être ramassées. / Ce n'était pas tout; il fallait faire voyager mon butin, et j'ai pensé qu'il
était beaucoup plus sage de l'envoyer à Riha à dos de chameau, et de le consigner jusqu'à mon retour entre les
mains de l'agha du Bordj. Mais il en est des transports à dos de chameau comme des civets de lièvre; il fallait un
chameau, et il n'y avait pas près de nous le moindre quadrupède de cette espèce.
129
Baedeker_1876_308, Iraq Al-Amir: The principal building in the place, situated on the S. W. side of the
rocky amphitheatre, is called Kasr el-'Abd, or castle of the slave, and stands on a platform in a half isolated
situation. In many places the substruction consists of a wall with abutments, composed of enormous blocks. The
artificial road leading to the castle is flanked with large blocks of stone, standing at considerable intervals, and
pierced with holes, in which a wooden rail was probably once inserted. The road continues in this style for
several hundred paces. The Kasr, the wall of which is preserved on one side only, is also built of large blocks.
The upper part is adorned with a frieze in bas-relief, bearing large and rather rude figures of animals (lions). De
Saulcy supposes the large quadrangle of huge blocks with windows to have been an ancient Ammonite temple,
and thinks that it once had a peristyle and side-galleries, the great difference between the outside and inside
stones showing that Hyrcanus used an already existing ancient wall as a bulwark of defence. ŕ The open space
around the castle, once probably a moat, is now called Meidûn el-Abd. / On a hill to the left, farther to the N.,
are seen remains of buildings and an aqueduct, and a large platform is at length reached whereon stood a
number of buildings, once enclosed by walls. On the hill beyond this platform runs a remarkable gallery in the
rock, which has evidently been artificially widened. Portals lead thence into a number of rock-caverns, some of
which seem to have been used as stables, to judge from the rings in the walls. Can these have been rockdwellings, or were they tombs, as De Saulcy thinks? The inscriptions are in the ancient Hebrew character.
Josephus mentions caverns of this description.
130
Heber-Percy_1896_19-20 Madaba: On returning from Sheik el Kefeir, we went into Medeba and met the
Sheik who kindly shewed us where the inhabitants had been excavating for stone for their new houses on the
northern side of the town. About three feet below the surface there appears to be any quantity of foundations,
and the lower floors of buildings of the Roman time. What looks like the foundation of one of the town
gateways lies to the North, and near here is a little Greek church built on old foundations, and having an ancient
pavement of stone mosaic, the principal colours of which are red, yellow, a blackish blue, and white. The
pavement was very good. The Sheik told me they had found much mosaic pavement here, and then shewed me
some Corinthian capitals, some mouldings, etc.; but they simply use these old buildings as a quarry, and four
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men were at work breaking up and squaring the fine old-faced stones into convenient little squares to build their
new houses.
131
Burckhardt_1822_13071812B: At the end of eight hours we reached Madeba, built upon a round hill; this is
the ancient Medaba, but there is no river near it. It is at least half an hour in circumference; I observed many
remains of the walls of private houses, constructed with blocks of silex; but not a single edifice is standing.
There is a large Birket [water tank], which, as there is no spring at Madeba might still be of use to the Bedouins,
were the surrounding ground cleared of the rubbish, to allow the water to flow into it; but such an undertaking is
far beyond the views of the wandering Arab. On the west side of the town are the foundations of a temple, built
with large stones, and apparently of great antiquity … A part of its eastern wall remains, constructed in the same
style as the castle wall at Amman. At the entrance of one of the courts stand two columns of the Doric order,
each of two pieces, without bases, and thicker in the centre than at either extremity, a peculiarity of which this is
the only instance I have seen in Syria. More modern capitals have been added, one of which is Corinthian and
the other Doric, and an equally coarse architrave has been laid upon them. In the centre of one of the courts is a
large well.
132
Robinson_1838_252-253: Les ruines de ce lieu ont à peu près une demi-lieue de circonférence et se trouvent
principalement sur la cime d'une colline de forme ronde et dans la plaine à ses pieds, où elles s'étendent dans la
direction de l'ouest. Il n'y reste pas un seul édifice debout, quoiqu'on y voie, au couchant, quelques fragmens
d'un temple bati de gros blocs de pierre et suivant toute apparence d'une haute antiquité.
133
Tristram_1873_319: A ride of an hour and a half, all the way by the line of the Roman road, brings us from
Ma'in to Medeba. Medeba, though it does not cover the square miles of Ma'in, has been a city of great
importance. It is in much better preservation than the former city; and its vast reservoir, some standing walls,
and a few columns still erect, form conspicuous features in the landscape from a distance.
134
Tristram_1873_326 Madaba: From these buildings upward is a labyrinth of streets, with the ordinary arched
constructions, some of them still temporarily inhabited by the Bedouin shepherds. Among them has been a
Christian church, with its apse. Inside its walls many capitals of Corinthian columns, which once supported the
roof of its aisle, are strewn, and some slabs with Greek crosses inscribed. Near it is another large square
building, and another Christian church.
135
Tristram_1873_324 Madaba: The chief extension of the Roman city has been on the plain to the east of the
hill. The wall of circumvallation can be clearly traced. The access to Medeba, on this side, has been by a paved
road leading to a finely-built massive gate-way with two side portals. Several cornices of this gate-way remain
in situ, and the stones of its arch, and many cornice-stones, are lying strewn around. Within the gate-way, on the
north side, has been a large square, with a colonnade. Six paces outside the columns has been a wall, probably
the line of the principal street. The bases of the columns are for the most part in their places, and there is only a
space of four feet between each. The extent of the square is 280 paces from north to south, by 240 paces east to
west. Within the inclosing colonnade we could find no traces of building; but outside the eastern wall are many
traces of isolated buildings on the plain; several of these have been small square temples of the ordinary
Moabite type, others perhaps forts, and others certainly tombs.
136
PEFQS_1890_173, Gray Hill writing on Mschatta: The appearance of the ruin fully supports the theory that
the buildings were never finished, as there is nothing like the requisite amount of material on the spot for
completion of the work, and no building near in which the material could have been used up. The nearest
building is the Khan Zitza, on the Haj road, of which, if I remember right, there is some account in Mr.
Doughty's book. But this place was too far for me to visit conveniently. There is no other building nearer than
Madeba (about four hours' journey); where the houses are all recently built out of cut stones found at that spot,
and, therefore, the material cannot have been used up there.
137
Tristram_1865_551 Part of the route from Amman to Es-Salt: Soon we rose into a bare plateau without a
tree, and with a wide prospect eastwards. Bare, but not barren, for a large portion of it was laid down for barley,
and the rest was well peopled by flocks and herds. Still not a house nor a sign of settled population, for in the
vast country between Kerak and Salt there remains not an inhabited house, still less a village.
138
Goodrich-Freer_1905_55 Madaba: [One of the reservoirs] is now used as a field for the cultivation of
tobacco, for as long as it served its original purpose it was the cause of constant feuds with the Bedu. There was
a street of columns 150 yards in length.
139
Meistermann_1909_272: Grâce à l'intervention du patriarcat latin et du consulat français à Jérusalem, Midhat
Pacha, gouverneur de Syrie, autorisa, en 1880, les chrétiens de Kérak à s'établir dans les ruines de Mâdaba et à
cultiver les terres environnantes. Ils furent rejoints depuis par d'autres chrétiens et un bon nombre de
musulmans.
140
Heber-Percy_1896_16 Madaba: We camped on the North-Western side of the town, which we find is
inhabited entirely by Christians of the Latin and Greek Orthodox Churches. The Sheiks of the Greek church
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called on us, and on our making enquiries as to antiquities, informed us that the town had been but recently
inhabited by Christians from Kerak; that in digging to find stones for building they had found columns, capitals,
and some mosaic pavement, and offered to take us to see them, which we gladly accepted.
141
Heber-Percy_1896_20-21 Madaba: Riding on to the N.E., the Sheik shewed us more foundations, which he
said had belonged to a gate in the old town wall, and then took us to a house built of stone arches covered with
stone rafters, with a beautiful mosaic floor in almost perfect preservation. The women of the house wetted the
floor and wiped it to shew it well. It is a really beautiful piece of work, and more perfect than we have seen
anywhere; the colours are quite bright, and the geometrical pattern of simple leaves is much like the one at the
Greek Church before mentioned. In the centre of the room is a circle of double ribbons contained in two squares
enclosing an inscription in Greek. An inscription in the same character is in one corner of the room under an
arch. My son tried to copy this last but only managed a portion, the rest having been built over. [footnote,
inscription reads: "The very beautiful mosaic work of this sanctuary, and of the holy house of the altogether
pure Sovereign Mother of God (has been made) by the care and the zeal of this town of Medeba for the salvation
and the reward of the well-doers dead and (living) of this sanctuary, Amen, Lord. It was accomplished by the
aid of God, in the month of February, in the year 674, indiction 5." / This Seleucidan year would correspond to
362 A.D. Quarterly Statement Palestine Exploration Fund, July, 1895, 209.]
142
Goodrich-Freer_1905_53-54 Madaba: The new residents, in digging for foundations, have brought to light a
great deal that is of extreme interest and, as naturally follows, have destroyed still more. Dr Bliss, referring to
the article of Père Séjourné, and describing the town in 1895, observes that certain ruins have disappeared in the
meantime, and we, in turn, failed to find others which appear in the sketches of Professor Brünnow, also of
1895.
143
Meistermann_1909_272B: Lorsque les nouveaux colons furent arrivés à Mâdaba, ils s'empressèrent de bâtir
leurs huttes et leurs étables sur les anciennes ruines, auxquelles ils empruntèrent les matériaux de construction.
De plus, autour de leurs habitations, surtout au sud-est du village, se sont formés en peu de temps d'énormes
monceaux de décombres et de cendres provenant du combustible (un mélange de terre, de paille et de bouse de
vache), employé pour cuire le pain. Ce n'est qu'à la longue, et souvent par hasard, qu'on a découvert des
mosaïques sous la plupart des masures, avec une dizaine d'églises.
144
Goodrich-Freer_1905_59-60, relaying Clermont-Ganneauřs paper in the Recueil d‟Archéologie Orientale II
for 1898: The discoverer of the mosaic was a Greek monk, of whom the very name has been forgotten, and who,
in 1884, communicated the fact to the Greek Patriarch, who took no notice whatever. One feels little regret that
this worthy ecclesiastic was, later, exiled to Constantinople, and succeeded by the patriarch Gerasimos, who, in
1890, six years after the original discovery, found the letter, and immediately sent off an architect with orders
that the mosaic should be included in the church about to be erected at Madaba. We have the testimony of four
monks that, at this time, the mosaic was almost complete, but the intelligent workman destroyed much of it in
order to lay the foundations of the church, sacristy, and out-buildings; broke up part to insert a pilaster, and left
much of the bordering, with its decorations of biblical imagery, outside. He then returned, with the assurance
that the mosaic was unimportant.
145
Goodrich-Freer_1905_63: We can never sufficiently regret all that has been so gratuitously lost, although, in
Palestine, one necessarily becomes somewhat hardened to losses of the kind. Trustworthy witnesses who saw
the map before the mutilation recently inflicted concur in testifying that it originally recorded the position of
Ephesus, Smyrna, and Constantinople, showing that it must have included Asia Minor and the Bosphorus.
146
Bourassé_1867_47 Petra: Ici les morts sont mieux logés que les vivants. Le monument appelé KhasnéPharaon, le Trésor du Roi, frappe le voyageur de surprise et d'admiration: c'est là que la mort a été logée avec le
plus de magnificence. Toutes ces tombes superbes qui font de la vallée de Pétra une imposante nécropole, n'ont
point été outragées par le temps, et nous pouvons croire qu'elles ne se briseront qu'au bruit de la trompette du
dernier jugement.
147
Burckhardt_1822_23081812: In comparing the testimonies of the authors cited in Relandřs Palæstina, it
appears very probable that the ruins in Wady Mousa are those of the ancient Petra, and it is remarkable that
Eusebius says the tomb of Aaron was shewn near Petra. Of this at least I am persuaded, from all the information
I procured, that there is no other ruin between the extremities of the Dead sea and Red sea, of sufficient
importance to answer to that city. Whether or not I have discovered the remains of the capital of Arabia Petræa,
I leave to the decision of Greek scholars, and shall only subjoin a few notes on these ruins.
148
Burckhardt_1822_22081812 Wadi Mousa: Of these I regret that I am not able to give a very complete
account: but I knew well the character of the people around me; I was without protection in the midst of a desert
where no traveller had ever before been seen; and a close examination of these works of the infidels, as they are
called, would have excited suspicions that I was a magician in search of treasures; I should at least have been
detained and prevented from prosecuting my journey to Egypt, and in all probability should have been stripped
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of the little money which I possessed, and what was infinitely more valuable to me, of my journal book. Future
travellers may visit the spot under the protection of an armed force; the inhabitants will become more
accustomed to the researches of strangers; and the antiquities of Wady Mousa will then be found to rank
amongst the most curious remains of ancient art.
149
Irby_&_Mangles_1823_310: Our lamented friend Sheikh Ibrahim [Burckhardt], in his notes, tells us, that
three days south from Kerek are the ruins of Petra, the capital of the ancient Arabia Petraea in the Wady Mousa.
Here are wonderfully fine temples cut out of the rock, and more than two hundred sepulchres, to use his own
expression. Since the death of the poor sheikh, no European living has seen this place, or indeed the others to the
S. E. of the Dead Sea.
150
MacMichael_1819_188, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, first attempt at Petra: our party was increased
by the arrival of the Honble. Captain Irby and Captain Mangles, both of the Royal Navy, who had been absent
for a short time to visit Bethlehem. These three travellers had just returned from an unsuccessful attempt to
penetrate by the north and eastern coast of the Dead Sea to Wadi Moosa, the supposed site of Petra. They had
crossed the Jordan, and entered into a negotiation with the powerful tribe of the Benesakarf Arabs, who, for a
reward of fifteen hundred piastres, had engaged to conduct them to Wadi Moosa ; but, on the receipt of the
money, were found unable to perform their promise, and the travellers, after suffering great privations from the
want of food, effected a most masterly retreat from Salt, escaped the tents of their treacherous guides, re-crossed
the Jordan, and returned to Jerusalem.
151
Stephens_1838_II_56 Petra, the Treasury: on the back wall of the innermost chamber I saw the names of
Messrs. Legh, Banks, Irby, and Mangles, the four English travellers who with so much difficulty had effected
their entrance to the city; of Messieurs Laborde and Linant, and the two Englishmen and an Italian of whom I
have before spoken; and two or three others, which, from the character of the writing, I supposed to be the
names of attendants, upon some of these gentlemen. These were the only names recorded in the temple; and,
besides Burckhardt, no other traveller had ever reached it. I was the first American who had ever been there.
Many of my countrymen, probably, as was the case with me, have never known the existence of such a city;
and, independently of all personal considerations, I confess that I felt what, I trust, was not an inexcusable pride,
in writing upon the innermost wall of that temple the name of an American citizen; and under it, and flourishing
on its own account in temples, and tombs, and all the most conspicuous places in Petra, is the illustrious name of
Paulo Nuozzo, dragomano.
152
Olin_1843_14-49 for description of Petra.
153
Millard_1843_194 Petra: After a night's rest in the Corinthian tomb, and an early breakfast the next morning,
we set out to inspect the extensive and wonderful ruins, spread out in lonely grandeur around us. Ibid. 196 Petra,
the Kasne: On the wall of the large room are the names of the principal European, and the few American
travellers who have visited the place. Among others, I found the names of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Cooley. This lady
was a heroine, truly.
154
Measor_1844_156 Petra: We contented ourselves, however, with a walk of a few paces to inspect the
masonry on each side of the water-course at our feet, the ruins of aqueducts, broken pieces of pillars and
foundations, the only traces of building which Petra can now boast, and small indeed compared with the extent
attributed to the ancient capital and to the extent of the line of tombs. By the morning it was discovered that a
Frank party had arrived, and a party of Arabs, about fifteen in number, came to our tents demanding a hundred
piasters from each for a sight of Petra. We said that we could not think of giving so much, but that we should not
object to give twenty-five piasters.
155
Luynes_I_1874_283, travelling 1864, Petra: Cette colonne restée debout, mais privée de son chapiteau, est
composée de tambours superposés et d'inégales longueurs; elle a encore environ 4 à 5 mètres de hauteur; son
fût, sans cannelures, est couvert de ces caractères qui me semblent être ceux des tribus arabes. Marchant ensuite
vers les rochers à l'est, encore éclairés par le soleil à son déclin, nous allâmes directement rejoindre le bord du
wady Mousa, où notre camp était déjà dressé dans une enceinte de pierres sèches. / Après avoir pris possession
de nos tentes, nous ne pûmes résister au plaisir d'employer les heures qui nous restaient à visiter les monuments
situés à une petite portée de fusil de nous, de l'autre côté du wady. A vingt pas environ du camp, nous
traversâmes à sec le lit du torrent, qui, deux cents pas plus haut, fournissait encore une eau abondante et limpide.
Sur la rive droite, on voit les restes d'un quai construit en pierre de bel appareil et les vestiges de quelques
marches qui conduisaient au pied des grandes façades. Sur le quai même gisait à demi enterré sous le sable un
fragment de marbre, débris d'une statue drapée. Je chargeai nos matelots de la déterrer, et nous atteignîmes
bientôt le pied de la face sculptée du rocher. Nous visitâmes successivement toutes les demeures accessibles,
temples, palais ou tombeaux, dont la destination primitive était encore indéterminée pour nous. Dans un seul de
ces monuments, la destination sépulcrale était bien marquée par la présence des auges funéraires à droite, à
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gauche et au fond de la salle. Toutes les façades sont d'une fort belle proportion et d'une hauteur considérable;
l'effet général de cette architecture taillée dans la paroi d'un immense rocher est grandiose.
156
Le_Strange_1890_548: Wadi Musa (Petra).ŕ "This Wadi," says Yakût, "is called after Mûsâ (Moses) the
son of 'Amran. It lies to the south of Jerusalem, between the Holy City and the Hijjaz. It is a fine Wadi, full of
olive trees, and is so called in memory of Moses, who came out of the desert of the Tih, leading the children of
Israel with him.ŗ (Vâk., iv. 879; Mar., ill 367.) Ŕ but no mention of the monuments.
157
Laborde_1836_19-39 for earlier travellers to Petra.
158
Lindsay_1838_II_32-40 for Petra.
159
Layard_I_1903_280 1840, Petra: I had determined to visit Petra and some of the more important sites and
ruins on the other side of Jordan. The authority of the Egyptian Government had not been established to the east
of that river, nor were the troops of Ibrahim Pasha in occupation of any of the places which I was anxious to
explore. The country was consequently unsafe for travellers, and the British Consul, and such Europeans as I
had met in Jerusalem, declared that I could not attempt to pass through it without running the greatest risk.
Parties of Bedouin marauders were said to be scouring the plains, and the scanty Arab population of Moab and
Petra was said to be treacherous, fanatical, and hostile to Europeans. Wherever I might go I should find myself
in the midst of robbers and assassins. It would be impossible to reach Petra without either engaging the services
of an Arab Sheikh of local influence and of power, who could conduct me in safety through the independent
tribes on my route, for which I should have to pay a handsome backshish, or without a large military escort,
which the Egyptian authorities would be unable to afford me. [He did indeed get to Petra.]
160
Layard_I_1903_282, plans for visiting Moab, in 1840: Consul Young and my other European acquaintances
considered me guilty of unjustifiable foolhardiness in undertaking so dangerous a journey under such
conditions, and foretold that all manner of mishaps were certain to befall me, the least of which would be that I
should be stripped to the skin and have to find the way back to Jerusalem naked and barefooted. They were
right, and had I had a little experience of Arabs and of travelling in the desert, I should have listened to their
warning. But I had romantic ideas about Bedouin hospitality, and believed that if I trusted to it, and placed
myself unreservedly in the power of Bedouin tribes, trusting to their respect for their guests, I should incur no
danger. I did not know that the Arab tribes who inhabit the country to the south and east of the Dead Sea differ
much from the Bedouins of the desert, of whom I had read in the travels of Burkhardt, and that they fully
deserved the evil reputation which they had acquired at Jerusalem.
161
Luynes_I_1874_298, travelling in 1864, Petra: M. Lartet et moi avions découvert, à trente pas de notre
campement, sur la rive droite du wady Mousa, sous les belles façades, les pieds d'une figure de femme sculptée
en marbre de Paros. Avant de partir pour notre excursion du Syk, j'avais donné l'ordre de déblayer cette figure
ou ce fragment. Je trouvai le travail fait à mon retour. La statue, à laquelle manquait la tête, mesurait 0m60 dans
cet état de mutilation. Elle représente une femme drapée, debout, la main droite derrière le dos, la gauche
reposant sur le haut d'une cuirasse à forme de torse humain, garnie de lanières aux épaules et au contour
abdominal.
162
MacMichael_1819_232, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, at Petra: The eager hospitality of the day
before was exchanged for the most undisguised rapacity ; we had bought the sheep, and the Arabs, finding that
we possessed money, set no bounds to their demands. Every article was to be paid for at an exorbitant rate, and
no sum seemed sufficient to gratify their avarice. But this was the only occasion, during our stay among the
Arabs, on which a pecuniary remuneration was expected from us, in exchange for the rites of hospitality.
163
Porter_1868_II_39-40: before attempting to proceed to Petra an agreement must be made with the 'Alawin
ŕ as impudent and lawless set of vagabonds as ever pilgrim had to deal with … The sums generally demanded
by the Alawin for conveying the traveller to Petra and Hebron are exorbitant.
164
Porter_1868_II_44: To the traveller in this city time is a great treasure: he knows not when, like many of his
predecessors, he may be compelled to leave on a moment's notice; he knows not where he may meet swarms of
armed vagabonds barring his progress, and shouting bakhshish. The longer he stays, as a general rule, the more
annoying both friends and foes become. News of his arrival spreads among the neighbouring tribes; strangers
flock in to see what they can make by blustering or pilfering; and the escort becomes anxious to flee from
complicated difficulties. It is well to pay the hundred piastres ghufr, or "black mail," which the representative of
old Abu Zeitan thinks himself justified in demanding; if it were only to rid one of the presence, even for a single
day, of a set of half-naked, hungry savages. By the way, the hundred piastres have been latterly increased almost
ad infinitum. [This volume has Petra as part of the title.]
165
Baedeker_1876_290: The region to the S. of the Dead Sea has not yet been sufficiently explored, travelling
being difficult and unsafe owing to the numerous different hordes of Beduins whose boundaries meet here. Petra
lies about halfway between the S. end of the Dead Sea and the bay of Akaba at the N. end of the Red Sea, in a
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district properly belonging to Arabia, and inhabited by tribes who do not recognise the Turkish supremacy and
bear a very indifferent character. A visit to the ruins of Petra, therefore, is a troublesome and costly expedition.
166
Baedeker_1898_205 Petra: This expedition is somewhat troublesome. For the stay at Petra 2-3 days should
be allowed, while the direct journey thither from Jerusalem via Kerak or via Hebron takes 7-8 days (without
halts and exclusive of the detour via Engedi, Masada, and Jebel Usdum), so that 16 days at least are required for
the tour. It may also be undertaken as part of the grand tour from Cairo to Suez, Sinai, and Jerusalem (p. 214);
this route, which, however, is now seldom selected, is best accomplished on camel-back.
167
Sykes_1904_55: The Petra district was once entirely closed to travellers for seven years; now, indeed,
matters are changed in a great degree. From Aleppo to Damascus the land is almost entirely free from Bedawin
attack, and agriculture is pursued by the Fellaheen far into the country; the Nomads act as shepherds for the
townsfolk, and the plundering of a caravan is unheard of; railways extend from Damascus to Beyrut, Rayak to
Hama, and Damascus to Ma'an.

Endnotes Chapter 10. Fortresses Roman, Moslem and Crusader
1

Beaujour_1829_375: Les Turks devraient donc mieux fortifier toutes les places, et surtout Alexandrète et Tyr,
pour en faire les principales forteresses de la Syrie, même au détriment d'Alep et de Damas qui peuvent être
aisément défendues par un simple mur contre les Arabes du désert. / Mais si la Syrie est facile à attaquer, elle est
difficile à conquérir. Son sol est si âpre et si montueux, qu'une petite armée pourrait s'y défendre long-temps
contre une plus grande et y réduire la guerre à des affaires de postes. En Mésopotamie et en Egypte, une bataille
gagnée donne tout le pays, au lieu qu'en Syrie une victoire ne peut donner d'autre avantage que d'occuper une
position plus avancée, et d'aller d'une vallée dans une autre.
2
Newbold_1850_356 Beaufort (Qalaat ash Shaqif): No mention of this fortress occurs after the time of Ed
Dhahiri [during the crusades], till Burckhardt heard of it in S.D. 1810. Mr. Buckingham passed near it en route
from Banias to Sidon ; and Messrs. Robinson and Smith saw it at a considerable distance when passing from
Safed to Tyre.
3
Tristram_1873_89 Kerak: The stones for this enormous construction have evidently been obtained from the
great rock-hewn fosse below, up which we rode, and which has been a most convenient and inexhaustible
quarry, thus doubly increasing the strength of the place.
4
Rey_1867_356: Il m'a semblé qu'il serait intéressant de grouper dans une même étude les monuments
militaires élevés par les Croisés dans le nord de la Syrie, durant la période qui s'écoula du commencement du
xiie siècle à l'année 1291; et je m'estimerai heureux si je parviens à démontrer qu'ils appartiennent à deux écoles
qui ont simultanément existé en Terre-Sainte. La première est représentée par les forteresses des Hospitaliers de
Saint-Jean, dont les plus beaux types furent le Krac des Chevaliers et Margat; l'autre a été plus particulièrement
suivie par l'ordre des Templiers et paraît s'être inspirée au contact de l'art byzantin, issu lui-même de la
fortification romaine. Les châteaux de Sahioun, de Safita, d'Areymeh, d'Athlit, et surtout la forteresse de
Tortose, nous fournissent une série de types permettant de donner une étude aussi complète que possible de cet
art, dont les meilleures productions se trouvent dans les principautés d'Antioche et de Tripoli, si riches, la
première particulièrement, en monuments grecs ou byzantins.
5
Guillaume_de_Tyr_1880_83 in 1143, building Ibelin: Premièrement giterent les fondemenz, après firent
quatre tors; pierres troverent assez en cel leu des forteresses qui jadis i avoient esté; [car, si com l'en dist:
Chasteaus abatuz est demi refez.] Puis i troverent touz perrez [worked blocks, or puits=wells] où il avoit grant
abondance de bones eaues.
6
Vitri_1896_XLI, writing 1219ff.: Between Ascalon and Joppa is Ashdod, ten miles from Ascalon. It stands not
far from the sea, and once was one of the five cities of the Philistines, but now has dwindled to the size of a
small village. Gath, the fourth city of the Philistines, stood on a hill not far from Lydda and Ramula. It had long
been laid waste when, out of its stones, Fulke, the third King of Jerusalem, built a fort called Ibelin on that same
hill, and gave it into the charge of a nobleman named Balian, all whose descendants are to this day named
D'Ibelin, after that place.
7
Mariti_1791_II_148: L'on n'y voit plus que des monceaux de pierres, des maisons détruites & quelques débris
considérables. Je ne sais pas trop si cet antique monument n'auroit point été antérieur à lřordre teutonique même;
je serois tenté de le croire, d'après les marbres & les colonnes qui portent lřempreinte d'une plus haute antiquité.
Mais ce qui m'étonna beaucoup, ce fut de voir sur cette montagne des matériaux immenses & prodigieux, que la
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route, étroite & impraticable, n'a pas dû permettre d'y transporter, ou bien il faut que lřoutrage des tems lřait
rompue & détruite.
8
Guillaume_de_Tyr_II_1880_346, Constantinople, anno 1171, Des granz richeces que li Rois vit en
Costantinoble: Sur le rivage de la mer, dedenz la cité de Costantinoble, siet un palais l'Empereur qui est apelez
Costantiniens, devers soleil levant. De là descent à la mer uns granz degrez larges, fez mout richement à tables
de marbre, et si i a lions et colombes hautes de marbre de maintes coleurs.
9
Guillaume_de_Tyr_1880_277 marble in Cairo citadel, in 1167: Quant il vindrent bien avant, si entrèrent en
une court large, toute pavée de marbre de diverses couleurs, à trop riches peintures d'or musique; loges i avoit
qui séoient sur colombes de marbre moût bêles: li chevron et li tref estoient tuit couvert d'or; oevres i avoit si
delitables que nus n'es veist qui n'i demorast volentiers, jà tant n'eust à faire. En pluseurs leus de celé cort avoit
fontaines qui sordoient par tuiaus d'or et d'argent, et fesoient unes noes en fosses trop beles que l'en leur avoit
fêtes, et pavées de marbre.
10
Affagart_1902_175 travelling 1533-1534, Sultanřs palace, Cairo: lequel est sur une montaigne dedans la ville,
mays nous n'y entrasmes poinct, craignant estre prins pour espies; et semble bien à le veoirs par dehors qu'il
estoyt fort sumptueulx car il est quasi tout de marbre, porphire et albastre.
11
Darboy_1852_371 Saphet: Ce monument [fortress] est assis sur le roc et domine la ville. Ses murailles,
construites d'énormes pierres, ont une hauteur de cent pieds et une épaisseur proportionnée; le tremblement de
terre qui a détruit Safed, au dix-huitième siècle, ne les a point abattues. Elles sont environnées d'un fossé large et
profond quřil a fallu tailler dans la roche. On le franchit sur le pont étroit qui mène à une porte ouverte en ogive.
Les créneaux et les ornements sont d'un fini et d'une conservation remarquables. Le style rappelle les bons
monuments de l'architecture mauresque, et sans doute on peut voir dans la citadelle de Safed un ouvrage inspiré
par les sultans de Damas, aux jours de leur plus grande puissance. Peut-être même l'émir Fakreddin fit-il
travailler à Safed ses ouvriers venus d'Italie. Il est certain, du reste, que les Templiers et ensuite le sultan Bibars
exécutèrent dans la citadelle des réparations considérables.
12
Robinson_1852_5: From Rameh we turned our course to Rumeish, and thence to Kefr Bir'im, on the road to
Safed, half an hour E. of Sa'sa'. Here are the remains of two singular edifices. Of one a large part of the body is
yet standing, with a portico of columns in front, of no Greek order. Behind the columns is a large portal in the
middle, with a smaller door on each side. The whole is very elaborately decorated with sculptured ornaments.
Of the other building only a portion of the front remains, standing alone in the fields.
13
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_292, Saphet: Before I take my leave of Tripoli, I must mention a particular
which a Greek of Tripoli, who was often with us, communicated to me; that about fifteen hours from this city,
near a village called Saphet, are the ruins of a very stately palace, and many of the stones with which it is built,
equal to those we viewed with such astonishment in Balbec castle.
14
Le_Strange_1890_524-525 fortress of Saphet (originally Crusader, on ancient foundations): In the fortress is a
well called As Sâtûrah. Its depth is 110 ells, by 6 ells across, the ell being the carpenter's ell. The buckets made
use of are wooden casks, the cask being about the size of a water ewer. Two of such casks are attached to a
single rope, called a Sarbik, of the thickness of a man's wrist, in such a manner, that when one cask is at the
mouth of the well, the other has reached the surface of the water, and vice versa. At the well's mouth are two
iron arms, with hands and fingers. The fingers seize the edge of the full cask and the hands draw it over, so that
the water pours into a tank, and runs thence into the store-cistern. When the water has been poured from the
cask, the movement is reversed. What sets the casks in motion is a piece of machinery with cords and wheels,
whereby the rope with the casks is made to work continually over the mouth of the well, backwards and
forwards, to right and then to left. For there are trained mules, who keep the machine in motion, pacing round it
And when the mule that has gone round hears the rushing of the water and the rattle of the chain, it turns round
and goes back towards the starting-place, turning the machine in the opposite way by walking in the other
direction, till it hears again the rushing of the water and the rattle of the chains; then it turns back again and goes
over its former way, backwards and forwards, ceaselessly. All this is one of the wonders of the world to see. If
you stand at the mouth of this well and speak a single word, the sound of your voice, with the word, comes back
after the lapse of a full minute. For it goes down to the surface of the water and then returns, whereby you hear it
again exactly as you said it. And if you call out loud, the sound of the cry increases to a roar that is like thunder
by reason of the depth of the well and the distance of the water. The two iron hands are exactly similar in their
use to real hands, being of the form of a man's hand. (Dim., 210.)
15
Burckhardt_1822_22021810 Shaizar, overlooking the Orontes: At the bridge of Seidjar, it is nearly as large as
the Wye at Chepstow. Just by the bridge is a Khan of ancient construction; probably of the period of the
crusades. A paved way leads up to the castle, which is at present inhabited by a few hundred families of
peasants. It appears from the style of construction that the castle as it now stands, is of the time of the latter
Califes; the walls, towers, and turrets, which surround it on the N., W. and S. sides, are evidently Saracen; but it
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should seem, from the many remains of Grecian architecture found in the castle, that a Greek town formerly
stood here. Fragments of columns and elegant Corinthian and Doric capitals lie dispersed about it: amongst
them is a coffin of fine marble, nine feet long, but I could find no remains of any ancient building. On the east
side the river runs at the foot of a deep precipice. In the south wall a strong well built tower is still in perfect
preservation; near it is a deep well, and a subterraneous passage, which, we were informed, leads down to the
river side. We searched in vain for Greek inscriptions; on the above mentioned tower is a fine Arabic
inscription, but too high to be copied by such short-sighted people as we both happened to be. On the gate of the
castle, which leads through an arched passage into the interior.
16
Burckhardt_1822_22021810B Shaizar, overlooking the Orontes: In the plain to the S. and S.W. of the castle
are the remains of ancient buildings, which indicate the site of a town; several fragments of columns, wrought
stones, and a great deal of rubbish, are lying about. We dug up an altar about four feet and a half high, and one
foot and an half square; on one of its four sides was this inscription…
17
Baedeker_1876_559-560: occupying the site of the ancient town of Larissa founded here (or at least restored)
by Seleucus Nicator. The present village lies outside the walls of the large castle, the interior of which is
accessible by a handsome gateway at the N.E. angle.
18
Sachau_1883_69 Larissa/Shaizar, overlooking the Orontes: die alte Bergfestung Larissa, jetzt Kal'at-Sedjar
genannt: Die vollständig erhaltenen Mauern scheinen mir in ihrer jetzigen Gestalt ein Werk des Arabischen
Mittelalters zu sein, aber an vielen Stellen sind Baureste des Alterthums, z.B. Säulenstücke (au einer Stelle sah
ich ein korinthisches Capital), zum Bau verwendet worden. Das letztere gilt auch von den Bauernhäusern. Von
antiken Ornamenten und anderweitigen Spuren alter Bauten habe ich nichts bemerkt. Die Südecke der Festung
bildet ein ziemlich gut erhaltener Thurm, an dem ich das Datum 603 der Flucht (= 1207 n. Chr.) in Arabischer
Sprache bemerkte. Auch über dem Thor rinden sich Arabische Inschriften, doch sind sie theils so verwittert,
theils so hoch, dass ich sie nicht lesen konnte. / Am westlichen Fuss des Burgberges sieht mau links vom Wege
Säulenstückc und andere zweifellos antike Baureste umherliegen; auf einem Säulenfragmeut bemerkte ich vier,
leider so sehr verwitterte Zeilen einer Griechischen Inschrift, dass auch nicht eine einzige mehr zu entziffern
war. Lag hier vielleicht die Nekropolis von Larissa?
19
Pococke_II.1_1745_11, Balbec: All these buildings in later times were turned into a castle; and an addition
was made of a very strong building near the south east corner of the old temple, and another to the south west on
the town wall, which they have almost destroyed for the sake of the stones. It is said this fortress was
demolished by Feckerdine, and mounds of unburnt brick still remain in some parts, which were put up in the
breaches, and against the walls, as if they were designed to resist the force of cannon.
20
Pococke_II.1_1745_106-107, city walls of Balbec: the city walls, which are low, and about four miles in
circumference; they are built with square towers, and though probably on the same site as the antient walls, yet
the greatest part of them appear to be the work of the middle ages, from the great number of broken
entablatures, pillars, defaced reliefs, and imperfect inscriptions, both Greek and Latin, that are placed in them.
21
Dimashki_1874_268, born 1256, Balbec: ancienne ville du temps des řAdites avec des monuments
d'Abraham, de Moïse, de Salomon et des Grecs; là, il y a des colonnes, lřune près de lřautre, dont chacune a une
hauteur de 40 coudées, sans compter la partie enfoncée dans la terre; les sommets de ces colonnes, réunis par
des pierres, forment une espèce dřarchitraves. La forteresse de cette ville contient deux tours dont le fondement
est formé par trois grands rochers, chacun d'une longueur de 36 pas, sur une hauteur de 3 toises et de la même
largeur que la muraille. En dedans de cette forteresse, il y a un puits, appelé puits de la miséricorde, où il n'y a
guère dřeau, excepté en temps de siège et de dangers, quand il se remplit et reste ainsi peur servir aux besoins de
la population; le danger passé, lřeau se retire et disparaît.
22
Aboulfeda_II_1848_32, d.1331: Baalbekk est une antique cité que défendent une muraille et une forte
citadelle de grande dimension. Il y a, à Baalbekk, des arbres, des cours d'eau, et des sources; c'est une ville
pleine de ressources. L'auteur de lřAzîzi écrit que c'est une ville importante et antique où se trouve un temple
avant, de leur aveu, appartenu aux Sabéens et très vénéré par cette secte.
23
Lucas_I_1714_177 Balbec: Quel destin que de si beaux lieux soient abandonnez! Ils ne se trouvent en cet état
qu'à cause des ruines qui les ont comme enterrez. On y voit des fenestres dans tous les lieux, mais qui sont faites
comme des meurtrières des murailles de rampars; excepté qu'elles sont beaucoup plus longues.
24
Arvieux_II_1735_436-442 for Balbec, which he states is Roman. He describes as having town walls, a round
temple and a château, with the hexagonal court as its entrance. 438 for its stones of prodigious size, of which on
en voit encore quantité sur le chemin, qui selon les apparences étoient destinées pour ce édifice, cřest une
marque quřil nřa jamais eu toute la perfection. 440: Les caves de ce Chateau sont plutôt de grands magasins, où
lřon conservoit les munitions de guerre & de bouche, que des caves.
25
Egmont_&_Heyman_1759_II_272 Balbec: The houses within the city are low, and very ill built; but the
venerable object of curiosity, which draws travellers hither, is a large edifice, now called the castle; but which,
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in effect, is the temple so frequently mentioned: though the name of castle has been given it from the Turks
having fitted up this and several other adjacent buildings, to defend themselves against an enemy; and the
fragments and ruins still found there, plainly appear not to be of the same age, especially if the form and
architecture of them are considered. At present the Turks make no use of this castle, which is utterly going to
ruin.
26
Dimashki_1874_284 (born 1256): la forteresse triangulaire de Marqab [castrum Merghatum], bien fortifiée,
sur le sommet d'une montagne, qui domine la mer; [elle a été bâtie par Râshid sur d'anciens monuments, puis
rebâtie par les chrétiens; elle est aujourd'hui occupée par les musulmans, qui l'ont reconstruite].
27
Michaud_1829_550 citing Abulfeda [d.1331]: Combien de fois, ajoute-t-il, on avait essayé de parvenir à ses
tours, et l'on était tombé dans ses précipices! Marcab [Margat] est comme une ville placée en observation au
haut d'un rocher; elle est accessible aux secours et inaccessible aux attaques: elle surpasse Palmyre pour la
hauteur de ses colonnes et ses grands blocs de pierre; on ne peut pas l'atteindre par la pensée, encore moins avec
la main.
28
Laurent_1873_166-167, Wilbrand of Oldenborg, 1211, Beirut: castrum fortissimum est. Ex ima enim parte
munitur mari et alte rupis precipicio, ex alia autem parte ambitur quadam fossa murata et adeo profunda, ut in eu
plures captiuos tanquam in alto carcere uideremus detrusos. Hanc fossam prospiciunt duo muri fortes, in quibus
contra machinanun insultus eriguntur turres ualidissime, cum quarum iuncturis lapides magni ferreis uinculis et
duris amplexibus internectuntur. In una illarum, que de nouo construitur, uidimus quoddam palacium
ornatissimum, quod pro mea insufficiencia breuiter describo uobis. Funditus est forte, bene situm, ex una parte
mare et naues illic discurrentes, ex altero latere prata, pomaria et loca amenissima prospiciens. Pauimentum
habet subtile marmoreum, simulans aquam leui uento agitatam, ita ut, qui super illud incesserit, uadare putetur,
cum tamen arene illic depicte summa uestigia non impresserit. Parietes uero domus marmoreis tabulis, que sui
operis subtilitate diuersas cortinas illic mentiuntur; undique conteguntur. Cuius testudo adeo proprie aërio colore
depingitur, ut illic nubes discurrere, illic Zephyrus stare et illic sol annum et menses; dies et hebdomadas, horas
et momenta suo motu in zodiaco uideatur distinguere. In quibus omnibus Suriani, Sarraceni et Greci in
magistralibus suis artibus quadam delectabili operis altercatione gloriantur. In medio uero palacii loco centri est
quedam cisterna diuersissimo marmore consternata, in qua ipsum marmor ex diuersi coloris tabulis compactum
et tamen ductum pollicem non offendens innumerabiles florum ostentat uarietates, quas cum oculi uidentium
distinguere laborant, disgregantur et illuduntur. In cuius medio quidam draco, qui animalibus illic depictis
inhiare uidetur, crystallinum quendam fontem parturit et in abundanti qualitate profundit; ita ut alto desiliens
aërem, quem fenestre pulchro ordine ex omni latere subministrant, tempore caloris humectet et frigidet. Ipsa
eciam aqua, ex omni parte cisterne perstrepens et in subtilissimos poros se recipiens, somnum suis dominis
assidentibus blando murmure inducit; cui omnibus diebus meis libenter assiderem.
29
Lindsay_II_1838_372-373 Willibrand of Oldenborg, Canon of Hildesheim, nephew of Willibrand, Count of
Harlemunt, and a pilgrim to the Holy Land in 1211, describes the Castle of Beyrout [so Lindsay has the location
wrong] as very strong, defended on one side by the sea and the precipice, and on the other by a ditch,
overlooked by two strong walls flanked by towers, in one of which, recently built, an apartment had been
constructed of such beauty that he deplores his inability to do it justice in description. / The pavement was a
mosaic, most delicately imitating water agitated by the breeze; the walls were lined with marble slabs; while,
depicted on the vaulted roof, (the result of the friendly emulation of the Syrians, Saracens, and Greeks, in their
respective arts,) might be seen the clouds careering through the sky, zephyrs puffing and blowing, and the sun
measuring out the months, weeks, days, hours, and minutes of the year, by his course through the zodiac. / In the
centre of the hall was a marble cistern, paved with a mosaic of flowers of every hue, so smoothly united and
polished as not to offend the touch by the slightest inequality of surface. A dragon, elevating its head in the
middle of the pool, disgorged a copious fountain, which cooled and freshened the warm breezes admitted freely
by the windows disposed in beautiful order around the apartment, while the soft murmuring of the water lulled
one insensibly to slumber ŕ a luxury which the worthy Canon concludes by telling us he went there to indulge
in every day he sojourned at Beyrout..
30
Rey_1883_7 travelling in 1859, palaces on the seabord: Les récits des voyageurs contemporains nous
apprennent que ces habitations renfermaient des divans et de vastes salles où l'art syro-arabe avait épuisé toutes
les richesses de l'ornementation. Les murs en étaient revêtus de placages de marbres, ou décorés de fresques et
de mosaïques. Quand ces pièces n'étaient pas voûtées, les plafonds lambrissés décorés de caissons, entre
poutrelles, étaient couverts d'arabesques rehaussées d'or et de peintures semblables à celles qui ornent les
charpentes de la cathédrale de Messine.
31
Rey_1883_8: En étudiant certains châteaux, notamment à Césarée et â Margat, j'ai retrouvé, dans plusieurs
salles, des traces de lambris et de peintures à fresques.
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Gabrieli_2010_87, Ibn Al-Athir after the reconquest of Jerusalem in 1187: What they could not sell, beds and
boxes and casks, the Franks left behind; even superb columns of marble and slabs of marble and mosaics in
large quantities. Thus they departed.
33
Gabrieli_2010_86-87, Ibn Al-Athir on Saladinřs restoration of the Al-Aqsa, Jerusalem, after the recapture of
1187: After the Friday prayer Saladin gave orders for the restoration of al-Aqsa, giving every encouragement to
its embellishment and having it faced with stone and fine mosaics. Marble of an unrivalled quality was brought,
and golden tesserae from Constantinople and other necessary materials that had been kept in store for years, and
the work of restoration was begun.
34
Ritter_1866_285 Athlit: And, in truth, the extensive ruins still seen there confirm this expression [that here
was a Ŗfine cityŗ] ; for within them D'Arvieux saw the remains of a massive and even elegant church, which
both Barth and Wilson have declared bomb-proof. Pococke, too, has alluded to the beautiful character of this
architecture oven at the time of his visit. The greater part of the walls were then used as quarries, and the finest
material was applied to the building of Acco; yet granite columns were strewed around, and Barth, who
examined with great care the harbour, the thickness and length of the immense walls, the gates and towers, was
so amazed nt the magnitude of this citadel, that at the close of his manuscript journal he states that the remains
of this Castellum Peregrinorum are among the best which exist, for the light which they throw upon the study of
fortification in tho middle ages, as well as in the Roman period, from which the walls appear to date. A
topographical survey of those ruins would be an excellent substitute for the general description of thero, which
is all that we thus far possess.
35
Forbin_1819_76-77 Athlit: Les ruines d une ville importante, de la dernière forteresse des Croisés, s'élèvent
au-dessus des bouquets de lentisques et de caroubiers. Athlit montre ses tours, abandonnéés depuis long-temps;
son port, où les sables s'amoncellent; ses remparts, jadis le noble refuge des chrétiens de la Palestine; ses jardins,
qui sont devenus des marais infects et impraticables.
36
Brocchi_1842_45, in Syria 1823-24, Athlit: La prima cosa che mi si offerse allo sguardo fu il ricinto delle
mura della Città, le quali la muniscono dalla parte di terra, mentre da quella del mare, esso medesimo serviva di
difesa. Coteste mura sono maestrevolmente costrutte di grandi massi squadrati, assai più voluminosi di quelli di
Cesarea, poiché ne ho misurato della lunghezza di sei in sette piedi, e dell'altezza di piedi due a tre. Essi sono
formati della calcaria delle vicine colline, e la loro superfizie é rozza, ma tutto all'intorno corre un listello liscio,
e sono commessi con calce mista a rottami di pietre.
37
Guérin_1864_414-415: Atlit, le Castellum peregrinorum des croisés, et probablement la Magdiel de la Bible,
offre dans ses ruines gigantesques les traces visibles de la plus haute antiquité, de l'époque des croisades et de
quelques constructions plus modernes. La ville proprement dite a disparu presque tout entière, à l'exception des
arasements de son enceinte; mais la forteresse, bâtie sur un promontoire qui jadis était une île, présente à
l'admiration du voyageur d'énormes pans de murs encore intacts et construits en gros blocs taillés en bossage;
des magasins immenses voûtés; plusieurs vastes salies, restes de l'ancien couvent des Templiers; l'enceinte, trèsreconnaissable, du port militaire; quelques belles colonnes ayant appartenu à lřéglise renversée;
malheureusement, les habitants qui ont élu domicile au milieu de ces magnifiques ruines s'acharnent avec une
ardeur déplorable à les détruire de plus en plus, et je n'ai plus retrouvé certains édifices dont j'avais admiré les
débris il y une dizaine d'années. C'est pour Saint-Jean-d'Acre principalement qu'ils débitent les belles pierres de
taille diamantées, arrachées à leurs murs écroulés.
38
Berners_1876_64-65 Athlit: Of these remarkable ruins Dr. Thomson makes the following observation:
"Neither the Bible, nor Josephus, nor any profane historian or geographer mentions Athlit, nor does its name
appear in the old itineraries; and yet the remains of antiquity at it are more numerous, more striking, and in
better preservation than at any other city of Phoenicia." It is not my purpose here to describe the minutiae of its
architecture: it must be seen to be appreciated. This much however, I may say, that of all the ruins that I saw
during my journey through Syria it ranks second only to Baalbec in the grandeur of its masonry, and the extent
of ground which it occupies.
39
PEFQS_1873_102-103, Athlit masonry: The masonry throughout is massive and well constructed; so much
so, that parts of it have been mistaken by some travellers for Roman work. There is, however, not the slightest
trace of any building anterior to the Crusading period. The walls are generally of great thickness, ranging from 8
to 21 feet: the centre is composed of exceedingly hard rubble, which in many cases now stands alone, having
been despoiled of its ashlar. In the outer walls this ashlar or casing is formed of stones 2 feet in depth, and
varying from 2 to 5 feet in length, and always drafted: the draft is 3 inches in breadth, the boss rustic, and
projecting usually about 4 inches, though in some cases it extends as far as 12 to 14 inches. In one place of the
outer wall the natives have cut into the stones to obtain the leaden clamps, which they told me were used to
fasten the stones together. The inner ashlar is smooth dressed.
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PEFQS_1873_102, Athlit: It is now a broken relic, shattered by earthquakes, systematically spoiled and
robbed of its stones by the Turkish Government to rebuild Akka; and disfigured by the mud hovels of the
fellahin, built over it like the mud nests of the wall bees over Egyptian temples. Abandoned by the Crusaders in
1291, A.D., nearly six centuries of neglect and dilapidation have been unable to destroy the massive walls;
whilst the extensive vaults, protected by their situation, are perfectly preserved. To select this as the castellum
peregrinorum, or landing-place for the pilgrims, was a stroke of policy on the part of the old knights. They well
knew the influence of first impressions, and knew the advantage of bringing men ŕ many of whom they hoped
would remain under their banners to fight on the sacred soil itself ŕ to a prosperous well-built fortress, situate
in a pleasant fertile district.
41
Mislin_1876_II_86 Athlit: des fûts de colonnes en granit gris, des rosaces, des chapiteaux, gisaient çà et là.
En errant dans ce dédale d'immondices, je perdis mes compagnons qui avaient hâte de s'en retourner: je restai
seul. Je n'avais pas tout vu; à l'extrémité de la presqu'île sont les restes d'un bel édifice, dont il est assez difficile
de deviner l'ancienne destination: c'était peut-être un palais; la mer a englouti ses plus beaux ornements: on les
voit au fond des eaux parmi les algues et le sable.
42
De_Hass_1887_234 Athlit: The deep ruts worn by the war-chariots may still be seen in the solid bed of this
road [to the fortress]. With the footnote: Van De Velde thinks these ruts are the remains of a railroad track.
43
AMS_I_1864_414-415 Athlit: Atlit, le Castellum peregrinorum des croisés, et probablement la Magdiel de la
Bible, offre dans ses ruines gigantesques les traces visibles de la plus haute antiquité, de l'époque des croisades
et de quelques constructions plus modernes. La ville proprement dite a disparu presque tout entière, à l'exception
des arasements de son enceinte; mais la forteresse, bâtie sur un promontoire qui jadis était une île, présente à
l'admiration du voyageur d'énormes pans de murs encore intacts et construits en gros blocs taillés en bossage;
des magasins immenses voûtés; plusieurs vastes salles, restes de l'ancien couvent des Templiers; l'enceinte, trèsreconnaissable, du port militaire; quelques belles colonnes ayant appartenu à lřéglise renversée;
malheureusement, les habitants qui ont été domicilé au milieu de ces magnifiques ruines s'acharnent avec une
ardeur déplorable à les détruire de plus en plus, et je n'ai plus retrouvé certains édifices dont j'avais admiré les
débris il y une dizaine d'années. C'est pour Saint-Jean-d'Acre principalement qu'ils débitent les belles pierres de
taille diamantées, arrachées à leurs murs écroulés.
44
AMS_VII_1872_418 Guérin at Acre: Saint-Jean-d'Acre n'occupe plus maintenant qu'un tiers environ de
l'emplacement que remplissait autrefois Acca ou Accho. Cette antique cité a toujours été très-importante. Je l'ai
étudiée avec soin, ainsi que les collines qui l'avoisinent vers l'est et où les ennemis, qui sont tour à tour venus
l'assiéger, ont successivement dressé leur camp. Elle est actuellement renfermée dans une double enceinte,
construite avec les débris de ses anciens monuments ou avec les énormes blocs à bossage provenant des ruines
d'Athlit, le Castellum Peregrinorum de l'époque des croisades. Ces deux remparts sont environnés chacun d'un
fossé et flanqués de tours et de bastions qui sont armés de 220 canons ou mortiers, dont une quinzaine sont
d'origine française.
45
Le_Strange_1889_287, in Ajlun town, travelling 1884, Qasr er-Rabad: The castle itself crowns a knoll, and is
surrounded by a deep moat, dug out of the rock. Its vaults and halls are certainly some of the finest existing in
Palestine, the masonry equalling that to be seen at 'Athlit, on the sea-coast above Caesarea, which is always
quoted as one of the most remarkable of Crusading ruins. Kusr-er-Rabad amply deserves a more extended
examination than any that has as yet been accorded to it. As I have noted above, the foundations of the building
would appear to date from Roman days, for on many of the stones used in the lower walls eagles are carved, in
low relief, which seemed to me of earlier workmanship than the tenth century. On the left of the gate-house high
up in the wall is a tablet bearing an Arab inscription, which I was unable to come near enough to read.
46
Michaud_1829_III_21-22 Godfrey the Monk on building Athlit: Lorsque les Templiers fortifièrent et
achevèrent le château de Césarée, et qu ils creusaient à grands frais le revers de la montagne, ils arrivèrent à un
premier fondement où parut un mur antique. Ils trouvèrent aussi un grand vase de terre rempli d'une monnaie
d'argent inconnue aux modernes. Creusant ensuite la partie antérieure de la montagne, ils trouvèrent un autre
mur plus petit que le premier, puis découvrirent neuf fontaines qui donnaient de l'eau en abondance. Le Seigneur
leur fournit là une grande quantité de pierres et de ciment. Devant la fontaine du château, ils construisirent deux
tours avec des pierres carrées d'une telle dimension, que deux bubales pouvaient à peine en traîner une sur un
chariot.
47
Michaud_&_Poujoulat_IV_1834_149-150: Le château des Pèlerins qui s'aperçoit du chemin des Étroits,
présente de loin l'imposant aspect de ses tours et de ses remparts. On a de la peine à croire d'abord que ce
château qui reste debout, et qui semble n'avoir rien perdu de ses fortifications, puisse être sans habitans …
Jacques de Vitri nous apprend que, lorsqu'on en jeta les fondations, on découvrit dans la terre plusieurs sources
d'eau vive, beaucoup de colonnes et des trésors qui avaient appartenu à des temps tout-à-fait ignorés; quand la
puissance des Francs eut succombé en Syrie, et que Ptolémaïs, Tripoli et Beyrouth, furent tombées au pouvoir
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du sultan du Caire, les chevaliers du Temple se défendirent encore quelque temps dans le château des Pèlerins.
L'histoire n'en parle plus depuis cette époque, plusieurs tours de plus de cent pieds de hauteur y sont encore
debout; les murailles qui subsistent ont en plusieurs endroits plus de douze pieds d'épaisseur. Nous avons
distingué parmi les ruines, des colonnes de granit, des fenêtres, des créneaux, des dômes, les restes d'une église
et d'un palais du grand-maître; une espèce de havre qui s'avance jusque sous les murs, peut recevoir de petits
bateaux.
48
Yanoski_&_David_1848_37, Athlit: Derrière ces pans de murs on ne trouve que le chakal accroupi; sur le
sommet de ces colonnes on ne voit que l'aigle rêveur. Le premier endroit habite par quelques Arabes, à moitié
nomades, et simplement couverts de leurs longs manteaux de laine blanche, est le bourg que les Croisés avaient
nommé Castel Peregrino (le Château des pèlerins). Le château est détruit, le bourg s'en va pierre à pierre.
49
Tristram_1873_92 Kerak: Altogether, the great castle of Kerak is by far the grandest monument of crusading
energy now existing.
50
PEFQS_1881_73-74, Cyril Graham, on El-Harrah: Amongst the places to which I think attention should be
given in this southern section of our work, I pre-eminently place Kerak. Its history from the times of the Judges,
and its peculiar position, which defied the attacks of armed enemies, rendered it always a place of high
strategical importance. The Crusaders considered its capture one of their greatest exploits; but neither the kings
of Judah nor of Edom, the invaders from the other side of the desert who annexed all the country to the west of
the Jordan, or Anushirvan, or the Saracens, or the Franks seem for any length of time to have been its absolute
masters. / Still less is this the case with the present nominal owners of Moab. A firman of the Sultan at Kerak is
and has been for many a long day a worthless bit of paper, and I am ready to suppose that such as it is, the
autonomy of Kerak is one of the oldest in the world. To gain access to this inhospitable crag, black mail must be
paid, and to prosecute deliberate researches there, a liberal fund must always be at the disposal of our explorers.
I do not mean to say that money should be as lavishly expended as it was by M. de Saulcy; but we must be
prepared, in order to ensure the safety and success of our schemes, to advance a larger sum for Bakhshish than
that which was found necessary in our attempts on this side Jordan.
51
Burckhardt_1822_15071812 fortress of Kerak: On the side towards the town the castle is defended by a deep
fosse cut in the rock; near which are seen several remains of columns of gray and red granite. On the south side
the castle hill is faced with stone in the same manner as at Aleppo, El Hossn, Szalkhat, &c. … There are no
antiquities in the town, excepting a few fragments of granite columns.
52
Tristram_1873_91 Kerak, crypt chapel: Some fragments of columns are built sideways in the wall, and also
some remains of inscriptions.
53
Saulcy_1853_I_55 Kerak: Ils [Irby & Mangles in 1818] rencontèrent quelques tronçons de colonnes antiques,
et enfin un bas-relief encastré dans une muraille, et représentant une grande aile (longue de sept pieds et large de
quatre), ayant une analogie frappante avec 1'aile du globe ailé si souvent représenté sur les monuments
égyptiens. Je ne doute pas que ce ne soit effectivement le fragment d'un globe ailé, qui était accolé de deux yeux
mystiques d'Horus, dont à mon tour j'ai retrouvé lřun. Enfin, ils virent, dans les ruines, deux inscriptions
grecques sans intérêt, a ce qu'ils disent. Ils visitèrent également la fontaine et les grottes sépulcrales devant
lesquelles j'ai passé, au fond de la vallée de Karak. / Évidemment, il y aurait à découvrir à Karak beaucoup de
restes d'antiquités, appartenant même à 1'époque moabitique, mais j'avoue, en toute humilité, que je ne me
chargerai pas d'en aller faire la recherche.
54
Luynes_1874_II_108 travelling in 1864, where he gives a long description of his exploration of Kerak: Ce qui
reste des fortifieations nous fournit un très-curieux spécimen d'une forteresse du moyen âge, et l'assiette de cette
ville avait été si bien choisie, que, sans les canons dřIbrahim-pacha, qui bombarda la place en 1840, Karak serait
probablement arrivée jusqu'à nous avec ses courtines, ses tours et son château intacts. Cependant, malgré les
dégâts qu'a pu faire l'armée égyptienne, il est encore possible de lire parfaitement le plan de la ville et de la
forteresse, et c'est à cette étude intéressante que nous allons consacrer le temps de notre séjour ici.
55
Luynes_1874_II_109 Kerak, travelling in 1864: Entre le donjon du sud et le château du nord il y avait une
succession de constructions aujourd'hui ruinées et dont il serait bien difficile d'établir un plan exact, sans faire
des fouilles considérables et presque impossibles dans l'état présent des choses. On remarque encore debout,
cependant, l'ancienne chapelle chrétieune, dont les ornements peints qui ont été signalés par quelques voyageurs
ont été détruits par ordre du scheikh Midjaly. La seule trace encore visible est une tète nimbée dans un tel état de
mutilation, qu'il serait impossible de la reconstituer. Pour bien débrouiller toutes les constructions éparses dans
l'enceinte de la seule forteresse, il nous faudrait plus de temps que nous n'avons à en consacrer à ces
intéressantes recherches.
56
Luynes_1874_II_110: on nous fît également visiter une maison dans laquelle nous vîmes un dallage en
mosaïque d'un dessin fort simple, ainsi que les bases et l'emplacement de quatre colonnes qui servaient sans
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doute à soutenir la toiture d'un petit portique; cette salle nous a été également désignée comme ayant appartenu à
un bain.
57
Tristram_1873_97, town of Kerak: We soon found out why the school-master had brought us into this house.
The floor of the hovel was a beautiful, tesselated pavement of marble, quite perfect, with the marble bases of
some old columns still in their places at the edge of the pavement. Only the centre of the pattern had been
broken up, to make way for the hearth. It was probably part of some Roman baths, for in the next house were the
remains of the marble bath-room, which now formed the yard, with the water-pipes still protruding from the
walls. / We had several other proofs of Roman occupation brought to us in the course of our stay. Mr. Klein had
presented to him by one of the Christians two very fine and perfect Roman lamps, which he kindly gave me; and
I purchased several imperial coins of gold and silver, besides a gold medal of Helena. The gold coins were all
sold to me for rather less than their value as old gold. I also collected about fifty much-worn brass coins, from
Hadrian down to the Byzantine Maurice, and two silver pennies of Baldwin, king of Jerusalem. We also
obtained a few cameos, to which the finders did not attach much value, and which were all chipped.
58
Tristram_1873_95 Kerak: We walked direct to the great castle, followed and jostled by scowling crowds, who
repeatedly asked if we expected to be allowed to see the castle without paying for it; but several native
Christians (of whom there are variously estimated to be from 800 to 1600 in Kerak) joined us, and we took no
notice of our persistent tormentors.
59
Tristram_1873_96, town of Kerak: We descended a sort of sloping rubbish-heap into a narrow alley. A Kerak
house is entered by a low door-way four feet high, generally arched, of dry stones, but often with a massive
lintel, taken from some more ancient building. This door-way opens into a small and filthy court-yard, with
numbers of projecting stones, on each of which a little conical cake of cow-dung is placed to dry ŕ the only
fuel of treeless Kerak. Underneath these runs along one side a long trough formed of dried mud, the manger for
goats and donkeys. Another door, four feet high, opens into the principal room, the living room of the family. It
has neither windows nor chimney, and is roofed by a succession of dry stone arches, with slabs or rafters laid
across them.
60
MacMichael_1819_236, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, at Kerak: The tribute paid to the chief by the
Arabs of his tribe, consists of every tenth sheep or goat born, every twentieth camel, and a certain portion of all
plunder taken. The neighbourhood of Karrac is extremely fertile, producing great crops of wheat and barley ; the
first is ustially cut with a sickle, the latter pulled up by the roots ; the harvest is then carried on asses and camels
into the fortress, where it is trod out by oxen and horses ; for the inhabitants dare not perform this process in the
fields, lest they should be attacked by some of the wandering hordes.
61
Burckhardt_1822_01031810 Krak des Chevaliers: The castle is one of the finest buildings of the middle age I
ever saw. It is evidently of European construction; the lions, which are carved over the gate, were the armorial
bearings of the Counts of Thoulouse, whose name is often mentioned in the history of the crusades. It is
surrounded by a deep paved ditch, on the outside of which runs a wall flanked with bastions and towers. The
walls of the castle itself are very regularly constructed, and are ornamented in many places with high gothic
arches, projecting several feet from the wall … If Syria should ever again become the theatre of European
warfare, this castle would be an important position; in its neighbourhood the Libanus terminates and the
mountains of northern Syria begin; it therefore commands the communication from the eastern plains to the sea
shore. El Hossn is the chief place of a district belonging to the government of Hamah; the Miri is rented of the
Pasha of Damascus, by the Greek family of El Deib, who are the leading persons here. There is an Aga in the
castle, with a few men for its defence.
62
Van_Berchem_1895_13-14: Krak est peu fréquenté des touristes, encore moins des archéologues.
63
Robinson_1856_565 Krac des Chevaliers: Burckhardt was the first in modem times to visit and describe the
castle. He was here in March, 1812. Coming from Hamah he sent on his horses, through the pass, to the
convent; and himself ascended to the fortress on foot. Buckingham, in May, 1816, travelled through the pass on
his way from Hums to Tortosa. He lodged at the convent, but did not ascend to the fortress. Laborde was here
about 1828, and has given a view of the castle. Dr Smith and Mr Thomson both passed this way from Hamah to
Tripoly; the former in 1834 and the latter in 1840; but they seem neither of them to have visited the fortress. In
October, 1852, a few months after our visit, Dr De Forest travelled by this route from Hamah to Tripoly; but
instead of proceeding through the pass, he kept along the base of the range of hills apparently, as far as to the
road from Hums to Tripoly, which crosses the hills north of the chasm of the Kebir.
64
Oppenheim_1899_91 Djebel Druse: So zahlreich sind diese Ruinen, dass sie zur Schaffung der Bezeichnung
ŖStädtewüsteŗ für den Hauran Veranlassung gegeben haben.
65
Dussaud_1902_76-77 Qasr el-Ezraq etc: A ce système de grandes voies correspondait un système de
fortification parfaitement compris. Les fortins s'échelonnaient, d'une part, en ceinture autour des régions
sédentaires ou semi-sédentaires et, d'autre part, ils longeaient les grandes voies de pénétration. Ainsi,
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l'épigraphie nous a révélé l'existence de fortifications dans un grand nombre de villages eu lisière sur le désert et
d'autre part, les routes comme la route de Trajan et la route du désert ŕ Salkhad, Tuàk, Qal'at Ezraq ŕ étaient
solidement défendues contre les incursions des nomades. Nous avons eu déjà l'occasion de parler pour la
première du camp romain d'el-Fedain et pour la seconde de Dair el-Kahf et de Qarat Ezraq. Le système de
fortins était parfois assez serré pour que l'un pût s'appuyer sur l'autre; toutefois, il n'y eut jamais en Syrie une
muraille frontière, un Grenzwall.
66
Butler_1930_37, travelling 1909: From the low hill on which rises the fortress of Koser il-Hallabat there was
a wide view towards the east, but the walls of Hammam is-Sarakh were the only ruins visible. To the south
could be made out the low walls which marked out the fields, cultivated when this was a Roman stronghold, but
on the west and southwest the higher hills shut out the view. The country was absolutely devoid of life, without
flocks or tents, and dry, with only bunches of the hard desert grass. The weather was very cold, and in the
afternoon a snow-squall set in, which later turned into driving rain; but in spite of it we were able to make
measurements of the fortress and copy the inscriptions that we found.
67
Baedeker_1876_521: In fully 7 hrs. from Karyaten we reach an old castle named Kasr el-Her, the tower of
which has long been visible. Extensive walls and windows, in which numerous birds make their nests, are still
standing. Maltese crosses are said to have been detected on the walls. In the vicinity lie many hewn stones, some
of them of marble.
68
Dussaud_1902_31 Qasr el-Ezraq: Nous trouvons dans sa cour une dédicace aux empereurs Dioclétien et
Maximien: il n'y a donc aucun doute qu'un poste romain fût installé ici. Nous avions suivi, peu avant d'atteindre
Qal'at Ezraq, une large voie, défrayée des cailloux de basalte particuliers au Harra, certainement une voie
romaine.
69
Goodrich-Freer_1905_79-88 for a description of Mschatta before the façade was removed to Berlin.
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_II_1905_171-176 Mschatta: Die Entstehungszeit des Baues.
70
Thomson_1886_633-634 Mschatta: The site certainly has nothing to recommend it for a palatial residence.
Situated on the open plain, with higher ground about it, surrounded by a flat, arid desert, entirely destitute of
water, with no human habitation in sight for many a weary mile, far from any highway ŕ what could have been
the motive that led to its construction? and from whence came the building material? The compact limestone is
different from the rock of the surrounding region; and the brick, of which there is such an extraordinary amount,
must have been moulded and burnt far away from that neighborhood. . In fact, the entire material and all the
workmen must have been transported thither from a great distance; and to what end, for what purpose, and by
whom?
71
Thomson_1886_632 Mschatta: It is very evident that the façade, and indeed the entire structure, at Mushatta
was not only never finished, but it can be said that it was not even fairly commenced. The gate-way on the south
seems to have been the only entrance, and within the enclosure the middle division, two hundred feet wide and
five hundred feet long, was apparently the only one intended for occupation. It was divided into three sections,
the central being the largest, and that around and beyond the entrance was the smallest. In that section there
were sixteen chambers, probably intended for the accommodation of the guard and garrison; but nothing seems
to have been added to the foundations, which are just level with the surface. The middle section was an open
court, nearly two hundred feet square, but without any rooms or chambers, and no traces of foundations. The
third and last section is somewhat smaller, and was entirely occupied by the so-called palace itself.
72
PEFQS_1890_174 on Mashita: The people of Madeba and the Adwan Bedawin call the piace ŖUmshetta,ŗ not
ŖMashita.ŗ It is situated in the country of the Beni Sokr, and to be quite safe one should take an escort of that
tribe from Madeba. But in the spring the Beni Sokr move a long way to the eastward, and on neither occasion of
our visits did we see anything of them. In 1888 we had four men of the Adwan with us, who, however, made
considerable objection to going, and observed great precautions ŕ not allowing us to stay more than about
three-quarters of an hour. On our last visit we had two Adwan and four men of Madeba with us, and were
allowed to stay fully two hours. The Adwan Sheikh told us that, except an American gentleman whom they
conducted at the time of the American exploration of the Dead Sea, we were the only people whom his tribe had
escorted to the place.
73
Goodrich-Freer_1905_88 at Mschatta: it was our privilege to remain for some nights within the palace walls,
where, amid kind and hospitable friends, and in comfortable tents, bearing the familiar initials T. I. W. (Thames
Iron Works), relics of the abandoned English railway, we found leisure to rest and to dream.
74
Tristram_1873_202-203 ruins of Ziza (a Roman town): The first and largest of these buildings, apparently of
Saracenic origin, consists of a solidly built fort, twenty-three yards by nineteen, with a parallelogram attached,
sixteen yards by seven. Both were built, as it would appear, about the same period, and with materials taken
from older edifices, many of the stones being sculptured; some of them, by the Greek crosses chiseled on them,
being apparently taken from Byzantine churches. One stone in the front wall bears in relief a sculpture of two
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chariots with horses. The roof of the lower story in each building is still perfect, a fine arched vault, but with no
aperture for light, except from the door … This castle, we are told, was occupied, during the war of Mehemet
Ali, by a garrison of Egyptians, left here by Ibrahim Pasha, who did much damage to the ruins of Ziza, and
wantonly destroyed a very perfect building in the town, and several perfect Christian churches. Zadam assured
us that, before the Egyptian invasion, the large buildings inside the town had their roofs entire, and were often
used as places of shelter. The other castle, to the east of this, is apparently of the Roman age, and has been
reduced to a ruinous State by the troops of Ibrahim Pasha.
75
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_II_1905_100-102 Al-Qastal: Tristram 218 sqq.: Arrived at Kustul, I found it a
ruin of quite different character from any we had previously visited There is the ordinary mass of ruins, caves,
walls, and arches innumerable, extending over the west side of the hill; but those on the eastern side are
evidently later aecretions on a much earlier and more carefully built castle; or rather on two Castles, of which
the northernmost and smaller is far the most perfect. It measures 30 yards by 20 and has a large semicircular
bastion at the north-west corner, surmounted by a balustrade of fluted Corinthian squared pilasters; and an inner
staircase leading up to it, still remaining. Inside its south wall is a semicircular niche, and two capitals of pure
white marble are lying in the courtyard ... The buildings of Kustul were as great a problem to us as those of
Mashita. From the attachment of the later arches and dwellings of the Byzantine epoch to their walls, we must
place them prior to the later empire. Then the many fragments of fine white marble, certainly not indigenous,
and which must have been brought, at great cost, from beyond sea, belonged to these earlier Castles, which are
probably either Herodian, or the work of some of the Syrian successors of Alexander. Their shape and
architecture are of a character perfectly distinct from any we elsewhere met with. The name, again, of "Kustul,"
not an Arabic word, seems to be a corruption of the Latin "castellum", very naturally applied as the castle, par
excellence, to a Castle so markedly different from the square block houses with which the country is studded.
But I can find no clue to the history of the place in either Eusebius, the 'Itineraries', or the 'Notitia'.
76
Tristram_1873_188 Ziza, near Al-Qastal, north of Amman: This Castle, we are told, was occupied, during the
war of Mehemet Ali, by a garrison of Egyptians, left here by Ibrahim Pasha, who did much damage to the ruins
of Ziza, and wantonly destroyed a very perfect building in the town, and several perfect Christian churches.
Zadam assured us that, before the Egyptian invasion, the large buildings inside the town had their roofs entire,
and were often used as places of shelter.
77
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_506-507 description of Mschatta. 507: le palais proprement dit, situé au fond de
la grande cour, s'ouvrait par trois arcades semi-circulaires, reposant sur des pillars surmontes de chapiteaux
corinthiens. Les assises inférieures construites en marbre blanc, sont couvertes dřinscriptions.
78
Lithgow_1632_204 Aleppo to Damascus: when we passed Hamsek, which is little more than midway, we had
dangerous travelling, being oft assailed with Arabs, fatigated with rocky mountaines, and some times in point of
choaking for lacke of water.
79
Carmichael_1929_143-144 travelling in 1751, for notes on early visitor to Qasr el-Heir East. Carruthers 1918
for 16th to 18th century travellers on this route.
80
Beawes_1929_15 travelling in 1745, Qasr al-Heir East: We passed this morning by the ruins of a castle called
Gussorah Seveyge; the building has been large and the figure square; at present most of the southward is
standing, built of stone with turrets at equal distances, but within there appears no remains.
81
Carmichael_1929_140 travelling in 1751, Qasr el-Heir East: There is a noble subterranean aquaduct cut throř
this rock, which conveys the water from this spring [at Tibia] to Gusserah Sawye, a large old fort, at the
entrance to this pass.
82
Capper_1796_273 James Capper, travelling 1778: une ancienne ville ruinée, appelée autrefois Gussur-ulBain: nous ne découvrîmes cependant aucuns vestiges de cet aqueduc. A peu de distance de ces eaux, la ville de
Tiaba se développa parfaitement devant nous; nous n'en étions séparés que par un espace de trois milles. Le
terrain que nous parcourûmes tout ce jour nous parut propre à produire plusieurs espèces de grains. A l'endroit
annoncé par notre chef, et sur la droite, à environ un mille de la route, nous vîmes Gussur-ul-Bain, et sous
l'escorte du sheick nous nous avançâmes pour l'examiner. L'enceinte, divisée en deux quarrés, est coupée par un
passage d'environ cinquante pas de large. La façade de l'un des quarrés est de près de deux cent cinquante pieds
de long et de trente de hauteur. De quarante pieds en quarante pieds s'élèvent des tours, dont les deux plus
petites accompagnent la porte qu'on remarque au centre de la partie occidentale. Dans l'intérieur on découvre les
ruines d'un bâtiment, et tout auprès un passage sous terre, qui conduit à une espèce de cave ou de cellier. A
l'angle sud-est de la place existait un portique d'ordre corinthien; les fûts des colonnes sont encore épars sur la
terre, mais nous ne pûmes en trouver ni les bases, ni les chapiteaux. Les murs sont bâtis d'une pierre à-peu-près
semblable à celle de Bath. L'intérieur de la plus petite place est formé par un prolongement d'arches dont il ne
reste que les débris.
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Coote_1780_207 North of Palmyra Ŕ probably Qasr Al-Heir East: saw two round buildings upon the plain;
they seemed small at a distance, but as we approached nearer to that on the right we were surprised at its
magnificence; upon examination we found it consisted of two square buildings, one of 200 paces, the other of
100; the walls were of fine hewn stones of a reddish colour, and about 12 feet thick and 40 feet high, all round,
excepting some portion which had fallen down. The largest building had 24 towers, the smallest 12; the
entrances were not very large, but elegantly finished in the Grecian style within. We saw a number of arches
supported by pillars of white marble finely polished; as the rubbish had covered up one half, we could only see
the upper part; the capitals had double flowers, exceedingly well finished; several broken pillars of marble were
scattered about the area, in one part of which, where the Arabs appeared to have been digging, we found large
vaults double arched, and it is probable the whole of the area was vaulted in the same manner.
84
Coote_1780_207B North of Palmyra, Ŕ Qasr al-Heir East: I was sorry I had not time to take a plan of this
building. There was the ruin of an aqueduct that came from the mountains on the right to this palace, and from
thence across the plain into the other building.
85
Capper_1796_271 James Capper, travelling 1778: Au midi de notre camp, à environ quatre milles, nous
découvrîmes les ruines de la ville de Tiaba; mais notre sheick nous conseilla de ne point nous y rendre, dans la
crainte d'être attaqués par quelques fourrageurs du camp des Bédouins. Palmyre, ou, comme les Arabes
l'appellent, Tadmor, est, dit-on, à quarante-cinq milles au sud de Tiaba.
86
Coote_1780_208 60 miles NE of Palmyra, now the turn-off for Qasr al-Heir East: The town of Tyba, or
Taiba, does not appear ever to have been large; the walls of stone are about half a mile in circumference; they
have two gates. On the eastern are many inscriptions, some of which I copied, in an unknown character. They do
not seem, however, to have been coeval with the building, as they were not in proper compartments, but on the
side of the gate, cut in different stones, brought perhaps from some ancient ruins. The buildings here are en
decadence, and do not seem to have been ever worth notice … Tyba was inhabited about thirty years ago, and a
place of refreshment for the caravans; the grounds around still exhibited the signs of cultivation, for they were
ditched and crossed in many parts by small aqueducts that conveyed water from the fountains.
87
Capper_1796_353, journey by Bartholomew Plaisted & John Eliot, both captains in the East India Company,
travelling July 1750: Pour moi, je profitai de ce moment de loisir pour aller voir Taiba. Le capitaine Robert dit
dans une de ses lettres, qu'il y a vu des chapiteaux de l'ordre corinthien admirablement exécutés, mais sans
désigner la place où il les a vus; je ne pus jamais les retrouver, ce qui me fait croire qu'il a voulu parler de
Palmyre, qui n'est éloignée d'ici que de vingt lieues, en tirant au sud-ouest. Taïba est entourée de murs, située
sur une hauteur fort agréable, d'où l'on découvre une grande étendue de pays; on n'y voit plus que les vestiges
d'une place forte, et qui pouvait être autrefois fort peuplée et très-florissante; mais aujourd'hui elle est ruinée; les
habitans sont peu nombreux, et leurs maisons ne sont que des débris ou de vieilles masures. La porte d'entrée,
faite en arc, conserve encore quelques restes d'une ancienne beauté; il y a dessus quelques inscriptions en
caractères palmyriens, qui annoncent quelle fut autrefois la splendeur de cette ville. II n'y a rien de curieux dans
l'intérieur de la place qu'une tour carrée, bâtie de pierres bien taillées, et qui subsiste en entier jusqu'à la hauteur
de cent soixante marches d'escalier: le haut est entièrement délâbré. A côté de cette tour, on voit aussi les
vestiges d'un petit temple orné d'architecture, et de deux corniches corin- thiennes, d'un albâtre fin très-blanc;
mais elles sont si défigurées et si méconnaissables, que je ne crois pas que ce soient celles dont a voulu parler le
capitaine Robert: cet albâtre a été tiré d'une carrière qui n'est qu'à deux pas de la ville, et qui subsiste encore
aujourd'hui.
88
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_650: De Qaryéteîn à Palmyre, on ne trouve pas de source, aussi faut-il faire une
provision d'eau. La route suit toujours le grand et triste ouady que nous avons décrit. On rencontre (8 h.) une
tour en ruines, Qasr el-Haïr, avec une porte sculptée. Tout auprès se trouvent les débris d'un aqueduc et un
réservoir.
89
Cook_1907_356 on the way to Palmyra: From Karyatein the route traverses the long, sterile valley of the
Jebel er rukh, and after seven and a half hours the old ruined castle, Kasr el-Herr, is reached. Here we camp for
the night.
90
Butler_1930_36, 1904-5 expedition, Qasr al-Hallabat: But the camp could not be moved to that place because
it had no water.
91
Carmichael_1929_136 travelling in 1751, Hagla/Hiqla, near Aleppo: The Arabs report that there are many
black scorpions among these ruins; for which reason we encamped at a distance.
92
Carmichael_1929_161 travelling in 1751, Ukhaidir: The Arab, my companion, declined entering for fear of
serpents or wild beasts. So taking a pistol in each hand I ventured alone, creeping throř a hole in the gate-way,
which was nearly filled up with rubbish. 162: Most of the walls are near fifty feet high and thirty thick, with
loop holes for four thousand men, exclusive of those on the top of the works.
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Plaisted_1929_77 travelling 1750: We encamped at two in the afternoon, three miles short of a ruined fort
called Akayathar. Footnoted: Ukhaidir. This makes Plaisted the third Englishman to pass in silence these famous
ruins. It remains for our fourth traveller Carmichael to reap the reward. Tavernier, whom Plaisted rather scorns
as an armchair geographer, did describe Ŗthe Great Patace built of brickŗ in some detail. He refers to the Ŗpool
lying before the door of this Palace,ŗ and adds that there was also an aqueduct which the Arabs told him once
brought water from the Euphrates. [Plaisted camped two nights and one whole day, and still did not visit the
palace!]
94
Dussaud_1902_77: A l'époque byzantine, un grand nombre de ces fortins furent convertis en couvents, ce
dont témoignent les traces de croix, quelques inscriptions et aussi l'appellation si répandue de dair, couvent.
Bosrâ devint un siège métropolitain des plus importants, comptant trente-trois évèchés suffragants. Les
nombreuses églises qui furent élevées ne laissent aucun doute sur la prospérité de cette contrée. Les tribus
arabes, soit par les avantages qu'elles retiraient de la garde des frontières, soit par la nécessité de mener paître
l'été leurs troupeaux en Syrie, ne cessèrent de fournir des apports de population aux régions hauraniennes.
95
Dussaud_1902_438-439: El-Fedain conserve les ruines d'un camp romain: vaste rectangle en blocs de grand
appareil. Un de ces blocs nous a fourni les mesures suivantes: 3m.15 x 1m.10 x 1 m.35, cette dernière dimension
étant l'épaisseur du mur. En dehors et à côté de ce camp a été édifiée la petite forteresse arabe. Devant la porte
en ogive de ce fortin gisent de nombreux milliaires romains attestant que lagrande voie qui reliait Bosrâ à
l'Arabie occidentale par Amman passait par el-Fedain. Cette route était encore suivie aux premiers temps de
l'Islam.
96
MacMichael_1819_216, travelling 1816, Thomas Legh writes, at Shobak: we saw the fortress of Shubac, and
passing by two volcanic craters on our left, and one on our right, observed a Roman road formed of lava, upon
which we continued for some distance, when we lost sight of it, and arrived at Shubac at six o'clock in the
evening.
97
Bouchier_1916_48: The defence of the eastern limes appears to have been as carefully thought out as that of
the Danube and Rhine districts, and it continued to perform its task some centuries after the western defences
had fallen to the barbians.
98
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_II_1905_263-266 for the Qasr el-Abyad (White Castle), with texts and
illustrations.
99
Graham_1858_238: The town which I now had before me was similar in most respects to those of the
Haurän, being built entirely of stone, and to all appearance of the same high antiquity with the cities of Bashan.
The greatest object of wonder in this place was a large building of white stone, consisting of a square tower at
the south end, surrounded by a strong wall, with turrets at each of the corners. ŕ This building, whatever it may
have been intended for, was unfinished; but so fresh did it appear, that the workmen might have left it yesterday.
That it was more modern than the rest of the town, not only does its architecture testify, but in the tower I saw
many stones which had evidently been employed in some former building: amongst others some curious
ornamental carvings and a figure of a lion, which bore marks of very high antiquity The only name [the Arabs)
have for the place is "Khirbet el Beida" (the white ruin).
100
Graham_1858_237, in the Safa, at the Khirbet el Beida, a Roman fort: I was not so fortunate as to find any
inscriptions in this place, although I sought carefully for them. I asked the Arabs if they had any traditions about
when and by whom this place had been inhabited. All they could tell me was that it had been inhabited up to the
time of Tamerlenk, but that this warrior had driven all the inhabitants away and destroyed their city.
101
Vogüé_1865-1877_70: La frise d'animaux a surtout ce caractère exotique. On y remarque un éléphant, un
boeuf à bosse qui n'ont pu être reproduits que par un artiste en relations avec les pays où vivent ces
quadrupèdes; le bouquetin terrasse par un chacal, la gazelle arretee par un faucon, nous reportent en même
temps au milieu des scènes de chasse propres au désert et chères aux imagiers arabes. ŕ Les fragments sculptés
… et qui proviennent des ruines intérieures … appartiennent à un art qui, tout en ayant des points communs
avec le style byzantin propre à la Syrie, procède pourtant d'un principe différent et trahit des influences
asiatiques prononcées. Rien n'est plus naturel que d'attribuer la construction de ce château à l'une des familles
venues de l'Arabie méridionale, peut-être à lřun des rois Ghassanides qui regnèrent dans ces régions entre le
cinquième et le septième siècles, et qui laissèrent dans le Haouran des traces écrites de leur passage.
Vogüé_1865-1877_pl_24 for decorations at Qasr el-Abyad.
102
Dussaud_&_Macler_1901_43-44: le Qasr el-Abyad [SE of Damascus, in the Safa], la plus vaste construction
romaine de la région. Le plan de cette forteresse est un vaste carré d'environ 60 mètres de côté, flanqué aux
quatre angles eau milieu des faces nord et ouest de petites tours rondes de 3m, 60 de diamètre. La taille des
pierres extraites de la roche volcanique est soignée, mais l'espace entre les deux parements est rempli par un
blocage. Le tout est lié par un mauvais mortier répandu à profusion. Les murs d'un mètre d'épaisseur sont donc
assez mal construits. Aussi malgré son isolement le Qasr el-Abyad est complètement ruiné … L'intérêt du Qasr
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el-Abyad réside principalement dans l'ornementation. On ne sait quel nom donner à ces décors d'une végétation
surchargée où se reconnaissent des éléments d'art gréco-romain: arcosolia, rangées de perles, etc., mais traités
dans un tout autre style et où abondent les animaux les plus variés: oiseaux divers, cheval, lion, buffle. Cette
construction gréco-romaine indiscutablement contemporaine de la civilisation gréco-romaine du Haurân s'en
distingue nettement dans le détail décoratif. L'artiste orne une pierre, un linteau par exemple, en couvrant toute
sa surface de dessins très géométriques dans leur apparente complication et, bien qu'il s'y mêle quelques
emprunts gréco-romains, la technique est purement orientale. Certain linteau avec sa décoration en rosaces
entourées d'entrelacs rappelle telle dalle assyrienne. Cet art très particulier a atteint son complet développement
à el-Mechittà, dans une région plus au sud. On y reconnaît le même décor surchargé, débordant les moulures, la
même ornementation végétale encerclant des animaux traités à la manière des ciseleurs persans.
103
Butler_1930_34B, 1904-5 expedition, visiting Qasr el-Bai'j, only a few kilometres NNW of Umm al-Jimal:
About four miles to the southwest, near the road to the Red Sea, stands Kasr il-Bâ'ik, a large and interesting
Roman fortress. From here we could see il-Feden on the southwest and our next camp-site, Umm idj-Djimâl
[Umm al-Jimal] (the Mother of Camels), on the southeast. The railroad too was visible, skirting the hills on the
west. The desert stretched all along the southern horizon, the sprouting grass giving it a color like the patina of
old bronze. Flocks with their shepherds and the clusters of dark brown tents relieved the flatness, until it reached
the hills far away to the south. There were no roads, but the country was level with practically no stones and no
cultivated areas, so that the going was good all the way to camp at Umm idj-Djimal. / Here there were about
twenty tents in the ruins; for Bedawin were tending the Druse flocks.
104
Brünnow_&_Domaszewski_III_1909_221-244 Die römischen Befestigungen von Masada.
105
Rey_1861_288-300 for Masada, with previous visitors at 297-8. [Wolcott the first in 1842; de Saulcy the first
Frenchman in 1851.]
106
Lynch_1849_332 Masada: Besides the remains of the round tower, or donjon keep, there were, on the
summit, the fragments of walls with circular recesses of tessellated brick-work, arched door-ways, and
mullioned windows, partly surrounding an enclosure which was perhaps the court-yard or quadrangle of the
castle, now filled with rubbish, fragments of marble, mosaic and pottery.
107
Tristram_1865_313-314 Masada: Looking down from the top, the whole of the Dead Sea was spread out as
in a map, with the low-lying Lisan, Kerak, Mezraah, and the Ghor es Safieh distinct in the distance. It was a
picture of stem grandeur and desolate magnificence, perhaps unequalled in the world. All round at our feet we
could trace the wall of circumvallation by which the Romans hopelessly enclosed the devoted garrison. In the
plain to the east beneath us, and on the opposite slopes to the west, were the Roman camps, with their outlines
and walls as distinct as on the day when they were left, one large and two smaller square camps on the plain
eastwards, and a long series of encampments on the slopes facing us westward. Apparently not a stone had been
removed. Built without mortar, they had fallen from walls to sharp ridges, but all in gentle, though desolate
decay.
108
Saulcy_1854_I_221 Masada: Before us, within a hundred yards, is a ruin, which resembles a church with a
circular apsis. Our Bedouins inform me that this is the Qasr, or Palace. I hasten to examine it. The principal
chamber is terminated by this oven-like apsis, with one small round window. The whole is constructed of fine
freestone, elaborately worked; the supporting walls are covered with a very hard plaster, inlaid with mosaicwork of a novel description. It consists of thousands of small red fragments of broken pottery fixed in the
mortar, and forming regular designs. These are the only ornaments of this hall. Some small detached cubes of
red, white, and black stone induce me to suppose that the hall is paved with real mosaic; I therefore tempt my
Bedouins with the promise of a bakhshish, and whilst I am drawing the plans of the different apartments, and
Belly is engaged in taking a sketch of this extraordinary ruin, the rubbish is cleared from the floor, and a
handsome mosaic pavement, disposed in circular knots, is brought once more to light. Unfortunately all is
broken in pieces; I feel, therefore, no scruple in carrying away some specimens. We also take designs of several
fragments of moulding in white marble, and pick up samples of the pieces of red pottery and glass with which
the ground is covered.

Endnotes Chapter 11. Mayhem: Archaeology, Museums & Mandates
1

Mislin_1876_II_620 the Tombs of the Kings: C'est là que M. de Saulcy a enlevé le sarcophage qui est au
Louvre. Depuis, un Américain du nom de Jones s'est donné la mission de mutiler tous les monuments qu'il ne
peut emporter. Il exerce en grand ce genre d'industrie et de dévastation, dont il a choisi pour centre les deux
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villes de Beyrouth et de Jaffa, afin de pouvoir démolir à la fois le peu qui reste sur place des anciens monuments
de la Phénicie et de la Palestine. Ayant aussi peu dans l'âme le sentiment artistique que le sentiment religieux,
c'est avec le marteau dans les mains qu'il visite les sanctuaires, sans en excepter l'église du Saint-Sépulcre. C'est
pour de l'argent qu'il fait ce métier: il vend chèrement aux voyageurs les morceaux qu'il peut arracher aux
inscriptions de Sésostris, aux colonnes de Balbek ou aux tombeaux de Jérusalem. Le tombeau des Rois a plus
souffert de sa visite que d'une invasion de barbares. / Les Anglais, les Français, les Allemands, se donnent
réciproquement et à bon droit les noms de vandales et de dévastateurs; hélas! la question n'est plus aujourd'hui
que de savoir si les débris des plus beaux monuments de l'Orient font meilleure figure dans les musées de Berlin
que dans ceux de Londres ou de Paris.
2
Michaelis_1908 chapter X for early excavations in Ŗoutlying countries,ŗ including Egypt, Babylonia, Palestine,
Persia and North Africa.
3
EB_1910 sv. Egypt Antiquities: A new period was opened in Egyptian exploration in 1858 when Mariette was
appointed director of archaeological works in Egypt, his duties being to safeguard the monuments and prevent
their exploitation by dealers. As early as 1835 Mehemet Ali had given orders for a museum to be formed; little
however, was accomplished before the whole of the resulting collection was given away to the Archduke
Maximilian of Austria in 1855 … The museum, no longer the property of an individual, was removed in 1889
from the small building at Bulak to a disused palace at Giza,and since 1902 has been established at Kasr-en-Nil,
Cairo, in a special building, of ample size and safe from fire and flood … Non-official agencies (supported by
voluntary contributions) for exploration in Egypt comprise the Egypt Exploration Fund, started in London in
1881, with its two branches, viz. the Archaeological Survey (1890) for copying and publishing the monuments
above ground, and the Graeco-Roman Branch (1897), well known through the brilliant work in Greek papyri …
The Mission archeologique française au Caire, established as a school by the French government in 1881, was
re-organized in 1901 on a lavish scale under the title Institut français d'archeologie orientale du Caire, and
domiciled with printing-press and library in a fine building near the museum … The Orient-Gesellschaft
(German Orient-Society) has worked in Egypt since 1901 with brilliant results. Excavations and explorations are
also conducted annually by the agents of universities and museums in England, America and Germany, and by
private explorers, concessions being granted generally on the terms that the Egyptian government shall retain
half of the antiquities discovered, while the other half remains for the finders.
4
Pingaud_1887_41: Son [Choiseul-Gouffierřs] amour pour la Grèce n'en avait point fait ce qu'on appelle de nos
jours un archéologue; il demandait à la pierre les témoignages d'un art exquis et non l'histoire fragmentaire d'une
civilisation. Aussi remuait-il d'une main infatigable les innombrables débris épars sur ce sol dévasté,
entablements, frises, corniches, fragments de statues; il interrogeait même les débris sculptés perdus au fond des
étables ou maçonnés dans les murailles. Cette poursuite ardente de tant de chefs-d'œuvre mutilés constituait,
avec leur reproduction par le crayon, le principal intérêt de son œuvre.
5
Ferrières-Sauveboeuf_1790_I_210-211: Je terminerai ce qui concerne le Comte de Choiseul-Gouffier, par dire
que s'il n'a point de crédit à la Porte Ottomane, les Académies, dont il est membre ou honoraire, lui doivent, en
revanche, une nombreuse collection de médailles & d'antiques; ses dépenses énormes pour faire fouiller les
tombeaux de la Troade, mouler la plupart des chefsŔdřœuvre dřAthènes, & réunir plusieurs milliers de. vieux
morceaux de marbre, viennent de lui être remboursées en partie par le Gouvernement qui, malgré ce moment de
pénurie, a cru devoir accorder une gratification de quatre-vingt-dix mille livres, pour récompenser sans doute les
travaux littéraires de cet Ambassadeur Académicien.
6
Flinders_Petrie_1918_84-85 of vandalism in Egypt: The most obvious of all duty is the conservation of known
monuments. There are many causes of destruction; the most evident is the demand for materials … Another
cause is the vicious demand for fragments of monuments, mainly by the tourist, but also fostered even by
national museums. The sculptured rock halls of the tombs at Beni Hasan and Tell Amarna, that have stood
unharmed for thousands of years, were attacked, and the finest pieces cut out of them, with the collateral
destruction of much more. The most beautifully sculptured tomb at Thebes had the best parts prized away ŕ
now in Berlin. Another, a painted tomb, was wrecked, and its fragments are in Florence. The most beautiful of
the early sculptured tombs was ruined, and the broken fragment of the best part is in the British Museum. These
pieces have all been obtained with open eyes, knowing quite well how they were stolen, and what damage was
done for this filthy lucre.
7
Table Générale des Archives des Missions Scientifiques et Littéraires, 3 ème série XV bis, Paris 1890: 12 Feb
1846: M. Batissier est chargé d'une mission scientifique en Grèce, en Syrie et en Asie Mineure. Rapport II_198;
20 Oct 1850: M. Maxime Du Camp est chargé d'une mission scientifique en Egypte, en Palestine, en Syrie et en
Perse, mission ayant pour objet d'explorer les antiquités, de recueillir les traditions, de relever les inscriptions et
les sculptures et d'étudier l'histoire dans les monuments; 11 Oct 1860: M. Ernest Renan, membre de l'Institut,
est chargé d'une mission scientifique, à titre gratuit, ayant pour objet des recherches épigraphiques et
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archéologiques en Palestine et en Syrie; 2 July 1874: M. Bourgoin-Esclavy, architecte, est chargé d'une mission
pour étudier: 1° la mosquée des Ommiades à Damas, faire les dessins de tous les détails d'architecture et relever
les inscriptions qui pourront intéresser l'histoire de l'art et l'archéologie; 2° quelques autres monuments arabes de
la capitale de la Syrie; 17 Oct 1879: M. Joseph Reinach, avocat à la Cour d'appel de Paris, est chargé d'une
mission gratuite, à l'effet de faire des recherches archéologiques en Palestine et en Syrie; 17 July 1882: M.
Victor Guérin, agrégé et docteur es lettres, est chargé d'une mission scientifique en Syrie et dans la Péninsule
sinaïtique.
8
Flinders_Petrie_1918_88: Not only do visible monuments require protection, but also the invisible. Beneath
each of the innumerable mounds that dot the landscape in Syria and Mesopotamia there are buildings more or
less perfect. Sometimes an entire building has become earthed over, twenty or fifty feet underground, by later
houses. All of these buildings need preservation, and cannot be left to be quarried out as mere masonry. In
Egypt most of the ancient sites have been claimed by land grabbers within living memory.
9
Flinders_Petrie_1918_1: The political situation in the East as now developed, and the future possibilities
before us, constitute, perhaps, the heaviest responsibility for historical study that has ever fallen on any nation.
We may have in our hands the development of the sites of the greatest ancient civilizations, the parents of our
own knowledge, learning, and religion; aiid it will rest upon us to settle whether we will preserve and
understand that past, or whether we will deliberately let it be destroyed. There are no ifs and buts in the
question; unless we take long-sighted and effective measures at once ŕ this year ŕ we promote the destruction
of the history of past ages of civilization. When once the security of life and produce, without extortion, is
assured, the rapid development of unworked lands is certain in the present age. We must not have repeated in
Mesopotamia and Palestine the ghastly results of our inefficiency, which we have exhibited in Cyprus and in
Egypt.
10
Berners_1876_38 Tyre: About a month previous to our visit, a German traveller had been excavating among
the ruins. Among the rubbish he found a beautiful silver belt, of great value: it has been conjectured that this
may have been buried with the Emperor I have mentioned. The finder of this treasure forwarded it to Berlin as a
present to the Emperor William.
11
La_Salle_1840_I_363 Jerash: Les ruines sont dřune étendue, dřune conservation et dřune magnificence qui
devrait appeler pour elles seules, une commission de peintres, dřarchitectes et dřarchéologues.
12
Porter_1868_I_xlviii-xlix What to observe in Syria and Palestine: 1. Ascertain by accurate astronomical
observations the latitude and longitude of important towns and ancient sites along the eastern border of the
country and towards the north, ŕ such as Petra, Kerak, Rabba, Busrah, Hums, Hamah, Apamea, Palmyra, &c.
Much is still wanting eastward and northward, and the discovery of the true position of any prominent site
would be an important addition to geography. 2. Examine carefully inscriptions in the Sinaitic character
wherever found, and copy them accurately. Copy all inscriptions, in whatever language, previously unknown. In
the deserted towns and villages of Bashan they are very numerous … 3. Excavate some of the artificial mounds
in the plains of Damascus, Buka'a, and Hums, and in the valley of the Orontes. 4. Make a geological survey of
the shores of the Dead Sea, chiefly with a view to the discovery of traces of recent volcanic action. 5. Excavate
the sites of Tyre, Sidon, Gebal [Byblos], and Aradus, as far as practicable, for remains of Phoenician art and
inscriptions. The recent discovery of sarcophagi at Sidon may serve as a sufficient stimulus to this work … 6.
Excavate and examine the subterranean tombs of Palmyra, and copy the Palmyrine inscriptions. The mosques of
Syria are worthy of the artist's attention, and perhaps also the architect's. Many of the older ones were temples
and churches, but some are beautiful specimens of pure Saracenic art. Their fretted minarets, inlaid walls,
deeply-recessed doorways, marble courts, and arabesqued interiors, are models of airy elegance ŕ graceful and
fantastic as an Arab poetřs dream. The best specimens are, like Mohammedanism itself, rapidly decaying.
Damascus is rich in such buildings ŕ relics of the golden age of Islam, long since passed.
13
PEF_Committee_1873_14B, from the original prospectus of 1865: Much would be gained by obtaining an
accurate map of the country; by settling disputed points of topography; by identifying ancient towns of Holy
Writ with the modem villages which are their successors; by bringing to light the remains of so many races and
generations which must lie concealed under the accumulation of rubbish and ruins on which those villages
stand; by ascertaining the course of the ancient roads; by the discovery of coins, inscriptions, and other relics ŕ
in short, by doing at leisure and systematically that which has hitherto been entirely neglected, or done only in a
fragmentary manner by the occasional unassisted efforts of hurried and inexperienced travellers. Who can doubt
that if the same intelligence, zeal, knowledge, and outlay were applied to the exploration of Palestine that have
recently been brought to bear on Halicarnassus, Carthage, Cyrene ŕ places without a single sacred association,
and with little bearing on the Bible ŕ the result would be a great accession to our knowledge of the successive
inhabitants of Syria ŕ Canaanite, Israelite, Roman?
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14

AJ_VI_1849_86, deploring the lack of interest in antiquities in Britain: It is indeed scarcely credible that,
whilst such pains have been taken to describe and illustrate Roman remains found in different parts of Great
Britain, whilst sculptured stones have been sought for in foreign lands, and transported to our Museums at such
great expense and labour, hundreds (for we are justified in using such a numeral expression) of slabs and crosses
covered with beautiful and singular sculpture, and often bearing inscriptions which have to the present time
baffled the skill of the keenest antiquaries, lie scattered over Great Britain and Ireland, a few only of which have
hitherto been engraved.
15
AR_I_1888_189-190, preserving monuments in the UK, the Ancient Monuments Act of 1882: It does, not
propose in any way to affect or diminish the owner's property, interest, or estate in the monument, but simply
upon his. own request to relieve him of any responsibility, or expense, in respect of its preservation. And yet,
though the monument is thus to be maintained at the public expense, it neither becomes public property, nor is it
made accessible to the public. The owner simply shifts the burden on to the shoulders of the public and retains
his exclusive rights of possession and use. While the Board of Works might set up a notice-board announcing
that " this monument is maintained at the national expense, and protected by law," the owner might put up
another, announcing that "this monument is private property; trespassers will be prosecated."
16
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_443 prospects for excavation: At Caesarea, excavation might recover entirely the
theatre and the temple, the sites of which we found and planned in 1873. The two magnificent aqueducts on the
north are no doubt also of this date, and these have been traced and carefully described. / At Samaria, the
columns still stand in place, without their capitals, but the superstructure has disappeared. These pillars are of no
great size, being only 11 feet high and 2 feet diameter. / At Ascalon, the Crusaders seem to have uprooted
Herod's colonnades, and to have used the shafts in the walls of the town as thoroughbonds. / At Antipatris,
nothing remains above the surface. At Herodium, there are buildings of moderate masonry, well cut, but in no
way remarkable for grandeur or beauty. At Masada, all that can be ascribed to Herod is of rude workmanship,
and the masonry of no great size.
17
Conder_&_Kitchener_1883_176 excavations in Judaea: There is a very large number of Tells in the
neighbourhood, all of the most important having been examined and excavated by Captain Warren. Of these,
Tell el 'Ain el Samanit, Abu Zelef, Abu el Hindi, and el Aräis, with the Tullul Abu el Alayj are true Tells,
artificial mounds with a central building of unburnt brick. Tell Deir Ghan'am, el Jurn, el Mutlub, Derb el
Habaysh, el Kus, el Mefuriyeh and Moghyfir, with others still less important, are but heaps of debris formed by
ruins of various date.
18
Mislin_1876_III_124 Herodium: Les fondements des tours sont encore reconnaissantes, ainsi que des parois
de citerne; mais c'est là tout ce qui reste des splendides constructions d'Hérode. Les aqueducs, les escaliers en
marbre, les palais, la ville même, tout a disparu, au point que les voyageurs qui viennent ici ne se doutent guère
qu'il y ait jamais eu au pied de la colline une ville assez importante pour être le chef-lieu d'une toparchie; on ne
rencontre dans la plaine que quelques blocs dépareillés et quelques monceaux de débris informes.
Seetzen_1859_IV_381-382 commentary by Kruse et al: Herodium.
19
Conder_1891_242-243: As regards excavation, there is very much to be done. At Caesarea, at Herodium, at
Jerusalem itself, at Samaria probably, at Gerasa, and Baalbek, there are secrets hidden still beneath the soil. The
great Hittite Tells near Homs ought all to be examined by digging. The ruins of Carchemish have only been
scratched over. Lebanon and Amanus are as yet but little known. New hieroglyphic texts may be expected from
Northern Syria, and the Siloam inscription cannot be unique. Unfortunately the state of the East is very
unfavourable to the antiquarian; but it must not be supposed that exploration is complete while fields as yet
hardly worked exist all along the eastern shores of the Mediterranean.
20
Merrill_1881_60: The importance of the ruins in Bashan, as throwing light on the history of architecture, has
led me to devote an entire chapter to this subject, and, for this purpose, I have chosen to translate extracts from
the preface to De Vogüé's ŖSyrie Centrale: Architecture civile et religieuse du Ier au VII siècle,ŗ Paris 1867. The
volume consists of one hundred and fifty plates in quarto form, with twelve pages of introduction, which
comprises all the text. The work is costly, and not easily accessible; hence the reader may the more readily
indulge me in placing before him in this manner the views of this well-known scholar upon this deeply
interesting subject.
21
Schumacher_1889_241-242: The foregoing pages give the information obtained during a survey of that part
of the country lying to the east of the Jordan, which was formerly included in the limits of the half tribe of
Manasseh. The positions laid down on the map were fixed by the theodolite; and the villages and ruins were
photographed and sketched as thoroughly as the time at my disposal would permit. For the primary object of my
visit to the country was not archaeological, but was connected with a survey for the line of railway to run from
Haifa to Damascus, through the Hauran. The district, however, has now been mapped, and the ruins to some
extent examined; but I am far from wishing to convey the idea that I hold the country to be thoroughly explored,
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or that its ruins have all been examined. I have found on the occasion of subsequent trips into Hauran and Jaulan
that I always gained some fresh information, new names cropping up, and facts of interest coming to notice; and
the country is so rich in antiquarian and archaeological remains that a survey to be thoroughly exhaustive would
in truth occupy many years. I trust, therefore, that other occasions may arise which will give me opportunities
for again visiting this interesting region. Meanwhile, in closing the present report, I beg to throw myself on the
indulgence of my readers for the defects of style, and for such faults of composition as occur in its pages, for my
work has been perforce written in a language which, though familiar to me, is not my own.
22
Goodrich-Freer_1905_316 Beisan, near Tiberias: We failed to find the hippodrome, said to lie west of the
village, but now concealed by vegetation. The lines of a fine colonnade are easily traced, leading along the
brook to an ancient bridge, beyond which is a street, and near by a massive fort; north of this a reservoir, known
as El Hammam, obviously the site of Roman baths. Everywhere are columns, capitals, hewn stones. North of the
great amphitheatre a Tell cries out for excavation, the massive wall and the great portal which once enclosed its
summit being clearly traceable. Everywhere, in the hills beyond, are tombs, many with fine painting and
sculpture. Where can the archaeologist find richer promise? There is, happily, a rumour that it is one of the
many sites likely to be taken in hand by German skill and perseverance.
23
Puchstein_1905_6: Ein Ereignis von großer wissenschaftlicher Bedeutung war es, daß 1898 S. Maj. der
Deutsche Kaiser Wilhelm II. mit Ihrer Maj. der Kaiserin Ba'albek besuchte. Unter dem großartigen Eindruck,
den die antiken Bauten auf ihn gemacht hatten, bat er S. Maj. den Sultan um die Erlaubnis, die Ruinen
ausgraben und genau untersuchen und aufnehmen zu lassen. Das wurde bereitwillig gewährt, und die
umfangreiche Untersuchung vom Herbst 1900 bis zum Frühjahr 1904 ausgeführt.
24
Curtis_1903_174-175 Balbec: The ruins are now being excavated and restored by the munificence of the
emperor of Germany, who has exercised his political influence with the sultan to secure permission for his
archeologists to work among them. The kaiser was there in 1898, and his quick perception recognized an
opportunity that had been denied to other men. He erected in the Temple of the Sun a large tablet, with an
inscription in German and Turkish testifying to his unchangeable friendship and his high regard for Abdul
Hamid and his pleasure at visiting the ruins. Immediately upon his return to Berlin the German ambassador to
Constantinople was instructed to obtain a firmin to enable the archeologists to commence excavations. It is
probable that no one else could have obtained the permission, but the representatives of the emperor have been
engaged there for two years, employing 160 men, and have done an immense amount of valuable work. They
have excavated to the floors temples which were half filled with rubbish. They have cleared the walls to their
foundations; they have restored columns and pillars that had fallen in many places; they have built new masonry
to sustain old arches; have repaired much of the damage done by the earthquakes and have removed all Arab
construction so far as possible. It would require several chapters to describe all that they have accomplished, and
it has been done in a careful, conscientious manner. To restore and to preserve one of the grandest relics of
ancient civilization is the object Emperor William desires to accomplish, and the duty has been intrusted to most
competent hands.
25
Van_De_Velde_1854_II_360-361 Beisan / Skythopolis: The ruins of Beisan are among the most extensive in
Palestine. Portions of walls and remains of buildings of all kinds cover a very large area, the Acropolis being
within the area, not in the centre, however, but to the north. This is a hill of not less than 300 feet in height, on
which stood the fortress that protected the town beneath. I walked round this tell and found many fragments of
the wall still standing. There still exists a gate near the top on the north-west side. Finding a richly ornamented
capital of a Corinthian column inserted among the other material in a portion of the wall, I inferred that these
were ruins of a castle which had risen from the ruins of a citadel of still earlier date. From this Tell is obtained a
view of a great part of the valley of Jezreel, the mountains of Gilboa, Kaukab, and little Hermon, while a part of
the Ghor is also seen with its splendid stream, and on the other side the wooded hills of Bashan and Gilead. But
it is not only the distant view and its important and picturesque character that makes the ascent of this tell
desirable; you enjoy from it a bird's-eye view of the interesting relics of antiquity contained among the ruins of
the city. These numerous columns everywhere scattered about demand the scientific skill of the archaeologist to
call again into fancied being the buildings of which once they were so prominent a part. In one place nine
truncated columns stand erect, all apparently having belonged to the same building. These ruins testify to the
truth of what is stated by Eusebius and Jerome, that Beth-shan was in their time the finest city of the whole
Decapolis, it being the only one of the ten on the west side of the Jordan.
26
Butler_1905_393: The expedition passed northward through the plain of the Hauran, and across the Ledja,
reaching Damascus about the first week of March. The results of some, twenty weeks' work in this part of Syria
include, (1) much valuable data for the completion of the general map of the country, and plans of two cities and
two temple precincts, (2) copies of several hundred inscriptions in five languages, (3) measured plans with detail
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drawings of 15 temples, 44 churches, 4 palaces, 5 baths, 3 monumental arches, 4 Roman fortresses, 2 bridges, 7
mosques, and a large number of tombs and private residences, with photographs of all.
27
Luynes_I_1874_33-34, travelling in 1864, Ras-el-Abiad, coastal promontory: La Commission scientifique
française, au temps de l'expédition destinée à réprimer les massacres du Liban, vint faire des fouilles en ce lieu
et bouleversa ces ruines en les explorant avec trop peu de méthode. Il en résulte beaucoup d'incertitude sur les
édifices dont on comprendrait bien mieux le plan et l'usage, s'ils étaient restés tels que leur destruction naturelle
les avait laissés. Quoi qu'il en soit, il faut espérer que le savant chef de l'expédition tirera parti de son
exploration, et l'on dit qu'il a exhumé de ces ruines une inscription phénicienne d'une certaine valeur
scientifique. / Après avoir visité de notre mieux ces murailles écroulées, ces colonnes gisantes et les belles
citernes qu'où rencontre fréquemment, nous remontions à cheval, un peu découragés de n'emporter aucune idée
nette de ce lieu, dont le temple attestait l'intérêt, mais qu'il faudrait parcourir et étudier longtemps avant de se
former une idée plausible même de l'ensemble de l'ancienne cité. Il est difficile de comprendre comment tant de
villes du littoral, par conséquent si connues de tous les navigateurs et de tous les voyageurs de la côte de
Phénicie, sont demeurées anonymes, lorsque de si nombreux itinéraires et périples nous ont été laissés par
l'antiquité.
28
Ritter_1866_61 Jerusalem: Von Wildenbruch, together with Wolcott the missionary and Johns the architect,
while preparing for the foundation of the new evangelical church, have discovered the remains of aqueducts
forty feet below the present surface. These remains bear in their workmanship the traces of the greatest
antiquity. In reaching them, the excavators passed first through ten feet of earth, then through ten foot of
rubbish, then through ten feet more of earth, and lastly through ten feet more of architectoral remains, ŕ
circumstances which must make us cautious against too hastily adopting theories drawn from the present
appearance of the surface.
29
PEFQS_1869-70_19: Here we are reminded of the numerous and great difficulties to be overcome before
even one excavation of this kind can be made in Jerusalem, and of the many different people with whom
Lieutenant Warren has to deal. First, there is the Supreme Government, then the local Pasha, the Pope, Patriarch,
or Archbishop of Christian sects, the Rabbi and Moslem too, the owners of the soil, the military, the tenants of
the houses, the surrounding neighbours, the Consuls of various Powers, the excellent sergeants and corporals of
English Engineers, the native workmen, and, finally, the British public, who, perhaps, expect that we should find
at once, and in a city twenty times razed and as many times pillaged and harried when in ruins, fine marble
statues or golden censers, or even the manuscripts of the Bible. Relics such as these are, however, to be found
chiefly in tombs or other sacred spots, and it is precisely there that prejudice or allowable sentiment opposes to
our search a barrier harder than porphyry. Even through these difficulties many curiosities have been sent to
England by Lieut. Warren, and nine cases of those newly found will be shipped in the steamer with me. Still
these are not the main object of our search, though it must be allowed that the larger and more philosophic
design of our explorations will always be more appreciated by those who' come here and see what has been
uncovered than by those who are at home and who see only the sculptures, pottery, or numismatic lore
incidentally obtained and brought back to England.
30
PEF_Committee_1873_100 digging in Jerusalem: At first it was supposed that the shafts would lead not only
to topographical but also to archaeological discoveries. This expectation was not realized. No weapons at all
were found, except a solitary spear-head or two; and no hoards of treasure, which some people in Jerusalem
looked for. Considering the great portions of the city which have been already turned up in the many recent
public and private buildings with such small results, we may fairly expect that we shall find little to reward us
from an archaeological point of view in any future research. Probably, in some old aqueducts and sewers, or in
some secret caves, there may exist treasures hidden away in troublous times; but we have not yet found any.
31
PEF_Committee_1873_221B: It is very greatly to be hoped that, just as the English reader is asked to help our
own work, not by exploring himself, but by giving us money to explore by means of scientific agents on a welldefined plan, so he may help the Americans by not encouraging small expeditions into that tempting country
east of the Jordan, where so many treasures lie hidden.
32
PEF_1875_110-111: "The Committee of the American Association are now sending out their second
expedition. It will be commanded by Colonel Lane, who "will have under his orders Herr Rudolph Meyer, of
Hamburg, as assistant surveyor, and the Rev. Selah Merrill as archaeologist. The New York Committee have set
aside the sum of £6,000 to meet the expenses for the two years which, it is believed, the survey of Moab and the
country east of Jordan will require. It is worthy of remark that whereas most of our income is derived from oneguinea subscribers, the larger part of the money raised by the American Society has been subscribed by leading
New York merchants.
33
PEFQS_1877_40: The study of archaeology in Palestine, by excavation or otherwise, is not likely to bring to
light very much of value with respect to the illustration of the Bible. The work which is really of importance is
that in which the Fund is now engaged, namely, the examination of the topography of the land: from this we
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may expect, and have obtained, results of the highest importance, as illustrating the accuracy and consistency of
the Bible history; and thus the discovery of even the most obscure of Bible towns, and its identification by the
recovery of the ancient name radically unchanged, together with the examination of the natural features of the
ground, and of the ways and customs of the peasant population, are studies of infinitely more valuable character
than the costly attempt to explore by excavation, with results which, though of antiquarian interest, have no
bearing on Bible questions.
34
Conder_1891_4: What can, however, be claimed for Palestine exploration is, that the ideal was always as
high as modern scientific demands require. The explorations were conducted without reference to preconceived
theory, or to any consideration other than the discovery of facts. The conclusions which different minds may
draw from the facts must inevitably differ, but the facts will always remain as a scientific basis on which the
study of Palestine in all ages must be henceforth founded. Ibid., 18: These excavations round the walls of the old
Temple area, carried out in the teeth of fanatic and political obstruction, have enabled us to replace the weary
controversies of half a century ago by the actual results of measurement and scientific exploration.
35
De_Hass_1887_147 Temple Mount: secret passages, wide enough for three men to walk abreast, cut through
the hpd solid rock connecting the Temple with the Citadel on Mount Zion half a mile distant; and other
subterranean rock-hewn galleries, leading down to Joab's well and beyond, a hundred feet below the surface,
together with large sewers to convey the blood and washings of the great altar into the Kedron valley. Even the
private staircases that went under the Temple, by which the priests, unobserved, could enter or retire, and which
led to their baths, may still be seen. Much of the old material, such as fragments of sculpture, rare marbles, and
beautiful columns found in the Mosque of Omar, Church of the Holy Sepulcher, and other more modem
buildings, without doubt belonged to the Temple and its cloisters. There are, also, under the platform, great
vaults and cisterns, secret doors and mysterious passages, which were evidently connected with the Holy
Sanctuary.
36
Wilson 1871_256 citing the firman of 1869: Lieutenant Warren proceeds to Syria for the purpose of carrying
out archaeological researches, and excavating for antiquities. The authorities in Syria are enjoined to give an
officer to accompany him on his mission. He should be allowed to make excavations, under certain conditions,
at localities where antiquities are likely to be found; but he should on no account be permittcd to make
excavations at the Haram-esh-Shereef, at the Musjed-el-Aksa, the Kubbet-es-Sakhra, or any other places in the
immediate vicinity of the said Haram-esh-Shereef. Lieutenant Warren is empowered to carry on such
archaeoloical researches as are mentioned above during the period of one year from the date of this firmaun.
37
Wilson 1871_XIV citing what he wrote after visited Jerusalem in 1852: ŖIf the materials, however slight, on
which our judgment was to be formed were all before us, it might be worth while to attempt to unravel the
entanglement. But the reverse is the case. The data exist, perhaps in abundance, but they are inaccessible. When
Jerusalem can be excavated we shall be able to agree; till then the dispute is for the most part as hopeless as was
that concerning the Roman Forum before the discovery of the pedestal of the column of Phocas." / This hope
has been fulfilled. At last the excavations of Jerusalem have been begun, slowly and gradually indeed, but, when
these pages are read, it will probably be thought, as rapidly as the circumstances would permit.
38
Butler_1930_2 for the 1904-5 expedition: H. C. Butler, in charge of the organization and execution of the
project, was to study the architecture. Enno Littmann was to be responsible for all the epigraphical work, both
classical and Semitic, during the first half of the journey, and W. K. Prentice was to take charge of the Greek
and Latin inscriptions in the second half. Robert Garrett was unable to join the second expedition, and his place
as cartographer was taken by the writer of the journal, F. A. Norris.
39
Butler_1930_83-84 Jericho in 1908: We left Jerusalem early on the morning of March 15th, and, after an
extraordinarily cool journey under an overcast sky, encamped again at ŘAin is-Sultan, near the ruins of ancient
Jericho. Late in the afternoon we walked over to the site of the ancient city to see the German excavations then
being carried on. The work was being done chiefly by women, who were walking in an endless chain, carrying
baskets of earth on their heads and dumping them into the wagons on a short system of movable track. At the
time of our visit the excavations were rather uninteresting to the casual observer: remains of walls of sun-dried
brick following confused lines for a considerable distance above the plain, and a battering wall of stone, with a
brick wall above it, on the north side of the tell, were apparently the only important remains yet unearthed. We
saw none of the smaller finds.
40
Butler_1930_93 at Qanawat in 1909: We began work early on the following morning, some going with a
band of muleteers to do a little excavating at Sî, only half an hour away, others remaining to visit the ruins of
Kanawat.
41
AMS_IV_1867_327-328 From Nicephore to Manuel Comnenus: La civilisation gréco-vénitienne se ressentira
sans nul doute des effets d'une imitation constante et parfois servile. Honorant d'une véritable superstition le
pays de leurs spéculations et de leurs courses, ces marchands, qui étaient souvent des corsaires, ont tout saisi,
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sans tout comprendre, ni tout respecter. Pour eux rien qui ne fût de bonne prise: denrées, colonnes, statues,
reliques, coutumes, mots et formes mêmes du langage. De là cet entassement un peu étrange de marbres
arrachés à l'Orient, cet engouement pour des saints étrangers, ce faste imitateur de Constantinople, ces modes
empruntées, ces termes mal entendus, ces locutions mal comprises et transportées violemment du grec dans le
dialecte national. Mais Venise n'en a pas moins la gloire d'avoir échappé à ces ténèbres profondes où des villes,
aujourd'hui savantes, sont restées ensevelies. Cette dette, contractée envers la Grèce du moyen âge, n'est-elle pas
écrite sur la place merveilleuse qui a été le forum de Venise et est encore son incomparable salon? Les centaines
de colonnes qui soutiennent ou qui décorent l'église nationale ne viennent-elles pas en grande partie de l'Orient?
Les coupoles, que l'étranger aperçoit de la mer derrière la façade du palais Ducal, ne sont-elles pas une imitation
de l'art byzantin, l'œuvre peut-être de mains byzantines? Et n'est-ce pas dans une illustre métropole de l'église
grecque que les navires vénitiens sont allés chercher les restes précieux de saint Marc, patron vénéré de la
république, dont il personnifie la puissance?
42
Omont_1902_60, Carcavyřs instructions to Père Wansleben, 1671: S'il rencontre aussy parmi ces ruines
anciennes des statues ou bas-reliefs, qui soyent de bons maistres, il tachera de les avoir et de les remettre entre
les mains de ces correspondants, pour estre envoyez icy, ce que quelques-uns, qui ont voyagé depuis peu en ces
pays là, ont rapporté pouvoir estre fait facilement, témoignant de trafiquer et négotier en ces sorte de curiositéz,
et faisant quelque petit présant à ceux qui ont les principales charges des lieux où elles se rencontreront. / Les
mesmes relations assurent qu'à Balbek, qui est au pied oriental du mont Liban, il y a des temples entiers et
quantité de belles statues ensevelies sous des ruines, qu'on pourroit en tirer, ayant la permission du bâcha de
Damas d'y faire fouiller.
43
Masson_1896_507: Les ambassadeurs de France à Constantinople suivaient les instructions des ministres
autant que leur propre goût, quand, par une tradition conservée jusqu'au xviiie siècle, ils s'intéressaient aux
reliques de l'antiquité si nombreuses dans le Levant. Colbert s'adressait même aux consuls pour les charger de
faire des recherches et des achats: D'Arvieux lui envoyait d'Alep, en 1683, “une grande caisse de très beaux
manuscrits orientaux très bien choisis pour sa bibliothèque et celle du roi,” et Baron, autre consul d'Alep, lui
écrivait le 13 juin 1668: “j'espérais, Monsieur, de vous régaler de quelques curiosités de Perse et des Indes et je
me fondais sur une lettre que le père supérieur des capucins d'Ispahan m'écrivit le mois de novembre dernier.”
44
Omont_1902_274: une lettre de Ponchartrain à Poullard, devenu consul à Tripoli de Syrie, du 19 mai 1706,
témoigne encore du zèle que cet agent apportait à seconder les vues du ministre: J'ay receu vos lettres des 28
aoust, 26 octobre et 28 janvier dernier, avec les desseins de la ville de Palmire et du château de Balbec, et les
réflexions que vous avez fait sur la disposition présente des monuments qui y restent. Vous me ferez plaisir de
continuer, lorsque vous trouverez des occasions de faire observer et dessiner ceux qui sont aux environs de
Tripoly. / Vous me ferez plaisir de m'envoyer la pierre que vous avez trouvé à Balbec, dans laquelle il y a un
poisson peint en rouge.
45
Omont_1902_332 instructions to Lucas, 1704, written by l'abbé Bignon, bibliothécaire du Roi: Il observera en
Syrie de ne pas se charger de médailles qu'il trouvera marquées comme communes dans le livre des Villes
grecques de Mr Vaillant, que ledit Sr Paul Lucas aura soin d'emporter exprès avec luy. / Il taschera d'aller par la
côte de Syrie et de Phénicie, ces endroits fournissant plus de curiositez à cause de la grande quantité de colonies
romaines qu'il y a eu. Il passera à Tripoly, Arado, Zor, Gaza, Ascalon, et Saide; il se rencontre par hazard dans
ces quartiers là des médaillons d'argent des roys de Sirie et des empereurs romains et même des Arsacides, et
c'est sur cette côte qu'on a trouvé deux Othons et le Pescennius; mais entre ces médaillons il faut distinguer ceux
qui n'ont que la teste d'Hercule, ou celle d'une femme tourelée, lesquels ne valent guère plus que le poids. Ibid.,
329 Mémoire on Lucas, perhaps by Vaillant, 1703 or 1704: Il a esté aussi en Perse; mais, comme ces lieux ne
fournissent pas de médailles, il pourroit cottoyer la Grèce, la Propontide, Constantinople, Smyrne, aller à
Angora, Césarée et Tarse pour arriver par caravane à Alep, et parcourir toute la coste de Fénicie, qui sont des
villes où il y a lieu de trouver de bonnes médailles, comme on y en a déjà rapporté de ces endroits. Il sçait assés
le chemin de Damas pour aller de là en Egypte et ramasser ce qu'il trouvera de curieux.
46
Lucas_II_1720_321-345: Catalogue des principales Curiositez, que l'Auteur a raportées de son troisiéme
Voiage. These included over 400 coins and medals, 12 engraved gems, a jade vase, and 25 manuscripts.
47
Omont_1902_528: En 1713 ou 1714, Dom Joseph-Simon Asseman, neveu du patriarche des Maronites, ayant
fait une longue résidence à Rome, où s'étant fort avancé par son mérite dans les bonnes grâces du pape Clément
XI, fut chargé par ce saint Père de venir parcourir toute l'Egypte et la Syrie pour faire la recherche et
l'acquisition de tous les manuscrits curieux qu'il pourroit rencontrer pour enrichir la bibliothèque du Vatican,
dans laquelle il est actuellement secrétaire pour les langues orientales et bénéficier de l'église de Saint-Pierre.
48
Omont_1902_677 Marquis de Villeneuve, travelling 1730-1740, letter to Bignon of 1731: Si je pouvois me
flatter. Monsieur, dans les recherches que je fais pour la Bibliothèque du Roy, d'un succès qui répondît à ma
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bonne volonté, je croirois mériter tout ce que vous me renouvellés d'obligeant à cet égard dans la lettre que vous
m'avez fait l'honneur de m'écrire le 15 décembre dernier. / Depuis la dernière caisse, dont vous m'accusez la
réception, il doit vous en être parvenu une autre, qui contenoit des manuscrits, dont la plupart étoient venus de
Syrie; je souhaite fort que vous en ayez été content.
49
Omont_1902_1046 Le Maire, consul at Tripoli de Barbarie, 1705-1706, in a Mémoire on his finds at Leptis:
La plus grande partie des ruinnes de la ville sonts encevelie dans la terre et la plus part des colonnes, que j'ay
tirées du tample, estoint sur leurs pieds d'esteaux, ensevelis dans le sable jusques à l'astragalle; j'ay travaillé près
de 5 mois pour faire dessabler ces trois grosses colonnes, où je trouvé les desbris des autres aux environs; je les
fis conduire à la marinne sur le petit port, que j'avois fait pour embarquer les autres; je ne les peu ambarquer
faute de chalan assés fort pour les porters à bord de la flutte du Roy. Je trouvé plus de trante statues, toutes
muttilées et or d'estat de pouvoir embarquer, n'ayant ny testes, ny bras; ce sonts les plus belles ruinnes et les plus
entières de toute l'Affrique. Il y avoit une darce pour les gallères, à costé du tample, très belles, avec quantité de
réservoirs d'eaux couvert de belles vouttes, dont la plus part sonts encore entier et plain d'eau.
50
Omont_1902_414 Montfaucon, Mémoire pour servir d'instruction à ceux qui cherchent d'anciens monumens
dans la Grèce et dans le Levant: De ceux qui ont voyagé dans le Levant pour y chercher des monumens
antiques, il y en a peu qui aient eu les connoissances nécessaires pour bien réussir dans ces recherches, et pas un
n'avoit fait les préparatifs requis pour y faire une ample moisson. Ces monumens sont les médailles, les bustes,
statues et bas-reliefs, les inscriptions et les manuscrits. Je ne m'arrêterai point ici sur les médailles, parce que la
facilité du transport fait qu'on apporte tout ici, le bon, le médiocre et le mauvais, et qu'il est aisé de choisir sur le
tout ce qui mérite d'avoir place dans nos cabinets. Les bustes, statues et bas-reliefs ne sont pas pour tout le
monde. Ce sont ordinairement les princes et les grands seigneurs qui les font venir pour en orner leurs cabinets
et leurs jardins. Quoique plusieurs de ces sortes de monumens puissent servir à illustrer l'Antiquité, rien
n'approche de l'utilité qu'on peut tirer des inscriptions, dont la Grèce et les villes de l'Asie sont toutes remplies;
c'est de quoi nous allons parler ici plus en détail.
51
Saulcy_1853_I_34: Avant le jour nous étions sur pied, et nous nous promenions dans Sayda. La promenade
n'est pas longue; cinquante pas à travers un misérable bazar, nous conduisent sur la plage, et nous avons devant
nous les vestiges du mole qui ferma jadis le port de Sidon. Partout on nous offre des médailles, des pierres
gravées et des débris antiques de toute espèce. J'achète deux cippes funéraires ornés d'inscriptions grecques
d'une époque assez récente, et à aidé 1'abbé à prendre lřestampage d'une autre inscription du même genre tracée
sur un bas-relief encastré dans la muraille du khan.
52
Saulcy_1853_I_42 Sidon: II fait à peine assez jour encore pour retrouver son chemin, lorsque nous nous
decidons à regagner notre demeure. Au retour, les marchands d'antiquailles affluent; mais ils n'ont rien de bien
intéressant, et sauf quelques médailles et une assez jolie petite tête d'impératrice, en marbre blanc, nous ne
trouvons guère à satisfaire notre goût pour les vieux débris des temps passés.
53
Saulcy_1853_I_110, at Hebron: Avant le dîner, Matteo m'a fait voir une sorte de petite capse en marbre blanc,
et en forme de sarcophage, portant une croix patée, à branches égales, sur 1'une de ses faces. Cette espèce d'urne
funéraire, à trois cases, est la propriété de notre hôte; elle a été découverte, à ce que pretend celui-ci, dans une
des nombreuses grottes sepulcrales entaillees dans le flanc des collines qui environnent Hebron. J'ai bien
quelque envie d'acquérir ce curieux marbre, mais j'ai peur que son détenteur ne lřestime trop haut, à en juger par
le cas qu'il a 1'air d'en faire. Cependant, après quelques pourparlers, dans lesquels Matteo me sert
d'intermédiaire, je fais 1'emplette de 1'urne, pour une somme de soixante piastres … / Partout dans le village, et
surtout du côté du canal dans lequel est resserre le ruisseau venant du Paneïon, on voit des tronçons de colonnes,
presque toujours gisant sur le sol ou dans 1'eau, quelquefois debout et en place.
54
Saulcy_1853_I_587 Damascus: Apres avoir acheté dans le bazar quelques bonnes médailles que les orfèvres
ne se pressent jamais de fondre, dans 1'espoir qu'il se présentera, tôt ou tard, quelque Européen qui les achetera
un peu plus cher qu'elles ne valent intrinsequement, nous sommes allés faire une autre promenade sur des
terrasses.
55
Hunter_1842_II_48 at Beirut: I remember the first time I made inquiry in the town for salhoot or anteeka
(coins and antiques), I was referred to a tailor who was said to have a great taste in such matters. On my being
introduced to him, and stating my wishes, he drew forth a dirty leather bag, in which it appeared his collection
was contained. I found, amongst other things, some fine crystal pendules, originally belonging to a chandelier; a
great number of Roman and Byzantine copper coins; some Ionian farthings; a small silver Greek coin; and a few
engraved stones. For the sum of ten piastres (two shillings) the tailor agreed I should have the small silver coin,
one of the engraved stones, and a dozen of the copper salhoot at choice: these included the only articles I
thought worthy of attention.
56
AMS_I_1864_396 Guérin in Judea: Des ruines de différentes époques, chananéennes, judaïques, romaines,
byzantines, musulmanes, ont de tous côtés attiré mes regards. Il m'est absolument impossible. Monsieur le
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Ministre, de les décrire ici, même brièvement, à Votre Excellence, et je vais me borner aujourd'hui, devant
repartir après-demain pour la Samarie, à vous donner la liste des seules localités que j'ai découvertes. Plusieurs
d'entre elles sont fort importantes, et ont été jadis des villes considérables, bâties en belles pierres de taille à
bossage ou complètement aplanies. Ces villes, du reste, paraissent toutes avoir été construites presque sur le
même plan.
57
AMS_III_1867_371-373 Liste des objects antiques envoyés au Musée Impériale du Louvre par E.G. Rey. 27
items in all.
58
Hilprecht_1903_205-206 Hamdy Bey in charge of archaeology in Ottoman Empire from 1881: Through his
energetic measures, which led to a complete reorganization of the Ottoman laws of excavation, henceforth no
person received permission to explore more than one ancient ruin at the same time, and this only with the
express stipulation that all the antiquities recovered became the exclusive property of the Imperial Museum in
Constantinople.
59
Burton_&_Tyrwhitt-Drake_1872_II_283-284: Hums is one of the most interesting towns in Syria, not only on
account of its past history, but for its present remains; and being somewhat out of the reach of tourists, it is still
a fair field for the collector. A certain Konstantin Khuri bin Daud, whose name has already been mentioned,
possesses a book in which he has entered for his own use, more or less correctly, 398 inscriptions of sorts ŕ at
least that was the number he gave me ŕ existing in and about Hums, chiefly Greek, a few Latin, and some
flowery Cufic. According to him, the eastern regions between Hums and Palmyra abound in ruins, basaltic all,
like those of the 'Alah; and for the small sum of five hundred piastres per month he volunteered, provided I
would supply him with a guard, to bring back a rich store of Ŗwritten stonesŗ and antikitat. Of late, however, the
Sublime Porte has adopted the highly invidious measure of forbidding all antiquities to be exported, under the
pretext that they are wanted for a home collection. Were this the case, no complaint could be made; the step has
been taken by civilised powers. But here it means simply a bakhshish ad valorem to the local governor, and the
place for housing such valuables is yet in nubibus. It will be time to enforce the order when the museum, for
which a Greek Kayyah has obtained a firman, comes into existence. Meanwhile interesting remains are left in
the streets to be broken by boys; and foreigners are subject to all manner of annoyance.
60
Van_De_Velde_1854_I_91: If it were possible to make excavations in the grounds around Sidon, without
getting into difficulties with the Turkish government, many an interesting relic of antiquity would be dug up. I
have been once, with William Thomson, in one of the vaults, south of the city. We found a number of stone
coffins, ornamented with carved work, lying either near to, or on one another, in their original places; the
foremost ones, which had been placed at the entrance of the vault, were broken. Who knows what discoveries
might be made by opening these stone coffins? For the Phoenician articles, now kept in the antiquary's cabinet,
have been most of them found in such sarcophagi. But excavations could not possibly be made here, without
occasioning much fuss. The suspicious natives cannot understand what can induce Europeans to visit this land
and its ruins.
61
Luynes_I_1874_8, travelling in 1864, Beirut: La maison occupée par M. Peretié [premier drogman du
consulat de France à Beyrouth] est à mi-côte sur la colline, dominée de loin par le consulat général de France et
par la grande caserne turque; la vue s'étend sur la rade, la ville devenue presque européenne, et le mont Liban.
Cette jolie maison attestait, dès l'entrée, les goûts et les études favorites de celui qui en était alors le maître. Des
antiquités étaient rangées dans la salle basse, près de la cour, et adossées à la muraille; plusieurs bas-reliefs et
fragments de statues de marbre ou de pierre, de style grec et d'une époque peu reculée pour la plupart,
composaient ce dépôt provisoire … Le salon, plus loin, était un vrai musée d'antiquités, terres cuites, bronzes,
médailles, pierres gravées, cylindres, choisis avec un goût excellent parmi ce que les fouilles et les découvertes
opérées par les agents de M. Peretié pouvaient offrir de plus remarquable.
62
PEFQS_1881_214.
63
Hilprecht_1903_615-616: The discoveries in Sidon bring us to a later period. The unimportant little town of
Sa'i'da was to all intents completely unknown until the year 1855, when the attention of all Orientalists was
drawn to it by the discovery of the sarcophagus of King Eshmunazar. To the east of the town there is a large
necropolis. Hewn into the lower ridges of the calcareous mountain-chain that juts out from the shore are a great
mass of tombs. In one of these was found a remarkable sarcophagus of black basalt bearing a long inscription of
990 words. It is written in Phenician characters, is very well engraved and in an excellent state of preservation.
Along with the Mesha stone and the Siloam inscription it is the most important of all the Semitic inscriptions
found in Syria.
64
Chauvet_&_Isambert_1882_578: M. Renan, chargé en 1860-1861 par le gouvernement français d'une mission
d'exploration en Phénicie, acquit de M. Péretié, drogman du consulat de France à Beyrout, le terrain voisin de la
Maghârat Ahloûn et, par l'intermédiaire de M. Durighello, vice-consul de France à Saïda, le terrain situé au S. E.
Des recherches avaient déjà été faites dans le vaste espace connu sous le nom de Beiâder (les aires). Seul le
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terrain intermédiaire est resté en dehors des fouilles, et c'est là, selon M. Renan, que devront se porter à l'avenir
les recherches des explorateurs. Apres le départ de M. Renan, les fouilles furent dirigées avec une grande
activité par M. le docteur Gaillardot, dans le cours des années 1861 et 1862. Ces fouilles ont mis à jour une
centaine de caveaux funéraires, plus ou moins considérables, mais qui malheureusement avaient été presque
tous violés.
65
Lortet_1881_26 near Tyre: A trois cents mètres environ de Kabr Hiram, se voient les ruines d'une petite église
byzantine, construite très probablement en 574 après J. C., découverte par les travaux de la Mission française en
Phénicie. Une très belle mosaïque, qui formait le seuil de ce sanctuaire dédié à saint Christophe, a été envoyée
au musée du Louvre.
66
Perrot_1888_425: M. de la Blanchère vint s'établir à Sousse et il y passa deux mois, occupé, du lever au
coucher du soleil, à détacher du sol ce précieux pavage [discovered by French officers in 1886], médaillon par
médaillon, puis à l'emballer dans des caisses qui, non sans avoir couru plus d'un danger, sont arrivées intactes au
Bardo. En 1861, pour déposer la mosaïque de Kabr Hiram que M. Renan avait découverte dans la banlieue de
Tyr, puis pour la remonter à Paris au Palais de lřIndustrie, on avait fait venir à grands frais de Rome un maître
mosaïste, Taddei; pour mener à bien la double opération à laquelle le musée de Tunis doit son plus bel
ornement, M. de la Blanchère n'a pas eu d'autres aides que deux ouvriers qui n'avaient pas la moindre notion des
pratiques et des tours de main d'un métier difficile et délicat entre tous. Les deux mosaïques, celle de Kabr
Hiram et celle de Sousse, ont à peu près les mêmes dimensions.
67
Rendel_Harris_1891_35: Phenician alphabets are a specialty amongst the forgers of inscriptions in Syria
(only they make mistakes sometimes; I myself was offered some Phenician inscriptions by the youth of Sidon,
in which the artist had mingled early forms of the Greek alphabet, evidently from some Western hand-book, in
which the two languages were compared as to their early alphabetic forms).
68
Paton_1901_x: The purpose of this volume is to tell the story of the West Semitic peoples during the first of
these periods, that is, from the earliest times down to the establishment of the Persian empire. Within the last
few years important archaeological finds have been made in Syria and Palestine. On account of their central
position they were in constant contact with Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt, and Arabia; and consequently, all
discoveries in the Orient throw light upon their early history. In this book I have endeavoured to gather up the
results of the most recent explorations, and combining them with the facts already known from the Bible and
from other ancient sources, to present them in a clear and popular form.
69
Clermont-Ganneau_1884_54, his 1881 work: Les monuments originaux, à lřexception de trois ou quatre qui
sont restés à Jaffa, ont été rapportés par moi à Paris, où ils se trouvent à la disposition de lřÉtat, en attendant
d'être incorporés à nos collections nationales. These included 23 bronze statuettes, 13 sculptures and bas-reliefs,
57 vases and lamps, plus gems and a pair of capitals. Then provides a catalogue.
70
Clermont-Ganneau_1896_333 Samaria: The existence of colossal statues at Sebaste is attested by a
magnificent marble head found some years ago, and taken by me to the Louvre in 1882. (See my Rapports sur
une Mission en Palestine et en Phénicie, Rapport No. 5, p. 58, Plate II, A.) It is a woman's head, in the best
Greek style, measuring 0m30 from the chin to the roots of the hair. The fragment of an arm now under
discussion perhaps belonged to the same statue. I regret that we did not make a drawing of it, or at all events
make a note of the kind of stone.
71
Wortabet_1856_I_336-337 Sidon: a few days before my arrival at Sidon, a new sarcophagus had been
discovered in one of the gardens close by. The cover had the representation of a figure-head, whether of a man
or a woman I cannot tell, as I did not see it, because at the time when I visited Sidon it was covered up, and
sentinels stationed there to guard it. The reason of this was, that the British and French consular agents had got
into a row about it, as to which should have it, both claiming the right to it. So warm became the discussion
between these allies of the Turkish government, that the pasha deemed it best to bury the sarcophagus under
ground, until these "deputy-provisionary-sub-vice-pro-acting-consuls" should have settled the matter amicably
in a law-suit, which he would hear and decide upon. They had been a month engaged upon it, and the law-suit
was as far from termination as on the first day it began. It was thus that I missed seeing it. Mr. Thomson,
however, who saw it, told me that it had a long Phoenician inscription, out of which he had made that this
sarcophagus held the remains of the daughter of some king, who died in the worship of one Ashtoreth. I have no
doubt that this sarcophagus will one day enrich one of the museums of the West, when we shall know more of it.
72
Gallois_1907_190 Balbec: Des débris amoncelés pendant des siècles, avaient même atrophié le monument, en
exhaussant le sol réel recouvert d'un humus où avaient poussé herbes folles, broussailles et même arbustes, au
détriment de la construction, lorsque le Gouvernement allemand offrit à la Turquie de déblayer un peu l'édifice,
de faire quelques consolidations urgentes, de le présenter en un mot aux nombreux visiteurs qui passent
maintenant chaque année par là. Il va sans dire qu'en dédommagement des frais qu'elle ferait, l'Allemagne aurait
le droit de choisir quelques jolis souvenirs archéologiques, ce qu'elle n'a pas oublié en envoyant à Berlin,
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statues, frises, morceaux d'entablement, sculptures variées, tous souvenirs, comme bien on pense, triés avec soin
et naturellement non des moins intéressants et des moins précieux.
73
Jessup_1910_II_656 visit of the German Emperor to Balbec: In one sense, his visit has already had its effect.
It has diminished sensibly the prestige and influence of France in Syria and Palestine. The emperor not only
dedicated a Protestant Church in Jerusalem on the anniversary of Luther's Theses at Wittemburg, October 31,
1517, but he has also taken all the German Catholic clergy, laymen, and institutions away from the French
protectorate and put them under German control. French influence here has been identified with the worst
phases of Jesuit intrigue and anything that weakens it is a public benefit. In 1906, the French government had
almost ceased to aid the Roman Catholic orders in Syria owing to the open rupture between France and the
papal curia.
74
Carpenter_1923_250: The Emperor of Germany when he made his trip through the Holy Land created as
great a sensation as Theodore Roosevelt when he cavorted through Europe. Kaiser Wilhelm and his empress
started in at Beirut and crossed the mountains of Lebanon to Baalbek and Damascus. They then returned to
Beirut and took ship down the coast, past Tyre and Sidon, to the Bay of Acre. Here horses were waiting for
them and they rode down around the slopes of Mount Carmel, over the plains of Sharon to Jaffa, and thence up
the hills of Judea to Jerusalem. There were about a thousand in the party, and it required one thousand two
hundred and fifty mules and horses to carry them and their baggage. The Emperor himself had a staff of one
hundred and twenty, who ate at his own tables, and there were in addition one hundred and forty naval and
military officers.
75
Jessup_1910_II_751: In November, United States Consul Ravendal received a letter from Vice-Consul
Shumacher of Haifa, well known as an explorer and archaeologist, resigning his office and also stating that he
had given up his American citizenship and become a German subject, for the reason that, as an American, he
could get no rights and secure no concessions for archaeological excavation and exploration, whereas a German
subject can get any concession that is desired. Dr. Shumacher's statement is no doubt true. The German
emperor, for reasons too palpable to need explanation, has become the backer and friend of the Sultan Abdul
Hamid II. German railway concessions are necessary to promote German commerce, and for these benefits the
Emperor William will stand by the Sultan, who, as a matter of wisdom, will grant the emperor and his subjects
privileges allowed to none others. As Mr. Shumacher has large experience in Palestine exploration, and is a
permanent resident in Haifa, he naturally prefers the government which can most successfully promote his
interests. [But in the PEF_Quarterly-Statement_1890_133 he is already referred to as Herr Schumacher.]
76
Michaelis_1908_281-282: Fate has been more favourable at Baalbec-Heliopolis than in the Hauran, although
here also the railway, the friend of man, but the enemy of ancient structures, has approached to within a short
distance. Its first discoverer, Richard Wood, had been followed toward the end of the eighteenth century by L. F.
Cassas, and in 1827 by Leon de Laborde and others. But thorough investigations of the famous temple ruins
were only undertaken at the expense of the German Emperor in 1899-1904 by R. Koldewey, Otto Puchstein, and
the architects B. Schulz and D. Krencker. The huge temple of the venerated Zeus of Heliopolis, the six standing
columns of which to-day characterize Baalbec, has only now become known, especially as regards the artistic
arrangement of its courts, and thereby established a resemblance to Herod's Temple of Jehovah at Jerusalem.
77
AMS_I_1851_210-211, Batissier, in the Orient in 1846: Telle est, Monsieur le Ministre, la série des
monuments religieux ou militaires que les Francs avaient élevés en Syrie et en Palestine et qui existent encore,
les uns assez complets, les autres, en grande partie, ruinés. Je nřinsisterai pas sur le vif intérêt quřils présentent;
ils appartiennent à notre ancienne civilisation et à notre histoire. Or presque tous ces édifices n'ont jamais été
dessinés, quelques-uns seulement figurent dans des vues pittoresques qui sont loin dřen donner une idée
vraiment exacte. Un ouvrage spécial dans lequel ils seraient reproduits avec soin, ou ils seraient décrits dans
tous leurs détails, et où seraient rassemblés tous les documents et tous les faits qui concernent leur fondation,
serait certainement considéré comme une bonne fortune par le monde savant et par les nombreux admirateurs de
nos antiquités nationales.
78
Pingaud_1887_VII: Ici aussi s'est manifestée la rivalité des nations européennes. La France, l'Allemagne,
l'Angleterre, ont envoyé à l'envi leurs explorateurs et leurs commissions scientifiques en Grèce, en Egypte, en
Syrie; il n'y a pas jusqu'aux Etats-Unis qui, récemment encore, représentés à Chypre par le général de Cesnola,
revendiquaient leur part de ces immenses dépouilles. Ainsi arraché âge par âge à l'oubli, et reprenant conscience
de ses destinées, l'Orient se rapproche insensiblement de l'heure où il échappera sans effort, pour commencer un
nouvel avenir, à ses maîtres d'aujourd'hui.
79
Paris_1861_126-127: L'Europe a donc un double danger à éviter; il faut qu'elle ne fasse ni trop ni trop peu,
qu'elle ne tente pas d'accomplir brusquement les changements que le temps seul peut opérer, et qu'elle ne se
laisse cependant pas devancer par les événements. Pour cela elle devrait s'appliquer uniquement à développer
tant d'éléments divers par l'influence matérielle et morale qu'elle exerce sur les populations de la Syrie, et à les
protéger contre tous périls par son autorité et son intervention prévoyante dans les affaires d'Orient … Dans
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cette grande tâche, le rôle principal appartient naturellement à la France. Deux puissances européennes [Britain
and France] fondent leur autorité, lřune sur les mille relations qne lui donne son immense commerce, l'autre sur
son influence religieuse. La France peut et doit unir ces deux moyens d'action. Tandis que sa richesse croissante,
que ses capitaux, s'étendant sur l'Orient, y affermissent son crédit, son drapeau est le représentant naturel du
Catholicisme dans un pays où la religion fait la nationalité.
80
Miller_1894_476B: England and France are always ready to look after the interests of their own people, and
since English and French capital is building railways in Palestine, neither of these nations would hesitate, in case
of war, to claim a protectorate over the country, just as England has done with Egypt. Then, too, the burden of
prophecy rests upon Palestine; in God's own good time it will be fulfilled, and the desolation of Canaan will be
turned into prosperity. The Lord uses nations to bring about results, and he may use France and England now as
he used Darius and Alexander the Great to accomplish his purposes so many centuries ago. / Jaffa has not only
improved in having a railway and a new pier for landing, but the city has grown in population and in trade.
81
Volney_I_1792_212-213: il ne faut pas regarder les habitans de la Syrie comme une même nation, mais
comme un alliage de nations diverses. / On peut en faire trois classes principales: 1°. La postérité du peuple
conquis parles Arabes, c'est-à-dire, les Grecs du bas Empire. 2°. La postérité des Arabes conquérans. 3°. Le
peuple dominant aujourd'hui, les Turks Ottomans. [Then subdivides them further.] … A ces peuples, qui sont les
habitans agricoles & sédentaires de la Syrie, il faut encore ajouter trois autres peuples errans & pasteurs: savoir,
1°. les Turkmans, 2°. les Kourdes & 3°. les Arabes-Bédouins.
82
Wortabet_1856B_11: I am a native of Syria, but I cannot tell you to what race I belong. Our country has been
overrun, over, and over, and over again. It has been re-re-reconquered.
83
Farley_1862_1-2: Turkey, though an empire, is not a nation; it is rather an aggregate of nationalities or
governments accidentally united by having been the subjects of a common conquest. It includes within its
boundaries some of the fairest and most fertile portions of the world, and comprises some of the earliest and
most celebrated seats of learning and civilization.
84
Smith_1918_52: It is not true that ŖPalestine is the national home of the Jewish people and of no other
people.ŗ It is not correct to call its non-Jewish inhabitants ŖArabs,ŗ or to say that Ŗthey have left no image of
their spirit and made no history ŕ except in the great Mosque.ŗ We may rule out the Franks, their brief
discipline of Syria and the many monuments of this that remain. But what of the native Christians, Syrian and
Greek? They doubtless claim that their faith is the moral heir of all that was best in ancient Judaism. / If
agreement on that question is impossible, there remains the other, which we cannot evade, of the fact of the
living Christian communities. Have they not been as long in possession of their portions of the land as ever the
Jews were? Is not Palestine the birthplace of their faith also and its fields as sacred to Christians as to Jews? Has
Christianity Ŗmade no historyŗ and Ŗleft no image of its spiritŗ on the Holy Land?
85
Pernot_1912_1: Le Comité des Intérêts français en Orient, fondé à Paris, il y a trois ans, avait adressé à la
Presse la note suivante: / ŖLes hommes qui composent le Comité n'ont qu'une pensée, celle de travailler sans
distinction de parti et dans l'esprit le plus large à maintenir et à développer notre situation morale, politique et
économique en Orient. Notre empire heureusement agrandi dans le bassin occidental de la Méditerranée, ne doit
pas nous faire oublier que la France a toujours en Orient des intérêts de premier ordre et qu'elle y a gardé des
privilèges auxquels correspondent des devoirs qu'elle ne peut pas abandonner. / Le Comité se propose de faire
appel à l'opinion et de seconder la politique française en employant ses ressources et sa propagande à soutenir
toutes les oeuvres qui font honneur à la France dans les pays d'Orient et contribuent à y étendre son action.ŗ
86
Pernot_1912_V: Le Comité de défense des intérêts français en Orient, constitué à Paris au mois de décembre
1911 sous la présidence de M. Ribot, s'est proposé de soutenir et de développer, par tous les moyens qui seraient
en son pouvoir, les intérêts de la France dans le Levant. Avant d'agir, il a voulu reconnaître le terrain sur lequel
son action doit s'exercer, se renseigner sur l'état actuel de l'influence et des intérêts français en Orient, sur
lřimportance et la valeur des œuvres qui contribuent à répandre cette influence et à servir ces intérêts. / C'est
pourquoi le Comité m'a donné mission d'aller étudier sur place les œuvres françaises d'Orient, de visiter les
établissements d'instruction et d'assistance administrés par la France ou placés sous sa protection, et de me
rendre compte de la situation et des besoins de ces établissements, afin de lui signaler les points où son
intervention serait le plus nécessaire et pourrait être le plus efficace. Subsidiairement le Comité me demandait
de recueillir quelques informations sur les principales entreprises financières, industrielles, commerciales et
agricoles créées ou dirigées par nos nationaux dans le Levant.
87
Michaelis_1908_283-284: The old Roman provinces of Mauretania and Numidia, which extend along the
south coast of the western Mediterranean, were opened to science much earlier than Syria. With the conquest of
Algeria by the French in the thirties, one of the countries richest in ruins was gradually opened, which, like the
Orient, had been in its prime in the second and third centuries. Only rarely had travellers, as Thomas Shaw,
1720-32, penetrated to these unsafe regions. The French Government now undertook extensive scientific
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investigations in this land, which it had acquired with such difficulty; but excavations were rarely undertaken.
Special recognition is due to those French officers who devoted themselves to recovering Roman antiquities,
and in particular saved many inscriptions from utter destruction.
88
Roederer_1917_4: L'histoire du Levant, c'est presque dans l'histoire de France qu'on devrait l'apprendre, tant
les deux sont intimement mêlées. Chaque phase de notre vie nationale eut sa répercussion là-bas et s'y manifesta
par un acte. / Dans ce vase clos de la Méditerranée, toutes les ondes parties d'une rive se propagent
immanquablement jusqu'à l'autre. La Méditerranée, qui n'a qu'une géologie et qu'une flore, n'a aussi qu'une
histoire. / Grecs, arabes ou turcs, les empires d'Orient ne perdirent jamais le contact avec la France de nos pères,
que la féodalité la conduisît, ou la royauté, ou la république. Ils n'échappèrent jamais à son influence.
89
Rostovtzeff 1932, 123: Quite recently the unchecked robbery of the ruins of Palmyra, carried out by tourists
and merchants alike, has come to an end, and now the era of archaeological expeditions and explorations,
aiming at a more or less thorough record of the antiquities existing above ground, is equally reaching a close.
Thanks to the French Academy of Inscriptions, to the Syrian government, and to the administrators of the
French Syrian mandate, the hour has at last struck for subterranean excavations to be made and, more important
still, for the thorough protection and restoration of the ruins. This has happened only just in time, for since the
introduction of motor-cars the despoiling of Palmyra had made giant strides. In a few decades scarcely a column
or an arch would have been left standing on the site; they would have fallen, as have hundreds of those which
Loos and Wood saw still standing in their places, laid low as much by the hand of time as by any other agency.
90
Rostovtzeff 1932, 155 Dura: After the end of the War Breasted lectured on the discovery to the French
Academy of Inscriptions and this body instantly decided to undertake excavation on the site, which by this time
was already within the French mandate. The Belgian archaeologist Franz Cumont, an associate member of the
society, was nominated director and it was made possible for him to work at Dura for two years on end. His
workmen were soldiers of the French Foreign Legion, amongst whom were several Russians.
91
Rostovtzeff 1932, 39: The new rulers of Palestine and Transjordania do their utmost to further the tourist
development of the district. The local populace shows neither opposition nor friendliness towards this policy,
possibly on account of its own heterogeneous origins. Some of them are town-dwelling Circassians, emigrants
from Russia, who were transported to Transjordania by Abdul Hamid; others are Levantines or Palestinian Jews.
These are the new settlers and they delight in preying on the foreigner, without violating the law, by selling him
minor antiquities or something of the slender produce of the country. The Bedouin from the desert frown on the
tourists, and are not averse from relapsing to their old custom of highway robbery. They are, however, made to
pay a heavy price for such misdeeds, for at Maan, on the Petra road, stands the camp of the new Transjordanian
Legion, which is an English force supplied with aeroplanes, barracks, and sheds for armoured cars. The cavalry
section of this force is mounted on horses and camels in much the same way as the Roman troops of old, but
instead of being called the dromedary corps this detachment is now called the Mearisf corps. The armoured cars
and aeroplanes are always in perfect order, ready to pounce upon the Bedouin of the desert and to exact
retribution for their incursions or for the kidnapping of foreigners. As a result, European and American ladies
run but a very slender chance of being carried off by some wild Arab sheikh and must fall back upon such
romantic incidents as may happen in Petra's tents.

Endnotes: Conclusion
1

Encyclopaedia Britannica 1911, s.v. Museums of Art, written by Lord Balcarres.
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